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PUBLISHER'S NOTE

Edward William Lane's ARABIC- ENGLISH LEXICON
Book I contains all the classical words, their derivatives,
and their usages. It appears in eight separate volumes
and took the author more than thirty years to compile.
Book II, which Dr. Lane contemplated and which was
to contain rare words and explanations, was incomplete
at the time of his death in 1876 and therefore never
appeared.

In describing Lane's Lexicon, Dr. G. P. Badger wrote,
This marvellous work in its fullness and richness, its

deep research, correctness and simplicity of arrangement
far transcends the Lexicon of any language ever pre-
sented to the world. .

. Prited in Lebanon by OFFSET CONROGRAVURE
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[Boor I.]

The eighth letter of the alphabet: called 3,i. it

is one of the letters termed 4>. [or vocal, i. e

pronounced with the voice, not with the breath

only); and of the letters termed i [pro-

nounced by preasing the tip of the tongue against

the upper gums and suddenly withdrawing it],

like b and c;. (TA.) It is substituted, agreew

ably with general usage, for the ; of the form

Ja;Wl and its variations, when the first radical

letter isj, as in >;1l; [for iUjI]; or 1, as in,*-,l

(for >S11, originally ,1;]; or s, as in 1JJ;

for 1W~~~~~~~~

(for l;j;l, originally 3,l]: and sometimes after

as in ' ! a dial. var. of t : also,

sometimes, for the pronominal affix zi after,,

as in for 1,1i;; and after jJ, as in * for

;jq*: it is also substituted for the zo of

contr. to analogy: and it occurs substituted for

1i, contr. to general usage, as in I5i3 for L;i.
(MF.) ~[As a numeral, it denotes Four.]

C~~~~~~~~

R. Q. 1. l', inf. n. Pjlj and C 5,, He (a

camel, $) ran (1,i) most vehemently, ($, M, 15,

TA,) going a pace quicker than that termed j

[q. v.]: (TA:) or hastened, or sped, and ran, or

rose in his running; syn. yi_1; c.i (15:)

accord. to AA, t Sil;, is [a subst., or quasi-

inf n., signifying] a quick pace or manner oj

going: and [the inf n.] 41V1 is syn. with l:

and in the Nawhdir [app. of Aboo-'Amr Esh-

Sheybanee] it is said that 1A;; (inf. n. ) and

(inf.n and (inf. n. alj) are

9. -%~~~

syn. with 1Cet; and that ajl; and :.i signify a

camel's proceeding with short steps, at a rate

quicker than that of the pace termed (q. v.]:

accord to the Kf, these two words signify the

goting a pace quicker than that te,rmed -

[q. v.], not so quick as that termed q. v.].

(TA.) You say, aitI os l The bead ran a

pace quicker than that termed JA. (M.) And

et He followed him, having him near

before hi.. (, 1og, TA.) And hence, Ij i l; j

He ran (gi) to escape from him, being fol

lowed by him, and being ear before him; 

,isalso.l , t fr,eOo

alo t Ij. (M.) He put a thing in motsion
Bk. I.

(M,l'.).And, contr., He rendered a thing,

,:il, or motionles. (M, .)

R Q. 2. [1i: see above. -Also It (a

stone, TA) roUbd; or rolled along or down:

(, TA :) it (anything) roUled, or rolled along or

down, before one, (M, TA,) and rent away:

lAth says that it may be from .a. (TA.) -

It became, or was put, in motion. (TA.) --

And, contr., It became, or mas rendered, still, or

motionles. (TA.)

l11,: see oljI, in three places.

;l>lj inf. n. of R. Q. 1 [q. v.]. (, M, .)
Also The hasty replying of a foolish, or stupid,

person. (T,TA.)- The sound of the fallinty

(T, M,1 ) of stones in a torrent, (T,) or of a

stone upon the bed of a torrent: (M, 1p:) or the

falling of stones in the bed of a torrent. (Lth,

Itt, O.) And The sound of one's moving, or

putting in motion, [or rocking,] a child in the

cradle (],TA) in order that it may sleep. (TA.)
m See also the next paragraph, in two places.

jIl;s (AA, T,8, M, ,) and t .; (AA,6 ,

Mi, 1) and .:3j;., (M, 1,) all with medd,

(TA,) The lasrt (of the days, T) of the [lunar]

,nonth; (AA,T,, M,V1;) as also *Itl: (M :)

or the day of doubt; aJI .M [generally mean-

ing the day of ewhich one doubts vAether it be the

last of Slhaabin or the first of Rama.idn; but

here app. relating to any month]: (TA:) or

till signifies the day, (M,) or night, (TA,)
of ohich one do~bts wAheter it be the last of one

month or the firt ofthe net month: (M, TA:)

so says Kr: (M:) or the first word and the

second (M,1) and the third (1) signify the

twenty-filfh, and the trwenty-sixth, and the twenty-

seventh, night: (M, ];:) or the twenty-eighth
night, and the twenty-ninth: or each of these two

is called t i1lst; and the two together, I5fijJ:

(Th, M :) or [each of] three nights of the end of

the month; (1g,TA;) which are [also] called

- "...Jl Qi(: (TA:) pl. &;i, (M, 1,) and, by

poetic license, l';: (M :) or the $l) are three

nights of the latter part of the mnnth, before

those caled 31.JI 3j : (T, :) thus says
A'Obeyd; and IAtr says the like: or they are
the three nights that are after the j3b ; and

) are so called because the moon hastens therein to

C become invisible; from the phrase .ps 1il lJ:
A* says that three of the nights of the month wre

called the jI..; and three, the g 5i,j; and

these latter are the last; and AHeyth says the

like. (T.) Vt iJJ;I signifies also TAe last part

of the night. (Kr, M.) And t I,Q; ti and

tisl and :isis and · i;I, (M, ], TA,) of

which the first two are the most common, mean

A dark night: (TA:) or a very dark night:

(M, 15 :) because of the concealment of the moon

therein. (TA.) -See also R. Q. 1.

S;I1i s Z : see the next preceding paragraph,
near the end.

s;; ee :l:i

1;2s: see :sil, in two places.

1. l;, (T, S, M, &c.,) aor. ,CI', M, A, l,)

inf. n. ,1; (T, 8, M, A, 1) and 1; (T, M, A,

g) and .j;, (T, S, M, A, 1,) He strove,
laboured, toiled, or elerted himself; (T,8, A,

;) and wearied himself, or became wearied;

(A, A, ;) in his work, (S, A, 15,) or in a thing,

(T,) and in a journey or journeying; (T, A ;) in

which last case, ,Ijs is said of a she-camel, (T,)

or of a 4i1 [or horse or the like]: (A:) or he

held on, or continued, (M, and Bd in viii. 54,) in

his work, and his way. (Bd ibid.) See also4.

Hence, t~.~! Os. :tt1 jyit At trTAT

night and the day hold on their cour in their

alternating]. (A.) - -Ij (] ) and 4 Dji (TA)

also signify The act of driving veemuntly; and

i. q. ;i [the act of driving awao, hunting, &c.].

(g, TA.)

4. i,,,l, (T, M, &cc,) inf. n. .,,1, (T,) He
made another, (A, A, ] ,) his hired man, and his

beast, (A,) to strie, labour, toil, or exert him-

self; (g, A, 1 ;) hA fatig~d, or wearied, (T, $,

A,] ,) another, (e, ],) bis hired man, (A,) and
his beast: (T, A :) or Ibt made another, and any-

thing, to hold on, of continue: and ~s also

signifies ;Ji J! ^ [hA made him to be

in need of strivigq, &c.; or of holding on, or

continuing]: (M .) and 15;J is used by a riz,

but not necessarily by poetic license, for Igbtl.

(IAr, M.) [Hence,] '.J 1 J l [He pulrud

the journy aboriously, or mwth energy; .or le
hlsd on1 or continued, the journey] : (M, M, L, ,

in art. ~; and M and L in art tL.:) and

[in like unner] you say, u t 'i [for
106

l these 

latter are the last ; and Akleyth mys tne

like. 

(T.) V SJUJ1 signifies also TA* ha part

of 

the night. 5Kr, M.) And V11t; W and

*" 

1. 9 .. S , (M, ]g, TA,) of

Mil> 

and and * ;;1,bt;

which 

the first two are the most common, mean

A 

dark n�ght: (TA:) or a very dark niqht:

(M, 

l�(:) because of the concealment of the moon

therein. 

(TA.) ~ See also R. Q. 1.

*-S; 

Z_: see th next preceding paragrapli,

near 

the end.

ace

.i2.b 

see in two places.

1. 

(T, M, &c.,) aor. (T, M, A, 9,)

,,1; 

(T, ?,M, A, (T, M, A,

inf. 

n V) and ,01

and 

J11351, (T, g, M, A, g,) He irtrove,

laboured, 

toikd, or exerted him#elf; (T,8 A,

and 

wearkd himself, or became wearkd;

A, 

g;) in his work, (�, A, ]�,) or in a thing,

(T,) 

and in a journey or journeying; (T, A;) in

which 

last case, oaid of a she-camel, (T,)

or 

of a 411 [or horse or the like]: (A:) or he

held 

on, or continued, (M, and Bd in viii. ^) in

his 

work, and ltis way. (Bd ibid.) See also 4.

Hence, 

A t trTA8,

night 

and the day hold on their cour�s in their

altemating]. 

` 2' (g) and..�3i; (TA)

also 

e gnify The act of driving w~tly; and

i. 

q. >� [the act of drivitog away, hunting, &c.].

TA.)

4. 

(T, M, &c-,) in£ n. (T,) He

made 

another, A, V,) his hired man, and his

beast, 

(AJ to #tries, lobour, toil, or mert him-

A, 

19 ;) he fag~, or mmried, (T,

A, 

another, (�, AC,) bis hired man, (A,) and

his 

beut: (T, A:) or Ami mad# auother, and any-

thing, 

to hold on, of continue: and also

A 

P. -69

signifies 

ji &.,^1 (ho made him to U

in 

nood of st~.q, &c. ; or of holdinq on, or

condnuing]: 

(M.,) and 1;J1 is used b'y a r�ia,

but 

not nocesoarily by poetic licens^ for %111.

(IA§r, 

M.) - [Henoe,l j*JI J'bi [He puirmm

the 

jmmq laboriously, or mUh onerqy, or A4r

hold 

on, or continued, the journey]:

in 

art. 0~ ; and M and I� in art. bto -.) and

fin 

like u*merl you say, twt; [for



80[1 - oIo
U ., or perhaps j is omitted by inadver-
tence]. (TA in art ,j.)

,13 (T, 1, M, A, O]) and V 1 (., M, g)
[both originally inf. ns. of 1: and hence,] t A
custom, manner, habit, or wont: (A'Obeyd,T,
?, M, I :) an affair, a busineu, or a concern:
(Zj, T, S, A, I :) and a case, state, or condition:
(Zj,* T,' E," M, A,* E; :*) and a deed, or work.

.!
(A.) You say, 41; I,M i This ij [thy custom,
&c.:] tiy affair, business, or concern: or thy
case, state, or condition: and thy deed,'or work.

(A.) Zj says that X .! C !Jl .A [in the ]ur
iii. 9 &c.] means, accord. to the lexicologists,
t Like the case of the people of Pharaoh: but in
his opinion, like the striving, labouring, or toiling,
of tAh people of Pharaoh in their unbelief, and
their leaguing together and aiding one another
against Moses. (T.)

,13: see the next preceding paragraph.

;,& [A man who strive,
labours, toils, or exerts hinuelf, and wcearies him-
self, or who holds on, or continue, with energy,
to do a thing]. (M.)

I,jl (TA, and so in a copy of the $,) and

t ~,5 (TA, and so in two copies of the S,)
Striving, labouring, toiling, or exerting himsel,
and wearying him~lf, in his work [&c.: or
holding on, or continuing, therein: sec the verb].
(~,TA.)_ [Hence,] ;1; X41Q [A hard, fatigu-
ing, or continuous, night-journey]. (M and 1 in
art. b,'J.) - And it01,J1 I The night and the
day; (., A, I;) which [are so called because
they] hold on their course (. ) in their alter-
nating. (TA.)

1. j;;, nor. , inf. n. Jl (. M, ) and J.l
(1] {perhape a mistake for the next, which is
well krown but not mentioned in the 1, but see

J3l,]) and i01; ($, M) and ul1, (M, ],) He
walked, or wnt, in a weak manner, (M, ],) and
with haste: (M:) or he ran with short step:
(M, ]:) or he walked, or went, in a brisk, or
sprightly, manner. (] :) or he walked, or went,
as though labouring in his gait, by reason of
brishneu, or sprightliness: (M :) [or he went
along by little and little, stealthily, lest he should

make a sound to be heard: for] jl. is syn. with
';i&.: or, accord. to AZ, it signifies the walking,
or going, in a manner resembling that nwhich is
termed J; and in the manner of him who is
heavily burdened, or overburdened: and Ay, in
dlescribing the manner in which homes go, ex-
plains O19'; as signifying the walhing, or going,
with short steps, and in an unusual manner, as
though heavily burdened, or overburdened. (s.)
[See also J .]_ [Hence, app.,] W JI, aor. as
above, inf n. Jlj and X1, He deceived, de-
luded, beguiled, circumvented, or outwitted, him;
syn. 4.*i.: (M, :) [and t Jllj signifies the

same: or he practised with him mutual deceit,
delusion, &c.: for] iill,,.~ is syn. with i;
and sometimes it is with a quick pace: (AA,
T, .K:) you my, J' *JXi and ;J1ti: (AA, T,
TA:) and i'L "J ;j ;J j i. e. 
[The wolf deceitse &ck, the gazelle, or young
gazelle, that he may eat him]. (AZ, T,TA.)

3: see the last sentence of the paragraph above.

J.: } se the next paragraph, in four places.

a;, and sometimes it is pronounced 1J. ,
The jackal ,s nalso * ,1);? and t J,1: and the
wolf: and a certain small animal resembling
what is called /s ' j ! [the weasel]: (K accord.
to the TA: [accord. to the CB, and app. most

MS. copies of the K, tJi, has the last two sig-
nifications, and not the first signification: but
this is inconsistent with what follows the last sig-
nification in the 15, as it would require us to read

that jl0 1, instead of '3j1, which is well known
as the correct form, is the name of the father of a
certain tribe:]) J,' has the last of these significa-
tions: (T, ;:) or it signifies a certain small
animal resembling the fox; and this is well
known: and accord. to Kr. tjV signifies a cer-
tain small animal; but this is not known: and
accord. to him also, t w913, with fet-h to the.,
signifies the volf; (M;) as also '19S; (TA;)
or so V J913 and O915; and also the jackal.
(Lth in art. '.1·) JU; is the only instance of the
measure al (. , 1) known to Ahmad Ibn-
Ya4ya, (.,) i.e. Th: (TA:) but there are several
other instances: (MF, TA:) [one of these is,

i"~13 and i')13: see the next preceding para-
graph, in three places.

j A calamity, or mifortune: (., M, 0,
V:) pl. J>. (g.) And Confusion. (V.) You

say, eJji s j The people, or party,
fell into confusion in respect of their case or
affairs. (g.)

Ji [That runs in the manner termed ejl13,
inf. n. of 1,] is [an epithet] from '11UJ1 [i.e.

w101], hich signifies a kind of running, as
also V OSl. land Vj,113 [i.e. C.T.; and J.fl,

pls. of O913j; the latter irreg., like .i.[ pl. of

Xs91, q. v.]. (Ham p. 458.) [See also J.j' ]

I and an : see what next precedes.

,i

1. I1, first pers. ;,;;, aor.
see 1 in the next art.

.1Jt, inf. n. 1j.:

1. Ji1, and l;i, aor. SI (T, M, K,) in.£ n.

STlj, (T, M,) of the former verb, (M,) and j1j,
(T, 15,) of the latter verb, (1,) said of a wolf,

(M, ],) [and of a man, as shown belowr,] He
deceived, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, or out-

witted, him. (T, M, ].) You ray, J ;, (M,
n(,) aor. sJ klI, inf n. n. .SI, I deceived, deluded,

&c., it, namely, a thing, ($, ],) or him, namely,
a man; (so in one of my copies of the ;) and
so iJ ~; . (S, M.) And Jd J i Si . ;U
The woodeceives, deludes, &c., the gazelle, or the
young 9gaelle: (S, M:) or walks, or goes, in the
manner of him wcho deceives, deludes, &c., to the
gazelle, or the young gazelle. (T.)

;,I) and and , (M,g,) the last
said by IB, on the authority of Ay, to be pl. of

[the n. un.] V 411, of the measure Jai, [origi-
nally g$j3,] (TA,) The vertebra of tLhe .b
[or wvithers (app. of a camel)] and of the back:
or the cartilages of the breast: or the ribs thereof,

rwhere it meets the side: (M, :) or t .1[,I
signifies the ribs of [i.e. within] the shoulder-
blade, three on either side; (IAqr, M, ;) sing.

tllj: (M:) or , (T,) or L.l, (.,) sig-
nifies the part of the camel against which lies the
[piece of wood called] a of th saddle, and which
is [often] galled thereby: (T, :) or *.qL is the
pl. [or coll. gen. n.] of t aki, and signifies the
vertebr,s of the withers, in ths part between the
two shoulder-blades, of the camel, peculiarly;

(Lth, T;) and the pl. [of i¢3 ] is ? ;t 1 : (Ltb,
T, 8 :) or the o.lb. arc the vertebra of the neckl:
or the vertebrte of the spine: (AO, T:) or the

two ribs next to thie .O M;*j are called the i1t;:

AZ says that the Arabs knew not dithe term ;,:ib
in relation to the neck, but thecy knew it in rela-
tion to the ribs, as signifying six. [ribs] next to
the stabbing-place of the camel, three on either
tide; and this is correct: (T:) [and it is said in
the L, in art. C.., that 51% signifies the rib of
the back, of a man, which are called the ,
pl. of " , six in ,,umber, three on the right
and three on the le :] the pl. of .13 [or rather

the quasi-pl. n.] is .i, like as ,; is of Og,6,

and.j. of.e: (S:) nnd, accord. to lB,.

is a pL of t >, as mentioned above, meaning
the rertebrw of the ,neck. (TA.)

a~li; and its pls. ;Ij and : sece the next
preceding paragraphl, in seven places._Hence,

(8,) L. Cl The ,lt [or crowt]: (;, M, 1:)
so called because it alights upon, and pecks, the
1t., of the camel that has galls, or sores. (M.)
~Also The part, of a bow, upon which the

arron, lies: there are two parts of which each is
thus called, next to the part of the stave that is
held by the hand, above and belore. (M.) - X1;
[without ., firom the Pers. li,] A child's nurse;
a wvoman who has ths charge of a child, who takes
care of him, and rears, or nourishes, him; (TA
in art. C> ;) i.q. ,l6; both of which words
are said by IJ to be chaste Arabic: pl. ;!3j.
(M and TA in art. t...)

and ;J>: see '; (in the latter part of the
paragraph), in art. 1j.

I

i

840 t[Boox 1.



ZBwx Iz]

Uft;o oftbe meaure 3,; and its fem., with
*: (in the latter part of the paragaph), in

ar. aor. inf. . (T, 1, M, Mb, ,

kc.) and o (M, 1) and .i., (L, 1,) [and

perhaps .j also, q. v.,] It, or he, (the ant, T,
M, and any animal, M, and in like manner a
party moving towards the enemy, T, or an army,

and a child, M9b,) [crept; crawled; or] went, or

walked, leisurely, or pntly, (T, M, M,b, V,)

without hate, (T,) JJI, ]D lC [upon the ground]:

(M:) and [simply] Ae walked: (IAr, T:) he (an
old man) [crept along; or] walked lisurely,

softly, or gently: ( :) and t - , also, he walked

iJeurdel, by slow degres. (TA.) Hence, $."

r~ij ,> C> The most lying of those who have

walked and died, or pased away, or perished:

(T:) i. e., of the living and the dead. (T, L, ].)

And ,UI r . , (He creeps about with ticks];

said of a man who brings a small worn-out skin
containing ticks, and ties it to the tail of a camel;
in consequence of which, when one of the ticks
bites it, the camel runs away, and the other
elamels run away with it; and thereupon he steals

one of them: whence it is said of a thief, or stealer
-~ ' · A · .

of cattle &c. (TA.) And .3. ';;t L .

$ [He creep# among us with calumnies, or slanders].

(A, TA.) And a JJa ; [lit. is Jscorpioni

crept along]; meaning t his calumnies, or #lan
dere, and mi*kief, (M, A, ],) crept along; syn.

lr-". (M,IV. [See also art. "tpU.]) And the
same phrase is also used to signify I His dorn3
hair crept [along his cheeks]. (MF in art. L.

And ;i ¥. [lit. His lice crept]; meaning

t he becamefat: aid of a man. (-Iam. p. 633.:

And J ,j, [Tite rivulet, or streametfo,

irrigation, crept along]. (A.) And ~ ,.,.i I II

crept in, or into, it, or him; syn. t.5r"; (M, A
];) namely, wine, or beverage, (T, M, A, ],i
in, or into, the body, (M, ],) or in, or into, I

man, (T,) and into a vessel; (M ;) and a disease
or malady, (M, A, i,) in, or into, the body, (M

,) or * . [in h veis ns]; (A;) and wea

in a garment, or piece of cloith; (M, 1;) an,
the dawn in the darkness of the latter part of th

night. (M.)-- . (in the J, ) i

the name of A certain game of the Arabs: (

TA:) the J is quiescent. (TA.) -, . used a

a noun: see below. - [.;, (second pers.,

aor. i.nJ, inf. n. ,, He (a camel) wau, or b1

came, such as is termed ,.ei,; (IAyr, T, TA;

i. e., had much hair, or much fur (N,), or muc

fur upon theface. (TA.)

2: see 1, first sentence.

4. &;w [third pers. l] Imad hinm (namnel
a child, O) [to creep, or crawl, or] to go, or wall

leuurely, or gently. (9, V. [For the corret ei

pl~tion, -; Golius seems i

have found a~I L. D;.i)i l 1 A

t He fl d the country, or provic, withjwuSice, a
so that the niabitnt thereof waLked at lisure d

(I;; ,; [whence Golius has supposed .; to
signify juste m habuit populus"] M, ], TA) 

by reao of the security and abundance and

protperity that they enjoyed. (M, TA.) (

R. Q. 1. [ [inf. n. i ,] He (a man)
raised cris, souts, noise, or a clamour. (AA, a

T.) And Ke beat a drum. (AA, T.) c

eI

bi and are used as nouns, by the intro- 

duection of A before them, though originally (
verbs. (i and 1 and TA in art. .) One n

says, .,> J1 S- > , (M, 1[,) by way 

of imitation [of a verbal phrase], (M,) and >.r

V JI .4i, Thou hact wcaried me from the 
time of thy becoming a youth until thy walking a
gently, [or creeping alomg, resting] upon a staff: I

(M, 1R,0 TA:) a prov.: (M, TA:) said alike to ]

a man and to a woman. (TA in art. And

Thou ht done thu from youth until thy watk-
ing gently, [or creeping along, resting] upon the

staff. (S.) - j: see a3;, in two places -
Also [The bear;] a certain beast of prey, (9,
M, l5,) welU known; (g;) a certain foul, or
noxius, animal: (Mob:) a genuine Arabic

word: (M:) fem. with : pl. [of mult.] i (,

. M, Myb, 1) and [of pauc.] .IA!. (M, l.) -

[Hence,] <,ojJ t The constoUation of the Greater
Bear: and, accord. to some, that of the Lsser

. Bear: the former, for distinction, being called

e.,"~) ..,.aJl; and the latter,jool IJI. (M,1.)

) 4> A single act [of creeping, or crawling, or]
of going, or walking, leisurely, or gently: pl.

) i. (j.) - A hill, or heap, or gibbous hill,

ryn. %, (lApr, T, S, M, 6,) of sand: (S,

K C:) and (in some copies of the V " or ") a tract
of red sand: or an eoen tract of sand: (Ii:) or,

as in some copies of the V, an esn tract of land:

(TA:) and a place abounding in sand: (T, L:)

pl. a above. (TA.) Hence the prov., 1j

.1 c4 F ;ji [lit Such a one fell into, or

r upon, a place abounding in sand]; meaning,
d t into difficulty, or misfortune; for the camel in

e such a place suffers fatigue. (T.) - A certain
thing for oil, or ointment; ($;) a receptaclefor
seeds (jt) and oliveoil: (M, ]s:) pl. a above.

u (8b, M.) A hind of bottle, or pot, (if.,) pecu-

liarly of glas. (I.) (From the Pers m j.] -

See also i^. - And see mi, in three places

A way, or road. (.)_tA state, or con-

h dition: (M, V :) and S a way, mode, or manner,
of acting 4'c.; (IAr, T, Q, N, A, 1) whether

good or evil: (IAr, T :) s also t , (M, A,
J,) in both these sens: (M:) and ta natura

r, dist n, temper, quality, or property. (a.)
I, You sy, Z; j and tZW (M, A) tI Tkept

to his state, or con , and his way, mode, or

to m n of acting !c.; and did a he did. (L)
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ind o' j I t lee t me and my my,

od, or manner, of actg ~c.; d my natlur

depoitin,c^ . (9.)

A, A mode, or nar, (of crpng, or crawl-

gy, r of going, or walking, lai~nry, or sntly.

M,I]*) You sy, 1l 4. j (He has a

oft, or stealthy, mods, or manner, of creeping

J,olw -.). (N, ,) And iga J;4 c [I
rept along in a soft, or ealhy, mode, or man-

nr, of creping]. (T, f) _Abo i q. q.

as meaning Anything that cr~, or cral,
pon the earth; and used u a colL gen. n.].

;.) One says, S.e1 l" '4 ; j , L* [gHow
many are the creeping, or crawling, things of this

country, or town !J. (TA.)

qi#; A cwtain pace, between that termed

; 1 andl that tenned jl: (TA voce J,

u on the authority of En-Na4r:) or this is termed

4.... (TA rvoce , a on the authority of

En-N;ar and A.) -Also Down; syn. i.ij;

(M, 1 ;) and so ,), (s,) and t 4i: (Kr,

M :) or down (T, ?),of the face, (9,) or upon the

face; (T;) and so t j, (;,) of which the pl.

[or coil. gen. n.] is ? $j; (M, ] ;) accord. to

Kr, who asglns to it the former meaning, and

says that *i, is syn. with * i, not that it is

ryn. with iL;j: (M:) or ) signifies hair upon

theface of a woman: (TA:) or, as also r,

much /air (M, ]) and ¢j [or canmel' fur]:

(M:) or both these words signify hair upon the

r {[or part above the tetnpl] of a woman.
('Eyn, TT.)~.Also The young one, when just

born, of the [wild] con: (C :) or when a [wild]
bull is a year old, and waned, hbe is thus called;

and the female, a,} and Jr·. (TA in art. ,.'.
[But for "and Cj ,t," I think it evident that ire

should read "and the pl. is O;," or " O D Y,"

like as 5, I and S1;. are pla. of ,q. See

also 4.])

'0: see ;i3.

iQ~;: see n, in two plaoes.

3.vt [an imperative verbal n.,] a call to a

female hyena, signifying .' [i. e. Crsep aloj;

or crawl; or go eisurdey]: (Sb, T, ](:) like

4' andl)J... (Sb, T.)

$; The pace, or motion, of a sh-carml that
can carcely alh, by rason of tae abundnce of

he'r fsi , and only creeps along, or mal ~loly.
(T,* TA.)

I.' A she-camel that can scarcely malk, by
reason of the abunda~c of her ~ , and tat

only creeps along, or wlks slowly: (Q:) pl.

~;. (TA.). tF at; (T, M, ];) s an epithet
applied to a she-camel, (T,) or to any thing [or

animal]. (M, ]J.) - tOne wAo crTp a~ut
with calumny, or dlander; also al

(T, :*) or the latter signifies t one who calm-

niates, or landm, much, or ha~ al; 
though he crept about with calumnies, or sia
der: (M:) or t one who brin men and wo_m
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Lad 

', ' "' t Imm thm M4 mad my

L&J
m&, 

or manner, of a~!tc. j ud my na~

i"dti^ 

kr-

Z,� 

A mode, or mnnw, (of cr~, or crawl.

ty, 

�r) of going, or ma~ W~WY, or ~1y.

MAL0) 

You say, 4%M, L.$&& (He has a

eft, 

or stwhhy, mods, or wu,n~, of ~ing

a 

. 03 a#---

joy, 

&C.I. M V,.) And ' J4.� cm> [1

rept 

along in a ft, or ~Itky, mode, or man-

*r, 

of crooping]. (T, g.)~ Abo i, q.

u 

meaning Anything tAat c~, or emmu,

pon 

tA# earth; and used so a colL gen. n.].

One 

ways, �.WI L" L* [How

wny 

are the trooping, or cmmling, things of tAis

-Ountry, 

or town !J. (TA.)

A 

cwtain paw, between tAat urmed

:.ZA 

and that t~ "" 1: (TA voce

m 

on 
the authority of Exi-Ne4r:) or this is temed

(TA 

voce U on the authority of

En-Wa4r 

and Aq.)~Also Down; syn. ,,kj;

(M, 

1� ;) and so Qp,) and * "' : (Kr,

M:) 

or down (T, ?),of the face, (?,) or upon the

face; 

(T;) and so t of which the pl.

[or 

coil. gen. n.] is 't (M,1�;) accord. to

Kr, 

who as 'a to it the former meaning, and

.0 

-

says 

that Irilill is eyo. with not that it is

syn. 

with a*c'k'j : (M:) or signifies hair upon

tAsface 

of a womax: (TA:) or, U also

much 

Acir (M, ]p) and ji [or camel's fur):

(M:) 

or both these words signify hair upon the

{or 

Dart above the tetnpk] of a woman.

(,Ein, 

TT.)~ Also The young one, when jvst

born, 

of the [wild] com: QC:) or when a [wild]

bull 

is a year old, and mmned, he is thus called;

and 

the female, 1. and J43. (TA in art. ,,Z.

[But 

for 11 and Cj43," I think it evident that *e

should 

read 'land the pl. is or ci

like 

m �t� �" and �1� am pla. of ' . im

abo

ac4>: 

aec

me 

J..03', in two PIAM.

[an 

imperative verbal n.,] a WI to a

ten�ale 

hyena, signifying ;.� R e.

or 

crawl; or go Wmrdyl : (Sh, T, ]�-:) like

andilbh.. 

(8b, T.)

The 

pace, or motion, of a ~m#1 that

can 

scarcely walk, by rmm of tho a~~# of

A"~, 

and only crup along, or maLb ~1y.

(T,4 

TA.)

%IJ.W3 

A she-camel that can scarcely maLk, by

reasm 

of tho abustda~ of Aff flash, and tMt

creep 

or molks.gl~ly: W) pl.

(TA.)- 

t Pat; (T, M, V ;) u an epithet

applied 

to a she-camel, (TJ or to any thing [or

animal]. 

(M, ]�.) - t One MAO C~ 4~

wUA 

calumny, or slander; U also **rOp

(T, 

V:*) or the 1~ signifm t one who calum-

niates, 

or dandm, much, or hab~ ; U

though 

he mpt about with mlumniu, or d~

den: 

(M:) or t one who brinp moi and womm

&> - I'M
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togther; (T, M,B ;) because he creepe abo
between them, and hides himelf: (T:) i.
Z# (M, in TA, art. 
tA wmd that ~ w it blood (].) An
Z W L' j tl A thrut, or stabo, that mak tJ
blod toJf o. 0(.)- t A dep cave, or caven
(I.)

.. ?; :inf. n. of ([q. v.]. (T, $, M, &c,
See aso ; _ And see also 9i, and Ii,.

:;; and * J:~ The gourd: (M, g :) or roun
gourd: or dry gourd: but this is said by Ibr

*ajar to be a mistake of En-Nawawee; and h
amert it to be i.q. q, pa [(q. v.]: or it is th
frSdt of tdhe v 0 : (TA :) n. un. of the forms
with 5. (M, ].) Accord. to F [and I8d] an
several others, this is the proper art of the forms
word, the . being considered by them augments
tive: accord. to Z and others, its proper art. i
.. : and some also allow iti being written an4

pronounced &t: this is mentioned bv l]z an,
'yi4 as a dial. var. of .,t. (TA.) [See an ex
voce Lj, in art. .. ]

t ;lJl; Lt and 5 There is not in tA
owse any one: (0, M,' :) IP being fron

a.; i.e. ep .*i; and it is not used in anj
but a negative phrase. (Ks, Q.) [See also 
and r..

a;t.) A locust wohie smooth and bare, befor,
it wingt hawve gronn. (Mentioned in lift TA it
this art., but not there said to belongto it. [Se4
art. &.ji])_[8ee also ~t,, of which it is the
n. un.]

4,4 An animal that is weak, and crep
alog, or walhk slowly: fer. with ;. (TA from
a trad.)

5G4 fem. of ,;j. (TA.)..[Also, as a subst.,
The muscDtuIs, or teatudo;] a machine (M,
Mgh,* I, TA) made of sinv and wood, (TA,)
used in mar; (M, Mgh,], TA;) men entering
into [or beneath] it, (Mgh, TA,) it is propelled to
the lower part of a fortrea, and they make a
breach therein (M, Mgh, YI, TA) wrhile within the
machine, (M, ], TA,) which defends them from
what is thrown upon them from above: (TA:)
it is also called jk. (Mgh.)

.v,, The walh of the longylegged ant. (M,
I.) In the T it is said that t i, signifies The

long-legged ant [itself: but this is perhaps a mis-
transcription]. (TA.)

5t4* [inf. n. of R. Q. 1, q. v.] - Any quick
motion, or pace, performed with short Jtept:
(M:) and any ound like that of solid hoofs
faUing upon hard ground: (M,1r:) a certain
kind of sound [like the tramp of horsen, as is in-
dicated by an ex.]: ( :) or cries, shouts, noises,
or clamour: (A:) and ,,; [is its pl., and]
signifies a sound like r s. 4,; an onomatopceia.
(T.) _ [A kind of drum ;] a thing resembling a
,J.&: pLt 4 .?. (Mgh, Myb. [See also l,.])

A Milk srcA as is termed Jrf., upon which

*cO)

at fr is milked: or the thickA t o milk; a
q. also ~uIOt. (V.) - See also,,,V.

nd U;sR: see the next preceding paragraph.

A drum; syn.. [S.
M. also a.])

,~.; V`ry clamorous; (IAqr, T, ;) as als
) s : (IAr,T :) or both signify Wery eil

or mischieoug, and clamoroqs. (Az, in TA, art
d ~d..)... And A bulky, or corpuent, man. (5.:

41t; loriginally a fem. part. n.], for J1.t; J

e (M,) [or the i is added JAU, i. e. for the pur
r pose of transferring the word'from the category
d of epithets to that of substs.,] Anything thai

rmalk [or creeps or crawls] upon the earth; as
also : (: see *a:) an animal that wmal
or creep or crawls (m J.); (M, A, ;) discri-

d minating and not dicwrminating: (M:) amj
d animal upon the earth: (Mgb :) it is said in the

c. 1ur [xxiv. 44],A , -F 36 .; s,
· -8 ·- . . ·- * 

e ~ttl j .U >e .,g [And God hath
ncreated every eti of water (meaning of the

seminal fluid); and of them is he that goaths upon
Y his beUlly, and of them is he that goeth upon two

egs, and Of them is he that goeth upon.four]:
here, as t.1 applies to a rational and an irra-
tional creature, the expression i is used; for

e which, if it applied only to an irrational creature,

e or X would be used: moreover, the ex-
e pression i. i.e is used, though Zt. applies

originally to an irrational creature, [or rather a
beast, and a reptile,] because the different classes
of beings are spoken of collectively: (M:) and
this passage of the ]1ur refutes the assertion of
him who excludes the bird from the significations
of this word: (Msb:) in the last verse but one
of ch. xxxv. of the Vur, it is said to relate to
mankind and the jinn (or genii) and every ra-

) tional being; or to have a general signification:
(M :) its predominant signification is a beast that
is ridden: (, M, A, K :) especially a beast of
the equine kind; i. e. a horse, a mule, and an
an: (Kull:) or particularly a ;j;,t. [meaning
hackney, or horse for ordinary use and for

journeying: (M:) but as particularly applied,
when used absolutely, to a horse and a mule, it is
an adventitious conventional ter m: (Mb :) it is
applied to a male and a female: (M,A, Msb,
1 ) and is properly an epithet: (M:) pl. ,,;.

(Msb, TA.) The dim. [signifying Any small
animal that walks or creeps or crawls upon the
earth, a small beast, a small reptile or creeping
thing, a creeping insect, and any insect, and also
a mollusk, a sheUll-fish (as in an instance cited voce
;j. in art. j._.) and the like,] is t .j (Zj,
T, Mqb,) in which the U is quiescent, but pro-
nounced with ._t,l [i. e. a slight approximation
to the sound of kesr], as it is in every similar
case, in a dim. a., when followed by a doubled
letter: (Zj, T:) and t lj. also has been heard,
with the IS changed into 1, anomalously. (Msb;
and L in art. ,, on the authority of ISd.)_

a I ,.~j i pl. [TAe Beat of the Earth] is an ap-
p<altion of on of tAe nign of tah time of the
renrcretion: (f, M,]:) or tah first of thos
ngnu. (].) It is maid to be a beast sixty cubits

e in length, or height, with legs, and with fur
(j~), and to be diverse in form, rembling a
number of different animal. (TA.) It will come

o forth in Tihameb, or between E~ h and El-
Marweh, (M,) or at Meklkeh, from Jebel E9-
afh, which will rend open for its egres, during

one of the nights when people are going to
Minb; or from the district of E?-Tiif; (Iv;) or
from three places, three several times. (M,] .)
It will make, upon the face of the unbeliever, a
black mark; and upon the face of the believer, a
white mark: the unbeliever's mark will spread
until his whole face becomes black; and the
believer's, until his whole face becomes white:
then they will assemble at the table, and the
believer will be known from the unbeliever.

r (M.) It is also said that it will have with it therod of Moses and the seal of Solomon: with the
former it will strike the believer; and with the
latter it will stamp the face of the unbeliever, im-
pressing upon it "This is an unbeliever." (].)
- See also ; .

s* }dims. of X1t, q. v.

.,j 1 Having down (., TA) upon thA face:
(TA:) or having much hair: (M, ] :) and
having much j; [or fur]: (M :) it is applied to
a man: (M:) and to a camel, (M,I,) in the
secondof these senses, (15,TA,)orin the third
sense, or as meaning having much fur upon the
face; (TA;) or i. q. jl: (M:) and occurs
in a trad. written t,., (M,15,) to assimilate it
in measure to a preceding word, namely, ,;
(M :) the fernm. is :1; with which ? , is syn.;
(M, 1;) signifying a woman having hair upon
her face: (TA:) or having much hair upon the
C>C [or part above the temple]. (M, TA.)

.. " and -',. The track, or course, of a
torrent, (S, M, ,*) and of ants: (S, :) pl.

1 (TA.) One says, of a sword, ;L3 i
J S . and JJ ~.t [It has diversfied

wavy marks like the track of ants and the tracks
of little ants]. (TA.) The subet. is with kesr;
and the inf. n., with fet-h.; accord. to a rule con-
stantly obtaining, (S, ] TA,) except in some
anomalous instances, (TA,) when the verb is of the
measure J.h (S, , TA) or jJW, (TA,) and its
aor. is of the measutre (S,TA.) [Here
it should be observed that ., given as the
explanation of . and .~ in the ], is both
an inf. n. and a n. of place and of time: but J
clearly explains both these words as above; and
F seems, in the ., to assign to them both the
same signification.]

J,,~ w. j .1 land abounding with X [or
bar]. (T, 0, M.*)

, like ;., (TA,) or .,., (so in a

[Boot I.



BOOK I.]

copy of the T, ccording to the TT,) an epithet ap- d
plied to a camel, (T, TA,) signifying Ul4

5j I °J

4 (TA) [app. a nd ifso it seems to mesa a

That walks quickly, with short at"p: or that makes ti

a owund with is feet, like "0) <: ee ~: a
but in the TT it is written (w; t; perhps cor-

reedy 1v l;, creeping and cre ].

I

L j, aor ' [or,, as will be shown below], (

(L,) inf. n. ".i, (L, V,) [not i and ; ma fi

in the Lexicons of Golius anur Freytag,] Hle i
variegated, decorated, embellished, adorned, qr c

ornamented: (L, :) [and so if. a.

CM, ' occurring in the TA in art. .;,;; but b

app. in an intensive sense.] And [hence,] E

JI' 1, (A, L, Myb,) aor. . (L, A) or, (Mqb,)

inf n. a above; (A, L, Mb ;) and t;,,j [but
app. in an intensive sense]; (A;) t It adornd
the land with meadow, or gardens: (A, L:) or I

it watered the land, and produced varios
Jlowers. (Myb.) It is a Pers. word, arabicized:

(L:) or derived from L . (Myb.)

3: see above, in two places [Accord. to
GOlius, (for III. is inadvertently put in his Lex.
foi 11.,) as on the authority of the g and V, in
neither of which is the verb mentioned, " Vest
tl,t alium ornavit."]

o lj)to ta, (ISk, $, A,) or ljJt W1 (i,)
,There is not in the houe any one: (ISk, ,A,

]:) e is not used otherwise than in a nega-

tive phmse: IJ derives it from ; because

men adorn the earth: (TA:) [Z says,] it is
from Pi, like J.s from -iL^; because men

adorn houses: (A:) Abu-l-'Abbias says that
is more chaste than C (TA:) [18k

says, or J, for the panage is ambiguous,]
A 'Obeyd doubted respecting the : and the ;

and I asked respecting this word, in the desert,
a conmpany of the Arabs thereof, and they aid,

,sj ,,1 11 U C., and nothing more; but I have
found in the handwriting of Aboo-Moosa El-
I5nigl, ' 1 jJl L^, with L, on the autho-

rity of Tb: (S:) AM says that thea in

is substituted for the [latter] Lj in ;j,, in like

manner as they ay a nd e. &c. (TA.)

see the next paragraph, near the

end.

kles, (@, A, Mgh, Myb, ]p, &c.,) or

(Tb,) or both, (lAr, A 'Obeyd,) the latter
having been sometimes heard, (IAr,) or the
latter is ptclasical, (A 'Obeyd,) or wrong,
(AZ,) a word of well-known meaning, (V,)
[Silk brocade;] a certain kind of cloth, or gar-
ment, made of.. a [i. e. sk, or raw silk]:
(TA:) a kind of cloth, or garrent, of which the
warp and woof are both of.~%: and par-
ticularly a name for at hich is vegated,

b.' - tt

ecorated, or embeUlihd: (Mgh,Mb:) a kind g
f wo , aeated, or diveui#d, with
ours: (Lb,TA:) [accor to Golius, as on

ie authority of the g and ]g, in neither of
rhich is the word explained at all, 4' tud*

ca: imprimis picta, pec. Attalica, auro in- 

IWta:] derived from co: (Ks:) or it is a

'erg, word, (Kr, @, A,) arbicized; (Kr, g,A, a

tb, Yg;) so some say, and from it - is

derived; (Mqb;) originally , or
Kr;) [or rather " ,, for the change of the

inal a into t in arabicized words from the Pers.

a very common;] or J0' i. e. "the weaving 0

b

of the deevs, or jinn, or genii." (Shift el.Ghaleel:) b

pl. CA ; and .j; (@, M b, ;) the latter

being from the supposed original form of the

sing., i. e. *.; (J , M sb;) like [JUi [pl. of

;W., which is supposed to be originally ;jl;:

and in like manner is formed the dim. [1 t (

and jo] e._vs>It! is a title i
given by Ibn-Mes'ood to The chapters Of the ,
KYr-dn called ,.jgIga.JI [the fortieth and six

foUoving chapters; each of which begins with b

the letters _. (TA.) - See also the para-
graph next following, in two places _ Also
A young .1wcamel; one in the prime of life.

(A4r, 1P)

4r> : [A proem, an introduction, or a pre-
face, to a poem or a book; and especially one
that is embellished, or compomed is on ornate
style]. L.. l,Ae !.i.H s [To this ode

is a beautiful proem] u sid of a ;.tool when it

is embellished (we) [in its commencement].

(A.) And one says, fA.,l ; 1 04_; C
[How beautiful are the proema of El-Boh-

turee!n . (A.)_m jl , and &tjl )t

t Beauty of the kIn of the face. (IApr, L.) _
And hqA0Jit iThe face [itself]; a alsoltI'JJl,

and Cp41lJI: (Uar pp. 15 and 476:) or the
last signifie; the two cheeks: (@, A, MCb:) or

the two e of the neck, bereath the earn; syn.

9I4l. (TA.) You say, l jj,
L e. t [Such a one pres"r,ea from diagrace] hit

cheeh; (A;) or A;rv his face: and J,
4Qjo [ta hia face fo; mean service, by beg.
ging). (Var p. 15. [See also 4 in art. jjl&; and
1 (near the end) in the same art.; where similar
exa. are given.]) - [Golius, after mentioning
the signification of " the two cheeks," adds, as
on the authority of the V, in which even the

word itself is not mentioned, "et quibuadam

quoque Natea"] - JI 1 I q. aJi, q. v.
(AZ, T in art. Y1.)

s ee .M jo, near the end of the p

graph.

e Ornam ted mith . (]) You

L~~~~~~~

say lC4LA i iLJls [q. v.] of which

thA ends, odga, or borders, are so ornamented
(Mgh, TA.) _- ' _ ht , Land adond with

~rJ: (Lb, A : [ord to Goiu,uso

848

meadows, or gardens. (A.) - . also ig-

ifies tA sec of the.,A [or omwl. (T, ].)
_And t A pec~sof a~ tic bird, (T,,)of

gy apperance, caled 5 g t, th p yj -
it feathers, and ugly aead, found in with

be [bird c~aUe., ,.. (T.)-- And,applied to
man, (TA,) t Having an ugly Amd and make

l, TA) andface. (TA.)

L. 5.S, inf. n. &.;J, ($, Mqb, 1g, c.,). aid

f a man, (?, Myb, &c.,) He stretched out hid
ach, and lowered his head, (A4, $, Mhb, V,)
a that his head wras lonawer than his posteriora;

A(, $, M b ;") as also ` C.AJM; ( ;) and so

j., [q. v.,] with t: (Mb :) the doing thus in

clining the body in prayer, like um the an does
when he is mounted], is forbidden in a trad.:
(, M.b :) i. e. Ahe lowered his hoad in inclining
his body in prayer so that it was lower than his
back: (A'Obeyd, Mqb :) or he lawred Ais head,

and raised his poeteriora, in prayer: (TA:) or

[simply] he lonred his Aead; (lAgr, T, TA;)

as also [q. v.]: (T, TA:) or he did so in

walking: (TA:) or he bent hi back; (Lb, T,

Myb, TA;) as also 5,; with which Ay says

that ;j, with ; and t, is syn.: (Mb :) and
,is signifies he (a man) bent his back, rais-

ing the middle of it as though it nwre a camers
hump: erroneously related by Lth with 1. (T,
TA.) - Also He (a boy, in play,) lowered his
back in order that anothaer might come running
from a distance and mount upon him. (Aboo-

'Adnan, TA.) And one says, uj , ... L .
meaning Stoopfor me in order that Imay mount
upon them. (TA.) - Also, said of an as having
a sore back, He relaxed his legs, and lowered his
back and rump, by reason of pain, on being
mounted. (L.) - And He was, or became, low,
base, abject, or ignominious. (IAr, ].) [And

so 5 and 5.] - ;1I 1 ;_s [The trujlea

ptsad up the ground above thm, or] the ground
smeld up from tae triufles, without their ap-

pearing (O) as yet. (TA.)--_ ' ) d, He

kept in his hos, or tent; not going forth. (V.)

7: see 1, first entenee.

Ct jl111, TAre is not in the hoA e any

one, (A 'Obeyd, u ;) as also [q. v.]; but

the former is the more chaste. (TA.)

, .j Aj gibbouw tract of sand: pl.

t1:(ISh, s :) you say 51. *)C.. (TA.)

t)~~~(T.

2. , inf n. *', He (a man, $) made his

back rnd like a dome (4) and lowered Ais

ead; (C, ;) as al o [q. v.]; with C: and

, on the authority of AA nd IA. (s)
A certain game [app. that which is de-

Wcrd in the first paragraph of art. C.] (I.)

lwdow, 

or gardem. (A.) abo sig�

-

C0"`

ifies 

t A a~ of the.*1� [or omfl. (Ty V.)

And 

t A ~ of aquatic bird, (T, L) of

7k 

appwrance, 

ca

ot 

featAws, and ugly Asadjound in m~ with

b#.[bird 

c~ 'S. (T.)-And,applied to

m", 

(TAJ t Havingan vyiy Amd and maAe

lp, 

TA) 

andface. (TA.)

2. 

e.;�, inf. n. �oj'j, (?P Mqb, ]g, &c.,). said

f 

a man, (g, Mqb, &c.,) H's itretcw out his

ack, 

and lowered his Asad, (A#, ?, M9b,' VCJ

a 

that 

his head was lo~ 9Aan his POSt~

Ae, 

g, M9b;") u also 1` CO.Rit; Qg;) and ao

j>, 

[q. v.,] with t: (Mqb:) the doing thw in

;clining,the 

body in pmyer, like m the an don

when 

he is mounted], ja forbidden in a trad.

Mqb:) 

i. e. A4a lowered his hoad in incliallig

iis 

body 

in prayer to that it was lower than hit

�ack 

: (A 'Obeyd, Mqb :) or he hmered Ait Amd,

znd 

raind 

Ais posteriors, in pmyer: (TA:) or

,aimply] 

Ad lommd his Uad; (1Asr, T, TA;)

0 

also 

[q. v.]: (T, TA:) or he did so in

walking�(ITA..) 

or U bent A4 back; (Lbl, TI,

Mqb, 

TA;) an alw t;� ; with which Ay saye

that 

jo, with C; and t:, is syn.: (Mfb:) and

signifies 

U (a man)bent Ais back, raia.

in.q 

tU 

middle of it tu though it RIS � 6 a camtrA

hump: 

erroneously related by Lth with 1. (T,

TA.) 

- Abo He (a boy, in play,) low~ his

back 

in order that anothff might come running

Pom 

a distanm and ~vat m~ him. (AbOo-

--- 

a jo, 0 ..

'Adnin, 

TA.) And one ̂ v% 4kpbjt LS;n.

meaning 

Stoopfor me in order that ImaY mmnt

upon 

tAm. (TA.) - Also, said of an an having

a 

wre back, He relaxed his logs, and lowered Ais

back 

and rump, by reason of pain, on being

mounted. 

(L.) - And HC was, or becanw, low,

bass, 

abjwt, or ignominious. (IA*r, V.) [And

' 

a, 

igo-

and 

5 [The trufflet
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C c

~ 

up the ground above ~, or] the ground

vmlkd 

up from the truffles, withOut thtir aP-

pearing 

Qg) air yet. (TA.) -. CW Cijo He

kept 

in his A~ or tent; not gongforth. (V.)

7 

: 

ace 1, first eentenm

9 

.

a 1

CO 

is not in tu A~ any

one, 

(A 'Obeyd, I� ;) u alw ew.� (q. v. ; but

the 

former is the more chute. (TA.)

"j 

A Obow tract of sand: pl.

(Ish, 

you say (TA.)

C

2. 

&>, inf n. t'�OA", Hdt (a Man, ?) made his

back 

rmnd like a dome (^9�3) and ~ed Ais

Uad; 

(g, V;) U also ci 0') [q. v.]; with C: and

on 

the authority of A- and IA§r. (g.)

0 .1p
A 

eMain game [app. that which is de-

W~ 

in thefirst P~PMPA of arL CO.] (V.)

immud, 

or mullished: (Mgh,Mqb.) a kind meadonos, or gardmt. (A.) - C0"` am sig�

f 

m~ ~ , cariegaud, or dio"fwd, wfth nifies t A g~ of the At� [or owfl. (T, V.)

dourg: 

(LbTA:) [~ r& to GOliuj IRS On - And t.& #~ of a~ ic bird, M L) Of

ic 

authority of the g and 19, in neither of *a.& A,# f, with pwfftd-

.

~ jlk

rhich 

is the word expWned at all, 4'wdis ugk appwrance, caw c

imprimis 

picta, pec. Attalica, auro in- out featAws, and wgly Asadjound in 0~ with

the' 

[bird c~ ' '. (T.) -And, applied to

wta:] 

dedyed from co : (Ks:) or it is a Al-i

a 

m", (TAJ t Ha~ an wgly Amd and maAe

�eri� 

word, (Xrg,A,) wabicized; (Kr, g, A,

dqb, 

Yg;) so some say, and from it (v TA) andface. (TA.)

lerived; 

(Mqb;) originallY �4t�o, or

* Qb 9Kr;) 

[or rather for the cl;age of t�e 2. e.;�, inf. n. �oj'j, (99 Mqb, ]p, &c.,). said

inal 

a into Lr in erabiled words from the Pers.

J04' 

3L ' 99 th weaving of a man, (?, Mqb, &c.,) He stretched Ollt kid

very 

commonj or 1. C. C gb,* ]P,)

back, 

and lowered his Uad, (Aq, g, M

of 

the 

deevs, or jinn, or genii.` (Shitli el-Ghaleel:)

3 

--- J1 11 so that his head mas lo~ 9Aan his post~

fl. 

C 

d M V;) the latter

(Aq, 

$, M9b;") u also 1` C.AM; (lg;) and ao,

)eing 

from the sup~ original form of the [q. v.,] with t: (Mqb:) the doing thw in

iing., 

i.e. * J Mqb;) like �jc; [PI. Of

9 

' 

c�), 9.1 t ingthe body in pmyer, like m the an does

jW.%, 

which is supposed to be originally jU>] : [when he is mounted], ia forbidden in a trad.

md 

in like rnanner in formed the dim. [1o Mqb:) i. e. A4a lowered his head in inclialiag

his 

body in prayer to that it was lower than hit

and 

Ci> is a title back: (A'Obeyd, Mqb :) or he tomored kis Amd,

given 

by ibn-Mea'ood to The chapters of ths and raimd Ais posteriors, in pmyer: (TA:) or

Kur4M 

c~ ' 1 [the fortieth and fix [aimply] Ad lommd his Amd; (IA§r, T, TA;)

foUowing 

chapters; each of which begins with U also [q. v.]: (T, TA:) or he did so in

the 

letters ' ]. (TA.) - See also the pam- walking�(ITA:) or U bent A4 back; (Lb, T,

.00,11
gmph 

next following, in two placeL ~ Also Mqb, TA;) an also with which Ay says

A 

young &U-camel; ou in the prime of life. that >, with C; and is syn.: (Mfb:) and

(IAfrl 

1P j., 0 &W bent Ais back,

eis 

signifies he (a man) rou-

[A 

PrOtm, an intrOductiOg. Or d " ing the middk of it tu though it nw � c a camers

face, 

t� a poem or a book; and especially on# hump: erroneously related by Lth with 1. (T,

that 

is embellished, or c^~ in on ornate TA.) - Abo He (a boy, in play,) low~ his

style]. 

11;.~ l�QZ !.�� 1 [TO gAis 0d� back in order that anothff might come running

is 

a beautiftd proem] is 'mid of a 3.tool when it frOm a distanm and ~vat %" Abn. (Aboo-

"' 

69 .1 - 0 ..

'Adnin, 

TA.) And one SRVEIR JICSJI L5;W. P.'*jo,

is 

embeUished [in its commencement]. I',- 1

.

#%&c meaning Stoopfor me in order that Imay ~unt

(A.) 

And one sayo,jsA.51 ji�.Qb 0-

1 

1 1 1 upon tAm. (TA.) - Also, said of an an having

[How 

beautiful are the proem# of El-Bob- a wre back, He relaxed his logs, and lowsred Aid

turn 

11. (A.) - 4�; and &tj)t * "ZW?., back and rump, by reason of pain, on being

t 

Beauty of the In of dU 'faco. (IAer, L.) - mounted. (L.) - And He was, or becanw, low,

And 

4Ct�31 1 Thefac'e [itself]; as also lo Q11, bass, abjwt, or ignominious. (IA#r, [And

1 

- ..I. and ' J1, igo. tru

and 

Cj41�ll: (gar pp. 15 and 476:) or the N.01 oi [TA ffles

last 

signifie; ths two cheeks : (?,A, MCli:) or �� up the ground above ~ , or] the ground

tAs 

two ~ of the neck, bmuth the ears; oyn. vmlkd up fmm tlw truffles, without their ap-

(TA.) 

You say, pearing (V,) as yet. (TA.) -. cw Ci> He

L 

c. 1 [Such a on# pros"## from disgrace] his kept in his A~ or tent; not goingforth. (V.)

~/a; 

(A;) or Ais face: and J "'

.keg 

7 : ace 1, first eentenm

4Qjo 

[U~ hisface fo; mean servke, by beg. . . lo

ging]. 

and '. (Ver p. 15. [See also 4 in art. jl&; CO> i1JJ1,0 to TA~ is not in tU Aown any

1 

(near the end) in the same art.; where similar one, (A'Obeyd, I$�;) as alw (q. v.l; but

ex*. 

are givenj) - [Golius, after mentioning the former is the more chaste. (TA.)

the 

Wignification of 11 the two cheeks," adds, as

on 

the authority of the V, in which even the "j A gibbow tract of sand: pl.

word 

itself is not mentioned, 'let quibusdam (I8b, ]�:) you say (TA.)

6,1 

j., ' ji 09

quoque 

Nates."] thJI a*.1wt 1. q. q.v.

(AZ, 

Tin art. JL)

y 

c

m 

jo, near the end of the 9. h inf n. t&�# A*', He (a man, made Jkis

graph. 

back rmnd like a dome (#+j) and ~ td Ais

(]p) 

You Amd; (C, V;) as also C'i'> [q. v. with C and

�om 

Orna~ted mith

way 

L on the authority of AA and IA

A 

ejb-ttb [q. v.] of which

$A# 

dii&, mkw, or borders, are w ornamented. A cwtain game, [app. that which is de-

*,&,j 

0

(M9hp 

TA.) - aq 0 - kAi.1 t Land a~ mith in thefirst P~Pmph OfarL CO.] (V.)
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1. , ora. a uad :, in. n. Wt, He foUlo
ehind Ais baeA; followed is bac; (M, TA

Aefolod Ahim, wita rUpect to pa~, and a]
with rrpect to time, and also t witA rerpect
rank pr at/iont. (TA.) You say, , 

He carefollowing them. (M, TA.) And s,;
j SucA a one cam after me, behind me, (

A, orfollomng me nearly. (A.) And ,g, il
n. xt, He succeeded Aim, and remained after Air
(TA.) And ; j; L , [Ma
God cure t beginning of it and tAe end]. (9, A
- See also 4, in four places. _. said of I
arrow, (9, M9b,) or j, l ,;, (M, A,) aor.
(, M, MNb,) inf. n. ; (9, M, Mb, 1) and;
(M, J,) It pasuedforItAfom the butt: (9;, Meb
or pa~ed beyond the butt, (M, A, 5,) and J
beAind it. (M, A.) -_ a ; 1 He, or it, mwe
away with it; took it anway; carried it off;
caued it to go arway, pass away, or cease. (I
].). -- r..t1 je;, aor. L, (M, TA,) inf. n. ;,
(AV, ?, M, ],) like ;.I, (A, 9,) [and ;.
like IjL; (q. v.), and app. 't j;, ( see ' 1

or .; may be a simple subst.,] Te people, c
rompany of men, peri;sed; (A.,* g," M, ]M,
TA;) Mnt away, turning the bach, and did na
return. (TA. [Andj,)l (q. v.) h a similar, c
the same, meaning.]) Hence, j'JAl d Perditio
befall Ahim; may Ahe go away, turning the bacA
and not return. (M, TA.) _And . t He be
came an old man. (9, A, 5.) Hence, as som
aYl, the expression in the lur [lxxiv. 36], "Ji
t. lI) I [And tAe niht when it groroeth old]. (TA

[See also 4]) _I , (9, M,A,I ,) or. .

inf. n. jt, (M,) T wind blew in the directio,
of that wind which is terunedjj [i. e. west, &c.
which is regarded as the hinder quarter]: (M
A:) or changed, and came in that direction. (9
5:.) [Hcnce,] ".4[LF. ;:: t ' ~ ; [lit.
The wind became met to him after it had beeni
east: meaning t his fortune became evil after ii
had been goodt : and w01I ,Il which mecne
the samune: see ; and mee also 4 in this art, and
in art. J]. (A.)-- Andnj, (1, ],) a verb of
which the agent is not named, (,) He,(]:,) a man,
(TA,) or it, a people, (9, M,) m smitten, or
affeeted, by the wind called j 1JJI. ( , M, .)

ree,t. 1jiW, aor. !, inf. n.;, signifies, accord.
to Kr, HIe wrote a writing or letter or book: but
none other mys so; and the known word ins j.
(M.) (The in a. is explained in the uyn
witA ,,I. ] __M;, (, , Mg, 5Mgh, ,) aor. ,

( i,) inf. n. (, ( Mgh,) SHe (a home or the
like, M, 4], and a camel, 9, M, Mgh) had galls,
or wores, on hAi back, (M, Mgh, 1],* TA,) pro-
duced by t saddle and tA like; (Mgb;) u albo
tJwI. (5:. [But the corresponding puge in the
M shows that this is probably a mistake for,.l
a yn. of'j.])

g *J1XS O (MT, , , ,)orf,l J, (9,) i n

Ji)

,A3, (T, C, ) Re coid, orforeat, ti
Md Ise, or rest, of t ffair, or eent, or c"n
L;) (TA;) and so t Wj: (Mgh :) or its end, idum
l o or reult; (T, M,' ;) u also t . : (T, M1
to Myb, :) or he looked to what would, or migA
4 be i result: and d. t~3O he thoAght, or med
; tated, upon it; ($;) [ also t .jS:] Akths
T, Ibn-*eyfee said to his sona,JI.;t It .jt,
lnf. . J ,J up" [0 my sons, think not upe
Im. tshe eds of tAings whereof tah beginnings hai
'Y pas~sd]: (T: [seej.~ :]) and in the Vur [i,
L.) 84] it is said, ,$i WtiU tA'e
an then, not consider the meanings of the Kur-&

, .and tdeaour to obtain a clear knomledge 
w srhat is in it? (Bd:) and again, in the ]u

:) [xxiii. 70], .j;ll t IHave they, the,
!aj not thought upon, (TA,) and endawoured to ur

nt dertand, ((Ij , ( ,) what has been said to the:
or in the gur-fn ? for V..J signifies the thinking
S, or meditating, upon [a thing], and endeavourin
), to understand [it]; syn. · & and ·. h: (TA
~, and t m.3 Ahe looked into it, considered it, &z

amined it, or studied it, repeatedly, in order t
know it, or until Ahe knew it. (M.b in art. J.LI.

l , inf. n. as above, signifies [also] He did
t performed, or executed, a thing, or an afair
r with thought, or consideration. (Mqb.) [An(

He devised, planned, or plotted, a thing, #e, Uie
against andther. And hence, lIe managed, con.
ducted, ordered, or regulated, an affair; because

ethe doing so requires consideration of the issues,
or results, of the affair. You say, ?,l 34;

n and, elliptically, i'i .,%, He managed, con-
ducted, ordered, or regulated, the affairs of the
provinces, or country: and in like manner, the
afTairs of a house. Me is also attributed to ir-

' rational animals; as, for ex., to horses; meaning
their conducting the affair of victory: and to in-
animate things; as, for ex., to stars; meaning
their regulating the alternations of seasons &c.: see
Bd in lxxix. 5. And;v alone signifies He acted

t with consideration of the isues, or remslt, of
affairs, or events, or cases; acted with, or exer-
cised, forecast, or forethought; or acted rwith

f poliy.]..- ~, (M, M9 b,) inf. n. as above,
(T, Q, Mgh, MNb, ],) He made his dlawe to be
free a.fter his own death, (S, M, Mgh, MNb, j,)
saying to him, Thou art free after my death:
(T, TA:) he made the emancipation of Ahij slave
to depd upon his own death. (TA.)--..

j,LJI, (in£. n. as above, 5:,) He redated tae
tradition, narrative, or story, having receied it,
or heAardit,frm anothur person: (At, T, S, I: )

and 9~ tas *~ j He relate the tradi-
tion, ac., of, or received from, or heard from,
such a one: (A,, 9:) and Z (.!.JIlj; (M;)
or m,G >), (9, ,) sor. ; (TA;) He related
the tradition, &c., having received it, or heard it,
from him, (9, M, J,) after his death: (C, ')
Sh says that . is unknown; but so the
phrase i related on the authority of A 'Obeyd:
A4mad Ibn-Yabyh [iL e. Th] disallows , s
meaning h relate it; and says that it is -,

[Boo LJ.
le writh 3, meeing n he hoowe it or in~ it4 wd
'; ouis Y, or thooghly;" qsr . . (T.)

3. 8 , (.8, A,) in£ c. t and (, ],)

I [e turned Ai back upon Ai: see ._ And
.' hence,] tHe severed himself from Aim, and- avoided Aim, or shunned Aim; (TA;) beame
m at variance with him; (A;) regarded Aim, or
t treated him, with enmity, or hotility. (9, A, K.)
D And / . Nl. t He cut, or severed, the tits, or
eI bonds, of hi relationdip; disunited himrff'rom
. his relations. (A.) _- 16 I made a slit ,uch

VY s ais termed 3tjl in er (a ewe's or goat's or
, camel's) ear (A4, J.)_8ee also 4.

of 4. stl, (M, I, and Bd in ix. 25,) inf. n.;l,·l
ir ($, M) and t1Z, accord. to Kr, but correctly the
r, latter is a simple subst. [or qusi-inf. n.]; (M;)
' and ' (1Alr, ( , 5,) inf. n.,; (TA) and~ t';
n (Tl ;) He went, turning his back; turned back;
, went bach; took a backward course; retreated;
! retired; retrograded; declined; syn. 'J (', M,

:) 1) andZt (IAr) and AL jt (Bd
0 ubi upra, and g and 1C in art. J ;) contr. of
ol Oji. ($, Bd.) And , 21l [He went back, or
) backwrrard, with it, or Aim; remowd, or turned,
1, i, or hin, backward]. (S, K.) You say, .

"eI j ,J,.1 . lA Hec goe back with tae bucket
to the wateringtrough]: opposed to the phrae

· J 3li j - (A.) See also , fint rsn-

tence. And cl [He went back, &c., fromit, or him]. (Msb.) - [Hence,] t Hefigned
himelf negligent of, or inattentire to, the want of
hisfriend; ( ;) as though he turned back from
him. (TA.) _ [Hence also,] j1 signifies t it
ment backwrard, to a bad state; said of the affair,
or case, of a people. (M, TA.) You say also,
JI31 J,1 ,j -f and [in the contr. sense] 1

I ; t 2Athe a,ffair, or case, of ch a one is in-
clining to advance, and to go backwlard, to a bad
Istate]. (A.) [;I often signifies The retiring,
or declining, ofgoodfortune; oppo~ed to 4Jj:

, see also 1, in the latter part of the pamgrapb.]
And .il Jp0l t The case of the people took a
backward course, and there remained none of tAem.
!TA.) Andj'tlj ,l and )t'i (inf. n. of the'latter
Jjj, A) signify the same; (r, T, 9, M ;) i. e. The
day ment, or departed; (M, A;) and so i11
[tAh summer, or the ~prin: and in like manner
one says [in the contr. sense] Ajt and ~j.: so
says Fr, and he adds, but you say of a man,

,14 )1 J1I and O only, with 1, though [As
says] it seems to me that the two forms are appli-
cable in the same manner to men a they are to
times. (T.) Some read, in the [ur [lxxiv. 36],
t ij jIL .-j, (T, S,) whicb, accord. to some,

means And tAe night wAen it conetA ofter tke
day; (T;) or when itfolowetAh tAh day: (9:
[for another rendering, me 1:]) othersn, (T, ,)
the greater number, CT,) read ;; 1l, , ( ,)
meaning mmen it retreateth to depart. (T.)
[Hence,] ;Ml ' 1 t Thr yer ndel. (Bn
in]. 39.) And ttJI,;(j : ndo,dj,;.

seem. Andb, l tHe died; (;) a alo t j.



Boox I.]
I.. ~ rs*-~(Lb, m, I. [Be. a1o.l ;.E, in the first para-

gBp-]). I. j -;jl adt.. ,..: o., c, aind g
a,; isgnify the same [i. e. What is in

frot, of the mountain; and what is behind].
(JK.)--jOI also signifies Hle made a man to

be behind him. (M.) - And It, (the saddle,
f, 1, or a burden, M, TA,) and he, (a man, 9,
Mgh,) caused a camel, (?, M, Mgh,) or a horse
or the like, (,) to have galls, or sorea, on the
back; galUed the back. (M, Mgh, 1].) - And
His camel became galled in the back. (9, V.) -

See also 1, last signification. It is also said [app.,
of a man, as meaning He slit the ear of a she-camel

in a par.ticular manner, i. e.,] when (T) thte .W

[or twisted slip formed by slitting (see ij1ff)] of
the ear of a she-camel, (T, J,) it being slit, (T,

[but for ,:,i Il in the TT and TA, from which

this is taken, I read , l, an emendation evi-

dently required,]) turns towrards the back of the

neck: (IAr, T, TT, 1, TA:) and J.li is said
in like manner when this " is turned towards
the face. (lAr, T, TT, TA. [See also 3.]) It

significs also h.,S & j , (TAr,) or o

;? .~ '~.; (g;) said of a man. (IAr.

[See ee;.]) mAlso lie, (I(,) a man, (TA,) or it,
a company of men, (?, M,) entered upon [a time

in which blew] the wind called j~ol. (S, M,

])~ And re journeyed on the day callUed jtt,
i.e. Wednesday. (K, TA.) And Hie becamu
poefseted of much property or wealth, or of many
camel or the like. (Mqb,* .K.)

03.--
5: see 2, in nine places.-1 o3 J. l

means Ile knew the thing at the last, (M, Mgh,'
aftOer it had pact. (Mgh.) Jereer says, (M,)

1* =t i5-iJ 1 JXJ ';;3t

* ;Ii-9 i 
!.C

[And ye fear not evil until it befalleth you, anm
ye know not the thing save at the last, when i
has pact]. (M, Mgh.*) [See also 10.] And ii

like manner, j.,! kt [meaning Ile postpone
the swying] is said of one who has sworn aRfi
doing a thing. (Mgh.)

c. Ijlo3 7Aey turned their backs, one upo
another. (A'Obeyd,T.).And hence,(A'Obeyi
T,) t They cred themselmc, one from anothe
(A'Obeyd,T, S,M,5,) and avoided, or hunne
one another; (A 'Obeyd, T;) became at varianco
one with another; (A;) regarded, or treated, on
another with enmity, or hostility: (M, A:) or i
is only said of the sons of one father, or ancestoi
(M.) - t T ay spoke [il], one of anoth
behind the other's back. (TA.) - t Thy al
stained from, or nglected, aiding, or auitn~.
one another. (TA in art. J..)

10. , contr. of 'J.1. (?,* Mqb, 1'
[As such it signifies H turned his back towa

Aim, or it.] You nay# 1i j, oJ1 l He turnt

his back towards the kibk. (MA.) - [As sua
also,] He came behind Aim. (TA.) You sa

;~ j ,1 (A,TA) He cam~ behAind him an
cast, or shot, at him. (TA.).[An sch almc
He mm it behind hi7: hi lookd bck to it: A

it, or k it, aftnard :] he s~, (M, ,
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or mew, (TA,) at the end of it, namely, an p

affair, or a case, what he did not se, (M, 15,) or o
hnow, (TA,) at the beginning of it: (M, 1:) 1
[or rather] he hnew it at the end of an affair, or a
case; namely, a thing that he did not know at 

the beginning of it. (T, A.) You say, y3 r

:iL . b r' ,> sHe hnew at the end ofhis 

affair, or cae, rhat he did not know at the .

beginningof it. (A.) And e i;j jij, 6i. k1

.l * J% J J . I;I s .* Verily sucha

one, had he hnown at the beginning of his affair,
or case, what he knew at the end thereof, had h

been directed to the right way of executing his 

oaffair. (T.) [See also 5-] _ . i 1s °

Hle appropriated it to himself exclusively, in pre-
ference to others: (AO,.:) because he who

does so turns his back upon others, and retires 

from them. (TA.) El-Aashl says, describing
wine,

*,c 1- *;;-,*5* * -- p .-C V5**

i. e. [I sipped it] not a)ppropriating [it] to myself 

exclusively [in preiference to the other drinkers,
nor denying mlhat was known]. (AO, TA.)

fj The location, or quarter, that is behind a
thing. (1. [In the C1C, for AL. is; pUt LJ.])I

,Hence the saying, (TA,) Z*. jj--

t I turned away from his speech, and feigncd
myself deaf to it: (T, S :) I did not listen to hic

spreech, nor care for it, or regard it. (M,K,s

TA.) You say also, 4 ?1 j,l; t.. Hie

turned away from him, avoided him, or shunned

him. (T, A.) - See also CSN*- Also, [like

;;, inf. n. of 4,] tDeath. (g.) _ And tCon-

stant sleep: (M, ]:) it is like 54i. (M.)=

' Iq. q. ; these two words being pls. [or

j ratber coll. gen. ns.] whereof the sings. [or na

t un.] are V i and t)1Zi; which signify A
n *JL.. [explained in the TA as meaning a channel

d of mater; but it seems to be here used as mean-
r ing a portion of ground separated from' the

adjacent partsJ,for sowing or planting, being cur-

rounded by dams, or by ridges of earth, which
retain the water for irrigation, as explained in
art. I, and a is indicated by its Persian equi-

r valent bere following,] in, (g,) or of, (15,) land

that is son or for soring; (I, ;) called in

P ersaan ;L: (f:) and 1> signifies maUll
it channel for irrigation betwean tracts of seed-

. produce; (V;) and its sing. is 8; : (TA:)
, [Mtr sy,] is syn. with "; in Persian

b ;> [app. a mistranscription for >; as above];

9 and the pL. is and ;%: (Mgh:) [I8d says,]

AW. sgnifies a nsmall channd for irrigation
) between tracts of land sown or for o,ing: or,

u some say, I.. ljwo: and the pl. is 1,>: it i
d also said thatjt signifies i.q. ijj ; and its

h n. n. is u J: and lliti signifies rivulet that

r, fo through land of spoduce; and its sing.

d is i: but I know not how this is, unless ly.;

have ; for its pL, and this have S added to it,

a) in aiW, and so z14, be a pl. pl., i. e. perfect

,I. of j n: .AIn says that j; signifies a patch

of ground that is sown; [as is also said in the

j;] and the pl. is ; (M.) -Also A piece

f rugged ground in a ~ [i. e. sea or large
iver], like an island, which the water overflows
at times] and from which [at times] it recedes.
M, ].) - And A mountain; (T, 15;) in the
Abyssinian language: (TA: [Az says, "I
know not whether it be Arabic or not:"]) whence
he saying of the King of Abyssinia, (T, K,'

9,. #, w$. &i- &e as A 5
riA) *.1 C1i &1 3i ~, 0 e, i t.
· s.4j 1 ',. [I would not that I had a moun-

tain of gold and that I had harmed a man of
the Muslins]: (T, K :) but [SM sayb that] this
a a confounding of two readings; which are,

v ,.:j and 4 i : (TA:)

another reading is 4i, 'l o . (TA in art.

') '_ See also Also, (, M, 1g, &c.,)

and *,Ft, (Al.n, M;1,) A s~arm of lbs: and

hornets, or large n,waps; syn. je : (, M, ]:)

and the like thereof, having stings in their hinder
parts: (B :) it has no sing., or n. un.: (As, M:)

or the n. un. is V ° or ; ; of which the

dim. 1 t5, occurs in a trad.: .(TA:) pl. [of

pauc.] *'&i (O) and [of mull.] .jj: (A, ~, ] :)

and 't;,;, with fet-h to the first letter, signifies

bees; and has no proper sing. (M.) 'Ayim Ibn-

Thebit El-Anshree was called >,,1 [The

protected ofhornets, or bees], because his corpse
was protected from his enemies by large hornets,
(S,) or by a swarm of bees. (M, Mgh* in art.

S, + .)- also signifies The young ones of

locust; (A.Hn,l ;) and so 1*. (AHIn,M,1.)

s: ee jt: and ,tw; the latter in two

places. ss See also 4, first sentence.

se: asee ;, last sentence but two, and last
sentence. - Also, (., M, 1],) and 1;, (M, 1,)
Much property or wealth; or many camels or
the like; ($, M, K;) nuch as cannot be com-
puted, or calculated: (M :) the sing. (and dual]
and pl. are alike: you say [using it as an epithet}

09 · * . -el
O,* and eJ~l and JLa31*l: (I , M:)

this mode of usage is best known; but some-

times t is used as its pl.: (M :) in like man-

ner you say ;S; 7;: and you say also j, 
',, (S, TA,) and , ,,.j, [unless this be a mis-

take for the phrase immediately preceding,] (Fr,
TA,) meaning a man haroing large pouessions in
land or houses or other property. (Fr, f, TA.)

) t[app. signifies A tract of the mestern shy

at sunset: for] the Arabs said, I)jI Z ;, Ij;

,~l , $,; ' ,P', meaning Whem thou
aet the Pleiadse ear to setting oith sunet,

then [is a month which] it a time of breeding of
camels, and [a month which is] a tim of rain:
and when thou seest Sirius [near to rising] with
nmet, [then is the glory of the gnerous man,
and the time for the burden of the fld-grown heA

camel; for] then is the most intense degree of
cold, when none but the generous and noble and

1

2 4,6 '
,I. 

of Agn says that signifies a patch

f 

ground that is sowm ; [as is also Wd in the

j 
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says, wj I Ojae t tMAfay God make the
turn of evil fortune to be agai,nt Aim]: (A#, T,
M:) this [says ISd] is the best explanation that
I have seen of ;: (M:) or (so accord. to the
M, but in the ]~ "and ") it signifies t the issue,
or result, of a thing or an affair or a case; (M,
];) as in the saying of Aboo-Jahl to Ibn-
Mes'ood, when he [the former] lay prostrate,
wounded, .,w1 l ;> t In mlose favour is the
isue, or result? and was answered, "In favour
of God and his apostle, 0 enemy of God:" (T,
TA:) also ,defeat in fight; (, A, Mgh,;)
a subst. from ;1;1, as also *>,?, (S,) and t;l;:
(IABr, A, :) you say, AJ Ze4I ;.;5, mean-
ing : His adrversary n,as defeated; and ,X
meaning S He was ahimclf defeated: (A:) and
;.1 ..IJ, meaning t IlWho is the defeater ? and

JJl C Ul; t Who ix the defeated? the pi.

of L;, in the last sense is ;t: (TA :) which
also signifies conflicts and defeats; (.K;) as in

the saying, ;tJlI i v i;; God caused, or
may God cause, to befall them conflicts and
defeats. (TA.) See also j, in two places.

~q The direction, or point, towards which one
turns his bach; contr. of ·iL. (g,]g.) One
says, L;. jj i .i l, menning t Ie has no
way of applying Aimself rightly to his affair.

(,(, ,TA.) And ;, j; % ' S : e
1 Tle right reay of extcuting, thi affair is not
knonm. (, A.)_ See also i;. -- And see
,, near the end.
.. . .- .. -..
;.: see :~ -_and see also ..

see 1.

see the next paragraph, in two places.

Li;, [Backward: and hence, late]. You

say, ,J i ,Ij A .AjJI t [True learning is
prompt, and is not backward]: i. e., the man of
sound learning answers thee quickly; but$be back-
ward says, I must consider it. (Th,T.) And
1eN) ifd C- a 3- t I followed My companion,
fearing that he would escape me, after having
been with him, and haring fallen backfro Aim.
(M.) And ~J!- 1 ,Il ,j (T, ;, A, P]) : The
worst opinion, or counsel, is that which occurs [to
nae] late, when th want of it] ispat; C(T,:

I,:TA;) i. ., when the affair ispast: or j51
M>. signifies an opinion, or a counse#l, not
deply looked into; and in like manner, ,
an anrser, or a reply. (M.) And LY ' '3W

'9; i' ;.Jt (AZ, $, M, A, ]) and t',
(AHeyth, ,) and the relaters of traditions say
t t.;, (?,) which is said in the 1 to be a cor-
ruption, but it may have been heard from a good
authority, and with respect to the rules of the

anguage is chaste, for, accord to IAth, Lts is
a re n. irregularly formed from ., (TA,)
t Such a one perform not prayer sae in the
ast part of its time. (AZ, $, ]p*) It i said in

ingenuous man will patiently persevere in tl
exercise of hospitality and beneficence, and whe
the heavy burden is not laid save upon the stron
full-grown he-camel, because then the came
become lean and the pasturmge is scanty. (M
_ Also, and so is ;j;t, a pl. [or rather the fo
mer is a coil. gen. n.] of ? ,s, (1, M, Ii,) whic
signifi6e gall, or sore, on th back (M,* Mgl
],° TA) of a horse or the like (M, J], TA) an
of a camel, (M, Mgh,) produced by the oadd
and the like; (Mgh;) and also on the ;S
[or callow projection on the breast] of a came
(! and ] in art. .-.. ) They used to say, in th
Time of Ignorance, jit hi;jJ l t s j, te
plained as meaning [ When] the galls on the bac
of the beast or upon the foot of the camel [ska
heal, and the footstep, or mark, become oblitc
rated]. (TA from a trad.) rAlso inf. n. o

.~2 (M, Mgh.)

i (M, ]) and ?As (M) A horse or the like
(M, 1,) and a camel, (M,) having galls, or sorem
(M, ,) on his baoth (TA) [produced by the saddli
and the likA; having his back galled: see ]
fern. [of the former] Zcjt, and [of the latter
' ;.j: and pl. [of either] j~;. (M, TA.
lencm the prov.,] .i11 J L. .4, 1 s

[ What he that had yalls on his back experiencee
w'as a light matter to hitm that had a sound

back]: applied to one who has an ill concern
for his companion. (].). . In the phrase 3.
W.s jt (app. meaning A man erring an,

nlkihiag], L~ says that a is an imitative 
quent to I..: but [ISd says,] I think that.
is a verbal epitlet, and that ,; is a poseaivem
epithet. (M in art. .) You say also 

7 stj .Vj$.s.uL6,: (T in art. :4: [see art .6.:])
and ,.W, is said to be an imitative sequent to

A,.t (TA.)

.st and r, , (the latter a contraction of the
former, Mgb, [and not so commonly used, like as
, is not so commonly used as jtX ]) The back;

syn. ': (, A, B, } ;) the first signification
given in the [Q and] A and B: pi. ;,t. (TA.)
You say, t+ j [lit., He turned his baock;
and tropically,] S he was put to flight. (A.)
And ewS *'9 [lit., He turned his back to him;
and tropically,] the same an the phrase imme-
diately preceding. (Mgh, M9b.) It is said in
the ]ur [liv. 45], ,11 0 [J; And they hall
tur the back, in flight]: where M;ll is used in a
collective sense, agreeably with another paage
in the gur [xiv. 44],. , . 3- (,B)
You also my, * A iJ 1 ! They turn,ed back in
.gt, or being routed. (A, TA.) -The back,

or hbder part, contr. of ,i., ($, A, M9b, ],) of
anything: (Mqb :) s, for instance, of a shirt
(Vur xii. 25, 27, and 28.) You say, ,.JI " "

J , Th arr o fe/behind the bntt. (TA
in art OJ1 .) The backside; po srior; but-
tocks; r- p; or pod~ : and the anw: oyn.
C-!*. (.) [It ha th former of thee two gig-

ie nifications in many instances; and the latter ofthem
en in many other instances: in the $ and ]g in art.
ng , it is given as a syn. of ** , which has the
Is latter signification in the present day. This latter
.) signification may also be intended in the $, M,
.r- A, Myb, and 1], by the explanation "contr. of

,h J,3," as well as the "back, or hinder part," of
h, anything: for Jq very often signifies the "an-
Id terior pudendum " of a man or woman, and is so
lel explained. The anus is also called JI iiL

i .nd - ; andj.It . ] Its pl. ,1l is also
~e applied to the part which comprises the *.1l [or

anus] and the .tA. [or vulva, i. e., external
. portion of the female organs of generation,] of asolid-hoofed animal, and of a cloven-hoofed

animal, and of that which has claws, or talons:
or, as some say, of a camel, or an animal having
feet like those of the camel: and the sing., to the
tcm, [or vulva] alone, of any such animal. (M,

, TT.) - t The latter, or last, part, (T, $, M,
Mbs, g ,) of a thing, an affair, or an event, (T,

le S, Msb,) or of anything: (M, K :) pl. ;l;
:(M) (and ;ks: see .] [See also .]
One says, :..I S, -, nd of; , and ;e

i , and A,tL '1, and lO i, ! I came to
thee in th latter, or last, part or farts, of the

d month. (M, ].) And ;..tjI l uU JQ,;l

t [I will petition for thie in the latter, or last,
parts, or the conclusions, of the prayers]. (A.)

d See also .~. In the lur [1. xxxix.], ;W1l
, j JI signifies t And in the latter parts, or the

ends, of the prayers: and .. JI tg;1 [vir-
e tually] signifies the same [i. e. and in the ending
of prostration], and is another reading of the

) text: Ks and Th adopt the former reading,
because every single prostration has its latter
part: or, accord. to the T, the meaning is, and in
the two rek'ahs (a,t;2) afer sunset; as is
related on the authority of 'Alee the son of Aboo-
Tilib. (TA.) The similar expression in the
;lur [lii. last verse] ,yi ,ol lj is explained
by the lexicologists as signifying tAnd during
the consecution of the stars, and their taking
towards the vest, to set: but [ISd says,] I know
not how this is, since J.:, by which they explain
it, is an inf. n., and jlb is a p]. of a subst.:
-q!l ?;j>, which is another reading of the
text, signifies and during the setting of the stars:
and Ks and Th adopt this latter reading: (M:)
or, accord. to the T, both mean and in the two
reh'alh before daybreak. (TA.) - Also The
hinder part, (M,) and angle, (aj,) of a house
or chamber or tent. (M, .)_ . ., 1J 
,. (i, o) means Th emanipation of the sla~e
afier tae death of his roer. (S, Mgh,* M -b.-
See 3.])- See also 1, of which, and of tiS, 

{, is said in the TA in rt. , to be a pl.]. 

{ : ee .... Also tA turn of el /or- 1
tune; an unfavourable turn of fortun: or a 
turn to be vquisend; contr. of 3l: (Ao,M, 

.:) J relates to good; and 5,3 to evil: one 1
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signifies con.flicts and defeats; (K;) u in

the 

saying, SQ�1:W t;31 God caused, or

may 

God cause, to befall them conAicts and

Co.
defeats. 

(TA.)~Seealsowj,intwoplam.

The 

dirtiction, or point, towards which one

4-6tur;m 

his back; contr. Of Zki . (g. g.) One

ye, 

�; C

an 

lil�l. rneanbng 1 110 has no

way 

of appVnq liimselr rightly to his affair.

I(C, 

TA.) And

17%* 

right iray of #xtruting this affair is not

nonm. 

(�,A.)-See also And ace

near 

the end.

we
W.1 

a ~and ace alm,.4>.

L4;�; 

see L

JI 

6,

see 

the next paragmph, in two placu.

[Backward.. 

and hence, 1 late]. You

say, 

I's

.

[True learn'

prompt, 

and is not backward]: i. e., the man of

sound 

learning answers thee quickly; but#ie back-

ward 

says, 1 must consider it. (Th,T.) And

1 

followed my companion,

tearing 

that he would ewzpe me, after having

been 

with him, and AMngfallon baekfrm him.

(M.) 

And ~ L# A (T# �l Ap 11�0) 1 7%#

riorst 

oldnion, or counal, is that which occurs [to

me] 

late, when ths want [of it] is put;

A;) 

j. c., ivhen tAa affair is pad: or L55

M> 

signifies an opinion, or a counsel, not

iteply 

loohod into; and in like manner,

an 

anmer, or a reply. (M.) And J2,4d C)

i.�lt 

(AZ, $, M. A, ]g) and

,.AHeyth, 

Vj and the relaters of traditiou say

.5 

so which is eaid in the 1� to be a cor-

tgtw.)
,,uption,,but 

it may have been beard fi'om a good

tiathority, 

and with respect to the rules of the

anguage 

is chasm, for, acwrd. to 1Ath, L£w> m

L 

reL n. irregularly formed from #is , (TA,)

.0.1
Such 

a on# ~or~ not pmyer sat* in the

�ut 

part of it# time. (AZ, $, V-*) It is mid in

11W [Boo L.,
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a trad., ai Xj* ' JI ' ; and in another,

1' 1 or , d;;;, scord. to different relations;
t He miU not come to prayer save at the last, or
late. and in another, t I;~J i.111 S. 1 He came
to prayer at the latest of the times thereof;
(IAr, TA;) or after the time had gone: (8:)

;tjQi being a pl. of ;, and * meaning the

last of the times of prayer &c. (IAar, TA.)

One says also, t l tii ;4i . Such a one came

last, or latest. (A, TA.) 1.' is in the accus.
case as an adv. n. of time [like ~; and ,; and
1;D], cr as a denotative of state with respect to
the agent of the verb. (TA.) In the passage in the

]K [where it is said that I>; signifies Prayer in

the last of its time, &c.], there is a looseness.
(TA.)

,wb: see the next preceding paragraph.

~¢IjfiU [TAe yu1ades: or the five chief stars
of the llyades: or the brightest star among
them, a of Taurus:] five stars of Taurnt, said
to be his hump; ( ;) one of the JMansions of the
Afoon; [namely, the Fourth;] a certain star, or

asterism, between '1 [or the Pleiades] and

.IAj& [or Orion;, also called 14J1 and C;JI;

(T:) it follows .lJI, (T, M,) and thercfore is
tbias named. (T.) [Sce p.i J ;, in art. Jj:
and see 5.JI, in art. .]

j;., (, M, K., [in the M, accord. to the TT,
written ;, and it occurs in poetry imperfectly
decl., but there is no reason fir its being so in
prose,]) and t;1,%, (g,) Wednesday; the fourth
day of the week; (9, g;) an ancient name
thiereof: (~, M,* TA:) or, accord. to the 'Eyn,
(IK,) the night of [i. e. preceding the day of]
WVednesday: (M, ]:) which latter explanation
is preferred by some authorities. (TA.) Wednes-
day is a day of ill luck: Mujhlid, being asked
respecting the day of ill luck, answered, "The
Wednesday that does not come round [again, i. e.
the last Wednesday,] in the month." (TA.)

see .f., in two places. - You say

one does not know the first part of the offair
from the last thereof. (TA.) And ' JA c .:
/c,aX : see ;. And h jl.

i~, t Thou art not one for whom they care.
(TA in art. Jj.) ~Bee also *tj: ~ and;tvi.

jy>, used as a subst. and au an epithet, lof the
fem. gender,] so that one says either p;i,JI 

* ,. 0 . .. 
orJM) ~.C, and simplyj,_, but more commonly

used as an epithet, (M,) [The west wind: or a
weterly wind: the west being regarded as the
hinder quarter :] the Wnd that is opposite to that

called 41, (, L,Mb, 15) and 3,,*, (L,)
blomingfrom the direction of thA place of sunst:
(L, M 9b:) or the wind that comu from [the
direction of] the back, or hindo' part, of the
Kaabeh, going towards the place of sunrie:
(M :) but IAth reject this explanation: (TA:)
or the wind that comas from tAt qur~ behind a

Bk. I.

person ralen he is standing at the .~iblek: [but
this is a most strange explanation:] or, accord.
to IAr, the wind that blows from the tract ex-
tendingfrom tas place where E:n-Nerr et-Tdir [or
Aquila] sets [i. e. about W. 10' N. in Central
Arabia] to the place where Suheyl [or Canopus]
rises [about S. 29* E. in Central Arabia]: (M:)
or that comes from the direction of the south

(¥ ~JI), going towards She place of sunrise:
(Mb :) it is the worst of winds: it is said that it
does not fecundate trees, nor raise clouds: (Meyd,
TA:) and in a trad. it is said that the tribe of
'Ad was destroyed by it: (T, TA:) it blows only
in the hot season, and is very thirsty: (TA voce

.i;i:) pl. ; and ;;. (M.) [Hcnce the say-

ing,] ,j.C " 4i z , ' [lit. ius west
wvind, or westerly wind, blew violengly, and his
Siritu set: meaning t his evil fortune prevailed,
and his goodfortune departed: for the jys is the
worst of winds, as observed above, and Sirius sets
aurorally in the beginning of winter, when pro-
visions become scarce]. (A.)=See also .,'
last sentence but two.

pe.a A twist nwhich a noman turns backward

(" V.ZJ,, to), in tn'isting it: (f,I:) or what one
turns bachkwardfrom his chest [in rolling it aogaintt

thefront of his body]: (Yal4oob, S, A, l :) and

eje signifies" what one turns forward (d Jtl Lb)

towards his chest :" (Yadoob, 9, A:) or the
former, what the twister turns bachn,ard towards
his knee [in rolling it against his thigh; against
which, or against the front of the body, the spindle
is commonly rolled, except when it is twirled only
with the hand while hanging loosely]: and the
latter, "what he turns forward towards his flank
or waist:" (As, T:) [whence the saying,] 

J."' t a 3~.t ;, 'lJI [I turned the rope, or
eord,formard, or toward me, in twisting it, one
time, and turned it backward, or from me, ano-

ther time]: (TA in art. J1 :) or .o> signifies

the twisting of flax and wrool: and 1, the
twisting of cotton." (Lth, T.) One says, 9,i

· j ,>^. sI, meaning : He knew, or distin-
guished, his obedience from his disobedience; (1,
TA ;) or X, ' .sx, his disobedience from huis

obedience. (Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheyb&nee, lAsr,

T.) And C .; : J~ , C.,~ (9, A) or

; C.. * (TA) : [Such a one knows not &c.]:

or < ; ) Ja and s, > he
knows not the ewe, or sheoat, that i termned
a4 fr~om that which is ternMd i: or him
lrho advances toward# him from him who goes
back from him: or theA parentage of his mother
from that of hit father: (15 in art J. :) or
that of his father from that of his mother: so
says IDrd in explaining the former phrase: or a
J,from a a: or a thing whan advancing from
a thing when going back: and the phs. of each

are JJ 4and ,M. (TA in that art.) Accord. to

El-Mufad. al,~;. signifies An arrow's losing in
a game of chance [such as .l1]; and Pei, its

"winning therein." (T, TA.) [See ,, in art.
J..] .- Alho The tppr [becaupe it is th; hinder]

part of the ear of a camel: the lower part i
called the 0/i' (TA in art. 3J.)

see f..

act. part. n. of;;, Following (g, J, TA)
behind the bach; following tAe back; folloming,
wvith retpect to place, and also witA respect to
time, and also t with respect to rank or station.
(TA.) [Hence,] .., 0 The last that remains
of a people or party; he who comes at the end of
a people or party; as also t.`lj; which like-
wise signifies those who remain after them: and

t 31j; [so in the TA, but accord. to the T j,
which I think the right reading,] signifies one
who comes after; or follon,s, another. (TA.)

And lj.U C ~ PJ91 Thi e bucket is betewn
one cwho advances with it to the well and one
who goes back, or returns, with it to the watering-

trough. (A.) And &J,1 j> kt-: see j-.

And ;JIt e ,..1 and ?4 l Yesterday that is
past: (S, M, ]g:) the epithet being here a cor-

roborative. (S,* M.) Yousay,JI . , j, ,
[They became like yesterday that is pa.st]. (A.)
And 1iil 1 ) v (Far

distant is lie, or it! He, or it, hath gone like as
hath gone yesterday that is past]. (q.) Also
An arrow that passes forth from the butt, ($,
Mqb, 1g,) [or paws beyond it, (see 1,)] and falls

behind it: (TA:) you say l,-, and ;1; :t

and .tj. (M:b.) _- An arrow that does not
win [in the game calledo 4. ]; (Ii, TA;) contr.
of 0J?. (9, TA.) - The last arrow remaining
in the quiver. (A.) - The last of anything;
(Ibn-Buuwj, T, M, 1I ;) and so *;,ti: (M :)
[see also :] and (accord. to Ay and others,
TA) the root, stock, race, or the like; syn. J.l.
(i.) One says,Z9.jl; aSI3i Mag God cut off

the last that renain of themt. ($.) And 

*s11 1 Mfay God cut off the last of him, or it:
(A:) or may God extirpate him. (A4, T.) And
in the lur [vi. 45] it is said, .AIIt1; <'. M
And the last of the people were ectirpated. (N,
TA.) And in a trad., .* ' All of
them Shall be cut off thereby, not one remaiing.
(TA.) - See also , lsut sentence. - As an

epithet applied to a camel: see ,.

l;~1: see the next preceding pa]gra.h, in
three places..-.Also X The end of a tra~t of and:
(Esh-Sheybinee, g, A,* 1] :) p).. P X.)..-)
Ofa iolid hoof, The hinder part: (T, TA:) or thp
part that corresponds to the hinder part of the
pastern: (1,]:) orthepartthat is nect atr the
hinderpart ofthepastern: (M,TA:) pl. a above.
(T, TA.) - Of a bird, The back toe: it is with
this that the hawk strikes: (M, TA:) or a thing
lihe a toe, in the inner sid of the foot, 
which the bird strike: (S :) that of a cook is
beneath his a..-a.. [or spur]; and with it he
treads: (M,TA:) pl. as above. (TA.)-_80

s . o 0 .·o
also --.,Al!o A mode of a.j/ [or Igoming

down by a trick] (9, 1) in presing. (a.)

847
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) the former is also common to other things; (M,
e TA;) so that you say , Jt ., meaning muck

property. (TA.)

co

ep uq>: see the next paragraph.

v,.i> (S, M, A, Mgh, Mqb, ]) and 1 ot (M)
and 1 * O The exprced juice of fresh
ripe dates; (A, Mgh, Mqb;) what jlows from
Jfreh ripe dates; (Q ;) the honey of dates; [i.e.
the sweet, thick, or inpissated, juice thereof;]
(M, ] ;) the expresd juice of data, (M,) or of
fresh ripe dates not cooked: (Agn, M:) what
is caUed J1.e in the diaL of the people of El-
Medeench: sid by some to be the honey offresh

i ripe dates: by some, whatflows, or crudes, fron
raistns and from freh grapes: and by some,
what 1fows from the baskets of dates: (TA:)
[see also %r,it in an explanation of which the in-

f tpisated juice of any fruit is termed its j :

also the honey of bees, 9Ja J..: so in the
copies of the bC and in [some of the copies of] the

1 A; a signification not known; but [Agn] Ed-
Deenawaree mentions the word ; and ex-
plains it as signifying " domestic beehives;" avid
by this it is seen that the application of to
what bees eject may be correct: or the true read-
ing may be `1 J., will t, as in some
copies of the A; and it may be meant as explain-
ing what precedes, meaning the expressd juiCe of
the fruit of the palm-tree, by a kind of trope;
though, as such, a useless repetition: but it is
said in the 0, on the authority of IDrd, that
bees' honey is called t (TA:) the vulgar
apply the word to [the inspissated juice of fresh
ripe grapes, which resmbles thick honey: and
sometimes to] the honey of raisins. (MF.)-
See also , .

J see & , in two places.

J.0

a A colour in animals that hare hair;
(Mob;) [brownness;] or rednes tinged, or in-
term ixed, with blacknes: (M, Myb:) it is in
sheep, or goats, and in homrses; (M;) [and in
birds: see 9:] accord, to lEloseyn Ibn-Abd-Allah
El-lbahanee, in his book on strange pigeons,
greenness, or a dark, or an ashy, dust-colour, in
which are redns and blacknes. (TA.) [See
also Wq.se]

U A A cwrtain bird, ( o, ,) of small nzM,
(TA,) of a colour inclining to black, that coon
(lij): (, TA:) hence said by some to be the
malthe of th Ai, [or doe]: (TA:) or a sia~ of
pigeons: (M:) or a pigeon of a colour between
black and red: (Mgh :) or a sei of the
o fres[or collared turtl-do]e: (MA b:) fem.
with : (Mgh, s:) [pl. s J, ] a rel. m. from

(?,M,Myb,l ;:) [see 1 ] or
from a,ns of fresh ripe dates, but made to deviate

from tefform of tthe original, like A and

f (iute ji of n rui istere hask :

· !)sor it h the form of rel. a. with-
out being such. (u, TA.)

lt a Domestic be-hive; 1 M idO

(A Hn, M.)

¢¢ i ndits fem. 1,: : we

jG1 [originally inf. n. of 4]: see the next pars
grnpbh, in two place.

J;$A ait in the ear [of a ewe or she-goat o
she-camel], wAich being ade, that tAing [thu
mrade, meaning the pndulow strip,] is gistled
and turned backward: if turned forward, it i
termed and tbe hanging piece of shin q
tel ear is termed ;jQ,) [in the former caue
and 'I;1 [in the latter case]; as though it wer
a 4j [q. v.]; (A,Q, M,* ;) and, respectively
ftjad nd .tjl, and ;3 and i;L. (TAii
art. J,J.) The ewe or she-pat [to which thi
has been done] is temnned m j$1 [in the forme
care] and ;ii1i [in the latter}: and you say o
younelf [when you have performed the operation
in these two cases respectively], t;4;; and 1;>
and the hboamel is termed .rl) and lj,
ZJ0I; (Ay,$,]K;) and wo is the ewre or she

°oat; (A, T;) and the she-camel, tj 4
and piJ rli. (TA in art. J,J.)

$lti A man rwho cuts, or secers, the ties, o
bonds, of his relationship; who disunites himiel
from his relations; (,;) like;3: (g:) ono
who does not accept what any oNe says, (AO
[who mentions Qtlj therewith as having the
fomer signification,] T, ?, M, g,) nor regars
anything: (A0, T, $, M:) one who wiU lno
receive admonition. (I1fl.) [See L!'.t]

,~s. [Going, turning his bach; turning backd
sc: ee its verb, 4]. You say, ;). 4 I

,j TAhy have not one that goes oforwart
nor on that goes back. (A.) In the phrase in
the *ur [ix. 25], t hat ti [Then ye
turned bac. retreting], the lnt word is a corro
borative denotative of state; for with every 13
is 8; (M ) See also w t;. _ .li is said
to signify tAn aged she-camel 'hose goodnes
has goe. (TA.) - ,A ;wj [app. tA
land upon which rain ha faUen partialy, not
gelUy, or not uenirersay. (TA in art. Je.
[This explanation is there given as though ap-
plying also to L;J b, app. ir e; but I
think that there i an omidion, aid that the
latter phrase has the contr meaning.])

5.i... q. j4 [inf n. of 4, q. v.]. (M.)

A slave made to be free after his ovn r's
death; ( ;) to whm his ownr a said, "t'hou
art fre after my death;" whose emancipation
has ben mad to depend upon his own~er's death.
(TA.)

a . [is extensively and variously applied as
maning n who managces, conducts, orders, or
reglate, afir of any kind, but generally

afairs of importance]. 1, z:; ie, in the
ur [Ixxix. 5], signifies [accord. to most of the

Expo siton] And thtl angels who are chargd
wit the mangn, condting, ordering, or
regulating, f oirs .( . [See aso B4.])

* JO.

j..m (TA,) and )J , (?,) A man, (TA,
and people, (a,) smitten, or affeted, by th
[ eterly] wind caUed wuJt. (, TA.) Alec
the former, Wounded: (19:) or galled in th

,r back. (TA.)i And Posse ing much propert
or wealth, or many camels or the lihe. ( C.)

-0. 
j 1t applied to a place of abode, Contr. o

i . (M.) You say, ' ' ' 1 ane
' j1,i [This is my neighbour in front of m

and in rear of me]. (TA in art. J..) _ Et1
e

applied to a ewe or she-goat: see 11 s
applied, having a portion of Lthe hinder part o0

n her ear cut and left hanging donn, not searated
and also wLrk it is separated: and LL;Xl i:

r applied in like manner to one having a portion
f of the extremity [or fore part] of the ear so cut
, (AV, T:) and the former, applied to a she-camel
* having her ear slit in tAe part next the bach oj

the neck: or having a piece cut off from thal
part of her ear: and in like manner applied to i
ewe or she-goat: also an ear cut, or alit, in thL
hinder part. (M.) [It seems that a she-came
had her ear thus cut if of generous race. And
hence,] s*--- --- AL *-t- S A she-caml of geo
rouw race by sire and dam. (T, TA.) And Cil>J
)?l.M> h.. &Such a one is of pure race, (S,J[,
or of generous, or noble, race, (A,) by botA
parents: (, A, :) accord. to As, (?,) froze
e JLI'0 and ;i?l ( ,1 V.)

JEIJ. [act part n. of 3, q. v.:] tOne nhc
turns bach, or away, from his companion; n;h/
aoids, or shuns, him. (A.) _ Also A man
whose arrow does not win [in the game called
ji 4.l]: (6, ) or one who is overconu in the
game called .. JI: or one who has been over,
come [therein] time after time, and return in
order that he may orercome: or, accord, to
A 'Obeyd, he n-ho turnu about, or shyties, the
arroms in the z' in that game. (TA.) [See an
ex. in a verse cited in art. A&.]

, J J . ia 00 JAJ ,0.
e A i ,...i -jeI fIj Such a ote is

[as though he had behind him and before him
honour or dignity or nobility; meaning that he
is] generous, or noble, in respect of his first and
his last acquisition of honour or dignity. (TA.
[But it is there without 'ny sylL signs; and
with in the place of o 1 ]

i0S

4. w jl1 _ The land showed its plants or
herbage: ( :) or began to show the blacknes of
itsplants or herbage. (AkIn, M, 8.)

(M;) He (a horse, $;M, lg, and a sheep, or
goat, M, and a bird, 8) bcame black: (V:) or
[brown; i. e.] of a colour between black and red;
($;) or blach tinged, or intermied, wvith red-
nes. (M, TA.) [See 1' and '11

11: ee 9. 1 c~4,31 The blacknes of the
land became mixed with rednes. (M, TA.)

W-..% Anything black. (Lth, A, V.))_[Hence,
app.,] Much people; a also tV,t:. (IA, V:)

I
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hA [A seller of L]. (J in art. jo.)

,., (~, ],) by some written ,,, which is
said to be the correct form, (TA,) A mace (,

TA) of iron or other material: (TA:) app. an

aabicizl word, (, 1, TA,) from [the Persian]

j.H, (TA) [or ~., ]: pl. -tG (~, V-)

V-O1 A bird, (, A, Mhb,O ,) and a horse,

(?, M, A, Mgh,) and a sheep, or goat, (M,) or a

goat, (A,) [brown; or] of a colour between black

and red; (Q, A, Mgh, Msb, ~ ;) or of a red

colour tinged, or intermix;ed, ivith blackness:

(M:) or, accord. to Ioseyn Ibn-'Abd-Allah El-

lsbahlince, in his book on strange pigeons, of a

green colourp, or a dlark, or an ashy, dust-colour, in

which are redness and blackness: (TA:) fem.

,Xj: (A:) pl. -O.. (8, A, M.b, ].)

L:.. ,.;i lJand beginning to shonr the black-

,se of its plants or herbage. (Agn, 8.)

1. " t, (M, I,) or 1., (S, Mgh,

Ms.b,) aor. L and: (~, Mgh, Myb, 1]) and,,

(Mgd, Mqb, ~,) inf. n. `: (,M bh, M.b,)

and M (f, Mgli, 1) and k/ , (Q, ,)or the

last is a subst. sometimes used as an inf. n.,

(Meb,) lie tanned the hide, or shin; i. e., pre-

pared it, or mnadc it fit for wue, and sofated it,

or mnade it pliable, with 1jA [q. v.] and the like.

(TA.) It is said in a trad., L& ll,V4 [The

tanningq tlhereqf is the means of purificatioN

ther eoJJ. (g, TA.) - See also ..

7. O., It (a haide, or skin,) was, or became,

tunned; i. c., prepared, &c., with 1Q and thd

like; (TA;) quaxi-pa,s. of 1. (~, Mbh, I, TA.:

t )did/, iJi. [The ,hin of the pig ,il

not become tanned] is a prov., said of him whon

good advice will not profit. (TA.)

34; [in one of my copies of the $ written ;

A single act of tanning. (S,J TA.)

se: me what next follows.

) Tan; [tanning-liquor, or oo:e;] that wit

which one tans, (S,* Mgh,* Mb, X.,* TA,) i. e.

prepares, or makes fit for Use, and soften, c

,nakes pliable, a hide, or shin, consisting of Jbj
[q.v.] and the like; (TA;) as also tV (,

Myb, ) and * 1 (1, ) and t aM. (AiI)

TA.) One says, , JI 2 4JI [The skin

in the tan, or tanning-liquor]. ($.) And "i

~gJl Jt [HIse soaked it in the tanning-liquor

(. in art. L..) -_[Hlence,] .~. ~i [ap]

A stomachic]. (Lth and M and Mrb vo4

..y;U, q. v.) -~ Also an inf. n. of 1. (

Mgh, 1.)

.i t Rain that puts the earth into a goi

state, and oftens it, ,(t,. t ) by its wate
(IDrd, I~, TA.)

>p applied to a hide, i. q. i [i.e. gl

Tanned]. (.)
3i5 The craft of theI [or tanner]. (Meb, Ll

B,TA.)_Also an inf.n. of 1, (S,,) or a U

subst. sometimes used as an inf. n. of 1. (Myb.) sti

See also . D
in

t. A tanner. (Msb ],' 1 TA.) M

A guria, or traterenlon; in Pers. cA

sl t(KL-) t

;iir anad i*.~ A place wrhere hides, or m

skins, are tannedi (T, Msb, 8,0 TA.) [Hence,] w

one says, Jlq..Jl ai. Xjtl l. t [This country f

is the plaec whcere men are tanned by the sun]. lo

(TA.)-Also, the former, Skins put into the bi

f) [or tanning-liquor]: (Sgh, 1:) or of which

the tanning has been commnenced: (Az, TA:) as v

though made a pl., (fgh,TA,) like i U: as

syn. with P . (Sgb, 1.)

ai>. .;.. [app. Ihides, or skins, much tanned]. a

(TA.)

ty~: see &;t. - [Hence,] ke S A lA

t This is spech in which nothing is meant.

(TA.)

1. a jo, (JK, 19,) aor. ~, (1K,) inf. n. Lfie,

(TA,) [lit, lie, or it, stuck to it: and hence,]

t he was, or became, attached, addicted, given, or

devoted, to it, (namely, a thing, JK,) so that he

did not quit it. (JK, is

explained by Lh only as signifying 15l [app.

meaning t ile stuck fast, or perhaps he clave to

one course, in respect of his means of subsistece:

see also 6 t.M]. (TA.)~ s; He stuck it, or

made it to adhere. (TA. [See 4.]) _ See also

what next follows.

2. , inf. n. jdw, (Lth,JK,15,) He caught
it with j [or bird-lime]; (Ltb, 1] ;) namely, a

bird: (JK:) and so ? &v, aor. L, inf n. Lk>-

(TA.)

4. >l He made it to stick, or adhere. (J.

[See also 1.1) You say, W1 2i *l t God made

r ti.n or iay God make hiim, to stick to it; or, it

to him. (JK,TA.)_JiI I tHow great is

his attachment, addictedness, or devoted e!
(JK, TA.)

6. j.3 It (a thing) was, or becamc, sticky,

: glatinow, vicous, or ropy. (TA.) .It (a bird)

ma, or became, catught by tneans of d. [or bird-

liTme); (A,TA;) i.e.it stuck, oradhered. (TA.)

P. See also .D])

cJ (Lth, IDrd, a , ], &oc.) and .t (Fr,

OP and t f (S) [Birdlim: and the viscum,
or mistletoe; and its berries, of which bird-lime

Id is moetly prepared: the first of these words has

r. these applications in the present day:] a kind of

glue, (IDrd, i,) well known, (1Drd,) or a sticky,

iinows, or. riscous, thing, like glue, (Fr, Q,

A,) with which birds are caught; (Fr, IDrd,

I,, TA;) in one dial. called XJL: (IDrd:)

th says, it is the fruit, or produes, of a tree,

icing is its interior a substance like glue, that

icks to the wing of the bird: the bakeeni

&wood says, [iP a pasagO which is imperfect

the TA,] it is found upon the tree in like

anner as lichen (L:JI), but is a berry, like the

iick-pea ( e) in roundness; .... the best

ereof is the smooth, soft, with much moisture,

dclining, in its exterior, to greenness, and it is

ostly found upon the oak; wlen it is cooked

ith hojey and v-I [or the e~pre d juYiC of

resh ripe dates, k&.j, .. .. and drawn out into

'ngish strings, and put upon trees, the birds

icome caught by it. (TA.)

[L; part. n. of ~j;, Sticky, gluti,us or

iscous: so in modern Arabic.]

WU';: see . -- Also Anythiag sticky,

lutinous, viscous, or ropy; that dranws out with

sticky, glutinous, viscous, or ropy, continuity of

arts. (IDrd, 1,' TA.)-And Human ordure;

JK, i, I5;) because of its sticky, or ropy,

quality. (JK.)
. 3

3i1,: see Z.

.~ -;P t [Means of subsistencel not com-
plete. (TA.)

1. iij;, (1, M, ,) aor. L and -,(M, Ig,) inf.

a. j, (M,) lie coUected it together, ($, M, I,)

like as one collects together a morsel, or gobbet, or

mouthful, of food with his fingers: ( an:) and

t 4,, inf. n. Jp, [in like manner] signifies

he collected it together. (TA.) And i;4&l J4,
(M, 1,) aor. ', int. n. as above; (M;) and

t tA, (M, 1.,) inf. n. i0,3 ; (TA;) He made

the norsel, or gobbet, or mouthkfl, large, (M, 1,)
collecting it together rith his fingers: (M:) or

the latter signities he made the morsel, or gobbet,

or mouthful, larye, and swallowed it. (lA'r,

TA.) And ;c.t1 J;, inf. n. a as aove; (TA;)

and t jt;; ($ ;) I made the thing into lumps,

or compact pieces or portions: (,*1 TA:) and

_lal mJi, inf. n. J3cj., Hie miade the v-ta

[generally explained as meaning dates mixed with

clarified butter and the preparation of dried curd

called JlJ, kneaded, or rubbed and pr,essed with

the hand until they mingle together and their

stona come forth,] into j~ . [pl. of ii;, q. v.].

(T, TA.)~ _ ;l j,;1 (T, M, S,) inf. n. )t
· ·.

(S, M, K) and J_;, (M, 1:,) lie put the land

into a right, or proper, state, prepred it, or iOn-

proved it, [or manured it,] with dung such as is

tro'med ;i '", [in the ]5 ; .',] and the like,

(T, $, M, 1]g,)in order that it might become good:

(T, M :) and so 1;. (T.)--And 4; means

I put it into a rigAht, or proper, state; prepared

it; or improved it; namely, anything; a also

JL; : for instance, a rivulet; i. . he c/lansd it,

and put it into a right, or proper, state. ($.) 
104 a

wiinous, 

or. viscous, thing, like gin#, (Ilr,

k,) 

with which birdg are cauqht ; (Fr, IDrd,

06
TA;) 

in one dial. called jJo: (IDrd:)

1
th 

says, it in tho fruit, or produce, of a t7w,

icing 

in its intMor a substance like give, that

icks 

to the wing of the bird: the bakeena

&wood 

says, [ixb a panW which is imperfect

the 

TAJ it is found upon ths tro in like

anner 

as lichen (aft.Wt), but is a beffy, like Iito

lick-pea 

in roundness; . . . . the best

�ereof 

is the sn;ooth, sop, with much moisture,

iclining, 

in its exterior, to greenness, and it id

0811y 

fottnd upon the oak; mlwn it is Cooked

ith 

h~j and w�,) [or tko &c~djwico of

'red 

rilm dates, &c.], . . . . and drawn out into

Ingi&4 

stringii, and put upon trees, ths birds

icoom 

caught by it. (TA.)

L~ 

part. n. of jo>, Sticky, glatimu, or

isco�s: 

so in modern Arable.]

W_w> 

: see Gw>. - Also Anything sticky,

lutinous, 

viscolls, or ropy; that draws out with

sticky, 

glutinous, viscous, or ropy, continuity o

orts. 

(1Drd, ]�,0 TA.)-And Human ordurd;

J 

K, �, 1� ;) because of its sticky, or ropy,

luality. 

(JK.)

not 

com-

ilete. 

(TA.)

jW

M, 

V,) aor. and (MO g,) inf

jo 

(M,) 11o coUected it together, ($, M, 19,

like 

as on# collects together a movwl, or gobbet, or

moutliful, 

of foMd with ltis fingers: and

inf. 

n. [in like manner] signifies

he 

colketed it together. (TA.) And 3.*UI

(M, 

]�,) aor. t, itit. n. as above; (M;) and

V 

tA.>, (M, ]�,) inf. n. ' A#' ; (TA;) Be made

the 

inorsel, or gobbet, or mouthjwl, large, (MP V,)

coUeeting 

it together trith hisfinqers: (M:) or

the 

latter signifies he made the morsel, or gobbet,

or 

mouthful, larye, and swallow6d it. (lAqr,

TA.) 

And ;J4>, m£ n. as above; (TA0

and*2�; 

Imade the thing into IMMIO,

or 

compact pioces or ortions: ($,*TA:) and

~ 

X inf. n. jc�.Q, He itiade the V-tab,

[generally 

explained as xjeaning data miwd milk

clarijYed 

butter and the preparation of dried curd

called 

J, kneaded, or rubbed and pramd with

the 

han� until they minqlo togetAer and their

stona 

come forth,] into J4> [PI. of X;, q. VJ,

(T, 

TA.)~ bAjljt J4.), (TI M, ]�,) int. n.

M, 

K) and (M, ]�,) 11e put the land

into 

a right, or proper, stage, prepared it, or tin-

proved 

it, [or manured it,] with dung such as is

0
to.med 

eftqjd, [in the and the like,

(T, 

$, M, ]�,�in order that it ;n�ght becomo

(T, 

M:) and so I;U;. (T.) -And "; means

1put 

it into a riqht, or pMwr, sgate ; prepared

it; 

or improved it; namely, anything; u abo

ZLI 

: for instanoe, a rivulet; i. c. At ckani*d it.

and 

put it into a rigkt, or proper, state. som
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s'M - t, Boox I.
J, (I,) inf. (. ,i, (TA,) also signifies E

struck Aim conscutie strokes with a staff, o
stick, (V,) and with a whip. (TA.) 

,J,J I Calamities, or misfortunew, bfell him
or may calamities, or misfortunes, befall Aim

(i.) And tV SlAi Calamity, or miJ
fortun; befeUl tAem: or may calamity, &c.
(A'Obeyd, Q, M:) or they perished: or ma
they perish. (T.) And V `* --i, ( , TA
[in the CV, erroneously, 3jl,]) and 

JAjl, (TA,) Calanmity, or mirfortune, befel
him: ormaycalamity, &ka: (TA:) ortlhebereJ
Woman, i. e. Ais mother, became bereft of /im bi
teatA: or may the bereft womanwp, &c. (1, TA

- * SX i j Jt ) G, or X j;i, is a form o
imprecation: see the latter in art. Jt). (TA.:

_ J., aor. :, inf. n. J;, He (a camel, o
other animal,) becamefull offat andesh. (TA.

3: see 1, in four places.

X A rivulet, or streamlet: (T, M, Mgh, 1:,
pl-. jy: (?, M, Mgh, V:) so called becaus4
cleansed, and put into a right, or proper, state
(when needing]. (T, ., M.) _ Pague, or pe
tience; syn. L. (Th, M, k.) _ Jt ii L

see 1, last sentence but one.

jq? A calamity, or miafortune; (8, VO;) a'
alwo t ii;j, ($, M, ],) in which the dim. form
denote enlhancement; (?, TA;) and V3j: (I:)

pl. of the first Jwja: (TA.:) whence the saying,
~JjEJ a4& : se 1, latter parL Also The state
of being beft of a cAild, or of a perso beloved,
by death. (1Ar, M, I..) See ; in four
placme.

A lump, or compact piece or portion,
(Lth, T, V, ,) of a thing, ($, 15,) tuch as gum,

¢., (u1,) or of [the kind of sweetmeat called]
or of k~p [described in the first para-

graph of this art.,] or of something kneaded, or
the like: (Lth, T:) and a large morsel or gobbet
or motlful: (JP:) or a moral, or gobbet, or
mouthfut, of butter: pi. 3;4. (En.Naar, T.)_
See also ;i;ii- Also The hole of the ,M [i. e.
hoe, or adz, or awe]: pl. h` and ; (I-)

31j;, (M,) like .1, so in the N, (TA,) or
like +1', (V,) [Dung, such as is called]

^¢ (M) or h , (s,) and the like; (M,
4;) [usedfor manuring land;] as also )l.
(TA.)

zJt. Ulce that come forth in the side and
penetrate into the inside; syn. !QA$; as also
jiy. (IAqLr, T. (See also ;J.]) _ See also

j, sc Jin. Hence the saying, j,ojl sige

see 1, near the cnd of thie par-ar il: (TA:) or
this saying is from what here follows. (1, TA.)

A woman bereft of hr child by delath. (.)

[Jct t e (MC, 1), and t ; J (T, M, g)
are intensive expressions (1) meaniing A scvere,

e or heavy, calamity or miforhtu: (,* TA: [ii
,r the CI, -l, which is said in the TA to be in
) correct:]) or a severe, or hary, beravemen
: (T, M, TA.) And one says, sometimes, (M,
:l. S;~ ci (1, M) and t I j,; (M) in th,
,- accus. case as an imprecation [meaning May Go(

: send upon such a one a severe, Or hcary, calamitj
yorbereavemenlt]. (M.) A usedtosay Joll 3k

meaning" [deep] abasement or ignominy :" (T
TA:) and Aboo-'Amnr Esh-Sheybanoe, 1e6) 1J3
(TA:) others pronounced with . (T.)

f ;i.; A certain malady (M, Mgh, J) in tho
V Jy., (M, },) [i. e.,] in the belly, (Mgh,) beine
) a collectio, of corrupt matter therein; (Mgh,
f TA;) wherefore it is thus called; (TA;) as alac
) V4 (M, ]O) and V L;;: (]g :) accord. to ISh,

r an ulcer that petetrates into the belly: [see alsa
) Jl:] or an ulcer that coma forth within th4

side, and discharges internally; te suffererfrom
nhich seldom recovers: also called ..Jl ;aJ :
(TA in art. .:) a large tumot;r (in Pers,.

e jt z)-. (KL.) [Abu-l-Kasim Ez-Zahrwree
describes tho modes of cauterizing the 3J5 i in
order to hasten its coming to maturity. (See
;"Albucasis de Chirurgia," p. 98, where the word
is twice written IJ.I; once, ALLy3; and once,

correctly, aJ.Ej.) Golius explains ij and 14
by " vomica, apostema," as on the authority of
the g and KL; in neither of which do I find
anything of the kind: nor do I find 14; even
mentioned in either of those works.] - See also
s b. Hence the saying, j,.ll : see 1, in
the latter part of the paragraph.

s j3 , and Sl; 4ji%: see

JJM~ vojl Land put into a right, or proper,
state; prepared; or improved; [or manured;]
with dung such as is termed (v.)

gj and &,b

L ;is, aor. , in£ n. &j,' [and app. also
j,, q. v. infra], He walhed, or wrent, gently, or
in a leiurel,y manner. (TA.)

9. JZ; i. q. a.. (1,.) You say, *s1, mean-

ing [He made it, or wrotught it; &c.].
(T.)

4- &stbf said of the [tree, or shrub, called]

: (?,),or of the CZ' (M, 15,) or of each of
these, (TA,) It put forth rehat resembled [the
young locusts termed] &jj; (M, K5;) [i. c.] mhat
came forth, of its eavs, resembled j (S;)
and thus became fit to be ealte. (?, M.) [Scc
JAel and and £.n; and see also and

> or Q; [sometimes written with andi
sometimcs with ] Locusts before they fly: (S :)
or locusts Ien they [first] put themselves in
motion, a.)d become black, before their wsings
grow: in their first state, when they are white,
they are termedn (AO, T:) or the smalles
of locusts, and of ants: (M, 1e:) or [locusts]

ofter the state of tAat which is trmed ij:
.

- (M:) [see ); :]n. un. i;;. (?, M.) - [Hence,]

) sn Lsto ;i, (M,) or j lR, and l

e(IAr, T, Mj, 1,) and V 'and

d :Aei, (Th, M,). t lie came mith, or brought,
Y much; and wrhat was good: (M:) he camne roit,

or brought, much property or wealth, or many
cattle: (M, :) Wuj) is a soft tract in Ed-

:Dahn&, frequented by locuts, which lay their
eggs therein; (M;) it is a spacious place; wo

that the plhrasoe [e -I ;4.] is u tbouglh it
meant he came with, or brought, property, or
realth, or cattle, like the [locusts termed] t, of

the spacioest place caUed t. (T.) J is in error
as to this phrase: (1, TA:) for it is statedl in
the $, as on the authority of IApr, that one says,

(4) I J } t ;q, meaning Such a one came with,
or broughlt, property, or wcalth, or cattle, like
the 1sb in abundance: and thlu it is found in hie

:handwriting: and in the Tekmileh it is written,
.as on the same authority, L5gj . (TA.)

Accord. to Abu-l-'Abbts [Th], the [righit] phrase
is t t,j: and in one place ho says that

I t;,;[thus (for ; in the TT as from the T,
but probably a mistrmnscription for ji sgnifies
Much property or wealth, or many cattle: and
faccord. to AA, one says, V e A ie., mean-
ing Such a one came with, or brought, proarerty,
or. wealth, or cattle, like the l r. (T.) Also A
>geni, or lci;urely, manner of walkina or going.

eheie; 6C ; in fiveo places.

hse the next paragmph.

.V The gourd: n. un. with 5: (, Mob:) it
is mentioned in this at by J and Z [and Fei]:
but accord. to Hr and the 1[, its proper art. is
.' [q. v.]: accord. to Az, tsa, for lle says that
its measure is JWase: (TA:) some allow its being
written and pronounced thV. (TA in art. inh.)

;'$Q jel: see what next follows.

:. ,a) (S, M, h) and wt i () A laudst
abounding with [the locunts termed] s ort
(S, M, 6.)

;M. ,.bj.: see what next follows.

the being subsotituted for the U as intercmange-
alde therewitli, (M,) A land of which the herbage
/as been caten aby [the locustn termed] i or Gf.
(S, M, 15.) =Accoid. to Z, both signify [also]
A laed that produca .le, i. e. gourds. (TA. in

nt1. o lesure/ (L,) or ;, (TA,) aor. ;, ini.
n. Z>, T/c shy sent down rain such as is termed1

R,0



Boox T.

£t J; i. e. weak rain; or the weakest and lightest

of rain. (L, TA.) ~ .;Jtz3;, (L,) or,2;,
(TA,) aor. ;, inf. n. as above, The sly rained

upon them rain suck as is termed %. (L, TA.)

_- ,)tl 'j, inf. n. as above, The land was

watered by rain suck as is termed a. (L.)

.; Weank rain; as also t V5 j; (g, I ;) the

latter [in the C] I,;i, but it is] with kesr: or

the meakest and lightest of rain; and the pl. is

1,~0.: or, accord. to IA.nr, i. q. kij: (TA:) or

s3ignifies mill execeding what is termed ;i.

(g in art. .. )

Z3; ,;, A sky sending down rain such at is

termed .g. (L, TA.)

.: s oe e:e ); of which it is said to be a syn.

and a pi.

y~ sbjt Iiiud watered by rain such as is

termed j. (L.)

i,
1. 3;, (T, q, M, It, &c.,) aor. ', (M, M9b,)

inf n. . ;, (T, M, , M, , c.,) said of a trace, or

mark, of a house; or of what remains, cleaving to

the ground, marking the place of a house; (?,

Myb, I~,TA ;) or of a place of abode, (T, A,) &c..;

(T;) orofa thing; (Mi;) It became covered with

sand end dust blown orer it by the wind: this is

the primary signlification: (TA:) or it becanu

ffaced, or obliterated, (T, ?, M, A, I], TA,) bj

the blowing of the winds over it; (TA ;) as alc

tj3l3, (S,) or j3 .il: (M, ]:) and it becam

old; (M, ] ;) as also 9Sj)I1, (M,) or t lJ3.

(].) By onc of the poets it is metaphoricallj
said of a man's reputation, meaning t It becami

worn out of regard or notice; became effaced, oe

obliterated. (M, TA.) - And, said of a man

tHe became overcome by old age and emaciation
(T, TA.) - Also, said of a garment, (T, 1F,) inf

n. as above, (T,) It became dirty. (T,J.)_-And
said of a sword, (T, A, 1(,) inf. n. as above, (A,

: It became ntullied fron remaining long unfur
bistcd; (A;) it became ruty. (T,1 .) Hena

the trd. of El-Ilasan, A, $ J I ._ 13 

J.1 [ di' t,h ,I (explained in art. ,:ha.

(Sh, T, A, TA.) ; attibuted to the heart i

tThe karing the remembrance of God efface
from it: and attributed to the mind, t The bein

quick to forget. (Sh, T, ]5.) jq..j;, ~( 1,
inc n. as above; (TA; [in which, by a strang

mistake, J.j)l is put for. Jqi;]) or Vt 3; (a

in the M, accord. to the'TT;). The trees pi

forth their lsars (M, IS, TA) and their branche
(M, TA.)

2. 6, (A, TA,) inf. n. .,, (TA,) A

covered him (A, TA) rwith a Jj., (A,) or mwi
iomething by rwhich he should be rendered rar'
(TA.) It is said that Mohammad, when a rev

lation came down to him, used to say, J.

Cover ye me wmit, something whereby

may become wrarn. Corer ye me &c. (TA fro

a trad.).. J L ;}; Large masses of sto

were compactly put together, one upon anothc
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orer the slain person. (g.) -And ~j, (S,)
inf. n. as above, (8, g,) It (a bird) put to rights,

or adjusted, its nest; put it into a right, or pro-

per, state. (-, ~.) - See also 1, last sentence.

& A)1, (V, TA,) like ~S, (TA,) or t*Jj;,

(so in some copies of the 1,) lie acquired much

wealth. (V, TA.) [See j;.]

5. .13, (T, 8,) and J, '.3, (Msb, TA,)

and ),, inf n. ,j!1 (T,) He wrapped himself

oith a j.): (T, S, Myb, TA:) and ,!Jt j 3 j,
he enreloped himself entirely writh the garment.

(M, ].) [Hence,] H,-lt , ~ He ] it

abundant in realth. (A, TA.):;JWI i; :le

(a stallion) mounted, or leaped, the she-cameL

(S, A,1.)-And J.Pj 3 t He (a man) leaped

upon, and rode, his horse: (T, , M, A, L, B:

in the ], for j, in some copies, is erroneously

put 9.; and in others, i, which is also

wrong: TA:) or rode, and rheeled about upon

the back of, his horse: (M:) or mounted his

horse from behind. (TA.)- Ibn-Mu]bil uses

the verb metaphorically in describing rain; say-

ing,
/ .. ,. lt,.Ji .. . , ..1.ei

a h

t [Thle large mountain-goats of El-Yemntdmh 
listened to it, after there hadfallen upon it, of its I

shower of big drops, whatfell]. (M, TA.)

} see 1; each in two places.

8: see4.

% iMuch property or wealth; or many came 

or the liAe: (T, ., M, ] :) or muckh, or many, of

any thing or things: (M:) [the ring. and dual

and pl. are alike; as in the case of its syn. ., or

, :] you say, [using it as an epithet,] H. j,

(T, 9, g,) and j' JlY : (s, ' :)

[but sometimes ;sv is used as its pl.; for] you

say ; J;al and pIl Ja1: (A 'Obeyd, T:) you

also say ;]3 L;.: (T:) and the expression

'9:-; ,;L, meaning a numerous arnmy, occurs

thus written: ( :) an instance is found in a verse

of Imra-el-leys, where it is thus for the sake of

the metre. (TA.) - Also Abundance of herb-

age, and the like; or abundant lhebage, and the

like. (TA.)- See also ji;.

;:see;. A good manager of

property, or of.came2i or the like. (s.)

;j; Dirt, orfilth. (I.) - See alsoj.

*;ij Any garmnnt, (8, M,* A, Mgli, Meb, g,)
such as a L". 'c., wleick a man throws upon

himmcif (Mgh, Myb) over the jt.' [or garment

that is next the body]: (, M,A, Mb, 1:) or

one rrith which a peson envelopes himwelf en-

p tiredy: (M:) or a garment which one wears for

I warmth above the jb.: (T,TA:) pl. *;. (Mgh.)

- It is said in a trad. respecting the Assistants

c(j Loil) [of Mohammad], ,cii J-1 .il

, i,J, meaning t Ye are the persons of ditinc-
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Mn, and the [other] peopl are the vulgar. (TA.)

ee also; i.]_gl3 ;J and & i! Trhe

in curtain (kXf) by which one protects himself

om gnats, or musquitoes; the mutquito-curtain:

re an ex. in the first paragraph of art. 1 .h:],

· 1 is an appellation of the gnat, or mus-

rito; because it is concealed in the daytime;

because a j,t is wanted to protect one from its

inoyance. (TA.)

; se;:ee ;3.i Applied to a man, t Ob-

it.t; of no reputation: (~, A, $ :) a great

leper: (;,]:) dson: (It:) heavy; tAat scrcely
ores from his place: (TA:) lan.y: (Kr, M:)

id in like manner t ), lazy; quiet; that

ses not occupy hiimelf with his affairs. (A.)

5gjJU: see what next precedes.

,1;, applied to a trace, or mark, of a house;

r to what remains, cleaving to theo grouud, mark-

ng the place of a house; leing coaered with

and and dust blorwn orver it by the wind; or

sing effaced, or obliterated, by the blowing of

he winds ovr. it. (A,* Mb,0 TA.) You say

ttl; ^ u; 1 j l 9i tSuch a one's goof

tortune is at an end, and his vestige is being

ffaced. (A.)_ In a state of perdition. (M,

I.) HIence the saying ,Sl.j.;t. 0 [Such a

one is erring, in a state ofperdition] : or it is here

an imitative sequent [merely corroborative, for

,w, has also the same signification]: (M, TA:)

and some say jl.s. (M.)-. A sword sullied b.y

remaining long unnpolished; rusty. (AZ,T, M.

A,V.)-tNegligent; inconiderat; (L, ]g;) as

also 't;3 (1) and Vtj [written without the

y11. signs]: (L:) S one whAo does not care for, or

estw,n,finery. (A.)

~;1: see the last sentence above.

j,.., (A, T,g, [evidently, 9L, though

written in the CI )., see 5, third and fourth

sentences,]) applied to a man, (AA, T,) t I. q.

y;. (AA, T, ) and; &c. (AA; T.)

-Jg, andj3J lVrapped in a j.l; woaring a

jtU,; (T, M,* A, Mb, TA;) as also j:

(IAir, M :) you say .J1 ; 0J'j Suck a

one wraps himself with ajt.) and sleep in the

morning after sunrise. (A.)

1. ;, aor. , inf. n. ; (,A,lC) and

lq (S) and t', (TA,) He, (a man, TA,)

or it, (a company of people, accord. to ISk not

said of a single person, g, TA,) crept along; i. e.

went, or wallted, keiurely, softly, or gently: (F,

A, ] :) or did so roith short steps: or came and
. .- .3 ,,o. a

went. (TA.) You say, 1o . 0J 1 i J-A

b,4,i The company of men pn going lei-

surely, &c., upon, or ower, the ground. () -
Hence, (TA,) He traficked, or ezercised the
business of a merchant: (i:) because the mer-

chant travels about at a slow pace. (TA.)--

And He Astened, or went quickly. (TA.)--

Also, [aor.;,] inf. a. C ; sid of a [or tent,

pne it erring, in a stare ojperall;vuni i Vs
m 

imitative acquent [inerely Corroborative;# for

bag 

abo the game significafion]: (M, TA:)

ind 

some say W% A sword 1 sullied

lmg 

wnpoli&hdd; rusty. (AZ,T, M..

an

0,150 

V.�;1 Qg) and V.,,> [written witliotit the

Byll. 

signs]: (L:) : one who does not carefor, or

estmn, 

finery. (A.)

�2>1: 

ace the last sentence above.

(AA, 

T, ]g, [evidently, oj�y though

written 

in the see 5, third and fourth

sentences,]) 

applied to a man, (AA, %) y L q.

0 

.09. (AA, T, 1�) and 'i 1 &c. (AA' T.)

OY14

andA~ 

1Vrapped in a mffiring a

jU> 

; (T, M,* A,* Mqb, TAo as also

.

a 0 3

(I 

Ai�r, M:) you say $ ci-

.�l 

M such

one 

wmps himself irith ailb and sleep in the

morning 

a.fter sunrise. (A.)

1, 

aor. inf. n. A,* 1�) and

Jtw.q.> 

�) and C:.b, (TA,) He, (aman,TAJ

or 

it, (a company of people, accord. to ISk not

said 

of a single person, 9, TAJ crept along; i. c.

went, 

or walmed, kisurely, to.ftly, or gently:

A, 

]g :) or did to with short stop: or came and

went. 

(TA.) 'You say, 10

0 at
b�bjl�l 

Tite company of men poing ki-

surely, 

&r-, ttpoap or omr, the ground. (C -

Hence, 

(TAJ Re tra or ezffdod the

businen 

of a mffchant: Qg:) because the mer-

chant 

travels about at a slow pace. (TA.) ~

And 

He hatitened, or wnt quickty. (TA.) -

Also, 

[aor. �;,] inf. a. said of a zw" [or tent,

-- P- --- J- 1 -
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or houwe, or chamber], p dripped. (0.) 
se also o. _cl, [aor., accord. to rule, £,] (A
][,) inf. n. j, (TA,) e let down a veil,
curtain. (A4, 1.)

3. L.JI I~d~.j, [in the CS, erroneousl]
,:~~, ] inf.. n .J ; (;, g ;) and #.,

raOr. ;] (A, TA;) TA srky became cloud.
(A, A, g.)

5. .4J 't. , (a, and so in copies of tl

],) or t i3, (A, and so in the lg accord. I
the TA,)J e covered hinumef wiith his arms, i
tmapons: (A :) or he attired himtel with (li
entered into) Ais arms; ($, V;) ua though h
covered himself with thdem. (.)

R. Q. 1. , It (the night, ?, and so i
some copies of tile ) mews, or became, dark
(, a ;) a also V (." ) 

.! l.4"jI The domectic fowl ran. (TA.

_--a..~.o * , IIe cUlled the cock, or khe

(9*, ],) by the cry ;j ~, (],) or, ms in som4
copies of thie ] [and in the L] C t. (TA.)

R. Q. 3. .. : see 5:_and see al,
R. Q. L

r' r, (so in copies of the g,) or t; ;
(so in some copies of the ] and in the L,) A ErJ
by whirA domestic fowrl are calld. (L, 
[See It Q. L.]

t; A chicken: [or probably ckickuns, u s 
coil. gen. n. of which 1ti, mentioned in the
TA vooe I,;, q. v., is the n. un.:] aid by some
to be a pst-clnmical rword. (TA.)

I'Y, Intente darkness: ($, ]g:) and t' .
signifies the same; (]g;) or condensation oJ
darkhane. (TA.) _ 8ee also .

r .: see e .;.-_ Also Black mountaiu.
(I Ar, ].) - Also pl. of EG.. (Mgh, Mb.)

Ot!,- l[origially an inf. n.; see 1: after-
wards (like ~ and J,. &co.) used as an
epithet;] A ntcking infant, that creeps along
afocr ita motlAer: fern. with . (1[.)

l and tW (8, A, M9b) and Ilj, (TA,)
the first of which is more chaute than the second,
(1, A, Mqb," TA,) and the second than the third;
(TA;) a coll. gen. n.; (1, TA;) n. un. lr;
(M, Mgh, Ik and ;.., ( g) and .q.;;
(];) applied to the male and the female; (9,
]g;) A certain bird, (TA,) well known; (F,
Myh, ( ;) [the common domestic fowl, both cock
and hen;] so called because of its [frequent]
coming and going: (Towsheebl:) pl. *-,
(Mgh, Meb,) and sometimes .l4.; (Mb ;)
and pl. of the n. un. atd.4.; and 4t may be
regarded as a broken pl. of 4;.4., its kesrce
nndt I being considered as the kesrel; and I which
make the pl. form, and as being not the kesreh
alid I which ae in the aing.; or it may be a pl.

m of 4.i; with the augmentative letter (I) r
.9, jected, aS though p1. of Iq-. (TA.)-_[Hence
or i34lqI [tThe constllation Cygnus; so calle

in the present day;] a certain northern cosutel
tlion, consisting of nineteen stars in the figure an

T' two uwithou thefiure, of which the four stars i
, a row are called I_JI , and lie acrwo the Ailh

Wd. ay. (gzw.) - 4JI ` : see J

4.e , (accord. to the 1,) or :.;, (accord. 
le the TA, [the latter app. the correct term,)) als
to signifies t A family, or household; the persos

wr who dwell with a man, and wlwre maintenance i
t incumbent on him. (V, TA.) - Also the forme,
he tA bal l (a:) of spun thrcad: (8, V:) or ti,

[receptacle cald] . thereof: pl. [or ratlm

ncoil. gen. n., of whici it is tdie n. un.,] .Y
(TA.)_ , jLq IJ tT7e two projectiou

* (TA,) or projecti*g bone, (MF,) of the breast o
a horse, on the right and left of the ij [q. v.]
(TA, MJF.)

O 4.t;and aDd p. and are explained
above, voce

fseet in two places.

) ;."ji UAl [A long-bodied she-camel; lit.]
a shecamel spreading upon, or owe,', the ground.

^j+; Of a clear black colour: (A 'Obeyd,
TA voce ,) or intensy blach; (.;) as
also t - P1q..oI and *f_- (Q.) It has
the latter signification applied to a lie-camel;
and ;.; to a she-camel. (?, TA.) Also
simply Black; applied to hair; and so V
or the latter has this signification applied to any-
thing; as also 1 li: (TA :) which last like-
wise signifies dark, applied to a sea or great
river, (, TA,) because of the blackne of its
water. (TA.) You say also ',n.,4 J. Dark
night: (1, A, 1:) or intensely dark night; and
so80 M tviand V mt nie (TA:) and )

M ~. and aqi. ; (10 a dark night:
(,, :) athoe p. of . ;is oA. ) . and ,e
the latter a contraction of the former. (TA.)

[ge, tpart. n. of 1]. You say oin ler4 . A
party, or company, creeping along; i. e., going,
or walking, leiturely, softly, or gently: (ISk, S :)
or doing so with thort step: or con ing and
going. (TA.) And 11 tl-JI Jil (S,e ,
TA) T hse [company of pilnrim to Mekkeh, and
of the] letters-out of camcls o c., and the srants,
or aoistants, (w, IC,) and the lihe attendants f
the pilyrimns, cam: (TA:) the two words -

and · , though sings., aroe used in the pl. sense:
(TA:) or i.JI signifies also th mer chants; s ;)
or the merchants and othie whoo go liscurely, or
cawp along, after the pilgrintms. (TA.) t..Ij

[Boa I.
e- has the same meaning in the words of a trd.,

,] ,*-- .. ,,0,] t; 1,. t,, l .J'9s. [Tries are thIe lo.
!d out of camels c., and tAecy are not tkh pil~gru]:
a- (f, ]:) said by Ibn-'Omar, of a people whom
'd he saw among the pilgrims, whose apperanee
in he disliked: or it means, accord. to A 'Obeyd,

iy tose rAho are with the pilgrins, such as the
hired men, and tAhe camel-dri,.erx, and tte ser-
vants, and the like; and Ibn-'Omar meant that

to these were not pilgrims in the proper sense, but
o merely persons journeying and creeping along.
i (TA.) In te w.ons of anotllher trnd., -.. ta

' -'; I | *i. '; a.- ',, the word k1. is
without teshideed, and is ann imitative sequent to

e ;_1.: (9:) [see art. Cj: :] but accord. to one
r G -relation, it is %lj . j a.. . '.3 tL, meaning,
' accord. to El-Kialttilbee, [I left not a company
, fl] pilqgimps to Meckkell, nor those returning.
f (TA.) One says also, _LI__ -- LIj1

I1 J1i~ ,>;, · [Nay, b.y tAe pilgrinu to the
Iloue of God, and thAoe rh o.jonr.ne.y thiter f,or
mercantile purpoes, I illU aunredly do such
and such thAings]. (TA.)

tiJ,e~ Darkncss. (TA.) - And also used
as an epitlet: sec , .. . in two place.

: see o?~no.

~' ~l ; and its fem., with l: seo e'

and ~ A man completely armed:

(, ],* TA:) and so A'Obeyd explains
, tE: he is so called because he walks
slowly by reason of the weight of his arms; or
because he covers himself therewith, from ;.i ,.
L..J1I. (TA.)_ Also t Theo edgehog; syn.
ta.: (ISd, ]~ :) or a large ji' : (TA:) app.
so called because of its spites. (ISid.)

.y~- A veil, or curtain, let down. (A4,
TA.)

tJ': 'e .. C:

L j~.;, (s, g,) aor. :, (1.,) inf. n.v.;, ($, ,)
Ie was, or became, brisk, 'tirWly, or sprighly,
and at the same timnZ elwCed, or exulted greatly,
and behared insolently and ungratefdlily: (S:)
or Ae became confounded, or perplexzed, and un-
able to xee hix right course: (8, I :) or he becane
in a state like that, of one irho is confounded, or
perplered, and unable to se hir right coarrs:
(T:) he becoame in a state of coffusion and dix-
tau'lance: (T, ]:) or [so accord. to dithe TA,
but in the ] "and,"] he became intoxicam ted.
(1, TA.)

.. (TA) and t ' C;. ($, TA) Brisk, lively,
or sprightly, and at tiL same time exulting, or
czulting greatly, and behaving insolently and
ungratefully: (8, TA:) or, both words, (IC,) in
a state of confiution, or perplexity, and unable to
se his right course: (Q, I :) in a state of cnm-

fusion and disturbance: in a state qf intoxication:
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(]:) and the former, stupid; foolish; possess-
ing little sense; who pursues a wrrong course:

(AZ:) pl. (of the former, ) .lE. (s, O) and

L5-s. (I:·)

1wr;: sec the next preceding paragraph.

; I Darkness: (Q, A, ],:) pl.j4-;~ (TA)

and ..t;. (A, TA.) You say, ;4i a ;

,j,-. ;2-,a-& JUb l;~ [I waded to
tee through darkness as thovugh I waded t/hrough
a fil sea]. (A.) And, in a saying of 'Alec,

,alS8 )r1; Cs ;jl j A si [Like the

warbling of singiny birds in the dark recesses of
the nests]. (TA.) - Itis also used as an epithet:

you say j&' Dark night: (TA:) and i4i

j; a da rk night: (?, A, TA:) and 3.'

&sI a dark lasting and still rain. (A.n.)
_ Also, applied to dry berbage, Dark and
abundai,t; (Sli, K;) because of its blackness:
(8h:) or abondant and piled ulp: (IAth :) or,
applied to herbage, abundant. (ISh.) -Also,
applied to dust, or earth, (TA,) Of a dusty colour,
inclining to black, (Q,) like th colour of ashes.
(TA.) - Also Dust, or earth, (Sh, I,) itself:

(Sh:) pl....t;Q. TA.)

. . i, _I [Of a deep black colour]. (A.)

1. j';, (K,) aor. ', (T],) inf. n. js;, (T,
TA,) Ife smeared a camel rith tar; (K;) as

alsot J 0. : (TA:) or h msmcared him over his

whole body with tar: (M :) or J.; signifies the
smearing in thLe 7art that is mangy, or scabby,

with tar: (T, TA:) and J,.:0, [inf. n. of

O;e,] tthe smca,ing a camel over his whole body
with tar: (T, 8 :) and the putting the tar upon the

jt. [or armpits, and inner parts of the roots of

the thighs or other similar parts, only,] is termed

, o. (s·.)- Ife lied: [as though meaning he
concealed the truth with falsehood: for, accord.

to the KL, 3~.; signifies the concealing the
truth: (not, as Golius understood the explana-
tion, its being Concealed:)] and confounded or
perplexed [such as heard him]. (.K, TA. [In the

CV, ,.i is erroneously put for 1,;.]) -
[And app. lie enchanted, or facinated: for]

Jj` is also syn. with l .. (TA.) - He com-
pressd; coivit, or inivit. (Ay, ].)- _.le tra-
versed the regions, or tracts, of the eartAh, or land.

(V.) - The primary signification of ; is

[app. The act of covering; like .3 e;.A3: but it is

·. 'id to be] tdie act of mixing, or con.din. (JM.)

Accord. to Fr, one says, 'S, J ` and

4l . [lie tranfers the bucket from the mouth
of tke well to the watering-trough, &c.]: the
former verb being formed by transposition. (TA.)

1- .also signifies The haavng one eye and

one eyebrow. (KL.) [See Jl.;, last sentence.]

2. 0;o, (IDrd, Mqb, V,) inf. n. j,..w, (],)
He covered (IDrd, Mb, K) anything. (IDrd,
Myb.) - See also 1, in two places.- He gilded

853j.) - z-

[a thing]; (V;) he washed over anything with
gold. (TA.) - It (a river overflowing) covered

the land with water. (Mgh1.) . ; . 1 J.q, inf.
n. as above, lie put hi.s land into a right,. or
proper, state, pre·lared it, or improred it, with

[dung such as is called Jt;., i.e.] .r.
(TA.)

jlq. [Dung for manuring &tnd, such as is

calld]t C. ()

'j.; Tar [used for smearing mangy camels];

s also tJJi ;. (M, ·. )

~;0t-: see what next precedes.

J.. The refsue, or lonest or basest or meanest
sort, of mankind, or of people. (V.)

jl4. [in its primary application app. signifies
A person, or thing, that corers anything in any
manner; or that does so much, or often. - And
ihence,] A gilder or tilvrerr. (Th, M,b.) -

And [hence,] A liar: (MNb, TA:) [one who
conceals the truth with falsehood: a falidter:
and] one who deceives, deludes, beguiles, circum-
vents, or outrits, much, or often; very deceitful,

&c.; or a great deceioer, &e.: (JM :) pL CWt.1;

(M,b, TA) and i4q . (TA.) Hence, in a

trad. relating to Aboo-Bekr's demanding*Fitimch

in marriage, OJ4. :'JV ~ld t-~3.j .i, mean-

ing [Ihare promised her to 'Alee, and Iam not] a

liar. (TA.) - And i. q. vt-I , (,) which sig-
nifies A great company of mesn journeying to-
gether, ($, K, TA,) cofring the ground by their
multitude: or a company of men journeying
together, carrming goods for traffic. (TA) 
Also, (thus correctly written, but in [some copies

of] the V, and by Sgh, written V kJl, like ,.,
TA,) Gold: or gold-waxh for gildintg. (1, TA.)
- And The diversijied wavy mnarks, or streaks,

or grain, ( ,) of a swo (s.) ,
($, Msb, g,) i.;· e. I i [The Fals

Christ, or Anticbrist], (M, V,) said to be a cer-
tain man of the Jews, who is to come forth in the
last days of our people, (TA,) is so called from
J..;, because he will cover the earth [with his
adherents] (1, TA,) like as the tar covers the
body [of the mangy camel]: (TA:) or because
of his lying, (],* TA,) in arrogating to himself
godship: (TA:) or because he will traverse most
of the regions of the earth: (Abu-l-'Abbas, K,*

TA:) or from j. , " he covered," (I,) because
he will cover mankind with his infidelity; (TA;)
or because he will cover the earth with the mul-
titude of his forces; (Msb, TA;) or because he
will cover the truth with falsehood: (TA:) or
from the same verb signifying "he gilded;"
because he will involve men in confusion, or
doubt, by falsehood, (I,* TA,) or will deceive
them, or will manifest the contrary of what he

conceives or conceals: (TA:) or from j'. '
signifying "gold," or "gold-wash for gilding;"
because treasures will follow him wherever he

goes: (1,* TA :) or from the same word as sig-
nifying the" of a sword :" or from AItr.;,

explained above: or from J4j; because he will

defile the ground: or from ,M61 jC. (° .)
[Accord. to one trad., he will hiave but one eye
and one eyebrow: and hence, app., it is maid that]

-_ 3 ; also signifies Having one eye and one
eyebrow. (KL.)

J.. ~j: see the next preceding paragraph.
6... 0.. *....

aL,~, jIAmong them are narrationufrom
one to another and di-ering people. (TA.)

J~.~ A camel smeared [or smeared all over
(see 1)] with tar. ( A.)- d And sword [&c.]
gilt. (Myb.)

1. j', aor. ', inf. n. ' ; and ,,'; It (a
day) was, or became, one in which the clouds

covered the sky: (S :) and ;, inf. n. ' J ,
signifies the same, accord. to IAgr. (TA. [9e

also 4.]) - c i. q. * [(mean-
ing The closuls rained'continuaUy]: (TA:) [for]

1 ;Z*1 ,q-.l signifies the sky rained conti-

nually: (S, C :) [or "-I ; t- and VZ.,;t
may mean thte clouds covered the sky, or the

regions of the shy, or the earth: for] · `. [Ei
app. the inf. n. of the former verb, and] signifies
the clouds' covering (S, M, O) the sky, ($,) or
the regions of the sky, (M, ,) or the earth.

(I..) - O,,J l - ,;, (O,Myb,](,) aor. -, (M,b,)

inf. n. . (S, Msb, 1) and (Mb,)
S He remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, in the
place; (S, Msb, ], TA;) kept to it, or became
accutomed to it: (TA:) and so t Onq... (g,
Msb.)_'And hence, (TA,) ' ; said of the
pigeon, and the sheep or goat, he., (I~, TA,) as,
for instance, the camel, (TA,) It kept to the

house or tent. (V, TA.) -And jliJ ";
t Slhe (a camel) was, or became, accustomed to
irrigating the land. (TA.)- And &: 1J ' ' 

t He continued in his transgression, or wicked.
nes, or unrighteousness. (TA.) And j '

They kept to their baness, or ungenerum-
nes; not abandoning it. (TA.) And t G.1 !

jn14, and *.,JI t 1, i The rain, and the
fever, continued (IA§r, O) incensantly for some
days. (IA;r, TA.)

3. ., (,) inf. n. 'a.l4, (~, M, TA,)
He endeavoured to conciliate him; treated hi.m

with gentleness, or blandishmnent; soolthed, coaxed,
wheedled, beciled, or deluded, him; syn. e.al.:

(Q :) in the $ it is said that '.I.. is like ;l.:
in the M, that it signifies the mixing in familiar,
or social, intercourse, or conrertsing, in a good
mannrr. (TA.) [Golius assigns to Com. ano-
ther signification of epAls; namely " He held in
contempt;" as on the authority of the KL; in
my copy of which it is not mentioned; nor can I
find it elsewhere.]

4: see 1, in six places. - ;p,J1 also signifies
It (a day) became one of much rain; and so
t· " : (X(:) or the latter has a more in.

tensive meaning, i. e. it became cloudy with mist
a
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r (TA.) -Also It (the hair of a she-goat) mu, or
beames , such that one part thereof oerlay
another, and it was not loose and sparse. (i.)

Also, (g,) inf n. A.j, (TA,) It (a garment)
weas complete,full, or ample; [such au covered the

t wearer completely;] or long, reaching to the
ground. (1.) And, said of a man, i. q. q 6;

' ( ;) as also i;. (K in art. ~)b.) You say,
', It lie compresued her. (IApr,TA.) -I

' ;c ,-a.l~1 means t [TIleir affair, or cam,]
' became in a good, right, or yroper, state [upon

that gnound, or condition: probably from l;.
. said of the night, as meaning "it was, or became,
* still, or calm"]. (Ay, TA.)._ i = I 4 'a t;

[app. Come hithcer, mnay God not protect you;
if, as is probably the case, from t.;i said of the
niiht, as meaning " it covered everything;"] is
said in chiding the domestic fowl. (TA. [See
ti in art. ).])

3. U..I, (1,) inf. n. i;.l , (TA,) lIe treatsd
another with concealment of enmity; (l and TA
in art. .s~';) as though he camc to him

oa. , i. e. in darkness; (TA;) or from .-
,:.l ([q. v. infra]. (l.Iar p. 393.) -_ [tenee,]
~ti.l.~ signifies [also] The treatfng witA gentle-
nes, or blandishment; soothing, coaxing, wheed-
ling, or cajoling; or deceivying, deluding, beguil-
ing, circumventing, or outritting; or striving,
endeavouring, or desiring, to do so: (S, ] :) the
treating hypocritically: (gar ubi supri:) the
coaxing, or wheedling, with conmely behaviour or
speech, not renderig sincere brotherly affection;
or simply the treating with comely behaviour:
and the putting [one] off [in the matter of a right,
or due], as one does by repJeated promise. (TA.)
You say, :.1t, meaning I treated him with
gentlness, or blandishment; &c.; as though with
concealment of enmity. (a.).-Also The pr'-
venting, or forbidding, or refsing, in a manner
between that of severity and that of laxne.
(AA, 9, ].)

4: see 1, first sentence. - [Hence,] ' 1
4=1 1 let down the curtain [of tle door] of the
chamber. (Iar p. 393.)

5: see 1, first sentence, in two places.
[Hence,] 1.,t .i3 T/ea cloud losed to-
gether and spread so as to cover the sky. (Akin.)

12. ,)l: see 1, first sentence.

l.j The three fingers [meaning the thumb and
.first and second fingers] with a mouthful upon
[or betwen] themn. (15.) And The mouthful
[that is taken with the thumb and first and second

.4A: 0 ' s1 is an enigma of the Arabs of
the desert, meaning Three fingers conveying a
moutlful to tahe belly and the anus. (TA.) -
A button (T,M,K) of a shirt: (T,J:) pl.

.t and g.) ( -.)_ See also art. i

4 (as written by some) or , o; (as written
by others) Darknesm; (? ;) and so Vt ., of
which, in this sense, [as well as in others, men-
tioned in art. i.t.,] . 4S' is also the pl., (, and

or vapour, and dark [with rain] ; and [simply
it becaUme dark, or obscre. (TA. [See also 1
first sentenoe.]) And 1'y 1 They enterce
into [or upon a time f] much rain. (AAF, .

12. ^jq!t: see the nest preceding paragrapb

C.: se 1, second sentence: and see alse
. (which has the same, or a similar, significa

tion]. Accord. to Az, it signifies Tue shade oj
tke clouds in a day of rain. (TA.) Alsc
MUck, or abundant, rain: (AZ, g, Msb, ,
pi. [of pauc.] a ; nf nd [of mult] * and
o.) and 14C. (V.) You say , anc

es , . and t4 L t and Le. Ad [tapp
meaning, accord. to the l, A day of much, oi
abandant, rain; but it seems to be indicated in
the $ thlat the meaning is a day of clouds coverinj
the whole sky, full of moiture, and dark, bIu
containing no rain]: and in like manner one s ay
of the night (app. I; and ^ > jl as

well as 1*4. hi and 4.;q 41]: using the
latter word both a the complement of a prefixed
noun and a an epithet. (AZ, ., 6.)

Cj1%): see LC.

L4^ [or L4.> ?] Rain: so in the phrase
34 [or p-A L ?] a day of rain; as also

Lkj ) [or ;]. (TA.) - See also Lq.. -

Also, (fl, ,5 in the colours of camels, (?,) The
ugyl;st kindl of blacknes. (., 6.)

Com> : ee the next paragraph, in three places.

L.j> (AZ, $, ]) and V and 1 ,;4 (:C)
Cl~o cotwrinv, t/e rhole skj full of moisture,
avnl dark, but containing no rain; (AZ, Q, 1 ;
pl. ( Com> tor this is a coil. gen. n. of which Am
is the n. un., though said to be syn. withi this last,
as well as a pl.]: (I:) and darkneit; syn.
int: or the fi ts of these words ( ) has this

lut signification; i. e. t, or .il; [thus in
ome copies of the and in the TA; but in

other copies of the s mie only;] and is alsa
without teshdeoed; (;) i.e., it is also written
tloua, s in the "Booak" of Sb: this is ex-

plained by Seer [and in the ,] as syn. with I;
and, accord. to Sb, its pl. (or rather coll. gen. n.]
is but in the S it is said that its pl. is

ob, i.e. like and lj and ; :
(TA: nbut in one copy of the ;, I find u. j

tand ie; and in another, m annd isa :])
and * q is $Yn. rrth V i.4; [q. v.]: T, TA:
[in the C1A, o 1 is erroneoutly put for da ln;
anal in.Ul, which saioild immediately follow it,
is onitted :]) the pi. of L;+,b is ·;·4. (TA.)

o' ialso signifies The clouds' covering the
Welth, and being heaed, one upon another, and
thick. (g,* TA.) - See also A, in two

places: and see .
.8

On-.: see the next preceding paragraph.

#d.): asee r , in two place -Also tA

I ewe or she-goat that does not withhold htr uddec
from the lambs or kids of anotAer. (TA.)

[ 1; act. part. n. of L Hence,] L 1; A

rai) (;;, in two copie of the 8 4;,) oer
sprcading, or covering, [the carth,] lihe thai

, which is termed [i. e. elatin#, or Eontinuous
and still, &c.]. (AZ, ., . [Freytag has writ

f ten the word, as on the authority of the 1
o 1;L ;.]) And L1j il;I (S, Mb) and Vt.j

)(S) A cloud raing (8, Msb) much, or on-
d tinually. (B. [Which of these two meanings ii

intended in the o is not clearly shown.]).
· . .; ,j.1 and ' A; t i. he-eamel that irri.

.gates land; or that is ued for drawing water
r pon him for the irrigation of land; syn. 0 ,
[q. v.]: (] :) or that is accustomed to the irrna-
tion of land, or to be usd for drawing water
upon himfor thatpurpose: (TA:) and tAij.
applied to a she-camel has this latter signification.
(, TA.) _ And -;) (Mgh, g, and nod1;,
and some of the Arabs say A;q.', (ISk, S,) ap-
plied to a sheep or goat (Jl,), (ISk, $, Mgh, ],)
and a pigeon, (s,) &c., (ISk, S, ](,) as, for in-
stance, a camel, (TA,) : That keeps to the houvse
or tents; (18k, S, Mgh, g, TA ;) domesticated,
orfamiliar, or tame: (ISk, S :) the first (ob.l))
occurs in a trad. as meaning a sheep or goat
homne-fed; that is fed by men in their plaes oj
abode: (TA:) p]. 'mq.l j; (9, Mgh, Mob, ;)
applied to sheep or goats and pigeons and the
like that keep to the houes or tents; (M9b; [in
which it is added that some say a'LCi ;]) by El-
Karkhee said to be contr. of a.L; (Mgh;) and
a pplied by Lebced to dogs used for the chase,

(,) in this instance meaning trained, or tauht:
(EM p. 164:) or . applied to a dog means
that keps to the houses or tents; and so 
(TA.)

e p,1 A camel (O) of the colour termed Lq.,:
fem. ... (g,.)

sce

o . a.ki, A dark night. (:.)_ .;
[A sheep or goat, or a ewe or sh-goat,] that
keeps to the lambs or kids, or is familiar. with
them, and affecut them. (IB, TA.)

L;^.": see wl.

1. ),(, (S-, (,)ar , ( , inf n. (,
and ; (V) [and app. '.; or ;;, q. v.

infr&], It (the night) was, or became, dark; as
also v LO>1 and t 3 (~,]) and t. . :
(g :) or, accord. to AV, t.., said of the night, is
not from the being dark, but signifies it covered
ever/thi.j: and hence, he says, the phrasme, J£
I.jL. I 1.), meaning Since [the religion of]
EI-I.ddn beeame strong, and covered everjthing;
( ;) or became strong, and spread, and covered
evertything: (TA:) and he also said that .;;
means It (the night) was, or became, still, or
caln; and * L; is said to mean the same.I

I
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]V in art. ',) accord. to Ks, ta mentioned by
IJ, who holds it to be [only] sing.; (Iar p. 61 1 ;)
and so, too, t iwl;, of which the pL is mlj;:

(TA :) or u signifies the blachsm of night,
with clouds, so that one see not star nor moon:
or, as some say, [the state of the night] when it

oovers erythiki; not from the being dark:

[see 1, first sentence :] (TA:) and AJI t V? ;
signifies the darknr s, or intoseU darknesse, of
night. (, g.)You say also 4 1i;i [A
dark night, or a night that covers everything]:
and Ut. Is [dark nightk, &c.]; not pluralizing
the latter word, because it is an inf. n. used as an
epithet. (TA.) [See also l..]

A A lihe, or an equal: and a [frind, or
conpanio, such as is termed] 4j. (TA.)

I.:: see Q;>, above: and ee also art. *,x

l ;f., applied to a she-goat, (I,) and to a she-
camel, (TA,) lHaving ful, ample, or long, hair
orfinr. (V, TA.)

i": see what next follows, in two places.

is t& i and It 1.; Dark nighL (TA, and

V, in art. U And .0;I i A dark naigAt.
(8-)-.....igqb n (Q) and ol iZ (1Ars
TA) An ample beefit, boon, or blesking. (IAIr,

. [Or, if the right reading in the former phrase
be L;Z, both phrauses may mean Ample enjoy-

met or good fortun.]) ~lb A U' 4;I (,,)

or ' q; li; 1 , (TA,) app. means Veriy he
is in an easy or a tranquil, or a plentifsl and
plant, or a sof or ddicate, state of life. (8,
TA.)

A'3l [fem. of I;, q. v. :-] a a sub:

ace

8. sl, mentioned in this art. in the ]: see
urt. j,F.

., .
lq: see art. -: a and see also the para-

graph here following.

a1q.: see 1,), in art. jt..- . Also The lurk-
in-plaee, or covert, (iJ,) of a kg~o: (M :)
p. LO-. (?.) -- And A bo-hit. (KrL): 
Of a bow, (C, TA,) A pice of skin (TA) of the
Mer of two fingers, put at the extremity of
the tAhg, or strap, by which the bow is n-
pened, (IS, TA,) having a ring in which is the
extremity of the thong, or strap: but the word
mentioned by IAy as having this meaning is
t

q.;i, when he says that the &.ji is at [tthe
distane~ of] four fingers frm the notch of the
bow into which enters the ring that is at the end
of the string. (TA.)-.And A sinew nwth which
a bow is covered in the part of tahe state that is
held by the hand, let it Mould break. ($gb, TA.)
[Golius sas, as on the. authority of the $, in
which I findl nothing of the kind, that it signifies
A black pateh, with whick the remity of a

Bk.L .

bow, it coredfor tAe sahe of ornament.] - Red
wool: pl. u above. (TA.) 1 The young one of
the bee: pL u above. (TA.) And [hence,]

a..; :' The bee. (T in art..l.)

Ii": 5 su ,.J

1. *,j, (f~ a, A,) aor. , (0,) in. n. -. I

(8 , ,1 and , (T, ( ],) He (God, O) drow
him away; expclled, or banitAed, him: he re-
moved him; put, or placed, him at a distance, or
away, or far away: (T, 8, A, :) h pushed,
thrust, or repelled, him, (I,) with roughnes, or
violence, and ignominy. (TA.) It is aid, in a

form of prayer, ;tik;JI 1 j_i Jij o o God,
drive away.fron us the devil. (TA.)

._;j: see what next follows.

;i,; and t , Driving away; ezpclling, or
banishing: removing; putting or placing at a
distance, or away, orfar awray: pushing, thrust-
ing, or repelling, (j,) [with roughness, or vio-
Ince, and ignominy: see the verb.] In the lur

cxxxvii. 8-], some read A,4. 5i C. 1
ll_, meaning [And they shall be darted at
from every ids] with that which driwet away,
or speUth, 4c; a though it were said al,

or, t, : so says Fr; bat he does not approve
of this reading. (TA.)

.~;; More [or most] violently and ignomi-
niously repelltd. (TA from a trad., cited voce

j..*.)
ijm~ [said in lar p. 210 to be syn. with the

inf. n. ;,. signifies A caue, or means, of
driving away, &c].

JL Dricen, or removed, far away: so in
the ]ur vii. 17 and xvii. 19. (g.) And hence,

!rn * ;,F ] ti14 l-he devil is drive
away, or bani~ed from the nercy of God. (A.)

Q. L gS_, inf. n.isj and l-, (, L,
j,) [He rolled a thing along: and] he rolled a

thing down. (L,g.)-[And ae rounded a thing;
made it round: see the pas. part. n., below.]

Q. 2. _ quasi-pas of Q. 1; (;,L,5;)
[It (a thing) rolled along: and] it rolled down.
(L, V1.) [And It became round.]

aq.j. The little baU [of dung] that is rolled
along by the J;i [or rpecies of black betle
called cantharus, and in which it deposits its

egg ]: (8, :) pl. c, (.) - It also sig-
nifiesjiol~ ~ . t, , : [so in the L and TA:
but the following verse, cited as an ex. of this
signification, suggests that j.iil is probably a

mistranscription for :"JI or .A%3, i. e. "ticks ;"
to which, in several different stages of growth,

the Arabe apply different appellations: (see

:IJ. :) and this is rendered more probable by
the fact that, in the L, b and are often written
almost exactly alike: if so, the meaning is tA
round tick; or a tick that ha become troud:
likened, I seuppose, to the little ball of dung
above mentioned:] pL u above: En-Nibighah
says,

*. i ;b -. b 0- - @5

[app. dec ribing a shecamel, and meaning, S8A
became so that the children qf Seba wared hr
away, as tAough they wme round ticks biting her
beneath her two ]ide]. (L, TA. [This verse is
also cited in the Mi and TA in srt. q.,; but not
there explained.])

t-,e pa part. n. of Q. 1 [u meaning

Rolled along: and rolled dowr]. (TA.).[And]

Rounded; or round; syn.j,. (f,])

t,,*it [The roller; meaning] the .. [or
pcies of black beetle metioned above, 

IJ_; 4]. (IAer,TA.)-0.!JI J%& and '

are [Two] days of winter. ( in ar

bJ)

- ;,) ., (, A, ],) aor. () inf a.
jaA (~,A) and j , (A, TA,) Hi foot
dli~pd (?, A, ].) And ,&.: said of a man,

aor. and inf ns. as above, (Ti,) : TA sun de-
cleud (Q, A, ]) towarda the place of setting,

(TA,) !..JI ,; (%) or ..3J1 * m (A)
[from the m~eridian]; as though it slipped. (TA.)

_e_ i .dao, ($,A,Mb, ],) aor. , (Mb,)

inf. n. ]j.), ( g, ],) or ~,b, (Mqb,) t His
argument, pla, aeation, or evidence, was, or
became, tul, or void. (Q, A,* Mb, g.) m See
also 4, in two places.

4. u I, (A, TA,) inf n. D ;' (') "Ie
madd (f, A, TA) a man's foot, (A, TA,) and a
man, (TA,) to dip; (?, A, TA;) asalso tVr;.
(TA.) .. Z It (rain) aade a place slippery. (TA.)
- ! He (God, $, Meb, or a man, ]O) annuled,
or rendered null or woid, an argumont, a plea, an
allegation, or an evidence: (~, Myb, g:) he
rebutted it; as also >'.s, inf. n. .. (TA;
but in this instance, only the inf. n. of the latter
verb is mentioned.) Thu in the gur [(aviii. 54,

and xl. 5], L JI ds 1 $ That they may, or
might, rebut thereby tbe truth. (TA.)

W.; A sli,pery place; as also t ,,m. (M,
l) and j? ; (0, ) and V* . (Freytag,
from the Deewin of the Hudhaloes,) [or

7]: pl. (i,) [a pl. of the ond,]
like as 3t.. is pl. of . (TA.)-Also Water

that causes slipping: pL b,o Ql. (TA.)

. see the next preceding paragraph.

&1; [Slipping] has for a pl. h~.,.: occur-
10~

I

1

^ - wh..
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ring in a trad., in the pkrue 1..l^ ,* J, mean-
ing t those having no firm;im, or stability, nor
detmimation, or reoluion, in affairs. (TA.)

-. &ils .,:., in the !ur [xlii. 15], means
S 2lhfr argument, or plea, or allegaion, is null,
or void: or, a IDrd says, on the authority of
AOi it means L',& [rebutted]. (TA.)

[or e .. ?]: , .ee ;.

A caum of dlipping; syn. aji. (s.)
You my, A J L ,'. e.k [This is a caue of

ld~ to tA foot]. (A.) And L,.. , .
in a trad. respecting the Cir4, means A place
on mwich thefeet will not remainfirm. (TA.)

A place in which one slips much, or
of.e: pl: , I1~.. (TA.)

jmo
1. /e.N, aor. ', (,) inf. n. .;.i, (TA,) lie

dov him away; remoed Aim; put him away,
or far away; uas also t m. (].) One says,

_ 4,1 * ., (9, TA,) i.e. May God
remo him; or put him away, or far away.
(TA.;).And [henoe, app.,] ,,.l Ji_, (a,)
or Al, (TA,) tMen, (9,) or God, (TA,) dit.
regarded him, or cared not for him. (, TA.)_

,e.jl ' ; (9. g) '.l (V) The womb re-
jected thAe smen; did not admit it. ( )/
And a.h 's;, aor. %, inf. n. to., and 3..),
She (a camel, or other animal,) ejected her womb
after b,inging forth, and died in conmequence:
(TA:) orj_.; and lm.. [each app. as an inf. n.,
or the latter may be a simple eubat.,] signify the
coming forth of the omb of a sheanel afer
her giving birth. (IDrd, ], TA.) - And c',..!

e Sho btought himforth. (A4, , ].) So in the

saying, i N j 1 ; i [May G od rmove

farfromn good, or prosperity, or cc~, a mother
who brought him forth]. (t.) __ Z .;i

His arm, or Aand, fell short of reaching it, or
attaining it. (Lth, Ibn-'Abbad, ISd, .*)

4: ee above, in two place.

7. aX1JI j.*_ ,:.a. T w -camel's womb
cameau forth from its place. (9, 1.)

^;; A she-camel Ahos womb comes orth
after her giving birth; (V, ;) U also t, .
(.)

Drive away; (s ;) rmoved; remote;
put away, or far away. (?,g.) -A man re-
moved from good, or proety; and from
others; a also t j.. (TA.) .. e .; ~i 
like $jjL [i. e. An ey hit, or hu;t, with a
thing, so that it shods tears]. (Ibn-'Abbid, V,
TA. [In the CQ, 3.1, i is erroneously put
for a; .]) .. J - a-

sh' i >,js6uI3 xdja m_ [Whoso mites
thee nwith an evil eyje, may his eye be hit, or hurt,
so as to shed tears; may there be in it bruimed
earth; and may his blood be copiousdly shed;
and may his flesh be much lacerated;] is one of
their formulas of incantation. (TA.)

. ije : see .. Also A woman ejecting
her ~omb,fat andjfih. (TA.)

s_;1 F.urther [or furtheat] driven away or
removed or put away: occurring in the following

r ad . ·. dt' 0

iMb 't9 J! [There is not any day in nichit
Iblees is more violently and ignonainiotuly re-
pelled, nor in which he is furthle,. driven awray,
than he is in the day of'Arafelh]. (TA.)

'~: see X~.;.

Je1)

.1- J_;, (T, P) or~~ld ;S )_;, ($,) aor.:
tc (a man, T, 8) entered into the JjA [q. v.];
(T, ,g;) as also t*~ .. (.) - And J;,
aor. :, (A 'Obeyd, g, ]I,) inf. n. Ji.,, (TA,) Jle
(a man) was, or became, in tie side of the .Li..
[or tent]: (A 'Obeyd, ?, I :) [from Jj. in tl;e
former sense; or] from [the subst.] j' JI:

(A'Obeyd, $:) the sides [or side] of theo .t

being likened to the hollow [called j;.] in the
lower part of a valley. (TA.) -_ Or j.) sig-
nifies [or rather signifies also] lie d,yg, or
excavated, in the sides of the trell: (. :) [or]

:, 1J_,j has this meaning. (S.) - And J.;

, aor. :, (in a copy of the 1K erroneously
said to be like o , TA,) lie ivent, or removed,
to a distance, or far, from me: (T, 0, .:) fled
from me: concealed himslf from me [as though
in a J .]: feared me: (1 :) tho inf. n., or an
inf. n., is '/. (TA.) J_j/, nor. , (,)
inf. .n3;, S,. TV,) ie wax, or became, suck
as is termed Jo.;, in all the senses of this word.

(.)
3. 1,.., (T, J,) inf. n. !l.a~, (TA,) lie

strote, or endeaioured, or desired, to deceive,
delude, beguile, circumvent, or outwit, him. (T,

-.) He acted with him in a niggardly, a
tenacious, or an avaricious, manner; syn. " ..
(1i.) (See J.L]-lie concealed from him
what he hnew, and told him some other thing.
(Sb, ].)_- )1,.. [an inf.n. of the same verb]
signifies The act of refraining, abstaining, or
holding bach; syn. 1t,l ; (Aq, l ;) as though

striving to deceive, delude, beguile, circumvent, or
outwit; and disobeying: not from J_.i signify-
ing "a subterranean cavity." (AV, TA.) And
The act of declining on one side. (TA.)

4: see 1, first sentence.

J_; A hollow, or cavity, or a deep hollow or
cavity, in the ground, and in the lower parts of
alleyJs, narronw, and thun idetiing: (A, T, S,

0:) or a [hollow such as is termed] A", in the
ground, c~uring, or winding, or unewn, re-
smbling a well, narrow at the mouth, and then

widening; or it may be not widening: (Iyam
p. 47 7:) or, as also tj , a hole (,M) narrow
in the mouth and wide in the lowe, part, so that
one may walk therein, (1, TA,) having a bend-
ing or the like, (TA,) and sometimes producing

.. [or lote-trea]: or a place into nhich one

may enter beneath a J.. [or water-orn bank];
or in the ~idth of the side of a well, in its lower
part; (]f;) and the like in a matering-plac:
all these explanations in the l are found in the
M: (TA:) or each, (accord. to the ],) or J ;,
(uccord. to the TA,) signifies [or rather signifies
also] t a hole in [any of] the tents of the Arabs
qf the desrert, tnade for the proapos of a woman's
enteriny into it when a man enters [tAe tent];
(M?, I;) so called as being likened to the J )
[commonly thus termed]: (TA:) and a kind of
rextervoir (;~) that collects water: (i :) Az
describes, as seen by him, at El-Kbalyk, in the
district of Ed-Dahnk, many a J.;, being a
natural subterranean cavity extending in an even
nanner, and then becoming holloed out onms the
ribht and left, somrtinmes narrow and sometimes
wide, in smooth rock, and leading to an abyss

(. ) of water, of extent and abundance unknown
because of the darkncs of the J~._ beneath the
earth, srreet and clear and cold anti pleasant to
dlrinh because of rain-water that hadflowed thither
fron, above, and collected therein: (TA:) and
j~3 also signifies a lateral hollowt (MJ) of a
grave: (TA in art. i : [in this sense, perhaps
formed by transposition:]) t _.;, also, sig-
nifies a hollow, or carvity, in the ground; like

; or like the ,_j: (Ibn-'Abbid,TA:) tihe
pl. [of pauc.] of J~. is Jl; (S, I) and J_;

(g) and [of mult.] ,J3~ and J_ and '_X

(s, .)
.: see the next preceding paragraph.

J-. Wicked, leceitful, guileful, artfl, crafty,
or cunning; (AA, S;) as also 0-: (AA, 8 in
art. Cj~ :) or rery crafty and dleceitful or guile-
ful: (AZ, , K :) or cunninyg, ingenious, or
clever, and silfuli; as also O . (TA.) See
also Zi.., last sentence. - One who diminishes
the price, or demands a diminution of the price,
or vies in niggardliness, or in acuteness, in a case
of selling or buying, [app. the latter,] in order
that he may attain, or so that hie attaius, the
object of his want. (T, K, TA.) - HJaving much
wealth. (0, ].) - Flabby and largc and wide
in the belly. (] ,*TA.) Fat, slort, andfiabby
and prominent, or large and Jlabby, in the belly.
(S, .)

'ii.; A Uwell. (ISd, .)

·9;..; Z A wrell narrow in the head [or upper
part]. (Sgh, g.)

J_j ; .A well hollowed in the side, the
water having eaten its interior: (S :) or a tell
of which the water, when it has been dtg [and
cased], is found to be beneath the rock on which
its casing rests, wherefore it it dug [furthet]
until its wrater is fetcied out (~, TA) from
beneath that rock: (TA:) and a well wide in the
ide.. (Id.) And .J_j.s ;i. A hollow, or

cavity, made deep, not in a straight direction, or
not erenly. (yIam p. 477.)J....^e; also sig-
nifies A she-camel that keps aside from the
other camels, over against them; (p,* TA;)
like ;&. (TA.)-,Also A flatterer: and an
impostor, or a c/eat: and so t *;.. (KL.)I
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Boox I.]

ie_;: see J_;, near the end of the para-

grsph.

J:; One who hunts, or catches game, by

making ue of the J^I;: so in the verse cited

voce J l. (TA.)

j3l; Very rancorous, malevolent, malicious,

or spiteful; rwont to hide enmity, and violent
haired, in his heart, and to watch for oppore
tunities to indulge it, or ezercise it. (Az, TA.)

3,.Si [an arabicized word from the Pers.

3,&l] A thing which the hunter of gazelles sets

up [for the purpose of scaring them into his toil
or into the neighbourhtood of his place of conceal-
ment], consisting of pieces of wood: (g:) or a
thing which the hunter sets upfor [the purpose of
scaring] the [wild] adses, ($, TA,) and As adds,
and the gazelles, (TA,) consisting of pieces of
wood like short scars (,* TA) stuck in the
ground, with some pieces of ragged cloth upon
their heads; and sometimes set up at night, for
[the purpose of searing] the gazelle, with the
addition of a lighted lamp; (TA;) [whence]
Dhu-r-Rummeh says,

[And they drink water that is altered for the
worse in taste and colour, while the stars are

like the lamps of the hunter by means of the
J^l> when he make. their wicks to blaze

brightly]: (TA:) the pl. is _ (1.)

1. M_;, (., Mb, 1,) first perm. & (.,)

Re spread; spread out, or forth; expanded; or
extended; (S, Msb, 15;) a thing; (8;) and,
when said of God, the earth; (Fr, S, Mb, 1V;)
as also _j, (Myb, 15,) first pers. Qj (15 in

art. a_.,) aor. _ inf. n. 5a.m: (Mob, and

15 in art. .^m. :) or He (God) made the eartlh
wide, or ample; as explained by an Arab woman
of the desert to Sh: (TA:) also, said of an
ostrich, (S, TA,) he expanded, and made wvide,
(TA,) with his foot, or leg, the place where he
was about to deposit his eggs: (S, TA:) and,
said of a man, he spread, &c., and made plain,
even, or smooth. (TA in art. - Also,

said of a man, (19,) aor. _*, inf. n.
(TA,) i. q. 4.'q; (15;) as also q...; on the
authority of 1Abr. (TA.) [You say, lxl_ He
compressed her; like as you say, ltlw.] _ Alsa
He threw, or cast, and impelled, propelled, oi
removed from its place, a stone, with his hand
(TA.) One says also, to him who is playing

with walnuts, ~;j1 , meaning [Maka

thou the distance far, and] throw it. (?,TA.:
See also 1_., in two places. And of a torrent

one says, AZi4t, l.i It cast along [the sof
earth and pebbles in its course; or drove then
akIn;]. (TA.) And of rain, one says, L_;

.jhjI t4-3 iI u Jl (8,Meb) It droe the peb

blesfrom the surface of the earth; (Msb;) or re-

noved them. (TA.) [See also Ua_, in the next E

art.] And i;jlrJ ^.Jl also signifies The a

rying, one rwith another, in throwing stones, and

strivitng to surpass [in doing so]; as also Vij

[inf. n- of 'j]. (TA.)_ ~r_, infa n- -.
said of a horse, lie ment along throwing out his
fore legs without raising his hloofs muchfrom the 1

ground. (, TA.) -lj i.S The belly wras,
or became, large, and hanging down; (Kr, 1 ;)
and * Lg Jl it (the belly) was, or became, 

widee, or distended: (MF:) or both signify it 
(the belly) becante snolUen, or inflated, or big,. 
and hung down, by reason offatness or disease; 

as also 'I; and t'xa1. (TA in art j.)

3. mI.m, inf. n. l. Lm: see 1.

6. ;J Ile spread out, or extended, hirnmself;

syn. iZ.' (1: in art. ,jrm.) You say, Cj .U

j Such a one slept, and [extended himsifl
so that he] lay upon a vide space of ground

(TA in that art.) - And e t J _3

The camels made hollowrs in the ground where
they lay down, it being soft; leaving therein
cavities like thoe of bellies: thus they do only
when they are fat. (El-'Itreefee, TA in art.

7: see 1, last sentence.

9. j ;! [of the measure I for .,

like 5c;1] It (a thing, TA) ws, or became,

spread, spread out or forth, expanded, or ex-
tended. (g.)

glj [act. part n. of 1]. * j:lo' r:i,
in a prayer of'Alee, means O God, the Spreader
and Expander of the [seven] cartas: (TA:)

t !ioj l [properly] signifies the things that are

spread, &c.; as also *t;l tl. (TA in art.

- ..4JJtl ;Jm.l The rain that remnoves

[or drivsw] the pebbles from the nsurface of the
earth. (TA.)

I fbl, (t , 1,) [originally U``I_ of the mea-

s ur esure Jjail from ;e~iS but said in the S to be of

lthat measure from ; ;, the dial. var. ;

Bnot being there mentioned,] and j a_1 and

ltas;e l and l, (1g,) The place of the laying

of cgj, (T , 1,) and of the hatching thereof, (n,)
, of the ostrich, (aS,,) in thr sand; (g;) because

that bird expands it, and makes it wide, with its
I foot, or leg; for the ostrich has no [nest such as

is termed] ic: (,:) pl. )i' f (TA in the present

art.) and bSeml [i. e., if not a mistranscription,

r .M.ll,agreeably with the sing.]: (TAin art. 0f_)

and t V.f [likewise] signifies the place o the

eggs ofthe ostrich. (.) [Hence,] tV a.> 

Afemale ostrich. (TA.)_[Hencealso,] LjSa 1

and 1 t A certain Mansion of the ;Moon,
(, TA,) [namely, the Twrenty-first Mansion,]

betwes n tlse 'jW and 1jwI A; [more com-

§monly] called .H Ui : likened to the ..sl of the
ostrich. (TA.)

i^l and ae·1: see the next preceding para-
graph, in three places: -and for the latter, see

also 1a.,, below.

a e

la..~ A wooden thing with which a child is

rivn along (u i), and which, pa~sing over

the ground, sweeps away everything against which

it comes (15, TA.) - Accord. to Sh, A certain

thing with which the people of Mekhah play: he

says, I heard El-Asadee describe it thus: &4ljI
and 5 .0Ie JlI signify stones like the [mnaU round

cake oj bread called] L;, according to the ire

of which a hole is dug, and widened a little: then

they throw thoe atones (l' .4) to that

hole; and if the stone fall therein, the person

wins; but if not, ha is overcome: you say of

him, Vt_, and when he throws the stones

(L^t-. W1.) over the ground to the hole: and the

hole is called ?a.;l. (TA.) [Accord. to Freytag,

on the authority of the Deewan El-Hudhaleeyeen,
A round thing made of lead, by the throming of
rwhich persons contend together.]

t1..-1 and ; 'I. : see eg.

1 s_, first pers. 4,_;, aor. -, inf. n.

Oh,>: see 1 in art. _3. _ .. ! , ~I.;., (],)
inf. n. as above, (TA,) I drove the camel,; (1 ;)

as also ;. (TA.)

[4 mentioned by Freytag as on the authority
of the 1] is a mistake for 5.]

5 (mentioned in this art. in the V and TA):
see art. >..

7 (mentioned in this art. by MF): see art.

1~. A aingle act of L., i. e. spreading,
&c. (Myb.) ~ A she-ape, or sh-monhkey. (.)

iA~ A mode, or manner, of ,;;, i. e. apread-
ing, &c. (Msb.) A headman, or chief, (R,
V, TA,) in an absolute sense, in the dial. of El-
Yemen, (R, TA,) and particularly, of an army,
or a military force. (J, TA.) AA says that it
originally signifies "a lord," or "chief," in

Per.; but seems to be from _o, aor. ,
meaning "he spread it, and made it plain or
even ;" because it is for the headman or chief to
do this; thea. being changed into LS as it is in

-A- and ai; and if so, it belongs to art. ,s.

(TA.) [Accord. to Golius, the pl. is n;'_.; but

I think that it is more probably '.i It is

said in a trad. that what is called j c gl 4

[q. v. in art. j*] is entered every day by seventy
thousand companies of angels, every one of these

companies having with it a km? and consisting

of seventy thousand angels. (TA.)

k^1l and !^n: see art. ).

l .. l: see t..s, in art. j..>, in two places.
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°,-. (mentioned in this at. in the O): see
irt. jhb.

t 1l: see .lj, in art .

Q. 1. ;; He gilded an earring: ( :) from
the noun following. (TA.)

;1;. 1A white, ($,J,) or black, (]g,) garment,
or piece of cloth, (9, S,) which is laid up, or
prermed [in a cheat, or wardrobe, whence its
name]: (Q:) an arabicized word, originally
Jlt .~j, (9, ]C,) which is Persian, and means
%;. , i.e. G. () [Colius,app.
misled by the words' ~ l j- I 3 J c .l, in the
KL of Ibn-Ma,roof, probably corrupted in the
copy of that work used by him, adds to the ex-
planation " pannus albus" &c., as from the work
above mentioned, "qui throno Regis Persici
quondam insterni solebat: inprimis Darii."] 
Also Gold; (];) because preserved in chests.
(TA.)

1 . ;, (, A, Msb, ,) aor. '; (Mb, 1 ;)
and j., aor. :; (V;) inf. n. of the former,
jj.., (9, A, Mbph, ,) and (of the latter, TA)
.,,; (], TA; in the CS ;j.;) He was, or
became, abject, mean, contemptible, or despicable.
(A, A, Mqb, g.)

4. pil .I He (God, A, or a man, Mpb) ren-
dered Aim abject, mean, contemptible, or despi-
cabe. (9, A, Mqb, 4.)

8. Jr.: ae a.r,.

,;4;, applied to a man, Abject, mean, con-
temptibl, or d~picable. ($, TA.)

/..: ee art. ~j.

.,t,*, and with : see What follows

d,m (r, (T , Mgh, Myb, p) and ' ,, i
(TA voce J',,;3,) or *',,. and (
(AA, TA,) or the last two are sometimes used, i
(Mgb,) and are dial. ram of the firt, (MNb,) tA a
gore] of a shirt, (9, Mgh, TA,) and of a coat of i
mail, (TA,) or [any] garment; (Mb ;) a piece
rrith which it is widened; (Mgh;) that with P
wh/ich the body thereof is joined together to widen
it; (TA;) iq. vq , (SI,) which is a dial. [
var. ; (TA;) arabicized, (Lth, T, Mpb,) from [
ji?, (Lth, 1 voce ,gei.3,) which is Persian; I

(Lth;) called by the Arobs [in their proper lan- '

guage] LA-' [q. v.]: (A 'Obeyd, IA9r, Mpb,
TA:) or, as some ay, Arabic: (Mb :) pl. n
,.a.:l (AA, 9, Mgb, Mhb)

1. 0J., (9, 1, &o.,) aor. ;, (TA,) inf. n. ii
3I;4 (M, Mb, S) and J., (8, I,) He, or C

it, entered; or went, came, passed, or got, in;
contr. of t.; ( ;)a as also ' J&i., of the mea-
sure , t, and V J"..l, (l, ,) this last occur-
ing in poetry, but not chaste, ($,) and t* ,
(18,) or this signifies it (a thing) entcred by little
and little. (8, 0.) You say, t":i.. "j.
[like 1L j; I entered with a good entering].
(90) And l .i; . (8) or;.5I, i. e. [ en-
tered the house, or] I became within the house,
and the like, (Mnb,) correctly meaning .Jl . Jl
[&c, or l u &c, i.e. I entered into the
houw, &c.], the prep. being suppressed, and the
noun put in the accus. case after the manner of
an objective complement: for nouns of place are
of two kinds, vague and definite; the vague being
such as the six relative locations, i, i,and;lwj,
and , and -Z, and a3, and and the
like, such as ; 4f, and o1, and l.', and JIl,
and Js, and 'j, and Iw in the sense of C.,
and iJCi, all which, and similar nouns of place,
may become adverbs, because indefinite; for dost
thou not see that what is .. to thee may be

dloj to another? but that which is definite,
having make, and corporeal substance, and tracts
that comprehend it, as a mountain and a vallev
and a market and a house and a mosque, the
noun signifying such a thing cannot become an
adverb; for you may not say, JI5Jl ,i.J, nor

. 6 ,norJ. t.l., nor jl 
the phrases of this kind that occur being instances
of the suppression of a prep.; as el ' .i" , i
and ,I,II 4 , and ',qJI ;. , (8, o, TA.) 
You say also, ;ljJ ;j 5 L ";, meaning I '
entered the house after Zeyd, Ahe being in it.
(Mb.) [And simply jie Js; He came in
upon him: and also he came upon him; i. e. in-
raded him.] And Jj;f 1 jij, (Msb, TA,) and
i,i;, (MA,) inf n. J -, (Mgh, Mhb,) [like a

3 z J;j, and Lnc, (see Ji,) i. e. t He went
in to hie rife or woman,] is a metonymical
phrsse, denoting ,tlWl, (Msb, TA,) i. e. ,, e
(Mgh, Mpb, TA,) whether it be such as is allowed
by the law or such as is forbidden, (Mgh,) ge- t
erlly such as is lawful. (Mpb, TA. [ee what i

s said in explanation of the term 1i in the first t
ragraph of art. ]) And 2 ,.; 

,An, i. q. q 1sj [q. v.]. (TA in art. p,,, &c.) o
For ex.,] you say, u. . j; '

The stars became confused together]. (Mgh and i'
CA in art. ~4: in the former coupled with t
;!U..) And [ HJ; (He entered among a

khem, so as to become a member of their commu- (l
lity, confraternity, party, sect, or the like;] said in
f a stranger. (].) [And ^U.l i J1 d..s: see

I.3, in art. ch.] When ,B.; is said of in- 
ome, or revenue, [meaning It came in, accrued, 
r wat received,] the aor. is as above, and the by
in n. J;: (Mb :) and you say, i: J';. 
LZI;I [It cones in, or accrser, to the man]. T.

[Book I.
(Mqb, 1.*) ~ j.3 [lit. le enterd with Aim,
or it]: see 4. [Hence, dei JiL. meaning t It
became included, comprehended, or compried, in
it. And hence,] yl 91 J' i t [rI
entered within the pale of the religion of El.-
Islm; he entered the communion of that reli-
gion; he entered into, embraced, or became a
proselyte to, that religion]. (Msb in art.,, &c.
[See gur cx. 2]) And . tl JU.;, inf n.
J..0, 1t lie entered upon, began, or commenced,
the affair. (Msb.) [And o., ; 1 I j. ;, and

e jlg, t, and )VL.,, and tJl.j3 I He entered
into, or mixed himnlf in, another's affair, and ano-
ther's affairs.] -_ Hence also, .a j;. said
of night, i&e, It came upon him, or invaded him.
And said of a word, such as a prep, &c., It was,
or became, prefixed to it, preposed to it, or put

before it.]_-I[zf ,j a. seems (from an instance
in art. C in the K) to mean t An evil opinion
of him entered my mind; from 'j. as signifying
"a thing that induces doubt, or suspicion, or evil
opinion."] ~ J.;, (9, K,) like s; (i;)
and j.;, aor. :; inf. n. [of the former] JU,1
and [of the latter] Ji; (K ;) t Ile had an un-
soundne.s (i,;, S, K, i. e. e .J, ) in his intel-
lect, (9, },) or in his body, (VI,) or in his grounds
of pretension to respect. (TA in explanation of

a·aC
the former verb.) And ji" Ji.., aor., (i,)
inf. n. ,.j., (TA,) t /is affair, or case, or state,
mvas, or became, intrinsically bad or corrupt or
n,sounld. (g.) _jX j, J.; Th e corn, orfood,

became eaten by worms or the liAe. (JK.) _
.d J. t tle vwa led into a mistake, or an

crror, respecting a thing, without knowing it, by
iie having preconceived it. (Mpb.)

2. J.,, inf n. ) .* 0, He put dates into a
Lt;; [q. v.]. (TA.) [In the present day, a.;.
s used in the first of the aenses assigned below to
!lZ1t; but for this I have not found any classical
uthority.]

3. 1~ [inf. n. of Js.l] signifies The
ntering [with another] into a place: or t into
n affair. (RL.) You say, J,. . 1a,
[He entered with him into, or mixed with him

a, hiA nffairs]. (JK, 9.) And 1.Lli [alone
Ire entered with them into. or mixed with them

n, their affairs: he mixed with them infamiliar,
r social, intercourse: he contversed with them;
r was, or became, intimate with themn]. (L:t,
'A in the present art. and in art. Ja&.. [See 3
i art. i.]) And A. .ji; ,; u.. ;sii.
[Unsoundness in intellect, or body, infected him,

t though commingling with him; like 1dl.].
~. ) 3t;.. [also is an inf. n. of J,l>]: see 8,
I two places - [See also 3.j below.]

4. 1.,t, inf. n. J3 ;J and J, , (9,g,)
re made, or caused, him, or it, to enter; or to
o, come, pan, or get, in; he put in, inserted,
rought in, or introduccd, him, or it; as also
t )j.; [lit he entered with him, or it], (t,

A,) inf. n. Jj.... (TA.) You say, ;;



Boot 1.]

;ll I,.j, [for IjIl U,) I made, or caused,
Zeyd to enter the home, or I brought, or intro-
duced, Zeyd into the house,] inf. n. nJU.~

(Msb.) Hence, in the ]Cur [xvii. 82], :;;. ;
,?J ,J.xa (?,' TA) 0 my Lord, canse me to
enter El-Medeeneh in a good, or an agreeable,
manner: (Jel: [see also various similar expla-
nations in BI j:]) [or t J..~ may be here a n.
of place, or of time: see, in art. , what is

said of the words of the ],ur that follow, ; l

j.b Ci:...] One says also, A6 *.l 1; i1
,1;5 .nd c , 1Z ;JiJI [for U! 's~ ".~;i
.MJI and yi=-l , .,j I put, or inserted,

my leg, or.foot, into the boot and my head into
the cap]. (Iani p. 43.)_IIence the saying,

4- - La,9S.. 4 s J s. [lie brings
against his people an abominable, or eril, charge,
aspersing them with it]. (9 in art. a.)

5: see 1, first sentence: and again in the latter
half of the paragraph.

6. J6.Io3 signli§es . ' J s.J; [One
part of it entered into another, or parts of it
into others; meaning it became intermixed, in-
termingled, comnmixed, or commingled; it inter-
miLed; it becamne eonfused: and hence it often
means it became compact, or eontracted]. (TA
in art. j.3.) [Hence,] 04.S signifies The
entering of joints one into another; (M;) as
also t jl,. (J K, M, ]) and t Vj; (1 ;) but
this last is not in the M [nor in the JK], and
requires consideration: (TA:) [perhapsthe joints
(J,_l~) here mentioned are those of a coat of
mail; for it is said immediately before in the
JK that ,l1? in coats of mail signifies firmnes
or compactness, of make. Hence also,] J,I

,.:A1 [The intermixture, or commixture, of

dialects]. (Mz 17th tj.) And J.l'..3

t The dubiousnes and confusedness of affairs;

as also s.l ,JCl. (TA.)_Sce also 1, in the
latter half of the paragraph. I [It is also trans.]
You say, L. q u:J. [Sonmething thereof,
or therefrom, crept into me, i. e., into my mind].
(S, TA. [In the former, this meaning seems to be
indicated by what there immediately precedes.])
And ,h; '1 1O I & .d. [Distres
and disquietude, or grief, crept into me from, or
in Consequence of, this thing]. (A and TA in
art. V )

7: see 1, firt sentence.

8. j&l: see 1, first sentence. ,i Jril
[app. He encroached lpon 7e]. (TA in art.
, : see 1 in that art.)

10. .a lie wished, deired, aked, or
begged, to enter. (KL.) -. And Hse entered a

s. [or covert of trees c., or some other place
of concealment]: said of one lurking to shoot, or
cast, at objects of the chase. (TA.)

O- Income, or re~enu, or profit, that comes
in, or accrues, to a man from sbusmo~able
property, such as land ~ Ao~ and panm-tre

ec., (T, Myb, ],) and from his merchandise;
(Mb ;) contr. of t .; (g ;) as also 1 J?,

[for jJ~.]: (TA:) the former is originally
an inf. n., of which the verb is e.L, aor. '.
(Msb.) You say, a.. ' j i.; [His

income is more than his outgoings, or expen-
diture]. (Mqb.) See also al..._ A disease;
(1. ;) as also tji.: (15, TA; but not decisively
shown to have this meaning in the Ck :) a vice,
f.tu!t, defect, or blemish.; (S, ];) and particu-
larly in one's grounds of pretension to respect,
(Az, TA,) as also, thus restricted, tJ* .: (K,
TA:) and a thing that induces doubt, or sus-
picion, or evil opinion; as also t).; [app.
in all the senses explained in this sentence: each
originally an inf. n.: see J,. and ij-]. ($,
].) Hence the saying, (, ;TA,) of 'Athmeh
Bint-Matrood, (TA,)

* ,i.,,J%k j,j,L....b. hlsj'

[Thou seest the youths, or young men, like palm-
trees; but lwhat till acquaint thee with the rice,
&c., that is, or may be, in thenm]: (S, O, TA:)
applied in relation to him who is of pleasing
aspect, but devoid of good. (O, TA. [See also
another reading of this verse voce &ij.]) ~ See
also 3Li: and j b;.

&.; [A species of nmillet;] i. q. ,,t;_.; as
also i,. (TA.)

&J;: see a.i).

Ji.. primarily signifies A thing that enters
into another thing and is not of it. (Bd in
xvi, 94.) See Jij, in three places. Also IBad-
ness, corruptness, or unsoundnees; or a bad, a
corrupt, or an unsound, state or quality; (S in
art. Jl., and ;) in intellect or in body [&c.].

(K.) You say, J.; .L . [In his intellect is
an unsonndness]. (, K.) And ,. 4ie 1 j1
and j;' [Thit affair, or case, in it is an un-
soundness]: both signify the same. (S.) - lotten-
ness in a palm-tree. (TA.) - Leanness, or ema-
ciation. (TA.) _ Perfidione, .faithlessnews,
or treachery: (K] and TA; but not in the C1k :)
deceit, guile, or circumvention. (, K.) Hence,

in the ]5ur [xvi. 96], A,; _ t~ I.,4 1;
'..$2 [And make ye not your oaths to be a means

of] deceit, or guile, or circumvention, between
you. (8, TA. [And in the same sense it is used
in verse 94 of the same ch.]) IAlso People, or
persons, who asert their relationship to those of
whom they are not: (15:) in this sense thought
by ISd to be a quasi-pl;. n. [app. of Jti.. (q. v.),
like as j, is of '.i ]. (TA.) You say,

· i c9; . 3s .; J& They a,r. among the sons
of uch a one, persons mvho assert their relation-
ship to them not being of them. (S, Ig.) [But
Freytag asserts, though without naming any
authority, evidently taking it from the TB, in
which I find it, that one says, _J Jul q ., and
also *A; thus applying it to a single person
(which is questionable) as well as to a plurality.]
- And Tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and
dense, trees; (Y1;) as also /.ji. (TA.)
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J.i Intrinsically bad or corrupt or unsound:

and t . occurs in the same sense at the end of
a verse: this may be a contraction of the former,
or it may be for j.i j. (TA.)

Ui.' A place in vwhich bees, (K,) or mild bees,
(AA,TA,) deposit their honey. (AA,1 , TA.)
I See also tile next paragraph.

i . The night of the ceremony of conducting
a bride to her husband. (TA.) [In the present

day, this night is commonly called i.Jl " i;

vulgarly 'i..Ji i'l.] tThe inward, or in-
trinsic, state, or circumntances, of a man; as
also t'LI;: (9:) or, as also ta ,, and t aUl, 

and 'V ; and j,,;j and V .;d and t .Jt .;
and t,.j; and t ii,l; and tJ3> and 'J,
(K,) or, accord. to Lth, tjl-, (TA,) andl
v j,; and j and tj ;' ta man's in-
tention: his nray of acting, or his opinion: his
whole case or circumnstances: his mind, or heart:
and his secret. (1K.) You say, ;j~, t,le

is acquainted with his inward, or intrinsic, state or
circumstances. (S.) And every one of the foregoing
fourteen syn. words is prefixed to the word p;,
so that you say, &1 Ll-. ;. , d &c., mealing

t I hneae the whole [of the inward, or intrinsic,
eircumsntances of his ecae. (TA.) t aijl b,

.1l, or .1 Id J ".b , is a post-clasical
prov., meaning t I laid open to him the inwvard,
or intrinsic, and true, or real, state of tnm case.
(IHar p. 30G.) One says also. t a.L jl X 0-
and sJI t f le is good in his way of acting
in his affairs: (C,TA:) and t'Jl*, .I 'p * '
Pl.j t Such a one is good, and laudable, in

his way of acting, or conduct. (TA.)

°a .: msee the next preceding paragraph, in
three places: - and see jl.. - Also A
mixture of colours in a colour. (T, M, 1.)

Ji;;: see ji.v and see also 'j. ;:_
and the paragrapl here next following.

qJ.& t A companion, [such as is] a confidant,
and specialfriend; as also j 1e.t; (KL) and
tii .; [app. for ij _1G] (6'g and TA

voce Zi.;J) and Vt;Z. [app. for a.L q .]:

(L voce a.;eJ :) [the pi.] di.j ; signifies
special, or particular, and eokoie, or select,
friends: (Az,TA:) or J;; signifies, also

i;i.. and ,b-; and L6, one who enters
with another into the affairs of the latter: (K,
TA :) [i. e.] ). 1 t),i.L; and J signify the
man's particular, or special, intimate, who enters
with him into his affairs. (.) 'You say, '~

',- and t '1-,, meaning tI etween them two
is a particular, or special, intimate, who enters
Mwith them into their affairs: so says Lh: but
ISd says, I know not what it is: accord. to the T,
on the authority of AO, the meaning is, betneen
them is brotherhood, or fraternization, and love,
or afection: and accord. to 18d and the ],

1
1
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_Jl *V j ; and '= ' [the latter not in the
CV nor in my MS. copy of the I] and t Ijl sig-

nify t purity ofinward lores. (TA.) -
signifies also Persons of the lower, or lowest, sort,
who ~ter among a people, or party, of wrhom
they are not: thus having two contr. meanings.

(Az,TA.)._JJi JI [app. .~t.i1l] and V j .Jl
[thus in the TA] and Vt .1JI, accord. to IApr,

all signify The same as j.19l VjIi; [an appella-
tion now applied to the ear-rig; in the k, art.
.r>,, said to be the ;jtAG, but not as meaning

tie ,D. or the male j,]: accord. to AZ, it

is the gtJoyj [i. e. C,;. or Otj, a kind of
worm, the species of which is doubtful]. (TA.)

- See also O"-. - And see J...

0JiA: see the next preceding paragraph, in
two places.

;)? ~A portion o fesh (in some copies of dithe
] offat, TA) in the midst of flesh. (JK, Ibn-
'AbbAd, V.)

jt&.: see j:- -and see also L;.

3ls. [an inf. n. of 3, q. v.]. - In watering,
(9, ],) it is The putting in a camel, that has
drunkh, between two camel that have not drunk,
(K,) or the bringing back a camel, thlat has
drunk,from the resting-place by the water, to the
wnatering-trough, and putting him in between two
thirsty camels, ($,) in order that he may drink
what, may-be, he has not drunk: (9, V:) in like
manner it is explained in the T, on the authority
of AV, who adds that this is done only when the
water is scanty: (TA :) or the putting in a weak
or sick camel [that has already drunk] with those
that are drinking, and then, after that, with those
that are returning to the water, so that he drinks
three times: (Skr:) or the driving of camel. to
the matering-trough a second time, in order that
they may complete their drinking, after they
have already been watered drove by drove: (JK,
TA:) so says Lth; but the approved explanation
is that of A,: (TA:) or the driving of camel. to
the watering-trougA at once, all together; as also
V j.. (JK.)Theforelocks ofa horse; (1;)
because of their entering, one into another;
(TA;) as also tJm).: (1:) so in the M.
(TA.) See also · ;.

d.; A gwt. (M, TA.) Hence the saying

of the vulgar, g 3,o Ut [I am the guest of
such a one; generally meaning I am under his
protection]. (TA.) -_See abo J in three
places. [An adwentive abider among a people.]
You say, ...jlI Je Ci OW Such a one is a
person abiding among the people, not related to
them. (Mb.) And . j & H ie is a
stranger to them (M, J) who ham enitered, (M,)
or wAo enters, (I,) among them: (M,K.:) applied
also to a female. (TA.) [See ,Ji-, which is
app. a qusi-pl. n. of Jg.&, in this sense.]_
Hence, A niject of discourse introduced by way
of digression, or as having sonme relation to the
clan, or category, of th proper subjects treated
of, but not inchudd tAerin. (Mb.). -And A

word that is adventitious, not indigenous, to the
language of the Arabs; that is introduced into
that language, and does not belong to it. (s.)
There are many such words in the Jemharah of
[bn-Dureyd. (TA.)_And A horse that is in-
troduced between two other horses in a racefor a
wager. (JK,O, TA.) [See j.'] See also

,i . -_And see i;j :-and J.l;..It

is also said in the V to be syn. with JIt.>. in a
sense explained above: see 6.

: see i..i: _ and 3.

see .

.~L..; A gazelle [and any animal] brought up
in, or near, the house or tent, and there fed, syn.

;,. (IApr,, TA,) like t.1, (TA,) upon
the neck of which are hung conwries. (IApr, TA.)
And A horse that is fed only with fodder: so
accord. to Aboo-Nasr and others: a meaning
erroneously assigned in the 1 to *ji. (TA.)
Accord. to Skr, A horse of a race called A;.

.L;,. (TA.)

*'/s. ; [in the C1l with; in the place of
the .] A certain game of the Arabs. (JK, O,
V, TA.)

JZ Irerbage that enters among the stemns of
trees, ($, ],) or among the loner parts of the
branches of trees, (M,TA,) or among the branches
of trees, and cannot be depastured by reasn of

its tangled state; also termed ;.. (T, TA.)
The feathers, or portions of feathers, that enter
between the 0j and .tjL [here app. meaning
the outermost and innermost portions]: (]:)
they are the best thereof, because the sun does
not strike upon them. (TA.) - A portion, or
portions, of flesh, or of muscle, lying within
sinews: (M, V :) or Jfieh whereof one portion is

intermized with another: (TA:) or JI t..j
means flesh that cleares to the bone; and such is
the best of flesh. (T, TA.) Applied to a man,
(TA,) Thick, and compact, or contracted, in
body; (,* TA;) lit, having one portion thereof
inserted into another. (TA.)-.A certain bird, (~,
V,) of smaU ize, (9, TA,) dust-coloured, (.,TA,)
that alights upon palm-trees and other trees, and
enters among them; (TA;) also called t1 JJ. and

?~L.> : ( :) n. un. '&l .: ISd says that it is
an intrusive bird, smaller than the sparrow, found
in EI-Ifijdz: accord. to the T, it is a kind of
mnall bird, like the sparrom, that has its abode
in caves and in dense trees: Alit says, in "the
Book of Birds," that the ll.; is a certain bird
that is found in caves, and enters houses or tents,
and is caught by children: when winter comes,
the birds of tlhis hind disperse; and some of them
become of a dusky colour, and of a dark and
somewnhat reddish colour, and gray (.;j); and
some, variegated with blackness and rednes, and
with whiteness: they arc of the size of the lark,
but the latter is larger than they are in the head;
neither short nor long in the tail; but short in
the legs, which are like the legs of the lark:
(TA:) the pl. is Mv1-., (S, M, ,) which is

anomalous in respect of the insertion of the kS:
(M:) in the T, J.3i.. [which is app. a mistran-
scription]. (TA.) m See also %..

liz Any compact portion offlesh. (gh, ] .)

Also n. un. of .j [q.v.]. (TA.)

jl&j That enters [into anything] much, or

often; wont to enter. (TA.) [Sco ee .] 

[Hence,] jll j;.: see ace

t see IJU..see

O o,: sej;;.
J.l; [act. part. n. of 1, E1ntering, &c. Hence,]

J.LJ;l as meaning Oyl jI;: see j;;. _
It is [also] applied as an epithet to a disease, and
to love; [as meaning Internal, or inward;] and
so t* ;, in the same sense. (.) - [Also, as
a subst.,] The interior of anything; (M, M9b,'

TA;) contr. of tL.. (Mlb.) Sb says that it

is not used adverbially unless with a particle; [so

that you may not say .tl; as meaning Withtin;

but you say J;I c1 i; and in like manner you

sary *Ij; Jl meaning In, or inwards; and

QrL!; 0e meaning From within ;] i.e. it is only
a subst.; because it has a special signification,
like s and (TA.) S: see

jt iJs.l;1 The part of thejtjl [or waist-wrap-
per] that is next the body; (Mgh;) the extrenity
of the jjIl that is next the body, (8, lR,) next the
right side (K, TA) of a mnan when he puts it on;
being the inner extremnity in that ease: and the
part of the body which is the place thereof; not
of thejljl: IAmb says that, accord. to some, it is
a metonymical term for the,.?lk*. [meaning the
penis writh nwhat is around it]: or, accord. to

some, the hip, or haunch. (TA.) _ *'f i;
The part of the ground that may serve as a place
for concealment, and that is low, or depressed:

pl. Ji.l. (T, V.) One says, .;',.l

p* & [There is not in their land a place for
concealment such as a hollow or a covert of trees].
(TA.) .-. [In the V~ and TA in art. j^., the
term aLL.i is applied to Bad pieces ofmony in-
termixed and concealed among good pices; as is
there indicated in the ], and plainly shown in
the TA.] - J-JjJI in the phmse j aS JI

ly_JI;3 has been explained in art a.. (Meb.

See -.i..) _ See also I4.., in two places.

;; and "d;;, with and without teshdeed,
A thing [or receptacle] made of palm-leaves
woven together, (ISk, S, ],) in wrhich fresh ripe
dates are put, (ISk, S,) or in which dates are put:
(I ) pL. ~oI., occurring in poetry, [the U
being app. inserted by poetic license,] (TA,) and

5i;. (g in art. W.)

J&~) An entrance, i. e. a place of entrance,
or ingres, (S, Mqb,) of a house [or the like; and
any inlet]. (Myb.) -[Hence,] t A way of act-I

I
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ing. (I, TA: sec i;, last sentence, in two

places.) [Andeib. t A means of attain-

ing, or doing, good.] - [Also A time of en-
trance.]

v& is sjn. wvith Jl.;: and is also the pass.

Iart. n. of a ,.;.: ($:) [and a n. of place: and
of time:] see 4. Also t Base, base-born, or
ignoble; ofsudspected origin or lineage, or adopted,
or nho claims for his father one who is not:
(g,* TA:) because lhe is introduced among a
l)eople [to whom hle is not related]. (TA.)

[ .4 . An instrument byin means of which one

enters: mentioned by Golilis ns meaning a key;
on the authority of Ibn-Scenk (Avicenna).]

.~ , in the g.ur [ix. 57, aceord. to the most

usual reading, there meaning A place into which

to enter], is originally (TA.)

.~ [for 4 J, -]: see JL;.-- _J .~~~~[for~~ ~ see J4* J,s

t [and ti.] I A wife, or woman, to ihom a
nman has gone in; meaning comprecssed; whecther

with the sanction of the law or not; (Mgh, TA;)
but generally thec former. (TA.) t lavinig an
unsoundness in his intellect, (8, g,) or in his
loody, or in his grounds of pretension to respect.

(TA.) _- t Emaciated. ($, 1.) - Corn, or food,

eaten by worms or the like. (TA.) _ .

3J34,.~ A palmn-tree rotten (S, J) trithin. (S.)

:see 8CC- ' l. a A
sle-camel compact, and firmn, or strong, in make.

(TA.) And.,2J1 tj" J.l'. J (g,* TA) A

nan conppact, or contracted, in body; lit., hating
one hortion thereof inserted into another. (TA.)

tpl ) 0.. One who puts himself to trouble,
or inconrenience, to enter into affairs. (1R.) [One
who intrudes in affairs.]

, J J&I.A , : see

1. ;tl C.2L4 nor. : and ', ($, K,) inf n.

and 0~o (K,) The . of thelire rose;
[i.e. thefire smoked, or sent vp smoke;] also

t ..o..l, (], p,) of the measure . t; tS;)

and ; l, and t ;;; (I ;) the last with

teshdeed, mentioned by.Z. (TA.) And ';.

O s.Jl1, (JK,) and ;L;.1 (K) and &I' , (TA,)

inf. n. ", (K,) The smoke, (JK,) and : tht
dust, (I, TA,) rose; or spread, or diffused itself

(JK, g, TA.) - AndJl;,(JK,S, Mqb,

g,) with kesr to the , ($, M.b, K,) aor.:, (JK,

Msb, V,) infn. ', (Msb,) Thte moke( tl.;:
ofthefire(JK, S, Mb,IK) became ehement,(JK,:
or became excited, or raised, (S, M9b, ,) in con,
sqttence of its having firewood, (JK, 8, Myb, ,]
in afresh, or green, state, (JK,) thrown upon it
(JK, ~, Msb, K.,) and being thus marred. ($l

Msb, K.) - X >s, aor. :, said of food, (JK

R,) and of flesh-meat, (TA,) inf. n. )&., (JK,
means It was, or became, infected with smoh6

(O;i,-), (R, TA,) while being roasted or cooked
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(TA,) and acquired its odour, (1K, TA,) so that

this predominated over its flavour: (TA:) [in

this sense] it is said of cooked food when the

cooking-pot is infected with tmoie ( ';J lil

iJ I). (S, TA.) - [Hence, as is indicated in the

TA, it is said of wine, or beverage, as meaning,

t It became altered for the worse in odour.

(See j ;.) Ience also,] t It was, or became,

of a dusky, or dingy, colour, inclining to black,
(K, TA,) like the colour of iron: (TA:) you

say -;l , and i.1A, C.I, :, Tle plant,

and the beast, became of thai colour; (]K, TA ;)

as though overspread with smoke (;s..;); (TA;)

as also O, aor. L, inf. n. A;~. (1i.)-

[Hence also,] ' .iL; t lHis nature, or dis-

position, was, or became, bad, corrupt, or wAicked.

(, TA. [See also i ;, below.])

2: see 1, fi st s( ntence. = [lie smoked
it, or made it smn.",]; namely, fiesi-meat. (S

in art. lad.) And A.Iti . [lie fumigated

it, or him, with wnhat is termed J ', q. v.];
namely, a house, or tent, or chamber, (JK, S,
M, Mgh, Msh, g,) and a garment, (M,) and

another man. (TA.) Andt l .s 1t j -

4.i *i [ThcIy snmolked a party of men, in a cave
and so killed themn]. (TA.)

4: see 1, first sentence. - jll >a1,.l; (JK,

Cg, and so in my MS. copy of the g ;) or

* -, ! (so in the'K accord. to the TA,) of the
measure Ja~l; (TA;) tThe seed-produce be-

came hard in the grain, (JK, K, TA,) and full
therein; (JK;) being overspread nwith a iigqht
duskiness, or dinginess. (TA.)

5. *d.3 i. q. y.. [lie fumigated himself]:
(TA in art. L:) from ';.Z.Jt. (Mgh.) You

say, of a man, a;,. .A [lIe fumigated

himnuelf with Vwhat is termed ", q. v.]; as also

s ,o!, of the measure J il. (TA.) - See
also L

8: see 1: - and 5: -and 4.

) , A well-known kind of grain; (Meb;)

i. q. .,t-.; (S ;) [i. e.] thegrain of the ,j,lZ :

(JK, M, 1p :) or a certain grain smnaller than
that, tvery mooth, cold, dry, and constilpating:
(M, g:) [a species of millet; the holcus saccha-

e ratutw of Linn.; holcus dochna of Forsk&al; sor-
ghum saccharatum of Delile: and the holcus
spicatus of Linn.: and the panicum miliaceum
of Linn.: (Delile's "Flor. Aegypt. Illustr.,"
no. 164: no. 57: and no. 79:)] n. un. with ;;

) signifying a single grain thereof. (Mob.)

') d.; inf. n. of 'i ; [q. v.]. (JK, Msb.) _
[Hence,] t The appearance, or appearing, of

conflict and faction, sedition, discord, or the like.

(TA.)- Hence also, i. e. from t1 Ci;.; and

, ~T , (TA,) I A state of alteration for the

) wors, of intellect, and of religion, and of the
, grounds ofpretemnion to respect or honour. (g,

,TA.) - Also i. q. i m.;. (S, 15.) See this word

in two places. - [IIence,] t A duskines, or
dinginess, inclining to blackness; (S, TA;) as

also t* .;; (JK, $, K;) [like the colour of
smoke, (see 1, last signification but one,) or] like
the colour of iron: (TA:) it is in a sheep, (J,)
or a horse and similar beasts, or in a garment,
(TA,) and in a sword: ($, A, TA:) in this last
it means ! a blackness that appears in the broad
side, by reason of its great brightness: (A, TA :)
or the diversiiled wary mnarks, streaks, or grain,

(syn. i,) ofa sword. (1.) - Also ! Rancour,

malevolence, malice, or spite. (JK, ], TA.) 
And : Badness, corruptnes, or wickedness, of
nature or disposition. (1K, TA.)

·~ . [applied to food, and to flesh-meat, In-

fected writh smoke: see 'i.. - And hence,]

applied to wine, or beverage, t Altered for the

rorse in odour. (TA.) - And ;LJ , , 3;;
(Sh, JK, $) ~ A man bad, corrupt, or wicked,
in respect of nature, or disposition. (Sh, JK,

TA.) [See also C1;.]

i.; iq. q.· ;.j [whichl generally means Par--

ticles of calamn s aromaticus], (1K,) or the lilc
thereof, (8,) [i.c.] incense, or a substance for.

fumigation, (;4, JK, Mgh, Msb,) [of any kind,
and particularly] like S;yj, (Mgh, Msb,) with
nkhich houses, or tents, or chambers, (S, Mghl,
Msb, K,) or a house, or tent, or chamzbe"r, (JK,
M,) and clotAhs, (Mh,) are fumigated. (JK, ;,

M, Mgh, Msb, K.) See also ,i ;._.- [lence,

app.,] ai.. . or a mt A certain bird, (IB,

K, TA,) the colour of nwhich is like that of the

S;m [or lark]: so says IB: or, as in some MSS.,

like the colour termed 3;iJl. [i. e. dust-colour].
(TA.)

U;.; A species ofS3~ [or sparronw]; as

also t . (K,' TA.)

.l;i. *y: +A hot, or an intensely hot, day:

(JK, ]t, TA:) and L;l.j aiQ S a night intentsel
hot, (JK, TA,) in which the heat is such as takes
away the breath; (TA;) as thotugh it were over'-
spread by smoke: (JK, TA:) or a dusky, or
dint7y, night, inclining to blackness. (8.)

c see

·~.;, (S, Mob, P) and *ta oi, (K,)which
latter is the form [now] commonly used, (TA,)

and ,;, (S, K,) i. q. O~ [a less usual terni,
meaning Smoke]: (IK: [in the 8 it is said merely

that the 6.~; of fire is well known:]) pl. (of

the first, 8, Msb) '-Ij;, (S, Msb, 1,) like as

*v^lc is pl. of (., M9b,) the only other

instance of the kind, (Msb,) deviating from rule,

(S,) and $ 15d;;, [also irreg., and both pls. of

mult.,] and a.;l [a pl. of pauc.]. (g.) [Hence,
the tribes of] Ghanec and B&hileh (b [ and

, ai) were called 9.1 l; t4l [The two sons of

nioke] (S, K, TA) because they smoked a party

of men ( J 5 Ij.) in a cave and so killed
them. (TA.) Hence also, (S,) 'a- 1 9 a.j
! A calm [or truce] for a cause other than recon-.

1

in 

two places. - llience,j t A duskinessp or

dinginess, 

inclinitig to blacknen TA;) as

also 

(J K, Eliko tlis colout. Of

smoke, 

(see 1, last signification bitt one,) or] likr

the 

coloui. of ii.on: (TA:) it is in a sheep, QqJ

or 

a liorse and similar beasts, or in a garment,

(TA,) 

and in a sword: (?, A, TA:) in this last

it 

means 1 a blacknon that appears in the broad

side, 

by reason of Upt gtcat brightness: (A, TA:)

or 

the divers�fled wary inark3, streaks, or grain,

(syn. 

of a sword. (1�.) - Also : Rancoup.,

makvolence, 

inolice, or spite. (JK, ]�, TA.)

And 

: Badpiem, cori.upinen, or wickedness, of

iiature 

or disposition. (1�, TA.)

j,�L; 

[applied to food, and to fiesh-meat, lpt-

fected 

with smoke: see -And hence,]

applied 

to wine, or beverage, t Altered for the

worse 

in odour. (TA.) - And ';UJ,

(Sh, 

JK, S) A man bad, corrttpt, or wicked,

in 

respect of nature, or dispoMion. (Sh, JK,

TA.) 

[See also

i. 

[wiiicti genemlly means Par-

6.P.0
ticles 

of cola;pi;ts aroinaticus], (1�,) or the lilic

thereof, 

[i.e.] incetue, or a substance fop.

ftimigation, 

(j J K, Mgh, Meb,) [ofany kind.

and 

particularly] like Sy.jj, (Mgh, Mob,) witit.

irhich 

houses, or tents, or chatkibers, blgli,

Mob, 

K,) or a house, or tent, or chaijtbei., (JK,

M;) 

an'd clotlta, (At,) are fumiqatcd. (JK,

M,M- 

Mtib,l�.)-Scealsocpd->.-[IlenceP

app.,] 

tw-j, MI or _WI A certain bird, (IB,

TAP) 

lite colour of which is like that of the

Sm- 

[or lark]: so says 1 B: or, as in eiome MSS.,

like 

the colour tey.med ;j-WI li. c. dust-colour].

(TA.)

species 

of [or sparronj ; as

also 

(1�,. TA.)

A 

hot, or an iktiensely hot, day:

(JK, 

]g, TA:) and.UL;,*.> 4Q 1 a niqht intenseY

hot, 

(JK, TAP) in which the heat is stich as takes

amay 

the breath; (TA;) as thotiqh it ivere over-

spread 

by moke: (JK, TA:) or a dusky, or

diwjy, 

night, inclining to blackness.

">

Mob, 

1�) and (1�,) whiclt

latter 

is the form [now] commonly used, (TA,)

and 

t 1 [a less usual terni,

%, 

M n') i. q. Ur.

meaning 

Smoke]: (]g: [in the S it is said mereiv

that 

the of fire is well known:]) pl. (of

the 

first, 8, M�b) Meb, K,) like as

is 

PI. of lu'&', (g, M9b,) the only otlier

instance 

of the kiiid, (Msb,) deviating from rule,

and 

15,>, [also irreg., and both plo. of

mult,] 

and " .%l [a pl. of pane-]. 0P [Hence,

the 

tribes of] Ghatiec anid Bihileb and

ai&Q) 

were called ejt.�.>j QI [Tite two sons of

snzoke] 

TA) because they smoked a pa rty

of 

men (-1j,; in a cave and so killed

tliem. 

(TA.) Hence also, (?,) *��',)

1 

A calin [or truce] for a cause other than recon-



8m
i. -,j.

riliation: (, 1, TA: (in the CK, 4W
erroneously put for 51lj:]) or f tas a cloa] upa
[i. e. concealing] inaQrd coruptness; from 
jWI explained above; [see 1;] (Myb;) [fo:
lAth saye that it likens inward corruptnes b
neath outward rectitude to the smoke [or smol
ing] of fresh, or moist, firewood: (TA:) (
tupon latnt rancour or malevolence: (? an
TA in art es>:) but A'Obeyd, in explaining

0trad. in which it occurs, takes it from C a
signifying "a duskiness, or dinginess, inclinin
to blackne," in the colour of a beast or of
garment; for he says that it means [a case i5
which] the mutual love of two parties will no
hecome pure, like the duskiness, or dinginess
that is in the colour of a beast. (TA.) -
is also ued by the Arabs for t Eil, or miechieJ
when it arises; as in the saying, fro ir, ,s

. Wt h3l [TThere ras bettween wus an affaii
that had evil, or mischief, arising in consequencn
*f it]. (TA.)-It also means t Dearth, drought
sterility, or unf"uitliness; and hunger: and s
it ha been said to mean in the i:ur xliv. 9: fo,
it is said that the hungry [onee] saw smokle
(be·) betwreen him and the sky: or hunger ii
thus called because of the dryness of the earth in
drought, and the rising ofo the dtt, wrhich ii
likened to est1Ao [properly so termed]. (TA.).
[In the present day, it is also applied, but gene.
rally pronounced * [A , to Tobacco; uicotiana
tabacuam of Linn.]

: see the next preceding paragraph, first
and last sentences

ster Firewood producing ; a tn. [or snoke].
(TA.. - [Hence,] X &.1; j tA bad, corrupt,
or wicked, nature or diition. (TA.) tSeoe

"1> )[A ehimtey;] a hole, or perforation,
[or holloo chane,] in whick are pipes of baked
clay (lQl ) [for the passagy of smoke]: (JK:)
its p. is ; (TA,) signifying hole, or aper.
ture, [or hoUo Channels, for th e pasage of
smoke] made oewrfrypru and thefire-place
of bathi pc.; (1d, TA;) alled by the vulgar
1I [pI. oft V;]. (TA.)

a . Os
c ̂ vl, applied to a tam [&e.], (JK, $,) Of a

dusky, or dingy, cololur, inclining to blackne:

t1 ; A place of smoke.]

.A ,1 sselforfumigntioma; i.q. A :

(1 % :) or dif"eringfrom the --. , [app. in being
made only of baked clay,] and not disapproved;
whereas the .,&~ is disapproved, becaure gene-
rally of silver: (Mgh in art..:) pl. d,ct,.
(TA.)

;j, (/, A, n, [but in some copies of the and
of written ;;, anld id in the TA, in art. v, to

is be so written by some, though it is there implied
sn that this is of doubtful authority,]) without tesh-
.j deed, (A, TA,) like Nj, (MF,) Diversion, sport,
r] play, or such as is vain, orfrivolous; (S, A, ;)
e- as also I;, like Wi; and 3.jj, (Q, 1,) and ;.:
k- (Ed-Demameenee, C.:) but accord. to IB, it
°r should be mentioned in art. C)>. [in which b;
d is mentioned again in the S and 1], or art. 3a

[in which 1Z is mentioned again together withis; amnd j;]. (L.) [The proper place of ;i
seems to be art. .j (like as art. i.I is the propera

n place in which tl should be mentioned), as well
it as of In ; and the proper place of e;j, art.
s, ins.] Hence, (A,) > .i 3 Jj ; s. [I

have no concern with dirversion, &c, nor has di-
veiron, &c., any conecrn with me]: a saying (of
Moh.ammad] occurring in a trad. (e, A.) Also

r A space (ao) of time. (1.)

;jj: see above.

Osb I meaning Dirverting himself, sporting, play-
ing, or doing so in a ivain, or frivolous, manner,]
occurs [accord. to one reading] in a verse of E$-
Tirimmal [cited in this art. in the K, and in the
present work in art. 1 as an ex. of 4;L1:
the poet has annexed to it a third ) because an
epithet is not susceptible of variation unless com-
prising three letters: (K:) or such is the opinion
of F; but this requires consideration. (MF.)

ej>3 (T, g, 15) and li. and ;i; (T, V ;) all
mentioned by El-Abmar; (T;) and compared
by Aboo-'Alee, in respect of having the lut
radical letter sometimes X j and sometimes an
infirm letter and sometimes elided, to S and
l.ai and .1J; the second like a and La., and the 1
third like N, (T, TA,) and by some written ;, 
with teshdeed; (TA; [but it is there implied
that this is of doubtful authority;]) and the second
and third said by some to be formed from the
first, by the change of C, into I and by the elision t
of X i (TA ;) Diverrion, sport, play, or such as
is vain, or frivolou; (T,$,1];) as also ,. 
[which should be mentioned in art. Nb,] and g
V (IAgr, T, Ji, [not 1 as in Freytag's a
Lex., being followed in the 15 by the epithet F
hbja....,]) and V c si>, (TA, [app. 13 of h
the measure ;,, like 'p,]) and V e ,>, k
(IAr, T, $,) [mentioned also in the $ in art. t
:,ts,] by Qgh and in tlhe 1 mentioned in art. g
+^v, and said in the 15 to be wrongly included
by J in the present art. (TA.) j;i and l
are the only words in which the first and second
radical letters are the same, without an inter.
vening letter, and both movent. (Q.)

^ sI;,applied to a sword, Blunt; (T, , 1 ;)o
that rill not penetrate into the thing struch withJ
it: ($:) and also sharp: thius bearing two
contr. significations: (15:) or, accord. to Th, a
sword with which tree are cut; called by others C
.a.ia.; and this is not necessarily the contr. of a
blunt sword. (TA.)-Also, applied to a man, w

[Boox I.

[perhaps from the firt of the signifcations men-
tioned above,] meaning ';s ;-' 3j [Not havinj,
or not possessuing, what suffices; or not profitable
to any one]. (Fr, ., g.)

.i (S,1) and ,ts.. (TA on the authority
of EI-Khuwarezmee and Ei-WAihidee) and tot,;"
(TIJ, 8,I) and t e, l[app. i,,s] (TA) and
[ Ob1.. (g) A custom, manner, habit, or wont.
(S, , TA.)

- > see what next precedeL.

O1,.~2: see 022.

p..m..[p. see '.....and .

,.'; ,*- 3.
i ^ w see

j)2

;j: see what follows..

I;, (8,g,) like L; ($) or ti, (TA,) and t;;,
(8, 1,) like li (?) or '., (TA,) and ; ( ,
K,) whirh last is mentioned in art. s, (.,)
Diversion, sport, play, or such a is vain, orr.i-
rolous. ( [, 1.) [See also arts. . and ).]

1.J, (S, Mb, ], &c.,) aor. - and t, [the
latter anomalous,] int n. ( (Myb, 1, TA) and

, 2, (TA,) It (milk) mwm, or became, copiouw,
or abundant, (M9 b, ]5, TA,) and fJlod, or
streamd ; it fo~sed, or streamed, copiously, or
abundantly; and so t the water of the eye, or
tears, and the like, (TA,) &c.; (Mb ;) as also
;..,I: (, TA:) and, said of milk, it ran, or

flowed: and it collected [or becamn excerned]
in tht udder from the ducts and other parts of
the body. (TA.) - [Hence,] said of sweat, t It
flowed (J1) like as milk flors. (TA.) - And of
the tax called etl, t Its produce became abun-
ant. (]5.)- And [in like manner] one says,J· a-o a 5 1G
; j : see j2, below. _ And [hence,] ;; also

signifies t It mas, or became, consecutive. (15 in
art. j..) And t It continued; as in the
phrase, o'JI ,d s ij t [The thing continued to
iim]. (Sh, TA in art. ) - And, said of a
orse, aor. ;, inf. n. an) (O5) and b;, (TA,)
.He ran oehemently: or ran easily (15, TA)

and without interruption. (TA.) _- And of
herbage, (1,) inf n. j2, (TA,) t It became tan-
lIed, or luxuriant, (*, TA,) by reason of its
abundance. (TA.)_ One says also, of a she-
eamel, ,.>;, (TA,) and I,4 C .z, (1,) aor. L
and , [the former anomalous,] inf n. n. and
p; (TA;) and t.;jI, alone, (@,(,) and tV.;j
",;; (1] ;) She yilded her milk, or made it to
oLr, copiously, or abundantly. (1, TA.) And
, j; alJl l ~, aor. t, (.,) or:, (TA,) inf. n.

ti, (,) orJ, (TA,) [Ti e ud,r abouned it
mi: or yilded milk copioul y, or atndantly:

I

I

[perhaps 

from the fiM 0,f the gign

ioeation& 

men-

tioned 

above,] meaning ok;� ;-U' Ij [NotAafpiwj,

or 

not possessing, mAat suffices; or not pmMbl*

to 

any one]. (Fr,

z 

(?,19) and tes.N.% (TA on the authority

of 

EI-K h uwirezmee and Ef-Wfihidec) and t�tb'N"b

IS) 

and t ejjj,�.% [app. idsl (TA) and

s.Z.1 

(g) A cwtotn, ~nner, habit, or wont.

TA.)

see 

what next precedea.

see

[app. 

me d

0 

J.01

ej,w%k> 

: see

.101
we

see 

what follows. -

ffl, 

]�,) like L,1� (q) or th, (TAJ and t 1g,) likel (?) or Id, (TA,) and " 1;'

whiph 

last is mentioned in art. ejbb, (Q.)

Diversion, 

sport, play, or such as is *aim, or.M-

rolous. 

[See also arts. >.b and

1. 

JJ1, Mfb, ]g, Sw-j aor. ; and t, [the

latter 

anomalounj int n. (bfqb, lg, TA) and

(TAJ 

D (milk) mm, or became, co

J3J 

pionS,

or 

abundant, (Mqb, XC, TAJ and ~, or

gireamed; 

it ~, or streamed, copiouly, or

abundantly; 

and to t the water of the eye, or

tears, 

and the like, (TAJ &c.; (Mqb ;) u also

V;.hLol 

TA:) and, aaid of milk, it ran, or

flowed: 

and it coUected [or became excernod]

ta 

tits udder from the ducts and other parts of

Mas 

body. (TA.) - [Henoe,] said of sweat, tlt

flonied 

(1�) like as miLkfloms. (TA.) - And of

11
the 

tax called C:5&, t Its produce becanu aban-

iang. 

(g.)-�nd [in like manner) one eays,

.j. 

.11

we 

j.%, below. -And [hence,] jb also

iignifies 

t It was, or bmame, conmcutim (lg in

wL 

And t It continued; as in the

)hrase, 

#JJ' jaz t [The tAinq coritinued to

kim]. 

(Sh, TA in art. ��) - And, mid of a

iorse, 

aor. ; , inf n. wp (g) and 3"j.' ), (TA,)

How 

ran tvAommtly : or ran easily (XC, TA)

rnd 

without interruption. (TA.) And of

terbage, 

Qg,) inf n. j,), (TAJ t It became tan-

4d, 

or luxuriant, (K,* TA,) by rmwa of its

Pbundance. 

(TA.) -One mys also, of a the-

# 

A. 111 #A,

amel 

', Zj>, (TA,) and (V" z, aor. L

0ad 

r, [the former anonafo in£ a. and

p; 

(TA;) and alone, �,X(,) and V.Z;j31

(]g 

She yio&ed Aer milk, or made it to

TA.) 

And

inf 

n.

tiM 

or yklded mi64 ~ u4, or abadmily
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or thy deed: (A:) or thy if 1 and what is re-
ceived from thee ! [and thy flor of eloqunce I
and the like: when said to an eloquent speaker or
poet, it may be rendered divinely art thou gifZedl]
a man's gift [or the like] was originally thus
likened to the milk of a camel; and then this
phrase became so common as to be used as ex-
pressive of admiration of anything: (Aboo-Bekr,
TA:) it was first said by a man who saw another
milking camels, and wondered at the abundance
of their milk: (ISd, TA:) the thing alluded to
therein is attributed to God to indicate that none
other could be its author. (TA.) You say also,

#J ,h t To God be attributed his dd ! (S, ] :)
or his knowledge! or his good! or bounty! or
beneficence! (:Iar p. 418:) [&c.:] meaning

3-praise. (..) Accord. to IAar, j) signifies IA
deed, whether good or evil. (TA.) Ibn-Ahmar

d-- 
says, i i [To God be attributed what hatA
brought me to this state!], wondering at himself.
(TA.) One also says, J.j C.; 'J. a.t, which is
likewise an cxpression of praise, (S,) meaning

To God be attributed the goodnes, or good
action, of thee, as a man ! [i. e., of such a man

as thou!] (TA.) And Lg?U '. 4 I [To God be
attributed his excellence as a horseman!]. (Myb.)

,.1 a-And, in dispraise, (S,) *j j. May his good,
or wealth, not be, or become, much, or abundant l
(8, A, TA:) or may his work not thrive! (J)
EI-Mutanakhkhil says,

.., .9 ,. . . -S, a- .
* ,5 S 

.9,0 .. :. . -- 0,
* jj.CaijalI1 $ 1g JIJ 5

[May my wealth not become abundant, or may
my work not thrive, if Ifeed him among them
,vho iu a guest with the rind of _ (q. v.) when
I have rheat stored up]: this verso is cited by

Fr, who also mentions the phrase, jp ;;
[May the wealth of such a one beeome abundant !
or may his work thrive !]. (TA.)- Also The
soul; syn. V1. (1(.) One says ;t _ J_
A man oqf generous and manly soul. (TI..) And

p c I' y1 . MAay God defend his soul. (Lb.)

p and .'p ($, M9 b, KC) and ( p., (S,j> an d ii 1w . 0, (P pILo, (.
Msb, ]X,) or rather the first is a coll. gen. n., and
the second and third are pls., (MF,) of Y :, (8,
Mob, Il,) which last signifies A pearl: (. :) or a
large pearl. (Msb, ](.)

03, .;

;: see aL.

;js: seej.

; e: sepj, first sentence. - Also Copious, or
abundant, flowing milk ; milk flowving copiously,
or abundantly: (TA:) and a flow, or stream,
or a floring or streaming, of milk; (8,
g;) and its abundance or abounding: (., Msb,

a :) as also t 3%: (L:) or this latter signifies a
single flow, or stream, of milk. (Msb.) Hence
the prov., ; Pt z;.iu L; -. *) ' I will
not come to thee as long as the flow of milk and
the cud go [the former] downwards and [the

9.1latter] upwards. (TA. [See also j~..]) _
[Hence also the phrase,] ; t t The clouds

100

and "t t;l> signifies the same; or it yi~ded,
or emitted, the milk.]_And [hence,] .L;, .'

.l., (., A,) and ,., (TA,) [lit. The
mhilc-camel of the Muslims yielded milk co-
piosly,] meaning ; the tribute, or taxes, pertain-
ing to the Muslims poured in abundantly. (8,*

A, TA.) _ And 4J e , (K,) aor. 

(J,) inf. n. J.' and ;j;, (1],) t The sky poured
down rain (K, TA) abundantly. (TA.) - And
. L. j> S lHe produced, or gaveforth, what hec

had. (A.)_And l;I;f ,9 T1 Ti he
world was bountiful to its inhabitants. (A.)-A4 a-
And ,j-JI fj>, (., in art. ?, and ],) inf. n.
$j, (. ubi suprf,) t The market became brisk, its
god selling muck; (.8 ubi supr, ](, TA;) contr.
ofojIb. (S ubi supra.)_ And rko .j;; Tec
ducts, or veins, became filled with milk, (TA,)
or t with blood. (A, TA.)_-And aJ ;, inf. n
· s, t The vein pulsated uninterruptedly. (TA.)
- And .._.,JI j, (Agin, 1,) aor. , (TA,)
inf. n. ;, t The ar'ro turned round well upon
the nail (AIIn, .K ) of the left thumb, [app. so as
to produce a sound, (see £ ;,)] being turned
with the thumb and fore finger of the right hand
(for the purpose of testing its sonorific quality]:
the arrow does not thus turn, nor does it produce the
kind of sound termed g.e., unless in conse-
quence of the hardness of its wood, and its goodly
straightness, and its compact make. (AH.n.)
a-
j. also signifies It (a thing) nras, or became, soft,
tender, or tulpple. (IAar, 1g.) And It (a
lamp) gave light, shone, or shone brightly. (i.)Al

And, aor. j,, which is extr., (g,) or, as
some say, the pret. is originally , [the sec. pers.
being ,V] and, if so, the aor. is not extr.,
(MF,) It (a man's face) became goodly after
disease. (g.)

. ;. [Hle made milk to flow, or to flow co-
pioudy, or abundantly:] he drew forth milk.
(M,b.) See also 1, in three places. - [Hence,]

I- W LjIl t T/ey (the collectors) made the
Iduce of the tax called e,.L. to comhe in abun-

dantly. (TA.) - [And j~!l ;ul t It (a medi-
cine, &c.,) caused the urine to flow plentifully;
acted as a diuretic; (see the act. part. n. below;)
u also t ^jJ.I.] -_ 1 ;Il He (a young camel)
sucked, or drew the milk of, his mother. (TA.)
And t.>t He stroked her (a camel's) dugs, to
draw ker milk: he milked her; (TA;) as also
V tb.,lt, referring to a ewe or she-goat: (Mgb:)
and the latter, he stroked her dugs with his hand,
causing the milk to flow, or to flow copiously:
and the same verb, he sought, or desired, her
milk, or the flowing of her milk. (TA.) -

[Hence,] i _;J '.. ajl ? [M1ake ye. the
tribute, or taxes, pertaiing to thel Muslimnu to
pour in abundantly: lit., make ye the milch-
camel of the Muslintu to yield milk abundantly]:
aid by 'Omar to the collector of the taxes. (TA.)

-[Hence, also,] one says to a man, when he
seeks a thing, and begs for it importunately,

', O~ thj~$, meaning, [lit.,] Ply her, though she
Bk. I.

refus, until he yield her milk aburndantly. (TA.)
-And j3d1 1 di J [ 4 'I 1 f[God milked for
him the dgs of sustenance; i. c. provided for him
the means ofsubsistence]: andjJI 3il 4ii tj.;l
S [He drew the favour, or blecing, of God, by
thankfilneu]. (A.) -And ,,J A *

(S, L, g,) and o,...., (, L,) tTie mind drans
forth a shower of Jine rain from the clouds: (8,
L, .~: in some copies of the last, we find, as the
explanation of 4%,I i.l 5. ;, instead of

4Z..~, [agreeably with the above explanation,]
l., with .: the explanation in the [S and]

L is Ri: TA:) and ... 1I ji t[Wle
desire, or look for, a shon,er of rain from the
clouds]. (TA in art. ,..)...And ; .:;.

,.1Mtejt. j.3. (said in a trad., TA) Between
his eyes was a vein Jwhich anger caused to flow;
(S ;*) or to fill with blood; (A;) or to become
thick and full: (TA:) or wrhich anger put in
motion: (S:) for (TA) ;s j;l signifies he put
the thing in motion. (KI,TA.)-- Jj.JI t.;J

1 Shic twisted the spindle vehemently, (A, ]g,) so
that it seemed to be still in consequence of its
vehement twirling. (g,'* TA.) -And.~ l ;
t He made the arrorw to turn round well upon
the nail (AHn, a) of his left thumb, turning it
ivith the thumb and forefinger of his right hand.
(Aln. [See 1, latter part.]) -And %U ' · '1

: 1 tI inflicted upon him an uninterrupted
beating. (A.)

10: see 1, first sentence:-_and see ;j.
See also 4, in five places.- - ,,r.I t Sie (a
goat) desired the ram: (EI-Umawee, S, g :) and
one says also t.;Z- (El-Umawee, . [See
art. jZ.]).-.And j..I t He spoke, or talklied,
much. (TA in art. %:.'.)

R. Q. 1. ), (inf. n. ;, TIK,) He (a child,
g) clwed, or mumbled, an unripe date (S, K)
with his toothless gums. (TA.) Hence the say-
ing of a certain Arab, to whom El-Asma'ee had

come, U1 tUl 3JI [Thou camest to me vwhen
I was a child mumbling with toothless gums: or
it may mean thou hast come to me when I am
old, mumbling &c.: see jp;]. (TA.) - Also
lIe (a man) lost his teeth, and their sockets
became apparent. (TA.)

R. Q. 2. 3;j"A It (a thing) was, or became, in
a state of motion or commotion, or it moved
about. (T in art. J.) And i;;L 9j;j The
piece offlesh quivered. (K.) [Hence,] one says
of a woman, pj.'03, [for ;,] meaning She
quivers in her buttocks, by reason of their large-
ness, when she walks. (TA.)

jp an inf. n. used as a subst., (Msb,) Milk;
(S, A, Msb, K;) as also 1 ;jo.. (K.) Hence,

5JI ,1 , andJll alone, Milch-animals. (TA.)
And j;JI tJ..l The teats of a camel or cloven-
footed animnal. (TA.) - Hence also the saying,

0j 4 STo God be attributed tie good that hath
proceeded from thee! or thy good deed! (TA:)

I
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have a pouring forth: pl. ju. (S.) En-Nemir
Ibn-Towlab says,

S 1 . - 03.6 --- * .- ' "3 p ) .0 A .b..... .1)j '5
x* t,- AZ,- 1 JIA

a

meaning4.s ;.1 [i. e. Tlle peace, or security, &e.,

of God, and his bounty, and his mercy, and a sky

p,ouringforth showers]. (S.) Some say thatos?

signifies tJ1; [flowing, or streaming, oJ flowing,
or streaming, cop)iously, or abundantly]; like as

LO in the ]Cur vi. 162 signifies .,M. (TA.)

In like manner one says also j),,. [Lasting
and still rains pouring don.n]. (TA.) -And

p)S viJ t Te mnarket has a b1risk troffic going
on in it, its goods slling mnuch. (AZ, 8.) - And

$ t The thligh, or shank, [of the horse or
the iike] has a continuous moremen·tfor running;
syn. A J t;';. (AZ, S.) You say also,

1sJz CS. v>11 - meaning t The horse patsed

along without being turnedl aside by anything.

(TA. [See also -.]) also signifies

t Blood [as being likened to milk]. (KI.) A poet
cited by Th likens war and the blood thereof to a

[raging] she-camel and her ;l. (TA.) - And

t Tho means of subsitence [as being likened to
milk]. (TA in art. jk. [See an ex. voce .. ])

- And A mlode, or manner, of floving, or
streaming, of milk. (Msb.) = Also A certain
thing with nwhich onie beats, or flog; (Kr,S, A, K,

TA;) i. o. thio of the Sul.ttn: (TA:) a
whip,: (Msb:) [app. a wthip for flogging cri-
mninals; as seems to be implied in the TA: I
have not found any Arab who can describe it in
the present day: it seems to have been a kind of
thip, or scourge, of twisted cords or thongs, used
for nunishment and in sport, such as is now called

ot : or a wthil made of a strip, or broad strip,
(see 1 in art. 3ji.,) of thick and tough hide, or
the like: it is described by Golius and Freytag
(by the latter as from the g and 15, in neither of
which is any such explanation found,) as ,"stro-
plhiutm e fune aliave re contortum, aut nerovus
tau,inus, similisve res, quibus percuti solet:"]
an Arabic word, well known: (TA:) [or an

urabicized word, from the Pers. ap :] pl. jj.
(A, Msb.)

j.O The right course or direction of a road:
(?, 1 :) its beaten track: its hard and elevated

part. (TA.) You say, . mI ;;J j; -

We are upon the right course [&c.] of the road.

(s.) And 1,_ . ..- L-- The y two are fol-
looing one direct cofirse. (T.)- _d,:,i The

direction, point, place, or tract, wvhich is infront

of, or opposite to, a house. (1.L) You say, ~~l;
.~l; ,; My house is in front of, or opposite to,
thy houw. (TA.)- _ jIj Tihe direction, or

1oint,fron& which the wind blows. (f, ].)

J..j: asee JlI, in two places.

;j; A horse ($, ]) or similar beast (g, TA)
that is swift : (Q, 1]:) or swift in running, and
complact in make: (TA:) or compact and firm

i,,,,,ahe(K. andin make. ., TA.) [Sce also 5) and L..]

=See also jI.
,;;, a 

.qS .j (TA) or C;j (A) A horse, or mare,
that runs much. (A, lA.) [See also .j. and

:-.;.] = s.jls h,.--g : see the next paragrnph.

L=jJI a 4wWa T2he chaste di,alect of Pe,rsiana:
(Mgh:) or the most chaste dialect thereof: (TA:)
so called in relation to j, (Mgh, TA,) as the
name of a district of ShecerAz, (TA,) or as mean-
ing "a door" or " gate." (Mglh , TA.)

ISj; ; S and tL5; (S, A, 1 5) and tV k
(K,TA) A shining, or brightly-shinin, star:
(IS:) or a star that shines, glistens, or gleam,

very brightly: (S, A:) called L,. in relation to
;j [i. e. pearls, or large pearls], (Fr, Zj, S, A,)
because of its whliteness (Z,j, S A) and clearness,

and beauty: (Zj:) pl. .5.s (A.) It is also

termed :°ti and \sj and "S;. (TA. [See

art. be.]) - .J also signifies The glistening, or

shining, of a swvord: (15 :) a rel. n. from js;
because of its clearness: or likened to the star so

termed: it occurs in poetry; but some read ";,
with 3 [and fet-h]. (TA.)

.q .: see thc next preceding paragraph.

ju o>, (s,) or us (g:) see art. j-eS.

;Ij1j A spindle (15, TA) wn:ith which the pastor
spins wool, or with rwhich a vwomnan spins cotton

or wool; as also t . (TA.)

; .j The part of the gums where the teeth grow:
(TA:) or the part where the teeth grow of a
child: (S, K, TA:) or the part where the teeth
grow both before they grom and after they hare
faUllen out: (g,TA:) pl. .J];. (S..) Hence

the prov., p o. ,:o _ o:e: , (s, _,) or

~ J;,q..jl ?A_Z1 s(TA,) i. e. Thou [weariedst
me, and] didst not accept good advice when thou
wast a young woman and when thjy teeth vwere
serrated and sharp) in their extremities; then
kow should I hope for any good in thee now when
thou hast grown old, and the places of the growth
of thy teeth have become apparent by reason of

age? (15,OTA.) In the 1] wo read r.;J J43,J

itz: but it should be 4C0. 1. , .A'.

(TA.) 0.i is also said to signify The extremity,
or tip, of the tongue: or, as some say, its root
but the signification commonly known is that
first given aboie. (TA.)

oj;; inf. n. of R. Q. 1. (TI5.) - Also an
onomatopecia meaning The sound of water rush-
ing along in the beds of valleys. (TA.)

;j;t;s A certain kind of tree, (T, S, K,) cell
known; (T;) also called &Jl ;~: [both of
these names are now applied to the elm-tree;
and so both are applied by Golius :] tlheitc co7nme

forth from it vario/us 13l [app. excrescence. of

the nature of gall-nuts], like pomegranates, in

which is a hum,our that becones CS [i. e. bugs
or gnats, for both are signified by this word];
and when they burst open, the % come forth: its
leaves are eaten, in their fresh state, like herbs,
or legumninous plants: so in the "Minhhij ed-
DukkAn." (TA.) = Also The sound of the
drumn. (K.)

j;.S A wnhirlplool, int wkich shilpwreck is
.fea,red; (s;) a place in the midst of the sea,
where the water is in a state of riolent conmo-
tion, (T, K,) andlfr omt which a shilp scarcely ercr
eslapes. (T, TA.)

1s: see o..-Also, (S, Mh, l.,) and 1tJ.

(SA, MA b, b, ) and *t S; (A) and tja, ($,) A
she-camel, (S, A, .K,) or ewe, or she-goat, (Msb,)
abounding with milk; hav;ing much milk: (S, A,

Msb, JI :) pl. (of the firstS, ,MSl,) Mh ; (8,M 9 b,
K;) and one says also j .I (a pl. of r'j [in
the CK and in my MS. copy of thle js ! ]

and . J. (also a pl. of .; [in the C]~ and in
my MS. copy of the K ~; J.l]): (1, accord. to
the TA:) and tV;a. applied to an udder signifies
the same: (TA :) [and V;1;, also app. signifies

the same; for you say] _ 41. . A shky

pouring ldown abundulance of rain: (S, 1:)
and tl .~o ~-_ a cloud pouring down much

rain. (A, TA.) l;..I ,jj , Continual, unin.
ternrpted, sustenance, or means of subsistence.

(TA.) =-j ) and T*s A lamp giving light,
shining, or shining brightly. (1K.)

;j; A copious flowing, or streaming, of milk.

(.)
3, · 3. ,-. 3 ) ~ .~J,
j-: see JlS. . .-- [and J t~;..,

and simply j, and j.o.., A diuretic medicino

&c.]. (TA in art. j-, &c.) And ,.. a 

[Emmenagoguw]. (g in art. A.I, &c.) - .4

and j. A woman twirling her spindle yehe-
mently, so that it seemsnu to be still in consequence
of its vchement twiirling. (g,* TA.)

;ja: see jbj'.

j.I~ : secjlI, in three places.

3-.., 3 .
J.tO -: see j;O, in two places - Also S A

number of arrows in their flight resembling the
streaming of milk, by reason of the rehemence
wvith which thejy are impelled; occurring in a
verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb. (TA.)-._ _".

.o . ? [A horse that runs far without being

turned aside by anything]. (A.) [See aj?, and

see also j.S and .j.]

i,,
1. als, aor. , (M, M,b, 1,) inf. n. :; (S,

M, Mgh, M:b, K) and ol;; (1;) and * lp;
(M,TA; [or this latter has probably an intensivo
signification;]) lie pushed it, or thrust it; or
pushed it, or thrust it, away, or back; repelled
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it; or averted it; syn. aa&); (S,* M, Mgh,
Msb, ;) namely, a thing. (Msb.) Hence,

-S ) *a There was,
betneen 'Onar and Mo'tlh Ibn-'Afr(l, a con-
tending, and a mnutttal pushing or thrusting, &c.

e·,.- I--

(Mgh.) And & `I repeilledfrom tlem, or

defended them; as also ;, whichl is formed b

substitution from the former, like j5b from jil.

(! in art. .~.) And 1 JI d, Ij; lIe averted

(>) from himn the prescribed castigation: (M,
Mgh:) or he deferred his prescribed castigation:
and in like manncr the verb is used in rclation to
other thlings. (AZ, T.) It is said in a trad.,

1 %,I-gj1 [Avert ye, or dfer ye, the

prescribed castigations on account of dubious eir-
cuimstances]. (ISk, M, TA.) And jmiJl 1'j:1

G ' [Areret ye, or dlefer ye, the prescribed
castigations as loing at ye are able]. (S, from a

trad.)_ -Se also 5. _....Ja.J e.*,I . b) is
explained by Sh as meaning He ptshed bach tlwhe
hind girth of the camel: but AM says that the
correct meaning is, he spread the hind girth upon
the grond,t and made the camel to lie down upon
it [in order that le might gird him]. (TA.)

[For] %ji significs also lie spread, or laid .flat,
(15,TA,) a thing upon the groundl. (TA.)._

L. : i , J 1.Ie supported the thing by the
thing; made the. thing tu be a stpport to the

thing. (TA.) [Hence,] ;I S .IJI 1; He con-
joinel the wall with a structure [so as to suplplort

the former by tihe latter]. (TA.) 1b.

JHIe eq.t a stone; like 1>. (TA.) You say,
·is- ..,Jr-
1; and w T?j le cast a stot,e at ,him.

(M int art. 1,.) -1. saitd of a torrent, (K.,)
inf. R. . ;t , (TA,) t It rushtl, or poured for.th

wt verchemence; as also V ijosl. (1..) And

JJtt k3l!3t l; t The ralley poured along the

torrent. (TA.) [See also b., below.] - ,

(i,) inf. n. :j, (TA,) is syn. with I~ [lIe
came fromna place, or firom a distant place, un-

expectedly; &c.]. (1g.) And you say, Leli io
'iw, (T, ., ], TA,) inf. n. ,j (8, TA) and

',;j; (TA;) and t j.!l (S,TA) and t* j3; (TA;)
Such a one came, or came forth, upon us unex.
pectedly, (T, 8, JI, TA,) or wrhence ire hnem not;

as also 1,, (T,) nnd ;j>. (IAar, TA in art. ep.)

And gi. 1 vuig. L , lIe came
upon s4 suddenly with cvil, or mischief. (TA.)

-Hence, i. e. from l;; signifying" he camc, or

came forth, unexpectedly," (T, S, TA,) !.', inf. ii.

',J, said of a star, meaning It shone, or ,ji-
tened, (I,l,TA,) intenaely, (, TA,) and its
light sprld: (TA:) or, as some say, it ros.

(T.) [I.ence also,] JWI ;j; tTe fire gave
light, shone, was bright, or shone brgkhtly.

(Sh, V.)~l;i, .(T,,I~,) aor.:, (T,) inf. n.
',L, (T, g.,) le (a camel) had what is termned

the ;A, (S, ;) i. c. the plaguc, or pestilence,

(O~ib,) °of camels, (T,) and had therewith a
tun77ur in his back, (], I,) or in his _ [or
stablitg-place, in the uppormost part of the

breast]: but in a female, it is in the udder:

(TA:) or ihad a tumotur in his Z;A. (IAvr, T.)
The epithet applied to the male is *t`j l;: and so,
accord. to ISk, to the female, (T, 9,) meaning

Attacked by the ;.&b in her 3j1j., (T, and so in a
copy of the .,) thlus, without teshdeed to the 3,
signifying the part, of her throat, vwhich is the
place of passage of the nater, (T, TA,) or in her
S1a [or thin and soft parts of the belly], (so in
one of my copies of the S,) so that the protu-

berance of the i;b [or pestilential tumour] is

apparent: which protuberance is termed t :;.
(T, S.)

2: see 1, first sentence.

3. pi.l., primarily, (TA,) signifies The act of
opposing; and repelling, or striving to repel:
(?, TA:) or treating in an evil, or adverse,
nanner; and opposing: (A'Obeyd, TA:) or
the pntting one off in the matter of a right or
due, by promising to render it time after' time;
and treating in an evil, or adverse, and a eon-
trary, manner. (Mgh in arts. LS.. and t..)

One says, dljl; I repelled him, or strove to repel
him. (T, Mob, K.) And IS jj --- j ,

(S, TA,) i. e. Such a one does not act in an evil,
or aderse, manner, nor oppose, [nor does he
wranyingle, or dispnte obstinately:] and .S1 ',

meaning, accord. to Sgh, if for ~JIf ', does not

rep)el, or strice to repel, hinm nho has a right
fi.om his right. (TA.) - Accord. to El-Al3mar,
in [the exercise of] good disposition, (T, S,) and
in social intercourse, (S,) it is with and with-
out .; (T, S;) contr. to the assertion of A'Obeyd,
who says that in this case it is without .. (T.)

[F says,] &1;ll is syn. nrith ';I and _I3.j and

AZ,.'1 [the second of whichl has a meaning ex-
plained above; the first and last meaningT I
treated him rvith gentleness or blandishment,
soothed hin, coaxedt him, or wvheedled hirn; &c.];
thus bearing two contr. significations: (1K:) [or]

41j1. a3nd Q.Ij bothl signify I wvas fearful, or
cautious, of hlm; and treated him with gentie-
ness or blandishmenat, or soothed him, coaxed thim,
whee(lleld him, or cajoled him: (S :) [but Az
says,] I say that tlhe ver) with , means I was
.fearfdl, or cautious, nf him, as says AZ; or of
his c;l, or mnischief: and _.;.jl signifies " I

deceived, delulded, beguiled, circumvented, or

outwitted ;" as also .. (T.)

4. I*, ,. 0,(AZT, S) inf.n. :1;!, (AZ,

T,) [as also :ljil, with 1,] Slhe (a camel) excerned

( ,jil) the milk, (AZ,T,S,) and relaxed her
udder, on the occasion of bringing forth. (AZ, S.)
The epithet applied to the she-camel so doing is
t V ,S,,. (AZ, T, S, g.)

5: see 1. _ l_ ;> x He domineered over us.

(S.) And c 1bj;,; They domineered over
them, ([,T.i,) and aided one another against

them. (TA.)_ - 1.sj,, (M, K, TA,) and t 1Li 
J.pj, (TA,) They concealed themselves. from a
thing in order to beguile it, or circumvent it:
(M, g, TA:) or they made usa of a - . [or

I ';] for hunting and pring or thrutingt [or

shooting objects of the chase]: (TA:) and *t,!Il

it1U, (s,) or .aJl.i, O) I prepared for mny-
self a L.; for the chase: (F,V:) and V1;

, U £k?.0JI, aor. -, in. n. ', He droe the
ia. to the chase, and concealed himelf by it.

(M.)
6. Ijl~jW They repelled, or strove to repel, one

another (M, Mgb, ]) in contention, or alterca-
tion, (M,] ,) and the like; and disagreed. (M.)

f.bl;j is originally ,jl;.a3, (0, ,) the : being
incorporated into the ., (., TA,) because they
lhave the same place of utterance, (TA,) and the I
being added to commence the word: (8,TA:)
the meaning is, Ye disagreed; and repelled, or

strove to repel, one another. ($.) tl..b.Y,
in the Cu;rii. 67, means And ye contended to-
gether respecting it; because those who contend
repel one another: or ye repelled, or strore to
repel, one awnother, by each of you casting the
slaughter upon his fellor. (B4.)

7: see 1, in three places.-.The phraso j.JI

l' [The prescribed castigation. shall
be, or are to be, averted, or deferred, on account
of dubious circumstanceJ,] is agreeable with
analogy, but has not been heard [from the Arabe

of classrical times]. (Mgh.) --. zjJl Ij.J1 The
fire [of a burning house &c.] spread, (QC, TA,)
and gave light, shone, was brihlt, or hotune
br.ightly. (TA.)

8: ace 5, in two places.

.; an inf. n. of 1 in senses pointed out above.
(M, M, &e.) So of that verb said of a torrent.
(TA.) [Hence,] 1'hj; ,I ;t. and t :; Tite
torrent rushed, orpoured forth with tehlmence,[or
came rushing, &c.,] from a place, (M11, ]K,) or
from a distant place, (TA,) unhnown: (M, g,
TA:) or the latter significs the torrent came

f om a distant land or tract. (S.) And ;-.
t i;j 3lgl The valley flowed with the rain of

another valley: if with its own rain, you say,
I>ii jl: (IAor, M; and the like is said in tho
TA in the present art. and in art. j; :) or Jl_
Itj means it flonwed with other than its own
rain; and (;, "with its own rain." (TA in

art. ^..) Hence l jjJI has been metaphorically
used by a rijiz to signify 1 The flowing of water
from the mouths of camnels into their insidles.
(M.) = A bending; (TA;) a crookednest, or
curvitgi; (S,M, 1, TA;) in a cane, or spear-
shaft, and the like; (M, ] ;) or in a staff, and
anything that is hard to straighten: (T, TA:)

pl. :.J;. (M.) One says, 9j ;; -ZI t 
rectified the crookednes and opposition, or resis-
tance, of such a one. (?.) And hence, ;; l I
A well having a part [of its sjhaft] projecting, or
protubeiant. (S, 0.) And :.~ *i A road
hating furrows, (M, 1~,0) or abrupt, water.
worn, ridges, (T, $, M,) and protuberances, and
the like. (T.) - The extremity, or edge, of a
thing; because it repels therewith. (yam p. 213.)

A portion of a mountain that projects, or
juts out, fromn the rest, (M, ], TA, and .Iam
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p. 213 in explanation of the pl.,) unexpectedly:
(TA:) pl. as above. (M.) -See also 1, last
sentence. - Also t Disobedience, and resistance,
and hatred, or dislike, (T, TA,) and crookedness,
(T,) and disagreement, on the part of a wife.
(T, TA.)

:;;: see :;, in three places.

L±j A ring by aiming at rhich one learns to
pierce or thrust [with the spear] (., M, 1) and
to shoot: (T, e M, K:) said by As to bo with.:
(8:) and also called >'J. (8 in art.3is.) 'Amr
Ibn-Maqdee-Kerib says,

·.. .. . *, , -5
': - 1 A 1 "

[I passed the day as thougth I were a ring for
the spears to be aimed at, .fititing in defence of
tie sons of Jar,,, rrhen they had fled]. (T, 8,
M. [See also HIam p. 75, where it is written

aJ,.%])_ Also A camel, (T, .,) or other thing,
(S,) or anythi;lq, (M, g,) by which one conceabl
hIimelf (T, ., M, ) .from the wild animal, (T,)
or from the ol!jects of the chase, (?,* M, 1j,) in
order that thley may be circumvented, (T, ., M,
1,) so that when the man is able to shoot, or
cast, he does so: (T,8:) like "L',: (8 in art.
Ej :) accord. to AZ, it is with ., (8,) because
the J.4s is driven (l.s3, i. c. ,3,) towards tlhe
ol,jccts of the chase: (T, $ :) but IAth says that
it is iQ, without .; and that it signifies an
animal l:y means of which the s)ortsman conceals
himnelf, leaving it to tasture with the wild animal.
until they have become familiar with it and so
rendered accessible to him, when he shoots, or
casts, at them: (TA:) the pl. of JI$ is Gll :
and &*.Ij; witll two hemscha, each of tlhem extr.
[with respect to analogy]. (M, TA.)

:'L;i :
, ;, see what next follows.

:. .. , (T, ,6 1, &c.,) lik ko , and

;e; (rg) or , (1,) from ,'* L; lj;

(8;) and V ;f, (M,1 5,) the only instance of

the measure is; except ji,*; (15l;) [which
latter word has been mistaken by Golius and
Freytag for a noun qualified by the epithet .j. ;]
but A'Obeyd says that when it is pronounced

-,3
with the first letter madmoomeh it is k.js. with-

out ., a rel. n. from vj, of the mcasure .,
[and theo like is said in the ]5, though :L'. is also
there mentioned as correct,] because there is not
[to his knowledge] in the language of the Arabs
any word of the measure j ; and that he who
pronounces it [Iji>] witlh means that it is

[originally of the measure] J,lj3, like e~, and
that one of its vowels is changed to kesr because
it is deemed difficult of pronunciation; and Akh
mentions also -4;-, with ,, of tlhe measure
3Jg., witll fet-h to the first letter, (S,TA,) on
the authority of 15atldeh and AA; (TA;) t A
star that shines, or glistens, (S, K, TA,) intenscly:

(S :) or a sJar that is impclled in its course from
the cast to the newt: (M :) accord. to IAar, [a

shooting star;] a star that i.s impelled (1;.)
against the devil [or a devil; for the Arabs
believed, and still believe, that a shooting star is
one that is darted against a devil when he attempts
to hear by stealth the discourse of the angels in
the lowest heaven]: (T, TA:) and said by some
to signify one of the fire planets: (TA in art.

ji:) pl. :jt;; (T, S, M ;) said by Fr to be
applied by the Arabs to the great stars of whvich
the names are not Wnonon. (S.)

! ,
ti Coming from a plice, or from a diatant

place, unexpectedly: (M, TA: but only the pls.
of the word in this sense are there mentioned:)
an enemy showing open hostility, or contingforth
into the field to encounter another in battle: a(nd

a stranger: (T:) pl. :;v (T, M, TA) and l,;.

(M, TA.) People say, : 1,: '>; C'M [H9 are
poor men, come firomt a distant plare, or stnan-
gers]. (T, TA.) See also 1, last sentence. -
[Hence,] metaphorically used by RIu-beli as
meaningc: Sr'ollen with anger. (M, TA.)

"", j* 'Ul M,*,, ,) and)
accord. to different relations of a trad. in which it
occurs, (TA,) The Sultdn ix 1,onesxed of appa-
ratus [of war], (;, , and so in some copies of
the ],) or might, (, so in other copies of the
1,) and power, to repel his enemics: (S, M,'
15 :*) accord. to IAth, ijJj;5 signifies im,pettuous,
not fearing or dreading; and so, having power to
repel his enemies: (TA .) it is used in relation to
war and contention. (M.) You say also, '

a nnd AJ£: and J;5; 4 and JI

(TA in art. &j, q. v.)

;j.3: see the next preceding paragraph.

k.?,: see 4.

lj.t. A thing with which one pushes, or thrusts;
or pusl es, or thrrut.s, away, or back. (TA.)
[Applied in the present day, pronounced 1,
without ,, to A boat-pole.]

iJ Ai :3 The shec-canmel of violent spirit.
(TA.)

.l; and oi"j., (K, and the lattcr is men-
tioned in one of my copies of the .,) the latter is
that whlich is in common inse, (TA,) The peach;
syn. j.: (Agn, IDrd, K; and so in a copy
of the S:) and the aopricot; syn. .:; (s ;)
but this application of the words is not known
(TA:) of the Syrian dial.: (1K, and so in a copy
of the S :) IDrd says that the people of Syria
call the former fruit Ci , which is an arabicized
Syrian word, or [rathler] Greek, [originally
owpaKiov,] and El-Jawaleekee also mentions it

amniong arabicized wordls. (TA.)

.0-

1. . ,,1, ifn(T,. S, M, A, MRb,* ,) aor. 
(Mob, I,) inf. n. ~j~ (T, M, M8sb, K) and ~;,,

(, ,* M, A, ]g,) or the latter is a simple subst.;
(Msb;) and t'.. 0, (M, A, Myb,@,) and ',;;
[whicll is generally regarded as a quadriliteral-
radical word (see art. L.'. )]; (e, 15 ;) He wvas,
or became, accustomed, or habituated, to it;
attached, addlicted, qiren, or devoted, to it; (T,
8, M, Mstb, 1 ;) and bold to ldo it, or undertake
it: (Nsb :) or he It,en, it, lad to,wledge of it,
or t,as h,no,ving in it. (A, TA.) And i. "j
,.e1 £ie (a hawk) was, or becanme, accustomed,
or habituated, or trained, to the chase; and bold
to practise it. (A.)

2. ~.y ~ (M, Isla ,1K) and , antl ,,,
(M, K,) inf. n. .,:0 (g,) lie Occtuslomed, or
habituated, him to it; inadrlc hin, to beconme at:
tached, addlicted, given, or deroted, to it. (M,
MIsb,. K.) And .;, (M,) or bll i; .,;,,
(T, S, A,* K,*) inf. n. as above, (K,) lie necEs.
tomed, or Iabituated, or trhined, (T, ..S, 1r, A,
K,*) a lhawk, (T, S, A,) or an eagle, (1g,) or a
bird or beast of Iprey, (M,) to the chase ; (T, 8,
M1, A,K ;*) and mnade it bold to practise it. (A.)
And l.Jl Di0 D;ficultiet, or ha,.rdhils,
e.rercised hin so as to render him strong to endure
them, and hiabituated, or inured, to them. (Lh,
T, S.) And .;, (IAar, T,) inf. n. as above,
(IAar-rT, K, .,) llc was, or became, patient in war
in thl timne q./fliiht. (IAar, T, K.)

4. .JI .jl1 Tie people, or'parly, entered a
landl of the nc u e. .rtylininto the territory of
thef., [or peoplce Of the Ga,erl E,np;,e]. (.)
LejA occurs in n trad. as meaning le aentered
the ~,oj [q. v.]. (TA.)~ .j)l lie beat n drum;
(IAor, T, TA ;) as also _j and a .m.. (TA.)

5. .~J3 quasi-pass. of 2: (M.bl :) see 1.

j.j) is not a word of Arabic origin: (Mb :)
.rojJ! is [the Arabic name of the ancient Derbe,
near the Cilician Gates, wliclh were the chlief
mountain-pass, from the direction of the countries
occupied by the Arabs, into the territory of the
Greek Empire: these "Gates" are mentioned
lbv El-Idreesee as fortified, and guarded by troops
who watched the persons going and coming:]
a well-knonwn place in &..$ [or the territory of
the Greck Emnpire], mentioned by Imra-el-Key,
[as El-Idreesee also says,] in the words,

a ,-)a.. ,.J l A . a'Wy -,Jj1 51t tj c n

[liy conipanion nqept WILhel he saw thie ,j
around hint ; knowing himself to be in the power
of the Greeks]. (MF, TA.) [ITence,] Any place
of entrance, (Kh, T, M, A, Mgh [in my copy of
whlicll it is written .. j. in all its senses], 1C,) or
a ,,arrow pass, (Mgh,) to [t]he territory nf]
p~_l: (KI, T, M, A, Mgh, K:) or such as is

not ,Ipen at both en(Lx: such as is open at both
,ends being called * ..1 : (1g:) or a place of

entrance between two mountains: (M.sb:) or a
narrowr pass in mountains: and hence it has
another meaning well known: (S:) [i. e.] the
gate of a ! [here meaning street: misunder-
stood by Golius, who has consequently explained
.,;J as having, for one of its meanings, " porta
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BOOK I.]

ingressuave palmeti "]; used in this sense by the
Arabs because it [i. e. the .rg) properly so called]
is like a gate, or entrance, to that whereto it
leads: (Mb :) or the gate of a wide ia: (T:)
or a wide gate of a w ; and thle largest gate;
(M,X ;) both of wrhichl explanations mean the
same: (M:) and also a wide aL itself: so in the

lhrase, ;6 p . '" 3 i [a n,arromw street or a
wide street not being a tho,ro7glfare]: (Mghi: [in
my copy of which, ,7j is put for '.; :]) [but in
the present day, and as used by El-Mnkreezee
nnd others, a by-street, nlhether wide or narrow,
blranching ?ff fro n a great street, or pa.uing
thr-ough a ;t~. (or quarter), open, or haiing a
gate, at eacrh end :] 1,1. . (Kh, T, M, Mgh,
TA) and -1b. (Sib, 1. [The former pl., the
only one commonly known, is not mentioned
in the 1.]) - Also A place in which dates are
put to dlry. (M, K.)

: see the next preceding paragraph.

jj; [part. n. of .j;]. You say, ? . -; 3
[ lie is accustomed, or ihabituated, to it; attached,
addicted, given, or devoted, to it; and bold to do
it, or tundertake it: and] he knon's it, has know-
ledge of it, or is knowing in it. (A, TA.) And
some use t ~1 as part. n. of "jf: (M.b :) it
signifies ,RhiVil in his handicraft: (IApr, T,
Myb:) and with ;, intelligent: (IApr, T, K:)
and skilful in her handicraft: ( .:) and [hence]
a female drummner. (IAqr, T,K.) And ~,'k

1 (M) or 5? I .i (K) means

Qj (J) or .. (M) [An eagle accus-
tomed, or hIabituated, or trained, to the chase;
and bold to practise it].

a.; Custom, or habit; (IA;r, T, S, M, A, ;)
or habituation; (T, M.b;) and boldness to engage
in, or undertatke, tar, and any offair: (IA;r,
T, s, A,* M.1,,' 1 :) and t i , (M, TA,) with
teshideed, (TA,) on the authority of IAar, (M,
TA,) but written in the t 1;, (TA,) signi-
fies the same. (M, 1K, TA.) One says, w tl.
%,, C. jA. f ' [I ceased not to
forgive such a one until he took it as a habit].
(T,* S.)

,-oj3 (Llt, M, K [in the C1. . y ]) and
,.,, (15,) the former like '~9, in whiclh the

[initial] z. is [said to be] a substitute for ., (Lb,
M,) A hie-cancl, (M, 1.,) or such as is termed

, (Lb, M,) and a she-camel, (Lh., M, K,) sub-
nisuire, or tractable, (M, K,) or rendered sub-

mnissire or tractable: and a she-camel that will
follow a person if he takes hold (f her lip or her
eyelash. (Lh, M, IS. [But I read .V .,,4, as
in the explanation of. ,j in the TA, instead of

:.,j in the M and Cl. in this art., and
'l _,; in my MS. copy of the ]. See also

%,0jj.: see the next preceding paragraplh.
41- .~ · ' 5) 4 ..
tljs and sees: see cs.

:see .: s , in two places.

,3.~ A man, (S, M,) or an old man, (T,)
tried, or proved, in affairs, and tDhose qualities
harve become known; or tried, or proved, and
strengthened by experience in affairs; expe-
rienced, or expert: or nthose qualities lhave been
tried, or proved: syn. , .. (T, S, M, A,' 15)
and '..*: (M, ] :) and t - is syn. with

. ~: (S :) or in every word of the measure
J.AI syn. wit o, the medial radical letter
may be pronounced with fet-h or with kecsr, ex-
cept .j.,. (M,K.) And hence, (M,) One
a.flicted with trials or troubles. (LI, M, K. .) 
And A camel velU trained, and accustomed to be
ridden, and to go through the [narrow passes in
mountains called] .. j.a: fem. with ;. (.1.)-
.#;, j1

.,+ 1 The lion. (sgh, K.)

.3j.. : see the next preceding paragraph.

'J; (.) and OC4j; and tj;; (Kr, TA) sings.
of &.$s, (1, TA,) which signifies Door-keepers,
or gate-keepers: [the sing. is] Pcrsian, [originally

.,¢~,] arabicized. ($, 1:.)

1. ';, (S, Myb, 1],) nor. ', (E, Msb,) inf. n.
tj (S, Msb, K) and .. , (s,) said of a

man, and of a [lizard of the kind called] .,
(S,) lie went on foot; [went step byl sttp; step-
pld along;] or wvalked: ( a, 1. :) and said of a
child, he walked a little, at his first beginning to
wvalk: (Mgb, TA :') or, said of an old man, and
of a child, and of a bird of the kind called UiJ,
aor. as above, inf. n. [ j and] t; and .s

and h, he walked with a nea]k ait; crept

along; or oent, or walkted, leisurely, slon1ly,
softly, or gently. (TA.) . [Hence,] vA .j

a $ Generation after generation passedl away.
(A.) And C.iJI J The people passed awmay, or

perished, none of them remaining; ($, A, K ;) as
also t 1.j1. (S, 1.) And j. lie left no

progeny, or offspring: (A., S, K5:) he died, and
left no progeny, or offspring: [opposed to :]
but you do not say so of evcry one who has died:
(TA:) or it signifies also [simply] he died:
(Aboo-Tsilib, $, A, Mel):) so in the prov., .. jJ.~

.;j3 -i o> (s. , M. ) The mnost lying of the
living and the dlead. (s.) Or j; signifies, (1g,)
or signifies also, (s.,) lle n'ent his ,av/y; (S, 1 ;)
and so :j, [aor. :,] like (.) 1.

5_.j .t dl:.;, i. e. [Thisx is not ty net, there-
fore] go t]iou awaey, is a saying occurring in a

a; of El-Ha.jju.ij, addiressed to hii who applies
himself to a thing not of his business to do; or to
him who is at ease in an improper time; wherc-
fore Ihe is thus ordered to be diligent and in
motion. (TA. [See also art. ,.&.]) _ ..
and t -;1 She (a camel) wvent beyond the
year [from the day n'hen she ivas covered] with-
out bringing forth. (s, .) *--~ l -; The

wind lefl marks, or lines, [or ripples,] upon the
sand. (TA.) tl l a.i 1 . ; TAhe wind
passed violntly over the pebbles [app. so as to
make them move along: see also 10]. (.K.)_

aor. j , or. rose in grade, degree, rank,

condition, or station. (1$, TA.) - He kept to
the plain and manifest way in religion or in
speech. (g, TA.) = Also (i. c. ej;) He con-

tinued to cat the kind of bird calletld ;. (Q.)

.j as a trans. v.: see 4, in two places.

2. [4a.J;, inf. n. j, lIe made him to go on
foot; to go step by step; to step along; or to
iralk: he made him (a child) to walk a little, at
his first beginning to nwalk : or he marie him (an
old man and a child) to ,valk with a weak gait;
to creep along; or to go, or walk, Iisurely,
slowly, softly, or gently: see 1, first sentence:
and see also 10, first sentence.] You say, of a

child, Jli-l oi5 .Z [He is made to valk, &c.,

leaning upon the go-cart]. (S, 1.) - [Hence,]
a..;, (s,Meb, ,) inf. n. 4J3, (Mgb,) He

brought him near, or causedl him to dramn ewar,
(s, M:b,* g,) by degr.es ( l ,s, ), or

by little and little, (Meb,) 1.. k. to such a
thing, (s5,) or J.11oJ J to the thing or affair;
(Msb ;) as also ft a. . (8, Msb, K.)-And
He exalted him, or elevated him, fromn one grade,

or station, to another, by degre.es (".4 Jj Li);

as also t . .. (A.) - And hence, I I6.
accustomed him, or habituated him, 1l, J1 to
such a thing. (A.)- [Hence] also, inf. n. as
above, t[lefed him, namely, a sick person, when
in a state of convalescence, by little and little,
until he attained by degrees to the full amount of
food that he ate before his illness. (TA.)-

., inf. n. as above, said of corn, or food,
and of an affiir, It was beyond, or it baffled, my
abilily, or powtver, to attain it, or aceonpli.sh it.
(1..) - See also 4. = . as an intrans. v. sig.
nifies lie nwent on foot, or sralked, [&c.,] snuck.
(Iar p. :30.)~ [It is also said to signify le imi.
tated the cry of tlhe bird called ~1;: see De
Sacy's "Chrest. Ar." 2nd ed. ii. 39.]

4. Cj1 lIe (God) caused people to pasn avay,
orp erish. (TA. [See also 10.]) [Hlence,] -.,0,1
,... J [Ic d,lestroyed hit with tae sw.ord]. (1
in art. .)- im- said

of a she-camel when she makes her saddle withl
its appertenances to shift backwards [She maakes
her Jbre girth to slip back and to beconec close to
her hind gi.rth]. (TA.) Accord. to Aboo-Tflib,
* ;l signifies A camel's becomiing lank in the

bel.,/; so that bhis belly-girth sklifts back to the hind
girth; the loadl also shifting back. (TA.)-

J.II .~1 lie drew up the bucket gently: (9 :)
drecu it up, or out, lby little and little. (Er-
Riyishee, TA.) - -UltI 1 l; and tt~.j,

aor. -, inf. n. .- ; i. q. yl-1 [i. e. c chanted

the L.l (q. v.); meaning he chlanted it in a quick,
or an uninterrupted, manner; for such is the usual
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[BOOK I.

and prescribed manner of doing so: see 1 in art.
.ed: in the present day, Cj3, aor. and inf n.
as above, signifies he chanted, or sang, in a tril-
ling, or quavering, manner; and uninterrupt-

edly, or quicAly]. (Msb.) - [Cl;; in speaking
signifies, in like manner, The conjoining of wvords,
wit/sout pausing; i. q. Jej, as olpposed to ASj:
it occurs in this sense in the S in art. JA, &c.]
-r.jl1 (inf. n. 1;, TA) also signifies lie

fohled,fit,led i,1, or rollled up, (S, A, MPb, K,) a
thing, (TA,) a writing, (8, A, M.R,,) and a gar-
ment, or picco of cloth; (Mb ;) as also t

(]r,) inf. n. 5I; (TA;) anld tj,, (K,)

aor. ', inf. n. t;: (TA:) the first of these

verbs is the most chaste: (L:) [it signifies also
he rolled a thing like a scroll; made it into a
roll, or croll: and hence, Ac made it round like

a scroll; he rounded it: (see 4.; and .Ao,

and nd4 and & , c.:) and he vound a thing

upon another thing :] also he iofoldled a thing;
put it in, or inaxerted it: and he nralpped, wrappeed
up, or itn'rapped, ;: thing in another thing. (L.)

You oni, .,OJ" i) 4A.CJI t liHe infolded,

enclosd, ,,: inserlod, the writing in the [other]
writing; o lIut it writhin it. (A, L.) And tjl

lj ,~a%l ) Ji lie put the dead man into
tie grave-clothing and the grave. (TA.) And

' 71 ,e ;- ; t [Ile, or it, inSolded me
in the folding of oblivion]. (TA in art. Lst.)

[And hence, t /.e foistedl, or isaerted spuri-
ously, a verse or verses into a poem.] ~

1 or m6;.lIe ,- j ;.:- said

of a she-camel: see 1. 'tfl ~jl1 loe bound

() the a,th-camers teats (,TA) ith a V
lapp. meaning a piece of rag wvrapped about
thm]. (TA.)

6. ;.0 lIe pnwgressed, or advanced, by

deg'ees, :s ,I to a thing. (TA.) Iec ras, or
became, drawn near, or he drew near, (., Meb,)

by dogrees (j.sJ1 .. ), or by little and

little, (Mqb,) Il J. to such a thing, (8,) or

.'I J, to the thing or affair. (M,b.) - And
oHe became accustomed, or habituated, 1t JI

to such a thing. (A.)

7. ac!: se 1.--.o. I also signifies It

was, or became, folded, folded up, or r.olled up.
(KL) [And It was, or became, infolded, or in-
wrapped. - And hence, & . .jsA t It wa, or

became, involved, implied, or includied, in it. -
And LI Cj3 t. t It nas, or became, claued

as a subordinate to such a thing.]

10. {j,L, [is Sn. with an-j) in the first of
the sense assigned to thtis latter above. Hence,]
Dhu-Rummeh says,

meaning [The creaking of the large shteaves of
pulleys] which tho pivots made to go [round]

slowly (cj.3 O . t,3j ). (TA.) - See also
3, in two places. - [Also] lie caused hintim to

ascend, and to descend, by degrees. (Bd in
vii. 181.) -And hence, He (God) drew him
near to desatruction by little and little: (Bd
ibid:) He brought him near to punishment by
degrees, by means of respite, and the continuance
of health, andwl the increase of favour: (Idem in
lxviii. 44:) lio (God) took him (a man) so that
hes did not reckon upon it; [as though ly degrees;]
bestowing u/pon him enjoyments in which he de-
lighted, and on ,vhich he placed his reliance, and
nrith n,hich he became familiair so as not to le
mindfiul of death, and then takaing hin in his
most heedless state: such is said to be the mean-
ing in the lur vii. 181 and lxviii. 44: (TA:) or
lie bestowed upon him anew,fatrours as often as he
committed new twrong actions, andl caused hi:m to
forget to ask for forgiveness [thus leading himn
by degrees to perdition]: and [or as some say,
TA] He took him by little and little; [or by

degrees;] not suddenly: (.K:) or. .. u sig-

nifies lIe took tIhem by little and little; [one,
or a few, at a tiite ;] not [all of them together,]
suddenly. (L.) And lie, or it, called for, dle-
manded, or required, his destruction: from j>
"he died." (A, TA.) - It (anothler's speech,
Aboo-Sa'eed, TA) disquieted him so a's to mnahe
him creep along, or go slowrly or softly, upon the
ground. (Aboo-Sa'eed, K.) - lie deceived him,
or beguiled himn, (AHeyth, g, TA,) so as to in-
duce him to proceed in an affair from which hlie

had refrained. (AHeyth,TA.) - Ja l .:j,.l

He invitedl the she-camel's young one to followv
after she had cast it forth from her belUy: so

accord. to the ]: [in thc CIg, for jl.l and tiaj,
vwe find tj~l and lhij:] but accord. to the L

and other lexicons, IhJ.$ i1 . j, i. c. the
she-camel invited her young one to follow [her]
after she had cast itforithfrom her belly. (TA.) -
L1~l Il ;., The wind [blew so violently

that it] ,nade the pebbles to be as though thAcy
nwre going along of themiselves (1, TA) upon the
su*face of the ground, without its raising them:

in the air. (TA.) [See also 1.]) i also

signifies The drawingforth (in Pers. O sl C?)
speech, or trords, from the mouth. (KL.)
And The rejecting a letter, such as the j in
for ~ . (Msb in art. o~..)

,; see Cj, in two places. = Also, and

t --, A thing in, or uspon, vwhich one vwrites;

(S, ;) [a scroll, or long paper, or the like,
generally composed of several pieces joined to-

gether, which is folded or rolled utp):] and Vt .

[used as a subst.,] a wrriting folded or rolled up;

pl. m(ar p. 254:) and a..~, [app.

t ..~, from "1 " hc folded" or "rolled up,"

with; added to transfer it from the predicament
of part. ns. to that of substs.,] signifies [in like
manner] a paper upon vwhich one writes a aLj
[or message, &c.], andl which one folds, or rolls

up; ptl. (lar p. 246.)--yv-9 t;:

signifies 4 . , [lit. Within the folding of the

writing; imeaning infolded, or included, in t/e

,.iting]; (S, A, TA;) and s.~ 1 [whichll

means the same]; (A;) and .;d.l ) [an ex-
plicative adjunct, meaning in i/e inside of t1c

writing]. (TA.) You say, e., ' ; 
[I transmitted it in the inside of thc ,Jriting].

(S.,TA.) And S, t;J) L_ [Ie put it

in the inside of tahe writiug]. (A, L, TA.) And

15t 9,- _l[In the inside of the

writing are surh and stech things; or in the
writing arc enclosed, or included, or written, or
mentioned, suciel,. and such thintu; this beingr
commonly meant by the phrase .,tl -s 1
J.%j lui-]. (TA.)

.A roman's ,..; (, K;) i. c. a smnall

reccptacle of the kind called .i, in i/aicds a
woman ee)ls her. perfumes and apparatus, or iu-
plements: (TA:) [aecord. to the K, it is a coll.
gen. n.; for it is there added, (I think in eon-
sequenc of a false reading in a trad.,)] the n. uin.

is withd : and the 1pl1. [of mnult.] is a.. ) and [or
· .e

Ir ' 

paiuc.] 1;;1. (K.)

tj .A way, road, or Iath; (§, L, I;) as

also t j;: (L:) and t I. (§, A) and

t .~t (A, O) signify [the same; or] a nay by,

or through, avhich one goes or passes; a wray
which one ]pursues; a course, or route; syn.

_.~..a. (S) and :U_. (8, O) and...,; (A;) and
particularly the wray aong c/hic/h a boy and t/hec
wind Jc. go; as also 5:;; respecting whichl last,

in relation to the wind, asee tj,: (L:) or or
signifies a road; or a eross-road; or a betdlig

road; and its pl. is j) : (M. h:) and t* .. ;

is explained by Er-IRghib as signifying a beatewa
n'ay or road: and it signifies also the courseJ by
wnich tMinxgs pas, on a road .c.: and the main
part of a road: and a rugged [road sauch as is

terned] a4, betwreen mountains: (TA:) tlhe

pl. of j; (S, L) and of t t; (L) is .l1;5 (S, L)

and tl;, whichl occurs in a prov. cited below:

(Meyd:) and the pl. of .j~ is C t1.: (S,

TA:) i j1 Lg . signifies thea roads that lic

a'ro.s a hill sar/ as is termed j..l . (TA.)
Yon say .. mecaning Go, thy ,ray, a thoas
cantest. (TA from a trad.) And s.. qj

(TA) and .~.l r; (Sb,S,K) and ts..1p
(K) or d_.lj.; . (IAair) Jic returned by tahe
,fay by ;t/li'/, hce had rconc. (S, K,TA.) And
,.,..i t :ie r,etuurned to thc thing, or affaii,

that he had left. (TA.) And '"'b1 C ',

and( l dej ;j lie returnedi tr;thout having

becn able to accomplish what he desired. (IAgr.)

And A.j j.,! and s..Ijl [IIe kept on his

n,ay; persevered in his course]. (TA.) And
1~ C.js ~ ; Iire is on the way of, or to,

such a thing. (TA.) And ' -..; ;;l 1; JJi.-1
and ` .. ', They made his house a way throughlt

,,haich to p2ass. (A.) And I.1J t °.° -" o"
t Titis thing, or aff.air, is a nay that leads to

a
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thi. (TA.) And J. t t! j us t WTalk

thou in the ways of truth. (TA.) And .. A

e I.121 ; *; $ His blood wenat for nothing;
[lit., in the nways of thle winds; meaning] so that
no account was taken of it, and it was not

arenged. (S, A,* K.) And 1 ; Lea'e

thou the way of the e [a species of lizard], ($,
Moyd,) and oppose not thyself to him, (TA,)
lest Ihe pass between thy feet, and thou become
angry (: . ): (~, Mcyd:) a prov., applied

in the case of demanding security from evil.
(Meyd. [See another reading, and explanations
thereof, in Har p. 220, or in Freytag's Arab.

Prov. i. 437.]) And p1; '!iI .j i F or

~. ;ta, naccord. to different readings, with two

different pls. of '; i. e. lVho mill turn back

Euphrates from it.s course? a prov. applied to

an impossible affair. (Mcyd.) And j." .. O"

.. .iylW Vho ;ll turn bark the torrent to its

channels? anotiherCI prov. so applied. (Meyd.)
a. tand Ja *. sig,gnify The way by

which a torrent descends in the bendlings ofvalleys.
(TA.)_- [eIIne, perhaps, as denoting a way, or
means,] t A mediator betreeni tn'o personw for
the pn,po.s of effcting a rcconciliation. (K.)

._-4 J .;3 Ul means I [I amn submissive, or

obedient, to thee;] I will not disobey thee: (A,
TA :*) and .. used in this sense does not assume

a dual nor a pl. form: [therefore] you say also,
.J.LD ) .& t They are subbisivre, or obedieat,

to tthee. (TA.)-t J I t;i and t!JI signify

[Thu rip)ples of sand and of water;] wrhat are
sen upon sand, and upon water, when moved by
the.wind. (Az and TA in art. aL.:.) Seo J..

See also .j;, in two places. ~ And see
.90

1RJ; A thing vwhich is rolled up, and inserted
into a shle-camel's rulva, and then [tahen forth,
whereupon] she smells it, alnd, thbinking it to be
her young onw, inclines to it [and yields lwer
milk]: ( :) or, accordt. to Aboo-Ziyad EI-Kili-
bee, ($,) a thing (T, S, g) consisting of rags,
(T,) or of tow and rags (S, M) and other things,
(M,) vwhich is rolled utp, (T, 1.,) and stuffed into
a she-camel'sr vulva, (T, S, M, 1,) and into her
tuel, (1,) and bound, (TA,) vwhen they desire
her to incline to the young one of another, (T,
$,) having first bound her nose and lher eyes
(;:) they leave her thus, (g, K,) with her eyes
and nose bound, (K,) for some days, (S,) and
she in consequence suffers distress like that occa-
sioned by labour: then they loose the bandage
.[of her vulva] from her, and this thing comes
forth from her, (B, K,) and lshe thinks it to be a
young one; and when she has dropped it, they
unbind her eyes, having prepared for her a young
camel, which they bring near to her, and she
thinks it to be her own young one, and inclines
to it: ( :) or with the thing that comes forth
from her they besmear the young one of another
she-camel, and she thinks it to be her own young
one, and inclines to it: (1]:) the thing thus
rolled up is called .; (T, $) and .j. and

ai,;; (T;) and the thing with which her eyes
are bound, aQit; and that with which her nose

is bound, t.0: (S:) the pl. [of mult.] is V

(S, TA) and [of pauc.] 1jb1: (TA:) or it sig-

nifies [or signifies also] a picce of rag containing
medlicine, whiclh is put into a she-camel's rlva mwhen

she has a complaint thereof: pl. . (L, K.) -

Also $ A piece of ray stuffed nith cotton, whichl a
woman in the time of the menses pltts into ler
vulra, (1K, TA,) to see if there be any remains of
the blood: (MF:) likened to the a'.j of a she-
camel. (1K.) It is said in a trad. of 'Aisheh,

-;iAlt "JtJe C~. cb [Tley (wvomen)
used to, send the $.$, with cotton therein]:
(IAth, K,*TA:) but accord. to one reading it

is da..j, (IAthL, 1,) pl. of .; [explained above],

meaning "a thing like a small Ja, in which a
woman puts her light articles and her perfumes :"

(IAth:) El-Bajee read a;;;, which seems to be
a mistake. (1g.)- See also 4, last sentence. 5

And see what here next follows.

i. A single stair, or step, of a series of stairs

or of a laderl; one of th ; of a.L: (Mgh :)

and hence, by a synecdoche, (Mgh,) a series of
stairs, or a ladler, (S, A, Mgh, Msb, I, TA,) con-
structed of wood or of clay [,5c.] against a wall
or tilw like, (M1gh,) by which one ascends to the

roof of a house; (TA;) as also )3 , (,5)

and tL.;; and I ; and lt'..l: (g:) the

pl. of the first is Vts;, (S,) or [rather] [.j; [has

for its proper pi. $;¢ , and] is n. un. of 

like as is of _.. (Msb.) 5-j and

.~.j; also signify Stages upwards: opposed to

and ItdjA;: and hence ;. is used in re-

lation to Paradise; and .obj, in relation to
H-lell. (B voce 'j;, q.v.) - A degree in pro-

gress and the like: you say aq.; '.3 jlny
degrees; gradually. (TA.)_ IA degree, grade,
or order, of rank or dignity: (S,A, ] :*) degree,
grade, rank, condition, or station: and exalted,
or high, grade &c.: (TA:) pl. ..;. (S, 1K,
TA.) -[A degree of a circle:] a thirtieth part

of a sign of the Zodiac: (TA:), [pl. .-;.]
[A degree, i. e. four minutes, of time: pl.

..j': see the next preceding paragraph. 

Also, (ISk, S, g,) and i.z ,i (Sb, TA,) A
certain bird, (ISk, S, 1,) of which the inside of
the witns is black, and the outside thereof dust-
coloured; in form like the t1, but smaller, or
more slender: (ISk, S :) thought by IDrd to be

the same as the .Ieb. (TA.) [See also ail..,
last sentence.]

4.,3 0. ---

~..,~: see a.~r.

cp; A wvind swift in its co,urse: (S, l:)

or not soi ft nor violent in its course: (TA:) and

in like manner ~.3 an arrow: (S,TA:) or

.~:3j Cj signifies a wind of rwhich the latter

part leaves marks (t) so as to produce what

resembles [the track made by the trailing of] the

tail of a halter upon the sand: and the place is
called V t; (L.)

.~ Great and diffcult affairs or circum-

stances. (1.) You say, ; s! S suc,

a one fell into great and di,ficult affairs or cir-
cumstances. (TA.)

c: see ..

1b" One who creeps along (. w) with ca.

.smny, or slander, among people: (A:) one r'ko
calumniates, or slanders, much or frequently.

(L,E~.)_e1;J The lhede-hog; syn. ;";'l:

(1 :) because ho creeps along all the night: an
epithet in which the quality of a subst. predomi-

nates. (TA.)- ,.W 1 A certain small bi,d.
(TA.)

fraj A certain bird, (S, ,) [the uttagen,

francolin, heath-cockr, or rail,] resembling the

;0 j ;, and of the birds of El-'Irad, marlked
with black and white spots, or, accord. to the T,
spotted: IDrd says, I think it is a post-classical

wvord; and it is tise samne as the j. and .;;:

in the g it is said that the names 1r. and t 3.1? j

are applied to the male and the femnale [respec-
tively] until one says J iZ_, which is applied
peculiarly to the male. (TA.) [Seeo also De
Sacy's "Chrest. Ar." 2nd ed. ii. 39.]

, like %.i, (1,) or j. (so in the L,)

A thing, (1I,) i. e. a stringed instrument, (TA,)

resembling the , with whichs one plays: (,
TA :) the like of this is said by ISd. (TA.)

a.. .; A JlI. [or kind of go-cart]; i.e. the
thing upon rhich a child is made [to lan o as]
to step along, or walk slowly, when he [first]
walks: (Aboo-Nasr, S,l:) or the machine on
wheels on which an old man and a child [lean
so as to] step along, or walk dowly. (TA.)-

Also A kto [or musculu, or taestudo], vhich is
made for the purpose of besiecing, beneath which
mn enter. (1g.) [The first and last of these sig.
nifications are also assigned by Golius and Frey-
tag to a*.-;: lbut for this I find no authority;
although, after thc latter of them, Golius indi-
cates the authority of the $ and g; and Freytag,
that of the g.]

. li [part. n. of 1, q. v.:] A boy that has

begun to walk slowly, and has grown; (Mgh;)
a boy in the stage next after the period whenr

he has been mreaned. (IA.nr, TA voce '~,,

q. v.) - Dust (¥1. ) caused by the wind to
cover the traces, or vestiges, of dwellinds, and
raised, and passed over violently, thereby. (1[.)
-[Also, in the present day, The triUing, or
quavering, or the quick, part of a piece of music
or of asong or chant: see 4. And Current,

or in general use. And hence 1..l1, or . l

o lS.l or t,'J I, Titse modern speech:

i. e. the modern Arabic.]

. sing. of 1;, (T, TA,) which signifies
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[Boox I.

The legs of a beast (T, 1) and of a man: ISd
knew not the sing. (TA.)

L,,;f: see

t.; p1. j1,p : see t' in four places.

j..: see tji. _ [Also t A verse foisted, or
inserted spuriously, into a poem.]

~,~ A she-camel that has gone beyond the
year [from the day when she 7as covered] with-
out bringing forth. (TA.) - And A she-camel
that makes her fore girth to slip back and to
become close to her hind girth; contr. of J;_;

as also C la; o of whiclh tho pl. is 1
(TA.)

qj,4 ~, and its pl. ~1, which is also pl. of

~t: :see j, in seven places. - - il. uUji
A land in iwhich are birds of the hind caUed

tsJi. (~.)

se: eo j.

1li.L A she-camel that is accustomed to go

beyond the year [from the day when sJhe was
covered] without bringing forth: (8:) or that
exceeds the year by some days, three or four or
ten; not more. (TA.) Se also ~.

1. ;.j), (M, Mgh, L,) aor.:, ($,)inf. n.;,
(,* M, Mgh, L, ],*) He wa, or became, tooth-
lem; (S, L;) he lost his teeth. (M, Mgh, L, V.)
It is said in a trad., 0.i .J- j.
X svs (6, Mgh*) I weas commanded to make use
of the tooth-stick until I feared, meaning I
thoughAt, or opined, that I siould assuredly become
toothleM: for the Aralbs use '; in the same
manriner as a verb signifying an oath, and give it
the same kind of complement, saying, ,J 
, e. ' ,i: (g:) or, accord. to one relation,
the words of this trad. are t.~ . I, I .j

& . i; t [a mistranseription for'i V ,
from .%1, i. o. I hkept to the use of tlh tooth-
stick until Ifeared that it would deprive me of
my teeth, or render me tootales): (L:) or,
accord. to another relation, . 5.t ;; s
1 A..,1 [I feared that I should mnake my teeth to
.fall out]; but this [verb, Mtr says,] I have not
heard. (Mgh.)

4: see above, in two places.

, inf n. of j. (, M, &c.) _And I. q.
., [but in what sense is not said: see what
next follows]. (M, TA.)

;;, as an epitlhet applied to a man, I. q. L .
[but in what sense is not said]. (M, TA.)

.: see j;;l, in two places.

kS-D The dregs, feces, lees, or sedimnent, or
,rscht remnains at the bottom, of olive-oil, (S, ],)
aiil of otlher things, (s,) or of [the beverage
callel] j.", (A,) and of any fluid, such as beve-

C:J3 - hyJ>)

rages, or wines, and oils. (L.)-Also A ferment
that is put into, and left in, expressed juice and
[the beverage called] 'i, in order that it may

ferment. (L.) [Sec j.'-.]

;j an abbreviated dim. of jls. (.S, 1R.)

>ji A toothless man; (S, M, A, Mgh ;) as also
I..;., with an augmentative .: (M:) feln. of
the former ljj: (MS,M:) and 1; ;;·. (A.)
--. l..j IU5, (S, M,K,) and .)), with an
augmentativc , (S, K,) as in the instance of
e.l' syn. with :t~;I, and ofa, syn. with "bi,

(S,) A she-camel advanced in years: (S, :) or
having her teeth [wnotrn, or consumced,] down to
the sockets, (M, 15,) by reason of old ape. (M,
TA.)~=.ljJ the name of A certain corps, or
troop of horse, (2 a-.-., [in some copies of the S
and 1 i - :S,]) that belonged to the Arabs.
(A 'Obeyd, T, K, TA.)

j, [A seamn, or a raised scam, of a garment or
piece of cloth;] the elevation that is occasioned
in a garment or piece of cloth nhen its two edges
are put together in the sewing; (Mgh ;) one of
the J3j of a garment or piece of cloth, (S, TA,)
and the like; (TA;) whichl are well known:
(I :) a Persian word, [originally j.,] (S, TA,)
arabicized: (S,15:) or, accord. to somc, the nalp,
or vi/ous substance, (,J.,) and lustre, (io,) of a
garment, or piece of cloth. (TA.) [HIenec,]

j3jjJI Lica: and nits; syn. 5:t. (S,
1:,TA.)

1. j, aor. '£, inf. n. 1;)A;, It (a trace, or
mark, or what is termed.,j, S, A, .K, and a
house, A, or a thing, M) became effaced, erased,
rased,or obliterated; (S, M,A,I.;) as also ,jO,
(g,TA,) said of what is termed ,j: (TA:) or
it (the trace, or mark, of a house; or what re-
mained, cleaving to the ground, marking the
place of a house;) became covered with sand and
dust blown over it by the wind: (TA in art. p. :)
or it (an abode, or a place of sojourning,) became
effaced, erased, rated, or obliterated, and its
trace, or remains, becamne concealed, or un.een:
(Mb :) and ,j. signifies the same as ~,;; in thie
first of the senses explained above, but in an in-
tensive manner. (M.)_[tHcnce ;. l ' l;
as explained near the end of this paragraph.]_
Hence, also, (AHeyth,) m. j ,,j, (AlIcytlh,
8, A, 15,) inf. n. ,,p, (S, TA,) I The garment,
or piece of cloth, becamne old and worn out.
(AHeyth, S, A, K.)_ And l.A,t . t The
writing, or book, became obl. (Msb.) _- [Hence,
also,] Mj, , (,M,A, K,) aor. '-, (M,) inf. n.
,.3j.j (, M,K) and , (M,K,) I.She (a
woman, S, M, A, ., or, accord. to Lli, a girl, M)
menstruated. (s, M, A, 15.) = i Jt J:, (s,
M, K )ortt ,It, (A,) [aor. ;,] inf. n. ~,r, (A,
TA,) The vind, (S, M, K,) or wilnds, (A,)

effaced, erased, rased, or obliterated, it, (S, M,
A, .,) by repeatedly passing over it; (A;)
namely, a trace, or mark, [of a house &c.,] or
what is tcrmed .. j; (S, ;) and [erased, or
rase(l,] a house; (A;) or a thing: (M:) and
aJI ..j The people effaced, erased, rased,

or obliterated, it. (M.) - Hence, (AlIcyth,)
_.JI ,,,, (AHeyth,.,) aor. ', inf. n. ,,j,
(TA,) t lie rendered the garment, or liece of
cloth, old and iorn.-ott. (Alleyth, g.) - , ;
A1 aJIJt, (M1,) or 'aJ_aJI, (S, A, Mob, K1,) ---,
(M1s,,) aor. ', (TA,) inf. n. ; (I, K) and
~.z,' (S, A, Msb, 1,) : le trod, or thrashed,
the nwheat, (S, M, A, Mbh, K,) and the like:
(Mlsb:) [because he who does so passes repeatedly
over it:] of the dial. of El-Yemen: (MI,TA:)
or Lj.; in the sense here indicated is of the dial.
of Syria. (TA.) I ..... ,;, (A,) or JI,
(K,) t lle coln'rcsc:d the wnoman, (A,) or the
girl. (1K5.) - jAI ,'-.;, (M, A,) nor. , inf n.
,.," (Mi,) lIIc baroke, or trained, the she-camel:
(M, A:) [and so, app., t l ; for it is said
that] the primary signification of L';. is the
breaking, or training, or disciplining, [a beast;]
and retuirning time after time (.a3) to a thinpg.
(TA.) You say also, , .. , meaning tA
camel that has not been riddlen. (S,TA.)
HIence, (3I,) [or from I &".~;, or from ,n ;

',1] -.,A .;4 l, (. ,,,, 1 , A ,) nor. : (M,
K( n and ,inf n. asd (S, 3,)

d L; an d d~j an ,,d (TA,): mle rce;d thle book;
(M, ;) as though' he opposed it umntil it becamec
easy for. him to remember it: (M :) or he read
it repeatedly, [or studied it,] in order to remember
it: (A:) or he nmade it easy t#, b'rn,tler, by
much reading: (TA :) or he re,al and learnedl
it: (B1 in vi. 105:) and t lj, int n. ' l
and ,,, signifies the same: (M :) and so t'o ,

and V a.t: (K :) or the former of the last two
has an intensive signification: the lattcr .f them
is mentioned by IJ: (TA:) [bhut neaccord. to the
M, it is said by IJ that both of these are doubly
trans., and have a different signification, wihicli is
also indicated in the A as that of the former of
them: see 2:] ..J t _,15;, and t ',
and' t Lf,t;.~, signify the same as ty.,; [I read
the books, or read them repeatedly, &c.]: (.S
TA:) and 5~ t ,-,l signifies lIe read the
.Kur-dn, and returned to it time ajfter time, in
order that he miaght ntot forget it. (TA.) You
say also, *l01 -. , aor. :, inf. n. * ; and
L..a, : I read science. (M1Rb.) It is said in
the lur [vi. 105], accord. to different readings,
..i.;; .lz,4J., and V :;1j, t [And to the end
that they mnay say, Thou hast read, &c. :] but
some say that the former means Thou hast read
the books of the opeople of the Scriptures: and
the latter, Thou hast consulted, or conferred, with
them; expl. by .wIl: (M:) or the former
means Thou hast learned: (Abu-l-'Abbas :) and
the latter, Thou hast read, or studied, under the
Jews as thy teachers, and they have read, or
studied, under thee as their teacher: (I 'Ab,
Mujaihid, K:) and anothler reading is * ,' 1;
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Book I.]

i. e. >3lJ' $ mj;$ [The prophet hath read,
or studied, with the Jews]: and another, .,,
which may be rendered in two ways: Tlhe Jews
hae read, or studied, or consulted, or conferred,

ith (.~j;) Mohammad: and The signs (zQ~1)
haw *vied in lenyth of time [or antiquity] with
thoe of other scripttres so that everty one of
them has for the most part become obliterated:
(TA :) nd another reading is s.;; and ano-
ther, j'i.w; both meaning, They (thcse stories,
or histories,) hare become obliterated: (M :) or
they are things rwhich hare long since passed:
(Abu-l-'Abbias:) but the latter of these two verbs
has a more intensive si,gnification: and it is also
said to signify They hkae been dissil,ated. (M.)
[You also say, - .;J, t lie read, or studied,

under him as his teacher; like o l3.]

2. j ~,b ! [lie made another to read, or to
read repeatedly, or to study, in order to re-
member; or to read and learn: he taught him
to read, &c.: he lectured him]. (A.) And ,;

-,P snQ I a n; t [Inmade him, or taught
him, to read the book, or to read it repeatedly,
or to study it, or to rend and learn it]. (IJ, M.)
- See niso ,W; ,.,.

3. -,,1,.l l: see 1. zil ,,"U': sel.
- ... t ,.b [lie read, or studied, with ano-
ther, each of them teaching the other]. (A.) And

t,,1;01 . inf. n. aLjI, t [I read, or read
repeatedly, or studied, or read and learned, with
Aim the book, each of us teaching the other].
(A.) And 4.;lj t ]Ie called to mind n,ith them
a subject of discourse, &c.; or he confe,'ed with
them; syn. I. (M.) See also 1, latter half,
in five places.

4: see 2:_ and sece , ;..

5 .'. ' ;5'- .L- [,pp., I clad
myself in oldl and ,,orn-out gorments, and :rap-
ped myself in shemlehs]. (A, TA.)

6 . ,,~,,tI~ I,A,j ljw.3 :[ThTey read
the book, or read it repeatedly, or studied it, or
read and learned it, together, teaching one ano-
ther, until they retained it in mnemory]. (A.)

_-.,. ;.I.,j,nd GJ , and .. ,, and I ,,1 :
see . -

7: see 1, first signification.

,; A road, or nay, that is unapparent;
(S, ] ;) as though the traces thereof had become
effated. (TA.) - See also ;. [A lecture.:

r' The relic, trace, or mark, of a thing that
becomes eflaced, erased, rased, or obliterated.
(M.) _- An old and ,norn-out garment, or piece
of cloth; (S, M, A, K ;) [apr. an epitlet used as
a subst.;] as also ,. (M) and ?..;; (S,M,
A, 1 ;) * whllichl last also signifies an old and
worn-out car)pet; (A;) t and as an epithet, sig-
nifying old and worn-out, is applied to a coat of
mail, (M, TA,) and to a sword, and to a >AL
[&c.]: (TA:) pl. [of the first] ,"; (M,g,)

Bk I.

[a pl. of pauc.,] and [of the same or of eitllher of
the others] , 1 .;.. (M, M, K.) [Hence, or, as

IF says, from n.~JIl,] , yl [in some copies

of the 1 ,.ltljt] t The pudendum muliebre.

(s, o, g.)

w;, t Training, or discipline. (1L.)

oj".1: see ,,, in three places. _[Also Dry

•, or Alexandrian trefoil.]

fI; ' [A house of which the remnains are
becoming effaced, erased, rased, or obliterated:

S ·0· ·S.S
or i.q. q,. .. U.].j (&A.)_,.l ; l, (,
K,) or, accord. to Lh, ,.l 1_, (M,) IA
woman, (M, K,) or girl, (Lh, g,) menstruating:

(L!i, M, .:) pl. and l (M.)

b9;j> _l 1 , The 1)e.As. (A, 1.)

.jQ [inf. n. of 2, q. v.] = [Also t A ron-
vettional tern or sign;ifcatio,n used by the 0;,
or lecturers, tutors, or pi.ofe.ssos, of colleges].
(Mgh, in arts. A;~ and em.., &c.)

S..
,jo.. t A book, or writing: (., TA: but

omitted in some copies of the former:) [also,
accord. to Golius, a commentary bly which any
one is taught; Hebr. U".7.] -Sec also the
next paragraph.

3LP, ! A place of reading, or study; (Mb ;)
in which persons read, or study; (TA;) [a college;
a collegiate mosque; an acaldemn;] as also

,#j.t (TA) and t m,!;.; (M, I ;) the mea-
sure of which last, [as well as that of the next
preceding word,] as that of a n. of place, is
strange: (ISd, TA:) whence the i, ,l; of the
Jews; (1;) their house in nhich is repeatedly
readl tie Book of the Lamv revealed to AMoses:
(A:) or their kowse in which the Bookl of God is
read, or read repeatedly: (TA:) or their syna-
go.que: (Msb :) the pL of L% , is *,d; i
(TA;) and that of ,.1. is L.41,~. (Msb.)
_ I L~ :I The road or track (&.i, ) [of
camels, or of camels and sheel , or goats]. (A,
TA.)

v.. t A bed made plain, even, smooth, or
easy to lie upon. (TA.) -tA man tried and
)proved, or tried and strengthened, by use, prac-
tice, or exlerience; expert, or experienced. (A,
TS, K.)

.;. ! A man n'ho reads much and repeatedly.
(I., TA.) - Hence, the ,,; of a ; : [i. c.
The lecturer, tutor, or professor, ofa college, a
collegiate mosque, or an academy: from which
it is not to be understood that there is but one
such person to every collcgc; for generally one
college has several j.o.~]. (TA.)

.,,,: soee j~, in two places. - Also
t One who reads, or reads repeatedly, or studices,
the books of the Jews: the measure of the word
implies intensiveness. (TA.)

..jL.~ ~j" [A house of which the remains are
effaced, erased, rased, or obliterated: see also
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,~j1]. (A.)_,.jj.1 . ,h :A road much
beaten by passeners, so as to be made eajy by
them. (A, TA.)

& x4 tOne ,,ho reads, or studies, with ano.
ther; syn. U.: (]:) or one who has read
books. (K1.)

1. a, nor. :, inf. n. tj., lie (a horse, and a

sheep or goat,) was black in the head, and white
[in thc other parts]: or, as some say, mas black
in the head and neck. (M.b: [in my copy of
whlich is an evident omission, whlich I have
supplied: see ;1.]) [SCee also ji, below.]

2. , inf. n. k, (S, ,) Jle clad a man
Woith a , (K1,) i. c. a tj of iron [or coat qf
mail]: (TA:) and a woman with a ~ [or
shifil. (S, K.)

& 1 e'v1, (.,) inf n. t 1j, (TA,) The
month passed its half (IS, K.) ll also sig-
nifies The blackness of its Jirst part. (ISI.)

5: se 8, in thrce places.

8. e;! lie (a man) clad himself with a

(S, o) of iron [i. e. a coat of mail]; (I ;) as
also A 5a. (,, .) And Jj! Ste (a womnan)
clad herself with a > (, c,) i. o. a o*i [or

o-- .
sh/ft]. (S, TA.)._ ic l ,O1, and t I,s;.,, and

* YG-,-., (Kh,) and * alone, (s,) and
t , (X;, g,) but this last is of weak autho-

rity, (,) He clad himself with a A.;.. [q. v.].
(S, ],)- 1 JJlj e,;jI ! Such a oune entered
into the darkness of the night, journeying therein;
(1, TA ;) like j;J;' J,.-.1. (~ and L i,n arLt.
.... ) Hence the saying, (TA,) t 1 3 00,~ ~ ~ b:

I Use thou prudence, or precaution, or good
judgment, and journey all the night. (S, I.)
[See also art. ,~.]_ - .. JI ;Il Ie made
fear as it were his innermost garment; by closely
cleaving to it. (TA.)

Q. Q. 2. ac: see 8, in two places.

A coat of mail; syn. 4.jj: (lAth, Myb,
TA :) [or a coat of defence of any hind; being a
term applied in the $ and Cg &c. to a _d, i. e.
a coat of defence of skins, or of camers hitle:]
and also, of plate-armour: (AO, in his book on
the ; and c.., cited in the TA voce h :)
[but the first is the most general, and proper,
meaning :] as meaning a E of iron, it is fern.;
(., Mgh, K ;') or mostly so; (Mb ;) but some-
times mnase.: (. :) AO says that it is mase. and
fem.; (S,TA;) and so Lh: (TA:) pl. .O and

1 and d ; (s, Msb, . ;) the first and second,
pls. of pauc.; the third, a pl. of mult. ($.) The
dim. is * vp, whichl is anomalous, (S, Msb, K,)
for by rule it should be with 3; (S;) or this
may be [a regular form] of the dial. of those who
make the word mase.; and some say , .
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(M 9b.)-- Also A woman's vm [or shift]; (S,
M.b, I5;) a garment, or piece of cloth, in the
middle of which a woman cuts an opening for
the head to be put through, and to which she puts
arinu [or sleeves], and the two openings of which
[at the two aides] she 'ea up: (T, TA:) or a
woman's garment which is worn above the iJ.j:
or, accord. to El-Hulwanee, one of which ihe
opening for the head to pass through extends
towuards, or to, the bosom; whereas the ., is
one of whlich the slit is towards, or to, the
shoulder-joint; but this [says Mtr] I find not in
the lexicons: (Mgh :) a small garment which a
young girl wears in her house, or chamber, or
tent: (TA:) as meaning a woman's t, it is
mase., (Lb,, , Mgh, Mqb, ,) only; (Lb;) or

9 -. 5
sometimes fernm.: (TA:) pl. .l (S,. ) [See
a verse cited voce J..]

j; lVhiteneu in tLe breast ofa sheep, or goat,

and in its . [or part where it is slaughtered,

but a!;,j, in the ], is probably a mistranserip-

tion, for C Jj, meaning and the lile therseof,
i.e., of the sheep, or goat], and blacknes in the
thigh. (Lthl, .) [See also 1; '-!, aee 14;.]

j) j: see i,o.

aU., in a horse, and in a sheep or goat, Black-
ness of the head, and whiteness [of the other
parits]: or, accord. to some, blackness of the head
and ,aech: a subst. from i [q. v.]. (Mqb.)

See also M,1, in the middlo of the paragraph.

Aee; applied to an arrow-head or the like,
Penetrating into, or piercing through, the coats

of mail: pl. . (Ibn-'Abbfid, V.)

and ajj: see t.

W1~;: see a,.L, in four places.

>, Havinag, or powsing, a ;? [or coat of

mail]: (Mgh :) or a man having upon him a

~~; (~, IJ;) as though having, or posessing,

a j;; [being properly a possessivo epithet] like

;, applied to a horse, and to a sheep or
goat, Having a black head, the rest being white:
(~, MIb,*l :) or, as some say, having a black
head and neck, (Myb, TA,) the rest being white:
(TA:) or having a white head antd neck, the rest
being black: (TA:) fem. :Ic;i: (, M 9b:) pl.

j.,: (s:) or ,;j signifies having what is termed

, [q. v.]; applied to a sheep or goat, (1s,) and
to a mare: (TA:) or a sheep or goat black in
the body, and white in the head: or blacls in the
neck and head, the rest of her being white: or,
accord. to AZ, a ewe having a black nech: or,
necord. to Aboo-8n'eed, sheep or goats deritng
in colour: or, accord. to ISh, black e~ept in
having the neck white: and red [or brown], but
having the neck white: and also, having the head
with the neck white: accord. to Az, the right
explanation is that given by AZ, meaning having
the fore part black; being likened to the nights

termed ;; or the latter are likened to the

former: and hence, (TA,)_- ,1;; lj. t A night
of whicih the moon rises at the dawn, (JI,) or at
the commencement of the dawn; the rest thereof
being black, and dark. (TA.) And t ,'; JL,

(~, ],) said by AItIt to have been heard by him
only on the authority of AO, but so accord. to
Ay and A 'Obeyd and AIIeyth, (TA,) and ;.3;

(I;) the former contr. to rule, for by

rule it should be j., its sing. being /SJj.;

(A 'Obeyd, S;) or, accord. to AHeyth, you say
:i :Aji3j) , and ;) an(l_ i are pls.

of ta ;> and ·ai., not of ft;j and t.Wl;; and
Az says that this is correct and regular; but IB
says that ,' has t,j for its pl. for the purpose

of assimilation to_ in the saying.nkUi J

t. .. jj, and that no other instance had been

heard by him of a word of the measure '.
having a pl. of the measure >i; (TA;) i Three
nights of tlhe month nwhich follow those callel
t4J. ; (As, S, ] ;') namely, the'sixtecnth and
seventeenth and eighteenth nights; (TA;) because
of the blackness of their first parts, and the white-
ness of the rest thereof: (S, 1:) there is no
difference in what Ay and AZ and ISI say re-
specting them: but some say that they are the
thirteenth and fourteenth and fifteenth; because
part of them is black and part of them whlite:
[this, however, seems to have originated from a
misunderstanding of an explanation running thus;
three nights of the month which follow those
called ,,:, wkich, meaning the latter, are the
thirteenth &e.; for the thirteenth and fourteenth
and fifteenth are all white :] or, accord. to AO,

.al ,11JI signifies the nights of rwhich the fore
parts are black and tuhe latter part.s white, of the
end of the month; and those of nwich the fore
parts arc whits and the latter parts black, of the

commencement of the month. (TA.)_ - ; also
signifies t One whose father isfree, or an Arab,
and whose mnother is a slave; syn. ~ ; ( ;)
as also 5 T. (TA.) And ; ;s" t A people,

or company of men, of vwhom half are white aund
halkf black. (TA.)

see: e the following paragraph.

L,.L A certain garment, [a tunic,] like that

called t?l;, never of atnything but wool, (Lth,
li,) [and having sleres; for] mention is made,
in a trad., ef a c~ narrow in the sleeve;
wherefore the wearer, in performing the ablution

termed 44, put forth his arm from beneath the
a&j.~, and so performed that ablution: (TA:)
accord. to some, the tac; is a [garment of the

kind called] 1., slit in th forepart; (TA;)

[thus resembling a kind of a. worn by persons
in Northern Africa, reaching to, or below, the
knees, and having the two front edges sewed
together from the bottom, or nearly so, to about
the middle of the breast: it is said in the MA to

be a wide west or sirt; a large a.: and the

ac.; is there said to be a woollen as; ; a wool-

len tunic: El-Makreezee (cited by De 8acy in his
"Chlrest. Arabe," 2nd ed., vol. i., p. 125,) de-
scribes the t1 il;. as a garment worn in Egypt
particularly by Wezeers, slit in the fore piart to
neart the hcad of the heart, with buttons and
loops: Golius describes it as "tunica gouipina,
fcro grossior;" adding, "estque exterior turn
virilis turn muliebris ;" as on the authority of J,
who says nothing of the kind, and of the Logbat
Neemet-Allah: and as epomis, seJ amiculum
quod humeris injicitur; on the authority of lbn-

Maaroof: J only says,] the t and aS;,. are

one; and t la. is sing. of, or signifies one of

what are called, : (S :) the pl. of %~.. is

t .lm (MA.)=Also Tho [appendage callcd]

i; [q. ?.] of a j.o [or earmeers saddle], ,rhen
the headx of the awlj [orfore part (Az says the

j', accord. to the TA,)] and the ;~b1 [or hindoer
part] aplpear from [aboce] it. (]g.)

4--~~~)

: see what next follows.

3i i. q. U..., (S, , TA,) or ,. (Mgh,)
[i. e. A shicid,] madle without nood and without
sinews: (Mgh, TA:) or made of skin,s seed one

over another: (ISd and TA voce !_~. ', q. v.:)
pl. * !;;, (S, K,) [or rather this is a coll. gen. n.,]

oj . 0 '9 aS .
and [the pl. is] ,j;; [a pl. of pa,e.] and ji;
(.K;) this last mentioned by IDrd, who says,
they are nmade of the skins of beasts found in the
countryj of the Abyuinians, (TA,) [as are shields
thus called in the present day: they are made of
the shin of the hipl))potamu.%, and qf other pachy-
ecrnmatous aninmaLs; and sometimes of the shin

of thw crocodile; gentwrally oval, with a large
protuberance in the middle, behind which is the
handle, and between a foot and a half and two

feet in length.] Also A 1i. [here meaning
sluice] in a rivulet: an arabicized word, from
[the Persian] A..;. (1K, TA.) This is what is
meant by tho saying of the lawyers, that the re-
pairing of the U3 j is incumbent on the owner of
the rivulet. (TA.)

4 .2
Jio: see what next follows.

~;? (S,R1) and 2U; (El-Hejerec, .) and
,a-/;, and V/J;'; (') and 2,, (Fr,TA,)

with kesr, like ;u.; &c., not J1;>, as it would
seem to be from tlhe manner in whlich it is men-
tioned in the .K, (TA,) [and as it is written in the
C.K and my MS. copy of the ](,] i. q. r
[q. v.]. (S, K-)_Also, (K,) or t 1M;, (TA,)
lVine; (1, TA;) as being likened to 31

[roperly so called: a meaning also borne by
3lC3 and U3l&]. (TA.)

33i; and Ui.lj: see the next preceding para-
graph, in three places.

i`; A cecrtain measure for wine, or beverage,
(S, A, 0, L,) containing the quantity to be drunk
[at once]: a Persian word, [originally ;.j1 or
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*j),] arabicized: (L,TA:) [J says,] I think it
to be Persian, arabicized: (S:) it is thus cor-
rectly written; not, as the context of the re-
quires it to be in this sense, 3j,i. (TA.)_
Also A jar having a loop-shaped handle, (F,
TA,) that is lifled, or carried, by the hand: of
the dial. of the people of Mekkeh: pl. "1j;.
(TA.) [Tn Egypt, it is applied to A narrou-
necked drinking-bottle, made of a dust-coloured,
or grayish, porous earth, for the purpose of cool-
ing the water by evaporation: several varieties
of this kind of bottle are figured in ch. v. of my
"Modern Egyptians."]

1. ).;;, from which should be derived MJ.; and

.)1j), is unused, thoughl its noun .1) [i. c. 0j

or J;;, which latter (the more common of the
two) see below,] is used. (IB.) ['. in Golius's
Lcx. is evidently a mistranscription for s1l.]

2. .j3 The dropping of rnin wnith close con-
secutireness, (IAar, K, TA,) as though one portion
thereof overtook another. (IAgr, TA.) You say,
J6l IJ;, TIe rain dropped nrith clo conseen-

tivenu. (TK.)- Also The hanging a rope
Wpon the neck of a person in coupliny him with
a,otoler. (AA.)

3. 11;i The making one part, or portion, of a

thing, (K, TA,) whatever it be, (TA,) to follon
anotkeic uninterruptedly; (.K, TA;) as also
ibjl1,: (TA:) both [nre inf. ns. of Ojtb, and]
signify the same [i. c. the continuiing, or carrying
on, a tliing uninterruptedly]: (:) j~ is
when there are no intervals between things fol-
lowing one another; like i..l.: otherwise it
is (;j. ( and n in art..jP.) You say, of a

man, s .jI> lIc continued hi.s voice uninL-
ter rup,tedly. (~, TA.)- Also A horse's over-
tahing, or comilng up nith, wild animals (I, TA)
&c. (TA.) You say, of a horse, ~ij.l ,jlI,
inf. n. O!jL, IIe overtook, or came up nwith, the
wild aninmls. (TFI.) [Thus it is syn. with tj$1.]
-In the saying, .j5 .)oU bs; s i d 1 ,

(S, K,* TA,) it is an imitative sequent: (1, TA:)
nall these verbs have one and the same meaning.

(q, TA. [See .JU.])

4. (, Msb, &,kc.,) inf.n. ;; ($,
Msb) and j.~, (Mob,) lie, or it, attained,
reached, overtook, or came up writh, him, or it:
(S, F, TA :) or sought, or pursued, and attained,
reached, &c., him, or it: (Mb :) [, jl., also,
signifies the same, as shown above:] and tIusj,

likewise, [of which ';jl! is a variation,] is syn.

with A.b,l; (Jel in lxviii. 49, and KL, a and

TA;*) and so is ? .jl. (TA.) You say,

jJI *' f-2.~ and t :2.l [I attained, reached,
overtook, or came up with, the man]. (IJ,

TA.) And ."d~ , -:. " I walked, or
oent on foot, until I overtook him, or came up

with him. (?, TA.) And A.j , .-l _ ±
I lived until I attained, or reached, Ahi time.

3j3 -

(8,TA.) And ,l-iJI .1j;# [I attained, &c.,
that which was pa~ing anway]. (Mgh.) And

e jabj)l [He overtook him, or visited him,
with somne displeasing, or abominable, or evil,
action]. (M and F in art.y,.3. See also 6, in the
latter half of the paragraph, in two places: and

see 10, first sentence.) And ^,JI ->?;t [Dif-
Jiculty, or distres, &c., overtook me, ensued to
me, or came upon me]; a phrase similar to 5;iJ

At in the Fur [iii. 35]: and so aJI .

[I came to ezterience difficulty, &c.]; like 

I;c >X in the lFur [xix. 9]. (Er-Righib,
TA in art. ..)-[Hence, ]Ie attained, ob-
tained, or acquired, it; and so ? 21oW, as is
shown in the KL; so too & j, for one says,]
d,.. iip [lIe obtained ;.evenge, or retaliation,
for his blood]. (g in art. 33.) -[Hence also,
He perceived it; attained a hnon,ledge of it by

any of the enew.] You say, $ , . I [I
perceived it by my sight;] I saw it. (S,TA.)

,1 1 ,S.. ', in the Fur [vi. 103], means,
accord. to some, The eyie [perceive him not]
accord. to others, the mental perception compre-
hendeth not [or attaineth not the knowledpe of]
the real nature of his hallowed esence. (TA.)
You say also, " .)Ul, meaning My know-
ledge comprehended that such a thing was a fact.
(TA.) [Hence likewise, as an intrans. v., or a
trans. v. of which the objective complement is
understood,] .0j.1 aiso signifies [IIe attained a
knowledge of the uttermost of a thingq; or] his
Inorwlede attained the uttermost of a thing.
(TA.) See also 6, in the former half of the para-
graph, in two places. - Also It (a thing)
attained its proper time: (Msb, K :) it attained
its final time or state, or its utmost point or
degree. (..) [HIe (a boy, and a beast,) attained
his perfect, ripe, or mature, state; and in like
manner -.. j>t is said of a girl: or it is like .0j.I
as meaning] he (a boy) attained to puberty, (S,
Msb,) or to the utmost term of youth. (TA.)
It (fruit) attained to ripeness, or maturity;
became ripe, or mature; ($, Msb;) attained its
time, and its utmost degree of ripeness or maturity.
(T, TA.) And iJI .. The cooking-pot
attained its proper time [for the cooking of its
contents]. (TA.) And ..J , ,ld [The wvine
became mature]. (M~b and 1 in art. .d.) And

- il, .01 l The water of the well reached its

i;, i. e. its bottom (Aboo-'Adnin, TA.) - Also
It passed away and came to an ead; came to
nought; became exhausted; or failed entirely:
(S, ] :) said in this sense of flour, or meal: (S :)
and thus it has been explained as used in the
Fur [xxviiL 68], where it is said, [accord. to one

--.3
reading,] w. - ;> .p J [Nay, their
knowledge hath entirely failed respecting the
wvorld to come]. (TA. [See also 6.]) Sh men-
tions this signification as heard by him on no
other authority than that of Lth; and Az asserts
it to be incorrect: but it has been authorized by
more than one of the leading lexicologists, and
the language of the Arabs does not forbid it; for
it is said of flour, or meal, and in this case can
only mean it came to its end, and entirely failed,
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or became exhausted ; and fruits, when they are

ripe (-.%b 111) are exposed to coming to
nought, and so is everything that has attained to
its extreme term; so that the signification of
"coming to nought" is one of the necessary
adjuncts of the meaning of 3;;I1. (TA.) [In

like manner,] V I1;I signifies It (a thing) con-
tinued uninterruptediy and then eame to nought:
(IJ, TA:) and agreeably with this signification
is explained the saying in the Fur [xxvi. 61],

-J),bj ~U; [Verily we are coming to nought,
by those who read thus instead of ie.j)J being

overtakcn]. (TA.)_ You say also, '5 1 ' Jl
.~l1, meaning [The payment of] the price

was, or became, obligatory on the pureAaser:
this is an ideal reaching, or overtaking. (MNb.)

6. It.3 i. q. l9,wLJ () [i. c.] They at-
tained, reached, overtook, or came up mith, one

another; as also l;l,bl. and t ljbI; (Sh,
TA;) [or] the last of them attained, reached,
overtook, or came up with, the first of them. (t ,
Myb, F, TA.) Hence, in the Fur [vii. 36], (I,)

y l5 il ,.1,i [Until, hen they
have overtaken one another, or have succesirely
arrived, therein, all together]: originally ;,1;.

(8, .) And ..Ad)l J).i3 [The two mnoistures

reached each other; (like O.j,L I 1 ;;JL ;) mean-
ing] the moistxlre of the rain reached the moisture
of the earth. (.) - And [hence] ,0IJ sig-
nifies [It continued, or nas carriel on, unin-
tetruptedbly; it ras closely consecutive in its
parts, or portions;] one part, or portion, of it,
followed, or rwas made to followm, another unin-
terruptedly; said of anything. (TA.) You say,

.JI j.)ls3 [T/he course, or pace, or .jour.neing,
continued uninterruptedly]. ($ and TA in art.

,m.., &c.) And ;L;sl ;tS,L;. The tidings
fi,llowed one another closely. (TA.) [Hence,
when said of knowledge, meaning, accord. to Fr,
It continued unbroken in its seutenee or conca-
tenation.] !;t: .J5 JL J (JJ , r sTA,)
in the Fur [xxvii. 68], (TA,) [virtually] means
Nay, theiy have no knowledge respecting the world
to come: (1, TA:) or, as IJ says, their knoro-
ledge is Irasty, and slight, and not on a sure foot-

ing, &c.: Az says that AA read j;I j4 [of
which an explanation has been given above (see

4)]: that I 'Ab is related to have read ) ; 1 
[&c., i. e. Yea, hath their knowtlede reached its
end &c. ?], as interrogatory, and without tesh-
deed: and that, accord. to the reading .j1;1 Jt,
Fr says that the proper meaning is, [Nlay,] hath
their knorledge continued unbrohen so as to
extend to the knowledge of the world to come,
whether it will be or not be ? wherefore is added,

~i; c * E z. . t u s.. J,: he says

also that Ubef read, tjlt.; ,l; and that tile

Arabs substitute J for*;, and; A for J;, when
a passage begins with an interrogation: but this
explanation of Fr is not clear; the meaning is
[said to be] their knowledge aUll be unbroken
and concurrent [rcroceti;:7 the rworld to come]
when the resurrec;ion shu!l hate become a mani-
fest event, ,-d tlej bh.il' havo found themselves
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to be losenr; and the truth of that wherewith
they have been threatened shall appear to them
when their knowledge thereof will not profit
them: accord. to Aboo-Mo'idh the Grammarian,

the readings tej;; 3; &c. and .J;I Jt &c.
mean the same; i. e. they shaU knon, in the
world to come; like the saying in the lpur

[xix. 99], J.!1 : 1, &c.: and Es-Suddee

says of both these readings that the meaning is,
their nowledgse shall agree, or be in unison, in
the world to come; i. e. they shall know in the
world to come that that wherewith they have been
threatened is true: or, accord. to Mujahid, the

moeaning of; ·. 1. .j &c. is said to be, is
their hknowledge concurrent respecting the world

to come? ,4 being bere used in the sense of Il:
(TA:) or it may mean their knowledge hath gone
on unint ptedly until it Aath become cut short;
from the phrm (9' ' j;l, meaning 7he sonm
of suck a one wnt on uninterruptedly into de-
strluction. (B:.). .j13: see 4, in two places.
It is used in the [primary] sens of in the

saying in the Vur V !viii. 40], ;I. X ; 
e.4L1 JNJ X O 1ai [Had notfavour (mean.
ing ;t4, Jel) from his Lord reached him, or
overtaken him, he had certainly beun east upon
the bare land]. (Jel.) _- [Hence, elliptically,
He ortook him, or visted him, with good, or
with eviL] El-Mutanebbee says,

0
a. ,,,,, at -s
zUI 0 S,1j3 i S

[I am among a people (may God visit them with
favor and save them from their meanness, or
eiJit them with dutruction so that I may be safe
from them,) a stranger, like .Sdlil. among Tha-
mood]: il I6bjI. is a prayer for the people,
meaning . l. .l.Jj l 1 t,b.%1 [i. e.
.,p]: or it may be an imprecation against

them, i. e. m *1 ib4 aSI
[each meaning a explained above:] and IJ says
that because of this verse the poet was named

'~ sIl. (W p. 8. [The verse there commences

with 1.; but Xt is required by the metre, and is
more approved in every case except the case of a
pause.]) It is mostly used in relation to aid, or
relief, and benefaction: [so that it signifies He
aided, or reliered, him; he benefited him; he
repaired Ais, or its, condition; he repaired,
amended, correted, or rectified, it :] whence the
saying of a poet,

d me, from the

[ .Kdsim relieved me, or has relieved me, from the
slip of fo,tune with what he pleased of his re-
lieving, or continuous, beneficence]. (TA.) [See
also, in the first paragraph of art 3., another
example, in a verse of Zuheyr, which ip cited
in that art. and the present in the TA: and see
the syn. 1j';. Hence,] :,, t t,JIO i q.

8. .j,, q. v. (8, Mf b, TA.)

8. x,0j: ee 4, first and second sentences:,

and near the end of the paragraph: -and see
also 6, first sentence.

10. .;t! ; Ji e j)j..1 [properly] signifies

a t j>l jj_ [i.e. Ile sought, or endulea-
voured, to follow up the thing with the thing]:

(1 :) as, for instance, lll LkaI [the mis-
tahe with what was right]. (T1.) [Hence,] you
say, CA -. ;S [I repaired, amended, cor-

rected, or rectified, vwhat had passed neglected by
me, or by another; and I supplied what had so
patsed, or what had escaped me, or another,
through inadvertene]; and Vt " j3 signifies
the same [in relation to language and to other
things; whereas the former verb is generally
restricted to relation to language or to a writer or
speaker]. (S, Msb.) You say also, v s15
W35 He corrected, or rectified, rwhat was wrong,
or erroneous, in his saying: [but more commonly,
he susplied what he had omitted in his saying; gene-
rally meaning, what he had omitted through in-
adovrtenee: and i "a ; 1 I ubjoined it, or
appded it, to what he had written, or said, by
way of emendation; or, more commonly, as a
supplement, i. e., to supply what had escaped
him, or what he had neglected:] and hence,
,Ji.Wml iL. .t i,.;JI [The Supplement to El:-
)3ukhdree; a work supplying omissions of El-

Bukharee;] by El-lU&kim. (TA.) '[Thus]
1.,l1 signifies The annulling a pr&sumption, or

surmise, originating from what has been before
said, [by correcting an error, or errors, or by
supplying a defect, or defects,] in a manner
resembling the making an exception. (Kull.)
[Hence Jf J^ . . *a, meaning A particle of

emndation, applied to J, and to '>J or 'SJ.]

0j3: see the next paragraph, in eight places.

.J> The act of attaining, reaching, or over-
taking; syn. IjtJ; (J,TA; [in the Cl, "JI'

is erroneously put for OlU ll ;]) [properly an
inf. n. of the unused verb j.;; (q. v.), but, having
no used verb, said to be] a noun from J1;!1
[with which it is syn.], (TA,) or a noun from
; I .j1 ; as also ?)j: and hence C .

j.1JI [which see in what followvs]. (Meb.)
[Hence,] I.jb ..J. ', in the lur [xx. 80],
means Thou shalt not fear Pharaoh's overtaking
thee. (TA.) One says also S i ti;;i -,
meaning A horse that overtakes what is hunted;
like as they said oejll jJ ~r'. (TA.)-
-Also The attainment, or acquisition, of an
object of mant: and the secking the attainment
or acquisiton thereof: as in the saying, ii -4

,j [Be thou early; for therein is attainment,
&c.]: and J; signifies the same. (Lth, TA.)
[Hence, perhaps,] jf)J l_.: this was [a day of
contest] between El-Ows and El-Khazraj: (K :)
thought to be so by IDrd. (TA.) _ And i. q.
3&,.3 [i. e. A consequence; generally meaning an
evil consequence: and perliaps it also means here
a claim which one seelks to obtain for an injury]:
as also tv.. (S,.) One says, 0.si Lo

~ A ) ($,TA) and t j)&' C>- [i. e.

haltever evil consequence enmue to thee, on me

be the compenuation thereof]: in the A, d^b51 i.
% L j> C;>* i. C. -eae3 e i

[IWhatever evil consequence ensue to it, &c.;
relating to a thing sold]. (TA.) And hence

j;Jl Ots in the case of a claim for indemnifi-
cation for a fault or a defect or an imperfection
in a thing sold [meaning either Responsibility, or
inlemrnifitration, (see e;tI_,)for evil consequence]:
(TA in the present art. :) or this means [in-
demnification for eril consequencea in a sale; i. e.,
virtually,] t he returning of the price to the pur-
chaser on the occasion of requirement by the thing
sold: the vulgar say incorrectly [I;j ;01, and
still more incorrectly] .j) Ci" [generally mean-
ing thereby I sell this, or I purchase this, on the
condition of responsibility, or indemnification,
for any fault or defect or imperfection that may
be found in it]: (TA in art [n. :) [and in this

manner .;sJI tl.. may be correctly rendered;

for] '0j also signifies a fault or a d¢fect or an
imperfection [in a thing sold]; for instance, in a
slave that is sold. (TA in art. ya.) [In the

KT, ,.js1 is also explainedl as signifying The
purchaser's tahing from the seller a pkldge for
the price that he has 9imn him, in fear that the
thing sold may require it: but this seems to be
an explanation of the case in which the word is
used; not of the word itslf.] Also A rope,
(M, ],) or a piece of rope, (S,) that is tied upon
the [lower] extremity of the main rope (S, M, O)
of a well, to the cro.s pieces of wood of the bucket,
(S,) so as to be that whicA is next the water,
(S, M, K,) in order that the main rope may not
rot (S, M) in the drawing of nwater: (M:) or
a dloubled rope that is tied to the cross pieces of
wood of the bucket, and then to the main well-
rope: (Az, TA :) and V 'i signifies the same.
(1. [But only .;. is authorized by the TA in
this sense.]) [See also Jrb.] _- Also, and

rt*.,, The bottom, or lowmt depth, (Sh, T, ,
M, ,) of a thing, (T,M, ,) as ofthe sea and
the like, (T,) or of anything deep, as a well and
the like: (Sh:) pl. ;1, (.,) a pl. of both, of a
form frequent and analogous with respect tq the
former, but extr. with respect to the latter; and
.j. also. (TA.) And A stage of Hell:
(IA.nr:) a stage downwrards: (MA:) or staes
downwards; like .t.b; ;: (B:) opposed to ;;

(MA, B) and ;.n-;, (B,) which are upwards:
wherefore, (MA, B,) the abodes of Hell, or the
stages thereof, are termed CAAb,; (AO, , MA,
K, B;) [Golius and Freytag give .. i as its
sing.; the former as from the 8, and the latter as
from the 1K, in neither of which it is found;] and
those of Paradise, ;,4.j.. (, MA, B.) It is
said in the .Kur [iv. 144], WJ'' ' lQ JI
.j XCj Jm,91 [Verily the hypocrites shall be
in tl lonwest stage of the fire of Hell]: here the
Koofees, except two, read t '.05)l ,.. (TA.)
- [Golius gives another signification, "Pars
terre," as on the authority of the § and I, in
neither of which it is found.]

a.? The rang of the bow-string, (]g, TA,) that

1
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falls into the notch of the bow. (TA.) -And

A thong that is joined to the string of the bow,
(I,) of the Arabian bow. (TA.) - And A
piece that is joined to the girdle when it i.s too
short, (Lb,1],) and in like manner, to a ro)pe, or
cord, when it is too short. (Lh, TA.)

WI;; an imperative verbal noun, (S,) meaning

J;lI [Attain thou, reach thou, overtake thou,
&c.]: (s:) from the unused verb )j;: (IB:)
like 'jJ [from i;.], mcaning 1i. (TA.)

,)1; [an inf. n. of 3, used in the sense of the
part. n. t Ojt;4]. You say, lblj L &

iHe thrust htm, or pierced him, with an unin-

tnrrupted thrusting or piercing: and dj ,
mIjij lie drank with an uninterrupted drinking:

and ,I;J *,i An uninterrupted beating or
striking. (TA.)

'~; i. q. oj,b [as meaning An animal that

is hunted]. (8, J.)

1;; an epithet from Wj.>, (8, 15,) applied to a

man, (1,) and signifying 1j1;; j [i. e. One
who attains, reaches, or overtakes, &e., much, or
oqften: and also having much, or great, or strong,
perception: as will be seen from what follows]:
(., TA:) and so tV [expressly said in the
TA to signify Olj'~JI ,.-e, though why it should
have this signification as well as that (which it
certainly has) of simply attaining &c., I cannot
see,] and a -b.: (1:, TA:) the last explained
by L4 as signifying .tJ'1 1 [i.e. quick in

attaining, &e.]. (TA.) ]eys Ibn-Rifa'ah says,

[And he who has a claim for blood-revene is not
ewer an attainer of it with (meaning from) me;
but verily I am one who often attaint blood-

reenges]. (IB.) Seldom does ,11t come from

JW$1; but they sometimes said il,; jA.d [i. e.
Having much, or great, or strong, perception];
it being [in this instance] a dialectal syn. [of

, ], or thus for conformity: (.:) it is said

to be the only instance of J`L from J,f except
O,. .9
i,t. and jLt; [and some other instances might
be added; but all of them require consideration :]
accord. to ID, .lJj is from the unused verb .>.
(TA.)

jb~ : see . .J,.i. ej [if not a mis-

transcription for - or 3i.] means He has a
sens in excess; [app. a preternatural perception,
or a econd sight ;] and so * $S.. (TA.)

&~, A place, and a time, of .J';lI [i. . at-
taining,raching, overtahing, &c.]. (M9 b.) Hence

,J!l Jj]1*; (Mgh, Msb ;) among which is in-
cuded investigation of the law by means of reason
and comparison; (Mgh;) i. e. The sources from
which are sought the ordinances of the law;
where one seks for guidlance by means of texts
[ef the Kur-dn or the Sunneh] and by means of

investigation by reason and comparison: (Msb:)
the lawyers make the sing. to be V t)1.~; (Mgh,*
Msb;) but there is no way of resolving this:
(Mob:) correctly, by rule, it is .tjj; because

the meaning intended is a place of ljjl. (Mgh.)
- [Also pass. part. n. of 4. - And hence, Per-
ceived by means of any of the senses; like
a,a,: and percecived by the intellect; thus
opposed to ,.]

.J..o: see .LVJ, in two places. __[ab.s.j1 ;JI,
and simply a.,J, as a subst., The perceptive
faculty oftthe mind. See also what next follows.]

see 3 -;. [See also .]

UJI i ;i JI and J )l1 .lt signify
The fivc senes. (TA.) [See also j;.. ] -.
Also The a~ [a word I do not find in any
other instance, app. a mistranscription for 4-.m
(which when written with the article differs very
little from the former word) i. e. the place to
which the cupping-vessl is applied, for this is
often] between the two shoulder-blades: (1K:) so
says Ibn-'Abbad. (TA.)

a.~1,~ A woman (TA) that will tot be sa-
tiated with coitus; (I, TA;) as though her fits
of appetency were consecutive. (TA.)

3j1i Uninterrupted; or closely consecutive
in its parts, or portions: differing from 1J,
which is applied to a thing in the case of which
there are small intervals. (Lb.) See also .1

Applied to a rhyme, (Lth, M, 1,) and to a
word, (Lth, TA,) lIaving two movent letters
followed by a quiescent letter; as 3 and the
like: (Lth,TA:) or having two movent letters
between two quiescent letters; as ';'1, (M,
K,) and ;a, and Ml., (M,TA,) and

Jai .Jyj, (M,K],) i. e. as a- when imme-
mediately following a quiescent letter, (M, TA,)
and -~ ~j, (I(M, ( K,) i. e. as J. with a movent
letter immediately followed by it: (M, TA :) as
though the vowel-sounds overtook one another
without an obstacle between the two movent
letters. (M, 1)- [l...['l is also the name of
The sixteenth metrer of verse; the measure of
which consists of ,4G eight times.]

.1;.X"_ [A supplement]: seec 10. - [In the
TA and some other similar works, it is often used
as signifying Supefluous, or redundant.]

1. vj4>, aor. , inf. n. ' j;; (T, S,' M, Mob,
1 ;) and t Vjl; (T,M, 1;) It (a garment,
S, M, &c.) was, or became, dirty, or filthy: (S
M, Mb, g:) or was, or became, defiled, pol-
luted, or smeared, with dirt, orfilth. (T,K.)

And ,:Jk .. N. }5 His hand was, or became,

defiled, polluted, or smeared, with the thing. (15.)

4. oj>t: see 1.1Also He rendereda garment
dirty, or filthy: (S, f(:) or he defiled, polluted,
or smeared, a garment with dirt, or filth. (g.)

'It ;.;jj The camels fed upon what is

termed Ci.,: (M, K :) thus they do in the case
of drought; or sterility. (M.)

i; Dirtiness, or filthiness; or dirt, or filth:
(S, M, ] :) or deilement, or pollution, nwith dirt
orfilth: (T, ] :) and accord. to the j, * O. 1

also is syn. with XjsJI; but ISd mays that this is
not known. (So in the TA. [In the text of the
M, however, as given in the TT, in the place of

J;JI in this case I find ,j.1 (for :1S,I, i. e.
the bad, &c.); and another passage in the M,
respecting a signification of '~U1, (which see
below,) suggests that the explanation of .;

as meaning C;JAl may have been taken from this

passage in consequence of an oversight.]) i4.b C

cJh! 1 ;~.b "', meaning It was no othernise
than like dirt in my hand, which I therefore
wiped with the other hand, is a prov. applied in
the case of a thing done in haste. (M.)-

&lA
[Hence,] Ci; ,Al means t The present world, or
the present state of existence. (Z, IF.) - is
also used as meaning t Vil/~, ignominy, or
abjectness (LHar p. 509.)

Xf (., M, Mob, 10) and t oj 1, (M, TA,)
applied to a garment, Dirty, or filthy: (8, M,
Msob, 15:) or defiled, polluted, or smeared, with
dirt, orfilth. (1. ) And, so applied, Old and
ivorn out; as also ( * I. (:.) [Hence,] M4I

6 J A;J t [in the C15 JI i, His hands
are wvorn out by beneficence; meaning, much ued

therein]: and 1 .,n. ! [Teir hands are

worn out thereby]: and 4 *.t O J,j o '[He is
worn out in respect of the hands thereby]. (IF,
TA.) - &ii applied to a she-camel means
Mangy, or wcabby. (TA.)

s1;;, like 4A..,, (15,) or V i j;, (so accord.
to the TT as from the M,) The fox. (M, 1.)

Se ; .see X .... Also, (,M, ,)and tl,
(M, 1,) Dry herbage: (31 :) and whatever is
broken in pieces, of [plants of the hind termed]

,a_ or of trees, or of herbs, or leguminows
plants, (M,1,) of stch as are eaten reithout
being cooked, or are slender and succulent or soft
or sweet, and such as are hard and thick, or
thick and inclining to bitternes, or thich and
rough, when old (M) and dry: (M, A :) or OMJ
signifies what is broken in pieces, of hlrbage,
when it is old (?, TA) and withered, or wasted,
and black; (so in a copy of the S;) i. c. withered,
or wasted, herbage; such as is sedom made use
of by the camels: (S, TA:) or herbage that has
become a yeaf old, and then dried up: (Th, M:)
dry herbage a year old: (Lth, T :) or dryj and

o Mt
old herbage. (Iam p. 527.) [Hence,] , eI
t Sterile, or unfruitful, land. (S, 1.) A poet
says,

is -.1 . a I- -

c., .. , 

1u JW .#I1 0--- "> -~~~~·r S

[Come thou, let us keep to our love of 7Daad (a
woman's name), and we will go forth early in
the morning, both alike, though the pasturing be
in sterile land]: he means, we will keep to our

I
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love, though the means of subsistence be strait.
(9.)

il; : see the next preceding paragraph.

';~ [used in the manner of a proper name]
The foolish; stupid; unsound, or dull, or deft-
cient, in intellect: (M, A, :) thus applied by
the people of El-Koofeh: (M, A:) the people of
El-Bayrah say i_. (A, TA.)

. , ,-,

Ij): ese ea 2.
.j-O . .

j: see 

~;I,;!9 quasi-coordinate to ;;.., (IJ, M,)

i. L.SI (M, 1) or aJLi (TA in art. ,1Ll) [A
rope, or loop of a rope, to wrhich a beast is tied:
for further explanations, see a1.t]: and a man-

ger: (M, :) pl. C l;. (TA in art. .l.)

You say, ! 1 j Jil : The horse re-

turned to his U1: (M, TA:) or to his manger.
(TA.) -A place of abode; settled place of
abode; place of coutant residence; drlling; or
home. (M, ].) 80o in the saying, ;;! J'[ 1"''
[He returned to his place ofabode, rc. Scee also
what next follows.] (M.)_-I. q. .;l [app. as
meaning Origin; or original state or condition:
and this may sometimes be meant by the phrase
immediately preceding]: (M, I :) particularly
such as it bad, accord. to some, who derive it
from Oj.,4l: but this is nought, or of no account.
(M.)_ See ao . Accord. to IA*r, one
says, , O J .0 , meaning Such a one is eril
in the utmost degree. (T.)

j.* Dry firewood. (M,K.)

i1t,;*, applied to a man and to a womnan, Very
dirty or Jilthy: (IA9r, M, ] :*) p1. ' ,C.
(M.)- And A gazelle that eats G". (K.)

1. .;;, (9, Myb, b,) and _, (g,) aor. ,
(M9 b, g,) inf. n. ;i, (TA,) lie repelled from

them, or defended them; (9, V ;) like l;j, from
which it is [said to be] formed by substitution, as

i fronm j,; (S ;) and so ."j: (gar p. 551:
[but for this I find no other authority:]) or he
spoke for themn, and repelled fiomn them or de-
fended themn. (M,b.)_,; ;j, aor. as above,
!(,) and so the inf. n., (TA,) or the inf.£ n. is
*., (JK,) I£e came upon them asuddenly, or un-
awares, (IA0r, g,) whence they did not expect
him; like I,O: (IAr, TA:) and [simply] he
came u,pon them. (JK, l.)--.* also signifies
The being bold,ordaring. (TA.)-~Ji; (JK;)
so in thc handwriting of [gh, but accord. to the
I - ;,, inf. n. gJ.; (TA;) i. q. j [He
became changed in countenance to him by anger
so that he did not knoru him; or he met him in a
moros manner]. (JK, $gh, ], TA.)-- . ;5;
3S.I It was on the point of amounting to a
hundred. (JK.) [See also 2.]- - l,
I called the goats to water. (JK.)

2: sec 1. I~.i.b , ', inf. n. ,Oj3, It ex-

ceeded such a thing. (].) [See also 1, lut sig-
nification but one.]

5. ;J3 i. q. ;w, [He threatlned, or fright-
ened]. (IAp, TA.)

&. The chief of a people or party. (JK,
Sgh, TA.)

hp~j tA shining, or brightly-shining, star,
(AA, I, TA,) that rises from the horizon glis-
tening intensely. (AA, TA.)_A wroman who
overcome, or subdues, her husband. (AA, TA.)
-- i15 '_ at hnife rwith a curred end;
called by the vulgar Jn.i. (TA.)

I.l [act. part. n. of 1]. [Hence,] .1 .l 1;
The assaults of time or fortune. (lAr, I.) _
[Hence also,] One who intrudes uninvited at
feasts; a smell-feast; a spunger. (JK, $gh.)
- And A messenger. (JK, Sgh.) - Also
t Shining, gleaming, or glistening, much, or in-
tensely. (MF, TA.)

:; j -.A, and iJ, Ile is one who is wont to
come suldenly, or unawrares, upon his enenies,
whence they knore not. (TA.) And .... ,
(IAar, JK, ]g, TA, [in the CI, erroneously,

,~.xJ3,]) and _,93, (TA,) He is the repeller
from thenm, or the defetalde. of then, (IAnr, K,)

~.j,JI . )[in var or fight]: (JK:) you may not

say -.*j3 _a, without . (TA.) Some say
that the . is a substitute for the .. but ISd
affirms that the two words, with and with o, are
dial. vars. (TA.)

,j. A noble chief or lord; (ISd, ;) so
called because he is strong to execute affairs, and
ventures upon them suddenly: (ISd,TA:) and a
hiead,nan, or thief, (.,o, [so in the copies of
the gs, but the right reading is probably .** ,
i. e. bold,]) in respect of tongue, on the occasion
of contestion, or disputation; and in arm, or
hand, on the occasion offight: (g,s TA:) or the
headman and spokesman of a people, or party:
( :) or the spokesman and defender of a people,
or party: (Msb :) or, _ j,~ means the defender
of a people, or party; (JK, TA ;) the chief, or
headman, among them: (JK:) or the headman
and orator and spokesman and defender of a
people, or party: (TA:) and ,.p. . means
the same; (JK, TA;) or the chief byj whom evil
is repelled, and who order.s, or arranges, the
a.ffairs of mar: (I.am p. 232:) pl. .l,. (S.)

3Aj&,>: see the next preceding article.

Q. 1. ', said of the j [or mallow],
(.K, TA,) It became ¢ ronnd [in its leaves]; (TA ;)
its leave* became like [the silver coins called]
.,,;;. (K.)

Q. 4. m(a, K, ) inf. n. aL. li1, (,) lIe
(a man, TA) became aged: (6, TA.) or he (an

old man) tottered (1i.) by reason of oge. (9,
TA.)- - j. l Ii, sight became dim, or
obscure. (.K.)

;.., (S, Mgh, Msb, 1,,) of the measure 0 ,
(Msb, MF,) of which it has been said that there
are only three other instances, but there are
many more; (MF;) an arabicized word, (S,
M.b,) from the Pers. [.J]; (9;) also pro-
nounced ?-, (S, Msb, K,) but this is of rare
occurrence; (TA;) and k.,1, (S, K,) which is
more rare; (TA ;) A certaitn ilver, coin; (Mgh,
Mb ;) like as iU.) signifies a certain gold coin:
(Mgh:) [and the wreight thereqf; i.e. a draclhm,
or dram:] its weighlt is siZx j.lj; [or ddniks];
(Msb, and .K in art. 0 ;) i. ce., thte weight of the

t~'Y] l,;~: but in the Time of Ignorance,
some dirhems were light, being.fo,ur'jel); and
these were called L,.n: and some were heavy,
being cight .Jl und these were called ;,~,
or a;5 : and of these two they made two that
were equal; so that each j.a was ixz jlp:
this is said to have been donie by'Onmar: or,
accord. to another account, some dirhemis were of
the weight of twenty carats, and were called the
weight of ten [i. c. of ten ddniis]; and some were
of the weight of ten [carats], and were called the
weight offive; and some were of the weight of
twelve [carats], and were called the N*ei!ght of six ;
and tihey put the three weights togethier, and called
the third part thereof the nwiyht of ,eren: and
one of the weighits of the ,aj. before El-IslAm
was treelve carats, whichl is six J.lj: but the

~ .L.l.n is sixteen carats; the jt> of this
being a carat and two thirds: (Ms., :) or dirhiems
shonld be fourteen carats [i. e. sceen dIlanils]; ten
being of the weight of seven J0,t [or mithl.als]:
in the Time of Ignorance, some were hleavy,
[equal to] J3U-.; and some were light, [called]

k,.~; and whien they were coined in the age
of El-tslim, they made of the heavy and the light
two dirhems, so that ten became equal to seven
J.5 :: A 'Obeyd says that this was (lone in the
time [of the dynasty] of the sons of Umeiyeh:
(El-Karkhee, cited in the Mgh :) [see also Do
Sacy's "Chrest. Araie," see. edl., vol. ii. p. 110
of the Arabic text, and p. 282 of the transl.; where
it is further stated, on the authority of Ibn-Khlial-
doon, that the u p. .,n was three Ajp1.; and
the ." one ,jl. ; and, as is said in the M.sb,
that 'Omar adopted the mean letweeni the 
and the ~J , making the ...a to be six :] the
pl. (of.-,., ) . j n (ofIS' Sa,nd _ .
(S, K.) [The former of these pls. is often used
as signifying l'oney, cash, or coin, in an abso-
lute sensc.] The dim. is and :
the latter held by Sb to be anomalous; for he
says that it is as though it wvere formed from
.. lbj, though this was not used by them. (TA.)

lience, as being likened thereto, [i. e., to the
coin thus called,] (TA,) &j signifies also t A
.[.~- [app. as meaning a round piece of land

surrounded by afence or tie like, or by elevated
land; for this is one of the significations of
ij.~.a]. (I.L) [It is said that] this is taken from
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the saying of 'Antarah, [describing showers of
copious rain,]

[So that they left every ridged-round spot of
ground like the,#&g>]. (TA.) [IBut accord. to
one reading, lie said, ;,j3 .>; meaning, as is
said in the EM, p. 227, "every round hollow ;"
and likening sucll a hollow to thle .j because of
its roundness, and thile clearness and whitencss of
its water.]

. .

., e- see the next preceding paragraph.

,,&j~ A man possessing many alj.: (AZ,
I(:) it has no verb: (TA:) you should not say

~)~. (AZ,$.)

.ap;bj An old man tottri.ig (3Cl) by reason

of age. (S, .)

L. ;1J 5; o lle kuew the thing; syn.

(M;) [and so q:Cs2. *s;;; for] you say, dz;

(,Myb, ]) and ~ ,;, (S, ]) aor. U 5", (Msb,

9,) inf. n. ;i; (g, M, MOb, .) and I.;? (Lb,

M, ) and Z ($, M, Msb, g) and £j;, (M,*
X,) whiclh last is said by Sb to be not used as an
inf. n. of un., but as denoting a state, or con-
dition, (M,) and, accord. to sonic copies of the
I j, ij., (TA, [so in one of my copies of the S,])
and ;j (?, if, Myb,1 ) and j and an

(M,] ]) and (TS, g,) I knew it; (S, gb,

] ;) syn. I I-_ (,Ib,1) or : (S :) or

it has a moro special meavning than ;.L: it is
said to signify I knew it after doubting: so says
Aboo-'Alee: (TA:) or I knew it by a sort of
artifice, or cunning, or skill; (g, TA;) or nwith
painstaking, atnd artifice or cunning or skill;
(1]ar p. 24 ;) and therefore ki. is not said of
God: (TA:) a rnjiz says, ($,*TA,) but this is
an instance of the rude speech of the Arabs of
the desert, (TA,)

I e

[0 God, I know not, but TIhou art the knowing]:
(1, TA: [in .jar, p. 24, it is cited as commencing

with ,UI, and therefore as a prose-saying,
ascribed to Mohammad, and as adduced by some
to slow that S.3loJI is allowable as an epithet

applied to God:]) or, as some relate it, l '1 ,

(?,) in which the U is elided in consequence of
the frequent usage of tbe phrase; (S, M;) like

the phrases k1t _ and ',1.; (S;) and like

j in the saying 4jt ')v - [q. v. in

art. l]. (M.) [The saying .i j ', j

or .41l &c. is explained in the latter part of

,.--LSJ)

the first paragraph of art. 31.] One says,

-' -t oiSkI$jl ti [I know not rho of mankind
he is]. (The Lexicons passim.) And IAnr men-
tions the saying L .qJ Lt 1,S t~, (M,) or t;,

(TA,) as meaning Thou kno west not (G.1 3 t.
[which may also be rendered slhe knows not])
what is her knowledge. (M, TA.) l5q (T,

M, ].,) aor. t.!, (T,S,) inf. n. J;;, (T,M,IC,)
!Ie deceived, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, or
outwitted, (ISk, T, S, M, ],) a man, (ISk, T,)

and an object of the chase; as also ' tS.j! and

t.5;,.: (T, S. M, 19: [ol;i in the C1~ is a
mistake for bl; :]) he sid, or concealed, himself,
and deceived, deluded, &c. ( A.) A rijiz says,

ols -4 

(T, S, M) i. e. HJow seest thou me n,innoroing the
dust of the mine and *deceiving Juml by looking
at her while she is inadvertent, (T, S,) she also
deceiving me [by looking at me vwhile lam in-

advlertent]: t*S being for ji.;.3. (S.) See

also 3.l"-tj=l, , (1j,) aor. USjz, inf. n. t~);,

(TA,) He scratched his head wvith the l..q;:

(] :) or d ..II vk~ he combed his head with the
kS,jJ.: (M: [see .Ham p. 1.59, line 11: and see

also ;Sj :]) and , :,j 0 she (a woman, S) loosed
and let doron, or loosed and separated, or co,mbed,
Iter hair, (S, , TA) with the ;l . (TA.)

2: see above, last sentence. -_ ,l 9 *~ ;

:.,J;Il, inf. n. A,, [I winnowved the dust of the
mine to separate its gold: a dial. var. of Jj:
or perhaps a mistake for the latter.] (Msb.)

3. .ls, (T, M, Mb,) inf. n. ;ble., (T, ,
Mgh, Msb,) lie treated him with gentleness, or
blandishment; soothed, coaxed, wheedled, or ca-
joled, him: (S,* M, Mb :) or deceived, deluded,
beggiled, circumrentwi, or otnitted, im; or
strove, endeavoured, or desired, to do so: (T,

Mgh :) ,.Wl; ;tI and ,,/ 'l J;l,, both sig-

nify i;.itJi and *Jl: ($ in the present

art.:) and -AMl; and sl1;s bot!h signify I was
fearful, or cautious, of him; and treated him
wmilt gentleness or blandishment, or soothed him,

coaxed him, wheedled him, or cajoled him: (S in

art. ij):) or ,iJls; means "I was fearful, or
cautious, of him," as says AZ; or "of his evil,
or mischief:" and '.;l signifies I dceived,
delutded, beguiled, circumvrented, or outwnitted; as
also ~j;: (T in art. ij :) and l, also sig-
nifies [the acting with] good nature or disposi-
tion; and the Aolding familiar intercourse n,ith
others. (T in the present art.) You say also,

l& i ;1hj,, and lie endeavoured to turn
him, or entice him, by blandishment, or by deceit-
ful arts, from the thing, and to it; syn. jl.
(L in art. j.) -And ;. Sjl> He defended
him; or spoke, or pleaded, or contended, in
defence of him; like :c;#&l. (TA in art. _.~.)

4. ~ 6Ijl Hse made him to tnow, or have
knowleidge of, it; acquainted him with it. (S,
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M, Myb, g.) The reading , 3 ',-; ,, with .,
[in the .ur x. 17,] is incorrect: the proper

reading is without.. (S , M.) - iQ; LSjt,l and

LSj3J, (M, TA,) He took for himself, or pre-
pared, a a3j. (TA.) [Seo also i,.]

6: see 1, latter part, in two places, _- and also
in the last sentence: and see also 4. s

CS;-. [as though for blj.] An army of wnhichl
one part presses upon another; like .
(TA in art. ,,..)

7. ~j.~! for ;A3! is vulgar. (TA in art. ).)

8: sec 1, latter part, in two places...tco 1' o
means Tl/yo directed their course to, or tonar(ls,
a place, making an inroad, or incursion, upon an
enemy, and going to fight and plunder: (M,
TA:) or as though they did so. (S.)

.j,, accord. to some copies of the ,q, is an
inf. n. of ,o meaning t%, lihke a, k &e. (TA.)

_ jj P4)! I." j .l means T/is thing,
or event, came without any act, or deed. (T,
TA.)

;, without o, A beast, (AR,T,8,) ora camel,
(ISk, T,) or a she-camel, or a cow, (M,) by
means of- which one conceals hiuself fi'om the
olects of the chase, or wild animnals, (A, ISk,
T, , M,) sodeceiving them, (ISk,T, M,) shooting,
or casting, when he is able to do so: (A., ISk,
T, :) or, accord. to AZ, it is with ., [i ,]

because thio ,L.j3 is driven (bIo, i.e. J,)
towards theo objects of the chase. (S, M.)_
Also A wild animal, or rild animals, (.a.j,)
specially of such as are objects of the chlase. (M,
TA.) - And A thing, (],) or ring, (Ham
p. 75,) by aiming at which one learns to pierce
or thrust [with the spear]. (Ham, ].) So ina
verse cited voce 1 , in art. b. (Ham ubi
supra.)

k.gtl., as a_ epitlhet applied to God: sec 1.

; and lat (T, S, M, K) and V
(T, M, K,) the last with fet-h to the . and with
kesr to the j, (TA, [in the CId, erroneously,

j,~,]) An iron instrument with which the head
i's cratched, called [in Pers.] ;i .,; (T;) a
thing like a large nee(lle, rith ohich the femnal
hair-dresser adjusts, or putts in order, the locks
of a woman's hair; ( ;) a tling with which the
head is scratched: (W p. 125, in explanation of
the first:) or a wooden instrument which a

woman puts into her hair: (TA voe l#UL,, in
explanation of the second:) and, (T, S,) as being
likened to the iron instrument thus called, (T,)
a horn (T,,M,1) of a [wild] bull [and of a
gazelle], (T, S,) with which the female hair-
dreser sometimes ad.justs, or puts in order, the
locks of a woman's hair, ($,) or with which one
seratchesu hit head: (V:) and, accord, to some
colpies of the ~, a comb: (TA:) the pl. is l~
and ;l, (M, g, TA,) in tho latter of whicIh,
the alif [written IS] is a substitute for U [pro-

perly so called]. (M,TA.) [HIence,] kS;jot .l l
or s.JI ., (accord. to different copies of

I11
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the Q, [or !jJ;.; $,., or L5jl a.JI , see arts.
.i. and ,q,,]) A gazelle rwhose horn is thich;

which shaows it to be young. (9.) [See also
sJ.ja (in art. kSD), last sentence.]

*. hC see the next precedling paragraph.

0,-

1. i, (S, M, A, &c.,) nor. t, (M, Msb,)
inf. n. ~.s (M, A, Mgh, Msh, K) and ;:;,
(],) like , (TA,) lic hid it, or con-
rcetled it, (Lth, S, A, Mgh, Msb, R,) namely, any-
thing, (A, Mgih, Msb,) in the earth or dust, (S,
Mgh,) or beneath a thing: (A, Mgh:) he buried
it (A, Mph, K) in the carth or dust, (Msb,) or
!beneath a thing: (K:) or he put it in, or in-
scrted it, beneath: (M:) or, accord. to some, he
put it in, or inserted it, with force; he thrw.st it in:
(TA:) and t '. and * oL;, (M, ,*) in the
lattcr of which one of the ,s is changed
into $ because thie reduplication is disliked, (M,*
TA,) signify the same as A;, (M, i,*) [or,
probably, hliave an intensive signification.] It is

sail in the ]lur [xvi. 61], -.I.Jl " i ... . 1
Or whether hc shall bury it in the emitt: meaning,
his female child, whlich he buried alive: the
pronotun agreeing with tle word L4 [which lpr-
cedes in the same verse]. (T, TA.) It is also said
in the lur [xci. 9 and 10], 3 t" CU ' "

· ,.,Ai.., (M, K,*) in whicih t1,e is for
¢t : , likel ;k fior . , (IK,) becalse the

niggirdlly conce;als his place of sojournting and
his property, lbtt the liberal makes his place of
F.,jouirniing upon an open and elevated spot that
h/ may not be concealed from guests andl those

lio desire to come to him: (Fr, Zj, K:*) or the
meaning is, lie is successful who maketh it
(namely Iis soul) pure and believing, and he is
unsuccesful who introdluceth it among the good
nwhen he is not of them: (IA$r, Tb, M, .:O) or
[he is suecessful who maketh it to increase in
grace by good worlh,] and he is unnscecctful wpho
manheth it vile and little by ervil norh : (M:) or
the latter clause means, and he is unsuccemful
w'ho hideth it, and maheth it obscere and of no
reputation, by the neglect of alnmsgivingq and of
bhedience [to God in other matters]: (TA:) or

the soul is unsucceuful that God rendereth ob-
*cure [so I render, here, lW~>]. (Fr, I.)
paJll ~,, nor. , inf. n. wb, lIe anointed the

carnel with tar, not thoroughly, [but only in the
armA-pits, and the inner parts of the roots of the
thigha or other similar parts:] (M:) [for it is
said that] _a',l ,; signifies the camel was
anointed with tar in the parts called the tL.:
( e: [see J. :]) or the latter signifies the camel
became snollen in the parts to called. (M.)

Ience thle prov., e , uJl .1; [which sec
explained in art. ;a]. (TA in art. la. [In the
. and M and TA, in tile present art., instead of
*pl, we find l: but the former is the pre-
ferable reading.])

9. . ,~ and oti,: see ~.; each in two
places.

7. ,as 1 [lie, or it, became hidden, or con-
cealed, in the earth or dust, or beneath a thiing:
he, or it, hid, or concealed, himself, or itself, in
the earth &c.:] he, or it, became buried: he, or
it, buried himself, or itself: (, K :) or it became
put in, or inserted, or it put in, or inserted, itself,
beneath. (M.)- [Hience,] ji j J ,,,;l
_ t hiA : [Such a one came secretly to such

a one, bringing him calumnies]: (TA:) or ,j;1
Od .il means t he came to such a one with
calumnies (Ham p. 219.)

~.,j Tar with whlich the arm-pits, and the
inner parts of the roots of the thighs or other
similar parts, of camcle, are anointed. (TA.)

. The concealment of guile or artifice.
(S.) One .Atom thou hidest, or coneeale.t,
(a.,O ..s ,) in order that he may bring thee
nenas, or information: (M, K :) accord. to some,
similar to ; (M;) or ; and
called by the vulgar t,, jlw: (TA:) or j

) signifies one whomn a pcople send secretly to
br;.ing them news, or information; (A;) the spy
of a people, who searches for, and then brings,
news, or information; syn. .. ,. (Msb.)-
And ~. [pl. of ~.] Persons hypocritical in
their actions, wtvho enter among the reciters of the
Kur-dn 7when they are not of them. (IAar, K.)

]_::..) [app. The coming secretly to a person,
briujing him caltmnies: in modern Arabic, a
secret machination or the like]. (TA, whlere,
after the phrase %A ,. W i C?Jl ;. &;

1Jti.tt, (see 7,) it is added, a.-. I . )j

,Xl. That enters much, or often; wront to
enter; syn. JWX .: so in tile saying, 1 I
[The natural dlisposition is wont to enter and
actuate him in whom it is engendered: generally
applied to him who has some fault derived from
his mother, or the like; as is said in a marginal
note in my copy of the TA: see ]. (TA.)

s., applied to a camel: part. n. of ,
[q-.v] (.)

'; i. q. , (K,) A [desert, or such as is
termed] _: an arabicized word [from the
Perm. _j]: (M.b, l:) or it is either a dial.
var. of :.!, or nn arabicized word from this
latter. (TA.)~-The tpper end of a chamber,
which is the most honourable place therein: (A,
K, TA:) in this sense an arabicized word [from
the Pers. ;~]. (].) - Hence, [A place, or
seat, of honour: a seat of office: used in these
senses in the present day:] used by the later
writers to signify a court, or council; syn. 'ly.:
and the court, or council, (,4,) of a wezeer
or governor. (TA.) -A thing against, or upon,
which one leans, or stays himself: (Har p. 261:)

a pillom, or cushion. (Id. p. 27G.) ~ Headship,
rule, dominion, government, or suitriority. (MF.)

A game; a single act of a game or play:
pli .,. (TA.) You say, C~. ,l1 The game
is mine: and Us ~..Jl The game is against
me. (Har p. 130.) And ~...ll ic ._ [The
game ended, or has ended, against him]: this is
said of one who is overcome: the Arabs in the
Time of Ignorance used to say so when a man's
arrow [in the game called .3l] was unsuccess-
ful, and he did not attain his desire. (TA.) [In

the contrary case, one says, ;~.il i .j T!he
game endled, or has ended, in his fatour.] O'JL

.S...JI p.... [Such a one is a good player] is
said of a skilful chess-player. (A.) And a poet
says,

* ;. 1 A # S1 1 d 

[The pawns become queens in the endxs of the
games: Oj,0 d being for O 'ii;]. (TA.)_ [It
is also used in tlhe prcsent day to signify A trich
of carlds.] - And An erasion, a sh.ip, a wile, or
an artifice ; or art, artifice, cunning, ingenuity,
or skill: (MF, and Har p. 130:) and deceit,
delusion, guile, or circumvention. (I.lar ibid.)
-Also, (TA,) or .l.JI ' > ' :~,, (Mb, K,

TA,) as also ,o teIl C, '. ;, (TA in art.L ,,)
[A suit, or complete set, of clothes;] the clothes
which a man rears and nhich wsfire him for his
going to andfro in the tran.action qof his afairs:
pl. as above: (Msb:) in this sense, also, an
arabieized word [from the Pers. ,--.]. (K.)
EI-Hareerce has mentioned togethier inistances of
this word in three different senses, in the 23rd

Makameh, wlhere he says, Z-Jt 411 .WlJi;U

_J s5 L l.3 I conjure thee by God [to tell
mc], art thou not he nrho lent him the suit of
clothe&? And I said, No, by lim iwho seated
thee in this place of honour, l am not the owner
of that suit of clothes: but thou art he against
whom the gamte hath ended. (TA.) And

(K,) as also oIl $ . -. j
(TA in art. - ,) [A quire, or twtcnty-five sheets
foldedl together, of paper: still used in this
sense: pl. as above:] in this senbe, also, an
arabicized word [from the Pers. J]. (1K.)

[ ; is also used in the present day in a
similar, but more extensive, sense; as signifying
A lot, or parcel, of things: of some things, ten;
of others, twelve; &c.] Also an appellation
applied, as mentioned by El-Khafiljee in the
"Shifi el-Ghaleel," by the common people of
Egypt and of other countries of the East, to A
copper cooking-pot: (MF:) [it is still used iu
this sense; applied in Egypt to a cop!er coohing-
pot wide at the bottom, contracted at the mouth,
and more contracted a little below the mouth.
And .~; is applied to A shalowr wooden
tub.]

I-:-"-,J tfrom the Pern. A.;] a certain
1
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game of the lMagians, which they thus call; i. q.
i 0tl: (. and Ig in art. ,..s.P :) they turn
round [in a circle, as tllough imitating the revo-
lutions of the "host of heaven "], having taken
one another by the hand, [in a manner] like
dancing. (] in that art.) [Hence probably ori-
ginated the similar performances of certain Mus-
lim darweeshes in celebrating what they term a
A., described in the works of several travellers,
and in my own work on the Modem Egyptians.]

;s-O, an arabicized word, (.,) [from the
Persian #,">,] by some of the Arabs, [and in
the present day gencrally,] pronounced ;j".,
which is not absolutely erroneous, as it is the
original form of the word before its being arabi-
cized, (MF,) The copJ, or original, [of the
register, as will be seen from what follows,]
which is made for the several classes [of the
officers and servants of the government], from
which their transcription is made, (expl. by

and in which are collected the rules and ordi-
nances of twe King; (TA ;) the register (.i;)
in which are collected the rules of the realm:
(Kull p. 186:) pl:C. (g.) _ Hence, The
great rwezeer (yj4) to thomn recourse is had [by
the King] with respect to n'hat he may prescribe
concerning the circumstances of the people, because
he is the possessor of the register so called:
(Mcfiteeb el-'Uloom by Ibn-KemQl-Pashk, in
TA; and Kull ubi suprh :) the officer who ma-
nages, conducts, orders, or regulates, the affairs
of the King. (TA.) [Hence also, in the con-
ventional language of nstronomy, t An almanac.]
- Also, vulgarly, Permimion; leave. (TA.)
[For instance, it is used in this sense by a man
entering a house, or approachling an apartment,
in which he supposes that there may be some
woman whom he should not see unveiled, in
order that she may veil herself or retire: on such
an occasion, he repeats the word jL, several
times as he advances.]

1. ;;, (M, A, ,) aor. ' (S, M,) inf. n.
Jp, (S, M, I,) lie, or it, puhed, thraust, drove,

impeUed, propeilled, or repelled, him, or it. (S,
M, A, .) Ambergris is said (by I 'Ab, .) to be
jm..el *.~." ,. A thing nthich the sea drives
(., A) and casts upon the shore. (TA.) And
tb>mw, ;J L4~ e~; mcans The ship re-
polled; (TA,) or oppoed, (M,) the water with
its prow. (M,TA.)- He thrust, pierced, or
stabbed, himt, (S, M, A, g,) vehemently, (A,)
with a spear. (S, A.) .j, (M,) aor. : and,

(TA,) inf. n. yi, (M, g, TA,) He drove in a
nail, withforce: (K,* TA :) he nailed anything:
(M:) he fastened, (M,) or repaired, (K,) a ship
with a nail, (M, K,) or with cord of fibres of
the palm-tree: (M:) or he fastened a ship by
uniting its planks in the manner of seing. (TA.)
... j,O, (A,) inf. n. as above, (M, I,) t Inivit

Bk. I.

feminam: (M, A, V :*) you say *Yk tIt .
(TA.)

,., [fem. of Vr;:, and] sing. of;. , which
(as some say, TA) means Ships that repel [or
oppose] the water with their prows. (K.)

j;G, Cord of the fibres of the palm-tree (le?J)
with which the planks qf a ship are bound to-
gether: (, M, A, ]:) or (so accord. to the S
and M and A, but accord. to Fr and the K
" and ") a nail, (S, M, A, K,) of a ship: (M:)
pl. j. (., M, A,]~) and .. : (S,EI:) used in
one or the other of these two significations in the
lgur liv. 13. (S, TA.)

rI A bulky camel: fem. with o: (S, K :) a
camel (M) strong and bull:y; (M, K;) as also

t ; (8,' M, J) and ' 51,; (S, K) and

yIljj (M, V) and I Sr ' ;: (L:) fem. v-D;

[like the masc.] and j.,: or .;., applied to a

she-camel, signifies large: (M:) and .I ., a
strong camel: (Fr, TA:) and *-l; sharp,
spirited, or vigorous, and strong. (TA.)- A
tough, or hardy, lion, (KI, B,) firm in make.
(B, TA.) A penis bulky (M, K) and strong.
(M.).., L;, and SF.-i, An army, or
a troop of hors, or a portion of an army, col-
lected togetlher. (M.) And r An arny, or a
troop of horse, or a portion of an arnmy, belong-
ing to En-Noamdn (S, M, O) Ibn-El-Mundhlir.
(., 9.)

kS,~:~: see .,.3, in two places.
,a ,, e ...

j 5wjs: see .

l : see e.;,, in two places.

a ,. ....
b: see .

.~>1: see '-.

t, [A man who thrusts much with the spear.
A signification implied in the S.] _ Qui mul-
tum coil. (i..)

1. ~,, aor. -, (-8, TA,) inf. n. .; (S, Mgh,
g) and 3d, (S, TA,) He impelled it, pushed
it, thrust it, or drove it; and particularly so as
to remove it from its place; propelled it, re-
pelled it; pushed it, thrust it, or drove it, anay,
or bach. (S, Mgh, ]s, TA.) - Hence, (TA,)

~ JalI i, (., Z, L,) aor., (TA,) inf.£ n.
;, (Z, TA) and (,;, (TA,) The camel pro-
pelled Ais cud so as to make it pass forth from his
inside to his mouth; (., TA;) drew it forth from
his stomach and cast it into his mouth. (Z, L, TA.)
And "°i ) i .,; Such a one cast forth his
vomit. (TA.) And t,; alone, (Mgh, TA,)

aor. :, (TA,) inf. n. Z;, (JI,) fie vomited:
(., TA:) or he vomited as much as filled
his mouth. (Mgh.) And 'j . · l ~

The sea collected together the ambergris like
foam, or scum, and then cast it aside. (TA.)

- [Hence, also, (as appears from an explanation
of a;Iw, q.v. infrk,)] , aor. , (;,TA,)

inf. n. -, (g,) : He gave a large gift. (?, g,
TA.) It is said in a trad., (S, TA,) that God
will ask the son of Adam on the day of resurrec-

tion, (TA,) 5.,j; >j .l.1; Dil I rot
make thee to take the fourth part of the spoil,
and to give largely? (S:) and on his answering
"Yes," that God will ask, "Then where is [thy]
gratitude for that ?" for the doing thus is the act
of the chief. (TA.) And aa..il j,, (Ibn-
'Abbad,) inf. n. ,;, (Ibn-'Abbid, ,) fIJdld
the bowl. (Ibn-'Abbad,']..)-.Andjlpbjl a.',
(TA,) inf. n. 5, (1s,) He stopped up the
bur,rom at once (1, TA) with a stopper of rag,
or some other thing of tue ui:e of the burrow.
(TA.)

'a,.j [inf. n. of un. of 1].. A single act of
vomiting. (Mgh, TA.

JiAC. an inf. n. (S,TA.) j.i co-, A wrong-
fal, or tyrannical, pushing, or thrusting, or the
like; for. ' X °ia;; occurringin a trad. (TA.)
_A gi.ft: (S:) a large gift: (s,1g:) because
given at once, like as a camcl's cud is propelled
by him with a single impulse. (TA.) You say
of a munificent man, (Az, TA,) a.-,JI ..
(Az, 8, TA) lIe is a large giver; one wvho gives
much. (Az, TA.) - Natural disposition: (S,
1 :) or, as some say, generosity of action: or, as
some say, make; or notural constitution. (TA.)
- The pl. is . . (TA.)

oL. A building like a [q. v.] , surrounded
by houses, or chambers, (Lth, Mgh, Mob, l,) and
places of abode for the servants and household,
(TA,) and pertaining to hings: (Lth, Mgh,
Msb:) Heraclius is related, in trads., to have
received the great men of the Greeks in a ;,C~.
belonging to him: (TA:) or a building like a

v, which is surrounded by houses, or chambers,

and in which the vitious, or immoral, ( ,)
assemble: (HIar p. 140:) or houses of theforeign-
era (.o. A1), in which are wine and instruments
of muic or the like: ( :) thought by Az to be
an arabicized word; (Msb;) not genuine Arabic:
(TA:) [from the Persian .;j, or :; :] pl.

At-O. (J~.). Also A Ch,istian's cloister, or
cell; syn. L , ~. (AA, K.)_ And A town,
or village; syn. a.. (Az, Msb, ..) - And A
plain, or level, land. (gz, g.)

1...:;, (S, M, Mob, ],) aor.:, (Myb, K,)

inf. n. .,.., (Msb, TA,) or a.5.. , (Mgh, in
which the verb is not mentioned,) It (a thing, S,
M, Mgh, or food, Msb) was, or became, greasy;
or had in it, or upon it, grease, or gravy, or
dripping offliesh-meat or offat; (M, ]C,0 Mgh;)
as also t,.o: (M:) and it (a garment, or some
other thing,) was, or became, dirty, or filthy.
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cooking-pot. (T in art. .l.) X ~; -bi i.q.

j .1 [The last time]; like 4 i. (TA
in art. ri.. [See ; 1';, last sentence.])

a.~ A thing with which a hole in a shin for
rwater or milk is stopped up. (M, ].) m Black-

ness; (TAqr,TA;) [and] so t_,: ( :) or
dust-colour inclining to blackn.e. (M, .) Hence

the Abyssinian is called 4i~ .l. (IAr, TA.)

See also A~, j ,, above. ~Applied to a man,
t Low, or ignoble; base; vil; mean, or sordid:
(S, TA:) or bad, corrupt, base, or vile. (M, ].
[Freytag erroneously assigns the meaning "vilis"

to_;;.]) One says, i.; 2 ! ;&l Ui SThou
art none other than one in wrhom is no good.
(TA.)

;1> A stopper; (M, ]I ;) a thing with hAich
one stiops up the ear, and a wound, and the like,
and the head of a flask or bottle, and tAe like.
(S.) It is said in a trad. that the Devil has a
.*.); meaning that ho has a stopper by which
ho prevents one from seeing the truth (M, TA)
and from keeping in mind admonition. (TA.)

e see .0.

_..lj: see the next paragraph.

._i Darkness. (M, s.) - See also a~,-.
-The fox: ( :) [or] the young one of the

fox: (M:) or, as some say, (M,) the young one
of the foxz from the bitch: (M, g :) and (so in
the M, but in the g "or") of the wolf from the
bitch: (., M, .:) and the bear: (.:) or the
young one of the bear; (S, M, ;) which is the
only meaning allowed by Abu-l-Ghowthl. (8.)
Also, (.,) or as some say, (M,) The young one
of the bce. (M, K.) And, accord. to Abu-l-
Fet-h, (TA,) whosc name was.n-O, (K,* TA,)
the companion of gutrub, A [young ant, such as
is termed] ;,1: (TA:) or tV ..j [in the C.
erroneously written a.;] has this last significa.
tion. (, , TA.)= Also A certain plant, (S,
.K, KL,) called in Pers. jj.! e 1 [which is
said to be a name applied to the amaranth,
anemone, and the like]. (KL.)= And [A man]
gentle, nice, or skilful, in worh; careful, or
solicitous [thlerein]; as also t&l g. (s.)

j: see the next preceding paragraph.

_;., and its fem. see ;..
also signifies A kind of milhing-vesel; i. q.

'k and a-. and ,. (T and TA in art.
,....)_inAlso [Black: see 4.: or] of a
dust-colour inclining to blachkness: (M, K:) fem.
as above. (K.) - [Freytag assigns to it also
the significations "Multum pinguis" and "Oleo
conspurcatus ;" both as on the authority of the
K, in which I do not find either of them: also
that of "Vilis," as applied to a man; a significa-
tion belonging to a.o.]

. A [deert, or such as is termesd] .1a;
as also j: (Mob and 1 in art.

(x.) - And ;, (inf. n. .;, T H,) He, or it,
msm, or beeam, of tL colour trnned L .o, i. e.,
dust.cobwur iscliing to blackneu. (M, ~.) -
,;, (Z, , and so in some copies of the 1,)
[aor., app., :,] inf. n. &j; (TA;) or ,. ;
(so in some copies of the ;) said of rain, It
moistened the earth (?,Z,sg) a little, (],) not
much, (.,) or so as not to reach the moist soil.
(Z, TA.)-.And,;, aor. , (],) inf.n..,,,
(TA,) He smeared a camel with tar. (s.)-
Also, gR M, V,) aor. ', (, g,') or , (M,)
inf. n. .O, ($, M,) He stopped up (8, M, O) a
thing, (M,) such as a wound, (., M,) and an
ear, (.,) and a flask, or bottle; as also V,wOl;

(1.;) or l;,tql . signifies t1. x. [i. e. he
bound the head of the flask, or bottle: or the
right reading, as the context seems to indicate,

is , .J i. e. he stopped up the head of the
flask, or bottle]; (M;) and 't .l.,As he p)t

the tent (j~.'l) into thes wound. (TA.) - And
hence, i.e. irom 4ii!._ or from ;jjIw ,,
(TA,) X Inivit feminam. (Kr, M, I, TA.) And
hence also, one says to the aA ., [see this
word,] .j L1/i t [Stuff thy vagina with
cotton, to arrest the blood, and say thy prayers].
(TA.)-Also, (.,) inf. n. ,, (TA,) He closed,

or locked, a door; syn. &l. (].) Also, (i. e.
A i.q.,,, [in some copies of the C, and

in the TA, k..L, which signifies the same, i. e.
It became effaced, or obliterated,] said of a relic,
trace, mark, or the like. (p, ].)

2. .fjJ, ($,) inf. n. of., (Myb,) signifies
The smearing ($, Myb) a thing, ($,) or a morsel,
or mouthful, (Meb,) [or seasoning it, imbuing it,
or soakhing it,] with4 [i. e. grease, or gratjy,
or dripping]. (., Myb.) - ' y 1..sj, (Mgh,
.g,) said by 'Othm6n respecting a beautiful boy,
(Mgh,) means Blacken ye his dimple in the chin,
in order that the evil eye may not have effect
upon it. (Mgh, ~.') [Accord. to another ex-
planation, mentioned in the TA, the blackness
denoted by this phrase is behind the ear: but
this is evidently a mistake.] _- See also 1.

4: see1.

6: see 1.no .jO3 also signifies They ate
[food] with 4.. [i. e. grease, or gravy, or drip-
ping].. (TA.)

.. b: see JUJl C 1 means
* _i.n*s [app. I am beside, or out of, the

casO, or affair]. (i.)

1,,. a word of well-known meaning; (~;)
i. q. Jj; (M, 1 ;) both signifying Grease, or
gravy; i. e. the dripping that exudes from Jfesh-
meat andfrom fat; (Msb in art. J.q ;) the i
of lesh-meat and of fat: (Mgh: [in the CX,
.jil is erroneously put for .. l :]) or, accord.

to the T, anything that has .z);, of fJksh-meat
and of fat: (TA:) and dirt, or filth: (M, 1 :)
and *,.; signifies the same a ,, accord. to
El-Iurtubee; but El-Welee El-'lrtee says, I
have not seen this on the authority of any other
lexicologist. (TA.) You say, "l..A ' ' ',

[app. meaning, if correctly transcribed, His hand
is hard by reason of dirt adhering to it: in my
MS. copy of the ]~, the last word is written
iiia; a word which I do not find in any sense:
in the T]l, A.: this Freytag thinks to be the
right reading, though I know of no such word;
and he renders the phrase, "manus ejus propter
sordes inhaerentes catinus eat;" evidently as-
suming that IJ. is a dial. var. of L]. (1i.)
[It seems that you say also,.,'; & Ci meaning

t There is not in him, or it, any profit, or good:
a sense assigned in the TA to the phrase i tL4
.,_ ._,O; in which I think it evident that the
transcriber has written _j by mistake, and
forgotten to erase it after adding ,Z,.] - Also
The bowels, or intestines. (TA.) Accord. to
IApr, it means also .jlI "e. [Praising, or
glorifying, God, much]; a sense in which it is
incorrectly said in the 1B to be t , like 'I:
(TA:) and hence the trad., of weak authority,

v ' X1 %.Id 19: (K:) or, accord. to Z,
this is from . said of rain: and, as related by
Abu-d-Darda, the words are l ..i 
t ;i 41 j v t W&ts, meaning [Do ye
approve, if ye be satisfied in your stomochs
throughout a year,] that ye should not praise, or
glorify, God, save a little? (TA:) or it may
denote commendation; so that the meaning of
t_: yl 1 ;,jst Cj '9 is, that praise, or glorifi-
cation, is the stuffing of their hearts and of their
mouths: and it may denote discommendation;
as meaning that they praise, or glorify, little;

from '.a J;_~.A ; (s, TA;) the blackness
denotel by this phrase being small in quantity:
or, as some say, the meaning is, that they do not
praise, or glorify, God for anything but eating,
and the grease, or gravy, in their insides. (TA.)

,i A thing greasy; or having in it, or upon
it, grease or gravy, (M, Mghl,) of flesh-meat or
offat: (IMgh:) [and dirty, or filthy : pl. .. ;;
like as <; is pl. of 4 .] You say L -; -i
[Greasy broth]. (TA.) And ;;..i, Dirty,

or filthy, garents. (, TA.) And <>l A,
applied to a man, [Dirty in the garment: and
hence, going on foot;] not riding; as also v.;

r;jJI. (TA.) [Hence also,] t Defied by cul-
pable dispositions. (TA.) A rAjiz says,

meaning t[O God, verily '.mir Ibn-Jahm]
hath imposed upon himself, ($ in art.,*3,) or
hath performed, (M,) pilgrimage being defiled by
sina. ($ in art. .*., and M.)__ J L .t. sig-

nifies A black turban; (TA;) as also ALL
ft ~',.. (Az, Mgh, TA.) And. :; occurs in a
trad. as meaning t Strict, or pious, [though]

black, (,"l1, [or this may here mean a genuine

Arab, as opposed to j... meaning a foreigner,] )
and rdligio (TA.)

a..o .1 [probably a mistranscription for .. 1
a. ;;, lit. "the mother of blackness ;"] t The
I
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_~, :) a Persian word [arabicized]; or an
instance of agreement between the two languages

[of Arabia and Persia];. (.) .,~JI , . S;,

and ij ;, i q. -q. (TA.)

1. &;, aor. ', (1, Z,) in£ n. ;, (9, ,) le
pwsed him, thruwt him, or drove him, away; he
repelled him: (P:) or he did so harshly, roughly,
or iolently. (A 'Obeyd, Y].) Hence, in the ]ur

[cvii. 2], "..;,1 t.l LJ Jj That is he who
puseth, tkrusteth, or driveth, away the orpl~an:
(t:) or, who doth so harshly, roughly, or vio-
lently: (BO, Jel:) or, who treatetA tAe orphan
with Aarshness, roughnes, or oiolence; pushing,
thrusting, or driving, away; and chiding with
rdesu, or coarenes. (Z,TA.) And in like

manner, in the same [lii. 13], jt; Jj -O is

b~' On the day when they sall be pused,
or thrust, or drive, with Aarshness, roughness, or
violence, to the fire of Iell. (A 'Obeyd, B4,
Jel, TA.) And in a trad. of Esh-Shaqbee, ylS

~ C# ' They wsed not to be driven, nor
p~uhed, or repeled,from it. (TA.)

1 ~..^#, (~, A, Mgh, Msb, ],,) aor. :, (A,
Mph, Myb, ],) inf. n. 1 ;' (S,* Mgh, MF) and
~., (MF,) [see the former of these two ns.
below,] lIe jested, or joked; (?, A, Mgh, MNb,

;) us also , aor. :: (Mgh, Mb :) or he
jested, orjoked, with playing, or sporting. (TA.)
-And i. q. [(He impelled, pAhed, thrut,
&c.]. (1.). And Inivit [feminam]. (A, ].)
- [The last, perhaps, from the same verb sig-

nifying lIe trod a road; mentioned by Freytag
as used in this sense in the Deewin of the Hu-
dhaleel.]

3. ,dJ., (A, Myb, ],) inf. n. iLLIi., (f, A,
Mqb,) lIe jested, or joked, with him: (, A,
Meb, ]:) [or he did so, playing, or sporting,

Aith him: ee 1.]

5. ;, "..!A He acted, or behaved, p,
umptuously, or boldly, towards him; syn. JUJ3,
(a, TA,) from j'li. (TA.)

6. t.*dIJ3 They jested, or joked, [or they did
so, playing, or sporting,] one with another. (A,
Mqb, ].)

w^^: see

,; : ee !4&._Bee also o ;:_snt
- Also A good, or an cnellent, singer.

(].)- A youth soft or tender, thin-skimed, or
fine-skinned, and plump. (i.) The fruit of
a certain plant: (g :) or (1, TA) the plant
"tIf, namely, (TA,) % a_I [see art.

,AW;] (1,TA;) of hibe dial. of El-Yemen.
(TA.)

~p, (]5,TA,) applied to a man, (TA,)
Brik, lively, or sprightly. (V.) - Stupid, or

C-sj - o.
·o . ast j .

foolish; as also * os, (], TA,) and t ~>:
(TA:) and stupid, or foolish, and jeting, or
joking. (TA.) _ Weak, (?, 1,) and an olect
of ridicule. (L) - Sh)ort and ugly and con-
temptible. (,TA.)._.I. q. -; (Ci, and
so in my MS. copy of the 9,) or "I_.', of the
form of the act. part. n., (TA,) [Effeminate, Jcc]
- Applied to a horse, Tal, or' o-bodied; yn.

.J-L. (V.)= A road beaten, or trodden, (m,
C,) traVelled, (TA,) and plain, or conspicuous.

(V,TA.)_A dark night. (V.) Bwlack ants;
as also V Ztm. (i.) ._A certain black sculent

grain: or the stem, or root, (,).,) of a certain

herb, or leguminous plant, (a,) which i peeled
and eatmn. (.)

*;... . 6 

Vc ~j : see ev

a4&> A jesting, or joking; ($, Mb ;) such as
is deemed pleaing, or facetious : (Myb :) or play,
or sport; (A,V;) as also V ,"c: (C:) both
of which words are also used as inf. ns.: and the
latter is also used as an epithet; [as explained
below, voce ,.lJ ;] app. in an intensive sense
[because originally an inf. n.j. (MF.) And
Speech that cawes laughter. (lcar p. 18.)_
Also Stupidity, orfooliAnes. (I.) SBee also

,Ae~: J see the next paragraph.

;,.al and ' ,4&; (A, Myb, 1]) and [in a sense
thought by MF to be intensive (see · A ]
?."4 2 (~) and [in an intensive sense] t <,a.

([ (there coupled with ,.,tl, perhaps as an ex-
plicative adjunct,]) and [in a sense doubly in-

tensive] 1 Msj (O) Jesting, or joking, (A, Mob,)
and saying what is deemed pleasing, orfacetious:
(A:) or playing, or sporting: ( :) [in the case
of the third, app., and of the fourth, much, or
often: and in the case of the last, very much, or
very often.] _ [Hence,] Wli : W aterplay-
ing in its course, or running hither and thither:
(A,:) pl. t. (A) And 
A wind, (A,) or violent rwind, (TA,) that carrie
away e~verything; as it rore, making porrt wvith
it: pl. Ij; I: (A, TA:) and

signifies the same; (TA;) or [simply] a violent
,wind. (.)

b,1: see *r'.

(, [aor. ,] inf. n. C&, He (a man &c.)
w, or became, characterized by what is termed

as exaplained belw. (TA.) And :..

C fl The eye rwas, or became, [so characterized;
or] wide and black; or intemuely black and in-
tenmely white. (Mob.)

; (1, A, Msb, V) and '. (1) Black-
nem: or intense blackness: (TA:) or wridtA, with
blacknes, of the eye: (Myb:) or intens black-
ne, with w~idth, of the eye: (§, l :) or intense
blackhn in the eye, with intense whitenes thereof

881

and width thereof: (A:) or in blcAckness of
the black of t eye, ith intes~ mhiterss of the
white thereof; (MIb,* TA;) but accord. to Az,
this is said only by Lth, and is a mistake. (TA.)
- Also, the former, DBlmUram inclining to white.
nem (MP.)

°ac^: see the next preceding pargraph.

i;i Insanity, or diabolical pos ion: (i:)
accord. to MF, it is an inf. n. [of which the verb
is not mentioned]. (TA.) Also fem. of the
epithet next following. (Myb.)

;1 A man charactrized by hat i t~ d

.c, in the eye.: fem. ;: and pl. r.
(Myb.) And :4, .&h An eye so characterized
(S.)-_ Also Black; (., ];) as an epithet ap-
plied to a man. (g.)...And IA bull, (A,) [i. .]
a wild bull, and a he-goat, (TA,) characteried
by intens blacknes (A) of the horns, (A, TA,)
and of the head, and of the legs, (A,) and of the
eyes, in the case of the he-goat. (TA.) -..
.4.# and ,i4; i 1J t[A lip anda gum app.
of a blue colour inclining to rwhite]. (TA.)-

;.st JJ : [A black, or an intenly black,
night;] a dark, black night. (A,* TA.) -

~15 ' s The first of [the three nights called]
the 3tl; i. e. ($,15, TA) the twenty-eighth
night: ($, A, 1:) the second is called 1; 11;
and the third, ii. ($.)

0O . Affected with insanity, or diabolical
possso (I..)

,O5)

1. ,;, aor. ;, inf. n. I;, It (wood) wa bad;
( ;) it smoked much: (~, Mb :) or smoked, and
did not burn brightly, or blaze. (C.)_- It (a
a,j [or piece of wood for producing fire]) failed
to producefire: (1 :) or became burted at its eox-
tremity from frequent use in producin fire, and
failed to produce firs; (TA.).- , aor.:; and

, aor. :; inf. n. a),; He acted ritiouly,
or immorally; tran~resed the command of
God; or committed adultery or fornication:
syn. ~; q.i [the latter of which appears to be
an imitative sequent to the former]: (TA:) and

n, in n. .j;, Ae stole, committed adultery or
fornication, and did harm to others: (18bh, TA:)
and ,./ he acted badly, corruptly, or wickedly:
from the same verb in the first of the senses
explained above. (Myb.) [See also g, below.]

5. .A3 [He became bad, corrupt, or wicked]:
from a lt as syn. with [i. e. e ]. (gum
p. 631.)

B Bad, corrupt, or wicked, conduct; syn.
;U, [in the sense of ;ti,] ($, ],) and 
(;,A, 15;) and V tc; (g, A, Myb, O5) and
and V s;, or V ];, (as in different copies of
the ,) signify the same; syn. ., (, A,
Mqb, 1,) and Lth; (Myb;) and vice, or im-
morality; vitious, or immoral, cnmduct; trans-
gresson of the command of God; or the com-
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miso of .duty or fornication: (,A, g:)
and treAry; and Aypocisy: (TA:) and
* i; alo dsignifies illnatu; or ecesisve pr-

wtrunm or crones: (Mlb :) and t , with
a sheddeh to the , evilnes, or badss, in the
disposition; ( ;) u also ? i,. (TA.)

;, (8, Mgh, Mgb, ) and .& (El-Ghana-
wee,],) Bad wood; ($;) which smokA much:
(8, A, Mgh, Mqb:) or which smohn, and does
not burn brightly, or blazs: ( :) and the former,
wood, &c., that buns, and becom etinguihed
before it burnrm intony; (!;) n. un. with I:
(TA :) old, uasted, crumbling, and bad, wood,
(Sh, :,) which, when put upon tha fire, doe not
burn brightly, or bl/a; (8h;) as also atl;:
0(:) but [8M says,] I do not find any one
beside the author of the ]$ to have mentioned
this Iast word as applied to wood. (TA.)_
Alo o,;, or 9';a, A ,ij [or piece of wood for
producing fire] haing its edtremity burnt from
fr n ue in producing fir, and failing to
produ fire; (TA;) aslo ta;1l: (¢:) or this
ignifies a .j ta doe not producfire. (].)

i: mee ', in two places: -and Mee '1a..

L,; and 3a:
placm.

'a,: eel'b.

Sla. and si1w

in two places.

mee,c; the second, in two

and sje: se io; the first,

1;: see ;.i. - Also A man wvho acts badly,
corruptly, or wickedly; (8, A, Mgh, Mb ;) who
acts vitioisly, or immorally; transgreats the
command of God; or commits adultery orforni-
cation; (ISh, ,A;) and does harm to others:

(I8h:) pl. ;t;; which is also explained as sig-
nifying men mAo intercept, and rob, or slay,
traw/lrs on the way: (TA:) fem. with ;:
(AA, 1 :) also V;4 one in whom is no good: or
treacArous, and one vwho attributes to /tis com-
panions vices or faults; as also ? t [in an
intensive sense]. (TA.)

£:sIt; 43 Certain camel, so called in relation
to a stallion named ..:;, that begot an excellent
breed: (8, :) or in relation to a tribe named
thus. (i.)

.. * s B.

1. ;., (9, [,) aor. ', (1],) in£ n. .,; (8,)
He rubbed it, or rubbed and preued it, ( V,' 8,
TA,) or did o mell, (KL,) and woflened it;
(TA;) namely, a skin, or hide. ($, ]g, TA.)-
He softemed its (i. e. a garment's) rougAnes by
wearing it. (V.) - He oftened him, (, I(,)
and mbdued Aim, or rendered him submiuive;
(TA;) namely, an adversary, or antagonist;
(V, ;) and so ", inf. n. Lr. (TA.).

¥1jJI ; %;0 Hte rolled him, or turned him

omr, in the dut. (Q)_J- SIt j;q- ji; I
pained the man by peech (IDrd.)

3. t~J' [(app. The act of contending, dis-

Oa-Ij

puting, or litigating, eImeny: (see 1,
below; and see also 6 :) accord. to (olius, (who
names no authority,) the act of conflicting, or
contending; as though rubbing against anotAher.
- Also] The dlaying with anotAer, deferring
with him, or putting him of, by repeated pro-

mis. (Z, TA.) You say, Alml Jl,l> He de-
layed, or deferred, with the creditor, or put him
off, proming him payment time after time;
like '.1;. (TA in art. )J.)

6. Il3 TA2ey contended, disputed, or liti-
gated, one with another, dehmently. (IDrd, 1.)
-Also, (1j,) or ISaLa7, said of two men, (9,)
TAey contended together, smiting one another;

syn l. j, (,) or L,;; (S;) contended, or
conflicted; (IF, TA;) yJJIl & [in war, battle,

orJjght]. (IF, , 0)

Jt; Very pertinacious in contention or tae
lik; ery contentiow; or a great mrangler.

(9,* 1:.)

AJ;&,: see the folloring paragraph. [For Mil
in the ]K, Golius seems to have found in his copy
of that Lexicon a11; for he has explained *&.,
as on the authority of the ], by "Instrumentum
quo quid defricatur aut levigatur;" a meaning
which it may posibly have, as agreeable with
analogy, but for which I find no authority.]

1,,: ,: (:) and .J .. (IDrd, 1) An
adversary, or antagonist, vehement in contention,
dispute, or litigation. (IDrd, ], TA.)

1. .~;, (S, Mgh, Meb, ],) aor. :, (Mib, .K,)

inf. n. .), (9, Meb,) He supported it, propped
it, or stayed it; (Mgh, Mqb,) or h set it up;
(] ;) namely, a thing, (9, ]p,*) or a wall, (Mgh,
Mqb,) that was leaning; (Mgh, Mb, l;) and
the trellis of a grape-vine, and the like. (TA.)
_- And [hence], inf. n. as above, t He strength-
ened him, and aided him. (TA.).-And [hence

also,] L_ci : He compressd her (La;M );
namely, a woman: (C, TA:) or this, (1],) or
>j(t %..s, (TA,) signifies Ae thrut [his At] into
her (, TA) with an agitating action: (TA:)
or he inserted it entirely: (I, TA:) and 1r_;
signifies the same: so says ISh. (TA.)

8. ;; ... t,c l, ( Mgh, 1, TA,) originally

.,a;I, He supported, propped, or stayed, himself
upon it; (9, Mgh, V, TA;) i. e., L~ U' [upon

a staff, or stick]. (TA.) Hence, J.,s !

451 } 1; [He supported himsef by

resting upon the palms of his hands in prostra-

tion]. (Mgh.)_ [Hence also,] * ? 1.,sI U1,

.1 t [I stay myself upon him in my affoairs].
(TA.)

.; Strengt: (TA:) strength and fatness:
(9, TA:) fat andf . (TA.) You say,. %

TeAre is no strength nor fatne in wsch a
one. ($, TA.) And .A .i1; A1(by. A girl, or
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young woman, having fat and aesh. (TA.).
Also Much wealth or property. (TA.)

Iad: see U.la, in two places.

cf oS A strong thing: (TA:) a thing Aawing
a strong mupport or prop or stay. (g, TA.)-

A carpmnter; syn.,bj . (..)--A horse haing

a whitenae in hits breast: or, in his Ia [app. as

meaning the pit above tte breast]: and so 1:
(1 :) accord. to AA, this latter term is applied
when there is a whiteness in a horse's breast;

(TA;) and its pL is,c. (TA in art. b.)
The main part of a road: or the middle thereof.

(K.)

.;,s: see ~, in two places.

,t&Ic A condition, term, or stipulation. (s.)

Llr., ($, Mgh, Msb, O) and Ct*;i, and t ';

(t) A support, prop, or stay, (9, Mgh, Myb, C,)
of a house or the like, (, lg,) or of a leaning
wall; (Mgb, Myb ;) i. e. a piece of wood used as
a support, prop, or stay, of a house [&c.]: (TA:)
and the wood that is set up for the constructing

[or supporting] of the .~. [or trellis of a grape-
vine], or for the raising of the shoots of a grape-
vine: (A.Hn, K :) pl. (of the first and second,
TA)>, and (of the last, TA) .. (V, TA.)

_ [Hence,] '" ' 1,S; i *U t [Such a
one set up the supports of El-Iildm]. (TA.)

And j.il .t;.l 1 t Th is of the things

whereby affairs are held together. (TA.) 
And [hence,] ad. signifies also A lord, or

chief. (8, Msb, ]g, TA.) One says, a* A; 
$ He is the lord, or chief, of the people, (Myb,
TA,) and their support, or stay; (TA;) like as
one says, V. ,. (Myb.) And ;to _,

.. ~. t [They are the lords, or chiefs, and the
supports, or stays, of their people]. (TA.) 'Omar
Ibn-EI-Khat.Ab was called by 'Omar Ibn-'Abd-

El-'Azeez NaZJ £.L [The support, or stay,
of the weakj. (TA.) -. Also, (C,) or [correctly]

cOi:> (9, TA) and * Ot1*&, (TA,) The two
[upright] piecesa of wood of the pulley (that
support the cros piece to which the pulley is
suspnded]: (, ], TA:) such as are made of
clay are termed Qj' . (9.)

.,e.: see Os.

.. 'aa, applied to a leaning house or the like,
that is about to crack, or fall down, Supported,
or propped: differing from ;J,a., which i
applied to that which presm heavily, such as a
roof; meaning "held [up, or supported,] by
columns." (TA.)

[ ', app., A meanm ofsu porting, propping,
or staying. See an ex. voceeq-...]

... , originally.,~,, A place to vhicA one
has recouruse for reft,je, protection, preservation,
concealment, covert, or lodging; a place of refuge;
an asylum. (IA'r, TA.)



OP, -j ).

Q. L ,,; It (water) abounded with ,! We;

[ of J~, ;]. (19)

, ; IA certain animalcul (j;), (k, ,)
that divs in water: (8:) or a certain black
animalule that swims upon water : (Mgh :) or a
certain worm (;8;), that is in pools left by
torrents when their water sinks into the earth:
(IDrd,] :) or a certain worm (i33>) having
two heads, seen in water rohen it becomes little in
quantity: (IB:) p]. ,l., and ,c. (.)
- [Hence, app.,] t On roho enters much into
affairs; Aho is a frequent visitor of kings. (Is.)
And hence, 4'jl 0;1 ; .jl tl, meaning
't[Infants will be] roamers in Paradise: they
will not be'debarred from any dwelling: (i:)
a trad.: but the words occurring in a trad. of
Aboo-Hureyreh are iJt, ~ ; 
[Your little children &c.]. (TA.j-Also The
embryo in the belly of a mare until the fortieth
day: then its make becomes apparent, and it is
called sj., until three months old: when it is
called . (Kr, TA.)

P~ ; [dim. of ;j-]._ One says, a

*1 t~M u..*), meaning :Ie is acquainted
with, or knowing in, this affair. (, ~.) L~ P
QU,J1 was the name of a certain cunning, or know-
ing, or skilful, man; and hence the saying above
mentioned: ( :) he was a black slave, very cun-
ning or knowing or skilful, and an expert guide of
the way. (lC.) And [hence] one says, k s.bl

,.J! ..... [More ex;pert in shorwing the way
than Do'eymen-er-laml]. (O, TA.)

1. ;.s, and C.; signify the same: (Fr,y
and TA in art. ,j :) the aor. of the former is

'a;v, (TA in that art,) see. pers. fem. sing.
;C~J and 'im,3 and .eCi, the last with an
inclination to the sound of a &lammeh in the
vowel of the t [so that it is between a kesreh and

a &lammeh], and sec. per. masc. and fem. pl.
e'as.3: ($, TA:) aor. of the latter verb t.~j:
inf.n. a t;. (TA in art. t..) it. [generaily]
signifies [or implies] The act of sehing, desiring,
ashing, or demanding. (KT.)- You say, Il

ibl, (0,) first pers. .sc, aor. jcl, (Meb,)
inf.n. n. :'- (M,b, ) and qSa;, (g,) in which
latter the alif [written gS] is to denote the fem.
gender, [and therefore the word is without ten-
ween,] (TA,) He prayed to God, supplicated
Him, or petitioned Him Ahumbly, (Msb, ], TA,)
desiring to obtain some good that HIe had to
bestow. (Mb, TA.) And Z J :i00 [I prayed

to Godfor him]; and 4c [against him]; inf. n.

fi;: ( :) [and ,b ; I pr~fayed for him, or
blesd him; and , ,; ; I prayed against
Aim, or cursed him :] and J [ sup

plicatedfor Aimgood]; anda n . ± & A

imprecated upon him oilj. (TA.) - t.
3..iJ k He desired, or required, or requested,

that the roriting, or book, ahould be brought.
(TA.) And .it 1 14;; Hi nose, perceiv-
ing its odour, desired the perfume. (TA.)-
[Hence,] at tI;, said, of anything in the earth,
means It needed it; or required it: [and so
· I1 ;j: one says ofa wall, t.,J jl It
neaded, or required, its being repaired: (see 10
in art. *j:) and] one says to him whose clothes
have become old and worn out, e jl; i 3 
[Thy clothe. have become such as to need thy
putting on others; or] thou hast become in need
of putting on other clothues. (Aboo-'Adnin, TA.)

[See also 10.] _ , (9, MA, Mgh, Mgb,)
and at 4jc, (MA, [and of frequent occurrence,])
in£. n. [~; and] O,, (TA, [but the former is
more common,]) also signify I called him, called
out to him, or summoned him, (8, MA, Mgh,

Mgb,) syn. iI, (Mgh, M9b,) or .. lI is to the
near and i.1JJ1 is to the distant, (Kull p. 184,)
and deired Aim to come, to come forward, or
to advance; (Mb ;) and t a .I signifies the
same, (S, MA,) [i. e.] I called him to my-
self (MA.) One says, 3 Ail lX j,I1 tc
[The $J* called the people to prayer]. (M9 b.)
And the saying of En-Nahdee . -, '..
means We ued to call, or invite, them to El-
IsMdm at one time, and to leare doing so at
another time. (MFh.) And ,;Wl o..j, (Msb,)
inf. n. and c' (S,) or the latter is a simple
subst., (Msb,) and t., (9, [app. there men-
tioned as an in£. n., agreeably with many other
instances,]) means also I invited people to eat
with me, or at my abode. (Myb.)_ [Hence,]

.sl t JIj bt I1 C. What drew, led, induced,
or caused, and constrained, or drove, thee to do
this thintg? (TA.) And 0 .t eiU
tdl1, i. e. [Rain that fell in a region which had
become abundant in herbage invited us thither,
or] was the caume of our seking its herbage.
(TA.) And L. ; .. y , (M, Mgh, -,*) or
;,41 ; Oi.. ; , (Nh, TA,) [It draws,
or attracts, rwhat is to come after it, of the milk,]
said of some milk left in the udder. (S, Nh,
Mgh, ], TA.) And ^ , Jl J l; He drove
him, or urged him to go, [but more commonly
meaning he summoned him,] to the prince, or
commander. (1g,'TA. [In the T], #d)l JI
to the thing, or affair.]) -[Hence likewise,]

l."JI signifies also The calling to one's aid:
thus, [in the ]~ur ii. 21,] .;' l.l means
And call ye to your aid [your helpers]. (TA.)
_And ,JI lt. He called upon the dead,
praising him, and saying, Alas for such a one!
or he maied for, wept for, or deplored the loss
of, the dead, and enumerated his good qualities
and actions; as though he called him. (TA.
[See also 5.])_And l, 4,W" and .j4 t1
callUed him, i.e. named him, &yd. (Isb, ]g,
TA.) And . ; tl. 4' t I called him, i. e.
assrted him to b, ihe son of Zeyd. (Myb.)_

v #t;4 t God dtroyed Aim: [uas though He
called him away:] whence j; I M; 9 .3,
in the ]ur lxx. 17, [describing the fire of Hell,
t It shall destroy him ho shall ha gone back
from the truth and turned away from obedience:
or this means : it shall draw, and bring, kc.: or
it refers to the a5ji of Hell [i. e. the tormentors
of the damned]: (Bd :) or it means tit rwiU do
to them hateful deds.. (TA.) [Alo] God
punished him, or tormented him. (TA.) And

,1;t xi #; t God caused an evil, or abomi-
nable, event to befall him. (ISd, Z, ].). -

JI t I: He bft some milk, such as i termed

0;.b, in the udder. (M, ], TA.) Acoord. to
IAth, *itl; is an in£ n., like ijt4 and i34a.
(TA.)

3. ;t1t signifies The proposing an enigma
or enigmas to a person; or the contending with
another in doing so; syn. TA..) (, , TA.)
You say, ';i , I proposed to him an enigma or
enigmas; &c. (TA.) A poet says,

* *

[t I pr~pose to thee an enigmd: What are things
that are taken as companions in night journeying,
good, and tie effects whereof are not good?]:
meaning swords. (.) - And The asking a
thing of one much, so as to woary; as also

down, or demolished, the Wall upon them, from
the side [or foundations] thereof. (V,* TA.) -
[Golius assigns other significations to 0t, for
which I find no authority: namely, " Convocavit
ad Deum propheta, praco sacer," followed by an
accus.: and "Contendit contra alium: Provocarit:
pecul. rem vindicans sibi vl arrogans."]

4. [t;.l [so in some copies of the ]; in other

copies l;al; the former of which I regard as
the right reading;] He made him to as:ert his
relationship as a son [for O. , in my copies of
the ]g, I read V ., syn. with Lt,] to one
who was not his father. (4) [SM, who appears
to have read V .l, says that it is like'". 1
and ~5Il.]

5. ,3 ;Jl [inf. n. of J.1:] signifies The

.,. [or singing, or quaverng or trilling and
prolonging of the voice, or prolonging and moldu.
lating of the voice,] of a woman wailing for the
dead. (TA. [See *lt 1l, above.])

6. .l;.JI signifies Tlhe calling, summoning,
or convoking, one another. (Mgh.) You my,
4'J~ 4.I"1Y [TheY caUed, summoned, or con.
t;ohed, one another for roar: and henoe,] t they
prepared thfemelvst for war. (TA.) And 1t1o3

)*,1 (Myb, V,) or J u .US, (T, M) They
collcted tAemslews togeter, (I,) or calld one
another so that they assembled together, (M,) or
leagued together, and called one another to
mutual aid, (T, Myb,*) againt him, (Myb, ],)
or against the sons of such a one. (T, M.) And
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;al jtThe enemy
advand against him from every ride. (.,d

TA.)-[Hence,] 2J; 1 "1 C i&IJJ
.Iq iJ t The cloud lighted and thur.

eredfrom every quarter. (TA.) And ;j

t,joI, (Mgh, Mtb,) or U,;1, (TA,) ? The buid/-
ing cracked in its side, (M'yb,) or became mnuc
bromen, (TA,) and gave notice offalling to ruin:
(Myb, TA:) or cracked in seeral placea, mithout

falling; and in like manner, 'U uI '%lBt3,
(Mgh,) the walUb crached in sral placas, itA-

out falling: (Mgb, :") and L.JI t ;lj
yt;l the walls fell to ruin by degres; syn.

;_1t~3: (g:) [but MSr says .; 1Jt Ji-
ie a vulgar phrse; not [genuine] Arabic. (Mgb.)

And st3. *aid of a sand-hill, t It, being put in

motion, or shan in it lower part, poured domn.

(Myb.) And [hence,] ij a 4l 

camels of such a on became broken by enmacia-

tion. (TA.)... i,it'l i jThI y called one

another by surnames, or nichnamr. (Myb.)-

IOl;JI also signifies t The trying one another

with an enigma or enigmas; or contending, one
*with another, in proposing an enigma or enigma;

synq . i "tl. (TA in art. ) You say,

I ojl.ijat )l.0;ei t [let~n them is an
enigma with which they try one another; or by
proposing which they contend, one witA another].

(8,1.)_r Iji j 4i1 tThey com-
pete, one irth anotAer, [as though each one
challmged the others,] in discoursing of the
science of chasteness of speech, and cloqeance.
([ar p. 440.) - 8See alo 8, in two placea ~
[It i also used transitively:] you say,.;4l V 10,
They [together] called the peopl,e. (Mgh in art.

,i,. [Soe 6 in that art.])

7. 'O"I i. q. f (.) Aklb heard one
or more of the Arabs ay, li -;; j, mean-

ing ''j [i. C. lad they called us, &k., we had
certainly answered, or replied, or assented, or
consented]. (.8.)

8. alIt lie asserted a thing to be his, or to

belong to him, or to be due to him, either trulyv or
falsely: (1I,e TA:) he claimed a thing; laid
claim to it; or demanded it for himself: and he
daired a thing; or wished for it. (Msb.) And

;:ji1 l; ! and %.i: `t * ol-l signify the same

[i. c. They claimed the thing, every one of them

for himslf]. (M ghi.) You say, 0U u-iU -C.. l
Iib [I assrted myslf to have a claim upon

such a one for such a thing; preferred a claim
against such a one for such a thiing; or claimed

of uch a one suc a thing]. (P.) And j i.s'r
'C* l. v [Zeyd assrted himself to have a

claim upon 'Amnr for property ; or preferred a

claim against 'Amr &c.]. (Mgh.) And s: ;

a;Zil L c [Thou haut aserted against me,
or charged against me, or accused me of, that
mwich I have not done]. (Q and 21 in art. r',

and Q in rt. Jbl.) O 3.C B .I 4 , s C 1 ,
in the ]ur [Ixvii. 27], means This is that on
account of which ye ued to auert vain and false

things: or which ge wed to deny, or disbelieve:
or, accord. to Fr, the latter verb may here be

used in the sense of C.s3,; and the meaning
may be, this is that which ye desired to hawten,
and for which ye prayed to God in the words of
the ]ur [viii. 32], " O God, if this be the truth
from Thee, then rain Thou upon us stones from
Heaven, or bring upon us some [other] painful

punishment :" it may be from 'i0ll1: and it may

be from kSg9 JI: (TA:) [i. e.] it means this is
that which ye wed to demand, and desire to hasten;

from :UsJIl: or that which ye used to assert,
[namely,] that there will be no raising to life;

from l,.Jlt. (Bd.) And ej p l.i. , in the
lur [xxxvi. 57], is explained as meaning And
they allaU have what they desire, or ishl for;

which is referrible to the meaning of .j1JI.

(TA.) - You say also, ;i .b .i1 [He

asserted the rdationship of father to him of one
who mrs not hisfather; or claimed as hit father
one wvho was not his father]. (T, Mgb, Msb.)

And l .e s! J Lj [He assert hi relation-
ship as a son, or claim the relation hip of a son,
to one who is not his fatier]. (T, Msb. See 4,

is three places.) And "l'1 l[One rwho

is not his father asserts him to be his ton; or

claims him as hist on]. (T, Myb.) ,;s'1 in

war signifies The asserting one's relationship;

syn. '8j''; (S, TA;) as also * ?-J1;
(TA;) i. e. the saying "I am such a one the
son of such a one." (8.) And [hence] some-
times it includes the meaning of Informing, or
telling; and therefore .f may be prefixed to

its objective complement; so that one says, 0C.

IflWh .; L.t , ; i. e. Such, a one informs of the

igenewoity of his deeds. (MQb.)

10: see 1, near the middle of the paragrph.
-[Hence, e.a.; signifies also It called for,
demanded, required, or invited, a thing. See

also r ;.]

; [as an inf. n. of un.] signifies A single
time or act (S, M.b) [of prayer and of impreca-
tion, as is indicated in the $, and also, though

less plainly, in the TA]. See :?j. - [Also, as

such, A call.] You say, ,, 1 (.,

TA) and r.M1, and J;j "; and .9la , in the
former ease 5;) beinjw nsed as a simple subst.,
and in the latter case as an adv. n., (TA,) mean-

ing j1 * uje. 1C 3J [i. e. He, or it, is

distant from me the space of the call of the man

and of the dog]. (R, TA.) And Ola 5_9 jJI ,J

j.~ TThe call is to them before the others of them:

(, TA: [If., in the CVgisamistakeforl:])
accord. to the T and the Nh, in the onase of gifts,
or pay, or salary. (TA.) - The call to prayer:

whence, in a trad., a. : I ; 9&JI [meaning

The ofce of calling to prayer rests among the
Abyssinians]; (JM, TA;) said by the Prophet

in prefereuce of his O . BilAl. (JM.) - A

call, or an invitation, to El-Isldm. (Mgh.) You

say, ;.' -i, ;l and , l! t a.6L and

.W.,'1 t .Cls, meaning I call thee, or invite
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thee, by the declaration of the faith vAuereby the

people of false religiott are called: !;lI being

an inf. n. syn. with ;;, like iaji and qit:

(JM :)r Ag 4 ;;and * l and t 4 sig-

nify the same: and ojtl i&; [in like manner]
means the declaration that there is no deity but
God. (TA.) -An invitation to food, (8,M,
Mgb, V, TA,) and to beverage; or, accord. to
Lb, specially a repast, feast, or banquet, on the
occasion of a redding or the like: (TA:) thus
pronounced by most of the Arabs, except 'Adee
of Er-Rabab, who pronounce it, in this sense,

9 3&a : (A'Obeyd, 8, M, Msb :) it is an inf. n.

in this sense, (8,) or a simple subst.: (Meb:)

and 1 ; signifies the same; (] ;) or, as some
say, this, which is given as on the authority of

gtr, is a mistake: (TA:) and so does 1 ̀ ,~

[app. an in£ n.j. (S, Msb, 1C.) You say, ~ t)

YjL ;.a. and t V .d, meaning [IVc wrea in-
cluded in] the infitation (o.L [sce 1]) of rch a

one to food: ($, Mhb: [but in the latter, c)P,

in the place of C :]) [or we rore at the repast,
orfeast, or banquet, of uckh a one; for] you say

[also] a#JI nd tl jI ot [ale
invited him to thc repast, or feast, or banquet:

and in this sense ;;s is commonly used in the

present day]. (MA.) See also ;.:..-and

iS .- Also i.. q. or Ji. (accord. to
different copies of the 10) [both in the sense of

Confederation to aid or assist]: (1C, TA:)

[whence] one says, i9j LSj 0 ' i ;19
[meaning The confcdiation of such a one is rrith
the sons of uch a one]. (TA.)

h;c: see the next preceding paragraph.

59 respects relationship, (S, M. b,) like t 3;5.

or ,c.1I 5.j; (S;) meaning A claim in

respect of relationship; (l ;) li. e.] one's claim-
ing as his father a person robe is not his father;
(Az, Mgh, Mb ;) [in other words,] one's claia-
ing the relationship of a son to a person nho is
not his father: or one's being claimed a as a on
by a person nwho is not his fatwher: (Az, Msb :)
thus pronounced by most of the Arabs, except
'Adee of Er-RIabtb, who pronounce it, in this

sense, `t ;. (. , Msb.) See also 5 -..

Also Kindred, or rclationcship, and brotherhood:

so in the saying, 4 il' i [I bave in, or

among, the people, or company of men, kindred,
or relationship, and brother-hood]. (Ks, Myb.)

See also ;;.

U)'°'j see Aa., in five places. -Also a
subst. from 8; ($, M, Mgli, Msb, TA;) omitted
in the ], thoughl better known than the sun;

(TA;) and so * ;jlcj (M, M.b, .) and ttjjt

and Vt*1, (M, K,) accord. to the general pro-

nunciation, (M,TA,) and t;;, (M, IC,) accord.

to tho pronunciation of 'Adee of Er-Rabab, (M,

TA,) and t 'eai; (TA, there said to be syn.

with .)"; ;) [meaning An assertion that a

thing belongs to one, or is due to one; a claim;
as is indicated in the . and Mgh and &c. ;] a
demand; a suit; (Yz, Az, Mb ;) whether true



or false: (Mgh, , TA:) the pl. of ks,.; is
.tj and sj;t.I; the former of which is pre-
ferable accord. to some, being, as IJ says, the
original form; but some say that the latter is
preferable: (Mb :) [the latter only is mentioned
in t1he Mgh :] the alif in the sing. [written kS]
is a sign of the fem. gender; and therefore the
word is without tenween. (Mgh.) Yz mentions

the sayings, jS. ).I 01 ) U3 I hare, in
respect of this thing, [a claim or] a demand, and

s or ILa [claims or] demands, as written in

different copies (Az, Mb.) And ,a,3 ;rl?! 9i

'...,. M [If men ~ere given according to their
claims, or demands,] occurs in a trad. (Myb.)
- See also 3i).

LS.) is a word used only in negative sen-

tences: ( :) you say, ksi 31 jJ ; TJruhre is
not in the house any one: (S, g :') Ks says tlhnt
it is from ;c;, and [properly] means t4 LP5

,. .C>. [there is not in it one who calls, cc.].
(v.)

.; is an inf. n. of 1; (M.b, V;) as also

S,.5;: (1:) tlheo former is originally ;3.:
(Q:) [both, used as simple substs., signify A
prayer, or supplication, to God :] and the pl. of

the former is s.a. (~.) IF says that some of

the Arabs for 1 ;,, say V kj9), with the fern.

alif [written L5]' (Msb, TA.) One says, .JI

· ;1 kJ.5;; 9*U Lso, meaning [ 0 God,
mnake us to share] in the prayer (..1) of the
MIudimu. (TA.) And hence, in the XCur [z. 10],

211 1 4 t9.6 t_a;1js [Their prayer in it

shall be .. Al W.,]. (TA.) [:t; followed
by J signifies An invocation of good, a blessing,

or a benediction: followed by JU, an impreca-

tion of evil, a curse, or a malediction.] a..sIl ;.J"
is a title of The first chapter of the Kur-dn.
(Bd.) - [Hence,] *"i; signifies also Adoration,
worship, or religious service. (TA.) - And i. q.

t1;il [i. e. Belief; particularly in God, and in
his word and apostles cc. : faith: &c.]: a mean-
ing mentioned by the Expositors of EI-Bukh&ree.
(TA.) - [Also A call, or cry; and so t L59b,
as in the Xur vii. 4 (where the latter is explained
by Bl as syn. with the former) and xxi. 15.] -
And [particularly] A calling, or crying, for aid
or succour. (TA.)

; One invited to a repast: pl. as9; as in
the saying ' i *.% [With him, or at his abode,
are guets invited to a repast]. (TA.) One
who makues a claim in respect of relationship;
(?;) [i. e.] one who claims as his father a
person who is not his father; (Az, Mgh, Msb ;)
[in other words,] one who claims th relationship
of a son to a person who is not his father: or
one who is claimed ata smon by a prson~ who is
not his father; (Az, M94b;) an adopted son:

(M, :) pl. M;;, (v,) which is anomalous; (Bl
in xxxiii. 4;) occurring in the J]ur [in the verse
just referred to], where it is said, Jar 4;j
. ;L .3.I;Sj (O)Nor hath He ma your

adopted sons to be your sons in realit.vy. (Jcel.)
And One whose origin, or lineage, or parent.

age, is supected; (j, TA;) as also S..;.:
pl. of the former as in the next preceding sen-
tence. (TA.)

.--- .6. ·-
i;jS and 3js: see 5se .

a(.bs: sec 9;, in two places.

i One who pray., or st,pplicates God, or who
caUs, &e., much, or often. (TA.)

i;tr1S [an epithet in which the quality of a
subst. predominates;] The l [orforefinger];
(.;) i. e. the finger wvith which one calls [or
beckons]. [TA.)

1,; [Praying, or supplicating God:] culling,

or summoning: (Mgh:) [inviting:] and par-
ticularly, [as an epithet in which the quality of
a subst. predominates,] one rwho calls, or summons,
or invites, to obey a right or a rwrong religion:
(TA:) pl. OL; (Mgh, Msb, TA) and ; `1;.
(Msb, TA.) [Hence,] 1 cal; [God's sum-
moner, or inviter; i. e.] the prolhet: ( :) and
also, (Mob, g,) or simply · OWI01, (TA,) The

0 ,. [or summoner to prayer]. (Myb, Ij, TA.)
[Hence also, Qt i .ls The summoner of death,

lit. of deatlA; like tQI 2b ] - See also the
next paragraph, in two places. -- Also A punisher.
(TA.)

aplI: see 39, in two places : and see

also k;,. _ 'a4, l Thle remainder of the
milk, (,) or what is left, of the milk, in the
udder, (, Mgh,) that draws, or attracts, (K,)
or in order that it may draw, or attract, (.,
Mgh,) what is to come after it; (S, Mgh, K ;*)

as also ;J1t 1J, occurring in a trad., whlere

it is said, o4lt t ; [Leave thou the re.-

mainder of the milk, in the udder, that is to
draw, or attract, what is to conme after it]; (S,
Mgh;) i. e. do not exhaust it entirely. (Mgh.)
- Hence, asl; is metaphorically applied to
signify : A mean, or means; a cause; or a

motive; (gar p. 306;) [as also * &1;, often used
in these senses in the present day;] and so, in
an intensive sense, *;t' ~,i [properly signifying
a cause of drawing, attracting, or inducing, &e.,
originally 3,~, being a noun of the same class

as i;; and a"..]: (Idem p. 86 :) [the pl. of
the first is ,.j.]. Also t The cry of horsemen
in battle; (;) as being a call to him who will

aid, or succour. (TA.) ... JIl alj;i t The
anxiety [or rather anxieties] of the bosom. (lIam
p. 509.)_.,;& 1j;el The vicissitudes of
fortune: (, TA:) sing. 11;. (TA.)

3r 1: see what next follows.

. gS ($ ,) Oand v ) (1) An enig~ma; a

riddl; (% 1 ;) like .,.. [and 3~..1]; and
including such as is in verse, like that quoted
above, in the second paragraph of this article. (p.)

1,~.: nsee 9;, latter part, in threo places:

_ and sec also aeFl: [pl. 1;. -. Hence the

saying,] ~t t. ,, i. e. S [He pomses

means of attaining honour and elevation, and]
causes of glorying, or memorable and generou.s
qualities, cspecially in war. (TA.)

[.-, pass. part. n. of 1; as also .]
a ,,

S c: see what next precedes: and see

also a>, last scntencc.

L,.&~ Claimed property [&e.]: i ., is

nought. (Mgh.) - 4% ..~ One upon nwhom

a claim is made for property [&c.]. (Mgh.) [A
defendant in a lan-suit.]

~ Claiming property [&c.]; a claimant.

(Mgh.) [A plaintiff in a law-suit.]

1aor,aof. n. s.., se 1 inf. n.i
art. 9.

US.: &c.: see art. 9).

1. ~.;, aor. , (,) inf n. ;:, (., A, ],) He
pushed, thrust, drove, impeled, or repeqlled. (S,
A, I.) This is the primary signification. (1, A.)
_ . aonr. as above, He preued him, or

squeezed hia, until he died. (o) _- jJ i;
11, (T-,) aor.t, (g,) in£ n. (6 ,,)

#hc pressed tih throat, or fauces, of the child,
(K,* TA,) on account of the pain termed 3 J.t,
(S,* TA,) and (or that is to say, TA) raised his
uvula with her finger, (S, g, TA,) compreuing
that part on the occasion of the pain's being ex-
cited by the blood. (A'Obeyd, TA.) So in the
trad., )j. to 4f a ptJW Wherefore :lo
yc torment your children by roaising the uvula

,.c.: ( :) and ?% EAU*3 - 9 Top-
ment ye not your children by pressing the throat,
or fauces, c. (A'Obeyd,TA.) - And ji
t ,ij, (TIC,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (K,) She
fed her child ill: and she tsuckled him writhout
satisfying him, (,) so that he remained hungry,
and applied himself to every otu he met, and ate
and sucked, and would such the dug of a erwe or
goat: and the like is said of a she-camel with
respect to her young one, accord. to Aboo-Sa'eed
Es-Sukkaree, wvho thus explains the latter of the
two traditions quoted above; but Az says that
the right explanation is that given by A 'Obeyd,
as is shown in the traditions [elsewhere]. (TA.)

_ ; o. l, i;, (T.,) aor. and inf. n. as
above, (T,) He mixed the thing with the thing.

01 ,, T .) = :;., (1,) aor. , (TA,) inf. i.

)bj-, (i,) and * ., (I, TA,) or the latter is
a'simple subst., (TA,) He rushed upon himn with-
out comideration; (V, TA;) he charged upon
him. (TA.) Hence the saying, a;' t 1,

(S,A,1K,.) and , and 1 (1,) and

) 1 I>, (,,) like .; kj. , and I4
.Ui, (a,) i. e., Rush ye upon them without

1
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consdration, and oppo~e them not in regular
rank: ( A,* A,* ],*TA:) or mix ye among
them, 4c. (Kr.) A woman is related to have said

to her son,o, i A.0 · O k .eo S c hJ O J! ;1,
When the eye sees the eye, [or when eye meets
eye in war,] then rush thou 4c. (TA.) .i. .

1.,! He entered the house: (1 :) as though he
thrust himself in. (TA.)

ii,b: see 8 in art. J.)

'I (TA) and Vi,Z (9, A, ]) The act of
s#atcAing a thing unawares; sizing it hastily

Awhen its onmer is unawares: ($, A, I:) or the
springing, or rushing, upon a commodity, to
snatch it unawares: or the filling one's hand
with a thing and carrying it off. (TA.) Hence

the trad. ($, A) of 'Alec, (TA,) V;1. a l
[There shall be no amputation of the hand for

snatching a thing unawares: J'c.]. ($, A, TA.)
C.#,;.i: see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

L.S, and L and : see 1; the first, in
thlree places.

A fierce war, in which the word is Lqj,

(1,) or j. (TA.)

.tb! [The patella, or hne-pan ;] the round
bone which moves about in the head of the hnee;
($, 1;) or which turns aside and moves about
above the .4; of the hknee [which are said to be
certain bones in the knee, like fingers put to-
gether, holding together one another]: (TA:)
or the bone in the inside of the knee, on the right
and leJft of which are the ligaments (".1l (app.
moaning the internal and external lateral liga-
ments of the knee-joint, between whlich is the
patolla]): (IDrd, TA:) or a bone having at its
extremity (aj. . [perhaps a mistake for 

at its two extremities]) two ligaments

(Ot:4.. lapp. the tendon of the extensor muscles
ofthe leg and the ligamentum patellaw]), at tahe head
of the a4t [a bone in the knee-joint]: (TA:)
it is a subst., like aIb and .,th: (TA:) also
[explained as signifjing] the piece, or portion,
of fat beneath thae skin that is abow the hnee:
or, as some say, the ligament (4.:i) [in that
part]. (TA.). Also Compactflesh: pl. ,lj.
(TA.) You say of a man whose fleshl is com-
pact, LIAli 2t [As thougAh he were a La.l]. 
(TA.)-_Also Clear, shallow, water: (IDrd,

g:) pl. as above. (1.) 

, .b The young one of an elephant: (P, V:) 
or of a wolf. (g.)~ J` ,1 ~ An ample, or
easy, and a plntiful, life; (A, $, I1 ;) [as also

.O~'i] A poet saq

* r;a;* a Cf

* Lb,q.'.)jJ ,Il .,d U: i.3 .. Sj fZ

[And an ample, or a plentiful, state of life, that
was hers, passed away: and she feared not one
day that her ease, or affluence, mould depart].
(@ in art. ,.)- You say also Jib; Ato, A
plentiful, or fruitful, year: so says IAp: and
he cites the saying of El-'Ajj6j,

a~~~~~~~~~

.* V.4JiP.4Jb*&.;jt S

[And when the time of men, or of the people, is,
or was, pkentiful, orfruitful]. (S.) - And u ..g
r A; Abundantfeat hers or plumage. (g.)

a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

17L&j; and its fem., with ;: see above, in
tbree places.

1. J )j , aor. :, (K,) inf n. JU>, (TA,)
He entered it like as enters he who ii doing a thing
that induces doubt, or upiecion, or evil opinion;
(g, TA;) like as Ihe hunter enters the lurking-
place to circumvent the game: so in the T and

M. (TA.) " .I, ji; He sought, or de-
sired, to do to them evl, or mischief, whlen they
thought that he desired to do them good. (T,

TA.)
4. Jiul1 He (a man, TA) disappeared in a

Jhi [or place in which one sears being taken
unawares]. (g,* TA.) - ao Jkt He acted
treacherously towards him, ond took him un-
aware. (b.)-He lJandered him, or calum-
niated him. w i t h ;: I*e intro- i
duceed into the affair what rendered it uns ound,
or corrupt, (1,) or what contravened it, (JK, S,
M, O,) and rendered it unsound, or corrupt.
(m, O.) - as1 hun The land becaine

abuntdant [and de e (as is implied in the )] in
treeM . (., TA )

J.): see Jk3..

ir Badne, corruptness, or unsoundneu; or 
a bad, a corrupt, or an unsound, state or quality;
(?, and Mgh in art. jW;) (in an affiir, &c. ;]
like J tt; ( ;) and a ting that induces doubt,
or supicion, or evil opinion; [in an affair; or]
in a man: (Mgh ubi suprs:) or a cause of bad-
m, corruption, or unsoundefs, in an affair.

JK, T, 1g, TA.) Hence the saying of El-asan,
traceo - tcaus [They maden the Book of
God to be cause of corruption: or perhaps

they made the Book of God corrupt; i e. they
orrupted it]. (TA.) - Confusedness, or en- t
anglement, and abundance, of plants or herbage; t
(M, 1:;0) most commonly klnown in plants of the

kind termed ud. ( when amid J,ihe [i. e. 
ipp. here meaning silt, or alluvial deposit, left e
apon the ground by a torrent]. (M, TA.) -
rangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and dense, 

tree; (, h ;) as also J&i. (TA.)-Any 
place in which a wile, machination, or plot, is a

practised; (JK;) a place in which one fears t
being taken unawares: (]:) and t 4 signi- a

lea the same as J, [app. meaning suoch a place (
a is here described]: (JK,:) the pl. of the

ormer is J.i;l [a pl. of pauc.] and .. (S.), a

[Boox I.

Aceord. to En-Nadr, An elevated [tract of
ground such as is termed] J.i: and i. q. g
[a hill, or mound, &c.]: and a va /ey: and a
evel, or smooth, wide, depressed tract of land:

and Jl;I signifies mountains: and ~j'l j.l,
[tracts of] land from nwhich water has sunk into
the earth, or receded: and low, or depresed,
tracts of land: and level, or smooth, tracts
thereof. (TA.)

j.A;, applied to a man, In whom is a bad, a
corrupt, or an unsound, quality, and what in-
duces doubt, or suspicion, or evil opinion; aa
also tJk., a contraction of the former. (Mgh
in art. .,W.) Applied to a place, as also

, i. q. j.; 4 [app. as meaning Hlaving
tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and dense,
trees]: or obscure, or concealed; (QC;) as also

*JI;. (TA.)

j:see Joi-

j,tl; Calamities, or misfortunes: (A 'Obeyd,
JK, T, . :) erroneously written by 3 1, (19,)
and so by IF in the Mj, (TA,) as on the autho.
rity of A 'Obeyd, who said only J C.;, (1,) and
thus it is in a verse of $akhr El-Hudhalee:
(TA:) [hut in one of my copies of the S it is
written Jti; :] it has no sing.: (K:) or, as
El-Bekree says, its sing. is not known: but
some say that it is 4>~ [thus without any syll.
signs]. (TA.)

Jbt; One wvho seeks, or desires, to do eil, or
mischief, to his companions, n'hen they thinh that
he dehires to do them gootL (T, TA. [See the
next paragraph.]) _- See also Jit.

IUI; Concealed rancour, malevolence; malice#
or spite. (M, 1..) Persons who seek to blame
onme, or to find fault with one, and to act trea-

herously towards one. (M, 1. [See 4!.])

see JA;.

I~C, The bottoms, or interior parts, of val-
*JS;. (M, ] ;) and the evd, or smooth, tracts

thereof, when their trees are numerous. (M,TA.)

1..,, aor. ', ( ,) inf. n...,, (JK, 9,) He,
or it, broake the nose, making the breach to ex-

end into the interior. (JK, $, l. [So too accord.
o the explanation of the inf. n. in the KL;
hough Golius renders it, and app. ,. also, as

mn the authority of the KL, "depreuit nasum ;"
while Freytag follows him in thus rendering only

be latter verb; which I do not find in any
Lexicon.]) Also, (M, K,) inf. n. as above,

M, TA,) He covered a vessel. (M, 1.).-.And,
aid of rain, It covered, or overnhelmed, and
revailed over, or subdued, the earth, or land; as
lso *,. (TA .)- .And , (, 15,) aor. ;

V1;) and , s (1, 15,) aor. ; (15;) inf. n.

,b. and jt.i; (TA;) said of heat, ( ,1j,)
nd of cold also, (JK 1,) It ca~ upon them,

[And 

an ampk, or a Plentiful, state of life, that -Accord. to En-Nadr, An elevated [tract o

wa3 

hers, passed away: and she feared nOt OM ground 3uch m is temed] b..'U : and i. q.

day 

that her eam, or affluence, mould depart]. [a hill, or mound, &c.]: and a caUq: and a

in 

art. p-.) - You say also A level, or mooth, wide, depresmd tract o land:

J,U.� 

Ao % Y

plentiful, 

or frui(fu4 year: so says IAv: and and j11;1 signifies mountaim: and . ')I JAM,

h.�fihe 

cites the saying of El-'Affij, [tracts oj] land from which tuater has 3unh into.

a 

* A .6, .1 j --- 0- 1 0the earth, or receded: and low, or deprowd,

tracts 

of land: and level, or 3mooth, tracts

[And 

when Me time of men, or of tAe thereof. (TA.)

or 

Yras, pkntiful, orfruitful]. (�.)

Abundantfeallier3 

or plumage. (V,.) applied to a man, In tvhom is a bad, a

corrupt, 

or an unsound, polity, and what in-

and 

its fem., with ;: see above, in duce3 doubt, or sutpicion, or evil opiiaion; aR

0 #.
tlbree 

places. also Vjk>, a contmction of the fonner. (Mgh

in 

art. .,W.) - Applied to a place, as also

b,u> 

q. J1;.31 [app. as meaning Harinq

tan 

led, or Iiixuriant, or obtindang and don

1. 

AJ kii;, aor. �, M') inf n. j TA,) 9 sell

JU>, 

( treo]: or ob3curo, or concealed; QC;) as also

He 

e;t4�.ed it like as enters he who ii doing a titing *JAI;. (TA.)

that 

induces doubt, or 3wpicion, or evil opinion;

(g, 

TA;) like as ihe hunter enters the lurking-

place 

to circumvent the game: so in the T and we JUs.

a* 

O- ---

M. 

(TA.) ~j.W_^J JU> He sought, or de- jjU> Calamities, or misfortunes: (A'Obeyd,

sired, 

to do to them MI, or mi3chief, when tliey JK,T, ]�:) erroncoiasly written by J'>

thou.qAt 

that he desired to do then good. (T, and so by IF in the Mj, (TA,) as on the autho-

TA.) 

rity of A 'Oheyd, wlto said only J.3ti;, QC,) and

4. 

JU>1 He (a man, TA) disappeared in a thus it is in a verse of $akhr jC.I-Htidhalec:

,)i; 

[or place in which one jears being tahen (TA:) [but in ono of my copies of the $ it is

unawares]. 

(g,* TA.) - ao JAA He acted written J3ti;j it has no sing.: (K:) or, n

treacherously 

towards him, ;nd took him un- El-Bekree'says, its sing. is not known : but

awarn. 

(1�.)-H# 31andered him, or caluin- some say that it is W4k> [thu without any syll.

miated 

him. 11e intro- signs]. (TA.)

duced 

into the affair vvhat rendered it unsoundp

JUl> 

One vvho 3eeks, or desires, to do oWl, or

or 

corrupt, (g,) or what contravened it, (JK 8

mi3chitf, 

to his companions, it.hon th" think that

M, 

Oj and rendered it unsound, or corrupt. he desires to do them gootL (T, TA. [Sw tho

($, 

M, O.) - ukj,91 TU land becaine next paragraphj) -See also

abutida.nt 

[and dmm (as is implied in the Q)] in

trees. 

($, TA.) IUI>' Concealed rancour, wtakvolence; malice#

or 

"le. (M, g.) ~ Perton3 wito seek to btanu

one, 

or to find fault with one, and to act trea-

JU> 

Badnm, corruptum, or unsoundnen; or cheroudy towards one. (M, XL [See J41;.1)

a 

bad, 

a cormpt, or an unsound, 3tate or quality; 0 #,*

and 

Mgh in art. jW;) [in an ^ r, &c.;] ~: see JAI-

like 

($;) and a ifting that induces doubt, J

or 

mapicion, or evil opinion; [in an affair; or] The bottoms, or interior parts, of val-

in 

a man: (Mgh ubi suprh:) or a cause of bad- 4"J$;. (M, ]K ;) and the kvd, or smooth, tracts

un, 

corruption, or un3ound~, in an alTair. thowof, when their tius are numer~ (MTA.)

CJK, 

T, V, TA.) Hence the saying of El-l�ann,

tjj.ZS! 

[They made the Book of

God 

to be j cause of corruption: or perhaps 1. aor. in £ n. (J K, $,) He,

lhey 

made the Book of God corrupt; i. e. ilkey 1 TI)

.orrupted 

it]. (TA.) - Confusedness, or on- or it, broke the nose, making the broach to ex-

lanylement, 

and abundance, ofplant3 or herbage; tend into the intMor. (JK, $, �:. [So too accord.

'M, 

V;) most commonly known in plants of the to the explanation of the inf n. in the KL;

though 

Golius renders it, and app. ---2'

kind 

termed when amid .kA [i. e. ' a ,.6> also, an

bo~ 

p m y on the authority of the KL, --- depreuit nesum

ipp. 

here meaning silt, or alluvial deposit, left

while 

Freytag followo; him in thus rendering only

apon 

the ground by a torrent]. M TA4- the latter verb; which I do not fiiid in any

llangled, 

or luxuriant, or abundant and denss., Lexiconj)~ Also, (M, X(j inf n. U above,

!ree3; 

�,V;) u also JUi. (TA.)-Any (M,TA,)Hecovmdavenel. (M,V.)-And,

7Zace 

in which a mile, machination, or plot, is said of rain, It covered, or omwhelmed, and

wactiod; 

(JK,) a place in which one fears prevailed omr, or subdued, the earth, or land; as

poing 

taken unawares: (]p.) and * JJ,.A' signi- also V,,,4,bt. XTA.) -And

> 

.vokl, (?, ]�,) aor.

lee 

the nme u g sueli a place (V.;) and aor. �; Qg;) inf n.

a 

is here described]: (JK,V:) the pl. of the jt;il; (TA;) mid of beat,

11 

0 and

brmer 

is iti;l [a pl. of pauc.] and Iii. (IS.) and of cold also, 19 c~ wpm them.

Accord. 

to En-Nadr, An elevated [tract o

ground 

such as is temed] b..'U : and i. q.

[a 

hill, or mound, &c.]: and a va%: and a

Uvel, 

or mooth, wide, deprumd tract o land:

and 

j11;1 signifies mountaim: and

[tracts 

ojl land from which tuater has sunk into.

the 

earth, or receded: and low, or deprowd,

tracts 

of land: and level, or smooth, tracts

thereof. 

(TA.)

jA;, 

applied to a man, In tvhom is a bad, a

corrupt, 

or an unsound, quality, and what in-

duce# 

doubt, or sugpicion, or evil opiiaion; aR

also 

Vjk>, a contmction of the fonner. (Mgh

in 

art. .,W.) Applied to a place, u also

I.", 

i. q. .JU>.33 [app. u meaning Harinq

tangled, 

or Iiixuriant, or obtindang and dense,

tilees]: 

or ob3curo, or concealed; QC;) u also

*JAI;. 

(TA.)

we

Jiti; 

Calamities, or misfortunes: (A'Obeyd,

JK, 

T, ]�:) erroncoiasly written by JjU

and 

so by IF in the Mj, (TA,) as on the autho-

rity 

of A 'Oheyd, wlto said only QC,) and

thus 

it is in a verse of $akhr El-Httdhalee

(TA:) 

[but in ono of my copies of the $ it is

written 

J3ti; j it has no sing.: (K:) or, n

El-Bekree 

says, its sing. is not known: but

;ome 

say 

that it is JJ*k> [thu without any syll.

figns]. 

(TA.)

�bt; 

One vvho seeks, or desires, to do oWl, or

wischi�f, 

to his companions, it.hon th" think that

Fie 

deirires 

to do them gootL (1�, TA. [SW tho

mext 

paragraphj) 

-See also it.)-

IUI> 

Concealed rancour, wtakvolence; malice#

)r 

"le. 

(M, Persons who seek to blanu

me, 

or 

to find fault with one, and to act trea-

,Lerously 

towards one. (M, XL [See J41;J)

see 

JAI.

J
-JUG; 

The bottoms, or interior parts, of val-

�"J$;. 

(M, ]K ;) and the kvd, or mooth, tracts

'howof, 

when their tius are numerous. (MTA.)

aor. 

IM) in£ n. (JK, $,)He,

br 

it, 

broke the nose, making the broach to ex-

end 

into the intMor. (JK, $, XL [So too accord.

o 

the explanation of the inf n. in the KL;

hough 

Golius renders it, and app..,.6> also, an

m 

the authority of the KL, 11 depreuit nesum

vbile 

Freytag follows him in thus rendering only

he 

latter verb; which I do not fiiid in any

�exiconj) 

~Also, (M, X(j inf n. u above,

M,TAjRecoveredavessel. 

(M,V.)-And,

aid 

of rain, It covered, or owmhelmed, and

wevailed 

over, or subdued, the earth, or land ; as

loo 

XTA.) -And aor.

V;) 

and aor. t; Qg;) inf n.

*b.% 

and jt;il ; (TA;) said of beat, ($, 19j

ud 

of cold also, 19 c~ upon them,
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[properly] as though it were a thing that covered

them; syn. .:b; asalso ;;. (1,. [Golius,
app. misled by a wrong interpretation which I
find in the KL, (mentioned by him as one of his
authorities in this case, in addition to the $ and
1(,) explains these three verbs as meaning "totum
corripuit, ct deliquio animi affecit :" and Freytag
has followed him herein.])_ [The inf. n.] Il>.
is also used, (1i, TA,) in a form of imprecation,
(TA,) as an imitative sequent to t.j [q. v.], and
is in like manner followed by ti;, (, ,TA,)

or . (TA.) And one says, 5 U 

.~;1 £ !.J 4, [meaning I did that in spite
of him; or against his will]. (TA.)

4: see above, in two places._,rll . :l
^..l llHe put the bit into the mouth of the

horse; (JK,Az,S,J;) as also sI A1_Uq l,)l
,li j., (TA.) - And hence, (Az, A, TA,)
thougll some say that the reverse is the case,
(TA,) j. A_ 1 t (Az, Q, 15) 4Jj 4, (,)
inf. n. .ib;I, (JK, S,) He inserted [or incorpo-
rated] the letter into the letter; (JK,1(,TA;)

as also V4.l, (S, 1,) [which is itself an
example of tihe incorporation of one letter
into another, being] originally '3;1. (S, TA.)
_- .l, said of God, He blackened his face:

(1 :) and i. q. sA*z; (I,STA ;) both signify
X H. did evil to him, and angered him: or the
former verb has the former of these significations,
explained in the ]; and the latter verb signifies,
with its pronoun, "he angered him." (TA.) -

1J. Ol £.eil . Ie, or it, caused him to want
such a thing; (AA, TA in art. .. ;) [and] so
lIJJ IJOl; (L in art. ;) as also Al.

(AA, L in art. voce v a.c , and TA in art.
p )_ - .. l Such a one vied, or strove,
oAith the people, or party, in hastening [to eat],
fearing lest they should be before him, and there-
fore ate the food without chewing. (],* TA.)

[And &,L l, >;, as explained in the TA in art.
&v, has a similar meaning.]

8: see the next preceding paragraph.

U. ; lot, inf n. ; I4l, said of a horse, He
was of a colour inclining to blackness in his face
and lips, [or in his face and the part next the
lips,] blacker therein than in the other parts of
his body. (J.)

.; and t t, in a horse, [and in some other
animas, (see .;t)] A colour inclining to black-
neo, (k, ],)in the face and the part nt the
lips, ( o,) or in the face and the lips, (g,) differ-
ingfrom, (1f,) or blacker than, (I,) the colour of
the other parts of the body. (f, I..)

-..
4hi: see what next precedes.

wt , ith iamm, (?, V,) applied to a man,
(;,) Black: (?, g:) or black and big. (g.)-
Also a pl. of. &; [q. v.]. (TA.)

- A pain in the fauce. (J.)

_Jt; an imitative sequent to(,';. (,* TA.)
Bk. 1.

,;l A horse of a colour inclining to blackness,
($, K,) or of a black colour, (Mgh,) in the face
and the part next the lips, (S,) or in the face and
the lips, (V,) or in the face and the muzzle,
(Mgh,) dijering from, (S, Mgh,) or blacker
than, (1K,) the colour of the other parts of the

body; (S,Mgli, ;) called in Pers. ;. [or

rather ;ji, from which is arabicized];

(AO, s, Mgh, y;) in some instances, without
any admixture of ;s' [here meaning dark, or
ashy, dust-colour]: (AO, TA:) it is also applied
as an epithet to a wolf: and the fem. is L.4:
and the pl. is .: (S:) the mase. is also applied
to a ram, meaning having any, the least, black-
ness; especially in the end of the nose and beneath
the chin: and the fem. to a ewe, meaning black
in the end of the note and in the chin; (TA;) or,
thus applied, black in the face: (JK:) and the
masc. also signifies black in the nose: (JK, .:)
in which sense it has for its pi. it.a: (TA:)

accord. to the V [and the JK], .. , a pL of_ ~1,

signifies ,vhite; as though it had two contr.
meanings; but this is a mistranscription for ,,
with the unpointed E. (TA.) It is said in a

prov.,.~., ,,Jli [The wrolf is blackish in the
face and in the part next the lips, not being so
in the other parts; or rather, is black in the
nose]: for, whether he lap from a vessel or not,
74) is a necessary characteristic of the wolf,
[all] wolves being_._ ; and therefore he is some-
times, or often, suspected of having lapped from
a vessel when he is [really] hungry: the prov. is
applied to him who is regarded with a wish for
the like of that which he has not obtained. (S.)
_-Also One hlo tnufles; i. e., srpeal from
[i. e. through] his nose; (JK, I, TA;) i. e. i. q.

o&s. (TA.)

1. ,j, (M, Msb, F, &c.,) aor. , (T, M, TA,)
or L (Msb, [but this is a deviation from a
general rule, and is probably a mistake,]) inf. n.

,;A (Lth,T, S,M, Mb) and J.i; (M,TA;)

and 1 J,t; (Ibn-'Abbid, M, Msb, V ;) said of a

bird, (Lth, T, ?, &c.,) It beat its aides (ick, i. e.,
M9 b, e M, Msb) with its wingJ: (M, Mqb:)
this is what is meant by the following explana-
tion: (Mgb ) it moved [or flapped] its wings
(Myb, O)for itsflight, (Msb,) as the pigeon (1g)
and the like: (TA :) and it went [or flw] along
a littlZe above the ground: (S, k[:) or it moved
[or flapped] its wcings, rith its feet upon tAe
ground, (Lth, T, M, 1I,) flying, and then rose;
(Lth, T;) and in like manner t J4. and
t J.;l: (1j:) [or] j, and ? J, signify also
it (a bird) went along quickly, with its feet upon
the ground, and then raied itselfflying. (Mob.)

Itis said in atrad., Lj;4> ),J jbSi

Js, (1,s TA,) i. e. What moos [or flaps] its
wings [in flying], as the pigeon (Q, TA) and the
like, (TA,) mnay be eaten; but [what hims along
without flapping,] uch at vmture (]r, TA) and
hawaks and the like, (TA,) may not be eaten.

(],e TA.) [But] J;, *or. , said of an eagle,

signifies It approached, or vwas near to, the

ground in its fJying. (T.) -And, Ji, aor. ,

(M, Msb,) inf. n. Je; (S, M, Msb, 1) and ij,
(]i,) IHe, or it, (sail of a camel, ], TA, and of
a bird, TA, or of a party of men, M9b,) went a
gentle pace; (,S,, M yb, ] ;) as also t J,;.
(IAqr, TA.) Dhu-r-Rummeh uses it metapho-

rically in relation to 1O 1 [the asterism of the

Hyades, or a of Taurus], describing I.Jll [the
Pleiades]; saying,

[Their Debardn goes along gently near after
them, so that it is not outstripped, nor does it

overtake]. (M.) [And 1 jlJ3, accord. to ISd,
seems to signify nearly the same: for it is imme-
diately added in the M,1 in the saying,

[app. complaining, to God, of the slowness of his
she-camel, as thougl meaning To Thee I com-
plain of Aher pressing on slowly and laboriously,
like the gait of the old woman removing the three
stones for the support of the coohing-pot], the
poet means WjJ. (M. [But I rather think that
the meaning here intended is, going along with
an inclining from side to side; perhaps from

4; signifying the "side." Sec also 8 in art.

j..]) One says also, ja.ul i 0. j .x4l
The troops go gently, or leisurely, tovards the
enemy. (Q.) And Uv w 4 * -

V ,Ul [A company coming gently, or leisurely,
of the sons of such a one, so came to ts]. (8.)

And ela * *W ib 7t ; s &v b A company

of Arabs of the desertjonrneying leisurely in search
of herbage and sustenance [so] came to them. (Z,

TA.) And 0 so~3n, inf. n. .,They area
party journeying together ntot a hard pace. (AA,
T.) And .j *: (TAgr,T,TA,) inf n.

:;, (1, TT,) He went lightly upon the ground;

(1], TA;) and .J signifies the satme. (IA'r,
T.) And -jt also signifies The act of running.

(T.) - Also l>, nor. , [app. They journeyed
to a region of green herbage and waters in con-

sequence of drought: (see ail;:) and hence,]
they had rain after experiencing drought; (M.)

See also 10, in two places. ~ See also 3. 

;~.s.Ul Oi, aor. ', (TIg,) inf. n. ., ($ghb, g,)
He uprooted the thing; extirpated it. (Rgh, ]g.)

2. .i, inf. n. ,5 ., le hastened, ped, or
went quickl:y; ( ;) as also V Jj* . (lAS', .)
- See also 3, in two places.

3. al, (T, ., M, Msb, g,) and &X J- .,
(TA,) inf. n. 21j and JS,; (T, $, M, Mb;)
as alsoa ;#l, which is of the diaL of Juheyneh,
(T, M,) altered from the former, (M,) and di1;
(Mb, TA;) and V Aoiv, ( o,) or * %.h,
(M, Mb, TA,) inf. n. . (M!b;) as also
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·J. J, &; (T, M;) and '. 'tj;, nor. ', [or,
accord. to rule, -]; (Msb;) [as also el .j ;]
namely, a man, (S,) a captive, (T, S,) or a
wounded man, (M,) lie despatched him; i. e.
hastened and eonmpleted his slaughter; (T, S, M,
Myb,I.;) or wounded him so as to hasten his
death. (Msb.)

4. J>I: see 1, first sentence, in two places.
_-- . , .. i.>l Thte erents came upon him
consecutively, or uninterrujptedly. (.gh, ].)

6. ,JI1 J.O; The party, or company of men,
bore, or pressed, or crow,dled, o,ec upon another.
(A., A 'Obeyd, T, S, M, ]..) - See also 1.

10. Jj:., sec 1, first sentence. -Also It
(a thing, M) ,was, or became, prepared, (AZ, T,
M,) within one's power or reach, (S, M, J,) and
easy; (., V;) like CaL..t, the > being sub-
stituted for L; (S;) [as also Jjlu;] and so

t J;, (T, M,) nor. ,; (M;) [as also J9.] You
ay, J.j i'i b i., (AZ, T, 8, ,) and LU

&J v J, (AZ, T,) Tate thou mhat is prepared
.for thee; (AZ, T;) rwht is within thy power or
,each, and easy to thee. (,',1R.)- And It (an
affair, or a thing,) was, or becans, rightly dis.
posed or arranged; in a right state; (S, ]K;)
or complete, (S, Msb,) and in a right state: ( :)
and JJ 1 ., signifies the same. (IIll, IB, TA.)
-- t ;l Jo-.CA tHe shared his pubes with
the razor, (5,' TA,) and did so utterly; occur-
rin~ in this sense in a trad. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. J.' : see 1, in two places: and
see also 2. - [The inf. n.] za.4 signifies [also]
lThe beating a J [or tamnbourine] hastily [or

qniekly]. (M, TA.)

.; Tho tside, syn. ,,q, (Lth, T, $, M, Mgh,
Msb, 1,) of anything, (Lth, T, M, Myb, X,) for
instance, of a bird, (MNb,) and of a camel; (8 ;)
as also ' i;: (Lth, T, Mgh, Mb :) or the nr-
fcre (aL.) of the tide; (M, ]g;) as also vff~:
(I p :) il. J.>. (T,M,Mqb.) llence,

[Jlore enduring than an old camel in whose
sitles are scabs formed over nounds: a prov.].
(TA. [See Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 737.]) And

rej wA .4i ;> 7l [and ;, i.e. He
pssed the night turning over and over upon his
sites]. (TA.) The saying of 'Antarah, describing
his shc-camel,

;·r s ; , 's '-·
A;>~ ,e, to > . .,

$

means And as though ile n'ere shrinking from
the quarter nf her off side, r,, being here used in
the sense of r^, from a cretature that cries for
food at supptertitre; meaning a cat, of uglyform
and bhi heau, fearing to be scratcbed by it: as
J says, [in art. :.j,] she shrinks with her off
side because the rider's whip is in his right hand:
(EM p. 233 :) [or the meaning is, as though site
nere shrinkingy rith the outside of her off side;
lit, with the side of her off tilde; for, accord. to

ISd,] this is an instance of the prefixing of a
noun to another identical therewith [in significa-
tion]. (M.) [HIence also,] 4JI c.4j, d1 ;
i. e. .;n.JI ;1 [May God smite him with the
pleurisy]. (TA.) - Also A bank; an acclivity;
or a part that faces one, abov the foot or base;
of sand; and of land or ground: (1 :) accord.
to En-Nadr, [the pl.] Jj; signifies banks; ac-
clivities; or parts thatface one, above thefoot or
base; of land or ground; (T, TA;) as also

>jtb, of which the sing. is t sj: (T, 1 :)
accord. to-Z, the .j> of valleys are the elevated
parts of the sides. (TA.) -See also the next
paragraph. _ And see I)j.

'; and t J., (T, ., M, Mgh, Msb, .,) the
former the more approved, (1],) the latter men-
tioned by A'Obeyd, (.,) [and now the more
common, A tambourine;] a certain thing nith
nwhich one beats, (M, 15,) or nith which women
beat, (S,) or with which one plays; (Mgh, Msb;)
of two kinds; round; [such as is figured, under
the name of " ir " (jU), in chap. xviii. of my
work on the Modern Egyptians, with eeral
pairs of tinkling plates of brass in apertures in
the hoop, and sometimes, as in the kind used by
hired wailing-women, without those tinhling
plates;] and four-sided: [thle latter seems to be
only for amusement; for] it is said that the four-
sided is unlawful; but there is no harm in selling
the round: (Mgh:) pli. . (MN, Myb, 5.)

ai: sce Ji, in three places. - [HIence,] tdj'
C.pJI t [T/he two side-boards of the horse's
saddl&;] tue two boards that lie againat the two
sides of the beast; (Mgh ;) or the twov sides [or
boards] of the horse's saddle, that embrace it
between them: [see *.-- j:] and so J Ii
t the two sides 4c. of the camel's saddle. (M.)
And in like manner, (M,) 1a. i I *; S The
two sides [or boards] of the book; (M, TA;)
the two things that embrace the book between
them; (T, M, Mgh, 1,* TA;) the two faces,
that are on the trgo sides, of the book. (Msb.)
One says, ' U ' t; 'A.m. ti [le retained
in his memory, or got by heart, what is between
the tivo boards, meaning the whole contents, of
the book]. (TA.) [M3 signifies also t A board
in a general sense; and so ' 3i. And hence,

t A rudder.] And J.1 £., t The thing [or
piece of shin] that is upon the head of the drum:
(so in a copy of the M:) or A t l ii : the two
things, (T, .K,) i. e. the two pieces of skin, (TA,)
that are upon the head [or rather upon the two
extremities] of the [common cylindrical] drum.
(T, ], TA.) One says, AJI YJ.s; 4.: [lIe
beat the two shin of the drum]. (TA.)

Jj.. An eagle approaching the ground (., 1)
in its flight (S) when making a stoop: (S, ]:)
or.flying sti.fly. (Skr, TA.)

J.9, [rel. n. from jgi; pl. of J, and J;
app. meaning A seller, or, like .-.,., a maker,
of tambourines]. (15: there mentioned as an
appellation of a certain man.)

[BooK I.

, J An o,ner of tambourines (ji;). (M,
TA.) [And] A beater of the tambourine (j.);
(MA;) [and] sot .JA ;. (M.)- ii~ : see

;i ii,: seme ., near the end of the paragraph.
[It is also the inf. n. of R. Q. 1, q. v.]

J. i [originally .S;j, act part. n. of .,

q. v.,] is opposed to .io, which signifies
"spreading its wings and not moving [or flap-
ping] them" [in its flight]. (M, TA.) A rajiz,
(M,) Ru-beh, (T,) [for the sake of rllyme], uses

b1; for .ilj. (T, M.) - ; C l. A com-
pany of men going a gentle pace: (Mb :) and
;JI; [alone] a party journeying together not a
hard pace: (AA, T:) an army going gently,
or leiturely, towards the enemy: (S, ~ :) a
company of men coming from one country or
ton-n to another: (IDrd, M :) a party going to
a great town or city: (TA:) a company of men
journeying leisurely (j.oo-) in search of herbage
and sustenance: (Z, TA :) a party of the people
of the desert journeying to a ,eyion of green
herbage and waters in con.sequence of drought:
and [hence] a party harin,,g rl;n after elperien-
cing drought; as also iti;. (M.) See 1, in
two places.

.U3~ A maher of j_J [or tambourines].

(M. [See also Jjjs]) UJa A camel's
hump that falls [or hangi] downn upon his sides.
(8,S.gh, g.)

.I4J~a: see hi .

L. ~;, aor. -, (S, AI, MAb, g,) inf..n. Uji,

(8, Myb, TA,) like L.J inf. n. of ."h, andl
';bj, like iai- inf. n. of s, (S,) said of a
man, ($, Mfb.) He was, or became, tarm, or hot:
(§, M,' :) [generally meaning the former:
see L.b, below:] or he experienced [wrarmth,
or] heat: (Har p. 29 :) or he nore wrhat ren-
dered him nrarm, or hot: (Mbsl:) and '~ -;

,JI [he wore wvarm clothing to protect himself
from the cold]: (Mgh:) and Uj3 (. , M, Mgh,
g) I, (s, Mgh,) and * U..1 (, M, Mgh,
1) t, ($, Mg6,) and . , (,) a( tK t
the last of these verbs [originally .f;,] of the
measure .jaz!, (s,) [He warmed himself frith
the garment,] are said of him who has clad hlim-
self with that which ren(ders lhim warm, or hot:
($:) or the meaning [of ,.Jt U..l] is he
desired ,varmth, or heat, by mneans of the gar-
mncat: (Mgh:) and ~.j!l and 1.joZA occur,
for j.,UiI and :,, as meaning I rore what
rendered me narmn, or hot. (Lth, T, TA.) You
say also, .1 Jl [TThe tent, or home, or
chamber, roas, or became, warm, or hot]. (Mqb.)
And pi, (M, Msb, 1,) aor. ;, (MIlb, 1,) inf. n.
.i,t, (TA,) It (a tent, or house, or chamber,

ISk, T, and a day, Msb, TA) nwa, or became,
warm, or hot. (ISk, T, M, M.b, , TA.) [And1
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in like manner, a garment; as is implied in the

8.] And 1;i ,;; Our night was, or became,
narm, or hot. (8, O, TA.)_ ULj, for tj;: see 1
in art. _.

3: see4.

4. UIbl It (a garment, $, , Mgll, Mqb, of wool
or the like, Mgh) rendered him rrarm, or hot.

(8,* Mh, M, Mb.) And He clad him with a gar-
ment (M, 1, TA) of wool ,pc. (TA) that ren-
dered him wnarm, or hot. (M,J,TA.)_ [Hence,]
t He gave him a large g9fi; (TA;) or he gaye
him much. (g.) ,il h,l Tlhe people, or
company of men, collected themslcre together
[app. so that they made one another warm, or
hot]. (1) _ l ;, Tl cam cl
caceeded a hundred. (M.)i IXI, in the dial.

of El-Yemen, as also t e;,'l, i. q. [U,;I and] eUI;
and bI,, [see art. _,] He despatched him,
namely, a wounded man; i. e. put him to death
quickly. (L.)

a:)

8: secl. .

10:

:*jj: see what next follows.

IJ% Warmth, or heat; syn. ,L._ (T, ,

Mgh) and el_; (Mgh;) contr. of;; (Msb;)
or contr. of e ~,.; (M,1 ;) as also *:,j

(lt, TA) and U;, (QC,) inf. n. of , (.,
TA,) and 9 *;, (,) also inf. n. of i; accord.
to the . and .gh, and of j accord. to Yz:

(TA:) pl. 'I)l. (M, .) - A thing [or gar-
ment or covering] that renders one warm, or hot,
(Th, ., M, Mgh, K,) of wool, (Tb, M, Mgh, ]C,)
or the like, (Mgh,) or of camels' fur; (Th, M,

;) as also V Uj>: (g,* TA:) pl. of the former
as above. (..) You say, *. ., C [There is
not upon him any warm garment or covering, or
anything to render him warm]: but you should
not say, ;Lti.; L X, (T, S,) because this is an
inf. n. (.) - The shelter ( ) of a wall [by
which one is protected from cold wind]. (T, S,
].) You say, J! LtJI ;i, .,iI [Sit thou

in the shelter of this wall]. (T, S.) And t iCi
[also] signifies A shelter, for warmth, from the
wind. (M.) - The young ones, or offspring,

(~:1;. , ,M, Mgh, .K,) and hair, or fur, (M,
Ii,) and milk, (., M, Mgh,) of camels, and n'hat-
ever ele, of a profitable, or useful, nature, is
obtained from them: (., M,* Mgh, g:*) so
called because clothing, with which to warm
oneself, is made of camel's hair and wool: (TA:)
it occurs in the ]ur xvi. 5: (., TA:) accord. to
I 'Ab, there meaning the offspring of any beast

(31;). (TA.) - Also t A gift. (g.)

Us: see :j._ Also i. q. Iq. [The having a
bending forward of the upper part of the back

oeur the breast: &c.: see ', of which 1t.
is the inf. n.]. (M: in some copies of the K

.1i.; in others, and in the TA &.l. [See IU.%1,
below: and see l; and Oi;l in art. _4.])

&i Warmly clad; (8, ;) applied to a man;
(S,TA;) fem. with i;: (TA:) and so * U>;
fem. it;; (T, S, M, Mqb, ] ;) and pl., of the
mase. and fem., '.rn: (M, TA-) and so t:.,
accord. to IAar, who cites, as an ex., the follow-
ing verse:

.p -- ,. .. ·

:i s - L' A ' lP

[Aboo-Leyld passes the night narmly clad, while
his guest, by reason of the cold, becomes deserving
of his properties]: (M, TA:) though it has been
asserted that V Ji* and its fem. are applied
peculiarly to human beings; and :? j, pecu-
liarly to time and place; and , to a human
being and to time and place: (TA:) [for] this
last signifies [also] warm, or hot: (M:) [and so
does each of the two other epithets:] you say
, C'; (Msb) or t 1:, of the measure J e
(T, 8, O, TA, [though this is said in the MSb to
be not allowable,]) [a warm, or hot, tent or
house or chamber,] and in like manner' : ., .

[a warm garmtt], (, M,O,TA,) and t :,i .;,

(T, 8, O, TA) and J X'1; (TA from Expositions
of the Fs) [a warm, or hot, day], and V 1 ; aii

(T, S, 0,O TA) and * 9{, (TA from the Exposi-
tions of the Fe) [a warm, or hot, night], and

, .j1 and *t j (O) and t M ;0 (M, K)
a warm, or hot, land; pl. of the last 1,
(M, TA.)

3ii.: see :.

i U.i, and its fern. : see ;, in four
places.

UU., (T,$,M,K,) also termed hi, (A;,
IAxr, ., ,) but this latter is not of established
authority, and is not mentioned in the M nor in
the 0., (TA in art. IJ,) The rain that .falls after
the heat has acquired strength; (M, 1 in art.
t,, TA;) when the earth has putt (lit. vomited)

forth the ;tl [or trffles, which, accord. to
I5zw, are found in Nejd (Central Arabia) at the
period of the auroral setting of the Tenth Mansion
of the Moon, (which happened, about the com-
mencement of the era of the Flight, in that part,
on the 11th of February 0. S.,) when the sharp-
ness of winter is broken, and the trees put forth
their leaves: see also 1 in art..]: (Lth, IAir,

Th, M:) or the rain that is after [that called]
the ;e [q. v.], before, ( , as in one copy of

the ~, in another J.3 without any syll. signs,)
or in the first part of, (J , as in the TA,) [that
called] the .a [q. v., and see also . h], when
the st disappear entirely from the earth:
(S, 0, TA:) AZ says that the beginning of the

OU. i isJI ~J and the end is UJj I [i.e.

the period extends from the auroral setting of
the Tenth Mansion of the Afoon (about the 11th
of February O. S. as explained above, when the
sun in Arabia has begun to have much power,)
to about the 9th of March O. S.: see,.iJl Jt;l.,
in art. Jj;; and see also another statement voce

*.]. (8, TA.) - And the term 9 °J: [used
as a subst., or as an epithet in which the quality

of a subst. is predominant, for J1: ,] is
applied to The ;.. [or provision of corn Jc.],
(AZ, T, 8, M, K],) whatever it be, that is brought
(AZ, T, 0) before, (J, written without any
syll. signs in a copy of the S, and ji. in the
Cs,) or in the first part of, (~J., as in the hi
and TA and in a copy of the 8 and in one of the
K, [and this appears to be the right reading,] in
a copy of the T J.,) the o [hero meaning
spring]: (AZ, T, S, M, I, :) this is tho third

;M,; [see this word for an explanation of the
statement here given ;] the first being that called

the ia:j [q. v.]; and the second, that called the

4.. [q. v.]: then comes the ,il.%; and then,
the ', which comes when the earth becomes

burnt [by the sun]. (M.)_. And in like manner

also, (AZ, $,) i. e., by the term ;~" is also
meant, (M,) The .;; [or o.ipriing] (AZ, ., M)

of sheep or goats [brought forth at that period,
as is implied in the $, or] in the end of winter:
or, as some say, at any time. (M.)

a.i.: see the next preceding paragraph.

: see :J .

:i.;, and its fem. (with ;): sec '5.;, in seven
places.

3IJ,;: see .

Utl; (so in some copies of the :; but accord.
to the TA withlout a final ., i. c. J>I, as in other

copies of the 1 ;) fern. 5Uj; Curved in body.

(1~. [See also j in art. Ai.])

;U' ,t1 (As, Th, s, M, g) and * s~ (M,
1) Camels having abundlance of fuir (As, Th, $,
M, 1) and fat; (As, .,1 ;) rendered warm by

their fur; (M;) as also t 9 , and * ';'":
(1 :) or the latter two signify many canels; (Aq,
S, M, 0 ;) because (AS, $, 0) rendering one
another r arm by their breath; (As, , hi, O ;)
and so, accord. to the L, *U ,, without .. (TA.)

U .: see what next prccedes.

°i; ($, Myb, K, &c.) and °i,(LIh, Fr,
MSb, ,) like .j., (TA,) [A register;] a
number of leavus pt, or joined, together: (
M, ] :) or an account-booh; syn. ,.~*. o.,:
(Mqb:) or a written book: and it may be met.
applied to a blank book, like .lj: (Mgh:)
[it is a Persian word, arabicized; though asserted to
be] an Arabic word, but, as IDrd says, of unknown
derivation; and by some of the Arabs, [namely,
the Benoo-Asad, (Fr, TA in art. ;,)] pronounced
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.j: (Mb :)pl. i.b: (, Mgh :) of which the
dim. is ,!;'.. (Mgh.)

.,l;.,: see above.

1. j;, nor. :, (A, Mgh, Msb, ]~,)inf. n.,%;
(A, Mgh, Mob) and,&;, (A,) or the latter is a
simple subst.; (Mgh, Msb ;) and 9t;l; (Mob ;)
It, (a thing, A, Mgb,) and he, (a man, TA,)
stank: (A, Mglh, Mob, 1 :) [see also";., bclow:]
but somc may, of j.i, that it is a possessivc epithet,
having no verb pertaining to it: and accord. to
IA;r, tV,All signifies he (a man) smelt of his art.

(TA.)-;;, nor. %, (T,) inf. n. hj, (6,) or
j, (M,) It (food, or wheat, M, ], and flesh-

meat, M, TA) became maggotty. (M, n, T],.)-
Also Ie (a man, TI() was, or becamne, base,
aibjctC, rile, or despicable. (IAqr,* K,* T1].)

4: sec 1, in two places.

yt (T, S, M, A, Msb, 1) and .>, (IAar,
M, A, 1I,) the former a simple subst., and the
lattcr nn inf. n., (Msb,) or both inf. ns., (A,)
and th;, (M.I,,) Stinh; stench: (IAgr, T, S,
Mt, A, Msh, . :) nevcr used to si,nify a sweet
smell: (M :) accord. to Aboo-'Alce El-lialec,
ti. has the above-mentioned signification; but
t), signifies pfngency f odotr, n hether stinhing
or sneeCt: other authorities, however, assert,
accord(l. to what is transmitted from them, that
thc word signifying intense pungency of odour,
whether sweet or bad, wi, with 3, and with two
fet-h.ahs, whence"il A..: I A;r says that ;
s.ignifles stiN, or stench; andl ., baseness, or
vileness; but this is not known on any other
nuthiorit'. (M, L, TA.) - Hence the saying of
'Omar, *;l, 1, meaning [Ala, n.hat stench! i.e.,
1 Alas, what an abonminable thing! i.e.] o I:
(A'Obeyd, T, 8, M :) or it means Alas, *rhat
baseness, or vileness! (IAar, T, M.)_ Hence

3. ¢o-

also the phrase, d l ,y meaning [May God make
stench to cleave to himn, or it ! i. c., t Fy, or shame,
epon him, or it! i.e.] ~J L.J: (S, Mgh :) and

s, , l h, b tjz, (T, S, M,) meaning
[ Mayfoul astench cleave to that which sweh a one
doth! i. e., t Foul shame tupon it! i. c.] 1';
(~, M;) but in an intensive sense; (M;) said in
deciering a man's case, or afltir, to be bad, or
abominal,lec. (T, ;.)- lience, too,i.Jl, (TA,)

0*U

and?, ;l, (4 , a,) t Calamity, or misfortune.
($, K, TA.)..And jb... , (T, S, A, K,) writ-
ten by Aboo-'Alee El -Klee t;.I 1 , but this is

-..#, it .
wrong, (R,) and ;.,*l, (IA9r,) and .JU,, and

j l..1, (M, n,) t The present world; (T, ~, M,
A, ];) because of its calamities, or misfortunes.
(TA.)

1.: see the next preceding paragraph, in four
places.

,% (M, A, Mqb, J) and , jl (M, A, 1)
tSti;king: (M, A, MOb, ]g:) fem. [of the former]
i., (9, M, A, g) and [of the latter] ,1$. (M,

A, 1.) _.j J Stinking and maggotty flesh-

meat. (A.)L.*S~ 'a; An army, or a col-
kectedportion thereof, or a troop of horse, having
ruty armour or arms: (.1:) or wmelling of the
rust of their armour or arms. (A.)

3,j: see,j, in two places.

j1; (indecl., with kesr for its termination, TA)
Tle femnale slare. (T, M, 1g.) Mostly used in
vocative expressions. (TA.) One says to a female
slave, (T, S, A, Msb,) reviling her, (S, Mob,)

vj;, tt meaning O thou stinhing one! (T, S, A,
Mgh, Msb:) alluding to her intrinsic foulness.
(Mob.) - See also j, last sentence.

j;l, and its femrn. '.j: seej;, in three places.

1. a,b, (8, Mah, K,) aor.:, (1,) in n. n. j
(Msb, g) and si; (TA) and *2, (.1,) [lIe
impellkd it, pushed it, thrust it, or drore it; and
particularly, so as to renorve it from its place;
he propelled it; he repelled, or repulsed, it; he
putled it, thrust it, or drovre it, away, or back ;]
he put it away, or renoted it from its place,
(M1 b,TA,) by, or with, force, or strength: (TA:)
or e.) signifies the putting away or removing or
turning back a thing before the comining or arriv-
ing [of that thing]; like as *.~ signifies the
"putting away or removing or turning back"
a thiing "after the coming or arriving" tihereof.
(Kull p. 185.) lHence the saying in the l(ur

[ii. 252, and xxii. 41], 1 dil 0 " 9 [Atd
were it not for God's repelling men]; where
some read t liz [whlichi means the same, as will
be seen in the course of whiat follows, though
bearing also anothier interpretation, likewise to he
secn in what follows]. (TA.) You say, '-,
J4...d [I impelled, pushed, &Ce., the ,nan]. ($.)
Aid *1x3, inf. n. ~6 [and JUAL4]; and
V &ai; (TA;) [both, app., accord. to the TA,
signifying the same; but the latter more pro-
perly relates to several olbjects together, or sig-
nifies he imnpelled it, pushed it, &c., mnuch, or
vehemently, or often; whrieCas] l (R, TA)
and t&j (TA) are [often exactly] syn. wvith .
(K, TA.) Thus, (TA,) you say, as meaning the
same, '" t'l, and y.j [lIe repelled'from him;
whence another explanation of these two phrases,
which see in what follows]. (S, TA.) And hence,
;,Jj l 4 a ti>, inf. n. ti, I [MAay God
repel, or arert, from thee what is disliked, or

hated, or evil]: (TA:) and ;JI . ,l t Jl;,
inf. n. i5, [Afoay God repel, or avert, from
thee etil]. (S, TA.) And y)il && :.> t [I
repelled, or averted, from him wtat was hurtful,
or annoying; as also -l;]. (M.b, I,TA.)
Sb mentions, as a saying, of the Ambs, A -.

tat-I _I I [Repel thou, or avert thou, evil, or
mitchief, though but with afinger: the last word

being in the accus. case by reason of the suban-
dition of the prep. ,,; the meaning being to].
(TA.) [See also an cx. voco e i.] When

i is made trans. by means of , [and has
a single objective complement, a second objec-
tive complement is understood, and in general] it
has the meaning oi the act of t Defending; as in

the .nur [xxii. 39], 1_Al ;J .JI C . .tl )1

t [ Verily God defendeth those who hare believed;
i. c. repelleth.from them aggression and the like];
(B;) and ' '1, in the same, (K, TA,) accordl.
to another reading, signifies the same; (K, TA ;)
or this latter signifies t defendeth energetically,
with tlhe energy of him bwho contendleth for supe-

riority in so doing. (B!d.) And Z" Vil; sig-
nifies [also] t I pleaded, or contended in argu-
ments, in defence of him. (MIsb.) [Exceptions
to the statement cited above from the B will be
found in what follows in this paragraph; and
another exception, voce [.]-[In the exs.
wrhichl follow, the verlb is used in senses little
differing, essentially, from those assigned to it itA
the first sentence of this art.] -,t."l > *-j
si [tl poured forth fromn the ve.sel a single

pouring]: the last word, wlvhichi is with fet-h, is
an inf. n. [of un.]. (Mob.) - ,J LU 11 j

.1 L j.. [She (n ewe, or goat, S, or a

camel, 8, K) infused the first milk into her
ud(der, i. c., secreted it therein, a little before

bringing forth]. (S, .) And c ; I a;

Uj;3 3 L.rJ $ t [She (a ewe or goat, or a
camel, TA) secreted the milk in her u&ller when
about to p)roducc her young, by reason of its
abundance]; for the milk becomes abundant in
her udder only when sihe is about to hring forth:
the inf. n. [app. the inf. n. of un.] is aiSd.. (TA.)
And ,.a,; alone, said of a ewe or goat, signifies
. SIe secreted milk in her udder when about to
lroduce the young; expl. by , - ..

.?1 [which see in art. L ..]. ($, TA.) Accord.

to En-Nadr, one says v:y. i i ;, and ,
whein her young is in her belly; bit when slhe
has brought forth, one does not say ',u . (TA.)
-_In the saying, t*i *J ' i*'-,:V
[lit. A cloud overspread us, and nwe drove it away,
to other persons], meaning ! it dleparted from Us

to other pers,ons, LtACa is for L:3j, whiichi
means t' ;:.; [lit. it was driven away from
us]. (TA.) -. ) £ t [He refelled him,
or refuted him, by an argument or the like].

(MF in art. .a.)__3 l i t'I rebutted

the saying; repelled it by an argument, an alle.
gation, or a proof. (M:b.). -I."l Sil Leave
thou this, spaoring him. (A, TA.) [See ~.]
- [In severnl exs. here following, the verb
resembles Ej.il; .. , or the like, being under-
stood after it.]-.LJI -'.o [The water poured
out, or forth, at though it impelled, or propelled,
itself]: (TA: [where it is followed by aj,
as an cxplicative adjunct:]) and so [theI 1
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torrent]. (ISh.) [See also .] And '>tj? ;

tiJ [The vally poured with water]. (TA in
art. J .)... t [He pushed, or

prssed, on, or forward, as though he impelled
imelf, in his running]. ($ in art. .i; &c.)

[See also 7.]_ l i t The people, or com-
pany of mc , canme at once. (Mqb.)_, J J
ora1l, (TA,) and XX1 4, (Mqb TA,) in the
pae. form, (Mob,) : He reached, or came to, the

place. (Myb, TA.) You say also, ij, e A ,

". c; Jl t This is a road which reaches to

such a place. (TA.)._.. e".i t He

commenced the journey from 'Arafdt, and im-
pelled and removed himself thence, or impelled
hAi she-camel, and urged her to go. (TA, from a
trad.) And Ii X -; t remtooved, went,

went away, orjourneyed,from the place. (Msb.)

[See again 7.]_ j also signifies tHe returned
(MF.) - When y; is made trans. by means

of j!, it [generally, but not always, as has been
shown above,] has the meaning of the act of
Giving, or delivering; as in the ]5ur [iv. ,5],

,-'l . I 1 e l!,sb [Then give ye, or delirer ye,
to them their property]. (B.) You say, :.a&

LA ;jL i 1 [I gave, or delivered, to such a onc a

thing5. (., K.*) And I,1.. ! ja,..- 1
restored the deposit to its orner. (Mgh.) And

JQ4 1 X ';.i L. :. -; [I gave himn a part, or
portion, of the property]. (g in art. j,.j; and
the like is said in that art. in the 1].) And aij

[alone] He gave it; syn. AtWl. (Er-RIghib,
M¥.)

3: ee 1; fourth sentence. - L,,L Jl 

t He droe him, compelled him, or necesuitated him,
to do, or to have recourse to, ach a thing. (TA.)

- uj also signifies He rendered him abject

and contemptible, or poor; as though deserving
to be repelled. (Ibn-Maroof, as cited by Golius.)

[See the pa. part. n., below.] - At) H tHe
made his bown even. (Ain, TA.)

3. 1., [in its primary acceptation] signifies
The contending, or striving, with another, to push

him, or repel him; or the pushing, or repelling,
another, being puhed, or repeed,by him; or the
pwhing against another; syn. L,.!j. (TA.)

[Hence, 4 ', 1 . tb1.N He i striving to suppres

tht trine and ordure: ee 1. And al,o.

j.,Il The striving to retain life: see f in art.

j._- But it is often used in the same sense as

ei :] see the verb and its two inf. ns. in seven

places in the former half of the first paragraph of

this article. - Also t iq. Ut;.: (S, 1, TA:)

in some of the copies of the ., i;-.- (TA.)
You say, ~' 1;h, (Jm, TA,) or XFm

(Mob,) t deferred awith him, delayed with him,

or put him off, in the matter of his right, or due,

by promising time after time to render it to him;

[and so repelled him, or stroe to repel him,from

it;] sn. 41L. (Jm, M 9b, TA.) And &1l

,aQ..._ t He deferred, delayed, p~pond, or put

*,J, As (anothers) needfid affair. (L in art. .j.)

- IJ. d I JA..Jl , ,1 t The man attached, or

devoted, himself to such an affair, and exerted
himself, and peristed, or persevered, in it. (TA.)

5: see 6, and 7.

6. 1Ij0 1S [They contended, or strow, together,
to push, or repel, one another; or] they pushed,
or repelled, one anotler; or p.uhed against one

another. (Msb.) You say, .r , * l.ailo. They
pusAhed, thrust, or repelled, one another in war, or

battle. (9, P1.)- [Hence,] X Ifjl $l; tThe
two sayings, or sentences, opposed, or contradicted,
each other; conflicted; were mutually repugnant.

(Mob in art. pia.) -_ J 1 C1 ; I The torrent

nas impelled, driven, or propelled, in its several
parts, or portions, by the impetus of one part, or
portion, acting upon another; and in lixe
manner, [or as signifying it became impelled,
driven, or propelled,] t .i.l, and [in an

intensive sense] t Aj. (TA.) [See also i.

'Je.,]_. ;iJI 5E htliJ [in like manner
signifies tThe running of the horse continued
by succesive impulses, his force of motion
in each part qf his course impelling him through
the next]. (TA.) See also 7. =[It is also

trans.] You say, ;,.JI 1Ul.. They repelled the
thing, every one of them from himself. (TA.)

And Jt !.. Jb [A guest whom the tribe
repel, or repule, every one of them from hlimself].
(IDrd, 1..)

7. Ve&?, is quasi-pass. of &ia;; ($, 15, TA ;)

and ? ~.m is quasi-pass. of .~o; and V C.1O> is

quasi-pass. of AWl.A: but all three are used in the
same sense: see 6: (TA :) [the finrst, however,
primarily signifies He, or it, became impelled,
pushed, thrust, or driven; and particularly, so as
to be removed from his, or its, place; became pro-
pelUed; became repUelled; became impelled, pushed,
thrust, or driven, away, or bach, or onwards;
became put awayn, or remnoved from its place; as
is insplied in the S and YK and TA: whereas the
second, properly, has an intensive signification:
and the third properly denotes the acting of two
or more persons or things, or of several parts or
portions of a thing, against, or upon, one another;
as is shown by exs. and explanations above:
though the second and third are often used in the
primary sense of the first.] _- [Hence,] &,.1 also

signifies t lie wrent anay into the country, or land,
in any manner: (Lth:) or, said of a horse [&c.],

he [or it] went quichly or smiftly (~, 1, TA)
[as though implled or propelled; prsoued, or
pushed, on, or forward; rushed; launched, or
Irohe,forth; it pouredforth with vehemence, as
though impelled: see 1, which has asimilar mean-
ing, particularly in the phrases :IQ!I hj;, and

J,.JI, and .? j i, &c.]...... ;1,

-..~:,mJl, (~,15, TA,) and )*;~ 5 , (TA,) :He
pushed on, or pressed on, in discourse, and in
reciting poetry; or entered thereinto; or launched
forth, or out, thereinto; or was large, or copious,
or profuse, taerein; or di~ted therein; or began

it, commenced it, or entered upon it; syn.o ,,lil.
(1T, TA.) And -1 l ). & A.5;1 [He broAeforth
into laughing]. (JK in art-. ,j.)_-[) e.;i

A6&0J tHefell to eating of theAtfood; or applied
him,tlf eagerly to it.] _.j l . l e
acted roith pnetrating energy, or sharpnss,

vigoroumness, and qffectiveneu, in th affair; syn.

4 .. (A, TA.)

10. Jy t1 At '1 ?t I asked, or begged,

God to repelfrom me eMil. ($, K.)

i [see L Used as a simple subst., it signifies

Impuluion; or the act of pushing, thrusting, or
driving; and particularly, so as to remore a thing

from its place; propulsion; repulion; &c.].

;d` A tingle impulion; a push, a thrust, or

single act of driving; and particularly, so as to

remove a thingfrom its place; a single propulsion;
a single repulsion: (?,* Msb, K,* TA:) [it is an
inc. n. of un. of 1 in all its senses; and thus,] it
signifies also a single act of pouring: [&c.:] pl.

;.W6. (MQb.) You Say, ~ad ~A.), i. . [He
impelled, &c., him, or it,] one# [or nith a single

impulsion, &c.]. (T]~.) And S Il . ,> ,

i. e. [I poered forth from the msel] a single
pouring. (Msb.)_ [As an inf. n. of un. of 1,]
it also signifies t A coming of the collectire body

of a people, or mparty of men, to a place at once.
(TA.) - [Also t A heat, a single course, or one
unintermitted act, of running, or thc like.]

', A quantity that pours forth, or out, at

once, from a skin, or vessel: (Lth, 1 :) a quantit!y
poured forthi, or out, at once, (Msb,) [or with

vehemence, being] syn. with Uii. (IF,., MsI,,
]., [in the CI with , in the place of the j,]) of

rain, [i. e. a shower, fall, or storm, as meaning
the quantity that falls without intermision,]
(IF, ,Msb,],) and [a gush] of blood, (IF,
MOb,) &c.: (IF,.,Mob:) it is also [used as sig-
nifying the tide] of a valley, (Q in art...._,)
and [the tide, or rush,] of a torrent, (8 and
1g in that art.,) and [the rush, or irruption,] of
a troop of horses or horsemen, (g and 1] in

art. jJ., &c.,) and [tlhe irruption, or invaion,]
4-,

of night: (S and 1g in art. L :) pl. . (Mb,

g) and $ub and E;W and ;W. (M:b.)
You say, aM; .%Ill U . There remained i,
the mssel as much as one pours out at once.
(Mob.) - Also A part, or portion, that is givetn,
of property. (S in art. ;j.)

.t, determinate, as a proper name, The e,e:

(Ibn.'Abbid, l:) so called because she pushes
her thigh this way and that by reason of bulki-
ness. (Ibn.'Abbid, TA.)

tj and t A.~ [That implels, pushes, thrusts,

drires, propels, or repels, much, or vehemently:]
both signify the same. (S, 1g.) Hence the say-
ing of a woman, (.,) an immodest woman, (O,)
namely, Sejihi [the false prophetes, to her hus-
band the false prophet Museylimeb, deseribing

the kind of ., which she most approved], (L,)

'r 'i ' ' '¢ '. (Q, O, L.) You say also,

t eu) A A man who impels, propels, repels,

or defends, twhemently. (TA.) And e 
A she-camel that hicks (A3d) with Aer hind le

on being milked. (TA.)

.e .. A o One who, when a
1
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bone happens to be in the part that is neaxt ta
himn, qf a bowl, puts it anway, or aside, in orde,
that a piece offlesh-meat may become in its place;

c The main portion, that pours down ai
once, or wehermently, of waves, and of a torrent,
(],TA,) and of a sea: (TA:) ora great tor.
rent: (s:) or abundance and vehemence ofwater:
(L:) or a great quantity of water of a torrent:
and a great number of people. (AA.) You say,

.;J Jl.jl F J ;lq There came a great
number of men and women crowding one upon
another. (TA.)._Also tA great thing by nwhich
a similar great thing is impeUed, propelled, or
repelled. (1,0 TA.)

Ili [act. part. n. of 1]. It is said in the Kur
[lii. 8], ## I; j J L There shall not be any
repeUer thersof. (Bd.) And in the same [lxx. 2],

>1i A_i There shall not befor it any repeller:
(B#:) or any defender. (B.) Applied to a
ewe or she-goat, ($,)or to a she-camel, (S, ,)
as also iiia; and t U, ((,) That i1fue

( the irst milk into her udder [i. e. secrets
;t therein] a little befutre bringingforth; (S, 1 ;)
that infues the milk into her udder wohen about
to produce her young, by reason of its abundance:
AO says that some make s:L and I, to sig-
nify the same, [i. e., to signify as cxplained
above, or nearly so,] maying, .s j1 ;i and
if you will, you say, ti alone. (TA.)

Wl1j; [fem. of il;, q. v.: and, used as a
sube;,] The lower, or lowest, part of any [water-
course suJh a is called] .t$: pl. Atj this
latter signifying the lowe,, or lowetu, parts of the
%:c [pL of .t,,] (Ih8b, ,) where they pour
into the valleyt, (ISb,) or where the vaUeys pour
thereinto: (V:) or the pl. signifies the parts in
whaich thes ater pours to the ±*.0; while the
%.. pour into the main valley: (A9:) or the
Aljb is a [water-coure such as is called] A]
which pours into another WIJ, when it runs
slow# a descending ground, or declivity, from
elerated, or rugged and eleated, ground, and
yon se it going to and fro in places, having
spread somewhat, and become round; then it
pouris into another, lonwer than it: every one
much is thus called; and the pl. is as above.
(Ltl.)

C& [A channel of water;] one of the et
of waters, in wthich thte waters run: (S,:)
[t. being ibts pl.:] the lower, or lotVset, part
of a valley, nwhere the torrent pours forth, and
its wRater disperes: (ISh:) and tbe [nwatcr-
course, or channel, sucl as is called] ',L of a
Zmhl, [q. v.]; because this latter pours forth
therein to another a&Alb; (g, TA;) the 
being the channel betwJeen the o.Aal;. (TA.)

.k: msee i , in two places. [Its primary

signification is An instrument for imclling, pro-
pelling, or repelling: and hence it is applied in
modern Arabic to a cannon: and to an instru-

ment used by midwives for protruding the fetus.
_ Hence, also, it is used as an intensive epithet:
and hence,] , ,L; A strong corner. (TA.)

t ~i., applied to a camel, t Held in high esti-
mation by his owner; (A, ]C, TA;) so that
wtvhen he comes near to the load, he is sent back:
(A, TA :) one that is reserovd for covering, and
not ridden nor laden; of whtich, wven he is
bronlght to be laden, one says, 1 tb;l, i. e.
Leave thou this, sparing him. (As.) Also,
(applied to a camel, TA,) t hIeld in mean estima-
lion by his otwner; (K,* TA;) so that when he
conmes near to the load, he is sent back as despised.

r (TA.) Thus it bears two contr. meanings. (.1.)
-Applied to a man, (A, TA,) t Poor, (S, A,

r TA,) and abject, (S,) iwhom every one repels
from himself, (A, TA,) or because every one
repels him from himself; (.;) used conjointly
with ~ .; i. e., you say, ~. i.. Ij :
(A, TA :) a man t despised, or held in contempt,
(Lth, I(,) as also t . ; (Lth;) rwho does
not sthoe hospitality if he make one his guest, nor
give if he be asked to give: (Lth :) and one
t wrho is repelled, or repulsed, from his relations

') ( ' .e t. : ["-i being used for .o.

..j, like as 4,i is used in the Kur xxv. ,f6, for
,. Sj.. , as explained by Bd:]) (IDrd, :)

and a guest tr whon the tribe repel, or repulse,
eresry one of them from himself, every one turn-

ing him away to another. (IDrd, _
lj j.*l *1 : I am driven, compelled, or neces-
sitated, to do, or to have recourse to, such a
thing. (TA.)

U* see hi;.

8hLL. . ti Hle is the lord, or
chief, of his people, or party, not straitened in
his authority, nor thrust from it; (TA;) i. q.

1 Tlhe lion. (sgh.)

see

1 Q ) It [A saying of nwhich one part
opposes, or contradicts, another; a self-contradic-
tory saying]. (TA.)

1. did., aor. (S, Msb, V, &c.) and:, (Jm,
]K,) inf n. fj., (9, Mgh, Msb,) and by poetic
license 4,R, (TA,) He poured it forth, or out:
(S, :) or he poured it forth, or out, with vehe-
nence: (Mgb, Mb :) namely, water [&c.]. (S,
Mgh, Msb.) And .1JI Q ;; The water poured
out, orforth: one should not say eLt Ji.;: ( :)
or this last, aor. t, inf. n. .ji, signifies the water
poured forth, or out, wnith vehemence: but As
disallowed its being used in an intrans. sense:
(Meb:) [the forms of the verb commonly used
intransitively are 7 and 5 :] accord. to Lth, alone,
(1,) i. e. in the 'Eyn, (TA,) .ite i;, (], TA,)
and *Jtl, aor. ;, (TA,) in£ n. j4s and 3j_,

[BooK 1.

signify tthe water, (g, TA,) and the tears, (TA,)
poured forth, or out, at once: (]. TA:) but
Az disallows this. (TA.)_[Hence,] Mt ;ij

.j t [G6od poured forth his spirit; i. e.] God
caused him to die: (K:) or it mcans may he
die. (s.) As says, I alighted at the abo(le of an
Arab woman of tho desert, and she said to a
daughter of hers, Bring to him the drinking-howl
(,.jl): and she brought me a drinking-bowl in
which was milk, and spilled it; whereupon she
said to her ... ay th; ay blood, or
heart's blood, be poured forth: or, as appears
from a statement above, the right reading is pro-
bably 1i;]. (TA. [See also '*A.]) - One
says also, of a river, or rivulet, and ofa valley, Jis,

[app. for ';Wl ij;,] meaning, It became full so
that the water poured forth, or ovecflou'ed, or
so that it poured forth the water, from its sides.
(TA.). And j l J1 ; .He poured.forth, (J K,)
or scattered, (J,) the contents of the mug at
once; (JK,](;) as also t;bt.. (] .) Thci
verb is also used transitively and intransitively in
relation to a beast: you say, a1J$1 %i: t I
made the beast to hasten, or go quickly: _ and
,· 1 .,
a~lJI :.J.. thTAe beast hastened, or went quickly:
(Mb :) and [in like manner] one says of a quick
camel, 4.- t t tt[He hastens, speeds,
or presses forward, in hi# pace, or going]: and

CA t l V The wild se-as~ hastened, or
went quichly. (TA.) j r, [aor. ,] (TA,)
inf. n. Ji, (JK, $, TA,) .le (a camel) had his
teeth standing outwrards: (, TA:) or had his
elbon,s far apart from his sides. (JK. [See also

2. [~ .lie poured it fo,th, or out, copiously,
or abundantly; namely, water &c. See an ex.
of the inf n. used as a pass. part. a. voce 
-[HIence,] L.SJI l (; , IS,) inf n
;JV, (K,) Hlis two hands poureCd fort larges
(.8, ) [copiously, or abundantly, for] it is with
teshdeed to denote muchness. (S.)

4: see 1, in the latter hlialf of tile paragraph.

5. .4j i. q. ` (., U.) [meaniing, (as the
former is explained in the KL) It p uftred frth
or out, or becan e poured forth or ont, copiously,
or abundantly; for it is quasi-pass. of Ai;;
thoughl is said to be quasi-lpass. of .
like ,...1, and though it is said in the TA that
kFoV is quasi-pass. of ~ like -6] See
also 1, latter part, in two places._ [fence,]
J>1I 9' si- . lie hasatens to ido tlat
nwhich is false, rain, or unprofitable. (TA.)
And 4 A. i..3 is forbearance, or clemency,
departed. (TA.)

7. 1i;l i. q. 1 I [It poured forth or out,
or became poured forth or out: see also sI,
which, if allowable, is less usual]. (S, JI.)

10. jy;JI iJjl The mug had its contents
pouredforth or out ('I!1) at once. (TA.)

AU.. A tingle act of pouring fot th or out [in
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any manner, or at oncr, (see 1,) or] wvith vehe-

mence: pi. ;Wj. (Mb.)

AiL) A quantity poured forth or out (Mab)

at once, like iA;, (S and g in art. >, q. v.,)

[or] rwith reitmence; (Mysb;) of rain, [i. e.
a shower, fall, or storm, as meaning the quantity
that falls without intermni.ion,] (S and Msb and

1I. in art. .:,) and [a gush] of blood, (Msb in

that art.,) d&e: (S and Msb in that art.:) pl.

J.; and ;A, and l W; and uW.i. (Msb.)

-[Henee,] ;_l, eii) .Jil i . The party

came at once, (S, 'I, TA,*) or together. (Mgb.)
3.

~if t Quick, stift, or fleet; applied to a le-

camel; (JK, S,K;) as also tj;1: (JK:) and

so, applied to a she-camel, W1I& (JK) and t O;i?,

(JK, $, K,) whichl is likewise applied to a he-

camel, (JK, TA,) and 1tLi; (g) and t;ji

and ,j; (JK, TA) and * ; (JK, g) and

U M.. (TA.) t A camel going in the manner

fermed - .:; as also li.. (1g.) t And,

applied to a horse, Fleet, or swift; as also t :

and so, applied to a mare, i/dj and t jj; and

i>b and t ;i;) and t J- (1.)

i,bs: see what next precedes.

a, ,,
: see j.,: and see also what next fol-

lows, in two places.

~UJ and I.?. IA slc-camcl quick, snwift,

or fleet, and of gene.ous race: or that has never
broughtforth. (K, TA.) See also, for the former,

, in two places. -e "; t , (1,) and

t; jJ1, (TA, and so in copies of the 8,) the

latter on the anthority of IAmb, (TA,) said of a
man, (v,) t le walked, or wtvent quichly, or
siftly: (~, 15:) or he went with slom steps

( 1 ,L-;), inclining at one time to one side and at
another time to another side: or he went with
wide steps, (Q, TA,) and quickly. (TA.) And

o~.~ ~., t [lie runs quickly: &c.]. (TA.)

31h, applicd to a torrent, (S, 0, L, K,) That
fills the valley: (8,0 :) or that fills the two
sides f the valley: (L :) or snift. (gK.) - See

also ii.

ji1: see J;, in three places.

j: see j,, in two places.

jl¢i [Pouring forth, or out, copiously, or
abundantly: or] extensive, and copious, or abun-
dant, rain: applied also [in the former sense] to
the monlth of a leathern water-bag: and to a

river, or rivulet; and so ' j~. (TA.)

jli [act. part. n. of &;; Pouring forth or

out,'&c.]. J ; [May it be pouring forth

good] is said in prognostication on the occasion of
the pouring forth of the contents of such a thing

as a mug. (Lth, TA.) -. h i;. ' means . ,
[i. e. Water poured forth or out, &c.]; (lnloot,

1, M 1b, 1 ;) because j*i is trans. [only] accord.

to the generality (15, TA) of the leading lexico-

logists; (TA;) like 4 .. meanincg ,

(1~oot ., Mob,) and J.% meaning an.d, and

.~ meaning ; ,~m. (Iloot, Msb,) after a
manner obtaining among the people of El-H.Iijz,

who change the J into Jc when it is used

as an epithet: (Fr, Msb,TA:) or it means .b. .

[hating a pouring forth or out, &c.]; (Mgl,
?Ifsb, TA;) accord. to Kh and Sb (TA) and
Zj; (Myb,TA;) and in like manner they say

that ,jl means Oteb, j: or, accord. to

Lth, [i. e.] in the 'Eyn, it means water pouri;u

forth, or out, at once: (TA:) it occurs in the

gur lxxxvi. 6; where ~,il; is said by Kh and

Sb to signify j [i. e. pouring forth or out]:

(Az, TA:) and it [there] means the sperma geni-
tale. (JK.)

4jk): see J.

;.;1, and its fern. tWJ.: see is. - The for-
mer is also applied to a pace, or rate of going, as
meaning Quick, or swift: (S, 15:) or, accord.

to AO, it means ;,1 .r [the utmost of the

pace called j;il]. (S,TA. [In my copies of
the S., erroneously, ;1l: in the TA without

any vowel signs, app. because needless to any
but the tyro in Arabic.])~ Also, i e. the former,
A man bowed, or bent, (IApr, 15,) in his back,
(IAur,) by age or grief. (IAgr, g.) - And

i. q. . [hero meaning Oblique]: (Aboo-

M61ik, 1:) applied to a J*j [or new moon]:

(Aboo-Milik:) Aboo-Milik says that the J)a
thus termed is better, or more auspicious, than
that termed * t., which means "having its two

extremities elevated, and its back decumbent :"
and AZ says the like: (TA:) [or] CISl applied

to a J'& signifies erect (: [which must here

mean nearly, not exactly, erect,] and white, not
turnaing sideways upon one of its two extremities:
(1K :) [and this also is esteemed more anspicious
than that termed C3.*., q. v.:] so in the "Na-
widir." (TA.) - Also, applied to a camel, ($,
],) and to a mouth, (JK, TA,) Having the
teeth standing out, or forwards: (JK, S, 1 :) or,
applied to a camel, having the elbows far apart

from the sides. (.K. [See also j.])

see OU.

JU>: see the following paragraph. ~ Also

i. q. OlJiJ and &j [bothl app. here meaning
Tar, or liquid pitch]: (K :) or such as is thick:
mentioned in this art. by IF, and also as written

with 1. (TA.)

l1U, (T, S, M, K, &c.,) accord. to those who

make the alif to be a sign of the fem. gender;

and AU, accord. to those who make that letter to

be one ofquasi-coordination; used alike as a sing.
and a pl.; (s;) and Vj.s; (Ibn-'Abbad, 1.;)
[the first of these appellations applied in the present
day to The rose-bay, or laurel-bay; oleander,

nerium oleander, rhododendron, or rhododa,phne:
and also to the common laurel:] a certain tree,
(T, M,) or plant, (S, Ki,) bitter, (T, $, M, J(,)
vertl bitter, (TA,) and poisonous, (T,) green, and
beautiefl in appearance, the blossom of which is
beautifully tinged, (M,) called in Persian . :

(.:) there is a river-hind, and a land-kind:
the leaves are like those of the , [or garden.
purslane], but more slender; and the branches,
or twigs, are long, spreading over the ground;
at the leaves are thorns; and it grows in waste
places: the rirer-kind grows upon tithe banks
of rivers; its thorns are unconspicuous, or uan-

apparent; its leaves are like thoms of the Jj&.

[or salix Aegyptia] and of the almond, broad;

and the upper part of its stemn is thicker than the

lower part thereof: (TA:) it is very deadly:

its blossom is like the red rose, (1.,) very rough

(1. es.: [but this I think is a mistranscription

for l~-; o very beautiful], and upon it is a

kind of tuJt. like hair: (TA:) its fruit is like

the 'M [q. v.]; (1![;) haring an aperient,

or a deobstruent, property; and stuffed with a

substance like irool: (TA:) it is good for the

mange, or scab, and the itch ('a.), used in the

manner qf a liniment, (I,) and especially the
expressed juice of its leaves; (TA;) and for
pain of the knee and the back, (g,) of long
duration, (TA,) applied in the manner of a
poultice, or plaster; and for erpelling fleas and-g
the [insct callted] ^.Jl, by the sprinlilpg of a

decoction thereof; and the runbbing orer with

the hleart thereof tnirelve times, after cleansing,
is good for remnoving the [malignant leprosy

tenred] .; (1 ;) and its leaves put upon
hard tumours are very beneficial: but it is a
poison : [yet] soinetimes it is mixed with ivine
and rue, and given to be drnnkt, and savew fromn
the poisons of venomous reptiles: the Ra-ees
[Ibn-Scenl, or Avicenna,] says that it is perilous
by itself, and its blosont, to men, and to horses
and the lilke, and to dogs, but is beneficial when
made intd a decoction with rue, and drunk:

(TA :) IAor says tihat the [trees ternmed] .J and

and . [app. a mistranscription for ;-, a
species of lote-tree,] are all called .. (T.)

AHn sa." that the oj made from the li is

excellent for producing fire: and henc tihe prov.,
.=- -! .satod s.3'-- · w *- . .. o. ,,,~L~: ; tM 2 - ~~ c![En4Sea-

your thou to producefire writh wood of the Lti

upon wood of the t..: then tighten afterwards

or loosen]: (M :) said when one incites a bad
man against another bad man: (M, Meyd:) or,
accord. to IAgr, said in relation to a man whom
onc needs not to press, or importunc. (Meyd.)

, 1. &;, (Si, M, M'b, g,) aor. -, (M, Myb,
]K,) inf. n. ( (, (M, tb, TA,) lIe buried
it; interred it; i. c. hid it, concealed it, or coered

it, (M, M3b, 1g, TA,) in tihe earth, or dust, (TA,)
or beneath layers, or strata, of earth, or dust;
(Msb;) namely, a thing; (?, Msb;) primarily
having for its object a dead body: (M:) and

1
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'P i signifies the same; [but app. in an inten
sive sense or applying to a number of olbjects;
(M, TT;) or ' 'j4, of the measure l. (1g
[So too, accord. to the TA, in the M; but in th
text of the M as given in the TT, J4.]) On
says to a man who is obscure, unnoted, or of n
reputation, jt 1 .. s i ;i.6; [Thou hai
buried thyself in thy lifetime]. (TA.) - IIence
(M,) 1. 7I# t Ie hid, or concealed, his secret
(M, TA.) And 1.Jl ;;i t I hid or con
cealed, the information, or nens, d&c. (Mqb.)-
[I(ence also, £jii1 e.> lIe filled up, stoppeo
up, or choked up, with earth or dust, itc wuell
And*Q * rj. I stopped up the sources o
the waters; syn. I, and and w. (Sh,TA ii
in art. %J.) >;, aor. , inf. n. ";,said of 
she-camel, She went her own way, or at random
or heedlessly, (M, 1,) rwithout need: (M:) or i
signifies, (M,) or signifies also, (1a,) she was, oi
became, (M, ],) usually, (15,) in the midst of thi
other camels when they came to water: (M, ]bj
and 'P ! (En-Nadr, T, TA,) of the meaureun
(1i, (TA,) said of a she-camel, she as, or b

rame, such as is termed ' ej,;; (En-Nadr, T,
TA;) i. e. sh absented, or hid, herelfro n thL
other camels: or went her own way, at random,
or uedlessly, alone. (En-Naolr, T.)

3: see 1, first sentence.
, .. h. ..

3. A3n1 5hlJ,: ee 6.
: sec 7.

6. ,IMJI signifies ,54it i ' I [i.e. The
cooprating in the burying of the dead]. (TA.)

.1 L e WI Wl$,i , [The people can hardly, or
cannot nearly, bury one another] is said in the
case of a quick and spreading death. (TA voce

[C.) Hence,] 1. S Thy practisd con-
cealenrt, one with another; syn. 1 . (, 1,0 10. -. , an. -, i .TA.) It is nid in a trad.,,.,:jt, 1 Y;jli= -j
t [If ye realod, one to another his faults, or his
secrete, ye would not practis concealment, one
fieth another, in any case]; meaning, if the fault,
b(e, as in my copies of the ] and in the TA in

the preent art.,) or scret or secrets, ( i, as in
one of my copies of the $ in art. J b,) of each
one of you were open, or revealed, to each other
of you: (Q, TA:) or, aeoord. to IAth, [if ye
realed, onT to anether his secrets, ye would not
bury onu another; for he says that] the meaning
is, if each one of you knew what is concealed in
the mind of each other of you, the conducting of
his funeral, and his burial, would be deemed
onerous. (TA in art. )

7. i.JI It gw, or became, buried, or interred;
i. e., hidden, concealed, or covered, (,* M, Msb,
15, TA,) in the arth, or dust, (TA,) or beneath
layers, or strata of earth, or dust: (Mqb:) and
' ab of the mearsure ail, rignifies the name;
(T;) or i ajJ. (M, 1a.) Also, said of a
portion of a well, (i,) or of a well [absolutely],
and of a wtering-trough or taunk, and of a water.
ing-place, or spring to which camels came to
water, (M, 8, TA,) [and] so to;rd (T,) [It was,

- or became, filled up, stopped utip, or choked up
i ith earth or dust; (see 1, of which each of thes

verbs is a quasi-pass.;) or] it had the dust rvept
einto it by the wind [so that it became filled up,

stopped up, or c/iohed up]. (T, TA.)

o 8. Ai>l, of the measure j.il: sec 7, in twc
t places. Also, said of a slave, Ie ran awray
, [given without any addition as one of the explana.

tions in the 8] before arriving at the city [or
- place] in which he vas to be sold: (T, M, 15:)

this is not a running away (3i.l) for which he is
to be returned [to the seller]: so says Yezeed Ibn-
Haroon: but he adds that if he arrive there and
run away, he is to be returned for it, though he

f do not absent himself from that city [or place]:
n (T:) or he absented himself, (T,) or stole away,
a ($, M, Mgh,)jfrom his onwners [or owvner] for a

day or twro days, (T, S, M, Mgh,) as AZ says,
t (T, $,) or, (T, M,) as AO says, (T, S,) without
r absenting himself fiom the city [or place in which

he mas sold]; (T, S, M, Mgh;) as though he
buried himself in the houses of that city [or place]
in fear of punishment for an offence that he had
committed: (Mgh:) thus, agreeably with the ex-
planations of AZ and AO, the verb is used b the
Arabs: (A 'Obeyd, T:) and the epithet V 'P si,
applied to a slave, means one who does as is de-
scribed above; (15;) or wrho is nont to do so: (T,
$, M, Mgh :) or the verb signifies he fled from
his owner, or from hard, or severe, work, but did
not gofortA from the town, or the like; and the
doing so is not a fault [for whiclh he may be
returned to the seller], for it is not termed 3tt1.
(Msb.) - See also 1, last sentence. - AJl.sI: ace
1, first sentence.

J ,; [originally an inf. n.}: see . i;, in four
places. Also, applied to a man, t Obscure, un-
noted, or of nao reputation; (K5, TA;) [and] so

, v: see j, in four places.

;b: see vewi in two places.

jJ> A kind of striped cloths or garments.

l sU: see ,ehj, in two places.

C.%, applied to a slave: see 8. - Applied to
a she-camel, That is in the midt of tlh other
camels: (?:) or that is usually in the midst of the
other camels when they come to water. (M, .)

S 8ee also 1, last sentence. - Also, (M, ]K, TA,
[in the CI5, erroneously, C~J.,]) applied to a
camel and to a human being, Tlat goes his own
way, at random, or heedlessly, witlout need; and
so t* (M,.)_ See also .bi. In like
manner one says ., $ t Obscure grounds
of pretension to respect or honour. (AZ, T.)

o e;i q- 1 G ' ', (?, M, Mob, 15,) Buried,
or i#terred; i. e. hidden, concealed, or covered,
(M, Mqb, 15, TA,) in the earth, or dust, (TA,)
or' beneath layers, or strata, of earth, or dust;
(Mlb;) a also ' C' ( 3*, 05) and .;: (TA:)
pl. [of the first] U; (M, 1) and of the same also

[BooK 1.
· · J ' -e, C.d; (TA;) and [of the second] ei>%l, (M, ],)

e which is also pl. of the third: (TA:) 'i; is also
t applied to a woman, and so is L:j; (Ib, M,

1, ;) and the pl. is , (Lh, M,) or :AZ, (O,)
and 5: (Lh, M, g :) and the pl. is also
used as a sing., applied to land (;). (TA.
[But in the M it is said that * . is thus applied
as an epithet to land (wjol), and that its pl. is

r i;.]) ..See also 'aA;._ Also, applied to a
) well ('ai), Partly filied up with earth or dust

(l;.M ,i a:,1); as also * 55:; pL ;;: (S:) or
i. q. * i., (M, .,) i. c. [filkd up with earth
or dust; or] having the dust swept into it by the
wind [so that it is filed up, stopped up, or choked
up]; (T, TA;) as also vtejU~ (M, K) and

I t 0l5: (( :) and so V O., (M, TA,) or ' .,
(1K,) thus applied, (K, TA,) and applied likewise
to a watering-place, or spring to whlich camels
have come to water, (M, 1K, TA,) and to a

watering-trough or tank; (M, 1 ;) as also s.
(TA.)-_Also Flcesk-meat buried in rice: but
this is a vulgar application. (TA.)-_L'W; 'l;
(T, S, M, K) and t i, (lApr, M, TA,) which
is anomalous, app. a possessive epithet, like
j.i as applied to a man, (M,) in the 5, erro-
neously, t .. , (TA,) : A latent disease, which
the constitution has overpon.ered [so as to prevent
its becoming apparent]; it is said in a trad. that
the sun causes it to appear: (IAth, TA:) or a
disease that is unknown (T, ;) sotil evi! and
misclhief appear from it: (T:) or a diseast that
appears after being latent, and from which revil
and mischief (.xjj, [in the CK, erroneously,

.]) then appear and spread: (M, ]:) [it is said
that] it is seldom, or never, cured. (M.)-
!iail J.;, and ; V ' , (TA,) or 1 a
;,j, and 4,i *';, (T,) tA man without man-
linn, or manly veirtue: so says As. (T, TA.)

0.,,
"~ A thing buried: (Th, ] :) and hence,

(TA,) a treasure, or a buried treasure: pl. '1j:
(M, 15, TA:) and ' 'l; also signifies buried
treasure. (TA in arLj.j.)

.A; [irregularly] sing. of ~.'; signifying The
[or piece of wood, by which may be meant

planks, or spars, or ribs, 4c.,] of a ship. (AA,
'TA.)

y ·&1;, in the 1, erroneously, .Wl;, (TA,)
Tlhe inward, or intrinsic, state or circumstances

of a case or an affair. (n, TA.) - LAi; ;j&
,^..JI A cow, or an animal of the oz-kind whose
,.,;l [i. e. teeth, or molar teeth,] are ground, or
worn, by reason of extreme age. ($, 1.)

GJO, [by rule b., but commonly pro-
nounced ~Js..,] A place of burial: [a tomb:]
pl. 4 ,h. (TA.)

5A..: see j;:_ and `,;.-Also An
old, worn-out, jhin for water or milk. (,; 1.)

. a e a: see kj.

L,~.L., applied to a well (; ;2): see ;.1 1
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1- Qi&, taor. zr,] in£ n. ji, He, or it, was,
or became, such as is termed .11, in any of the
tseon of this epithet. (M.) [See also 4.] 

~ J~' I ;iji, (f1, 1g, TA, [in the C15, erroneously,

;,]) aor. *j;, int n. .4; (S,TA;) and
'1i3 and Vt ,; (A'Obeyd, , ;) I des-

patched the 'mounded man; ie. hastened and
completed Ais dlaughter; or made his slaughter
sure, or certain: (A 'Obeyd, S, 1 :) and so

At,; and 43.; (TA) [and &Ii; &c.: see 3 in
art. J,]. Accord. to Ibn-Abi-l-Rladeed, $.,
[or rather be,] sometimes pronounced with o,
[t;,] signifies He slew, in the dial. of Kinhneh.
(TA.)

8: see 1.

4: see 1. It is related in a trad. that a
captive was brought to the Prophet, (S, TA,)
shivering by reason of cold, (TA,) and he said to
some persons, j&l ~ . l meaning [Take ye
him away and] clothe him Jo as to protect himt
fron the cold; (S.,TA;) for ;'.j ; because the
pronunciation of, was not of the dial. of ]ureysh;
but they thought that he meant slaughter; (TA;)
and they took him away and slew him: therefore
he paid the fine for his blood. ($, TA.) As is
said in the 1], ,t*l is a dial. var. of zAUht.
(TA.) - ).l said of a gazelle, His horn were,
or became, so long as almost to reach his hinder
part. (T, .) [See also .]

6. tlAl i. q. .jljJl [app. in relation to a
camel's pace, or manner of going, as meaning The
continuing uninterruptedly]: (!1:) and jl,,A
[denoting alternation of any kind]: (S, I :)
[accord. to the TA, this means, here, what next
follows; and the same seems to be indicated in
the :] and a camel's going along writh an in-
clining from side to side (lM l ) if):

(W:) you say, a"l "a ll3, meaning I 
lI~l (The camel went along with an inclining

from side to side]. (S.) [See also the second of
the verse cited in the first paragraph of art. J.:
from the explanation of which by ISd, it appears
that 1JSl. is perhaps originally J.l,.]

8. ,.:1 a dial. var. of ;Ab. (Lth, T in
art. b.) '

10. ,.,,I a dial. var. of ;U l. (Lth, T
in art. W3, and' 1 in the present art.)

gj inf. n. of 0; [q. v.]. (M.) A bending,
or curving. (T, g.) You say, of a man, U 4i
In him is a bending, or curving: and this is said

.·
of Ed-Dejjil. (T.) [See also Uj.]_Also, in
a mountain-goat, The having very long horns, ex
tending towards his ears. (8.)

ue, ed [for the sake of rhyme] by Ru-beh

for bi.ll: see J1;, in art. J.

.J, applied to a man, (T, ?, M, ,) Hump-
backed: (T, C:) or who walks witk an inclining

Bk I.

on one side: or, as some say, i. q. 1;.l [q. v.]:
or having contracted shoulders: (M:) or bend-

ing, or curving. (V.) [Seo also UIl.] Its fem.,
in all its senses, is l'j. (M.) _ Applied to a
camel, Long in the neck, and protuberant in the
back, whaoe head nearly touches his hump: (M:)
and the fem., applied to a she-camel, (1K,) or to
an excellent she-camel, (Lth, T,S,) long in the
neck; (Lth, T, 8, V1 ;) that, wrhen she goes along,
almost puts Aher head upon the back of her hump),
and is long in the back. (Lth, T.) _ Applied to
a ram, Whose horn extends to*wards his car:
(T:) or, applied to a mountain-goat, (S, M,) and
to a domestic goat, (M,) wvhose horns are very
long, extending towards his ears; ($;) or whose
horns are so long that they turn down backwyards
upon his ears: (M:) and [in like manner] the
fem. is applied to a she-goat; (S;) meaning,
accord. to AZ, whose horns turn doron to the
cxtremity of each of her jljt [dual of L;l,
q. v.]. (T.)- Applied to a bird, Long in the
wring: (v :) or long in the wings and tail: (M :)
or long in the wings, having the ends of the
primary feathers even with the end of the tail.
('Eyn.) And the fem., applied to an eagle
(..C'L), Crooh-billed: (1:) or so applied
because that bird is crook-billed. (S.)-And
the fem., applied to an ear [ofa beast], Approach-
ing the other ear so that the extremities of
the two almost touch each other, bending down
towrards the forehead, not standing erect, but
strong: as some say, applied to the ear of a
horse only: or, as Th says, only meaning in-
dclining. (M.) - Also, the fem., accord. to
A'Obeyd, Having wide bones. (M.) _-
.Ij; A great tree: ( :) or a great, shady tree;
and it may be, inclining: (T:) or a shady tree,
having many branches: (1Ath, TA:) or, as some
say, an inclining tree: (TA:) occurring in a
trad., describing a certain tree that was wor-
shipped. (T, g.)

.1l~ .. J. ~ t: see a . i .
;Ua ,k1: see ;U~, in art. U .L;.

'3

L 3,, aor. 3,, inf. n. ta, (., Msb, 1,) It
(a thing, S) Mas, or became, j;j.j, which means

the contr. of liJti; as also t .- l: (8, :)
[i. e. it vas, or became, thin as meaning slender,
or small in diameter or circumference as com-
pared with length: also small in all dimensions ;
small in size; minute, or fine, either as a whole,
or in its component particles: and sometimes, as
said of a garment or the like, thin, or fine, as
opposed to thick or coarse; like 3j:] contr. of
Jii3: (Mqb:) '1 t 1l is said of the J,& [or
moon a little after or before the change], and of
other things. (TA.) [See also aji.] - And
[hence], aor. and inf. n. as above, iHe, or it,
was, or became, little in estimation, paltry, incon-
iderable, mean, il or contemptible. (TA.) One
says to him who refuses to confer a benefit, >, ;

;ald. t [Thy nature, or natural disposition,
hath rendered thee mean, &c.; the verb being
made tran~ by ,, agreeably with a common

usage mentioned in p. 141]. (TA.) - Also,
[aor. and] in£ n. as above, said of a thing, an
affair, or a case, [and of speech, or language,] t It
was, or became, subtilc, nice, abstruse, recondite,
or obscure. (Mob.) And you ay, *.' J. l
![IIe was, or became, subtile, nice, abstruse, kc.,
in kii peech, or language]. (TA.)~-j;, (J ,
M, Msb, 1,) aor. t, inf. n. ;, (M, Mb,) H
broke it, (M, R, TA,) or crushed it, (M,) in
any manner: (M, TA:) or he bruised, brayed,
or pounded, it; i. e., he beat it with a thing so
that he broke it, or crushed it: (M,]V:*) namely,
a thing, (., M,TA,) such as medicine, &c. (TA.)
-[And hence, lIe beat it; namely, a garment
or the like; in washing and whitening it And

.,J >I He knocked at the door for admiuion.]
-And [hence also, (in the CK, erroneously,
" or,") as appears from what follows,] t He made
it apparent; shorved, ezhibited, manifeted, or
revealed, it: (1 :) so says IAar, citing the
following verse of Zuheyr:

(TA:) i. e. Ye two repaired the condition of the
tribes of 'Abs and Dhubyhn by peace, (L;3

.fL, J. 1 ~,) after they had shared, one with
another, in destruction, and had brayed [among
themselves] the perfume of Men,him as a sign
of their having leagued together against their
enemy; i. e., after slaughter had come upon the
last of their men, as upon the last of those who
perfumed themselves with the perfume of Men-
shim: for [it is said that] l: is the name of
a woman who sold perfume in Mekkeh, and
a party bought of her some perfume, and leagued
together to fight their enemy, making the dip-
ping of their hands in that perfume to be a sign
of their league; and they fought until they were
slain to the last of them: whence the prov.,

.- ' F. ;: (EM p. 117 :) [so that,
accord. to this explanation, which is one of many,
_!* is made perfectly decl. for the sake of the
rhyme:] or the meaning is, tafter they had
manifested enmities andfault.. (TA.) One says
also, in cases of enmity, j).jo X bo)9, meaning
t I will a.suredly manifest thy circumstances.
(TA.) - ~, inf. n. 3j and 3j, lIe mua seized
nwith the malady termed lJ [i.e o. hectic feer].
(MA.)

2. 4j>, (1:,) inf. n. j,., (S,) :eI bruised,
brayed, or pounded, finely; he comminuted, or
pulverized; syn. ZJ!,.il. (, K.) This is the
primary signification. (TA.) And hence,
t [He made a minute examination. - And He
spoke, or expressed himself, and] he proved a
question, or a problem, in a subtile, nice, abstruse,
recondite, or obscure, manner. (El-Muniwee,
TA.) _- See also 4.

3. CL JI¢ .13, inf. n. il[, S [He
was minute, obserrant of small things, nice, or
scrupulous, wit kit companion in the reckon-
ing; and so .t2l c ) J;] (JK, , TA;)
he reckoned with his companion with minu~te:

113
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(TI :) it signifies an act between two. (TA.) [And

':jl U; 1J.' t He lwas minute, &c., with him
in the affair, or case.] .'Pl 'il.Jl signifies

J31l,.Z1; (s;) which is an instance of jLW-
from i,Jl: (~gh, I:) you say, Vt,j3, mean-
ing t They were minute, &c., each with the
other. (TI5.) You say also, -: _ b. ijal ,l>
43iA [lie examined minutely into his dealings
and his expenses]. (TA in art. Lj%.)-And
[hence] U1a., metonymically, signifies :tThe
being niggardly, stingy, or avaricious. (Az, TA
in art. ~jj;.)

4L JI1 He made, or rendered, it (a thing,
1, M) cjj; [i. e. thin, or slender, &c.]; (S, M,

;) as also t j.i. (, M.) And He gave
Aim a small thing: ($, TA:) or he gave him
little: ($ in art. Jq.:) or : he gare him a sheep,
or goat; (M;) or sheep, or goats. (],TA.)

You say, ); o~ tiI i; ($, M) Icame
to him, and he gave me not a small thing, nor
gave he me a great thing: ($ in the present art.:)
or he gave me not little, nor gave he me much:
(S in art. J q.:) or he gave me not a sheep, or
goat, nor gave Ae me a camel. (M.) - And
>Jj, said of the eye, It dsedfewo tears; opposed
to ..41; as in the saying of El-Fay'asee cited
in art. J~.. (9 and TA voce j.l, q. y.)
And 1 tlie pursued little, paltry, or mean,
things. (TA.)

6: see 3, in twvo places.

7. lts1 It (n tling, S, M, TA, suchl as medi-
cine, &c., TA) was, or became, brohen, (M, ,
TA,) or rushed, (M,) in any manner: (M,
TA:) or bruised, brayed, or pounded; i. e.
beaten nith a thing so that it was broken, or
crushted: (M,]:') quasi.-pass. of.(,M,.)

10: see 1, first sentence, in two places. O.a1

M,J menns ]eIc thinness increased in thinness.
(Slam p. 33.)

A . . Zi
ece: see ..Jj, in nine places. - HIence, L~_

5aJI [lIectic fever; so termed in the present

day]; that is, from J, as signifying the contr.

of £i. (S.) .in measuring, relating to
the thing measured, is The being broken, crushed,
or bruised, in the measure, so as to become close,
or comnpact. (TA.) _ Also : Niggardlines,
stinginets, or avarice; the condition of him in
wvhom is little, or no good. (M, TA.)

;j S,,ft dust sn.ept by the wind (?, O) from
the ground: pl. ji.: (q :) or dust swvept from
the grond; as also t '~,: (TA:) or ;3;

.ljJI signifies fine dust; and Ji; is its sing.:
(M:) or, accord. to IB, the sing. of Jj is

~ j;, like ns the sing. of #i'" is i". (TA.)
-Also Seeds that are ued in cooking, for
weasoning food, (IDrd, M, ~,) bruised, or brayed,
M,) and wvhat ar mixed therewith; (IDrd;)
iuck as are ter,ed 5i, and the like: all such

eeds of the cooking-pot are called ii by the
eoplo of Mekkeh: (IDrd, Sgh:) and salt with
uch sds miwed therewith: (M, 1][ :) this is the

application now commonly obtaining: (TA:)
or salt alone: (M:) or salt bruised, or brayed:
(Lth, 15 :) whence the saying, .ij l. He has
not salt. (Lth, M, l.0) - And [hence,] tlieauty,
or prettiness: (M, , TA:) whence the phrase
- ., 1~, , - , -.

t:J J J, (M,) or Z.JI ak4J, (M,) or
a;. ty i, (TA,) S A noman who is not beauti-
ful, or pretty; (M, 1;') who has not beauty,
or prettiness. (TA.) - Also A certain orna-
ment (,;) of the people of Iekhheh. (g.)_
And The small, or young, (.L,) of camels.
(TA.)

3'. inf. n. of the intrans. verb 3, [q. v.]. (S,
Mqb,];.) [As a simple subst.,] The state, or
condition, or quality, of that ,vhich is termed

3s [and ji; j; properly and tropically: i. e., it
signifies slenderness, &c.]: and smaUllts, little-
ness, or the like; [properly and tropically;]
contr. of_,ks. (Ig.) [Hence,] : Littleness in
estimation, ;altriness, inconsiderablenes, mean-
ness, vileness, or contemptibleness. (1, TA.)_-
[And t Subtilenes, nicenes, abstruseneu, recon-
diteness, or obscureness. ]

Jii; [pl. of t 1v , agreeably with analogy,]
Persons rvho manifest, or reveal, the fiults, or
vices, of the Muslims. (IAar, 1I.)

bjUi What is broken, or crushed; or bruised,
br,ayed, or pounded; of a thing; as also V ?'1;:
(M:) broken particles of anything: (JK, :)
and [particularly] fragments, or broken pieces,
of branches; as also Vt 3. (1j1.) Sec also
3j3. [with which it is sometimes syn.] :_and
see i.3i.

W3,J: see the next preceding paragraph.

j; A certain medicine (JK, M, .K) for the
eye, (JK, K.,) bruised, brayed, or pounded, (JK,
M, Ki,) and then sprinkled (JK, M) therein.
(JK.)

jc. contr. of li.Lh (JK,* S, M,* Isb, 1K) and

jte.; (Msb;) as also jj; and :t; (V';)

the last contr. of J): (JK, .', M:) [i. e.
Slender, or small in diameter or circumference
as compared witA length: also small in all dimen-
sions; small in size; minute, or fine, either as a
whole, or in its component particles: and some-
times, as applied to a garment or the like, thin,
or fine, as opposed to thick or coarse; like $:
but properly,] ;igj differs from ~S; the former
signifying the contr. of 'l. 5 [as stated above],

and the latter, the contr. of 'i- : therefore one

says .L .l. and -; [" thin soup" and
"thick soup"], but not Je; t.; and one says
.,.4 Ji; jib [a sroord thin in thA edge, or
in the part net the point]; and t;J r [a

slender spear]; and ,O; ;i [a slender branch];
and .i,; cj [a ~lender rop]: (IB,TA :) pl.
[ofmult. ji, and of pauc.] ii. (Mb.) One

says, , 3j L [He , has neither slndr,

[Boox I.

or small, or fine, nor thick, or great, or coarse];

i. e. >* , ;j ;. (9 in art. J~.) And .. tL
.2,j t 4, [I took the slender, &c., thereof, and

the thick, &c., thereof]; like as one says, zOJ,l
;:S; dJ.,. (8,in the present art.) And it is

said in a trad., s; t5j 6. j ,,
[ 0 God, forgive me all my sin, the small therof

and the great thereof]. (TA.) t ,j means
Shlrubs, bushes, or small trees: (M :) opposed to

. ... (Lth in art. J., and Mgh in art.

jAt.) Accord. to AIn, 1 J signifies Plants
that are slender and soft to the camels, so that
the weak of the camels, and the young,.aul such
as has its teeth worn down to the sockets, and
the siclk, eat them: or, as some say, their small
keaves: (M:) or slender and long leaue of the
J11;: and grain trodden out but not winnowed:
pl. I sj . (JK.) And tj j, . means Thin,
or fine, [garments, or dresse, of the kind caUed]
J;.; opposed to J3r. = : (Mgh:) or v
signifies the contr. of J. as applied to carpets,
and to the garments called [pl. of .'.b]
and the lile, and to the [cloth called] ,J., and
to the mat and the like. (TA in art. J..).._
[Hence,] ~'; is also applied to a thing, an
affair, or a case, as meaning t Little in estima-
tion, paltry, inconsiderable, mean, vile, or con-
temptible; in this case, contr. of J~.: (IB,
TA:) and mcans also t ,ialgardly, xtingy, or
avaricious; (M, TA;) in nwhom is little, or no,
good; (M, K, TA;) applied to a man: (M:)
pl. [of pauc.] 'ib and [of mult.] j3t, and ,'.
(TA.) -_Also, applied to a thing, an affair, or
a case, t Subtile, nice, abstruse, recondite, or
obscure: (M, 1, TA:) [applied likewise to
speech; and so t Lj :] you say, ,'iSZ .l'and
j.% S [lHe uttered subtile, nic, s abetrue, re-
condite, or obscure, speech]. (TA.) - [The fem.]
tUj>. [used as a subst.] signifies ! SmaU cattle;
i. e. sheep or goats; opposed to a.4 (JK, K,
TA) which signifies camels: (JK, TA:) pl.
J.:;. (TA.) You say, "L~' -; " i; dj L
Ile has neither shelep, or goats, nor camels:

(TA:) or neither a shleep, or goat, nor a she-
camel. (M.) And ;l;J~; ., How many
are thy sheep, or goats? (TA.) And 1; 
Oj.i I t He is the pastor of sheep, or goats.
(TA.) And J l ;.iJ; - lJ :U S [Hie gave
him of the snall cattle]. (TA.) -Also, [i.e.

jiij.,] as a conventional term of the astro-
nomer, t [A minute of a circle;] the sixtieth
[in the O, and in some copies, app. most, of the
K, erroneously, "thirtieth," as remarked by
MIF and SM and others,] part of a a.;j [or
degree of a circle: pl. L,.$t;, as above]; (T,
TA.) _ [And t A minute of time; the fourth
part of a ij (or degree) of time: pl. as above.
_.... ' ; is also sing. of ii; u yn. with
31,., q. v.] j;5 signifies also F/our, or
meal, (,M, M,Mb,,;&c.,) of wheat &c.; (Msb;)
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[thus used as a subst.; as though] in the sense
of rJ, (MPb, TA.)- [Hence, Farina,]

You say, J..I h! v JI j [The farina
pervaied the ears of rheat]. (L in art. .)

And vsJlI j [It bore farina] is said of
seed-produce [or corn]. (TA in art. j-~.. [See
4 in that nrt.])

iUj;: see i: and JIi;.

ii)j Bulls, or cows, and atses, that tread, or
thrash, wheat or grain. (JK, M, 1.)

'ia. .: msee , in four places, in the latter
part of the paragraph.

i. b, (M, L, TA,) or V JU, (O, 1,) but
the latter is disallowed by Sb, (M, L,) A seller

of jg;, i. e. jour, or meal. (M, O, L, 1, TA.)

;: seo ei3.

,jd; One who brealk [or crushes] much, in
any manner; or who bruises, brays, or pounds,

much. (TA.) _ See also i;

ijd; [in the CV1, erroneously, AiU;,] A thing
with rhAich one breaks or crushes, or bruises,
brays, or pounds, rice (Ibn-'Abbhd, M, 1) and
the like. (Ibn-'Abbid, 1S.)

;iii an onomatopmia, ($, M,) The sounds of
the hoofs of horses or timilar beasts, (JK, S, M,
J, TA,) with qutickh reiteration; like i;.
($, TA.) And The cries, shouts, noises, or
clamour, or the confusion of cries &c., of men.
(JK, Ibn-'Abbad, l.)

I;; StSmall gibbous tracts of sand heaped
up. (El-Mufa.lOlal, 1.)

!5I): see 5d.i.

sJl [More, and most, j;j, i. e. slender, &e.
See an ex. in a prov. cited voce ;.].

a--
3iS [A place of breahing or crtuhing, or of

bruising, braying, or pounding]. [Hence,] ..
lyr.JI The place offalling of the hoofs of horses

or the like [upon the ground]. (yam p. 679.)

~j.: seo what next follows, in two places.

J. and V i2. and ( .,., (S , M, gh, Msb,
15,) the last extr. (Msb, 1g) with respect to rule,
(Mgb,) one of the instances of an instrumental
noun of the measure j-t, ($, TA,) like ;,~
(Az, TA,) said by Sb to be of this form because
it is a subst. liko ; , (M,) A thing rwith
which one breaks ($,* M, Mgh, 1]) or crushes
in any manner, (M,) or with rehich one bruises,
brays, or poutnds, i. e. beatu so as to breah or
crush, (,* M, Mgh,* ,) a thing, (M,) in a
general sense: (Mgh :) [signifying also] the
thing with which v;L [or cloth of any kind] 4 c.
are beaten: (Mb :) [also, the first, the wooden
implement called JJ., by meana of which, and
a bow, cotton is teparated and loosened: and the
second, the implement with which corn is thrathed;
us mentioned by Golius on the authority of El-
Meydinee:] but the particular terms for the
thing used by the ,t,J [or whitener of cloth,

for beating it, in washing,] are Ji , and ;

and :a..: (Mgh:) Az says that t .,, with
damm to the-. [and .b], signifies a stone with
which perfume is bruised: [and in like manner
it is said in the S, in one place, to mean the Cjo~.

of te seller of perfumes:] but when it is made
an epithet, it is restored to the measure 3;. [so

that you say O,~]: (TA:) the pl. is 31,;: and

the dim.is (S,.) [Iienee,] 
A solid hoof that breaks, crushes, or bruises,

things. (M, TA.) - Also, j~, t Strong; (M,
TA;) applied to a man. (TA.)

~i;: see the next preceding paragraph.

~oj , meaning A kind of food, [a ball of
minced meat .c., so called in the present day,] is
post-classical. (ggh, 1S.)

j,i~ [Broken, or crushed, in any manner;
or bruised, brayed, or poundled; i. e. beaten with
a thing so as to be broken, or crushed, thereby;
and so ~tJ., as in a verse cited voce j: and
beaten, as a garment or the like in the process
of washing and whitening it:] pas. part. n.
of 2j. (M 9b.) ~Also Seized with the malady
temed j [i. e. hecticfever]. (MA.)

.l,.. [a pl. of whichl the sing. is not mentioned
and app. is not used]. You say, 01~., r

,t3 [andjt thl ; ' tTIhey pursue, or in-
vstigate, or they seek successively, time are.
time, or repeatedly, or in a leisurely manner,
gradually, step by step, or one thing after
another, to obtain a knorvledge of,] the subtilties,
niceties, abstrusities, or obscurities, of things,
affairs, or cases. (TA.) [And t They pursue,
&c, the minutice of things, affairs, or cases: or
small, or little, things &e.; for in the phrase

"°"9 '1.. ,L (in the S in art. j.),j.-l 31L.

signifies, accord. to the PI, small, or little, things

&c.] And you say, bl 01 1 J1 t [IIc
purued small mean of gain]. (TA in art. .)

And tIv.'j"%J 1 j 1, .J.. _".l [lit. +tHe -ur-
sued mall, or little, things, and the meanest, or
most ignoble, thereo fJl; meaning he became mean,
or ignoble. (M in art. .. )

ow~.: see ~, near the end ofthc paragraph.

I .c-- The slender, or thin, part of anythling.
(M, TA.) And [hence,] The fore part of the
~G [or fore arm], next the wrist. (M, IS.)

[And The lower part of the l.,, or shank, next
the ankle.]

;' and V ,; A hind of short drawers,
without legs, covering only that portion of the
wearer which decency requires to be concealed;
(TA;) i. q. 'L3: (S, 1: :) also the latter, trow-
se rs of the ordinary kind; syn. 1,; and so

. , and ?is: pl.Vis.

I i; and 13;j: see above; and the latter, in
what follows.

i3jJ): see 19 . _ Also, A slort man: (1:)
as though likened to the shlort drawers above
mentioned: (TA:) pl. as above. (15.)--Also
A calamity; a misfortune: p1. as above. ($,
g.)- And An abominable lie: (TA:) foul
language: calumny; slander: (5:)forgery of

tale. (TA.) You sayjIJI al S i -U Such a
one forges lies, ($,) or abominable lies, (TA,)
andfoul language. ($, TA.)-Also Contrariety;

opposition; and so t* j;i;: and contention, or
altercation, (1K, TA,) that wearies one: (TA:)
1p. as above. (IS.)_ And An coil, or a bad,
habit: pl. as above. (1.) It is related in a
trad. of 'Omar, that he said to his freedman

Aslam, who was a Bejawee slave, ;1i) i3J.I
,ll.I Tce evil habit of thy family, or people,
wlhich was deviation from the truth, and acting
falsely, hath come upon thee. (TA.) - Also A
calumniator; a slanderer: ($, ]:) as thouglh
meaning J19d J i, i.e., a j'i: (TA:) pl. as
above. (1..)

E;, (Msb,) He (a man, $) claw to the dust, or
earth, (~, Mb, 1,) by reason of abaement, or
abjectness; (?, Mb ;) or, as some say, by reason
of poverty: or he clove to the dust, or earth, and
became poor; S also t zI: or he clave to the

Idust, or earth, or some other thing, by reason of
anything whiatever: (TA:) and he becamnte lowly,
humble, or submissive, and clave to the dust, or
earth. (S, TA.) It is said in a trad. [cited voce

'J.'-],.; : ~: 1 When ye [women] are
hungry, ye become lowly, humble, or submissive,
and cleave to the dust, or earth; (?, TA;) or ye
bear poverty ill (TA in art. -...)_ ]i was,
or became, grieved, unhappy, or disquieted in

mnind; as also si, inf.n. S and i,;; and
Ior:ly, humble, submiive, or abated. (TA.)-
He nyas, or became, lowly, humble, or subanisive,
in seeking, or requesting, an object of nant, and
desired it vehemently. (TA.) - lic was, or be-
came, content with mean sustenance. (K; but
only the inf. n., namely g, of the verb in this
sense, is there mentioned.)- [And, as shlown
above,] He bore poerty. ill. (~, ]; but only the
inf. n., as above, is mentioned in them.) [Thus
the verb bears two contr. meanings.] EI-Kumeyt
says,

.yf- w .~ 4r.7

lvij 4 J a

i. e. They did not bear poverty ill [on the occasion
of what befell them by reason of a changing of
fortune], nor did they bear richnsm ill: or, as
some say, they did not cleave to the ground in con-
sequence of powrty and hunger, &c., nor did they
become lazy, or indolent, and remis, in sehking
subsistence. (TA.) - He (a young camel) turned
away with disgust from the milk; war awrse
from it; loathed, or nausated, it; s y;.;

:s,. (.)_ i;, i.nt n. gi, [mentioned
113 
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above,] alo aignfies He psurrd mall mean c
gain; u also vte. (TA.)

4 see: me 1; firt and lJut sentences.
;t Oi,, and sI, He acted e~btantly towrad
Ain in reviling, kc., [as though A debaed him

Jf yto him,] not Arunin, or pr~sring himsel
from, four peA. (AZ.)-- aji, inf. n. iU;J
ae caued Aim to cleav to the dwut, or earth
meaning As abasd Aim, or rendered Aim abjeci
(KL; but only the inf n. is there mentioned.
And idjl Jdbl Poverty caused Aim to cleaw t,
tAe duw, or oarth. (]ur p 33.) [See the act
art. n., below.]

Q. Q. L &; , H (a man) mw, or became
poor, or medy: the e0 being augmentative
(TA.)

e .[prt. n. of ;; Cleaving to tha dwt, oo
growd, &c :] grievud, spAy , or disquieted i
mind; u also t jli; and loly, Au~ble, stb
miitCe, or abasd: (rA:) and ,t [is syn
with as u signifying] cleaving to tha dwt, oi
eortA, and in a state of poerty: (TA :) [the pl.
of ~jis ,, .s;; like u .s) is pL of j, and

t, of..] You my, %, tjsL.,i l :1t
[I mw tAe op, or company of ms, struck by
a thuAndrt, or struck by the enemy as wit a
tAunderbolt,] cdaig to the ground. (TA.)

.,:

aU' ee 1

,.sJI1 tj A camel that thros forth Ahifore
legs, and crapes tah dlst, or earth, (,, TA,)
when Ae goes tah pace, or at the rate, or in tAe
mannur, trmu~d , (TA.)

li: see i. - Content with what is man,
or bi ; a albo t tJU.: and both signify one
rho cares nrotfor whatevr has falen intofood or
beoerage or any otAer thing: or, u some say,
rAho pursue mean, or oile, things: (TA:) or the

former signifies one hAo sehA, or purues, emaUl
means of gain. (f, TA.)

3;.. Porerty: and abasement, or abjectne :
(, ]:) and calamity. (TA.) You say, in im-
precating, ij [May God qOtict Aim
witA poverty: &cc]: (.:) or I;ijl Mt eUt J
(may God cast him into poverty: &.]. (TC.)

o: seletsee 1
,;~ Y~ en hunger; (ISh, V;) as also

1 ti.; (6, ·.) _ £i; 4 [fem. of C;.] Bad
[millt]: (IDrd, 1]:) of the dial. of El-Yemen.
(IDrd ).W.. ;1 Land having in it no
plants, or rbag. ( V.)_ .,I , [used u a
sube.,] (Lb, Q, Mqb, ]L) and t,s,1, (Lb, ~,

J,) in which the. is augmenative, u it is in.. ·.'
J, yn width ,4(;, (%) and . nd Vt ,and
and $t.l, (Lb, ,J The dust, rorth: (Lb,

be (MA;) i. e., (or so '3W, [the n. un.], JK,) the
- tall.piee of wood of a kip, (JK, T,.M, Mgh,)
Y f~d in tA midst threof, (JK, T, M,) for thA

ail, (JK,) i. e., upon which t mail i Cteded,
(T,) or [rather] to Awhic the jail is rupend~d;

r (Mgh ;) s also *t,j;. (g.)

1, LaS n. un. of bj; [which ee throughout].
: (TIU,&c ) _ b £Lk and t Lli) and tP -
and sJhlr A sAeep, or goat, ban, or emaciated,
and nmU in body; depised and little in tha
eyes of beholdes: pi., of any but the last, jJu,:

, (i:) or, as ISd thinks, the pl. of 'tai; is )RI;,
· unlen it be formed by the rejection of the aug.
i mentative letter [in the sing.]. (TA.)
- :

.*;*:a see the next preceding paragraph.

;;: see ,i;, lat sentence.

J,b~: see Lj.

1..;, aor. , ($,) inf. n. j (, ( g,) le
broke, or crushed, in any manner; or bnried,
brayed, or pounded; i. e., beat with a thing so
as to break or cruh; i. q ;. J. O el
threw down, puUed to pieces, or demonA~ed. (.)
He broke a wall, and a mountain. (Lth, TA.)
He bat a thing and broke it so as to lay it ev
with thae ground. (?.) Hence the sayingin the

And they aU be beaten together with OA e bet.
ing, and the whole shall become fine dust: or
they shaU both be spread with one ~preading,
so as to become an even ground. (Bd.) [For]
b,ej*l ii,, (TA,) inf. n. as above, (g, TA,)
means He made e~ea the eeatiosu and dep~e
sions of the earth, or ground. ,C, TA.) 1)1
1L; ,,.jl ',,, in the ]ur [lxxxix 22], meuas
When the earth shall be made lel, witAout
Aills, (Ibn-'Arafeb, Bd,) and witomt mountain:
or it means, shall bcome fine dut scattered:
(Bd :) or shal be shaken so that eery buildi~
thereon shall be demolihed and non-ezxitt.

(Jel.) See also 3i. below._- 3j; also signifies
The spreading (kw [for which -A is erro-
neously put in the CI(]) of earth, and making it
even. (.) When a roof, or flat house-top, hu
been spread with earth (.,AJ5. " .), one says,

A t , J; [EarAth was pread upon it]:
and . 1 L . ---I .VZ, inf n. j i, means
He pored earth upon the co,pA (AZ, AIn.)
-Also The flin/? up a well (],TA) a*th
earth; and so "t Z ;. (TA.) You ay,
o..j! jk; I filed up the well with earth:
(f.) and L>JI t'.b,I H.e filled up the wells
witA earth. (TA.) - And Lj. signifies abo
He p d Ahim, or thrust him; like -, and
Zi. (A9 , TA.) - [Hence,] ' I; :; H,
(a man) ditrewd his young w,oman, or femaole
save, by tAring his wight upon Aer whn

f $, Myb, V:) or the jine dut or earth upo tA
face of thegrod. (TA.) One says, in impre
cating, 1aij e,kj, and, l, and d ; 1, Ma

1 the dust, or carth, be in his mouthi (.)

see we .F s eingj : Aastening, o
going quickly. (Ibn-'Abbid, ) Lean, o
emaciated, in the utmot degree. (Ibn-'Abbid

i ) Causing to cleac to the dut, or eartA
(k, 1:) applied in this sene to poverty (v.)

) *1, or.* .

t. t: #Oe e.. Vehementy, or ecssively
desirou; eager; or covetous: (V:) pL 91.

,(TA.) - 1 . l4 Cams that esat the herbag
u Ytil they mke it to clav to th ground by rea
son of it paucity. (S.)

nj

4. ,J.JI , (in£ n. ji!, TA,) The palm
re produced date such as are termed j;

(?, MNb, I:) or the dates of the palm-treoj
became J3;. (Es-Sara4usee, Meb.) _u
IWI lth sheecp, or goat, was, or became, lean, or
e emaciated, and smaU in body; despised and little
in the eyes of beholder. ( .)

U j Weaknes of the body (IA+r, O) of a man.
(lA#r, TA.)

J U; [A certain hind of palm-trees;] i. q.
,A.+. [not as meaning " palm-trees having much

fruit," but as an appellation applied by the people
of El-Bahreyn to the palm-trees which others call
JU>: see art. : (S,O,TA:) in the 1,
4,otL.bJ: is erroneously put for ..,.LoJI: (TA:)

n. an. withb (S:) Az says that .iJU signifies
species l of which the sing. is &;i, [but
here meaning warieties,]) of palm-trees; and the
dates thereof are bad, though the LUj may be
abundant in frit; and some have red dates, and
some have black; the body of the dateu being
smaU, and the ston being large: (TA:) accord.
to Alrln, the term J is applied to any palm-
trees [of vhich the varietiare] unknown: the
n. un. AJ.U is syn. with 5 .s, of which the pl.
is tdd:, and what are termed Ui1/ [p]. of
J;] are the worst of palm-trees, and their dates
are the worst of dates. (0, TA.)_ Also [The
fruit of the trees tho called; described above;]
the worst of dates: (JK, 6, M9b, 1p) or a bad
kind of dates: (Mgh:) or dates of which the
kin, are unknotn: (M, ( :) accord. to E-
Srartusee, the fruit of the ,; n. u with;.
(M9 b.) A.rajiz says,

[If ye were dates, ye would be dates of the worst
kind; and if ye were water, ye w d be asch as
ditib scantaly, in interuwpted drops, from a
moutain or rock]. (TA.) - Also The mast
(·) ofaf 4i; ( ;)P from the same word
in the firs t of the enses explained above; (a;)
in Pers., U,a j,. (MA, P,) and ;

'~~~ -., We -, of- ~~(Xr )eamn
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dering to compru Aer. (AA,TA. [See also
i).]) And lEJ i:J1 Il; He ditremd, or

jaded, or fatigud, the beast by journeying.

(TA.) And ;i, .;, (9, j,) i. e. 1 --L;,
(AZ, 6,) or u.A'! ;9, (15,) meaning S Fever,
or diea, makned the wan: (TA:) or he
becamee ic, or ilL (]g.)-And Oi also sig-
nifies The ndingforth camels al together. (Ibn-
'Abbad, TA.)

2. "tb Hie mined it; namely, colocynth
with dates or some other thing. (O, L, 1.) You

sy, 'L %A ; .M1 ye for us. (L,O.) [See
J..]

6. .;A31 e )1IJ The peopl presed, or
crowded, upon him. (TA.) It is mid in a trad.
of 'Alee, .e,JI Jkt 1 -5; 1 

dbta IL., i. e. Then ye pressed (upon me like
the prei~ng of thirsty camed upon tAeir watering.
troughA]. (TA.) And one says, ., . '.1Q

L;JI T7he horses, or Aorsmen, jresed upon
them. (TA.)

7. ii;. It (a place) became Ulevled, its eleva-
tions and depressions being made even. (15.)-
It (a camel's hump) became spread upon the
animars sides, (TA,) or upon his back. (IDrd,
TA.) -_It (sand) became compact. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. i,Li, inf n. ,Li;: ee 1, in
two places. - One says of the stallion-camel
when he covers, IJaIJ .L, [app. meanng
le distreses the she-cam;l by his roweight: see

4jtq. I, above]. (lbn-'AbbAd, TA.)

R. Q. 2. j,JI- . TAhe mowuntaiu be-

came % ;ll, i.e. hiUj of mould or clay. (P.)

j An even, or a Irel, place; (];) [and so

1l,, as is shown by an explanation of its fem. in
this paragraph :] or land, or around, broken, and

made even: (9:) you say 1; e.lbjt: (Akh, :)
pl. Ip!!. (9, 1.) Hence, in the Sur [vii. 139
and xviii. 98], lS; dLA, (Akh, 9, TA,) i. e.
[He made it, in the former instance, and shall
make it, in the latter instance,] em, or el,
(AZ, Az, Ibn-'Arafeh,) without any hilU: (Ibn-
'Arafeh: [this addition relating to the former
instance:]) or crmbbd: (Ksh, Bd:) or, accord.
to Akh, L.b may be here an inf n.; as though

the meaning were t LL X: [(ee 1 :] or it may
be elliptical, meaning . i r,i.: another
reading is ,1S; , u.; (,) meaning in the
former instance a hill ringfrom the g~ d lUike

the iS;: (Ksh:) or meaning ;GL 1;, .
(9,) i. e. He made it ee,, or lwel, grond;
(Ksh, BO;) because the word J [to which
JL virtually relates] is maw. ( )Also, [as

a subst.,] Even, or level, sand; and so t IL,: p1.
(of either, agreeably with analogy,] bj. (.)
.. And A (mound, or Aill, ofdut or.tea;tA, such
as is called] J3: (1]:)or the/i hofa j: (L:)
in some of the copies of the 1[, JI is erroneously
put for j:. (TA.)

,J d Alo mIontain: (8, g:) or a debat~d,
or overlooing, i of mould, or clay, i dich is
somewat of rggedn : (A4, TA:) pL kb~,;
(A4, , 1;i) and lj , [app. another, though
irregular, pl. of the ame,] is maid to signify
,OJ.[ii. e. emafl iolated mountaisu, or knolls oj
mountains, c., (see J,] breakg, or r bling,
down: or disintegrated [hil, or mountai, sach

as are called] t. (TA.)_ [See also .JIj,
of which it is a pl.] , Also trong and buly.
(Ibn-'Abbad, 5.)

iL; A certain thing, (9,) [i. e.] an elevated
place, (Mqb,) afat-topped structure, 1) upon
,which one it; (9, Myb, V;) i. q. [a
kind of wide bench, of stonu or brick 4c., gen
rally built against a wall]: (Mb :) pronounced
by the vulgart %jA, [and commonly applied by
them to a long seat of wood]: (TA :) and

IL.; signifies the same; (9, Msb, 15;) but
accord. to some, this belongs to art. ? [q. v.]:
(9, Mob, TA:) the pl. of the former is jffbi, like
as the pL of "j is ia.: (Mob:) and the pL

of ,L; is (T;tb.. (TA) [For another
modern application, ee ] ee also 

!Lj: me the next preceding pamragph.-
[It is also ulgarly used for b, q. v.1

j;b The state of Aaving no Aump, or no pro-
minen of tre hump, in a eameL (1.) [8ee

SA [(a pL of which the sing. is not men-
tioned] 8he-came Aaoing thir humpr broken,
bruised, or cr~u . (TA.)

4.b A tking [meaning food] made of ,
[i e. colocyntAd, or coloytsds,] and jlour,
w/h Jfour is scarce. (Ibn-'Abbid, TA.) [See

J1 .*;, applied to a year, (9, TA,) and a month,
(TA,j and a day, (5,) Complete. (9, ].)

L.;, fem. of ;1; (q. v.], used a a sube.,
C(TA,) A Aill of mou or clay, (AV, 9, M, ,)
not r~d, (A, M, ,) nor amounting to a
moutain: (TA:) or the pl. signifie natural
[mounds, or Aill, of duw or eartA, sch au are

calledl Ji3: (TA:) the pL is ;5t.L;, (A4, 9,
M, 1j,) because it is used as a subst.: (TA:) or
it has no sing.: ( :) ISd says, this is what. the
lexicologist msay; but in my opinion the sing. is
:C;. (TA.)

it4: see iL;, in two plaoe: and e also

art. L br.

J3.J; and b.m, : ee what next follows.

J,l; (A#, 9, 0) and t .;i and t .>4
(1) sand tkat is compact, and cleaving to tAe
ground, (A, , 1V,) not e ted , (,) or not
much det~d: (A4, TA:) or srnd containing
dwt or earth, compact together: (Agn, TA:)
or and pressed, and en, or ble: or land in
which i rgg :dn : (1 :) or a o, or depresed,

and mnm, or ble, treat of land: (TA:) mn u
of the first [and app. of each of the othen] with
;: (ISh, T in art. :) pl . ,~ and a bi,;.
(8, '.)

;[, and its fem. ,L: see 3. You my also
l .; * , meaning A Aill wide [and app. jat,

or early so,] in its top: (TA:) or an epanded

Aill: (Mb :) pl. , L,y, which is extr. in this
case, because ,.Zi is here an epithet. (TA.)

And 11, [its regular pl.,] applied to sands, E#n
and compact. (An, M in art. J.)[...Hence,]
A horse contracted [in make] and broad in the
back; (9 ;) or a horse broad in the back, (Rs,
A'Obeyd, Mgh, 1, TA,) and ort (Ks, A
'Obeyd, Mgh, TA) therein; (TA;) of the sort

called g~t¥; (A'Obeyd, TA:) pL 1`. (9,
Mgh, 1.)-. And the fem. signifies A she-amel
har~ig no hump: (, ] :) or ho~ Aump it not
prominent, (, TA,) but spreading upon r

sider: (TA ) pL ; and i, (d,) mid in the
,to be likej. and ~;b1 , but one does not

smy ,I_, like as one does not my C1~,.:
(IB:) and in like manner the masc. is applied to
ahe.amel: (5 :) or fLi [in the mem here ex-.
plained] has no maso., and therefore it is allow-
able to say .j,L;b. (IB.)

Z A JtrOng man, that tr the gro
ehemantly: (9, TA:) or stron to work; (1;)
and the fem., with 5, is applied in this latter sene
to a female slave (. , ~.) - Also a diaL wvr.
[now vulgarly used] of L. [q. v.] (TA.)

=w jj. Colo~yn eate with dates or
other thingLs. (].) [See abo I&;.]

J;J.Wb (Broke, crushed, or br , cc. : ee
its verb, 1]. _ j.-- , Land Raving no

,1;.I [or eleatiosu in the CV, erroneously,
,.1;I)],.produ[ingt thsA' bcald:,. (A4In,

5) .. 'bo. applied to a horse, avinrg no
promiance of his 4... [or ert of the Aip or
Aau~ch]; ( ;) and so ; j.. (]4 in art. JJ.)
.. Applied to a man, Weaked by f~er, (9,0

TA,) or by diseam: or fick, or iVL (TA.) - See
also what follows.

. ,jt . q. _,b ., (1, TA,) men-
ing Land in which are many peo~ , and pastors
of camls or cattle, so tAat it is marred tAhreby,
and abounds with the trac and uri of the
cattl, and theyA didike it, W. pt whmn it collets
the aftr a clomd [Aas rmined uo it] and thay
cnot avoid it; a also t 3,2a. (TA.)

Quasi

and ;: se;&L.

1. 11 * j ~(M;b,,) V aor. ., (15,) inf. n.

· b,,; (TA;) and t Q; ( ;) He put tAhe
goods, d-goods, or furrnitu' and utis,
onu upon another. (Mob, 1, TA.) [In the TA,
this is said to be tropical: if o, it seems that
the proper significion is, He made th goods,

I

.

As - C~
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&c., like a 013, or bench upon which one sit: (S., EM:) i. e. I buy wine at a high price,
ue 3.] _ pS;, aor. , (8, Msb, l,) inf. n. together nith coery blackish, or black, old, winc-

jb, (8, Mqb,? It (a thing, TA, or a garment, akin, or wine-jar smeared with pitch,from which
, or a borse, Myb) mam, or became, of a blackish one has ladled out, the sealed clay upon its mouth

colour; of a colour inclining to blachkne: (S, having been broken. (EM.) .- i '-9 [A
V:) or of a colour inclining to that of duet; mess of crumbled broad moistened with broth]
[or brown; i. o.] of a colour between redness and having a large quantity of eds nwith which it is
blackhne: (Myb, TA:) and V >.s1 [originally seasoned: ( :) [app. because of its colour: but

J;1l] signifies the same an is [app. ;]. SM says,] as though the maid seeds werc put one
(TA.) And e.,b said of a garment, It became upon another on it. (TA.)
dirty and dust-coloured. (TA.)

S. I. jI ·;L 1, He made [or constructed]
the CI4;. (TA.) - See also 1.

8: se1.

jLb; and j e;: see what next follows.

b~; (gQ, ) and t *Li and * .;& [which
lut is thde inf. n. of *bs;] (TA) A blackish
colour; a colour inclining to blacknos : (., k :)
or a colour inclining to that of duet; [or bromn-
nes; i. e.] a colour between redneU and blackness.
(TA.)

'"t.; l[dim. of O.u; fem. of C lj;'] A cer-
tain maUl reptile (.;s), of nsch as are termed

~i. (s.)

l,;L A sh op; [~enrally a small chamber,
with an open front, along which ewtends a wide
bench of stow or brick;] syn. y.l_: (., Msb,

:) and a 1 [or kind of wide benchA, of stone
or brick 4c., generally built against a waU],
(Mib, TA,) upon which one sits, (Mqb,) [i. e.]
contructed for the purpon of sitting upon it:
(TA:) and the lite of which is built against a
leaning palm-tre, to support it: (A., A.iat,
Mb :) if used as syn. with ,'LC., it is muse.
and fernm.: (Mqb:) En-Niiwawee affirms it to
be mus.: (TA:) accord. to some, (M.b,) a
Pernian word, [originally a1 ;,] ( m,) arabi-
cized; (1, Myb, X;) and if so, the ~ is a
radical letter: (MP, TA:) IItt and several
others say that the 0 is a radical, and that the
word is derived from the verb first mentioned
above: but Es-Sanrusteo says that the O, is
augmentative accord. to Sb, and in like manner
7ys Akh; and that theo word is from the phrase

L;g ;. meaning "an expanded hlill:" (Mqb:)
the pl. is b. ,i. (,, 1I.)

s; A thing, (, TA,) [or a garment, (see 1,)]
or a hore, (M.b,) of a blackish colour; of a colour
inclining to blachness: (8, 1 :) or of a colou,r in-
clining to tAhat of dust; [or brown; i. c.] of a
colour between redeius and blackness: (Msb,
TA:) and a garment dirty and duat-coloured:
(TA:) fernm. ji; ; (Myb, TA;) applied also to
a serpcnt: pl. l;, applied also to clouds.
(TA.) In the following verse, Lebeed appllics it
u meaning A wins-hkin that has become in good
condition in respect of its colour and odour by
reason of its oldnes; (8;) or a blackish, or
black, winakin: (EM p. 109 :)

'i WE o,,, %,- ·

1. 5;, aor. J., He, or it, directed; directed
aright; guided; or caused to take, or follom, a
right way or course or direction. (IAwr, T.) And
J H e (a man) was directed, directed aright,

guided, &c. (IAr, T.) You say, *, dJ, ($,

M, V,) aor. as above, (S, M,) inf. n. Jj, (M,)
or l, (, 1, ,) and '1~, (S, M, K,) [but this
is afterwards said in the M to be a simple subst.,
as it is also in tho Myb, and so is ij;s in the
M,] and il'j, (8, ,) which is of higher autho-
rity than iij', (s,) and ij;, (K,) and [perhaps]

r ,iJ , [which see below, voce l'js,] (18,) or
this is a simple subst., (M,) He directed him, or
rightIly ditcted him, or guided him, to it; ($,*
M, ] ;) namely, the way, (S,) or a thingc: (M:)
or he stowed him it; namely, the way. (TA.)
And t lAI dj [He directed him to thte way; or
showed him the way]. (TA.) And ; ,l 3;,and
4 1l [or *.:], nor. as above, inf. n. iji., [He
indicated the thing, by a word &c.,] said ofa man;
as also t j, [i. e. ;I:JI j3l, &c.]. (Msb.) You
say also, of a word, 1 .e Jii [It denotes,
or Jigni.fies, such a thing]. (The lexicons pas-
sim.)~Accord. to Sh, you say, Ij I : -. U j,

[aor. J.l,] inf. n. IJJj, i. e. I knewa this way;

and , _j;s, aor. Jbl, inf. n. ;J'j.: accord. to
AZ, you say, tL ' , inf. n. j;, [I
,vas, or became, directed, or rightly directed, or
guided, in the way :] and [Az says,] I heard an

Arab of the desert say to another, ,. t J,; Lc

.iAJ.lI [meaning lVilt thou not be directed, or
,rightly directed, to the way?]: (T :) [for]

3 jiol signifies he was, or became, directed, or
rightly directed, (M, I(, TA,) to the way: (TA:)
and IAar cites us an cx., (T,)

I

W

I

S
&.l fia, g .

iit ... ) J... ....

[ IVhat aileth thee, 0 stupid, that thou wilt not
be rightly directed? but how shall the dull and
slack be rightly directed ?]. (T, M, TA: but in
the M, i t, t; and in the TA, tjj IJ.) And
sometimes Ij.,l is quasi-lpss. of j,L! r
[explained above: see 10 below]. (TA.) ; J,

[see. penrs. .aJ,] aor. j3~, ($, Msb, I[,) inf. n.

3j; (8,'M, Mob,l K;) and ;Jj of the class

of .a3, [sec. P. p. -, aor. J,] (MYb, MF,
TA,) inf.n. Jia; (Msb;) and t' ;.A; (.,

M, Myb, .R;) She (a woman) behaved in an
amoreous manner, or ued amorous gCture or
behaviour, with coquettish boldnem, and feigned
coyness or opposition; (S;) she behawd with
boldnes (M, Mgb, 1) towards her husband, (M,
K,) and with amnorous gesture or behaviour, and
coquettishness, feigning oppotition: (M, Msb,

.K:) [and ;J' also signifies she talked and
jested in a pleasing manner, displaying a pleasant
micn or guise: and in like manner j; is said of

a man with his wife: see j3, below. See also4.]
J also signifies He gloried in, or boasted of,

certain prolprties, or peculiar qualities. (IApr,

T.) _Also, aor. .Je., He fawoured with, or
conferred, a gift. (IAar, T.) ~And J;, [nor.,

accord. to rule, J..,] He emboldened: so in the
phrase, ; U, C. [What emboldened thee, or
hath emboldened thee, against me?]: and in tho
saying of Ileys Ibn-Zohcyr,

·.i i. ; ' *~~~· ~ 

;cl 11 .ji.... ...

[I think thatforbearance hath emboldened against
me my peolple: for sometimnes the forbearing man
is reckoned ignorant]: (T:) and tjb signifies
the same. (T and TA in art. ,.~.)

2: see what immediately precedes: and for
a meaning of J,.CJl [inf. n. of a;c], seo 4'

;je, in the first paragraph of art. od*..

4. j,l: see 1. 4 g 3,Jj He acted, or be-
haved, with boldness, or presumptuousness, towards
him; syn.- j i. l; (M, 1 ;) as also JJ,i;:

(M, Mglih, :) nnd iJ [an; d J;]
SAe emboldens Ierself against him. (T.) Imra-
cl-Kleys says,

a

a

*5. . S . ,. ' .,b u

u5r j1 A c
S

[0 Fd'timrch (.,bU being a contraction of iaUb),
act thou gently: relinquish somewhat of thit
boldness; (or, as is said in the EM, p. 15, of this
amnorous gesture or behaviour, and coquettish
boldness, and feigned coyness or opposition; see
1;) and if thou have determined upon cutting
me, act with goodnes, or moderation]. (TA.)
- Also He confided in his love, and therefore
acted presumlptuously towmards him. (IDrd, M,
I.*) In the copies of the ~, .- jl is here put
in the place of j. (TA.) [And in the Cl,

O .;1 is put for ' ; . j.] Hence,

(TA,) one says, jA.U j;! [He acted presump-
tuously, crowiding in another's love, and digusted]:
(S, M, TA:) a prov. (M, TA.) - One says

also, / 0J .JA, meaning [simply] He con-
fide Vi such a one. (O - And ,uf ,,
(S M, Ji,) meaning jji *Jk [i. ; . He
overcame, or overpoweed, his adversaries], (M,
1,) in war, or battle: (s:) and so 1,L t.l

D4. [the hawk, his prey, or quarry]. (,,)
= j,l said of a wolf, He became mangy, or

J

1

1

A

1 JO
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scabby, and lean, or emaciated, and mall in
body. (fgh, 5.)

5: ee 1, and 4; the latter in three places..
0ij3 also signifies He eoalted himself; or was,

or became, haughty, proud, or disdainful: you

say, M 9 Za [They exalt them-

sdelrs against the Sulldn; or behave haughtily
to him]. (8 in art. Jb,.)

7. j3 : see 1, in three places. Also It
poured out or forth; or was, or became, poured
out orforth. (gSh, J.)

8. S!l, first pers. iU.~I: see 1.

10. jl.l. Ie de.sired, or sought, an indica-
tion, an evidence, a proof, or an argument: [this
is the primary signification: and hence,] he
adduced an indication, &c.: and he drew an in-
ference, or a deduction: (KL:) or he established
an indication for the purpose of obtaining a
certain knotcledge of a thing indicated, or for
the purpose of afJirming a thing indicated: and

sometimes it is quasi-pass. of ci ~1 [ex-
plained above, so that it signifies he was, or became,
directed, or rightly directed, to the way]. (TA.

See 1.) [You say, ;. :*Si 3a 
lIe desired, or sought, to be directed, or guided,
by a thing, to another thing: he adduced, or
took, or regarded, a thing as an indication, an
evidence, or a proof, of another thing, or as an
argument in favour of another thing: he in-
ferred, from a thing, another thing: he sought,
orfound, or perceived, or raw, in a thing, an in-
dication, an evidence, or a proof, of another
thing, or an argument in favour of another
thing: he was, or became, directed, or guided, or
he directed or guided himself, by a thing, to
another thing, or to the knowledge of another

thing. t J~ t· ,ul,-, occurring in the 8,

measn The J,/ is that rwhereby one is directed,
or guided.]

R. Q. 1. jL 3, (M,) inf n. aJJ; and JtlJ,
(M, ]5,) He put in motion or in a state of
commotion, or moved about, (M, 5,) a thing
suspended, (M,) and his head and limbs in walk-

ing, (M, 5g,) said of a man. (M.) - u jjJ,

ueAJI fHie went away into the country, or in the
land. (T.)

R. Q. 2. J.j3 It was, or became, in a state
of motion or commotion, or it noved about, (T,
Q, 5,) hanging down; i. e. it dangled: (8, 5 :)
it hung down loosely. (M, 5:.)_-[Hence,]
j.so j . X*h 1 X !s,9J3 [t They wavered,
vacillated, or hung in suspense, between two
ffairs, and did not pursue a direct course]. (Lb,

T, 5:.)

3; Aorou gesture or behaviour, of a woman,
with coqguttish boldnem, and fsigned coynes or
opposition; as also ' J'l: (8, M:) the former is
an inf. n., [see 1,] and t the latter is a simple
subet.; (MNb;) both signifying a woman's bold-
mm of behaviour (M, Msb, 1) towrards the
husband, (M, ,) with amorous gesture, and
odettislhnu,fediging oppasition; (M, M,b, ]j;)

901

as also t,h;, (K,) and tiOl;: (ar p. 567:)

or j; signifies a woman's pleasing talk and

jesting and mie or gu ; as also t 3j' : (Sh,
T :) and pleasing talk and jesting of X man with
his wife: (TA in art. ". *:) and also, (15,)
accord. to A'Obeyd (T, $) and Hr, (M,) like

Sa, (5,) or nearly the same as this Word,
(T, 8, M,) both signifying a certain calm or
placid or grave manner of deportment, with
pleasingness of mien or guise or aspect, (T, 8, M,
K,) atnd of the natural dirpositions 4c., (T, 8,)
of a man: (T, 8, M:) and boldnus [or pre-

sumptuoumm]n ; (T in art. i ;) as also V j1 j
and t 'iC: (Mgh, and Far p. 243, and T ubi
supra in explanation of the last:) or this last
signifies a kind of boldness (IA. r, ', M,* P)
towards a person in whose estimation one holds a
high place, (IAir, T,) or towards a person be-
loved, or a beloved and looving relation; (M, 5 ;)

and is a subst. from j;j; (9 ; syn. with X);

(Har p. 243;) as is also 6tJ. (Fr, T.) One

says, 'j.l A - and t Jjl [She is pleasing

in respect of her amorous gesture &tc.]. (8.)
~ It is also an arabicized word, from the Pers.

j>, signifying The heart, or mind: (M, ]::)
sometimes used in the speech of the Arabs, (M,)
and applied by them as a proper name (M, O])
to a woman: (M:) with fet-. (M, ]1) and
teshdecd (]O) because there is no such word in

their language as mJ; wherefore they changed it

to &J, which has the first of the meanings assigned

to it above. (M.)

[i3, to which Golius assigns a meaning partly
belonging to ,jSj, an inf. n. of j.iJ., and partly
to other words of this art., (" Capitis membro-
rumve motus seu gestus, extrinsecus gravitatem
prae se ferens, profectus tamen ab eo qui amat
favetque,") as on the authority of the 15 and KL,
I do not find in either of those works.]

WJ. Afavour, or benefit, conferred, or bestoerod
(Fr, T.)

j: e J;, in five places

j; i. q. t J; (g, Myb, TA;) i. e. [A di.
rector; or] a right director (M9b, Kull, TA) to
that which is sought or desired; a guids; (Kull;)
one who directs, or rightly directs, another; (M;)
[an indicator;] and a discoverer: (Myb:) and
a thing by which one is directed, or guided,

(" J G...j t, 9,TA,) or by which one is rightly

directed; (TA;) [an indication; an evidence; a

proof; and an argument ;] a sign set up for the
knowledgoe of a thing indicated; (whence smoke

is called t. L; Jl; [an indication of fre];)

anything whereby a thing indicated is known,
whether relating to an object of sense or to the

law [&c.], decisive or indecisive: and tlij; is

used in the sense of j3;, because a thing is
called by the inf. n. of its verb: (Kull :) and so is
t*.., (., MF, TA,) thogh thithisis asserted in
the 5] to have been smid heedledsly-.by J because

this last word is an inf. n.; for the in£ n. is used
in the sense of the act. part. n., almost by a
general rule, as it is also in the sense of the pam

part. n.: (MF,TA:) the pl. of 3J. is i
[generally restricted to rational beings, or always

so restricted,] and ;JI! [generally restricted to
things by which one isdirected &c., but properly
a pl. of pauc.,] (M, TA) and, accord. to some,

0j5?), (Kull,) or this is pl. of ? e; [fsem. of

, or of iJ;, as is also al . (TA.)

X e ;J i; means O guide ofthoe w7ho
are perplexed to that by means of which their
perplexity will depart. (Kull.) The saying of a
poet,

means, as some say, ,VJ [i. e. Thy bound the

saddles upon the camels for riding, with, or by

means of, a toiling guide]: or, accord. to IJ, it

may be elliptical, for J,3 IJj ui;, and is like

the phrase i. q _ ie . ; asthough he aid,

;1l; 3"; c 1 [ relying upon a toiling

guide]." (M.)

J13r: see the next paragraph, in four places;

and see its pl. in the same :see also j3i, in two
places. - As a conventional term, (TA,) it means
A word's signifcation, or indication of manig:

(M9 b, TA:) this is of three kinds: thus t.
signifies, or indicates, "an animal endowed with

reason" `it.iI t, i. e. by complete correspond-
ence; and "an animal" or "a being endowed

with reason" L, i e. [by partial inclusion,
or] partially; and " a being capable of know-

ledge" ljJ?D, i. e. [necesearily, or] by a neces-

sary idea attached to it in the mind. (TA.)

ai. a subst. signifying Direction, right di-

rection, or guidance; (Fr, T, M, M9b;) as also

t IJSb, (Fr, T, Mbh,) or the former only accord.
to IDrd, (M,) and * and t !; (M;) or
this last is an inf. n. like t £.j; (5 ;) or sgnifies
the skill of a guide in direction or right direction
or guidance; his well-grounded skill therein.
(Sb, M, ]5.) A poet says,

a i3j; 3i AtrC J. 1 S

[ Verily I am a man possesing varied skill in

guiding in the roads, or ways]. (A 'Obeyd, S.)
-_The occupation of the J; [q.v.]; (M,5:;)

as also Qigj): (I5:) or, accord. to IDrd, the
latter [only] has this meaning. (M.)-The
hire that one gives to the JiJt, or [so in the M,

but in the 5] "and"] to the J'4: (M, ] :) and

so, sometimes, ? ~j;. (S.)

aij; an inf. n. of J; [q. v.]: (S, Myb, 5 :) or
a simple subst: (M :) see the next preceding
paragraph.

~t;: see J;: -. and see also what next

followa.

jS A conspicuous road or beaten track.
(IA;r, 5.) In the T, at the end of art. 0,, it is
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Mid that ;i SJ siguifies A white road or beaten
track; on th; authority of AA. (TA.)

ji4 A broker; or on who act: a asn interme.
diary betwen the ~eand the buyer,forej7ectinS
thJ sal; because he directe the purchaser to the
merchandise, and the seller to the price; alsc
called;.; (TA in art .. ;) one wvho bringj
togetAer the seler and the buyer. (M, 15.)

s ee J,i.: .and oee also ;JS.

3 ..:;,) (T, g) and t J,ji (Lb, T, O) A
people, or party, wavering, vacillating, or Aang.
ing in #s e, betee two affairs, and not
pwrng a direct course. (Li, T, V.) You say
also, j 1,31i, meaning They came wavering;
not inclining to these nor to tAos. (ISk, T, Q.)
_ JjIj also signifies A case, or an affair, oJ

great magnitude or moment, d;flcult, or formid-
able. (V.) You say, Jl, JI s i j (The
people, or party, fell into that which was a case
of great magnitude &c.]. (TA.) (See also a simi-
lar phrase in the next parmgaph.J])Also, (6, M,
IC,) and * J., (1:,) The JAL [or hedge-hog]:
(IAer, T, V:) or aspcies of ,.LJ haring long
pricks: (M:) or a large j.J: (Q, K:) or the
male W. J: (MF:) or an animal like the J.J;
(M, V;) it is a certain beast tha shakes, and
shoots forth prickles like arrows: the dfference
between it and the .M. is lihe that between 3;ai
and 0s13^, , and the ow-kind and buffaloes, and
Arabian camels and t/wse caled (, (M:)
or a certai# large thing, larger than tAe Mkj,
having long prickles. (Lth, T.) - Also, the
former, without the article Jl, (M, TA,) in-
correctly written in the 15 with that article, (TA,)
the name of A certain mue, (M, ]K, TA,) of a
colour in which whites predominated over
blachncs, (TA,) belonging to the Prophet. (M,
]s, TA.)

3Ji4 [Motion, or commotion, or a moving
about, of a thing suspended, and of the head and
limbs in walking;] a subet. from jLJ in the
first of the enes asigned to this verb above:
(M, V:) agitation, convulion, tumult, or dis-
turbance. ( [, 1 ) (Hence,] one says, ;1 Jj
Q1.d> 7she people, or party, fell into an un-
sound, a corrupt, or a disordered, and an un-
$teady, or afluctuating, state of affairs. (Li, T.
[See a similar phrae in the next preceding para-
graph. ]) - See also another signification in the
next preceding paragraph.

Jb>: see

ail;: see J, invwo places.

J- i o se J.

,j.$l Very bountiful or beneJicent. (IAqr, T.)

!j~WS.I [Infential, iatitv, or deductive,

a~~~~~

knowledge;] a term opposed to i.42 u mean-
ing [intuitive, immediate, or axiomatic, or] such
as originates without thought, or reflection, and

intellectual examination of an evidence or a proof.
(Kull p. 232L)

J~ [Actin5', or behaving, with boldne, or
presumptuoumne : kc.: ee its verb(4).] Trhut-
ing in himsel, and in his weapons and apparatus.

Q(1[m p. 383.) And a;11, J~ [Precuming
seby reason of courage: or] bold, daring, or
brave. (T.)

U~ jU , meaning Such afemale is the
foetschild of such a man, is a phrase of the
people of Baghdad, not of the [classical] lan.
guage of the Arabs. (Sgh, TA.)

3~. One mho accuss of a crime, an offence,
or an injurious action, wrongfully. (IAar, T.)

3 J. [pass. part. n. of J;; Directed, directed
aright, or guided: and indicated, denoted, or

' gnificd. Hence, l.i 3J_. The intdicated
meaning, or nsiai cation, of a word: pl. Z.'jl,.
- Also] Emboldened (T.)

A kind of tree; (S, and so in some copies
of the :;) the tree caUlled thes [or ... t],
(T,) or the eO1~ [probably a mistranscription
for.,t&]: (M:) or the )L. or j. [i. e. the
plane-tree]; (T, M, 1, accord. to different copies;
in some copies of the 1 explained as the .s,;w
in other copies, as a kind of tree, and the jt; ;)
nwhich is most like to it [referring to the .,];
(T;) or which is most likely; (M;) a kind of
great tree, (Mgh,) having neither blossom nor
fruit, the leares of which are serrated (M, Mgh)
and wide, resembling those of the vine, (M,) called

in Persian .a. [or rather ;j]: (Mgh:) in
the [Kitib en-] Nebat, [or Book of Plants, of
A.n,] the [tree caUed] jt.s, which is a Persian
word that. has become current in the language of
the Arabs: it gromws large and wide: and some
say that it is caUed the .s4: (TT:) accord. to
Ibn-El-Kutbee, it is a great, ell-knwonn, tree,

the leaves of which resble those of the ( .
[or palma Clristi], except in being smallr, and
are bitter in taste, and astringent; having small
blossom: (TA:) [see also De Sacy's "Abd-
allatif," p. 80: and his "Chrest. Arabe," sec.
ed., p. 394 (173 of the Arabic text) and the notes
thereon: the word is a coil. gen. n.:] n. un.
with ;. (, M,K .) The .1l; [pl. of 1,,i,
answering to the Christians the purpose of church-
bells,] are made of the wood of this tree: whence

the saying, Li,Jl 34 Jm. I.JI J es . [He
is of the people who are accutomed to ply the
mood of the planc-tree], meaning he is a Chris-

tian. (A.) ~...1 [or, as in a copy of the T,
accord. to the TT, .. JI,] A certain race of the
blachks, (T, ],) of Es-Sind: [said to be] formed
by transposition from J o1I. (T.)

n. un. of ,J$ [q. v.]. (?, M, ].) m
And Blachknss, (IAqr, T, 1,) like L [q. v.].
(TA.)

e11 A coal that will not become etingauihe

.r . ;, (m,) or i;;, (A, Mgh,) or each of
these, (M, Mqb, 1g,) of which the latter is the
more chaste, (M9b,) an arabicized word, (?, M,

A, Msb, 1,) from the Persian [.,I jSj d61-ab];
(S, M, Msb ;) but some say it is Arabic; (Msb;)
[A kind of water-whcls;] a machine that is
turned by a horse or the like; (Mgh, Msb;) a

e thing formed lihe the w; , with which water is
d drawn, (M, A,,) for irrigating land [c.]:
(A:) or, more correctly, the same as the ;jji;
vulgarly called 1L,: (TA:) [it mainly conDsits
of a vertical wheel, which raises the water in
earthern pots, these being attached to cords, and
forming a continuous series; a second vertical
wheel, fixed to the same axis as the former, with
cogs; and a large, horizontal, cogged wheeJ,
which, being turned by a pair of bulls or cows
or by a single beast, puts and keeps in motion
the two other wheels and the pots:] pL l.j ;;
(S, M,A;) for which }j occurs in poetry:
(M :) [or rather this (occurring at the end of a
verse, and with the article Jl,) is pl. of awl;.]
- It has also other meanings, not mentioned in
the 15. (TA.) [Nor are they mentioned in the
TA. Among other meanings used in the present
day, are the following. - A machine: particu-
larly any machine with a rotatorS motion. - A
cupboard. - And A machination; an artifice;
a trick; orafraud]

L~. '.jl A land containing, (?,) or abound-
ing with, (t,) thle kind of trees called ,.J.
(s,1g.)

1 .;, (S,L,K,) aor.; (S,L) and,, (L,)
in£ n. , He transfetrred the buckt from the
mouth of the eUll to the watering-trough, to
empty it therein: (S, g :) or he took tAe bucket,
when it came forth, and nent roith it whither.
soever he pleased. (TA.) One says also, J a.

I.,J and q, '..i: the latter verb being formed
by transposition. (Fr, TA in art. J.o.) - And
He transferred the milk, when the camels had
been milkcd, to the [laige bowls called] ..
(K.) - [See a remark of IF at the end of art.

4. cJ.W, (inf. n. ;, M,b, TA,) He jour-
neyed from the bcginning of the night: and.
t "JI he journeyed from the latter part of the

night: (Th, ,. :) or the former signifies he
journeyed all the night: and t the latter, he
journeyed in the latter part of the night: (A,
Mqb, TA:) or the former, he journeyed in the
night, at any hourfrom the beginning to the
end thereof: (Th, from Aboo-Suleymin El-
AMribee:) or, accord. to El-Farisee, t both these
verbs are syn., and each bears the first and second
of the significaticns given above: IDrat contends
against the assertions of those who make a differ.
ence between them, and affirms them to be syn.,
and to signify h journeyed in the night, at any
time, in the begining or middle or nd ter~of:



Boo I.]1

therfore, he ms, their signification is restricted,
in several examples, by the context; and hence,
he adds, the appellation e .i given to a hedge-

Cl.~~~~~~~

hog: (TA:) [agreeably with this explanation,]
'Alee says,

-' u ;';' ! 
[Endure tSou with patime tratelling, and jour-
nmeing in the night, in the period a little before

daybreak]. (MF.) [See another ex. voce .]
8: see 4, in three place&

~J: 
see the next paragraph.

J; and ' .Jj and tV., (S, K,) all substs.,
($,) A journeying from the beginning of the
night: (, 1 :) and the first and second a jour-

ying from the latter part of the night: ( :) or
thus the first: (A:) and the second, (ISd, A,) or
the first and second, (TA,) a journeying all the
night: (ISd,A,TA:) and the second, also, a
journeying a little before daybreak: (lSd, TA:)
or the first and second (TA) and third (IDrst,
TA) a journeying in the night; and this seems
to be the medning intended in the trad., '*

J; .tI ' is; CUl !h 1JJJlo [Keep ye to
journeyin in the night, for the earth is to be

traversed by night]: (TA:) [and * occurs

in the L in the sense of I.. &c.:] the pl. of
the first is .. (Ham p. 521.) One says also,

I j. Ja 1 [Keep to the journeying in
the night, &c., before the breaking of the dawn].
(A.) [See another ex. voce °J.]_ Also, the

same three words, and tj and ta4.J>, An

hour, or a time, or n hort portion, (t1,) of
the latter part of tide night: (1Sd, TA:) or J, 
signifies the whole of the night, from the begin-
ning to the end. (Thi, from Aboo-Suleym(n El-
Aqrbee.)

·. aee the next preceding paragraph.

.i One who tahes the bucket and goe with
itfrom the mouth of the well to the rvatering-
trough, to empty it therein. (~, ]V.) - And
One who transfers the milk, when the camels
have been milked, to the [large bowl, called]

.An.. (1:.)

., (8, 1) and 'J~. (1) A wild animal's,
(3,' ,) or gazelle's, (TA,) comwrt, or Aiding- 

place, among tree: (~, 1, TA:) the former 
word like CJ. : ( :) the , in .J is held by

8b to be a substitute for ;, and the ;., is a
substitute for .. (TA.)_ -Also, the former, A 
hole, or den, of a wild animal; or a subterrnanan 
e.avation or habitation; syn. y . (8, .)
- And A clost; a small chamber within a large
chamber. (TA.)

d and V *j~ The rpace betwee the well c
n the waterin~trough. (, A, 1.) (

Bk. I.

, ,8PII (O) and CJ wl (A, ) Ttu htedge-

hog; avn. :' ;1W: (A, :) so called because he
goes about all the night: (TA:) or not because
he does so in the first part of the night, or in the
middle, or in the latter part, or during the whole
of it; but because he appears at night at any
time when he wants herbage or water &c. (IDrst,
TA.)

li.*J: see ce,.: r.nd see also CJi.
6....
aRJZ A large milking-vessel in which milk is

transferred (to the ;jtA.., or large bowl..: see

1]; (lC.)

;1q1l [A cloud that comes in the latter

part of the night]. (A voce4q, q. v.)

wj>

L v.J;, in£ n. A,J: see the next paragraph, in
three places.

2. vis, (M, A, Msb,) inf. n. 1 a (; M,
Mgh, Mob, 1V,) He concealed, or hid, a thing;
he did not make it known; as also ,,J. (TA.)
- lie concealed a fault, or defect, in an article
of merchandize, from the purchaser, (g, Mgb,
Msb, 1V,) in selling; (g, Msb;) ad also tV Jj,
aor. ,, inf n. J; but the former is the more com-
nba: (Msb:) and he did not show a fault, or
defect; without restriction to a case of selling.
(TA.) You say, 51, 5, Jzit "a wJ;, (M,

A,) and 51 i 3 4 ., (A,) He concealed,
disguised, or cloaked, from the man the fault, or
defect, of the thing sold; (A;) he did not show
thefault, or defect, to the man in selling. (M.)

_. .~.,

And sy ,.fJ A,J He did not sho bhis
fault, or defect, in selling, and in other cass.
(M.) And v- A He concealed, disguised, or
cloaked,from hiim his fault, or defect. (A.) And
Az heard an Arab of the desert say,t4l it tn
ti ,, wXhere is not in the aair a treachery

nor deceit: (M 9 b:)ort4̀J bb D.j -
I have not, with respect to it, treac;hery nor
deeit; (K,*TA;) referring to a thing, or an
affair, in which he was accused, or suspected, of

evi. W0f. w

evil. .(L, TA.) [In the C1, instead of Jl, we
find J.] - Hence A..: in the ascription of a
tradition to its relater or relaters; which is, : One's
relating. a tradition as from the earlist sheykh
rvhen perhaps he has not cen him, but only hard;

it from one i pfrior to him, or from one who had
heard it fon him, and the like; (V;) or ihen he 
has men him, but has heard what he as~ to
imfrom another, inferior to him; (Az, TA;) 
whic has been done by several persons in whom
onfidenee is placed: (V:) or one's not mention-
ng, in his tradition, him from whom he hoard it,n
but mentionirg the higaest authory, inducing o

At opinion that he had heard itfrom him. (A.) l

a. I, (M,) inf nc LIo ($, M) and l
, , (M,) He endea.oured to deceie, begile, t
r circumvt; or acted deceitfully eith another.

(, M.) You say, ji.re c' d ditf Such a one
I.

will not endeavour to &deceie tke, or act ~cit-
fully with the, and ronceal from te the thing,
as though he came to the in hth darkl ($.) [See
;.,.-] And lj 'Jl.N J 8ch a one
wil not endeavour to deceiv, beguile, or circum-
vent; or wil not act deceitfully with another; nor
wil he act perfidioustly: (M, L:) or will not act
wronfuly, nor treachmerously, (V, TA,) nor
practis artifico orfraud. (TA.)

5: see 2, first signification: and see also 7,
in two places.

7. .JjI It (a thing) nu, or became, concealed,
or hidden; as also V Gpi: (TA:) and the
latter, he (a man, TO) concealed, or hid, himself;
(T]0;) syn. . (V.)

.,,
J, The dark; or darkne; ($, M, A, 1 ;)

aslso t IJ: (A, Mqb, 1:) and the confu.~
nem of the darkers, or of the beginning of night;
expL br,y * j,:L; (A, V.) You say, 5e

.. Jd wJ; He came to us in the confuednn of
the darknes, or of the beginni~ of night. (TA.)
And &rWtu ,1 C:j&. [He went forth in
the con ednes of tihe darkness, or of the begin-
ning of night, and in the darkneu of the last part
of the night]. (A, TA.)

LP: c: seo J. - Hence, Deceit, guile, or
circumvention. (IF, Myb.)

L b,J>, aor. ', (T]g,) inf. n. W0J;, (M, I~,
TF,) It (a thing, T1) shone, or glitened. (M,
, TI) _- O S ci,, (?, ], TA,) with fet-b,

(S,) or , (so in a copy of the M,) aor. ,
(S,) inf. n. Li.,, (S, M, ],) with which J,5 i is
syn., (TA,) [the former a reg. in£ n. of .. Z,
and the latter of .Jj, which is the form given
in the TI, and is pe;haps a dial. var.,] The coat
of mail was, or became, soft, ($, M, 5,) and
nmooth, (M, ],) and shining, or glistening. (Q,
M, 1.)_, t .;, aor.:, The aged she.
camel lot her teth'(, TA) by rean ofetreme
age; (TA;) as also and ;z;. (TA.)

2. .J, (, M, A,) inf. n. ~,3,, (0, ~,)
He made a thing to shine, orglisten . (M :) he, or
it, made soft; (so in some copies of the 1, and

so accord. to the TA;) for 1 in [some of] the

copies of the V is a mistake for 1. : (TA:)
he made a coat of mail soft, and thining, or
glittening: ($:) it (a torrent) made stone, or
rock, smooth: ($ ,* M, A, 1] :*) and he gilded a
hing, so that it shone, or glistened. (A, TA.*)

[Hence,] 1 , She (a woman) pluchked
out the hair upon the side of her forehead [and
o rendered it mooth or glistening]. (M,.TA.)
[See also Q. Q. 1.] _ - Coivit circa u/'am;
membro in vulvam non immiso: (A:) vel eatra
nwvam: (l:) the action which it denotes is
ermed jSj3 as well as b .. (A.)

7. .JAIlI It fell, or dro~p: (P, V :) or mmnt
114

and 

CJ _wl (A, V) 77t# ltedge- will not endeavour to &Mm tke, or act dectil-

fu Ui�4 

y with thm, and ronceal from 9Am the thing,

hog; 

kvn. JUU1: (A, V:) so called becauw he

as 

though he cam to thm in ght darJL ($.) [Sw

goes 

about all the night : (TA:) or not bemuse *--- And ' " �; jJ, Such a one

he 

does so in the first part of the night, or in the bPj,�'I wjtm

middle, 

or in the latter part, or during the whole wO not cadeat�ur to dec;im, beguile, or circum-

of 

it; but because he appeam at night at any wnt; or roffl not act dectifflully with another, nor

time 

when he wants herbacre or water &c. (1Drst, will he act perfidiousty: (M, L:) or wig not act

TA.) 

wron~ .V. nor titach~wly, (V, TA,) wor

ptwtim 

artifico orfraud. (TA.)

Z*J~: 

see c,~:~ i;nd see also C,-0. 5 : we 2, first signification: ~and me also 7,

aRZ* 

A large milking-vmml in mhicla miZk is in two Plum

transferred 

(to the ejU�., or larqt bow&. see 7. lJjA 19 (a thing) mu, or became, coactakd,

or 

Aidden; as also (TA:) and 1` the

latter, 

he (a man, TV) concealed, or Aid, himulf,

;1q1~ 

[A cloud iltat comes in the latter

(TV0 

(v.)

part 

of the night). (A voce q. v.)

WJ,b 

The dark; or darknon; ($, M, A, V0

u 

also VAJb : (A, Mqb, V:) and the con~

mm 

of the darkma, or of the beginning of miqht

1. 

�ii, in£ n. JIji: see the next paragraph, in expL by -**A ll' 1 (A, V.) You say, Cet

three 

places.

wj.% 

He came to us in the conf&wdnan of

2. 

vjs, (M, A, Mab,) in£ n. 01 M, the darknem, or V the begin~ of nigAt. (TA.)

Mgh, 

Mob, V,) He concealed, or hi�, a thing; And L�iii'l uk 'J1 [He mnt forth in

he 

diti not make it knomn; as also Vpjo. (TA.) ths confumdnm of the darkness, or of the beyin-

--- 

11e concealed a fault, or defect, in an article ning of niqht, and in the darkma of the kot part

of 

mercliandize, from the purchamr, (g, Mgli, of the night]. (A, TA.)

Mqb, 

V,) in selling; �, Mqb;) ad also V 4.

A-"` 

LX: aeo J1). -Hence, Deceit, guik, or

aor.-,,infn.w"J&.i;buttheformeriathemorecom-
nioll: 

(Mob:) and Its did not Mono a fault, or caremmomtion. (IF, M#b.)

defect 

; w ithout restriction to a case of selling.

0. 

.0 a 11 a,

(TA.) 

You say, &J, ub WJ.), M

A,) 

and 1 ,j,), (A,) H� cowmled, inf. n. (M, 191

' 

di WW3, aor. il, (TV,) W0Js

disquimd, 

or cloaW from the man tAe fault, or TV,) It (a t�ity, TV) shone, or oliitmd. (M,

defttcl, 

of eke thing 3old; (A;) he did not Otoro F

thefauk, 

or defect, to the man in selling. (M.) ,., TIP) - tj.�$ c-ii, (?, V, TAJ with fet-b,

And 

LAji He did not thom his �J or (no in a copy of the M,) aor. J ,

fault, 

or 

defect, 

in selling, and in oil~ casm. So) inf n. L91, (?, M, V,) with which .'0j; is

(M.) 

And He conetaZed. disguised, or syn., (TA,) [the former a reg. in£ n. of

cloaked,frop� 

him hisfault, or deffiect. (A.) And and the latter of which is the form given

.6. 

in the TV, and is pe;haps a dial. var.,] TA* coat

Az 

heard an Ardb of the desert say,,�41)t b"j

0 

0. �; 0 0. of mail was, or became, sojl, ($, M, VJ and

_9,There 

is not in the a a

.�, 

mooth, (M, V,) and shining, or glistening.

nor 

deceu : (M�b:) or b'G bpjj AJ 16

1 

1 J. M, V.) tit aor. The aged A#.

1 

have 

not, with r~t to it, treach" nor

dersit; 

(V,0 TA;) referring to a thing, or an com*l lost her tuth TA) by reasm f

&fair, 

in which he was accused, or suspected, of age; (TA;) u also and zl;. (TA.)

evil. 

#(�, TA.) [In the CV, instead of JJ5, we

0 

& J 2. M, A,) inf. n. m ]g,)

find 

wJb.] - Hence L..Q.0 in the ascription of a 1

tradition 

to its relater or rIters; which is, :One's He made a thing to akine, orqlistm.. (M:) h#, or

relatin 

kh it, mad� soft; (so in some copies of the V, and

.q 

a tradition as jrom 9As carUmt #hey J 44

when 

perhaps Aty has not mm him, but onlv hwrd so aoeord. to the TA;) for wct.UI in [some of] the

itfrom 

one ippforior to hita, orfrom one mho had copies of the V is a mistake for 1: (TA:)

C"Wheard 

it,*.wn him, and the like; (V;) or wht;i A# he wmde a coat of mail to^ and thining, or

has 

men him, but has heard what he a&~ to glistening: ($:) it (a torrent) mad# stone, or

Paimfrom 

anotiser,. inf~ to him; (Az, TA;) mok, mooth M, A, V:*) and he gilded a

which 

bm been done by seveml persons in whom thing, so that.it Mone, or gliti~ . (A, TA.")

wnfidence 

is placed: (V:) or one's not mentg'on- [HenceJ She (a woman) plucked

hy, 

in his tradition, limfrom whom he Amrd it,

out 

the Aair upon the sidu of her for~ [and

�ut 

mentioning the 7tigitast otahoMy, inducing #o rendemd it mooth or glistening]. (M,.TA.)

As 

opinion that hot had lasard itfron& Aim. (A.) [See also Q. Q. l.) - Coit* circa emimm;

,i"(M,) 

inf n. M) and membro in valvam non immino: (A:) vel totra

vulvam: 

l��:) the action which it donoto is

(M,) 

H# ondeawured to deceim, beqvile,

termed 

jjj3 as well u l:Q.c. (A.)

w 

circummat; or acted dece*fully with another. 1 1

M.) 

You say, A:A.Q 9 C'j�'4' Such a one 7. WW�l Itfoll, or d~ : (�, V:) or wnt

1will 

not endeavour to &Mm tkm, or act dectit.

fuUy 

with thm, and.ronceal from 9Am the thing,

as!hough 

As cam to thm in 9At darJL ($.) [Sw

Lpi,jo.1 

And jil Such a one

miU 

not cadeawur to dectity, beguile, or circum-

wnt; 

or roffl not act dectifflully with another, nor

mal 

he act perfidiousty: (M, L:) or wig not act

mwn&Mly, 

nor titachm~ly, (V, TA,) iw

pmctim 

artifico orfraud. (TA.)

5 

: we 2, first signification: ~ and me also 7,

in 

two 

plaem

7. 

uJjjt 19 (a thing) mu, or became, concwkd,

or 

hidden; as also V Gpii;: (TA:) and lo the

latter, 

he (a man, TV) concealed, or kid, himulf,

(TV0 

(V.)

vJ,3 

The dark; or darknm; ($, M, A, V0

4,08
as 

also 11 IJb: (A, Mqb, V:) and the con~

mm 

of the darkma, or of the booning of might ;

expL 

by.**!!$ (A, V.) You say, Cet

wJ.% 

He came to us in ths conf&wdnan of

ike 

darknem, or 2f the begin~ of nigAt. (TA.)

And 

&rWt.3 uJjJI Uk C:jA. [He wnt forth in

ths 

co;~ne;3 of ih-; darkness, or of the beyin-

ning 

of night, and in the darknm of the kot part

of 

the night]. (A, TA.)

LP3: 

sco vjb. - Hence, Deceit, guik, or

cin-umvmtion. 

(IF, M#b.)

1. 

WW>, aor. il, (Tlg,) inf. n. W0J31 (M, 191

TIP 

It (a t�it�g, TV) shone, or gliitmd. (M,

TIP) 

- tj.�$ V, TAJ with fet-b,

or 

c..oj>, (no in a copy of the M,) aor. J ,

inf 

n. M, V,) with which .'0j; is

syn., 

(TA,) 

[the former a reg. in£ n. of C..Z,

and 

the 

latter of which is the form given

in 

the 

TV, 

and is pe;haps a dial. var.,] TA* coat

of 

mail 

was, or became, soft, ($, M, VJ and

mooth, 

(M, V,) and shining, or glistening.

M, 

V.) 

- 416 t C.1i3;, aor. -- , Th aged A#.

comet 

lm hor TA) by reason oftw" ,t

age; 

(TA;) 

u also and %zl;. (TA.)

*Z� 

1

2. 

M, A,) inf. n. ioiillil M 191)

He 

made 

a thing to akine, orglistm.. (M:) h#, or

it, 

mad� 

soft; (so in some copies of the V, and

io 

wwrd. 

to the TA;) for JJ11 in [some of] the

wpies 

of the V is a mistake for 1: (TA:)

C"W
he 

made 
a coat of maU to^ and thining, or

�listening: 

($:) it (a. torrent) mad# stone, or

wk, 

smooth: ($,* M, A, V:*) and he gilded a

hing, 

so that.it Mone, or gliti~. (A, TA.*)

'HenceJ 

She (a woman) plucked

out 

the Aair upon the sidu of her for~ [and

o 

rendemd it onooth or glistening]. (M,.TA.)

'See 

also Q. Q. l.) - Coit* circa emimm;

nembro 

in valvam non immino: (A:) vel totra

wl.vam:. 

l��:) the action which it donoto iis

ermed 

jJj3 as well U .c. (A.)

7. 

wWjjl Itfoll, or dr~: (8.50 or wnt
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fortA quickly; u also h,
41 : (Lth:) or ment

forth, andfell, or dropped: (M:) or wnt forth
quily, or dipped out by reaon of its mootAhness,
( ,,) and fllU, or dropped: (A:) LSP >.

[fsoro my hand]; (9, A, i ;) or ..JI ! (Lth)
or . uI 1) [from the thing]: (M:) IF says
that the) is app. a substitute for., (TA.)

Q. Q. 1. I .AJ;, and :;5i, Be adorned,
or decorated, and made to shine, or glisten, his
household-goods, or utensils and furniture. (M.)
[But some hold the., to be a radical letter. See
also 9, above.]

Q. Q. 2. ,.ij3 It (the head) became bald in
thefore part. (1~. in art. ,,J.)

,Jis: ase b.;J), in three places.

,'j, Shining, or glistening; as also t 1;,
(A,) and t s, (S and M in this art., and 1
in art. ws,l,) with an augmentative-*, (S,) of the
meoaure JQ accord. to Sb, but JiW accord. to
others, (M,) [see an ex. in a verse cited voce
i...,,] and to,J, (, M, ],) which is a
contraction of that next preceding, (9, M,) and in
like manner at,.s, and V ,,L;e, (g in this art.,
and ]( in art. &.sL,) which last two are formed
by transposition from the two next preceding:
(TA in art. a0k.* :) or, as also t V (S, M,

1, TA) and *t,a and V i, (M, TA,)
shining, or glisteling, and smooth; (M;) or sofl,
and shining, or glistening, ($, , TA,) and

mooth. (TA.) You say, ".#' ,i (S, M, A,

O) and t* j; (A) A coat of mail smooth,
(M, A, K,) soft, (9, M, A, a,) and shining, or
glistening: (?, M, A :) pl. .'1Jj, (9, M, A, ],)

like the sing., (,) and ,J;. (Lth, M, A.)
And * a's J Glitteringgold. Q(.) And

9ld j L.i, 1 . A shining, or glistening woman.

(TA.) And ?;jzi'l A head bald in thefore

part. (]i.) And t ;l, (El-Mobeet, and so in
some copies of the ]j) or t 1,n; (as in other
copies of the 3) and V ; applied to a man,
signify i. q. Ok]!; (1;) i. e., Hairless andglitten-
ing in body: (TI :) fem. of the last, ,i£. (p)
1t _4;, also, applied to a man, signifies Ycry
smooth: (TA:) and applied to a she-camel, and
to land (,I;), smooth: (g:) but it is not applied
to a he-camel. (Ibn-'Abbad.) And t* ,J and
L1;, applied to land, signify Even, or Iemsl:

pl. ( .)

Lm?: see .,S, in three places. - Also The

water, or lustre, (.,) of gold: (]9:) or, as some
say, glistening, or glittring, gold. (TA.)

.j;;: s . in two place,.

3, That ~bbl, or mo e to and fro; (;)
or mov about; (];) as, for instance, a sinew
don when chewed by an old woman. (9.)

* -a
wa,j,):

* 1

*m - J

1oc 

j see ;>, in several places.

· 6 ee ,,s. ; t

ual1; fem. at.e: see o , near the end of
the paragraph. -Applied to an ass, To which

new hair has grown; as also t J,1[l. (Ibn-
'Abbad, g.) - And the fem., applied to an aged
she-camel, Whos teeth have fallen out (X, TA)
by reason of extreme age; (TA;) as also A"4,
and MW>. (TA.)

a -.s
.1fis1: see the next preceding paragraph.

&aJ,. ;DL. D A rock made smooth (A, TA) by
torrents (A.)

L. ,tJ U , (Lth, 9, 1,) aor. :, (g,) inf. n.
5, (Lth, g,') He (a man, 9, [and a dog,] and

a tired wolf, TA) lolled, lolled out, put forth, or
protruded, his tongue; (Lth, S, , ;) as also
t s1l1; (Lth, IAr, g, , ;) but the latter is of
rare occurrence, though chaste. (Lth.) -And

jLtJ y;s, (Lth, S, I,) the verb being intrans. as
well as trans., ( a,) aor.: and ', (1,) inf. n.

5, (Lth, ],) ilke e has . jbs for its in£ n.

when intrans., but _;v when tranas, (Lth,) HIis
tongue lolled, or protruded; (Lth, 9, ] ;) as also

' )J.l; (9, 1 ;) and ' V! [originally ;!',]
of the measure J;: (Ibn-'Abbdd, 1 :) [said of
a man,] his tongue protruded from the mouth,
and hung downt upon thte hair between the lower
lip and tae chin, like the tongue of the dog;
(TA;) and [in like manner,] t I, it pro-
truded and hung down, by reason of much grief, or
distress of mind, affecting the breath, or respira-
tion, or by reason of thirst, like that of the dog.
(TA.)

4: scel. 1.

7: see 1, in two places._..[Hence,] j ,1
t His belly became prominent, or protuberant:
( :) or became large andflabby: ( :) said of a
man: ( :) or, accord. to Nayeer, as related by
Aboo-Turkb, the verb has the latter signification
said of the belly of a woman; as also oP;.
(TA.)-.And * '~ "' * Jl : The sord
became drawvn, or it slipped out, from its scab-
bard; (1],TA;) asalso ;1. (TA.)

·i 0.~1 Stupid in the utmost degree; (El-
Hujeymee, ;) who ceaes not to loll out Ais
tongue. (El-Hujeymee, TA.) -. ? ; tAn
affair in the rouway to the attainment of wAich
there is nothing interrening as an obstaci; expl.
by - ( )

~sl ,,j A horse that lolls out his tongue in
running. (Ibn-'Abbid.)

[Boot I.

y, [pass. part. n. of 4]. It is said in a trad.,

b ' ,2 u t. t~;. !wl, jy lO . / &;
[Thc false witnessu i be raised to lifs on the
day of resurrection with his tongue loUed out in
thefir'e]. (TA.)

1. J,., (T, $, M, g,) aor. -, (T, M, g,) inf. n.
LJoJ (T, $ , M,K) and .Ji (T,M,g) and Jl'
(O) and C)W,i (M, K.g) and Jj;, (M, TA,) He
wvalked, or rent, gently, or leisurely: ($, M:)
said of an old man, (As, T, $, ]g,) he valked, or
twent, (As, T, S, M, ],) veith short steps, (9, M,) or
in the manner of him who is shackled, (],) as
some say, (M,) at a rate above that Rhich is
termed ;, (An, T, M, K,) like as does the
army, or body of troops, to thc [other] army, or
body of troops. (As, T.) You say, LO. ,J ;
,.wamJI - t l J j J1 (T, , M, P) meaning
The army, or body of troops, rent gently, or
leisurely, to the [other] army, or body of troops,
in var: (M:) or advanced, or went forward;
syn. :.;Zi :: (9, :) [for] j. (T, M) accord.
to A 'Obeyd, or L..lj accord. to AA, (T,) signi-
fies the act of advancing, or going forward;

syn. .h°: (T,M:) and one says mLZ;, (9,
g,) or,j IiJ;, (M, and so in one place in the
TA,) meaning [as is implied in the $ and 1] me
advanced to thein; syn. li .: (M:) and jA;

.I he dre, near to him, or it. (TA.) &;
also signifies : ( [i. . I walked; or went on
foot, whether quickly or slowrly]: (H. am p. 678:)
and [in like manner,] ! V ' .j signifies k=
[b(lie alked, dc., to him, or it]: (0, TA:) or
this latter signifies . i [said in the TA, in art.
~..-, to be syn. with s; but it rather signifies
he nvalked *vith slowt steps to him, or it]; and
aplproached, or drem near: (9, ]:) but A'Obeyd
says that iJ.j3 is more common. (M.) - lhence,
the saying of a poet,

meaning t I hare wounded thy heart with rhymes.
(Iam ubi supr) - [Tle verb seems to bear
two contr. significations; for it is said that]

~ ,.A;)J ji means lie hastened to take ,me
by the hand and embrace me. (Har p. 3G8.).

~ _i;, aor. , inf. n. lj, tie (one carry-
ing a thing) iras heavily burdened, or over-
burdened, by his load [so tlat he *rent slowly].
(M.) You say of a she-camel, Ij,._ jUj3,
meaning Sle rises [app. nwith diiculty (see
,16)] nwith her load. (T, Ibn-'Abbid, X.) -

And 3LJ _j;, aor. -, inf. n. Je;, The camels,
or cattle, clave to tie ground by reason of emacia-
tion. (M, TA.)

4. aild~ It (old age) made him to walk, or go,
gently, or leisurely; with short stels; [or in the'
manner of him wAho is shackled; (eo 1 ;)] at a
rate above that whAich it termed (IAgr,
M.)- jll 45 si l i. q. .d), (Ibn-'Abbhd,
K,') He spoke to him in a rough, harsh, coarse,
rude, univil, or ungentle, manner. (TI.)

5: see 1.

,.O -- 0.



Boos I.]

7. ,W , .JI iq. l [app. u meaning It
po~d out, orforth, upon me]. (Ibn-'Abbid, Il.)

.As1 Courageous; bra; ,~ h trogheartei (AA,
T,:.5

J; A she-camel (Ibn-'Abbid, l) that rise
[app. with dffcwlty (see I;)] with her lad.
(T, Ibn-'Abbad, .)- It is also a pl. of Jl.a:

(5 :) and of i>;. (TA.)

.i [The dolphin;] a certain fsh, (T,) or
beast, (, ], [app. thus termed because it is a
mammal,]) of the sea, (T, 9, J,) that saves him

who is drowning; (9, 5;) also called W-.;
and abounding in the Sea of Dimydt [or Da-

·0 *&
mietta]. (TA.) -_. JJ! t [The constellation

Delphinus;] one of the northern constellations,

which compries ten stars, andfollows 1L1.i jZ

[a and B and y of Aquila]: the brighlt star on

its tail is called k,gAI.d! ,Jl ... (]5zw.)

Jji) t Afat camel, that walks, or goes, gently,
or leisurely, or with short steps, or in the manner
of him who is shackled, by reason of his fatnans:

pl. jo', with two dammehs. (TA.) - And S A
palm-tree ('i.;) having much fruit. (TA.) -
Albo f A oswft eagle: (IAr, M, ]:) pl. ..N

[perhaps a contraction of J., an analogous form
of pl.]. (1.) [Thus it bears two contr. signi-
fication. ]

,1.d An old man that nalks, or goes, gently, or

lisurely, or nith short steps, or in the manner of
him who is shackled: (TA:) walking with a

W -
heavy load, with short steps; (F, ;) like C,.:

(9:) pl. , ( a,n) and jJ; () and ,jl:
(TA :) and J,.~ [as pl. of UJl;] is applied to old

women. (TA.) - t Old, and rendered lowly,
humble, or subnmissie, by age. (M.) - I An
arrow that hits a thing in the way to the butt,
or object of aim, and then glances off from the
place thereof. (, , TA.)

, see what follows.

~.M and ' V A lion walking at his eame,
(, TA,) without haste, and with short steps,
becaue of his preumptuoumns, and lack offear.
(TA.)

j J,

L ;j as an intrans. verb: see 7, in three

place. -- j, ( a, ],) aor. ', (TA,) inf n. j3,

(9,) He made it (a sword) to dlip forth from its
scabbard: ( :) or he drew it forth, or made it
to come forth; namely, a sword, from its scab-

bard: ( :) and [in like manner] V 1is1t he drew
it forth, or made it to come forth; (] ;)

namely, a sword, kc.; (TA ;) ms also t ;Ji.,l

(]) and JV1l. (TA.) Hence, in a trad. of

'Alee, ml,l I; .U3j ~ I came, the rain
having draawn me forth, or having made me tc
com forth. (TA.) And. lt--J' :.* W i1

The rain draws forth the reptile, or nall crep
ing things, or maes them to come forth, fron

qJj -- J

their holes; as also tJ?-, . (TA.) - You say

also, W J; J,;iJ ;q., [as to the letter and the
meaning like d .i i J ;'',] i e. 't He came

harased, or ditressed, by thirst and fdtigue.

(TA.)- And iklt,; 1 9; Tley scattered,
or poured forth, upon them the horsmen making
a sdde attach and engaging in conjlict, or the
horsmen urging their horsem. (TA.) - And
d0 jJ;, inf. n. as above, He opened his door

oehemently. (TA.) -- * tl z,; The aged she-

camel lost her teeth by reason of extreme age;
like (,ui. (TA in art. ,,).)

4: see 1, in two places.

5: see the next paragraph.

7. .jJs. It (a sword) cameforth (S, M:b,g)
from its scabbard (Myb) without being drawn:
(,, Mqb, 5 :) or became loose, and so came forth,
and came forth quickly: (TA:) and in like
manner, its scabbard became slit, (S,) or it slit
its scabbard, (g,) so that it came forith from it:
(s, ]:) or it fell from its scabbard, and came
forth, without being drawn; (IHar p. 386;) and

so t .J;, inf. n. 3j; (TA, and H ar ubi supr)

and ;J: (TA:) which also signifies it (a
thing) came forth, or issued, from its place oJ
egress quichly: (TA:) and [in like manner] the
former verb signifies it (a thing) came forth, or
isued, from its place: (A 'Obeyd, K :) it (any-
thing) came forth, or issunted, or fsell out. (S.)

You say, 4 t;. J4L,t "al.f He pierced

him, and ihe intestines of his belly came forth.

(..) And 1,I1 ,:s;,1 (S, TA) The horsacs, or
horsemen, came forth, or issued, and hastened:
(TA:) and LJ '9 % :! Thle horss, or horse-

men, came forth, or isued, consecutively, or un-
interruptedly. (TA.) It (a torrent) came sud-
denly, or unaware, .3 I ic upon a people, or

party: (S:) or rushed, or became impelled, or

poured forth as though impelled, ((, TA,) 
upon them; (TA;) as also V*jJ: (.:)' or

came, or advanced: (Mqb:) and [in like manner]
t jJ;. (JK) _ He preceded: (s:) or

went before and away. (TA.) You say, jJ.WI!

1 ;, t s, He went before and away from

among his companions. (TA.) - It was, or
became, Jlabby and prominent; said of a belli;
(TA in the present art. ;) or, accord. to Naqeer,
said of the belly of a woman, like eJ.l, mean-

ing it became large andjlabby. (TA in art. CJ.)

- It (a door) shut again (,.; 1) when opened;

would not remain open. (TA.)

10: see 1, in two places.

jj, a Persian word (8, M.b) arabicized, (~,

Mqb,] ,) originally ij; (Msb,l5;) [A species
) of weasel; accord. to some, app., the common

mwteal;] a certain smaU beast (' , , , Mb,g)
f like the * [or sable], (15,) or like the cat,

having a long back, [of the coat] of which are
madefurgarments: some say that it is the [animal

caUlJd] .,p. > [q. v.; and this is agreeable

with the description of 5zw, who says that it ii
i "a certain wild animal, an enemy to pigeons,

lihened to the cat, which, when it enters a p~igo-
howuse, leaes not in it anything, amd abludt~ in
Egypt;" a description altogether applicable to

the common wael, now generlly called ;;!
.,]: some say that it resmble the u [or

ichneumon]: some, that it is the Gw~h ichmu-

mon ( 65j .'). (MNb in the present art.:)
accord. to IF, the [com n] .u.. (M9 b in art.

u-*.)-- [Also, from the same Persian original,
in potclassical time., but variously pronounoed

by modems, .J; and * jJ; and .;) and (now

generally by the vulgar) .;i the third being

perhaps a contraction of the first, like as a is

of j':, or, as also the fourth, of the second, like

as J... and L.S are contractions of j -b;
A certain kind of garmnent; firt probably applied
to one made of the fur of the animal so called:
then applied to a hind of garment formerly worn
by the l,ides and other 'ulamd and the mhatMbs
of mosques, (see De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., 2nd ed.,
vol. ii. pp. 267-269,) and by other persons of
religious orders: and lastly, to a kind of patched
garment worn by many dseotees, reputed saints,

and darwsrhs; also calUd if' (q. v.) and

Jj.. It occurs in a piece of post-claussical poetry,
quoted in p. 45 of the Arabic text of the vol of
the Chrest. above referred to, necessarily with the
J quiescent; probably by poetic license, or in
conformity with the common vulgar pronuneia-
tion.]

Jj: see j,: - and see also ojb.

;W: see 3jiS, in four places.

._.~: see what next follows, in three places.

Jjj A sword that comes forth easilyfrom its

scabbard; as also tJI; (9, 1) and '.J;

(IDrd, .) and ):W; (1/:) [which lat is strnge,
and requires consideration; being fem., whereas

-.. (a sword) is masc.:] all, applied to a sword,
signify thlat comes forth from its scabbard with-
out being drawn; and that which does so is the
best of swords. (TA.) [For the pl., see what

follows.] - ji (j, ) and 3jJ, (TA,)

and ;J .3' and W.M, ( [,) H[orsum
mahing a sudden attach and engaging in conflict,

or horsemen urging their Aorses, and simply
horsemen, or horse,] rushing vehemently: (P, J,
TA:) Li is pl. of 3j; and of ? ,; having

the same signification. (TA.) ~ Also, and VIWj

and ti.,U, with an auwmentative. , ,,) like
as one says :Wi and .ab, and l d and .. J,

(8,) and t>j , (TA,) Ashe-camel having her

teeth broken by old age (,, ]) so that she spirts
out n,ater [after drinking]. (,TA.) A poet,
cited by Ya4oob, says,

* 4-- ;' t W; 4)j

0 01- ; * -- L--hJ1 '½ h~'9~*J J*Ob3
a

[Old and decrepit, having her teeth brokn by old
age so that waterfalls fro her mouth w/uen she
drinks, honing no tooth left, carrying burdns
from the time of Irem, i. e. Aram the son of Shem
the son of Noah]: and t ,hj j,0. occurs in a

114'
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trd. meaning Aaring the teth broken so tAd
ater fjl Ar mo wAen she drin

(TA:) [but] AZ say that one applies to the she
camel, after what is terned 3J, the epithe

.; t s;then, ji; then, 2
then, -t,pe i and then, t wjj, when hAaing Ae
teeth (,fL I)fallen out by reaso of ewtre ol
age (9, TA.) [ee also art..U.]

J1l;: aee J ;, in two plae -Also Pre
cdig; goingb for. (TA.)

.... CC.. ...
WU.M .,: see ; .

*~, A hecaunel (, ], dcc.) wAhos teetA ar
roanumed by old age; (s;) aged, and Aarin
broken teeth; ( ;) Aawing Ahr teeth broken by oh
age, ($ and g in art P,) so that se spirts ou

oater [qftler drinking]; (C in that art.;) liki
jSj and *i: (9 and V in that art.:) and alc
written .A,: (TA in that art.:) or whose teeti
are brokm, and hAose saliva flors: (AV, TA ii
the preent art. :) or haing Aher teetA (h0, 1&:

fallen out by reason of eWtreme old age: (? in art
&p. :) and by some applied to the male: the ..
a*cord. to J and some others of the learned, ih
augmentative: or it may be from .,J1, which
means " the breaking of the teeth ;" and the J
may be augmentative. (TA.) [See also j;.]
.. Also tAn old mornan. (M, J.)

1. Mifi (9, Nb, ]g,) aor. ;, in£ n. U, (9 ,
M9b,) ie rubbd it, or rubbed it and pressed it,
(M, Mqb, ]g,) with his hand: (9, M, Mqb, V :)
[or h did o mell: or Ae preoed it, or squeezed it,
and rubbed it: for] .. i; dgnifies the act of rub-
bing, or rubbing and presing, welleU: (KL:) or
the act of presing, or squeezing, and rubbing:
(!~m p. 708:) [and in like manner, ' ;d,, inf. n.
Z1.J, signifies in the present day he rubbed it,
or rubbed it and pressed it; and particularly, a
person's body and limb, in the bath: its proper
meaning, however, is, he rubbed it, or rubbed it
and prsed it, much or mell: Golius explains it u
signifying As rubbed it much or well on the au-
thority of the KL; but it is not in my copy of
that work.] You say, ,si JU, He rubbed, or
rubbd and pr~ed, tAhe garmnt, or piece of cloth,
to wsh it (Tc.) And. iS 1 ' .-.

,. ,, JI,,i [(I rbbed the ears of corn
until their husks rubbed of from their grain];
(TA;) an&d tV it [siraif the sme]. (1 in
art. j, cc) And · .ii [He rubbed Ais
eyd]; i. e., a man looking at the setting sun.
(Z, TA.) And evall WI¶ . ; %A' The woman
kneaded the dough]. (TA.) And j l .5;
bjhj, I wiped the andal ith [meaning upon]
tie ground. (Mqb) - [Hence,] .JI ;
! Time, or fortun, diciplined him wel, tried, or
prowd, Aim, rodd him epert, or epmeieod,
or firm or und in judgment, and taugAt Aim,

*]ooi I.

rt (g,s TA.) And &J1a t;in tJourIiyiNg* inure
him to thm; namely, a camel. (TA.) Ani

e )tA.:
1

E j ij, maid of a camel, (A, 0, L, ]g,) S H
mwa usured by joure , and habituated thto

; (A, L:) or e was fa", orjaded, byjourney
r iug.; like [J and] b. (0, TA.) [Heno
td also,] bl ft [The prodmce, or herbage, of,

the lnmd was eate, or connumed. (IAr, TA.
S 8ee also 3. ~ I. 1 SJI s8, Mgb, Mqb

e, c,) aor. t, (Mqb,) inf£ n. ji;, (8, Mgh
&cc.,) :The sun, et; (?, Mgh, M9b, 1, c;
aceord. to Z, because he who looks at it rub
(.",t) his eyes, so that it is as though it were tdi
rubber; (TA;) and in like manner,'#" l Mh
stars: (Mqb:) or became yellow, (g, TA,) anc

e inclined to setting: (TA:) or declinud (s,* TA:
9so that the beholder almost required, rhen loohinj
j at it, to contract the raysfrom Ais e?Jes with tAd
t palm of his hand: (TA:) or declined after mid.

day: (Ibn-'Omar, TA :) or it signifies (or signifiea
also, Msb) the mmn declined from Mt eian,
or midheavn, (I'Ab, Fr, Zj, Az, ?,* Mgh,'
Myb, 6, &cc.,) at noon; (I'Ab, Fr, Zj, Az;) and
in like manner,,#jqJ%l the stars. (M9b) Ai
says that, in his opinion, the words of the ]5ui
[xvii. 80] U4.Ul JJl 1 (TA) mean

9Perform thou prayerfrom tAe dcilining of thd
sun at noon: so that the command expressed byp these words with what follows them includes the
five prayers: (Mgh, TA:) for by the Wj%1 are
included the first prayer [of noon] and that of the
.#~; and by the Xj.; of night, the two prayer
[of sunset and nightfall] of which each is called
; ±.c; and by the C l' ; of the ., the prayer of
daybreak: if you make the tj9 to be the etting,
the command is restricted to three prayers: in the

* languape of the Arabs, 3j; is said to be syn.
with J,j; and therefore the sn is said to be
kbn; when it is declining at noon and when it is
setting. (TA.) [tRespecting the phrase >
or CeN., accord. to different readings, occurng at
the end of a verse, see Cl!X, and see ~lso lJ in
art. rj.] It is said in [one of the works entidtled]

~~~~~~~en

the " Nawildir el-Arib," that %:.J ) sig-
nifies Tke sun became high; like i and t:j.
and - (TA.)

S: wee 1, first sentence. - Accord. to AA,

o~~~~~~~~~~

L;A;, inf n. i4, signifies lalJ [Re fed,
nourished, or reared, her (if relating to a woman
or female), or them (if relating to irrational crea-
ture)]. (TA.)

3. al1, (?, VZ,) inf. n. id,.1 ., (TA,) He
delayed, or deferred, with him, or put him of,
(namely, his creditor, S, TA,) promising him
payment time after time; (?, g, TA;) as also
Wl;. (TA.) El-.asan (El-Ba?ree, TA) was

asked, 3!M 1 jJmit [May the man delay,
or defer, with hijr wife?], meaning, in the matter
of the dowry; and he answered, "Yes, if he be in
a state of bankruptcy," or " poor." (A 'Obeyd,
$,TA.) Andyou saylikewise, j4jr iai
He deferd, or put off, by repeated promies,
giving the man his right, or due, (TA.) - The

d inC n. also signifies The oying in p~s: oir,s
d some say, the importning, priy hrd, or

uring, in demanding th giving, or payment, of
: a dwu or debt. (TA.)

5. A1 He rubbd, or rubbed and prd, Ais
B body in wasin imlf: (:) or Ahe rbbed, or

rubbed and pressed, Mim weUll in the hot batl
)(MA.) And UO e rubbed himelf oWer
(ci~ ) with ii; i. e., with ji (q. v.]. (y,
TA.)

8: see 1, third sentence.

The time of the seof tting of th or or

itu decining from tAe meridian r oe aya, Ai.l
d J4 Jlj c, meaning I came to tAe in the evening,

or aJternoon. (TA.)~ Also A looen, or
lancss, in-the hnees ofa cameL (Qgh, ]p)

A certain little bea or animal or an eping

thing or an inmect (Io): (9:) mentioned by
IDrd: but he says "I am not certain of it"
(TA.)

I ljA thing oitAh which one rbs Aiuf or,

(V, TA,) in washing him.elf; (TA;) meaning
perfume, or some other thing, (@, TA,) of what
are termed X, nsch as [meolof] ntil,

tand kali, or potash, (TA,) with which oe is
ru ~ (, TA.l) Also applied to [The depila-

./tory called] ; [q. v.]; because the body is
rubbed with it in the hot bath. (A, TA.) And
Thefootstone [orfoot-racp] that i unedfor rub
biy in the hot bath. (MA.)

f ; Dust which tAh wind camie aoway as
though it were rubbed from the ground]. (f, p.)
- A certainfood, prepared of butter and dates,
[app. kneaded, or mashed, togetAher,] (9, ,) like
j, [q. v.]: I think [says J] that it is what is
cailed in PersianZ J ? [or .1-- A J ] 9:

( TA:) accord.to Z, jJ; signifies -

[I. e. dates macerated, and ;mae~ d with tAe Aand,
or moistened, and rubbed and pressed mid tAe
fingers till oft, in water or in milk]. (TA.)
[9ee also .]m/tAman (,TA) rem~dfrm,
or sound, inju~nsnt, by eaprince; (TA;) one
oho ha ccied imelf diligently in tAe mange.

ment of affairs, (I, TA,) and Anown tAem:
(TA:) pl. ZJi, (V,) which is explained by IAr
as signifying intelligent men. (TA.) - A cr-
tain plant: (,:) n. un. with t. (TA.) -. And
The [hip, or] fruit of the [wild] red ro, that
come after it, [i.e. after theflower,] (, TA,)
becoming red, lie wheat, and ripening, (TA,)
and becoming sweet, lie the fre ripe date;
called in Syria .' 1 j': (I, TA:) n.un.
with S: (TA:) or [the fruit of] the moutain-
rose (-L"JI jllt [a name now given to the wild
rose, or seet brier], like whAmt (, [in the CIC

.]) in siz and rdne,, and like the frh ripe
date in wetness: in .-YJm'n it is ent frm
one to anotAer as a prnnt: (Q, TA:) Az says,
so I have heard from an Arab of the dert, of
the people of El-Yemen; and it grows with us
[app. meaning in El-'Ir4] so u to form thickets.
(TA.)

I

A



ioex I.

;L,9; T,ht is drwn from th udder bfon
te $rest 3 [or miltAk at clictn th r uddr
bdw,n tm wio min ], (,) and befo th econd
U1 col~cs. (TA.)

3t; i. q. g [which ib generally described
ms Dat miwd OA cl d butter and th pro.
poration f drid curd caUled Jal, nedsd, or
rbed and pr~ d with tA hAd until tAhy
ingre together, wAereupon tdeir tgona come

forth]. (A, TA.) [See also 13;.]

.9i One who rubs, or rubs and prmne, tha
body in tAe Aot bath. (TA.)

DjjX A cas, or an affair, of gat magni-
tude, or gravity, or moment: pl. JS11. (Ibn-

'Abbdd, V.) You ay, Jjj; j ;;ilj [I ft
tha in, or engaged in, a mca, or an affair, oJ
great magnitude, &c.]. (TA.) ~ee also what
next follows.

il .1J! The act of urging, orfprs forward,

and striving, (J i,) in gait, or pace, (Iban
'Abbd, j,) and parting the lgs widely (3)
[thIerin]; (Ibn-'Abbhd,TA;) ms ablo ta l ttl.
(Ibn-'Abbid, ].) A poet uses the phrase .*i

jyijl [Walking, or going, with urging, c.].

(TA.) (See also il;;, in art. 

1tJ [so in the TA, but probably it should

be 1i.l, agreeably with analogy,] Much gi
to delaying, or deferring, ith a credior, or put-
ting him off, in the matter of a debt, by pro-
mising payment time after tinme. (Pr, TA.)

b, 0. [Rubbed, or rubbed and preed, with
the hand: cc.: ee its verb, 1: and] polished.
(TA.) -[Hence,] applied to a horse, i. q.
aJ• .; (, TA;) i. e. Having no promi-

nenee ofhis aW,: (TA:) orso4ell gj.:
( a:) and [so] ih3jl (TA.) Applied

to a camel, it means j J J U., (],) i. e.
i Inured byjourneying, and habituated thereto:
(A, L:) or fatigued, or jaded, by journeyingj:
(O, TA :) or haing a loomn, or laws, in his
knee. (?gh, V.) - ~j f ub; t Land [to
which tdl produce, or Ahrbage, is] eaten, or con-
mmed. (IAVr, TA.)

Jt.~" Any one who delays, defme, or puts off,
by rpeated promis. (TA.) -One who does
not hold Aimlaf abone a low, or an ignoble,
action. (Fr, TA.)

IF says, in the " Ma;Ayees," [but the remark
does not universally hold good,] that every word
commencing with avnd J denotes motion, coming
and going, and removal from place to place.
(TA.)

1.. j, (M,],) aor. :, 01,) inf n;, (N,) He,
or it, was, or becam, intnly black, and ooth;
(M,]5;) said ofa mn and a lion (M,TA) and an
as (TA) and a mountain and arok; (M,TA;) u
abo .. ;t: (]:) or th latter, inf. U. ; ;I,!

dUJ - dd,

Ae, or it, as, or became, blacA; said of a man
and an mm [&c (. [Golius erroneously assigns
this signifcatiob tojl, u on the authority of

the $.]) And 31 t.;! [so in the TA and in
my MS. copy of the g5, but in the CV. t;1,]
i. q.A 1[i. a. Te night was, or became, black;
or intessly dark]; ( ;) the . being a subeti-
tute for . (TA.) _ i . j, inf. n. ,;,
His lips wmr, or became, flaccid and pendulou.
(],'TA. [Golius assigns this signification also
to *jl, but without indicating any authority.])
[See alsojj below.]

9: see L [Also mistaken by Golius for;.Jl.]

11: see 1, in two places.

Q. Q. 4. ,J*; : see l.

A certain thing rsembling the srpent,
found in El..fijdz: (]:) or res~nbling wvhat

is termd the not a rpent: (TA:) or it
signifies, (TA,) or thus .j, (so in the T
accord. to the TT,) the young on ofa ~rpent:

and the pl. is.e . (T, TA.) Hence the prov.,

,1.~J ^ .. I ; [He is more distrnsi g than

th.,eJ]: (V:) and one says also, .>. .t Z
i1 j .Ajl , meaning [He is more distres

ing] than laccidity and pendulousnes in thd
lip. (This, as well as the former saying, being
mentioned in the TA, as from the 1.)

,i The elephant; (;. because of his black-
newss. (TA.)- See also

~3. Intnse blacknw, with smoothneu; like
14L; in the colourn of beasts or horses and the
like [&c.: see 1]. (TA in art. .. )

;.ji lakches. (eer, M, ]V.) _ And the
same, (],) or *;j;, (M, accord. to the TT, in
two places,) Blkack: (M, ] :) mentioned by Sb.

(M.) [See also 1;J.]

, a: msee what next precedes.

i.. The black, or negroe. (T, TA. [But

;JI~ is more commonly known us the name of
a certain people to be mentioned in what follows.])

T.he Abyssinian, i. e. black, ant: (M:) or,
a some say, (M,) a place wher ants and ticks
colect, at the plac wAhere the camels stand wlra
they come to drink at tahe atering-trougha, and
whre thAy lie down at tha wateringplacw: (S,
M, 15 :) [or] ante [themselves]; (T, TA ;) and
tickr; both said by Z to be so called because
they are enemies to the camels [from a significa-
tion of the same word to be mentioned below]:
(TA:) ornumeroants. ([ar p. 586.) t An
army; likened to ants in respect of its numerous-
ness: (TA:) or a numrous army. (T.)-
tAn ambly, or ausmblage, (, M, 5,) or a
numrou aembly or as~mblage, (TA,) of men,
(, TA,) and of things of any kind. (M, TA.)
- Coamel [collectively]. (TA.) - t Enem·ie:
(18k, T, C, M, :) and an enmy: pl. ItQ;:
so alled because the people named X'i 1 are
notorious for evil and enmity: (Z, TA:) because
the,J; are enemies to the Arabs: (M:) they

are a certain people, (T, , M, I,) we km nown;
(M, ] ;) [inhabitants of a taino tract, a
part of tAe anirt ia, on thA south of the
Ca~ian Se ;] called by Kr the j [or Trhs];
(M ;) but accord. to the opinion commonly held
by the genealogits, (TA,) thy are id to b of
the dscendants of Dabbek Ibw Udd, oAom su
of the kings of thA 'Ajam [or Prsiamu] p
in thoe mountainu [hich their pority in-
habit], and who there multiplid: (T,TA:) or

.,1JI is a surname of tAh Bomo-2PabbeA, (,;
15,) because of their blackness, (5,) or beoanm
they, or the generality qf them, are4j; [pl. of

,J]. (s.). -[Hence, perhaps,] .ji also sig-
nifies t A calamity, or misfortune. (, J5.) _

Also The male of tAhe [i. e. attagen, fran
colin, Aheathcock, or. rail]. (:tr, Kr, g, M, 5.)
-And A pecies of [the bird calld] the Ll: or
the male tereof [like A;]. (s.) - Also The

tree callbd ,, (T, 5,) which gro~w in the
mountain. (T.)

.JjI, applied to a man (g, M, 5) and an m
(O) and a lion (M, 5) and a horse (TA) and a
mountain (M, 1) and a rock, (M,) Black: (g:
[see also a; :]) or intenely black, and smooth:
(M, ]:) or, as some say, (so in the M, but accord.
to the ]5 "and,") i. q. .1,j [q. v.]: (M, 5:) or,
applied to a man, taU and blac; and in like
manner applied to a mountain, but as meaning,
with smoothnss, and not intensely black, in its

rock: or, accord. to IAgr, i. q. .j [q. v.]:
(T:) pl. A;, (f, TA,) which is abo applied to
mules as meaning black. (TA.).- Also A black

serpent. (T.) - And i.q. i [Black bkathr,
or a blacA sin or hide]. (8, T, 1) So, ccord.
to Shb, in'the saying of'Anta.h,

[And verily I purposed a Ahotile incursion in a
night intensly black, like the colour of black
keather]. (T.) [Hence,] by way of comparison,
one saysJI;i jl [meaning t Black, or intely

dark, night]. (TA.)_.'iJS I [fem. of .J.i ]
t The thirtieth night (5, TA) of tAh [hnar]
month: because of its blackne. (TA.)

,J; : and ,;j3: and a, and J;':
see art. ,J1>.

dJi

L j;, or. :, (TV,) inf. n. &J (J]g, g, TV)

and :j,, (], TV,) He (a man, TI) became
bereft of Air heart, or mind, or reason, in conse-
quence of anxiety and the like; (JK, (,* T15;)
as when a man's mind is confounded, or p d,
so that he cannot see his right couree , [app.
for *1a.,]) in conequence of excesive love of
a woman, or from some other cause; (TA;) or
liA as is the woma, for her child (Jij:j .d

uj, ; i,.jI) whm h has lot it: (JK:) and

t Z, alIo, (JK,y inf. a. ;; (J, g;) and



jcJI ,> %1 j> [(H hung down his legs
frm the couch]; and t ,l occur in the name
sense. (Mgh.) It is said in a trad., Lij >!

^-h Ljs U.,# _: ; jq. meaning
[A bag, or provniio-boag, offat] mas lt down,
or let fall, upon me [from one of the forts of
Kneyber]. (Mgh.) See also 4.And J..1d
He made, or brought, or drew, the thing near to

another thing (ei .); like .3 Il . (u

p. 173.) -_ 3, t He caused him to fall
into that rhich he desired [to bring about] by.
expo~ing him to perdition, or destruction, or loss,

without his knorvledge; from j,'l t:i. 1 (8.)

[In the ]ur vii. 21,] i -1 means t And

he caused them tofaU (L'sh) into disobedience
by deceiving, or beguiling, them: so says Aboo-
Is-h.6 [Zj]: or tAe excited their cupidity [with
deceit,. or"gui/e]; originating from the ease of a
thirsty man's being let down (j.l) into a well
in order that he may satisfy his thirst from its
water, and his not finding water in it, so that he
is let down into it withl deceit, or gnile: or it
means he enboldened them to eat of the tree with

deceit, or guile; originally l.... (T.)

3. ,;t: sce 1.

4. C.;, [in the CId, erroneously, ,1J,] and

z;j; (gI;) or ,JJ1 11;, (T, S, M, Mgh,
Msb, K,) inf. n. :;; (T, Msb;) and . *,
[and app. at,] aor. t, [inft. n. j;] (T,'
Mb ;) I let down the j1 [or bucket] (T, S, M,
Mgh, Msb, O) into tlh well, (T, S, Mgh, ],)
to fill it, (T,) or to draw water with it. (M,

Msb.) .. J,J1 l. sJ> . ;l [Let down thy buchet
with the other buckets] is a prov. used in urging
[a person] to strive, or labour, for gain; (TA;)
originating from a company's assembling at a
well, and letting down their buckets in order that
every one of them may take his share of the
water, or what is easily procurable by him thereof:
meaning, use means to acquire, like as do others.
(Har p. 167.) See also 2, in four places.
Hence, (Mgh,) ..)J1 I sle adduced his
plea, or the like, (T, 8, M, Mgh, g,) correctly,
or validly; (T;) or Ashe defended himself by
adducing it or urging it: ($:) or Ashe aestablided
his plea, or tlhe liAe, and so obtained hi .claim or
demand or suit. (Myb.) And in like manner you
say, . . ,,1. 1 ; [He urged, or etablithed, his
right or due]. (TA.) -- And WsL J3 1 ;He
gave, (;, M, K, TA,) or preented, or off~ered,
( , s, TA,) his property, (S, M, V, TA,)

I [to him], (M,) or_t_JI Jl [to th juge].

(S.) Hence, in the gur [ii. 184], 0,! q Ij.3,
, (~JI , (, ,) i.e. tl And [do not] give it, or
offer it, as a bribe to the judges: (g,* TA:) or
and do not endeavour to conciliate with it the
judges in order that they may cut off for you what
is the right of others: (T:) or and do not throw
it to the judges to be dec~ by them, (Mgh,
B4, Jel,) or as a bribe. (JeL) And in a letter of

'Omar, J1 iJu Il,h* And ndrtand thou

t9.e3; (C;) signify A became bereft of hii
Ahart, or mind, or -swn, (JK, 9, K,) in cone-
quence of anxiety, (JK,) or love, or desire, (?,)
or excesive love of a woman: (]:) [or] dJ;,
aor. :, (., ,) in£ n. ~1; (TA;) and V sj;

(TA;) A became cfeoouni~d, or perplexed, and
unable to me Ais right course, (8, :, TA,) in
consequence of love, ($,) or excemive love of a
woman, and anxiety: (TA :) or the former of these
two verbs signifie hbecameinane, orbereft of rea-
mso, in consequence of excessive love of a woman,
or from grief: (i:) and Vt e, he (a man) was
caumd to become confounded, or perplexed, and
unable to ms his right cowre. (TA.) - ,
aor. :, (M, ,) in£. n. ;, (M, TA,) or J;,
(Tg,) He beeame freefrom care, or thought; or
became diverted [:.u fr iom a thing] so as to
bhre fr from c [respecting it]. (M, g.) And

"1 0 0 t,, and a Im ' ' ., (so in three copies
of the .,) or j1;, (thus in one of my copies of
the $,) aor. :, inf n. j;, She (a camel) scarcely
ever, or nser, yearned towards lur mate, orfelorw,
and her young on#. (AZ, ~.)

S. a., inf n. JA;, (8, K1,) said of love, ($,)
or of excesrive love of a woman, (1V,) and of
anxiety, (TA,) It bereft him of his heart, or
mind, or reason: (f :) or caused him to become
confounded, or perplexed, and unable to see his
right course. (8, TA.) See alao 1, in four
ilaces.

5: see 1, in two places.

l J); e.j His blood went for nothing; as
a tAing of no account, unretaliated, and uncom-
pensated by a mult. (8, 8.)

j;. A she-camel that scarcely ever, or never,
yearn, towards her mate, or fellow, or her young
one: so says AZ in the " Book of Camels." (8.)

Jl; and VJIl, (I,) each applied to a man,
(TA,) [but the latter is of a form denoting
intensivenes of signification,] Weak-minded.
(g.)

~1. Beref. of hir Aeart, or mind, or reason,
in consequence of anxiety [&o.]: (JK:) or hed-
leu in heart, bereft of reason, in consequence of
excemive love of a woman, and the like: or one
rAo mill not keep, or retain, in his mind, or
memory, (ki; ,) what hA does or what is done
to him: ( :) and one going to and fro in con-

fusion, or perplaeity, not knowring hi. right
course. (TA.)

Q.* S,;I It (the night) was, or became,
black; (TA;) or intensdly dark: (Mgh:) and

.'jIt signifies the ame; (] and TA in Jat. b;)
the * being a substitute for *. (TA in that art.)
And It (darkness) ma, or became, de, or thick.
(20) Beethe next paragaph. Also He(a man)
wag, or bcamu, aged; and so d;!. (s in
rt. ) Yo Dar

,sDar. (.) You my.; Dark

dI -l* ,--
nigAht: (TA:) and VA,J.. ., A dark night.
(8, TA.) - And Deprived of hi reason by love:
(V:) a signification which sh'wrs the , to be
augmentative; for it is from ,.SJI: or, accord. to
IVt# and others, the J in vt.JI is augmentative;

for, they say, it is from Ja,l: either opinion is
allowable. (TA.) - Also The wolf. (.) -
And The male of [the bird called] the Wt [like

AA]. (K.)

,;,J A man who is penetrating, sharp, vigor-
our, and effective. (s.) -. And A lion. (V.)

.,,J~ DesUely black. (TA.) And,J.u."I
Intenuly black. (Lh, ].) See also . ; -
.a -a, ...
Z.~. SW [A desert, or waterle/ desert,] in
which are no rgns of tihe way. (TA.)

1. j.tl 3;, (Mgh, K, [in the CI, 1sa; is
erroneously put for laj,]) [and jJ ,j;,] first

Pers. jsjl ;, (T, a, Mgb,) and jlJl, j,

(Mb,) aor., first pers.,j),, inf n.<0; (T;) and
i..l VJ31; (Mgh; [the only authority that I
find for the latter verb in the sense here ex-
plained;]) He pulled the jj [or bucket] up, or
out, (T, 8, Mghl, M.b,) from the well, (T, Mgh,)
full: (T, Mgh :) or he pulled the gJ to make it
comeforth. (K.) Hence, i. e. from 30)Jl J1Jl
as explained above, the saying, in a trad., if it be
correct, ;tO t ' jZ ,.' a , IjW : b'.o
[They came to rwater, and they astked its owners
to drawfor themSrom tle water]; for #" l.4,
or_.j Ij... (Mgh.) And .lb i,;l, from

.iJJI C.bJJ explained above, means t I seek, or
demand, the accomplishment of my want: (ISam
p. 500:) or ' . 9; means t He sought, or
demanded, the object of his want. (TA.) And

jijt j .4 £i', (S, TA,) in£. n. as above, (TA,)
t I begged, or beg, nsch a one to make intercession
for me to thee. (S, TA.) - [Hence also,] ';
tHe droe, or urged on: (IAr, T:) or did so
gently; for ) [the inf. n.] means the driving, or
urging on, gently. (M.) You say, i3JiI ;,,,
(., K,) aor. jl, (TA,) inf. n. 1, (~, TA,) I I
made the ew-camel to go gently, or ledsurely.
(S, g, TA.) - And 0.*2 and t .tJli t I was
gentle with him; namely, a man; (S, g, TA;)
treated him with getleness or blandishment,
sootAhed him, coaxed him, or wheedled him;
(8., TA; and 1K in art. .s [in which, as is said
in the TV, e"'b is erroneously put, in some
copies, for ,slt];) endeavoured to conciliate
him. (TA.) - See also 4, in three places.

8. 1ai [inf. n. of J,] signifies The loerng
a thing; like 1 '.; [inf. n of 4]. (B4 in vii.
21.) You ay, "" i ; J, He let downt
the thing, made it to hang downm, or let it fall,
into a pit or the like. (T, M, TA.) And

a St , ! .*3 He lt hin, or it, downfrom
a oustop by mes of a rope. (Mgh.) And

W. - J. [Boo rI.



.j - A).

*Men an application i made to thee by litigants
for the decinion of a cuse. (Mgh.) - And
t,- I J,>1 t o gAt to bri,P hinuemf near, to
approach, or to gain acacs, r, , J to another,]
by means of hi relationhip: (Q, 1, TA:) and
he pleaded, or made interesuion, thereby. (TA.)

i. t ' ;i.; .i;, in a prayer for rain, of'Omar,
referring to El-'Abbas, i. e., accord. to the
"Ghareebeyn," tAnd we have sought to ap-
proach, or to gain access, to Thee by him, app.
means that they sought to obtain the mercy and
aid of God [by means of his intercession], like as
one seeks to get at, or obtain, the water by means
of the gj3 [or bucket]. (M.) One says also,

-Y" .Y Jl J l j.11, meaning t He
was united to the dead by sonship, and the like;
from .. I :`;,. (Mab.) And jI '. l,

i. s4jeI t Such a one is united with the dead
by a mRIl. (Mgh.)_ d4 3j1 means: Ie said
of him n,hat was evil, or foul. (M, ]1.) And
u) l said of a lhorse &c., lie put forth his yard,

tor the puripose of staling or covering; (M, ];)
as also t jS said of an ass, as is also the former
verb. (M.) - Sco also 1, first and second
sentences.

5. jJ3 It was let down or lowered; it hung
down,. or dangled; it was let down; (T, M,
Mgh ;) into, and over, a pit or the like; (M;) it
hung(K) from (,) a tree; (S,;) it hung down
as afruit [from a tree]. (Bd in liii. 8.) [Hence,]

'-b' °.l X. 'li( i 3 [He, or it, came down,
or descended, upon us from such a land]. (TA.)
And 1 jJ3 lIe descesded upon one with evil,
or mischief. (TA.) - Also lIe drew near, or
approached: (K in art. J.. :) or he drew near,
or ap)roached, [from above, or] after being high.
(IAqr, T.) Accord. to Fr, J. .i 6U . [in the

](ur liii. 8] means U, .s _., (T,) i. e. Then
he (Gabriel) hung down from the highest region
of the sky, and so dren near to the Apostle:
showing that he took him up without becoming
separated from his place: or the meaning of the
phrase, as it stands, is, then he drew near to the
Prophet, and he clung to him: (Bd:) but accord.
to Zj, it means then he drew t near, and drew
nearer; and is like the phrase .,o5j Oj t;i.
(T. [See also another explanation in what fol-
lows.l) - And He was, or became, lowly,
humble, or snbmissive; or he lowered, humbled,
or abased, himself. (IAsr, T; and 1] in art.
ti.)-- In the saying of a poet,

· _Lb -- ; :

j - 0 1 a 45 a --
J?. .3 d#hjl 1 a

%J:O may be quasi-pass. of ', inf£ n. , sig-
nifying "he drove, or urged on, gently :" or it
may be for *.is,: [so that the meaning may
be, As tAough her rider wes re a branch of a
trw in a place oer which the mind was blowng,

h sh de became urged on gently withA im, or
an intoricated drinksr: or, when he emboldn
herf with him, E :] (M :) [for] Jj is aLo
Y with, J',: (8, g :) and [J says that] this

is its meaning in the saying in the lur [other-
wise explained above] J 1;; ~l : being like
014l4 in the ]ur [lxxv. 33], i. e. 4 . (c.)

a1. O)41, of the measure i,!, He atened,
made haste, sped, or went quickly; ($;) [like

'~: see what next follows.

ii [A bucket, generally of leather;] a certain
thing with which one draws water; ($, TA;) a
vessel with which one draws water from a well;
(KL;) well hnown; (T, ] ;) in Pers. J3. [i. e.
J3, pronounced "d61"]: (MA:) masc. and
fem.; (M;) sometimes mase.; (15 ;) mostly
fem., (M, Msb,) and thus accord. to the more
approved usage: (M:) pl. (of pauc., T, $, Msb)
Jl1, (T, S, M, Msb, g,) of the measure JM1,
[originally ,3l,] (,) and (of mult., T,' g, Mqb)

:·s (T, $, M, Msb, 1) and ,#.s (S, M, Msb, 1,)
which is of the measure j3, ($,Msb) originally,
(Msb,) and Al (T, M, K, omitted in the CO5)
and J,., omitted here by the author of the V but
mentioned by him in art. .J, (TA,) and t ;
(1]; [there said to be like t.I; but correctly

s3 ;1) or '. is syn. with P9., and its sing. [or
n. un.] is t M'.; (, M ;) like as that of ~ is
;ijJ; (M;) [for] ]j' is syn. with j4: (T:) or

; signifies, (1[,) or signifies also, (M,) a small
gj. (M, . [But in the M, in one place, it
seems to be stated that, accord. to some, ;6 and
'9 signify the same, in a pl. sense: for, after the
pls. of Ij, it is added, ~lj '1J.11 ~4.' I think,
however, that he who first said this meant
thereby that 'j).~11 and ;JI signify, respectively,
the same as 7V, and V9A1 &c.]) [Hence the

.- . -,5 ·I: -
saying, _;la. .J 3 1l: see 4 in art. C3.] As

masc., it has for its dim. $: as fem., ae.
(Mob.) See also Wl;. - And hence, (M,) U.t
S [The sign of Aquarius;] one of the signt of the
Zodiac. (f, M, 15.) _ And t The hopper of a
mill. (Golius on the authority of Meyd.) -
And t A certain mark made with a hot iron
upon camel.; (.,%;) app. in the form ofaj;
[properly so called]. (TA.) _- And t Calamity,
misfortune, or mischief. (,1:.) So in the say-
ing, JJEt i. ;4.' t [Such a one brought ca-
lamity, &c.]. ($.)

Zji: see the next preceding paragraph.
[Hence,] t A share, or portion: so in the saying
of a rijiz,

---5 .t, .5

meaning [I have sworn, or, emphatically, I.
swear, I /ill not give a boy, ever,] his share, or
portion, of love, or affection: [verily I love El.
Aimad:] El-Aswad was the name of his son.
(~,TA.)

~;: } eM iv, of which they are dims.

1jt; Pulling up, or out, a ; [or bucket] from

a well: (T:) and occurring in poetry in the
sense of J., [meaning letting down a s into a
well]: (':) pl. i'j. (TA.)

11; A [water-wheel, or macAine for irriga-
ting land, Ach aj is called] ; , (, M, 1,)
that is turned by an ow or a cow: (g:) and

[such as it called] a 4A;,U: (15 :) or the $;9tU is
turned by water: (8:) and a thing made of
paltn-leaves (M,.1) and pieces of wood, with
which mater is drawn [for itrigating land] by
meant of ropes, or cords, (M,) [app. held and
drawn at one end by a man, and at the othir
end] tied to a taU palm-trunk : (M, 15 :) it is a
bucket (j;), and the like, with pieces of wood
made in the form of a crows, [i. e. with two
pieces of tood placed across and so tied together,]
the two arms of ":hich are bound to the top [or
rim] of the bucket; then one end of a rope is
tied to it, and the other end to a palm-trunk
standing at the head of the well; nnd one irri-
gates [land] with it [app. by drawing and swing-
ing it up by weans of another, or of the same,
rope]: the word is of the measure aiJU in the
sense of the measure J,1. [because it is pulled
up]: the pl. is lj: EI-Fariabee deviates from
others, by explaining it as meaning a 0$~;
and J follows him: (Mb :) [a similar apparatus
for irrigating land is used in the northern parts
of Egypt, called ;L and Vj: it consists of
a bowl-shaped buchet, with four cords attached
to its rim: twroo men, each holding two of the
cords, throw up the water by means of it into
a trough or tretth : accord. to Mtr,] the Ql; is
a tall palm-trunh set in the manner of the machine
with which rice is beaten [to remove the husks],
having at its head a large bowl, with which
water is drawn [for irrigating land]. (Mgh.)
_ Also Land that is irrigated by means of the
jj [or buchet] or the [machine called] 0 '
[mentioned above]. (M, 1.) - And the pl.,
Jj1j, Unripe dates hung, and eaten vhen they

become ripe. (T, 1.) Hungfruit. (Bd in liii. 8.
[But perhaps . is there a mistranscription
for ,.,JI.]) - Also (i. e. the pl.) Black grapes,
but not intensely blach, (AHn, M, C,) the bunches
of which are the largest of all bunches, appearing
like goats hung [upon the vines]: the berries
thereof are coarse, breaking in the mouth, and
round; and are dried. (AHn, M.) [See albo

J;,y in art. J9.,.) - [The sing. also signifies A
grape-vine itself: and a shoot of a grape-vine:
pl. as above.]

1. &;, (IAar, T, ]-,) aor. , inf. n. j;, (Tg,)
He was, or became, confounded, or perplexed,
and unable to see his right course. (IAqr, T, g.)

3 and 6, mentioned in this art. in the ]g: see
art. I.

A)

1..~, (M, Mf Mb, 1g, &c..,) aor. , ($, M,

Mb,) inf. n. .v, (T, M, Mqb,) He smeared, or

I
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did over, (g, M, Mb, ],) a thing, ($, M, g,':
or the face, (Meb,) with any kind of dye [or tho
like]: (g, Mqb:) and a house, or chamber, wit)
[plaster of] gypsum, (T, M, j,) or with mud o0
clay, (T,) and with [a wasJh qf] quick lime
(TA:) and a ship with tar: (M,1.:) and an
eye, externmlly, (Lth, T, V,) or a pained eye, ex
ternally, (M,) with a *t.., (Lth, T, M, ,) i. e
any medicinal liniment, (Lth,T,) such as aloes
and saffron; (TA;) as also t (Kr, M, V::
,[or this latter, probably, has an intensive signifi.
cation: see also R. Q. 1:] and .J, aor. and
inf. n. as above, said of a woman, she smearea
the parts around lher eye with aloes or saffron:

(M :) or J sI the a)pplied a collyrium t
the eye; or snmeared it rith a -l*G. (Mb.)
You say also, ibJJl .j, aor. and inf. n. as above,
lIe smeared, or did over, thea [stone] cooking-pod
rith blood or spleen, [or with liver, (see.,M;,])
after repairing it: (Lce , M:) and o:f_ it (the
[stone] cooking-pot) was smeared, or done osver,
with blood or spleen [or liver], after it had been
reaired: (T:) or was plastered rith mud or
clay, and /ith gylMum. (TA.) And q11 ,
aor. and inf. n. as above, lIe smeared over the
crack with blood and burnt hair mixed toeyther;
as also R . (M.) _ [Hence,] ,.,.. .. ,
said of a camel &c., t le as, or became, loaded

[or oeaspreadh with fat; syn. Ji or afJ. (80
accord. to lifferent copics of the a.) And(
[alone], inf. n. as above, t He (a camel) had much
fat and Jerh, so that one could not feel in him
the rminence of a bone. (T, TA.) And ;j

[ ton1is kface was flusead,] as though
it were overlpread, with beauty. (M.)-i[Hence

nbso,] L.4 ;_j ,, s[o I find it written, but
I think it shouhl be ,] meaning : WYhat did
he bring forth ? or what has she brought forth ?

a male or a fenale ? andt.44 3i %.:.) [the
verb (here written without any vowel-sign) being
app. , meaning I,ilk Jy, because off-
spring, and especially boys, are among the things
by which the eye is said to be refreshed, as it is
by the application of aSu..,] tSuch a woman
brought forth a boy. (TA.) - Fe .,>, (M
g,) nor. and inf. n. as above, (M,) lIer made the
earth, or ground, even, (M, V,) as is done after
turning it over for sowing. (M.) And togethe,
said of the Jerboa, (T, , M, ,) aor. and inf. n.
as above, (T,) It stopped up the mouth of its
hole rith its ; [or earth which it had ex-
tracted]: (T:) or itfilled up its hole with earth:
([:) or it covered over its hole and made it eten.
(M, V.) And *ill '.ij Ile made the earth, or
dust, eren over the tr . (.) And a3

!,s'' LS I covered over the thing; (T, TA;)
as also n ] in .% : (yam p. 461: [see also

nl. Q. 1 :]) and in like manner, >1 ; _j
[I covered up the grate overa im]: and i h
t.I. O) 1 buried the thing, maki,g the ground

even oter it. (T, TA.*) , (.,) or .'.l A.,
(T, M,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (M,) t libe
broke his head: (M, ? :) or he ruckh, or beat,

) and broke, htis head: (T:) or it signifies, accord.
e to Lh, (M,) or signifies also, (15,) he struck, or
h beat, his head, (M, ],) whether he broke it or
r not. (M.) And J ..j, nor. and inf. n. as
: above, lHe struck, or beat, his back with a brick,
n (M,TA,) and with a staff or stick, or with a
- stone: a tropical meaning, as is said in the A.

(TA.) *-. , (Lb, T, M, V1,) aor. as above,
(Lb, T,?M,) and so the inf. n., (M,) tlZe crushed
them (.).., and destroy`ed them; (Lb, T, M,
;) as also , and ; _ ; : (M,

:) or this last ( ,,le k .3) signifies lIe
(God) destroyed them: and ;&#! * i'~#, I
made the thing to cleave to the ground, and scat-
tered it, or broke it, destroying it. (s.) *.;j

~, .et . , (M, TA,) in the gur [xci. 14],
t (TA,) means And their Lord crushed them

r) (*~), and destroyed them: (M, TA:) or
made pttnishment to fall, or come, tepon them in
common, or universally; exp!. byv ^ jt J;

, 4Ij,!,l: (Zj, T, Bd, Jel, TA :) or made the earth
to quake with them: (Fr, T, TA:) or rwas angry
w, ith them: (IAnlb,T:) or spoke to them in anger:
(TA:) for [the inf. n.] ) i.. signifies the beiiMg
angry: (M, 1 :) and the speaking so as to dis-
quiet, or agitate, a man: (T,TA:) and .~.

&~ he spoke to kim in anger. (M, '.) You
say also, Li; .~, meaning lIe (a man, IApr, T)
punished such a one fully, or completely; (IApr,
T, g;) as also *t jJ;: (TA:) [or perhaps
dIs .; for Az says, in another place, at the

close of this art.,] IApr says that .,4 signifies
he punithed fully, or completely; or inflicted a
full, or complete, punishment. (T.) ., la.i j, ,

(]g,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) said of a
stallion horse, He leaped the mare. (j.)_
.,, (M, ,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (M,) also

signifies He hastened; syn. -l [app. in a
trans. sense; for otherwise, accord. to rule, the

aor. should be ., with kesr]. (M, , TA.
In the CV, [erroneously,] yt.) ; (T,
Mb ;) see. peru c,~, (S, hi, Mqb, 1g,) aor.r
(Ks, L;h, T, M, M, Myb, ) and '; (s, f, g ;)
and ~ .;, (M, Myb, ],) aor. ; (AZ, T, M9b ;)

and ; (T.,, , M, Mb, ,) nor. '; (T, Mqb;)
inf. n. (of the last, TA, or of all, M) L;.; (Q,
M,Kg;) the last of these verbs mentioned by
I.t4 on the authority of Kh; (TA;) and [said
to be] the only.instance of its kind, among re-
duplicative verbs, (T, Msb, TA,) except _t.J and
Z,5 (M9b,TA) and :,;, mentioned in the
], and iL.Jl jj~, mentioned by IKh; (TA;)
He (a man, T, g, Msb) was, or became, such as
is termed ,,*; [q. v.]: (Ks, Lb, T, v, Mb :) or
he did il; syn. ;A1. (M, g. [See also 4.])

2: see 1, in two places.

4.;,1 lHe did what wa.s bhd, evil, abominable,

or foul; syn. t .I (Ltb, T,] ) and .;I : (Lth,
T: [see also 1, last sentence: in the g, also, and
in the M, the sec. pen., C'*n..U, is explained as

meanin,g J.'Ii l, which is a pleonasm for

r .1..3 :]) or hIe had a childl, or offipring, borne
to him svh as is tcrmed_.; (K, TA) or , 
. (so in the C¢) in make. (TA.)

n. Q. 1. .;;, [inf. n. I'.';s,j lie smeared,
or did over, a thing much, or exceedingly, or wnit
energy: and he so covered over a thing. (Ham
p. 461. [But the context there indicates that the
verb in these two senses should be correctly
written ,.,.])-Seo also 1, near the middle of
the paragraph, and in five places after that.

a;: see ;. : _- and 'l"l;. Also a dial.
var. of.. [i. e. Blood: see art. 3) or ~3]:
( :) but ignored by Ks. (T, TA.)

3, .,

a.;: see Il. ~Also A way, course, mode,
or manner, of acting or conduct or the like. (S,
1g.) _ And A certain game. (S, K.)

&.3 The lodging-place, or nightly lodging-place,

(oia,4, [for which Golius appears to have read
,..,]) of sheep or goats; (M, ., TA;) as

though [originating] from its being befouled with
urine and dung: occurring in a trod., in which it
is said that thele is no harm in praying in a 4:.
of sheep or goats: (M, TA:) but some read, in
this instance, U*>: and some say that 4La3 is
originally L. (TA.)_ A piece of j [i. e.
camels', sheep;s, goats', or similar, dungj]: (,
I: [in the CKg, aiI. is erroneously put for
;:11:]) so called because of its despicableness.

(TA.) - A louse; (Mqb, g ;) or a small louse:
(M, TA:) or (so in the M, but in the Mob and
1g "and") an ant; (M, J;) because of its
smallness; (TA;) or a small ant. (Msb.)_-
And hence, app., (M, TA,) t A shtort and con-
temptible man. (M, V. [See ulso . i-
And A cat. (V.)

_, Blood, or bietinys, rcith which the erevices

of stone coohing-pots dre stopped up (.J: in the
TT and Ci, .:3). (IAr, M, ., TA.)

, ., see :L..
.. ):

h0,b (T, S, M, M9b, g) and * (M, ) A
thing ($, M, Meb, K) of any kind (, TA) with
rwhich one smears, or does over, ($, M, Meb,C,) the
face [.4c.]: (Mqb :) said by some to be the red
pigment with which women redden theirfaces:
(Mb :) and particularly, [i. c. both thesce words,]
(],) or the former, ($,) a medicinal liniment
with which one smears the forehead of a child
($, J) and the exterior of his eyes: ($:) or the
former word, a medicament with which the fore-
head of a child is smeared, called _._' or
j.a: and as some may, [thepigment callUed]J :

(TA:) and a coll.yrium, or linimeat, that is applied
to the eye: (Mqb:) or any medicaument with
which the externior of the eye is smared; (Lth,
T;) such as alo~, and saffron: (TA:) and i. q.
;., which is applied to the goms (T.) ;.
.A.t4, said of the feathers of an arrow, meanas
C . .
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,!.; EBv, or eft; applied to a valley, and
to aything: (T:) or a place o.ft and m ;
gh, TA;) a ao , (A,) and u Jnn , or

v4,;; the last also explained u a suboL,
meaning an em, or a soft, tract of land; app.

I an inf. n. used a subst.: (Mgh:) or ; [in.
one copy of the ? erroneously written :., and
in another .*:_,] signifies a soft and aandy
place; and its p!i is iL: ( :) or a place .oft to

the tread; as also t I j: and so this last applied

to a tract of sand (WaLJ); as though it were an
inf. n. used as an,l [here meaning an epithet;
wherefore,it is used alike as mase. and fem. and
sing. and dual and pl.]: and [for this reason]
$ _. signifies also plain, or soft, tracts of land;
pL [of pauc.] ~l;; and [of mult.] Lu,,: (M :)
or _LC,, has this last meaning; and it; sing. is

$;?L [with i added to transfer the word from
the category of epithets to that of substantives];
and Zo.d consist of ands and of what are not

sands: ~t; likewise is applied to what is [or
are] eve and soft; and its sing. is V. ; [like as

ao is sing. of ,3t.]: (T: [but for iLi, in
this last instance, I find V i'i : if this be right,
the pl. is agreeable with analogy; but if i°. be

the sing., the pl. is anomalous:]) and :,; is
applied to sand, as meaning not cohering. (TA.)
It is said in a trad., & jh ,_ Jl j
(Mgh,) or ? _;, (A, Mgh,) accord. to different
readings, i. e.' [He turned to] a soft and even
place [and made water upon it]. (Mgh.) And
you say, "1.E; Z; .o&; e 'jL [We aliglAted, or
alighted and abode, in a tract of land eown, or oft,
or soft and e ]. (A.) - Hence, (T,) t A man
easy in nature, or diqposition, (T, M, TA,) and
generous; (T;) as also $1 * : (TA:) and in
the same sense t i4 is applied to a woman;
(T;) or L.$; (TA;,) she being likened to land
so termed, because such is the best, or most
productive, of land. (T, TA.) And j,

:.l A man eajy in natural dispositio;n.

0(A.)

:.s, as a subst.: see , (of which, also, it
is the fern.,) in two places.

,... * e .9.LW1l ^ ,bjt: see :...

-, s: ..see , in two places.

i~;3, as a subst., and as fem. of s, : see
Ad, in two places.

,3Z.;1 The place of the a* [or hot ashes] (,
L, O) owen breos has been baked there. ($, L.)

1. .A,[aor.,accord. to aruleofthe ],,] inf.n.

t.A; (~, A, ;) and ;C.. (~, A, Mgb, 0)
and ? as also 51; (V, ;) It (a thing,
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lThY mere stuck fiat m'h glue: (M, TA:) o
they mer bemeared with bod. (f$ in ar~t.
- Abo, [i. e. both words,] (],) or the forme
word, (T,) t Clo ud in Ac is no water; (B
TA;) as being likened to the liniment so called
(TA )

.;~ , applied to aA [or cooking-pot], l(, M
],) or a &L* [meaning one of stone, (soe ,.,,]
(T,) Smeared, or done over, with spleen (T, 
M, ]) or lirer (M, g) or blood [or bieratings]
(, M, L,) after being repaired; (T, ;) ai
also '.; (T, , M, 1) and V L .;4.: (T,
1:) and *.;, with damm, (app. pl. of .~;,
signifies cooking-pots (j.,i) [so] mueared. (IApr,
TA.) _ Also, (f, M, ],) applied to a man, (M,
Msb,) Foul, or ugly; syn. C (i,: (,M:) 0o

contemptible: (M, ] :) or foul, or ugly, (,)
in arpect, and small in body: (Mb :) not plecu.
ing to the eye: (TA in art. C.:) _~ relate,
to the stature; and.~, to the dispositions:

(IApr, T :) app. from L4. signifying "a louse"
and "a small ant:" (Msb:) [see also ..,:] fem.
with i: pl. .,3 and .LtG; the former masc.
(M, Mqb, ) and fem., (M,9 ,) and the latter
fem. (M, Msb, ]J.)

I, [or oh. and :j;, or :;: see ; t,;.

One who repairs cooking-pots by cement-
ing them. (Golius from Mcyd. See 1.)

,1; and * '& ; and A .1, (T, $, ]) The hole
that is stopped up by tihe jerboa with the earth
that it has extracted; (T, TA;.) and so tL
[more properly written .j], or t .l4j, each with
damm, (TA,) or t .,: (T, accord. to the TT:)
or one of the holes of the jerboa; (8, ;) like
.1m! ([q. v.]: ($:) [and so, app., ..ij, accord.
to the KL; there explained as signifying 1t.
j., LA :] and also, (],) or the first and

second, (M,) the earth nhich the jerboa collects
and ewtracts from its hole, and ,vith which it
stops tip the entrance thereof; (M, K ;) or the
earth witA which it stops up one of its holem:
(M:) and * ;j also signifies the tal; of the
jerboa : (lAqr, K :) the pi. (of .i, l ) is l,j;.

A,,11 and ;,; A wide [dart such a. is
termed] Cii; (M, T, TA;) in which journeying
continnee long ( j [for it is regarded by some
as derived from .1;, of which i.;$c in also an
inf. n.,]) by reason of its far-extending: (TA:)
or a [dcscrt auch as ia termed] ji.; in which ie
no ,rater: ($:) or a level tract of land in Ahieh
are no sig of the way, nor any road, nor water,
nor any one to cheer by his presence: pI. .,g.t:
which is explained as signifying smootA deerts
of wchich the extremitie are far apart: and
9- a 0.., *
L~J. w*l signifies a land that is ditapprowd,
didliked, or abominable. (T in art.._.1, and TA.)

. A wooden ainplemt ~ teeth, with
mickh the earth, or ground, is made even, (M,

Bk. I.

r ,) after it ham been turned over for soNing.
) (M.)

(, ) [A *ell] caed with stone,
or burnt brick; syn. L. (, )

;.~ t[Smeared, or done over, with any hind
of dye ec.: fem. with ;]: see ..;.- [Hence,]

) Red. ($.) - And t Fat in the 'utmost depree;
1, (M, ;) fJiU of fat, (S, M, A];) as though

smeared therewith: (M:) applied to a camel &c.;
a ( v;) or to a human being, and an ass, and a bull,

and a sheep or goat, and any beast. (TA.)
[Accord. to the KL, it signifies also Heavily
laden: but the right explanation is probably
laden with fat: see .A11 : , in the first para-

' graph of this art.]

L ;, S, M, A, &c.,) aor. , (S, A, Msb,
-,) inf. n. (,_, M, Mgh, Msb,) sometimes

contracted into ._j, (Msb,) It (a place, A,
Mgh, Mqb, 1, or other thing, A, O]) mar, or
became, soft and even: (M, A, Mgh, Mob, I :)
or it (a place) was, or became, sof and sandy.
(.s.)_ And v, (MRb,) [i. e. &.t, or *3 as
above,] inf. n. 3L.; (S, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K)
and at. (M, TA) and ~,;, (A,) or ,
(Mgh,) 1 He (a man) was, or became, easy in
nature, or dispostion. (S, M, A, Mgh, Mob, ].)

2. ;:>, (T, M, A, Msb,) inf. n. ,,
(s, :,) He made it even, (T, A,) or oft, (,, )
or soft and even; (Mqb;) namely, a place, (T,
A, Mqb,) or a bed, or place on which to lie: ( :)
and (A) he macerated it, namely, a thing, and
mashed it, (M, A,) with his hand, (A,) in order
that it might become~ s.oft. (M, A.) [Hence,]

(T,) or-..I .Ji, (A,) [lit. Make soft and even
for thy ide a bed, or place on wahich to lie, before
night, or before leeping;] a pryov., meaning
tprepare for an event before its happening.
(T,* A.) [Hence also,] L-i I i. S >'
Jut > _4. ., L e. [Wloo lieth against
me, veiy] he will make even, meaning wil
prepare, hi. sitting-place in the fire [of Hellj;
asaying ofMolammad. (Mgh.) - [And hence,]

~.._11 ..j, (T, A,) inf. n. as above, (],) S He
mentioned (T, A, J) the beginning of (T, A)
the tradition, or story. (T, A, ].) You say,

J Mention thou to me the beginning of that
tradition, or story, in order that 1 may lnorw
the manner thereof (T, A) and how I shonld
enter upon it [so that I may puah on in it].
(A.)

4 WIj jt 1 L; : How easy in
nature, o'r dispoition, wa snch a on e [and haom
gentle was he 1]. (Q, TA.)

~: see ';, in two places.
.6 e henx a p,intrepae,,

: see the next paragraph, in three places.
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A, A) ented, and bwecm fir , % i a

thing: (, 1 :) or it b~camsjrm ad conolidated:
(A:) or it rntnd, and beoame concedad, in a
thing: (A'Obeyd, Q, Mqb:) and the first and
.oond, Ae (a wild animal) t~red into his oovert
among trees: (A, TA:) and in like manner, the

first, a man into his house or tent; u also t ? .

(L) [Hence,] W, -b ri C 1 I [t

became intricate]; dai of darknes. (A, TA.)

- And, l Their affair, or cas, wat,

or became, right, just, or sound, and coreistent.

(A, TA.)-And Jj _;! !,R, (M, ],) aor. ',
inf. n. as above, (TA,) The hare went quickly,
with short steps: (M, ]. :) and in like manner

; is mid of a camel. (M.) _ See also 4.

w: se1l.

3. 1j,, (A, L,) inf. n. DL,, (L,) :He
areed with him, [and he aided him, (see 6,)]

;L; [against im, or respecting it, or to do it].

(L, A.) - And t [He soothed, coazed, wheedled,
or cajoled, him, at though concealing enmity: for

its inf n.] 'a,'I is like I.1.,. (8.)

4. .l He wrapped a thing in a garment, or

piece of cloth. (., J. [Said in the TA to be
tropical: but for this there is no reason that I can

see.]) - He rlled up tightly a t [or scroll];

.yn. f.1p3l i. (A, TA.) - He twisted: or

he twisted well a rope: or he twistd it firmly,
making it slender. (TA.) And ~.1, aid of
a female comber and dreser of hair, (A, L,) She
rolled, or made round, (a.;d,) and made
smooth, the locks of a woman's heir: (A:) or dhe

plaited such locks; as alo t ;, inf. n. ;.

(L) _. He, or it, made a horse an, lank, or
light of flesh, or se~d, or lanh in th beUy.

(TA.) 1t:> [as inf. n. of C., not of

signifies f The being d~nr in the waist, or

middl. (KL.) [See also 7.] - 1.,

! He dispo~ed his words in a clotely-conncted
order: (A:) or he' made his speech vague.
(Myb.)

6. ii.i sI ,.J3 He wrapped himref in

his clothes, in cowsequence of his feeling the cold.
(A.)

6. 1a.1.c : They agreed togethfer: (A:) [they
conrpired together:] they leaged together, (A,)
and aided one another. ($, A, .*) You say,

J.A 1' I ThAdy aided on another, (?,)

or Iagued together, and aided on another,

(A, TA,) against him. (?, A, TA.)

7. .l: see 1. -Also, said of a horse,

He wat, or became, Ilan, lank, or light of
flesh, or dender, or lanh in ths belly. (A, TA.)

S. .: see L

A plaited, or braided, loch of hAir.

(L, g.e)

teA fried, or companion, uch as is
termed] e and an equaL (.j

peace, or reconciti atio, tut ecret, or Con-

celed: (, TA:) or as togh a~cret, or con-
ceaed; from n.., 1~d [inf. n. of 3]: (W:) or

firmty e~ hed: (A, V:) or complete, and
fiiry established: (A, :) or that is not made
with any maicio intention. (AA.) And

~t, ,.a f A right, or jut, affair or cae.

(TA.) The saying of a poet, cited by IApr,

. LS. UI. ;G ii 'W*y S5,il. S

[which may app. be correcdy rendered Do they

(referring to women) sehek to affect a sevring of
the tie of union, or a confirmning thoreof not-
withstanding the calamities of fortune?] is
explained as meaning, they make a show of
union outwardly sound but inwardly unsound;

from '1.JI * signifying g he twisted firmly

the rope." (TA.)

?: see the next preceding paragraph.

inf. n. of 1. (8, A, ].) - Also Smooth-

,eu; or the being nmooth: in this sense extr.,
inasmuch as it [is an inf. n. that] has no un-
augmented triliteral-radical verb belonging to it.
(L.)

~,: see C'"

.5; : SDarh night: (S, ,* TA:) or

night of intricate darkness. (A.)

, applied to a man, t WUell knit together,

like a rope firmly twisted; as also t 5: and

in like manner, ;o1l . ., applied to

women, t of a frame well hnit together; and so

. , of which ISd found no singular. (L)

And accord. to Lth, t .., applied to the back,

and to a limb, or member, means t [WeU com-
pacted, or rounded, and smooth;] as though

· .me· A 

made round and smooth ( 1) as
when the female comber and dresser of hair
plaits the locks of a woman's hair: (TA:) [or

this may be a mistranscription for .o ; for it

is said that] signifies round and smooth;
9 'a -.C . 11--- a-,0

syn. C (;) or to t ; (~:)
and, applied to a back, made smooth. (L)-
Also t An arrow that is usted in the game called

a ,1. (f, 1.) El-Harith Ibn-gilliseh says,

* ~~ *;_ ,. ,,5 --a-

* !,'-,.'"' A-.L LA J

[Tlwu hat found us to be, for the gwt, the bet
tribe: if there is not any milk, then is the
shuffling of the gaming arrow]: meaning, if
there is not any milk, we shuffle the gaming
arrow for [the purpose of deciding who shall
supply] the camel to be slaughtered, and we
slaughter it for the guest. (.)

: ee the next preceding paragraph.

, .t4., A turban; syn. Zt; (AHeyth,

;) a r;re instance of the addition of to the

measure JUI": or it eems to be an epithet

applied to a turban, meaning firmly wound.
(AHeyth.)

see: e .e.s... Also Rounortrounded;

as an epithet applied to a )J [i. e. the head of
an arrow or of a spear dc.] (&.)

1. ri, aor. i, (T, M, A, M;b, le.,) inf. n.
iq; (T, M, MF, TA) and *;jt (MF, TA) and

~,, 5MF,) or .t; is a simple subst., (Mob,)

and j; is an inf n. of r; in a trans. sense,
(TA,) It (a people, T, M, A, or a thing, Mqb)
perished: (T, M, A, Mqb, TA:) or perished

utterly. (TA.) See also 2. _;;m.e 

(; M,x A, g,) aor. t, (8, M,) inf. n. . (9,

M, A, 1) and s, (M,) e intruded upon
them; went, or came, in to them without per-
mission: ($,* M, A, K :) or intruded upon th
in an evil manner. (g.) It is said in a trad.,

,F . * ;~ z; ~.b e ; Cs .He hose look
precedes his as;king perminion [does that which
is as bad as the act of him who] enters ithouut

peromiusion. ($,' TA.) And it is aid, t..; ;li

.yvJ1 .0Lol . JI Vlhen thou enterest houe,
[meaning, desirest to enter them,] beware of
entering without permision. (A.)

2. ;..,(, (M, b,) and,a:.., (T,M, A,) and
,f.Lsy., (T, , Mgh, Msb,) and..., (M, A,)

inf. n. 1J.3 ; (T, ,M, 5 (;) and t' ., (M,
TA,) inf. n. j"., (], TA,) and, accord. to the

1g, jL: [which is omitted in the Cg] and ;}.;,
but this is wrong, (MF, TA,) for the second and
third of these three inf. ns., (TA,) or all of them,

(MI,) are ofi in the intrans. sense explained
above; (MF, TA;) HAe (God, M, TA) destroyed,
(S, M, Mgh, Msb, ]~,s ) or detroyed utterly,
(A, TA,) him, or it, or theAn. (~, M, A, Mgh,
M'b, TA.) And jA4J! J0I pA The torrent

destroyed the place. (TA from a trad.) ~j. ,
(T],) inf. n. as above, (S, ],) He (a sportsman)
fumigated his ;' [or lurking-place] withfur, or

soft /air, [of camnels,] in order that the wild
animalb might not perceie his ml. (A, i.)
[See also the act. part. n., below.]

3. i 1 t %J !t He psed the night deple~u:
(A:) or he endured, or braved, the di~lty, or
trouble, of the night, and paued it lple~ . (a.)

b.; see 4;, in two places

:! A ewe, or she-goat, haaing ittle milk.
(Q) - And One short in make. (TA.) _
Applied to a woman, and to other., [i. c. applied

also to a company of people, Ac~, (TI,)] Wont
to intrude upon othe; to go, or coms, in to t
witghout ~prmiuio (; TA.)

;,, (~, A, Mqb,) a simpl abent., (Meb,) and

V ; (MF, TA) and Vi*", (MP, [but ee 1,])
Prdition: (Q, A, MIb, c.:) or utter perdition.

(TA.) You say, i 1 . Perdition (or
I
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ustr rditio] bife tAem. (A.) And -I L;
--- rt lW; 9l. - [What awet tou

of i error and k perdition and Ai dtate of
detuction ?]. (T.)

;j": see the next preceding paragraph.

;G;j: seea ;, in two plaes6.
a 3, a ...

j..; A man in a dtate of rditio, in whom is
no good. (M.) And ; t I . q;. (Yawoob,

T,M,A) and ''j5 (Lb, T,M) [A man
erring and perishing]: Lb says that y t; in the

latter phrase is an imitative sequent to ,: but
[ISdsays,] I think that °,- is a verbal epithet,
and F*> a possessive epithet (M.) [See also

see
a , J 

. A haorp and prtinaciou man. (1)
[And so j, q. v.]

Lft3, applied to a man, Igoble, or mean.

(M.) 3 (T, Q M) and and

· 5j; (M) A j~oa tAat is small and short:

( :) or of vile make, (T, M,) with brokm nail,
(M,) and tough lesh: (T, TA:) or the kind
caled the j&t of jerboas, (T, M,) ~ort and
sm l, without nail to its legs, and not quickly
ov~ertaen: it is mallr than the : (M:)

this latter is the J , thereof, and is characterized
by its having a nail in the middle of its leg, in
the place of the spur of the cock. (T.) - Hence,
(TA,) aJ3 l tA s mall ear. (1].) _ Any

one: so in the saying, pjd0 1J!1 L b (Fr, T,

]') and LR.4 (I) and t'V j (A, TA)

[7Thre is not in the houe any one]; like .1
&c. (TA.) One sys also of a beautiful woman,

- '.S 1>*. *5 ., (V,TA,) i.e. [1
have not seen] any poe [more beautiful than he].
(TA.) _ *3 an appellation of Certain dogs,
not s.ch as are caled nor such as are
caUed Iv. (M.)

>..., A sportsman who fumigats Ais ;. [or
lurhAng-place] with fur, or soft hair, (M, A,) of
comel, (M,) in order that tha wild animal. may
not perceiat his ~u.l (M, A.) .-. And hence,
or because he rushes upon the game unperceived,
and [as it were] without permiion, A skilful,
or skilled, sportsman. (A.)

(f, Mb) and I and (TA;) and
;,i, (AO, .8,Mqb, V,) aor. :, (Mqb, ].,) inf. n.

di ;. (A0, O , M4b, TA; [in one copy of the
f, j,, which is a midae ;]) or only Z.Z~i,
with fet-b to the,.; (AZ, ;) K h ey shbd

tears. (,Mb, Y)P jqJI ; The woxund

~ d [with blood]. (TA.) And 4AJI --;

t The wownd on the head fow with blood; its
blood ram. (M4b.). - I ?q&J ThA bowl

JPoved [or overmod] wihA its greom, or gray.
(TA.) And t;. also signifies tThe fwing
from the strainer of the dyer. (TA.) - Aboo-
'Adnin says, I asked El-'Oteylee respecting
this verse:

$
., ,,, ' ,,, j, a. . ·;

- . ' *

- - 0 w '.* 

e

0

[app. meaning t And tAe nn was shedding its
fierce rays and its gonamer whnm thAy were
goingforth fiom deerts to deerts]: and he said,
I think [that the poet means] it was the Ie [or
midday of summer when the heat was vehement],
when what is called , : .11 WI [and 1,i

%41JI, which latter is here the more appropriate
term,] was flowing [in the air]: and EI-Gha-
nawee says, when the beasts thirst, their eyes
shed tears, and their nostrils flow. (TA.) - See
also 4.

2. Vehement flowing of tears from the
eye (KL.)

4. :-, (IA,r,) in£ n. &;1, (1,) :He
filed it, [app. so as to make it ovterflow,] (I'Ar,

J,) namely a bowl, (IAgr,) or a vessel; (];)
as also 9* ~. [if this be not a mistranscription
for the former]. (TA.)

6. *3A [He shed tears; or ept]. (Occur-
ring in a version of the Gospel of St. John,
xi. 35: but perhaps post-classical.)

10. e [app. He draw forth tears].
(TA.)

t. Tears; the water, or fluid, of the eye;
(., Msb, ];) whetheAr fom grief orjoy: ( :)
originally an in£ n.: (Mb :) [but having a pl.,
both of mult and of pauc.: for] the pl. [of mult.]

is .tI (K) and [of pauc.] .;;: (TA:) and
t L, [is the n. un., signifying] a single drop
thnreof; [i. e. a tear:] (., ]1 :) if from joy, it is
cool; or if from grief, hot. (TA.)_- jlj ;.
[David's tears;] a certain well known medicine:
(?gh, :) [perhaps the fruits of a pecs of

coiw, namely coin lachryma, now called ~r M ,
or Job's tears, which are hard and stony, and
are said to be srengtAening and diuretic.]_ 4

~, b lJ td>.3 :t..w41I [The sky wept, and the
tears of te cl]. (TA.) __'; .''

[;b H e drank the tear of the vine]; i. e.,
winem. (A, TA.)_ ;Jt.J! j [T tears,

meaning] the greae, or gravy, of Athe bowl
(TA.)

. ma. of] a,., A woman quick to shed
tears: ($,V:) or quick to ep, abounding wi"h
tears; (L;) as also V ? i, without I; (L4, L;)
of which latter, which is applied also to a man,
the pl. is o'G;;, applied to men, and ", ap-
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plied to men and to women, and s.,;, applied
to women. (L) [(See also a~.]

'

. A mark made with a hot iron in te part
hares tea rs run, (El-Amar, , 1], TA,) of a

camel; (El-Abmar;) sid by Aboo-'Alee, in the
"Tedhkireh," to be a sma lne. (TA.)

1as4: see , in two place

IS; 3J J A bowl that isfull so au to oer-
flow (L, , TA)fron its ide. (L, TA.)

b j Water of tAe eye ariingf diae~ or

old age; not tears: (.:) or, as some sy, the
tracea of tears tpon tA face: thbu in the hand-
writing of Aboo-Zekereeya, in the margin of a
copy of the g. (TA.) , , (f., A,) or

t t", like k Ut,, (],) and thus written by
?gh, with teshdeed, (TA,) I What from the
grap-ine in the days of th [aso~ ced] .
( , , * TA.)

A marh madr wUith a Aot iron upon th

)uL (tz JI [app. a mistake for Jil1 1,
meaning upon the place of the wein at the edge of
the nose, commencing from th inner angle of tAe
eye,]) running down to the notril, (g, TA;) so
says I8h, (TA,) or to the notril: (CId:) ome-
times there are two such mark. (TA.)

~o ,eGC An eye that dd~ many tears: or
quick to hed ears: and LtL; i* [has the
former signification]. (TA.) [See also ti.]

_-e j t :Earth, or soil,from whioh mater
cmuds: (TA:) and IVUnd t a ;,
: earth, or soil, that faud. moisture; (];) or
that seems as though it emded moitre, or almost
did so. (TA.)

:see.~,.

;;; and its ferm., with i: see , in two
places._e. A :A day in ic is [fine

rain sch as is caled] b13b . (, TA.)

&l.): see Zc).
[act. part. n. of ;]. You say, 

A;_AI An eye Jedding tars; an eye of rhicA
the tears are lowing: (Mqb:) pl. lj;. (TA.)
_- l3; a ~ 1 A wound on the headfrom wAich
blood.f~ows (A, lAth, Mgh,TA) in smaU quantity,
(A,TA,) or in drops, (lAth,TA,) lia tears;
(IAth, Mgh, TA;) ranking ftr tmat termd
4.Ij: (?, Mgh, g:) A'Obeyd says, ($,) the
4.1) is that which bleeds without a flowing of
blood from it; (g, Mgh;) and when the blood
flows from it, it is termed I&".,, with the un-
pointed t: ( :) yet the author of the says, in
art. &, [as on the authority of A'Obeyd,] that
the aU*l is before the 41b; and charges J with
error in saying the contrary. (TA.) [8e. abo
i -;-; - i u l 4 IA bowl owing [or 0oe-,

The cAe~ of tfe tear; or part ,uem
11

1

1
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th ta nn: (TA:) or the plac wher th
tear col in tAe ir of tAe ye: pL D.
which compris te inr and te outer angle
of tAe ey: (A, TA:) or the pL. sgnifies th4
innr angls, ( w 1) which are the atremitie
of th ye e or yu]. (.) The pL alo signifil
t Water which dop, or drip, fmm the ide of,
montain. (Aboo-'Adni.) And it may ala
signify Flowings of tar. (nam p. A51.)

ty A camel marAkd witA the mar calb

1. ee,r (8, Mgh, Mgb, ],) aor. : (IDrd,
Mgb, 5) and L, (IDrd, ],) inf n. ., (1,
MNb,) He broe his had so a theat wt u
reached the t; [or brain]: (66, :) or A broh
th bon of his tL : (MA b:) or Ae atrc it,
namely, a person's head, wo tht the troe r~
to tahe t: (tgb:) and he strnck hi t,
(, TA) and broke te interior of he l,
newt tlhe f t. (TA.) And it tJ y T
sm paind his !o .) (1Drd,o.) Alwo, inf. .
a above, He ovrcam, or ud , and aba ~ d,

hin, or it: like as the tth does flehood: and
hence i'Aei. in the lgur (xxi. 18], meaning s o
that it emay owrco it, or prvail over it, an
abolish it: or, aeccord. to Az, so tat it may do
away wAth it, in such a maner as to ender it
despicable, or ~ oiniow. (TA.) And tV
signifie t He owrca~o him, or preid ower
him, much, so as to s him, or abea Aim.
(TA.) [Hence, app ,] [ei J.J1] t [Th
prod of] the land was eaten. (Iir, TA.)
- And Abo// */-- - Hc sdaughtr d
for thm a an p oat r goat: (T.) so says
Lb, except that he does not explain the verb,
which is thus explained by Ibn-'Abbid and Z
(TA:) or, a some ay, afat ~p or goat. ()
- ?-; ~ ., [the verb written in the L and

TA without teshdeed, so that it is app. -k,
but it may be t w;,] Sh (a woman) made, or
put, a i;, [q. v.] to hAr a,~ [or ~sfed thing
whreon ,s rode upOn her casl]. (ISh, L, TA.)

8. 53, inf n. J t He made a 5.04 [or
men of crumbled, or broken, bread,] soft with
grese, or gravy. (Ibu'Abb4d, A, S.)_1 See
also 1, in two places.

i;;t a word of which the signification is well
known; (8, Mb ;) [TAhe brain ;] the marrow of
the Ahad; (W ;) or tAe stffing of tha head:
(TA:) or [app. a mistake for "and" (what
is tered)] .!t '1 or ,, 11 .t or [in one
copy of the ~ "and"] '.X, ' t is a thi
shin, lihe a pouch, in which it is contained: ( :)
[thee three terms, -t. j; and ,,,it ;l and ;
_tj1t, appear all to signify the menin; (see.. ;)
but the fint and second of them seem to have
been mistaken by the author or trscribers of the
15 for different explanations of t":] the pl.

0~ ~~~*0

( pai ] i( A) ;1 (8, Mb, ) and [of mult.
; ,.(TA.)

an ud 1HaiY ng his head broke a

e tAat tfa wound **mAi tae tt [or brain]
(IDrd, I:) the former is likewise applied to a
woman: and the pl., applied to men and t

o women, is t.ej.. (IDrd, TA.) - Also, botg
words, t pi; foolis; or wauond, or dull, oi

deict, n inte~ ct: t is incorrectly used
by the ~l in this me ; (]:, TA;) u thoug}
menming overcome, so as to be ud~wed, or abad,
by the d~ : it is said in the "N(noos" thai
this lut word may be corret as having an in.
tensive signification; but it may admit of such a
signification, and yet may be incorrect, not heard
from perons of chuate speech. (TA.)

k.t A wound in the head, raching th tG?

[or b ]; (8, Mgh, M9b, V ;) with which tAhere
is no iNg: (Mb :) it is the st [in degree] oJ
([tAe td tered] [pl. of ]; these
being ten, as follows: [1] 'tU, also called L.
( 8 , TA) and Lj., or, as some think, the
Lo I. or ~p. is different from the SWJU: (TA:)

. 2] Li: 13] 4.1i: t4] ; § [5] 1
06] : [7] Lz,: [8] y : c9] L,, (. 8

w , TA,) also termed i. ;: (TA:) (10] 1;
(8, ], TA:) and A'Obeyd adds ,1.t, with the
unpointed t, after 4**l; (8 ;) or, accord. to F,
who pronounces J to have erred in saying thus,
before Iobb: but J is right in this case. (TA.)
[See a; M As , soce_ li. Several other terms
are mentioned in the TA; but these, which will
be found in their proper arts., appear to be all
syn. with some that are mentioned above. See
also '..] _ Also A spadix (L) that come
forth Jrom amid the broken portionu of the a
[or lAart of the palm-tree], long and hard, and,
if bift, mars the palm-tree; (, TA;) where-
fore, we it existnce is hnown, it is dletached.
(TA.) - And An iron above tdhe j.4 [or
hinder part] of the [camel's dde called] J.;
(AV,] ;) also called 4'i: (TA:) or an iro
with which the back of the J ' i fatensed:
(JK:) the pL is &I;: ISh says that the 1
are a;oce the middle of the hads, or upper a-
tremities, of the cured ce of wood calld]
. ;. [tpL of '];and ~otima they are of
wood firmly bound; and i. q. J ls, pl. of

[ q. v.]: [but] Az says that wAe the
MaI) is of iron, it is placed across, or athwart,
above the two stremities of the ct1"f_, and
nailed with two nails, the j being fastnd
upon the hAeads of the cros-pieces, in order that
it, or they, may not become disconnected. (TA.)
[What it is, I am unable further to explain. It
is perhap thus called because so placed that a
person is liable to have his head wounded by it.]
- And A piece of wood placed across btween
two pol, upo whAich is hung the shin for water
or milk. (JK, Ibn-'Abbid, ].)

£*l. One that wounds so as to reach the A

[Boo~ I.

] or brain]; and that break te hAd or the lik
(Ibn-'Abb d, .) And b l ,q.I A tom
that do wo mucA, or ehenkmtly : the ; denoting

o int;nsivene of signification. (Ibn-'Abbid, ])

JBer 0.o

t 1. ); ,>;, (T?Q,M, Mgh, M,b, ]g,) aor. ,
(T, M, M#b,) inf. n. :.; and .;, (M, ,)
He put th lad into a right, or proper, state:
(M, ]:) or h did so wi~ C, (, (M, Mg,
Meb, V,,). i. e., [he manred it with] ;
() or J (M, M, ]b,,) or )t;;; (Mgh;)
or t I;i; has this latter signification; (M;) and
so t;. (T in art. Jo.) . And. henoe,] j;
s ;I t, (8 in art. J), and Mqb,) aor. ', inf. n.
f M, (Mb,) t He put tae tAing into a right, or
proper, state; prepared it, or improved it; (8
in art. , and Mb ;) as also ;r. (g in that
art.) And 4I> 1 ; J , (M, K ,s) aor. L,
(M,) inf. n. J.., (TA,) :te made peace,
effected a reconciliion, or adjuted a di40eree,
between the peopl; (8,M, g, TA;) ru bo
jt);;. (Ibn-'Abbd, p) -- tJqil J;, '(T,

M, ]g,*) aor. 1, (M,) t It (a remedy) ealed tAe
wound: (T, M, ] :*) [and t .)t has a similar
meaning; for] 1JL; i signifies the aling a wound;
and causing it to hin owr. (KL.)m -E4:
see 7.

3. ,1,., (T, M, ],) inf n. Zi,,, (8,) HRe
treated him with gentlenems, or blandishmsnt;
soothed, coaxed, wheedled, or cajoled, him; (T,
M, ] ;) in order to effect a reconciliation betwe
himuelf amd him: (T, M," TA:) il;t-l is simi-
lar to ; .l. (.) Abu-l-man says,

* J: C * ,. . ; 

It I hated, of tAe brethrm, him rmom I was not
ceasing to treat gently, oith tha gentle treatment
of the water-in, or milk-in, having in it many
holA, or rents]: (T, M:) thus u ing an inf n.
with a verb to which it does not properly belong.
(M.) And one says, ; l J*i;, (so in a copy

of the 8,) or .;iJIl ' .;I, (so in two other
copies of the 8, [but only the former agrees with
the context,]) meaning, ; ;J;, l t i. e.
t Treat tAou the people with genteknu, notmth-
standing what fault, or the like, there may be in
them: see a phrase similar to this explanation
voce ) ]. (, TA.)

4: see 1, in two places: - and see also 3.

& uj; q;1A The lad mr, or became, put
into a right, or proper, ate, with Jl;, i. e.
i,¢- (M, .)

6. ILW tT y mad p,ac, or became re-
concid, e with another. (M, V, TA.)

7. ~ l t t It (a wound, T , , M, Mgh,' Mb)
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Ambd; or bemu in a healing state; (M, ;)

a also t ;, (M,I,) aor.:: (5:) or became
k~eld, (Mgh,) or arliy aled, (T,, Mgh,) as

also tI.,l, originally j;;, (AA, TA,) and in
a althy sate: (T,Mgh:) from bj'l ` J*):
(Mgh:) or gradually rocord (Myb.) And

t He became nary recovered from ('s) his
diseue, (T, M,°) and from a wound, (T,) and
from his pain. (M.)

8. J.;;!: ee 7.

~ Gentle tratmnt. (M, .) See also 3.

J;: see 

Xit; [Dung, sach as is called]o 0e (o) or
g~*p,, (T, M, ],) and the like; (T;) [used for
man;ring land;] u also 3j;: (M in art. J :)
or compost of dung and ahes, or of dust, or
earth, and dung: (Mgh:) and camels` or similur
dung, and dust, or earth, trodden by the buast.
(M, -.) - [Hence,] t A mean [of kindling]
of war; like as Jt*. [signifying dung] is a means
of kindling of fire. (9, TA.) - Rotten dates:
(As, T, :) or rotten, black, old dates: (M, 5C:

[in the CA, 'j~JI is erroneously pu: for '..,1:])
[and] such are called j; .3. (M.) - Refse
that the ma rejects, (Lth, T, M,' ]l,) conssting of
dead creatures therein, (Lth, T,) and the like,
('Eyn, TT,) nsuch as [tAhe shells, or shll-fi, caled]

oJ1 ~ and ,. , ?Lth, T, TA,) or J,. and.

,UGL, (M,) and C.. (Lth, T, M, TA. [The

la1t word is erroneously written in one place, in

the TT, t; and in another place, in the same,

.1j.])_- An unsundnew, or infection, in the
spadiz of the palmn.tree, (M, Mgh, g,) so that it
becomes black, (M, ,) before it attains to matu-
rity, (M, Mgb, V,) or before it is feundated:
(1Drd:) also termed ;,Li, [q. v.,] (Mgh,TA,)

from g,,d meaning ;sto. (Mgl.)

. (T, g, M, Msb, ]) and *.. (f, M, 1)
A hind of ful nt pwstle, or imposthuAme; (T,

;) i.q. ; (M, ];) waU known: (Msb:)

[sid to be] an appellation applied as ominating
good, (M, 0,) like 3JC applied to a place of
destruction; (0 ;) or because it tends to healing:
(T:) said by IF to be Arabic: (Mb :) by A9
said to be used in Arabic: (T:) [app. of Pets.
origin:] in Pers. ,J, and 4 : (MA:) [now
vulgarly pronounced J' and J*: and applied
to any pimple or pstule, and to a boil: ee um .:]
the pl. (of ,;, T, 9) is J,t. (T, cr, M, V,)
which is anomalous, (M,) or ,*L;) [agreeably
with analogy]. (Mqb.)

3; One who manures land with [JL;, i. e.]

(M-.)

U[;l The .Ll; [q. v.] of the jerboa. (Ibn-
'Abbad, TA.) [See also .]

Q. IL ~. (M, M TA,) inf. n. 4l:; and

'i. , (5, TA,) He made, or wrought, a thing,
(], JM, TA,) as, for ipstana, a bracelet, (TA,)
ewenly or equably, orjustly or properly, (V, JM,
TA,) and well. (JM, TA.) -[Azd He made a
thing ronnd and smooth; like miL.: see the
pass part. n., below.] It is mid in a trad., C.0
:.iy d* [God has made his pearl round and

mooth]. (TA.) Accord. to Lb, & . r* signi-

flee His body was, or became, rounded, or com-

pacted, (S1 .L,) so that his, or its, jfleh was
firm, or hard. (TA.)

'"; and . : see the next paragraph, in
three places.

rj$ (B,Mgh, ) and V ZL (,5) and

t ~pj (O) An armiet; a braclet for the arm;

syn. - b; (9, Mgh, 4;) i. e. the ornament
thw calbd: (Mgh, TA:) pl. of the first JUi;

(9;) [and of the second and third .i;.] You

say, . ;3 1 ; 1j0ii [He put (lit. cast) upon
me hi. armlets]. (?.) - Also the first and
t second A mooth stone. (TA) - And [the
pl.] 5t Hard lands: (1(:) so inthe L and

the Tekmileh. (TA.)

i. q. *1 ' £ [Round, as though
rolled like a scroll, and rmooth]: (9, ] :) and a
stone, and a solid hoof, smooth and round; as
also WM, J and *AL.. ( in art. jo.) A
rijiz says, (, TA,) namely, EI-'Ajj4j, (so in a
copy of the ?,)

_--- --- -v --- %W-, l,, 0 .. . * 

W.9 c ,L,A1 eC 0 .

[app. describing a certain animal, or animals, and
meaning As though Aher, or their, round and
snooth lg-bones rwere stalks of the papyrus, not
crooked]. (g, TA.)

a Pn)d

j,i:;: and ja:;: and
crat.·

jWJ?: see art.

Q. 1. .L IHe made it smooth and even: [or

smooth and round:] like [';Zi and] ' 1;.
(TA) And JL*j It was made smooth and
round: or smooth like th hand, and, accord. to
some, hard. (TA.)

&:; and se: see .

: see i in two placea - Also A
sort of trujfe, (Aln, TA,) nnallr than the

C.ai^ , (JK, A1n, 5, TA,) the shortest thereof
(A.Hn, TA) found in sands and meadows; (JK,
Ajn,] , TA;) it is good, (AIn, TA,) and
eldom become black (JK,AUn,TA) rhilefresh;
(JK;) and it is tae ort of which the head is like

a li [q. v.]: (A]n, TA:) pl. LL . (JK.)

,JA,: see j .: . Also An old man bald

in the for part of h. had. (TA.) And L,;;

,1l Having the had shavue. (En-N4r,]g.)
Also, applied to g woman's vulva, Wide,

(Ibn-'Abbld, !,) and, some add, largo. (TA.)

~ , applied to a stone, (JK, ], ],) and to
a solid hoof, like ·d, and ;i;~, (,) and

I;JuI (JK, ) and tj1; C) and tji;
(JK, TA) and ' j..;, (JK,] ,) Smooth and
round: (?,5]:) or vry round: (JK:) or,
accord. to Aboo-Kheyreh, Vt j signifies a
stone smootA like the hand, and, some add, hard:
the pl. [of .JhZ and JL; and j.;] uis J;

and [that of S; is] .L;a. (TA.)

Q 1. 1. Li He made it mnnooth and round:

(f:) or smooth and aen: like -Wl,;. (TA in
art. JL.o.)

Q. 2. iij It wasr b , orm beca, mooth and
round: (.,TA:) [or smnooth and en: see
above.] Said of a girl's breast, It bcam round
and prominent: (Lth, ] :) one should not say

~jL3. (Lth, TA.)

_>: see what follows.

,i ~, Smooth and round; applied to a solid
hoof; like j - and ., ; and as applied

to an iron head of an arrow or of a spear &c:
(9:) and so Vi3 ; applied to a stone: (M, ]:)
or the latter, thus applied, ignifies [simply]
round: (9:) and the former, mooth and oen;

or made smooth and even; syn. L. [in the

C ] ]; applied to a stone, and to an arrow:
(M, ] :) and ,. q. p.. j.* [app. as mean-
ing compact, or firm, in make; as tourgh
twisted]. (.)

L. ~J*.t~l ;v, (~, Js,) aor. J, (1%,) inf. n.
';~ , (TA,) i. q. I.L; (9,];) i.e. He put tahe
land into a right or proper state, prepared it, or
impro~ed it, [or manured it,] nith [;1.i, i. e.
dung such as is tered & (TA.)m;>j,

(9, M, ]g,) aor. :, (]g,) inf. n. d, (KL,) : He
bore rancour, male~olence, malice, or spite, (9,
M, , TA,) of long continuance, (M, V, TA,)
.,L against him: (?,M, TA:) and C.; 

ThAeir hearts bore rancour, malevolece, malice,
or spite, (, TA,) of long contia~ ce. (TA.)

[Perhaps from Ld..;JI said in the T] to
signify Th* palm-tree bcae rottn and black:
see *l;, below.].The in£. n. *; also sig-
nifies The being hating, continual, or permanet.
(KL.) [And t O41 app. signifies It was, or
became, of lonj continuance: see a usage of its
part. n. ~ voce ..

,) The cattl; dmged ]') ad sted (M)
in, or po, the place. (M, ) And LI t
tlJI The ~p, or goats, daged in the wate r.

i

1
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(<e TA)_ l 5 ;> ,, (Q,) or p;Jl,
(M,) Th popl, or party, blackmd [by tie
dug of tAir cattle, or by tAhir cooking,] ($,
M,) the Au~ or abode, ($,) or the place. (M.)

_ -i .W >.4, (T,) or ai, (]:,): SucA
a one came, and kpt, or claw, to th court, or
yard, ofuch a one, (T, TA,') or [simply] kApt,
or clam, to hAi door. (]. [Freytag asigns this
signification (which be renders "umper stetit ad
alicujus portam ") to i;t followed by an accus.
ase, u on the authority of the ].p])- And
rLa, (Kr, M, I~,) inf. n. u above, (5,) He
grated him, or conceded to him, indulgence, or
facilitation. (Kr, M, ])

L. -;",-, (T, $, M, Mob, ],) inf. n. ~t1;6 ,
(M,b,) He did it continually, or perpetualy:
(f, ] :) he kept, or clam, to it (T, M, M9 b, TA)
withurt deitirg from it, or without quitting it,
(M,) constantly, p~ringly, or asuiduouly,
(Mob,) or inmparably; (TA;) namely, drinking,
(T,) and wine, (T, M,) &c. (M.)

[5. ,;*. app. signifies It (water, or a place,)
had dung of skeep or goats, or of came, falen
into it, or uporn it: see its part. n. ,
below.]

[7: see 1, last sentenoe.]

* d^: see O,1L.

,>) [Dung, such as is called] ; (T, M,

]) or cs, ;, (Mob,) that ha. become com-
pacted, (T, M, Mob, J,) and formed a cake
pon the ground: (T:) and cam , ~sp's,

goat', or similar, dung; syn. , M: (, M, ] :)
alo, (T,) or t L.., of which the former word is
the pl. [or rather coil. gen. a.], (TA,) [dung of
tfe kind caled]j, and md, or clay, that haae
beome mied togtAher, at a watering-trough or
tank, (T, TA,) and compacted, or caAed: (T:)
and remaim of water in a waten~-tro2gh or
tank. (TA.) See o a A, in three places._

}4 *v * pNii is a phrase like f fi, (6, TA,)
nd metms t Such a one is a ma~ r, or tender,

of cattl, or camb fc., (], TAJ,) who to
thm in,eparably. (TA.)

06·
3a;: see the next preceding pangraph. AIo

A trace, (M,) or trace, (,) of a house or an
abode: (M, ]g:") and the trace of m [i a
place where they Aaw ju ; and a place
whAic they ha blackened; (Q, M, Mob, V,
TA;) where ty ham lft marks of the dung of
cattle; a patch of grmnd whicA the p~pe who
am occ~upied it hame blackend, and wbre thir

cattl ham staled and dunged: (TA:) [a black,
or dark, patch of compacted dug and e of
cattle:] a place nar to a houe or an abode:
(M, 1 :) a place isn which [dug such as i caled]

o/S a. bco~ compacted, or caked: (M,
TA:) and a piec of J [i.e. ;..,]: (TA:)

p!. ' , ( m, M, ) and V-,, (M, M9b, :,) or
[rather] the lattpr is a [CooU.] gen. a.: (M:)
[acoord. to As,] s d ignifies what me hAam
blc~d [where tey Am o ,d, coiting]
of the tracs ofj/; #c.; and is a gen. a., and

also pl. of L"'. (T.) It is aid in a trad.,

'4Ji .;j: 44:oC, meaning tAoid ye the
b autiful woma that ir of bad orgin: she is
thus likened to the herbage that grows in the
C. ; that appears to be in a flourishing con-
didon, but is unwholesome as food, and of
stinking origin. (M. [See also j1: and see

,lIJI 'aU, in art. .t:o.])_Also :Rancour,
maloolence, malice, or spite, (T, M, M, Mlb, 5:,
TA,) of long continuance (t ; M, or,,c
], and ,,d0 TA) in the boom: it is aid that
it is not thus termed unles of long continuance:
(M, TA:) pl. *;p (T, ]0) and [coll. gen. n.]
V C.% (Msb, ]g.)

e,s [Dung such aJ is called] emir (M) or
[~; , (]E, TA) with .' hich land is manured;
(TA;) [as also JL. and jG.]--And Ashes.
(M, .) _ Also, (AV, Sh, T, 8, M, lAth, ,)
or 1V 1;, with damm, like other words signifi.
cant of diseases and the like, as in the " Ghareeb"
of El-Kha.~bee, or, accord. to the " Towsheeh,"
both of these, and V it,(TA,) and V ', (M,
1,) and * ;r, (Ibn-Abi-z-Zinad, T, I], 5:,)
.Rottennes and blackness of a palm-tree: (M,
] :) or the state of a palm-tree ~.JI It;, as Ay
sayS, (T, $, [and the like is said in the M,

i &AI C IJo,]) but Sh ays, correctly, Ill

[ (wh it splits], (T,) in conque of
rottenne and blacknlmm: (T, $, M:) or, accord.
to IAth, corruptnea and rottennm of friti
(p.I [perhaps a mistranscription for .J1 i. e.
dates]) before their coming to maturity; as also
JL.: (TA:) or ;, and JQ> both signify an
unsoundness, or infection, in the spadi of the
palm-tree, (Mgh and TA in ar. J..,) so that it
becom~ black, (TA ib.,) before it attaims to
maturity, (Mgh and TA ib.,) or before it is
fecundated. (TA lb.) _ Also ,t;, (M, ]g,) or
in this sense it is correctly t .. , (TA,) One
who manure land with [the dung called] oJ)w.
(M, ,,* TA.)- [Golius adds the signification
of" Tormentum, supplicium," as from the KL,
in my copy of which the only explanation given
is ~j l*j. A. .s "a rottennes
that infects a palm-tree :" he seems to have found
in his copy of that work t.;q, either alone, or
followed by some words imperfectly written.]

',L.; and ~1,,s: see the next preceding para-
graph.

O". Bad,foul, or unemly. (V-)

ib The [hole called] .l ofajerboa: (:)
because of its continuance therein. (TA.)

A certain tree of tAhe [hind caled]
[(. Golius read 1J ' d i. e. "of

Paradise," for iaJ C ) - Also, accord. to
the ], A cerain canker, dieame, or bane,, of
palmtree: but this is V b1J1. (TA.)

e;;: what next precedtes, and W0.

_.,o.? IU [thus in the TA: app. either
, and if so meaning This i thir place of
coniimance, or., meaning the place w mre
their cattle dYg and stale].

.L ' ' '' (B) orp~t J!U) (Tm)
A man wAo is a continual driner of wine; ( ;)
an incessant driner of wine: (T, TA:) likened
in a trad. to an idolater. (TA.)

*,. C A place in which, or upon whieA, cattle
hae dunged and taled. (,* TA.) And water
into which the dung of sheep or goats, or of
camela, hafallen. (n.)

* jZ: asee 3.L?, lst sentence.

op*j or _0))

1. ;.;, (T, , , MA, Mqb, 1,) [held by
some to be originally ~;,] like UJ, (, 8,)
which is from OsljJ1, being thus [with kS]
because of the kesreh, ($,) [but most hold the
last radical to be S;J] and t, (TA a from the
Mob, [but not in my copy of the latter work,])
aor. y.6, in£ n. tL; or U;e (T, Q, M, MA,
Mob, g) and MA), (f, MA, [but in the Meb it
seems to be indicated that it is a,]) id of a
thing, ($,) or of a wound, (MNb,) and 4:,j
sid of the arm or hand, (T,) It bled; blood
isuedfrom it: (Mb :) [and] it was, or became,
-bloody; L e., meared, or defld, wth blood.
(MA.)

2. ,;.,, ( , M,,) inf. ·. n.j`, (m,) i q.
? °d >, ($, M, 1:,) i. e. [I made him to bled ;]

I strch him, or smote Aim, so that blood ised
from him: ( :) [and I ade h bloody; for]
L; signifies [also] he smared him, or dO~d

him, or made him to be meaned or defi, with

blood. (MA.) Hence the prov., u ~. JSSij
j4;, (M, TA,) Thy on is he who mad thy two
hees to be meared ith blood; (TA in art. 0i;)
i. e., whom thou thyself broughtest forth; (O and
TA in that art.;) be is thy son really; not he
whom thou hast taken from another, and adopted.
(TA in that art) -_ 'j t Lj tIt (puture,
or herbage,) fattened tlh catli so as to make
them lihe what are temed L tpl. of o].
(M.)_ d.J i, inf. n.as above, Imade a
way easy to him. (I, TA.)-- tI made, or
brought, [a thing] near to him. (.) You my,
Ubj % )U Wl t0) tHe made, or boght,
near to him [some object of desire in such and
sch case.]. (Th, M.) - t I app d to him
(..) One says, ;r.; C L1 t Take thiu what
has oppeared to thee. (Th, M.)

4: see 2S.

10. rO=- 4 He (a man) stoop~ hi Amd,
blood dropping from it; (M;) as also .,tI,
formed by transposition from sL .. (Kr, TA
in art...j,.) A- ' L tHt. e acted get

with i dbtor; u abo 1i : (Ftr, X and 
in art... :) judged (by I8d] to be formed by
tr position from the latter. (M in tiat art.) .

I
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42J 3- Al He looked, or ratched, or waited,
for hi lIove, or affection: [formed by transposition]
fromIj,l.. (M in art.j.)

; [Blood;] one of the [four] b.'; [or
humour.], (M,) well known: (T, M, V:) accord.

to some, (Mqb,) it is originally;.;: (9, Mqb:)

or it is originally 1 si; (Zj, Mbr, g, M, Msb,
]g;) thus in the correct copies of the ]; (TA;

[in some copies U~, and in the CI5 UJ;])
though deviating from other words of the same
form in respect of its pl. [which see below];
(Mbr, 9;) us is shown by its dual, (Zj, M,)

which is J.s;, (T, f, M, Msb, 1,) whereby

[also] the letter gone from it is shown to be iS;

(Mbr, 9;) but it has also for its dual jC.,;

(T, M, Msb, 1];) and some of the Arabs say

eslpj; (S, M;) in which last, however, [accord.
to ISd,] the . is substituted for iS, though
generally 3 is changed into iS: (M:) and this
original form is used by a poet, [namely, H.oeyn
Ibn-El-;lomim, accord. to one of my copies of
the g,] in his saying,

[And we have not our wounds bleeding upon the
heel; but upon our. fet th blood drops]: (9:)
or it is originally ` .e; (Sb, T, $, M, Msb ;) as

is shown by its pls., (Sb, ?,) which are 't& (Sb,

T, $, M, n) and ~; (Sb, ?, M, R,) also pro-

nounced ,.:i; (TA;) like as ~ and ; have

for their pls. Utl and and 83js and i>; for

if it were like 1i and .1;, it would not have such

pls. (Sb, 9.) .. is ignored by Ks; but is used

by poetic license; (M;) or it is a dial. var. of ,s.

(] in art.,o.) *t L- has a more special siFnifi-

cation than ;;, the two words being like La,k

and ,t; (; ;) [i. e.] it signifies A portion of

blood: (T, M, 1:) orit is a dial. var. of..;, (M,

]g,) accord. to IJ. (M.) The dim. of,;j is

at.O. (* ) [Hence,] ,2 ~ ~* A man

aseeking to obtain, or proeutingfor, [the revenge

of] blood (TA.) 9 ; ; 6Ufi. is a

saying of the Arabs, meaning t Such a oe it the

layer of such a one. ([am p. 632.) AJJIJ

AhI .. ,Jjl, or l,*J', is a saying of the
Arabs, meaning If thy blood be sought, my blood
shaUll be ought; and if thy blood go for no~ught,
my blood shall go for nought: or, accord. to the
latter reading, as is aid in the Nh, and where
thou shalt be buried, I will be buried: or thine
abode shall be mine abode. (JM in art. .,

q. v.) See also an ex. voce ~4 . _- . . ;

[The red, resinous, inspisated juice called dra-

gon's blood;] that it caUd .^dl; (s;) i.q.

j}jhIIA); (1g voce L ;) now called >itIki;

or a species thereof; (TA;) [vulgarly i;
and alo called 9' *l j; what is calld in

Per. ,l;;.I CJdm %.) _ ;j Ah A cer.

tain hrb, or lguminout plant, having a beautifild

blos.om: (M, :) accord. to Ltb, X,jl 

is the name of a certain herb, or leguminous

plant, having a bloso,n. (T.) .-.- b _ A

certain plant, (M, ,) nell known; ( ;) a

certain red plant. (T in art. i:.) r. jl The
cat: (M, g :) mentioned by En-Nadr in "The
Book of Wild Animals." (M.)

a.;: see the next preceding paragraph.

,.0J1, said to be the original form of .£l:

seea)s.

j lBleeding; having blood issuing from it:

(Q;* Mb :) [and] bloody; i. e. smeared, or defiled,

wuith blood: and t alt signifies the same [in both

senses]. (MA.)

.e; An image, or efflgy, (S, M, Mgh, ,)
of ivory and the like, (S,) or of mnarble, (M, ]C,)
variegated, decorated, embelUished, or coloured,
(M, Mgh, ]C,) in rhkich is redness like blood:
(Mgh:) or an image, or effigy, in a general
sense: (Kr, M, 1:) accord. to Abu-l-'Alh, be-
cause originally painted with red, as though from

-&At: and any beautiful female is likened thereto,
because adorned: (TA:) mnietonymically applied
to a woman: (IAar, T:) or anything that is
d(leemed beautiful in respect of wrhiteness: (TA:)
and an idol: (Lth, 9, ] :) said in the R to be so
called because of the shedding of blood at the
place thereof for the purpose of propitiation; but
MF says that this derivation requires considera-
tion: more probably because it is decorated:

(TA :) pl. r.. ( ], Mh, 1) Accord. to MF,
it is also pronounced 1 'a . (TA.) One says,

..jJl i i... 1, meaning More beautiful than

the imageof iory. (.ar p. 611.) And rol;J J'
is an oath of the Pagan Arabs, meaning No, by

the idols: or, as some relate, it is ? j11j ',

meaning No, by the blood of what is sacrificed
upon the stones set up to be worshipped: so in

the Nh. (TA.)-_The pl., t , also signifies
Garments upon vwhich are pictures or efigies.
(S.) - See also-", last sentence but two.

4a.): see the next preceding paragraph.

t, as in the Tekmileh; in the ], erro-

neously, * .i'l;, (TA,) Good, or good fortune,

and proerity. (,* TA.)

(j [Of, or relating to, blood;] rel. n. from

; as also I - (.)--. [In the phrase

4.U ~ L. 4 j&., in Freytag's Lex., .4 is a

mistake for .: see 2, last sentence.1

is* dim. of;;, q. v. (v.)

a,,- a ,

a;Jl, meaning Heetic ferer (J1s,t ,,)
is a vulgar word of the dial of Egypt. (TA.)

,Al): see.). [And see the next paragraph.] -

ai.l .; (M, V,) applied to a man, (M,)

[lit. Havng a bleding lip,] means S poor.- (M,
1, TA.)--..4.b ' .tA beautif, tree. (TA.)

4;.;, (81, I) or 41Ij , (T, M,* Mb,)
A Iound in the head that bleds but doe not
flow with blood (T, , M, Msb, :) as yet:

(M :) such as flows with blood is termed Ili.

(T, Mysb.) [See i..]1

i;*;: see ,r,.

is*. Red; applied to a garment, or piece of
cloth: (M :) or anything in the colour of which is
blackness and redneu: (T:) [of a dark red
colour, like blood:] or anything intmuely red:

( :) applied in this last sense [particularly] to a
horse &c.: (K, 1:) or, applied to a horse, of a

sorrel colour (,_1d) intensely red, like the colour
of blood: (T:) or, so applied, of an intese sorrel

colour: (M:) and .. ' .4 of an intentely
red bay colour: (., TA:) or of an intense red
colour like that of blood: (TA:) or intensely red
in the back [and] as far as the thin and sofj

parts of the belly: and h.O ,'Ul. of which the
sorrel colour is overspread, in its upper portion,
writh a yellownesu like the colour of the yellow [or

gilded] bay: (. 'Obeyd, T:) and t.o ??.

a colour in ,which is blacknea. (M.) o.-,
An arrow upon rahich is the redness of blood
(9, O) that has adlerod to it so that it incline to
blackness: a man, when ho shot at the enemy
with an arrow, and hit, and the enemy then shot
it at him with blood upon it, used to put it in his
quiver, auguring good from it: or, as some say,
it means an arrow mhich the archer shoot by
turns, one at another; an explanation reducible
to that before mentioned: ( :) or an arrow
which one slhoots at his enemy and the latter then
shoots at the former: (M:) or an arrom sot
once (T.)

A.h:_, Having blood dropping from the nose,

wrhile stooping the head. (As, g, }i.) - t One
who drarws forth his debt from his debtor with
gentlenes. (As, ?, '.)

1. s;: see R. Q. 1, in four places. [;J? is

mentionEd by Golius and Freytag (by the
former as from the g) as though it were the verb
of which OJ2 (q. v.) is the inf. n.; but I find no

authority for it: and if 'gS have a verb, it

should, accord. to rule, be X2, aor X . ]

2: seeR. Q. 1.

4. ,sI, (T, V,) inf. n. Jl;;, (T, TA,) He
(a man, T, TA) remained, stayeJ, abode, or dwelt,
(T, 1p, TA,) [as though set in the ground like a

Sj,] Q elj in the place; like wtl: (T, TA:)
on the authority of Aboo-Turib, (T,) or Ibn-El-
Faraj. (TA.)

R. Q. L 5ii It buzzed, or made a buzzing
sound; syn. Zi, and ajb, (g,) and L;

(Sh, T, TA;) as also V iso, and * >, ; said of
the fly, (],) [and of the bee, and of the hornet,

and the like; for] iiLs [inf. n. of '4s] (Lth,

T, M, ]) and 'ei [inf. n. of V i;] (Lth, T,

M) and ti',. [a simple snbst.] (M) signify
F
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;.;,]) Lown, or depressed, [app. in it roof.]
(e, P.)

1. U;., aor. :; and >j, aor. !; in£ n. LU),
(AZ, Lh, T, ;, M, M9 b, ]g,) of the former verb,
and of the latter also, (AZ, Lb, T, M,) and :y;,
of the former, (Fr, T,) or of the latter, (AZ, T,)
and [of the latter] ;;p;; (V, 1;) He (a man)
mas, or became, low, ignoble, or mean, in Ais
actions; and cared not for miat Ah did, nor for
Nhat was said to him: (I8k and T in explanation
of the former verb, and 8 in explanation of both
verbs:) or the former verb, (AZ, T,) or each,
(Lh, T, M, 1K,) he mas, or became, bad, corrupt,
or foul, in respect of the belly and the genital
me,nber [i. e. in respect of appetite for food and
for sexual enjoyment]; not caring for what he
did, nor for what was said to him: (AZ, Lb, T,
M, K :) and the former verb, (e,) or each, (M,
15,) [accord. to some,] he was, or became, suck as
is termed :, i. e. , [app. as meaning
contemptible]; (ES,M, ;) like Uj, aor. y,
inf. n. lJU; (bqb ;) and destitute of good:
(S:) but some make a distinction between the
verbs with . and the verb without .; saying that
the meaning " he was, or became, ,..-&" is that
of U,) without .; (T, M9b;) and the truth is,
that the verbs with , have the meanings assigned
to them by AZ and Lb; (T;) or signify he mwu,
or became, low, inoble, or mean: (Mfb:) or
these two verbs also signify, (15,) or signify as
some say, (M,) he mas one in whom Was little or
no good; contemned or contemptible, mmn,
paltry, or of no weight or worth. (M,.)
&, (M,K,) aor. :, (g,) inf n. U;, (8,M,)
Ile was, or became, hump-backed. (8, M, K.*)

4. ULl He committed an action such as is
termed j). (M, u.s)

5. Uj3 He, or it, incited Ahim to ;;U; [i. e.
low, ignoble, or mean, conduct; &e.: seeo ; and

.si, of which ;;U is an inf. n.]. (g.)

:,; (AZ, Lb, T, S M, IMa.b, X) and &l;,
(Lb, T, S,* M, 15,) applied to a man, Low,
ignoble, or mean, in his actions; not earingt for
what he does, nor for what is said to him:
( :) or bad, corrupt, or foul, in rew~pect of the
belly and the genital member [i. e. in repect of
appetite forfood and for sexual enjoyment]; not
caring for what he does, nor for what is said to
him: (AZ, L4, T, M, 1 :) and [accord. to some,]
i. q. [app. as meaning contemptible]; (;,

M, 1 ;) like &'. without ; (Mob ;) and desti.
tute of good: (S :) but some make a distinction

between ,9 and J'.; saying that the latter
means ; (T, Mqb;) and the former, as
explained by AZ and Lb; and this is the truth;
(T ;) or that ,i means .U [i.e. low, ignoble,
or mean, as contr. of.,i]: (M,b:) ; is
also applied to an action: (M, ]:0 [see 4:]) and
signifies likewise, (I,) or as some my, and so
t?tld, (M,) one in whom is little or no good;

the burzzing (Q.. , Lth, T, M, I) of the fly,
(M, J,) or the bee, (Lth, T,) and the hornet,
(Llh, T, M, 1],) and the like. (M.) - And
[hence,] lHe (a man) spoke in a low, gentle, or
soft, tone, so that Ais speech was not understood;
(A'Obeyd, 15, TA ;) [as also .I; for] ,ji;
[inf. n. of the former] (A'Obeyd, T, ;, M, O])
and ;hi [inf.n. of t j'] and t* s, (M, g)
signify the speahing in a low, gentle, or soft, tone,
(A 'Obeyd, T, ,) or in tAe manner termed
L,a, (M,g,) so that the T eeh is not understood:
(A 'Obeyd, T, Q, M:) or oJ.i. signifies [merely]
the speaking in a low, or faint, tone: (M:)
accord. to IAth, it is a little above what is termed
°4. (TA.) A poet says,

m 'l1 A;JA S

[IVe buzz in our speech like tAe buzzing of the
fly]. (Sh, T.) And it is said in a trad., .J.

i.., (s;,) or 1J., (M, JM, TA,) whicll is
thus explained: the Prophet asked an Arab of the
desert, "What dost thou say in the o:3 ?" [see
this word, which means the repetition of a form
of words at the close of the ordinary prayers:]
and he answered, " I ask of God Paradise, and
seek protection of Him from the fire [of Hell]:
but as to thy J,i.1 and the i;..; of Mo'&dh, I
d!o not approve it:" and the Prophet said,
Xj.i; li.; (M, JM;*) i. e. [We speak writh
a lom, or faint, voice] about those two things,
namely, the seeking Paradise and the praying for
protection fiom the fire [of Hell]; and on account
qf thee: (JM:) accord. to some, it is from
·.11 J_ ; lIe went round about tAe mater:
[hence it may mcnul we utter our prayer respecting
them with a low, or faint, sound, as tkougA we
were buzzing round about them likeflies; seeking
to enter the one, and to keep outside the other :]
Aq says that it may be from the signification of
the sound [of buzzing], or from that of going
round about: (TA:) or, accord. to one relation,
the Prophet said, Ox L..;O a [From a con-
sideration of them we utter our prayer with a
low, orfaint, voice;] i. e. our 3js.; arises from
them; and is because of them: and hence, (JM,)
;sis means also ]Ie (a man, JM) nent to and
fro in one place. (JM, TA.)

ej. A wine-janr: (MA:) a [jar of the kind
called] _: (f:) or [ajar] inform like a :
(Mb :) or a large a5

t jl [or earthen jar, smeared
inside with pitch, long in the lower part], (M,
1,) inform like the _., (M,) but taUer; (M;
in the I, or taller than the _;) uniform in
make, [tapering to the bottom,] having at the
lower end that resembles tlhe vJ;J [or tapering
top] of a helmet: (M:) or tmaller than the
_., havnp·a pointed lower etremity, [so I

render -- , (agreeably with the T1,)' regard-
ing it s a dial. var., or perhaps a mistranscrip.
tion, of ~,, which properly signifies the
"os coceygis,"] (1, ]g,) so that (M) it will not
sit [upright] mithout oue's digging a Aolefor it:
(M, ] :) IDrd says that it is a genuine Arabic
word: (M :) pl. [of mult] XUl (T, ?, M, Mlb)

[and i.X; and (of panuc.) ;; and 1, as appears
from the following saying of IAWr, quoted by Az:]

one says ja, and X and j,,l and C;U and
~i4;. (T.) [See an ex. in a verse of El-Aashb

cited voce4;t.]

A bending, or curvinj in the back [so
that it resembles a e: see Xijl]: (M, .:) and
a nearness [to the ground] in the neck and breast,
(M, ,) and a stooping, (If,) and loaners,
therein, (M, 1~,) by original natural constitution:
it is in a man, (M,) and in a horse or the like,
and any quadruped: (M, V :) or shortnes, and
lomneso, or depres&tion, of the neck: (R, TA :) or,
in a horse, shortness of the fore legs: or, accord.
to As, in any quadruped, nearness of the breast to
the ground; which is one of the worst of faults:
(S :) or, accord. to AZ, in a camel, a leaning
forward, rith shortness of the .fore legs: and,
accord. to AHeyth, in a horse or similar beast,
shortness of the fore legs, and a consequent near-
nets of the neck to the ground. (T.)

3;j A certain insect resembling an ant: ( :)
so called because of its shortness. (TA.)

,. The [kind of cap caUed] ;i, of a
]g£ee; likened to a Op; (1 ;) a ;y- worn by
Kddees, as though so called in relation to the
,j, because high and round: (Xlar p. 109:)
accord. to Esh-Shereeshee, originally i;; a
i'S $ pointed at the extremity, [in my original
1.Jl91 is erroneously put for J;Atl,] worn by

dlAdees and great men: not a genuine Arabic
word, but of the dial. of El-'IrA. (TA.)

*.>i syn. with A3.i.: see R. Q. 1, in two
places. - Also Jierbage (8, M, g) and trees,
(M, 1,) or dry herbage, (As, T,) become black,
(AV, T, e, ],) cr wasted and black, (M,) by
reason of oldness: (As, T, 8 :) or nwhat is broken
in pieces of [the species of barley-grass calld]

s, when it has become black and old: or the
stemn (J.~t) of old and wasted trees: (M:)
accord. to Lth, the stems (J~l) of trees: but
the right explanation is that given above on the
authority of Aq. (T.)

XU 1 The J')1 [or lower parts, that are next
the ground,] of garments. (]1.)

i.jl One whos back retembles the 15; (IA9r,
T ;) [i. e.] having a bending, or curving, in the
back; ($, M, V 1) applied to a man (S;)
hump-backed: (Fr, TA in art.~.. :) and having
the neck and breast near [to the ground], (M, Ig,)
and stooping, (M,) and lore, (M, 1,) by original
natural constitution: applied to a man, (M,) and
to a horse or the like, and any quadruped: (M,
1] :) or, applied to a horse, short in thefore legs:
($:) or, applied to a camel, leaning forward,
with shortnes of the fore legs: (AZ, T :) or,
applied to a horse or the like, short in the fore
legs, and conequently having his neck near to the
ground: (AHeyth, T:) Ay said that no if)l ever
outstripped except that of the Benoo-YarbooS:
(M:) fern. .Ui. (M, 1.) [See also ,.;.]_
Also, applied to a house, or chamber, or tent,
(, [for which Golius appears to have read

1

co - Ub [Boos I.
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contemned or contemptible, mean, paltry, or of
a

no eight or worth: (M, 1 :) the pl. of o is
· q1, (AZ, T, M,) or ;'lL;, (Lb, T, TA,) or

fu;b, (j,TA,) like J11 .; pl. of k, (TA,)
and ., (Is,) whichli is anomalous, (TA,) or

";. (M.)
A low, or base, quality, prolerty, natural

disposition, habit, practice, or action; syn. LL;
(, 1;) or such as is blamed; also pronounced

a:,. (TA in art. 9;, (q. v.)

1 :seo , in two places.

t;A [More, and most, low, ignoble, or meas,

in his actions; &Ce.]. You say, ';. 1 j1 j [IHe
is more low, &c., than he]. (Zj, T.) Fr says

that g.bi in the ]ur ii. 58 is [for U>I,] derived
·-..- · · ase

from ;.Uj: accord. to one reading, it is U.Il.
(TA.) - Applied to a maii, (M,) lump-bachked:

(S, M, I1 :') fem. sU.3. (1,0 TA.)

2. J., (T, 1M, I,) inC. n. ; (.K;) and
t j.3; (A;) tt (a man's face) glistened (T,

M,A,s.() like a j4. (TA.)--.; lie (a man,
TA) had many 41;; [pl. of JGi]. (.I.)-
See also the pass. part. n., below.

5: see 2.

: see the next paragraph.

jU&~, an arabicized word, (M, g,) from the
Persian [.;4q], (M,) or from jI e , meaning
"the law brought it" [into being or cireulation]:
(Er-RAghib:) some say, (TA,) its original is

j? ; one of its Ois being changed into , (S,
M9h,g,) to render it more easy to be pronounced,
(Mqb,) or that it may not be confounded with
inf. ns., such as. ; (S, I ;) and hence its

pl. is .;06, (M, Mgb,) and its dim. ,;":;:
(M:) this is the opinion generally obtaining:
others say that it is of the measure Jt;e; but
this opinion is contradicted by the absence of the

S in [the second syllable of] the pl.; for were
it so, its pl. would be like ;, pl. of.,.t.:
(Myb :) [it is the name of A certain gold coin ;]
its weight is seventy-one barley-corns and a hItalf,
nearly, reckoning the ~!l as eight grains of
wheat and two fifths; but if it be said that the
j1. is eight grain of vwheat, then the L~ is
sixty-eight grains of wheat and four seenths: it
is the same as the Jl. (Msb.)

Sj; i ,i A hind of wine or beverage, so
called in relation to Ibn-Deenar el-Hakeem, or
because like the jt; in its redness. ('1IA.)

j.., applied to a jt, (M, ],) and to gold,
(TA,) Coined. (M, ]I, TA.) _- Also A man
having manyal;G [pl. ofjL4]. (M,1.)_. Also
1 A horse having specks, or enaU spots, exceeding I

what are termed 1--: (AO,T, , M ,1 :) or
having blackt and white spots likoegij: (Mgh :)

Bk I.

or having a spotting (tjO.i) of black intermixed

with whiteness predominating over blackness:
(TA :) and of a white colour predominating over
blackness, with a round blachness intermixed wvith
thl former colour upon his bach and rumap: (M:)

or of a white hue intermtixed with red, ( ,)
marked with round black spots. (A.) - Also
S A garment, or piece of cloth, with marks, or
figureU, like jL. (A.)

~; .~~~~~--1. , ; aor. , inf. n. ,J (, A, K) and
L.;., (.K,) It (a garment, S, A, K) was, or
berame, dirty, filthy, foul, sullied, defiled, or
polluted; (, M, A, K ;) as also t ,.J3: (S, M,
A:) and in like manncr t said of a man's honour,
(1., TA,) and S of hlis disposition. (TA.)

2. ;g, (S, M,A, ,) in£ n. , , (, ,)
I1e, or it, mna(ld it (namely a garment, ~, A, 1)
dirty,filtihy, or foul; sullied, defiled, or polluted,
it. (S, M, A, K.) And in like manner, ,L. 
A.b. I [lIe sullied his honour;] he did to him
that which disgraced him. (A, ]g.) Andl ~3..
' : ~ [TIlc evilneb~ss of his disposition sullied

his honour]. (A, TA.)

5: see 1.

,pi> Dirt; filth; soil, or pollution: (, M,
a-.5 ~~~~~~JI1'---. -'

A, 1 :) pl. J,U;. (M.) [IHence,] j j

,,tU~l '> S [lIe preserves his honour from
pollutions], and V u-ill.J ' ,,. [from causes of
pollution, Jl, being pl. oft a~,.., a noun of
tho same kind as . and : i:n ]. (A, TA.)

L.; Dirty, filthy, foul, sullied, deiled, or

polluted: (M, K:) [pl. ,A3.I, agreeably with
analogy, and .tI, contr. to analogy; but the
latter is perhaps post-classical.] You say, .;

.U and t* w.l~ [A people dirty,filthy, &c.;
both in a proper and in a tropical sense]. (1.)
And ;;.JI .j n& and AJI and .I and

?.I [He is foul in character, conduct, or
the lile]. (A.)

i~. ; and its pl. I.: see ,;.

1. ;.), (S, M, Mgh, Msb, .E,) nor. :, (Mqb,
IK,) inf.n. jw-; (M, Msb ;) and Mt ... I1; (~, M,
Mgh, Msb, ] ;) or, accord. to Sb, one does not
say -hi, though they sometimes said ;, for
he regarded this as a possessive epithet; (M;)
said of a sick man, (8, Mgh, ]~,) He had a
constant, or chronic, disease: (Msb: [see ..0,
below:]) or he was, or becanme, heawy, (?, Mgh,
], TA,) by reason of disease, (Mgh, TA,) and
near to death, (Mgh,) or at the point of death:
(TA:) or he became emaciated by disease so as to
be at the point of death. (M.) -And [hence,]

6~J.I ;, and ? t,: The sun was near

to setting, aund became yellow. (~, [, TA.)-
And ...* 1 .b I The thing, or crent, was, or
became, near (1t, TA) to pasing. (TA.)

4. . e.1: see 1, in two places. -~ , said of
a disease, (S, Mgh, Myb, .I,) It rendered him
constantly, or chronically, ill; or clame to him
constantly: (Msb:) or it rendered him heavry [so
that he was near to death, or at the potnt of
death: see 1]: ($, Mgh, X :) or, said of God,
lie caused hinm to become emaciated by diseae to
as to be at the point of death. (M.) Thus tho
verb is trans. as well as intrans. (S, Mqb.)..
Andml &l '1 t I caused the thing, or erent, to
be near, or brought it near, ((, TA,) to pasng..
(TA.)

a ---
j. A constant, or chronic, disease; (S, bt,

1 ;) rsuch as infects, or pervades, the perton or the
inside: or, as some say, any disease, whatever it
be. (M.) - Also, (Q, M, 15,) and * .;3, (9,
M, Msb, 1,) the latter held by Sb to be a posses-
sive epithet, as he disallowed the verb i;, (M,)
A man having a constant, or chronic, diseae;
(., M, Mob, ] ;) sech as infects, or perades, hit
lprson or his inside: or, accord. to some, having
any disease: or emaciated by diease so as to be
at the paint of death: and t .. and ' j4,
signify the same: (M:) or these two signify
rendered eavoy by diseae [so as to be near to
death, or at the point of death: ae 1]: (., Mgh,
X:) [and Freytag adds t %j.b, explained as
meaning " interitui obnoxius," as from the Yam;
in whlich I only find (p. 624) authority for ',
signifyin~ being at the point of leats or destruc.-
tion:] ; is used alike as mase., (Fr, T, i,
M, II) and fem. (., M, I) and sing. (Fr, T, 1,
M, g) and dual (, M) and pl., (Fr, T, ., M,
I,) as though it were an inf. n. used as an
epithet: (M:) but if you say t i;, you vary it
for the fem. and dual and pl., (T,* 8, M, ]g,)
saying i; I, (8, M,) &e., (S,) i. c., saying

a .:· eaa
also i .j *, (TA,) and .U.t.*.9 (M,) or

Jt;f j1.j: (TA:) and sometimes h. lhas a
dual form and a pl.; (.K;) [i.e.] one may say

.AAj; Js;.. and J .0f ,!A.. (Fr, T.) -
Applied to the sun, it means t Near to setting,
(M, TA,) and (TA) becoming yellowt. (T, TA.)
So in the saying (of E-'AjjI6j, T, TA),

* ~;j A !;& a , "j '
[And the sun had almnost become near to setting,

and to turning yellow]. (T, M1, TA.) [See Q.2
in art. AJ;j.]

J.i: see #..o, in two places.

w.;:>see ~U,~.
· a

L ., aor. and;, inf. n. j, He pursd
small, little, or minute, things. (JK, Ibn.'Abbid,

116

or 

ltaving a spogtinq (fpe3j";') of black interniixed to setting, and became yellow. TA.)

ivith 

tvhite;wu predomanating over blacknen: And ,raljl �-bb 1 The thing, or crent, was, or

(TA 

:) and of a witite colour piedomijiating over became, near �lg, TA) to paninq. (TA.)

blackness, 

with a roumi blacknon intermixed ivith j

gliefoi.mer 

colour upon liis bacit and runap. (,M,:) 4. see 1, in two places. ~ said of

or 

of a wltite hue intertptixed with red, ' ' ' 91 a disease, ($, Mgb, Mqb, g,) It rendered him

Gr 

p 010) conitangly, or chronically, ill; or clam to him

niarked 

with rountl black spots. (A.)-Also constantly : (Mqb:) or it rendered him Atary [so

t 

A 

gannent, or Piece of clotli, with maria, or that he was nwr to death, or at the Imitit of

(A.) 

death: me 1] 'Afgb, ]g:) or, said of God,

1Ie 

ray-sed Aiin to become emaciated by disean to

as 

to 

btt at the point qf death. (M.) Tizue tho

verb 

is tmns. as well u intmnL (g, Mqb.).

.69 0 6,09
1. 

,j>, aor. z, inf. n. A, 1�) and And j*1J1 I caused the thing, or erent, to

3-U3, 

19 (a garment, S, A, K) was, or be near, or brought it near, (:FS, TA,) to ~ ng.

berame, 

dirty, foul, llied, de

sti 

fiW, or (TA.)

poUuted; 

�, M, A, K;) as also V ':.%3: (?, M, C,

W.J 

-ws A coutant, or chronic, disease; ($, bt,

A:) 

and in like manner Z said of a man's honour, ]�;) sucli as infects, or pervades, thelwrton or the

(g, 

TA,) and ; of liis disposition. (TA.) iuide: or, u some say, any iliseass, mi#age~ it

j 

.

0 0

2. 

4-i,), (g, M, A, ]�,) in£ n. be. (M.) ~ Also, (Q, M, k(,) and �9

lle, 

or it, iiia(k. it (nainely a garnient, R,, A, g) M, Mqb, g,) the latter held by Bb to be a pones-

dirt,y,filihy, 

orfoul; 3tillied, defiled, or poUated, sive epitlict, u he disallowed the verb j01, (M,)

A 

man having a constant, or ciironic, diceam;

't 

S, M, A, K.) And in like manner, LPJ3

M, 

Mob, kC;) 3mch as infects, or pervader, hit

A.�� 

t [116 sullied his honour;] he ditl to hina

3 

c lwrson or liis inside: or, accord. to some, haviky

that 

wltich diorgiaced kint. (A,Ig.) And ~.%

.� 

0. sullied any disease: or emaciated by dinan st) as to be

�� 

&'3m t [Tlie evili~ of Itis disposition at the Paint of ~ A: and and VIL coll

his 

hoiiour]. 

(A, TA.)

signify 

tho same: (M:) or these two signify

5: 

see 1. rendered lsealoy by diman [so as to be near to

0 

--- death, or at the point of dedth am 11 Mgh,

u.j.b 

Dirt; filth; soil, or pollution: M,

j 

.1 

-. X(:) [and Freytag adds explained as

1. 

(M.) [Heneej ep*.abZ.P

A, 

94 pl. Jo6 j

,,,0c30,� 

' meaning 11 interitui obnoxius," u from the Yam

C>* 

1 [He preserves hiat honour from

in 

wliich 

I onfy find (p. 024) authority for

pollutiopts], 

and V ,j

` 

1 1 1 I [ft-om caums of 'Tifyin�. being at tAe point of ikath or destruc-

pollution, 

being pl. of VaLS a noun of

:?On:] 

..U! in used alike u muse., (Fr, T,

tlio 

same kindasal£~ tLnd L~ 14

(A, 

TA.) M, 9) and fem. (?, M, g) and sing. (Fr, T,.,,

Dirty, 

filthy, foul, sullied, de 1f , 9) and dual (Q, M) and pl., (Fr, T, $, M,

Lpi 

flied, or g,) u though it wore an inf n. used as an

P011Jed: 

(M, K:) [p]. agreeably with epithet: (M:) but if you say you vary it

analogy, 

and contr. to analogy; but the for the fem. and dual and pl., (To 8, M, X(,)

latter 

is perhape lmt-classical.] You say,

sayin, 

M33 M,) &c., (?,) i. c., saying

and 

* w.,ell~ [A people dip.ly,.fllil&y, &C.;

also 

ej Wi! (TAJ and (M,) or

both 

in a proper and in a tropical sense]. (g.) a 4;jllc-j

And 

d ,AiJI and J6>f jt�.j: (TA:) and sometimes lias a

an 

IJI and

rorm 

and a pL; (g;) [i. e.) one mny say

1 

[Htt is foul in character, conduct, or ""!!,

As 

lilec]. (A.) �jW> J1,Wi and j#d;i& (Fr, T.)_

Applied 

to the sun, it means 1 Near to settipig,

Li~; 

and its pl. "'I.U: ace * " (M, TAJ and (TA) becoming yellotp. (T, TA.)

So 

in the saying (of EVAI6j, T, TA),

see 

WJ#.$. 6. j 69

3 

Ji W-0Ai

[Aiad 

the sun had ahnost berome near to selling,

and 

to turning yellow]. (T, 31, TA.) [See Q. 2

M, 

Mgh, Mob, g,) aor. 1, (Mqb, in art. Akcbj.]

9') 

inf.n. h-?w"b; (M, Mob;) ttnd Vt-Ubl; ($, M, 0

Mgli, 

Mob, ]�;) or, accord. to Sb, one does not see in two places.

say 

t-bb, 

though they sometimes said %.wsq for

he 

regirded this as a poosessive epithet; ' (M;)

aiid 

of a sick man, (?, Mgh, ]�,) He had a

c'.
con.statat, 

or chronic, disease: (Mqb: [see t..0,b,

below:]) 

or he was, or btcame, heamj, (?, Mgli,

5, 

TAJ 
by rmson of disease, (Mgh, TA,) and

near 

to death, (Mgb,) or at the point of death:

(TA:) 

or he became emaciated by disease 3o a3 to

be 

at the pdnt of death. (M.) -And [hence,]

j 

0.1 aor. t and inf n. j3Jb, He puramd

6~.UI 

and V t The. sun was near #MIIJ litile, or minuts, things. (JK, Ibn.'Abbid,

to 

setting, 

and became yellow. TA.)

,raljl 

�-bb 1The thing, or crent, was, or

became, 

near �lg, TA) to paninq. (TA.)

4. 

see 1, in two places. ~ said of

a 

diseue, 

($, Mgb, Mqb, g,) It rendered him

conitangly, 

or chronically, ill; or clam to him

constantly: 

(Mqb:) or it rendered him Atary [so

that 

he was nwr to death, or at the Imitit of

death: 

me 1] : (?, bfgb, ]g:) or, said of God,

1Ie 

ray-sed Aiin to become emaciated by disean to

as 

to 

btt at the point qf death. (M.) Tizue tho

verb 

is tmns. as well u intmns. (g, Mqb.).

And 

j*1J1 1 I caused the thing, or erent, to

be 

near, or brought it near, (:FS, TA,) to ~ng.

(TA.)
9 ---

�.0,s 

A coutant, or clironit, disease; ($, bt,

]�;) 

such as infects, or pervades, thelwrton or the

iuide: 

or, u some say, any 4rliseass, mi#age~ it

be. 

(M.) ~ Alw, (Q, M, k(,) and * .U3, (9,

M, 

Mqb, g,) the latter held by Bb to be a pones-

sive 

epitlict, u he disallowed the verb (M,)

A 

man having a constant, or ciironic, diceam;

(�, 

M, Mob, XC;) 3mch as infects, or p~es, hit

lk-rson 

or �iijr insid#: or, accord. to some, haviky

any 

disease: or emaciated by dinan so as to be

at 

1140 

Paint of death : and and

signify 

tho same: (M:) or these two signify

rendered 

lsealoy by diman [so as to be near to

death, 

or at the point of dedth : am 11 : (.R,, Mgh,

X(:) 

[and Freytag adds t %11,'b, explained as

meaning 

11 interitui obnoxius," u from the Yam

in 

wliich 

I onfy find (p. 024) authority for

ignifyin�.�eing 

at tAe point of iteatis or destruc-

:ion:] 

in used alike u muse., (Fr, T, �,

M, 

9) and fem. M, g) and sing. (Fr, T, .14,,

M, 

g) and dual M) and pl., (Fr, T, $, M,

g,) 

u though it wore an inf n. used as an

epithet: 

(M:) but if you say you vary it

for 

the fem. and dual and pi., (Tw 8, M, ]g,)

sayin,g 

&�3 M,) &c., (g,) i_ c., saying

te.119 ##.
also 

ejtiil (TAJ and (M,) or

J63f 

jt�.j: (TA:) and sometimes �.0'i lias a

dual 

rorm and a pL; (K;) [i.e.) one mny say

a J.6�jw; 

Js;.0% and J0 Alb&J. (FrT.)-

Applied 

to the sun, it means 1 Near to settipig,

(M, 

TAJ and (TA) becoming yellotp. (T, TA.)

So 

in the saying (of EVAI6j, T, TA),

tz, 

�A !;& a - j a 9 Is .0

3 

Ji W-0Ai

[Aiad 

the sun had ahnost berome near to selling,

and 

to turning yellow]. (T, 31, TA.) [See 2

in art.

J;i: 

see #..W;, in two places.

UW 

aor. and inf n. He puramd

mall, 

little, or minute, things. (JK, Ibn.'Abbid,
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Z, g. [See also 2.]) [Two other significations

asigned to LJ. in the C]V and in the Lexicons of

Golius and Freytag belong to ~.]

2. #., (?, Mgh, TA,) inf n. Lc.0, (Mgh,
V,) lie went to the utmost point [in his dealings
&c.]: (?, V, TA:) he was minute, observant of
small things, nice, or scrupulous: (Mgh:) he
examined minutely into hit dealings anal expenses.
(So accord. to an explanation of the act. part. n.

in the TA.) Hence the saying, j;j 'M )

.,;" [Go not ye to the utmost point against
others, for in that case the utmost point may be
gone to against you]. (~, TA.) And the saying

of El-I5asan, (Mgh, TA,) ;' "j A 'llUI ...

),r (TA,) or 4 ;j) L).j, (Mgh,) [May God

curse the S.l1 and him nho has been minute, &c.,
in his dealings, or and him rrho has been minute,
&c., therewith ;] as though he meant to forbid the
considering and examining a paltry or contcmpti-

loe thing: (TA:) or, as some relate it, * jj "L

Smljl %.,l:1 [and the first n'ho innovated the
O¢l], meaning E.-I.iajj6j. (Mgh.)- [Hence,]

g.I, metonymically, signifies IThe being nig.
gatrdly, stingy, or arariciou. (Az, TA.) - Also
The continuing to look at a thing; (?, V;) as

also ~j: [or rather each has this signification
elliptically; for] you say, ; I 9J 4i j and jo
[meaning lie continued looking at it]. (v.)

[See j;.] And in like manner, The looking

neakly. ($, TA.) And Wat P. 1e looked
hard, and sharply, or intently. (JK.)_ -Also

The approaching of the sun to setting. (?, IS,

TA.) You say, - 1 t, The sun became

near to setting. (JK, TA. [See also Cj.])
- And .. t lIe (a man) died: (JK, TA:) or

t he n'as near to dying; inf. n. as above. (TA.)
- And " ,: , (JK, V, TA, [accord. to the
CI ;, which is wrong,]) inf n. L., (j ,
TA,) ! 1'is eye sank, or became depressed, in his
head: (JK, ?, g, TA:) or, accord. to Az, the
more correct explanation is, the ball, or globe,
nf his eye became prominent, and apparent.
(TA.)- And '.j L., (Lth, I, TA, [in the
Cl, erroneously, ]) inf n. j.e;, (Lth, TA,)
.is face exhibited emaciation, arising from
fatigue or disease. (Lth, V, TA.)

J [a pl. of which the sing. is not mentioned]
Persons niggardly, or parsimonious, in expen-
diture, tonards their households (IAr, ], TA)
and themselves. (lAr, TA.)

e,i One niho alights by himself, (TA,) and
eats by himselIf in the daytime, and in the moon-
light by night, list the guest should see him: (g,
TA :) mentioned by IAgr, on the authority of Abu-
1-Mek6rim: and so oAb and ,~i. (TA.)

UWl;: see the next paragraph.

e'P1 Foolish; stupid; having little, or no,
intellect, or understanding: (g:) and so ~lg.
(TA.)_ - A thief. (JK, Ibn-'Abbad, $, Ti.)
- Emaciated andfalling down, or emaciated

and tottering; expL by L, j,t: (AA, S, V:)

orfaUing donm, or tottering, (L 1_,) by reason of
emaciation: (JK:) applied to a man (AA, ])
and to a she-camel. (]s.) - Hating a constant,
or chronic, disease, and oppressed thereby so as to
be at the point of death. (AA, TA.) m Also,

and t 4.1i;, (JK, R, Mgh, Mob, ]I,) the former,
accord. to some, the more chaste, arabicized [from

the Pers. Gl; or .;1)], (Mgb,) and V UI' ,
(JK, !, 1,) like as they said, & and;., (S,)

[but 3UI seems to have been disallowed by Sb,
either as unused or as post-classical,] The sixth
part of a dirthern (or drachm); (S, Mob, V;)
[i. e.] tnwo ca,tus; (Mgh;) [i. c.] tno grains of

thte 3d; [or carob], rvith the ancient Greeks,
for the dirhem with them was twelve grains of
the .j.L.i; but the j&l) of the Muslims is tw,o
grains of the d and two thirds of a grain of
the 3jm, for the dirhem of the Muslims is
sixteen grains of the .j, : (Mob:) and the
isith part of the deendr: (TA: [but this I find

nowhere else: see :]: and see also :]) the

pl. of &Jib is l'; and ,,lj;i; (Mgh, TA;) the

former is said by Az to be pl. of yl;; and the
latter, of ,Li;; and it is said that every pl. of the

measure jr.1; or jt11. may be lengtllened with

,so that one may say j.I3 and jei&s :

(Msb:) or, accord. to Sb, .3j'; is pl. of t$ WI;,
though this be not in their speech. (TA.) [Also
A small silver coin, the sicth part of the coin

called..] Thedim. ist e.. (TA.)

&1; : see the next preceding paragraph, in two
places.

Ij; [rel. n. from b; ' p]. of ,1-;], (El-

Mekeen, "Hist. Sarac." p. 104,) or ' lj;
[rel. n. from ~J1;; pL of 31.;], (TA,) [O.f, or
belonging or relating to, dinibs: and hence,] a
surname of the 'Abb6sce Khalecfeh Aboo-Ja(far
El-Mansoor; (El-Mekeen, TA;) because of his
extreme niggardliness. (El-Mekeen.)

: see .j. , last sentence.

L~o One who examines minutely into his
dealings and expenses: used in this sense by the
people of El-'Irlk. (TA.) ai;~ ' An eye

of which the ball, or globe, is prominent, and
apparent: so accord. to AZ; and Az holds this
to be the correct explanation, rather than an eye
tunk, or depresed, in the head. (TA.)

1. G;, (T, M, Mgh, Msb, K, &c.,) first pers.

,9J~, (T, $,) aor. 9 M, (T, Msb,) inf. n. y
(T, S, M, Mgb, 1) and ;U,;, (M, V,) lIe, or it,
nwas, or became, near; drew near, or approached;
(T, M, Mgh, Mob, I ;) as also ' .j&.l; (IA%r,
T, g;) and t inf. n. .4%3; (IAr, T;) and
t ubl., inf. n. o3lC.; (KL, but only the inf. n.

is there mentioned;) and 'P )s, inf.n. a. ;I
(TA :) it is either in person, or substance, or in

respect of predicament, and in place, and in

time: (El-.rallee, TA:) you say, .. U;, (M,

Mgl, Msb,) and ;. -, (T, 8,) and l, (M,

Msb,) and d , (TA,) and 4U occurs in a verse of

S'ideh as meaning Zs, (M,) He, or it, and I,

nas, or became, near, Ic., to him, or it:' (T, M,
Mgh, Mob:) [and in like manner you use the
other verbs mentioned above, except 'fP.l. ,
which is immediately trans.: or a;, L; with

~g; for its inf. n. means, or means also, He was
near to him in respect of kindred; was related to

him: for] ;u6j is yn. with L1) (M, M, O) and

Lsuj: (M, I:) you say, Uii meaning
i1l3 [i.e. 3etween them two.is relationship];

(S;) and oj; j I ' 1 tI;oj i [Thou in-
creasest not save in nearness and relationship to
us]. (ISk, T, S.) A rijiz says,

* Si . tit; wt. .J
- L.. _ --- 1v LW 

meaning _i u.i [i. e. lVlat hath happened to me

that I see him wralhing gently or writh short steps,
or rendered lowly by age, having been apilproached
by death ?]: it is from ;.;, but thoe is changed
into cS because of the kesreh before it, and then
the i is made quiescent: and there are similar
instances of contraction of verbs: but [ISd says,]
I know not 5.; except in this instance; and As
used to say of the poem in which this occnrs,
This rejez is not ancient: it is app. of Khalaf El-
Ahmar or some other of the Muwolleds. (M.)

One says also, ,3 J .'.I ;J and V ;

[The sun was, or became, near to setting]. (M.)
- ji, (T, M, V, TA, [in the CXC, Y;) lb

(i; ilJj is erroneously put for ij lii ,lhl

u'J) like - (TA,) aor. r (T,) in£ n.

li; (T, M, V) and U;;, (T, IV, TA,) or IA6,;
(M, accord. to the TT; and so in the CI; [app.
a mistranscription occasioned by a misunder-
standing of what here follows;]) the LS [in us]
being substituted for.j because of the nearness of
the kesreh; all on the autlhority of Lh;(M ;) and

a, aor. j , without ., inf£. .UJ, with.,

(ISk, T,) and yj; (T;) or Uli, aor. .y, inf. n.

o~j; i. q. U; and s,; (Mob;) [i. e.] I1e (a man,

T, M) was, or became, such as is termed ' P ;
(T, M, M9b, ;) and :L~ ; (Msb ;) meaning

wreak; contemptible (,'); not profitable to
any one; who falls sho;rt in everything upon
.which he enters: (T: [like s, :]) or low,
ignoble, or mean; ( .3 ;) weahk; (M, VI ;) such
as, nvhen night afford; him covert, w:ill not quit
his place, by reason of reakness: (M:) or lonw,

ignoble, or mean, ( ;,) in his actions, or con-

duct; bad, etil, orfoul; accord. to the explana-

tion of 6i by Es-Saraus.ee: but some distinguish

between : i and Ai ; making the former to

signify "low, ignoble, or mean;" ' ;) and the
latter,; - e [app. as meaning contemptible].

(Mfb, and so the latter is explained in the Mgh.)

1

a
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9: see l:_-and 4.-.It is said in a trad.,

Ij9 ... I j.1 , i. e. [Pronounce ye the name
of God, (i.e. say, In the name of God,) and
inohke a blesing upon him at whose abode or
table ye eat, (see art. ._,) and] malke your
words to be near together in praising God. (M.)

And in another trad., Il; lj1 sl.,,
i. e. [ Vhen ye eat, pronounce the name of God,
and] eat of tihat which is near you: (M:) or
IM.O.w 1jl It, i. e. [WThen ye eat,] eat of that
whirls is next you. (..)- _, (T, M,) inf. n.
.;Ji, (T,) also signifies lie (a man) sought after

mean, paltym, or contemptible, things. (Lb, T,

M.) And ,1l j1 . ,, (inf. n. as above, 8, ,)
Ieptursed small matters, and mean, paltry, or

contemptible: (T, ., TA:) in the .K, erroneously,
and great. (TA.) Also lle was, or became,
reank; syn. h. (;. and TA in art. e.jj.)

3. tl., inf. n. ilt: see 1, in two places.
You say also, 91*'l; I was, or became, near
to [doing, or experiencing,] the affair, or event.
(M.)_ . t .4 01 -i lg 4 Imade the shachles,
or hobbles, strait, or contracted, to the camel.
(M, g) And ,>.l S L, hoil :; (M, T4)
The sha¢kles, or hobbles, straitened, or contracted,
[tke two parts of the camel that were the places
thereof] (TA.) Dhu-r-Rummehl says,

* ·

·" ,'. " ., .;s; '.".

[The shachles, or hobbles, straitened to hinim, in a
far-extending, wide desert, the two parts of him
that were the places thereof, and enjoyments be-
came removed fS.om him]. (M.) And you say
also, ' c.O- , l> I made the two affairs,
or events, to be nearly uninterrupted; syn.
t,Ott: (T, ., Mb :) or I made the two affairs,
or events, to be connected; syn. j (M.)

4. W it lie madle him, or it, to be, or become,
near; to drawv near, or to approach; he dren.
near, or broutght near, him, or it; (., M, Mglh,

;) as also t ;,, (M,Xg,) inf. a.·/. (P.)
_[Hence,] ;'5l& top ,s She (a woman) let
don her garment wpon her, and covered, or
reied, herselfyvith it. (Mgh.) And jl ; "1
I let donwn the veil, or curtain, [for the p7urpose
of conealment.] (Mob.) It is said in the .Kur
[xxxiii. t50], M * [They
shall lt down upon them a portion of their outer
wrapping-garments]; (Mgh;) meaning they shall
let down a portion of their outer wrapping-gar-
ments over their faces, whlen they go forthl for
their needful purposes, except one eye. (Jel.)
t.~1 is also intrans.: see 1, in two places.
[TIence,] .,.4l1, said of a she-camel, (S, TA,) and
of a woman, (TA,) She wvas, or became, near to

bringing forth. (?, TA.) And ,,tj Lsi& °i

.JjIl [a phrase similar to -i- ,l isa c
q. v.]. (Occurring in a verse cited in the TA in
art. #.)..And s.l He lived a strait life,
(IAar, T, K,) after easdnes andplety. (IAr, T.)

5. Jj.3 He (a man, g) drero near, or ap-
proached, by little and little. (S, I~.)

6. Ill.J They drew near, or approached, one
to another. (8, p.) - [Hence,] t.sI3 It (a
thing) drewn together, or contracted; or became
drawrn together or contracted. (M* and L in art.

,gW.) - And J.1 `M l The camels of
the man becameferv and wveak. (M.)

S. 1,, inf n. n :i: see 1.

10. Pi! JHe sought, desired, or demanded,
of him, nearnes, or approach; (M, J(, TA;)
he sought, or desired, to make him draw near, or
approach: and he drew him near, or caused him
to approach. (MA. [See also 4.])

6, inf. n. of &i1, q. v. (T, M, R.) lI :
see jl.

u'-; *1 p nnd V,) and td; and tie
mean' [. is a son of a paternal uncle] closely

related; syn. lJ [q. v.]: when you pronounce
the . with damm, you do not make the word
perfectly decl.: when you pronounce it with
kesr, you make it either perfectly or imperfectly
decel.: but when you prefix., to a determinate
noun, .. may not be in the gen. case: for in-

stance, you say, tej Cw *> ,, i. e. [e is the
son of his paternal uncle] closely related; as also
· ~J; beeause is, being indeterminate, cannot
be an epithet applied to that which is determinate:
( :) and [in like manner] you say, O. 'W j-*,

or t3s .,$or r ,ig ;,~, or tsfi. 41j, or

j.! .$1, or i.. 1 I .l, (M, I,) all mentioned
by Lb, the last two as on the authority of Aboo-
,afwan, but all except the first and second as
unknown to Ks and to As, (M,) followed by

3 aj and Wb and W and t1J, (N, ]K, TA,)
the iast two without tenween, (TA; [and so
written in the M; but in the CK and my MS.
copy of the ](, in the place of these two is put
1 ;, which is disallowed by J ;]) meaniing [lie is
the son of my paternal uncle, and the son of my
maternal uncle, &c.,] closely related: (M, K:)

and tl j .~ _. and V 3J. and .). and Q>
[lHe is his paternal uncle closely ,elated]: (Ks,
T:) Lh says that the _ is changed into L in
tt} and le; because of the nearness of the
kesreh and the weakness of the intervening letter,
as is the case in a°. and °4: but it seems that

these words are originally V lt;, i. e., by a rela-
tionship, or uterine relationship, nearer to me
than others; and that the change of the letter is
made only to show that the L. is that of the fem.
of ~sl. (M.) You say also, d.ihh..h
They are his people, and his tribe, closely related.
(. and TA in art. J.)

kiJ: see the next preceding paragraph, in five

I. fem. of 1 [q. v.].

, see what next follows.

S)Wi> [Of, or relating to, Ahe present worW,
or state of existence; worldly:] a rel. n. from

W0JI; (T, 8;) as alsot 'P and t ; · (8)

.' i. q. ,ro. [as meaning Near, in person,
or substance, or in respect of predicament, and in
place, and in time: (see 1, first sentence: and see
also jl. :) and a relation]: (T, S:) and a friend;
or a sincere, or secret, or particular,fr.iend; syn.
OL~. (T.) It has these significations (of

,,3 and e,al.l) in the prov. jsj ji
[app. meaning There is a relation, or a friend,
nearer than every other relation, or friend; like
another prov., namely, t.# ; . O;, for
the meaning and application of which see art.
¥~: Freytag renders it, "Quod attinet ad
quemlibet propinquum (amicum), preter eum est
propinquus :" (Arab. Prov. ii. 357:) and he adds,
"Proverbii sensus ese videtur: Quilibet pro-
pinquus seu amicus unicus non eat; sod praster
eum est alius"]: (T, Meyd:) so says AZ.
(Meyd.) _ Soee also ;I. - As an epithet ap-
plied to a man, signifying IVeak; contemptible;
&dc.: se 1, near the end of the paragraph: [but J
says that] as meaning O.;, it is [:w;,] with .:
( :) the pl. is :;(. (T, M.) [In the CV, by a
mistranscription mentioned above (voce ts)),
s' is made to signify the same.]

kil A lonw, or base, quality, property, natural
disposition, habit, practice, or action; syn. i;;;

(Mgh ;) or such as is blamed; originally ZIi.:

(TA:) pl. b.l;. (Ilar p. 327.) Hence the saying
of Ibn-Il.6rithch, 4;ik l 4 . ;ll, meaning I choose
death rather than, or not, disgrace. (lIar ubi
supra.)

j>l; [Being, or beco.ming, near; drawing near,

or approaching: and hence, near; like >j:]
act. part. n. of U;. (Msb.)

.;1 Nearer, and nearest; opposed to L.il:
(TA:) fem. lt; (M, TA;) in which the [ra-
dical] 3 is changed into U, as in t;i and Qj:
(ISd, TA voce iJ_ :) [the pl. of the masc. is
C1.1! and i.j;l; the latter in the accus. and gen.

.iQil: and] the pl. of the femn., Ml,, (S, K,
TA,) like 4S pl. of .qS , and i pl. of
..; ; (., TA ;) said by some to be extr. and

strange [in respect of usage]; and El-Mutanebbec
has been blamed for using it; (MF,TA;) but
in the case referred to he has used J.ol for
tjlJI, [not as a pl.,] suppressing the LS by poetic

license. (TA.) [ITence,] s.;' 3 i, i 
.''lX, in the ]Iur xxx. 1 and 2, The Greeks

have been overcome in the nearer, or nearest, port

oft/e land. (B, ,Jel.) And .J;JII i. [Thte
nearest heap of pebble;] the heap of pebbles
nearest to Mini. (TA. [See art. j...]) And

116 *
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Jl .JI .1JI [Thde nearest heaaen; i. e. the lotest;]
the heaen that it the nearest to us: (T, TA:)

also called ..11,J .. [which means the heawn of
the present world; as will be seen from what
follows]. (TA.) See also exs. of the fem. in the

pahgraph commencing with the words i' 

.j 4, in four places. - Also Former, and
.first and .fore, and foremost; opposed to sl1.

(TA.) [Hlenco,] *u.6 o eIi1 (S, I,TA)

a/nd t U;> j>;, (,AC, [in the C1, erroneously,

Ji. u.l and a i'. j 1,D]) i. e. I ,mt him the
.first thing. (~, J.) [And .l .j,; The fore,

orforemost, part fthe mouath.] And UjJl1 [for

tJI jl .Il, and t3Jl i5;.J1, Theformer dwelling,

or abode, and life; i. e. tho present world, and

life, or state of existence]; contr. of d..l:
(M, ]K:) [or] it is so called because of its near-
ness: (T,o :) [and may be rendered the sub-
lunary abode, &ec.: and the inferior abode, &c.
It also signifies The enjo.yments, blessiWgs, or
good, of the present world, or life; workldly
blesings or proqperitl, &e.] And sometimes it is
with tenween, (g,TA,) when used indetermi-
nately: (TA:) [thus,] IAsr mentions the saying

{j.1 ,j (#; i . [as meaning Ile has none of

the enjoyments, or blessings, of the present world,

nor in prospect any enjoyments, or blessings, of

the world to come]; with tenween. (M, TA.)

And you say, W;, e y [He purchaed hi

e oe!yments of the presnt world at the expense of

his enjoyments of the world to come]. (Z, TA

in art. 4.) And W JI '.:.! means The rich

man. (Myb in art. k;q.) - Also Mfore, and

mtnost, apt, fit, or proper: thus in the gur

[xxxiii. 5], in the phrase .gij J Jjll iJJJ

[T/hat will be more, or most, apt, fit, or proper,
tiat they may be knomn]; (Kslb, Mgh;) i.e.,
that they may be known to be free women, as
distinguishied from female slaves, who did not
cover their faces. (Jel.)_..Also Less [in number
or quantity &c.], and least [the'ein]; opposed to

j lt. (TA.) .;1 -j , >. l %j, in
the lcur [Iviii. 8], means iVor leu in number

than that, nor more in number. (B!.) And

in the ]ur [xxxii. 21, lit. And we will asuredly
nmale them to taste of the smaller punishment besides
theyr'eatcr punisment], means, accord. to Zj,what-
ever punishment is inflicted in the present world
and the punishment of the world to come. (M.)
- Also lWorse, [or inferior in quality,] and
worst; or more, and most, low, ignoble, base,

rile, mean, or weak; opposed to ... (TA.)

It is said in the 1~ur [ii. 58], J. #';"'

. ph 15 J ) u1 [WVill ye take in exchange
that which is worse, or inferior,for that which is
better ? or], apccord. to Zj, meaning that w/hich is
les in value [for that nwhich is better]? ~31

being thus, without .: Fr says that it is here

from i;fil: and Zuheyr El-lurirubee [or

(accord. to some) EI-Furubee] read U1l. (T.)

C,, and ;a4, applied to a she-camel, (M,

1,) and to a woman, (M,) Near te bringing

forth. (M, .)

^+, applied to a man, Weak; (9, TA;) con

temptibl (i); not profitable to any one;

who falls asort in everything upon iwhich he

enters; [like ti, ;] (TA;) or falling short of

accomplishing that which it behooves him to do:
(AHeyth, T :) also, for the sake of rhyme, [by

poetic license,] written l,.a. (T.)

5)

R. Q. 1. ;. Wb, (JK, 9, ],) inf. n. h;u,
(JK,) He rolled a stone down; (S,*0,' TA ;)

as also tSqJ, (,],) inf n. il. and 1,fu:

( :) or he cast stones, or a thing, .from a higher
to a lower place. (JK.) - And le turned over

a thing, one part upon another; (;) as also

jjA., (TA.) - And lie collected togethcr

camels to drive thlem. (JK.)

R. Q. 2. .;s,, said of a stone, (S, 1,) &c.,
(g,) It rolled dowa; (S, ]g,' TA;) as also

,i5.MJ (S,1g.)-And hence, lle, or it, n-as
quick. (.Har p. 108.)

:; I YJ; ,. (JK, and so in some copies of

the o,) or e; 'i ; 'j1, (A., IAnr,', TA, and

so in copies of the 1,) a saying of the. Arabs,
meaning If this thing be not nonw, it mrill not be
after the present time: (AR, S, K :) As says, I
know not its origin. but I think it to be Pers.,
and to mean, if thou strike not him, or it, now,
thou wilt not strike him, or it, erer: ( :) acecord.
to IAsr, it is said to a man when lie is at the
point of accomplishing his want in respect of a
creditor of his, or in respect of his blood-revenge,
or in respect of paying honour to a friend of his;
(TA;) and means if thou seize not the oppor-
tunity nowa, thou wilt nerer meet wvith it: (IK,
TA:) accord. to Lth, (TA,) it means, if thou
at·eng not his blood, or if thou slay him not in
blood-revenge, nowr, thou wilt never .do so. (JK,

TA.) Accord. to AR, one says also, ; i6 e; 1,

meaning I will not accept either of the two

actions proposed. (TA.) Az says that this say-

ing lshows ae to be Pers., and to mean The act of

striking: you say to a man, n c, meaning
Strike thou: and he says, I have seen it written

with kesr in the book of AZ. (TA.) 1o. in

Pers. means Give thou: and metonymically, the
act of striking. (TA.)

;j A cry by which camels are chidden;
(IABr, TA;) a cry by vwhich camels are called to

their young ones. (]K in art. oeJ.)~=Ji o.,

or C.J e: see art. j3 M.

,j: see e, last two sentences.

i,;A. A hundred camel., and more; (JK,

I;) as also a i ; and t &j,&: (K:) or

? the second of these three words signifies many
camels. (JK, .)

· l&.A;: see what next precedes, in two
places: and what next follows.

:I4 Small, or young, camels: (JK, 9, 1:)

pl. l;;. (S,"J.) A rjiz says,

' - . ' ' 

[They had atisfied their thirst, except some
small, or young, camels; little young shee-camels
and little young he-camels]: as thonghl ne formed

from lQjl the pl. ;k~; and from this, the

dim. a4ej; and from this, the pi. i:,. [in

the nom. case C~.j]: (S, TA :*) and in like

manner, ' .. ! as pl. of ,j; 1 , dim. of TI, pi.

of,. (S.) [Accord. to a passage imperfectly
written in the TA, it seems to signify also Many

small, or young, camels; and so, as there written,

ol,l, app. for Ot ,.)h.] -One says also,

l,.s1 IlSI L J,I t, (TA,) or lI ll anti

.jl, the last on the authority of Ks, meaning
I know not w:hat one of men he is. (., TA.)

*,..;, (.i, [accord.o o the TA j;, blut tiis

is a ntistake,]) or &) ~, (11B,) lThle thl,q which

the Ja [or species of black beelrit called ran.
tharus] roll., (IB, K, TA,) consistin, of dung
i/tieh it collects, (IB,TA,) in a ,onndl Jfrm

(TA;) and so 6;3, and a , [the lat of

these, for allevintion of the utterance,] 1116so witlh-
ont teshdeed. (IAm., K.)

ba ;# : see 1*;).

j..& a noun signifying 1What isfalse, or radn;

a lie; syn. ,l and '." : as also ,>a ,

(1I,) its dual, (TA,) or .J ;, or .*j.; *;: (as

in different copies of tlio 8:) whence j

and t .. are epithets applied to a liar; or a

great or habitual liar: and accord. to AZ, tihe

Arabs used to say, 1:, a O- 9 'J.~.

[Lies will not avail thee aught]: and O J sit -
a11.0#,· T A a,o,

nifies the same asjO,. (TA.)_.J.,,> is also

a noun, (I1,) i. e. a verbal noun, (TA,) signily-
ing le ewas, or has become, unoccupl)iedl, or n ith.

out work; syn. ,); (i;) like .lj,t4 for ,

and ,." for .am (TA.) lienee the prov.,
(TA,) 0J J ., (A, I,) withoult the

conjunction [after the first word], and Ow; .
being written as one word, (TA,) meaning Noaod
the blacksmith became, or has become, ine cun-
pied, or nith-out nwork; not being eml,loyed
because of the people's being diverted fromn othier
things by drougelit (As, K) and distress. (TA.)

Some say G -'l f: and Al)oo-'Olh,vdel
Manmar Ibn-El-Muthiennti relates it thus: C,.J;.x.A
4ii. .~,,, with ~ in the accus. case, and rays

that 1 .J.. is governed in the accius. case by a
verb understood; apparently meaning that it is a

noun signifying JJ.LJ{, dual of jv, not a verhal

noun, as though the prov. meant Coa.t ye away
what is false, or rain, and Saad the blaclsmith:
but what lie says is not correct. (TA.) Or a
certain blacksmith asserted his name to be Said

I
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for some time, and then his lying became mani-
feat; so this was maid to him; meaning, ThAou
hast added fanlhood to falsehood, 0 Saad the
blacksmith. (i.) It is also related separately;

(lg;) and so J and others relate it; saying a>
OO: (TA:) [in one copy of the ;, I find it

written Ji* ; ;: in another, C s :] " being

an imperative from ,Il; its final radical letter
being transposed to ile place of the medial, so
that it becomes o.;, and the . being then rejected
because of the two quiescent letters, (.1,) so
that it becomes ;j, like as is done in the case of

ji: (TA:) and i,b being from ;, "it was
consecative;" (Ig;) by the dual fonn being

meant repetition, as in the case of J &c.:
(TA:) so that the meaning is De thou very
lying (g) and cunning, (TA,) O Sead (K) the
blacksmith: (TA:) and this explanation, says
IB, is good, except inasmuch as that the . in
COO thus derived should be with fet-h; or, he
adds, it may be with 4amm to assimilate it to the

. in [like as illI is terminated with kesr to

nssimilate it to ;j]. (TA.) Or the origin of
the saying was this: Said the blacksmith was a
Persian, who went about the districts of El-
Yemen, working for the people; and when he
became without work in a district, he used to
say, in Persian, ;j ;ai: [so in a copy of the

S; and this, or ; .'w C'is the correct reading:
in another copy of the S, .;j,. : and in the

copies of the J, . > .J :] ($, :*) meaning,
[ 0 town, or village,] farnwell: to acquaint them
that he was going forth on the morrow: (Ig:)
or meaning I am going forth to-morrow: ($ :)
in order that he might be employed: and they
arabicized the expression, and made him the
subject of a prov. with respeet to lying; and said,
When ye hear of the blacksmith's departure at
night, he is assuredly coming in the morning.
(~, K.) Some say that the prov. is elliptical, for
CJI - . J_ jJ I, [False is the saying of Saad
&c.]. (TA.) [This is mentioned in the S in
art. j.]

A.%&> : see above, first sentence.

Q.1. L , inf. n. It.. j: see R. Q. 1 in
art. o.

Q. 2. "A,: see R. Q. 2 in art. j.

k see :1;,, in art. ,.

;:.:s [app. originally aq.., like u as; is

held by some to be originally '",] and 2.i&.
[likewise originally '.~J;], and the latter also
witihouit teshdeed [for alleviation of the utterance]:

see ejJ.h, in art. ..

L,-.I .ip (JK, A, X,) and m (
TA,) nor. :, (g,) An event befell them (S, A)
from fate, or.fortune: (A:) or an cil event
befell them. (JK, V.) In a trad. respecting the

923
jJh) -,hi

death of Aboo-Tllib occur these words [as maid

by him]: jql . i j,j d. 'i; O51 i

[Were tt not that the tribe of gureysh would say,
Impatience hath befallen himn, (or, perhaps, con-

strained him, from .iA signifying "fate," or
overcome him, see what follows,) I would do

it]. (TA.)-_ , (Bd in xlv. 23,) inf. n.
(I,) lie overcame, conquered, subdued, over-
poCered, or mastered, him; gained the mastery,
prevailed, or predominated, over him; or sur-
passed hirn. (B1 tibi supra, B,* K.)

3. ; 1,~ c..t and lj.* is like ;,Lj [i. c. it

means He made an engagement, or a contract, or
bargain, with him to wtork, or the like,for a long

period, or for a constancy; like as ',aU means
"for a month"]. (g.) And in like manriner one

says, ;il. #l..l! and lItA [He htired him for
a long period, orfor a constancy]. (LI, TA.)

Q. Q. 1. , (,1,) in n. , (TA,)
lIe collected it together, and threra it into a deep

place. (P, ].)- lIe pusted it, namely, a wall,

so that it fell. (K.) JI t ]a lIe made the
mouthful# large, (8, A,) or round, (Az,) and
gulped them down. (Az, A.)

Q. Q. 2. ' It (sand) poured don, and
for the most part fell (M§b.) -And hence,
lHe, or it, fell down, from a higher to a lower
place. (Msb.) - And It (thle night) for the
most part wrent: (Mqb:) or departed, or re-
treated. (J, TA.)

A; (T, ., M, ]~, &c.) and '>;, (M, ],) the
latter either a dial. var., agreeably withi the
opinion of the Basrces in cases of this kind, and
therefore such cases arc limited by the authority
of hearsay, or it is so written and pronounced
because of the gattural letter, and so is accordant
to a nniversal rule, agreeably with the opinion of
the Koofees, (ISd,) Time,.from the beginning of
the norld to its end; (Esh-Sliifi'ee, Az, Msb, Er-
RAghib;) as also : (Esh-SlhAfi'ee, Az:)
this is the primary siglification: (Er-Rglghib:)
and any long period of time; (Z,Mgh, K, Er-

R&ghib;) thus differing from Otrj, whilch will
be explained below: (Er-Raghib:) and a portion
of the longest period oqf tinme: (Az:) or .,'a sig-
nifies, (S, A,) or signifies also, (Az, Msb,) time;
or a time; or a space, or period, of time; syn.

it j, (Shli, Az, S, A, Mgh, M9b,) rwhether long or
short: (Msb :) or this is the proper signification
of oltj, but not of j.: (Er-Raghib :) and I a
division of the year: and l a less period: (Az,
Mb :) Az says, I have heard more than one of

the Arabs say, L. 1;1 .; [I "e
stayed at such a rewater a long time, or a time];
and l5&i UG1 a3 IJa1 [This pasturc-land
wrill suffice us a long time, or a time]; but one

does not say that AZ.d is four times, or four
seasons, because its application to t a short period
of time is tropical, and an extension of its proper

signification: (Msb:) or it signifies i. q. or1
[meaning a long unlimited lime; or an extended
indi~iible space of time; or duration wvithout
end; time without end]; (, ,Mqb;) it differs

from js in having no end: (Kbhlid Ibn-
Yezeed:) or a prolongd, or lengtAend, term;

syn. ;.Da, .l: (1, in some copies of which, in

the place of ,.l, we find .l:) and t the period,
or duration, of life; an age: (Kull p. 183:) the
present state of existence: (Mob:) and ta thou-

sand years: ( :) pl. [of pauc.] &I1 (C) and
[of mult.] -j: (S, A, I :)' both said to be piH.

of ;, and no other pie. are known as those of

~.1; the form ;.Lal not having been heard.

(TA.) -You say >; .: L and.;j; [A
long time and long times, or an age and ages, &ec.,

pased over him, or it]. (A.) - And )J.i ;t.

,.j^l ; That was in the time of God's creation

of the stars; meaning, in tlu beginning of time;

in ancient time. (A.) - [And j.JI J;l . In

tIe beginning of time. - And gj.I Le It

remain for ever. - And j* . 1 si I ,ill not

come to him, ever. See also 1;.] - And .l.
,JAI [lie Jfated ever, or always]. (TA in art.

Jl1, &c. [See a trad. cited voce Jl, in that
art.]) [Hence, because, in one sense, time

brings to pass events, good and evil,] .A1J was
applied by the Arabs to Fortune; or fate: and
they used to blame and revile it: and as lthe
doing so was virtually blaming and reviling
God, since events are really brought to pass by
Him, Mohanammad forbade their doing thus. (As,

Mgh, TA, &e.) It is said in a trad.,,.JllAe j-

dti CA-.Jl i U, (S, Mgh, TA, &c.,) or, accord.
to one reading, .Jtj 1 a't, (Az, Mgh, TA,
&c.,) in which some explain 1.H in the first
proposition as having a different meaning from
that which it has in the second, whereas othlers
assign to it the same meaning in both cases:
(TA:) the meaning of the trad. is, Revile ye not
[fortune, or] the lifficient of fortune; for the
E.fficient of fortune is God: (Az, , TA, &c.:)
or, accord. to the second reading, for God is the
Efficient offortune. (TA.) Henoe, (TA,) some

reckon ."jl as one of the names of God: (Ii,
&c.:) but some disallow this: and some say that
it is allowable if meant to signify, as rendered
above, the Efficient of fortune. (TA, &c.) -
,.j A hubat preparedfor the accidents or

calamities offortune. (S in art. .- [See e.])
- .i also signifies An evil event or accident;
a mitfortune; a calamity. (1S.) See also jg.j.
[And see 1.] Also A purpose; an intention:
($, .K:) a desire: (TA:) the scope, or end that
one lhas in view. (g, TA.) You say, i L

, ($,TA,) and Lib ,L Ca, (TA,) My pur-
pose, or intention, (S, TA,) and my desire, and my
scope, or the end that I lhave in view, (TA,) is
not such a thing. (., TA.) - Also 4 cutom,
or habit, (S, J4,) that is constant, or prmanent,
(Kull p. 183,) or that lasts throughout life.

(TA.) You say, $ DISlC 1L ! That is not my
custom, or habit, (S,) that last throughout my
life: (TA:) and 1S4 i 1 X y habit

throughout life is not to. (TA.)

.): seejhi.
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, (I( ,A, ,M9b, h ) and * ;; (V) One
who deviaes from the truth, and introduces into
it that which does not belong to it, syn. _";

(~,A;) who asserts that the duration of the
present world isfrom eternity, (A, Meb,) or that
it is everlasting, (I[,) and doe. not believe in the
rersurection, (Mqb,) or in the vorld to come.
(TA.) - And the latter, ($, A, Msb, 15,) or the
former, (IAmb,) An old, or aged, man. (IAmb,
., A, MLb, ].) Th says that both are rel. ns.
from ." jl, though the latter is contr. to rule, [as

is also remarked in the MSb,] like X.; from

jLl ,kjbj1. (?.)-Some say also that the
latter signifies An acute, or itgenious, or expert,
man. (TA.)

k.~.;: see the next preceding paragraph.

see: eel.

j 5 A: Csee ).

,~j, a pl. without a sing.; (Ii, TA;) or its
sing. is *.;, liko as the sing. of ,lJ is ;.,

and that of 4 --, .; or its sing. is VtO.&, or
';1,^, [in tile TA written by mistake o;1.,]

or t;j'; (TA;) Mi.fortunes; calamities: as

in the phrase ,1a. s .) j He fell into mi-
fortunes, or calamities. (A,TA.)-Also &Severe,
or calamitous. (a.) It is said in a trad. of Sateeb,

[For verily this age is at times calamitous].
(TA.) ji; j;l, A seere, or calamitous, age,

is a phrase like .1- L;i, and j ;jl, &c.: ( :)
[see also .lli:] and it also signifies a time of
twuo states, adverse and proerous: (TA:) and

ij.O ];, rarious, or varying, time: (I.:) or
long times. (A.) [See ,1h.]_ Also j b [or

rather, as IbrD says, p,"l 1 A;, for this has the
signification immediately following,] The begin-
ning of time past: and [absolutely] preceding,
or pa,t, time. (J, TA.) You say U ,sJ 
,0t".l p.& [That was in the beginning of past
time: or in the time of by-gone ages]. (TA.)

^1;.,,; (fl ~and t ; (15 are phrsses
in whichi the epithet has an intensive effect,
[meaning A long, or an endless, period, or course,

of time,] (:,) like T. j; (1, TA) and *$l ..10:
(TA:) or a sere, or calamitous, age. (TA.)

[See also ; - l l ; i1 I n ill
not come to thee, ever: (,1[ :) similar to the

phrue t 9, 4.t (TA.)

.. j*.., A, and Xl ~', They are qfalicted
with an evil event. (s.)

1. n. ; , (, A, Msb, ],) aor. : , ( , Msb, ],)

inf.n. n. ; (l,hMtb;) and ;^; , (9,A,K,)

which is said to be formed by transposition from
;.i, but Az denies this, and says that . is the
superior form; (TA;) He became confo,unded, or
perplexed, and unable to see his right course:
(S,P :) or he became bereft of his reason or
intellect (Msb, ]) in consequence of shame, or of
fear, (Msb,) or of heedlessness, or diversion by
some occupation, or offear, or grief, or intense
grief, (K,) or of fitht, and the like: (TA:)
and t, inf. n. , "3 , signifies the same:
(.K, TA:) or this last is trans., like j.~Al. (T5.)
-a..&: see 4.

2: sece 1: ~and 4.

4. .l lie, (God, g, TA, or a man, Mqb,
5g,) or it, (shame, A, TA, and an affair, TA,)
confounded, or perplexed, him, so that he was
unable to see his right course: (9, ]:) or bereft
him of his reason or intellect; (M,b, . ;) as also

&.~~, Eaor.:, inf. n. ,;a; but some disallow
this; (Msb ;) and * °:A. (TK.)

',. (A, 10 and ' r (S, A, M,b, ) and

V it [whether with or without tenwccit is not
indicated] (TA) Confounded, or perplexed, and
unable to see his right course: (g, . :) or bereft of
his reason or intellect (Msb, g) in consequence of
shame, or of fear, (Msb,) or of heedlessness, or
diversion by some occupation, or offear, or grief,
or intems grief, (5:,) or of fight, and the like.
(TA.)

L., * . [Afit of confusion, or perplexity,
Jo that he was unable to see his righlt course, or a
fit of alienation of mind in consequence of shame
or fear, &c., befell him]. (A, TA.)

.,

jU*) :

LAJ~ :
see juA.

Q. 1. ';j: see the next paragrnph..~oi,
(inf. n. n. i, TK,) They made him a OU.
(J.) El-'Ajjj says,

[He was made a ,jUr, by receiving the {;
(meaning either crown or turban) and by being
decked with bracelets]. (TA.)_.,,; I " ;U,
(A 'Obeyd, TA,) inf. n. "LU, with which ai.Aj
is syn., (As, TA,) He made the food soft, or
delicate: (As, A 'Obeyd, TA:) because softness,
or delicacy, of food is from ":.0ll [as meaning

_,~.L.l]. (AN, TA.)

Q. 2. i~ IHe was, or became, a etjb: (. ,
5I, Mgh, TA:) or he had, or possessed, much

wealth; as also V X'; [app. in both of these
senses]: (Mb :) derived from X iU. (Mgh.)..
Also Hre affected, orfeigned, or made a show of,
sharpness or quickneu of intellect, cleverness,
ingeniousness, skilfulness, knorledge, or intelli-

9genc; syn. u (TA.)

L"a [inf. n. of Q. 1: and signifying The state,
or condition, of a jU. ;]j a subst from D1s;

(JK, 5 ;) derived from the latter word. (Mgh.)
You say, iJb "#'" -- 'i [He As a state,

or condition, which is that of a ijtui in such a

place. (S.)

· -j,; (s, Mgh, Msb, V5, &c.,) also written

ial., (JK, Msb, :,) in [some of] the copies of
the 8 written [OdiZ and itiU;,] with kesr and
fet-], [thus written in one of my copies of the S,]
and said by AO [as there cited] to be like ,.,)3,
which is written with each of the three vowels,
(TA,) an arabicized word, ($, Msb, K],) from the
Pers. [? "a town or village" and -L-. "a prince
or lord"]; (TA;) if derived from ' , (Kbh,
Sb, S,) i. e. if the Oj be regarded as radical,
perfectly decl. [and written as above]; (Kh, Sb,

;) but if derived from JalI, imperfectly decl.
[and written Ut.i &c.], because of the measure

iO ; (s ;) [but this statement relates especially
to the measure i La, with fet-h to the J; except
in the case of a proper name; and an epithet of
this measure, moreover, that forms its fem. by the
addition of ;, as 1jU*. does, is perfectly decl.;
and it, should be observed also, that,] accord.
to IJ, OU&. is of theo measure J)a, from
· A;., and there is no instance, in the language,
of the measure i3.; (I;ar p. 102;) it signifies
The headman, or chief, of a village or town:
(Es-Sem'inee, Mgb, TA: [agreeably with the
Pers. original:]) or the proprietor thereof, in
Khurdsin and El-'Irdk: (EIbSem'hAnee, TA:)
or, as used by the Arabs, a great wtan of the
unbelievers of the 'Ajam [or Persians]: but they
disdained this appellation: (Mgh:) Lth says that
it is a nickname, or name of reproach: (TA:) it
became predominantly applied to such of them as
was of the people of the districts of cultivated
land and of villages or tomns: and then to any-
one po.uesing much land or other immoveable
property: (Mgh:) [it signifies generally a de~Uer,
or one having a fixed abode, in a district of
cultivated land, or in a village or town of nsuch a
district; a wrustic; a h.mbandman:] or it signifies
a chief, headman, or person in authority, over the
husbandmen, or peasants, of the 'Ajanm [or Per-
sians]: and the headman of a province: (K:)
and a possesxor of land or other immoveable
property: (MSb :) and a merchant: (Msb, 1 :)
and one who mnanages affairs firmly, or strongly,
wvith sharpnes: (g :) the fern. is with; i: (JK,
Mgh, K :) and the pl. is 'X5 i (Msb, 1) and

,iL*;. (15.) [Sec a verse cited voce l.~ in art.
.L. The same verse, but with U.s (my

village or town) in the place of o ,, is also cited
in the TA in the present art.]

'j Lr [An entrance-passage of a house; an
entrance-hall; a testibule;] rowhat is between the
[outer] door or gate and the houe; (., 1 ;) the
place of entrance to a houw : (Msb:) a Persian
word, (., MSb,) originally Jl., and jlt, and

i js., and, as some say, i_, (Lth,) arabicized:
(Lth, ., Mb :) [also, in modern Arabic, an ante-

924 [Boox I.
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chamber: and the anterior apartment of a large
tent or pavilion: accord. to the MA, a large

tent: accord. to some copies of the }, i. q. lq.:

accord. to some, ZAs., which reading is preferred

by the author of the TV, who explains ji.s, from
the "Burh&n," as meaning "absurd words:"

accord. to some, a:., which I think the right

reading, meaning a bowed, or curved, structure:
Golius seems to have found another reading in the

], namely, p.:] piL .li. (S, M9b,.)-_

[Hence,] j~Jt/b 0t, t Foundlings, (K, TA,)

ni oe fathers are unknown. (TA.) [They are so
called because they are generally abandoned at
the entrances of mosques or private houses, whence
they are usually taken by persons who adopt
them.]

1. _,h (g, Myb) and (Msb,) aor. :,

(g, Myb,) inf. n. ., (TA,) It (an event, S, Msb)
came upon them, or happened to them, suddenly,
unexpectedly, irlhout their being aware of it, or
without any previous cause; sur,7rised them; took

them by surprise, or unawares: (Mgb:) or ',*

and j a, aor. -, it (anything) came tipon ticee
soas to orershelm thee, or cover thee, or as a

thing that overmhelmed thee, or covered thee.

(Th, ].) And jJiJ .; [The horsemen came

upon temn suddenly, &c.]: and AO says that

3i; is a dial. var. thereof. (?.) See also_ #,

below.

2. ; I jt~ ' , inf. n. ,, The fire

blackeneti the cooking-pot. (ISh, ].)

4. ~ It (an action done to him, Th, TA)

di*pleascd, grired, or vexed, him, (Trh, 5,) and

angered him. (Th, TA.)

5. [ .l3 is said by Golius, as on the authority

of the g, to be syn. with .ej3 (meaning .A.~J);
but app. on no other ground than that of his

finding it there said that _,.ll is syn. with

9. h, inf. n. ;1.1, He (a horse) became

A,;1, (S, IV,) i. e. black. (,, TA.) And
;t1ll, inf. n. I .;, It (a thing) was, or became

black. (', g.) [Hence,] l t;1A31 Tne seed

produce [became of a dark gree, colour, or] wra.
overspread with blackness, by reason ofabundanc
of moisture, or irrigation. (JK, TA.) And ir

like manner, ie.l t '.atl and ~,l [Th
meadowr became of a dark green colour, &c.]

(JK.) And yf)wL l _t, I The greennes
became intenme [so as to appear blackiJh, or so a
to appear black when viewed from a distance]
(TA.)

11. ;.tt: see the neit preceding pargraph, i
four places.

#.,

.ad A malicious, or mischievous, or 'grievou
act, by which o~ takes others unawars, or b

mrpri. (TA from a tmad.)liAlo, (f, TA,

01

a

S

.A'--.,e

r . ,s (JK, and so in one place in the TA,)
t numerous company: (Lth, JK, TA:) or a

nultitude: pl..j;. (?.) A rajiz says,

L * v# V 1 *i
X~~1 1 1 

' .A ` -- L ' 
d-~I ;.h. l~.

a

$

[We came with a numerous company that wouidd
overwh/elm the other n umerous companies; a great
army, as though the stars were above it]. (S, 
TA.) [See also A%>;, voce_,,&>] And one says, 

-L. SI e S - a A S
,At.hJJl L51 jSj;tL,and. An t L q; , (JK, t

, TA,) or _a AJI . Ll, and dl l, (so r

in the CIg and in my MS. copy of the K,) i. e. (
I know not what one of the creation, or of man- s
hind, he is, and what one of the creatures of God a

he is. (,0 TA.)i

see the next preceding paragraph, in three

places. - Also p]. of',,&b [q. v.]. (TA.)

a4. Blackness: (JK, S, M§b, g :) and a deep

ash-colour [n'ithout any tinge of whte: Bee." ;;] 

(ISd, TA.) ~ Also A brown erwe ( a.) c

[see also .1*&, voce #>1j] and sing. of,,&
signifying a certain oirt [or breed] of Jheep or
goati. (JK. [But I do not find either of these
two significations in any other lexicon.])

n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ en

toIt The night: opposed to 6j31 meaning 1

"the day." (L in art. c..b.) [Hence,] ;3i

[ell The prayer of nihtfsall: opposed to 

o4L' S,l meaning "the prayer of morning." 

(L and V in that art.: but in the Ck1 and in a
My. copy of the h, instead of av we find l

! ;t: see, l _- and see· &[.

v,dIl Calamity, or misfortune;, (JK, $,;)

as also r l; (, K;) and , . , (JK, S,)

dimn of -,IJI [fem of y S.p], so called because
.. - A

of its darkness: ($,TA:) or ,,ji signifies
black, dark, trial or conflict and faction or
sedition or the like; and the dim. form is used to

denote enhancement: (Sh, TA:) and T A.
signifies black, dark, calamity or misfortune:
(TA:) calamity, or misfortune, is termedhe

becauso e of its darknes[: (TA:) or, originally,

- (o,) this was the name of the she-camel of 'Amr
[ Ibn-Ez-ebinb Edh-Dhuhlee, who was slain,

w with his brothers, and their heads were put upon
nher, (, g, TA,) in sacks hung upon her neck,
.and she returned to Ez-Zebbn: (TA:) whence

the saying, nAl .at >. 0JjI [Havier thean

u the burden of id-Duaheym]: (s) and , to

u .a.. [More unlucky than Ed-Duheym]:

V, TA:) or, as some say, seven brothers were
slain in a warring and plundering expedition, and

n were put upon Ed-Duheym; and hence the name
became proverbial as aspplied to any calamity or

misfortune. (TA.) also signifies Foolish,
, or stupid. ( .)

di Jo tJ Certain camol: so called in relation
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to V1.Aat1, the name of a certain stallion-camel.
,TA.)

,..o. $ 0 ... 
a J: see.. ,"l.

, it Black; (JK, $,* Mgh, Meb,' ;) as abo
n,;~ : (V:) the former is applied in this sense

o a horse, (8,* Mgh, Msb, TA,) and to a camel,

he.: (TA :) or, applied to a camel, of a dep asA-
colour without any tinge Of white; (Am, ?, Msb,

;) when of a deeper hue, so as to be very black,

he is termed X : ( :) or, as some say, applied

o a camel, like JAl, [in this case meaning black

nith some intermi'ture of yellow,] but ls black:

:TA:) fem. 'U; which, when applied to a

sheep (8, M, Msb, g) or goat, (?, Mqb,) means
of a pure or an unmized brown colour (L1't

!*.JI): (8, M, Msb, ]:) pL .,&. (TA.) The

Arab say, [T. ,.JI ,k [Th kings of horse

are the black thereof]. (TA.) And,.i .. ;,y1 j

A black horse in which is no intermixture of

colours. (TA.) And :t 'I ` l. ,A[j [I

will not come to thee as long as she (among the
camels) that is of a deep ash-colour without any
tinge of white rciterates her yearning cry after
her young one; meaning, ever]. (Lh, TA.) And

>Cj ; Black ashes. (TA.) _ t 1.a

and t l4" I [A mwaUed garden] green inclining

to black. (V.) Hence, (V,) * X jU&t(, ,

in the gur [Iv. 64], (S, TA,) [Two garden#

(:'1)] of which the greennes inclines to black-

nes; for every green plant, when its abund(lanco
and its moisture, or irrigation, are complete,
inclines to blackness: (Z7j, TA:) or black by
reason of intene greennem arising from abundant
moisture, or irrigation; and everything that is

green ( ) the Arabs term A (, TA.)

.a1 ~ [A place of alighting or abode] recently

occupied by the tribe; [because hlackened by their

fires &c.:] pl. p ;1. (TA.) And.,&jI A1 A
new, or recent, mark, trace, or vestige: (AV, :)

andj..l means one that is "old, becoming effaced:"
(As, TA:) and the former means also old, becoming
effaced; (V;) as some explain it; (TA;) thus
having two contr. significations. (V.) And

.,iJ L;U A new, or recent,footstep, orfootprint:

and '1*b means "becoming effaced:" or the former

means one that is becoming effaced, because it has
become obscure to him who seeks it; (JK;) oran

old footstep, or footprint: and ,1. means one

that is "new, or recont." (?.) [See also , ..]-_

,q JI also signifies I The cooking-pot: (JK, 8,
A, I :) or the black cooking-pot: (ISh, TA :) and
the old cookingpot. (g. [But it is implied in the
TA that this last meaning is a mistake, occaioned

by an omission; and that, instead of . AI.S ;.eZ I,

(in the CV b,sil U,JJ,) we should read,
a,d;11 ni1" 2 lj U 1iI, explained above.

Accord. to Golius, on the authority of a glos in

the KL,.Ah, l tl signifies 7e great cooking-pot

in whichA a whole sheep is cooked at once.])_
And The tmmenty-inth night of t [he ] month:

(JK, ]:) because of its blacknes. (TA.) And

1
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[the pl.] 1JI Three nigAts of the [Innar] mont
[during whlich is the change of the moon]: (K:
because they aro black. (TA.) - Sce ale
.,~"$. - [Used as a subst.,] .*"; signifies ale
A shackle or %etier, or a pair of lshackles c
fetters; syn. j.5 : (Q, :) becauso of the blacl
ness thereof: accord. to AA, of wood: (TA:) c
a heavy shackie or festter,. or pair of shackles c
fetters: (JK:) pl. 41>1 : (JK, 5, 15 :) it has thi
form of pl., whicl is proper to substs., because th
quality of a snbst. is predominant in it. (TA.) -
And [tho fem.] E.l. signifies tA multitude, o
large number: (K:) and ta company of men
(lis, N, 1;O) and multitude thereof: (Ks, TA:) o
: the generality, the common nass, or the mai:
part [tllcrcofj: (Z, TA :) or -t tie commnonulty, o
common peoople. (MIbr, Ilar p. 671.) [Sce alse

-] Also, 'L;;, The aspect, appearance
mienp, guise, or garb, of a man. (JK, ?,* k.) m
And ' QalI A certain herb, or tree, green, ant
broad in the leares; (JK;) or a certain broae
herb, (1,) haring leaves and ttwigs, resembline
the yj2J; (TA;) with incIicl one tans. (JK, 5.

14 m: oee tino next preceding paragraph, i;
two places.

...... A catamite; i. q. CyL and ;L. and
;i (AA, TA in the present art. and in art.,J>,)

~and,.w. (1K:, TA.)

Mitb,) inf. n. X (MA, MSsb, 6, KL) and L*j,
(Q,) He onointed it (MA, Mgh, Mob," KL) with
.>^), (Mgh, M,b,) i. e., (Meb,) with oil (MA,

Mlab, KL) J.; (Mob;) [oiled it; orgreased it;]
namely, hie head, (MA, Mgh,) or his mustaclhe,
(Mgijh,) or his hair, &c.: (Meb):) or he moistened
it; namely, his head, &c.: (1 K:) and t , inf.
n. Ch,- signifies the same [but app. in an inten-
sive *ense, or as applying to many objects]:
(TA:) and p] ; [inf. n. of t [>i nt] is like
C~. (AHeyth, TA.) - [lence,] 5 ,
said of rain, (,,) It anoistened the ground
slightly, or a little: (S, TA:) or it moistened the
Ua o the around. (k.) And [hence also,]
fe tt (rs, y ) : sitruch him (a, oTA)

gently (TA) with the staff, or stick; (, , TA;)
like as one says, LW;JW, d...- and .411 ,. (TA.)

And ;¢>; L ;ll, ^;A> :I str uck him [gently]
rith aIe staff or stiek [some gentle strokes:

fAorm being 1. of i !j, whichl is the inf. n. of
un.]. (So in a copy of the di.)[lience, like-
wise,] f c. signifies also He (a man, TA) tilayed
te hy)ocrite. (C, TA.) And you say, osJ -m-

aor.8, inf. n. Aij, meaning He acted witA such
a on hypocritically. (TI4. [See also S.])
mi(], and so in moro than three copies of
tho !,) and ea.'ta; , aor. g; (4, and so in some
copies of the ? in lieu of ae;;) and bres,
aor. :; (AZ, h ;) in n. [of the firast] ,.s(i
and [of the second or third or of both] JK, );

0,1 . Oj~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

h (g;) i Slhe (a camel) had little milk. (AZ, S, P
) TA.) [See jf.-] And ,j 4 , inf. n. j', [o

as appears to be probable from what follows an
0o from general analogy, i;,] said of a man, t -l
,r wnas, or became, weak : and also,foolish, or stupid

and [app. soft,flaccid, orflabby; for] A; sin
ir fles the being soft,flaccid, or Jflabby; or softnis

is flaccidity, orflabbinetss. (JK.) [See * e.s.]

2: see 1, first sentence.

- 3. "l~ and 1'; signify the same; (Q
r Msb, R;;) i. e. I The endcavouring to conciliate

syn. i.arl: (S, TA:) or the making peace wit
r another; or becoming reconciled with another
n (Mb :) or the pretendling the contrary of, or tvaho

is differcntfromn, that which one conceals in hi
mind: (K:) and the former signifies also th
acting wvith dishonesty, or dissimulation: or t th
latter has this signification; and the former si6gni
fics the striving to outwit, deceive, beguilc, o
circumvent; syn. J;1j: (TA :) or iA g signific
)I id, concealed, or covered; syn. .;t; [accord
to four copies of the S, but probably this is a mis

n transeription for 4,i;, mcaning I strove to out
ivit, deceive, beguile, or circumvent, as is indicate(
in the TA]; and 1 ;1 signifies I acted witl
dishonesty, or dissimulation: (S:) or * 11>';i ii
[originally] like 0 5e.3 [as has been stated above]:
but is used as denoting the act of treating will
gentleness or blandishkment, soothing, coaxing,
wheedling, beguiling, or deluding; and abstainaing
from restraint or prohibition: (AHeyth, TA:) ox
it originally signiified the anointing such a thinD
as a hitde wvith some oil or the like: and as seh a
thing is rendered soft to the sense [of feeling], it
was used tropically, or metaphorically, to denote
ideal softness, absolutely: hence, the treating
wvith gentleness or blandishlment, soothingy coaxing,
iwnheedling, beguiling, or deluding, was termed
L1&,: then this tropical signification became
commonly known, and conventionally regarded as
proper: and then the word [4lI. or *t C>>l, or
rather each of these words,] was tropically used as
signifying the holding a thingf in light, or little, or
mean, estimation, or in contempt: so in the
'Inayeh. (MF, TA.) It is said in the gur [lxviii.
9], VT ejj C.03.i 1.j t T/iy wish that thou
wouldst endeavour to conciliate [them], and in
that cas they wiU endeavour to conciliate [thee]:
($, TA :") or thtat thou wouldst be soft, pliant, or
gentle, in thy religion, and in that case they will
be soft, pliant, or gentle: (TA:) or that thou
vouldat be soft, pliant, or gentle, to them, and in
that case they will be so to thee: (Jcl:) or, accord.
to Pr, that thou wouldst be an unbeliever, and they
wvill be unbelievers. (TA.)

4. epAti, inf. n. w e: see 1, first sentence:
and see 3, in six places. [See also its act.
part. n., below.] - @W;'1 is also syn. with
.li,l, which, accord. to IAmb, is the primary
signification: in the copies of the K erroneously
written OWC11. (TA.) One says, 4fi ' -,

meaning v vv 1 [Show not thou mercy to
him; or pity not him; or pardon not him].

(, (1Amb, TA.) And .L*;& i. e.6,69 Lipi~t C.A , , er, Q;4$l LC [TlTu didat not show, or hast not showrn,
id merc, avoe to thyself. (L4, TA.) - One says
re also, .Ai 4 ;i, meaning I feU short in his

affair, or case. (JK.) And C^) lIe (a
camel) wvas affeoted with the vertigo termed ,:..

! (K.)

6: see what next follows.

8. ;1, of the measure jslI, He anointed
S, (imself i ;, (, Mgh, MTgb, ]sC, ) i. e. oil,
r c.; (Mqb;) [oiled, or.greasd, himelf;] as also

, ,
Q. Q. 2. Ho [eI (a man) took a trJ

et [q vl.f. (F .)

e : sec a o,). - h .. e Blad and scantyo [mea,s of subsistence]. (JK.)

p; Oil, (MA, Msb, KL,) Jc., (Msb,) [i. e.
r grease of any kind,] or a>it [i. e. oil] of sesarme
s .c., (Mogh,) vith whiclh one anoints, (Mgh,

Msb,) [or greases,] or moitens, (K,) the head or
mustache, (Mgh,) or the hair ,c., (Msb,) or the
rhead .c.: (1J:) it is well known: (S:) and

d ' Lm> sigrnifies a portion thrccof: (1:) [or thislatter, being the n. un., signifies a particular oil
or hind of oil; like as the former does when it
is prefixed to another noun:] you say a;)01 ; 
(" (and Mgh and Mb in art. C) and 

(TA in the present art. from a poet) [boti mean.
ing oil of ben]: ithe p. (of '.A, $, Mob, and Bd
in l;. 37) is Iti (S, Mqb, ], and Bd ubi sopra)
a and b (1;) [the latter a p]. of pauc.; both
1le. signifying kinds of oil .c. [ orl t o ti sig-
nifies that with which one anoints; (id tbi

e suprA·;) or it has this signification also: (TA:)
you say, ^ "b>l, [meaning I anointed himn
wvith oils or with ointment]: (?, in whlich this is
mentioned as an cx. of the pl. of : and
hence the prov. anI. sis a;j Like [oilt-
mtent or] that with u thich one anoints [uohn fitr,
or soft hair]. (TA.) [See also mb belox.]
- Also t Weak rain: (AZ, S:) or rain such, as
moistens the surface of the ground; (J K, g ;) and
so Iv .: (7:) pl.s . (AZ,S,1K.)And A
ertigo (j1;) that affects the canel. (JK.)

, n A kind of tre wvith wvhich beasts of prey
are killed, (JK, ,) and by means of ihtich they
are tahen: (JK:) it is a noxious otre, like the
obU [q. v.] : (TA:) n. un. with . (L.) -
And Suck as is large, of trees. (JK.)

;C,; Oily, or greasy. (KL.) You say also

t or tha Jit, meaning o11 aj,.; [A man
havring oily, or grea., hair]. (TA.) [See also

LhA; pl. ;:J": see 1.

L^ac: se eo>.-Also Odour: so in tike
saying .4 [He, or it, is steet in
repect of odour]. w(/. [Erroneously written and
explained by Golius in his Lexicon.])

A [desrt isch as is termed] j: (:)1 I

[BoK oL
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or a place of sands: (JK:) or a place all sand :
(TA :) [or a desert of reddish sand. Hence,]
with the article JI, A certain place [or desert
tract] belonging to Temeem, in Nejd, (., ],TA,)
extending to the distance of three days' journey,
in which is no water; (TA;) as aliso 1;
(8, ];) this latter occurring in poetry. (TA.)
[The same appellation is also applied to T/Pe
great desert of rhich the central part lies towards
the S. E. of Nejd.] Also A certain red herb,
(V,) haring broad leaves, used for tanning.
(TA.)

[i;i An oily quality.]

i: A red hide. (8., [See also '.3)

Hence, in thdie ur [lv. 37], ij Ll ;;, *w,.
i. e. And shiall become red, (~,) or of a rose-
colour, (Zj, L in art. >O,) or of a red colour
inclining to yellow, (L in that art.,) like the red
hide: (,BBd, Jel:) or like the hide that is of a
pure red colour: (TA :, or like that [oil] with
which one anoints; see eap: or it is pl. of ,~:
(B4:) [thus] it means, accord. to Aboo-ls-hilt
[Zj], and shall becomne [red, &c., and] of various
colours, by reason of the very great terror, like
diverse oils: or, accord. to Er-RAgliib, like the
dregs of oil, or of olive-oil; for this is another
signification of Jas l. (TA.)-Also A slippery
place. (JK, ].) And A smooth road: or long
and smooth. (TA.)

,b; [Anointed with oil, ,tc.; , q. ;~,

and You say ; a (IS) and 
(TA) and V Jt1;, (!,) [the last, properly, a
possessive epithet,] meaning J;j [i. e. A..
beard anointed writh oil, jc.]. (p, TA.) -And
A hide intensely red. (JK. [See also O 1a.]

Also, applied to a she-camel, (JK, ., 5,)
1 lIavinig little milk: (8, ]g:) or having mvery
little milk; (JK ;) not yielding a drop of milk
(JK, TA) when her dug is squeezed: (JK:)
accord. to Er-Raghib, having the meaning of an
act. part. n., i. c. that yields as mtuckh as that
rwith ,rhich one may anoint himself: or, as some
say, having the meaning of a pass. part. n.,
because she is anointed [or as though she were
anointed] with the milk, by reason of its scanti-
ness; and this is the moro probable, because it
has not the affix ;: pl. >. (TA.) - And,
applied to a stallion, t That does not impregnate
at all: as though because of the paucity of his
seminal fluid. (TA.) - And WVeak; appliedto
a man, and to a tling: one says, ,eb; , i
[Thou didst, or saidst, or thou hast done, or said,
a weak thing]: and Ibn-Hiraweh says,

[In order that they might wrest the inlheritance of
the sons of Temeem, verily they have opined of us
a weak opining]. (TA.)

jl; A seller of oil: (MA, TA:) and a
maker of oil. (MA.) tIn the present day, it is
applied to A painter of houses 4'c.]

Bi.: see I.
Bk. I.

A camel affected with the vertigo termned

oil (JK)

>aa, with damm, (S, MQb, g, &c.,) only,
(8,) to the . and o, (Msb, TA,) extr. [in form],
(Fr, TA,) for by rule it should be , (Mb,)
or it was originally, (Lth, TA,) The
utensil (&1) for L^ [or oil, 4c.]; (, TA;)
i. e. (TA) the thing [or pot or vase] in vwhich

C,s^ is put; (T, Mqb, TA;) a flash, or phial,
(;0u),) for CJs: (g, 1:) [and a ~ja., occur-
ring in this art. and in art. ,J.j in the TA, sig-
nifies the same:] pl. '~1. (S.)- And t A
place, (M, ], TA,) or a small hollow or cavity,
in a mountain, (., TA,) in vraich water remains
and collects, or collects and stagnates : (8, M, K,
TA:) or any place excarated by a torrent: ( :)
or mater exuding in stone. (TA.)

^r [act. part. n. of 4, q. v.]. _- 1M

Q;J* ,;; ...-. , in tho gur [lvi. 80],
means Do ye then rejSec this announcement ? or
disbelieve &c. ? (TA:) or hold in light, or little,
or mean, estimation, (Bd, Jel,) and reject, &c. ?
(Jel.)

~o A place ml&ere oil is made; an oil-mill.
(MA.)

"~A,: see ,

O~u . S A people, or company of men,
upon whom are [visible] the traces of eae and
plenty, welfare, or well-being. (S, 1, TA.)

j... 50 - .9 ,. f.o
C~ s :see ,- j. - [Hence,] aL_~ e,b

t Land moistened slightly, or a little, by rain:
(., TA:) or having its surface mnoistened by
rain. (TA.)

C>": see '~ .

j and .sv

o1. i.;,~ aor. ;., (JK,1],) inf n. and
1:. and ;bj; (.;) and ,, aor. as above,

inf. n. ";; (JK;) and t~;, (JK,TA,) aor.

(,JK,) o or [or- ] (TA,) inf n.
(JK, TA) and i'a; (JK;) andj, aor.

d ,(JK,) [in£ n. app. L13i;] lHe possessed
cunning; i. e. intelligence, or sagacity; orin-
telligence mixed with craft and forecast; and
excellence of judgment; (K, TA;) he was, or

became, such as is termed ol; and v. and °.
(JK.) [See :t;, below.] --~_, (JK,TA,)
inf. n. a; (TA;) and ', (JK,) third pers.
b;C, inc n. &Lj; (TA;) I treated him with
cunning, &e. (JK, and TA in explanation of
the former.) [Both signify also I outwitted,
deceived, deluded, beguiled, or circumvented, himn.]
And 4. means I was turned, or kept, from a
thing, or an affair, by deceit, or guile. (JK,
TA.) - Also 1L;, inf. n. . . , He attributed,
or imputed, to him cunning, &e.; expl. by 4"
[tU$ U!. [an inverted phrase]: or he attributed
or imputed, to him a vice, or fault, or the likAe;
blamed him, cenred him, found fault with him,
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or detracted from his reputation: or h emote
kim with a J1;;, i. e. gr~at,formidabb, grious,
or distressing, hing or eent or accident or action:
and t t; signifies the same: ( :) thus in the
K, with teshdeed: but in the M and Tekmileh it
is said that a; and & signify I attributed,
or imputed, to him cunning (.JI); without

mention of °4. [inf. n. of y.;]. (TA.)-

You say also, il *;l, aor. Th, T h thing, or
event, befell him: (Myb:) and al; ai [a

calamity befell him]. (f.) And JIt; I What
befell, or hath befallen, thee ? (v.)

2: see above.

3. *Wl., (inf. n. bl,~, M in art. vl, and
1I in art. ,, kc.,) lie strow, or endeavoured,
to outwit, deceive, delude, beguile, or circumnvent,
him; syn. &i", (o in art. JI,) and ;lj, (1 in
art. .,,) and USl;. (TA in art jG.) - And
4l,*1,. s ,, inf. n. as above, He emote people
vit, a calantity. (TA.)

4. )bl 1ie found him to be suck as is termed
ol; [i. e. cunning, &c.], (IDrd, TA,) or ~a;
[which signifies the same in an intensive sense].
(JK.)- [- jl preceded by Ui is also used as a
verb of wonder.] A poet says,

* ; 1 S kX" 5. ~ *

Aboo-K¢hdlid, how great was the calamity that
befell Ma'add on the dlay when thou diesdat [or

oast lain]! (Ijam p. 440.)

5. ,j3 [lIe acted cunningly;] he did as do
tke it [or cunning, kc., pl. of *1l]. (ISd, I.)

6. .Oj3 [He affected, or pretended, topossess
.oe; i.e., to be cunning, &c.]. (IApr, ] in
art. Aj&.: see 1 and 2 in that art)

j: see ,I;, in two places. 1 * j; : see
art. j..

, see :*.

.~: ws"ee :. ~Also A large [bucket such
as is calld] ,.. (AA, TA.)

;134>: see the next parugraph.

.atj: see -,&ls. It is also used as a cor-
roborative: (IS'k,8:) you say . 1; (ISIk,
JK, ., Msb) and it.; (ISk, JK, $, Mlb, ]K)
and tva , (JK, ],) meaning A severe, grievous,
or ditressing, calamity or misfortune: (JK:) or
a very severe or grieousr or distressing [calamity].
(O)

ao&;: see what next precedes.

:;t (in which the , is converted from iS, not
from , S) and t V i (JK, .), and i (JiK,
TA) [are all inf.ns., and] are syn., (JK,,] g,
TA,) signifying Cunning; i.e. intelligence, or
sagacity; or intelligence mixed with craft and
forecast; (TA in art. 1 .l;) i. q. 4, (1i,) and

j: (, ] :) and excellence ofrjudgment. (8, 1 .)
117
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[It'is said in the a, app. with reference to 1ia,
that the duel is j : but this is the regular
dual of.;; like 9l;jIi, dunl of ,: ]

ao>: re what next follows, in three places

,1; and t a; (JK, O) andt s, part. ns. of

~; and ml and &; [respectively], (JK,) and

t iji., applied to a man, Cunning; i. e. posesuing

intelligence, or mgacity; or intelligence mixed
with craft and forecast: and excellrkn in judg-

ment: (p, 1 :) i. q. ;i [as eyn. with ;]: (TA,
and JK in explanation of il; :) hnowing, or

stilful, in affairs: (TA:) or t ~7; signifies

[simply] intelligent: (AA, ] :) and t 'hit is [an

intensive epithet, signifying tery cunning; i.e.

possessing much intelligence, &c.;] from ',iu ex-
plained above: or [it means one rho is am though
Ae were calamity, or misfortune, personiJied;]

from 4ilJI in the sense commonly known
[which see below]: (TA in art. 1I:) the pl.

(of, ;, JK, TA) is Ai;, and (of t ,i, JK, TA)

OJb~, (JK, IS, TA,) and of V , l%&l (JK,

1t, TA) and l1b, in the ]~, erroneously, a4.&

and 5I.&;. (TA.)_ [Hence,] U&1Ji The lion.

ael; A calamity, a misfortune, an evil acci-

dlent; (JK, Mb ;) a great, formidable, grievous,
or distreuing, thing or eent or accident or action;
(?, Ik;) and t .j signifies the same: (JK, TA:*)
[the dim. of the former, V "', generally means
a great calamity &c.; being an instance of what
is termed A .ii' L3:] the pl. of 4lt; is ;:

(Myb, TA:) and .p"JI .. lij; means the 1,reat,
formidable, grievous, or distressing, events of
fortutne that befall mn. (.,TA.)_See also

*b, in two places.

4Y.~: see the next preceding paragrph.

. M; [ore, and most, cunning, &e. Hence,]

h X t S .e ~ (M^l; ore ,ointeligent, or
WagacioUs, than eyjs the son of ZuAheyr]: a prov.

(Meyd.)

gt and U.~ pass. part. ns.; (JK, TA;)
Treated with cunning, &c. (TA in explanation
of the former.)

. L5; He took his way in the [q. v.].
(M, ~.) And H u ; e ent away
into the country, or in the land. (T.) Ru-beh
uses the phrae 1t. $i; as signifying He pased
by them; meaning, by them, a male [wild] as
and his he-as. (T.) And it is said of the

; that it is thus eeled tj;.* 0. 3 o ,,
i. e. BecausM it make away with thou who are in
it. (T.)-So . also art. 

jj and t1 . (T, , M, , the latter [erro

neously] written in the C a 4i) A desert, or

roaterless desert; syn. ;,li, (S, M,) or t; (i;)

as also t a; () and t ;, (, M, M, ,) in

which the first j, which is quiescent, [in ae;, for

kp3i,] is changed into 1 because of the fet-bah
before it, though this instance is not to be copied

as a model, (p,) and tal: (M, 1 :) or j
signifies a wide sj: (M :) or a erol land; likened
by Dhu-r-Rumtneh to the hand of the purchaser,
meaning when he strikes his band upon that of
another in token of the ratification of a bargain:

and 1t ;, a land of whieh the extremities are

far apart, leael, and ~pacious; said to be so
called because of the sound termed $ that is
heard in it; [and if so, these two words (the
latter of which is also mentioned in art. 54.O)
belong to one and the same art.;] or because it
makes away with those who are in it; [see 2,

above;] and t ijl; and t al; signify the same:

(T:) it is also said that 3j is [in origin] a Pers.
word; as thougb he who traversed the ; said to
his companion j.)sj, meaning "Hasten: Hasten :"
(TA:) or, as some say, a certain region, four
nights' journey in extent, like a shield, vacant,
traiersed by means of the stars, in which one
feared losing his way, on the way from EI-Baqrah

to Mekkeh, was named js,J! for this reason, from
the Persians' hastening one another while cromsing

it by saying ;j .. (T.) _ [Hence,] 4

t The wild asses. (T in art. .)

ji3S [a rel. n. from j. ;] One inawbiting a ;.

(~.) [Hence the saying,] Lj3 1 ., (., 1, TA,

[in the CV, erroneously, Lj;]>) and V , (ggh,

II, TA, [in the Cl, erroneously, S£J,]) and

t '.s, U in the M, or t 9i, as in the I,

(TA,) i.e. [There is not in it (meaning j.JJ1 in
the lhoue)] any one (S, M, O) of those ,ho

inhabit the ;;: like as one says I.b qsI, and

s . ($.) - See j, with which it is also
syn. (~.)

a., 3 ., a
L..O and 5..z or j,: see the next preceding

paragraph.

~)j: seej, in two places.

1; and a! : see j,, in four places.

31G3: see art. ,j.

1 ;.1, (AZ, T, ;, M, M9 b, ], [mentioned in the
T in art. kS.q,]) second pers. =i(g, (S, ,) aor.

:., inf. n. *; (S, M, Msb, 1) and '.; (Lth, T,
] ;) and t !JI (AZ, T, p, M, 1) and l;l, (M, V,)
this last from IA*r, (M,) or from AZ, (TA,) He,
(a man, $, M, Mvb, V,) and it, (a limb, or mem-
ber, M9b,) was, of became, disasd, diwrered,
or distempered; Ae wa, or became, ick, or ill;
(AZ, T, C, M, Mob, ] ;) he es, or became,
attacthed by a disa~, or disordr, &e., in his

inide: (T, TA:) and L.gj, aor. U..,4 inf. a.

j;5., signifies the ame: (Myb :) and J.- ' ;fl
[his belly, or chest, wvas, or became, die d, &c.].
(TA.)

4. ;l. and nj;;: see above, in two places._
You asy also to a man when you suspect him,

;.).1, inf. n. X.li!; and i..j:, in n. rl.; [i.e.
t TAou hast done a thing that has made thee an
object of suspicion; or thou hast become an object

of ru~eion.] (T, 8, M,5*.) o;.i He [or it]
affected him with a disease, or disorder, &c.;
(S, ;) [or caued Aim to be diseased, &c.:] thus.
the verb is trans. as well as intrans. (f.) - And
;i.l t tie supected Aim; thought evil of him;

as also olt;l [without ,]. (AZ, TA in art. Lq:.)

f, A diseas, disorder, distemper, sicknes,

illnes, or malady; syn. o.,y, (Lth, T, $,M,

Meb, ],) or !tL; (Mgh;) esternol or intraol:
(Lth, T:) [it is both physical and moral:] signi-
fying also a vice, defect,fault, or blemish; ewternal

or internal: so that one says, Ji ._ I I1:i

[The rice of avarice is the most grievous of vicc] :

(Lil, T, TA:) for the pl. is ij;f, ($, M, Myb, ,)
the only instance of a sing. memdood having a pL

memdood: (IKb, TA:) hence also, t Ij)l ;.i L51
a .g6

J"I O " (Mgh,) or Lqj$i, but lAth says that

the correct word is Ij;l, (TA,) i. e. [What vice
is] more grievous, (Mgh,) or rworse, (TA,) [than
niggardlinae?] occurring in a trad.: and the

saying of a woman, lot 1 ,l J; , meaning very
vice that is in men is inhim: (Lth, T, TA:) and
..Ii 4. One whoe evsilnew is dead, ([ and TA

in art. ^1,) so that he is not cognizant of it; (TA
in that art.;) said of a person when he does not
bear malice towards him who does evil to him.
(Lth, T, and TA in the present art.) mei ,::

art. J. i .;: see art. S.j . J 1 'U.
[The disease of the wolf] means t hunger. (Th,

M, V. [See also art. ¥ ;.]) y.i lj [The
disease of the lion] means .m.Jl [app. .,

i. e. tfever]. (AM, TA.) ismI SI;, ($, TA,) or

.;, (M,TA,)[Thedisas ofthe gazlle, orof

agazeUe,] accord. to AA,(M,TA,) means theakh,
or soundness, and brisknew, or sprightlines; (TA;)
or no disease; like as [it is said that] there is no
disease in the gazelle: ($, M:) or, accord. to El.-
Umnawee, p. b l; 4 means that when he desires

to leap, he pauses little and then leaps: but
A'Obeyd prefers the former explanation. (M.)
) 4{1 Al [The diseae of hings] means tth

enjoyment of plenty and pleasure and softnsu or
delicacy. (TA.) ..,[J.l .; [The dimeae of the

generous], t debt and poverty. (TA.) :j5.I :I;
[The disease of fellon~twiva], t constant evil.
(TA.) ?Je.'JI l . [Ths disea of the beUy],
f tral, or disenon, or ths like, (l&;;i,) in
which one cannot find tAe right way to act. (TA.)

s a as n epithet, (Lth, Sh, T, M, and so in
some copies of the J,) or t 1; (Q, and so in
other copies of the ],) applied to a man, Dissd,

I
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dimored, distrmprd, ick, or ill; or haijg a
di~, disorder, c.: (Lth, 8h, T, C, M, V :) the
former is [originally an in£. n., and therefore is]
also applied to a woman; (A,TA;) or it is

[originday a,] of the meuare 3j, and the

fem. is Iii, (Lth, T, M, TA,) which is also men-
tioned in the A as applied to a woman, as well as

*j; (TA;) and the dual is Jlli; and the pl.

:t;;: (Lth, 8b, Sb, , T, TA:) and t ,;;. signifies
the same; (.8, ;) fem. with a: and so * ;:i
[as though originally h,$j or 5, of the mea-

sure Jw or CJ1, like °,% and .o,;] fem.

with i: (I:) or, accord. to the 0, 5-, of the

measure Js, applied to a man; and S;, of the

mearsure Lai, applied to a woman: or, accord. to

the T, k$~f, of the measure J;, applied to a
man; and Ij'f, of the measure ia, applied to
a woman. (TA.) The saying, in a trad.,

'i;b , n a nsi ; means [And otherwise,
his oath shall be, that he did not sell to thee] a
girl having a diseas, or vice, or the like: and

similar to this is the saying, Slt, e.JI $ Thsat

wrhich had a vice, or the like, was returned be-
cause of the vice, &c., thereof. (Mgh.)

:1

0 .

I.at

I,~ :

see the next preceding paragrapll.

. I;, (IAgr, I,) aor. ,j, (IA%r,) inf. n.

J;, He (a man, IAgr) served, or did service.

(IAr, I.)

[la; [as pl. of .lji, agreeably with analogy,]
Thefolloners of an army. (I.) - Also A small

want: ( :) or a want [absolutely]; i. q. a. I.,
as some say: (TA:) or it is an imitative sequent

to a.... (1, and ? in art. . [See l in

that art.]) It is said in a trad., 0 .. -j' L
i;.b ,j) a . [I left not a want nor a nnall

rant: or a want of any kind: or] this means
I left not any act of disobedience to which I was

enticed. (TA voce 'w .)

1.; . ;, (X,) aor. ',;; (TA;) and

% z.~jtl; (A, TA;) The tree became great. (A,

.) - "L tCb, (K,) and * tjl, (A, (A,) and

1 t0", (TA,) or t C;j , (so in a copy of the A,)
.lis belly became Jvollen, or inflated, (A,) or big,
(74,) and hung down, (A, g,) by reason offSatnes

or disease: (A, TA:) and so tI.; and -. 5l.
(TA.) And., alj . [Their navela became
nvollen, and hung down]. (TA.)

2. r inf. n. ZJ.e, lIe dispersed, or scat-

tered his property; (L, a;) s also 6t. (L.)
m See also 1.

4: and 5: and 7: eeL 

l; Variegated, deorated, or embellished,

wrark, [or geirgaw,] whick one rwaes about to
children, and with which one sooth, pacifiu, or
quiets, thmn: (?, -:) [a coll. gen. n.: n. un. with
3, meaning a ~piee of such work, or a gewgaw:]

whence, (V,) one ays, 9 .l; .aJI [The world
is a gewgaw, or gaudy toy]. (?, g.) [And

hence,] t h1; [ta a proper name] means t The

rworld, or pr~ nt tate of eistence: so said Aboo-
lIamzeh the ioofee, in explanation of the
saying,

* t. · , -5 ·S

[Were it not for my loving the world, death
would be to me eas#]: and AA confirmed this.
(T, TA.)- And A kind of variegated, or
fgured, cloth or garnent. (A, .) [In this
sense also it is a coll. gen. n.: n. un. with g.]

You say, ll Such a one ears
variegated, or figured, garments. (A, TA.) And

'Lib; d:tj ; . [He came having upon him a

variegaied, or figured, garment]. (A, TA.)-
A bracelet eonsisting of several distinct portiots
like the strands of a rope, twisted together. (g.)
- LineJ, or streabs, upon a bull U . (g.)-

The species of perfume called jU ( .)

C:3: see -ji. _ Also A veryj large tent of

[goat'] hair. (IAr, TA. [See also Li.;])

al.b: see t, in four places.

i_;; A great tree, (8, A, Msb, ]g,) with
spreading branches, (TA,) of whatever hind it

be: (S, Mqb:) pl. t .:j;, (S, Msb, K,) [or rather

this is the coll. gen. n. of the n. un. L--;,] like

as J is of i.3; (Mqb;) and Ctj;l is pl. of

;i: (TA:) and L5i1; i' signifies the

same; (A,*14 ;) and the pl. is ,1S; ; (A, K;)

or C.D signifies great tree, one of which is

called it;, and its sing., though it be not used,

seems to be Lal;. (A .n, TA.) One says, 0 '

&jt : t P [Such a one is of a great gene-

rou stock]. (A, TA.) - Also A great [tent of

the hind called] L . (TA. [See also ;;.)

C1; Very tall: so in a trad. in which it is
said, ial'J lj, [Hom many a

veryT tall palm-tree is tiere in Paradise!]. (TA.)

: see a&.

tl~ A>J, prominent, round belly: or a
wide belly, low by reason offatness. (TA.)

1 : et;, (8,A, L, 1,) aor. , (S,) inf. n.

;, (L,) He (a man, $, A) was, or became, sub-

missive, or abject, (., A, L, ]g,) and lowly, or
humble. (A, L.) - [Also t It (a man's head)
was, or became, giddy, or ertiginouts: used in

this sense in the present day, and probably in
ancient times: se g.] As a trans. verb: se t.

2. t, (8, ],) in. n. , (TA,) He
rubdued a country, and obtaied dominion over
it inhabitants; as also ts, (?, ,) aor. and

inf. n. as above; (TA;) and 5, (1p,) inf. n.

: (TA:) and he nbdued, or sujugated,

a people. (L.) And, (, A,[ u,) as also ,
(AV, S,) and t*tbl, (L,) He rendered (a man,

?, L, or people, A) nsbmissies, or aject, ($, A,
L, 15,) and lo/rly, or humble: (A:) and in like
manner a camel. (L.) .-. H. trod a land muck:
(A:) or he trarersd a country until he knem it
and became acquainted with its roads. (L.)_

It (heat) weaknsed a man. (A, TA.) - t It
(pain) made a man's head giddy, or vertigi-
nous. (L.)

4: see 2.

? "; A dark night. (V.)

1. j;lj, (., M, Msb, B,) like Jt., (M,b,)

[sec. pers .,] aor. ,; (8,M,b,;)

and ;l;, like ,J, [sec. pers. .;,] aor. j ;
(Mb ;) inf. n. ~0; (M, L, 1; [in my copy of

the Msb ;lj, which, I doubt not, is a mistrans-
cription ;]) and t .1l1, (T, ?, M, A, Mb, ],)
in£. n. 31;1; (Mqb;) and 1., (T, , M, A,

Msb,s,) inf .n . 3; (Myb;) and ,; (M,
L, and so in some copies of the ]; [sce its
part. n. j.~, voce 1.31, below;] in other copies

of the 1 .J. [which is app. a mistranscription];)
It (corn, or food, ._* ,) had in it 3., (M, A,

L, Msb, 1) or m,t.. (?, L) [i. c. nworm, grubs,
or maggots]; and became eaten thereby. (L.)

conjure thee, 0 wound, that thou increase not nor
breed worms,] is a form of conjuration used by
the Arabs. (A.)

2. ).: sco above. Also Ile played with

the ;bjb, i. e. *.. ;l [or ~,v]. (1.)

4. .1.0: see 1, in two places.

; a word of well-known signification, [Worms,
grubt, maggots, and the like; including molluws;
as a coll. gen. n.: and, as a simple gen. n., the

worm, grub, maggot, &c.:] pl. of #; [or rather,
as already said, and as is implied in several of

dthe lexicons, > is a coll. gen. n.; therefore ;7
is the n. uan. thereof]: and the pl. of 'is
· ~1~. (T, S, L, Msb. [In the K, JoIe is said
to be pl. of ;L : and in the L, as from the T,

11;,; is said to be another pl. of ;: this, how-
ever, I regard as a mistake; for I do not find it

in the T; but I there find added, after ,.

"and E'bl, is a tribe of Benoo-Asad."]) J sais

that the dim. is t ,4, and that by rule it should
be ;Jjj: but this is a mistake [unless it be
meant that b,; is the regular dim. of L; ]:
it is regularly ,,iJ, like as · and ?. are
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regular dim. of and , which are p. [or

rather coll. gen. no.] ofl :i and Il.j. (IB.)

a. [n. un. of ;ji, q. v. - Also] The fSetus
in the belly of a mare from the fortieth day,
when its mahe become. apparent, until the end of
the third month. (Kr, TA voce J. ., q. v.)

il.j A seesaw; syn. a.4j1: (] in this art.,
and T and f in art. j,:) and the marh made by
children upon the dust, or earth, like a path, or
track, when they play [upon the sesam], doing
thus with their feet, moving forwards and back-
ward.: (? in art. ~ :) or the mark of the
t,.~p.l: (M and l in that art.:) or the sound
of the A_.-jI: (TA in the present art. :) and
cries, shouts, noises, or clamour; or a confusion,
or mixture, of cries, shouts, &c.: (g in this art.:)
;b,s is [said by ISd to belong to art. j,, and to

be] originally ;;j;j: (M in art. ,. :) the pl. is
?)s, (T and ?0 and M in that art.,) explained by
Aq as signifying the marks of the (em.3 [or

seesan,s] of children; (TA in the present art.;)
and E.lj; ocenrs in a verse, in the gen. case,
(8 and M in art. .S,) by poetic license. (M in
that art.)

t.j.Js epit" [app. A ,rorm-like animal]. (TA
in art. t.)

· ·. J · 3

· I): see ,,.

;51; andt ' j and t; (Mob) and t.3J

(L) [tho last from /b, confirming my opinion
tlhat ,bi in some copies of the ]C is a mistrans-
cription,] Corn, or food, (.la,) haviing in it j;
[or wor'ns, &c.]; (L, Mqb;) and becoming eaten
thereby. (L.)

* a,
>3m 

f.:..··

se what next precedes.

J3,

1. ;I, aor. j , inf. n. ; and 1; (S, M,
A, Myb, l) and ;. (M) and il.; (Lth, T;)
nnd fj1j..,1; (M, A, Msb, g;) and jlt.l; (M;)
lIe, or it, went, moved, or turned, round; circled;
revolved; returned to thl place from wrhich he,
or it, began to more. (TA.)-You say, 13;lj

)m.. and V llIjl 4 They went round it: (A:)
and .4JIl j.. 1, and ti.;.. l He went
round the house [or Kaabeh]. (Msb.) Z and
others dislike the phrase 1 jl,, [which seems
to have been used in the same sense as u._l ,]
preferring the phrase 4.t, JUl, because of the

phrase jljJt jl>, signifying He went round

about in the circuit called jl1jJI, round the idol
called (y the same name. (TA.) [4 ffjlc.,i
mostly signifies It encircled, or surrounded, or
encom pased, it.] - [You say also, , jl. It
(a thing, as, for instance, a wine-cup) ment
round, or circulated, among them. And] jlI

j1.:. i £AII [The firmament, or celstial orb

),. -iJ3
or sphere, revolved upon its axis]: (A:) oilj;
JWI signifies the consecutive incssant motions
of the several parts of the firmament. (Mbh.)

- Hence the saying ajl u,1;, [inf. n. ;,]
The question formed a circle; one of its proposi-
tionr depndingfor proof upon another following
it, and perhaps this upon another, and so on, and
the latter or last depending upon the admisuion of
the first. (M9 b.) [And in like manner, jIs,

inf. n. njS, signifies He reasoned in a circle.]
- It is said in a trad., 'j,i:l *3 a41 aI

time hahll come round to the like of the state in
which it was on the day of God's creating the
heaenr and the earth: this was said by Mobam-
mad after he had forbidden the practice of inter-
calating a lunar month, by which the Arabs had
long imperfectly adjusted their lunar year to the

solar.] (TA.) And one says, .ALl ;.1; [The
days came round in their turns]. ( and Msb
and l in art. J3.) And *E ' J ,
[A day of the week that does not come round
again in its Mionth: as the last Wednesday, &c.].
(Mujbhid, TA vocel1A [q. v.].) [Andjl is said
of an event, uas meaning It came about. See an
ex. in a verse cited in art. I1.] - d fjl It nwent
round with himn; as the ground and the sea do
[apparently] with a person sick by reason of
vertigo, or giddiness in the head. (L in art. j.
[See also 4.]) - One says also, j tLt.,

. S He comlprehended [as though le encircled]
what was in my heart. (A.) - And - O,

; ;1 t.U S Such a one has within the circuit

of his rule and care four wives, or women. (A.)
And jJ.,. Aq. O [Such a
man has within his power and care nsch a
female, and toys, dallies, rwantons, or holds
amorous converse, with her]. (. mnd TA in art.
, b S_.) And ,A il U j_ 51 UI1 t[I have
nithin my compass, or power, and care, that
thing or af. ir]. (8 and A in art. . )~
See also 4, in four places.

2. ' j,, ([,) inf. n. y.i,, (S,) Ile made it
3 ([i e. round, meaning both circular and sphe-
rical]; (S, ] ;) as also t 9Isl. (TA.) - See also
4, in two places. - [One says also, ) 'IJ.Ij
.rI and ' jl.,t! t He turned about, or revolved,
thoughts, or ideas, or opinions, in his mind, re-
specting an affair: like as one says, ;j. 4

.t.]
3. ;,S, inf. n. 31. and ;1s, lie went round

about with him; syn. a/;li. (M, f,.) - [And
hence, t He circumvented him.] Aboo-Dhu-eyb
says,

C J_ b --. _

1_ z * C' -a
, . . .. j.
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[Until there was preparedfor him, one day, in a
watching-place, an intelligent person, acquainted

with the circumvention of game]: 1L, is here
made trans. by means of ., because it means the

[Boox I.

same as.,lcj in the phrase e,u. (M.) [Or the
meaning of the latter hemistich is, a person pos
sewsing skhill in circumMnting game, attentie to
their motions and sound.] -_ -jls also signifies
t .He endcaoured to induce him to turn, or
incline, or decline; or he ndeavoured to turn
him by deceit, or guile; Pjl C;from the thing;

and cJ to it; syn. jy. (M, ]g.) It is said
in the trad. respecting the night-journey [of Mo-
Iammad to Jerusalem, and his ascension thence
into Heaven], that Mose~ said to Mo.hammad,

[t Verily I endeavoured to induce the children of
Israel to incline to less than this, and they were
unable]: or, accord. to one relation, ho said

.... ' 3A m-
;.;l;. (TA.) See also 4. 3jl)l ,i t He
sought to find the modes, or mananers, of doing,
or performing, offairs, or the affairs: (A:)
!jl.jl.l is like i4.i·tl [signifying the labouring,
tahing pains, applying one's self vigorously, xcert-
ing one's self, striving, or struggling, to do, ewe-
cute, or pmeform, or to effect, or accomplish, or
to nanage, or treat, a thing; 'c.]. ($, I.)
Subeyne Ibn-Wetliecl says,

* osg.Jl J,j5t Jo.

[Fifty years of age, my manly rvigour full, and
vigorous apllication to the management of affairs
has tried and strengthened me]. (S.)

4. Mli, (S, M, A, n,) and * o;(, ( A, g,)
and ?, jr;l, (M, TA,) and ' *jj, (S, K,) and

l3il, and s ?jI.I, (M, C,) lie, or it, mnade,
or caused, him, or it, to go, move, or turn, round;
to circle; to revolre; to return to thc placefrom
which hle, or it, began to more. (TA.) You say,

-.. lj 1i. 1 a. I j,1 [Ilie wound the turban
round upon his head]. (A.) And .fl ,~j!l JI
.Q*1 t5 [He stirred round the saffron in the
water, in dissolving it]. (A and TA in art.,ji..)
And

[The revolutions of fortune, or time, made htim
to turn round from one state, or condition, to

another]. (A.) And ^ .,and d j.j., (, A,],)
and 4si $.s, (g,) [the fi dt and second lit.
signifying lI£e was made to turn round; by
which, as by the third also, is meant] he becamne
affected by a vertigo, or giddiness in the head.
(S, A,' IC. [See also 1.]) _--j. l oi .C ;it lIe
endeavoured [to turn him to the thing, i.e.]
to induce him to do the thing: and . 1i1i he
endearoured [to turn him from it, i.e.] to induce
him to leave, or relinquish, it; (T,A;) or i.q.

j; as also jjl;, q.v. {M, .)_ jl[the
inf. n.] also signifies The iv,tg and taking,from
hand to hand, writhout delay: and agreeably with
tbis explanation is rendered the phra-- in the
. ur [ii- 282], - a ' 0 - V 
merchandise, which ye give and take among your-
selves, from hand to hand, without delay; i. e.,
not on credit]. (TA.) - See also 1: - and 2,
in two places.

t
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5. J1I j~3 He took the place as a housq, or
an abode. (A.) [The L. in this verb takes the
place of , as in.,", and a~i &c.]

10. .jl.g. [It had, or amsumed, a round, or
circular,form; it coiled itelf, or became coiled;
it wound, or wound round;] it was, or became,
round. (KL) You say, iljl,..I [The moon
became round, orfull: see also the act. part. n.,

below]. (A.) And ;pc I.aaIt LF; -L'

Lv... 511w [She wound a piece of cloth like the
fillet upon the round of her head, leaving the
crown uncovered]. (Mgh and L and Msb voce

..) _See also 1, in six places. - And see 4.

;li, [originally ;j, as will be seen below, A
house; a mansion; and especially a house of a large
size, comprising a court; or a house comprising
sereral sets of apartments and a court; (see
%:- ;)] a placc of abode which comprisei a build-
ing, or btuildings, and a court, or space in which
is no buildi.g: (T, M, g :) as also );:
(M, K:) or the latter is a more special term;
(v;) meaning any patr.ticular house; the former
being a generic tcrm: (MF:) accord. to IJ, it is
from fl, nor. ,.da ; because of the many move-
ments of the people in it: (M:) it is of the fern.
gender: (S, Msb :) and sometimes mase.; (S, 1;)
as in the gur xvi. 32, as meaning jim, or or ,

(s,) or as being a gen. n.: (MF:) pl. (of paue.,

M) at nd ail (;, Myb, ]O) and 2j1, (Abu.l-
I;asan, AAF, Msb, K,) formed by transposition,

(mIb,) [for j;1,] antd bl (T, J) and )gs1 (T)

and oj_Sl, (T, 1K,) anid (of mult.,) j;, (S,
Myb, g,) like as Jl_ is pl. of ,J , (s,) and

,l;l (T) and !'?) (M, 15) and ;, (T, 8, M,

Msb,) like aS _.1 is pl. of 1, (,) and $y.:

(T, M, ]) and bt.;l (T', ]) and ; and Sa?,

(T,) andl [quasi-ldl. n.] a ;jb, and [pl. pl.] oitt
[pl. of;jc] and ; [pl. of ;], (M, K,) and

[pl. of oj;1] ,1}1;. (T.) The dim. is t'P .
(iar p. 161.) [IIenee, j.l.>, ; The mint:
&c.] - Also Any pllace in which a people hav
alightedl and taken up their abode; an abode; a
ldwelling. (T, Mgh.) Hence the present world

is called ;"l! 1;l; [The abode of perishableness;
or the perishable abode]: and the world to come,

U.' > ; [The abotde of e'erlastingne.s; or the

ererlasting abode]; .rid 41 j1; [The abode of

stability; or thc stable abode]; and .. JI jl;
[The abode ,f/,eace, or offreedo,n rom evil]. (T.)
[And hlence, ..,JI j11 : see [..m.] [Hence,
also,] ;li is applied to A burial-ground. (Nh

from a trad.)- [And hence,] &d i- 0.
Iji [Ash thou permission for me to go in to

my Lord] in his Paradise. (TA from a trad.

respecting intereession.) - And ;l,
,,LWI, in the 1.ur [vii. 142, I will show you

the abode of the transgressors], meaning Egypt:
or, accord. to Muj6hid, the abode to which the
transgresors shall go in the world to come.
(TA.) - [Hence, also,] ;lI signifies i.q..
[A country, or district: or a city, town, or
village]. (Mgh, 1].) - And, with the art. Jl,

[El-Medeeneh ;] the City of the Prophet. (g.)
- And hence, (TA,) ;I, also signifies S A tribe;

syn. ;iA: (A, :) for ,j; j;i: (TA:) as also

t e;l;: ( :) pl. of the former, ;. (A, Msb.)

You say, J4 1 ,; lI, , : . S The tribe
of the sons of such a one passed by us. (A.)
And in the same sense jl is used in a trad. in
which it is said that there remained nojl, among
which (t;E) a mosque had not been built. (TA.)

Mtr states that it is said to signify also A
year; syn. J_'; and if this be correct, which

he does not hold to be the case, it is from j W o;l,
like as J; is from O'.JIl: or, as some say,
i. q.>, [a;as meaning a long time, or the like].

(iar p. 350.) And jI,jJ is the name of A
certain idol. (Myb, ].) ~ [jIl and yj. ex-
plained by Freytag as meaning " Medulla liquida

in ossibus" are mistakes for j; and j.]

;;; an inf. n. ofl;. (8, M, &c.) - [Hence, The

circumference of a circle: see A;J ] _ And A
turn, or twist, of a turban, (T, A;) and of a rope,

or any other thing: (T:) pl. ;j;l. (A.)

.. , originally with3; (T, S;) or originally thus,
with kS, (M, [and so accord. to the place in
which it is mentioned in the A and Msb and K,])
as appears from the occurrence of the L in its pl.

and in the derivative X, for if the kS were in
this case interchangeable with 3 it would occur in
other derivatives; (M;) [or this is not a valid

reason, for ; is held by J to be originally ;Ij.,
i.e. of the measure jia; and ISd himself seems
in one place to express the same opinion; in like

manner as jy.. is held by the latter to be ori-

ginally j; and jj3J is evidently altered from

j,...J;] A convent, or monastery, (Ls.,) of
Christians: (M, K:) and also the '.. [i.e.

cloister, or cell,] of a monk: (A:) the pl. is,lt

(S, M, 1) and ];j . (Msb.) - [Hence,] A
,,J! [lit. The head of the conrent or monastery]

is an appellation given to : Any one who has
become the head, or chtief, of his companions.
(IApr, ~, A, K-)

i;j: see ;;1;, in two places [Hence,] ;l;

.i.l The halo (a l ) of the moon; (S, A, Meb,'
;) as also t ; .tj: ( andTA in. art. j :)

pl. t.. (Mob.) Dim. .>. (i arp. G09.)
One says,..d jI ;;l 'a. .A j .i [Such a one's
face is like the halo of the moon]. (TA.) And

i3jl; [Go not thou forth from the circle of El-

Isldm until the moon go forth from its halo].
(A.) Also A round space of and; (g ;) as also

*t 1t, incorrectly written in the K ? 3. (TiA)
[and in some copies ;>:]; and jt ; : pl. of the
first OIj and.: (K :) and pl. [or rather coil.
gen. n.] of the second * ?.: (TA :) or ;,;l signi-
fies, accord. to As, a round tract of sand with a

vacan"y in the middle; as also t ej;., or, as

others say, * $j;;3, and * ;jlj and * *,; and
sometimes people sit and drink there. (T.)_

And Any nide space of land among mountains:
(s :) it is reckoned among productive lorw lands:
(AIln:) or a 'plain, or soft, tract of land encomrn-
passed by mountains: (A:) or a wide and plain
space of land so encompased: (Ay:) or i.q.
;j, except that this is always plain, or soft,
whereas a .;ijl may be rugged and plain, or
soft: (Aboo-Fai'as, Kr:) or any clar and open
space among sands. (TA.) - And Any place
that is surrounded and confined by a thing.
(T, A.) - See also ;Ij, in three places. -_ ~);,
determinate, (M, K.,) and imperfectly decl., (M,)
Calamity, or misfortune. (Kr, M, 1.)

;~: see ;jl.: and see also 3o1p.

.see ;l~a.

Sjl3 A man (A) who keeps to his house;
(M, i ;) who does not quit it, (M, A,) nor seek

sustenance; (M;) as also * al,;. (1..) - And
hence, (S,) t A possessor of the bleuings, com-

forts, or conveniences, of life: (~, ] :) pL O4q1.1.
($.) - Also A camel, or sheep or goat, that
remains at the house, not going to pasture: fen.
with; : (A:) or a camel that remains behind in
the place where the others lie doron; (M, K;)

and so a sheep or goat. (M.) -_See also );.
-A sailor that has the charge of the sail.

(M, K.) ~ A seller of perfumes: so called in
relation to D&reen, ($, A, ],) a port of E1-
Bahreyn, in which was a market whereto musk
used to be brought from India. (L , ].) It is

said in a trad., 5j 1I t 67" J1 t jO

dY e ; *LL ;s f> ; j i g [The
similitude of the righteous companion wmio its
and converses with one is that of the sller of
perfumes: if he gite not to thee of his perfume,
tomrewhat of his sweet odour clings to thee]. (S.)

lq : seel :

i..li. (anomalous [as a rel. n. from .], M)

and 't;; The master, ML , , , M, K,) or an

inhabitant, (T, A,) of a j; [i.e. conaent, or
monastery]. (T, $, M, A, }(.)

;lt~: see the next paragraph, in three places.

,;j A verti.qo, or giddines in the head; (,*
A,* K ;) as also t1j,;. (M, A.) s Also, and
~·z (S,) ortjJ.0J and fj1.jJl, (T, M, ,) and

(hut less commonly, TA) Vj3.aIJ and tjI;.,%,
(M, g,) A certain idol, (T, $, M, ]~,) which the
Arabs set up, and around it they made a space,
(T,) round mhich they turned, or circled: (T,
M :) and the same name they applied to the space
above mnlntioned: (T,M:) it is said that they
thus compassed it certain eheks, like as people
conpan the Kaabeh: (MF:) or certain stones
around which they circled, in imitation of people
compassing the Kaaboh. (IAmb.) Imra-el-
1~eys says,

Sl Lt.U.AL. 5, I.;'.. p 
Virgin maing the circit of , in

[Virgins making the cirmit of Duwdr, in1

Bool I.] J3.
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lonAg-skirted garments of the kind caled ['4]:
(s:) likening a herd of [wild] cowr to damsels
thus occupied and attired, alluding to the length
of their tail. (TA.) tjI;j.i and VjI;JI also

signify The Kaqbeh (Kr, M, V.) And ?jlj)

(Th, M, [not aisj, au is implied in the J,]) A
circling tract (1tj"L*.) of sand, around whaich
go the ild animals: (Th, M, :) a poet says,

5

[In the sandy tract around a pool of water left
by a torrent, containing plants of the hinds called
'ardr and huUab]. (Th, M.)

;.' : seeo i; and ;1;, of each of which it is
the dim.

ac: see 5tt.

1;~: see ;jl;, in two places: and see also

;13· [Turning round, circling, or revolving,]
applied to the firmament, or celestial orb. (A.) -
Applied likewise to time, or fortune; (M, ] ;) as

I a·
also t 413j), (, , M, A, I,) which is said to be a
rel. n., but is not so accord. to AAF, though

having the form thereof, like .. /, (M,) the Lg

being a corroborative: (Myb voce .. ; :) thus
in the saying,

1 A. .i 0 0 .I
Uii ess, il ,;"l 0

(8, M,' A, J],*) occurring in a poem of El-'Aijjj,

(8,) and; ), (M, ][,) i. e. And time, orfortune,
turns man about from one state, or condition, to
another: (?, M,* A, JI: a) or turns him about
much. (M 9b in art. ,..) - See also ;ij., in
two places.

: ee lj1, in three places.

;1; 41J 0 , (t , M, A, K,) originally ;i, of

the measure Jt~, (8,) and V i.j. (, , ]A,)

and t,j), (M, l[,) in which a j is changed into

LS, (M,) G[Js being originallyJ ,,] and t ;,
There is not in the house any one: (8, M, V:)

the broken pl. of j;l and jy ias jli; the j
being unchanged because of its distance from the
end of the word. (M.) ISd says, in the ,,,
that Ya4oob has erred in amertingj) to be used
only in negative phrases; for Dhu-r-Rummeh
use it in an affirmative phrase. (MF.). See

al,o .~

Uj~: see the next preceding paragraph.
. . t :...
Ijj: see 5lj, in two places:and see also

Ij., in twro places: -and i;l.- Also [or
perhaps ;jSl;] The pieces of wood which the
water turnt so as to mahe the miU turn with their
turning. (Mgh.)- And A pair of comnpaes.
(T, 1,0 TA.)

gjlj. and * Sjl., of the head, A round part or
portion. (M, J.) - And of the belly, What

ind~, or what has, or asnsurs, a coiled, or
circ,lar,form, (S;. te, [so in the M and L, in
the ] .$~· Lt, .which is evidently a mistake,])
of t!e guts, or intetines, of a heep or goat. (M,
L, ) _ Accord. to IA'r, (T,) t tjl and
5;jil are applied to Anything [round] that doe

not move nor turn round: and · 1; and ;'jt to a
thing that motes and turm round. (T, 8, TA.)

See also ;l;.
I a· · 4.

k.qjt13: seo jl·, in two places.

i}l;, in which the ; is added for the purpose of
transferring the word from the category ofepithets
to that of substa., and as a sign of the fem. gender,
('Inayeh,) The circuit, compass, ambit, or circum-

ference, of a thing; (T, V, TA;) as in the phrases
l~.;jl, T'lQ. the circuit of, or what surrounds, the

solid Aoof, (TA,) or the circuit of hair around the
solid hoof, (T,) and 4j i31j; the circuit of the
face, or the part around the face; (TA;) and
t ;lj signifies the same: (I :) pl. of the former
~;1j.; and of the latter ;,l. (TA.) [Hence

one says, j iCM t> &,.1 1., meaning t Thi
is wider in compau, or mnore comprehensive, than
that. See also 10, third sentence.] -A ring:
(M, 1:) or the like thereof; a circle: and a
round thing: as also t ilj; pl. as above. (T.)
See an ex. voce e;l;. -The circular, or spiral,
curl of hair upon tie crown of a man's head: (T,
M, 1g:) or the place of the ai?ji. (IAr, M, 9.)
Hence the prov., [ndJ . rl; tThe ciTr-
cular, or spiral, curl of hair upon the crown of
my head did not stand erect on account of him]:
said of him who threatens thee with a thing but
does not harm thee. (M.) - [What is called, in
a horse, A feather; or portion of tie hair
naturally curled or fri'z/d, in a spiral manner
or othermise]: pl. )l;;. (T, , Msb.) In a horse
are eighteen )jJ, (AO, T, ,) whlicll are dis-
tinguished by different names, as Ai'JI and

3WI and u...61 and Uoil [&c.]. (AO, T.)
-The round thing [or depression] (T) that is
beneath the nose, (T, ,) which is likeise called

i,; (T;) as also t ;; (T, .) and , lj;. (T.)
[But the 1;ls in the middle of the upper lip is
The small protuberance termed i., q. v.]. 
A tutn offortune: (AO:) and especially an evil
accident; a mijfortune; a calamity; (A,* TA;)
as also t ;;j: (TA:) defeat; rout: (S, :)
slaughter: death: (TA:) pl. as above. (A, Msb,

&c.) You say, ;1j.1 JI_ .;i Calamities

befell them. (M.) And hence, .JI ;'li [and

~J~I, in the Kur ix. 99 and xlviii. 6,] (J , Msb)
Calamity which befalls and destroys. (Mqb.
[e also art. .. ]) - Also A piece of wood
which is stuck in the ground in the middle of a
heap of wheat in the place where it is trodden,
around which the bulls or cows turn. (TA.)

b,z;: see jl;. - Also i. q. 0 [(A sitting-
place, &c.]. (Seer, M.)

jr. an in. n. of l;. (Lth, T.) And also,
as a proper subst., (T,) The axis of the firmament,

[BooK 1.

or celestial orb, [&c.] (T, A.) _ [And henoe,
t The point upon rohich a question, or th like,
turns. PI. .131.]

J1; : see .: sand ee what next follows.

e.;:' `i and d ,t1. [He iJ aff cted by a
vertigo, or giddines in the head: ee 4]. (A.)

6.- ,,a
tljt, A skin made round, and sewed, (?, l:,)

in the form of a bucket, (s,) with which one
draws ater. ($, ].) A rajiz says,

[Nothing will draw water in a wall of which
mont of the water has been ahausted, to which
many pres to draw, ecept the kind of buckets
made of a round pice of skin, of ample capacity]:
i. e. one cannot draw water from a small qaantity
but with wide and shallow buckets: but some
say that :Al1,~ should be j1~.., from i;l.,jI

Jj~,l cJ; holding it to be for 9.Jl ;t1;.; and

reading " '9. (S, TA.) Also A garment
of the hind called jlM fgured (g, TA) with

sundry circles: pl. ;ll,. (TA.)

;J,., thus preserving its original form, (]g,)
not having tlhe changed into 1, (TA,) (in the

CV, erroneously, ;~,] Shc-camcls which tit
pastor goes round about and milks. (QC.)

jj and t;I,~ [Made round, meaning both
circldarandspherieal; rounded; and simplyrowud:
the former word is the more common: of the
latter, see an ex. in a verse cited voce 4: and
see also;. .].

l " *, [a noun of place and of time from
iJ".!,, agreeably with a general rule]: see ;,lj.

i-J' [Having, or asuming, a round, or
circular, form; round, or circular: see also

-,q 0- .1 0 .0 . .

A3 ]- You say j .S . ,J [A round, or
full, shining moon]. (A. [Accord. to the TA,
the latter epithet is added os an explicative of the
former; but this I think an evident mistake.])

j a.
L ,;,;, nor. , ,J, (M, M, M,b,) in. n. ,,;

5(,M, A, Mgh, g) and Q,; (M, A, ]) and
i,, (A,I ,) lie trod, trod upon, or tramp~ed
upon, (M, A, Mgh, Msb, ],) a tlhing, (., M,
Mgh,) or the ground, (Mqb,) veenmently, (Mgh,
M9 b,) with the foot. (,, Mgh, Mgb, g.) You
say, ,AIj;3t &' 1; [lTey trod, or trampled,
upon hin, or it, with their feet]. (A.) And
,;I . l,lp iJ; ,JI [The hors,e trample
upon the slain with the ,oofs]. (A.) _ ;..
J.LJI, (S, A,) or aL:JI, (Msb,) or JI, (M,)
aor. P,.j , (f, Mb,) inf. n. L; ,, (S, A, Mgh,)
or ;; and but, but some say that , is
not of the language of the Arabs, and some say
that it is tropical, u though from .1; in the

J) -,3s

vkj, 
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sense explained above, (Mgb,) or the professors

of practical religion use it in the place of L.t~
by a kind of license, relying upon the under-
standing of the hearer or reader, or do so erro-
neously, (Mgh,) He trod, or thrashed, (M, Mgh,
M,b,) the wnheat, (Mgb, Mgb,) or grain, (M,)
either by the feet of beasts, or by repeatedly

dranwing over. it the ,oj [q. v. infrk] until it

became ; [or cut straw]; (Mgh;) as also

(M.) You say, ,.el 0,.,j ;l

[Tltey trod, or trampled, upon him, or it, with
the treading of reaped corn]. (A.) ,,

(IA;r, TA,) inf. n. &s', (IA.r, A, 1K,) He

abased hin. (IAar,A, .) j,I jji

-.. ; _ .. r.,t .. ,nq..* The enerny [came upon
and] slew the sons of such a one, and ivent through
the midst of their dnellings, and made hawoc

among them. (TA.)..I;, (A,TA,) inf. n.

C-,., (A, 1K,) t Inivit eam; scil., feminam:
(A :) vehementer initit can: (A, 1: [in the
former, this signification is given as proper,
though that immediately preceding is said to be
tropical: in the TA, the latter is said to be
tropical :]) conscendit et veheonenter inirit earn.
(TA.)_- .,l, (R, M, A, Msb,) inf. n. ,j,,

(M 9b, 15,) or J1.0v, (Aq, A, Mgh,) t He polished
it; namely, a sword, ($, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K.,)
and the like, (1,) or some other thing. (Msb.)

_ Hence, ,,' also signifies S The framing,
and dreming up, of deceit, guile, or circumven-
tion: (Ay,A,TA:) [agreeably with which ex-

planation the verb, ,1;, is probably used, thoughl
not mentioned in the A nor in the TA:] or
simply, the act of leceiving, beguiling, cirrum.-
venting, and practising artifice. (TA.) You say,

,4J;11 . UA S WVe set about the froaming, and

dressing up, of deceit, guile, or circumvention:
(A:) or n,e set about deceiving, &c. (TA.)

4: see,t Jll -l, in the paragraph above.

7. .m,j;lJ It (wheat [or grain]) was, or became,
trodden, or thrashed. (~,0 TA.) [See 1.]

,.t: see the next paragraph.

l The lion (K, TA) that tramples upon
his prey. (TA.) - A courageous man; (1 ;)
and any one that tramples upon his opponents,
or adversaries: (TA:) and [in like manner]

't. C originally ,, a courageous and strong
man, that tramples upon ery one who alights
with him to.fight: pl. of the latter, L-. (AZ,
TA.)_ Every one skilful (1, TA) in his art;
because he abases (,,..) every one who con-
tends with him. (TA.)

w.l; [act part. n. of ,l;; Treading, &c.].

_. ... ls [the fem.] (A) and [its pl.] ,.S (M,
A, TA) The bulls, or cows, that tread, or thrash,

wheat, or grain. (M, A, TA.) - JOJI .J 1
;Jt1. The horse, or horses wi th teir riders,

came to them followng one another. (9, J.) m

Also i. q. A [A place in which wheat or grain
it trodden out; like J.,~-: or reaped wheat
collcted together; or wheat collected together in

the place wnhere it is trodden out]; (Jk ;) so
accord. to Hisham: or, as some say, he that
treads, or thradsthe, wheat, and bruises it, in
order that the grain may come forth from it.

(TA.) i"n.i [pl. of 51;, like as 'J is pl.

of Jj,]j I Polishers of swords or the like; syn.

i,*. (IApr, ,TA. [In the C15, and in a
MS. copy of the 1, aiU., which is evidently a
mistake.])

>S>,, (1g,) but by rule it should be ,1. ,
(Mgb,) and so, accord. to En-Nawawee, it is
also written, as though meaning " an instrument

for treading," (MF,) originally j, (TA in
art. ~.,) A certain thing that is worn on the
foot (Mb,K ) by a man; (Msb;) Fa shoe, or
sandal, or a pair of shoes or sandals, of any
hind; accord. to present usage: or, accord. to
Golius, a hind of hiigh-heeled shioe or sandal,
generally used by peasants, and fastened with

thongs or with a button or the like:] pl. a.~l
[which is a pl. of pauc., and the only pl. men-
tioned]. (Msb.)

j4 The thing [or machine, a hind of drag,]
mith which nwheat is thrasted, (S,M,Mgh,L,
1,) by its being drawn over it (Mghl, L) re-

peatedly; called also q-jq (Mgh) [and jo,

q. v.]; and so , j. (.) A polishing-
instrument; (S, 15;) an instrument with which
swords .'c. are polished; (Msb;) a piece of wood
upon which is a o.-- [or polishing-stone], with
nwhich the sword is polished: (M:) pl. ,. I.,.

($.)
m.,. ' [A trodden road: or] a road

mutch trodden; (TA;) as also J,.~". (A,
TA.)

",P,.~: see what next precedes.

L1 . A place in nhich wheat [or grain] is

trodden, or thrashed. (S, K.) [See also !;-]

see .

JJ)

1. il;, (T, M, Mob,) first pers. V;, (S, ],)

aor. J,4,, (T, M9b,) inf. n. ,Jj ; (T, M, Mqb,

15;) and 1t 11.1, (M, TA,) in£ n. Li.; (TA;)
He mized it; (M, 1;) generally meaning me-
dicine, and perfume: (M:) and (K) he mois-
tened it, ($, Msb, 1,) namely, medicine, &c.,
(?,) with water ,Jc., (?, Mb,) or with wtater

and the like: (1 :) or ;QI1 d Jlb [he steeped it

in water], namely, perfume, &c.: (T:) and

il;, aor. ,, inf. n. J,, is a dial. var.
thereof: (Msb:.) and o;l., aor. &>,, signifies the
same. (AV, TA.) [Also, app., He bruised, brayed,
or pounded, it; or powdered, or pulverized, it;

namely, musk: see ~.",, below.]

4: see the preceding paragraph.

'>~ Incubu, or nightmare; syn. ,,.
(Ibn-'Abbad, ].)

s.I1; act part. n. of 1. (T, TA.) - And,
applied to musk, i. q. ;,I, q. v. (TA.)

j3j. (T, S, M, Mob, 15) and ff,.J , (S, M,
M0 b, 15,) the latter of the dial. of Temeem, (M,)
and [said to be] tile only instance of the kind, (9,
Mgb, 1,) i. e., of a pass. part n. of a triliteral-
radical verb with a medial M, (;, Mmb, TA,)
except C;jp. (S, Msb, O) as a variation of

C , (S,Msb,) though Mbr asserts it to be
agreeable with a rule obtaining in all similar
cases, wlhic none [other] of the leading authlo-
rities allows, (Msb,) and J,~ and eOj are
the usual forms, (, TA,) Mized: (M, Mb :) or
moistened: or bruised, brayed, or pounded; or
powdered, or pulvcaized: ($, 15:) applied to
perfume, (T,) or to musk: (S, M, ]g:) as also
't Jl1. (TA.)

1. lj;, aor. .jj., inf. n. .'I and .1i ,
lie bruised, brayed, or pounded, it; (C, 15 ;) and
did so finely, or pulverized it; (TA;) namely,

perfume, ($, TA,) &c. (TA.) Also, inf. n. ,
He bruied it, and ground it, litke as does a camel
a thing with hit breast [when lying upon the
ground]. (Z, TA.)-_And cll, (AA, 1],) aor.

.i,., inf. n. 14;; (AA,) He compremed her;
namely, a woman; (AA, ];) and so tS.
(AA.) And l'e leapled her; namely, a stallion,
the mare: (TA:) and in like manner said of an
ass. (IDrd, TA.).- And ;.tb, (IDrd, 1,) aor.
as above, inf. n. I;;, (IDrd,) He launged
him (a man) in water or dust. (IDrd, l.)-

And i. q. ,.l [le *nade him captive; &c.].

(TA.)~ m.`I j.;1, The people, or party, fell
into a state of confusion (!, TA) in resect of
their case, or affair, and vwent round about [in
perplexity]. (TA.) 1 ,jbi. . It ; (:,) or

,Mi, occurring in a trad., (TA,) inf n. . ,
(, TA,) means Tla people pased the night in
confuoion, and in going round about [in per-
plerity]: (a:) or in a state of confin, and
commotion, or disturbance, and disagreement.
(TA.) - And The people, or party, became
diseased, or sick. (Abu-r-Rabee El-Belkrwee,
Aboo-Turab, 1].)

6. IS..s3A They straitened one another (C. 15)
in war, or battle, (.,) or in evil, or mischief,
(8, 1~,) and in contention, or altercation. (O.)

.0; A ~eci of mother-of-pearl-shdU, or
oyster.-shell. (IDrd, TA.)

, : see 1.

ab4 and , Evil, or mischief; and con-
tention, or altercation; ($, 15, TA;) and a con-
fused state of affairs: pl. of the foreier .j
and 's, and of the latter Ij,. (TA.) One

says, 4 lJ and a [They fell into
evil, &c.]. (., ].) And Ru-beh ays,

[And seldom, or often, I escapdfro th evils,
&c.] (TA.)

933BooK I.]
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b6; and its pl. ij;: see the next preceding
paragraph, in three places. _ Also Disease, or
sichneu. (Aboo-Turab, TA.)

l s.. i. q. ;i; ,, (],) i. e., (TA,) A stone
upon which perfume is bruised, brayed, or
pounded; (?, TA;) as also 'tj ; (TA) and
* 0j.*: (1 :) or this last signifies a stone with
which perfume is bruised, brayed, or pounded:
(?, TA:) F's making this word and the first to
signify the same requires consideration. (TA.)

1J.L,: see the next preceding paragraph.

1. jl; i. q. ;1. (TA.) You say, .l.4l ZlJ,

(t, M,b, .,) nor. j3;J, (MCb,) inf. n. j;;,
(KL,) menning ,;,1; ($,MFb, K ;) [i. c.] The
days came round [in their turns]. (KL.) -
j0, also signifies The changing of time, or
.fortunc,from one state, or condition, to another;
(I;) and ,o ji;. (TA.) [Hence,] one says,
i;JI W %:Jl> [The turn of fortune wnas, or

1became, in his favour; or] good fortiune came to
him: and ALi;.01 4; :J1 [Thle turn offortune
was, or became, against him; or] good fortune
departed fiom him. (MA.)._ [Golius assigns
to Jl., with Llj for its inf. n., as on the autho-
rity of the 1 and KL, two significations app.
from two meanings of LJjI, one of which he
seems to hlave misunderstood, and to neither of
which do I find any corresponding verb: they
are "Obivit alter alterum in bello:" and"superior
evait." There are many inf. no. that have no
correspond(ing verbs.] - JlO, aor. J.N, (T, n,)

inf. n. J.; and aJil, (1s,) or 1;;, (T,) He
became notorious [either in a bad or in a good
sense]; expl. by i ,' j;-L, (IASr,T, ,) i. e.

:-.. .(T4-)._...,.,a O: J, aor. O3Z, T/te
garment, or piece of doth, was, or becamne, okl, and

prorn ont. (AZ, I.) [Henec,] .sj *. Ja. .
His lotre, or afftetion, mas beginning to become,

or at the point of becoming, worn out. (AZ, ~,
TA.) -See also 7.

2. J; lie wrote a s. (TA.)

3. Jjl., [inf. n. #jl>.,] lie made to come
round [by turns, or to be by turns]: hence the
saying in the ]Iur [iii. 134], 01 , .a h 3,

1,..WI e And those days, we make them to come
round [by turns] to men: ($,' ], TA:) or this
means, we dispense them by turns to men; (B.d,
Jel ;) to these one time, and to these another;
(Bd ;) or one day to one party, and one day to
anothlier. (Jel.) You say, ' :JI -j4
' .jl [I ditpnsed the thing amontg them by
turns, and they had, or received, or took, it by
turns]. (Bjt on the passage of the ]ur quoted
above.) a31o.. also signifies The giving a turn
qffortune, or good fortune. (KL. [See what
next follows.])

4. ,JilW, (M, g,) inaf. n. L, 1., (T, TA,) [signi-
fying He gave him a turn of good fortune, or a
turn to prevail omer another in war, &c.,] is

from ,.J1. (T, M, B, TA. [See what next pre-
cedes.]) Hence, [in the CI( from 5J,J1,] the
saying, hl; ' W4Jl Wtl; [God gave us, or may
God give us, a iurn to prevail over our enemy].

lsl ,i,Jl.;l and ~, ;.L,
i.e. ijl;; 4 .JaJ J~ [May God appoint thee,
or give thee, a turn to prevail over thine enemy].
(Ham p. 547.) And lA ' 1,.j l JlWl
[God gave to Zeyd a turn to have the superiority
over 'Apnr;] i.e. God took away the turn of
good fortune, or the good fortune, (iJdIll,) from
'Amr, and gave it to Zeyd. (]jar p. 118.)

Hence, also, (TA,) El-Hajj4j said, ,bJ.;l l1
, . A , - a , ...

W.l Lob . J..jl [Verily the earth ,ill
be giren atu,rn to prevail over us, liltke as tc hare
been given a turn to prevail over it]; (Lth, T,
TA;) meaning that it will consume us, like as
we have consumed [of] it. (T, TA.) And
[hence] il,l signifies iJU [or Victory]: !(, g :)
or [ratller], as some say, it signifies .. [i.c.
aid against an enemy]: (Har ubi suprh:) you

. ·-- a g , o
say, Ukr. o- - ImfI O God, aid me against
such a one. (S, and lHar ubi supra. [In the
former, 4ij s; lj, ns an cxplicative adjunct:

in the latter, vc j.a Sj t, for

6. .9,lj Th7ey tooh it, or had it, by turns.

(s, Msb, V. See 3.) You say, ,kj1 ~LJ3 TVe
took [or did] the affair by turns. (M.) And
,t-~ j.,1 s11 tL.;ljJ IF' did the work, and
the thing, or affair, by turns, among us. (T.)
And JMl JI jl. - T ley took it by turns to say,
or to do, that whmich was false, wIrong, vain,

futile, or the like; syn. 1 J. (Az and ]g

in art. JJ..) And ._l1 JlJ Thf%e hands

took it by teurn. (8.) And .,; t l Jl,r
jls1 The winds blew by turns upon, or oucr, the
remains that marked the site of the hotus [so as
to efface them]; one tinme fiom the south, and
another time fi.om the north, and anotlher time
from the cast, and another timefrom the west.
(Az, TA in art.L _.) And, of a thing, you say,
03lj (T) or .Jl.j (d) [meaning It is

taken, or done, by turn]. And .J,;l1 ,?.Jo3A
1, C1 [7w land was pastured on by turns].

($ and 1; in art. ,,,i.) [;j.jl also signifies
They made fiequent uw of it; i. e., used it time
after time, or turn after turn; namely, a word
or phrase: but perhaps in this sense it is post-
classieal: see an er. in De Sscy's "Chrest.
Arabe," sec. ed., p. 141 of the Arabic text.]
And :'~l 'ZJ1,J TLhe things alternated; or
succeeded one another by turns, one taking the
place of another: (L in art. ..:) and [in like

manner] *..j1 [the times]. (Msb and 1] in that
art.) [See also 6 in art. j..]

7. .iJl OJil T7c people, or party, removed,
or shifted, from one place to another. (v.)_
. ;. Lt JOl.l What was in his belly, (M, 1,)
of intestines or peritonaeum, (M,) eame forth,
(M, ],) in consequence of its being pierced.
(M.) -And Jloil It (the belly) became wide,

and near, or approaching, to the ground. (M, 1.)
Also (O5) It (the belly) was, or became,Jlaccid,

flabby, or pendulous; (S, O, ;) and so t jl1.
(I~.) - And It (a thing) dangled, or moved to
andfro; and hung. (M, ].)

Jl One of the letters of the alpAabet, (,) the
place of utterance of which is near to that of J :
mase. and fem.; so that you say - jl;5 and

"i..~ [a beautiful .]: the pl. is Jl;;i if masc.,
and .jcl; [if fem.; the latter the more common].
(TA.) - Also A fat woman. (Kh, TA.)-n
See also Jlj.

J;; an inf. n. of jl; in senses explained above.
(]g, KL.) = Also i. q. 7; [A bucket]: ( :)
[an arabicized word from the Penrs. J: or]
formed from _; by transposition. (TA.)

Jj.,as an epitlhet applied to i [or arrows]
i.q. * Jjl.. (IAr, M, 1..) So in the saying,

[app. relating to a wild animal, and meaning. He
seeks, or takes, refuge in the copious rain from the
arrows recieived in turns by one after another of
the herd]. (IA.ar, M.) _ See also M;J;.

J.1j i. q. &. [Notoriousnes, &c.]: pl. [or
rather coll. gen. n.] V Jl. (IAqr, T, g.)-
[Accord. to the 1, it is also an inf. n.: see 1.]

7;i A turn, mutation, change, or vicissitude,
of time, or fortune, (K, TA,) from an unfortu-
nate and evil, to a good and happy, state or
condition; (TA;) [Le.,] relating to good; as
;., on the contrary, relates to evil: (As, T and
M in art. y. :) [therefore meaning a turn of good

fortune; afavourable turn of fortune: or] good
fortune [absolutely]: (KL:) a happy state or
condition, that betfides a man: (MF:) [also] a
turn which comes to one or which one takes [in
an absolute sense]; syn. Aj: (Q in art :)
and [particularly] (V) a turn (*i) [to share]
in wealth, and [to prevail] in war; as also V 'J:
('Ees Ibn-'Omar,* T,* ?,* M, ] :") or each is
a subst. [in an absolute sense, app. as meaning a
turn of taking, or having, a thing,] from Il1j
; ll signifying "they took, or had, the thing by
turns:" (Meb:) or t'P . is in wealth; and aJj
is in war; (Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'AlA, T, $, M,
M9b, ]g ;) this latter being when one of two
armies defeats the other and then is defeated;
(Pr, T;) or when one party is given a turn to
prevail (Jl,.) over the other: one says, %.t5

.. ,waJl 31 ' U Wi [The turn to prevail

over them in war mas ours]: ( :) and ; 
.... SC J;AJI [The turn to prevail against

these returned]; as though meaning ;JJI: so
says Fr: but V 3Ij, he says, is in religions and
institutions that are altered and changed with
time: (T:) accord. to Zj, (T,) or A'Obcyd, (so
in two copies of the g,) * ii. signifies a thing
that is taken by turns; and i;, the act [of
taking by turns]; (T, g;) and a transition from
one state, or condition, to another: (T: [in this
last sense, app. an inf. n.: see 1, third sentence :])

.. s ,... /. .a, i . .
you say, 'P a% iJ t ., meaning [TAh 'j

r
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(or spoil, &c.,) became] a thing taken by turns
among them: (.:) and the saying, in the

gur [iix.7], ; *" -W i Q.4Ci 'S ....
means That it may not be a thing taken by turns
[among the rich of you]: (T :) or ~s. relates to
the present life or world; and t jj;, to that
which is to come: (M, XC:) and it is said that
the former of these two words signifies pre-
valenee, predominance, mastery, or victory; and
t the latter, the transition of wealth, blessing, or
good, from one people, or party, to anotler:
(TA:) the pl. (of Jj,, , M[b) is MJj, (S, M,
Mgb, ],) like as 5.. is pl. of IL.J, (Msb,) and
(of V TJ , s,, Msb), IJj t M, Msb, F)
and "J, (., TA,) and t Jjj. (M, ]) is [a
quasi-pl. n.] of both, because, as IJ says, a,i. is
regarded as though it were originally JiJ. (M.)
- [In post-classical works, it signifies also A
dynasty: and a state, an empire, or a monarchy.]

Also The . _ [or stomach of a bird; its
triple stomach : or only its first stomach; the
crol, or crav]: because of its J..l [or flac-
cidity]. (lbn.'Abbid, XC.) And The a..A3
[wvhich may ihere mean the same as the aL.y*.,
for this is one of the meanings assigned to it, and
this explanation of Wljj is not given by Ibn-
Abbid: or it may here mean the intestines, of a
bird, into which the food passesf.from the stomachk:
or the gizzard]. (K.) - And The a:a; [or

fjuicial bag of the he-camel]. (Ibn-'Abb&d, K.)
- And A thing like a ;ij. [or leathern water-
bag] nwith a narrow month. (Ibn-'Abbad, 9.)
- And The side of the belly. (K.) [But]

&;f -,0 .56 -
accord. to Il,n-'Abbid, j ;'i J;l L means
Konv large is his narel! (TA.)

.. .
: see thc next preceding paragraph, in nine

places: - and see also what next follows, in
twvo places.

;J; (T, S, .K) and Jj (Ibn-'Abbad, TA)
[and t alJ, as nappears from what follows]; as
also i (T, S) [and Zj, and 1J]; A calamity,
or misfo,rtune: (T, Ibn-'Abbad, S, 1 :) pl. ',bj
(S) and ;'Sj and '9. (Ibn-Abbad, TA.)

You sav, 'j. _ (S) [and * : and

· O'bj (Ibn-'Abbad, TA) and ; 9J- , as also

'9t, (Aboo-Mailik, ],) lie, or it, came nith,
or brought, or brought to pass, his, or its, cala-
mities, or mi.fortuncs: (Ibn-'Aiblid, , K.*)

ai): and s' . ;|ee.. :1"

· ,

Jj& b A plant titat is a year old, ($, M, I,)
and dry: (M, ] :) or two years old, (AZ, ,)
and wrorthless: (AZ, TA:) or especially what is
dry of the [plants called] 5 and la;: (M, XC,
TA:) or any plant broken and black. (TA.)

&J1s A sort of grapeJ of Et-'df (M, ,)
black inclining to rednes. (M.) [See also j
in art. s .]

,.'l a i. q. aJl.~, [in the CI, erroneously,
aJl),~,] used in an imperative sense [with its

Bk. I.

verb and the objective complement (hereof under-
stood before it, and thus meaning lal QJl;
aJ,1. Make thou the action to come round, or
to be, by turns]: (M, ]g :) or it may be rendered
as meaning that the thing happened in this
manner [i. e. the action being made to come
round, or to be, by turns]: (Sb, M:) or it means
Jl$3 Wr JjIs3 [i.e. a taking, or doing, (a
thing) by turn after (another's) doing so, and
may be rendered virtually in the same manner as
above, i.e. let the action be done by turns: or
the action being done by turns]: (8, 0, O.: [in
the PS, J4;, . 'I,.i, which better explains
the two manners in which it is said to be used:])
IA9 r says that it is an invariable expression, like
i1jlt.a and Ci.l,i; and is from the phrase

.j 9l Ij11j3, said of persons when this takes
a turn and this a turn. (T,TA.) 'Abd-Beni-l-
Has-has says,

[W/hen a burd (a kind of garment) is rent, the
lile thereof is rent with the burd, the action being
done by turns, so that there is no wearer of the
biird; it having been rcnt so as to fall off]:
( :) the poet is speaking of a man's rending
the clothing of a woman to see her person, and
her rending his also. (T, TA. [This verse is
related with several variations: see another read-
ing of it voce ;Jl,., in art. j; with another
explanation of it.]) - Ibn-Buzurj says, (T,)
sometimes the article JI is prefixed to it, so that
one says jLls3 AJI, (T,) meaning One's walking
nith an elegant and a proud and se.lf-conceited
gait, with an qffcted inclining of the bodyfr'om
side to side, (T,) or one's urging, or pre.sing

---1 .5 - iJ
forward, and sttriing, (j~. jl, [in the CX,
erroneously, J J,]) in his gait, or pace,
(.K,) rlhen he moves about his shoulde-joints, and
parts his legs wtridely, in walking. (T, ],* TA.
In the copies of the g, J.. [or Jlq.] is erro-
neously put for !l., the reading in the T, TA.
[The author of the TXC follows the reading
Jq.; and has fallen into several other evident
mistakes in explaining this expression; which is
itself, in my opinion, when with the article Jl, a
mistake for. 4/lj.1, mentioned in art. J..])
A poet uses the phrase IsgJI;U,l as mean-
ing WValking, or going, in the manner explained
above: (Ibn-Buzurj, T and TA in the present
art.:) or .l llj.-l '. (TA in art. AUJ..)

J.,& as meaning Dangling, or movring to and
f~o; and hanging; is said by Seer to be of the
measure 3.ai from i.al, and formed by
transposition; and if so, it has no inf. n.; for the
word that is formed by transposition has no inf. n.
(M. [But for this assertion I see no satisfactory
reason.])

Jj,l:see j. [jl l 1 sign ifies,
in modern Arabic, The language commonly used.]

.W')).~, or ,.t) 1;: see art. ,J.
0

L .;1, aor. a and ' ; (, M, M9b, ];)
the sec. pcrs. of the pret. when thie aor. is jB
being ,.j; and when the nor. is .l,~, ,;
(M;) and accord. to Kr, (M,) you say also
,;Ms, aor. #j.;., which is cxtr., (M, ]g,) and not
of valid authority, held by the lexicologists [in
general] to be anomalous like ;. having for its
aor. ;sy, and Ji of which tile aor. is );,

and ' ' of which the aor. is. , and said by
Aboo-Bekr to be a compound of the pret. of which
the aor. isjl3 with the aor. of which the pret is
',;; (M;) inf. n.;; . and;; [which is the

most common form] and ,~i [originally
.·i,,, like ;.,,j originally &;c.J, dc.];

(M, M,Msb, K;) i.q. ;l [as meaning It (a
thing, S, M, Msb) continued, lasted, endured, or
remained]: (Msb, TK:) and it became extended,
or prolonged; syn. Al: (TX :) and [it continued,
lasted, endured, or remained, long;] its time was,
or became, long: (TA:) and i. q. [ns syn.
with &. (explained above) and as meaning it
continued, lasted, or existed, incessantly, alnlays,
endlessly, orfor ever; it nas, or became, perma-
nent, pe7rpetual, or ererlasting]: (Mph in art.

14k:) and ¢1o.t1 signifies the same asu.1 [in
all of these senses]: (TA:) [but Mir savys,]
AJlI..G,l [TlThe our,cey continued, or continaued

long,] is not of established authority. (Mghl.)
[Hence, 'L .ola; MIay his dominion be of long

continuance.] And .91 U .&l.; (MA;) and

v% ?.1I,, [and V ;.l.,, as is shown by a usage
of the act. part. n. in art. d)d in the S, &;c.,]
($," MA,) inf. n. 6l3~; (S;) He hel,t ao,n-
tinually, or constantly, to the thing, or ajl/birt.
(M, MA.) .1; LC means Continuance; because b*
is a conjunct noun to *1.; and it is not used
otherwise than adverbially, like as inf. ns. are
used adverbially: you say, L 5i b; c X L ,
i. e., t1 .1lj; [I will noi sig during thlc con-
tinvance oJ thy standing]; (., TA;) [or as long
as thou standest; or rwhile thou tanditst; for]
La denotes time; and lSUj .slj _I' L, means

.r !.h ;,.*. [i. e. Stand thou during the period of
Zeyd's standing]. (Ibn-KeysLn, TA.) [And

Al.~1l , means Continually, or constantly;
like ti51..] Said of rain, it means It fell, or
descended, consecutively, continuously, or con-
stantly._ (Msb.) Some say, (M,) .1Jl ;...li,
nor.., , inf. n. j, (M, V,) which, if co;rect,
should be included in art.,, (N,) meaning T/he
sky rained continually; as also V .; and

~_'., (M, 1X,) in which last the) is changed into
U as it is in iLs, (M,) and V c.ll: (g1:) or
rained such rain as is termed 1tS; (M in art.

.. , ;i) and so , :, inf. n.. u; (S in art.
_.s ;) and *l.l. (Z,TA.) [See also;;;,
below.] IAar cites the following verse, (M,TA,)
by Jahm Ibn-Shibl, (TA in this art.,) or Ibn-
Sebel, (TA in art. "., in which, also, the verse
is cited,) in praise of a horse, as is said in "the
Book of Plants" of Ed-Deenawaree, and in
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"the Book of liorscs" of Ibn-EI-Kclbee, not, as
J asserts it to be, in praise of a munificent
man, (TA,)

* , ,N 51 ' ' I. ' 

[1 is the fleet, the son of the fleet, the son of
Sebel (a famous maro): if they are unremitting
in their running, (the masc. pl. being here used,
though relating to horses, in like manner as it is
used in the 1gur xli. 20,) he is fleet; and if they

arefleet, he is rehlement in his running]: or, as

some relate it, It,; i!. (M, TA. [It should be
obeerved that the three verbs in this verse, and
the word J g", also relate to rain.])_- It (a
thing, T) was, or became, still, or motionless; said
of water (T, H,* M 9b, ]V,* TA) left in a pool by a
torrent, and of the boiling of a cooking-pot;
(Mqb;) and said, in this sense, of the sea: (M:)
and it stopped, or stood still. (T, TA.) - t He
was, or became, tired, or fatigued: (T, TA:)
[app. because he who is so stops to rest.] - t It
(a thing) went round, revolved, or circled: (T,
TA:) [app. because that which does so keeps
near to one place.] ,G;j. [an inf. n. of;lt, like
as ^ L4 is of,J,] signifies t The circling of a
bird (VI, TA) around water. (TA. [But in my
MS. copl of the V, and in the CV, in the place

of XJl 1l I find t .'jl. Bee also 2.]) [Hence,]
At#.M, % He mas taken, or affected, with a vertigo,

or giddiness in the head; as also ,t . , (M,
TA,) and i [app., in like manner, followed

by t]. (Z, TA.) .- j Jl cl;, (I,) inf. n.

;.;i, (TA,) t The bucket became full: (I :) in
this meaning, regard is had to the stagnant water
[tn the bucket]. (TA.)

S. IL..11,. , and i.): and ~1 said of
hores: sce 1, in the latter half of the paragraph,
in three places. _, ; The dogs went
far: (Akh, IAar, M, V:) or continued their
course. (IAqr, M.) Dhu-r-Rummeh says, (de-
scribing a wild bull, T, TA,)

Ut* ci c; - ;L* '"s.1- ' '' ." . , 

[Until, when they went far. in the land, pride
returned to him: but, had he pleased, flight had
saved his blood: J, ihowever, assigns to the verb
in this instance another signification, as will be
seen below]. (M, TA.) _- ;> said of a bird,
(T, M, lg,) inf. n. .tj3, (T, X,) t It circled
(Lth, T, $, M, 8, TA) in the sky, (Lth,T, M, 8,)
as also .51j. , (KL,) [or *;.3, (see 3C.5,)I
to rise high towards the sky; (s ;) as also tV.G ;11:
(M, V:) or circled in the sky, (M,) or Pmrw,
(T,0 ],) without moving its wings; (T, M, ;)
like the kite and the aquiline vulture: (T, TA:)
or put itself into a state of commotion in its
jfying. (TA. [See also 1, near the end of the

parsgraph.]) Dhu-r-Rummeh makes.Mj3I to be
on the earth, or ground, in the verse cited above
in this paragraph; [as though the meaning rere,
t Until, when they went round &c.;] A, disallows

tlhis, and asserts that one says only ,'jl t, ,,

and 1 . . ;; but some affirm that ,r.P,1

bKI ,j'1t ~is correct; and say that hence is de-

rived t1)jJI, meaning "the round thing [or
top] which the boy throws, and makes to revolve,.
or spin, upon the ground, by means of a string ;"
though others say that this is so called from the

phrasee;,il ,;: ; [explained below], because, by
reason of the quickness of its revolving, or spin-

ning, it seems as though it were at rest: and
.1.j3 is like .. ;: some, however, say that
.fI._,l.j signifies the dog's goingfar in flight:

(s :) AHeyth says that, accord. to AP, j. 3>j' is
only the act of a bird in the sky: (T, TA :) AAF

says that, accord. to some, &,Jl is in the sky,

and ,t;l is on the earth, or ground; but accord.
to others, the reverse is the case; and this, he

says, is the truth in his opinion. (M, TA. [Sec

also IS.i in art. ;q ...]) -You say also, ~:.,
O:W -1a ---

v~.t1, (M, V,) or AL.v.JI Si (T,)

or e. .s. i (s,) i. e. : is l [or
.tL*I .J b J $, lit. The sun spun in the

sky, or in the middle of thLe ky; meaning, was as
though it were spinning]; (T, M, V ;) or was as
though it were motionless [&c.]: (T,S:) and

hence is [said to be] derived the word t I1~.

applied to) the boy's revolving, or spinning, thing.
(T.) Dhu-r-Rummeh says, (describing the [insect

called] ,,~., [generally said to be a species of
locust,] TA in art. Wi4,)

(T,* TA) i. enturin upon the [eheen

(T,· Q, TA) i. e. Venturing upon the [rehcn,ent]
heat of the pebbles, [meaning the vehemently-hot
pebbles,] striking them wvith its foot, for so the
.. o; does, (TA,) t when the sun is [apparently]
stationary in the summer midday, [as though
perplexed in its course,] as though having a spin-

.ning [in the region between heaven and earthl]:
(T, TA:) or as though it were motionless. (S.)

And one says, &;: ~.. t [His eye rolled;
i. e.] the black of his eye revolved as though it
were in the whirl of a spindle. (IAar, M, K.)=

[. . is also trans.] You say, &}, ,IJI., (M, ,)
inf. n._ .j 3 , (TA,) t He made the .13. [or top]

to revolve, or spin [so as to seem to be at rest, as
has been shown above]: (M, g :) or he played
with the ;4.;. (TA.)_ And lQ ai.J j1
i The wine intoxicated its drinker so as to make
him turn round about. (Ae, , TA.). And

oSL.aI a;g, t They wound the turbans around
thleir heads. (TA.)_ And j ;j, t Ile put
much grease into the broth so that it swam round

upon it. (M, ].) . J-3 I [or app. .,~3
ei,JI] also signifies t The mumbling the tongue,
and roUlling it about in the mouth, in order that
the saliva may not dry up: so says Fr. (S, TA.)
- [Hence, app., as the context seems to indicate,]
Dhu-r-Rummeh says, describing a camel braying
in his 'i-;^ [or faucial bag],

,dg, ,1 , , I-

lFC2 W,8 -- o* ·
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[as though meaning t He made his braying to
roll, or rumble, in it, and threatened]. (Fr, ?,

TA ) - And.*; signifies t He moistened a thing.
(e, M, ].) Ibn-AJmar says,

a li~3;5 l tAl J J7 j a

(S, M ;) i. e. t [And hope sometimes, or often,]
moistens the saliva [of thie eager]: (s:) he is
praising En-Noqmin lbn-Beshcer, and means
that his hope moistens his saliva in his mouth by
making his eulogy to continue. (IB.) - He
mixed, or moistened, or steeped, (jlI,) saffron,
(Lth, T, 9, M,I, TA,) and stirred it round in
doing so: (Lth,T, TA:) he diesolved saffron in
watevr, and stirred it round therein. (A, TA.) -
;jil.);., and t L, l), (S, M, ],) He stilled the

boiling of the cooking-pot by means of some [cold]
wvater: (S :) or he sprinkled cold water upon [the
contents of] the cooking-pot to still its boiling:
(M, :) or the former, (K,) or both, (M,) he
allayed the boiling qf the cooking-pot by means of
something, (M, ]l,) and stiled it: (M:) and the
latter signifies he left the cooking-pot upon the

1 dUl [pr three stones that supported it], ofter it
hIad been emptied, (Lh, M, ],) not putting it doamn
nor kindling afire beneath it. (Lb, M.)

3.- rs1 Uk;r atnd " t1.,jl: see 1. ~ See
also 10.

4. 1,1i, (inf. n. .;l!!, TA,) trans. of.l,; (1,
M, Mel, K ;*) [i. e.] i. . q-ls JiL- [lie made

it to continue, last, endure, or remain: to be
extended, or prolonged: to continue, last, endure,
or remain, long: and to continue, last, or exist,
incessantly, altways, endlessly, or for ever; to be
pernumnent, per,etual, or ererlasting] : (TK:) he
did it continually, or perpetually: (MA:) he had
it continually, or perpetually. (MA, KL.) [Ac-
cord. to Golius, followed in this case by Freytag,
t lj3 signifies Perennitate donavit; a signifi-
cation app. given by Golius as on the authority of
the KL; but not in my copy of that work.] _
;ai t$.l1l: see 2, last sentence. ._..lal .l t He

filled the buclet. (IK, TA.) - i.;1j1 also sig-
nifics_^GXl ,5h-_.,Jl -i; -[i.e. The trying the
sonorific quality of the arrow by turning it round
upon the thumb: or, as cxpllained in this art. in
the TK, the making the arrow to produce a sharp
sound upon the thumbn: or rather this or the
former is the meaning of!.jl i,I!; for, as is

said in the Tlg,.JI I1> signifies..L,.ll f iJ ,
(i.e . (T, .) il.lJ ,lj)1: see 1, in
the latter half of the paragraph, in two places. _

.~1': see 1, last sentence but one.

5: see 2: ... and see also 10.

6: see 2: - and see also 4.

10. 4..oo.1 : see 1. i And see also 2.-_ And

.~.1: see 1, last sentence but one. As a
trans. v., (T,) i. q. .il, (Sh, T, TA,) as also

? *.j3, (], [or. this may perhaps be used only
without an objective complement expressed,]) and

.. , (T,) or .i: (Sh, TA:) you say, ...
1.Ib, meaning j;J"" and L;.i t [Look thou for;

expect, await, wait for, or match for, such a
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thing.] (T.) [When no objective complement is
expressed, it seems to mean tHe paused, and
acted with deliberation, or in a patient or leisurely
manner, or he waited in elxpectation; app. from

the same verb as syn. with..; and thus, like one

who hovers about a thing: see j .; and see also

.iiZ!.] And ..l,t I1 He acted Nith moderation,

gently, deliberately, or leisurely, in it; (0, M, V,
TA;) namely, an affair, or a case: ( :) or he
sought, desired, ashed, or demanded, its continu-
ance, or long continuance, or endless continuance:

and so * *ajl (M, 15, TA) in both of these
senses: (8, TA:) or he asked him to render a
thing continual &c.: (Mgh, Myb, TA:) and also

t he acted gently and deliberately in it; namely,
an affiir, or a case: (Myb :) and t he acted gently
with him; (Fr, T in art._,, M, Myb, ] ;) i. e.,
another person, (Msb,) or his creditor; as also

;L4,I, (Fr, T, M, C,) which we judge to be

formed from the former by transposition, because
we do not find it [in this sense] to have any inf n.
(M.) A poet says, (T, S, Msb,) namely, l(eys
Ibn-Zuheyr, (S,)

,. ., .

(T, $, Myb,) i. e. t [Therefore haste not in thine
affair, but act wvith moderation, gently, deli-
berately, or leisurely, therein]; for no one has
ip_~ thy staff by turning it round over lthe
fire, (T,) meaning, no one has managed thine affair
soundly, like one w'ho acts with moderation, &c.
(T, Msb.) And another says, (S,) namely,
Mejnoon, (TA,)

* trojxzjj , LtCiL5 b .r · rl~~~U1s

meaning t [And verily I am blaming Leyl&l; and

verily, notwithstanding that,] I look for her

aiding rae by good conduct [in the matter that

is betiween us]. (s.) You say also,T 41 '°

.;.i; I seek, or desire, or ask, of God'the

conti;tnuance, or long continuance, or endless con-
tinuance, of thy favour, or the like. (Mgh, TA.')

And lj. . ,tLe1 I ask God to continue, or

continue long, kc., thy mighlt, or ponr., &c.

(Mb.) Thle phrase .1 1 ,..,,11 meaning
[lie continued long the wearing of the garment,
or] he did not hasten to pull off the garment,

may be from the saying j,11 ii;t -,,

meaning 1 looked, or watched, or waited, for the
end, or issue, or result, of the ffaiir, or case.
(Meb.)~Also lIe (a man) stooped his head,
blood dropping from it: formed by transposition

from s. !. (Kr, TA.)

.;1 for_l.j: see the latter word.

;.3 an inf. n. of 1 [q.V.]. (, , Mb, .)
[Hence,] L.; t; : T.JI ,Jlj Lb The sky ceased

not to rain [in the manner of the rain termed

a.?]; and so g; ;; (M, 6; [in the C*,

erroneously, iv, . J;]) in which the IS is inter-

changeable with thej ; (M;) mentioned by Ago,
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on the authority of Fr. (TA.) - See also Sl;,

in two places. 1 Also [The cucifera Thebaica;
(Delile, "Florae Egypt. Illustr.," no. 941 ;) or
Theban Palm; so called because abundant in the
Thebais; a species of fan-palm; by some called
the gingerbread-tree, because its fruit resembles
gingerbread: accord. to Foraskl, (under the
heading of" Flora Arabiae Felicis," in his " Flora
/Egypt. Arab.," p. cxxvi.,) Borasus fiabeUifor-
mis; a name applied (after him) by Sonnini to the
Theban palm; but now generally used by botanists
to designate anotlier species of fan-palm:] the

tree of the Ji"; (S, M, Msb, ;) a nell-knon,
kind of tree, of wrhich the fruit is [called] the

J": (TA:) n. un. with ;: AHn says that the

a*;; [is a tree that] becomes thick and tall, and

has [leaves of the kind termed] vie, like the

.oyi of the date-palm, and racemes like the

racemes of a date-palm. (M, TA.) Accord. to

Aboo-Ziyad El-Araibee, (AHn, M,) The .

[which properly signifies the fruit of the j.-., but

here app. means, as it does in the present day, the

tree called jb, a species of lote-tree, called by

Linn. rhainnus spina Christi, and by Forsk-al

rhamnus nabeca,] is also thus called, (Agn, M,

.K,) by some of the Arabs: accord. to 'Omralb,

great [trees of the kind termed] .j.L: (AHn, M:)

and, (M, K,) accord. to IAVr, (M,) big trees ofoany

kind. (M, ]i.) [See also ILj3, below.]

r. , whence the saying t.. h . 1 ,JI J :
sec 4.

X .): see i.3..

.°'; n. un. of.;;. (M, TA.) [Also, app., as
in the present day, and as appears from what

follows, A snglc fruit of the tree called .,.] -
And tA testicle; (K;) as being likened to the

fruit of the.;;. (TA.) - [Golius also explains
it, as on the authority of the K, as meaning
"Ebriosa mulier;" and Freytag, as meaning
"mulier vinum vendens:" both are wrong: it is
mentioned in the ]5 as the name of a woman who
sold wine.]

i! A lasting, or continuous, and still rain:

(Ay, M, and TA voce .,, q. v. :) or rain in
which is neither thunder nor lightning; the least
of nhich is the third oJ'a day or thle third of a
night; and the most thereof, of any period: (AZ,
g in art.,n. :) or rain that continues some days:
(Myb :) or rain that continues long and is still,
without thunder and lightning: (g,*TA:) or
rain that continuestfive days, or six, (M, If,) or
seven, (g,) or a day and a night, (T in art. M.,

M, ],) or more; (T, TA;) or the least whereof
is a third of a day or of a night; and the most

thereof, of any period: (~, TA:) pl..i, (. , M,

Ii,) the j being changed [into jS] in the pl?
because it is changed in the sing., (M,) and *,

(Abu-l-'Omeythil, T, 1,) and [coll. gen. n.] n ..

(Sh, T, TA.) [See also . -,..] - Hence other
things are thus termed by way of comparison.

.) It is said in a trad. (S, M) of 'Aisheh, (M,)

a* i L.tio (C, M, Myb) tHis work rwas
incessant [but moderate, or not excessive]; (Mb ;)
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eferring to Molammad; (T, $, M, Mb ;) on her
being asked if he preferred some days to others:
T:) she likened it to the rain ternmed &L. in
espect of continuance and moderation. (T, M.)
And it is related of ljudheyfeh that he said,

nentioning OAs [i.e. trials, or probations, or

onflicts and factions, &c.], IC, L,. ° 1'
neaning t [Verily they are coming to you]
filling the earth, or land, [and] with continu-
znce. (T.)

.t,1l (in the C1I [erroneously] :1.j;) The sea,

or a great river; syn. ja; (M,]V;) because of
the continuance of its water: (M:) originally

:jj;, or :j;: if the latter, the change of the j
into I is anomalous. (TA.)

:k.j.lJ: see 1, near the end of the paragraph.

. .; and "L.;. , held by Aboo-'Alee to be

from,ot.jll, and therefore to belong to the present
art.: (TA:) see art..*,. m=, The latter is also an

inf. n. of lj [q.v.]. (8, M, Msb,.)

.1; : A vertigo, or giddines in the head; i.q.

JIj;. (S,' M, I(, TA. [In the C1,;; is erro-

neously put for ;i.]) You say, *Ij. , , -r 1 [A
vertigo tooh hin, or attached him]. (S.) And

1 ' It [lie has a vertigo]. (As, TA.)

.81): see what next follows.

a1,; t The iCi. [or 'ound thing, i. e. tolp,]
irhich the boy throws, and nmakhes to revolve, or
spin, upon the ground, by means of a string:
(S, M,* K :*) the derivation of the word has been
explained above: see 2, in two places: (T, :)

pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.] t;.lj. (M, 1.) -

,--t a-.1j t [The whirlpool of the sea; so in

thc present day;] the midd'le of the sea, upon

which the waves circle (a,j& [i.e..-;i]). (TA.)

.,il; [Continuing, lasting, enduring, or remain-

in g: beinq extentled or prolonged: (see 1, first
sentence :)] continluing, lastiig, enduring, or re-
maining, long: (TA :) [and continuing, lasting,
or existing, incessantly, always, endlessly, or for
ever'; pernanent, perpetual, or everlasting: (see,

agnin, 1, first sentence :)] and t,.;i signifies the

same asO l1. (S, M, 1],) applied to shade; (1,

M ;) being an in n. used as an epithet: (M:)

and *);, also, (M, K,) [of the measure J ,

originally ;'",] like .,e, (M,) signifies the

same as .,l; [app. in the last of the senses ex-

plained above; being of a form proper to intensive
epithets]: (M, .K:) La4eef In-Zurirah says,

[Different, or widely different, are this and
embracing and sleeping and the cool drinking-
place and the continual shade]. (IB, TA.) And
the Jews are related, in a trad. of 'Aisheh, to have

said [to tho Muslims], vit1. AIL.ll ,mean-

ing ,!o,I ,4.tl, [i.e. May eerlasting death

come upon you; saying ,..JI in the place of

1.JI, and] suppressing the L [or rather the
hemzeh] because of [their desire to asimilate.*,3Lji
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to] .L.JI. (TA.) [Hence tS1; meaning Con
tinuaUy: and alwaoys, orfor erer.] - Also i Still
or motionless; said, in this sense, of water; (S
M, Mgh, Myb, 1V, TA;) and so t;;. (M, TA.
- It is also said of that whlich is in motion, [a
signifying t Going round, rerolving, or circling
(see 1,)] as well as of that which is still, oe
motionless; thus having two contr. meanings
s says Aboo-Bekr. (TA.) - [Hence,] J 1

jl;b t [Broth into rwhich is put much grease s
that this swims round upon it]: wl!tch is extr.,
because thej in this instance should by rule bN
changed into a lhemzch. (M. [The meaning is
there indicated by the mention of this phram
immediately after i,ll.,,, q.v.])

i.jl1 a jy: ee the next preceding paragraph.

.; :ae seo,l;, first sentence.

_*j>l [More, and most, continual, lasting, &c.]
You say, l,. O ...;.j [It is more continual,
or lasting, &c., than suclh a thiing]: from ;j1.
(IJ, M.)

;1.xlj Continual, or lasting, rain. (IJ, M, g.)
[See also &.W, above.] - And TVine; as also
t i.O.*: (T,g, M, n:) so called because it is
made to continue for a time (T, M) in the ii>,
(T,) or in its receptcle, (M,) until it becomes
still after fermenting: .(T:) or because, by reason
of its abundance, it does not become exhausted:
(Sh, T:) or because of its oldness: (A0, T:) or
because it is the only beverage of which the
dIrinking can bo long continued: (M, ]J(:) or
because the drinking thereof is continued bfor days,
to the exclusion of other beverages. (A, TA.)

UI.%*: see what next precedes.

,.. and V...o A stich, or piece of wood,
(M, ](,) or somnc other thing, (M,) with which one
t;lls the boiling of the cooking-pot. (Lb, M, IC)

a,,s., 1, (Yz, $, M, ]~, TA, [in the CJ,
erroneously, 4 ,]) and * L., (M, TA,)
Land ston whichi have fallen ,rains such as are
tcrmedj.' [pl. of r.]. (Yz,. ,' M3, ,* TA.)

.M. i.q. ,; ) (9, ) [Hoaving bloodflowing
from his nose: or, accord. to the P9 and TIC as
meaning haring a continual bleeding of the nowe].

a.;a.. ,e: see 3;a.C.
...ljJ..: s .. .

M,&,Ia, applied to birds, means Goiwg round,
or circling, over. a thing: and this is meant by
t ,~.1., which is used for the former word,
in the saying [of a rMjiz], describing horses,

i.e. Like birds when thou loohkt at, or watchest,
thos of thm that are going round, or circling,
over a thing: (9, TA :*) or ,.l4?.,C, signifies
waiting, or watching. (TA.)

_.I! se: e what next precedes.

.j.,:_: see 10. Acoord. to Sh, (TA,) it

signifies t Eceeding the usual bounds in an
1, affair; striting, or labouringt, therein; or tahting
i, pains, or extraordinary pains, therein. (T, TA.)

[r 1. ;?i,~ aor. 0.;*?, inf. n. Oj.; and ti .,1,
: (S, ]i,) with damm, (1,) inf. n. '1.!1; ( ;) lie,

or it, mas, or became, such as is termed OpJ;
o(, (I;) [i.e.] lon, base, vile, &c.: or wveak:

, (I:) mentioned by Er-R6ghib on the authority
of I1Bt: (TA:) so say some: but accord. to
others, has no verb. (S, TA.) , ,1, (as
in my copies of the ?,) or o . 4 , (as in the
TA,) at the end of a verse of 'Adee, as some
relate it, [perhaps the only authority for thesec

two verbs,] is accord. to others 0,s ,, from &j
meaning "he, or it, was, or became, weak."

] ($A, .)

2. '312I1 j-, (inf. n. ? ', TA,) Ze
wrote, composed, or drew up, the register [&c.].

($9, Msb, 1, TA.*) And .jjIJl O; Il,
instituted, appointed, or arranged, the registers
for the prefects, or adiniistr;ators, (Mgh, M9 b,)
and the .KMdes, (Mgh,) or others: (Msb :) said
of'Omar; who is related to have been the first
that did this, (Mgh, Msb,) among the Arabs.
(Msb.) And .1 C !O He collected the wrritings.
(Mgh.) [And iU ' a .sj Ie coUllected the
poetry of such a one.] And o.3.Jis signifies also
The writing [a person's name &c.] in a OIMj
[or registocr]. (KL.) You say, 1 lIe Irrote it
[in a egister]. (MA.) [And lIe registered
him.]

4. .1, inf. n. Alji: see 1. a $.n.l [ as
meaning Heon low, base, vile, &c., is he, or it!]
is [asserted to be] a phrase not used, (Ar, T, kr(,
TA,) because [it is said that] ; has no verb.
(As, T, TA.)

5. ;J3 lHe was, or became, in a state of com-
pkete richness, trmalth, or comlpetence. (IApr, T,
g.) [See also j;J3. Perhaps both are correct,
as dial. vars.]

3J; Low, base, vile, mean, paltry, inconsiler-
able, or contemptible; (Fr, T, S, M,* Msb, K;)
applied to a man &c.: (T, Myb:) and inferior,
i.e. lower, baser, viletr, &c., in grounds of pre-
tension to respect or honour [or in any approrable
quality]: (Lth, T:) and such asfalls short [of a
thing]; used in this sense as a prefixed noun: I
(Ham p. G86:) [see below what is said of its
usage as a prefixed noun by Lth and by Sb: and
used as an epithet, scanty, or deficient; applied
to anything:] and of a middling sort; beteenn
good and bad; applied to a man and to a com-
modity: (M :) and also high, or etminent, in rank
or condition; noble, or honourable: (T, I :) thus
it bears two contr. significations (1) [and signi-
fications intermediate between those two]. A
poet says,

[Wham the man is high in rank, or nobility, he i

[Boos r.

secks higlness: and he ,who is low is content witl
that lwhich is loN]. (s.) Accord. to the most
common usage, (Myb,) or accord. to what is
asserted to be the most common usage, (Li, M,)
one says C C. Jq. (T, M, Myb, 0) and

' :, (M, Myb) A man who is [of a
khid that is] lon, base, &e., and a thing that is
[of a kind that is] Ion,, base, &c.: (Mgb:) but
sometimes they said i J O. and . , ,i,
without ;; (M, Msb;) and 0 JO b, a bad
[or an inferior] garment, or piece of cloth: (M:)
or one should not say J-; J .j; (T, I ;) for the
Arabs did not use this phrase. (T.) Accord. to
Lth, one says, jlij 0. I.;1. [This is the inferior
of that], when meaning to denote by it low esti-
mation, using the nom. case: (T:) [but this is
uncommon, if allowable:] Sb says that CisJ is
not used in the nom. case as a prefixed noun: as
to the saying in the ]Iur [lxxii. 11, an instance
similar to which occurs also in vii. 167], 'Z

XlSj 4j_ lt JI, the meaning is, ds;

.Ji . I.._ [i.e. Of us are the righteous, and of
us are a party below that party in rank or esti-
mnation]; (M, TA;) or, as another says, C)J3 is
hlere in the accus. case but in the place of a noun
in the nom. case because it is generally used as an
adv. n. (TA.) - As an adv. n., CJ., signifies
Bele,o, contr. of jji; (9, 1) ;) at denoting a

JhUlling short of the [right or approved] limit;
(S;) or denoting low, or mean, estimation or
coulition; (Lthl, T, M ;) or a condition lower,
baser, viler, &c., than that of aiother, in grounds
of pretension to respect or honour [or in an,
approvable quality]; (Lth, T ;) [and hlence, in-
frior. to, beneath, under, or short of, another in
ran/t, height, size, &c.;] and less than another,
and more deficient than anothler: (Fr, T:) and
also above; i. q. jji; (T, ] ;) in highnesi, or
emrinence, of rank or condition, or in nobility;
(T;) [and hence, exceeding anothier, and more thaon
another:] thus bearing two contr. significations.
(K.) You say, t;>,J P,j meaning Zeyd is [beloe
thee, or] in a condition lower, baser, viler, &c.,
than thine, in grounds of pretension to reslpect or
honour [&c.]: and when one says, " Verily such
a one is high, or eminent, in rank or condition,"
or "is obile," another replies, 1U Oj>'3 meaning
And above that. (T.) - Also Jieneath, belon in
situation, or under; syn.... (T, TA.) Using
it in this sense, you say, '.Jj~ m . J1..J C
[May the cheek of thine enemy be benwath thyfoot]:
(T, TA:) and j 3, [lIc sat below him].
(TA.) -_ Also Before in respect of place, or in
f'ont: and [the contr., namely,] belthind, or beyond.
(TI, M, .) [You may say, using it in the former
sense, &; H He sat before himn, or in front
ef him: (see .lam p. 86:) and, using it in the
latter sense,] you say, .; aL 5U .l IJ.

jam... This [man] is goernor, or prince, over
rehat it beyond [the river] Jayhtoon. (TA.)
And i. q. J,J .[generally signifying Before in
respect of time; but as some say, in respect of
place also, which may perhaps be here meant]:
(T:) and [the contr., namely,] i.q. [gene-
rally meaning after in rpect of time; but as
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some say, in respect of place also, which may
perhaps be here meant]. (Fr, T, TA.) - It
signifies also Nearer than another thing: (,
M,b, C :) so in the phrase Ij Cs .1. [This
is nearer than that]; (9, Mb ;) or ;j t1
[this is uarer than he, or it]. (gI.) [Hence,]
one says also, JJ ,s1 meaning Draw thou
near in tAe apace that is between me and thee:
(AHeyth, T:) [or approach thou nearer to me:]
or drawr thou near [or nearer] to me. (IAyr, T,

t, P1.) And .ig J; 1 " .A, 8a aying of
a poet, means Yezeed lowers the eye toyards a
spot betwee me and him.n (AHeyth, T.) [,-(ia;

;tL."l *;j, also, has a similar meaning: see 1 in
art. 8o. So, too, has the phrase, ei> ; jl.

~;ss: see 3 in art. ,i.. And hence,] one
says, at*,C. j.i ~.. [In the way of, or to, the
river, or on this side of the river, or nearer than
the river, is a company of men; or] before thy
reaching the ritver [there is to be found, or encoun-
tered, a company of men]. (1 .) And ,i sio;

,ljt :.Al [In the way of, or to, the slaying of
the lion; or] before thine attaining to the slaying
of tho lion, terrors [are to be encountered]. (T,
TA.) [And .t~ij I. L 3: see 1 in art. Jb.]

And *!Jl 0,3 j6_ [It interrened as an obstacle
in the way to the thing; or] it preventedfrom
attaining the thing. (W p. 71.) [And s3~ 

_ui There is tothiny intervening as an obstacle
in the way of, or to, him, or it.] And [hence,]
-J - t) j;$ Band :4, and & l, and !4C, lie
eas slain in defence of his proirfty, and of khin-

se/f, and of his brother, and of his neighbour.
(Occurring in a trad. commencing with the words

jey jk?1Il, in the "' Jami' ee-gagheer," and thus
explained in the margin of a copy of that work.)
[And '#; ' . is a modern phrase meaning

t lie defended him as thongl by barking in the
may to htim.] [Htence,] also i. q. Ui [as
meaning Aainstt; denoting defence by means of
intervention: see an ex. in a verse cited voce
,m.]. (Fr, T, TA.) - And i.q. A [mean-

ing At, Near, nigh, by, or nfear by ; nwith, or pre-
sent with; &c.]. (Fr, T, Ibn-EtSced.) Accord.
to Ez-Zowzanee, it has this meaning in the saying
of Imra-el-I5eys, [describing a horse,]

':>. '· ~.~tj '~d1;
. .

(TA, but only the former hemistich is there given,)
i. e. And he made us. to overtake the foremost of
tlie wild animals, while near to him wrere thoe
that lagged behind, in a herd, not dispersed.
(EM p. 48.) -And i. q. b [as meaning Other
thlan, beside, or besides, exclusively of, or not as
used before a substantive or an adjective]. (1.)
Hence, in the pur [xxi. 82], b; j : S,,j
UJli [And who should do wrork other than, or
beidd, that]. (Fr, TA.) And in the same [iv.
51 and 116], ~jl ; C. 'A But Hem .iU
forgive what is other than that: or, as some say,

mhat is lss than thha. (Er-R6ghib, TA.) And

o, it is aid, in the trad., ljf ,; Q . 1 1

JJ~ [There is no poor-rate to be exacted in the
cams of what is other than, or not, or, rather
less than, five ounce]. p.) So, too, it is said

to mean in the trad., L4;J; iF - Limlj;I
[He allowed the divorcing a wife for a gift, or
compensation, other than the UciL. (q. v.) of her

head: in the C1d, in which it.1 is erroneously
put for .JI, this is given as an ex. of oJ5 in the
sense of jSj, which is syn. with *ep]: or the
meaning is,for anything, even for the ,.wUa of
her head. (, TA.) -It is also used (M, 15,
TA) as a subst. (M, TA) with ' . prefixed to it,
[very often in this case, in the l5ur and elsewhere,
as meaning Job, and sometimes in other senses
explained above,] and likewise with ,, (M, 1,

TA,) though rarely. (s.) One says, .t;J .1,
and .J. C* Ij1J [Thli is below thee, or above
thee: &c.]. (M, TA.) And it is said in the lKur

[xxviii. 23], fl. , > $, (M,jTA)

And he found in a place below them two r:omen:

(Bd:) or beside them, or exclusively of them.
(Jel.) One says alsoe, CjU Il,. or Jj;> 1
[meaning This belongs to me exclusively of thee];
i. e. thou hast no right nor share [tvithme in
this. (Kull p. 18G.) The phrase J O 
,i)3 [app. as meaning Among whom was such
as was not below him in respect of knowledge of
poetry] is used by Akh in his book on rihymes.
(M, TA.) - It also denotes a command, (T, 15,)
and an incitement (Fr,T, , K) to do a thing.
($.) Using it in the former sense, you say,

.jJI AU)., meaning Take thou the dirhem;
(T;) or :;, i, ; and il U 4J , meaning
Take thou the thiny: (M:) and using it in the
latter sense, you say, J;, ($S, g, TA,) meaning
Keepl thou, cleave thou, cling thou, or hold thou
fast, to him; and take care of him: (TA:) or
,12 -,1 Keep thou, &c., to Zeyd, taking care
of him. (T.) Temeem [meaning a party of the
tribe so named] said to El-.HajjAj, when he had
slain, i.e. crucified, $liU Ibn-'Abd-Er-Ra.lmAn,
"Permit us to bury ~tlil :" and he replied,
;.4 [Take ye him]. (S, TA.) _ And it also
denotes a threat. (T', .) So in the sayings
ip. JU;3 [Beware thou of snrestling with me]

and J 5i , 1. [Beware tiou, and then set
thyself against me to do evil if thou canst]. (T,
TA.) - It is said that no verb is derived from it:
(T, ,M, M, Mb :) but some assert that Ojl; and

C;>1l [mentioned in the first paragraph of this art.]
are derived from it. (.S.)-The dim. of jOi is
* 'i.t : (Iam p. 404:) and t ;ij occurs as a
dim. in a verse of a post-clasical poet; but, [ISd
says,] of what word I know not, unless they said
*,j [for qj3]. (M.)

H;^: ({ see the next preceding sentence.

a,O: )

Jlt;.: see the next paragraph.

OI~f, an arabicized word, (AO, M, M b, &c.,)
from the Pers. [1 '.l]; (AO, M, h&o.;) [though
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some hold it to be of Arabic origin:] J says,
(TA,) it is originally 01%3, but U is substituted
for one of the as; as is shown by its pl., (t, Mb,)
which is .lj; (S, M, Mpb, 15 ;) for if the kS
were radical, they would say O4j; (1;) but
accord. to lDrd and IJ, (IB, TA,) it has this
latter Il. also: (M, IB, 1], TA:) Sb says that the
3 in O , though after j, is not changed into

S, as it ia in .,,, because the k in the former
word is not inherent; that word being of the

measure .3W, from ;, ; (M;) [i.e.] it is from

al C.;; meaning ' he collected the writings ;"
as is shown by their saying t :sd), (M,) which
is the dim.: '(Mb :) ISk says that JyIj is with
kesr only [to the ]; (M;) but one says tV:]
also, (1,) which is mentioned by Ks, as post-
classical, and by Sb; likejtL: (M:) the meaning
is A 3.i [or register]: (Shifa el-Ghalecl, TA:)
or a collection of ,7itten leaves or papers [formning
a book, generally for registration]: (ISk, M,
Mgh,* 1 :) or a register of accounts; an account-
book: (Mgb:) and a register of soldiers andi
pensizsoners [and others]: (lAth, 1 :) the first who
instituted, or appointed, or arranged, such a book,
(Mgh, M9b, 15,) among the Arabs, (Mqb,) for the
prefects, or administrators, (Mgh, M9b,) and the
gadecs, (Mgh,) is said to have been 'Omar:
(Mgh, M.sb, 15:*) accord. to El-Mawardee, it is
a re#ister of wiat concerns the rights, or dues, oJ'
the state, relating to the acts of the government,
and the finances, and the military and othero
administrators thcreof: (TA:) then any book
was thuts called: and especially the poetry of omee
particular poet; so that this meaning became
[conventionally regarded as] a proper signification
thereof; (Shif& el-Ghaleel, TA;) i. e. a collection
of poetry [of a particular poet]. (TA.) [Hence,]

one says, :IJl 6>1 '; '9, meaning Such a
one is of those whose names are wtritten in the
register. (Mgh.) [Also Such a one is of the
keepers of tithe register; or, is of the registrars.
(And sometimes it has another meaning, whicl
see below.) And hence the aying] o ^s it ja.J1
.,.j.l t[Poetry is the register of the Arabs]
because they used to refer to it on their differing
in opinion respecting genealogies and wars or
fighlts and the appointing of stipends or allowances
from the government-treasury, like as thie people
of the J!ly> [properly so called] refer to their
Jy> in a case that is doubtful to them; or
because it was the depository of their sciences,
and the preserver of their rules of discipline, and
the mine of their histories. (gar p. 2(8) -
Afterwards, also, it was applied to signify An
account, or a rechoning. (MNb, TA.) - And
Writers [of acwcunt or rechoning]. (TA.) -
And A place of account or rechoning, (M9 b,
TA,) and of writers [of accounts or reckonings].
(TA.) -[Also A council, court, or tribunal:

see :... Hence I,1 J sometimes means
The people of the council, court, or tribunal.
- And also, in the present day, A long seat,
formed of a mattress laid against the side of a
room, upon the floor or upon a raied structure
orframe, woith cshim to lean against; or two
or more of such mattreses C. similarly placed.]

0. 1 . tIP ,i ;0po i , tc



Q)t Of, or beloing to, a j1;*. (TA.)

~ dim. of CJM, q. v. (M,* M,b)

0jj$ is used by IJ in the phrase Jil. j

t;.,k, >j~! [That it the leser of the t'wo
affairs, or cass, and the lower, baser, &c., of
them]: but [I8d apys that] this is strange, because

[ho held that], like il.t, it has no verb be-
longing to it. (M.)

uiS)

l. j;, (8,M, Mb, ,) aor. , (Msb,)
inf. n. L.;;, lHe was, or became, dissed, disor-
dered, distempered, sick, or ill: (9, M, Myb, 1 :)
and he was, or became, affected with consumption,
or ulceration of the lungs. (M.) - [Hence,]

*J~ .)> t His bosom nas, or became, affected
with rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite. (S.)

2. >.p, (T, 9, M, 1g,) inf. n. i~3, (T, 9, f,)
Ile, or it, made a sound; or what is termed 1iS ;
(T, M;) [i. c., a confused and continued sound;
such as the rustling, or murmuring, of the wind;
and the rustling of a bird; and the humming, or
buzzing, of been; and the rumbling of thunder;
or. the distant sound of rain and of thunder;]
accord. to some, particularly said of thunder [as
meaning it malde a rumbling sound]; (M ;) or it
(a cloud) thundered: (KL:) and he (a stallion-
camel) brayed so as to make a [rumbling] sound

such as is termed j;, to be heard. (T, 9, ].) -
[Also,] aid of a bird, It circled in the air without
motini its wings: (Mqb:) or, accord. to As, one

says of a dog, bp;jl ) tqS; [he ment round
upon tlh ground]; like as one says of a bird,

tLI.J! ~ .,j,, meaning "it circled in its flight,
rising:" he says that, i;1 is not upon the

ground, nor A,i l in the sky; and he finds fault
with the first of the verses of Dhu-r-Rummeh
cited in the second paragraph of art .. j*: but
some say that the two verbs are dial. vars., both
meaning he went round about. (f. [See also

., in two places.]) - See also S in art. ,._
Also, (T, $, M, 1.,) inf. n. as above, (, ],) said
of milk, (T, $, M, g,) and the like, ( a,) and of
broth, (T, $, M,) It was, or became, overspread
with the thin skin termed i4j;. (T, g, M, ]1.)
And, said of water, It mwa, or became, overspread
with what was raised and scattered b*y the wind,

(MI, ],) rsembling what is termed i,1j. (M.)
- And [hence,] ,j"1"l , t The land became
overspread with v~ariou herbage; as though it

were the ai,li of milk. (T.) m ;Os, (inf. n. as

above, TA,) I gave him the Q15L of milk, (M,
15,) or of broth, to sat it. (M.) _And L5j.
ie sold [and app. made also (see i,A)] what is
called ji;. (TA.)

3. `;Ui, (T, M, , Mb, ],) inf. n. ll
(T, C, Mqb) and ':), (T, 9,) the latter allowable,
(T,) I treated him medically, curatively, or
theraputically; (9, g ;) I cured him [, >.

of his di~s]; (T;) ijJE [mith the remedy]:

Cc3j -s L$3

(M, 1]:) and I tended him carefully, or treated

him; syn. tl;~; (I,TA; [in the C15, erro-
neously, L-.$;]) namely, j'l [the sick

person]. (M,' TA.) You say, jSl.j L,.q :
ee 4. And, of a person, (T,) or thing, (f,)
joh, without idehim, to distinguish between
the measures J i and jZ; (T,?;) meaning
[He or] it ras treated medically, &c.: ( :) and

- .t; 3. [referring to hair] It was treated

(s.'.) ,with retedies, such as oils and the like.
(M.)-..And a, 5. 1l, inf. n. ;lj, with kesr to
the >, He fattened his horse, and fed him with
fodder that shored its effect upon him: (T:) or

J..jotI 1;l. I tended the horse well; or took
good care of him. (M.) [See also 1;.]

4. ,13.1 i. q. as., l [which signifies He rendered
him diseased, disordered, distempered, sick, or ill:
and also hefound him to beso]. (S, K5.) You say,

.t 5l1.A 5 _. [ He renders, or nds one to
be, diseased, &c., and treats medically, &c., or
cures]. (8.) = And t le suTected him; thought

evil of ]im; a dial. var. of oIj;l. (AZ,TA.)m
And S.JtI He became a companion to a sick
person. (g.)

B6. j .i 3, (Msb,) or . to (9,) I.e
treated himself medically, curatively, or thera-
peutically, [or he cured himself, with a remedy,
or] nwith the thing. (8.)

8. $j 1 I ate the thin skin, termed 413j,

uplon milk [or broth]: (8:) or 1aQibJl Lf! He
took and ate thie alt,. (M, gC.)

S;j Disease, disorder, distemper, sicknue,
illness, or malady: (9, M, 1 :) aul. conmumption,
or ulceration of the lungs: (M:) or internal
disease in the chest; whereas li; signifies such as
is externalorinternal. (Lth,T.) [Beingproperly
an inf. n., it is app used alike as sing. and pL in
all its senses: or it may, when signifying as

explained above, have for its pL ri;;l, which is
pl. of ' .l See also e;, below, in three places.
- Also Foolish; stupid; or unsound, dull, or
deficient, in intellect; (9, M, 1;) applied to a
man. (8.) - And (so applied, TA) Clearing to
his place; (M, 1 ;) not quitting it. (M.) 1 See
also 1;;.

j; and t ;i (applied to a man, 0) Diseased,
disordered, distempered, sick, or ill: (T, M; 1.:)
or whose J;. [i. e. chest, or belly,] is in a bad,
or corrupt, state, by reason of a diseas : (§:)
the former word has a dual form and a pl.,
[which is O2.,] and a fem., (M,) which is 30j:

(W:) but * k.~ is used alike as masuc. and fem.
and sing. (M, M) and dual (M) and pl., (9, M,)
being originally an inf. n. (g.) A poet uses V the
latter as meaning disordered, or ill, by reason
of intene drowdineu. (M.) - [Hence,] one

says, ,JIl a, uL [meaning t Verily he is
one wMhs bosom is qffected 7ith rancour, mal~eo-
lence, malice, or spite: see 1, second sentence]:
and a poet says,

And in shows that t bo i

[t And thine eye shows that thy bosom is qffected

[Booe I.

rwith rancour towardr me]. (Lth, T.) u-l,j
J A land in which are diweases: (A, T, T :)
a land that is uuuitable [or unhealthy]; as also

;i and ;. (M,)

Ij; [vulgarly ,41l;, An ink-bottle; and, more
commonly, an inkhorn; i.e. a portable caem ith
receptaclesfor ink and the intruments of writing,
soformed as to be stuck in the girdle; the most
usual kind is figured in my work on the Modem
Egyptians, ch. ix. ;] a certain thing, (9, M,
Myb, 1,) weU known, (M, 1g,) from whicA one
[takes the ink and instruments with which Ashe]

write: (S, Msb :) pL. t ~j, (9, M, y,) [or

rather this is a col. gen. n.,] and S?;, (T, 9,

M, 1,) which is pl. of .;j, (S, TA,) as also

kS~, (M, ]9,) and , ---, (S, Msb,) which is
applied to a number from three to ten [inclusive].
(g.) ~ Also The rind, or shin, of the colocynth,
and of the grape, and of the melon; and so
;,j. (K.)

' ;; (T, S, M, Msb, g) and m .Ij (8, M, 1,

said in the Msb to be a subst. from .al;,) and
t f,jo, (M, g,) the last on the authority of El-He-
jeree, and the first that which is commonly known,
(TA,) A medicine; a remedy: (T, M, Msb, C1 :)

pl. i;O. (T, 9.) The following verse is related

as prisenting an ex. of the second of these dial.
vars.:

. , "' '5,J, ·

[They say, " He is affected with the remains of
intoxication ;" and this is his remedy : on me, if
the case be so, walking to the hlouse of God is
incumbent]: meaning that they said, " Flogging,
and chastisement, is his sL;) :" but he says, " On

me is incumbent a pilgrimage walking if I
have drunk it:" but it is aid [by some] that

:1, is only an inf. n. of '"Il, like il.lA. (8.)

_,:- ; also signifies Food. (M, TA.) - And
The means by which a horse is treated, consisting
in witat are termed e_.~ and J~ [(explained in
the second paragraph of art. _ and the first of
art. jU.]: and the means by which a young
woman, or female slave, is treated in order that
she may become fat: and also applied to milkl;
because they used to effect the j,13 of horses by
the drinking of milk, and to treat therewith the
young woman, or female slave: and it is likewise

called ~ii; because she has it given to her in
preference, like as the guest has, and the child.
(9, TA.)

lj: see the next preceding paragraph.

'.lj: see 1;;, in two places.

1 SU3 A sound: (M:) or a confused and con-
tinued sound (j. a); as [the rustling, or mur-
muring,] of the wind; and [the rustling] of a bird;
and [the humming, or buzzing,] of bees: (9, K :)
and the distant sound of rain and of thunder:
(T:) or, as some say, particularly the [rumabling]
sound of thunder: (M :) [and a rirginig in the
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cars; as in the saying] .A Wl s L' s AJ-

L. ,lt.;. [My belly became
empty of food so that I heard a ringing in my
ears]. (T.) - [It is also an epithet; whence]

js, blI : see j;, last sentence.

&; [an epithet; whence] G ,;,jl: see ;,
last sentence.

ai;, A thin shin, (8, M,) a substance that
resembles the p,elliele of the egg, (Lb, M, 1],) that
overspreads the sturface of milk (Lb, S, M, 1)
and of broth (S, M) and of [the kind of pottage

called] a., (Lh, M, g) and the like (O) when
the wvind bloivs upon it; (Lb, M, l ;) as also

V i?lj. (s, M, 1(.) - And in, or upon, the teeth,
A greenness. (M, .·)

ial;>: see the next preceding paragraph.

tlj; and 't jji (MA) and OSrJ (TA [app.

* 51;1]) The bearer of the I;I. (MA, TA.)

tln recent times, the Pers. word lMJ., orjljI,
has generally been used instead, as the appellation
of a certain office-bearer in several Eastern courts,
having different functions in different instances.]

LS.3 : see what next precedes: - and see
also art. J.

Lq3,b :a ,
SJ,):
! .. ,

s 5, 3
d.3 :

see art. 3).

1; MAuch, or abundant, food; as also t* .
(), 1g. [Tie latter word erroneously written in
the C]I .~.]) - Milk haring upon it what is

termed ij,;, like the pellicle of the egg: (g,
TA :) and water overspread with a slight coat [of
particles blowun ,pon it by the wind]; as also

'Pt. (T.) And 1a; ,? and ' a A mess
of broth haring mucl grease [floating upon its
sutface]. (M.)

lv;, mentioned in this art. in the M and TA:
see art. .51i.

,: see 

t.1G and ial;: see art. sj.

i., applied lo clouds ($1., e , $ ), Thunder-
ing: (.1:) or vehemently, or loudly, thundering,
and in a state of commotion. (C.) - See also lj;,
in three places. - [Hence,] a ,~ t +t Land
overspread with various herboge; as though it
were the .. ;l of milk: or having abundant
herbage of which nothing has been eaten. (T.)-

And ,I j..l t A, affair that is [as though
it were] covered: ( :) or an affair of which
one knows not what is behind it; as though it
nere covered and concealed by a &lj;. (M.) 
Also The maker, or manufacturer,' of the ;Ijs.
(TA: but there written t.Si.)

;`, A garment, or piece of cloth, having a

double woof; expl. by iC .j ~ ,3: pl. tP ;y
[an anomalous form of pl.] and O~;: (K :) or
t .)d;r has this signification; expl. by .y

;Y -- C-.; [in form] as thouglh [an irreg.] pl.

OI "t, of the measure .3,i: ($, L:) an

arabicized word, from the Persian 3 , i [or
j, j]: (A'Obeyd, 9, L, 18 :*) sometimes

arabicized with an unpointed > [for its final letter].

(5, L, 1-) [SeeJe-

see above, in two places.

L .;, aor. ,. j, inf. n. :.';, It (a thing)

was, or became, sofl, or sup)le; and easy: whence

the term Qj!. (Mgb.) - [And hene,] 41),
aor. as above, inf. n. ;ti,, t He was, or became,

[a wittol, or tame cuchold; or] without jealousy,
and regardless of shame: so in the Nawidir of
Aboo-'Alee Zekereeyh Ibn-IIaroon Ibn-Zekereeya

El-Hejeree: (TA :) and ' 4.X3 signifies t the
acting the part, or performing the o.fice, [of a

t"', or wittol; or] of a pimp to one s own wifle.

(T, V.)

2. 4s, [inf. n. ", HIe softened, or suppled,
it; and made it easy. (M.b.) You say also,

/jl 4,JI td. The instrumtents called jjU.
sofened, or suppled, it; namely, a thing. (M.)
- t He mnade it (a road) even, smooth, or easy
to walk or rideupon. (M, TA.) . t HIe moothed
it; namely, an affair. (M.) - t He brole, or
trained, him, namely, a camel, in some measure
[so as to ubduo hij refractoriness]. (M.) - And
in like manner, [He prepared it in some mneasure;
namely,] a skin in the tan, or tanning-liquid:
and a spear in the JtM [or straitening-instrument].

(M.) - t He subdued himn; or rendered him sub-
miuive, (S, M, g,) and gentle; namely, a man.
(M.) tl. t n? occurs in a trad. as meaning

ItJJ) [i.e. He wa subdued,or renlered submissive,
by abasement, or by tyranny, oppression, or
injury]. (TA.) _- And t It (time, or fortune,)
tried him, or proed him, and rendered him co
perienced, and submissive. (M.)

5: seel.

[ I! t The act, or conduct, of the .t$i [or
,vittol, &c.]. (Msb.) [See also .£,I, of which, in
the sense assigned to it in the second sentence in
this art., it is said to be the inf. n.] - It is also
said to signify A distortion in the tongue: so in
the Nh: or, as some say, the word in this sense

is 'A . (TA.)

t *y, (written by some t.,, without tesh-
deed, which is strange, TA,) a word of well-
known meaning, (],) t [A ivittol, or tams
cuckold;] one to whose wvife another man comes
vith his [the husband's] hnonwledge: (Th, M:)

or one to whose wife other men go in so thai
he sees them; as though he had softened, or
suppled, [or tamed,] himself to endure thlis:
(M:) or one who it not jealous of him who

goes in to his nife: (Mgh:) or a pimp to
his own wife: (T:) or one who is not jealous

of his ,vife: (T, Msb :) or i.q. J;i3; i.e. one
who has no jealousy: (S:) or a submissive, com-
pliant, mnan, Without jealousy: (A :) said to be an
arabicized word from the Syriac: or from ,
as an epithet applied to a camel, explained below;
and if so, tropical: (TA:) or from «l; [q. v.].
(Msh.)

N~.>O. tA camel broken, or trained, so that
his refractoriness is subdued: (T :) or S brok,
or trained, but not thoroughly. (A.) - A road
beaten, or trodden, (S, A, TA,) and made even, or
easy to nalk or ride upon : (S, TA:) or that has
been tracellcd until it has become plain, or cot-
.picuous. (T, TA.)

& -
2. ', inf. n. .o: see

two places.

2 in art. C>, in

2. ., : see 1 in art. b.

j. . j: ,,
·... see O .
05..,. :

*. I

*· -

~:

,.
j :

. a,
jJ :

see art. js.

L el; a , Sar. ad (S,M, A, g,) inf. n.

Ot~; (S, M, 10) and i ;, (M,) lIe, or it,
declined; turned aside, or from the right course

or direction; syn. lj, (M, K~, TA,) in the copies

of the S, [and in the CIB, and in a copy of the
A,] 1;, with ij [instead of lJ5], (TA,) and t.:
(S, A, K :) he deviated from the road. (M, TA.)
- He (a man, M) fled (M, ]) from war, or
battle. (Si.) - It (anything) moved about be-

neath one's hand. (M, K.) You say, 1;

·aii, (C, A,) or tidl, ($, M, ],) which is the
same, (e,) inf. ns. as above, (M,) The ganglion
wabbled, or moved to and fro, or went and came,
(S, A, 4,) being put in motion by the hand, ($,)
or beneath the hand of him who put it in motion,
(I,) or beneath the shin: (A:) or slipped about

('j5j ) between the shin and the flesh. (M.)

And in like manner you say, j ;JI Oli

.!JI [The fish glided about, to and fro, in the
water]. (A.)-Also, (C,) inf. n. wmO, (Ibn-
'Abbad,) lIe was, or became, brish, lively, or
sprightly: (Ibn-'Abbid, I :) said of a groom.
(Ibn-'Abbad.) - And He (a man, TA) woas, or
became, low, or vile, after highness of rankt or
condition. (g.)
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7. 1o,;I It (a thing) slipped out (j...) from
the hand. (1, M, 1.) :4 ,i.OI (., M,
K') He came upon us suddenly, or unawrares,
withA eil, or mischief; syn. . , (M,) or .;t.
(s.)

utS, (so in the TA,) or 1 LIJ, (so in a copy
Of theM,) The motion of.flight. (M, TA.) [See
also 1, and see ~6.]

~lS: sce ~;. 1 Also pi. of 1ls [q. v.].
(e, ]C.)

.. s,W, [so in the TA, but probably esj, like
its syn. .jsv,] with keer, That moves about.
(Ibn-'Abbfid, TA.)

1.
.. t/. A man over vwhom one cannot get power:

(., ] :) or strong in the muscles: (M:) or a man
wrhom one cannot seize because of the strength of

his muscles: (Ay, TA :) or afat man: (I :) so it
is said; and if it be correct, it is because, when he
is seized, le slips away from lthe hand by reason
of his abundance of flesh: (IF:) and with ;, afat
woman: (TA:) or a woman bulky, (A,) orJesjhy,
(AA,]I TA,) and short, (AA,A, 1, TA,) and
that quivers, or quahes [by reason of her abun-
tlone of Jflesh]: (AA, A, TA:) oraflJes/ty woman:
and a short woman. (CI.)

A thief: pl. Li;. (X, L.) _ One ,vho
comes and goes. (IB, TA.) One who follons
the magistrates, and goe round about a thing.
(Ibn-'AlblAd, 1.) - The pl., mentioned above,
ailso signifies Men rvhoJlee from war, or battle:
or who put themsnelves in motionfor flight. (TA.)
- And The loest or basest or meanest sort of

anshind, or of people; because of their being
muchl in commotion: (Kr, M:) one of such
is termed o t s;. (M.)

,>.l: A diving-place, or plunging-place, in
,rater: (EI-Mobeet, 1 :) a placte in rwhich fias
go to andffro. (A.)

~, . [app. A place where a person, or thing,
declines; or turns aside, or from the right coUrse
or direction: a moaning which seems to be indi-
cated in the I and TA]. A rhjiz says,

[Verily the coursr has meen its glistening; and
n'heroem~er it turns aide, he tirns aside at its
place of turning aside]. (Q, TA.)

boI " ,_IJ0 ( (1 ) Verily he is one who
comeres suddenly, or unawares, [upon others] rith
evil, or mischief; one who is wont to make [others]
fall [so I here render tUj ] thereinto. (i.)

1. 1.l, aor. ., inf. n. 4j: see 1 in art.
yS.

1,1 a cry used in chiding domestic cocks.
(.5.)

,) a word of well-known meaning, ($, ,)
The domestic cock; i.c. tile male of the .:
(Mlb, TA:) pl. (of mult. TA) ai$. and '.

(S, Mbb,) 1) and (of pauc. TA) j'L>;. (K.)
Sometimes it is employed as meaning ..~.s,
(],) [which is a n. un., applied to the male and
to the female,] and is therefore made [gram-
matically] fem., (TA,) [though still applying to
the male, agreeably with a common license in the
case of a masc. noun that has a fem. syn., and
vice versa,] as in the saying,

· , i . *24 1 :--- 0

[And the cock muted with a sound, 7ith vehement
muting]; ( ;) because the .tJ. is also a $w _;:
so says ISd. (TA.) '- g .I [The cock of
the jinn, or genii;] a certain little creeping thing,
or insect, (i.4;,) found in gardens. (Rzw.)
And the surname of the poet 'Abd-Es-Selim.
(1g.) Solicitously affectionate; eompass.ionate:
(1 :) or solicitously afcectionate; affectionate to
offspring; applied to a man, in the dial. of El-
Yemen: so accord. to El-Muiirrij; who says
that hence the ,ij. [or domestic cock] is thus
called. (TA.)~ t The [season called] ; [here
meaning spring]; as thoughi so called be-
cause of the various colours of its plants, or
herbage, (1, TA,) and thus likened to the .
[or domestic cock]. (TA.)= One, and all, of
the three stones on whichA the cooking-pot is
placed: used alike as sing. and pl. (EI-Muairrij,
15.) The In'otuberant bone behind tit ear of
the horse: (J:) IKh explains it as meaning a
certain bone behind the ear; not particularizing a
horse nor any other animal. (lB.)

[ii, is said by Golius, as on the authority of
the n, in whiichi it is not found, to be sometimes
used as signifying A domestic hen.]

bl e; 3l and l.lAf and V 34j. A land
abounding with 4,> [or domestic cocks]. ((.)

i. ebj: see what next precedes.

1. .J ! .:t, aor.M,.0, inf. n..,: see 1 in

2. :.,JI ,_..o: and I~ said of horses: see
1 in art. .js, in the latter half of the paragraph,
in three places.

cs: se e .

;L*!.~: see art..*3.

,..j and ijwb: see arts.s, andj.>.

. ue: se I;;, in art.,js.

4 t.. I and i4j..: see art..

L O (IAr, ?, ]g, TA,) aor. '", (IAvr,

[Boox I.

Mf, X, TA,) [inf. n. .s, (whlich sec below,) in
this and most of the other senses, or the inf. n. is
C.SO, and s? is a simple subst.,] lie was, or
becaime, obedient; Ae obeyed: (IA9r, S, M, K,
TA:) this is the primary signification: or, as
some say, the primary signification is thile follow-
ing; namely, he was, or became, abased and
sub missive: (IAa,a 1, TA:) or h1e rras, or
became, abased and enslaved and obedient. (S.)
You say, ;J ,t?;, (s,) and i .,j and '!.l, (M,
TA,) lie, and I, was, or became, obedient to him
[&c.], or obejyed him [&e.]. (8, M, TA.) And

&;j., (M, K,) aor. , (.,) I served him, did
,scrrice for him, or ministered to him, antd acted
n-ell to him. (M, J.) - [Hence,] Ire became
[a serrant of God, or] a Muslim. (TI.) You
say, L-4 i 31;,e inf. n. I,, with keer, [and
;I~,] rlle becanme, or made himself, a scrvant of

God by/ [followvin.q the religion of ] El-Iddm;
[i. c. he follonwed ]Jl-Isidm as his religion;] and
Bso * ..' (Isb.) Anld 1. I, (s,) and

, -j), (M, ]K,) inf. n. i'JG [and 4s]; and

, t j3J.., [and ~ , :;o; lle, and I,flalotaed
such a as hhi a ns his, and y, religion;] (S, TA ;)
from ;E- as signifying, "obedicin ce." (S.) Antl

C ;1 Ic/folloed in th e in their religion;
agreed with themn, or nas oqf one mind or opinion
nwith them, upon, or respecling, their religion;
took, or adopted, their rtligivoa as his. (TA.)
And the trad. of 'Alc, ,1i. -- 'LWI n-al " .

I4 41! [The lore of the learined is a kind aof
religion n'ith which Godl is served]. (TA.) In
the phrase j_l13 sv ; 3)1 [Norfollo.w the
religion of the truth; or the true reli.qion], in the
]Cur ix. 29, El-Islam is meant. (Jel.)= Also
Hie was, or became, disobedient; he ditobeyedl:
and ie was, or became, mighty, ,potent, powetful,
or strong; or high, or elera ted, in rank, condition,
or state; noble, honourable, glorious, or illustrious.
(IAqr, T, 1.) Thus it bears significations contr.
to those mentioned in the first part of this para-
graph. (MF.) Also, (S, M, Msh, 1K,) first
pers. .;, (T, Mgh,) aor. as above, (T, ?, M9b,)

inf. n. '.';, (S, Msb,) from i.;d, (Msb, [see
3,]) i. q. j. ., (11s. , M, Mt b, M, M , ,) or
[rather] s JU.l.t, (T,) [IIe look, or rececicl, a
loan, or the lilte; !he borrowed: or he took, or
recceired, or bought, upon credit; which is the
meaning generally obtaining: and t 1.t anti
?t O.l and t Ol,s.. and V CHs,.. signify [in likeo
manner] tz3 JSJ: (Q:) or the first, i.e. j1>,
signifies he soi,ght, or demanded, a loan, or tie
like; (ISk, 'q, Mgh, M.b ;) as also t* pl; and
t J1.1: ($, Mgh:) and he became indebted, in
debt, or under the obligation of a debt: ( :) antml
Vt jltl and *t :'O; and t J1,.;L, signify 0, ,JIJ
[hte took, or receired, by incurring a debt; ie. he
took, or received, or bought, upon credit; like
~ J.s.]; (M;) or the first and last of these
three signify '.Jl A,j, and "o.,J! [which
means the sa'mc]: but t C;I>; signifies he gave, or
granted, wrhat is termed ': [meaning a loan, or9
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the lie: or ha gam, or granted, or sold, a thin
upon credit]: (TA:) accord. to Esh-Sheybimed
this last verb signifies he became entitled to
debt from others [or from another]: Lth say
that it (Ajl) signifies he was, or became, such c
is termed Ot e~; [i. e. it is sy,. wit/, Jt~,
as it is said to be in the M and g ;] but [A
says,] this, which has been mentioned on th
authority of some one or more by Sh, is in m,
opinion a mistake; ijtl means he sold upo:
credit; or became entitled to a debt fron other
[orfrom another]; (T, TA;) or he saold to person
upon a limited credit, or for paytent at a
appointed period, so that he became entitled to 
debt from themn: (S. :) and accord. to Sh, V t1;
signifies he became much in debt. (T, TA.
El-Abmar cites the following verse of El-'Ojey
Es-Saloolee:

·~, .,, ;..^ .. 
* H s~,sSu 

[lYe incur debt, and God pays for us; amn
sometimes, or often, tre see the places of overthkron
o.f a people, who incur not debt, in a state oJ
perdition]: in the . [and the T] tIc; but cor
rectly as above; for the whole of the $.i il
a., 1 ... (TB, TA.) And it is said in a trad.
t.. ;, ' 0% (., 1,) or, as some relate it, , l.b
(V,) He bougit upon credit, or borronwed, oi
sought or demanded a loan, of whomJoever hA
could, addrehsing himself to such a' came in hij
way: (., TA:) or both mean he bought upon
credit avoiding payment: or he contracted a debt
with every one rwho presented himself to ki,n
(I, TA: [see also other explanations voce
b.ja~ :]) * 011 signifies he bought upon credit
(.K:) or [thus and also] the contr., i. c. he sold
upon credit. (T, .K.) - It is also trans.; and so
is t O;;. (Msb.) You say, .W, (M, Mgh, 1,
[in the C.K ai..i is here put for ;j,]) inf. n.

.. .; (TA;) and t .J.l, (M, Mgh, I,) inf. n.
a-l>$l; (TA;) I gave him, or granted him, to a
certaina period, n'hat is termed O0S [meaning tthe
loan, or the like; I lent to him: or I gave him,
or granted him, credit; or sold to him, upon
credit]: (M, I~, TA:) so that he owed a debt:
(TA:) ald i. q. ALbJiI [I gave him, or granted
him, a loan, or the like]; (M,* Mgh, 1( ;~ as also

i --. : (Mgh :) or zJ. has this last meaning:
I.'tS. I[(A 'Obeyd, $, 1M:) and · o.:l signifies I sought,

or demanded, of him a loan, or the like; syn.
,. &.~::; as also t I. : (M :) or J
hlas each of the last two meanings: (A 'Obeyd;
T, Mb :) and signifies also I received from him
a loan, or the like. (K.) And one says, tJ.f
,^; .'c meaning Lend thou to me ten di,rhenu.
($, TA.) 1i1, (,) first pers. · ij, (M, M9b,
I,) inf. n. C (S, M, 1) and &,, (M, K,) or
the latter is the inf. n. and the former is a simple
subst, (M,) nlso signifies lie repaitl, requited,
compensated, or recompensed, him, (8, M, Msb,
V,) &.ak for his deed: and so '.b, inf. n.

-. 1~, and eA~. (M.) And.,~i We did to
Bk. I.

g them like as they did to us. (]am p. 10.) Oo
says, sas ' .3 L* ;i, (T, ?,M,) a prov., (M,

a meaning Like as thou repayest, or requitest, &c.
Is thou shalt be repaid, or requited, &c.; (8, M;
is i. e. according to thy deed thou shalt be repaid
I, or requited, &c.: (.8:) or, as some say, like a
Lz thou doest, it shall be done to thee: (M:) or liki
e as thou doest thou shalt be given, and repaid, &c
y (T.) And it is said in a trad., L , I ,
vn t;s,, meaning O God, repay them, or requitk
r them, &c., with [the like of] that which they d

to us. (TA.)_-U ' m - 1 J J 'd. i, 
trad. of 8elmAn, means G(od will assuredly re

1 taliate [for her that isJhornle upon her that i;horned]. (TA.) -And one says, '. ,I4 ; ' 

r , i. e. He who reckons with himself [gains]
(.Ham p. 10. [Or the verb may here have the

, meaning next following.]) _ Also, ~;i1, He
abaed him, (T, 8, g,) and enlaved him. (T, $.)

* Hence, (T,) it is said in a trad., jI; L ;bl

d j " l .j. ;", ($, T,) i.e. [Thf
intelligent is] he who abase, and enslaves, himnsel

f [and works for that which shall be afUr death]:
or, as some say, who reckons with himself: (T:)
or, accord. to some, who overcomes himself

s (TA.) And :Ib, (V,) first pers. , (T,)
signifies He made him to do that which, he dis-

, liked. (AZ, T, ].) And C.:sd He was made to
do that which he disliked. (T.) And ~.,
inf. n. 1j, I ruled, governed, or managed, him,
or it. (M, TA.) And I possssed it; onned it;
or esercised, or had, authority over it. (Sh, $,

: , TA.) -- i,1, (IAr, T, ],) aor. ' C, (K,)
e [inf. n., app., ;,% which see below,] signifies

also Be became accustomed or habituated, or he
accustomed or habituated himself, to good or to
evil: (IAar, T, ]:) and, accord. to Lth, (T,)
'p.g signifies he was accustomed or habituated:
(T, M:) or, as some say, /s. signifying " cus.
tom," or "habit," has no verb. (M.)- And
I£e (a man, IAar, T) was, or became, smitten, or
affected, by a disease. (lAp, T, li.)

2. ~ ., ($, Mgh, Msb, ],) inf. n. i',3 ($,
g,) Re left him to his religion; (8, Mgh, Mqb,
I ;) left him and his religion, not opposing him
in that reltich Ad held allonwable in his belief.
(Msb.) -He belie)Cd him: so in the saying,
.1l . ci [He believed him in respect of the

judgment, or judicial decision], (T, M, Mgh,*)
and tz ~ii 3:: 4t L. [in resupect of vwhat wa
between him and God]: (T, M:) but this is a
conventional signification used by the professors
(Mg h.) _ tl (T, TA) I confirmed

the sncearer (% [so in the TA, but in the T
a,~e., app. for d31s, I held him, or pronounced
him, to be clear, or quit, if not a mistranscription
for .J3,]) in that which he swore. (T, TA.)
~- See also 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

.Ail ;, ; I made him ruler, goveor, or
manager of the affairs, of the people, or company
of men. (M.) And ;,ij i,, (T, TA,) inf. n.
as above, (TA,) He made him to possess the
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e thing; to own it; or to ezercie, or ham, authoity
oer it. (T,- TA.) El-goei-ah pay, (T,, ,)
addressing his mother, (T,)

(T, ., M,) meaning c± [i.. Ve riy tAou hast
bi be made to ha the odring of tet affair of
tAhy sos until thou t rendered them r tha
flour]. (T,8.) And hence the saying, O4.'
Ja ;al: j 1 i.. e L. [TAe man shal be made to

have the ordering of his affair, or affairs, or
* cae]. (Sh, T.)

8. ,;;tl, (M, M, A, 1,) inf. a. *l aund
. ,t?, (TA,) I dealt, or bought and old, ith him
Bupont credit; (A, TA;) I dealt, or sold and
e bought, with him, giving upon credit and taking

upon credit: ($, TA:) or .l/nt to him; or Igam
him, or granted him, a loan, or the like; and he
did so to me: (M, ]:) or I dealt with him upon
credit, giving or taking. (Ksh* and Bql in ii.
282.) 8See aso 1l, in the latter half ofthe p
graph. ~ Each of the inf. na. mentioned above is
also syn. with ,"'b [The summoning another
to the judge, and litigating with him: &c.].
(TA.)

4. l1,il, inf. n. iLl;!; as an intrans. v.: see 1,
in the former half of the paragraph, in three
places. - As a trans. v.: see 1, in the latter half
of the paragraph, in four places. - [The following
significations, namely, "8ubegit," and "Pen na-
vit," assigned to this verb byv Golius u on the
authority of the KL, and "Voluit sibi ese ser-
vum," and " Servum cepit," followed by an
accus., asigned to it by him as on the authority
of the S, I do not find in either of those works.]

5. CiO3: see 1, in the former lualf of the
paragraph, in three places.

6. l.; They sold and bought, one roith
another, upon credit; and in like manner U;Jl
is said of two persons: (.:) or they took, or
received, or bought, upon credit lapp. one of
another]: and so I 1sl.l [which is a variation of

the former]. (M.) A. , 1, Ij-, in the
lur ii. 282, means When ye deal, one with
another, (Ksh, Bd, Jel, Msb,) upon credit, giving
or taking, (Ksh,* Bd,) or by prepayment, (Jel,
Msb,) or lending or the lile, (Jel,) #c. (M,b.)

8. Oli!, originally t;.!l: see 1, in six place.

10. Jl,.,AI, as an intrans. v.: ae 1, in the
former half of the paragraph, in three places. 
jl,.LI He sought, or demanded, of him what is
termed ,.; [meaning a debt]: and also i.q.

bv'J.'l. (M.) See 1, in the latter half of the
paragraph.

. .,
·~ [is an inf. n. of 1: .and is also a simple

subst., and] properly signifies [A debt; such as]
the price of a thing sold [which the purcha#r is
under an obligation to pay]; and a dory
[which one engages to pay]: and a loan, or the
like; syn. s.,jJ: (Mb :) or it is [a debt] nucA
as has an appointed time of falling due: what
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hu not such an appointed time is [properly, but

not always,] termed wpi: (1:) and t "ii

signifies the same as 'w, (T, M, 1) in the sense

above explained: ( :) a valid Xci (~ Cw.)

is such as does not become annulled save by pay-
ment, or by one's being declared clear, or quit:
compensation in the case of a contract which a
slave makes with his owner to pay him a certain
sum u the price of himself and on the payment

thereof to be free is not a valid 1 js, because it
may become annulled without payment, and
without his being declared clear, or quit; that is,
by the slave's being unable to pay it: (KT:) in
the languap, of the law, but not in the proper

language, X.H is also applied to t [a debt incurred
by] a thing taken unjustly, injuriou ly, or by vio-

lence; u being likened to a Wi properly so
called: (Mb :) and it signifies also anything that
is not proent : [app. meaning anything to be paid,
or done, at a future time :] (M, 1 :) the pl. [of

pauc.] is I (Lb, M, O5) and [of mult.] .

(, M, 1]) [and in the Clg is added and L-", withl

kesr; but this is a mistranscription for ,, ns

syn. with I,&I, which follows it, connected there-

with by j]: the pl. oft * L is i .. (TA.) You

say, i,nj A¶ to and t 'ai,i [How great in

amount.is his debt!]; both meaning the same.

(AZ,T.) And t SUJl , i i.e. Gq.J;

[I camefor the demanding of the debt]. (AZ, T.)

And X (L [On him lies a debt; i.e. he owae

a debt]: and ,., 'I [To hin is due a debt; i.e.

he ha a debt owed to 1dm]. (., TA.) And !

Cl !1[He bought upon credit]: (1:) and

>t.01 .J; (l15t, M, Msb, g) or [rathler] St
Q. [signifies the same; or he took, or received,
upon credit: or he took, or receired, a loan, or

the like; he borrowed]: (T, 1 :) and X~ J,.
[likewise signifies the same; or he took, or re-

ceired, by incurring a debt]. (M.) And &t

C;Jit [lie sold upon credit]: (1 :) and :

.. (TA) or [.. (.) [I sold to him upon

credit]: and X eL'I [signifies the same; or

I gave him, or granted him, credit: or I gave
him, or granted him, the loan, or the like].
(M, 15, TA.) - [Hence,] : Death; (15, TA;)

because it is a Gii [or debt] which every one
must pay when [the angel who is] the demander
of its payment comes. (TA.) And hence the

provy., e. 6i J1 ; X. [lMay God smite him
rith hi; death]. (TA.) - Thaalebeh Ibn-'Obeyd
says, describing palm-trees,

* A0ea' J;. _ · 1
* uj, j , , a " .1 .

1 ' J;)) it iJ YI
t

[They comprise the wants of the household and
of their guest; and whatever they comprise of

their debts, they pay]; by the meaning
what is obtained of their fruit that is gathered.
(M, TA.)

't [js an inf. n. of 1: and is also used as a
simple subit., signifying] Obedience; (T, ., M,

u1 ;) also t 3.s: (]g: [in the M it is said,

without any restriction, that ; is like . ,:])

this is its primary meaning: and its pi. is is;i:

or, as some say, its primary meaning is that next
following: (TA :) a state of abasement, (M, J~,
TA,) and submissiveness. (TA.) J &,JI means

Obedience to, and the service of, God. (T, g.)

And the saying, in the j]ur [iv. 124], O .1 Cj1.

34 i J .1 c Qs means [And who is
better] in obedience [than he rwho resigns himself
to God?] (Er-lUghib, TA.) In like manner,

also, in the same [ii. 257], .*ll ~ ;,lS .
means [Th/er shall be no compulsion] in obe-
dience. (Er-RIghib, TA.) - A religion: (j, and
in one of my copies of the :) pl. as above: ( :)
so termed as implying obedience, and submission
to the law: [for ex.,] it is said in the Rur [iii. 17],

,,~,1 dl ;; O.J! ,1 [Verily the only true
religion in the sight of God is El-Islam]. (TA.)

&*J11 is a name for That lvhereby one serves
God. (.,· R.) [It is applied to Religion, in the
nidest sen.se of this term, practical and doctrinal:

thus comprehending ,ii.l, which means "reli-
gious belief."] And it [particularly] signifies
[The religion of] El-Isldm. (M, ]J.) And The
religious law of God; consisting of nrch ordi-
nances as those of fasting and prayer and pil-
grimage and the giving of the poor-rate, and the
other acts of piety, or of obedience to God, or of

duty to Him and to men; syn. A.J. (TA.)

And The belief in the unity of God. (].) And
Piety, or pious fear, and abstinence from un-

lawful things; syn. l. (., .) - Also A

particular laiv; a statute; or an ordinance; syn.

,X (R, and Jel in xii. 76) and ,;W [which

signifies the same as . ]. (Katdeli, T, ].) It

is naid in the jIur [xii. 761], u!) LI A 5. i L5 C

.LijtL S, meaning He (Joseph) was not to

take hiJ brother as a slave for the theft according

to the law of the king of Egypt; i. e.,. , 
~ ~,~ ((Jel,) or eiLj tj; (natAdeh, T;)

for his punishment ac'ording to him was beating,
and a fine of twice the value of the thing stolen;
not enslavement: (Jel :) or, accord. to El-
Umawee, the meaning is, in the dominion of the
King. (T.) - [A system of usages, or rites and
ceremonies ic., inherited from a series of an-
cestors.] It is said in a trad., of the Prophet,

.. i .. t. A iC ', meaning Ie used to con-
formn with the old usages obtaining among his
people, inherited from Abraham and Ishmael, in
respect of their pilgrimage and their marriage.
customs (IAth, IK, TA) and their inheritances
(IAth, TA) and their modes of buying and selling
and their ways of acting, (IAth, ]I, TA,) and
other ordinance. of thefaith [$'c.]; (IAth, TA;)
but as to the belief in the unity of God, they had
altered it; and the Prophet held no other belief
than it: (lAth, K, TA :) or, as some say, the
meaning here is, tlair dipositions, in respect of

generosity and courage; from C. in the sense
next following. (TA.) - Custom, or habit;

(AZ, T, I, M, g ;) as also ;i,: (M,* TA :)

and bus/in: (9, TA:) pl., as above, Ore;1.

(M, TA.) This, also, has been said to be the

primary signification. (TA.) One says, jlj L.

U .' .aU TLat has not ceased to be my custom,
or habit. (T, TA.) - A way, course, mode, or
manner, of acting, or conduct, or the like. (g.)

-I.q. ,e3 [app. as meaning Management,

conduct, or regulation, of affairs]. (K.) - State,
condition, or case. (8, M, 15.) ISh says, I asked
an Arab of the desert respecting a thing, and he

said to me, j oS .A e i L$ '& i

[Ifadst thoufound me in a state other than this,
I had informed thee]. (., M.) - A property,
such as is an unknown cause of a knowvn effect;

syn. ·al... (KL [The significations of "Via"

and "Signum " and "Opera," mentioned by
Golius as from the KL, I do not find in my copy
of that work.]) ~ Disobedience. (S, V1.) [Thus
it bears a signification the contr. of that first
mentioned in this paragraph.] - Repayment, re-
quital, compensotion, or recompense: (S, MI, :)
or, as some say, suclh as is proportioned to the
deed of hlim who is its object (TA.) IIence,

.J ! MlC, i. e. [Tht King] of the dlay of

requital, in the .Xur [i. 3]: (M, T, TA:) or the
meaning in this instance is the next but one of
those here following. (T, TA.) - Retaliation,
by slayingfor slaying, or woundingfor wounding,
or mutilatingfor mutilatintg. (TA.) - A reckon-
ing. (T, S, M, K.) [See the sentence next but

one above.] Hence, in the n5ur [ix. 36], 41J~

11 'j1. [is said to mean] That is the rigit,

correct, or true, reckoning. (T, TA.) ~ Compul-
sion against tlhe will: (]1:) subdual, subjection,
or subjugation; ascendency: sovereign, or ruling,
power; or power of dominion: (S, K:) ma.ter-
ship, or ownership; or the exerci.se, or ponssession,
ofauthority. (K,TA.)~A disea.se: (L., IAgr,
T, S, M, 1 :) or, accord. to ll-Miufadl(lai, an old
disease. (IAfr, T.) - [It is saidl to signify also]
A constant, or a gentle, rain; as also t'.:

(1 :) accord. to the book of Lth, [by wlrhichi is
meant the 'Eyn,] (T,) rain that has been con-
stantly, (T,) or usually, ( K,) recuirring in a place:
(T, ] :) but this is a mistake of Lthi, or of some
one who has added it in his book: a verse of E.t-
Tirimmlh., there cited as an cx., ends witlih C .j,

which is in that instance syn. with Cjy , mean-
ing "moistened ;" its j being the primal radical,
not the conjunction j; and Ci.- as meaning any

kind of rain being unknown. (T, TA.) - See

also,.t

L, (so in the TT, as from the T,) or t ,

with kesr, (so in the TA,) A cause of deati.
(T, TA.)

"i..~: see i, in five places: = and i0J., in

three places: - and L..

X. Religious; or one who makes hlimself a
servant of God; (S, Mb;) as also t i (S.)

. A requiter, (S, M, 9,) who neglects not
any deed, but requites it, with good and with evil;
(1n, TA;) in this sense, with the. article J1,
applied as an epithet to God: (S, M, TA:) a
subduer; (T, 1 ;) applied to a man in this sense;
(T;) and also, in the same sense, with the article

I

j

h
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Jl, to God: (TA :) a judge; a ruler, or governor;
(T, I;) in these senses, likewise, applied to a
man; and, with the article JI, to God: (T:) a
manager, a conducter, or an orderer, (S, M, 8,)
of affairs of another. (S.)

.I3; A debtor; (Q, M, M9b,' 1 ;) as also

* :~'O and t O~, (S,' M, M§b,'* K,) this last
of the dial. of Temeem, (M,) and Vt O,lj (M, 1)

and t ' Jlb: (I :) or all of these, (M, K,) or

0~, , (S, TA,) one much in debt: (S, M, J,

TA :) and *t ~, constantly in debt: (Sh, T :)

and A.l. signifies one wrho takes, or receives, a

lonn, or the like; who borrows; or rwho takes, or
receires, or bu!.y, upon eredit: (Sl, T, Mb :)
and also one wnho repays a debt: (Sh, T, TA:)
tlrus bearing two contr. meanings: (TA:) or also
one vwho gices, or grants, credit; or sells upon

credit: (Msb :) pl. O.nl;, with which * . is
syn. [as a quasi-pl. n.], as in the saying of a poet,

[And the people, except us, wnere debtors]. (S.)

OI O.: see the next preceding paragraph.

· .: see '1>. ~l [Also ItRepaid, requited,
compensated, or recompensed: and reckoned rvith.]

0~.o) WSI, in the ]5ur [xxxvii. 561], means

,ShaU re indeed be requited, and reckoned rvith ?
(T, TA.) [See also what follows, in two places.]

Posessed; owned; had, or held, under au-
thority: (TA:) [and hence,] a slave; fem. with
;: (S, M, K:) [or] so called because abased by

work. (1I.) ~ .;, , in the .Kur [lvi. 85],
accord. to Zj, means Not held under authority:
but Fr says, I have also heard [it explaine as
meaning] not requitedl [for your deedsi (T.)

[And it is said that] O,.Mi WI [mentioned

above] means ,3, .;i [i.e. Shall wve indeed
be held in possession, or under authority, as
servants of God ?]. (M.)

aii. A city; syn. : (S, :) so called

because had, or held, in possession, or under
authority. (.,* TA.) [Sec also art. ~o.]-

i ; t,~, i l1 diC means I am A whho is acquainted

t,ith it; (IAar, T,' M,* ] ;) like Y~ Otlf

[q.v.]. (IA!r, T.)

1 ~I: aCsee .I;, in two places.

t~, applied to a man, (S, M, I,) and also

to a woman, (M, .K,) without 3, (M,) One who
gives, or grants, loana, or the like, (Sbh, T, M, 19,)
to men, (M,) much, or often: (Sh, T, 1 :) and also,
(Sh, T, ]C,) if you will, (Sh, T,) one who seet, or
demands, loans, or the like, much, or often: (Sh,
T, K. :) thus bearing two contr. significations:
(1 :) or one whose custom it is to take, or receive,
by incurring debt, or to buy upon credit; and, to
seek, or demand, loans, or the like: (S :) or it is
an intensivo epithet, signifying one having [many]

debts: (IAth, TA:) pl. pl.d, (M, V,) masc.

and fem. (TA.)

_ : asee ,,;), in two places.

.: see .
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The ninth letter of the alphabet; called Jl:
it is one of the letters termed ;' [or vocal,
i. e. pronounced with the voice, and not with the
breath only]: and of the letters termed 4,~. [or
gingival], which are b and 3 and U,; wherefore
it is substituted for t in ·. i for.,;; and it
is said to be substituted for the unpointed > in

, 3.yL, [as some read] in the ]ur [viii. 59,
forA,m ±.]. (TA.) _ [As a numeral, it denotes
Seven hundred.]

13

1j is said by Aboo-'Aloee to be originally &.3;
the ks, though quiescent, being changed into I:
(M:) or it is originally ,3 or ks33; the final
radical letter being elided: some say that the
original medial radical letter is U because it has
been heard to be pronounced with im&leh [and so
it is now pronounced in Egypt]; but others say
that it is j, and this is the more agreeable with
analogy. (Msb.) It is a noun of indication,
[properly meaning Tits, but sometimes, when
repeated, better rendered that,] relating to an
object of the masc. gender, ($, M, ],,) suchI as is
near: (I'AI p. 36:) or it relates to what is
distant [accord. to some, and therefore should
always be rendered that]; and I.J, [which see in
what follows,] to what is' near: (]g in art. tI:

[but the former is generally held to i'elate to what
is near, like the latter:]) or it is a noun denoting
unything indicated that is seen by the speaker
and the person addressed: the noun in it is 3, or
3 alone: and it is a noun of which the signification
is vague and unknown until it is explained by
what follows it, as when you say j4.i 11 [This
man], and ,hJ1 13 [his horse]: and the nom.
and accus. and gen. are all alike: (T:) the
fern. is jS (T, S, M, 1V, but omitted in the ClO)
and .5, ($, M, K, but omitted in the CId,) the
latter used in the case of a pause, (S,) with a
quiescent %, which is a substitute for the kS, not a
sign of the fernm. gender, (S, M,) as it is in · ,.
and _, in which it is changed into & when
followed by a conjunctive alif, for in this case the
a in .3 remains unchanged [but is meksoorah, as
it is also in other cases of connexion with a
following word]; and one says also .0A ; (M ;)
and U and 3: (S and 1~ &c. in art. U:) for the
dual you say X6lj and 0jU5 (M;) CiT is the dual

form of 13 (T, ) [and OU is that of e used in the

place of LkS]; i.e., you indicate the masc. dual
by X ,I in the nom. case, nnd 'i3 in the accus.
and gen.; and the fem. dual you indicate by OiU
in the nom. case, and ; in the accus. and gen.:

(I'AB p. 36:) the pl. is *. . [or --1] (T, S, and
I'A~ ib.) in the dial. of the people of El-I.ijziz,

(I'Ak,) and jJl [or J1] (T, I'Ak) in the dial.
of Temeem; each both masc. and fem. (I'A4 ib.

[See art. Jl.]) You say, .j, 16 [Tlhi is thy

brotaer]: and ',a.1 j3 [This is thy sister]: (T:)

and i.51t 1 i Y [I mvii, not come to thee

in this year]; like as you say LIJM .k e and

z. l k.LS . ; not L 13 i because 13 is

always msec. (As, T.) And you say, .1.I.,1 X OI

[Tltese two are thy twro brothers]: and )L.LI X1U

[These two are thy two sisters]. (T.) And

Jlai.I1 ;9Jl [These are thy brothers]: and .'jl1

~ljl.l [These are thy sisters]: thus making no
difference between the mase. and the fem. in the
pl. (T.) - The bi that is used to give notice, to
a person addressed, of something about to be said
to him, is prefixed to 11 [and to kS5 &c.], (T, S,
M, B,) and is a particle without any meaning but
inception: (T:) thus you say 1"., (T, S, M,) and
some say II., adding another I; (Ks, T;) fem.
kS J, (T, ?, M,) and [more commonly] ,j; in
the case of a pause, (M,) and ,ji in other cases,

(T, $,) and Ub, and some say ..,L, but this is
unusual and disapproved: (T:) dual Jk& for the
mase., and i QIS for the fem.; (T ;) said by IJ
to be not properly duals, but nouns formed to
denote duals; (M;) and many of the Arabs say

i I1 ,; (T;) some, also, make l indecl., like

the sing. $I, reading [in the lur xx. 661] X ' 1/l
j?t.LJ [Verily these twvo are enchanters], and it

has been said that this is of the dial. of Belharith
[or Benu-l--Irith] Ibn-Ka4b; but others make it
decl., reading ,ts..tJ X : (C ' TA: [see,
however, what has been said respecting this
phrase voce I J:]) the pl. is t'. in the dial. of
Temeem, with a quiescent 1; and 'l.si in the
dial. of the people of El-klijaz, with medd and
hemsz and khafd; and '~j in the dial. of Benoo-
'Oleyl, with medd and hemsz and tenween.
(AZ, T.) The Arabs also say, 1j 4i lb 9, intro.
ducing the name of God between Lt and 1I;
meaning No, by God; this is [my oath, or] that

by which I swear. (T.) In the following verse,
of Jemeel,

a

LfJ aC - -fl-
1 1~I~J

[it is said that] iLa is for 1'si, (M,) i. e., a is here
substituted for the interrogative hemzch (S* and
] in art. Ua) [so that the meaning is, And hIer
female companions ca,ne, and said, Is thiL he mtho
gave love to other than us, and treated us un-
kindly?]: or, as some assert, Ija is here used for
Ika, the I being suppressed for the sake of the
measure. (El-Becdr El-.larifce, TA in art. Lt.)
-One says also .lW, (T, f, M, ]g,) affixing to 1I
the J of allocution, [q. v., meaning That,] relating
to an object that is distant, (T,* S, and I'A15
p. 30,) or, accord. to general opinion, to that wlliclh
occupies a middle place between the near and the
distant, (I'A15 pp. 36 and 37,) and this . has no
place in desinential syntax; (S, anld I'A]~ p. 30;)
it does not occupy the place of a gen. nor of an
accus., but is only affixed to 15 to denote the
distance of 13j from the person addressed: (T :)
for the fernm. you say ,JP (T, S) and ,U; ($ and
.K in art. U, q. v. ;) but not .1i, for this is wrong,
(T, S,) and is used only by the vulgar: (T:) for
the dual you say ;jll (T,.) and as,, as in the

pllrases j~..JI . i jI; ;t .; [Tlhose two men

came to me] and ,;J AL. *;! [I sa,v those
two men]; (S;) and some say .ilJ, with teshdeed,
(T, S,) [accord. to J] for the purpose of corrobo-
ration, and to add to the letters of the noun, (.,)
but [accord. to others] this is dual of .Ji, [which
see in what follows,] the second X, being a
substitute for the J; (T on the authority of Zj
and others;) and some say ,CU also, with tesh-
deed, (T, S,) as well as ,Uj.: (T in this art, and
g and I in art. U1, but there omitted in some

copies of the S:) the pl. is [J1J.I and] 4WJ.I.
ST, .) i is also prefixed to £l; so that you say,
.Oj JI [That is Zeyd]: ($, TA:) and in like

manner, for the fem., you say 4;.t and IIl3 :
( and 1~ in art. U:) but it is not prefixed [to the

dual nor] to -. ($.)_You also add J in
.ailj, (T, $, M, 1,) as a corroborative; (TA ;)
so that you say ;Ui, [meaning That,] (T, g, M,
1,) relating to an object that is distant, by com-
mon consent; (I 'A pp. 36 uand 37;) or hemzeh,
saying JlSlb, (],) but some say that this is a
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mispronunciation: (TA in art. ktS :) for the fem.
you say ri3 and ljl: the dual of rUi is L3,

mentioned above; and that of the fem. is tUJ:
(T: [and in the K in art. U, jUU is also men-
tioned as a dual, as well as a sing.:]) and the pl.

is ~LUJjl. (S and M and ]~ voce Jjl or .J3l or

I1. [See art. JIl.]) t& is not prefixed to JJ

(.) nor to ~W [nor to l3U)l] because, as IB
says, the J denotes the remoteness of that which
is indicated and the ta denotes its nearness, so that
the two are incompatible. (TA in art. U.) -In
the saying in the l]ur [ii. 296, the Verse of the
Throne], ! ,S '.: 5:iil , (T,
TA,) accord. to Th and Mbr, (TA,) 1J is syn.
with 1.j [so that the meaning is, WVlho is this
that shall intercede with 1Iim but by his per-
,i.ssion?]: (T, TA :) or it may be here redundant
[so that the meaning is, Vlho is he that &c. ?].

(Kull.) -. It is sometimes s!yn. wvith LSJI. (T,
., M.) So in the saying, l IC. [Whll'at is it
that thou sarertt?]; to which one may answer,

c)L.- [A goodly commodity]. (Sb, S.) And
so in the l ur [ii. 21G], s 13 l. 4'·L.d"
[And they ash thee whtat amount of their property
is it that they shall expendin alms]; (T, M, TA;)
necord(. to those who make the reply to be in the
nom. case; for this shlows that La is [virtually] in
the niom. case as an inchoative, and 1 is its
enunciative, arid ; is the compliement of I1;
anid that Le and 13 are not to be regarded as one
word: [or] this is ilthe preferable way ofexplanatiqn
in lthe opinion of Sb, though he allowed tihe other
way, [that of regarding to and 13 as one word,
togehlier constitutiig an inchoative, and Oiej
as its enunicialive, (see I[am p. 521,)] withi [the
reply in] the nom. ense: (M :) and lt, also, is
tinsed in the same sense: (TA:) so too 13 in

1 L anld 1, 13 O> may be considered as syn.
writh I.5jUl; but it is preferable to regard it as
iedundant. (Kill.)-It is [said to be] redundant

also in othier instances: for ex., in the trad. of
Jereer, as related by Aboo-'Amnr Ez-Zahid, who
says that it is so in this instance: ° '

[Tchere will come to you a man from sl-Yemen,
havitg upon his face an indication of dominion].
(TA. [But this evidently belongs to art. '.; in
which see a similar ex. ( 1 LeM). See also

other exs. there.]) - [,L5 lit. means Like this:
and hence, thus: as also I,. - It is also often
used as one word, and, as such, is made the com-
plement of a prefixed noun; as in I,l · S and
It L In such a year. See also art. I,i. :
and sec the letter j.] -_ I is sometimes used to
exprem contempt, and mean estimation; as in the
saying of 'Aisheich respecting 'Abd-Allah Ibn-
'Amr Ibn-'Abbda, I." . cy') L 1 [0
ronder (menning how I n?onder) at Ibn-'Amr,
this fellow!7. (Kitib el-Miftab, cited in De
Sacy's " Gram. Ar.," 2nd ed., i. 442.) [I. Q
often ocuurs as addremed to one who is held in
mean estimation: it is like the Greek ' oJro~, and

virtually like the vulgar Arabic expression .. l %.,

and the Latin heus tu; agreeably with which it
may be rendered O thou; meaning 0 thoufellovw;
an appellation denoting mean estimation being
understood: in the contrary case, one says .i l,.
See also, in what follows, a usage of Jlj and lJJI.

_Il in a letter and the like is introduced when
the writer breaks off, turning to a new subject;
and means "This is all that I had to say on the
subject to which. it relates:" what follow3 it is
commenced with the conjunction j.] _One says,

jlJ, uj [and ;.iJJ .iJ], meaning It is ,iot
approved' for, [like as a person leld in mean
estimation is indicated by I,&, which denotes a
thing that is near, so,] on account of its highl
degree of estimation, a thing that is approved is
indicated by that whereby one indicates a thing
that is remote. (Kull voce ,.) [See also what
next follows.]- 4;l £1J! in the 11ur ii. 1 is

said by Zj to mean ,Ul l [Tlis book]: but
others say that ,1J. is here used because the book
is remote [from others] in respect of highness and
greatness of rank. (TA.) - ,iJ. [lit. Like
that, often means so, or in like manner: and-]
Let that stu.ice [thee or] you. (TA in art. bl,

from a trad.) - The dim. of is is I3J: (T, S, Ml:)
you form no dim. of the fem. k;, using in its

stead that of t, (8,) which is W : (T:) the dim.
of the dual [j1l~] is ejl 3: ( :) and that of [the

pl.] e.31 [and J,'l] is .ljI [and Wjl]: (T:)_
that of I.a is l , like that of 13; [and you may

say t.u: also; for] that of ,") is ,"i : (T :)
that of bl is .i): (S, g :') and thiat of LU1 is

'L-: (K in art. U:) .that of ,j~ is .iLU :

(S, K :*) and that of i, is ;.J e (S.) A r'jiz
says,

[Or thou shalt swear by thy Lord, the High,
that I am the father of that little child] : (8,
TA:) he wasan Arab whio camine from a journey,
and found that his wife had given birthi to a boy
whiom he disacknowledged. (TA.)~ 1I is also
the accus. case of j3, q. v.

1. .5 He (a man, MA) was frightened by the
wolf; (M, 1 ;) as also a.o, aor. :; and ,S,
aor. ': (] :) or he (a man) was assailed,.fallen
upon, come upon, or orertaken, by the wnolf
(Ibn-Buzurj, T.) And [hlience, in the opinion of
ISd, as he says in the M,] t He was fr.ihtened
by anything; (M, ;) and so tV .,l, (AA, T,
S, M, K,) inf. n. .'~3I; (TA;) said of a man.

(S.) [Hence also,] 41., (M, ],) aor. :, (K,)

[inf. n. ,l3J,] S lie frightened him [like as does a

nolf]: (M, A, K, TA:) and C>m!Jl .;dl, (A, TA)

and t stl,/3 , as also 4rj, (T, TA,) t The jinn,
or genii, f. ightened himn. (T, A, TA.) [And

hence, app.,] _Jl £.ll The wind came to

him from every side, like the nolf; when guarded
a.qainstfrom one direction, coming from another
direction: (A:) and (? t ?..l'-, (T,S, M,K,)

and t ;, (S, M, g,) S The wind varied, 01',
S, M,) or came now from one direction and now
fi.om another direction, ($, M, K,) so says As,

(S,)feebly: (MI, :) accord. to As, from ljJI,
(S,) [i. e.] it is likened to the wolf, (M,) because
his motions are of the like description: (S:) or,

accord. to some, U. Jl is derived from Vt C.i.3
.JI1 meaning the winidblemwfrom every direction;

because the wolf comes from every direction.
(MF, TA.) - Also, (i.e. s..) IIe (a man)
had his sheep, or goats, fallen upon by the wolf.

(8, 5.) -- And -j., (T, 8, M, A, 1k,) aor. ',
(T, ,,) inf. n. awl; ( M, g ;) and rl ;

(M, A, ]';) and t ,i,j ; (M, ;) Ise (a man,
T, S, M) was, or became, bad, wicked, deceitfid,
or crafty, (T, 8, M, A, K(,) like the wolf, (., M,
A, K,) or as though he became a wolf. (T.)

And i.., aor. ', Hsle actedl like the wrolf; when
guarded against from one direction, coming from
another direction. (TA.) [And probably t lIce
hon,led like the wolf; for,] accord. to Kr, (M,)

',r;l signifies the uttering a loud, or vehement,
cry or sound. (M, 1.) - And t lIe hastened,
or nas quick, in pace, or journeying; (J;) as

also ' r.&Il. (TA.) 'l3, [nor. :,] inf. n. ,,

also signifies iHe despised him; and so 4.1S: (T:)
or he drove himn anay, and despised him: (ISk,
T, ., M, g :) or le drove himn amay, (Lbh, M,
TA,) and beat him; (Lb, TA;) and so a1:
(M, TA:) [or he blamed, or dispraised, him;

like &*I3; for,] accord. to Kr, (M,) ..oi, signifies
the act of blaming, or dispraising. (M, .. ) -
And lIe drove him, or urged himn on: (4 :) or

i)1 '.1, inf. n. ,i, he drove, or urged on, the
camel. (S, M.) HIe collected it; (T, ;)
namely, a thing. (T.) - -le made it even; .syn.
l4... (CK: omitted in other copies of the ] and
in the TA.) One says of the woman who makes
even ( ) her vehicle, [meaning the part of
her camel-vehicle upon which she sits,] C'~' l'

$11 La [.How well has sie made it even!] (T.)
- lie made it; namely, a [camel's saddle such
as is called] .J (IS) and [such as is called] a
a- 3. (TA.) = lie made, [or disposed,] f,r

him, (namely, a boy,) a i33 [q. v.]; as also

t '431 and V . (.) said of a horse,
He was, or became, affected with the disease

termed bJ.. (T, Mgh.)

2: see 1, last sentence but one. - j.:Jl "1 ,
(inf. n. Hi, 1(,) He mnade, to the .J~.j [or

camel's saddle], what is termed a 4i, (M, K,)

or ,.,. (TA.) [See also .lj...]

4. ,bj ,l.l (A,TA) The land abounded
nith wolves. (TA.) - See also 1, in three places.

5: see 6, in two places: .- and see also 1, in
three places.

1
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6. ai ,.I. (s, M, ) and tj t .
(. gO) t,He disguised himelf like a wolf to the
she-camel, and, by so frightening her, made her
to incline to, or affect, her young one: (S :) or
he cloaked, or disguised, himelf to the she-camel,
mahing himMelf to seem lilke a wolf, in order to
cause her to affect a young one that was not her own
[by moving her with pity by the supposed danger
ofthe latter]. (M, K) _- See alsol , in two llaces.

_ %. .,.l3 and t Y.'iO3 t le did a thing by
turns; syn. .jl.J: (M, g, TA: [in the C1g,

erroneously, Ji" :]) from d.iJm [the wolf],
which, when guarded against from one direction,
comes from another direction. (M, TA.)

10. ca:01 J ,l.. The ,i [or tgly sheep]
beeame like wolvesa: a prov., applied to low,
mean, or ignominious, persons, when they obtain
ascendancy. (T, K.)

·vd ,.pjk tA large bucket with which one
·1J ..

goes to andfro; thought by Ay to be from .J.,1j

C.tl: (M:) or in much [or quick] motion,
ascending and descending. (M, g.)

., also pronounced ^,, without,, (S, Msb,
,) originally with ., (T, S,) 'he wolf, n. ild dog,

or dog of the desert; ---l d.l.: (M, A, I :)
applied to the malk and thefcemale; (Msb ;) and
sometimes, also, (Msb,) the female is called .i4 :

(8, M, M9b, :) pl. (of pauc., 8, M9 b). j1,
and (of mult., ?, Mob) M,~ , (M, M,b, 1,)
which may also be pronounced ,A1,, with S,

because of the kesreh, (Msb,) and Oi. (S, M,
Myb, l) and s. (TA.) -You say, 4U
i'.a: aI ~ . [The volf is surnamel Aboo-
Jaadeh]: i.e. its surname is good, but its actions
are foul. (TA. [See art. a.; and see also
Freytag's Arab. Prov., i. 449.])_ And ,

j!ikI ,b [The nolf lies in waitfor the young
gazelle]: a prov. alluding to perfidy. (TA.)
And j 3_ t [l eis a wolfamong a flock
of sheep]. (A.) - And L..i3 LS: 
, 1JI [A she-wolf among the goats, and a he-
ostrich when tried]: i.e., in his evil nature he is
like a [she-] wolf that attacks a herd of goats;
and when tried, like a he-ostrich, which, if one
say to it " Fly," says "I am a camel," and when
one says to it "Carry a burden," says " I am a
bird:" a prov. applied to a crafty and deceitful

person. (TA.) _And _,.lj ' L_ [The
hyena and the wolf devoured them]; meaning

t dearth, or drought: and j P a; ,;t.t,
meaning X A year that was one of dearth, or
drought, befeU them. (A.) _ - ' 4, [His

wtolf riU not be satiated], a phrase used by a
poet, means this tongue [wiUl not be satisfied];
i.e. he devours the reputation of another like as

the wolf devours flesh. (M.)_. - r)
[The volf of Joseph] is a prov. applied to him
who is charged with the crime of another. (TA.)
_ ., # ~,pl, (1, M, A, g,) also pronounced

X.JJi', without., (TA,) [The wolves of the Arabs,]
means I tihe thieve, (M, 9,) or sharpers, (A,)

949,,.li

and paupers, (A, l,) of the Arabs; (M, A, ;)
or the paupers of the Arabs, nwho practise thieving:
(T, S:) because they act like wolves. (TA.)
Lt ! .,Ul The wolves of the ghadd, that frequent
the trees so called, (TA,) is an appellation of the
sons of Kaqb Ibn-Milik Ibn-H.andhaTah; (M,
1;) because of their bad character; (M;) for
the wolf that frequents those trees is the worst of

wolves. (TA.) - -,2JI 5; [The wolfj disease]
means t hunger; for they assert that the wolf has
no other disease than hunger; (1., TA;) and

they say , X* ~. I [More hungryi than a
wolf]; because hc is always hungry: or t death;
because [it is said that] the wolf has no other
sickness than that of death; and hence they say

",,I '1 [More sound than the wolf].

(TA.) [Hence the prov., . ti . l u.U *..
see 1 in art. ~j.] -_ i~,,, in the dual form,
[The tnwo wolves,] is the name of t two white stars
[app. C and s of Draco] betnween those called

.5lJl and thosecalled c;..3)Jl: and ,JiiIgIa;
[The claws of the wolf] is the name of tcertain
tmaU stars before those called OA.4jJ1. (g.)-

.~l ,.: see ,JW . - See also the next
paragraph.

l; fem. of - M3. (s , M, Mb, g.) _ Also
t The [angular] intervening space between ite

:W. [or two boards] of the [kinds of saddle
called] and ; (S' ' TA) and 4J,
(TA,) beneath the place of juncture of the two
curved pieces of wood; ( ;) [or] trchat is beneath
the fore part of the place of juncture of the two
curved pieces of wood (M, ) of the [hinds of
saddle callUed] and H. and JISl and the
like; (M;) which falls, or lies, upon, (S.) or bites,
or compresses, (M, .K,) the part called the
(S M, S) of the beast. (M, .. ) A poet says,

* s aS , 0j

[And a ;; of which the 3L is lile the reaping.
hook]. (M.) [See , 3.] Accord. to !ALr, the
I' ., [a coil. gen. n. of which 4.2 is the n. un.]
of the [saddle called] Je. are The curred pieces
of riood in the fore part thereof. (TA.) - Also
t A certain disease of horses (T, M, Mgh, I) or
similar beasts, that attachks themn in their fauces;
(M, J ;) for which the root of the beast's ear is
perforated with an iron instrument, and there are
extracted from it small, white, hard nodous sub-
stances, (T, Mgb, K,*) like the grains of tl/
[species of milet calld] jl , 0J,) or maller
than thoe grains. (T, Mgh.)

. sX a pl. of 43. (TA.) = Also, accord. to
AA, (s,) The hair upon the neck and lip of the
camel: ($, ] :) and accord. to Fr, who says that
it is a sing. [in this sense], (S,) the remains of

the [fur, or soft hair, called] ; [after the
greater part has fallen off or been horn]. ($, K.
[See also i I,3 in art. 4S, and 0te in art.
i, e.])

.Ijip: see the next paragraph.

$Ie, (also pronounced I,?i, T and K in arL
?,'S ) A portion [or lock] of hair, ($, A,) hang-

ing down loosely from tie middle of the hud to
the back: (A:) or the hair of the fore part of
the head; .the hair over the forehead; syn.

4oU; (M, . ;) so called because, hanging down,
it moves to and fro, or from side to side: (M :)
or the place whence that hair grows: (M, ] :)

or the hair that surrounds the ;I) [or round
part] of the head: (AZ, T:) or plaited hair of
the head: and the part of the, head which is the
place thereof: (Lth, T:) or a plait of hair hang-

ing down: if twisted, it is called *'A : (Mb :)
and [a horse's forelock; or] hair (M, ]) of the
head, (M,) in the upper part of the £U6, of the
horse: (M, li:) pl. (in all its senses, M, TA)

·,IS, (T, g, M, Msb, g,) originally, (;, ]p,)
or regularly, (T,) ,.Yi, changed to render it
more easy of pronunciation, (T, , 1,) and ,11
also. (Mqb.) Hence, Žl.j ~ [His pendent
lochs of hair were twisted;] meaning he vma
made to abandon, or relinquish, his opinion or
idea orjudgment. (A.) - t Anything that hangs
down loosely. (TA.) t The end of a turban,
(A, Msb,) that hangs down betnsen thte shoulders.
(A.) t The end of a whip. (Myb.) Of a sandal.
The thing, or portion, that hangs don'n from, or
oj, [the upper part of] the JI.3 [or thong that
pases,from the sole, between two of the toes; it
is generally a prolongation of the J(.]: (T:)
or the part that touches the ground, of the thing
that is made to fall (ldown upon the foot, (M, A,
g,) attached to the .I, [or thong extending

from the JO above mtentioned tonardi the ankle];
(A;) socalled because of its waggling. (M.) : Of
a sword, The thong [or cord] which is attached
to the hilt, (T, A,) and which [is sometimes
also made fast to the guard, and at other
timesw] hangs loose and dangles. (A.) t A shin,

or piece of shin, that is hung upon the ;b, [or

hinder part] of the [camel's saddle called] J.i,;

(S, M, 19;) also termed [.. (TA.) A poet
speaks, metaphorically, of the .1.] of palm-
trees [app. meaning t Hanging clusters of dates].

(M.) And one says .j I L.. , l [A fire
of which the flames rise and spread]. (A.)-
Also tThe higher, or highest, part of anything:
(M, ] :) and t,lji is used as its pl., or [as a
coll. gen. n., i.e.] as bearing the same relation to

i,j that J:. does to it. (M.) You say,
-. .......

,Jl t,l 3; : [I acended upon the sumnit

of the mountain]. (A.) And J; ,1; 'lj 4,I1i
! The higheat degree of might aud of nobility.
(T, M.) And H. " ' s f tHe is among
the highst of his people; taken from the 4$13 of

the head. (M.) And ~ 3 Alj ~ (T, A) and

.nS.j3 (A) t They are the nobles of their people:
(A, T:) and ") ".; .. :of the mobsn of

Kureysh. (TA.) And >., A;UJ ,j. ~
LvbjJJ! t [Such a one is of the lowest of the
people, not of the highest]. (A.) _- e1'.J B.i
is a name of t Nine stars disposed in a bowed, or
curved,form, in the sleee of Orion; also called

!9JI 3t . (ICzw in his description of Orion.)

and paupers, (A, ]�,) of the Arabs; (M, A, V;) ing down loosely from the middk of the Aud to
or the parspers of the Arabs, who practise thieving: fite back: (A:) or the hair of thi ford Part Of
(T, S:) because they act like wolves. (TA.) - ilic head; the hair over the forehead; sylL

1 j
UbM ,jUl The rvolves qf the ghadd, that frequent (M, g;) so calletl because, hanging down,
the trees so called, (TA,) is an appellation of the it inoves to and fro, or from side to side: (M :j
sons of Kaqb Ibn-Milik Ibn-HandhaTah ; (M, or the place inhence that hair groms: (M, V4
1� ;) because of their had character; (M;) for
the wolf that frequent� those trees is the worst of or the hair that surrounds the ;j13> [or round

part] of the head: (AZ, T:) or plaited hair of
wolves. (TA.) - jjJI 5S [The moVj disease] the head: and the pai.t of ths, head which is the
incans t Aiinqer; fo; th�y assert that the wolf has place thereof: (Ldi, T:) or a plait of hair hang-
no other disease than hunger; (1�, TA;) and ing down: if twisted, it is called * ' ' : (Mfb:)
tlicy say 1 04 t�m.1 [More hungrij tha?& a and [a home's forelock; or] ltair (M, V) of the

0
moyl ; becat;se be' is alwavs hungry: or t deatia; 1Lead, (M,) in ihe upper part of ghe a�od, of the
because [it is Baid that] the wolf has no other liome: (M, lip:) pl. (in all its senses,'M, TA)
sickness than that of death; and hence they say 131, (T, g, M, Mqb, g,) origi

4 ' g �j nally,
i.DI 1 [Afore sound than the tvoy]. 1to --- ob� , --- or regularly, (T,) �.Yll, changed to render it
(TA.) [Hence the prov., ".o.Ul &W A*j:

' ' 1 more easy of pronunci;tion, (T, and
see 1 in art. .4j.] - ejOjjl, in the dtial form, also. (Mqb.) Hence, [His pendent
[Tlte two molvet,] is the name of t two ivhits stars lorhs of hair were tmisted;l meaning the mas
[app. C and ti of Draco] between those calkd made to abandon, or relinquish, his opitiion or
�l;;jl and iliose called J --- *' 1: and Jjj; ;U.' ; idea orjuagment. (A.) - t Anything that hangsJA
[Tito claws of the wo!f]'is the name ok t'certain down loosely. (TA.) 1 The end of a turban,

't . (A, Msb,) titat harigs down between the shoulders.
maU stars before those called ejt�.�J1. QP. _

t . J ' (A.) t The end of a whip. (Mqb.) : Of a sandal.
".J.W %,.;p: see Se'o afw the next The thing, or lportion, that hangs don,n from, or
paragraph. oj, [the upper part of] the jtj [or thong that

l�l fem. of M, Meb, Also panes,fron& the sole, between two of the toer; it
t Tit; [anqular] i�fervening space between th& is genemliy a prolongation of the jt�] : (T
C)W.b [or ervo boards] of the [hinds of saddle or the part that touciLes the ground, ofihe thing
ialled] and J,�.; TA) and Iel, that is made to fall (loon iipon the foot, (m, A,
(TA,) beneath the place of juncture of the two g,) attached to the [or thong extending
cii.rood pieces.of wood; ($;) [or] tchat is beneath from the j�3 above iptentioned tomarilw the apiklo];
the fore part of the place of juncture of the imo (A;) so calQ because of its wnggling. (M.) : Of
curved lpiects of wood (M, V) of the [kinds of a sword, The thong [or cord] which is attacked
saddle coUed] & and ".3 and JUht and the to the hilt, (T, A,) and which (is sometimes
lilte; (M;) whichfalls, or lies, upolz, MS or bites, also made fast to the guard, and at other
or comprems, (M, g,) the part called the tinw] hangs loom and dangles. (A.) t A shin,

M, 19) of the beast. (M, A poet says, or piece of 3hin, that is hung upon the ;YLI [or

hindei. part.] of the [camers saddle calkd] J-i

M, ]�;) also terined (TA.) A poet
[And a "4 Of which the Z.Al is lilo the reaping- speaks, metaphorically, of the At;! of palm-
hook]. (M.) [See ,.'a "'*&.] Accord. to !AnLr, the trees [app. meaning : Hanging clus;ers of datei].
I',Al [a coll. gen. n. of which 123 is the n. un.) 1.1 1

(M.) And one says A1j.W jI t [A fire
of 

the [saddle called] J.�j are Tie curredpieces

of i�ood in the fore parg thereof. (TA.) ~ Also of mhich thegames r'm and spread]. (A.)-
t A certain disease of horses (T, M, Mgh, g) or Also t The higher, or hiqhest, part of anything:
similar betuts, that atiacks thm in their fauces; (bf, g:) and 1, �iii is used u its pi., or [as a
(M, ]�;) for which the root of glis beast's ear is coll. gen. n., i.e.) u bearing the same relation to
Imrforated mUA an iron instrument, and there are `31 that does to it. (M.) You say,
extracted from it small, mltite, hard nodous sub- asconded upon the sumnsit
stances, (T, Mgb, lihe the grains of tlto
RPecies of milkt calkdl (1�,) or malkr q�tho mountain]. (A.) Andh-MJ3
ilian thow grains. (T, Mgh.) 1 The higheat ddgrw of might !&d of nobility.

(T,w M.) And a;lyl t He ii amonq
XI a pl. of :JI. (TA.) ~ Also, accord. to

AA, (�,) The hair impon tist neck and lip of thoe the hiylwt of kb peopk; taken from the 4131 of
the head. (M.) And ' 'i Ak Tcamel: ($, V.;) and accord. to Fr, who sayie that ~ 33 �,a ( A) and

it is a sing. [in this sense], (�,) the remaim of (A) : They are t'h'e nobks of thdr people:
the 

[fur, 

or &oft hair, calkdl �; [a.fter ilie (A, T:) and of the mobin of

greater P4rt hasfallen off or been Morn]. (8, K.
Kureysh. (TA.) And j�, Ad.D$ jl..,

[See also in art. P.33, and �t�3 in art.
%A1.3.Ut 1 [Such a one is of the loroest of tU

people, not of the highat]. (A.) _!9YA1 �Jl�l
1 : ace the next pamgmph.

4,1jj is a name of t Nine stars dirposed in a bomed, or
ae 1 (also pronounced 4;.p, T and g in arL curwdlform, in tho skew of Orion; ako called

.rsjJ,) 

A portion [or lock] of hairp ffl, A.J hang. !1jj*J g.U. (gzw in his description of Orion.)
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-i t ;1$ t TAe last, or latter, parts, oi
portions, of a night. (Ilar p. 58.)

3. I A land containing, (?,) or abound
ing with, (M, 15,) wrolres: ($, M, 1 :) in tho
dial. of some of the tribe of ]eys, a4..;, ngreeing
witlih l. (M.)

',,ld. A boy having a 41j;. (T,, A, .) _
And t A [camel's saddle such as is called] ;.
[&c.] having [a a3li, i.e.] a skin, or piece or
shin, hung upon its 3,.L& [or hinder part]: ($ :
or having a 4i [q. v.]. (TA.)

MP03*3 A manfrightened by wolves: (A, TA :)
or nibou sheep, or goats, have been .fallen upon
by, the wolf (s, M, A, g.) - [And hencc,]
I FrigIhtened [as though by a rolfl. (T, TA.)
~Also A horse, (Mgh,) or suhel as is called

O,p.#, (Lth, T, M, 1],) and, accord. to the Tek-
mileh, an ass, and so .. ij , as thonghl from
a.l for l.t, (Mgh,) Affected with t/he disease

termed ;. (Lth, T, M, Mgh, l1.)

"1, k t A man in a state of conmnotion, or
.flct;ation; from -) , ;i .1. (TA from a
t,ad.)

its; dual. ti;is; 1l. A1;: sec art. 3.

s:l and :j. : see art. j.

1. .;, (Q,`* ]~," TA,) aor. :, (1,) inf. n.
il, (Mi,) lie was ongry with him: (M,* K,*
TA:) he was enaroged ogainst him, namely hisi
enemy, and prepared to spring upon him. (Lth.)

He Ibecame emboldened against inm. (,* K.,
TA.) ...j, aor. :, lie became contracted in his
bosom, and eril itn his disposition. (Ibn-Es-Seed.)
-][e wnas.frightened, or terrified; he feared,
or was afraid. (M, 1.) - lie was disdainful,
or averse [from a person or thing]; or he dis-
dained, or scorned: (1 :) he became affected
with aversion and disapsprobation: 'Obeyd lbn-
EI-Abraq says,

meaning They became affected with aversion and
disapprobation on account of the slain of 'Amir
[and became angry]: (T, :) or, as some say,
were disdainful, or averse, thereat. (T.)_
j, (aor. ', TA,) He disliked, or hated, it, and
turned away, or back, from it. (., g.)_
%q.j3 1 5L. .wi3, (A,,1,) and &1 1(1,)
contraeted by El-lIloeillh into ;.oj1, (TA,) [see
also art. j,] She mas disobedient to her husband,
and hated hint; (AV, , 1];) was averse from
him; and became mboldened against him. (As,

f-)j- n j31 He becamte accustomed, or
habituated, to the thing. ($, 15.) _ II1 j /He
simeared the she-cameljs' teats with jtl, that her
young one might not such her. (.)

3. C;;.1j: see 1. - Also She (a camel) was

r averse from her young one when she brought it
forth. (TA.)

1 4. .j e,Il He made him angry nith him.
e (M, g.) A'Obeyd has transposed, and then
g changed, one of its letters, saying U,ljJd, which

is a mistake. (M.) _ o-tl, (inf. n. ;11, AZ, S,)
IIe ezeited him to animosity; (AZ, T, 8 ;) in-
cited him; (AZ, , , M, K ;) emboldened him;

(1];) a:L, [against his conmpanion]. (AZ,

), M-.)_:u JI ;oij, (M, 1i,') and :4 ,
(TA,) Ies constrained or compelled or necessitated
him to hatve recourse to, or to do, a thing.
(M, K," TA.)

;j: see ISj, in two places. -- &;l 
(, .1*) Verily thy tears are accompanied by a

breathing, or sighing, ('.3,) like that of the
angry. (..)

;13 FresIh camels' or similar dung, (.t,)
n mixed with dust, or earth, with rwhich a she-

camernel's teats are smneared, that she may not be
sucked. (M,* .,O TA.) [See also art. j..]

r 3 Angry; (1Aar, T, 15;) as also
(1K.) - Contracted in the bosom, and evil in
disposition. (Ibn-Es-Seed.) - Disdaining, or
aversce [from a person or thing]: disdainful;
scornfidl. (IA~r, T.) - A woman disobedient to
her husband, and hating him; (S, 1K ;) averse
firom himt; and embolened against himn; ( ;)
as also tSj., and (t;'..: (1 :) [all without o:]
and in a similar sense `1S is applied to a man.
(S,' TA.)

l: see 2I. .- Also, [without ;,] A she-
camel averse fronm her young one when she has
just br.ought it for.th: (A'Obeyd, S, 1 :) or that
makes a show of affection with her nose [by

smelling her young one] (1 ) and has not
true love: (., M, 4:) or evil in disposition. (M.)

1. .il, aor. ., inf. n. O51t, [in the C]5 OUil,]
lIe died: (Molcete, 15, TA:) [or he died quickly:

see ,il, which is app. an inf. n, as also, perhaps,
41j... ~, ---A 6--- g . et .,.

lj. ljd, ~and cl&j1, inf. n. .l and
ll, sie despatched him; namely, a wounded

man; or hastened and completed his slaughter.

(M.) - And Jl..i is also said of poison [app.
as meaning It hills quichly]. (Lth, T.) -.

.I,1 lIe paued by driving tlhm away, or
pursuing them, or destroying them. (M.)

7. Jl.;l His heart broke -, a..,. Cg.)

[See its syn. c..A51.]

1_l. Quickness of death; (Lth, T, M, V ;) as
also it3l1. 9.) [See 1,firstsentence.]-Also
an inc n. of Zii. (M.)

'j,l': see 0l. Accord. to the 1]g, it
signifies also Death: but the correct word seems

to be O~;l, [see 1, first sentence,] as in the
Tckmileh. (TA.)

t Uij: see what next follows.

O/W. (Lth, T, M, K.) Poison that hills quickly

(J1,j!): (Lth, T:) or simply poison; (M, 1. ;) as

also ri 0U35 and t U, (1K, TA,) all with ,,
(TA,) nnd 0 .4 (A'Obeyd, T, M, K) and i
(A'Obeyd, T, 1) and ,tii. and 6.iUj, (IDrd,
.1,) and th lj, . (T, K: the last, in the TA,
without .. )

jljS Death that despatches quickly; (T, M,
K ;) as also S.c; thought by Yaakoob to be aim
instance of permutation. (Il.) - See also 'W.

And see .il.

J13

.)lj: see art. I1; and W. as a letter of allocution.

1. JI3, (T, K,) or .Jl., (S,) aor. -, inf n.

')1l (T, S, K) and JlJ or J01, (accord. to
different copies of the S and K, the latter accord.
to the TA,) lIe, (T, K,) or shen, i.e c. a camel, ($,)
walked, or eent, lightly: (AZ, T, :) or quickly:
(1K:) or lightly, (9,) or quickly, (IF,) and
proudly, with an inclining of tihe body from siide
to side. (IF, 1g.) [See also j1j: and see O1
below.]

6. J.j3 IHe became vile, base, ijnominious,
abject, or contemptible; syn./L.a3. (15.)

· -t-
O9'3Y, (g,) or t 09S, (ISk, S, M,) and

· ';, (Ibn-'Abbid, ],) The jackal (ijIt'):
or the wolf: (1 :) or the second word hias the
latter signification: (ISk, S, M :) and the last
word, the former signification: (M:) the pl. of
the second word, having the latter signification, is

,ls, with J. (ISk,S.) [See also jvs. and

vJ91: and see WI;3, below.]

g: see the next preceding paragraph.

l The walk, or manner qf going, of the
nwolf: pl. JJIj, with J: (M, K:) [but ISd says,]
I know not how this is. (M. [See also Jii;.])
Also [as an inf. n. of 1, q. v.,] A qtick walk or
manner of going: (M:) or, as some say, a inode-
rate running: or an extraordinary manner, or
rate, of going, by reason of briskhness, liveliness,

or sprightlines. (T.) 5 See also v'1}.

J,.j Anything [or any animal] Quick, or
swtift. (T.) [See also Jjja.]

ill3 The wolf: (T, ., M, K :) so called becanse
of his light walk or manner of going; (A'Obeyd,
T, S ;) or because of a lightness in his running:
(M:) it is determinate, (S, M, ]1, TA,) and
imperfectly decl., being a proper name and
[grammatically] of the fem. gender: (TA:) pl.
LiJ. and J.S. (M, 15.) One says, ia$1 i.
iSl [Frighten thou the wolf with the msnare]:
(, Meyd, TA:) a prov., applied to him whose
threatening is not regarded: meaning threaten
thou other than me; for I know thee: (Meyd,

1

A

� #I

Ui 

: see what.next follows.

WI 

(Lth, T, M, 1�) Poison that hilLt quickly

(Lth, 

T:) or simply poison ; 01 1, V.0 as

oi 

iit.

also 

r eJU31 and (1�, TA,) all with

(TA 

nnd Cjt4ii (A'Obeyd, T, M, K) and

(A'Obeyd,T,1[�) 

and ejtiiii and Cj1133, (IDrd,

g,) 

and th$11ii. (T,1�: the last, in the TA,

without 

..

)

Death 

that despatche3 quickly; (T, M,

9;) 

as also tlioti-lit by Ya��ooh to be ait

instance 

of permutation. (Al.) - See also

`91 

1

And 

see 

jil.

JJI3

.j13: 

see art. 11 ; and W as a letter of allocutioij.

1. 

J5, (T, g,) or J:'AlS, aor. -, inf n.

��11l 

(T, S, g) and J11 or J111, (accord. to

difFerent 

copies of the S and K, the latter accord.

to 

the TA,) 11e, (T, K,) or she, i. c. a came],

Walked, 

or me 1, light�il: (AZ, T, S:) or quickly:,

(9:) 

or lightly, (9,) or quickly, (IF,) and

proudly, 

with an inclining of the body from siiie

it,
to 

side. (IF, g.) [See also 13 : and see

below.]

6. 

J.7Jj He became wile, base, ijeitomit�ious,

abject, 

or contemptible; syn.j4Laj. (1�.)

0 't.
0,9131 

Q(,) or (ISk, S, M,) and

-331, 

(Ibn-'Abbid, ]�.,) The jackal (&j7

or 

the wolf: (11� :) or the second word hits the

latter 

signification : (ISk, S, M :) and the last

word, 

the former signification: (M:) die pl. of

the 

second word, having the latter sigtjifieation, is

J 

--- - 4 't,

JW11, 

with J. (ISk,S.) [See also ej�js> and

J91,3: 

and see W131, below.]

1 #,
see 

the next prece(lin- paraempl).

C5 0

The 

walk, or manner qf going, of the

wolf: 

p]. j�ll, with J: (M, K:) [but 18d says,]

I 

know not how tljis is. (M. [See also J

Also 

[as an inf. n. of 1, q. v.,] A gitick ma�lt or

manner 

of goinq : (M:) or, as some say, a inwie-

rate 

ruiknipag: or an extraordinarpj manner, or

rate, 

of going, by reason of briskness, liveliness,

9-
or 

spriqhtlinew. (T.) ~ See also

Anything 

[or any aziimal] Quick, or

swift. 

(T.) 
[See also J3jj,.]

ajll3' 

Tite wolf. (T, g, M, K:) so called becatise

of 

his 

light walk or manner of going; (A'Obeyd,

T, 

S;) or because of a lightnew in his running:

(M 

it is determinate, (�, M, ]�, TA,) and

imperfectly 

decl., beiaig a proper name and

matically] 

of the fem. gender: (TA:) pl.

0 

as ---

Ir 

and J931.

i-it�l 

M ]�.) one says, iiiii hAd.

[Priqhten 

thou the wolf with the snalre]:

eyd, 

TA:) a prov., applied to him whose

direatening 

is not regarded: meaning threaten

thou 

other than me; for I know tlaee: (Meyd,

950 [Boo T.
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TA:) or, accord. to A'Obeyd, aid by him who
orders one to menace and threaten. (Meyd.)

[8ee also o~l~.]

Jlt. Light and quick. (Ibn-'Abbid, TA.)

1. ,j, (T, $, M, Msb, $:,) aor.:, (, M,
.1.

Myb, ],) inf. n. lJ, (,* M,) }He blamed, or
found fault with, lim, or it; (T, $, Mgb;)
namely, a man, (T, [in which it is said that

,Al in the sense of ;; is more common than
.;..,," though the contr. seems to be manifestly
thdie case,]) or a commodity; (Mb ;) and he
deinsed him; like atl: ($:) and he despised him
and beat him: (T:) and he despised him and
blamed him: (T, M, I :) or he despised him and
drove him away; like 41i: (M :) and simply he
drove him away: (M, k :) or he drove him away
and beat him; like 4tjl: (M and TA in'art. i] :)
and he repaid hiun, or requilted him; syn. ;lj.:
(T and M:) or he overcame him in abasing; syn.
slj.. (11 and TA. [So in my MS. copy of the
] and in the Cg: but I doubt not that ;'I. is
the right reading.])

4. .ilt, (TA,) inf n. 'Il, (K, TA,) He
frightened him, or terrifJied im; syn. of the inf.
n. ;. (I,TA.) - ,i , i , is 4 Tl°ou
eompelledst me against my will to do such a thiny.
(Fr, S.)

...1 i.q. s [as a subst., meaning A vice,
fault, defect, or the like; like .*1, withott ., and
.,t; as well as an inf. n. of 1, q. v.]: witli and
without.. ($.)

UlI3 A word: so in the saying, U1 dd -a L
[I heard not a word that he had to utter]. (i.)

,j;> L pass part. n. of 1. ($, Mpb.) l,ij.
in the I6ur [vii. 17] means Blamed: (TA:) or
driven away: (M, TA:) or, accord. to L! and
Mujahid, banisled. (T, TA.*)

1. &1, [aor. -,] inf. n. ijIJ, [app. fi'om O&},
q. v.,] lie held his state, or condition, to be con-
tenaptible and weak. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. Jbil :..,1 Thle land produced the
kind of plant called ',yS3. (IAgr, M.)

R. Q. 2. X tI.,; q I,.y. (.1, so in both of my
copies, and 1 and TI, but [erroneously] written
in the TT as from the M O ljS, and in some
copies of the ] g,, or a.l-,. [the verb
being evidently a denominative from '_:. like

',e4~~ from .,1,]) TIey went forth ($, M,
1) to take, ($,) orto seek and take, (M,) or to
gather, (C,) thc hind of plant called ;;.
(5, M, g.)

,&Jii [A kind, or species, offungu,; perhaps
a speis ofphallus;] a certain plant, (T, , g,)

Of the san kind a. th oj, and the ;j1. ,
Bk. 1.

which growt in the winter, and, when the day
becomrt hot, rots, and goes away; (IApr,T;)
said by Abu-l-'Omeythil to be, in form, like the

;;L [or asparagus]: (T:) pL C.03l: (T, :)

and some pronounce the sing. 3Jy, without ·;
and make the pl. Alj): (T, TA:) a certain
plant that grows at the roots of the )hI and
.t.. and .11; the ground cleaving, and disclosing
it, it comes forth like the sal;., [app. here
meaning the upper arms, abovw the elbows,] of
men; has no leaves; is black (,.), and dust-
coloured; is pointed [and roundisl] in its ex-
tremity, like the glans of the penis in form; has
envelopes (.,4l) like thos of the [bean caUced]

,bQj; and has a yellow fruit at its upper part:
some say that it is a plant that grows like the
[fvngi called] )c., of the plants terned m:

AlVIn says that what are termed Cj 11 are thinxg
of the [fungi called] fi, that co,ea forth from
beneath the ground like thich c [or polC];
nothing eatu them, except that camels feed upon
them in the year of drought, and goats eat them
and fatten upon tAem; theyl haIve a root-stock

( ); and are ued as medicines; and none
but the hungry will eat them, because of their
bitterness: he also says in one place, they grom
at the roots of trees, most like to the asparogus

( e), ~cpt that they are larger and thicker;
and have no leare; but they have a 4 [app.
here meaning a head, such as is termed a pileus,
or cap], which aumes a roseate colour, and then
changes to yellow: the Oj;I is all [full of]
water [or juice]; and is nwhite, except what
appears thereof, of that a t; and nothing eats
it, except wrhen men are afflicted with drought
and have nothing [else] to eat: the n. un. is with

: (M :) ISh says that it is of a tawny colour,
smooth and round, having leaves that stick to it,
tall like the , J, not eaten sarve Iy slhee; or
goats, [and grorws] in plain, or soft, tracts: IX
says that it is the mild ,~;,;'. (TA.) One says
of a people who were characterized by courage
and excellence, and who have perished, their state
having changed, .e-j j ,. j J J 'l
[Dhkn-noonehs having no rintihehs, and turthoo-
thehs having no arttdhs]: mcaling that they have
been extirpated, and that none of them remains:
(TA :) or L.J ,j '9 sxI3 is a prov. applied
to him who is ruined, and has nothiing remaining,
after having had a family and dignity and wealtih.
(TA voce

1. a ,.,.5, (T, S, M, &c.,) aor. -, (T, M, Msh,)
inf. n. ,ol, (T, 8, M, Mob,) He repelled from
him: he defended him. (T, ., M, Mqb, 1..) You

say* s.j .0 X ,.J.t He repels from, or lefendx,
his wtfe, or wirs, or the like. (T, Msb.) [See

also R. Q. 1.] - And ,' signifies also The act
of driving away. (T, TA.) You say, ,v ,
and t e.4, He drove away the fly, or flies.

(M, TA.) And Xi; . T -jl e
wild animak drive araay the gnats with their

taibl]. (A.) _ And [hence,] , ; , Ab.l
! One demanding a wtoman in marriage came to
them, and they rejected him, or turned him back.

GJ2
(A, TA.) ~ t He (a man, TA) was, or
became, possessed; or mad, or insane. (], TA.)

_- .,;, (M, l,) aor. !, [irreg., (the verb being
intrans.,) unles the first per. be -', like -`*

a-
&c.,] inf. n. .e', (M,) lie (a man, ]) went
hither and thither, not remaining in one place.

(M, 1K.*) -o, [aor. -,] It dried; dried up;
or became dry. (T.) You say, A A), (1,

M, V,) aor. :, inf. n. a- and and ,
(M, g,) His lip became dry, (M, ,) or lost its
moisture, ($,) by reason of thirst, (, IC,) or by
reason of vehement thirst, (M,) &c.; (M, 1 ;)
as also *eS. (M, I.) And ,lCJ .,j (?,M)
in like manner [His tongue became dry &c.]. (M.)

And ,4 said of a plant, It withered, or lost its
moisture. (?, K,.) And said of a pool of water
left by a torrent, It dried up in the end of the

hot season. (TAr, M, 1.) And o, l. H[is
body became lean, or emaciated, ($, ];TA,) and

lost its moisture. (TA.) And ;, (T, f.,)
3-aor. :, inf.£ n. $, (T,) His colour, or complexion,

became altered, by reason of emaciation or hunger
or trawvel &e. (T, g.) ... ' See also S.

2. A Ie He repeed from him, or defendled
himn, much, or often. (s.)_ -,. 4I : see 1.

'4- -1- .1- 0 4--. : sce 1. [, ., inf. n. ,
also signifies It left a Z , i.e. somewhat reon

ing. Hcnce,] 1v,J ,t , ($, A, TA,) or t1,,
(so in the ], but corrected in the TA,) t The
day pased so as to leave thereof only a 6Qi
(A, TA ;') i. c. (TA) the day had only a [srenll]
remainder of it left. ($, I, TA.) And O.

4........

3 , ~V~ S A thrusting, or piercing, and a
shooting, or casting, rjith energy [so as not to
leave any force unexerted]. ($,* A, TA.) 
[Also It left not a a~i., i.e. anything remaining:
thus bearing two contr. significations. Hence,]

L.;,JI .. : le strove, laboured, toiled, or
exerted himrself, in going, or journeying, so that
he left not a 3;I [or any part of his jor,.ney
ren&aining utnaccom7plished]: (A, TA:) [or] ,.4
signifies t he hattened, made haste, or sped; syn.

--. 1: (M :) [and, accord. to Et-Tcbreezce, this
is the primary signification: for he says,] ;al

is like ;L,I [app. as meaning t the aci of
charging, by a horse or a horseman]: but the
primary meaning is 1rwXl. (lam p. 207.) Andl

:. l:), ($, 1,) in. n. ,; , (1,) t Our
beasts becamtne fatigued, or jaded, by journeying
[during that our night]. (i, l.)

R. Q. I. , (T,) inC. n. a 5i, (g,) le.
deftnded his neighbours and family. (T, .;.)
[See also 1.] ~ And He annoyed, molested,
harmed, or hurt, (T, ],) people. (S.) _ And
lIe made a thing to dangle, or more to and fro;
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(L;) and made it to be in a state of motion,
commotion, or agitation. (L, .*) - [Ilence,]

'd 4, inf. n. s above, t .e lIeft him, or made
him to be, confounded, or perplexed, not knowing
Ais right courns; vavering, vacillating, or going

to and fro. (M 9b.) 4_ also signifies The
dangling, br moving to and fro, of a thing

suspended in the air: (S, M:) and t jj.r the
being in a state of motion or commotion: (, L:)
[or the latter has both these meanings; for] you

my, ;$JI t* ' the thing dangled, or moved
to and fro, (M,A, L,) in the air; (A;) and
was in a state of commotion or agitation. (M, L.)

It is said in a trad., 14i; N J Ait ,i.;
meaning And it wa; a; though I looked at his
two sleeves in a state of commotion, or shaking.

(TA.) And you say, ~04 X . t '. , ' He
wavered, or vacillated, betnsen two affairs.

(MA.) And ". jj ' j t[Their state of
affairs was, or became, fluctuating, or untteady].
(Lb, T in art. OJ.)

R. Q. 8. .U, inf. n. ~ : see the next
preceding iaragraph, in four places.

) Rspelling: fem. with 5: hence .;~l
,.0JI, a phrae used by Dhu-r-Rummeh, mean-

ing ropelling with their tails: or this may be
from the signification next following. (Iam
p. 510.) _ Much in motion. (I8am ubi suprL.)

.,, (M, L,) or ~ ,VI (],) [the former correct,
and perhaps die latter also,] applied to a camel,
That dom not, or will not, remain still, or motion-
les, in a place. (M, L, ].) A poet says,

[And it wa as though roe were, among them,
camel that mould not remain still in a place]:

which shows that $; is not an inf. n. used as an

epithet; for, were it so, he had aid i3 JG..
(M, L.) ,- 'l The wild bull; (a specis of

bovine antelope;] also called ,1j1l "; (T, I,
M, I ;) so called because he goes to and fro, not
remaining in one place; (M;) or because he
pastures going toand fro; (T, .,' M ;) or because
his females pasture with him, going to and fro:

(T :) and called also 1t 4l,A (T, Ii,) by poetic

license, for 4i1; (T;) and ·t ,~.Ul. (Q.) _

.snl ,. is also applied to t A man who goes and
cones. (Kr, M, TA.) And IA man who is in
tlhe habit of visiting women. (AA, T, gI.)

%.ji [The common fly;] the black thing that
is in hAouss, that falls into the wessl and into
Jbod; (M;) well known: (8,g:) so called,
accord. to Ed-Demeeree, because of its fluttering
about, or because it returns as often as it is driven
away: (TA:) and likewise applied to the bee;
(M, 1 ;) which is also called tdI 4, [the fly

of the rain], (IAth, TA,) or % "4i 4 [theJfly
of rain]; because the rain is tIe means of pro-
ducing herbage, and by herbege itis fed; (Mgh;)
or becamuse it accompanies rain, and lives upon
that which the ruain caues to grow: (lAth, TA :)
Laccord. to some, it irs a coll. gen. m.; and] the n.

an. is *t 3t.: (?, Mob, g :) one should not say
;b [as the vulgar do in the present day]: ( :)

or one should not say , though El-Ahmar
and Ks are related to have used this word [as
meaning a hind of fly]; for -lJ is a sing. [pro-
perly speakin,g], and is used as such in the lur
xxii 72: (M :) the pl. (of pauc., S, Msb) is

4l and (of mult., S, Msb) l,C (i, M, Msb, 1)
and ,, (M, g,) the last mentioned by Sb,
accord. to the dial. of Temceem. (M.) One says,

-LJ 1 - il [Verily he is more frail

than thefly]. (A.) And i X Xs o
.,A,I [He is more contemptible to me than the

buzzing of the fly]. (A.) .lIl . [The
refuge of thefly] is a prov., applied to him who
is protected by his ignobleness. (Ilar p. 332:
there written l;;; and in two places, '..)

And t.1il t1 [The father of the fly] is an
appellation used as meaning t lie whro has stinh-

ing breath; and some say Q11 . 1 [the father
of tlh flies]: (M, TA:) and is especially applied
to 'Abd-El-Melik Ibn-Marwin: (M, A, TA:)

whence the saying, ,At1I t, .i t4 (A, TA)

and X IjUI sl (TA) [More stinking in breath
than Abu-dh-Dhubdb and Abu-dh-Dhibbdn].
[Hence,] t Evil, or mischief; (A, ] ;) and annoy-

ance, or harm; as in the saying, ,.t. l;

:[Etil, &c., befell me]; (A;) and j. i Lt1
;)Y 47 X tj Etvil, or mischief, [lit a hurting
] fellU upon such a one from such a one: (T:)

or ! continual evil, as in the saying, .1j '.l
,.31 LU & J[ [Continual evil hath befallen thee

from this thing, or event]; and .. b.b 1 [Her,
or its, or their, evil is a continual evil]. (TA.)
- t I luck. (T, Ig.) Fr relates that the Prophet
saw a man with long hair; and said Z, mean-

ing tThis is ill luck: and hence, 1 *.
t [An unlucky man]. (T.) - t Plague, or p7sti-
lnce. (TA.) - t Diabolical pouession; or mad-
ness, or insanity. (J.) _ t Ignorance: so in

the phrase L.pl mI ~ Jq t [A man stuffed
with ignorance]. (M ) _ The 7t.~ [as mean-
ing the pupil, or apple,] of the eye: (AZ, T, .,

M, A, ] :) so in the saying, _ ,1 U'

c.i. .,o ,y T [He is dearcr to me th;an the apple
of the eye]: (A:) [ISd says,] I think it to be so
termed as being likened to the ., [properly so

called; i.e. the fly]. (M.) And .;.s also
signifies t A black speck, or spot, in the interior
of the ii.3 [or darhk part] of the eyje of the
ho,rse. (M, -.) The pl. is as above. (M.) 

i.JIl ,I,, (T, 8, M, A, Msb, K) and taLj
A1JI (TA) :Tlhe 3, (M, g,) or LJ~ , (8,

Msb,) [each app. here meaning the point, or
extremity, though the former also means the
edge,] of the sword, (8, M, Msb, K,) ,vhich is the
part wlerewith one strikes: (S, Msbh:) or its
extremity witA which one is pierced, or trana-
pierced; and the ,.a [here meaning edge] with
which one strikes is called its jIb: (En-Nadr, T:)
or its tapering, or pointed, extremity; expl. by

[BooK I.

-i,J ib : (M, ] ) or the point ( t
estrems'ty (M, A) rwhich is between its jUjh:
(M :) the parts of its two edges that are on either
side of it are its Cit.: the ridge in the middle
of it, on the inner and outer sides, is called the.;
and each has what are termed e1;jt, which are the
part between thep and each one of tle ; -
on the outer side of the sword and the correspond-
ing portion of the inner side, each of the O1;1,
being on the inner side of the sword and its outer
side. (AZ, T, TA.) [The swords of the Arabs,
in the older times, were generally straight, two-
edged, and tapering to a point; and so are many
of them in the present day; a little wider towards
the point than towards the hilt.] Hence the

saying, mAcJI q l;yj. 1sJ1 t;p S [The knot,
or tail, at the end of thie whip is followed by
the point of thi sworld; i. ce., whipping (if it
effect not the desired correction) is followed by
slaughlter]. (A.)-. [Iicnce,] .IA signifies like-
wise t The ., [or point, or extremity, or edge,]
of anything. (A'Obeyd, T.) - The pointed,
or sharp, part of the extrcFleity of the ear
(A'Obeyd, M, gC) of a horse (A'Obeyd, M)
and of a man. (M.) - t The sharp edge of the
teeth of camels. (', TA.) - And tThe part

that first comes forth of the flower of the *Cm..

(M, I..)

24k: see the next preceding paragraph, first
sentence, in two places : -and see another sen-
tence, in the latter half of the same paragraph.
- t A remainder, or remains, (T, $, M, A,* Myb,
k(,) of a thing, (T, Mbh,) of the waters of wells,
(T,) or of thirst, (M, A,) and of hunger, (A,)
and of a debt, ($, M,; .,) and the like, ($,) and
of the day, (A,) or, as some say, of anything;
(M;) or of a thing that is sound, or valid, or
substantial; distinguished from zi4U, which sig-
nifies a remainder, or remains, of a thing that is
weak, or frail, and perishing, and particularly of
a debt, or of a promise: ($ and L in art. 5 l:)
pl. AAti. (T, S, Msb.) You say, J1,l -. j~

a ( y;, (M,) or tb £t , (A,) i. e.
t [The camels retu;ned fjrom water hAaing in
tlhem] son,ewlhat remaining of thirst. (M.)_
And the pl. ,:AQQ also signifies t Smell mouan-
tains: so says El-A ndalusee. (3MF.)

a ,. ...
see s t.

; A man who repelsfrom, or defends, with
energy, his mife, or tives, or the like; as also

' .. (M, 1.) _ [Hence,] ° :j 4 A sul-
try day in which thre wild animals are infestted lby
numnerous gnats, and drive them aray with their
tails:. the act being thus attributed to the day.
(A.) = See also what next follows.

Oo ~. e-. Op &.0
ail aiJ,, the latter word of the measure ai')W,

in some of the copies of the 1B erroneously written
4t It, (TA,) [and so in the TT as from the M,]

A lip that has become dry, or has lost its moistute.
(M, F, TA.)

i,M The penis, (T,8, M, A, K,) as some
say; (M;) as also t ij4 and * .4~i, , which
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last s not a pt, (,) though of a pl. meure;
,TA;) so called because of the motion thered~
to and fro: (TA:) and the tongue: (M, A :) or
*t ;j has this latter meaning: (iC:) and *$jil
signifies the genitals; or, u some sy, the testicls;
(M;) one of which is termed t . (M, .)

.: see ,,m in two places.

Ib: se .J)j, in three plaoes:- and see
also $,;.

J Q1 Crtain things that are i,ang to the
[womn's camel-vehicle called] j;, (F, M, 1,)
or to the head ofa camel, (M,) for ornament;
[i. e. ta.elb, or pendant tufts of mool, or shreds of
woollen cloth, of variou colours; (see ;)] uas
also * 3M: (M, I :) the sing. of the former is

't .;, (T,) or w ;; , with lamm. (TA.) -
And Thefringos, and edge., of a [garment of the
kind called] 'S; because of their motion upon
the wearer when he walks: sing.,' "4.. (TA
from a tad.) _ See also .i,, in two places.

a.

,,#1: see :wsmand ¥o _Also The
tuJh, or canine tooth, of the camel. (T, ].) _
And Tall, or long; syn. . ()

: ee.

a,.. (, N, M, and V 4_ (Fr , ]F )
A land containing, (,) or abounding with, (M,

V,)Jf,.e (~,, M 5)

a. A thing with whicA one drive. awoy flie;

(~, M,I;) a frly-whih made of horsehairs:
(T:) [pl .' whence,] one says of wild-animals,

i.,.$L. 1,$t $ [Their tails are their Jly-whisks].
(A.)

SA rider hastening, or mahking haste,
(T, , M,I],) apartfrom others: (?,M, V:) or
striving, labouring, toiling, or ewerting himself,
in going, or journeying, 5o as to leaes not a 4
[or any part of hi, journey remaining unaccom.
pli*hed]. (A.) And it is also applied to a [wild]
bull. (A.) In the following saying,

t [A month's journy to the hastening casd],
(M,) or ., 1I .A [to the haatening me-
ener], (TA,) by ,,iJ is meant L

(M, TA.) - [t A quickh journey: or one is ,hich
is no.fleggin, or lgowrr.] You say, 

%.X , 4 ;1Q1, i. e. t [They wil not reach
eZ. water but by a] quick [night-journey tereto].

(O.) And ., . t [A jour n whic th
camds are watern y ony the first and fifth
dapj in whh ;J no fgg, or langwr. (T.)

-4 ; t [Am iteo bet two wotr
,] ;2f se da.tio, n whica ow jo~.y.

from afar (T, ~, M, V) and with haste. (T,

8, g.)

.,,* A camel attached byJlies, (A'Obeyd,
., M,) that enter his nostril, (.,) so that his

neck becomes tirt~ed, and he din; as also t l% :
or both signify one that, coming to a cultivated
region, finds it unwholesome to him, and dies
there: (M:) and the former, a horse into whose
nostril the fly has entered. (A.) - See also

L?... .Jl, above. - Also t Poseued; or mad,
or insane. (V.) - And, accord. to the Abridg-
ment of the 'Eyn, [in a copy of the 8 written
,. , and in other copies thereof omitted,]
t Foolish; stdpid; or unwund, dull, or deficint,
in intellect. (TA.)

3.1i1 Driven away: (TA:) or driven away,
or repeUled, much. (T, TA.) It is said in a trad.,

cSb ll ti : j I;, i. e. [Marry, or
thAou ilt be of] those driven away from the
believers because thou hast not imitated them,
and from the monks because thou hast forsaken

their institutes from ¥lj1 "the act of driving
away:" or, accord. to IAth, it may be from the
signification of "motion and agitation." (TA.)
And it is said in the !ur [iv. 142], Ce. O .
i), meaning Much driven away, or much re-
pelled,from these and from thoe: (T, TA:) or
this is an ex. of the meaning next following. (?,
M.) - A man (M, K) wavering, or vacillating,
between two things, or affairs; (T, ?, M, ] ;) or
between two men, not attaching hi;mslIfteadily to
either; (T;) and * signifies the same;

(1i;) as also * '. (M.)

see what next precedes: -and see also

see ,io last sentence.

1. , ($, Msb, g, &c-,) aor., (;,) inf. n.

,) (,Mob, ]g, &c.) and t-., (1,) IIe cut, or
divided, lengthwie; clare; split; slit; rent, or
rent open; ripped, or ripped open. (S, Msb, .)
[Accord. to Fei,] this is the primairy signification.
(Msb.) [But see what follows.] You say, )

.J:l ; t He (a perfumer, A) ripped open the
follicle, or reidcle, of musk, (A, TA,) and took
fortli the mush that was in it. (TA.) [In the A
and TA this is said to be tropical; the authors
evidently holding it to be from & in the sense

here next following.] - He slaughtered [for
food, or sacrificed,] (L, TA) an animal, (Msb,)
or a sheep or goat, (~, TA,) or an ox or a cow,
and a sheep or goat, and the like, (Mgh,) [in the
manner prescribed hy the law, i. e.,] by cutting
the ; [or two eoternaljugular eins], (Mgbh,)
or by cutting the throat, from beneath, at the
part nt the wead: (L, TA:) accord. to the V,

i q _: but corrmetly, .l is in the throat; and

JI is in the pit above the breast, between the
colla-booee, where eels are stabbed: the latter

word is used in relation to camels and bulls and
cows; and the former, in relation to other animals:
or, not improbably, both may have originally
signified the caming the soul to depart by mwonding
the throat, or tha pit above the breast, which is
the stabbing-place in the camel; and may then
have been applied in peculiar [and different]
seses by the lawyers. (MP. [See also 1bj, in
art. .*g .]) Alo t He daugAtered, or sle, in

any manner. (L.) [You say, &S e
slaughtered, or sac~ or Aim, by eay oqfseria-
tio] And L ^4p r& t [They daugAtered,

or sd, one anoter]. (8,..) And ,

elJ+ yi t Te uon of nsch a one sdaghtered,

or slew, them. (TA.) And (inf. n. ',

KL) signifies the same as .. , except that it
applies [only] to many objects; whereas the latter
applies to few and to many: thus it is said in the
lur [ii. 46, and in like manner in xiv. 6],

. ;' ; ).'" t [TV/y slaughtering, or slaying,
your sos], accord. to the reading commonly
obtaining. (Aboo-TI-i4, TA.) - Hence, .IHe

killod; because 6Jl [in its proper ense, when
the object is an animal,] is one of the quickest
modes of killing. (TA.) It is sid in a trsd.,
(Mgh, TA,) cautioning against accepting the

omice of a P4ee, (Mgb,) ~ ~t l ~ ,

;,w ^ ik' l1 fWhmosois uadea
Kddee among the peple, is as thogA he were
slaugAtered withont a haife]: (Mgi, TA :*) expl.
by some as meaning, Athe is a tAougA Ah w re
khilled [&c.]. (TA.) - [Hence, also, because

CLJI renders the flesh of an animal allowable, or
lawful, as food,] It rendred allomabl, or lax-
ful: as salt and the sun and the fishes called

-i (p1. of *C) do wine, by changing its
quality, as is said in a ted. (TA.) ... Also S He
broached, or pierced, a as [or wine-jar, mahing
a hole in the mouth, or removing the clay that
cloed the mouth], o as to draw forth the con-
tents. (s, A, Myb, .) _ And He, or it,
chohed. (g, TA.) You say, ;.,al r,, S Weep-
ing choAed him. (A, TA.) - And, said of thirst,
! It affected him sverely, or distreed him.
(A, TA.) - L ...' J °All I The beard
.flowed down beneath the chin of mscA a one so
that tAe anterior portion of the part beneath his
lower jam was apparet: in which case, the man
is said to be 4 .J .Y . C]t (, TA.)

2: see 1. 3. is [said to be] syn. with

(1, TA,) in prayer: accord. to Hr, c3

· lj signifies Re lowered hAis ad, in inclining
his body in prayer; like 5): and accord. to
Lth, C signifies he lowered his had, in

inclining his body in prayer, so that it became
lower tha his back: but Az says that this is a
mistake, and that the correct word is C;, with
the unpointed #. (TA.)

6. IlW they suhtered, or sle, one
another. (Q, MA, ].) One ay, `U'l C I;*JI
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t [Mutual praising is mutual slaughtering]. true], (,) of a white colour.
(?, A.) also tW

8. .t!l He took, or prepared, for hinmef a 5: see the next pre~eding

laughtered [or aacri.fced] animal. ($, V.) two placea

An animal prepared for slaughter [or

sacrifce; i. e. an intended victim]: (T, A, Mbh,

TA:) [see also .j, which occurs in this sense

in a trad. as appied to a human being:] or an
animal that i dlaughtered [or acrificed]; (S,

Mhigh, i], TA;) and so w I..; (Mgh, Mb ;)
or this signifies a slaughtered [or acrificed] sheep

or goat; (TA ;) and is [nominally] fem. of tc,

but the I is affixed only because the quality of a
subst. is predominant in it: (s:) or the i is added
to denote that the word is applied to a heemp, or
goat, [to be daughtered or sacrificed,] not yet
dlavghtered [or acrificed]; and when the act ha
been executed upon it, it is [said to be] .:

(M, voce ' :) ).r is applied to an animal that

isj laughtered either aa a sacrifice on the occasion
of the pilgrimage or otherrise; and is like C .b

in the sense of .* L *, and J. in the sense of

,jLL, :&c (TA:) the pl. of * . is , ;ti.

(M!gh, Myb.) It is said in the linr [xxxvii 107],

.a.i& .;tl. [(And we ransomed him with

a great victim]. (, A.) bim. 'P~t3 means
A,imnls sacrifired to the Jinn, or Genii: for it
was customary for a man, when he bought a
house, or drew forth [for the first time] the water
of a spring, and the like, to sacrifice an animal
to the Jinn withl the view of avoiding ill luck,
(A, TA,) lest some disagreeable accident should
halpcen to him from the Jinn thereof: (A :) and
the doing this is forbidden. (A, TA.) See

also A.

. A certain plant which ostriches eat: (s:)
tlis word nand t 5 signify the plant called AJI

1.I, (!g, TA,) which is of a red colour: and,

accord. to the I, another plant: but correctly a

red plant (.....l ', not ji s. ,) haring a

stem, or root, (j~.,) f'rom which i peeled off a
black peel, whenmpon there is taken forth a
white substance, retsmbling a white i;d. [or
bead, but perhaps this is a mistrawription for

i3;, i. e. a catrot], which is sneet and good, and
is eaten: [each word is a coll. gen. n.';] and the

n. un. is l.j and L.1: so says AH.n, on the
authority of Fr: and he says also, on the authority

of AA, that the at is a tre that grows upon a
stem, and in a manner resembling the .. [lapp.

,IbLP, not :1.'], and then has a yelo flowioer ;
its root is like a gjAJ. [i. e. ei., or carrot], and it

is sweet, and of a red colour: (TA:) or the cl

is a plart haring a stem, or root, ( t,) which
is peeled, and there come forth what raesmbles
taed [i. a. . or q., meaning carrot]; and a

black skin i peeled from it; and it is sweet, and
is eaten; and has a red flower. (gam p. 777.)

Also, and tP , ( t,) the former the more

common, (Th?rA,) A secies of the it [or

(TA.) - See

paragraph, in

a,.I.: see t.

.-.4 A mode, or manner, of [i. e. daughter,
such as is decribed in the first paragraph of this
art.]. (Mgh.) See also what here next follows.

j~1 (AZ, , A, A ) and ' ., (At, A, 1,)
but this latter, which is used by the vulgar, was

unknown to AZ, (f,) and '; (A, 1) and
t ) and t V and ' t (]1) and Vt,

(TA,) A diseaw, (T, A,) or pain, (AZ, $, X],) in

the ii,. [or fauces], (AZ, T, Q , A, I,) which
sometimes kills: (T:) or blood owhich clhoes and
kilUs: (]:) or an ulcer that comea forth in the

i4.; [or fauces] of a man, like the I& that
attacks the as: (ISh, T:) or an ulcer that
appears in that part, obstructing it, and stopping

the breath, and killing. (TA.) One says, 4.1.

IJlUI [The am.t attacked Ahin]. (g.) And

' 51 #it 1 Covetousnes is [like] a diease in

the fauces: or a poisonous plant. (A.) And

Z 4tit j. J L 3bi 15 [Thuat was like
the diseae called ;n.l in the uppermost part of
the breast]: a prov., applied to the case of a man
whom one imagines to be a sincere friend, and
who proves to be an evident enemy: (TA :) or

;.I l 3 JZ CoL lie was like the ., &c.,
a disease in the jL-., whichl does not quit the
patient externally, and hurts him internally: said
by him to whom you complain of one whom you

imagined to be a sincere friend, and whose affec-

tion was outward, when his deceit has become

manifest. (Meyd.) - a is also the n. un. of

i; [q. v.]. (Fr, AHn.)

a~lt: see the next preceding paragraph;

It is also the n. un. of . [q.v. voce e.A].
(Fr, AL.n.)

l A certain poisonous plant, (A, , TA,)

that kills the eater of it; u also C l. (TA.)
One says, t,c JI see AM-, in two places.

- Hence,] Ctl .W tA quiclk, or sudden,

death. (L.) See also t.i

t.: ~ a...
and 't t ; signify the same [i. e. Cut,

oririded, blethwiac; &c.: see 1]. (S, Myb, I,

TA.) You say 5i L [for

meaning t [Musk of trhidc the follicle, or vesicle,
is] ripped open. (A. [It is there said to be
tropical: but see 1.]). Both are [also] applied
to an animal, (Mqb,) or a sheep or goat, (TA,)
[or an animal of the ox-kind, and a sheep or goat,
and the like, (sce 1,)] as meaning Slaughtered, in
the manner described in tah first paragraph of

this art.: (TA :) the fem. of is withl: (3 ,

TA: [see '4,I1 below ]) but .,1 is used as a

fem. epithet without the addition of ;: you ay
.t as well a c..i j,b, because b is

an instance of the measure j in the sense of

the mesure I,a; though you say A ;t

also; and in like manner 1U3: the pl. [of ] is

U: and -j and [that of i.p is) is .

(TA.) Aboo-Dhu-eyb says, describing wine,

0 19 a 1t tl ' jX' . ---0 

meaning ;. 5c Mt,eI, i.e. [ One would call it the

blood of the external jugular ein,] for which it
had been slit [to let it flow]. (AAF, TA.) And
again lie says,

a

[app. meaning And many a bevy of twomen rubbed
over with perfume compounded with m ffron, as
though it were the blood of gazelles, the gazelles
whereof had been slaughteled in the upper parts
of the breasts]: he applies -t, as an epithet to

*.., meaning 4;3l rd; and he applies it as an
epithet to a pl. n. tecause it is of the measure

bJi [in the sense of the measure J,~], for

such an epithet is applicable to mase. and femrn.
and sing. and pl. nouns. (TA.)_ -. also

signifies An animal that is fit, or ltolper, to be
slaugelatered as a acrifice: (ISk, g, ]:) [or that
is destined, or prepred,for sacrijice; i.e., an

intended victim; like Ct; as appears from the

fact that] 4JI is t a surname of Iamd'eel, or

Ixh,nael; (K,* TA;) for, accord. to some [or
rather the generality] of thdie Muslims, he was the
son whoin Ablraham designed to sacrifice, though

others say it was Isaac: (TA:) and 'I' Cl

'>_WJ-I occurs in a trad. [as said by Moiammad,
meaning t I am the son of the tmo 'ntended'
victims; namely, Ism4'cel and 'Abd-Allah] ; for
'Abd-El-Muttalib incurred the obligation to sacri-
fice his son 'Abd-Allah, the father of the Prophet,
by reason of a vow, and ransomed lhim with a
hundred camels. (Q,* TA.) - Also A slain
man. (A.)

°a.~, and its pl. 5t·l: ace 5, in three
places.

[cttl One wrhoe ocatpation, or habit, is that

ofsklughtcring sheep or the like. - And, in the
present day, t An executioner.]

41 (T, ., ]g) and sometimes t tw, without
teshdeed, (T, Ig,) the former the more common,
(T, Ig,) but disallowed by AHeyth, who holds it

to be one of the words of the measure JL.
denoting diseases, (TA,) t Cracks in the inner
[i.e. lower] sides of the toes, (g, 1, TA,) next the
fore part of the foot: (TA:) or a cut across the
inner sides of the toes: (Ibn-Buzurj, T:) or a
crack in the inner side, or sole, of the.foot:

(IAlr, TA voce i':) pl. .). (TA.) Hence

the saying, 1 t [r3 ere is not
in the tray of its attainment a thorn nor are

I
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there anry cracks in the inner tides of the toes, h&c.:
see also ;4;]. (8, TA.)

¢li [act part. n. of 1]. e4il l, (., i',)

or .tiJI1 ., (so in one copy of the 8,) t Two

bright stars, between which is the space of a cubit

(t. b), over against one of rwhich (~lj .

'd) is a mall star that, lby rea.qon of its near-
wen, is as though it [app. meaning the brigliL
star, or the pair of bright stars,] were about to
daughter it; (8, 1 ;) whenec the appellation of
C.,IJJ: (8:) the two stars [a and 1] which are

in one of the horns of Cap'icornus; so called
because of the small adjacent star, which is said
to be the sheep or goat (;i1) of CldlS, which he

iq about to slaughlter: (]gzw:) it is one of the
Mansions of the Moon; (8, ]zw;) [namely,
the Twenty.second Mansion: see also art. :
some give this appellation to the Tventy-third
Alfansion: and some, to the Twen*tyfifih ; but
the two stars above mentioned are clearly the
Twenty-second, with the place of which they

agree accord. to those wlho make <J! to signify
"the aurorul rising" anal those who make it to
signify " the auroral setting :" see ,1 3u, in

art. j;.] The Arabs [used to] say, " I'

5ttW ,m1. tl."U t[IV/Vcn clJJl rises au-
ro ally, t/e barlker enters, or betakes itMelf to, its
hole: the period of its auroral rising, in Central
Arabia, about the commencement of the era of
the Flight, being the 16th of January, O.S.].
(TA.) - A mnark mnade w,ith a hot iron acros
the throat: or t the instrament wtrith which it is
madel. (L, K.) - t lIair growring betwreen tih
IMrt imm7nediately beneath the lower jam and the
part [tf the throatJ in trhich an animal is
dlaughtered. (}.)

~.~11, of the measure J.l. in the sense of the

measure Wa~, [with ; affixed because the
quality of a subst. is predominant in it,] Any
animal whitch it is allowable to slaughter, of
canels, and bulls or cows, and sheep or goats, .c.
(TA.)

....
C., The place of [the sltughter termed]

.UlI: (K:) i. e. the place, or spot of ground,

wrhere CI is performed: and the part *f the

throat which is the place of C..tl, which is that
below the part beneath the lower jaw; (MF,
TA;) or the tAIA [i.e. I.windllipe]. (Meb.)
S The chancel of a chlurchl; i.e. the ptrt of a
chur'ch that is like tht ,1i'. of a mosque:

(A,' /,* Myb :) pl. 'l.L: (A, Msb, ]K :) the

*.L are the .. (S, A, J) of the Chris-
tians; (A;) so called because of the oblations
(to*9) tlicre offered; (S, TA;) the ,.;
(I, TA) in churches, pl. of j-A- -; said to be
the same as the ,. .j.: (TA:) and thle places,
(A,) or chambers, (Q,) of the books of the Chlris-
tians. (A, ]4.) - t A trench (S, A, J) in the
earth, measuring a span or the like [in nidlth],
(M, K,) muh as is made lby a torrent: (8, A :)
the channel of a torrent in the lone,r part of the

face of a mountain, or in a plain depressed tract,
in midth equal to the rpace measured by the
extension of the thumb and first finger or little
finger; and sometimes it is a natural trench in a
plain tract of land, like a river, in which flows
the nater of that land: it is in aU descriptions
of land; in vaUleys 4c., and in depressed tracts:
(L:) and a kind of rime; as though it clave
[the earth] or were cleft: (TA:) pl. elU*.

(A, A,L) You say, d! ,jl ' jl ' 
t [Tlhe torrent left in the ground trenches about a
pan wide]. (8.)

C~j A kniJfe with which [the slaughter
termed;] ,1 is performed: (Mb :) or a thing

with which an animal is slaughtered in the manner
ternmed d, (T, K,*) whether it be a knife or

some other thing. (T.)

Y.J-s: se -· ._[Hence,] t Clea,orpure;

not requiring to be slaughtered; [as though it
had been already slaughtered;] an epithet applied
in a trad. to everything in the sea. (TA.)_
See also 1, last sentence.

1. .l, (T, S, M, A, K,) aor. · (T, 8, M, ]~)
and , (, M, C,)inf. n.,· ; (M,A,K;) and
*,~, (M, A,) inf. n. ~.3; ( g;) H'e wrote
(A 'Obeyd, T, S, M, A, 1K) a writing, or a book;
(A'Obeyd, T, S, M, A;) like jj: (A'Obeyd,
T, 8 :) or both signify, (M,) or the former signi-
fies also, (]g,) hc Iminted, or dotted, (M, /,) it:
(M:) or (M, but in the L1 "and,") he read it, or
recited it, (IAir, T, M, ],*) with a low, or
fitint, voice; (M, ;) or easily; (M, A, each in
relation to both verbs;) or quickly: (K:) all of

the dial. of lHudheyL (M.) You say, .. !l 1
ja:Jl 't. I lHow well he recite poetry, or thit

poetry, (1, TA,) without haltingb or hesitating,

therein! (TA.) And .. 60~ *j t '"'L
1Iow .rell he readx, or recites, tihe book, or tlhe
writing, without pautsing therein! (A.) And
., (IApr, Th, T, M, IC,) aor. -, inf. n. and

ij;t, He knew, or learned, a tradition, well,
soundly, or thoroughly; " from him: (IAr,
Th, T:) or he understood it: (M, g:) and he
undlerstood, and knew, or learned, well, soundlly,
or thoroughly, a writing, or a book. (TA.)
[See 2 in art. 0.), last sentence.] Accord. to
some,jH signifies Understanding, and knowleydge;
(T;) knowledge of a thing, and understanding
thereof; (g,* TA;) as also 'v [another inf. n.]:
(TA:) or JM signifies undlerstanding wvith know-
ledge of a thing. (M.) It is said in a trad., of

the people of Paradise, di , ' I.' .,,
(T, TA,) i. e. Of them is he weho has no under-
standing: (TA:) or, accord. to IAr, it means
he who has no tongue nwith which to speak, by
reason of his weakness. (T.) - And Is, aor.:,
(g,) inf. n. aj~, (so in some copies of the ],)
or ;3j/, (so in other copies of the 1,, and accord.
to the TA,) Ie looked, and did so well. (K,*
TA.) ~m. He was angry: (T, :) so accord.

to IAsr: (T, TA:) [but SM says,] were it not
set down on his authority, I should say that it is a
mistranscription forjij. (TA.)

2: see 1, in two places.

A writing, (Ay, T, K,) in the dial. of
TIimyer, written upon ( or leafleu paln-
sticks, or the lowner portions of palm-sticku, upon
which no /larea have grown]: (g :) and i.y.

as. [a piec of paper, or skin, upon whichl
omething is n~itten; or a writing, or book]:
(J:) pl. ;.e. (Ay, T, ]p) - % (M,A,)
or t? , like; *, (1C,) A writing, or book, easy
to be read: (A,C:) or ., in this phrase is an
inf. i. used in the place of the pas part. n.
t3,; [which signifies written; or pointed; or
read, or recited, with a low, or faint, voice, -or
easily, &c.]. (M.) ~ Also A mountain; in the
Abyssinian language: so accord. to one reading,
but accord. to another reading j,), in a trad.
cited in art. M). (TA.)

,: ece the next preceding paragraph.

,j 1 Knowing, or larning, well, sound/ly, or
thoroughldy, a matter of science or knowledge.
(lAr, T, V.)

A reed-pen; likej . (TA.)

.#~ A garment, or piece of cloth, figured
with marka reembling writing, or otlerrins;
syn. ~. : (M, I]p:) of the dial. of El-Yemen.
(M.)

1L: seeo .

lj.k, occurring in a tad., is explained by
lAth as meaning Going away; if it be not a
mistranseription [for wl,a, which seems to be
probably the case]. (TA.)

L 4;, (T, S,M, sf,b, .K,) aor. ' inf. n. .Jt
and jW1; (8, M, Myb, J;) and 3 ; (S, gh,
I ;) said of a branch, (T,) or a herb, (8,) or a
plant, (M, ],) or a thing, (Mqb,) It withered;
i. e., lost its moisture; (Mb;) or became thin, or
unsubstantial, after being succulent; (M;) i.q.
5p-. (8, 1.) And in like manner it is said of

a man: (M:) or ;.)j [in relation to a human
being] signifies the drying up by reason of tht
lo~ of the beauty, or goodlineu, of youtht. (Iyam
p. 478.) And said of a horse, (., g,) inf. n.
3.), (TA,) HIe wa, or became, lean, or light of
Jfleh; slender and lean; or lean, and lank in the
belly. (S, k.) You say also, ;j ,;l, inf. n.
Ow, (T, TA) and M, May hit mouth, and his
salira, or spittle, dry lup. (TA.) And J--- 
V ;.~, (M, g, [in the Cl, erroneously, LS,])

i.e. [Wlhat aileth him?] may his stoch (.LI)
wither: meaning his body and his Jfleh: or, as
some say, me,ay hit marriage, or coition, be in-
eftectual: (M,TA:) said in reviling: (TA:) as
also ,J; k;. (TA in art. 00.) One says also,
in reviling, (TA,) t a. Q, [and Iv4. i.e.
May a calamity, or miCfortune, befall them: or]
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may they poeri. (T, TA.) And ,6t3 
[app. a mistranscription for t e.4 AKMay
calamities, or mitfortunes, befaUll hinm]. '(TA.)
And V ;j1 2;j (T, TA) and j; (T) May a
calamity, or misfortune, befall him. (TA.) [See
the latter part of the first paragraph of art. Js.]

4. t It (the heat, ?, TA) rithered it;
(namely, a herb &c.L], ?;) caused it to wither,

or lo its moisture; syn. .l$1; (,OIg,TA;)
rendrd it J#1. (TA.) - And t11 J ;

;1S nThe mind twists, wreathes, or contorts, the

things. (TA.)

8 J;U It became twitted, wreathed, or con-

torted. (TA.) One says, ;.i ijAI ;43
The she-camel twisted, or contorted, her tail.
(TA.) - [It occurs in the ], in art. .i, said of
a branch, or twig, app. u meaning It inclined
limberly from side to side: but in the M and L,
I there find in its place JUJ3.] - ;43 he (a
woman), being thin, or dender, twalked in the
manner of men: (M, 1] :) or she walked with an
elegant and a proud and yelf-conceited gait,
with an affected inclining of the bodyfrom ride
to side. (Ibn-'Abbid, V.) ~ Also lIe (a man)
threw off [all] his garmrnts, eceept one. (TA.)

34t The prime, orfirst part, or the briLnes,

lielinea, or sprightlines , ( e,) ofyouth. (Ibn-
'Abbd, TA.).-.J;j . : see .rAccord.
to A4, one sa ys lj J3, and tJIj ?Jt,
meaning [Deep] abasement or ignominy: and
accord. to IA4r, (T,) t * J,, meaning

revre brearment. (T,.) 9j 4;j, (M,

],) or 1.6 v '*;, (M,) is a formr of impreca-
tion [but app. not intended as such, lit. meaning
May God send upon such a one deep abasement
or ignominy, or rsvers bereavement]: (M, 1:)

and one says also )I;j j, (]g,) or V 1 ti,
(M,) meaning [likewise deep] abasement or
ig~ iny, (TA,) or severe bereavement. (M,

TA.) [See also J4 and j-~;.] Also [Tur-
tlhesll, or tortoisehell;] the back, (JApr, ,
M9b,) or skin, (M,j,) [meaning shell,] of tie
sea-tortoise [or turtle], (IAyr, 9, M, M9hl, g,) or
oJ the land-tortois, (M, 1,) of whicd are made
combs, (IA#r, TA,) and, as some say, signet-rings
k&., (TA,) or of which bracelets are made: ( :)
or the bones of tAe back of a certain marine beast,
of which are made, (M,] ,) by women, (M,)
bracelets (M, V) and combs; and the combing
mAhereith removes nitl and the scurf of the hair:
(] :) or horns of which are made [the bracelets,

or anklets, callUd] A : (En-Nadr, TA:) or a
certain thing [or substance] resembling ivory:
(Mgb:) Th citee a poet as using the phrase

°s;!i;1 ;i., forming the pI. of Jt3 with I and
,; but accord. to the citation of IAr, the word

in this instance is ~. 1I. (M.)

J41: see the next preceding paragraph, in
four places.

X;i A piec of camel' or similar dug : (M,
4:) because of its drying up. (M.)..And

A wtithering wind. (M, ].) Dhu-r-Rummeh
says,

1*A L, Su. L___ . ;.L 
-a

[Abodes of which evcry sithering rvind had
effaced the traces after they had been seen by
us]. (M.)

.i' A woman whose lip is dry. (0, :.')

~j : see JIt1. .. Also Ulcers that come forth
in the ride and penetrate into the inside; (1 ;)
i. q. &lt ; and so Jl;, with . (IApr, T.)

j;j A calamity, or misfortune; (T, TA;) as
also ' 3J and t L3: (Ibn-'Abbad, TA:) see

1. [See also 'iti, in the first paragraph, and
below.]

s3d: see mJk, in three places: and 3,^.

J Ti (T, M, 1) and ;li (T, 1) A wick
(T, S, M, ) that is lighted, (M,) or mwith
wrrhich a lamp is lighted, or trimmned: (T:)

or £iA signifies a wick of whichl a portion is
burnt: (Iam p. 81:) pl. [or coll. gen. n.] 1 Jt/

and V J9 . (T, K, TA.) [Sec an ex. in a verse
cited voce Ja.I.]

"a4J and [its pl.] j.t; [or this is pl. of Jg
or j w.]: see 1.

w, see 1 .

tl jr Withering, or withered; losing, or haring

lost, its moisture. (TA.) - Spear-shafts (W)
slender, and of which the kJ. [or ezterior part]

adhers [firmly]: (M, K :* [for J1i.l J, 9, in
the R1, I read 4l j ), as in the M:]) pl.

J4t and Ji. (M, K.)- Lean, or emaciated:
(yam p. 788.) _ See also ~J3, in four places.

1: see

j._ (S., Mgh, Msb, K) nnd tj' . (Msb)
Rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite; or con-
cealment of enmity, and violent hatred, in the
heart; or retention of enmity in the heart, nrith
watchfulness for an opportunity to indulge it or

weercisce it; syn. Uj.: (S, Mgh, M.sb, 1 :) and
[simply] enmity: (, RK:) or bloodl-rerenge; or
retaliation of murder or homicide; or a seeking
to rvewnge, or avenge, or retaliate, blood; syn.

;t: or a desire, or seeking, for retaliation of a
crime or of enmity: (K:) pl. (of the former)
Jjm. (S, Mgh, Msb, K) and (of the latter, Myb)

0Jl.1. (Mgh, Msb, K].) One says, ~ ,...l,

meaning !jC [i. e. He tought to obtain his blood-
revenge, or retaliation]. (S, Msb.) And o,,
,,y." [He owes me nmy blood-revenge], meaning
he is the slayer of my relation. (A in art. jU.)
[See also a verse of Lebeed cited as an ex. of the
preposition .r.]

S.i: see the preceding paragraph.

1. ,,_, aor.:, (9, Msb, K, d&c.,) inf. n. V;,
(], ],) or this is a simple subst., and the inf. n. id

,ij; (Mgb ;) and V ;I!, (8, A, Myb, ],,) of the

measure Jib, (S, Mb,) originally ;.$I, the
; being changed into ), and the 3 being incor-

porated into it; and some ofthe Arabs sy saty, ,
which is allowable; but the former is moro com-
mon; (Zj;) He hoarded it, treasured it, or laid
it upfor the future; reposited it, or stored it, in
secret; (A;) or he prepared it, or provided it;
(Mb ;) for a time of need: (A, Mb :) or he
chose it, or selected it, and (so in ome copies of the
.K and in the TA, but in other copies of the 1( "or ')
took it for kimsdf, or prepared it. (]..) Some
have made a distinction between MS and &,,
saying that the former relates to the world to

come, and the latter to the present world; but
this is a manifest mistake. (MP and others.) 

I.' dr; 4i jd ).) tHe reserved, or
preserved,for himuelf [a good story, or the like].

(TA.) --. ,. * s: [(He (a hlorse) resrved
som;ewhat of his run, i. e., power of running, or
was sparing of it, for the time of need]. (M in

art. ey.) [See also below.] - * L j"
v tj,m.J ? [Such a one don not treasure in

his heart good advice]. (A, TA.)

8. .t! and --;: see 1, in three places.

6.l: see 1: -and see the next paragraph, in
two places.

~ is ($, A, M.b, K) and V;I (A, Mqb, K)
A thing hoarded, treasured, or laid up; reposited,
or stored, in secret; (A;) or prepared, or provided;
(Mb ;) for a time of need: (A, Mb :) or taken
for one's self, or prepared: (] :) pl. of the

former, ,l.; (, A, A,Mb;) and ofthe latter,; J.3.
(Mob, XC) - You say, XI . &t V 5J 45C Jaa..
and D... ! [lie made his wealth to be a store in
the ha;nds of God, by applying it to pious uses].

(A.) - And t '.1 * 1 0G, t[rThe works of
the believer are things laid .p for the tine of
need, i. c. the day of resurrection]. (A.)

.t.l t Fat; as an epithet. (AA, K~.)

e a
jwl. [A hind of sweet ruh; junus odoraetus;

or schatoenanthum;] a certain plant, (S, Mgh, Msb,)

or herb, (5,) well known, (Msb,) in form re-
sembling the ejs. [or papyrus-plant], (Mgh,)
sweet-smelling, (]g,) or of pungent odour; (Mgh,
1Msb;) which, when it dries, becomes white; (Msb;)
used for roofing houses, owr the wood, and for
graves: (TA:) it has a root hidden in the ground,
slender, pungent in odour; and is like the straight
stalks of the 9~b [or papyru-plant], save that
it is wider, and maller in the ..,A [which
means either the joint or the internodalportions];
and it has afruit resmblig the brooms of reed,
but more seder, and smaller: it is ground, and
is an ingredient in perfumes: it grows in rugged

1
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and in smooth grounds; but seldom does more
than one groam on the same spot: wrhen it drie, it
becomes w.hits: (Aln :) 'Iy64 asserts that its . is
a radical letter; but this is a mistake: (MF:) the

c' *
n. un. is i;j.; ( ;) which is applied to a single
plant, (AI.In,) or to a single fascicle thercof.
(Mgh.)

I The [Ipart of the intestines called]

(TA:) [its pl.] ,I..i is also explained as signi-
fying the intestines; and bellies; ($, I;) and
reins: (]f:) or the lower part of the belili: (AV,
I :) or the parts of the inside of a beast in which
he stores his fodder and water. (A.) You say

.,i A OjLs* ! Such a one filed thi lower parts--- 3, 1 5..n I' o
of his belly. (A:.) And ttt.4. 141jj ;..

I The beast satiated itself (TA.) And ,,

.pU,a: fi£e became satiated. (A.) And '

a,14 U1 > 1;sW [Ile filled his heatrt trith
enmity towards us]. (A.)

.~.~r, or j , (accord. to different copies of
thle I,) t A horse that rsesre-es his run; expl. by
*,a_J .j.Ii: (AO, If, TA:) [Freytng's reading

of for ,so or ,o , and his proposed

emendation, of .sl for !1, both taken from
the Tif, but neither found by me in any copy of

the IK, nre evidently wrong: see ,3.~ '.p j1,

above:] atsuchll is the P , a horse "that will
not give wlat he lhas without the whip: the fem.
is with ;. (TA.)

1. ;I, (T, S, M, A, &c,) nor. , (?, M, Msb,)

inf. n. j, (8, M, K, &c.,) He sprinkled, or
rattered, salt (T,' ., A, Msb, 1K) upon flesh-

mneat, and pepper upon a mess of crumbled bread
with brothi, (A,) and a medicament (S, A) into
the eye, (A,) and grain (., A, 10) upon the
ground, (A,) &c.; (T, Mob, K;) as also t?j- ,
inf. n. ;5j: (i :) he took a thiing with the ends
of his fingers and sprinkled it upon a thing. (M.)

You say, ~s .S, (TA,) and jJU e:c ,

nor. ', (M, TA,) inf. n. 33, (If, TA,) Hie put the
medicament called jjj3 into hit eye. (M, * ,*
TA.) - Also, (A,) inf. n. as above, (.K) He

spread. (A, 1g.) Yousay, #,?l )r;; .l Iisj
; God spread his servants, or ,nankind, npon the

earth. (M,* A.) Whence the word F3. (M,

TA.) - And zJI - Thte ground put

.forth the plant, or plants. (K.) ,(T, (, 8, M,
15, &c.,~ nor. :, [contr. to analogy,] (T, M,)
inf. n. J3l, (M,) It (a herb, or legruminous
plant,) came up, or forth, (IAlr, AZ, T, S, ]f,)
from the groend: (AZ, 8:) or it (a herb, or
leguminous plant, and a horn,) began to come
Jbrth; lut.forth the 7smallest p)ortion of itself

(A.) -- L11 .J., (T, 8, M, K,) aor. :, inf. n.

j,3, (., M,) 1 Tiles sun rose; (., M, 1 ;) and
appeared: (M:) or began to rise: t~J. is when
its light first falls upon the earth and trees:

(T, TA :) and j.> '> 3, nor. a:,d inf. n. as

above, t The upper limb of the sun rose: (Mb :)

or began to rise. (A, TA.) ~' is also syn. with

;.j. [app. as meaning lis flesh became con-
tracted, shrunk, or rvrinkled]. (J.) _ Also,
(T, If,) aor. :, contr. to analogy, (1i,) unless

j be for;j, (MF,) said of a man, Tle fore part
of his &ehad became wnhite, or hoary. (T, I.)

3. ,l31, (nor. jJi, 8,) irf. n. SjlJ. and ;13 ,
AShe (a camel) became evil in her disposition.
(Fr, 8, I.) Hence the saying of goteiih, sa-
tirizing Ez-ZibrilfAn, and praising the family of
Shemmfs Ibn-LAy,

* . sJ1 ._ii, , *.

i. e. [And thou mast like her who has a stuffed
skin of a young camel made for her and placed
near her that sl,e may incline to it and yield her
milk,] that has inclined to the young one of
another; [and on that account desires its distance
fiom her, and severs herself from it:] in the 
we filld, for 1, jJJ1; and for *j~, b;; but
the former are the correct readings: .j13 is a

contraction of .:.1l: or, accord. to some, it is for
:.11: see art. j1i. (IB and TA.) - One says

also, it* CO & , meaning t In such a one is
aversion, arining from anger, like that of a she-
camel: (AZ, .:) or anger and aversion (Th, M,
1, TA) and disapprobation. (TlI, TA )

R. Q. 1. .j3: see 1, first sentence.

3 The young ones [or grubs] of ants: (M, A,
Msb, ] :) accord. to Th, (M, TA,) one hundred
of them weigh one barley-corn: (M, 1 :) or,
accord. to En-Neysabooree, [who pelhaps held

i to signify ant's eggJ,] seventy of them weigh a
gnat's wing, and seventy gnat's wings weigh one
grain: (MF:) or the smallest of ants: (f:) or
small red ants: (TA:) or it signifies, (TA,) or
signifies also, (A,) the motes that are seen in a
ray of the sun that enters through an aperture:
(A, T'A :) as though they were particles of a

thing sprinkled: and in like manner J1II ~1i
[minute particles of gold]: (A:) the sing., (S,)

or [rather] n. un., (Msb, KI,) is 3j, (S, M, Msb,

·K,) [of which the pl. is .~lj.] [See an cx., from
the Kur x. 02, voce JLd..] - See also Z.j.

;j~ A thing sprinkled: (M:) a dry medica-
ment, (T, TA,) such as is sprinkled in tithes eye,
(T, A, I5,) and upon a mound, or sore: (T, TA:)
or a hind of 41 [q. v.]. [Har p. 86.) - See
also ;3.

oj;l lVhat falls about, (M, A, 15,) of perfume,
nIcen one sprinkles it, (A,) or of .'j, (1f, TA,)
or qf trhat is sprinkled. (M, and so accord. to
tle C.K.)

oj~i. (S, A, Msb, K1) and *nj 8 (S, Msb, K)
A kind of perfume, (Meb, 1g,) the particles of the

L! 4.II ; [or calamus aromaticus, also called

. .I .,, q.v., in art. ,.], (T, M, A,

Mqb,) which is brought fron India, (A, Mqb,)
and resemble the reeds of whrolich arrows are
made: (T, A, Mb :) its internodal portions are
filled with a owhite substance like spider~' ebts;
and rohen pon,liered, it is a perfume, inclining to
yellowne and nhitences: (8gh, Mqb:) or, as
some say, it is a mnixed kind of perfunue: (TA:)
[but this, if correct, seems to be a second appli-

cation :] pl. of the latter, ;l. (S, I.)

LSq a rel. n. fiom 3, (T,) t The diverstifled
wary martks, str,eal, or grain, of a sword: (T, M,
A, 1f :) likened to the track of young ants.
(Mf, A.) It occurs in poetry, in which some read

tS.) [q. v.]. (M.) - And t A sword haring
much of such wavy marks, &c. (]g.)

33, (8, Msb, 1,) the most chaste form,

(Msb,) and ,i, (Myb, 9,) and ai, this last
without a sheddel to the j, (Msb,) [respecting
the derivation of which see art. jlb,] t Children,

or offJpring, (S, Mgh, MQb, 1g,) as also ft3 ,
(Msb,) of a man, (S, ]C,) [and of genii: see art.
lj,] male or female: (lAth:) little ones, or
young ones. (Mgh, Msb.) - Also : Progenitors,
or ancestors. (Msb, MF.) - Also t Women.
(Mghl, K.) - Used in a sing. as well as a pl.

sense. (Mgh, M9h, .) P. ;djl and (some-

times, M.b) Qjljj. (S, Mb, K.) [In the CI,

the latter pl., with the article, is ivritten jI,,
without a sheddeh to the L.' - For examples,
see art. 123.]

ii,J An instrument with whrich grain is
scattered. (1;.)

a -i
l~. A she-camel evil in disposition. (Fr, ~, .)

[See 3.]

1. I~,, (T, S, M, &c.,) aor.:, (M, M, Mqb, f,)
inf. n. 3j, (., M, Msb,) Hse (God) created, syn.

1L , (T, S, M, Msb, If,) .JI [the creation;
i.e. the things that are created]. (T, fM, M, b.)

@' 1 C C.. e 2 u b U, 3j, in the
gur [vil. 178]; means [And rerily] we hare
created [for HeUll manly of the jinn, or genii, and
of manhind]. (T.) He multiplied, or made

numwrous. (Ig.) g.ibj, in theo fur [xlii. 9],
means He multiplieth you thereby; i. e., by
making of you, and of the cattle, pairs, males and
females: so says Zj; and Fr says the like; and
this is a correct explanation. (T.) - Also,
(~, M, I,) and so It,, (TA,) lie owred land:
(, M, g, TA:) but the latter verb is said to be

the more chaste. (MF.) _ His teeth fell
out from hit mouth; (g, TA;) as also ji and
U., without .: (TA:) but the most chaste is

said to be without .: wj, with ., is said to be of
weak authority, or a mispronunciation. (MF.) -

IS 'iM }) or .a8 , (,) aor.:, (i;,)

inf. n. 133; (, M, 0 ;) and 13j, ( a, K,) aor.:;

(1 ;) and oj, ar. *; (1tr, TA;) His hair
becamnc rhite, or hoary, in the fore part of his
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lend: (.:) or he had whiteness intermixed with
blarness in the hai,r of his head: (M:) or hit
Aair berame white, or hoary: ( :) or he began
to become white, or hoary, (M, ]K,) in the fore
part of his head, (K,) or in the upper part of
each side of the head. (A, TA.) The epithet is

t 1 ;;1 ; fem. ':Ij. (., M, V. [In some copies of

the ], 1jj is erroneously put for :1j.])

4. lj3l lIe angered him; provokehad him to
anger. (T, M, JI.) _- t 11. Jlie incited
him agains hUi companion. (Az, T.) And #;'1

He incited him, or urged him, to do, or

attempt, the thing. (M, g.) And IjS .I l .il
lie constrained him, or compelled him, to have
recourse to, or to do, such a thing. (P, TA.)

A'ObVd mentions kS51;, without .; but 'Aloe
Ibn-]amzeh asserts that this is incorrect. (M.)

.r &
- 11. 151 He, or it, made tears to flow.

(g,* TA.) - And .Ij1 lie frightened him.

(M, ]g.) t;)I She (a camel) excerned (;Jj)
the milh (M, I, TA) from [app. a mistake for

into] her udder: a dial. var. of IJ;.Il [q. v.].
(TA.) The epithet applied to the site-camel so
doing is t :£. (M, I.)

:;j The ect of creating; inf. n. of ;i. (., M,
Mlb.) - [And used in the sense of the pss.
part. n. of that verb; and alike as sing. and pl.

becauso orinally an in£ n.] 4 5, (6, S,
TA,) [for Ui :;j,] related as occurring in a trad.

(., TA) of 'Omar, (TA,) means Created [i.e.
destined] for the fire [of Hell]: (8, ], TA:)

but as some relate it, the phrase ies jIt i,
meaning [either "the children of the fire;" agree-
nably with what next follows, or] " to be scattered
in the fire." (., TA.) - Also The numher of

[ones] offaprinfg: one says, i.ii al ,ij May
Otdl ineswase [the number of] thine ofpri~g;

a,, nlso i.. (T.) - Somerhat; (M, ] ;) as
in the saying, i ) uo [Somewhat of

news, or information, reached me, or camu to my
knowledge]: (g, TA:) or p sme.
rhat of good]: (so in some copies of the g and
M :) thbus o. is written by IAth: in some copies
of the ], :., with hlamm: (TA:) or :.) here
means a little; and "1~ is a dial. var. thereof.
(M in art. j,.) Also A little of what is said.
(TA.) A thing intervening as a separation or
an obstacle: so in the saying, : ·,j l:; i
[There is not anylhing intervening &c. beteCen
ts and him, or it]. (/~,0 TA.)

ise: see what next follows.

;1.1 (8, M, ]) and V 1tj, ($,) the latter an
iif. n. (M, [see 1,]) the former a simple sulbt.,
($,) Whitenss, oi hoariness, in the fore part of
the head: (. :) or whiteess intermised with
bli ckhnae in the hair of tAe head: (M:) or white-
ness, or hoarineus, of the hair: (g :) or the
beginninw of whitener or hoariness (M, O) in the
fore part of the head, (],) or in the upper part
of each side of the head. (A, TA.)

.5I and &51l Intensely white salt: (8, M,
K :) derived from 3;1: one should not say

.jl;1; (8, 1;) for this is a vulgarism: some
pronounce it with the unpointed S. (TA.)

') Sown seed. (S, M, ].)

. (T, , M, Mgll, ) and .A (M, K) and
kj, (K,) [or w, without a sheddeh to the ,
accord. to the Msb in art.. ,] always pronounced
by the Arabs without .: (S:) accord. to some,
(TA,) from iJI ; (M, TA;) so says Th; (M;)

the measure of the first being aJ_aia or ;if4 ; [so
that it is originally .Sjl or . j;] (TA ;) but the 
is suppressed because of frequency of usage: (M :)

accord. to others, from jJl, signifying " the act of'
scattering;" because God scattered tlho upon the

carth; and the measure is i.a or ;J a, [if the

latter,] the word being originally iU;, the last
j being changed into LS, in a manner similar to

the case of ,i!UJI i..U [in which %.;-;a
becomes ; and then i; so that oj

becomes S.)1 and then 4,]: (TA:) Cltildren,
or offspring, (T, S, Mgh, .K,) of a m.n, and used
as a sing. also, (M-h,) or of men and of jinn, or

genii: (S, ] :) pl. ([ c (sco art. ) and some-
times] jt.j. (S..) Hence, JjI CC ,._ r

h;L [in the lFur iii. 33, meaning Give i,n,
from itee, a good offspring]. (Mgh.) And in a

tra.L of Ibn-'Omar, aQ,1 Jf jL means
And he put mn anmong the little ones, or young
ones. (Mgh.) - It is also applied to signify
Progenitors: as in the saying, in the C'ur

[xxxvi. 41], Ci3atv1 'I u; Uje
[lve carried their progenitors in the laden ark].
(T.) - And' it is used also to signify Women;
[because they are the sources of offspring ;] (T,
Mgh, TA ;) like as 'k~ is sed to signify "rain :"

(TA:) as in the saying of 'Omar, a1Ut ~1q.
[Perform ye tes pilgrimage rvith the women].
(T, Mgh, TA. [See his saying in full, voce

4])

jtSJMI an epithet applied to God, nTe Creator.

(T.)

1t1; fem. aicj: see 1, last sentence. Applied to
a ram, HIaving whiteness in the head; (M, ]g;)
and so the fem. applied to a ewe: (M:) or havoinl
the ears variegated, or speckled, with black and
white, and the rest black: (]:) or it has this
latter meaning when applied to a horse, and to a
kid; and so the fem. applied to a female kid,
(;, O,) or to a she-goat: (M :) and is inot applied
to the sheep-kind. (S, O.)

·; S,: see 4, last sentence.

3"T

1. ,jj, nor. , inf. n. rSo (M, A, Msb,)

and k(), (.,* M, A, K,) said of a sword, and a
spear-head, (A,) or of a thing (M, Mqb) of any

[Boox I.

kind, (M,) It was, or became, sharp, ($,* M, A,
Msb, .(,) and cutting, or penetrating: (Mb :) or,
said of a sword, and of a spear-head, it signifies
[or signifies also] it was steeped in, or imbued
with, poison. (A.). - l'C ,,,J, aor. as above,
[and so the inf. n.], His ton.g;e was, or became,
sharp [properly speaking, i. e. sharp in the ex-
treemity: (see .9):) and also tropically, i.e.,
in a good sense, as meaning tchaste, or eloquent;
wvithout barbarousness, or vitiousnes, or impedi-
ment: and in a bad sense, as meaning tprofut e
of speech; or clamorous: bad, or corrupt: foul,
unseemly, or obsc]: he cared not what he said.
(TA.) [For]) ,rj (, M, A, TA) and ~Jli (S,
A, TA) signify Sharl,nes of the tongue [properly
speaking, or, as is said in the A, tropically]:
(S, M, A, TA:) and thle former, (TA,) or the
latter, (Msb,) [or each.] metaphorically, (TA,)
!chasten,ess, or eloquence, tllereof; (MIb,TA;)
without barbarousness, or ritiouncss, or imnpedi.
ment; a quality approved: and I profuseneu, or
clamnorousness, thereof; a quality disapproved:
(TA:) and the former, [or each,] t badness, or
corruptness, thereof: (M,1;:) and the former,
(AZ, S, M, K,) or the latter, (Msb,) or each, (A,)
4.foulncss, or obscenity, thereof: (AZ, S, M, A,
M9 b, K:) and the pl. of the formner [used as n
simple subst.] is d,l4l. (AZ, IAair, , M, ].)
A poet says, (Q,) namely, allrammee Ibn-'.mir
EI-Asadee, (TA,)

.. J . . . ...
,.rIlji9l 1 ', 3 t;,

C, ." -,;~L1A .
!

$

* [And I have borne nwith you notwithstanding
your vices and evil actions, and harlvc lnomin inhat
is in you of .fJl, or obscene, qualities of the
tongue]; (AZ, S :) [or], . ,La (IAsr, M,
TA) means notlmithstanding wrhat is in you of
annoyance and enmnity: (TA :) but accord. to.Th,
lo said, g, pl. of ,. (M, TA.) [Accord.

to Z,] ., lil . means : In then are [qualities
that are] causes oferil, corruption, rrong, injn,ry,
or the like. (A.)--, su -, (T, , M,A,

AJMb.) aor.:, (S, MIsb,) inf. n. ,, (T, , MI,
.RIR, KI) anld 4l and aO,, (M, ].,) t lis
stomach wnes, or became, sharp, or /een, Iy
reason of hunger: (M; but only the first of the
inf. ns. of the verb in this sense, and not the verb
itself, is there mentioned:) [or] t his stomach was,
or became, in a good, or right, state: (]; but
only the inf. ns. of the verb in this sense, and in
the next, and not the verb itself, is there men-
tioned:) and also, (M, ],) * his stomach was, or
became, in a bad, or corrupt, state: (T, 8, M, A,
Mgb,l :) thus having two contr. significations.

(M, .) tJI j, (, M, A,) inf. n. '.-,

(., M, J,) Thie wound admitted not of cure:
(S, A:) or was, or becamr`, in a bad, or corrupt,
state, and wide, (M, ],) and admitted not of
cure: (M:) or .1o~ed with N.o [i.e. icAor

tinged with blood]. (M,V .).-- t ~,, inf. n.
1A, tKHi nose dripped; Ict fall drops. (M.)

P ,jl: see 2, in two places. [..Hence.,] %;j
I~).: I excited, or prooked, or ea~perated,]

1
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tch a one. (A.) And 4 zj l; . , i

t [app. Such a one makes a eparation between tu,
(see 4i.,) and eweites discord: ~L is perhaps

here used for j,4, to assimilate it to , ].
(A.)

B. ,;., (M, V,) inf n. Hn. ,L , (S,) e
darpeud (M, 1, 1) an iron instrument [such a
a sword and a spear-head &cc.]; (M;) as also
t.0ji, (M, M9b, 19,) aor. £, (M, L, M;b, TA,)
accord. to the ] :, but this is without any other
authority, and contr. to analogy, as neither its
third nor its second letter is a faucial, (TA,)
inf. n. . ); (M, M,b, TA;) and t .361. (KL)
Also, inf. n. as above, He poisoned a sword, i. e.
steped it in poison, and, mAen it as well stped,
took it forth and hrpened it; and t .. , like-
wise, is allowable. (T, TA.) The inf. n. also
signifies A woman's holding her infant in order
that it may satisfy its want [by evacution, as
the words in the explanation ('dl;a.. '. k")
commonly mean, not, as Freytag supposes, by
mscking]. (T, ].)

4. *,1: see 2. - Also t He became chaste in
speech, after having ben barbarou thAMin.
(lAqr, T in art. J4j, and TA.) - And t His
life became bad, or corrupt. (IAir, T in art. Jj,
and TA.)

.i6, (so in the CV and in a M8S copy of the
o,) or * .', (so accord. to the TA, [which is

followed by the T], and so in my MS copy of
the 18, but altered from ' , which I incline to
think the right reading,]) A shoemaker's
[a word well known as signifying his knife, with
which he cuts th leather, but here explained in
the TA a signifying his i with which he
se]. (i.)

-. , an irreg. pl. of 4,', q. v.

· , i,q L*. [i. e. A ean:lior; &c.]: (AZ, T:)
or so tjjl: and both signify a certain thing
that i sometiimes in the nech ofa human beng or
of a beast, like a pebble: or the former word
signifies a certain disease in thd liar, (1, TA,)

°S of qcre: (TA:) the pl. of the former is
.. , (],) or 'i], (AZ, T,) or this latter is pL of
1. (TA.)

,.oJ an inf. n. of ,j [q. v. paim]. (T, ~,

M, &dcc). ee also lt.: and see there a pl. or
a dual form, in three placea._Also tAn in-
curable diseas: (M,] :) [in the present day
applied to diarrAhaa; and this is app. meant by
what follows : a diase that attacks the stomach,
in conamqu of AicAh it doe not digest the
food; becoming in a bad, or conupt, state, and
Wot retaining the food. (L.) - And t Rsat.

,i, Sharp; (T, , M, 91 ;) applied to anything,
(, M,) s, for instance, a sword, (f,) or a spear
head; and so V,. L.: (T:) or this latter,
applied to a spe.hed [cc.], signifies sarpd;
(u;) as alwo t, : (T :) or 4'sv (A4TA)

Bk. I.

and t ;4 ((M, I) and C ; , (T, TA,)
applied to a sword (T,M,A, ) and a spear-
head, (A, TA,) signify or signif also] poisoned;
(A, V;) i e. ped in, or ibued with, poion,
(T, M, A, TA,) and then shap (T, M, TA.)

And ;,. means Sharp poiso (M, A.) A
rijiz says, (referring to cattle, TA,)

meaning [Upon which have crept insect resem-
bling ticks, that produce sweliys where Athey
creep,] sharp in stinging. (?.) _ .- i,
[properly signifies] A tongue sharp in' the z-
tremity. (M, TA.) Tropically, (A,) tA sharp
tongue; (I, A,TA;) as also Vt,.j: (TA:)
t a chaste, or an eloquent, tongue: (Mqb:) [and
ta profur, or clamorous, tongue: (see j:)]
and tafoul, or an obscene, tongue. (Mqb.) And

t- .Ji .t ha,rp intongue: (TA:) [tprofiue,
or clmorous, therdin; log-tonged: (see ., :)]

tbad, or corrupt, in tongue: (Abu-l-'Abbs [Th],
TA:) t wont to revile; (T;) foul, or obscene, in
tongue; (ISh,T, TA;) who cares not what Ah
says. (ISh, TA.) And s, alone, t Sharp.
tongued: and long-tongued, or clamorous; or
foul, or obscene, in tongue: (,* TA:) and so
3O, aCplied to a woman; (AZ, T, 8, A, M.eb ;*)
and t3: (AZ,T,, M, ]:) this last [is app.
a contraction of a3, and used by poetic license:
it] is applied by a r&jiz to his wife, (T, f,5) a
meaning bad, or corrupt, and unfaitAfuj to her
husband in respect of her .. ; or, accord. to Sh,
it mean long-togued; and foul, or obscene, in
speech: (T:) and t,;l. likewise, accord. to
8h, mamfoul, or obscene, in peech: (TA:) the
pl. of ,'.6 is c op, (],) which is irreg.; (TA;)
meaning tsharp; (M, ];) and tsha7 in tongue
[&ac]: (] :) and the pL of t'j i' ° (T, '
M.)-a ' ; t ,tA stomaci sharp or kAen,
by rson of h/ .: or +ti a good, or right,
state: (see ZJ.? ':) and also, the contr., i.e.]

a stomach in a bad, or corrupt, state. (M, TA.)
-- ' ~T. :A wound in a bad, or corrupt,
state, and wide, and not admitting of cure: or
flooing with . [i. e. ichor tinged with blood].

(M,TA.)-- 'oJLl.ji : A man of a bad, or
corr 7tp, natu;al doitioq (, TA.) See
also ;

k*: -see . :_ and ee also -,i in two
places.

,,,

U0:
a ,-
&:fi
,,,...
a*1- :

ee what next follows.

Wt tA vice,fault, defect, or the like; a also
t o. (V.) _ And A calamity, or misfortune;

(, M, v ;) from ,.JI1 ,j meaning " the wound
admitted not ofoure;" (e;)as also ., (, TA,)

or , (so accord. to the C¢,) and t 4 [tor

1ta ]. (TA.) El-Kumeyt ays, IW1, jl °

meaning t [Hde mote me, or ajlicted me,] idth
calamity, or misfortune: or ith il, or mio.
chief; and dicord, or disnsion; (T ;) also

*,dt , [in the form of a pl. applied to ratiornl
beings, a though denoting personifications],

(V, accord. to the TA,) or 1t. I [in the
dual form]; (so in the CV and in my MS oopy
of the V ;) which likewise means mith calamity,
or misfortune. (TA.) And l t ;; * 'i. and
v Xp,1 andt *p ,1I , [thus this lut iu written in
the TT as from the M,] meaning t [I (eperid
from him, or it,] calamity, or misfortune. (M.)

And t x..t ; jJ I t Evil, or mi/chuif and
discord, or dissrion, er cast among them, or
between them. (T.)

uo: see the next preceding paragraph.

oio Pon (Kr, M, A, V.)

A yeuow ~flo r: ( :) or yelow, applied
to a flower and to other things. (M.)

Lgo1 J_* Wool of idarbedn or Adhar.
bejdn or Adhra~den; for there are different
opinions respecting the orthography of this name:
(TA:) .l is a rel. n. from jtq.dl.: (I,
TA:) contr. to rule; for by rule it should be

e; or ~,. (IAth, TA.)

, 1 . The tongue: (] :) so called because of
its sharpness. (TA.)

c: ee .,j in two places.

,.,.d: see .,., in four places.

Hre winnowd theathing; syn. j. (Kr, I.)

Z. sQ 11 SF (6,) (1 ;) and

.ji, aor.:; (] ;) H ue punt [or canthca-
rides] imo'tAe food. (f, .)_.1 *,
inf n. u above, He puta s quaity of it,
namely, affron, &c., ito the water. (p.)_
And [, or ( e I below,)] He
poured water into his milk, in order that it might
bcom much in quity. (TA.) -_ also
signifies The smaring wtA clay a new [water.
vessel of skin such aU is called] /jIj, in order
that it odour may become good. (AA, ].*)

A cerain tree, of which camels' addes
are made. (], TA.) [Forskfl mentions, in his
"Flora Aeg. Ar.," p. xcvi., a fabrile wood of an
uncertain kind, of which spears, or lances, arc
made, called : (thus with the unpointed ),
brought from tW region of an'L.]

,: see s.
1, applied to milk, i:q. , (A ,) i.

Af'ud with ma~r; u abo ~..: (TA:) or
121



the hlatter, milk, and honey, mixed with a larger
quantity of water. (..).

ti and a1 l: see Cl

[a oolL gen. n.] /.q. 't i. e. qli/;

or mountains spreading over,the surface of the
gromnd; &e.]: n. un. with L. (1, 1.)

I: see tle

U liz..iJ Intensely red; (c, A;) i. e. (TA)

i.-q. Ci-l^;1 . (V, TA-.)~ o As *4! A certain
race of camels, so called in relation to a stallion

namnd ). (6, . )
ae

t,: } see what next follows.
oh,:

Cli and jl, ( ., A, 11,) the latter (respect-

idg which ee below) anomalous in form, (TA,)

;nd 9, (15,) agreeably with analogy, (TA,)

and ?5 (,) and t CIj (Fr) and t?: and

a tl nd V t (IO) and tt (1) and

V i;/j and L (ISd) and V i;j and

' ~~;i (]) and C.jj, accord. to some, (TA,)
and V L_'A (ISd) and V t j and t ?_g and

#the second letter [in the latter of these two
forms, or in both,] is sometimes doubled by
toshdeed, (K,) and sometimes the second j is
meksoorah, and the termination I is also added
thereto, (ISd,) and · ^jb, _1 and ? ;

and t ~13 ~1, and t _.jw imperfectly decl.,
(Kr,) [The cantharit, or Spanishf ly;] a kind of
insect of a red colour, (., A, 1,) spotted, or
spechled, with black, which flies, (8, 1,) and is
of a poisonous nature; (., 15;) a kind of insect
larger than the common fly, iariegated with red
and black and yeUow, haring a pair of wings
rwith which it flie, and of a deadly poisonous
nature: when they desire to allay the heat of its
poison, they mix it with lentils, and so mixed it
becomes a remedy for him who has been bitten
by a mad dog: (IO:) Ibn-Ed-Dahhtn the Lexi-
cologist says that the t61 is a kind of fly varie-

gated with yellow and whAite; and what is called
.. a ....

1.dAlJi a&.j: by certain of the acute physicians
it is described as .5)j; Cl'j", app. meaning
a mworm-lihe animal, of the sie of the finger, and
of a conical shape, the head of mhich is at the
thickest part of it: and IDrat says that it is a

flying insect, resembling the 1.j_ [or hornet],
and of a deadly poisonous nature. (TA.) It is

0 1,
observed in the ., with reference to j, that,
in the opinion of Sb, Aij. ; il j 4
meaning, there is not in the language a subst.
(as distinguished from an epithet) of ile measure

j'i; (marg. note in a copy of the ;) or his
meanting is, [there is not a word of this measure]
with luamm alone; (MF;) or with a single
!ammch, that is, to the J; but with dammeh to
the J and to the ,: (IB:) and it is added in

the . , that he (8b) used to say :~. and ,j:

Sb, however, also mentions the forms { , and

j,.j. (MF.) The pl. is X.C : (8, :) in
the L, l is also said to be a pl.: and Kr

mentions :.lj;i but Alit says that this last is
only used in poetry. (TA.) Sb says that the

sing. of z1 is jm., (or, in othber words, that

one of ie [insects called] L.j6 is [called]

?.jl,) which is of the measuro J.ai, and of

which the dim. is *t? , formed by throwing

out the first C; [not ~, as it would be by

rule, making it of the measure i', and its

curtailed original &e ;] for there is not in the
language a word of the measure &i, except
;j, (1,) which is the proper name of a man.

(MF.) Alat cites a verse in which Cb5 occurs

as pl. of s>J; but the correct reading is Cj'Jl.
(MF.)
· 6. · ; )

and and andI

and a..h . : seet l

and dim. of S e: s tl .

t-: s~ee

J ahbi Food into rehich cantharides

(1j) hame been put. (TA.)

L 0, [inf. n. of &,] in its primary accepta-
tion, signifies The stretching forth, or extending,
the arm, or fore leg: (8, TA:) [or rather, when
said of a man, the fore arm; and of a beast, the
arnm; though the whole arm of a man is generally
stretched forth with his fore arm, and the whole
fore leg of a beast with his arm: and b 

and Vt bi and Y ji signify the same, as will
be shown by explanations of their verbs.] You

say, #.i Ad :l . The camel stretched forth, or

extended, hisfore leg in going: and -a;'ll j .;j
hie camel stretched forth, or extended, hiu orm

(&l;j) in his going. (TA.) T,, (8, Msb, I,)
aor. , (Msb, ],) inf. n. t, (8, Msb,) He
measured it rith the 1 [or cubit]; (Msb, V ;)
namely, a garment, or piece of cloth, (., Msb, ]K,)
&c.: (.:) and l!, , he measured it with
his tIj. (TA.) [Seo also 5.] - You say of a

she-camel, o'JIl ~ji3 tt She goes quickly, or

sviftly, over tie desert, as though measuring it;

as s fo r o lgls : and o tr a tSAe

stretchesforth her fore Icgs and so traverscs the
distance of thce way. (TA.) - Cj He

[Boo I.

strangled, or throttled, such a one from beind
him writh tiL fore arm; (Ibn-'Abbid, V;) as
also ;c: (1 :) or the latter, inf n. n.',
signifies, simply, he strangled, or throttled, him;
(S, L;) but more properly, he put his neck betsmen
his fore arm and neck and upper arm, and so

strangled, or throttled, hin; and Ji t , also,

has both of these significations. (L.)_ -

*jc*., (15,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) He
trod upon the arm (t1j) of the camel, [while
the latter reas lying with his breast upon the
ground and hisfors legs foldled,] in order that a

,,,rson might m,ount him. (1.):. - ,I 
(8, Mgh, Mqb, 15,) aor. as above, (Mgh,) and so
the inf. n., (Msb,) Vomit orercame him, and
came forth to his mouth before he ras atoare,
(5,' Mgh, Msb, Kg,* TA,) and issued from him:
(Mgh:) or romiting camne upon him ~without his

intending it. (Mgh.)~#~ i3, (Ibn-'Abbd,
.,) inf. n. as above, (Ibn-'Albd,) t He tmade
intercession with himn. (Ibn-'Abb.d, }].) [Said
in the TA to be tropical; I suppose because the
stretching forth the arm is a common action of a

person interceding.] You say, 4.e O C- :.&/

..l1 t I made intercesion for such a one with
ithe prince. (Z, TA.) And 4l i, like ;,
(Ibn-'Abbid, R,) inf. j. 03, (TK,) t He made
intercession to him. (Ibn-'Abbfid, g..) In the 0,

4f2 t He made intercession [by him]. (TA.)

- f3, aor. :, He drank from a skin (jj) sucA
as is called i1. (g.)> 'j His lgs

became tired, or fatigued. (Ibn-'Abbad, 1])
Ua.) [app. an inf. n., of which the verb is ,]
The being wide in step, (S, TA,) and light, dr
active, in pace, or going. (TA.)

2. ,3 (S , & Kc.,) inf: n. J3: (S:) see 1,
first sentence. - Also lIe spread himself out
widely, (El-Moleet, L, K,) and stretched forth
his fore arms, (El-Mol!eet, L,) in swimming:
(El-Moheet, L, 1 :) said of a man. (El-Mobeet,
L.) - He (a man) raisedl his fore arpms; and
particularly, in announcing good tidings or in
warning: (TA:) or he (an announcer of good
tidings) made a sign *vith his arm, or hand.

(S, 15.)--us l . u b ie moved.about h,is
fore arms in vaUlhing, or going along. (S, 1.)
And J;.j ~3. , (L, TA,) in the 0 and

Mohict and K, erroneously, 1 ,JI J; , (TA,)
.He helped himself wvith his arms, and moved
tlhem about, (0, El-Mo]eet, L, K,) in walking,
or walking quickly, or running. (L.) - Uj 

CM %Z : t ,le acqu,ainted me with somewhat
of his tidings, or case; (15, TA;) [as though he
stretched forth his arm withll his information;]
said by one who has asked another respecting his

case. (TA.) -[And hence, app.,] l% -

t He acknorledged, or confessed, such a thing.

(1g, TA.) _. iJ and : see 1.
[Hence, perhaps,] ' 0, inf. n. as above, tHe
hilled him; or slew him. (TA.) _e 1 j,
and J ', He bound both of the arms of the

camel [to the shanks]: (1 :) and the latter, Ae
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bound the camel withe redundant part of his
now.erein upon his [the camel's] arm. (I, TA.)

[See also ' " below.] _ - also signifies

The tinging a capltie's fore arm with crocus, or

with 3 , as a sign of slaughter; which was
done in the time before Molammad. (Meyd,
cited by Freytag.) - [Sce also the act. and pass.
part. no., below.]

3. jl., signifies The selling by measure
with the cubit; not by number, and without

knomingthe measure. (I~.) [In the CI, oj?,
is put by mistake for !j4JI..] You say,

ID3$. 4.IIl I sold to hin, the garment, or piece
of cloth, by measure with th cubit. (TA.)_

8ee also 1, in two places. - -;iS , (TA,) inf. n.

aLtJ., (15, TA,) t I mixed with him in fami-
liar, or social, intercourse; or became intimate
with him: or I became copartner with him; or
shared with him: syn. ZJ.. (g,: TA.)

4. )l, (15,) inf. n. Ijil: (?:) sec 1, first
sentence._ - lie exceeded the due bounds, or
just limits, in speech, or talk; ($, g, TA;) he
taoled much; (, TA ;) as also t50: (8, Mqb,'
B, TA:) J says, [in the S,] I am of opinion that
it has originated from the stretching forth of the
fore arm; for lie who talks much sometimes does

that; and ISd says the like. (TA.) -_ el~ fl

3;1*Jl * and *;,il, lie put forth,
(l, TA,) anld ctenleld, (TA,) ihisfore armsfrom

beneath the jubl,eh : (15, TA:) or .1', .1,

and * 1;61, [tle latter with thlle unpointed,] he
dren, forth is fore arms f'rom the sleeves of a
narrow-sleeved jubbhcll: (Mgh :) the latter verb

being of the measure cJail; (Mgh, K;) like

--. 1, (TA,) orj.%51, (Mgh,) from Ajl: (Mgllh,
TA:) the former accord. to one relation, the
latter accord. to another, occurring in a trad.
(Mgh, TA.) _- f also signifies le seized with

the fore arm. (1..) _- t;l i [Ioem long, or
large, is she in the fore arn!] is [from E1Jui,

being] of the same [anomalous] class as

c:1uJt [from LJl] (TA.)in 3l He

(a man) emitted, or ejected, hi vonmit. (TA.)

5: see 1; first and second sentences: _and sec

also 4.._ , also signlifies The measuring a

thiing wnith thefore arm. ($. , .) [Sce also 1.] A
poet says, (S,) namely gleys lbn-El-Khateem
El-Annrcee, (TA,)

* i*;|S - 1s

[Thou seest thefragments of the hard and pliant
rpears thronwn as though they nere what is seen
in the measuring, with the fore arm, of rods of
palm-sticks in the hands of tiefemale nwho pare

them]: (, TA:) or, accord. to AV, ~ ,
jI. Jl signifies Stuch a one put the palm-sticks
upon hisfore arm, and pared them: and i j
means, originally, rods of palm-sticks: and

4145 is pl. of ,`tS; meaning a woman who

peels the ,, and then throws it to the !-"",
who removes all that is upon it with her knife
until she has left it slender, when she throws it
back to the "3L. (TA.) - Also, The splitting

A- -
(Q.;3 [which is intrans., but I think it is a
mistake for 3.j, which is trans.,]) of a thing
into several oblong pieces of the measure of til

cubit in length. (Ibn-'Abbad, ].)-lOWl %$
The woman split palm-leaves to make of them a
mat. (IDrd, 1.) Thus some explain the saying
of Ibn-EI-Khateem, quoted above. (TA.) -

19s Jti g43 Tlhe canmls came to drink of
the rain-watecr and waded in it with their arms.

(~ a),!,' t He obtained, or sought to
obtain, accoe, or intimacy; or he ingratiated
himslf, or sought to ingratiate himself; by a
means of doing so. (g, g, TA.) You say, also,

.JI i lie obtained, or sought to obtain,
access to him; &c. (TA.)

---2 --
8 !. or ' see 4.

10. & &U-A lle concealed, or protected, him-

self lty it, (namely a thing, TA,) and made it a
ai [q. v.]for him. (Ibn-'Abbad, 1.)

•, in its primary acceptation, has the signifi-

cation explained in the first sentence of this
article. (;, TA.) - [Hence, it is used in the
sense of] IPower,or ability; as also * 1; (TA;)

or a man's reach, or extent of power or ability.
(Msb.) And hence the phrases, s; .')l, 31 .,

and 1 .s, (1,) and 1s,: jU d, (,Mqb,
1,) in which the last word is in the accus. case
as an explicative, for the original form of the
phrase is that first mentioned, (TA,) and some-

times they said * t~1;, (., TA,) He was unabie
to do, or accomplish, the thing, or a.ffair; as
though meaning, hlie stretched forth his arm to it
and it did not reach it; (., TA ;*) or these phrases
are thps used because he who is short in the fore
arm will not reach that which he who is long
therein reaches, nor will the power of the former
equal that of the latter; therefore they are pro-
verbially applied to him whose power falls short
of the attainment, or accomplishment, of an affair:
(TA:) or he lacked strength, or ponrer, or ability,
to do, or accomplish, the thing, or affair, atnd
found not any way of escape from what was
disagreeable therein: (15:) or he was unable to
bear, or endure, or undertake, the thing, or affair.

(Myb.) You say also, t 4 l ., and ,
X I have not power, or ability, to do it. (TA.)
And .s ' "iJ .-- *That disabled, hin-
dered, prevented, or withheld, me from doing that
which I desired. (TA.) And J&li, ;
t Deal thou gently with thyseif; moderate thysIf;
restrainthyself; i. q. L1w "l. ; (.8,TA;)

and let not thy soul, or mind, carry thee beyond
thy measure or extent [of power or ability].

(TA.) And as l,W- ;I ,.IP : I imposed upon
such a one more than he was able to do: (, TA:)

but , also signifies t the body: and [accord. to

IApr s a4 ; mean : ge wasted my body,
and cut of my means of uitc. (TA.)
[See also art. )i4.] You likewise sy, J.;j

t [4I 4. [and 11il] : A man having ample
strength, and power, and might in war or fight,
courage, walour, or prowss. (TA. [See also

.Mj.]) And ;j.l t Impotent. (KL)

-And hence, i XS. 5 Suck a onM
has his heart daoid of anietiu, or sodiciudea,
and grief; because the heart is sometimes one of
the seats of power: or it may mean, agreeably
with the original signification of h, uch a one
is free from the cau~ of occupation which re-
quire the stretching forth of th fore arm and
extending of the Aand. (mar p. 131.) And

pill .tj J1 ., and *t $IJJJ, t A man large, or

liberal,in disposition. (]) And ;e U! 
t Its occurrence, or befalling, wa of great mo-
ment, momentous, grievous, or distresing, to
me. (TA.) _- also signifies The measure of

anything: and ,; 5 i, A palm-tree of tAe

mreasur of the stature of a ma. (TA.)

Mj A coveting; diring eagerly; or lusting.

(.,% .) [Perhaps an inC n. of which the verb is

.] See ao &a

.: see ,, in two places. t That jour.

neys by night and by day. (1.) t Long-
tongued with evil peech. (g.) t Good in
social, orfamiliar, intercourus. (1, TA.)

,1iJ (S, 1) and t V 3 (ISd, O) t A woman

(;) light, or actioe, with the hands in spinning:
(S, 1:) or one who spins much; who hAa ability
to do so. (TA.)

~.~, of a man, (M,b,) [The part] from the

elbow to tho extremitis of the .finrs; (Mgh,
MCb;) the fore arm; syn. . [tq. v.; thus
corresponding to the 3i., of the leg]: (Lth, g :)
and i [the space]from tAe extremity of the elbow
to tle extremity of the middle inger: (M, Mgb,a

15: [in the last of which, the space is plainly
shown to be meant, like as the part is shown in
the Msb to be meant in the explanation cited
above from that work and the Mgh: see also
,~. :J]) in both these senses, sometimee mec.,
(Q,) accord. to Kh: (TA:) J says, (TA,) s
relating to the arm, it is mase. and femrn.; bitt Sb
says that it is fem.: ($, TA:) [Mlr says,] it is
fern.: (Mgh:) [Fei says,] the measure so called
is in most instances fem.: accord. to ISk, it is
fem.; but some of the Arabs make it mase.: Fr
says that it is fem.; but that some of [the tribe
named] 'Okl make it mase.: A4 did not know an
instance of its being masc.: and Zj says that such
an instance is extr.; not choice: (Meb:) the
measure thus called, [i. e. the cubit,] (Msb,) the
o; p; [or cubit Aich is diided into frec-

tions], (Mgh,) is dsio ; [or fits] (Mgh,
Mqb) of middling masture; (Mqb;) and this is

121 *



calld QI tjie [the cubit of the comn people,
or the common cubit], becam it want one &
(orfist] Qf what is ced U 1 t.jl (tit cubt of

tah king], namey oue of the Kris, (Mgh, M;b,)
not the last of tAm, whoms wa1 a sve
(Mgh:) [see aldso J.: it is also an astronomical
meaure; and as such, it seems, from several
inanoes in which it is mentioned by 15zw and
other writers, to be, probably, by rule, two
degre; nearly the half, or quarter, of the length
a,igned in differentinstances to the measure termed
rdj; but, like the latter, not precise nor uniform

in every instance:] the dim. is t , with 

becaus it is fern.; (TA;) or 'V [or ,
without 5, accord. to thoe who make it musc.]:
(L voce :) the pl is and ' 4; (0,
Mlb,]V;) or, accord. to Sb, the former only;
(., Mqb;) and Sb adds, they have given it this
form of pl. because it is fem.; meaning, that
it; and 3 and Jt, when fern., have the pl.

of the mesure j . (TA.) In the phrase
4AJ j `1 (The gament, or piece of

dlotA, is een cubits by eight span], they say
because is fem., and IWt. becau s1e

is msc.; (; [and the like is said in the Mgh ;])
and because the length is measured by the 1!,
and the breadth by the / ( in art. C>,.)

is also used as an epithet, applied to a msc.
n,: thus they say, l ; ,~ ., IJU [This i a gar-
ant, or piece of cloth, a cubit in lngth]. (Kh.)

a- I -- - 34Iti
You say also, W>J li-n -jJ, jItiu
prepared, or made ready, on my part.: ( :) and
,liJl J;m. W pl & I ril pay it to thee in
ready money: or it is prepared, or made ready,
for thee: the jg~ being a certain cein in the

1 (TA) _[Hence several tropical signifi-
cations :] we , in six places: and see also j
- Hence also, (Z, TA,) t The instrument with
mieAc one measures the length of the 1 [or
Cubit], (, Z, O, Mgh, 1,) made of a piece of
wood, (Mgh,) or whether it be iron or a rod of
wood. (0, 1.)- [Hence also,] t A sleeve: as in
the phrae 21j;UI uap, ;j t [a garment, or
piee of cloth, aarieated, or figured, in the
sneve]: pl tv -,U., a pl. not agreeing with its

sing., like ' . and ', . (TA.)_ Of the
fore legs 0obulls or conws, and of sheep or goats,
[The arm; i.e.] the part above the tlj: and of
the fore legs of camels and horses and mules and
mes, [likewise the arm; i.e.] the part above
tAe jt..1: (]:) [also the arm.bone of any of the
animals here mentioned :] acoord. to Lth, (TA,)
of any animal, [but this is by syneedoche, t the
fore leg;] i. q; ,,; (Mqb, TA;) applying to the
whole of whatever is called thus: (TA:) [thus,
again, eorresponding to JG; this latter term, in
like manner, having a proper and a syneedochical
aemeptation. Hence the prov.] W1 _ 9
611 tt d, tai [Feed not thou ae dave

with the shank, let he coret the arm]. (V.) _
(Henoe,] it, also called ."'It j)A, t TWo

[BooK L.elJ
bright stars, which are one of the Manions of the
Moon: (p:) [there are two asterisms thus called;
together, ljl iJt: one ofthem is]i AP I 1 i,

[also called il .. lt a,,lt t the t1o bright
stars (a and ,] in the heads of emini: (zw in
his description of Gemini.) [the other is called
La . L * l. , and] 24a.: l .t, ;., the

two brigAt tars [a and 8] of Canis Minor:
(1zw in his description of Canis Minor:) [hence
it appears that the ancient Arabs, or many of
them, extended the figure of Leo (as they did
also that of Scorpio) far beyond the limits which
we assign to it: the former tb, accord. to those
who make :I' to signify "the auroral rising,"
but the latter accord. to those who make it to
signify "the auroral setting," is the Seventh
Mantion of the Moon: the following descriptions
in ]:Rzw's account of the Mansions of the Moon,
and in the O and V and TA, are obscure and
inaccurate:] 01,1,i is one of the Mansions of the
Moon, (O, Jzw,1,) and ij caUled ~I1 e. l
La,j~ l, (O, Vzw,) or a._..l ~."31 D tl:
(1 :) the lion &at a t13 waich is hI~ and a

.tj 1 hich i s , (0, 5sw, ]p,) and this is
tha one nozt to Syria, (0, 19,) or on the lft,
(1]zw,) and in it the moon has a mansion; tahe

~. being nezt to EZ-Yem , (0, V,) or on
the right; (!zw;) [but this description of their
relative positions should be reversed, as is shown
by what precedes and by what follows;] eacA
being two stars, betmeen which is tha meaure of
a Jo. [or whip]; (O ;) and the latter is higher
in the sky, and more estended, than tahe other,
(0, 1],) wherefore it is called l. :; (O ;) and
sometimes thc moon deviates, and so hat a mantsion
in it: (0, :) [it is said in tho TA that ltj ! is
also a name of one of the asterisms (. Of) of
.jj.Jt1; but this is the same that is called the

.. :] it rises [at davn] on thefourth Ofj.3
[or July 0. S.], and sets [at dawtn] on thefourth
of.j .l O4t. [or January, O. S.]: (0, l5zw:
[and so in the K, except that in this last, it is
erroneously said to set in J;0Jl &L5 j:]) so says
.I]t: but Ibr6heem El-Harbee says that it rises on
the seventh of3j3, and sets on the sixth of jMl
,,./% (0, TA.) [See ' in art J

and see also *., and R,..] The rhyming prosaist
of the Arabs says, ,_:JI. . ,jJ lt

t JS [When the Dhirda rise at dawn, the
sun puts off the veil, and the rays ascend in the
horizon, and the mirage flickers, or glistens, in
every plain]. (TA.) And the Arabs assert that
when there is no rain [at any other season] in the
year, the l does not break its promise, though
it be but a i.* [or weak shower of rain]: (rzw,
TA:) [or] its is approved, and seldom does it
break its promise. (]zw.) - l,t also signifies
t A certain mark made with a hot iron upon the
arm (.) ofcamtd: (F, ) and is a marh of
the Benoo-TAaaleah in El-Yemen, and of ome
peronm of the BDm.Mdih-Ibn-&aad (i.)-
Also ; The jorc part of a spear or spearshaft:

(], TA :) this is called (, TA) also (TA)
Q.Jud i,fj. ($, TA.)

vi.): see what next follows.

e! Wide in srtp, (9, j,) and light, or activ,
in pace, or going; (I ;) applied to a horse, (g,
15,) and to a camel; as also Vt'j.: (]:) and

quick: ( M , Mb,1) [and so Vt; for] t ';:
(S, O, 1;) applied to the legs of a quadruped
(.315l), (8, TA,) signifies quick, (, 15,) wide in
step, taking much of the ground: (0, K :) or, u
some say, this last word signifies the legs of a
best, (TA,) like tj,, (,15,) pl. of -l;-.

(..) It is said of Mo!ammad, in a trad., L4
Uiu! clj t He was quick, and wide of step, in
walking. (TA.) And you say, . ; ;

t A man quich in writing. (TA.) And l
L Lj AI t He ate quickly and muck. (TA.)
And clJU t Quick slaughtcr. ($.) And

>^ r.r Spreading death: (15:) or quick,
spreading death, suc/ that the peopl can hardly,
or can in no wise, bury one another. (TA.) -
tAn ample thing, affair, or state. (I.) - t An
interctsor. (Ibn-'Abbad, ]g.)

j; a dim. of tl;, q. v.

L!j A she-camel by whicA the archer, or th
likes, conceals hAimselffrom the game, (., g, TA,)
walking by her side, and shooting, or casting,
when tAe object puts itseif in Ais pomer, having
first left the she-camel to roam at pleansre with
the roild animals in order that they mnay become
familiar with her; (TA;) like ,v; (.;) as

also t e5: (1:) pl. 5. (IAgr.)_ Hence,
Anything that brings one near to a thing;

(IApr;) a means of aces, nearness, intimacy,
ingratiation, attachment, or connezion; syn.t'; (., Mb,g:, TA;) and ; and Lo';
(Ti;) as also * acjs: (Ibn-'Abbd, .. :) pl.'
(~,Mb.) You say, AJi.' s ' :Su/ch a
one is my means of acces to taee, and of attach-
ment to thee, or connexion w,ith thee. (TA.)_
Also, [like ,] A ring by aiming at mhicA one
learns the art of shooting, or catting [the lance
'c.]. (TA.)

dims. of ;, q. v.

til A meanrrer with the .lj? [or cubit]. (T
in art. yl.)-_A he-camel that driws the shlte-
camel with hit arm and so makes Aer lie domn
that he may coer her. (Ibn-'Abbad, K.)

,ll [so in a copy of the . and of the g and in
the TA: in one copy of 8 and in one of the 1g,etj: in the C1], ctl;: but the right reading is

ils, as is shown by verses in which it occurs,
cited in the TA, and by its pl.,] A smallU [in of
the kind called] j, which is stripped of from
the part nxt to th &I [or arm], (, j,) andI



Boox I.]

wAich i for [or orine]; (S;) and Vt 2.

signifies [the same; or simply] a smaUll : (TA:)

or, as some say, ,1I 3jj signifies a j that takes

much water: (TA:) the pl. is .tj!3. (S, TA.)

_ jlj1 lU An excellnt site-camel. (TA.)

tl [More, and most, light, or active, and

quick, with the arms, or hands, or +otlhrwmise].

It is said in a trad., JA,i ~;;% .j,b . The
best of you females is the most light, or active, of
hand, of you, in spinning: or, the most able of

you to spim. (TA.) And ;j I thThey
sleu them with the quickest slaughter. (S.) -
+ More, and most, c/taste in speech. (Y:.) You

say, ' . 1 j t He is more chaste of rpeed,
than he. (TA.) t One nhose mother is Ara-
bian but not his father; syn. .Jj: or the son
of an Arabian man by an emancipated slav-
wroman: (K:) the former is the more correct.

(TA.) [See also y;.]

t.p The redundant part of the cord with
:which the arm [of a camel] is bound: [ee 2,

latter part:] a suibst. like [;L and] 3 ;
not an inf. n. (TA.)

•t: see {1^.

.I, an epithet applied to an ass, and to a

mule, mean IariHaving trhat are termed ;ji 
[q. v.] upon his aums. (L.) - Hence, (L;) S A
man (TA) wihose mother is more noble tian his
fatlier: (8, L, K:) as thouglh, (.K,) or said to be,

([,) so called becanuse of the 0~;.~ upon tile arm
[or arms] of tihe mule, for they come to him from
the side of the ass; (?, X1 ;) or so called as being
likened to the mule, because he has upon his
arms Cit.*J, like those of the arm of the ass,
thereby resembling the ass; and the mother of
the mule is more noble than his father. (L.)
[See also 31.] - A lion haroing upon his arnu

the blood of his prey. (IApr.) - [A beast] struck
in the uppermost part of his breast so that the
blood haas floed upon his arms. (1g.) _ A horse
that outstrips: or (originally, TA) that over-
takes the wild animal and has his arms smeared
by his rider's piercing the latter so as to make the
bloodJloraforth; (5, TA;) this blood upon his
arms being the sign of his having outstripped.
(TA.)_ A bull having black spots, or black

places, upon his shanks. (a, 1.) - ,,1 A
hyena having stripes upon its arms: (V1:) an
epithet in which the quality of a subst. predo-
minates: or applied to the hyena because of
blackness on its arms. (TA.)

~J., Rain that sinks into the earth to the
depth of a cwbit. (f, ].)

fldJ sing. of [l, o, [which is contr. to rule,]
(8, ,) in a sense pointed out below, (0,) or in

all the mes explained below, and of &ljl ,

(,) which is agreeable to rule. (TA.)--. -

igpifiaes Iel bgs of a best; (9, ;) u a

&1^, and 's; * s ee beaule the beut

measures with them the ground: or, as some say,

[like the pl. of ;j~,] the parts of a beast betnee

the hnee and the arn-pit. (TA.)_ t.L, also

signifies The towns (jiS, Q, or .i, ) that are
between the cultivated land and the desert;
(?, .1 ;) such as El-]:diseeyeh and El-Am-
bar; (TA;) in this sense, (?,) as in others,

C(,) pl. of 1.5~.; (,1 ;) as also 8lX.;

(1 ;) syn. with Jip$; (. 8 ;) and kt;l : (TA:)
El-Hasan El-Ba.ree speaks of the tlJL of

El-Yemenri. (TA.) [Freytag says, without men-

tioning his authority, that jl's has the same

signification with the inhabitants of Nejd as

Lj5 ll with the inhabitants of El-Yemen and

~I . in the region of El-;lijtz: but this is at

variance with all that I have found, in respect
of the term -4 1s.] - Also Parts, regions,
quarters, or tracts, syn. {1;, (Ibn-'Abbid, ]:,)

of a land. (Ibn-'AbbLd.) - And The places of
bending of a valley. (Kh.) - And Palm-trees
that are ntear to homtes or tents. (9, 1.).

tl." a pl. [contr. to rule] of i."l, q. v.:
(S, I:) and of jlj; as signifying t A skere.
(TA.) bSee the iast of these words, near tihe
middle of the paragraph.

,JJ

1. .~JJI J, (Lth, T, ?, M, Myb, K,) nor.;,
inf. n. jl; (Lth, T, S, B) and j S ('Lth, T, 1)
and Su (.S, K) and h.A and jil,,, (1,)
The tears flowred. (Lth, T, S, M, Msb, K.) And
'. ' , (8, Msb, K,) anor. , inf. n. J;.,
(MYb,) His eye shed tears,; (M sb ;) teas. t.lowed

from his eye. (S, g.) And tic, d s,

(Lth, T,) or ts '1 *~ (V) or &,11,

(M, Msb,) aor. , (M,)inf. n. J and J.j and

,UA (Lth, T, M) and J. and jD6 and .1;,
and [ISd says,] I think that Lt has mentioned as

an inf. n. Jl, but I am not certain of it, (M,)
His eye poured forth its tears: (Lth, T :) or the
eye.made its tears, or thl tears, to flor : (M, :)

or let/all tears, or the tears: and ? -;2, inf. n.
.. j.l3 signifies the same: (M :) [or the latter

has an intensive signification: or] you say, J j

U~I, (],) or d s 4, (T,) inf. n. tq,J3 and
;jt3 and ij 3, (T,L,) He poured forth his

tears. (1)- - [See also J,, and ,,i, below.]

2: see above, in twQ! places.~ _I J,

(T, f, M, ]:,) inf. n. .kJ, (f,) He "eceeded
it; (T, $, M, 5;) namely, a hundred [years],

(8, 1:,) or sixty, (T,) or fifty, or some other
number. (hM.) - a.a Jj He added, or

exaggerated, in his disourse, or warration; as
also .ij. (IDrd and O in art. ./j.) am 

J1JI He made him to hnow the thing: a poet

says,

- w-. i ;-,7-,-

i. e. I wiUl asredly make thee to know death

[if thou jl not]: (IAr, M:) or 4.i sij

signifies Ahe made him to be at the point of dath.

(T, .)

10. HhJ , il He deird its (a thing's) dripping,

or Jowing. (M.) - And p.Ji J.Jj..l The

udder inited one to milk it; and to dsire its
dripping, or fowing [with milk]..(M.)

J~ [app. in the following sense, well u in
others mentioned above, (se 1,) n inf n., of
which the verb is J;,] A certain running of
horses, in which the legs are put together and
[then] the fore legs stretched o,t with the toe
near to the ground. (M.)

jT [app. in the following sense, as well as
in others mentioned above, (see 1,) an inf. n., of
which the verb is j3,] A neah gait or manner
of going. (M, 1.)

JS ~t and t J,i4 Tears shed, or made
toflow. (T, M, 1.)

J~I [accord. to Freytag, Largely fiowing:
but he does not name any authority.] - Quick,

or snift; and so jI. (M.)

j1., applied to tears ( 1^), PFowing. (T.)

[And] Runnin g waters. (}L.)

J,ILL i.q. ·ti [The channrs of the tears;

&c.: see ]. (T, ,15.)

_0i;z: see O.

j.

1. ,' nor. ; and , (S, Mgh, Mlb, ],) inf. n.
3j3, (Mgh, M9b,) said of a bird, (1, Mgh, MNb,

II,) It muted, or d,nged; (JK, Mgh, Mqb;)
[like Jj ;] as also t 3 l, (Zj, JK, Mqb, ,).

inf. n. oIj1: (JK:) it is also, sometimes, t said
of a man: (~, TA:) and the latter is sometimes
t said of a beast of prey, and [particularl] of a
fox. (TA.) - [Hence,] one says, ,i!jJJ Uj

,Wl ,I.u t! WhAn wilt thou behave in a light-
witted, orfoolish, ,nanner towards men? or utter
foul, or obcene, language against them? (TA.)
And 4.L &j; J i. I tThis is pe~ch, or
language, that is deemed foul (TA.) And

J;3 j 1 4i jl' is a phrase meaning a threat.
(TA. [But how it should be rendered, unless
it be said by a woman to her husband, (see

ani t and Js be' for !i i ,l; a d,,) Jain 
I know not.])- JlQJI 3j, [in the JK written

-j-, but maid in the TA to be like j, meaning

The cattle suffered from eaiing the herb called

j, is] from 3j.Jl. (JK, TA.)

4: see the first sentence above. ,* , J ~l
Th land prodced [the herb caled] j, (P, .)

5. ijj3 She applied jjk* xgi as a colly-

rium to Aer eyes; as also t I~!, of the me~asu
;1j: [so accord. to the copies of the ]: but]
in the "Naw hdir el-Av-b" it is sid, t9 JjI

jA i 55I signifies th women appi ooly-
rum to her cye (TA.)
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8: see what next precedes, in two places.
.. ,
j;S Dung (JK, S, Mgh) of a bird; (S, Mgh ;)

as also 3ljtj: (AZ, TA:) [or] of the bustard

(LSt4 ) and the like: (JK:) the former word
an inf. n. used as a mubst. in this sense. (Mgh.)

,j A ,ertain plant, resembling 3·L; (JK;)

a certain herb, (TA,) i.q. J.I [the herb lotus,
melilot, weet trefoil, or bird's-foot-trefoil: so in
the present day]: (JK, IDrd, ?, ] :) it has a
sligiht and oeet odour, and grows in [plains ruck
as are called] CtjJ, and in placer wherea ater
collects and stagnates; and sheep, or goats, suffer
from eating it, and sometims beconme disteded
in their bellies: (A[n, TA:) n. un. with .
(AUn, JK, TA.)

31;,: we ,i.-

&,,f. o, Milk

g :) [likeo 1. -.]
mixed with water: (AZ, g,

g0 and S

1. 91 ;, (T, , M, Mb,,) aor. ;*,

(M, M, M.b,) inf. n. ; (M, M,b, ;) and
aor. ,~U, (9, M,) inf n. ~; ( ;) and V j3;~

and V i11; (M, ]( ;) the last on the authority
of IA9r, but said in the T to be disallowed in this
senso by AHeyth; (TA;) Tihe rind raised it,
(T, $,*) or made it to.ly, (AHeyth, T, f,m M, I~,)
and carried it away; (9,* M, Myb,* ];) and
disersed it; (Mb ;) namely, a thing, (M.b, g,)
or the dust, (T, $, M,) &ec. (t, M.) And accord.

to IApr, ono says, 51 ;,i, and t ;1, [ellip.

tically,] meaning .,4jl L? [i.e. The wvind
raised the dust, or made it to ly, &c.]. (T.) -
[Hence,]l:jI 1 j 4Ijtll 151 t He carried

on the relation uninterrptedly and rapidly [like
as the wind carris away the dry herbage that is
broken in p,ieces.] (TA.) - Hence alto, Itj

Z1r.JI tI.rJI [TAhe people winnowned the wheat].

( Y.) You say, LaJl _ .JI , (IApr, T, M, g,')

aor. ta;;, inf. n. ;ji; (IAr, T ;) and t ;
(M;) I winnowed the wheat: (M, ]4:*) or

Ac & 4 , , inf. n. a3,4J; (NMsb ;) and 4'jI
and &3j!J; (T;) I cleared the nrAeat from its

straw. (Myb.) And a, (9, M,) and 49,
but the former is more approved; and V;
(M;) I made it to fly, and go away; (9, M;)
namely, a thing, (9,) or grain, and the like.

(M.) .,l, ' $ "ejJ is well known [as mean-
ing The woinnowing of te h eaps of grain]. (C.)
And hence, (v,) .st1 ,3 ,.. I sought the
gold of the dut oj' ti.. mine [by sfting it or
wrinnowintg it]: (9, 1 :) and ;til signifies the
"ame. (T and ? tu art. ~j.,. [See a verse cited in
the first paragraph of that art.: and see also S in

the ame art.])- ; 'I 'j,' (T,) or ' #,h
(I, TA,) acoord. to AHAyth, (TA,) I threw the
thing [or attred it] ke as oue throm grain

,r soming. (T, , T ) And ';& e ;S He
sowd te land, cattering the sed; m also

;j,l l J; but the former is aid to be the more
chute. (MF and TA in art. i.) And - ,,

inf. n. ., is a dial. var. ofi.,&, meaning He
[God] created thim. (M.) - -;, 1; ea broke
the thing (1, TA) withouat ~parating. (TA.)

And s1i ;j I broke hi canine tooth. (M, TA.)

_ G.1; . )j He displaced, or uprooted, him, or
it, with ithe spear. (Kr, M.) lI, intrans., It
(a thing, ], or dust, &c., M) jlw up, and went
away, or became carried away [by the wind].
(M, Ig.) - He (a gazelle, 1, or, accord. to some,
any animal, TA) hastened (!~,TA) in his run-

ning. (TA.) You say, g.j ., inf. n. . 3Z, He
(a man, ?) passed, or ront, along quickly: (,
M :) accord. to some, said particularly of a

gazelle. (M.) And 31 . j1 ts He rore and
betook himself to sncw a one. (TA.) It (a

thing) fel. (f, J.) , inf n. Bi, Hi
canine tooth brohe: or, as some say, feU out.
(M.) And ;j I;, (Q,) inf. n. ., (TA,) Hi
teeth fell out from hiJ mouwth; (g, TA;) as also

LS.J, and 1j; but the last is said to be of weak
authority, or a mispronunciation. (MF and TA
in art. i,.)

2: see 1, in five places. - [Hence,] -.,t ,tS,
(M, TA,) inf n. i,., (TA,) He combed his
head (M, TA) [so as to remove the scurf 4c.],

like as one winnows a thing: but .Jj [with the
unpointed j] is of higher authority. (M.) 

.J1, namely, a sheep, inf. n. as above, I shore,
or sheared, his wool, leaving somwhat thereof
upon his bach in order thlat he might be known
thereby: and in like manner one says in relation

to a camel. (S, M.) [See 1j$Jd.] - [Hence,
app, or from ;ij, as is indicated in what follows,]

t I praid him (IAvr, M, g.) You say, ;s
Uj. q5J, t Such a one ewalt the state, or con-

dition, of such a one; and prais him. (T.) A
poet says, [namely, Ru-beh, (so in the margin of
one of my copies of the ?,)]

,,., , A , - ,I a..

t; col Lr, J?^1 1~
!

t [Purposely I prais and ewalt vheat constitutes
my grounds of pretension to respect or honour,
lest it should be reviled]: (T, 8, M :) as though
I put it upon the j. [.q. v.] (M.)

4: see 1, in three places. - Accord. to AHeyth,
this verb is not used in the sense first expllained

above; but one says, S1J ;. .;

meaning I threw down the thing from the thing:
(T, TA:) or ':i! signifies the strikhing a thing
and throwing it down: (Lth, T:) and sometimes,
the throwing down without cutting. (M.) You

·. t * eC· e-e
say, &w1; '*I' JeJt '. [I struck him with
tih norod and made his head to fall from him].

(T.) And .9i o ", u (; Z ', (T,) or~, '#
41;, (,) ie. [I tarurt him, or pierced him, and]
threw Aim down [from his hors, or from the

bacA of Ai besnt]. (T, $.) And $,x,i ekt

;,.bbj The beast thre down its rider. (M.)

Ad- b...Jj1 . t 1 He struck tel thing

with the nord so as to throl it dem OL)
Aod l; i;j·aI e; (n,) or &.1 (M,) Th
eye poured fort [or lt fall it tewrt, or tds

tears]. (9, M.) [See ao f;;.] -. l sid of
a camel, He wta, or became, tall, or lny, in i

[;i [or hump]. (TA.)

6. "i,J 413 The at w~ , or beae,
winnowed: (M, ]:) or was, or became, elared
from it, straw. (TA.) -m L .3 He protected,
or sheltered, himslf by means of it; (M, M9b ;)
i.e. by means of a wall, &c., from the wind and
the cold; as also tV Jj.L1. (M.) One say,

- .
LSJS J01 II >. UJ3 Protcit, or sdeter, thyef
from the nortA wind by means of a sdhter. (T.)

And ;jJI e4 , Ji sheer thyselby me

of this tree: (T:) or ;j .. - tI I d
and sheltered mysef by meant of the tree. (Q.)
And ;' l ;j; The camel protd, or
sheltered, tAhemlonfrom tshe cold, ou by mma
of another; or by means of the [tre called]

.lC. (M.) And q).J * 1, I ugo~t
refuge with uch a on, and became n i r p
tection. ($.) And tl [thus I find it witten,

without any syll. signs, evidently for 'V .j,I of
the measure JL, like ty1 and '1.,] Hre
sought protection b means of a king. (TA.) m

-LL.1 L;>U, (v,) or ;JJt, (M, ],) He uoted
upon [the hump, or th top of the hump &c.].

tI married among the ;~J and th ampi of the
sonas of such a one; (A, T, ;) i.e., among the
nobk and high of thenm: (T:) ori.r 1,.5 t He
married among the I of them. (M.)

8: see 1: and see also 5.

10: see 5, in four places. . . , mid of a
she-goat, She daired the ram; (] !;) Uike

;,.,. ($.) - And the inf. n. .51.! signifies
The act of eaping upon a female. (KL)

I;, originally ; ¢, ( ,b, ;,) or , (9,
M,* Msb,) the I being a substitute (Q, Mqb) for
the final radical letter, (Msb,) [A species of
millet; the holacus sorghum of Linn.; thus called
in the present day, and also, vulgarly, ' 5)

and ;1& ;;;, to. distinguish it from maise, the
zea mays of Linn., which is vulgarly called
j.l; 5jS and Cj!b 5j j;] a specie o fgraiu;
(M;) a certain grain, well hnown: (9, Myb, ] :)
the word is used as a. un. and as a colL n.

(T.) [See j.]

., A portion ( % ) not completed, of a saying;
as in the phrase, & ) ,; UA f 4 [An
uncompleted portion of a saying na relat to
me fromn hin]: (T, $:) or a littl; a dial. vur.
of 4j [q. v.]. (M.) - Also, and t tj, i q.

I4, (M, TA,) [respecting the derivation of
which there afe diffromt opioions, exphied ia
art. bk,] i.e. Crea'ad binp.: [or chie, or
ofsi: (ae art hi:)J °r oi and #@S
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Boor 1.] jJS3 -j$

ignify the number of the 4J:. (M.) One says,
.5i . t.-l and JjJ, meaning May God
increase [the number of] thine offspring. (T.)-

And jlit j occurs in a trad., as some relate it,

instead of jl .jt, as others relate it; meaning
[either Thechildren of the fire of Hell, agreeably
with what next precedes, or] to be scattered in
tle fire. (S and TA in art i·.) - Also, ;S,
The curved extremity of a bow. (So in a copy of
hllo S.)

iSj, also written !A, (or, accord. to some
copies of the ., 't A,') A thing [such as dust
t'c.] that the rind has raised, or made tofly, and
carried away: (.:) or it signifies what one has
winnoawed; (M;) or jjL C [what thou n innorv-
eat, as is indicated by the context of this explana-
tion]; like as ,l signifies ,~- L. (T.)-
And or * djj (accord. to different copies of

the O) Tears poured forth: (S :) or so t Sj) [or

5p & ]. (M,TA.),A lso A shelter; (M,
TA;) anything by which one is protectedl, or
sheltered: (S, Mb :) a shelter from the cold n'ind,
consisting of a wall, or of trees: and particularly
a shelter t'at is maie jot' camels such as arc
termed Ji, by pulling up trees of the hind called
eI 4c. andplacing themn one upon another in the

direction whence blows the north, or northerly,
wind, in the camels' nghtly resti,g-lac. (T.)
[Henec,] one says, .. .g .) asC Such a
one is in the protection of stch a one. (T.) And

;IJ; i ~, 95 J . ~i I 7am in the protection
of suh a one, and in his shelter. (S) Andl
[hence, perhaps,] &jt .. IJ tIi* >7l l Verily
such a one is generous in dlisposition. (AZ, T.)
-Also The court, or yard, (tW,) of a house.
(klar pp. 50 and 442.) Seo also j3, in two
places.

c: see iJ;, in two places: - and ;if.

3jf 2[uch property; like o;.: so in the
saying, )i , - [lie is a poSeuor of mnuch

property]. (TA.) See also Sj.

33fi: see what next follows.

;j and * i)p The utpper, or uppermost, part
of a thing (S,M, Msb, 1.) of any kind; (M,
Myb;) and so, accord. to Et-Taklee Esh-Shemenee,
%tjj: (TA:) and particularly, of a camel's
hump, (, M,) and of the head: (M:) and a
camel's hump itself: (TA:) pl. j (.S, TA.)

It is said in a trad., LS;JI ,Ub J. 1JI [ore

j.Ul ?] He brought came having white humps.
(TA.) And in another trad., ga 6 1;jA.
;ju [On the hump of eWery camel is a devil].
(TA.) And in a prow., tj,UI t
.*jWil [He ceased not to tist the fur' of the

upper part and the fore part of the Ahump:
originating from, or occurring in, a trad., which
ee erplained in arL , it]: it mns, t caW d

not to rderfam'i,r, or tatme, [or ratherto
edemosr to do so,] and to roe~ ,fractorm.

(TA.) [Hence,] £ UWIj i;JI ... .b

(T, M*) t He married among the noble and high
of them. (T.)

LS^: see -5 . k5) A warim shelter.
(TA.)

L.j A she-camel by means of vwhich one con-
ceals himself from the oljects of the chase: on
the authority of Th: but the more approvcd

word is with j [i. e. pJ, or, accord. to AZ, ;h*;].
(M.)

ijl;p (vulgarly prlonounced SjIJ;, TA) WVhat
hat become brohen into small particles, (M, ],)
and dried up, (M,) or of vhat has dried up, (g,)
of a plant, or of herbage, and has been blorwn
away by the winld. (M, .)-And lVhat has

fallen of, or from, corn, (M, I,) or especially
wheat, (Lh, M,) in the process of winnowing.
(M, I.) And Whtat has fallen of, or from, a
thing; as also t S·. (M, K.)

,L : see ..

,t1ddl>l [as used in the klur li. 1] means The
,inds (,, Bd!, Jel) raising, or makhii to Jly, and
carryjing awray, or dispersing, the dust !.c.: (Bd!,
Jel:) or t the prolific women for they scatter
children: or t the causes of the scattering of the
created beinys, angels and others. (Bd.)

£..L (S, M) and o!lj.o (M) A wooden
implement, (S, M,) or a small wooden implement,
(so in one copy of the S,) having [several] ex-
trenities [or prongs], (,) with which one win-
no,rs ($, M) aheat, and with which the heaps of
grain are cleared [from the stranw .c.]: (S:) or
the former word signifies the thing nwith which the
wheat is carried to be winnowed: and the latter,
the wooden implement with which one winnonts.
(T.) Also, the former word, The extremity of
the buttock: (AO, T, M, :) or te l1; signifies
the tno extremities of the two buttocks; (A'Obeyd,
T, S, I, 1 ;*) or the two upmernwst parts of the
t,vo bulttocks; (Meyd in explaining a prov. cited
below;) and it has no sing.; (A'Obeyd, T, S, M,
Meyd, 1 ;) for if the sing. were Sj~j., the dual
would be A1j. - (A'Obeyd, T, S, M, Meyd.)

Hence, (Meyd,) t .juJ.. ~ ;I [He came
shaking the two extremities, or the two uppermost
parts, of his buttocks]; (S,Meyd, V;) a prov.,
applied to one behaving insolently (QII), and
threatening; (S, g;*) or to one threatening vainly:
(Meyd, and Har p. 603:) and j. . ;1_
[He came striking. &e.]; a prov. also, applied to
him who has come empty, not having accomplished
that which he sought. (gar ubi supra.) -
t Ol~j;. also signifies The two ides of the head:

(M, K :) or lU sienifies the temples ofthe head;
and the sing. is .j,o; accord. to AA. (v.) 

Also, Q ij .L, The two places, of a bow, vpon
which lies the string, in the upper portion and the
lower-: (Agn,, M, ] . ) and in this sense it has
no sing.: (?:) or, accord. to AA, its sing. is

J1.4. (L.)

965
0. .
;1j'9: see the next preceding paragraph, first

sentence.

tljja: see LjJ, in five places.

.Jj, Rfem. A;Ij, A sheep having a portion of
its wool left unshorn between the shoulders when
thc rcst has been shorn. (T.) [Sec 2.]

6. JI s; e:.. , (1g,) as also ]U3, (TA,) The
jinnfri.ihtened him, or terrflied him. (Q.)

7. 1,nJI, (K1,) as also .JIl, the latter thought
by Az to be the original word, (TA,) It (water)
.flowed, ran, streamed, or poured: it flowed in a
continuous stream. (1.)

Li.. A young wolf. (g.)

C1C. J .6J -.l-W, (g,) and

i W, (TA,) I awN them following one another
as ihough they were the mane of a male hyena.
(As, 1.)

rj&

1. AJ&, aor. , inf. n. f); (, A, Mhb, ;i)
and * o,.1, (TA,) inf. n. ;tl; (15 ;) lie fright-
ened him; made him afraid. (S, A, Mgh, Mb,

K, TA.) lHence, k . ,po' j ... :,U
Arise thou, and go to the people, meaning
g5ureyshli, but do not make them to be fi. ightened at
ine; i. c. do not acquaint them with thyself, but
go clandestinely, lest they take fright at thee:
said to Igodheyfehli, on the night of the Ah.zb [on
the occasion of the war of the Moat]: so in a
trad.: andl in another trad. is mentioned the fol-
lowing saying of 'Omar, to some men contending
together in throwing colocynths: 15; * U.
li:.i, meaning, Let that suffice you: mnake not
our camels to be rightened at us. (TA.) -d,
(, 1g,) inf. n. j; (TA;) and tp,lJ1; (TA;)
[and app. VJ,3; of which see the act. part. n.,
below ;] He became frightened, or afraid. (f,

K, TA.) [You say, . t!5 He was frightened
at him, or it.]

4: see above, first sentence.

5 and 7: see l.

Fi fright. (g,* Mgh, Msb,. V.)

A . state of stupefaction, (g,) by reason of
shame, or pudency. (TA.)

S, a possive epithet, (T,TA,) or *
(g,) A thinFfeared; afrightful thing. (T, g.)

.See also .

A AfrigAt. (TA.)

so! [an intensive epithet, Very fearfdl..
And hence,] A cartin bird, (g,) a sma bird,
(T,) fomd in trees, always agging its tail,
(T, g,) ncer othAe than frighte
(T, TA.)
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4 a.3 0-.
zL?) ., A severe year. (A, 1.)

j9&: see Pja. - Also, [without t,] A
-woman who becomes frightened at a thing that
induces suspicion, or evil opinion, (g, A, Myb, Kg,)
and at foul langvage. (15, TA: or, accord. to
the C]g and a MS. copy of the 1, "foul language"
is a distinct signification of tile word.) A poet
says,

* -" .* A.O~ ~~~ f~ J

I. ) .L 5 Ya ' ' . ' 1 1i.olUki - ;~. L5;

[She will give thee hind discourse; but if thou
dsire other' than that, she will be frightened
at thee; for she is one who is frightened at
a thing inducing su.spicion 4'c.]. (TA.)-Also
A she-camel which, when her udder is touched,
take fright, and will not yield her milk. (So
accord. to two copies of thoe . [Expl. by Is1

;t 31h I,.apb 1 _~; and so in some copies of the K
and accord. to the TA: in a copy of the A, ;.,
which has a similar meaning: in some copies of
the 1, sjt, without teshdeed, i. e., is jealous.])

iJc3: see the next paragraph.

jo.. Frightened; or that becomesfrightened;

(9, A, g ;) as also t*; (A) and .tV ) (1) and

?4, , ((M, TA,) or L·. (i.) - ;,

and 1t 5M, ([, TA,) or ·t ai j, (so in the Ck1,
and a MS. copy of the 15,) A mad she-camel.
(1g.)

0.3 - J

3O*0j 
0J.U: .

see the next preceding paragraph.

1. oir, (, I8,,) aor. :, (1,) inf. n. Cm, (T0",)
lie gave him to drink Jt1 [i.e. poison, or
instantaneous poison]. (?, V.) - [And He poi-
soned food: (see Jo. :) for] j"I also signifies
the infecting with poison. (.KL)i -.i and
J.;., aor. :, (s,) inf. n. i.,&j., (1,' T],) He

died: (1 :) [or he died quickly: like .]

4. J1A! He, or it, ksle him, or killed him,
quickly. (V..)

7. lJJI His breath became interrupted, or
short, (;Ji,) and his heart bro (rjo L
[a phrase probably to be understood in a figurative
sense; like lJll]). (i].)

JUS: see MI a.. A ser-
ptnt that hills quickly. (V.)

t jIM Death. (i.) [See 1, last sentence.]

ij ,Poison: (Q, ]:) or intantanu poion;
U also 'tbj: (0:) or such poison is called

1;s~ : (Mgh :) pl. ,J .(.)_--4 ;J
i. q. lj);(i, 1:;) i. A quick death; that illU
qutickly; (;) and so L J , . (I.)

&,~*: see what next precedes.

[Boz I.

j i9.4AtbJ [Poisoned food; or] food in which
is ,.il,~ (s, 1g.)

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the TA
known to me. Compare witIh it art. J&j.]

1. Osj=: see what next follows.

4. d op-1, (s,M.b,*K, cc.,) in£.n. S,l.&,
(M.sb,) He was, or became, quick in obedience to
him, or it: (K :) this is its [proper, or primary,]
meaning, accord. to Aboo-Is-Jtk1, in the language
of the Arabs: (TA:) and he acknowledged, or
confessed, to him: (g :) and he was, or became,
lowly, or humble, and abject, to hin : (S, 15:)
and he wvas, or became, tractable, submissive, or
manageable, to hinma; (S,0 MbI,* 1, TA;) and
easy; (I,* TA;) not disobedient; (Mb ;) as also

t >, aor. :, (1K,) inf. n. O $. (TA.) You
say, a 3 il S ie obeyed me with respiect
to that [right, or due,] which I sought to obtain
from him, and hastened to rendler it: and he
achnonwledged, or confessed, to me my right, or
due, willingly, not against his will; as also ~ .
(TA.) Some have used O~sJ as meaning Ptr-
ception, and understanding: but there is no
foundation for this in the language of the Arabs;
and its being tropical, as some of the sheykhs
have endeavoured to show it to be, is improbable.
(MF.)

;tv&, k [act. part. n. of 4]. ;-JI * b C

-- 4 1134, in the ]ur [xxiv. 48], means
[But if the right be theirs,] thly come to him
quickly obediet: (TA:) or [simply] obedient;
not compelled against their will: (Fr, TA:) or
acknowledging, or confessing, and lowly, or hum-
ble: or tractable, submissive, or manageable, and
easy. (TA.) t 1t% L, also, signifies Tractable,
submissive, or manageable, (Myb, ],) to her
leader, (TA,) and easy in the head; ( ;) applied
to a she-camel: (M9 b, 1]:) and, applied to a man,
tractable, subrnmisive, or manageable. (A, TA.)

se,: what next precedes.

.,Vz1.bj is a mistake for 'e .,
meaning I saw them following one anowther, or
doing so uninterruptedly. (V.)

1. J., aor.:, M, M9 b, 15,) inf. n. ulh,
(M,) He, or it, (a thing, Mqb,) as quick (,
M, Myb, 5) and light, (M,) itn the
affair: (V:) or he light [or oent lightly]

upon the ground. (M.) You say, ,j t. "

Wb,hf9I, and J;, (IAq', T in the present art. and
in art. Jj,) i. e. He went lightly upon the ground.
(TA in art. J..) - Also, aor. as above, said of
a pestilence, It as quick; and despatched, or
killed, quicSly. (E.) And 4L , (M, 1g,)

inf. n. 3i and j41, (gS, g,) or J ; (M;) and
dl *i , (T in art. ,J, g, M, Mgh,) or

4 ~, (g,) inf. n. j; (. s ;) and ,* V il,

(T, M, ], in the C15 11;,) and ;j, and V its
(M, g, in the C1 /lJi;) and ae ~JSI, (M,)
or V 5i1, and J i.j; (15;) namely, a wounded
man; (g, M, Mgh, 1];) He despatched him; i. e.
hastened and completed his slaughter; (T, ?, M,
Mgh, 0;) as also a4 LJ. [&c.]. (M.b in art. j).
[See 3 in that art.]) - Also jj, (T, M,) aor. :,
inf. n. .ie; (M;) and *JJ..l; (T,M,];)
It (a thing, or an affair,) nwas, or became, easy;
(T ;) within one's power or reach; (M ;) feasible,
practicable, or prepared. (M, K.) You say,
.U Js C ., and Wu V i, ; and and
i.!w: all signify the same: (T, K :) i. e. Take
thou what is easy [&c.] to thee. (T. [See 10 in
art. j..]) - [The signification " Celeriter obortta
fuerunt manaruntque lacryma," assigned by Go-
lius to the first of these verbs, as on the autho-
rity of the KL, is a mistake: it is taken from
an explanation of wi, which, in my copy of the
KL, immediately follows the explanations of

Js and jU3.1

2: see 1, in two places. - You say also,
W_I j.. I. Lighlten thoe the travelling-

apparatus of thy ridling-camel. (1(.)

3: see 1, in two places.

4: see 1, in two places.

10: see 1, in two places. - Also It (an affair,
or a thing,) nas, or became, rightly disposed or
arranged; in a right state; or complete, and in
a right state; as also Jj.Lw1. (Iltt, IB, TA in
art. J>.)

R. Q. 1. , .6.3: see L -Also Ie wvalked
with an elegant and a proud and seMf-conceited
gait, with an affected inclining of the body from
side to side. (IAr, T, g.)

J Sheep or goats. (Kr, M, g.)

J.3 lt (M, V) and tJ?, (M) and *tIii
(T, , 15) and * Jai (M, g) A maU quantity
of water; water little in quantity: (T, ?, M, ] :)
or the last two signify, (1.,) or the lat but otne
signifies, (M,) moisture: (M, 1:) the pl. [of
mult.] (of JUil, T, 15, or X.()i, ) is 0 (T,
1) and [of pauc.] a*~l. (T, M.)

/,a: asee what next precedes.

Jj1. a subst. from A:U J4 [and as such
signifying The act, or a means, of depatching a
wounded man; i. e., hastening and completing his
slaughter: and hence, o.ffinihing a thing]. (El-
Hejeree, M, 1) A poet says, referring to a
draught of water,

*~- o 5 . -- 3 

[That may be a cure, or a means offinishing, of
what is in me, i. e., of what I am suffering].
(El-Hejere, M.) B See also the next panragraph.

jU. : see hS, in two places: -.. and .Us):

_-and Ji. -You say also, tU: 'j La I
tasted not a little thing, or a thing small in quan.
tity: (M:) ort lU 3b li. and t UIi [like I3lj.]
He tasted not anything. (V. In the Cg hi., 1.)

R
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BooK T.]

jil [or Joj ], (AA, T, ,) or *t 1Si,
(M,) or both, (g,) Deadly poison: (AA, T, .8,
M, i:) because it kills quickly him who drinks
it. (AA, T.)_-You say also, LjkI i i,

meaning d y t JL [i. e. Tltere is not in it
that nwherseb one may 'ectain life; or a bare
nficiency of the means of subsi.tence]. (g.) 

See also J3: and Jti.

J.h Quick: (8, iMb:) or, as also t lji,
quick and light: or light, or going liyhtly, upon
tihe gronrnd. (M, ]..) You say also .aL~ dI, .,
(T', S, ]K,) meaning Quick, ($,) and in like man-
ner t 3.j JL.', (T, .K,) in each case using tile
latter wolrd as an imitative seqtent. (K.)
Also A death, (M,) or a pestilence, (s,) that

kills q,ti,.ly. (M, li.) Also Tle ,nale J.M
[or hedge-hog]. (M.)

o,.t .an,j A snJif and light a,7oro. (i.)

1. jl, nor. ;, (S, Mbs, K,) inf. n.Ai, (Msb,)
lie, or it, had, or emitted, a pungent, or strong,
odonr, or smell; (s, Msb ;) or a ryey pungent, or
rtry istrong, odour, or srmel; (M, K;) wAhether
anreet or stinking: (., M, Msb:) or he had stinkingf
an,m-.lits; or it (the arm-pit) stank. (Lhb, M, K.)
[See also b), below.] _- _J p1 The plants
becanme abundant. (Agn. M.)

10. .,)1! A.l . lie became wery deter-
mineel, antl hardy, [as though he drew forth from
himself a pinigent odoulr hy sweating,] to do the
thinhg, or aJf,tir. (M, TA.) l. kJ, l said of
a woman, i. q. Z.>.;.l [q. v.]. (TA.)

~i inf. n. of 1. (Msh.)_ Pungeney, or strrngth,
of odlour; (, A, M,gh, Msb;) or intense pungency
or strength thereof; (M, ] ;) whether sxreet or
stinking; (S, M, A, Mgh,* Msb ;) as also 1 ;AI,

(](, TA,) or * 3;A: (so in the TT, as from the
M :) a subst. to whicih it is prefixed, or an epithet
by whichl it is qualified, shows whether it mean
sweet or foul: (TA:) or any pungent, or strong,
odour; whether sn'ect or stinking: (T:) or stench
of the arm-pit: (Lb, M, C :) or it has this signifi-
cation as well as the first: (., M :) or stink, or
stench, [absolttel!,] (IAir, M, ],) except when
relating to musk; not used with reference to any
other perfume, or sweet-smelling substance: (IAyr,
M :) but J;;, with the unpointed >, signifies only
"stink, or stench." (M.) - The seminal fluid

(.L;) of a tallion. (g.)

jl ($, M, A, Mqb, g) and t;/J (M, O)
Having, or emitting, a pungent, or strong, odour,
or tmell; (,* Myb;) or having, or emitting, a
very pungent, or very strong, odour, or smell;
(M, ] ;) whether sweet or stinking: (., M, Mb ;)
or especially, (Lh, M, 1g,) or also, (., M, Ai) a
man hiaing stinking arm-pits, (3, M, A, V,) and
a foul smell: (., M,A:) fem. of the former,

tij; and of the latter, V'i)ij: (M:) or i
signifies a woman having a strong smell; whethLr
snwt, ike that of mu h, orfoul, like that of the

arm-pit. (Mlb.) You ay say t, (1, A,
Bk. I.

M, K,) and , (M, 1.,) Pungent, or strong-

scented, mush: (., A:) or musk of the utmost
!.- 9.4

exceUence. (.K.) And ftiji ijU [A pungent, or
strong-scented, or] sweet-smelling [follicle, or
resicle, of inusk]: Er-Ri'ee says, speaking of
camels that had pastured upon herbage and its
flowers, and gone to water, and come back from
it with their skins moist and diffusing a sweet

smell, 
2 t L * -t-...? f,;t' 

, ' · r " "-

, . .

4F

[T1hey have an odour like that of a strong-scented
vesicle of mush, erery evening; as n,hen one ha.
imparted additional fragrance to camphire by
mixing with it nmush]. (T, M, TA.) One says
also a Lj,J (S, A) A smeet-melling meadow.

(TA.) And ?:l. .4 A stinkingarm-pit. (A.)

And L . -, , ($, I5,) or a.ljl .;, (A,)
Anv army, or a collected portion thereof, or a
troip of horse, having afoul smell from the rust
of the arms or armour. ($, A, 15.)_ ;i, A

certain plant, (V,) which grows in the midst of
he1rbage, little in quantity, of no account, gronnng
in hard and level ground, upon a single root,
having a yellow fruit, reaemblitig the oa'. in
[the sweetneos of] its odour. (TA.) - And
*t i; A certain herb, or leguntinous plant, (1.,)
rwhich remains green until the cold smites it:
[a coll. gen. n.; and with tenween; for] the

n. un. is Wi,;1: (TA:) [but it is fromf)J)j, fem.

of al:] a certain herb, of foul odour, which
camels 4'c. scarcely ever eat: (Yas]oob, $ :) or a

certain tree, also called d 8t t : or accord. to
Agn, a species of [the trees called] j : or, as
he says in another place, a certain green herb,
which riLes a span high, with round leaves, and
with branches, having no flowser; the odour oJ
n,hich is like that of a slight wind from the anus:
it makes the breath of camel to stink; and they
desire it eagerly: it is bitter; and grows in rugged
places: and Abu-n-Njm describet it as in mea-
dow.. (TA.) [Ruta sylvectris. (Golius, from
Er-~zee.)]

J A single emission of pungent, or strong,
odour. (Myb.)

bi.) 5 see;;.

g.Ij3, without tenween, (, (,) because the
alif [written iS] is the characteristic of the fem.
gender, (!,) and sometimes, (., ],) more rarely,
(Sb,) }i, with tenween, (., g,) when indeter-
minate, (S,) the alif in this case being considered
as making the word quasi-coordinate to ,
(8, 1t,) The place that sweats, in the back of a
camel's neck, behind the ear: (Lth, S :) or, in a
man, (M,) and in any animal, the part extending
from the ~L [or part between the two ears,

erroneously written in the CK .,,] to the half
of the J1iJj [or entire bach of the head]: or the
prominent bone behind the ear: (M, ]J:) or a
bone in the upper part of a man's neck, on the
right and left of the small hollow which is in the

middle: (Sh:) or the Oj. [whichl is the dual]
are the two 7n'otuberance.s on the ri.qht and left qf
the snall hollon' in the middlte of the back of tih
neck: (M :) it is froin ,jall J; [" the pungency of
the odour of sweat"], beeause it is the first part
that sweats in a camel: ($:) pl. ,.~. and

cS6L ($, g3 and sonie say i. (..)

AI.: see what next follows.

J;) A camel large in the part called Lj:
fem. with ;: (AZ, , K :) or a great camel:
(AA:) or (so in the TA; but in the K, "and ")

hard, or firm, and str.o,n: as also GP.i: (g:)

but the former (?)) is ol higher authority: also
applied to a camel; fi-m. with ;: and in like
manner to an ass: (TA :) or (so in the TA; but
in the ., " and ") grenat in make: ( :) also a
young man tall, pe;fect [in make], and hardy,

strong, or sturdy: (8, :) and ;~ an ercellent

she-camel, (]g,) long-necked: (TA :) and, necordl.
to the K, a bulky, or thick, as: but this is at
variane with what is foiund in other lexiconas.
(TA.)

j1l and ,#Wi: seeys, in eight places.

%AjL Lht A meadowr abounding with JA.

(O.) [see.J.]

L "J3K,(JK, ,A, 1,) aor. t, (JK,) inf. n.
'i, (Ti,) He strwck h;is ,i [or chin]: (J K,
., A, ] :) or he struck him on the back of his
neck, or on hi lhad at th part sest the back of
the echk, with the inde of his hand; syn. .. ai
(1, T'A. [In the C[, erroneously, ;,.]) 4d
He struck him, or beat him, with a as :..lr

stickL (JK.)--. :~ OU ,(l,)or..
(JK, ]g,) He put his C.1 [or chin] wpon' ;Ax
hand, or pon hi ta , or , (JK,, ,

and leaned [upon itl]: (TA:) and , i
[He leaned his chin upon his whip] (T/AT4D

also tpjj. (i.)s z , (K

aor., (JK, Vj,) inf. nC;. % (JK') ` ~.Jt
was, or becawe, such as is termed ' or

2: see the preceding paragrash.

3. .ill He straitened hin,,o(; ) 'k5"'v, 'L

[4. OJil is said by Golius,*I,. /inaity utv
of the KL, to signify Opet* S/it,, tk,a .m
but the word explained in 4he ,A l i,ify ipt
the doing this is the inf n.', not t.

. A decrepit, old' 'a ;I, 1t,felm
aged, man. (].) , .;( ' A . ,,,,:,

,>3k[The chinj;] Ale. piaCd,/r1tS 1 :ii
[here meaning thpe o !,4te,3or iM? i. qM
lower janm] comnb , ( ,

lonwerpart: (!)ia;: f &mn./,
of a beat]: alo u w k ,
to the · [i.e. ' (T fhemu,asc e

(Lh, g,) only;: A (; p, ~.( . f12, )
122

907
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a pl. of paue.; and tie pl. of mult. is IJ..

(Mob.) ]lence, (i,) ,&- cj;Ci, 'd [A
heavily-iburdened, or overbiurtlened, camel souflat
to help himself to rise bly meanx of his chin]:
(, , K:) a prov., applied to a low, Ianse, or
mean, and weak man, wiho seeks to hell ) hinlelf
Iy means of anollier man like himself; ($;) or
to him who seeks to help hnimself by means of
one who has no piower of cdeindlinlg, and by
ineans of one mlore low, bIns, or mean, and weak,
than he: (M1:) or to him whi, seeks to helcl
Ilimself I,y means of one less than lihe: (ig :)
originating froin the fact th:t a camel laden with
n hicavy load, and unable to rise, bears with his
chin palon tie groundl. (8, 1.) You say also,

.S.U l 1I [They fell don'n prostrate, nith
their chiins to the ground: see the lur xvii. 108

and 100]: and thence,] t4. i * * --

.UiAJ I [A wind blew iviolently, so that the
trees fell, or bent themielves down to the ground]:

(A in art. j.:) and . i" cx ,tq 'tc

ltijlt i[The wrind blew, and overturned, or threw
dorn, or bent down, the trees]: and, of a stone,

c-ij &5 11 t Tlhe torrent overturned it.
(1'A.) - The hair that grows upon the chin:
nsed in this sense by the vulgar; and said by
Esh-Shiihib El-lKhafGjee, in the " Shifs el-
Ghalecl," to be pot-classical : Z says, in tihe
" Italibee el-Abrnir," that it signifies the beard in
tile language of the Nabathmans. (TA.)

OJ1: see tile next preceding paragraph, first
sentence.

,.j.: see the paragraph next following.

i`5' A she-camel that relaes her chin [so as
to make her lower lip hang donwn] in going
along: (?, I :) or that mores about her head in
going along: (JK :) or that stretches her stspe,
and moves about her head, by reason of strength,

iad briness, livelines, or sprightliness, in going

along: (A, TA:) pl. u1 5: (TA:) and t ;il,
applied to a she-camel, signifies the same' as

S ji. (IA'r,TA.) .i. j ' ; tA bucket [of
leather] which one has sened in such a manner
that its lip inclines on one side: (S, 1 :) or a
large bucket inclining on one side: (Er-Rghlib,
TA:) and t in.1 ;i; a bucket with an inclining
lip: (IB, TA :) and *t fji j; a bucket that has
lad an adalition made to one of its two sides, and
consequently inclins on one side. (JK.)

,i4jlU The part boneath the Cjj [or chin]:
(1 :) -or the part, of the breast, that is reached by

the i i :: or the Ajj [itself]: (TA:) or the
head bf the .,,. [or windpipe]: (K :) or the
Pnrmi,t Mtrcmity of the .A~l. : (?, I :) thus
explained by A 'Obeyd and AA in the eaying of
'Asiheh, "[The Prophet died] between my
ai. abd my iJili :" (TA: [see iil.JI:]) or
the ;;;j tor col,ar-bone; or it may here mean
th;j'ore prprt df th throat, next the chest ; or the

i ir~ ' pert t f the hek t]: (I :) but this, in
ti5t M, h 'nmezplanalion of iWIJl: (TA :) or
itbe ?ter pae o ft)lhe belly, znet the navel: (1 :)
ut thblhd eQi Iiveki as an explauiation of Ita.JI,

.... ~~~~~~~~~

by ISd and by Z: (TA:) or the pit of the tpper-
most part of the breast, or chest: or the upper
pnart of the belly: (1 :) and the stomach: (JK:)
pl. '1.j. (S,TA.) [See also L;tiJI.] Hence

the prov., "'1,lj. *I1,.,.~ C.,'_ [explained in

art. ia~-]: ClIj.JI, accord. to.AZ, means the
r t,,ner part of the belly. (S.) -- See also 'Sj~.

i ;1 A man long in the Oji [or chin]: and so
[the fenm.] -J"( applied to a woman. (i.) 
And A man having the two sides of the mouth
inclining, or rmy. (JK.)- And [hlence, app.,]

A:;3J, (1f, TA,) applied to a woman, by way of
comparison, (TA,) 1 IHaving the jr. [or pu-
dendalm] inclining, or wyn. (1K, TA.) - ;. jl:

see O.33.

!,, ;-sS

i1. ;., [anor. ' ,1 inf. n. , (.S, A, Mh,)
which is fem., (Msb,) and imperfectly decl., (S,)
,and ;5 (A, 1g) [and j, or, accord. to Et-
Tebreezee, (Ham p. 26,) the latter of these two
linut not the former, or, as is said in the Msb.,
bloth arc properly substs., and a distinction is
made between them, as will he shown below,]
and ;t.i, (K,) lIe preseorved it in his mnemory:
(1K,* TA:) he remembered it; ($, A;) as also

Ji ., [to distinguishi it from 15 in a sense
afterwards to be explained], ($, Msb,) and

* ;.iJ3; ($, A;) and 1 ., ($, K, TA,)
originally o11, (S,) and 0, (TA, nnd so in
the C,) an - , (,) and * (1,) and.,
(AZ, K,) signify the same as o,LJ3 (.K)

[as explained above]: l #.i3 signifies also he
became reminded of it; (Myb;) [and so t oJs.bl
anid its variations: and t Bje, seems properly
to signify, as also t 3, he recollected it; or
called it to mind: and he wsought to remember
it: and -, and tfsJh used intransitively,
he sought, or endeacoured, to remember.] You

, a .a .. a ..
savy, t ~l;1 ;Lj.JI [I remembered
the thing after forgetting]: ( :) and ,,

.l and * . . [I remembered the thing
forgotten, and I became reminded of it, or I
recollected it]: (A :) and oe t j.. , occurring
in the I5ur [xii. 45, accrd. to one reading of the
last word], means He remembered [or became

reminded] after forgetting. (s.) And I a4
do -t.1 [He tied upon

his finger a thread or string, seeking to remember,
or recollect, or call to mind, thereby the thing
that he wanted: such a thread or string is comrn-
monly called i.j. :]: (AZ:) and VjSJ-Al is
used alone with the like signifieation [i.e. lie
sought to remember]: and also signifies lie
studied a book and prserved it in his memory,
accord. to the ]1; bat accord. to other lexicons,
he ftudied a thing in order to remember it, or
presete it in his memory: (TA:) you say,
,,l.i t .~.v.,t He sought to remmbr by his

studying of a book. (A.)- _ l Sm , (1,)

[~ooE I.

inf. n.AS3, (TA,) He nat mindful of hais rigAht,
or claim; and did not neglect it. (Ii.) Agreeably
with this explanation, the words in the ~ur

[ii. 231, &c.,] ' 1. i 1',bj have been
rendered And be ye mindful of, and neglect not
to be thaniful for, tahe favour of God conferred
upon you: like as an Arab says to his companion,
-. ~ ,., * ...
;.Ls 5i jl Be thaou mindful of my claim

upon thee; and neglect it not. (TA.) -[In like
manner also are expnlained the words] I. ;l
a, in the Kur [ii. 60], And study ye what is in
it, and forget it not: or think ye upon what is in
it: or do ye what is in it. (Bd.) -One says,

.;; iL..lA La, (F9 and Lb, and so in a copy of

the K,) or 5.eb1, (so in another copy of the I,

and in the TA,) the hemzeh ofrA; beiny dis-
junctive, (Lb, f,) [in the Ci we find Z.1 L.

§j l ', ' 1 ;J-i e.?i, as though the read-
,. ell

ing were #;; with a disjunctive hemzeh from
,-51, which is manifestly wrong,] and with
fet-l), because it is the hemzela of the first person
of a triliteral [unangmented] verb, and with the j
mejzoom, because it is the complement of an
interrogative phrase: (Lb:) it is expressive of
disapprobation, (Lb, 15,) and mcans, Acquaint
me with thy name: [or, lit., what is thy name?]
I nill remember it, or I will bear it in mind
(e,bl5): the conditional pihrase [if thou tell it to
me] is suppressed because unnecessary, on account
of frequent usage of the sayinrg, andl because what
remains is indicative of it: (Lb, M F:) the saying
is a prov.; and is also related withi the conjunctive
hemzeh, [.l', or :,b5t; in whichi case it is
most appropriately rendered, V'hat is thy name ?
Say: or Tell it] but the reading with the dis-
junctive hemzehl is that whiich is commonly
known: (TA:) [for] ~ ., nor. , (TA.)
inf. n. k .- , fem., [and imperfectly decl ,]

(M,b,) and . and . i, (TA,) [or thIe former
of these two (wilich is the most common of all)
but not the latter, or, as is said in the MAb, both
are properly lubsts., and a distinction is made
between tihem, as will be sihown below,] also
signifies le m*entioned it; told it; related it;
said it; (TA;) and so alJ. 1 5. [to dis-
tinguish it from b.. in the first sense explained

above]. (f, Msb.) You say o. _. Z5 1j-
Il.h b IS I mentioned, or told, or related, to
such a one tahe story of such and such things.

(TA.) And b j L I.l ). [lie mentioned,
or spoke of, a man as having that attribute which
wras not in him]. (EI-Jami' e.-Saghleer voce .)
- And ojS t He magnified Him, namely,
God; celebrated, lauded, or praised, Him;
asserted his unity; (Zj;) [saying Ji t .~, and

. AJ,,, and',,. ;bi; or W 41 ;t1 '; or

ii j; or thle like.] - [And, in like manner,
t lIe spoke well of him, namely, a man; mn-
tionied him with approbation; eulogized, praisd,

or commended, him: for .Jl. or .

See .s, below.] - Also, eontr., [for ;9"i
or ,] t pohe evil of him; m-



Boo I.]

tioned him with evil worde; (Fr;) mentioned his 
vices, or faults; pohke evil of him behind his .

bach, or in his absence, saying of him what woild
grieve him if he heard it, but saying nwhat was
true; or merely said of himn what would grieve
himn: an elliptical expression in this and in the
contrary sense; what is meant being known.

(Zj.) One says to a man, 0' ;J S ,
meaning [Verily, if thou mention re] with evil
nords [thou wilt assuredly repent]: and in like
manner the verb is used in the gur xxi. 37 and
61: and 'Antaruh says,

j a .' ( .; -- ' - a

meaning Alientioa thou not reproachfully [my
horw, and what I have given him forfood,.for,
if thliou do, thy sain rwill be like the hskin of the
scabby]: (Fr, T:) but AHeyth disallows this
signification of the verb, and explains the saying
of 'Antarah as meaning, Be not thou fond of
mentioning my horsew, and my preferring him
before the family. (T, TA.) -- i .l, inf. n

., [expressly said to be] with kesr, [so in the

C.K, and I think it the rig,ht reading,] or . ,
[so in a MS. copy of the K, and in the TA,]
with fet-h, [so in the TA,] lIe demnanded such a
one in marriage: or he addresed himnself to
dlemand her in marria/e: (s:) [as though the
mentionilng a woman imnplied a desire to demand
her in marriage:] it occurs in one of these two
senses in a trad. (TA.) .S, inf. n. ,
with fet-., le struch him upon his penit. (I..)

2. *mil Q (8, A,' Myb, XC,) and : ,
(gKur xiv. 5, &c.,) inf. n. 3,-? 3 (A, TA) and
~.Ja, (.K, TA,) and qumsi-inf. n. f .$ , im-

perfectly decl.; (A,' g,* TA ;) and 4.l * .. sl;
(., Msb, g ;) lle reminded him of, or cauted
him to remember, him, or it. (8, Msb, K.)

And S, (TA,) inif. n. ,SjJ (K) [and 3-'.i

also, as in the lur xx. 2], lie echorted; al-
moni.shed; exhorted to obedience; gave good
advice, and remtinded of the remlts of affairs;
reminded of what ,night soften the heart, by the
mention of rewards and Iunishments. (]g, TA.)
Thus the veib is used in the ]lur lxxxviii. 21.
(TA.)~_ Also $, inf. n. ;JJ, He mnade it

(a word) masculine; contr. of alt. (8,' MSb,

1.*)_ In the gur [ii. 282], tq,'~- S.W
-.el

s lis said by some to signify t That one of
them may make the other to be in the legal pre-
dicament of a male: [meaning that both of them
together shall be as one man:] or, accord. to
others, one of them may remind the other. (TA.)

- It is said in a trad., A , 'A -

I T77 ur-dn is eminently excellent [lit., mascu-
line]: therefore do ye hold it and know it and
demsibe it as such. (1, TA. [In the CV, for

.L us put j.]) - (Hence,] -ea), (TA,)
inf. n. .b.- , (,) He put to it, namely a sword,
(TA,) and the head of an axe &c., (],) an edge

of steeL (V,' TA.) [See '..]

3. ,jJbl~, (MA,) in£ n. t. .l, (KL,') Be
called to mind with him (MA, KL) a story, or

discourse, or the like, (MA,) or a thing. (KL.)
- [And hence, He conferred with him.]

4: see 2. ~ o^1 also signifies He (a man 
[or other]) begat a male. (TA from a trad.) And

C.z^l She (a woman, ], A, or other female, 
TA) brought forth a male, (S, A, ],)or males.
(Mgh.) It is said in a prayer for a woman in

·.... .4..s
labour, .-Ij .. May she have an eas.
birth, and may she bring forth a male child.

(A.) And you say also, d4 Cbj3l t Sihe brought
hinm forth a male, and har;dy: (TA from a trad.:)
or a male, and sharp and cunning. (Mgh.)

5: see 1, in five places, in the first and second
sentences. - [Also It (a word) was, or becamne,
or ras made, of the masculine gender; contr. of

6. tj.-la They called to mnind [a story, or
discourse, or the like, or a thing,] one with
another. (KL [See 3.]) [And hence, They
conferred together.]

8. j and ,- and ,s..j: see 1, in three
places, in the first and second sentences.

10: see 1, in six places, in the first and third
sentences.

j: see;u3: e and;etb-

A4.: see b,in six places. .S i ,
or 9,i, (as in different copics of the S,) and

;~l, [whichi is the pl.,] (A,) : A cutting, or

sharp, sJord. (S, A.) [See ;-.]

.Js& (Yoo, A'Oheyd, Yaaloob, S, M, A, Msb,
K) and tVI, (Yoo, A'Obeyd, Yag¥oob, S, A,
Msb, ., TA,) or the latter only in the first of the
senses here to be explained, (Fr, Msb, TA,) and
the latter only is mentioned in this sense in the
Fe, (TA,) and is said by El-Ahmar to be of the
dial. of Kureysh, (TA,) [both said in the Mqb
to be simple substs., though many hold them to
be inf. ns.,] and . , accord. to one of the
expositors of the Fq, but this is strange, (TA,)
and * }j ($, M) and V }j. (M, TA) and
' ' 5, (S, M, [see 1, first sentence,]) and also

I· - 0· ·

,-j (S) and S>, mentioned by lSd as of the
dial. of Rabee'ah, but held by him to be of weak
authority, (TA,) Remembrance; (S, M, A, Msb,
1, &c.;) the presence of a thing in the mind:

(Er.-Ughib:) also termed , ), , (Msb,

TA,) to distinguish it from j-. in another sense,
to be explained below: (TA:) the pl. of t ;SJ
is ^., (M,) also said to be pl. of t? .

(MF, art. _1.) You say, * i; U l . *1

and.b3, in the same sense, Place thou him, or

it, in thy remembrance. (g.) And U ±;.
, 'I AU, and ,1, I w/ll not forget him, or

it. (A.) And ' l ? b j 0l ., and J5,
(V,) or the former only, (Fr, MSb, TA,) He, or
it, did not ctau to be in my remembrance; (1 ;)
I did not forget him, or it. (Fr, TA.) And

r,A. 3t t # s U d; Thou art in my mini

(I8d, Lb.) _- The words in the ]ur [xxix. 44]

'1 XI i.ij, admit of two explanation: lT'he

remembracs of God is better for a man than a
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man's remembrance of a man: and the remem-
brance of God is better as more efficacious in
forbidding evil conduct than is prayer. (TA.) -

.5 also signifies MIemory; p certain quality of
the mind, by ,vhich a man is able to remember

rhat he cares to hnow; like iiU , except that
this latter term is used with regard to the pre-
servation of a thing [in the mind], whereas the
former is used with regard to calling it to mind.
(Er-Raghib.) Also J-.% (Er-R6ghib, Msb,

TA) and V ' , (MI[b, TA,) or the former only

accord. to Fr, (Myb, TA,) and t. , (MSb,)
The mention, telling, relating, or Jabing, of n
thing: said by some to be contr. of,:..: (TA:)

and also termed OL.3 J l 5,, (MSb, TA,) to dis-

tinguish it from -.% in the sense first txplainel

above. (TA.) - Also .1, t The praise, and
glorification, of God; the celebration, or decla-
ration, of his remotenes, or freedom, from enery
impurity or i,nperJection, or fromt everything
derogatory firom his glory; or the sayintg *,

aIl, [and zJ O_JI, and -1 Zi,] and ;jl 

'il, [&c., see 1,] and uttering all the forms of his
praise: a reading, or reciting, of the Kur-dn: a
thanking [God]: obedience [to Godj: (Abu-l-
'Abbifts:) prayer to God; (1K ;) supplication.
(Abu-l-'Abb6s, 1l.) - Also I Praise, or eulogy, or
good speech, of another. (s,' K,* TA.) - [And,
accord. to some, t Dipraise, or evil speech. See 1.]

Also t A thing that is current upon the tongue.
(i.) _ t Fame; renown; report; reputation;
(8, A, V;) whether good or evil; (ISd;) as also
? '; . (AZ, ISd, K.) Thus in the saying,

. )t k; ~"~ J .ie has fame among the
people: in which it has also the signification next
following. (A.) - 2E,minence; nobility; honour.

(A, A, MSb, 15.) So in the l5ur [xciv. 4], :t~
4.J U S And Wre have raiused for thee thin#

e;tinence, or thy nobility, or thine honour: as
some say, it means, when I am mentioned, thou
art mentioned with Me: and again, in the lur

[xliii. 43], JA i ; 5nd erily it
(the ]ur-in) is an honour to thee and to thy
people. (TA.) Also, in the gur [xxxviii. 1],
Jla.JI ,g) hl5l, S By the K.ur-5 posesd of

eminence, !c. (.) - Also t A book containing
an exposition of religion, and an intitution of
r'eligious laws : (K :) any book of the prophets:
(TA:) and especially the Kur-dn: (MF, TA:)

and the 153 [or Book of the Lam revealkd to
Mos]: (Aboo-Hureyreh, TA in art. A :) and
that [lam] mhich is [recorded] in heavn. (Sa'eed
Ibn-Jubeyr, TA ubi supr&.) - t An ehorta-
lion; an admonition, or a warning. (Bi in
xxxviii. 1.) - -. -m : A writtn obligation;

syn. L. : (A, :) pI. . ;As (A,) or

,A;- zb%. (TA.) You sy, e 8 I." -k

i.~ !~ L t[I hae a written obligation to insure

this thing]. (A.) ~ See also the next paragraph,
in the latter half.

ib3I [probably originally signifying "'men-
tioned," or "talked of," of the meaure jW ip
the sn of the meue J,a, like in the
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1
or 

ivtu made, of the masculine gendo.; contp.. Of and also termed ej"� (Mqb, TA,) to dis-

6. 

1 or tinguish it from,.,.%� in the sense first txplainect

They 

called to inind [a story, 06

discourse, 

or the like, or a thing,] one witi, above. (TA.) -Also j*51, t Tite praise, and

another. 

(KL [See 3j) - [And hence, TAvj glorification, of God; the celebration, or decla-

conferred 

togetiter.] ration, of his iemotenew, or freedom, froin ewpy

impurity 

or iixperjicgion, or fioti em-uthing

8. 

�4'>1 and and me 1, in three '0 '

1 

derogatory from his gkry or the saying J~

placea, 

in the first and second sentenom $m

&bl, 

[and 'I Z,&'J1, and 11 ai,] and 'g'at

lo: 

see 1, in six places, in the first and third J..a A

sentences. 

'kl, [&c., 'see 1J and uttering all the forms of his

praise: 

a reading, or reciling, of the Kur-dn: a

j#-,#hl 

see,*%b#l : rom andj&lbl. thanking [God]: obedience [to God]: (Abu-1-

'Abbfts:) 

prayer to God; (1g;) supplication.

,m4b5 

ttee in six places. ~A

(Abu-l-'Abb6s, 

lg.) - Also 1 Praise, or eulogy, or

or 

Ife. (aa in diiTerent copica of the 8,) and good speech, of anotlier. (�,* K,* TA.) - [And,

�bil, 

[whicli is the PI.J (A,) 1 A cutting, or accord.toeome,IDijrpiaigeo;evilspeec4. Seel.]

(?,A.) 

[See;AS.1 Also t A thiptg that is ctirpent upon the tonque.

0 

a rettown; report; reptitation;

,.&,1 

(Yoo, A'Oheyd, Ya4oob, �, M, A, Msb, (8, A, V;) whether good ov. evil; (18d;) as also

a�d 

(Yoo, A'Obcyd, YagL�oob, 8 A, V (AZ, ISd, ]�.) Tibus in the saying,

Mgb, 

]�, TA,) or the latter only in the flist of the 1.m A� oi 1 lid has fame among the

senses 

here to be explained, (Fr, Mob, TA,) and , J,

the 

latter only is mentioned in tliis'sense in tibe people: in wliich it has aldo the signification next

fullowin,-. 

(A.) E, Paimnes; nobility; honoui..

Fe, 

(TA,) and is said by El-Ahmar to be of the 0

dial. 

of Kureysh, (TA,) [bot� said in the Mab A, Mqb, ]�.) So in the ]�ur [xciv. 4], C;�;;

to 

be sim'ple substs., thouLvh many hold them io 1 j� 1 And Wir ham raised for thee thin#

4 

- A!?S,

be 

inf. ns.,] and f> 1, accord. to one of the et*inence, or thy nobility, or thin# honour: as

expositors 

of the Fq, but this is strange, (TA,) 96me say, it means, when 1 am mentioned, thou

and 

c;j'5*1 ($p M) and V (M, TA) and art mentioned with Me: and again, in the ACur

5S
L£p51, 

M, [see 1, first sentencej) and also [xliii. 43], il��3 W And werdy it

j-4o� 

and jS>, mentioned by 18d u of the (the ]�ur-in) is an honoup. to thee and to thy

dial. 

of Rabee'ab, but held by him to be of weak MapIL'. (TA.) Also, in the gur [xxxviii. 1],

authority, 

(TA,) Remembrance; (�, M, A, Mob, AbJul J� �j501.3 1 By the Kur-da pommd of

&c.;) 

the presence of a thing in the mind: emi;�nce, �c. Alao t A book containing

(Er-IUghib:) 

abo termed (Mqb, an ewposition of religion, and an ijutitution of

religious 

lams: QC:) any book of tio prophsts:

TA,) 

to distinguish it from 1 in another sense, (TA:) and especially the Kur-da: (MF, TA:)

to 

In explained below: (TA:) the pl. of VIA'11 3 and the &'#' [or Book of .the Lam reveakd to

tii)
is 

A�, (M,) also said to be pl. of Moms]: (Aboo-Hureyreb, TA in art. A:) and

(MF, 

art. ~1.) You say, Vj_%I ul& &kz* ALSOR-11 that [lam] mhich is [recorded] in hown. (Sa'eed

andibl, 

in the same sense- Place thou 1A iin, o'r Ibn-Jubeyr, TA ubi supri.) - f An whurta-

? 

1 1 tion; an admonition, or a warming. (BO in

it, 

tn thy rmembrance. (g.) And .,, - ' ;11 :A mKgttn obligation;

6 

j 

xzxviii. L)

AI 

.1&, and %I, 1 miU not forgot Aim, or

syn. 

dto (A, lg :) pl. (AJ or

it 

d AI U'b' U.* an

(A.) 

An d

J..L 

1 q, jjp%I. (TA.) You say, ewjt I." Uko

(V,) 

or the former only, (Fr, Mqb, TA,) He, or

it, 

did not cwm to be in my remembrance; 0P [I ham a written obliqation to imare

I 

did not forget kin, or it. (Pr, TA.) And tAis thing]. (A.) ~ See alw the next pragraph,

Iji; 

' at; in the latter half.

'j; 

ku art in miniL

(£8d, 

Lb.) The words in the lgar [xxix. 44] [probably originally signwing 11 men-

At
;;1; 

XI ;1.j; admit of two explanatiow: Tke tioned," or 11 talked of," of the measure 116 ip

rmoj;bmct 

of God is better for a man than a the scan of the meuure JA , like in the
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sense of ,.,6L, and 4. iii thie ense of l~
and wM, in the sense of , &c.; and hene
the first, and perhaps most others, of the signifies
tions here following:] Male; masculinc; of t/
mab, or macUine, sex, or gendlet; contr. ofuJi
(9, A, M,b, g, &c.:) [thie corresponding wor
ii llebrew ("12) has been supposed to have thi
signification because a male is muchiel "mentioned,'
or " talked of;" and it is well knowu that the Arab
make comparatively little aucount of a female:

.1 ;,j (@, A, Mqb, 1[) amd *J 4 (A, Mqb, g
avd jtb) (1) and i;t,iw anad Cl:p. (?, A, Mqb

]K) and 3S (., 1:) [the last, in one copy o
the $, I find written t J. , which, if corret, iL
ui pl. of panue.: and in the TA, in the same phras
in which it occurs in the ?, it is written V S;,
and expreuly said to be with damm, so that it if
a quasi-pi. n.:] the pl. form withj and ~ is noi
nilowable. M,b.) One says, >. i ~.:1 _

, or 1 J,bJJI, (accord. to different copies ol

the ?,) or t ij.JI, with damnm, (accord. to the
TA,) Hlow many are the tarles of thy children ?
($, TA.) - The male organ of generation; the
psnis; syn. RJi; (., 15, cc.;) of a man: (TA:)
or the ) [an equivocal term, but here evidently
nsed in the above-mentioned sense,] of an animal
(Mhb :) p!.; g,d (15,) or jh, like a, (Mtb,)

or °- l, (T, TA,) and jbtJ: (., Mb, 1 :)
the laut contr. to analogy, (, Mgb,) ns though
used for the sake of distinction between this
signification and the one inimediatcly preceding:
(t ) or of the same class as '` , [with respect

to :~ ] and'5.C' [with respect to ]
(ISd :) Akh says that it is a !. without a [proper]
sing., like ,1 and ,.l: accord. to the T, it
has no sing.; or if it have a sing., it is V ,~
like.A,f, of which the pl is .>l;; and signifies
tlc parts next to the poenis: (TA.:) or it signifies
the pniu mith what it around it; [or the genitab;]
and is similar to Jjt in the phraue jtl .l

aIj,: and ; .bL,. tJ signifies He extirpated
his penis. (Mgh.) - Applied to a man, (A, g,)
it also signifiest Strong; couragqeous; acute and
ardent; migorous and effective in affairs; [and
also] stubborn; and disdainful: (TA:) or [ma.

i.1caline, meaning] perfect; like as o l is applied
to a woman. (T and A in art. :;1.) The sig-
nification of" strong, oourageotu, and stubborn,"
and the signifietions which the same word has
when applied to rain and to a saying, are asigned
in the g to V;Am;; but [SM says,] I know not
how this is; for in the other lexicons they are
assigned to ;^ . (TA.) You say, ,1 :i Y
Jiwjl I>L) t [Nonu will do it but such as are
strong, &c., of now]. (A.) -Applied to iron,
1 Of the toughest and bet quality (, ) and

· i

strongest; (TA;) contr. of [.1; (a;) [iron

convrted into steel ;] au also t;b,. ( S.) [See
also o .] __ Applied to a sword, t Haliaving 
i. e., diversfi~d wavy mark, streas, or grain];

( U;) as also *V .. : (y, V:) or of which the
ed,e is of steel ( ... ^ ,) and the OU [or

(BooK I.

,n middle of the broad side] of soft iron; of whicl
e the people say that they are of the fabric of til
i- Jinn, or Genii: (A'Obeyd, $ :) or Vt J.~ sBig
ce nifies having a sharp iron blade or edge: (Ai:
: the pi. of the former is J*S.- ([am p. 168.
l _ -J. J S I lerbs, or leynuminou plants
s that are hard and thick : (TA voce :) o

that are thick, and inclinilg to bittcrnes (s
' TA:) like as 1;jI; signifies such as are slende
] and sweet: (TA:) or the fornier signifies such a.
) are thick and rowAh. (AHeyth)-,.11 .:,

(15,) and ~ , and 'JlS, (TA,) tPerfum
f properfor men, excluivedy ofonaun: i. e., (TA,;

that leaves no stain; (g,* TA;) that become
ediuipated; such as musk, and aloes-wood, anc

camphire, and lJt,, and ;ij. (TA.) [See tlu

* contr., .; .,Le, in art. ,.;J.] j_ . applied
t to the Kur-in signifies : Einiiwently xelUlent.

(15.) See 2. Applied to a saying, Strong
f nnd firm: and in like manner to poetry. (A.)

The Arabs disliked a sbe-camel's bringing
forth a male; and hence they applied the term

e . ', met, to tAnything diliked. (A.) 
[Thus,] applitd to rain, it signifies I Violent;
(A, 1;) [alligj in large dtp,s. (V.) They
said, a !,d1 4 B 131 1 Rains bringin
intense cold and torrentsfell upon the earth.
CA.)-Applied to a day, t [eere; dittrwuing;
) ard to be bo,re: see also lj`]. (A.)_
I Drd says, I think that the name .,bJI [so in
the TA, without any syll. signs; app. SII] is
npplied by some of the Arabs to C.4,i1 .il
[or the star Arctut.us]. (TA.)

~:}5 see~s

.e e,:.see ,3.

;j: see .S, in two places : and . ,
in .two places. Also t A piece of steel that i.
added [to tIw edge of a sword and] to the head *f
an awe 4c. (1,* TA.) -_ And t Sharpner of a
sword: [see also.j :] and of a man. (9, A, 1 )
You say, a-JI ;S ,3 ;-S-, and ,.1JI ;ij.,
1 TAhe h~rpne of the srord, and the iharpns of
t man, went. (t , A.)

iS .:see . S, in two places: - and ~.~,
in two places.

,i }see~ .

Uj.~.: see 3S, in three places. - Rmem-
brance with the reception of ex/ortation: so in
the following padssge of the Kur [xlvii. 20],
0& -, ,e,. . ,, .

,3.4: n l3. ,J ,i l: [Then ltonw, that is,
of what avail, wiU be to thwm their remembrance
with the reception of exhortation when it (the
hour of the resurrection) cometh to them: or] Aow
miU it be to them when it (the hour) coneth to
them with their remembrance'and their reception

h of fehortation: (1g, TA:) i. e., this will not
e profit them. (TA.)..Rsp ntance: so in the

.Kur [lxxxix. 24], t*,j&jl ) j;lj, i. . And how
) shall he have repentance? (], TA.) -A -
) minding, or causing to remember: so in the ]5ur

viii. 1, and xi. 121, (4,) and li. 55. (Fr.) ee 2.
r - An admonition: so in the g5ur xxxviii. 42.

and xl. 66. (1.)_. A being reminded, or causd
rto rRemcmber: so in the g5ur [xxxviii. 46], in the
s phrase jldl j.h; Their being reminded of, or

coaued to remember, tae latter abode, and being
made to relinquish worldly things, or not to desire
them: (.1:) or it may mean their remembering

) much the latter abode. (B, TA.)

d ,bl A man postsiegj an excelknt memory.
e (-)_-Also, (AZ, g,) and Vt;i, (accord. to a

MS. copy of the 1, and so, as is said in the TA,
accord. to the method of the author of the 1],) or
·tbi, (accord. to the C4,) and 1>LS and

p ' (5 (:,) I A man possesing AS, (1,) i. .,
fame, or renomrn: or glory, or boastfulnes. (TA.)
- See also S , in the latter half of the paragraph.

: see the next preceding pargraph.

r i l The males of palm-tree (1)

7 sl., [act part. . of1]._% ,s6 -V CUiL'. .A

t a: see ar l.

.E;S t More, and most, harp, (~, TA,) acute
and ardent, vigorous and effective in affairs.
(TA.) Mo4ammad used to go rounid to his wives
in one night, and to perform the ablution termed
,L. for his visit to every one of them; and
being asked wherefore he did so, he answered,
,.. s1 ,:! It i more, or most, sharp [or effective];
syn. .. l (, TA, from a trad.) And it was
said to Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr, when he was prostrated,
· a ;. · t ",° ,,

.. ; SL.JI , . 1 L. 1 By God, women
lave not bro4/,t forth one more acute and ardent
and ipgorouw aund effectiove in affairs than thou.
(TA from a trad.)

"P" an inf. n. of 2. (A,TA)_ [And
hence,] A thing by means of which soelthiwj
that one wants [or desires to ,'member] i called
to mind; a memorandum. (, 15, TA.) _- [A
biographical memoir. - And, in the present day,
Any official note; such as a paMuport; a permit;
and the like.]

,..,w A place of remembrance: pl. ;t1:
whence hl.1J1 in a trad., alip. meaning The
black corner or stone [of the Kaabeh]. (TA.)

S.,j: see its fem., with ;, vocep.i..

A woman [or other female (see 4)]
bringingforth a male: (9, 1 :) or a woman that
brings Jborth men-children. (TA in art. J.j.)
- And S A desert that produce herbs, or
leguminous plants, of the kind called .
(As. [Seeij: and see also ;otS.])-And
:A road that is feared (A, 1.)_See abo
S.~ , in two places. - And see jbl, in the
former half of the paragraph.

;. [A moaslin word; a word made mo-
1



BOOK I.]

c ]. - 9;LZ A she-camel resembling a he.
came in make and in dip oitiom. ($.) And
also, (I~, TA,) or ? ;5,ALJ, (ac¢ord. to the Ci,)
A woman mwo makes herselflike a male; (Ii;)
as also t , (L, and so in a copy of the K,,)
or t &1ds, (so in another copy of the V, and in
the TA;)ort , (so in the Cg,) and t $
(g.) j1 .L. A she-camel havting a large
head, (C, TA,) like that of a he-camel: (TA:)
because her head is one of the parts that are
excepted in the game of chance [called J7t1]
for the man who has sold her: [therefore those
parts are termed 41t:] (V:) or resembling th1
make of the male in [the largenes of] the head
and legs. (Th, M in art. u;' -And

A day that is severe, diutreing, or hard to be
borne; as also t 5: (1g, TA:) or in rehich
a severe fight, or slaughter, has taken place.
(A, TA.) [See also , last sentence but one.]
- And ;,5L. a,hli IA severe calamity or
tnisfortune; (A, ];) and so ;.S. [without;

lxbau?e it is from this epithet applied to a she-
camel as meaning "bringing forth a male;" for
her doing so was disliked, us has been mentioned
v .ce1S]: (K:) or thG latter means whrich none
caps ,vitaJgttandl but strong, courageous, stubborn
men. (TA.) See alsoIn in two places, in
the latter half of the pairagrnphi.

jtS A woman [or otlier female] that usually
brings forth mnales. (] 4.) And A man whlo
usually beget* male childlren. (TA.) - Also

Land that produces herbs, or legumninous rlants,
such as are temned JD3: (A, TA: [see ,
and.pdb:]) or that does not produce [anything]:
bit the former signification is tle more common.
(TA.) - Avid ;lS ;. tA terrible desrt;
(AV, A, lg ;) thiat is not traversed but by stronig,
courageous, stubborn men. (Ay, 4.)

W.146~~~~~~~~~~~~

; 1. [pass. part. n. of 1]. _ A man praised,
or spoken of well. (TA.) - , 6.J.. i; ; 
in the Iur [lxxvi. 1], means [accord. to some]

luWhen he as not a tkhe ebing exitig by itself,
though exisling in the knowiedge of God. (TA.)

said to be an anomalous pi. of ;` in
a sense pointed out above: see the latter word.
(W, Myb, g.)

iBLA: see;Lb.

inf. n. tl (; , Mgh, 6, kc.) and ORL41 accord. to
Z (o and 5. , (M, 1, TA,) like _na; (TA;
[accord. to the CK (L and so aceord. to the
MA, as well as u and op ;]) and &P

the TA3 _ (.o and thelf and

(];) Thef. blazed, or lhamed; burned ip; or
burned brightly or fierely: (?:) or blazed, or
Jlamed, vehemently, or intensly: (o :) or blazed,
flamed, or bured up, completely; agreeably with
the primary signification of the root, which is

atd lamg** (Th,Mier.;.) nd.o,o

"bompleteness." (Mgh.) _I,T il The
mes gave efortil odour, or fragrante; (MA;)

,.nJl tI kindled nar. (TA.)-i ; b.jf
sAl I * ent against himn the souts. (c.)

10: see 1, first senteno -[Honce, app.,]
' i:i ,i# Js. ubX-S 1 t The stallion

presued seemntly upon thefemale. (TA.)

, i an inf. n. of 1; The blazing, orplming,
&c., of fire. (, , , &A [See 1, first sentence.])
- See also '~#. - And see itI.

A1 a possessive epithet: (ISd, TA:) you say

c4i ;j), (], TA,) without teshdeed, (TA, [in
the CV i5b ,]) A .fir blazing, or flaming, &c.
(]K, TA.)

'"5S1: see 3;.-[Also] a subst. (Mgh,
M9b, TA) syn. with 'i;a I (Mgh, Mqb, ], TA)

as signifying tb [i. e. The slaughter of an animal
for food itn the mannr prcribed by the law];
(Mgh, V, TA;) as also t L , (], TA, [in the
CV, A.,] which is likewise said to be a simple
subst.: (TA: [in the TV, t5A and ;l3b are both
said to be in na., of which the verb is LtS,
signifying .5; but this I do not find in any
lexicon of authority:]) it is satisfactorily per-

formed by the usering of the mind pipe and gullet,
as is related on the authority of Abmad [Ibn-
gambal], or, as is also related on his authority,
by severing them and also thae 'j [or twro
external jugular reins], les than which is not
lawful; or, accord. to Aboo-Hlancefeh; thle serring
of the windpipe and guUet and one of the O49i ;

or, accord. to Milik, the severing of the 1jtl [or
external jugular wins] though it be rithout tha
severing of the windpipe. (Mgb.) The saying

.l L S [The lI igal is for s , or ung
&A Whi [TAe legal laughterofthuSaa w , oryoung
in tht belly, it is the legal slaughter ofits mother]:
(Mqb, TA:) or it is an instance of the transposi-
tion of the inchoative and enunciative, jM*gh,
Mgb,) its implied meaning being GJl.A itIj
J hI [The legal daughter of the mother of the

fcetus, or young in the belly, is a legal dautghter
of it also; so that the latter, like the former, may
be lawfully eaten]; (Mqb;) i.e., when she is
legally slaughtered, it is legally slaughtered:
(TA:) the use of the accue. cseu (Mgh, TA) in
the like thereof, (Mgh,) [or] in the phrase *bSS

4.i, [i. e., the saying &el iLsb,] is a mistake.
(Mgh, TA.) - Hence the saying of Mol/ammad
Ibn-El- anafeeyeh, 1 ,h1 iaB t [Tho
cleannetu, or purity, of tIe ground is its becoming
dry]; i. e., when it becomes dry from the moisture
of uncleanness, it becomes clean, like as a beast
becomes clean by means of legal slaughter. (Mgh.
[See also 1, last sentence.])

}.i, (T, TA, &c.,) with lamm, not j]S as
the text of the g indicates it to be (TA) [and as
it is written in the copies thereof], and *1,
(g, TA,) also with 4amm, (TA,) [in the copies of
the v ii,] What it thrown upon the fire,
(T, g, ],*) offirewood, or of camnel' or similar
dung, (T,) to make it blase, or flame, or burn
up, or burn brightly or fierody. (0, I.) _ Also

[or a strong, or pungent, odour; for] the primary
signification of I.j in relation to odour is the
being strong, [or pungent,] in woeetness or in

i fetidnes. (TA.) - US, aor. Si (, Mhb,
) 19;) and $i5, (Mlb, g,) aor. US , (i,) or

, .4 ; (Msb ;) and jl, (MA, ]V,) aor. ;
(;) all three mentioned by ISd; (TA;) inf. n.

e ;.t i (Q, MA, 9,* TA; [in my copy of the Myb,
the inf. n. of the first is said to be u.SJ; but this
is app. a mistranscription; or the author perhaps
held Cb3, more properly written 1I., to be the
inf. n.; for he says that .51 is of the class of

3I , of which the inf. n. is ,3, and afterwards
l mentions ZL5 as though he held this to be a

simple subst.;]) said of a man, ($, Mgb,) He
nwas, or became, sharp, or acute, in mind, (S,
TA,) writh quicknel of perception, and of in-
telligence, understanding, sagacity, skill, or know-
ledge: (TA:) or quick of understanding, (Myb,
.,) or intelligence, sagacity, skill, or knowaledge:
r (:) or quick of perception, and sharp, or acute,
in understanding: (Er-R&ghib, TA :) or quick in
draw'ing conclusions. (TA. [See ,tb, below.])
[Also, app., said of a camel, and the like, meaning
He nwas, or became, sharp in spirit. See - .]

[l= [l.j seems to have been also used by some as
meaning Ie (a beast) was, or became, legalhy
slaiughtered; and consequently, legally clean: or
to have been supposed to have this signification.

, And hence,] ;.S iW" -JA. ejl L;1 means
t 1J7 Iaterer ground hat become drj, :it has become
clean, or pure: but [Mtr, after mentioning this,
adds,] I have not found it in the lexicons. (Mgh.
[See also ;t., below.])

2. Ali AI, (T, Msb, V,) inf. n. J3, (9,
TA,) lie made the fire to blaze orflame, to burn
up, or to burn brightly orwrcely; (T, q, J ;) as
also t& LMIl: (;, g:) or he supplied the fire
fully with fuel: (Mob, TA:) and .t.il .

He lighted the lamp. (.Har p. 53.)[,j,dl*I.3,
and ,43 alone, said of a medicine &ec., It sharp-
enid the intellect.] - US5, (Mgh, Msb,) inf n.
as above, (e, Mgh, Meb, ]g,) He slaughltered
(., Mgh, Msb, O) an animal, (Mgh,) or a camel
and the like, (Msb,) in the mannr [prescribed by
the lan,] termed .t,, (?, Mgh, 9,) i.e., (Mgh,
.,) in the manner termed BL4 [q. v. infra].
(Mgh, MNb, [.) The proper signification of
a 5j1. is The causing the natural heat to pass
forth: but it is peculiarly applied in the law to
signify the destroying of life in a particular
manner, xclusive of any other manner. (Er-
R6ghib, TA.) 'A C 'I, in the gur [v. 4],
means Errcept that whereof ye sallU attain to the
A;&I [or slaughter in the manner prescribd by
the lam] (B4, Myb, TA) rwhile life yet remains in
it. (Bd.). Also, (?,1g,) said of a man, (?,)
He became old, or advanced in age, (], ],) and
big-bodied, or corpulent: (J :) [or he attained to
full growth or age: said of a man, and of a horse
and the like :] see S, last sentence. [See also
J.DA, below.])

4: am , in two placea..-.[enoe,] ,. 1;
1

' 

6 

.

t 

1 kindled mar. (TA.)

CA"WI 

1 ant agaiwt hipa tio scouts.

10: 

am 1, first eentenoL-[Honoe, app.,]

A
JJa-gt 

ubX-1 t TA# stallion

_ently 

upon tA#femak. (TA.)

Lbi 

an inf n. of 1; The blazing, or ~ing,

&c., 

of fire. &A [See 1, first centenoe.])

-See 

also ~ And am #!U'bb.

A1 

a poomive epithet: (18d, TA:) you say

4, 

", 

0,

3*51 

jU, (lg,TA,) without teshdeed, (TA, [in

tli; 

CV i:bl,l) A jlro blazing, orgaming, &c.

(]g, 

TA.)

0 

--- 6,

W51: 

3;41.~[Also] a aubst. (Mgh,

Mqb, 

TA) syn. with i;*k.� (Mgh, Mqb, ]g, TA)

as 

signifying [i. c. ihe daughter otan animal

for 

food iti the mamw procribed by the lam];

(Mgh, 

V, TA;) as also V L41, (V, TA, [in the

CV, 

A&SJ which is likewise said to be a simple

subst: 

(TA: [in the TV, tADJ1 and 6!tbl are both

said 

to be int na., of which the verb is L4s,

signifying 

1,. but this 1 do not find in any

lexicon 

of authority:]) it is &Wiofactorily per.

formed 

by the uming of tlis mindpipe and gullet,

u 

is related on the authority of Abmad [Ibn.

gambal]. 

or, u is also related on his atithority,

y 

mvering them and allo th# ejt�.;, [or tipo

1
external 

jugular coin], len titan wlaicii io not

lawful; 

or, accord. to Aboo-ganctfelai tlit s~g

of 

the mindpipe and guUet and one of ghty C)4..,k.3 ;

or, 

accord. to Milik, the severing of 9As C (or

externalingadar 

win4] tisouqh it be mkhout tha

severing 

of ghe windpipe. (Mgb.) The saying

A 

' . 1 1 ' . . 1 . .9 - '

&A 

SL%1 CS;4wpJI W51 is for .0

&A 

Whi [Tlie legal slaughterofth#fcaim, or young

iM 

thot belly, it is tho kyal daughter ofies mother]:

(.Mqb, 

TA:) or it is an instanoo of the transposi.

tion 

of the inchoative and enunciative, jtdgh,

Mgb 

) ito implied mcanisig being G1 iL41

W 

WhI [The legal daughter of the rpaothor of the

fcatets, 

or young in the belly, is a legal dattqktor

of 

it also; ao that the latter, like the former, may

he 

lawfully eaten]; (Mfb;) i.e., when she is

legally 

slaughtered, it is legally slaughtered:

(TA:) 

tite use of the aocue. mu (Mgh,'rA) in

the 

like thereof, (Mgh,) [or] in the phra'm $thl

d�.i, 

(i. e., the saying &A gtbl,] is a mistake.

(Mgh, 

TA.) - Hence 11;e e ying of Mohmmad

Ibn-El-ganafeeyeb, 

[Two

cleatinen, 

or ~y, of the ground is its becoming

dry); 

i. e., wlien it beoomes dry' from the moisture

of 

uncleanness, it becomm clean, like u a beast

becomes 

clean by means of legal abughter. (Mob.

[See 

alw 1, lut sentencej)

"' 

1, (T, TA, &c.,) with 4amm, not 3`;L1 U

i-4-b

the 

text of the g indicatu it to be (TA) [and aw

it 

is written in the copies thereof], and "1,

(?, 

TA,) also with 4amm, (TA,) [in the oopies of

the 

g "!,] W4at it thrown upon the fire,

(T, 

Q, ]g,*) offirovood� or of cameW or dmilar

dapry, 

(T,) to maks it blast, orflame, or burn

up,orburnbri.qhilyorfitrcd.y.
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the former, A blazing, or.flaming, coal of fire;

and so t l , (J!, TA,) with the short 1, on the

authority of IDrd; [in the C1 .l4 ;] or, as in

the M, t o. (TA.)

· 1 _tL A kind of trees: n. un. with i: (IAqr,

TA :) the pl. of the latter is 'q$, and signi-

fies tmaU [trOesa of the kind caUled] .j, [q. v.].

(M, , TA. [In the C1, j a is erroneously

put for CJI.])

:I£a Slarpnes-, or acteneus, of mind, (M,
M9b, TA,) with quichkess of perception, and of
intelligence, understanding, sagacity, skill, or
knowledge: (TA :) or completeness of intelli-

gence, with quickneu of apprehension: (Mqb:)
or quicknes of intelligence, understanding, osaga-

city, shill, or knowledge: (15:) or quickneu of

perception, and sharpness, or acuteness, of under-
standing: thus applied, it is like the phrase

1U '" 1 ': (Er-Pighib, TA:) or quicknes

tn drawing conclusions. (TA. [See :C.Al: and

see also 1.]) [It app. signifies also Siharpneu of
spirit; as a quality of a camel and the like.

8ee a ] _ Also Age: (f, ] :) or full, or

complete, age: so says Mbr in the "Kt$mil :"

(TA :) contr. of lS: (yam p. 217:) accord. to
Az, its primary signification, universally, is a

state of completetne: and e:Jl J ,.Uil means

completenes of age: accord. to Kh, it means the
age of compiletness of strength, [app. in a horse,
or any solid-hoofed animal, for he says that it is]

dhen a year has passed after the .)r [or

.finishing of teething]: (TA:) or 'j :1'

means tie utmost term of youthfitnesu; from the
primary signification of the root, which is "a
state of completeness." (Mgh.) lience the saying

of El-lJajj6j, .*.j " ; [I hare been e-

amined as to age; app. meaning tiny abilitiex

ham been tested and proved]: and ZlAJl Z

:kbJUJ The beast attained to [fulneu of] agye.

(~, TA.) [Hence, also,] one says, ,') Ai

.; b \ .bS and ,,'i t ?-J0 [Th/e youth-
f#lne of such a one is like the fulne of age of
sœich a one], i.e., the prudence, or discretion, of
such a one notwithstanding his deficiency of age
is like the prudence, or discretion, of such a one
with his fulneu of age. (H.am p. 217.)

'.b, imperfectly decl., TIe sun: (s , :)
determinate, and not admitting the article Jl:

you say, .lU iU, eM1 [This is the sun ru~sg]:

(v ) derived from j;lI . (TA.) - Hence,

(s,) C', 5l The dawn, or daybreak: (;, ] :)
because it is' from the light of the sun. (v.)

*omeyd says, [or, acord. to some, Besheer
Ibn-En-Nikth, as in one of my copies of the ~,
in art jb,]

I

· *il 0 J 
S wt

[And she, or they, came to the water before the
bright sdhing of the daybreak, while the damn
lay hid in the darne of night]. (f.)

[Boo.lI.

, applied to musk, and so il, (, TA,)

for 1l, u is said by IAmb, is both mae. and
fern., ad so is ,, (TA,) and t .l, Diffiung

odour: (4:) or having a strong [or pungent]
odour. (TA. [See 1, second sentence.]) You

say also Z.& kw3t, A sharp [or pungent, or a

strong,] odour [whether sweet or fetid]; syn. $j..
(]5 in art. ~..) - Applied to a man, Having

the attribute, or quality, ternmed :lM., (S, Mqb,
as) u meaning harpnes, or acuteness, (S, Myb,)

or quickes, (],) of mind, (S, Mqb,) or of intel-

ligence, &c.: (, TA, c. :) pl. . 1. (Myb,

TA.) It is also, sometimes, applied to a camel
[or the like, au meaning Sharp in spirit: see

lpj]. (TA.) - Also i. q. Co [meaning

Slahtered in the manner precrid by the
law, termed and tl.e]: (45 :) it is of the

mueJaithseeothmeasure J in the ee of the measure ,:
(Mb :) and [therefore] you say ?bs ;l,, mean-
ing [a sheep, or goat, slaughtcred in the manner
above mentiond; and also,] to whoe lWb [or

slaughter in that manner] one has attained

[while life yet renmained therein: see I]: (Mgh,

Mqb:) ':S [as its fem.] is extr. [like ' ].

(TA.) - Hence, o .4 A shin stripped
fr.om an animal that has been dlaughttred in the
mannr metioned above. (Mgh.)

l1: see the next preceding paragraph.

'.f; and the fem., we.: see the following
paragraph, in three places.

il., applied to a man, (TA,) Old, or advanced

in aye, and big-bodied, or corpulent: (], TA:)

[orfull-growni, or of full age: see .! :] or an
old man, but only such as is much experienced
and diciplined: (Er-Righib, TA:) and aceord.
to ISd, anything [i. e. any animal] old, or ad-
vanced in age: by some especially applied to a
solid-hoofed animal; and said to mean one that

has passed the i [or finishing of teething] by

a year: (TA:) or 1., (., K, TA,) which is

its pl., (S, TA,) [(like as Zote . is pl. of the

fem.,) and also pl. of its syn. t .,, ] signifies,

applied to horses, (~, , TA,) ofgenerous race,
advanced in age, (TA,) that have pased a year,

or two years, after their C,j: (S. , , TA:) the

sing. is like J. applied to a camel: (g, TA:)

or b. signifies a horse of full age and of com-
plete strength; as also .J.: (yam p. 217 :)

or a horse whose run become spent (·_k), and
[then, but not before he ha.s exhausted his ponve,]

stops. (TA.) It is said in a prov., w

4r,b .A1.JI1 [The runnming of the horses that

haam attained to their full age and strength is a
contending for superiority]: (Meyd, and so in
some copies of the $:) it may mean that the
horse in this ease contends for superiority with
him that runs with him; or that his second ran
is always more than his first, and his third than

his seeond: (Meyd:) or, as some relate it, f A;
(Meyd, and so in other copies of the 8 in this
art., and in the g and 1] in art. j ;) meaning

that the running of such horses is woeral boo-
shots: (Meyd, and g and ]5 in art. . :) it is

applied to him who is described as entering into'
contests for excellence with his compeerm (Meyd.)

- [Hence,] i. ' , (6a) or, as in the

Tekmileb, ; L, (TA,) t A cloud that has

rained time afier tinse. (], TA.)

Quasi ibS

' : .: ee a , in art. 9b3.

>S3: see art. 53

L 1, aorJX3 (M, Mb, V1) inf. n. J and
iJ and X ,V (' , M, MA, g,) or these threo

are simple substs., and the inf. n. is bJ, (M1b,)

and 1'J?3 (M, ]) and 1%iJ3 , (],) [contr. of 5a;

(see J, below;) i.e.] He, or it, was, or beoame,
low, base, vile, abject, mean, paltry, contemptible,
d~spicabl, igno,ninious, ingloriou, abasd, humble,

and weak; (MA, Myb, ];) syn. , (Myb, ],)

and Ji;. (Mqb.) - , (M, 1,) and ,),

(M, M9b,) aor. as above, (M, ],) inf. n. j3 ,

(M, Myb, ],) said of a man, (M,) and of a beast,

such as a horse and the like, (41;, M, Mb,) He,
or it, was, or becamne, easy, tractable, mubmiuive,

or manageable; (M, Mb, ].;) and tJ&il [which

belongs to art. js] signifies the same u ji in

this sense. (ISd, TA.) And J t J.U3 He
became lowly, humble, or submisie, [or he
lover.ed, humbled, or submitted, himsclf,] to him;

(, TA;) as also J., originally "I. (TA.)
- [Hence,] j is also said of a road [as mean-
ing t I ms, or became, bieaten, or trodden, so as
to be rendered even, or easy to be travdled, or to

walk or ride upon: see J, 3 '] (A in art. J.)

_ And pU.O riJl jIi" t The rhymes were

easy to the poet. (T.) - And 3, said of a
watering-trough or tank, (TA,) or of the upper
part thereof, (M,) tIt wns, or became, broken
much, or in sveral places, in its edge, and muck
demolished. (M, TA.)

S. J 1 , (M, Myb,) inf n. Jl.., (Meb,) Ile
made, or rendered, (M, Mb,) a man, (M,) and
a beast, such as a horne and the like, (M, Mqb,)
easy, tractable, submisive, or manageable: (M,
Mab:) [said of the former, it may be rendered
hle brought undtr, or into, sulbection; or he
msubdued: and said of the latter, he broke, or

trained: and said of any animal, he tamed. -
Hence, t He beat, or trod, a road, Jo as to render
it even, or e#ay to be trailed, or to malk or ride
upon: see J5iJ.] - And *i JiS t He made

an affair easy to him; syn. .b~j and £.j.

(TA in art. ) - And ;;l )i t The

bunches of the grape-~uin were made to hang
down [so that they might be easily plucked]:
(Mi, ]:) or were evnly dipoed [for th same

purpose]; syn. : (] :) or, accord. to Aljn,

J0 l signifies th di~poing eely th hbunchaes
I

R
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of the grape-vine, and making them to hang donre.

(M.) lA jJ;j , in the rur [lxxvi. 14], means

t The bunches being evenly disposed, and made to
hang donwn, (S, JM,) ewpoed to be plucked:
(JM :) or being rell disposed, and made near:
(IAmb, TA:) or being within the reach of the

seeker, or desirer: (Ibn-'Arafeh, TA:) or being
easy to reach by thos who miU pluck them, in
whatever manner they may daire to do so: (Bd4:)
accord. to Muj&hid, it means that if one stand,
the bunch will rise to him; and if one Nit, it will
hang down to him. (TA.) [In like manner,]
,j4' 1
J.Wl also signifies t T 7e putting the raceme of

the; palm-tree upon the branch [near it] in order

that it [the branch] may support it: (Agn, M:)

or j?,l hJ' , as practised in the present

world, is t the trimmer's making straight, and

fecundating before the usual time, the racemes of

the palm-tree, nhen they comeforthfrom their
spathes that covered them, these having slit open
and diclosed them, by which means one makes
them to hang out from among the branches and
prickles, so that th, fruit is easily plucked nwhen

it ripen.s. (T. [See also JJ..]) [Ilence it is

said in the 1K that ~JL J}5 signifies ,
'& . ;.4JI OL tvJ,.s: -the explanation

JU . '- -L , ,. 
should be t., * J _ JI 3h j, i.e.

t The palm-tfees had their racemes put upon the
branches in order that these might su pport them.]
- Scc also what next follows.

4. #il, (M, M9b, 1],) inf. n. J, !I (TA,) lie
(God, Mqb) lowred, abasedl, or humbled, him;
or rendered him lon, base, rile, abject, mean,
paltry, contemptible, despicable, ignominious, in-
glorious, abased, humbled, and weak; (M,* M.b,

1, TA;) as also t &W3 and t f .1 WI: (I, TA:)
all these signify the same. (S.) - See also 10.

j 3 l [as an intrans. verb] lIe (a man, S, M)
became one whose companions mwere low, base, vile,
&c. (S, M, K.) - And 1e blecame in a state, or
condition, that nas low, base, vile, &c. (8 in art

rh.)
5: seel.

10. 2j,A Ie saw him to be JW [i.e. ow

base, vile, &c]: (M, K :) or he found him to b

to; (TA;) as also t &i:j. (1.)__ See also 4. _

- - 9 e J..1 Hem plucked of the tick

from the refractory camel in order that he migh
experience pleasure [or reliof], and so become a
ease, c,& ranquil, (M, ~,) with kim. (4.)

[.JJ1;, a verb ofwhich one of the signifieation
is mentioned in this art. in the ], belongs to

art. J..

R. Q. 2. ~j.; [app. from 3M,^] II was, o
became, in a state of commotion, or agitation, am
laz, dack, or pendulous (.)

,3 and V ~21 and V a1J.t [all mentioned in thi

M and MA and uas inf. ns.] cowntr. ofja; (

M;) [i. e.] Loness, basensu, vileness, a~ctnem
mea~ , paltrinsu, contemptibless, depicabb
re, ignominioumeu, ingloriouan, aba~mt

;mmiiation, and wmaknes. (Mb,t .*) ' I*),

jil t Jj J, in tbhe ur [xvii. last verse],

means Nor hath taken to himself any aider to

assist Him and league with Him by reason of any

loness of condition in Him, as is the custom of a

the Arabs to do: (V, TA: [in tbe CV, imid. is

erroneously put for fiL r:]) for they used to 

league, one with another, seeking thereby to 

become strong and inaccessible. (TA.) See also

-J. -And see the paragraph here following, 

in five places.

J3 Easiner, tractablenes, submisiveness, or

manageableness; (, M, , and I. am p. 50;

[mentioned in the M and Msb and 1 as an

inf. n. ;]) as also t j. (M, , and Hjam ubi

supr.) Hence the saying, A)J J.Ul Jai i

Jilj [SomeNhat of submisrivenes i most

presrvatire of the family and the property]:

(S:) or JYlj;J j t J t VJ.t1, occurring in a
trad. of Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr; meaning that abjectnes

hetiding a man when he bears patiently an injury

that has befallen him is most preservative of him
and of his fanmily and his property. (TA.)_

Also Gentlenes; and mercy; and so tlJ: thus in

the phrase, VJ il c;1 . W , Mi3l or QJl,

(M, 1,) in the 1Cur [xvii. 25, lit. And make soft

to thenm (thy two parents) the side of gentlenes;

meaning treat them ith gentleness]: the former

is the common reading: (TA:) or the latter

means easiness, tractablenA*, or submissivenes:

(K:) [and so the former, as hals been stated above:]

Er-Righib says that a J,UI is a consequence of

subjection; and jij is what is after refractoriness:

so that the phrase means, [accord. to the former

readiisg,] be gentle like him who is subjected to

them; and accord. to the latter reading, be gentle

and tractable, or sbmiaive, to them. (TA.) 

Also The beaten track, (I,) orpart that is trodden

and made ren, (M,) of a road. (M, ,.) Its pl.

Jspl occurs in the saying, I'j;; o' J; 1 - ,

Let ecentj, or affairs, take their course in the

rays, or manners, that are fit, or proper, for

c them, and easy. (T.) El-Khansl says,

A [Letfate take its ways after th youth left behind
tin El-MaAm]; (, M;) meaning I mourn not

t for anything after him: cited by AA: (S in the

present art. and in art. ja :) _*ll is here the

s name of a place. (S in the latter art.) And one

o says, l) aia atq Al, s(, M, n,) and

y'3l l, (M, ,) The decrees of God take

rtheir [appointed] courses: (?, M, Vi:) here, also,

i J:)* is pl. of ti. (M, a.) And t ]Jj3 I as.

ELaw ltou him, or it, in his, or its, [present]

e state, or condition: (.,M, w:) in this case it

has no i ng. (M, p.) [And so in the saying,]

e d1i , Ubl s. It came in its [proper] manner.

(, .) - Se also another usage of Jdin, as a

! pL having no sing. assigned to it, voce njU,

l t sentence.

3,
ailS: see jj. _In the following vene,

JA. . ,~ a . i . .
t :i ili l t

1·~;~~ ~
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[May my heritage give joy to a man not low, or

bas; slender arroms, singular of their kind,

that hav a whizzing sound], the meaning is,

Hji p, or Ii S3 je; and .t is put in the

nom. case as a substitute for ,.~. (M.)

j, Ea, tractable, submistive, or manageable;
($, M, Mqb, 1;) applied to a beast, such as a

horse and the like, (iMl,), ($, M, Mb,) and to a

man [&c.]; (M;) and so t ji, applied to a

man: (TA, s from the M: [but not found by me

in the latter; and I believe that the right reading

is bj. , belonging to art. sJ3, q. v.:]) the

former alike masc. and fern.: (M,TA:) pl. Ji3

(,M, Meb, ) and 113. (19.) A poet applies

the epithet ijj to spear-heads, as meaning Made

easy [to pierce with] by being sharpened, and
made thin and slcdler. (M.).See also the next

paragraph, in two places.

3aJ ~Low, base, vile, abject, mean, paltry,

contesptible, despicable, ignominious, inglorious,
lowvered, brought lorn, abased, humbled, and weak;
(T, S, M, Msb, ;) applied to a man; (T, S ;)

and V ' signifies the same, as a sing.; (Ibn-
'Abb&d, I ;) or this latter is a pl. of the former,

(T,) as also r'l (e, , M b, 1) and '¥ (T, s,

Myb, 0) and j'. (M, .) -[Also aentle;

and mercifdI. Hence,] ;l ~y,je l i

{ ot$l JU, in the Igur [v. 50], means Gentle,

(Zj T,) and merc.iful, (T,) to the beliversr, rough
in behaviour, (Zj, T,) and hard, or sevre, (T,) to

the unbelievers. (7j, T.) - Also applied to a
road, meaning t Made even, or smooth, and eanj

to be travelled, or to walk or ride upon; as also

with ;; being applied to 1 ,; [(which is fem. as

well as mas.]; (M;) and o tjj* : (T:) pl. of

the latter, (T,) or of the former, (M,) Jl: (T,

M:) and [in like manner] s ,J,i, so applied,
beaten, or trodden, and [made] even, or easry [to

walk or ride upon]: (T:) [in like manner also]

t ji is applied to land or ground &c. [as meaning

easy to be travelled, or to walk or ride upon, &e.].

(As, M voce .~ .)_ Also t Lcen, applied to
a wall, and to a home, or chamber; (T;) and [so]
applied to a mountain: (S and 4 in art. .0i :) or
t low and thin, applied to a wall: (Mgh:) and

t short, applied to a spear. (T.) - You ay also

l gl t J3, [meaning Exceeding lomtwn or bans-

neu &c.; or lowering, or abasing, lowness or bas-

/nes &c.; i.e.,] using the latter word as an

intensive epithet; or as signifying J,1. (M, ].)

t{~ 0,Good and easy in respect of natural

disposition: pl. ,jlj. (Ibn-'Abbad, a . [In

the CI, .jL' is erroncotaly put for ; JIl.])

See also 3,).

AI :se s je

1

1

.May 

my heritage givojoy to a man not Iow, or

pan; 

slendoir arroms, singular of their kind,

Aat 

ham a whizzinq sound], the meaning is,

.

0. .1 a'

j,,k., 

or ZJI LSI jet ; and jwt�.o is pnt in the

mom. 

cam an a anbetitute for (M.)

0 

Baq, tractable, subminice, or manageable;

M, 

Mqb, V;) aptlie)d to a beast, such as a

horse 

and the like, M, M91t,) and to a

A 

$.

man 

[&c.]; (M;) and so Ligi, applied to a

man. 

(TA, as from the M: [but not fonnd by rne

in 

the latter; and I believe that the right reading

is 

belonging to art. jl, q. v.:]) the

fonner 

alike masc. and fem.: (M,TA:) pi. VUI

M, 

Meb, V) and 3311. (V.) A poet applies

the 

epidiet is to spea�heads, as meaning Made

easy 

[to pierce mith] ljy being sharpened, and

made 

thin andslewler. (M.)-See also the next

pamcrmplb, 

in two places.

0

Lom, 

base, vile, abject, mean, pallry,

contenaptible, 

detpicable, iqnominious, iptylorious,

lopvered, 

brought lom, abased, humbled, and Preak;

(T, 

?,M, Mqb, g;) applied to a man; (T, ? ;)

and 

V C*) "I' signifies the same, u a sing.; (Ibn-

'Abbid, 

k(.) or tlbis latter is a pt. of the former,

(T,) 

m alw 1 M, Mqb, and j311 (T,

Mqb, 

V) and (M, V.) [Also GeWle;

and 

merciftil. HenceJ 1

�Kotbi 

JU, in the lgur [v. 50], means Gentle,

(Zj, 

T,) and merc-iful, (T,) to �he Wievers, rough

in 

bohMour, (Zj, T,) and hard, or sevm., (T,) to

lise 

imnbelieveps. (75j, T.) - Also applied to a

road, 

meaning t Made even, or smooth, and mnj

to 

be travelkd, or to walk 1or ride upon; an also

with 

i; being applied to jgsb [Wlbiell is fem. as

t 

J"j*)' ) PI. of

well 

as mam (M;) and so 1: (T:

O's
the 

latter, (T,) or of the former, (M,) jl: (T,

M:) 

and [in like manner] so applied,

beaten, 

or trodden, and [madv] oven, or sasy [to

walk 

or ride upon]: (T..) (in like manner also]

t 

0 is applied to land or ground &c. [as meaning

J141
easy 

to be travelled, or to malk or ride upon, &C.].

0 

J,

(Am 

M voce i3�i .) -Also t Lcn,, applied to

a 

wall, and to a home, or chaniber; (T;) and [so)

applied 

to a mountain: (? and V in arL .0,):) or

t 

lom and thin, applitd to a wall: (Mgh:) and

t 

short, applied to a spear. (T.) - You say alw

[meaning 

Exceedinq lomtwu or ban-

nw 

&c.; or lowering, or abasing, lomness or bam-

new 

&c.; Le.J using the latter word as an

i:ttensiveepithet;orassignifying6,,- 

(M,Z..)

Good 

and easy in respect of natural

disposition: 

pi. (Ibn-'Abbid, 1�. [In

the 

C�:, jLA is erroncota*ly put forj),&;JI.D

See 

abo )�s.

A: 

see

1A
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WUWi is sing. of J' 3%, which signifies Th
lower, or lowest, parts, (AZ, T, j,) that are nex
tets ground, of a shirt, (.,) or of a long shirt
(AZ, T;) and IApr says that tile sing. is t ?J.
and ViJLIR, also; and they are also callce CLLS

pl. of Cp.Ui; (T;) and pl3: (4i in art. C> :,
or. .. ; and t3JiU and ii.jS and *tJ. and

t iijj all signifv tihe lower, o;r iowest, pa;ts of E
long shirt (M, O]) when it dangles and becomeu
old and worn out; (M ;) as also MJ1s; ( ;) [o,
rather] this last is pl. of all the foregoing words;
(M;) and tj.jj and tJJJ) [in some copies

of the 4(, erroneously, iJ5., or J.%, and JjJ.,]
signify the same; (1 ;) [or rather] the former of
these two is a contraction of the pl. JOS) (., M)
[and the latter of them is the same contracted pl.
with the addition of ;]. - [Hence,] ,t01I J 39'
t Those who are tie last of the people; ( ;) or
the last of afen, of the people; so in the Moheel;
(TA;) and tV~,j and t*Si.i, (g, TA,
[in the C4, erroneoulsly,.J,jJ'i and .~Jl,])
thae latter a dim., (TA,) and ,hjj;, signif; the
same: (1 :) or this last signifies the lower, baser,
riler, or meaner, of them. (0, TA.)

jU 15 anid jjij and ijij and see 
. see JUJS, in

aiUJJJ and IJJJ. and a.ij: eight places.
. . ... a... . .

b,.Al Ol)JJ and amsJijj: see J.

J !.[Alore, and most, low, base, vil, &c.]:
seo l..

j0"l as a pl. without a sing.: see j5 (ofwhich
it is also a pl.), in two places: ~ and' see *3J;,
last sentence.

aJ": see ~S. - [Hence,] aJbJI j*g t The
wooden pin, peg, or stake: (., 1' :) because its
head is broken [or battered by beating]. (..)
[See, -. ]

~.~: see J;l..--Also, [applied to palm-
trees (j;L),] tIHavig the fruit thercof bent
[down] in orlder that it may be [easily] gathered:
[see also its verb (2):] so in the following verse
of Imra-el-lceys: (6gh, TA :)

meaning And a waist slender like the camerl
nap-rein of[tinmated] leather, thin; and a shank
resembling, in the clearness of its colour, the
stalk (lit. internodal portion) of the papyrus
(.tj) growing among irrigated palm-trees
having their racemes bent down (c.'J) by reason
of the abundance of their fruit; so that their
brmnche overshade these papyrus-plants: or,
accord. to some, and a shank resembling the stalk
of tlh irrigated papyrus that is bent down (j.l)
by saturation: (EM pp. 28 and 29:) A4 says that
it means, [agreeably with the formerexplanation,]

hi41l J1 1> 3t L tVj;L..i I : AO

,t namely, a knife, (1,) or anything; (JK;) as
: also * Jt1; (Lth,5;) and V ̂Jj, (L,) inf. n.
e 1,4U. (TA.) And ij said of the [hot wind
e cailed] .,., or of fasting, It weakened him,
, (,) and emaciated him, and disquieted him, or

disturbed him; (TA;) as also V ;J^l: (15, TA:)
or the latter, thus used, it acffoted him severely,
aflicted him, or distressed him. (JK.) mjl
said of a bird, i. q. 0jI [It muted, or dunge1d];
( ;) and in like manner, J ot1 (15, TA)
it castforth its dung quickly. (TA.)

r 2. i, inf. n. ij.: see 1: n and 4.
) J-1 &j, (JK, ,)inf. n. as above, (g,) i.q.

e *p.. [ He made the horse lean, or light offesh;
t or prepared him for racing, 4c., by feeding him

; ith food barely msuf nt to sustain him, after he
Irad become fat, or after he had been fed with

/ fodder so that he had become fal; &c.;] (JK, ]g;)
and took good care of im. (JK.)

4. &i0I as syn. with ajl and .4: see 1._
Also, (inf. n. Jjl, TA,) t He made it to give
light, shine, becorme bright, or shine brightly;
namely, a lamp, or lighted wick. (JK,K.)o
Also He, or it, unsettled, disquieted, disturbed,
agitated,Jlurried, or put into a state of commotion,
him, or it. (JK, S, 1.) You say, * I

~S;JM* Nenrws came to me, and unsettled me, or
disquieted me, &c. (JK.) And it is said in a
trad. of Mi'iz, j .~. .1 J. l J , (Mgh, TA,)
i. e. When the stones di.quieted him, &c.: (TA:)
or when the stones hit himn, or hurt him, with the
point, or edge, [or rather the points, or edges,]
thereof, he ran [or wrent] quickly. (Mgh.) Sec
also 1, last sentence but one. You say also,
£Vi;i ; ;11 Thy saying aflicted me, or distressed
me, so that I wrtithed, or showed that I was hurt.
(TA.) And ,,J It O1 He poured water into the
hole of the [lizard called] in order that he
might come-forth, (., K,TA,) thus disturbing
him; (TA;) u also tiJ, (1g,) inf. n. 4.
(TA.) m 1^t also signifies He du9g y. ; [i.e.

furrows, trenche, or channels; or rivulets, or
streamlts]. (TA.) And j'3! Tho casting
quickly. (JK, TA.) See 1, last sentence.

7. OP.,il It (a branch) had [or presented to one
(for the verb occurs in a trad. cited as an ex. in
the TA followed by i.)] a point, or an eo-
tremity, (, TA,) to be cut off. (TA.)

10. _.i0 oJI,l He sought, or ndeamured,
to make the [lizard called] 4 come forth
from its hole. (TA.) One says likewise, L1
,l.:.,JI IL) j The rain draws forth the reptiles,
or small creeping things, or makes them to conme
forth, from their holes; as also -. (TA in
art. P>.) And J.JI 'jl and d.J1l He
drew forth tAe sword, or made it to come jfrth.
(TA ibid.)

oi (JK, ., Mgh, 1) and aS nad V iS
(1V) and JLji (, 1) The point, extremity, or
edg, (JK, Q, Mgh, 1,) of anything: (JK, Q, 1 :)
and the sarp thesureof: (AA,TA:) d the
last, [particularly,] the a:tromity of a spearlhd,

e says that ^ means watered [naturolly,] withou
ct occasioning one's taking any trouble to water

;lApr explained fi.41 as meaning having th
,rway of tAe water thereto made easy: and som
,say that by Vi.I is meant the tender, white

stalk of the CS (T.)

L

s 1. J,, aor. , inf. n. sjj, said of a nose, I,
was short and smaUll: (M, Msb:) or short in thE
bone, and small in the tip, or lower portion: oi

Oi is like A. [inf. n. of , q. v.]: (M:'
or the verb means it mvas small, and even in the
tip, or loner portion: (S,* :) or small and
slender: or thick and even in the lower extremity;
(M, 1;) or, as some say, it had in it vhat re-
sembled a pit, or deptesion; (M;) not being eery
thick (Ji 1..., ): (M, 1k:* [in the latter I
find l i.i ,- which I doubt not to be a
mistranscription:]) or it was short in the tip, or
lower portion, and even in the bone, irithout
prominene. (M.) And said of a man, He had
a nose such as is above described. (8, 1.)

3...
.t A man having a nose suc as is described

above: (S, Mob, 1g:) or haintg a aslort and
slender nose: (Mgh:) fem. .WI: (S, Mgh, Mob,

1:) p. J. (, .) And A nose such as is
describedabove. (XC.)..AndZU;,appliedtosands,

tEven and compact; as also jv. (AgIn,M.)

1. asa, aor.:, , inf. n. Jdd, ad, Ita sort a sml: (1, T: ) aodri. q. (whic means it
(a pear-ead s[aid the like]) s, or bcame, porin 
sharp, cutling, or penetrating. (o;, q.) -And
in like manner, aor. and in£n. ,aa above, [te

of the tongue, S was, or became, sharp and elo

alo chaste, or eloquent; and profuse of speech, or
clamorous]. (a in explanation of the first verb,
and app. of the second also, i.e. o, in£ n.
mst; and 1 in explanatison of the first only.)
Also, i. e. like ,ti, ta (a lamp, or ligbhted wick,)
gave light, shone, was bright, or hone brightly:
(1V:) [or] so a, in£ n. h 3a. (J K.) Also,
i. e. aor., in. n. , It, or he, oas, or
became, unsettled, unsteady, unquiet, restleu,
disquieted, disturbed, agitated, Jlurried, or in a
state of commotion. (s, TA.) You say,: ;.)l
( slU-he I ros from my place, and became
disquieted, or disturbed. (JK.) - And, said of
the [lizard called] , (,) inf. n. as above,
(TA,) It eame. forth from the rougihne of the
sand to the softnes of the water. (1K.) - And
,Js.JL j S i He (a man) becanme at the point
ofdeathfromt hirst: (1::) or he became affected
severely by thirst so that his tongue protruded
(A.) sol; (3, (JK:, ) aor. ., (TA,) inf. n.
o.l, (JK, TA,) He &sarpened it; (JK, .J;)

A

[Boos I.



BooK. 1] ~;13 -AI
and t of the tongue. ( ), -.) And the first,
The sknder part of an arrow. (TA.) - And The
place in which turs the pin, or pivot, of the
shearve of a pulley. (., TA.) For the first,
also, see J13, in three places.

OI inf. n. of j1. (~, 1,* TA.) - It may

be also pl. of t?j. , signifying Sharpened, or
pointed, in the iron head or blade: [like Lj- :]

and it may be used by poetic license for ;13.
(L.) - See also the paragraph next following.

3i and V "t, applied to a spear-head [and
the like], Sharp, cutting, or penetrating: ($, :)
pl. of the latter ~J.. (Q,0 TA.) - And in like
manner, both words, applied to the tongue, 1 i.q.
~.G [which means Sharp properly speaking;
and also chasute, or eloqueat; and prqfue of
speech, or clamor.ou]: ( a, :) and V jJj and

and * 3 and V , so applied, signify
sharp and elquent. (I.) You say ujb c-LJ
,;i, expl. in art. ;J [q. v.]: (K:) and

il t '3; 5J and j*1't 1 ; and , , 
and tji;: (IA$r,$:) and t 3. and
J1, JU. [or ; .] and tV ; &js .: all

meaning [a tongue] sharp, pe~etrating, or e'fec-
491 46* #- all 9, 9

tive: and ,jiL * 1Jt , or Pi JiL. (TA.)

And jl,gJ and V '; (g, ) t [An orator,
or a preacher,] chaste in speech, or eloquent:
(K," TA:) tho fem. of each of these epithets is
with . (g, l.*)

oj and J51: see the next preceding paragrapih,
ealch in two places.

ul and aAW3: see o3.
j ce: s ,;, in four placee. _ -Also A eh.e-

sme.t run or running. (JK, TA.)

4>: see ,j3.

*a -.. ,a'J33: see the paragraph next following, in
two plaes.

JIg, and its pl. 3;: se ,. - j.i, J1, t
The letters [that are pronoutced by mean.] of the
tip of the tongue and the lip: (?, 1 :) sing.

,l1: they are six; (g ;) [comprised in the
phrase . :J] three of thee are tered~
t "ajJ., namely, j and J and O; and three,

ikp,&, namely, # and J and..: (g, :) or alU

of thetse si letters are termed *?1s1 . (TA voce
eq -- .) Every quadriliteral.-radical or quinque-

literal-radical word [that is genuine Arabic] con-
tains one or two or three of these six letters:
every word of either of these clames that does not
contain one of these six letters is to be judged
adventitious: all the other letters are termed

I ,c, ,.JI. (IJ.)
LP." Anything sharpened, or pont~ed, at the 

etremUity: (a:) [like ,1 :] or a sp coint. (
(TA.) _- Also Milk meid with oater: (AZ, 

Bk. I.

!.Z ~ @ - Aj
, :) [like 0j.3 :] accord. to Ibn-'Abbid, like
:,*. (TA.)

a'4. A quick-paced shei-camel. (TA.)

!.U: see art. I3; and 1 as a particle ofallocution.

1. .· , ,i. ., like u'-, (K,) [i.e.,] aor.,
inf. n. J.5, (TA,) He gathe'ed the fresh ripe
dates: (g:) so in the copies of the 1; in which
is added, d~." ": but what we find in the
Tekmileh is this: de4S 5L1 k jt , J.4 jl
. J :: and J. is written as [the aor. of]
a quadriliteral [i.e. as the nor. of J3l, for it is
without a sheddebh]: (TA:) [here, however,
J..L is evidently, in my opinion, a mistran-
scription for Jt.s_~; and the right reading and
rendering I therefore hold to be as follows:

b t J..L~ ,.1,, or perhaps J~, means He
rontinued gotAheing the freh ripe date., they
hanging down with him: for the gatherer laying
hold upon the raceme. it lhangs down with his

weight. In the TK, this passage in the TA has
been misunderstood and misrepresented, as though

eg
it meant that J0; il signifies "he gathered
with him."]

4: see the preceding paragraph.

5. j.3 i.q. J.U [tie became lowly, huinble,
or submnissive; or he lowered, humnbled, or sub-
mitted, himself]: (T, :) the latter verb is the
origintial: the former being like ,i,, originally

· ;iJ. (T.) [See also the next paragraph.]

12. o,';5J, (T, S, M, }C,) in£ n..%)!, (a)
l£e went away hiding himself; stole away
secretly. (T, S, M, ]g.) - Hre hastened, made
haste, sped, or went quickly; (TA;) [like J._Jt ;]

and (TA) he did so in fear lwt a thing should
escape him. (T, TA.) And ml ii Jji He
ment bach, or away, running quickly. (T.) -
le was, or beame, easy, tractable, submiuice,
or manageable. (M, ]K.) [See also 5.] - He
(a man) was, or became, broken-hearted. (T, ].)
- It (the t.1) stood in a law state. (T, ].)

JJ, [in copies of the I J ,] applied
to a man, i. q. jJ.i. [part. n. of 12, q. v.]:

(., TA: [in some copies of the ~ ,ji.:]) of
the measure Ja.; or, as some say, ,.

(TA.)

)iJ." :L. [A well-rope] unteady; or moving
about, or to andfro, orfrom side to side. (T.)

A4

L &~, (T, S, M, &c.,) aor. ;, (T, M, M9h,)a -
inf. n. AS (T, ., M, Mgh, Mgb, ]) and i.L.,

(M, ~,) He blamed, dispraised, discommended,
found fault with, censu'ed, or reprehended, him,
in respect of evil conduct; ;. I signifying.,lJI

(T, Mgh) ;ii, &l ; (T ;) contr. of . JI,
(;, M, Mgh, Mqb, 1,) or of .J,Il: (Mgh:)

and t S.,(. n. (MA,) inf. n. (KL,) signifies
the same: (MA, KL:) [or this has an intensive
meaning: see its pass part. n., below.] Hence

the saying, .A ),j.Iij l.i JJM1, (T, $, IC,) i.e.

. ~l 'i.d , meaning [Do thou such a thing,
and] thou wilt not be blamed; (18k, $, ;) or
thou wilt hare an excuse; [lit.] blame will fall
fr.om thee: (f in art. jJ. :) one should not say

$3b i'j. (ISk, S in the present art.) .j, also,
signifies He was atirizefld, particularly in verse.
(IAr, T.) And lie was made to sufe,. Ion or
diminution [app. in respect qf his reputation].

(IA,r, T.) - Q1 ;S. ! TThe plbdce wa, or
became, affected writh drought, or barrenne,
and itu good thinr [or produce] becatnmo scanty.

(TA.) [But perhaps .3 is here a mistranscrip.

tion for..3; for] you say of a land, .,,. ;
[He dispraised, or discommentled, its imsture,
when its pasture is scanty]. (S and . anud g in

art. t1I.) , ao, [aor.; ,] said of the nose, (S, ,)
It .flowed [with ise, i.e. mnetc]; (s ;) like

,3X. (~, k.) And [the aor.] AJ. is said of~.;

(~, ~;) like & ; (; , TA;) meaning It ftows.
(TA.)

2: see 1, first sentence.
,... £ .,. ..

3. e.. P ,g; t Sck a one pass his !ifc
contended writh scannitine (TA.)

4. .31 I.e (a man) did [or said] thatfor rwhich
he sithonld be blamed, dispraised, diAcominmeied,
found fault with, censured, or reprehelnded;

($;) contr. of ~l. (A in art. .~..) And

'1 t.., (M, ~,) or # 01' (v,) He did
to Aim, or to the people, that for which he showldl

be blamed, &c. ($, bl, ].) _ [Hence,] ''1"
£ l.b. I His riding-camel ceased going on; as
though she made the people to blame her. (TA.)

And , ... : Their camels upon micAh
tAhey were riding became jaded, and lagged behimd,
(?, M, IC, TA,) not heeping up with the main
body of camel; (?, TA;) [as though they made
their riders to blame them; or] as though [the
idea of] their strength in journeying were derived

from a. meaning "a well having little water."
(TA.) And 4a, 1 A31

t [His camel became
jaded, and taged behind with him]. ($, TA.)

And .11 1, said of a she-~ , %She kept
bach the company of riders upon camels by Ath,
weaknemu and her ceasing to go on. (TA from

a trad.) _ Z31 He found himn, or it, to be such
as is blamed, dispraised, &c.; (, M, I, TA ;)

j ' ' 0 a 1~9 6, * .5contr. of .. (TA.) One sys, & . ;l
°( I.i", i. e. [I came to such a place, and]
Ifound it to be sch as is discomemmnded. ( O) -
,v ;J1, ($,) or .,, (M, /,) He held him, or

them, in little, or 'iight, or mean, estimation, or
in contempt: ($, :) or he left [him or] t/em
blamed, dispraied, &c., among the people. (IA1r,

M, ].) ~ Also, t, He protected him; granted
him protection, or refuge. (, ]g.) -_ And .;51

H He took, or obtained, a promiM, or an
1'23

!.2 -3
9:) 

(like 011j- J accord. to Ibn-'Abbid, l&c and t d'~'1, (MA,) inf n. (K1LJ signifies

(TA.) 

the some: (MA, KL:) [or t�is bu an intensive

U%9J" 

A quicii-paced site-camel. (TA.) meaning: see its paw part. n., below.] Hence

the 

saying, As 1.�� JJW1, (T, $, X(,) i. e.

As' 

iLL* nicaning [Do thou such a thing,

!U! 

see art 11 andi as a particle ofallocution. and] tiou wilt not be blamed; (18k, $,g;) or

thou 

wilt hare ait exeum; [lit.] blame miUfall

fl.om 

thm: (? in art. jJ.&:) one should not say

0 !-
j)t�;k. 

(ISk, $ in the present art.) also,

signifies 

He was mlirizefl, particularly in verm.

1. 

,� t jl, like Qg,) [i.e.,] aor. �:,

Is 

mac made to su it. loq or

(IAV, 

T.) And I .9

inf 

n. jl, (TA,) He gathoed tllefreA I'lPe diminution [app. in respect qf ltis reptilation].

dates: 

(g:) so in the copies of the g; in which (IAV, T.) - jpLQ1 ;I 1 Tit# pbict mat, or

is 

added, A`"- J.JUXU- : but what we find in the became, aff&-ted irith drought, or banvnn~,

Tekmileb 

is this: Aezati Lql ",ljji J.4 JW aird iu good thinqjr [or produce] becatne scanty.

mw 

JJ;J: and J.1i is written u [the aor. of) 'S'

a 

quadriliteml [i.e. as the aor. of jlt, for it is (T.A.) [But perhaps A3 io Itere a mistranscrip-

without 

a sheddeh) : (TA:) [here, however, tion foral; for] you elay of a land,

J.L;e& 

is evidently, in niy opinioia, a mistmn. [He dispraised, or discommentled, its imsfure,

when 

its pattture is emnty]. ($ and .11 usid g in

right 

reading and 0 2,

to 

be as follows : art. 1.k.) ~AI, [aor. . J said of the nom,

.01 

19 Jowed [with ~ I, i. e. Ykjttcus] like

i.kp, 

meatui He a 1 A .

rontinued 

gotheiing the froh ripe date.#, tAey ejl. ($, kZ.) And [the &or.] Aki is said of~ !

hanging 

dowps with Aino : for the gatherer laying ($,g;) like 'I '; ($,TA;) M'eaning, It 146'nt.

liold 

upon the meeme. it liangs down with his (TA.)

weight. 

In the TK, this passage in the TA has

2: 

see 1, first sentenoe.

been 

misunderstood and misrepresented, as though

g 

p.#, 3 .3 0 .1

it 

mennt that ~J" ill si-nifies "he gathered 3. t&qmchaonel)amesliiarlife

with 

hian."] contended va.ith scapolitim (TA.)

4: 

see the precedin- pan. graph.

0 

4. ;11 lle (a man) did [or said] thatfor irkich

5. 

j.U i. q. j.U [Ile becatne lowly, huinble, he sitombi be blameil, dispraised, tli.%ct#taiven(W,

or 

subnainive; or he lotrered, kupsibled, or sul., fojvnd fault with, ceti#iipefl, or reippelionded;

mitted, 

himself ] : (T, g :) die latter verb is the contr. of (A in arL L~.) Anti

origitial: 

the former being like originally V;.C

'I 

' M ]�,) or Ke did

ep�W. 

(T.) [See also the next pamgmph.]

1 

--- 0 to Aim, or to the peopk, that for which he showlel

12. 

Jp311, (T, 8, M, g,) inf n. (.?p)

be 

blamed, &c. ($, bl, [HenceJ

ll'o 

orent �way hiding hiinitey; stoie'amay His riding-camd ceased going on ; as

itecreil (T, 

S, M. ]K-) - Ho ltattened, made tholigh she made the people to blame her. (TA.)

ltasts, 

sped, or mmt quickly; (TA;) [like J_Jbl ;1

55,and 

(TA) he did so in fear kw a thing should Aud ~L Their camel# upon mitielt

escape 

him. (T, TA.) And �" j�1l He they me, e ridiiig became jaded, and laggefl behittd,

mmt 

back, or away, running quicklv. (T.) M, g, TAJ not keeping up with the main

lle 

was, or becanw, easy, tractable, subminice, body of cam#&; (?,TA;) [as though they made

or 

monageable. (M, g.) [See also 5.] _ He their riders to blame them ; or] as though [the

(a 

man) mat, or became, broken-Asarted. (T, ]�.) idea of) their strength in joumeying were derived

from 

9.1

It 

(the,--i.1) stood in a law state. (T, aal meaning 11 a well having little water."

0 a-
jj,)I, 

[in copies of the applied (TA.) And #4 11 : [His canul became

to 

a man, i. q. JO.LO [part. n. of 12, q. v.]: jaded, and LW;d d�hind with Aim]. (gp TA.)

TA: 

[in some#oopies of the of And Y15'1N JJ11f, said of a she-~, :She kept

the 

measure or, as oome say, back the company of iVerir ipon caowls by Ati.

(TA.) 

weaknm and her coasittg to go on. (TA from

a 

trad.) ~ ^*11 He found hipn, or it, to be such,

j�." 

O'Uj [A well-rolm] uuteady; or moving

as 

is blamed, diopraised, &c. M, If., TA

about, 

or to andfro, orfmm side to side. (T.) j ' . 0 a 1 6, J

conor. 

of (TA.) One says, C.�"

", 

i. C. [I came to such a place, and]

Ifound 

ig to be ^eh as is cliscompi#ended. (�) -

L 

(T, 8, M, &c.,) aor. 2, (T, M, Mgh,) ai ;J1, ($,) or (M, ]g,) He held him, or

inf 

n.AS (T, M. Mgh, Mgb, ]�) and t'h.em, in little, or liqht, or mean, estimation, or

'M, 

]�,) He blamed, dirpraised, discommcided, in cmlempt V:) or he left [Aim or] 9AM

found 

fault with, censuied, or reprehended, him, blamed, dispraised, &c., among the people. (IA9hr,

A a
in 

respect of evil conduct; -^0$ signifying -��l M, VL)~ Also, Hoprotectodhim; granted

'T, 

Mgh) ii&Lll (T ;) contr. of J him protection, or refuge. ($, ]g.) - And li

M, 

Mgh, Mqb, or of .1*Mil : (hgh ,; **U Re took, or obtained, a promtm, or an

1A

and 

t ' ' , (.MA,) inf n.

d~l 

(K1LJ signifies

the 

some: (MA, KL:) [or t�is bu an intensive

meaning: 

see its paw part. n., below.] Hence

A,
the 

saying, AI !),j.L; 1.�� JJW1, (T, $, X(,) i. e.

Al' 

iLL* ��, nicaning [Do thou such a thing,

and] 

tiou wilt not be blamed; (18k, $,g;) or

thou 

wilt hare ait excum; [lit.] blame miUfall

fl.om 

thm: (? in art. jJ.&:) one should not say

j).
(ISk, 

$ in the present art.).A'li, also,

signifies 

He was weirizefl, particularly in verm.

(IAV, 

T.) And Ile mac made to su it. Ion or

.9
diminution 

[app. in respect qf ltis reptilation].

(IAV, 

T.) - jpLQ1 ;J 1 Tit# pbicot mat, or

became, 

aff&-ted irith drought, or baryvnn~,

and 

iu good thinqjr [or produce] becatne sranty.

(TA.) 

[But perhaps &'53 io Itere a mistranscrip-

tion 

for,'&3' ; for] you elay of a land,

[He 

dispraited, or discommentled, its imsfure,

when 

its pattture is mmnty]. ($ and .11 usid g in

art. 

1.1,.) [aor. . J said of the nom,

lt.flowed 

[with i. e..tkjttcus] like

kZ.) 

And [the &or.] A.It is said of~!;

like 

& '; ($,TA;) M'eaniner It 146,7rs.

(TA.)

2: 

see 1, first sentenoe.

3.6. 

3 .3 0 p

3. 

&!c&-*Ui JW

contended 

va.ith scapolitim (TA.)

4. 

11 lle (a man) did [or said] thatfor irkich

he 

sitombi be blameil, dispraised, tli.%ct#inisten(W,

fojvnd 

fault with, ceti#iipetl, or r#.ippelionded;

($0 

contr. of x~l. (A in arL L~.) Anti

1 

M ]�,) or K# did

to 

Aim, or to the peopk, that for which he showlel

be 

blamed, &c. ($, bl, ]�-) - [HenceJ QLI4JJ111

��(i 

1 His riding-camel ceased going on ; as

thou.ph 

she made the people to blame her. (TA.)

And 

Their camel# upon mitielt

they 

me, e ridiiig became jaded, and laggefl behittd,

(?, 

M, g, TAJ not kuping up with the main

body 

of camel#; (?,TA;) [as though they made

their 

riders to blame them ; or] as though [the

idea 

of) their strength in joumeying were derived

from 

9.1

aal 

meaning 41 a well having little water."

(TA.) 

And 4# 11 : [His canul became

jaded, 

and tagM behind with Aim]. ($, TA.)

And 

r.65) said of a she-~, :She kept

back 

the company of riders ipon canwls by Ati.

weaknm 

and Aso, coasing to go on. (TA frorn

a 

tmd.) 

. ^*11 He found hipn, or it, to be such,

as 

is blamed, diopraised, &c. M, If., TA ;)

j 

' ' 0 a 1 6, J 6.5

conor. 

of (TA.) One nys, &M %:.,jl

", 

i.e. [I came to such a place, and]

Ifound 

ig to be mwh as is cliscompi#ended. (�) -

,v 

;J1, ($,) or �4, (M, ]g,) He held him, or

1m, 

in little, or'iight, or mean, estimation, or

�n 

cmlempt : ($, g:) or he left [Aina or] gkm

5kmed, 

dispraimd, &c., among the people. (IA9hr,

K, 

VL)~ Also, &ZA Hoprotectodhim; granted

kin 

protection, or refuge. ($, ]g.) - And li ;11

!*U 

Re took, or obtained, a promim, or an
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assurance, of curity or safety, and a compact,
or covnant, for him, or in his faror, of, or
against, Aim [i. e. another person, makiig the
latter responsible for his (the former's) security,
or safety, &c.]. (M,' V,* TA.) See also the
next paragrnph.

5. *J3U He shunned, or avoided, (T,' Mgh,)
or he preservd, or guarded, midmself.from, (MA,)
blame, dirpraie, &c.: (T,* MA, Mgh:) this is
the proper meaning; and hence, (Mgh,) hesflt
disdain, or scorn, and shame. (, MA, Mgh, V,

};L.) One says, i1 b

L.Jj [If I did not refrain from lying for the
purpose of abstaining from sin, I would refrain
.from it from a feeling of disdain, or scorn, or

shame]. (, 1.) And U,.,3 [lle abstained,
or refrained, from it to avoid blame, or througjh
disdain, or scorn, or shame; disdained, or scorned,
it; or was ashamed of it]. (1] in art. ,,~.)
And Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Alk mentions his having
heard an Arab of the desert use the expresion '3

O.~J, [app. t A.. ' , for the I in the measure

jal sometimes has a privative property,] mean-
ing They do not shun, or avoid, blame;

(,J.. .J s;) and are not affected with shame.
(TA.) It is said in a trad., *.Ij Q1 t ri J

a aS .a . .
w.aJ. .nGII, meaning [Of the properties oJ

gene'ou;, or honourable, practices, is] the being
regardful of everything that is entitled to reve-
rence, respect, honour, or defence, in the character
and appertenmces of the conmpanion, orfriend,
and dispellinygfrom nomeself the blame that he would
incur Jivnom men if he w'cre not ,rejar,tful thereof

(TA.) And one says, "& i) - : and

v.-- -4 [To the neighbour, with thee, is shown
regard of cey,?lthiing that is entitled to renerenc,
respect, honour, or defence, in his character and

a....
,ppertenances: .. J-. being app. an inf. n. of

t$.,k1., and thlis being syn. with.,i3]. (TA.)

6. 1 / They blamed, dirpraised, discom-
wended, .found fault wcith, censured, or repre-.
headed, one another. (NM, ].)

10. ... I [Ile required blame, &c.; as though
he called for it; or] he was blamned, or dispraiud,
&c. (KL.) See also 4, econd sentence. - And

see 5, last sentence. - [AsJ.f ;..1. is used by

post-classical writers, and is perhaps a clasical
phrase, meaning He begged, or implored, his pro-
tection. See an instance in "Abulfedm Annales,"
vol. iii. p. 170.]

R. Q. 1. ^ lie male his gijft small, or
scanty. (IA%r, T, 1.)

4 inf. n. of &.,. (T, $, M, &c.) [As a simple
ubst., BIlain, dispraise, or censure.] - And

[the pl.] .' signtifies Vices, faults, defects, or

,he like. (M,. [Se. ) _ eo abo.

m And see £4.

A: see .,. - Abo EBessively a r
emaciated; and perishing: ( :) or like him who

is peishing. (T, TA.) - See also 1.

i [as a subst.]; (T, Mgh;) and 1, ;,

(T, $, M, Mgh, 15,) in which the latter word is

an epithet, (Mgh,) andt LI also, with kesr, (so

in one of my copies of the'e,) and t ~e , and
3 ..e4; (M, 15;) A wle containing little water;

(T,g, M, Mgh, V;) because discommended: (M,
Mgh:) and, (M, 1V,) as some sy, (M,) contain-
ing much water: thus having two contr. signifi-

cations: (M, V :) pl...*; (T, $, M, O) and *.,

(T, TA,) [or rather the latter is a coil. gen. n., of

which LLI is the n. un.] A poet says, (a,)
namely, Dhu-r-Rummeh, describing camels whose
eyes were sunk in their sockets by reason of
fatigue, (T,)

* ,~ii 91 j;¶ .. 

[Upon camels of .Himyer that were as though
their eyes e'e wrells containing little water which
the camels employed to draw it had exhausted].

(T, .)

~ A compact, a covenant, a contract, a

league, a treaty, an engogement, a bond, or an

obligation; (T, $, M, Mgh, Mob, ] ;) because
the breaking thereof necessitates blame: (Mgh:)

and a right, or due, (m_,) for the neglect of
which one is to be blamed: (Bd in ix 8:) [an

inviolable right or due:] and -t;i. and L.a.
and t signify in like manner a compact, a

covenant, &c. as above, for the neglect, or non-
observance, of which a man it to be blamed:
(Mqb:) or these three words [in the CK5 the
first and last only] signify a right, or due; syn.
a-
~.: (M, :) or so the first of them: (T, :)

and each of them, (M, 1],) or the first of them,

i.e. .L4, (T, 1, Mgh,) iq. L.,. [which includes

all the ignifications of 3i* likewise, those above

and those which follow, but appears here to be
used as meaning especially a th/ing that should be
sacred, or inviolable; or which one is under an

obligation to reverence, respect, or honour, and
defend; ercrything that is entitled to rewrence,
respect, honour, or defence. in the character and
appertenanes of a person]; (e, M, Mgh,1 ;) ewry

3_ for the neglect, or non-observances, of which

one is to be blamed: (T:) 1L.4, also, and

t )a, are syn. witkh j. and L_..: (TA:)

and 11 signifies also i.q. Ci At [as meaning

security, or safety; seCurity of life and property;
protection, or wafegnard; a promise, or an assur-
ance, of security, safety, protection, or sqfeguard;
indemnity; or quarter]; (?, Mgh, M9b, KL,

TA;) and so t..; : (MA, KL: [explained in

both by the Pers. '; and in the latter by

1.*,. and 1 also:]) and reponibility [for the
fnlfment of an obligation, for the payment of a
sum of money, Jbr the restitution of a thing, or
for the safety, or safe-keping, of a thing or
person]; sretiship; (M, Mgh, Mb, i ;) as also

$Lt I and Vt L ; (M,s; [in the former of

which, these two words are aid to be syn. with

a,4, app. meaning, in all the ne mentioned

abow;l) and t:A (M, : [said in the M to

be syn. with 1*4 in thA first only of tae sme

mentioned above in tAis paragraph: in the CV,

A.J1i is erroneously put for;.4Jl :]) the pl of

A4t is,4; (T, M9b) and;.GL : (T :) and the pl.
off t.l as [a sing.] syn. with [IC and] J..
and L, is £41. (M, 1.) Hence, i.e. from

a.~ in the first of the eenses explained above,

aJI t&, ($, Mgb, TA,) and ` 1I, (T, M,

IMgb, ], TA,) with the prefixed nomn J1 sup-
presed, (TA,) The people with whom a compact,
or covnant, J&., U en made; (T, $, M, 1],
TA;) [and particularly] thos, of tAe beliene
in a plurality of Gods, [by which are here meant
the Christians, Jew, and 1abians, but no others,]

who pay the [tax cal/ed] at.; (T, TA;) [i e.

the free non- Mudim subj~ct of a Mulim go~rn-
,nent, who pay a poll-taw for which the Mudsi,m
are reponsible for teir security and freedom

and toleration: see J;:] the appellation t 

(Mgh, Msb,) a rel. n. from J1t, (Mqb;) is

applied to a person of this class; (Mgh, Mb ;)
because he is rendered secure, or free from fear,
for his property and his blood, by means of the

(Mgh-) ) Ijl l; &. jg. means
'Olnar treated [lit. made] the people of the Samwd

as those who are trmned L..I1 It. (Mgh.) And

ad4k 4.' [or lt.Jl?], in the prayer of the traveller,
meansAetoresu;toourfamilyin afety. (TA.) It

is related in a trad. of 'Alee, that he said, t.; j4
.4.j . .JJ1, meaning My respond-

bility is pledged for [the truth of] what I say,
and I am answerable for it; (Mgh, TA ;*) i.e.
this my saying is true, and I am responsible for

it. (Mgh.) And it is said in another trad., 

ia l -. [Then the rlso bility of God
is clear, or quit, of hinm]); i. e. there is given to
every one, by God, a covenant whereby He
bi.ds Himselfto preserve and protect him; and
when he throws himself into destruction, or does
that which is unlawful for him to do, or acts at
variance with that which he is commanded to do,
the covenant of God fails to aid him. (TA.)

IS. .s u means iL' ' [virtually amn

responsible for sch a thing; i. e. for paying it,
or restoring it, t&.; but lit. in my responsibility
is uch a thing; or on my responsibility rests, or
lies, or be, such a thing; for . may be here
used, as it is in many other instances, in the
sene of ul.] (Mqb:) [or,] in the aying
tCh g -.i, [which means Such a thing

became, or has bwcome, binding, obligatory, or

incumbent, on men,] the term al is applied to

designate [the woral sens conidred as] the eat
[of the e~] of obligation to fulfd what is [pro-

perly] ter~ d aI [L e. a compact, or covnant,

or the ihe]. (Mgb.) >jl -

(T, $, Mgh,*) or lI t ia.-, (T, Mgh,) mean-

ing [What will pat aayo~m me the obligation
of] the right, or due, of the woman who has
suckled for tAt ~king ? is a question ~Din
in a trad, (T, $, Mgh,') as put by a rm to the

9
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Prophet: (T:) and the answer was, "A slave,
male or female:" (T, ~, Mgh:) En-Nakha'ee
says, ($,) they liked, on the occasion of the wean-
ing of a child, to give the woman who had
suckled it something beside the hire: ($, Mgh:)

t*.~; in this case io a dial. var. of V ';:
(Mgh :) or, as lAth says, the former is from

211l; and the latter, from IJJI. (TA.) You

y also, a V Uil t4 . ;

?1.: and L4Jl t~a, meaning [Put arvayfrom

thee the obligation of] the right, or due, that is
incumbent on thee to render her for the suckinj
of thy child [by sometlhing that thou shalt yirve to

hr who has suckled]. (T.) And L r;,

:;. ti; and 9t ".a , (T, and so accord. to
different copiea of the S and g, in which bL. is

omitted,) 1,L. being a dial var., (T,) i. e. [Put
away froa thl the obligation of their right, or
due, by something; meaning] fered them with
something, (T,) or give to them something, ($, 1,)
for they have a rigAt, or due. (T, ?, ].) And

:; . u. and t 4 I (He paid his right,

or du;] meaninig he did good to him, or con-
fr~ uspon him a benefit or bmenefits, in order
that he might not be blamned. (M,] .) And j

* J3 and V 4; [in the CV the latter only,

A man who has a right, or due,] meaning 

,,.WI U t [a man who is a burden upon people,

to be maintained, or supported, by them]. (M, ]g,

TA.) _ Also (i. e. iaI) A repast, or banquet,
to which guets are invited, [(imphj] for food, or

fr a iedding. (s.)- S Bee also iu.
.;,: see a1., in three places. It is also a pl.

of 1 [as well as syn. therewith]. (T.)

~,e Blamed, dispraised, disommended, found
f,ult with, censured, or reprehunded; (?, M,

as also *t; (T, ], TA) and *.;, (M, 1, TA,)
which last is an inf. n. used as an epithet, and,

like [its contr.] .:~ , is applied to a man and to
a place of alighting or sojourning or abiding.

(TA.) [See .4 ] - See also a1. _- Also,
applied to water, Disliked, or disapproved. (~,
].^) ( [As a subst.,] Urine and nuctw, (J,)
so in the copies of the /V, but correctly, (TA,)
,nMcus, and urine ($, TA) that florws from the
plenis of the goat: ($, V, TA:) or a fluid that
.lowms from the nose. (IAar, T.) - And in like
manner, Milk [that flows] from the teats of sheap
or goats; (Q ;) or, as in some copies of the ?,
from the teats of the she-camel; (TA;) or fromn
the teats of the sheep or goat: (so in one of my
copies of the g: in the other of those copies
omitted :) or milk that becomes sprinkled upon
th udders: (Th, M:) or milk that flow upon
the thighs and udders of camels and sheep or
goats. (M.) - Also Dew, (M, g,) absolutely;
(TA;) accord. to IDrd: (M :) or dew that falls
in tle night upon the tree, and upon which dust
lights, o that it become like bits of clay or
mud. (M, ].) - And A thing [meaning the

sebaceous matter] that comes forth fom the pores
of the soft part of the nose, like the eggs of ants:

(S :) or pimplesa, or emall pustlas, (.i, T, 1,)
or a thing resembling ., black, or red, (M,)
like the eggs of ants, (T, M,) coming forth upon
the nos, (T,) or arising upon the fares (M, O)
and the noses, (M,)from heat (T, M, 1O) orfromn
the scab: (M, ~:) or the dirty matter that
comes forth upon the nose: n. un. with 3. (TA.)
- And Whiteness upon the nose of a hid. (Kr,

M,IP.)
L !: see aCI, in two places. - Also

Shame, and fear of blame: whence the saying,

.LS ;Je. l [ (Shame, and fear of

blame, with repect to his companioln, seized him]:an L. ',L. ". ~'1
and lot.* 4'. , i.e. Shame and disgrace

affected him on account of him, or it. (TA.)
.1 a a~~. -

One says also, t 'W s ·. , and t

meaning Shame and digramce by rmson of the
neglect of that which should be sacred or in-
violable, or of that which was entitled to r~
rence, respect, honour, or defence, or of the
obligation or duty, or the right or due, that
should be regarded as sacred or inviolable,

(oL JI l >.,) [(sized me on account of hi,n,

or it.] (S, ])

1*Z t A remain, remainder, remaining por-
-'-

tlion, remnant, or relic. (V.) [See also ,,t,
below.]

d4 : see a., in two places.

'~ 4, In him is a cripplenea, or a chronic
disease, (], [in the CV a;l is erroneously put
for iBlj,]) or an infirmity ariing therefrom or
from some evil affection, (M,) that prevts him
from going forth. (M, ].)

oid .l lJ.[He left] the last renain toj
what was poured out, or forth, at once]: so in
the A. (TA. [But the last word is there written
without any syll. signs.]) [See also iL01.]

ws: ee Lou, in the former half of the para-
graph.

te . One who blames, dispraise, discommends,
&c., much, or often. (TA.)

Al and ;l, with and without tehdeed, [the
latter belonging to art.,j,] A vice,fault, defect,

a,
or the like. (AV, T.) [See also.-I.]

Al1 A horsefatigued, and standing still. (TA.)

t and *k: see a3, in the latter part of the

paragraph.

.g. A thing blamed, dispraisd, &c.; [like

r,e ;] or made, or caused, to be faulty, or de-

fective, or to have a vice, faulit, defect, or the

like; ( U. ;) as also . (I.)-. .) And A

man (O) in whom is no motion. (f, .)
a-

; .. : see the next preceding paragraph.

t .k, with fet-b only [to the 3, A caue oj
blame, dirpraie, discommendation, cenmure, oxr
reprhension; a blamable, or discommendable,

quality or action;] a tAing for which onu is, or
is to be, blamed, dispraiud, discommtnded, found
fault with, camured, or reprehended: contr. of
*--- d. A[ ,,. .&A *0*

;,,.: (g:) [pl..Uj..] You say, 4.. b) 11l,
(9, ,) i. e. [Niggardlins is] one of the things
for rhich ou is, or is to be, blamed, &c. (p.)

AndAStlJ t., 1 [Beware thou of, or avoid thou,
or remoe thyslffar from, caues of blame, &c.].

(TA.) - ee also , in six places. -And
see atb-.

am

'La : see .4,, in eix places. - And sce

also b.

*.k* A man blamed, dispraised, discommandd,
foundfault wita, eesured, or repr"hended, much.
($, l.)_-And A place held in c,e7eee, rlpect,
or honour. (TA.)

4: uee.e , first sentence.

a., . a: see 5, last sentence.

L r;, (p,) in£ o ' ;, (.,) He (a lion) roared.
( P, 1.) I 4 sao r. , (0, M, A,) in£. n. r,
(T, $, M, V,) He ected, incted, yured, or
instigated, him, (T, M, M, , `,) with chiding,
or reproof, (T, M, A, V,') and eomuraged him,
(L,)>^l ,,o5 to do t thAing; (A;) u asso , :
(L,TA:) and he thruatend him; (L,];I) and

wam angry with Aim. (L) ~- , aor. '; and

t p, [inf. an. '.J f;l H felt his j. [q. v.].

(M.) You say alo,j.lI ' SI0Ijo The pastor
felt the place wre the had of the young cansel
jwt borns a et upon th nech, to know f it were
a mal or a female: (A:) [or its inf. n.,j.4,
signifies the same aus] ? a man's inserting
th ham d ino the vulva of a ~caml, to discover

f herfoetu be a maor a fma. (sO [

S: see 1, in three places. -43 also signifis
The determining the qwantity, meanre, sie, or
bulk, of a thing; or computing by conjecture the
quantity or meaure thereof. (], TA.)

5. j , an irreg. quasi-pa. of ;r, (M,) [or

'rather a reg. quasi-lmans. of .J., which is men-
tioned in the L, and meaning He ecited, incited,
urged, or instigat, aimelf,] a thaough Ae blamed
himselffor a thing that had ~ped him: (p:)

) or Ahe blanmed Aimelf (M, V)for a thing that had
escaped him: ( :) or he blamed him~ f for
negligence, in order to inspirit himsef, that he
might not be negli~gent a second time: (A:) or he
blamed himselffor th escap, or Ios, of [(what he
was bound to prewrve and defend, or] what is

tnrmed ;L.. (TA.) -He became angty. (M,
-.)-H; disliked a thing, and was angry in

consequence thereof. (Har p. 517.)-.o,A 3
He became changed, or altered, to him, and
threataed him with evil. ($, [.) - But in the

trad. in which it is said of Moms, LoJ r° * b
, this expression meas that He enbode~ed

r Ahimrlf to his Lord, and ~d his voice in his
ewprension of disapproval (TA.)
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6. I.y*.W They excited, incited, urged, oi
instigated, one onother, (9, ]1,) in war, ($,'
or to fight. (J.) _ Also, sometimes, Tkhe
bltntled one another/or neglecting an opportunity
(TA.)

. and V.4 and *r and t*^o A courageov,
man: ($,* M, ] :*) or who combina sagacity, oi
saqacity and cunning and Craftines, with courage,
(M,) or with strength; (T;) and t, u4 has alko
this laut signification: (TA:) or the four preceding
words signify, (M,) or signify also, (4,) cltevr,
intelligent, and a good assistant: (M, J1 :) pl. of
tile first (;, N) and second and fourth, (M,)

t,j ; (f,~ M ;) and pl. of tlhe third, , ,. (M.)

-- Ill and t' .t are also names of Cala-
n;ties, or mnisfortunes. (45.)

rI * see the next preceding paragraph.

,C.j a verbal noun, like Jlji; [signifying
E.rcite thou, or incite, urge, or instigate, thy
companions to the fiJht: or, perhaps, be thou
excited, &c.:] from ~.Jl 6 s. (R.)

eoo
jt.~: see tile next paragraph.

j5 lAWhaterer one is obliged, or bound, to
,'reserve and guard and defend or protect, (T,
M, 1],) and for. the loss or neglect of cwhich one
,iust be blamed: (T:) things that are maced, or
inviolable ; a man's.family, and prole.ty (ja.),
and servants or dependent., and relations: (AA,
T :) u also *t'.: (TA:) thinsgfor which, if he
did not defend or protect tihm., a man mould be
blanud, and mrerly reproved: (A:) or what is
behind a man, [as a burden upon him,] of those
eIinga whicA it is his duty to defend or protect;
for they say 1jil r , [wee below,] like as

they say ai&l,JI UA..; and those thlings are

termed jtl because anger (.jJ) on their account
ie incumbent on him to whom they pertain; and
they are termed Aiim. because it is the duty of
him to whom they pertain to defend them. (?.)
dCJ.I k.O. signifies The defender, or protector,
of thos thing. for which a man is to be blamed,
and everely reproed, if he do not defend or
protect them: (A:) [or of thos things which he
is bound to presere and guard and defend, &c.:
ee above:] or one who, when he is incited, or

instigated, and angry, defends, or protects. (f.)
One say also, cj . 1;14 51 . [app.,
Such a one is a greater defender of those things
which it is his duty to defend than such a one].
(c.) -- `l; .: The day of war: or of per-
dition: or ofanger. (Et-Towaheeh.)

~,4: see j.. -- Also A man goodly, or beau-
tifit, (1, TA,J in make. (TA.)

;jtl Coumage: (M, 1:) or sagacity, or sagacity
and cumnisg and craftisu, com~ed withco,rage
[or ith strengtA: see .]: or clwere~, intde-
gence, and the quality of rndring good assist-
ance. (M.)

, S;j: seej ', in two places.

.~Jo, (], TA,) with damm to the ^, (TA,)
[in the C.K 5j.~,] A man sharp in temper, who
adhlere to thi;gs and mind. tLem pertinaciously.

(Q,* TA.) [And so j. ]

.,..L. The back of the neck: (M, 1:) or two
rhone in the base of tae back of the neck: or the
part calld 5.J [behAid th ear]: or the JLhb
[or upper paart of the back, net the nck]: (M :)
or this last-mrntioned part twih the neck and
*chat surrounds it as far as tkhe Up;; which is
what the ,. [q. v.] feels: (At, ?:) or the place

l,sere the head of a camel is et upon tAe neck.
(A.) - J A1 ,.t &i The affair, or cams, or
event, reacled a distreming pitch; (A, ' ]1 ;) like

-i ...JCI (A.)

.J, A man who inserts his hand into the vulva
tf a she-camel, to discoer if er festus be a male
or afemale: (;, M, :) because he feels ibtits ,
and thus knows it: he feels its jaw-bones: if they
he thick, it is a male; and if thin, a female. (M.)
EI-Kumeyt says,

S

fS
.L *. '. jj

j~ ~~ j;l O .

h

4I
[And he whose btsiness it mas to fed the fwtus,
for the purpose of discovering ifit were male or
female, said to thoe assisting the she-camele in
bringing forth, When, before my time, were the
legs felt to discor the sex of the festu ?]: (,
M:) for it is the head that is felt, as above
explained. (M.) The ,j.. is, to camels, u the
nmidwife to human beings. (A.)

L J;, (M, M , ,) or -,C , (T,) aor. , (T.
,M, l) and ,(, M, 1g,) iif. n. *. (T, ,

M, 15) ud ~ and J J an and ,°j(M, (M,)
said of a camel, (T, 0,) He, or ste, rwent a gentle
pace: (T, M, I5:) or went a pace abowe that
whicA is termed j.il, ($, M, 1g,) and abow that
which is termed XJ: [for] A'Obeyd says,
when the pace rises a little above that which is
termed l, it is termed ,jt; and when it
rises above this, it is termed 1, UI; and then,

.)1I: AA says that no camel goes the pace
termed ,Je. t for a day and a night except the

2. :ji , inf. n. Je, I u,ged him, or made
him, (namely, a camel, TA,) to go the pace above
mentioned. (5.)

aJ5, ,u [A she-camel that is accustomed to
go the pace above mentioned]: (M, :) pl. ,
(M, and so in my MS. copy of the 1],) or ,.
(TA: in the C: f .)

it.) PFatigued, or jaded; (IA,r, T, 15;) ap-
plied to a she-camel. (IApr, TA.)

[Boo, 1.

ali '3i [(A se-caml going the pace above
mentioned]: pl. j C.)

L U (, (M , and so in some copies of the
,) aor. .ud; (15, and some copies of the ?;)

or t3,, aor. ,r "i (T, and so in some copies of
the ;) or both; (fgh, TA;) in. n. 14; (T,^ 0,
M, 1],o TA;) sid of a slaughtered animal, (f,
TA,) If moved. (T, ,M, Msh, 1, TA.) And

~; (M ;) or Uo:', aor. &;; ( ;) inf. n. u
above; (M, ];*) He retained remains of th
soul, or vital principle: or had strength of Art
[remaining: app. mid of one dying]. (M, 1.
[These meaning are there indicated, but not

expressed.]) You my, ._,L/j, inf. n. u above,
Ie passed by at Ait st g~as of br,ath. (]ar
p. 220.) And _1, aor. 1 .Jqt ina. n. [(and
app. ,i. also, ta seems to be indicated by what
here follows, or perhaps the latter only], He (a
sick person) a~ seized by the agony of death,
and cwa long in suffering the disquietude tLreof:
wvhence one says, ;; jL : [o, (How lang is hi
xfcring of the agong and diquitude of deati. !].
(A,, T.) [See "L below.] You say also, of a
mnan, i,i inf. n. '.t, meaning He rmained
l,,g sick, or dissed. (M.) ,), aor. .,

inf. n. *p,, He hastened, made Aaste, ped, or
went quickly: (Fr, , M, , :) some also men-
tion ~;., aor. .rj4, [in this sense, and thus I
find in one copy of the .,] but [18d ays,] I am
not sure of this (M.) - j 4

mean Somswhat tkerof mas, or became, prepared
Jfr me; or feaible, or practicable, to me: (M :)
[and so, app., U : for] one says, , I;
ij g94 t o;9, meaning Take thou,from such

ra one, what has risen up for thee, or arisen for
thee; i.e. iiJ ih L.. (8.)u. ' ?
signifies Tle odour annoyed me, or oledted me;
S, M, 1];) accord. to Ailu: (M:) and took

awaay my breath; referrinp to a wind emitted
from the anus; inf. n. ,4: (M :) and killed me;
(T, M;) acord. to AZ; (T;) aor. Oj3, (M,)
inf. n. tJ: (TA:) but Aboo-MUlik disalows
this, and says, you say, CIt adh! i .'
meaning T/u odour flow [or rose] into his
noe and] head: and accord. to A4, you say,

JqjI , ..I ) 2 a.Jl ea or. U4 d,
nf. n. D.S, The Abyssinian annoyed the man in
/is nose by the odour of his armpits. (T.) One
;mys also, So, aor. Okt. meaning Hle, or it,
emitted a displeasing odour. (M.)

4. 1)1l He lbf him ill, or sick, (.ii;f, T, or
*Jj, 15, [which latter may mean thus, or he beat
Lim, or struck him, iolently, or so that he became
it the point of death, &c,]) and lft him at his
aast gasp. (T, ]1.) And a .j ul He faild
of hitting the animal at which he shot, or cast, in

v vital part, and therefore hastened to kill it:
T:) [or] he hit the animal at which he shot,
or cast, and drove it along, and it drove along
oith him. (M.)
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BOOK I.]

10. J..~ He oAght, or demanded, a thing:
(M :) or Ae ght, ongAt for, or soaght oftr,
repatdly, or gradually, (8, 1,) and took, (8,)
a thing that another had. (], ].)

.. * A ftid odo~r: (M:) an odour that (i
dislikd, hated, or atefu. (V.)

·:uI [an inf. n. of 1, (q.v.,) in several senses:
us a simple subt., it signifies] Motion [in a
slaughtered animal: see 1]: (T, M, ] :) and
remains of the ol, or ital principle, (9, M,1 ,
and Meyd in explanation of a prov. cited is,
what follows,) in a slaughtered animal: (9:) or
strengtA of heart: (M, 1 :) or the state between
dlaughter and ta mit of thA soul; but there is no
oL4 in the came of a human being: or strong
tenacionem of life fter slaughter. (Meyd in
explaining the prov. above referred to) It is

said, L. :~ f JjL ,t [Th7 lizard called
is tAd lon t thing in retaining the reains

of lifc, &c.]. (T, 9.) Hence the prov., j;Lt

.l;, ' * F , L [(Longer in retaining the rmains
of life, &e., than the ,b]. (Meyd, TA.)_-
Also Sicknes; as is the saying, .t ~
."b ISuch a one is long miferng sicknes.
(MF.) And A fracture of the head: and a
spear-wound, or tae like, such as is ternud N.
[q.v.]. (Meyd ubi suprL)

.,^ (M, 1) and t k:, (M,) or ;L.L, (],)
An animal shot at, or cast at, which is hit,
(M, ],) and which one drives along, and which
divews along with one. (M.)

O~.i . .0..
it.J, or ;4.: see what next precedes.

1. 5, aor. OJ, inf. n. M (,, 1M, ) and
05, (1, [hut the latter app. belongs to the verb
as said of a man,]) It (what is termed Cs!, 9,
or mucus, TA, or a thing, and likewise the
seminal fluid, M,) flowed; ( M, M , * TA;)

[like ;., nor...A ;] as also O , inf. n. C 
(lAr, T, ],) said of what is termed ;.

(IAr, T.)-And 1 said of the nose, Itowd
[rwith what is termed Oefp]; (Ltb,T;) like;'4.
(9 and 1] in art..,5.) - And said of a man,
(MA,) or Gjl, (], [but this hlatter I think
doubtful,]) sec. per m .. , (A'Obeyd, T, 9, M,)

aor. -J, (A'Obeyd, T, ,) inf n. (A'Obeyd,
T, 9, M, ]) and ,, (15, [but this latter app.
belongs to the verb in the senses explained above,])
1liJ urn flowed (A 'Obeyd, T, 9, M, MA, ]g0)
with what is termd ;p']: (A 'Obeyd, T, 9, M,
I :*) and both his otrils ~ (M.) -

O5also signifies The flowing of the eye mith

tear. (M.) [You say, app., ,d! ,;, mean-

ing Te eye ~ w ith tears ]-. j l 

Yril he is wk and per~ ing, by reson of
eatree old age, or of disease; (1, ],TA;) said

of a man: (9:) or C., (],) or 4. u J ,
inf. n. : A,, T,) meams he ials, or goe
along, in a wrea mannr . (A4, T, V.) And

ai, u an inf. n. [of)], signifies the bring

in a tate of perising. (KL) _ j t
¢ 4t. i3 ut 4I' :He csd not to

labour, or rowt himslf, (A, V, TA,) with modera.
tion and gemtle t[to attain that objet of want
until Ae accomplished it]. (A, TA.) -_ t ,ci,

inf n. J0;j, t The cold became intern. (TA.)

: see 1, first sentence.

3. ,; Ji t R sofa, or d ,
of in: an objwct of want. (, L, .-*)

4: ee 1DWU, below.

~, for c1 or Ij1: see I13, in uaL 11.

',iJ [originally an inf n.: see 1:] Dirt, or
filth; and J3 [i.e. OJ or l3U, meaning saliva;
or froth, or foam, or tie like; or perhaps it is
a mistranscription for 13, meaning sdiment,
settlings, dregs, or lesm, Ic.]: mentioned by Sub.
(TA.)

O Ul: see what next follows

.iei (Lh, T, 9, M, 1) and V 1 (Lb, S,
M, K) [the former originally an inf. n.: see 1:]
Mucus (L, T,* , M, 1) of any sort, (Lb, M,)
or thin mcwus, (M, J,) or a thin fluid, (1,)
or any fluid, (Lb, M, V,) that flows .from the
nose. (Lb, T, 9, M, ]K.) _- And the former
signifies also The semindl Jfluid of a stallion, and
of an ass, and of a man, (M, TA,) that Jfo~s
from the penis by reason of excesuiw appetence.
(TA.)

1 A remainder, or remains, of a thing that
is weak, or frail, (9, L, 1],) and perishing; (9, L;

in both of wlich is added, :, ~1 tj 4
[app. meaning that leaves it portion a.fter portion,
by peridsing, or passing awvay, gradually; but
this rendering is purely conjectural, for I have
not found the verb here used anywhere explained,
nor elsewhere even mentioned];) and particularly
of a debt, or of a promise: it is distinguished
from 34S, which signifies a remainder, or re-
mains, of a thing that is sound, or valid, or sub-
stantial. (9, L.) _- Also An object of want; syn.

o't3 The mus of came&: (V:) or [aui/d]
like mucus, that fall from the noses of camels:
or, accord. to Kr, it is A.S: [but see this latter
word:] or, as is said by-some persons in whom
confidence is placed, [in the TA, "in whom con-
fidence is not placed,"] it is termed JUj: (M:)
or it is a dial var. of If.UJ: or it is correctly

. is mentioned by A]n as being in wheat,
but not explained by him, except by his likening
it to .I y. , which is taken forth from wheat and
thrown away. (M.) [It is perhaps a mistran-
scription for 'i" , q. v.]

OJSi, (9, M,) or >JUI, (T,) The lower, or
lowet, part (T, M) of a shirt, (T,) or of a long
shirt; a dial. var. of J.J (M) [or J'J];
mentioned by AA: pl. * 5i: (T:) the O1,L5
of a shirt, (ISk, 9,) or of a garment, (1V,) are like
its Jyl: (ISk, 9,1 :) and some say that the

'j of the former is a substitute for the J of the
latter. (TA.)

CP A mn (9, M) wo n l# os ituA woh
is termed Ca: (?,M, :) and one wAos
atrib flno: (T, M :) fem. .jL, (9, M, ,)

applied to a woman. (9, M.)- It is also applied

to a nose; in the prov., '"' . J:. ail ;
51t [7Ay now is a pa of thee toug it be
wloin g id J)]. (TA.) - Hence, (TA,)

the fernm. signifies also A woman wose mn-
strual discharge cea not. (9, M, 1.) - And
.US W ) t [A oud] that will not be stane
(TA.)

L Z;j, (M, V,? ?or. ( , A, M, 1) and - ,
(M, ],) inf n. ,,j; (T15;) and f d.JT.I;
(M, ! ;) [properly signifies] Hefollowd his tail,
not quitting his track: (M:) [and hence, tro-
pieally,] the folloed him [in any cas], not
quitting his track. (1V.) You say, J'l - s

and ?t J.;l H'efoUllod tAe caml&. (A: there
mentioned among proper significations) El-
Kilibee says,

[And the honres, or hormen, camu all together,
following him]. ($ [in which the meaning is
indicated by the context i but whether it be proper
or tropical in this instance is not shown].) And
Ru-beh says,

a

[Like the hired man,] Ae was at the tail of the
ridden camels. (T, $.) .ii1 4,: , and [ 1i1]

ojJa1t, and .d' [rS], and ~ : 4 . .t

tz.y, are tropical phrases [meaning i TAe peopl
follored one another, and t The road followed on
uninterruptedly, and t The affair, or cae, or
event, proceeded by smccessie steps, unianterrupt-
edly, and t The cloud foUllow on another]. (A.)
- See also 2.

S. 4,., (T, M, A,) inf n. ,.4i, (T, A,)
said of the locust, It stuck its tail into the ground
to lay its elgs: (A:) or, aid of the [lizard called]
4,., (Lth, T, M,) apd of the locust, (M,) and of
the [locust in the ti.ge in which it is termed]

u51~;, (Lth, T, M,) and thb like, (Lth, T,) it
desired to cndclute, (Lth, T, M,) or to lay egg,
and therefore stuck its tail into the groand:
(M:) or, said of the r.&, it signifies only it
struck with its tail a hunter or serpent detiring to
catch it: (T:) or, said of the , it signifies
also it putforth its tail (M, A) from the nearest
part of its hole, having its head within it, au it
doe in hot weather, (M,) or hoen an attempt
was made to catch it: (A:) [or it put its tail
foremost in coming forth from its hole; contr. qf

(,, , 1- gS,) o; .4, (M ,) i. n.;l ,
(Ap, A, Mgh,) or;1, (Meb,) inf. n. ,
(Myb, 1,) i [TheAfull-gronm urip date or dates,
or the ripening dates,] began to ripen, (Mgh, and
so in a copy of the 9,) or showed ripeaing, (MUb,I1

979BooK I.]
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and so in a copy of the l,) or becae speckled by
rmson of ripening, (AV, T, M, V,) or ripened,
(A,) at the ;, (A , T, f, M, A, Mgb, ],) i.e.
the part next the baow and stalk. Mgh.) The
dates in this ca are termed (Fr, T, e,
M, A, *) in the dial. of Benoo-Asd, (Fr, T,)
and .1Jj (Fr, T, *) ih the dial. of Temeem
(Fr, T) and V,jJ.; (A, Mgh;) and a single

date is termed t jJ,.3 (T, M,* O) and Vt *,.
(T, f.) 41.t t,, [or, probably, V %,, being

similar to l,^ and and i &c., or perhape
both,] He seized the tail of the ; said of one

endeavouring to catcll it (A.) ;aI'1 l w.,
said of a ,J, It turned its tail tonrards tghe
riper, or met the viler tail-foremowt, in coming

forth from its hole; contr. of s a1l ,I,tj. (TA
in art . .)_ [He made a tail to
hit turban;] (e, ]4, TA;) i.e. ihe mde a portion
of his turban to hang down like a tail: (Q, TA:)

you say of him who has done this, t'.

(A, A1, TA.) _- 'b :. [and &Lb t I
added an applndix to hiu discoalre and hit writing,
or book; like ~j]. (A, TA.) [Hence, the
inf. n. is used to signify tAn appediz;

~like 34.7 ] - "w Theymadsechannel
.for roater (which are termed % ,iCj) in its rgged
gr ound. (TA from a trad.)

3. 'tlj, (AO, T, ].,) written by egh, with
his own hand, with o, but by others without,
(MhF,) said of a mare [in parturition], Sut was in

such a state that her fetus came to Aer

[or iscAium (here dewcribed by MF as the place of
meeting of the two hips)], and the L. [q. v.
(here explained by MF a a akin containing
yellow water]) wad near to coming forth, (AO,
T, 1,) and the root of her tail rowe, and the part
thereof tat is bare of hair, and ASee did not [or
could not] lower it. (AO, T.) In this case, she
is said to be V* 'lI, (A0, T, I.)

4. .,Jl Iels committed a sin, rnime, fault,
nisdemeanoar, ce. ; (S,0 M,* A,* MA, ]~ ;0) he
,.'mne cehargeable reith a r. [or sin, &c.]:

(31Mb:) it is an instance, among others, of a verb
of which no proper inf. n. has been heard; [ .A
being used instead of such, as a quasi-inf. n.;]
for .. ,Ul, like .J;l, [though mentioned in the

aKL, a signifying the committing of a sin or the
lile, and also in the TIC,] has not been heard.
rtl'F.)

. *jj ,L. Jf ITHe accused such a one of
a in, crime, fault, misdemeanour, or the like,
which he had not committed, or though hs had
not committed any. (A, TA.) - See also 2, near
the end of the paragraph. - gjl b'9 i ' I
came to thA valley from the direction of itt tj

[q.v.]. (A.) And kfsl ,tJ3U : He took the
road; (5, TA;) as though he took its U 4,, or
came to it from [the direction of] its ,.^. (TA.)

imputed, to him a sin, &c. (]ar p. 450.) 

See albo 1, in three places. r, l q t The
affair nw, or became, complete, [as though it
assumed a tail,] and in a rigAt state. (V,* TA.)

rj A in, a cimu, a faul , a mitdemeanour, a
misdeed, an unlawful deed, an offence, a trans-

greuion, or an act of disobedience; syn. -,

(T, M, A, Mqb,) or.*i, (s,) or both, (TA,) and
]a~: (T, TA:) or it differs from *1 in being
eitAer intentional or committed through inadwrt-
enme; whereas theJl is peculiarly intentional:
(Kull p. 13:) or a thing that preclude one from
[thefavur of] God: or a thing for which h i
blamable who doe it intentionally: (KT:) pl.

y.,)~i (M, M,b, ) and pl. pL * , S. (M, ]p)

j ohi. ,;tj [in the yur xxvi. 1, said by
Moees, meaning And tAey hae a crimn to charge
against me,] refers to the speaker's slaughter of
him whom he struck, who was of the family of
Pharaoh. (M.)

%,4] and 1 ut.J (T, 8, M, A, Msb, 1) and

3f , .and t. j (El-Hejeree, M, 1) signify
the same; (T, B, M, &c. ;) i.e. The tail; syn.

J4: (TA: [in the CId, .'Jl is erroneously put
for 4 'l ]) but accord. to Fr, one uses the first
of these words in relation to the horse, and the
second in relation to the bird: (T:) or dithe first
is used in relation to the horse (8, A) and the as
[and the like] (g) more commonly than the
second; (f, A ;*) and the second is used in rela-
tion to a bird (M, M, A, M.b) more commoily
than the firnt, (B, M,') or more chastely: (M,0
Mb :) or the second is [properly] of a winged
creature; and the first is of any other; but the
second is sometimes, metaphorically, of the horse:
(Er-Riy6shee, TA :) or, as some say, the second
signifies the place of gromth of the ,.j [or tailo:

(M:) the pl. of J. , is ,L;;. (B, M, A, Msb,
gI.) [Hence the following phrases ce.] -

sJl J,ii 1 4A.. [lit. He rode on the tail of the
camel, meaning] % he wa content with a deficient

lot. (T, A, ,.) - 4.'. "'' [lit He smote the

earth with his tail, w.,bfVl being understood,
meaning] t he (a man) stayed, or abode, and re-
mainedfied. (V.) [See also another explanation

of this phrase below.] And ,^ jj ; U.q,
meaning S [He stayed, or abode, in our land, and
remained faed, or] did not quit it; [lit., and
stuck his tail into the ground ;] originally said of

the locust. (A, TA. [See art. j.])-U

.11 &.; 0. [lit. Between me and him is tahe
tail of the ,] means : between me and him is
opposition or competition [as when two persons
are endeavouring to size the tail of the .. ].

.,a, _ --- 
(A, TA.) - llJ .^ s 'l 77Th old man's

o., ;becafme l/,, or languid. (A, TA.)_ - 5
.1 v,J~ (lit. He rode vpon the tail of the

wind,] means t he outwent, or outstripped, and
was not reached, or overtaken. (T, A, ].) -

- ·. a,

10. 4.J..LI He found Aim to be committing I, i Jl [lit. He turned his tail upo
(or to hame committed] a ein, crime, fault, mis- tt.t fifty,] means 1 he passed the [age of] fifty
demeanour, or the like: and he attributed, or [years]: (M, TA:) and so V-3 *s.- L;l

[lit. tAe fifty turned ther tail upon Aim]: (A,
TA:) the former acord. to Yakoob: aceord.. to
IAyr, El-Kil&bee, being asked his age, id,

Q51 a j ;J ;j [lit. Th fity Aare

turned their tail to me]. (M, TA.) -_ ,. 'O!
,? ~.. [lit. He follonwd the tail of am ewent
retreating,] means he regretted an event that
had pawed. (T, A, TA.') [The .jl of a
man is t The part correwponding to the tail: and

hence,] ,jJI lJwj .; t[A man hard in tit
caudal etremity ;] meaning t a man ery patient
in enduring riding. (IAr, M, and X in art.

.-) - ([And of a gament, The skirt :] you

say, 1 Al i t [ (I clung to Ai skirts]. (A.)
_ The ),, of a ship or boat i' tThe rudder.
(Lth and f* and L in art. O. . [8.. also

,~l'-.])_-- ., also signifies [tAnytking re-
sembling a tail. Henoe,] t The ren'uity of a
whip. (Mgh, Myb.) -And, of an unripe date,
(M, Mgh,) and of any date, (M,) t The AiAder
part; (M ;) the part net the bae and stalk.
(Mgh.) t And The outer etremity of the
eye, neat the templ,e; a also t ,4 and i~5S

(M, A) and t* iU (A) [and V JU5., a used in

the ] rvooe Cj!, in art ]. _ 8ee also ,j

third sentence. _ Also t The end; or last, or
latter, part; of anything: pl. 4, (T) [and

Ul]and t j4 [as a sing.], (i,) or t UJ,
(so in the TT as from the M,) hu this meaning.

(M, V.) You say, ' 1il 'I 5 S J) b
t That was in the end of th tirne [post]. (M.)
And LS,>il 4J and iajl: both signify the
same [i. e. t Tlbe end of the vally]: (A'Obeyd,
M, TA:) or V iAj and Vt LU and t ik, signify
the :laxt, or latter, parts, (x, TA,) in some
copies of the ], the last, or latter, port, (TA,
[and so in the TT as from the M, and this mean-
ing seems to be indicated in the A,]) of a valley,
(A, ], TA,) and of a river, (A, TA,) and of
time; (21, TA ;) [and ' 4.) app. has the former
of these two significations in relation to a valley,
accord. to Az; for he says,] it seems that r.u.
anid i;t) in relation to a valley are pie. of
,s, like as ,J and ail amre pl.. of J'.:
(T:) or V -U-i and ' Q,1, (S, Myb,) the former
of which is more common than the latter, (Th,
?, Mqb,) signify t the place to whicfinally comus
the torrent of a valley: (C, Mqb:) the pi. of

I'SI is ~4,,: (T:) the %,J of a valley and
its ,.. the the ame; [i.e. t the lowt, or

lower, part thereof;] (T;) [for the ple.] 4;jI,
(T, TA) and .itU (TA) signify t the lowet, or
lorer, parts of valleys: (T, TA:) and ;l
signifies [in like manner] tthe lat, or latter,
parts, of [waterooss uch as are termed]

3. (T, TA. 80 also jj.) It is id in s

trad, hA i ss.' [t S.ck a osu wii

not impe th lat part of a watr,~o.r ];
applied to the abect, weak, and oontemptible.

(T.) And p. ;i,l meamu Te lasd, or latter,
parts of affairs or ents. (M.) You my also,

S J L J :[A long-tailed story;] a
1
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tory that hardly, or ner, comea to an end.

(M.) And . J J; 9 : tA day of which
the evil doe not come to an end: (TA:) and
~.~- hs this meaning; (T, M, TA;) a,

though it were long in the tail; (M;) or means

t a day of long-continwd evil. (g.) And -3i
,.Jl ?*AU), and J0 l, t Hefolloed [the last of
the people, and the camel., not quitting their track.
(A.) - Also ThefoUlowers, or dependants, of a
man: (T, TA:) and ' .14, and ' Al3 ta
[aingk]follomer, or dpendant: (, 1]:) and.,UJ
(M, A, O) and t ~"o (O) and 45l; [pI. of
· 'Pa] (A) and V '., (so in the TT as from
the M,) or * ,l,i, (1,) but some state that this
lut is not aid of men, (;am p. 249,) tfol-
lowers, or dependante, ($, M, A, 1,) of a people
or party; (M, 1;) and the lower, or lowet, sort,
or the rabble, or refue, thereof; (M, A, lg;)
and such as are below the chiefs. (TA.) ,j.4,

d.L O*AI y.'y..3, in a trad. of 'Alee, means,
[accord. to some, t The leader of the religion]
shaU go away through the land with followers, or
dependa ntt, (T, TA,) and those holding his opi-
niou. (T. [But ee arts. ' aad *.d.]) And

_]JIk JL ,1 , a phrase mentioned by IA1r,
but not explained by him, app. means t [The
tribe of] 'Oheyl have numerou horsemen. (M.)
- [Also a.~i (as will be shown by the use of it
pI. in the vere here following) and] t'r,P ,
(~, K, TA,) or * $6, (so in the TT as from
the M,) t The #equl, consequence, or result, ayn.

%., of anything. (f, M, 1.) A poet says,

* ~ ~~ de -i S a.£ -· ·

[From considering what might be the quel of
" if," (i.e. of the word j,) Thou clungest to the
reflection "Would that I had done so and so:"
but "would that," like " if ," is disappointment:
it does not pro.fit]. (TA.) And one says, 44 .
jt t,,.;* i.e.[ Who wUll bo repo,uible to thee

.for] the ewul [of the wordj'] ? (TA:) [or, as
in the Proverbs of EI-Meydinee, j 'Pil,

which means the Mame.] _ J ,43: see
art. t,. _i/ t A certain asteritm

(.Z, M, 1, TA) in the sky, (TA,) resmbling
the ,' [or tail] of tihe hore. (M, ].) [j.11
is a name applied to each of several stars or
asterisms: as t The star a of Cygamu; also called
4 .It , [, and jJil: and t Te star of

Leo; also called An d;. "And '": ,
signifies f The two nodu of a planet: me w.]

.. hI JI.Js, (], or J ;4 , (M,) oA
certain Aerb, (M, !,) of WAiCA the apresd
juice conctretes: so called by way of comparison
[to hone~' tails: the lauer name is now applied
to the eq~uitum, or or-ta]. (.) [Accord. to
Fonkl, (Flora Aegypt. Arab., p. ciii.,) the
Portlaa ~rca (or gardem-prelan) is caleled
in somoe par of El-Yemoen h,I ..] _ i

X131 t A eertain plant, resembling the ,..4
[or tail] of thefox; (M, 1V;) a name applied by
some of the Arabe to the 0L)L) [q. v.] (T.) -

t[. l ,) t Cauda leonit, i.e. circium (or
cirsinm): (Golius, from Diose. iv. 119:) now
applied to the common creeping wray-thistle. -

*WI q'I t Cauda muriu, i.e. plantago. (Golius,
from Ibn-Bey;ir.) - l 13 t A species of
arijtida, supposed by Fomkral (Flora Aegypt.
Arab. p. civ,) to be the aristida adscensionis. -
[.T,Ji, ,i t Sorpioides, or scorpion-grass: so
called in the present day.]

at;3, and its pl. ;iQi: see the next preceding
paragraph, in three places.

;.j): see .m , in the latter half of the
paragraph.

Qirt. A certain plant, (T, $,) rell known,
called by some of the Arabs ,jIl 4j: (T:)
a certain plant having long branoches, somerrwhat
dust-coloured (M, TA) in its leatso, growing in
plain, or soft, land, upon the ground, not rising
high, approved as pasture, (TA,) and not groaing
except in fruitful years: (M, TA:) or a certain
herb, or plant, lile ;j [or millet]; (i;) or a
certain herb having ears at its extremities like
the ears of ;jl, (M, TA,*) and having reeds,
(%,.J [ii. e. ], M,) or twrig, (,.i [i.e
], TA,) and leares, gro ing in every place ex-

cept in unmixed sand, [for J.Jl ^_ in the TA, I

find in the M J*)jl ,] and groring upon one
sten and two stemn: (M, TA:) or, accord. to
AlIn, a certain herb, having a ;1j#. [app. mean-
ing rhizoma like the carrot], which is not eaten,
and twigs bearing afruit from tshe bottom thereof
to the thereof, having leaes like those of the
0j~;, agreeing rell with the pasturing cattle,
and having a smaU dust-coloured blossom upon
which bees feed; (M, TA;) rising about the
height of a man, (TA,) or half the height of a
man; (M;) two whereof suffwe to satiate a
camel: (M, TA:) [a ooll. gen. n.:] n. un. with ;.
(Ca, .)

sJ and LJre: ee *rJ , firt sentence.

.;61: see jj, in two places.

~.;B: asee , in five places:- and see

also L. .- Also A small cord with which
a came's tail is tied to his hind girth, lst he
should swing about his tail and so dirt his rider.
(M, .)

rjw A horse (T, ?, &c.) having a long tail:
(T, 1:) or AaviAg a full, or an ample, tail. (M,
A, 1.) [8ee also rt.] _ Hence applied to a
day: ee 5i), in the latter half of the paragraph.

A- Abo A great jg [or bucket]: (Fr, T, Mb :)
or onm tat has a V ,jj [or tail]: (TA:) or one
that isfull (, M, Mlb, V1) of water; (f, Mqb;)
not applied to one that is empty: (f, TA:) or
one that is nearly ful of water: (ISk, f :) or
one _ctaning l than fildj it: or one containing
roter: or a j (M, 0.) in any se: (M :) or a

bucketful of water: (A:) mas. and fem.; (Fr,
Lb, T, g, M, Msb;) sometimes the latter: (Lb,
M:) pl. (of pauc., O) 1'Jl and (of mult., 1)

~U) (S, M, g) and U,). (M,A, M,* b, 5.)
Fr. cites as an ex.,

e

. . . ..r WI1 ' .' J a

[as meaning For you shall be a great bucket, and
for m a great bucket: or, if ye resfu this, for
u shall be the well]. (T.) [Accord. to the V, it
also signifies A grave: but thit is evidently a
mistake, which seems to have arisen from a mis-
understanding of a statement by ISd, who say,]
Aboo-Dhu-eyb ures it metaphorically in relation
to a grave, calling it [i. e. the grave] a well, in
his saying,

[app. meaning tAnd I mu u though I were
the corpe of the grave (lit. the bucket of the nell)
wthen shefrowned, and clad with my grave-clothes,
and made to recline upon my upper arm: for
the corpse is laid in the grave upon its right side,
or so inclined that the face is turned towards
Mel;keh]. (M.) [And Umeiyeh Ibn-Abee-
'Aidh El-Hudhalee, describing a wild he-as
and she-ases, likens to it a certain rate of running
which he contrasts with another rate likened by
him to a well such as is termed ,..: see
Kosegarten's " Carmina Hudsilitarum," p. 180.]
- Hence metaphorically applied to t Rain.
(Yam p. 410.) - [Hence, also,] IA lot, share,
or portion: (Fr, T, 8, M, A, Mqb, 1B :) [see the
former of the two veraes cited in this paragraph:]
in this sense masc.: (Mb :) and in this sense it
is used in the 1[ur li. last verse but one. (Fr, T,
M.) _ Also £ The flsh of the [portion qf thc
back net the back-bone, on either side, which is
called the] b": (M, ] :) or the part where the

aj ends; (M ;) the A of the lower, or lonest,
part of the C>;: (?:) or the [buttocks, or parts

called] ]j1 and bt* : (M, ]:) or the J&rh of

the Il and6L5 : (C.:) and the Qit&J are

the [two parts called the] ,Ii, (M, ],) on this
side and on that [of the back-bon]: (M:) or

~sj,JI j0 means the fleh that is called 

CAJI [whieh are the portions of .sh nest.the
back-bone, on either side hereof]. (A.)

4nai [dim. of ,i: _ and] i. q. kV';, q. v,
(TA.)

4a> The i.t [i. e. toe, orforemost extrmity,
also clled the L-,]J of a andsl. )_ See
also ,J, in six places._ And me e a.

4tJIU: ee ,J,3, in six plaes:...and me c,,
in two plaoes. - I 4l 1 t T2he point, or
place, to whicA the way, or road, leads; syn.
d$.· (IAr, M, ].) So in the sying of Abu-
l!Jarra, to a certain man, J1o i) JJ3 . .Jil
[t VFrily thou diedt not follow a right cours in
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respect of the point, or place, to which the way
that thou toolkest leads]. (IAlr, M.) Also
t RelationAip; nearnes ith rspect to kindred;
or near relationsAip. (]4.)

&U wsee $, in three places -It isalso
applied to Four [featAhrs] in tAhe wing of a bird,
after what are called t;i.JI1. (f.) - It is said

in a trad, eL f , i,a> >
meaning [t I'Whosver dies] purposing to pursue
a wmay leading to soune particular end, [he is to be
reckoned u one of theAs people thereof.] (TA.) _
Accord. to Fr and the i, it signifies also A fluid
like mucus tAat fulls from the nos# of camels:
but this is a mistake: the right word, as stated by
IB and othem, is ji(l. (L, MF, TA.)

,'t; A certain grain that is found in wAeat,
whereof the latter is cleared [I,y riwnoing or
other mean]. (M, ]i.) [See also ,;J,, in rt.

st~,. t A certain kind of [ihe striped gya,
ealnts called] s [pl. of ~j]; (AHeyth, ;) as

also ~ W (TA.)

%,1l t F,illoning in thle trark of a thing.
(TA.) See also ,,J, in the latter half of the
paragraph.

,j-i A [lizard of the kind called] i Ihaing
a long tail. (T, L.) [See also 4 .]

;i3 and a,j,, and with T: see 9.

,,.J: see the next paragraph.

4.-. A long tail. (IAqr, T, ].) - And
[hence, app. for _j,,. 3], (T,) or *JA.i",
(TA, [but see this'latter below,]) A [liza;d of
the kind called] 4. (T, TA.) - Also, (1, ]J,)
or *t 4j , like Ai, (A,) and ti-j , (M,
TA,) t A ladle; (C, M, A, ;) heeuse it ha a
tail, or wlnt resembles a tail: (M :) pl. 4 'J.
(C, M.) - And t A watercourse, or channel of
a torrent, in a tract at the foot of a cnountain;
(Lth, T, Q, M, A, ] ;) not wide; (A;) or not
rery wide; (M;) or not cery long and wide;
(Lth, T;) as also t UJ: (?:) the &b' is in the
lower part of a mountain (Lth,T, A) or in an
acclivity: (Lth, T, $, A:) also a ater-cours
or channcl qf a toirrent, between what are termed
3j'a.U; (TA; [see °ib, and see also .M;]J)

or this is termed a * ,J; (T;) or it is termed

t i, , of which the pi. is ,,Gij: (M, ]:) also
a n'iter-course, or channel of a torrent, [running]
to a tract of land: (M, I]:) and a rivulet, or
streamtnet, ((,) or the like thereof, (Agn, T, M,)
.pon,ing fr'om one ,4; [or meadon,] to another,
(Alin, T, M, ]I,) and separating therein; (T;)
as also t ik;l and t i;4; (] ;) and the tract
orr,. which this Jpoir is also called 44... (T.)
See also 4s, in the middle of the paragraph.

4.L: see the next preceding paragraph.

.,2,,~ [app. applied to a she-camel, accord. to
tile ], or perhaps to a lisard of the kind called
.- , as seems to be indicated in the TA,]

Finding d;jffic,liy in parturition, and therefore
stretcAhig out her tail: ( :) [but accord. to As,]
it is applied to a , only when he is striking
witA Ais tail a hunter or a serpent desiring to
catch Aim. (T.) See also .- See also 9,
in two places.

"&$.k SA man folloed [by dependants]. (A.)

+1l,. A camel that is at the rear of other
camels; ( ;) as also V . (TA.) - See
also 3.

,j1 . ;Q,_ i Clouds folloring one ano-
ther. (A.)

, -_ '~:see .,-Also One who is at
the tail of camels, (., TA,) not quitting their
track. (TA.)

I and .& see art. .

1. ^,. ($,A, A&c.,) aor. , (A, .,) inf. n.
<.4 (S, A, Mb, O) and .W (TA) and .),;
(A, , g) and .rA., (A, g,j ) e (a man, S,
[and a beast,]) went [in any manner, or any pace];
went, or passed, along; marched; journeyed;
proceeded: went, or passed, arway; departed:
sfn. E.1, (A,) or ;L, (I,) or .: (~, A, g:)
and said of a mark or trace or the like [as
meaning it went away]. (M 9b.) [And hence,
t It wasted away; became consumed, destroyed,
exhauted, spent, or e~pended.] - d' ,S He
wmnt, repaired, betook himself, or had recoure,

to him, or it. (TA.) And they say also, W..!I ,A
[He wnt to Syria]; making the verb trans.
without a particle; for although .AWI is here a
special adv. n., they liken it to a vague locality.
(TA.) - . He, or it, went from, quitted,
rel;nquied, or eft, him, or it. (TA.)_

qej'1I 4,~, (A, Msb,) inf. n .,a3 and

+,3A and ,-*L, He went away [into the
country, or in the land]: (Mqb :) [but it often
means t he went into the open country, or out of
doors, to satisfy a want of nature: or simply]
:he ioided his excrement, or ordure. (A.) -

. ,i He wment, or went away, with him, or it:
(A :) and he made him, or it, to go, go away,
pan away, or depart; (A, Msb, ]g;) as also
t .1, ($, A, Mob, g,) and t i e I (V,) but

this is rare; (Zj, TA;) and t '.d, inf. n. .*
(MF:) [all may likewise be rendered he removed,
dispelleUd, put away, or banished, it; properly and
tropically: and t he made it to cease; made away
with it, did away with it, made an end of it;
w,asted, consumed, destroyed, e~hausted, spent, or
expended, it; and these meanings may perhaps
be intended by lJ!, whereby the first is explained
in the A and ], as are also the second and third
in the .K:] or, accord. to some, when ~ is
trans. by means of n, accompaniment is nece-
sarily signified; but not otherwise; so that ifyou

say w4 S., the meaning is, he wnt awray with
him, or it; i. e., accompanying him, or it; [he
took away, or ared off or away, him, or it;]
but if you say t 4a~. or t 4, the meaning is,
he made hAim, or it, to go, go away, pass away,
or depart, alone, without accompanying him, or
it: this, however, is not agreeable with the phrase
in the l~ur [ii. 16], .,& I ,.&.s [though this
may be well rendered God taketAh away their
light]. (MF, TA.7 [Hence,] one says, Cl

,i , which may mean t hAere, or whither,
n,ilt thou be taken away, and what wrill be done
with thee and made to come to pas with thee, if
this be thine intellect? or, mccord. to Mir, it is a
saying of the people of Baghidad, addresed to
him whom they charge with foolish judgment or

JilLY .* .a a
opinion, as meaning i AJ ftl t[Where,
or whitlher, is thine intelket taken away?]. (1[ar
p. 574.) [In like manner one say, .U
t His reason, or intellect, quitted him, or forsook
him; he became lereft of his reason, or intellect.
And *Ii 4; t Hi heart forsook hit, or
failed him, by reason of fear or the like.] Anl
~., %,a5 t [His flJesh wasted away]. (K in

arL ~ , &c.) And M..; it ) p j1 ,_S The
man became lost [or Ae disappeared] among the
people, or party. (A.) And I .tI ) i .Ai
I The water becanne lost [or it disappeared] in the
milk. (A.) _ +h lIt cwaped his memory;
heforgot it. (A, TA.) And t II was, or became,s
dubious, confused, or vogue, to him.. (MA.)-
:&.. ~ j.. (f, A, TA) t lie pursued a gol
way, coure, mole, or manner, of acting or conduct
or the like. (TA.) And L& .. C . ~
t Hefo;med, or Aheld, an opinion, or a persuasion,
or a belief, respecting religion: or, acnecordl to
Es-Sara]ustee, he introduced an innocttion in
religion. (MQb.) And i .'- ,. t lse
pursned the way, course, mode, or mainner, of
actin tc of scA a one. (M,b.) And .& ..
and t %He pursued his way, course,
mode, or manner, ofacting &e. (J K, TA.) Anti

Ji t .i He be tookh himr to [or took
to or held] a belief, a creed, a persuasion, a
doctrine, an opinion, a tenet, or a body of tenets
or articles of belief (I, TA.) And ' t Jjji

.. .It · -
Aa . m.l Jj; .l t Such a one takes to, or

hols, [te saying, or] the belief, creed, persuasion,
doctrine, &c., of Aboo-lanefeh. (A.) [And

1.' r o J 1 t IIe held, or was of
opinion, that the thing, or affair, or case, was

so. And d.i Jlii J! ,4 ,I t He reyarded
a word, or an expresion, in his manner of using
it, as equivalent to another word, or expre~jojn;
as, for instance, when one makes a fem. noun
mas. because it is syn. with a noun that is masue.,
or makes a verb trans. by means of a certain par.
ticle because it is syn. with a verb that is trans. by
means of that same particle: and also tAe r-
garded a word, or an e~preiona, as etymologically
relating, or traceable, to another word, or ew-
pression. And I., ij l ] t He
regarded it, or ued it, (i. e. a word, or an ex-
pression,) as reating to uch a maninsg, or as

1

1
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of the kind calUd] ia : (JK,TA:) [or it is
applied as an epithet to such garments; for] you
l ay "L. 1;. (TA.) The pL bove mentioned
is also applied [as an epithet] to swords [app.
meaning Adorned with gilding]. (TA.) - Ap-
plied to a horse, Of a red colour tid omr wit
yelow; (TA;) and so 4 . !.Zli [i. e. of a
gilded bay colour]: (, TA:) fem. with 3: the
mare thu termed is af a clearer colour and thin-
ner skin. (TA.) _ , iJ,1 is also a name of
Tt/ Ka.,bek. (1, TA.) See also the next
paragraph, in three placea

[ 4 A gilder. ($.) - ;JIt, explained
by Lth a the name of t A certain dvil, mid to
be of thl offspring of lbls, who tempts reciter
of tse esdn in the performace of [the abltion
termed] 4.aig, (g, TA,) and on other occasions,
(TA,) is [said to be] correctly [(J 1 l,] with
kear to the : (41:) applied to the dvil, (TA in
art. aot,) as meaning t Ae who embellits, or
renders goodly in appearance, aoet of disobedienceo
[to God], as also .l.t, (Fr, TA in art .Q,)
IDrd thinks that it is not [genuine] Arabic.
(TA.) And accord. to tlhe ; and El-]Curtubee
and many others, V* .* d means t [In him is]
a vain suggestion [of tihe devil] respecting the
water, and [respecting] the uing mtuch thereof in
th.e .3,j: [i. e. a vain suggestion that may induce
him to think that the water is ulafir, or deficient
in quantity, or the like :] but accord. to the K, it
is correctly .J.i. (TA.) Az says that the
people of Bag!hdid apply the appellation :.,
to +A man who inspires vain suggestions; andl
that the vulgar among them pronounce it V*rAi.
(TA.)

'4a.: [A cauw, or means, of doiNg a,ray /Aith,
remoring, dijpelling, or banishing]. lasting is

said, in a trad., to be :J ZiJo [i.e. t A raue,
or means, of dirpellit;g eultation, or excessicre
exultation, and resting the mind rpon things
agreeable wcith natural desire]. (T and $ voce

,q. v.)

OL .;C , (JK, , M. b,;g,) aor. , (,Y.,)
inf. n. SJ1, (JK, ?,) or J Y, (Mqb,) or bothll;
(19;) and jA, ($, Meb,) aor.:, (rMb,) in. n.
,J ; (?;) Ie forgot it, or neglected it; (9;)
he twas, or became, unmindful of it; ($, Mb :) or
/e neglected it intentionally; (J]C, T, M, ,*
TA; ,* L5 " in the 15 being a mistake fur
'.& jie, as in the [JK and T and] M; TA;) or
in consquence of his being diverted by somethiny:
T, 1 :) or he forgot it, or dimised it from his
mind, intentionally, and became divertedfrom it:
Z, Mqb:) ,Jg is the negklcting a thing, dis.
nissing it from tah mind: (]lam p. 31:) or the
nitting a thing, roith confuion, or perplexity, or
lienation of mind, such a aris mfrom fear &c.:
Ksh and Bd in xxii. 2:) or the bring diverted
from one's constant companion, or familiar, .o
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wamning such a thing.] -_ ; l L ,
Y.A. [H t[He tried erery way, or did hL
utmost, in seeking e th tg9]. (15 in art. ;Z
And 'r jh 4jsI L9 ^ t[It attain4
the ut,nost dgr of sftnm]: samid of the skin
(TA in that art.) i....,ii 4t t Betake, c
apply, thymsef to thin own affairs; or ocaup
thysf tcherewith. (T and ]* voce s.))-
4 t 1 UI ~f l e Uj~ .q ,t tHe incline
to is fatl;er in likeness; resnmbled ia,n; or ka
a natural likeness to Aim]. (g in art. tj.)-

.A, (g, ],) aor.:, (1],) inf. n. 4r.a; (TA;
and oS, with two kesreh, (IAyr, 1],) of th
dial. of Temeem, held by AM to be a variatioi
generally allowable in the case of a verb of whicl
tie medial radical letter is a faucial and witl
kesr; (TA;) lle (a man) maw gold in the mine
(s,) or canm suddenly, in the mine, upon mnucl
gold, and his reaxon departed in consequenc,
thereof, (5,) and his eyes became dazzled, so a.
not to close, or move, the lids, or becalm conJftsel
so as not to see, (9, ,,) by reason of the greatnes
tiereof in his eye: (v :) it is derived from ,..A
and the epithet applied to a man in this case ii
t ,.^. (TA.)

2: sec 1, in tdie former half of the paragraph,
in two places: and see also 4.

4: seo 1, in the former half of the paragraphi,
in three places. - Also , (Myb, 1g,) inf. n.
~*~1; (9 ;) and * t 3, ( :,) inf. n.
(s;) He gilded it; did it orer vith gold. (~,
Mqb, ].)

(Q. Q. s. ,. , from --. , is used by
late writers as meaning t ZIefollowed, or adopted,
a certain religious prmuasion or the like.]

.. A: see S...L.:_-and see also the lst
sentence of the paragraph here following.

*,4. [Gold;] a certain thing rell knowrn;
(l, Mqb, &e. ;) accord. to several of the leading
lexicologists, (TA,) i. q. _:; (A, L, K., &c.;)
but it seems to have a more general meaning; for
., is specially applied to such [gold] as is in the
nmine, or sck as is uncoined and *nwroughAt:
(TA:) [it is a coil. gen. n.; and therefore] it is
maue. and fem.: (9,° Mqb, ],* TA:) or it is fem.
in the dial. of El-F;ijlz: or, accord. to Az, it
is mase., and not to be made fem. unless regarded
as pl. of t 1;&1, (M9 b, TA,) [or rather as a coll.
gen. n., for] £aJ is the n. un., (1.,) signifying
a piece of ,.i [or gold]: (?, A, L, TA:) or,
aeord. to El-]5urtubee, it is fem., and sometimes
mase., but more commonly fern.: t 0' is the
dim. of .. , the ; being added because the
latter word is fem., like as it is in t) and

; or it is the dim. of 4,, and signifies a lit-
tlb pic of,.!! [or gold]: (TA:) the pl. of 4 is
~tI a[ pl. of pauc.] (9, A, Mqb, 15 and ,S
(), O) and O(s1; (Nh, Meb, K) and Cj. (Nb,
TA.) [w4,dJI or; means Water-gold; gold.
powder mized rwith size, for ornamental writing
4c.] - The yolk, or the entire contents, i: e. yolh
and white, ( X, , TA, with the unpointed C,

Bk. I.

i A, [in the Cg and in my MS. copy of the 1
is t ) of an egg. (1-) _ Also, (g, 1,) in a copy
.) of the T written ( S, (TA,) A certain measure
d of capacity, for corn, ued by the people of El
n. Yemen, (S, 1,) wel known: (w:) pl ;M3 (O1 )
wr and [thi, [the latter a pl. of paeuc.,l (6, ,)

and pL. pl. [i. e. pl. of the latter of the pls. above]
_ JAI3l, ($, and so in tbhe 1 accord. to the TA,)
d mentioned by A'Obeyd, (v,) or .lSi. (So in
r the C ]i.)

i ,: see 1, last sentence.

e . A riin: ((:) or a weak rain: or a co-
piolm rain: (A'Obeyd, 1]g:) pI. .. (A'Obeyd,

at e8,.)

L)a: see , first sentence.

e .jA): see +1^.
x g: ee I, first entence.

, £-;: see hi, first sentence.

,~.~i: mse *, first sentence.

S , tl [part n. of .;] aoing [in any manner,
or any iaecl]; going, or paring, along; marching;
journeying; proceeding: going, or pa~in, amay;
departing: [&c. :] (A, V :) and 't ,v signifies
tihe same [in an intensive manner]. (Kg.) 

.J,LJI ) 1 means t Excesice in lengtA or
·taolnss.]

is an inf. n.: (JK, A, 1 :) .. and also
signifies A place of..,,i [or going, &c.]: and
a time thereof. (JK.) - [Also A place to which
one goes: see an ex. voce ~j..._ And hence,]

' A place to which one goes for the purpoe of
satisfying a want of nature; a privy; (TA;)

i. q. Lhg..; (JK, A, K., TA;) in thlae dial. of the
people of El-Ilijaz. (JK, A, TA.) - [Also A
way by which one goes or goes away. -And
hence, as in several exs. in die first paragraph of
tiais art.,] t A way, touarse, *node, or mnanner, of
acting or conduct or the like: (M.b, ], TA:)
t [a way that one pursues in respect of doctrines
and practices in religion &c.; and particularly a
way of beliering, opining, thinking, orjudging;]
a belief, a creed, a persuaion, a doctrine, an
opinion, a tenet, or a body of tenets or articls of
belief; (1K, TA;) an opinion in, or respecting,
religion; and, accord. to Es-Saralaustee, an inno-
vation in religion: (Msb:) and t . signifies
the same. (JK, TA.) [The pl. is 'a,.i.
Hence, 4 j.. . Persuasions, as meaning
persons holding particular tenets in religion or the 
like.] -_ Also t Origin: (Ks, Lb, K :) so in the
say.ings, i s Js C and 9 J i
,.*L, i. e. tIt is not known whence is his
origin. (Ks, Lb, TA.) 

".A. Gilt, or done over nwith gold; (~, A, n
g ;) as also t* 4,, (A, 1) and *. (T, (
1:.) - Also sing. of ,LL., which signifies n
Shins gilt, (18k, JK, TA,) i. e. having gilt tines, q
or stripes, regularly, or uniformly, succeeding one a
another: (ISk, TA:) or gilt straps or thongs: (C
($, TA:) and tariegatod, or figured, [garments j

Of 
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a to forget him; and being contet to relinquish
Aim: (1;) or dierion that occasions grief and

forgt~ . (Er-RAghib, TA.) Hence, in the

· xor [Xxi2. ], lj JL . -b 1,~ J,9
~,djt [On the W-hen thou shalt me it, very

woan giving rsuck hall forget, or neglect, &c.,
what ah has suckled]. (TA.) 8ee also what
next follows.

4. .;l, (JK, $,MMb,TA,)infn. Jr;l,
(TA,) It (a thing, JK, f, TA,) or he, (a man,
Mlb,) caused me to for,et it, or neglect it; ( ;)

or to be unmindful of it; (I, Mb ;) or to neglect

it intentionally: (JK:) [like ,; L'.]: : and
sometimes one usys ? .jr; (Mb, TA;) [like
t.~ij ;] but this is rare; or, rather, unknown.

(TA.)

J;, : see what next followL

J.l Ja );j ;i , (6, I,g ) and ?,
(, ],) lie cane a.fter a short portion, or a

period, (hAG, J, or ,J, $,) of the night: ($,
]s:) so called becaue sleep caurse men to forget
(,,y41 .j.) therein: (Ijam p. 4:) or a large
portion; such as the third, or the half: so says
IDrd; but he doubts its correctness; and ISd
holds it to be preferably with . (TA.)J~ii
also signifies The tree [or plant] .*, [q. v.].

(J K, fgh, ]g.)

~J.;i A horse fet, or swift: (V:) or light,
or actire: and so a man: pL j.t (JK.)

j&lJ [act. part. n. of 1. - And] A man who
cares not for ornament and the anointing of

himsuLf (JK.)

1. '&I, (MA, TA,) aor.:, (TA,) inf. n. '~

and 'i, (MA, KL,) He was, or became, in-
telligent, poesed of understanding, sagacious,
acute, skilful, knowing, (MA, KL, PC, TA,) and
endowed with a retentive mind. (KL, P.) You

say, j01 t Jl .1 Understand thou what I
say. (TA.) And tr .o ) j He doe not
tunderstand anything. (TA.) And t.Jb 

.b) I understood suck and ach things. (TA)
And Ij1b ' ~.a I understood from such a

thing. (TA.) _ U l: we 3.._
... ,,, ,,.g . ..
i.~ .~j ), and t i,..&6I, and ,
lle, or it, mde me to forget it; diwrted *me
from remembering it: (],* TA:) [like Uj1A

a, and nI.] d Mermory, or und.e
standi~g, caped Aim, or lft is. (JK.)

8. L ' .511 H vsd witA me, or
eontendd witA me for periority, in intelUigenCe,
nd~tandng, aaty, acutenes, shill, or know.

le,e, n.· I d him, [tAerein, i. .,] in

~ (i.)

4: eo L

)o: m L .-- Ye Usy auo,s ¥.auJm~v ',

h love of the presmt world took away, or has

talen away, thy ) [i .e. intelligence, undere

standing, &c.]. (TA.) - And i"tl :

:dl t The year of drought took arty the

0c4, i.e pi. (u), of the cane, or reds.
(TA.)

Coh (JK, ?, Mb, ], &ca) and i; ( I)
Intelect, intelligence, understanding, sagacity,

acuteness, srill, or knowledge; syn. jJL, (JK,

) nd , (,) and (,) and iLJ,. (C, Msb, ],) and
ft,S; (Mqb;) and retentirenss of mind, or
memoiy: (JK,,e]. ':) or, as some say, a
faculty of the soul, provided for the acquisition
of the evwral species of knowledge, including the
external and internal senses: strength thereof is

termed 'tS: and a good quality thereof for the
forming ideas of the things that present thlemselves

to it is termed iL : ;(TA:) pl. L. (Meb,

.. ) One says, 5i; j I ii j -I
[Apply thine intellect, &c., to such and such
things]. (TA.) [Both are also inf. na.: see 1,
first sentence.] - Also, the former, t Strength:
(JK, , :) and fat: (JK,1 :) pl. as above.

(].) One says, > '".z It There is not in

my legs any strength to walk. (TA.) And
· d · W5 · -, °·

oJI Jht . _& and IA 1I :He is of thoe

endowed with strength [of body: and also, ofthos
endowed with intelligence, &c., and intdelligent

faculties]. (TA.) And tia fttt CIj L t I

sam not, in the camels, fat and strength. (JK.)
-Also t The pith (J) of canes, or reeds.
(TA.) See also >ab.

0~5: see the next preceding paragraph.

'; and t .h IntdlUigent, posses of nd-

standing, sagacious, acute, skilful, or knoing,
[and endowed with a retentie mind;] each [sid
to be, a posessive epithet, [signifying posseussing

C., though the former is agreeable with a
general rule as part. n. of Cp*t,] applied to a
man; the latter app. changed [or contracted]
from the former. (TA.)

[.A Of, or ,relat,ny to, the .i., or intellect,

&c.; intdlectual; subjectiv; ideal. Hence,

zi. t J" Intetllectual things; the things tAat
are conceived in the mind, or conidered sub-

jectively; opposed to a*? 1]

jh, meaning [i . e. A posesor, an

owner, a lord, or a mader, but often better ren-
dered having, possesing, posessed of, or endowed
wit/h], (T, f, M, Mgh, Myb, ], but omitted in
the C],) used as a prefixed noun, (C, Mgh, Myb,

&c.,) is originally t;, like Lto, the I being

changed from ; ($;) or it is originally ;iS;
and if one used it as a proper name, he would
my, ;1q. J J;) j3I. [ThAis i Dhard, he has

come]; (M;) [not t,as in copies of the f; i.e.,]
its third radical letter is U, not, as J says,

j; this t. being afteward suppremed; (IB;)

(Lo( L

[so that the word be.c.. J, and thn,, byre
of its being preflxed to another noun, j like a

;1, the original form of ;, beones J] it is
declined [like jj] with) and I and t0; (M1b;)
[i. e.,] tbhe nom. case is , acos. b1, and gem.

Li: (Mgh:) th fern. 'a 4,1; (T, , m, Mgb,
MIb, ; in a copy of the M, al, and the CI,
31 [as though it were not a prefixed noun] ;) and
in the case of a pause, some say .AS, fnd others
say ,lb: (Lth, T: the latter usage, only, is men-
tioned in the Q:) dual. mac., tj., ($,*M,)
[accue. and gen. *.-- ;] fern. U4lj, (T, M, Mgb,
Msb, ]C,) for which Ul; is allowable in ot,
but Ulj is better, (T,) [accus. and gen. ilj) :]

pl., masec., .%, (T,t $,* M, MNb, ], but omitted

in the Cli,) [accu. and gen. 5j.;] few. J.1S,
(T, f,* M, Mgh, Msb, 1,) accus. and gen. Out;

(s;) and nnd '0 are like 'I and ,1;1
[in signification]. (T. [See art. jlt.]) In this
sense it is not used otherwise thnn as a prefixed
noun: when used to characterize an indeterminate
noun, prefixed to an indeterminate noun; and
when used to characterize a determinate noun,
prefixed to [a noun rendered determinate b ] the

article J,. (S.) [Thus you sy Jl a J; 1A

man a posssor of wealth; and jJl ; Jq1
The man the pousesor of ~Ah.] In the phrase
J*mJI ;l jh [Not thou poued of wapon,
&c.], in the ]4ur [viii. 7], the fern. form is used
asmeaningthe aIS [or party]. (T.) ,I l t,'
[He became one having a sin, or crime, &,&,
attributable to hin, i. e. he had a sin, &c., at-

tributable to kim,] means t1;. J [he became
chargable with a sin, &c.]. (Myl in art. .vj-.)

Accord. to the ?, it is not prefixed to a pro-
noun (,~ ); nor to a proper namne, such as 

and >. and the like: but there are several
instances of its being prefixed, in its pl. form, to
a pronoun; among which is the saying of a poet,

* " 4 J-,A ' . *

[Only they who are possessors thereof do that
which i good among men]: (TA:) [this usage,
however, is perhaps only allowable by poetio
license: see another ex. (also here cited in the
TA) in the Yam p. 442, and the remarls there
appended to it :] and it is also prefixed to proper
names, as is shown by the phrase, (TA,) .0 U.
.,;j, (M, ],, TA,) mentiohed, as heard from the
Arabs, by Almad Ibn-Ibraheem, the preceptor of
Th, meaning This is Zeyd, (M, TA,) iL e., this is
the owner of the name Zeyd; (M, ], TA;) and
[perhape] by the name la. tl ~, for L&J is

[said by some to be] the name of a certain idol,
and j3 is a metonymical appellation of its ;

and by the proper names j cj and j i and

[aeeord. to some] 'Z. [and the like, of which
several are mentioned in the f, s well as in tbe
M &c.]. (IB, TA.) [But see a later portion
of this paragraph, where, prefixed to a roper
name, it is said to be redundant.] 4.;.1f J,
[or, s in the Iur vii. lat verse, and xxxiii. 6,

'i 1 1 j l in the cla

I
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language, means [The poaor of relationsip;
i.e.] any relations: and in law, any rdlations that
haw no portion (of the inherita nces termed t,1i]
and are no [such heirs as are desgnated by the
appellation] L~. [q. v.: they are so called be-
cause they are relation by the wromen's side: see

... ]. (KT, TA.)- If you form a pl. from

Jl ,j you say, j j jj; [These are poeUssors

of wealth]; because in this case the pl. is not a

prefixed noun. ('.) Accord. to Lth, .j0.sl
signifies The former, or first, [of persons,] and
the more, or most, distinguisIed. (T, TA. )

AlIo, (?, M,) and iljAIl, [which is anolher pi.

of j3,] (,) The kings (9, M) of El-Yemen, of
tae tribe of Kudd'ah, (f,) whose surnama com-
menced with j, (M,) [i. e.] who mere named [or
rather surnamed] (g) ' ;. (~, M) and i 3 ~

and ,¢ j (~) and the like. (,M .) M

i; 5) " ' i, occurring in a trd., means
A Kurase~ in respect of lineage, not of the

.11~* [above mentioned]. (TA.). [j and .l
and I1 and LS3 are also used as prefixed nouns
in various expressions here following, in several
thereof as meaning Sometling in pos~seson, or the
like; not a posesor: or, in these instances, as is
aid in explanation of the first of the following

phrases, and also of the phrase .JI .1i4 (men-
tioned below) in LIar p. 03, that whichl is contained
is made to be as thoughl it were the possessor

(,. tdL) of that which contains.] _ ° t11 '"
[(l; hilled ,chat was in her bellUy]. (l.{ar ubi

supra.) And °tJ 11 I,1.I ,Aj, (T,) or :,Ji
°l;, (TA,) The womnan brought forth [Aher
child]. (T, TA.) And ;1 . She brought

forth many children. (T in art. ; and Mgh
there and in the present art., in the latter of which
it is added that the usual phrase is Z5. z ;*
And L, ' 1. £.,I, :.;l The hen laid her egg,

or eggs: or muted. (Mgh.) And 1 JjlJ ;J
'4 The man ejected his excrement, or ordure.

(T.) And .'L; S.!S 1L- WSJ TAe wolfis
enved [for ;what is in his beUy, or] for his dis-
tention of the belly [with foSod]. (TA.) _- [In
like manner,] .!1;1 means Wealth; as though
it were the possessor of that whilch contains it:
(liar ubi supra:) [or what is in the posesion of
the hand:] or what oe poes~es, of wealth;
bemaume gained by the hand and dispoed of by

the hband. (,ar p. o6.) You my, . ,i, -,
t What his hand posss~d became lttle in quan-
tity; (Lth, T;) or the po~ ons accompanying
his hand; (Mgh;) app. meaning his riche.
(Lth, T.)_ i- 1 ,1l and .,Ji ;~i are Two
wll-know dimea (TA. 18[ee artb .iS and

- -.])--,.;~ _ , 1w X, ;, in the Vur iii. 115,
means [Acquainted; or ell acquainted,] with
what it in the minds: (Keb, B4, Jel: [and the
like is indicated in the Mgh :]) or with te trwe,
or real, natgure of tahe notion that are con led
in the minsi: (IAmb,T :) or mth the idden
thing of the mind&: or ~it the mds th,loe .
(Mgb. [If the luat meaning be oorrect, the pbrae
should be mentionad with others later in 'his

purgraph.]) [And similar to this b the saying,]
-- lj i.. lm Hfe Anew it from what Ae
conceiaed in his mind [without his being informed
thereof; i. e. he kneo it of Aimelf]. (Lth, T.)
And : 5 . ;¢ and- , i ' l (M,
P) He came [from a motive in hi;s ownm ind;
of himaulf;] of Ais own accord; or willingly;
syn. `-b: (M, TA:) in the copies of the 1],
°mi,; but the former is the right explanation.

(TA.) And ai3 ,U Uj b L. and , ,.il1
I spoke not to such a one a word. (AZ, TI) 
'i¥'! .41i and JkJ1r1 1i3 [are adverbial ex-
pressions, and] mean In the direction of the righAt
hand and of the left: properly in the direction
that has the name of the right hand [and that has
the name of the ft hand]. (BI in xviii. 16.)

And a. I 1' l';3 means IVe came on the right

hand.'(T.)_ - $,1 and . 16 [also, and
the like,] are adverbial expressions, which may
not be used otherwise than as such: (s:) you say,
;I .;o1 A.;i. [I met him once, or once upon a
time], (g,) andj!,.l l! many times, (M and V
in art .. ,) or soanetimn, (f in that art.,) and

. ol! (Fr, T, ?) i.e. u! ;3.. [once upon a
Jay, or one diay], therefore you use the fern. form,
(T,) and at- ;1l [one night], (Fr, T, S,) andl
;.. ¢.,1 [one morning, or one morning between

daybreak and sunri#], and ;"id1 .z1! [once in
the erening at nightfall], (?,) meaning, accord.
to Th, in the hour, or tine, in which is nightfall,

(T,) and X.>J!I .15 (Fr, T, $) [some time ago,
or] three [or more, to ten,] seasons ago, (1,J ..
Otlj;, T, [by ,0Wjl being app. meant periods of
two, or three, or six, months,]) and ,gllh , J!
(Fr, T, O) [some years ago, or] three years ago
(T,) or three years ago or more, to ten; (Az
on the authority of AZ, TA in art. .o;) and

1i [one morning], and :._. 13 [one vening],

(T, S,) and .13 [lit. at a time of drinking
the morning-drauqht], and j;g' 13 [lit. at a time
of drinAing the evrening-dra'ught]; in these four
instances without 5: and this mode of expression
has been heard only in the cases of the times here
mentioned: they did not say . ~1! nor al; .d1:

(S ) or one may also well ay Cl;; ,o;d, like
- ,1.,i; for 13 and z.il both mean the time:

and accord. to IAzr, one says, c-J,I $1 . ;.

and 3.h1 ;t-, as meaning I came to hi,n in the
morning, or in tAhe morning between daybreakh and
msnrie, and in the eening, or in the evening
between sunuet and nightfall. (T.) -You say
also, ;j l ;lj , (TA,) or j5 j;f R;j

, Aa(M) and :. e'i, (AZ, M, M;b, [whence
it seems to be not improbable that the phrase in
the TA is imperfedtly transcribed,]) meaning I
met him thA first thing, (M,) orfirst of everything.

(AZ, Msb, TA.) And oA i. N Jl d.il and
;zZ ;j tI Iill do it the first thing, or first of

:eyth,in]. (M.) And C1,4 i 1L.

It' .~.1, (AZ, M, Mb,) i. e. [Whater be tAhe
&e, the first thing, or] first of herthing, I
praise God. (AZ, Mob.)-. [Repecing the

9e6

phass ,1g!; 1, which ha two oontr. meanings,
see art. It is inadequately explained in this
art in the T and M and , as follows.] ;

'. , g1, (T, M, g,) in the Sar [iii. 1],
accord. to Amad .lbn-Yayb, means [And do
ye rightly dispo#, or arrange, or order,] te
can tkf is between you: (T:) or, aoord. to
Zj, (M,) tAat whraein consists your uniom;

( '.Cj 5.* s, M, l ;) i. e.be ye of one coord,
or in unison, respecting that which God and his
Apostle have commanded: (M:) or C,`1 ;1i
means the state of circumstancs whereby tha
MuslUims become of ons accord, or in unison:

(lI:) this i; the meaning in the saying, $.Ji

i.1 :,, 5! (C God, do Tlou rightly di-

pose &c]. (M.)_-.,t is sometime used as a
noun independent in its meaning, (Mgh, Mb,)
so as to denote material [or real] things; (Mb ;)
and is described by the epithets ,;, [or " dis-

tinct"] (Mgh, Mob) and A [as meaning
"that has existed from eternity"] (Mgh) and

.i. [as meaning " that has been brought into
existence"]. (Mgh, M9 b.) Thus used, (Mb,)
it signifies The e~nce of a thing, meaning that
by bein which a thin. is what it is, or that iu
being which a thing consists; or the ultimate and
radical constituient of a thing: and the eence as
meaning the peculiar nature of a thing: syn.

li_e., (T, IB, Mob, TA,) and £:%, (Mob,)
and L.W.: (T,IB,TA:) it is also used as
meaning a thing's self: (Mgh, Mb :) [a man's
self, or person: (see & :)] and a thing; a
being; anything, whatever it be; every .,I being
a i,Ii, and every :1.l being a .%O: (Ahoo*~8a'eed,
Mgh, Mob:) and particularly a mubtane, or thing

that subists by itiself: [hence ., ! meaning
a real mubtantive; also termed 9 A!: opposed
to *S .,,!, i.e. an ideal substantive:] and
[hence] it signifies also a word that is independent
in its meaning; [i. e. .1l (alone), though oftener
usd in the sense amigned above to .. tJ . ,
signifies also, absolutely, a ubstantiv;] opposed
to i_ as signifying a word that is not indepen-
dent in its meaning. (Kull p. 187.) Its applica-
dtion to God, in the ense of au. and a.,.,
is forbidden by most persons: (TA:) (for]
dir l) (as moaning The eence of God], used
by the scholastic theologians, 'is mid to be an
ignorant expre.ion, because the names of God
do not admit the fem. affix ; so that one does

not apply to Him the epithet L , though He
is the all-urpaming in knowledge. (Mqb.) The
phrase aXi u) is like DI or Is,or
in repect of; that whic is the rght, or du, of
God; or in, or in rct of, obedime to God, or
the mens of obtaiing warne to God, or the
way of God]: and like dbll .(for th sah of
God; or to obtan th countenance, or fawow,
or approbation, or reco~mpe , of Sod]: (Mb :)
or it means in obe~enc to Sod; and in ta a
of God or his re~ion: (TA:) [or it may be
renderedfor th ske of God Himsf,; and so
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£M 4,: it is said to have been used by tbe
Arabs [of the classical age], as well as by Aboo-
Temmim, [who was a Muwrelled;] (,Mgh, M 9b;")
but some deny that it occurs in the old language.
(Mgb. [Scer however, an ex. from a trad. voce

'1.l.]) [It is mid that] the phrase 8. -;..

J-l, used by En-Nibighah, (WMb,) i.e. Edh-
Dhubynee, (TA in art. Ja.,) means Their book
is tAe Srrice q.f God hIimself: (Mbh :) [hut
it seems moro reasonable to render this phrase
agreeably with the primary signification of s1.3,
ns meaning tiheir book is that of God, in a sense
like that in which a house of worship is said to be
a house of God; for,] as some relate it, the phrase
used by En-N4biglhah is 1 'll *" ~· with
.1., [i. e. their iabode is in a peculiar manner that
of G*od,l meaninlg, their abode is one of pilgrimage
anid of sacredl sites. (', and TA in art. ,J.)_
3g is sometimes redundant [in respect of meaning,
thoiughl governing as a prefixed n.]; and so is its
pl . (T, TA.) Az says, (TA,) I have heard more
than one of the Arabs say, r, II. C'

.. c t.$, i. e. W'e were in such a iplace with
'A,,ir: (T, TA:) and , 1 La. , i.e.

'A mr ni.' rith us: and O 1 31, mcaning
C/1 [ T' came to Ei-Yemen]. (T.) [See

an cx. siinailar to this last, and evidently belonging
to the'lieseit art., in the latter half of art. 1t.
Andl sec . IS - and.. ;,;. is % j andi b;
.,.- and 1. 1 ', (in which 11 is in like manner
rediundant, as are also 1 and , the latter of
which is a dial. var. of the former of thdiem,) in
art. ~.: perhlalms belonging to the presient art.,
like ;~ 1b L.1; or perhaps to art. 1t. See also
what is said respecting . prefixed to a proper
name in an early portion of this paragraph.]
It is also used in the sense of LjJ.i, (T, ?, M, .,)
in thoe dlial. of Teiyi, (T, ', TA,) for the purpose
of qualifying a determinate noun (?, M, 1) by
means of a proposition which it connects with
that noun: (M, 1 :) and when thus used, it
[generally] retains the same form whlen it denQtes
a dual and a pl. (?,M, 1s) and a fem., (S,)
and exhibits no sign of ease: (M, b :) you say,

,.o .,. [I who Imew], and R .' [nwh!o

heard]; and Q.i *,JL 3k WI .,& [Tihi is the
vroman who said swh a thing: ( ) and i c'
ilJ! JU [He who said that came to me]; and

J11 W ( UI [They two who sawid that came

to me]; and j1; 1 i i [They who said
that came to me]. (M.) But Fr says, I heard
an Arab of the desert say, .p 4i,i. j) J.Li%

%W d% :t4LI' ) 12 [By the eaeiece
wherfeith God hatA made you to excel, and the
honour wherewith God hath honoured you]; thus
they use ;,1 in the place of 1"'l, and they make
it to be with ref* in every case: and they confuse
[numbers and genders] in speaking of a dual
number and a pl. number [and a fem.]; they
sometimes my, [for ex.,] in the case of the dual,
J!0,ij 1 ,.1 and J3 . jtS [The. two
whom, or wAich, thou notweat]; and a poet says,

[namely, Sinan lbn-El-Fail, of thdie tribe of Teiyi,
(yam p. 29'2,)]

.,1 0 _, _ 1 .1 -

.... .- . .. a .*.~ .313 --- ~ 31 LS,~0341 4
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[For merily the water is the water of my fathier
and my grandfather, and my well 'which I dug
and which 1 cased; making j to relate to a fem.
noun]: and some, he adds, use the dual and pl.

and fem. forms; thus they say, Ji 'iU Ij OjI,i.

[These two nwho said that], and IjU I,;U ';3.
[These who said], and jl tj .i .!D [This
female nwho said]; and he cites the saying of
a poet,

*F
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6 . . . .. . ..
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[I collected thenm from, ofttril,pii,g she-eamnls,
that ri.c and hasten in tecir pace nwithout a

driver]; and the prov.,, . ,i t di & i
U.., meaning ji sJJl [i.e. WT'/at has come

upon men in general has come, or came, tupon
him]. (T.) Accord. to the usage most in repute,

30 in this sense is indecl., and has no variation of
gender or number; but some decline it, like .
in the sense of ~.Lo, except that they make
,,1I and ;,,1. indecl., with damm for the termi-
nation, saying ;.l3 andl £1. in every case, if
they adoplt the clhaste mode; otherwise, in the
accus. and gen. cases, saying z.tj, and in like
manner .A13. (I 'AI pp. 40 and 41.) - They
said also, .J I.. S ,hl J SWi' (M, 1) and

: ..¢ ,LS., (M.) and ,j:. , ' i- , (M,1.,)

and ,3,:- L.J. and 'o.i _ie, (M,) mean-
ing I mi wnot do that by thy, and by your,
safety: (M,]:) or by God 'rAto, (M,) or by

hlimn who, ( K,) maleth thee, and you, to be in
safety. (M, I.) [See also art. .. ]

%:l fem. of [q. v. passim]. (T, g, M, &c.)

.is: see k$3$3, below, in three places.

k;ll [a post-classical word, used in philosophy,
The essential property or quality, or the aggre-
gate of the essential properties or qualities, of a

thing]. The 'Ijl of a human being is [tlhe
essential property or quality of] rational ani-
mality; and is also termed ·41t. (Kull p. 148.)

A 1..
.jj. the rel. n. of j; ($, TA;) and of i;f

also, (m, M, Meb, TA,) the a of the original being
rejected in forming the rel. n.: ($, Myb,* TA:)

· &;1, as rel. n. of ,13, is not allowable: (M:)
[but it is much used, mostly in philosophical and
religious writings, as meaning E.sential, &e. :]
they say t a,.!'jI ; .iL; [meaning The essential
attrb.lutes]; (Mgh, Msb;) but this is a wrong

expression: and *t &u ; [An esential, or] a
natural, an innate, an original, or a constitfa-
tional,fault or imperfection &c. (Msb.)

1. y1I, (T,S,M,&c.,) nor. o, (T, $, Myh,)
inC n. ,j (M, M, Mb, ]I) and 1sji, (T, $, M,
M?b, I,) It melted, ditsolred, or became fluid or
liquid; contr. of /..: (ff, M, A, 1 :) it flowed.

(T, M9b.) - [Hence,] il .1) : [His tears

flowed]. (A.) And I. ;..i S [t/is eye]
shed tears; (A;) or Jon,ed [wiith tears]. (T.)
_--a £q .,l :l His body became lean, or ema-

ciated: one says, yl .. .,U t i [IlHe became
.fat after he had been Iean]. (A.)_ And ,,1
[alone] t lie became fcolia/, or stupid, afoer
ha, in been intelligent,. (T, k.) ., '

Ž ;I Jh +h: J j j_JI ) t [We n-ill not be
hard, or niggardlil, in the case of truth, or right,
nor will we be soft, or easily yielding, in the case
of falsity, or wrvong]. (A.) -_ A ., "Sl I,'

.JI &.3 I [This speech, or discourse, contains
that wnhich melts the soul]. (A.) - ,..l : .tl
[and 1 ,.qL.l (as is shown by a phrase men-
tioned in the L in art. s..)] The sun became
intensely hot. (S, A, g.) -

., (.. , ,s .; .
I1 j1 1 3 .+1 

occurring in a trad. of KIuss, means t I nill wait
in expectation during the lapse of the niights [or

the echo of you two shall answer]; from M1t1,
which signifies " spoil, booty, or plunder." (TA.)

- -:~ .5~.A ~. .I3 L t There remained not
in my hand anything. (AHeyth, TA.) And

... se .. -- . .

t There came not [into his hands, or into my
hands, from him, or it, any good]. (M, I.) _
JlJI . .Ii t Thte prol,r'ty became, or r'oved
to be, binding, obligatory, or incumbent, on himn

3. ._.
to render as a debt. (T.) And ie t ~j .rol
t A right, or due, wras, or became, incumbent, or
obligatory, on him to render to me, and esta.
blisted against him. (S, A, Mgrh, '.*) And

I 1 &: U ,,i; 1l, inf. n. 'mp, t Such a
part of the thing, or affair, wras, or became,
incumbent, or obligatory, on hin; like .5q and
. (M.) _- .1) also signifies lie continued in

the eating of..J , i.e. honey. (T, L, I.O)

2. i.~: see 4. ~ Also, inf. n. l,e, lIe
made [or diposed] for him a a$l;l [or a;lj]:

irreg.; being originally with * [i.e. t01]. (T, I.)
It is said in a trad. of Ibn-El-Ianafeeyeb, oL,'
da. '.N, meaning Ife usd to plait the a41. of
his mother. (TA.)

4. ^lil and t 4j. He melted it, dissolved it,
rendered it Jluid or liquid, liqauifed it; ($, M,
A, I ;) or made it to Jlow. (Msb.) It is said in
a prov., ($, TA,) respecting butter, ($,) . - L;

,v,,,.p ,,1 > [expI. in art. ,..]. (1, M;TA.)
[See also a verse of Biahr cited below in this
paragraph.] -_ [Hence,] the former [as meaning
1 It dissolved him, or emaciated him,] is aid of
anxiety, (A, TA,) and grief. (TA.) - [Hence
als),] 1. .. bl, and * IWtl.Jwl, t le matured,I

h1
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and futlly accomplished, the object of his want.

(A, TA.) And .&. 1 ,l5l tI Tley put their
affiuir i,io a good, sound, or right, state. ( f.)_

!c !, (9;, ,,) or **A, (A,],) inf. n. akl;,
(R,) S Tity made an i;nroad or incursion, or a
.sudden attacrk, urging their horses, upon us, or
uponl them, (S, M, A, .:,) and took spoil [.from
,s, or theim, or made, or left, our property, or
tle;ir., to lie taken as spoil]. (A.) lhi-,ce the
sa.ying of Bishr ($) Ibi-Abee-Klihzim, (TA,)

.... ' """

( o,) or.,,, (M, TA,) anid YJj31, (so in some
copies of the $ and M,) meanil, t [And they
trere, or and /te were, like he,r having the coolting-
pot, not nonwing, n,hen it boiled, nwhether she
should leave it, or put it down, from the fire,
d;sipprovdocd, or] whether sie should let it be
tflken as spoil: (S, TA:) so accord. to AZ: (S:)
or the meaning is, [whethe. she should put it
don'n from the fire,] or ·m,he it to remain; i. e.
iL;., (S, TA,) or 4*W; (AIleyt1h, TA;) from

0 4e. e ,&IJ, exl,l. above, (S, TA,) or from

Ls b S is G, also expl. above: (AlIeytih,
TA :) or, nccord. to As, the meaning is, or
rwhether she should melt it; from the prov. men-

tioned above in this paragraph: ($, TA:) i.e.,
rwhether she should leave it in a thick state, [dis-
approved,] or shonld melt it; fearing that the
butter [in the cooking-pot] would spoil. (TA.)
[In tle TT', for L4b~,, I find ., whichl,
applied to a cooking-pot, means smeared, or done
*over, rrith syleen, &c. See also Freytag's Arab.
l'rov. ii. 6'26 et seq.]

10. :,l signifies J;'I a' " LJ, [which
may be rendered I askhed, or desired, of him
honey, &e.]: (K :) [but accord. to ISd,] it signi-
fies, agreeably withl other verbs of this form, I
asked, or desired, of himn that he woutld melt or
dissolve [butter &c.]. (M.) - [lence, perhaps,]

..1J1 ,1.j1: see 1. - . .lj.lI: see
4. - )5 l Lj.l t Ie npresertved a remidue of
his nwealth, or property. (TA.)

, A vice, fault, defect, or the like; (5:;)
like [,j and] .ItJ and .. (TA.)

$; [TIWhat is fluid, or liquid, of water &c.;
contr. of ;,~: see j..t.: andseealsol..ii.__]
IIoney, (T, M, 5,) in a general sense: (M:) or
honey cleared from its wax: (T, M, ]I :) or
honey in the bees' cells: (9, M, 5 :) and melted,
or liqa.fied, honey: (M:) or melted, or liquefied,
honey, cleared from its wavx: so in the saying,

V~ :;jj7. u.,;/U ~.i _ , :[He, or it, is
swreeter than honey nmelted and cleared of its max,
will fresh butter melted in a cooking-pot to
clarify it]. (A.) _ Gum flon'ing upon the
ground. (TA voce' '.),-ill z )4 WVater-
gold: or, accord. to Er-Rizee, fuid, or liquid,
gold; the inf. n. ,ia being used in this instance
in the sense of ,il.' (glar p. 448.) - t2oolisk-
ness, or stupidity. (TA.) [But see the next
paranraph.]

tyI3 -o

.aO t A residue of wealth, or property: so in
the saying .51 UUlc Ll t He became a .Muslim
on the condition of his preserving a residue of
Iris wealth, or property. (TA from a trad.) -
t Manifest foolishnes or stupidity: so in the
phrase 4)5 ; S j t In such a one is manifest
foolishness or stupidity. (TA in art. -. ) You

say also, a j, 4i l,, meaning t Foolishnus,
or stupidity, appeared in him. (T.)

iQ.5 and ' c1 [like ;1] The remains of
the [fur, or sofi hair, calld] *jj [acter the
greater part hafaUllen off or been shorn]: or the

hair (.JIl [for which a'JI1 is erroneously put in
the C:]) on the neck (i, O) and lip (M) of the
ramel (M, K) or horse. (P.) e Also the former,
Paupers and thieves; for e,l.jl [a pl. of ,.,
q. v.], the . being changed into . (TA.)

,~.. [originally .j,5] A fat she-camel:
(A, ] :) because what is melted (4t1 b) is col-
lected from her. (A, TA.)

alS for i.lj1 [expl. in art. J1.]: pl. ol;.

(T, K.)

Ml3 ;j . t A midday, or summer-midday,
intensely hot. (T, A, TA.)

;.1~ part. n. of 1, [JMelting or dinolving, fluid
or liquid; or] flowring; eontr. of .1. (Msb.)
-_ Ol, tj d S [lie has floning tears].

(A, TA.) - JlI ;.l1, as opposed to l..
[q. v.], : Such property as consists in what is
fluid, or liquid: (L in art. .q:) or such as
consist in live stock: (L and K in that art.:) or
such as consists in trees. (L in that art.)

;.JtI~ , 1: .Hleary, doow, indolent, or dull, of
soul; syn. j . (A.)

411 Spoil; booty; plunder: [in tllis sense] a
subst. [in the proper meaning of the term]; not
an inf. n. (M, TA.)

· ,4a5; and i1$;I, [the latter, only, mentioned
in the A, app. as being tie more common,]
Flumh butter nwhen it is put into ties cooking-pot
to be cooked so as to become '>~ [i. e. clarilied
butter]: (AZ in explanation of the latter word,
T, S :) or fresh butter wkrhichl is melted in the
cooking-pot to makel . : this name continues
to be applied to it until it is put into the skin.

(M, K.) See $.;
..lA and ;vJ. AMelted, or disolved, fat

[&c.]. (A.)

,.o.S. A vesel in wvIicA a thing is melted, or
dissolved. (M, g.)

A ladle. (Lh, M, g.)

.,OJ.: see .,$j...

.;j: me ,. -e , in art. , ,..

1. i, (M, A,) first pers. J,, (T, S,) aor.

1ji, (T, A,) inf. a.., (T,) or 1s), (9,) or

987

both, (M, A, ]g,) He drov: (M, .15:) he
drove away : (T, 9, M, A, 5::) and he r~pelld.

(M, 5.) You say, J(11;1 I drove the came l:

(g:) and I drove them away : (T, :) and [so

i;j, for] signifies the saunme as ;.

(a.) And !'$l kjIl mi , (A, M,b,) aor.

jJ4, inC n. ;; and sGl, He (the pastor)
[drow awray, or repelled, or] kept back, or de-
barred, tie camels from tie water; or Iwreented

them from coming to it. (Mob.) And 'c &>1j

Iji, (A,) and ;;, (s,) He, and I, drove hi,,
away from such a thing. (9, A. [And the like is
said in the M.]) And .,JI O 1 He repelled

from, or defended, th;e acred territory. (L.)

And 6 * , ..i ; -'- - Jl, i. e. S [The bull

reped from, or defends, himself] witA his orn:

and eojSW ,W;l, i.e. [the horseman] with
his opear, or shiort spear. (A.) And , >1
s~' t lHe defended his honour. (L) And )l1

:.,JI LC : [IIe dispclledfrom me anxicty.] (A.)

2: see above.

4. aI.1tl He aided, or assisted, him to drive, or
drive away, (T, $, M, A,) his camds. (T, $, A.)

[In the K, ,3l is said to signify ?t} hir &zW

,1&1: but ,dLI is app. a mistake for el: or '

is omitted before a.1; and if so, the meaning is
I aided, or assisted, kim to defend hi/ family;
but in this latter case, we should read l,t, which
would be less chaste than s1411].]

>; A number of camels, from three to ten:
(Lth, AZ, As, T, $, M, A, Mgh, Myh, I :) this is
the meaning that is of best reputi: (TA:) (iathis
explanation in the T from AZ, and in thdie 5:, the
nouns of number are maso.; and so in the next
here following: in the rest, fem.:] or from three
to ten; and a little more: (IA.r, M:) or from
thwe to nine: (M, L:) or.fi'm three to .iflcn:
orfromn three to twenty; (M, L, 5 ;) and a little
mmre: (L:) orfrona three to thirty: (M, L, :)
or from tw:o to nine: (M, Mgll, L, 5 :) [said to
be] appiied only to females: (Lth, A'Obeyd, T,
M, Mgh, MNb, 5 :) so in the BAri': (Mbh :)
and it is of the fem. gender; (T, 9, M, Meb, g ;)
i.e., the word is fem.: (MP:) but its dini. is

[tV ,,] without 3; contr. to analogy: (Ml:)
the word ;; is a pl., (M, 51,) meaning a quasi.
pl. n., (MF,) having no sing. (9, M, ]5) of the
same root: (s:) or a sing.; (g;) and its pl. is

t,t1): (T, g, M, A, MNb, 5 :) or a sing. and pi.:

(M, 5:) the Arabs said ljI £jJi and a nd i
and so with all the inferior ns. of number, making

s. a substitute for alj;[: and they also said
3; iJ meaning thereby three she-camels.
(M, L.) It is said in a tra·., *L i j

·,Jt. l > ., (T, L,) or . ·

3~ W ..* % ., (T, Mib,) meaning [There is not
in the case of less tan fie] camels [any poor-
rate]: for the poor-rate is incumbent on him who
possesses five camels whether they be males or
female. (L) And in another truad it is mid,



)33 ;d. ,) U(In the came of fire canuel, a
heep or god shall be given]. (Mgh.) And it Is

aid in a pre., %1 ;jI J ;;j.I [A few ke-
amel. eith a few she-camebl are a herd of

cedel]; (T, ?, M, A ;) meaning that a little with
a little ij much; JI being here used in the sense
of: (C , A :) or JI is here used in its proper
sense; a word signifyinlg "joined" or the like
being understood; (TA;) i. e. a few joined to a
few becomes much: (M:) [or,] accord. to the 1
[and the T], this prov. shows that >)! is here
used in the place of j'1)1 [i. e. tnwo she-camels];
for two added to two are a pl.; but this requires
consideration. (MF.)

#...
JO4: no the next preceding paragraph.

ji: asee the next following paragraph.

;15l Driving: driving away: and repelling:

pl. j. and Ijt and ;13l. (M, p.)- Also, and
;135, [but the latter has an intensive meaning,]

t A man who is a dqfender, or protector, of that
which, or thAoe whom, it is necessary to defend,
or protect: (?, 1 :) who is wont to repel attacks
upon hiu honour. (8,' TA.)

>1. A place where beasts pasture at pleasure,
where they eat and drink what hey please, amid
abundance of herbage. (IA%r, 1C.)

~jrJ. [An instrument for driving, driving
awray, or repeUling. -] t A spear, or diort Spear,
with which one repels from, or defends, himself.
(A.) - t The horn of a bull, (T, A, I,) with
which he repels from, or defends, himself (A.)
- 1 The tongue: ($, M, A, ]i:) because with it
a man defends his honour. (M.) Iassin lbn-
Thibit ays,

: [fy tonge and my smord are sharp, both of
them; and my tongue rea cloth what my sword
rill not reach]. (C, TA.) - S [A man who

defendo well, or Wigorously; as also ; j .a:]

you say ;.i,t ,J and t1jU . (A.) -The

manger (jkl,, T, ], TA, in some copies of the
1 .ALtU,a, Ti) of a hore or similar beast.
(T, ]I. [A manger is thus called in the present
day.])

l3.L: see the next preceding paragraph.

Quasi ,3.

C-lt for ;@21 or *; J: me 3 in art. .

. J,l, (M, 1,) aor. J , (M,) in£ n. ,
He m~lo d ith short ts, and in a straddling
manner. (M, ].) And J" is a dial. var. of
z , signifying I mised [medicine &cc.] (M.)

~5l6 [like 1 IM &c.] Poison: (4:) or poiJso
made into a cofectio : or deadly poi~on: like

o,sl [&o.]. (M.)

LBoot I,

L .5, (1) first pets. ;J, aor. J,, (a ,
Mhb,) inf. n. j t and j nd (. , Mqb, g)
and U$il, (, 1,) He tasted it; i. e., per ed
its taste, by means of the moistlure of the tongue:
(Mqb:) or he tried, or knew, its taste: (1 :)
it is originally said of that of which little is taken:
when much is taken, the term j3b1 is used [and
one says · ]: and t jtlj3 signifies the wame
as iJ3. (TA.) You say, ;.Jll ,. [I tasted

the thing], (g,) or .s;tJ [the food]. (Msb.)

And ti1 C'~ ;., meaning deb , L [i.e.
A day in which I tasted not food]. (TA.)
By amplification, j,l1 is used to signify t Tle
perceiving, beside tastes, all other objects of the
senses, and states or.conditions: (Bd in iii. 177:)
it is not restricted to the sense of the mouth [or
tongue] in the language of the ]ur.n nor in the
[genuine or classical] language of the [Pagan]
Arabs. (TA.) Hence, in the !lur iii. 177,
;jalJI 1. 1j; tf [Taste ye the punisdhment of
burning]: (Bd, TA:) for, although, in the com-
mon conventional acceptation, the verb relates to
what is little in quantity, it is regarded as suitable
to be used in relation to what is much. (TA.)

One says also, "..15 til l Sb j1 'Lj; [lit.
Such a one tasted such a thing, and I ate it;]
meaning t such a one knew, or tried or tested,
such a thing, and I knew it, or tried it or tested

it, more. (TA.) ;S lJl "JI means t I tried, or
tested, the thing. (Msb.) And hence one says,

) lI 6, 31$ t Such a one experienced harm,
&c.; iL e., knew it by its befalling himn. (M;b.)
And 'j.i t , zJi t I kn hew, or t,ied or
tested, what [qualities &c.] such a one possessed;

(1, TA;) and so t;* C.;. (TA.) And Jl1

~ %:.Jl3^ 3!J..JI L1~a J3IJ t The man
[tasted or] expeienced the sneetnes of the carnal
enjoyment of the woman, and she in like manner.
(Myb.) And eL.qll ,;;L 3jl t He tasted, or
expoerienced, the sarour of faith with his heart,
like as the mouth tastes, or experiences, the
savour of food and drink. (TA from a trad.)
And JI_ ;JPP>; a4b :.4 [I experienced
his ling, and knew his condition]. (TA.) And

0;1o, and i. -. , M.
SZ i4uJl, and L9 ^;l3^, t My hand felt her,

and felt such a f~emale. (TA.) - j.iiI 313,

(, ],)inf n. .; (TA;) [and * t 1; (so in
Freytag's Lex. from the Deewan el-Hudha-
cleeyeen ;)] t He pulled the string of the bow

(Q, ], TA) for the purpo~e of trial, (4, TA,)
that he might me what mwas its strength. (}, TA.)

- V ~d 3 1 is also employed to signify t [Taste,
as meaning intellectual discernment and relish;
i. e.] the faculty that is adapted to the acquiu-
tion of matters of knormledge, conidered as being,
in its perfection of perception, like sensation,
regarded as a natural property; and particularly
that [faculty] wich concerns the niceties of lan-
guage; because it [i.e. nice language] is, to the
soul of man, like delicious intellectual food.
(lulL [When used as a subot. in this sense, its
pL is lj1.]) One says, ;A.. .U iJI ~.

meaning t He A, goo ~ (ts e or] .atral
faclty for poetry. (TA.) - Alo t Volup-

tuousuul; mlnuity: mo se .]

9. J [He gare him ki o eting to taste]: it
is like siJ. (M and TA in art. l J.) - See
also 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

4. ;t11 ;1,., (Mqb, V,") inc n. 31 , (TA,)
I made hin to taste the food; i. e., to perceive
its taste by muean of the moisture of the to~ge :
(Myb:) or I made him to try, or kmm, the
taste [of the food]. (1.) - [Hence,] Jli ?1ji

'.-1 i j t.[God made him to tade, or p-

rienee, thl evil result of his affair]. ($.) It is
said in the 1]ur [xvi. 113], 4.JI J,- i Af VliI

J<lj t [So God made her to taste, or expe.
rience, the u~tot degree of hger and of fear]:
the verb is here used with ,, because meant to
convey the meaning of experiencing: or the sen-
tence is elliptical, and means, made them to taste,
or experience, hunger and fear, and clad them
with the clothing thereof. (TA.) And in the same
[xli. 47], i.; i.. stI 6dI liI t[~
we make man to taste,, or experince, merry Jfom
us]; where, afterwards, 'll! is opposed to

J111I, in the words ze, ,3 O ' (TA.)---
b- i.att oj ljI means I Zeyd becamesenerous
[after thee, i. e. after thou kneet him, or sawest
him, or wast with him]: (Aboo-qlamzeh, !, TA:)
[lit, made people to taste gerosity :] and 3131

l~c ~,. 3' t The hors became a good runner
[after thee, i.e. after thou knemest him, &c.]
(A.boo-.amzeh, TA.)

5. ;J3 lHe tasted it (413, f, ) by degree,

(8,) or repeatedly. (g.)- IHence,] j3jl u;.c

./lh 4 $ t I[Let me try, or teet, the character
of such a one]. (TA.) And J. ,;; . ,L
i [I tasted, or experienced, the savour of his
separation]. (TA.)

6: see 1, first sentence. [The primary signifi-
cation of !jJ;i seems to be The tasting a thing
one with another. -And hence,] 'tGl 14;ji,i

i.q. jjL ! [They took the spears, one from
a,wther, app. to test their qualities: see ) 31 ,
above]. (C, TA.) lbn-Mulbil says,

a ;LQ *w} ,- 1 -

Q ,,, . -- , -J L s
1 &Z; loW 4<1 ^

I

I

[Or like the quivering of a wellstraightened
spear (lit. a pear of Rudeyneh, a woman famou
for the straightening of spear-aluha, accord. to
the explanation commonly received,) wkich the
hands of the dealers have taken, onefrom another,
to test its quality, so that they a made the
middle of it to inreas in upplenes]. (TA.)

10. digm. '_ i ; UWj 01.kU.1 ( lapp.
He edeavoured to tet sucA a ow, to ucertain
the knomlWdge of Air internal state, and did not
approw his internal state: e the pass. prt. n.
below]. (TA, in which is is rithout any

syllabical signs.) _l -.1 jU;l "TL

1
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affair was, or became, easy, or feasible, to such a

one. (JK, TA.) You say, J?I :

O ) '4 TI t[Poetry, or verwfication, ill not
be easy, or feasible, to tne, except in relation to
tuch a one]. (TA.)

J· an inf. n. used as a simple subst.; pl.

i15s1: see 1, in the latter part of the paragraph.

il3. an inf. n.: and also a subst. signifying A
thing that is tasted; (JM, TA;*) of the measure
Jw in the sense of the measure j . (TA.)

It is said of Mohammad, ' U_.l A-' C --.I
,,., i. c. [lie u.ed not to praise] what ra.
tasted [by him nor to dispraise it]. (JM.) And

one says, t53I 'j L, meaning I tasted not
anything. (8, ].s) _ Hence it is said in a trad.,

i.e. t [They used, nhen they went forth from
his (Mohammad's) presence, not to dispere them-
eicesl save after receiving] knonledge and disci-

pline tIat were, to their minds and souls, as food
and d,'ink to their bodies. (JM.)

j13 t That contracts new marriages time after
time: (JM:) quick in marrmjing and quick in
divorcing: (TA:) that co,ceives frequent disjust

(d.,L, S, JM, and Har p. 5W9), not remaining
[long] in one state with respect to marriage 4c.
fem. with L (Ijar ubi stprik.) Hence the saying,

in a trad., ,t iI ys 313sI , - il

t [Verily God nill not love those men who fire-
quentily contract new marriages, nor those women
who do so]. (JM, and .aHr ubi suprb.)

0lJ3 an inf. n.: and also a subst. (TA) signi-
fying A place, or time, of tasting. (KL.)

· -·# Oea
ilJ, - 1 t A thing, or an offair, tried, or

tested, and know,n: (S :) and in like manner J.

[a mtan]. (JK.)

z. ,S) .J3 I nrote a ; (Az, Sgh, g ;) or
.a;. 4,i [a beautiful 1]. (B, TA.) [See also 2

in art. J5.]

Jl A certain letter of the alphabet, (Lth,
ISd, J],) [s,] pronounced with the voice, [not
with the breath only,] and always a radical, not
a substitutefor another letter, nor augmentative;
(18d, TA;) its place of utterance is at the roots
of the teeth, near the place of utterance of c. [or
.,]; and it may be masc. and fern.; (B, TA;)

[but generally it is fern.; and therefore] the dim.

is tL'j;: (1 :) the pl. is ij;1 and l.
(TA.) - Also The comb of a ock. (Kh, TA.)

&V, explained by IDrd as signifying What
is dry, of plants &c., and so in the V, is said by

I8d to be correctly ; [q. v.]. (TA.)

aie: ,s l, above.

5. o;U He was, or beam, in a state of
ricm,m wath, or cosmp.t , and eae and

p~vy. (IA#r, . [In the CV, aZ,; is here, as

in many other instances, erroneously put for

a.1i.]) [See also ;oj3. Perhaps both are
correct, as dial. vars.]

, 1] (S, 1) and .i 3, (TA,) [the latter belong-
ing to art. CH,] A vice, fault, defect, or the

like; ($, ;) syn. with .l1 [and 3i] and ;l

and*. ; ($, TA ;) as heard by ISk from AA. (8.)

5,hi A certaint plant: a dial. var. of , glj,
with.: [see the latter in art. Ji)i:] pl. lemilj:
mentioned by Az, on the autlority of Ks. (TA.)

1. U_;, (ISk, T, S, M, Msb, K,) aor. LS3,1

(ISk, S, &c.,) inf. n. LSI, (T,) or .5j, (ISk, $,
K,) or both; (M, Mb ;) and (T, (, M, I, ,)

used by some of the Arabs, but bad, (T,) dis-
allowed by ISk, but said by AO on the authority

of Yoo to be a dial. var., (S,) aor. LSj; (T, K ;)
said of a branch, or twig, (T, M, Msb,) or of a
herb, or leguminous plant, (8, .K,) It withered;
lost its moisture; or became thin, or unsubstantial,

after being succulent; syn. J4t: ($, M, Msb, 1 :)
it dried up: (T, A:) it obtained not moisture
s.fficient for it, or was marred by the heat, and
in consquence witlered, and became weak: (T:)

in the dial. of the people of Beesheb, j.j. (Lth,

T.) - [Hence,] '"d . ,;' t [His calmness, or

gravity,] ceased. (.iar p. 109.)

4. il~l, said of heat, (S, Myb, K,) or of want
of irrigation, (M,) It withered it; caused it to
writher, or lose its moisture; ($, M, Myb, ]I ;)
namely, a herb, or leguminous plant, (S, g,) or
a branch, or twig. (M, Msb.)

tS. The skinu of grapes : (IAar, T :) a pL
[or rather a coll. gen. n.] of which the sing. [or

rather the n. un.] is 01.: (Kr, M :) [or] this
latter signifies the skin, or usuk, or rind, of the

grape, (AA,T,Kr,M, 1g,) and of whe2it (aJlJ),

(AA, T, and so in some copies of the g,) or of

the colocynth (LiiLJI), (Kr, M, and so in some
copies of the g,) and of the melon: (AA, T, Kr,
M, Is:) and so i[;ja] withl the unpointed j.
(TA.). Also j35, (IAVr, T,) or V k£55, (1S,)

Weak, (lAr, T,) or small, or young, (1K,) ewes.
(lAir, T, g.)

0. : see what next precedes.

j;1 sing. [or rather n. un.] of jS. [q. v.]

515 pl. of .l, fern. of l, q. v.

;1t Withering, or wvithered; losing, or having
lost, its moisture. (8, TA.)

i,I, i. q. iJ.,: so in the phrase j.J jl3 I
[That man]: (1D, TA:) a dial. var., or a mis-
pronunciation. (TA.)

r fewm. of : mea. I1.

Ail: meat o

~l, and olb^, and !Uk5: se the two sentences
next beforq the last in art. 1S.

;.4 ;4S: see art. .).

2. lis, (T, S, K,) inf. n. :,i3, (I,) IeT cooked
flesh-meat thoroughly, so that it fell off'from the
bone. (T, f, 5.)

5. i, said offlesh, or flesh-meat, (T,l,M,g,)
It became separated fromn the bone by reason of
corruption, (T, IM, K,) or in consequence of
coohing, (T,) or by slaughter, (M, k(,) or fro,n
somne other cause: (TA:) or became thorough'y
cooked, so that it fell qff rom the bone. (9.) It
(a wound, Ag, ;, M, K,) became disundered, or
ragged, and corrupt, or putrid: (Ag, 9, M, 1 :)

and so said of other things: (I:) thus oJU said

of a a;3 [or water-skin], (M,* TA,) and ofa *i;!i

[or leathern water-bag]. (TA.) - It (the face)
became srollen. (Ii.)

e,.., (.K,) likoe ,,l, mentioned in art. -s,
[nnd,!] and.l, (TA,) A vice,fault, defect, or
t/e like. (K.)

. s: se .. , in art. %,il.

5i "<: see 5 ., in art. -jr.

;~1, [like ,j1,] Much water. (Jg.).
Fright, or fear. (JI.) A, mentions the saying,

,, j '; j.,i . [as though meaning Such a one
passed having fright, or fear]: antl he says, I

tllink that one says jl, with jIj, having the
meaning here following. (TA.) - Brisrknsm,
livelinss, sprightliness, or agility. (]g.)

agd. ob;l: seo 4lj., in art. 1.

+,N.ka: see .34, in art. ,,1.

q j q. (AO, ., M voce 1i, Mqb,h g) and
'j ... and J. d , (V.,) the last ofwhich

is unknown, except as mentioned by IltJ, (TA,)

and ai, ak! (M, g) and ;.kL ;Jt, (4,) i. q.
.b.j; ,S,: (A0, ,M, Mb,a X :) so in thn

saying, '.j; .j ;l ' ' t [&c., Some of
the circumstances of the came were thus and thus,
or so and so, or such and such things]. (AO, g,
M.) It is plainly implied in the VI [and the ~]
that the .; in %:,. is a radical letter, the last
radical letter of the word: but Alei says that the
;, in ; and *.,b is substituted for S; that

they are originally ail and i ; and that the i
is elided, and the .S which is the last radical
letter is changed into '.: [in like manner also

says ISd in the M, voce 1 :] and moat of the
leading authorities on inflection uart the same:
therefore, [though moot persons would look for
them among words of which th last radioal ltter

I
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is j,]j they are incorrectly placed in tile g [an
in the S]. (MF.) Or ~, is formed from ,5
by eliding the j, and doubling the kS, and the,
substituting for the teiihdeed .j; and if you elid
the :; and replace it by *, you must restore th
teshdeed, and say, & #.dj CtL. (5 at the eni
of art. .S.)

2. 5j, (.K,) inf. n. , (,) Ie smneared I
shle-camel's tents vith jO5, (5, 1,) in order tha
the young one might not suck her. (S.) - Ant
hiJlil lie bound the shie-cainel' uddelr rvith a
fj1w [q. v.], in order that the pieces of n'ood
bound uptn hetr udder to prorent her young one
from sucking ke, might not make any impr.e.ion
upon her. (,' TA.) [But sec;lt, whichl indi.
cates that the true meaning is, lie smeared the
shs-caimel's teats n,;th jl in order that the piecei
q.f wood above mnentioned mniht not makle any
intpression upon thent.] _ , , inf. n. U,~/j3

(lis (a man's, S) teeth became black. (Lth, 9, I·.)

jL Fresh camels' or similar dlung (a),
[mixed with dust, or earth,] writh which a she-
ramel'sr teats are smeared, (T, S, M,*) in order
that the young one ,may not suck her, (S, M,)
and that the pieces of wood which are bound upon
er ,utdder to prerent her young one from sucking

ti,ay not mnake any imnprcssion upon her; (T, M;)
i.q. ;J: or dung (O>*m9&) before mixed witih

dust or earth is called u,&: and when mixed,
l jek: and when the teats are smeared with it,

;kt- (Lth, ].)

1. 1, aor. LW inf. n. &, and y (S,
Mlb, O) and s.,a and 'li,, (S, I,) It (in-
formation, news, or tidings, 5, ], or discourse,
MAlb, and a thing, TA) became spread, published,
or divulged; (5, Msb, ], TA;) became reve~aled,
muade known, or disclosedl. (Mqb.) - You say
a Iso, j . .J% 1 tInjustice, or tyranny, spread.
(TA.)..And t4.ji sjjq.JI L'; ?The mange,
or scab, became general, and spread, in the shin.
(TA.)

4. 1&I)I, (5, M1b, g,) and p ill, (Zj, 9,)

as in the kur iv. 85, (Zj,) inf n. ill, (TA in
art. #) Ie spread, published, divulged, re-
t,eale, raadi knowen, or disclosed, it; (Zj, 5, Meb,l
1] ;) and (to Zj, but in the ]g, "or,") proclaimed
it among the people; (Z7j, g;) namely, informa-
tion, news, or tidings, (5,) or discourse, (Mqb,)
or a secret. (]i.) Hence, app., (TA in art.

.U t (l, 0I C,) and J 1 AsI3I, (15)

~,,,J ~ L , (9,) or J.JI M , (.,)
7'ke peop/e, or company of men, and the camels,

drann what was in the watering-trouqh, or tank,
(S, .TA,) all of it. (5.) - And hence, app.,
(TA,) ! tit signifies also He took it away;

d namely, another's property, (1,) and anything.
(TA.) -Accord. to the 1, the medial radical

n letter is both j and l; but correctly it is i5:
e (TA in the present art. andl in art. jl) :) so
e accord, to AZ and J and Z. (TA in art. t).)

d 1 [A babbler ofsecrets 4c.;] one weho wiU
not keep, or conceal, a secret: ( o, K :) or one mwho
is unable to ronceal his informpation, nen's, or
tiditgs: an epithet of an intensive form: (TA:)

d nltiJ anhd ir'j (p, M, K) and nJyt (M1, K)
i Dcadly poion: (S, M, h :) or poison thlat taik

effect ; or that remainsfixed, and collects: (A :)
a dial. var. of )aW 6&c., (Q,) and C1l. (XM.)
And the second of these words, Death: so in thee a ccor. a .A t .. .
saying, jl 4i ol, 1 s U .lL [all.iy God givee
him to drink the cup of death]; as mentioned by
L ih. (M.) L.&

1. jJl, aor. , inf n. J. 7,, It (a garment)
nas long, so that it touched the ground. (Msh.)

lIe, or it, had a ,j; [app. said of a horse
c., as meaning be had a long tail, or a pensint

portion to hix tail; and probably of a garment,
as meaning it hatd a skirt, or lower extremity,
reaching nearly, or quite, to the ground, or
dragged upon the ground, when mnade to hang
down; and perhaps of a man, as meaning he had
a Jy. to his garment;] as also *t .l. (M, ]k.)
-And, said of a man, (M, M 9b, .K,) aor. as
above, (M, Msb,) and so the inf. n., (M,) lIe
walhed with an elegant and a proud and self-con-
ceited gait, drayging huis tj [or skirt, or the
loner extremity of his garment]; (M, ] ;) and in
like manner zJll is said of a she-camel: (M:) or
he dragged his Jl,il [or shirts, or the loner
extremities of his garnment or garments], by reason
ofpride and self-conceit: (Msb:) or .JIl, (T, S,)
"~ .' , said of a girl, or young woman, (T,)
or of a woman, ( a,) aor. ,u, (T, S,) inf. n. as
above, (T,) she dragged her JI, (T,) or her t
jJ, (S,) upon the ground, wralking with an
elegant and a proud and self-conceited gait.
(T, 5.) [See also 5.] _- ; JlJ3 He raised his E

tail; (M, 1;) said of a horse, and of a mountain- e

goat. (M.) And t*J .:Jl She (a camel) 9

spread ler tail upon her thigas. (T.)_ J1i 
'e1l i. q. J."l1 [app. as meaning He acted towards
him, or behaved to him, with boldness, forivard- ;
ness, presumptuousness, or arrogance]; as also

* ;j3. (4.)_ :Jil Jl1, (M, Mob, ,) aor.
as above, (M,) and so the inf. n., (Msb,) The (
thing ,ras, or became, low, base, vile, mean, con-
temptible, or ignominious. (M, Msb, ].) And k
dji.. ;JIj lisi state, or condition, became lowered, t
or abased; as also t ,JI.j. (O,1.)- .JI .
said of a woman, (M, 1V,) and of a she-camel, u
(M,) She was, or became, lean, or emaciated, P
(M, !5,) and in a bad condition. (M.) u

a. 4 ,k,, inf. n. J [He made his gar-
ment to hazr a j.., i. e. skirt, or lower extremity,
reaching nenrly, or quite, to the ground, or such
as to be dragged upon the ground; or] he made

his garment long: (T:) and &. t ,jll he made
his garment to have a long jl. (T,TA.)_
[Hencce, d..;S C. t I added an appendix to
his n,riting, or book; like _;ej,. And hence, the
inf. n. Je.: is used to signify tAn appendix;

like ; as also j;. Ji.] '% J. . [I nwrote
a ]i. (iB, TA on the letter I.) [See also 2 in
art JJ.:.]

4. J..I: see 1, second sentence. ,.J JlSI:
see 2. -l,s .Jlil She (a woman) let (lown
her kl,d.coveritg. (T,S,,.*) -_ Jl , (T,S,
M, M,b, K,) inf. n. aJill, ($,* M, Mqb,) lie
lonered hin; aba:'ed hikm; rendered hin rile,
mcan, contemiit;i, eor ignominious; or held hirn
in Iony, or mean, e.ti,aation; (T, S, M, M.sl, .K ;)
and .lid not tend himi, .r take care of oi i, relil;
(M, . ;) namely, his horse, (T, 5, M,) and his
young man, or slave; (.;) or it is said of the
owner of a thing. (Msb.) It is said in a trad.,
($, M,)of the Prophet, (M,) ,' JI )Jl l C' 

(S, M,) i. c. [lie forbade] the using of horses
for mean work, and burdlens. (8, TA.) And

tl! I rendered her lean; or enmarianted her;
namely, a woman, and a camel. (TA.)

5. I .JI Tle beast noved ablout its
tail. (M.) And hence, (I,) J.U lie (a
man, TA) walked with an elegant andl a proud
and self-conceited gail, (M, K,) [nlapp., draqginy
hist ji (or lskirt), like J1;.]_ [It occurs in thc
M and L, in art. blj: said of a branch, or twig,
app. as meaning It inclined linbcrly.from side
to side: but in the IC, I there finsd in its place
0'L']..See also 1.

6: see 1, last sentence but one,

J.b. The lattler, or hinder, or the last, or hind.
mtost, part of anything. (M, K.) Accord. to
MF, this is the proper signification, and the
other significations here following are tropical.
(TA.) [But in my opinion, the word in each of
the next two senses, or at least in the former of
them; if not strictly proper, is what is termed
iae i! ,a~., i. e. a word so much used in a
tropical sense as to be, in that sense, convention-
ally regarded as proper.]_ - [A shirt, or lower
extremity, of a garment, reaching nearly, or
quite, to the ground, or thaot is dragged upon
tha ground, nAhen made to hang donn:] the
eztremity, of a garment, that is next the ground,
and so if not touching it [as nell as if touching
it]; an inf. n. used in this sense: (Mb :) or the
part of a waist-wrapper (dJl), and of a garment
of any kind], thiat is dragged [upon the ground],
'M, ],) wAhen it is made to hang down: (M:)
or the part, of an ijl, and of a [garment of the
kind called] i.Dp, tiat is made to hang down, and
ouches the ground: atd the part, of any kind of
garment worn by a woman, that the nwearer drags
upon the ground behind her: (Lth, T:) or the
warts, all round, of a woman's garment, thatfall
upon the ground: and the portion that it made
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to hang down, of a woman's shift and of her

l. [or head-covering]: you do not [properly]
say of a man that he has a .S [but only when
you liken the lower pert of his garment to the
similar part of a woman's garment]: a man's
having a long garment, such as a shirt and a

.e, [or his dragging the skirt thereof,] is termed
jl3;: (Kbhlid Ibn-Jembeh, T:) the pI. of 3J
(in this sense, T, Mqb, as relating to a shirt [&c.],
g, and in all its senses, T, M) is j0.J (T, 8, M,
Mqb, 0) and ,k!; (El-liejerce, M, ]) [both pls.
of pauc.] and JYjS (T, $, M, Msb, 1) which is a
pl. of mult. (M.) Hence J.U _1 j, is a me-
tonynlical expression meaning I Richneu, or
compftency; because long JlI; genlerally pertain
to the rich and the prodigal and the proud and
self-conceited: (Er-Razee, .Har p. 493:) and you
say, 9 .6 j. j3U, meaning t Tih state, or con-
dilion, of such a one became good, and his wealth
became abundant: and L.*I jgb , meaning
t Ilc is rich. (.Har p. 319).) . Of a horse (T,
1;) &c., (1K,) [i.e.] of a horse and a camel and
the like, (M,) The tail: (T,M, K:) or the tail
wehen io;,g: (TA:) or the part, of the tail, that is
made to hang down. (M, K.) - [t Of a cloud,
The shirt; or lower, pendent, part: used in this
sense in the . voce .] -_.l j,_I t WThat
is dragged along, (T, S, 0,) or drawn together,
(M,) byl the wind, upon the ground, (T, S, 0, M,)
of dust (T, M, O) and rubbish: (T, 0:) or wvhat
the wind leaves upon the sand, (M, .,) in the
form of a rope, (M,) resembling the track of a
J. [or shirt] dragged along: (M, K:) or, as
some say, .iI ,JlSl means t the after-parts of
the wind, nwith which it sweeps what is light to it.
(M.)--. ,~3 t TIh foot, bottom, base, or
lionest part, qf a mountain. (A and TA voce

2-)-- ~3 jU l t The hindnost of the people.

(I:-) You say, ,,A'l > Jl; t Somefewn
of the hindmost of the people came. ($, Sgh.) _
See nlso 2. And see J;l1.

s: eee J01(, in three places. -Also That
behaves proudly, conceitedly, or vainly, and walks
with an elegant and a proud and self-conceited
gait. (TA.) Applied to a horse, That carries

himself in an elegant and a proud and self-con-
ceited manner, in his step, and in.curvetting, or
raiing his fort legs together and putting them
down together, and hneading with his hind legs,
or in prancing, as though he dragged along the
J.3 [or pendent portion] of his tail (M.)

jsli, applied to a horse, Ilaving a ;jI, (T,
,) i. e. tail: (T:) and jtjl having a long j.:

(T, ] :) or the former word has the latter signifi-
cation; (l]t, T, M;) it means having a long tail:
(S:) and t the lattcr word, tall, and haring a long
J,3, (M, ,) and that carries himself in an
elegant and a proud and self-conceited manner, in
his step; (. ;) and is applied in tile same sense to a
wild bull: (M:) or the former word signifies short,
and having a long tail; and its fem. is with ;: (T:)
or when a horse is of this description, they say
%iJI ' jll , mentioning the w0. (T,$.)-
Also, applied to a ;, ($, M, K,) [i. e. a coat of
mail, as is shown in the S and TA,] Lon 2 ($, M,
K) in the QJ [or shirt]; (S;) and so! ;1l1 and

2iilj. (M, ]. [In the C.K, the last word is
erroneously written ~JL.])_ And l ii &r.
and 9t 1)U A ring [app. of a coat of mail] that
is slender (M, J'") and elongated. (M.) .

Sjl t )J [an expression like ~ J3, the
former word an inf. n.,] means [Exceeding] lov-
ness, baseness, vileness, meanness, contemptibleness,
or ignominiousnes. (S.)

jlj; fem. with 5: see the latter in the next
preceding paragraph, in two places. The fem.
also means t A female slave: (T, 8, M:) because
she is held in low, or mean, estimation, while she
carries herself in an elegant and a proud and self-

conceited manner: so in the prov., ail. ' J. ;;;
[More proud and nlf-conceited than a female
slarc]. (, K.)

&j.. [so in my MS. copy of the K, as in the
M, but in other copies of the 1 ,j.j,] and

tJ, [in the C1 j..a] i. q. J'.. [One
who performs his own work; or xwho is careless
of hinmself or his honour or reputation]. (M, ](.)

J.j. A garment, (T,) of the kind called f.,

(T, $,) or .;j, (:,) Long (T, 8, 0) in the J't[
[or shirt]. (KS,.) So in a verse of Imra-el-

eys, of which the latter hemistich is cited voce
lji. (T, TA.)

LY.j bw.,l A land upon which has fallen a
weak and smal quantity ( J) of rain.
(Sgh, g.)

... : seesk

,.W.

1. "'l3, (T, M, M, Mb, ,) first pers. d*, (S,)

aor. .,, (T, &c.,) inf. n. n and ;l , 8, M,
Myb, ;,) Ie blamed, or found fault with, Aim,
or it, (T, $, M, Mob, ],) namely, a commodity;

like lJ: (Mgb:) accordl. to Akh, C.4 and

^:l) and A-Z. all signify the same. (S.)

.jl: seo what next follows, in two places.

_5 and V;,l are inf. ns., ($, M, Meb, g,) and
are snn. with ,. [as such, and also as meaning
A vice, fault, deefct, or the like; in the latter
sense syn. with .t., which belongs to art. .]:
(T, S, M, Mb,* I:) or, as some say, syn. with

-a [blame, &c.]. (M.) It is said in a prov.,
V9 'tlS J ' [The beautifulfemale is not
without a defect]. (S.)

_,jd IBlamed, or found fault with; (f, hIsb,
;) as also gt;,,: (S, .:) the former defective,

and the latter complete: ( :) applied [app. to a
man; (seec the dial. var. alj, a used in the
1ur vii. 17;) and] to a commodity. (Meb.)

.. Jd: asec what next precedes.

1. ~iS, [aor. Ct'', in£ n., app., C,J] llc
blamed, orfoundfault with, him, or it; like al4.
(IApr, T.)

· ., (M, TA,) incorrectly said in the g to be
~SI, with kesr, (TA,) A vice, fault, defect, or

the like; (M, I, TA;) u also lS [which belongs
to art. Os3]. (M.)

U. 1 a dial. var. of ,Jt.. (M.) [See the
latter in art. J)'.]

Bk. I.
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2
Tlhe tenth letter of the a llhabet: called *t; and
I, pl. [of the former] J.;ll and [of the latter]

;jl. (TA in L)i. J0lI ¥. ) It is one of the
letters termed ;, . [or vocal, i. e. pronounced
with the voice, not with the breath only]; and of
the letters termed OL, which are j and J and O,
[also termed 3iij, or pronounced with the
extremity of the tongue, and , and J and^.,
which are also termed Ai: , or pronounced with
the lips:] thcse letters which are pronounced with
the tip of the tongue and with the lips abound in
the composition of Arabic words: (L:) and hence

j is termed, in a vulgar prov., *!lP,JI t*;l [" the
aus of the poets"]. (TA in 4IJtUI Jljl .,A)

is substituted for J, in LW for 'ii., and in ,;
for j,b, and in j. and_. for J.j and k).
and this substitution is a peculiarity of the dial. of
]~eys; wherefore some assert that thej in these
cass is an original radical letter. (MF.) [As
a numeral, it denotes Two hundred.]

; is an imperative of j1 [q. v.]. (AZ, T and
f and M in art. . ')

I,

; and *j: ee the preceding paragraph, and
arts. 1~ and .. - I; is also aid by some for

iS; [q. V.]. (M in art. 1.)

R. Q. 1. /I.JI 1I1, ($gh, and so in a copy of

the $,) or ¥,'IA1, (M, and so in a copy of the
?,) or both, (],) The mirage, or the clouds, or
both, shone, or glistened. (, M, 6gh, ] .) 

[Hence, probably,] I, ;.,;1 l[app. meaning
His eyes glanced] is said when one turns his

-'-
eyes: (AZ, $:) or X '-l ;pI$ means the eye
was restless, turning [in various directions]: or
was in a state of motion, or commotion, by reason
of its eakneu. (EI-Ghooree, I-Iar p. 85.) And

I1), (],) inf n. U;, (M,) aid of aman, (TA,) He
mored about the blacA of his eye: (M, ]p, TA:)
or he turned it about (s, TA) muck: (TA:) and
he looAked sharply, or intently. (M, ], TA.)

You say also, , ` j1,0 .. [Hes moe about
the blacks of his eyes: &c.]. (TA. [See alo

~1, in art. ilS.]) And 1J1 , sid of a woman,
She glistened rith her eyes, by rason of looking
Aard, or intently: ( :) or, said of a fornicatre,

or an adulteres, she moved about the blacks of
her eyes [as a ign] to the man seeking her: (T:)
or ;:I I, said of a woman, (?, M,) she
glistened with her eye, by reasosn of looking hard,
or intently: ($ :) or she opened her eye wide, and
looked sharply, or intently. (M.) Also, said of
a woman, Site loohed at her face in a mirror.

(,* TA.) -_ ,JWI zlj The gazeUl wagged

their tails: (]:) or so GlJi .i.it; like ;~j

(T.) - lJ , (g,) or .. j1j, (T, M,) inf. n.

;11, (T,) IHe called the sheep, or goats, to water:
(T:) or he called the dheep, or goats, (M, ],) by

the cry4 jl, or [rather, as in the present day,] j1,

[i. e. j;j,] (M,) or by the cry/J ;JI: (I :) accord.
to analogy, the verb [derived from the cry] should
be olI: (M:) t %,.,Jl, inf. n. aL;, signifies
"he called them [to be milked by making a sound]
with his lips." (T.)

blj ;j and , , (T,) or 1p ! hi; (9, M)

and tAjl Kr, (Kr, M,) A man who turns about
the blach of the eye much. (T, ?, M.) And

1ts IS1;e (T, M, ,) with medd. and without

;, (T,) and Ij; and 1;j, (M, 1,) A w,oman who
openj her eye wide, (M,) or who glistens with
her eyes, (9,) loohking sharply, or intently.
(M, K.)

:Ij,: see the next preceding paragraph, in three
places.

Li.

L ~lJ, (T, I, M, A, ],) aor. :, (M, A, ],) inf.
n. 1,j, (M, TA,) He repaired, or mended, (T, $,
M, A, ],) a [cracked, or broken,] vessel, (g,) or

a crack, or fissure; (M, A, ]g;) as also t 1j,
(M, TA,) in some copies of the V t .I3j,
[agreeably with an explanation of ;4.., its pass.
part. n., which see below,] and in others [and in
a copy of the A] t ,;¶, but the right reading is

¥1. (TA.) It is related of Ag. t, that he heard

,j maid, [as the imperative, for ;'",j and that it

is a good dial. var., like J. for XLI. (TA.)-
t He rectifWd, repaired, mended, or amended,
anything. (M.) You say, ! f;1 ; , (M, ' J,)
aor. and inf n. u above, (M,) t He effected a
reconciliatio, or made peace, betwe the people,

or company of me. (M, ~.) And .slts .1D 1

'. (9, A) t 0 God, effect a reconciliation, or
make.peace, between them: ($:) or t rectify the
matter, or affair, between them. (A.) And

It;JI &; i t [ 0 God, rectify, or amend, our
state, or condition]. (TA.) - Also, inf. n. as
above, t He collected a thing together, and bound

it gently. (TA.) - And u.4j1 ;. t The land

produced its [trefoil caled] 4;, or iL;, [so
accord. to different copies of the Y1]] after the
cutting [of a crop thereof]. (i.)

2 and 4 and 8: see above, first sentence.

31, an inf. n. used in the sense of [the act.
part. n;1 ;21j: so in the saying, *ME ; m

. r1ib :t [Such a one is su;ffcient as a rectifier,
or an amender, of thins affair, or thy case].

(A.} You say also, utl lj .1>,A and t.j;

I , Such a on is a rectifier, or an amender,
of an affair, and [a skilfi rectifier or amender]

of affairs. (A.) [8ee also ;: and + ^] -

Also t A chief who rectifies, or amend, the affair,
or caus, of a people, or party. (A.) - tIA big,
bulky, portly, or corpulent, chief. (, TA.) _
A herd of eenty camels. (i.)

. A piece, (9, MJb, g,) or piece of wood,
with rwhich a large wooden bowl, (T, TA,) or
with which a vsel, (, Mf b, bs,) is repaired, or
mended: (T, $, Msb, K :) or a thing, (T,) or
piece of wood, (TA,) with which a breac, or
broken place, (T, TA,) in a vessl, (T,) or in a
borml, (TA,) is stopped up: (T, TA :) a piece that
is inserted in a reuel, to repair, or mend, it:

(M:) and a piece of stone with which a I"pt [or
cooking-pot of stone or other material] is re-
paired, or mended: (T, TA:) and a patch, or
piece, with which a camrners addle (,J ) is
patched, or pieced, owhen it is broken: (M, TA:)
some of its meanings are mentioned also in art.

,w~: (TA:) pl. *.4 (T) and 4. (p.)

[Hence,] one says, U. I ~ ij : [He is
the means of repairing the breach of sincere
affection]. (A.) And Q. 4 1 X [£app

a mistrancription for: i.e. They are the means
of rectifying, or amending, the affairs, .o cmas,

of the oS of such a one]. (A.) [See also 1>.
and 4. ]
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,.J1, for ,jW1, pl. of ;1, q.v.

.,e. An instrument with which crachks, or

fiur, in a oesl, are repaired, or mended;
syn. 'a. (M, TA.) - [And hence,] the

name word, and Vt 1., (T, A, ],) A man who
repairs, or mends, cracka, or fjirres, (T, 1,) of
bowls [jc.]: (T:) or who repairs, or mends,
things welL (A.) And [hence,] tA man who
effects reconciliation, or nake peace, betwroen

people. (T.) P1. [of the former] 4..sl [as

though the sing. were .,I also]. (T, A,Ti.)

Uj. i.q. jAZ [Forgive: or, accord. to the
TV, t rectifud, or repaired, in a suitable manner]:

(V, TA:) [in one copy of the ],pIg.: and] in
one copy, ~ . (TA.)

Q. L .j;, inf. n. J-.b, He wan, or became,

n:icked, crafty, or cunning; as also t JQIJ. (T

in art. J..) ;ii, ; (M, 1) inf. n. of kJj, said
of a man; (T, i ;) [also signifies] The walking
(M, ]) of a man (M) inclining (M, ]) to eitler
side, (M,) or to one aide, (1,) as tlwogh having
the feet attenuated, and chafed, or abraded.

(M, ]. [&J'I in the C1 is a mistake for

ji'.j, which is expressly said in the TA to be
withl ,.~.])

Q. 2. 0$l: see above. -Also lIe made a
raid,ora sudden attach,vpon people,and acted like
the lion: (Q and TA in art JV :) and so, accord.

to Fr, J,;i. (TA in that art.) And 134!p They
practised theft, (M, J, TA,) and made raids, or
sadden attacks, upon people, and acted like the
lion. (TA.) And (so in the M, but in the ],
"or,") They Mt on a hostile, or hostile and
plundering, eopedition, upon theirfeet, and alone,
nwithout any commander over thm (M, ]. [See

)*' and 3(,, in art. Jt.])-[Jtl , said of a
lion, occurs in the "Deew&n el-Hudhaleeyeen,"
neaccord. to Freytag, as meaning He had perfect
teeth.]

3.jLY Wickednsm, craftines, or cunning, (M,'
I, TA,) and boldnes, and insidiousnen for the

purpose of doing eril, or mitchief (TA.) So in

the saying, a;tlt C ,>. Ji J He did that by

reason of hAu nwihedldeu, &c. (M, ], TA.) It is
the inf. n. of Q. 1 [q.v.]. (T, TV.)

btj, a quadriliteral word [as to its root],
(M, ][,) of the measure $J*,, as is shown by

their saying Ijj; (M;) and also without.,
(M, IV,) sometimes, (g,) the . being suppremed,
and . substituted for it; (M;) The lion: (. in
art. ,J, and M and g :) and the rolf: (M, :)
or a malignant, guileful, or crafty, wlf: and
accord. to 8kr, afshy and young beast of prey:
(TA:) and applied as an epithet to a thief, because
of his boldnes: (M:) and also, .(J,) as some

say, (M,) one who is the only offptring of his

mother: (M, 1V:) pl. j& (. in art. J , and J)

and &41, (15,) [the latterprobably, contracted by

poetic license,] and iLj. (TA.) [See also jJ,

in art. 00.]

1. ;:_and dj: see the next paragraph.

5. 13 It (a branch, or twig,) mwa, or became,
in its most freh, or spple, and soft, or tender,

state, [in the first year of its growth; see , ;]

as also ;j;: M, L:) or it bent, in a languid

mannor; syn. i; (T,M,L,1;) and inclined

limberly from side to side; syn. 0J3, (15,) or

j'3: (M and L:) or it bent: (T:) or it in-

clined this may and that: (A :) and ;V'j3 it
waved, or incldined to the right and left. (M, L)
It, or t he, (a man, TA,) shook by reason of
softneu, or tendernes, (., 1, TA,) and bent from

side to rtile; (TA;) as also V sU: (., V, TA:)
and in like manner one says of a girl, (TA,)

r1l3, meaning she affected a bending of lar
body from sidte to side by reason of softness, or
tenderness. (T.) t It (the neck) twisted, or bent.
(]g.) t It (a thing) moved to and fro: (TA:)
or it twisted, or bent, and moved to and fro.
(M.)- _ Itc (an old man) was, or becamne,
affected with a trembling, adul inclined this way
and that, in his rising: (A:) or he (a man) rose,
and eas, or became, affected olith a trembling,
(T, M, L, j,) in his bones, (Ml,) in rising, until

he stood up. (T, L.) - i,JI z5 I The erpent
shooh, in going, or passing, quickly along. (M,

A.*) _ 4.)I lz, t The wind was, or became,

in state oj'commotion, (C, TA,) and inclined to tthe

rightandleft (TA.)..--,Wi >l5; (T, M,A,JL;)
and t 1,j3; (M, L;) and $ .l, [in Golius's Lex.

.;j,] inf. n. >jl; (A,L;) ST/.e s [or period

after sunris] reached the stage that is termed the

.,jt:. of the. day; (A;) i. e., when the sun had
risen high, (T, A, TA,) one fifth of the day
having paued: (A,TA:) or became bright: or
advanced beyotl tile spreading of the sunshine and
the time when tiu sun had become high. (M.)

6: see 5, in two places.

8: seeS.

se: see ;.. [Hence,] t. J )lj (T,,
M, A, L, 1) and *;,St; (1) S The stage of thl

[or period after sunrie] that is termed the
.,At of the day; (A;) i.e., when the sun has
risen high, (T, S, A, g, TA,) one fifth of the
day having passed: (A, TA:) or the brightneuss
thereof: or the period after the spreading qf the
sunmahine and the tinme wuen thc sun has become

high. (M.) - Also >lJI (., M, A, and so accord.

to some copies of the 0,) and * jll, (S, M, and

so accord. to some copies of the 1,) or .Jl .l1j,

(T,) and · ;ll and V j,ll likewise, (accord. to
some copies of the 1, [but these I do not find in

this sense in any other lexicon,]) or $jIl only of
all these, (accord. to other copies of the K, in

some of which it is written without ,.,) The root

of the jaw-bone (L.JI 3 J1), (T, ?, M, A, ,)

that projects beneatA the ear: (T:) or the part

of the jao-bone whence the molar teeth (,t.4'J)

grow: or the Ijre rhe trwo thin extremities
of the ijt;,j [meaning the two sides of the lower

jar-b,one], which are in their upper part,
sharp, and curved, and nupaended in twro hole

beneath the two ears: (M:) pl. 1. (.) -

Also ;; A vacant tract (;j.i) of land. (1.)

.;. (T, L, TA; in a copy of the M t;J;
Iperhanp a mistrancription for ;3j;, if not for

4b; but more probably for the former, which see
in art. j]; in the L, in one place, t j; and in

a copy of the A t .;3 [which is probably correct,

as is also j;] ;) A branch, or twig, in the most
fresh, or supple, and soft, or tender, state, (T, M,
A, L,) in the first year of its growth: (T, A, L:)
[being also used as a colL gen. n.,] it hua for its

n. un. Vt >3j: (T, L:) some say that .j; signifies
the extremity of any branch or twig: the pl. is

MjI and ;tlI; the latter of which is extr.; and is

not a pl. pl.; for, were it so, it would be Q1;1.

(M, L.) - Also, (T, $, M, A, J,) from the ame
word applied to a branch, or twig, (',) and

t 1;, (8, K,) each with ., (AZ, 8,) and ' V

(S, M, 1K) and * lj (T, 8, M, A, K) and ilt,
(A, V,) without ., (A,) [in the CZ repeated

with .,] and t *; (M, K, in the CK ;;j) and
' *j3 (A) and in some copies of the V ;JJ,
without o, [whiichi is in some copies written with .,
and] to which the signification there next given

.(jJ l 1) is in other copies mnade to belong,

(TA,) and some add l;, wvithout ., (1MF,) : A
youtiful girl: (T:) or a soft, or tender, girl or
woman: (A:) and (T) a woman goodly, or
beautif4l, (T, g;, 1,) and youthful: (T, I :) or
one who soon attains to youthfu ne with good
food: (M:) pl. of the first .1i. (T, M.) You

say ;il; J.b 0 3j ;1e, in whlichi the former .1j
may be without ., and the latter must be so,
meauing t A soft, or tender, woman; not one

that roes about. (A, TA.)-- Also .3j i. q. ;.p
[lfoderation; gentkness; a leisurely manner of
proceeding; &c.] (M, 1. [In the latter, the formn
of the word having this signification is not plainly
indicated.]) A-poet says,

[As though he were one intoxicated, ralhking in a

gentle, or leiurely, manner]; for .s) ,L; sup-
pressing the * for the sake of the rhyme: buttt lihe
who regards the word as that of which ..* is the
dim. does not regard it as originally with .. (M,

TA.) ~ See also ;1j.

s;: see the first sentence in the next preceding
paragraph.

; A sucker, an offset, or a shoot from the

root; of a tree: (M, 1 ) or a soft, or tender,

branch, or twig, thereof: pl . (M.) -

Also i.q. ,., (T, $, M, 19,) i.e. (TA) 1 An
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BOOK I.]

eqgal in age, (A, TA,) of a female, (T,) and of a
man, but mostly used in relation to females: (M:)

oometimer, [in poetry,] .0, with the . suppressed,
(T, ., M,) for the sake of iho rhyme; (M;) as in

in a verse of Kutheiyir cited voce 3~.: (T, T:)

pL ;J. (M.)n_ Also Straitnss: (:, TA: [in
the CIC, Jlt is erroneously put for `jvl ':])

you say, J3 1 ; eJi e fell into straitnas.
(TI.) But [SM says,] I have not found this in
any of the lexicons that I have. (TA.)

see .j, each in two places: and ;1.

iJ.j: see ;j1, in art. jj.

>j5; [or m 7?]: see .t.

; s;: ee;

;51: see rl.m[See
also art. j.]

5: see j.

'-i

.L d-,, (. 8M, M ,) aor. ;, (~, TA, [in a

copy of the M ;,]) inf. n. 1.,, (M, TA,) le
(a man, S) hit, or hurt, his head. (f, M, 4.)

__ 5 Y Z'j I struck his had with the staff,

or stick. (A.) - -,L#I tj The disease called

._-,to affected, or owercame, (J,) his head.

(A.) [And hence,] u'j, (M, A,) inf. n. ml,
(M,) His (a man's) luad was, or became, affected,
or orercome, by the disease called*L.aW, or other-
wise: (A:) or he had a complaint of hit head.
(M, TA.) .AiI v.j (?, M, A,) andAla 
(M,) aor.:, (8, M,) inf. n. JLw, (8, M, A,) He
was, or became, head, c7ief, commander, governor,

ruler, lord, master, prince, or king, of, or over,
the people; he headed them; (M,A;*) he was,
or became, their superior, (M.) [See also 5.]
-Also ~,, , alone, aor.: inf. n. Ltj, lHe
wat, or became, high in rank or condition. (Myb.)
_And, with the same aor. and inf. n., xre
strove for Lia [or headship, or command,]
(1tL .. t.j,) and desired it. (IApr, TA.)

s .i"1 %,.s % t J Th (lizard called] _i
tured his head torcard the vlper, or met the
viper head-foremast, in coming forth from his
hole: for the viper comes to the hole of the d.,
and hunts after it, and sometimes the latter comes
forth with its head towards the former, and is
said to be .;j : and sometimes a man hunts
after the :..,;and puts a stick into the mouth of
its hole, and it imagines it to be a viper, and
comes forth head-foremost or tail-foremost, i.e.,

43 j; L,.'.. (TA.)m [The verb is also used
intransitively, a meaning It (a _) put its head
foremost in coming forth from its hole: contr. of

v.~] _- ;l.., inf. n. , I made, or ap-
pointed, him w.JS [i. e. head, chief, commander,
governor, ler, lord, master, prince, or king],
(m, V,) . 1aj ~ L over the people. (J, TA.)

bj - b,

And ,,. I; I14 ,L (M, A,) seen by Az, in

the book of Lth, written r;,, but the former
is the regular form, (TA,) I They made hin eoad,
chief, commander, &c., oer themselves. (M, A.)

5§..f ' ~~j. ,3: I He became made, or ap-
pointed, hed, chief, commander, goveror, ruler,
lord, maWter, prince, or king, over thb pope~;
(, M, A;) as also ;I Y'U,t: (Q :) or both

signify [like .*l LaS W15,] he was, or b*ecae,

.;. [i.e. head, chief, &c.] (g, TA) over the
people. (TA.)

8. .;O.1 .,UfI He, or it, became mounted, or
fixed, upon th head of the thing. (M, TA.*)

In the saying, Ujt XIi JI ,, [e C[H becomes
fixed upon the point of the spear-head, and is

slain], in a verse cited by Th, V'o is for j *';.
(M.) ~ See also 5. 1 I~j ,,UjI He took Zeyd
by the neck, and lowered it to, or towards, the
ground. (g, from the " Nawidir el-Aprb.") 
Hence, t He occupied Zeyd so as to divert his
attention: (Q, from the same:) and ,L I and

'I;;! and L:;!I also signify the same [app. in
the former sense, or perhaps in both senses.]
(TA, from the same.)

,.-tj, (8, M, A, Msb, g,) generally with .,
except in the dial. of Benoo-Temeem, who con-
stantly suppress the ., (Myb,) [The head of a
man and of any animal;] a cer,·tain part of an
animal, (Mqb,) well known: (Myb, I :) masc.,
(Myb, TA,) by common consent: (TA:) and
(O) the highet or uppermowt part, or top, or
summit, (M, A, j,) of a thing, (M,) or of any-
thing; (A, [;) as, for instance, of a mountain,
&c.; (the Lexicons, passim;) and the upper, or
uppermost, part of a valley: (TA: see ; :)
pl. (of pauc., 8, TA) ,j.;, (., M, Msb, 1,) and,

by transposition, ,`1, (M, TA,* [originally ~,.J,

in the L, erroneously, ,.pi,l]) and (of mult., 8,
TA) ' ,. (., M, Myb, , [by some carelessly

written j;,, and by some, allowably, ,.;,])
which is not transposed, and ,.r, which is ellip-
tical. (M, TA.) A poet uses the pl. for the dual,
saying,

0- - ,3ss

[Thle heads of the twro great ones, or old ones, of
them, smite each other with their horns]. (M.)

_--.l.· 1: see. l.-_ E,.,t~J ~ [The day of
the heads] is applied by the people of Mekkeh to
the day callUed ji , because then they eat the
heads of the animals sacrificed. (A, TA.) _

.., . He kised his head: a metonymieal

phrase. (TA.)-,.w!I jk i-oi [lit*,
Such a one rwas sdot by him in the head; mean.
ing,] the turned away from him, and did not
look tomards Aim nor pay any regard or atten-
tion to him, and deemed him troubleom~ (P,

TA.) You say also, ,1,1 j j L..; , mean-
ing, t Tou hast an evil opinion of me (me

so that thou canst not look towards me. (8.)

---' w, : see art. -"- . JJ i A
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.,a't . ,1; U~ t Shl brought forth br children
one ater, or near aftr, another. (lAp, M.)
In like manner you my, Ltlj >9;3 7'; j J ;

. o --- .. L.
th (M,) or wl , L l, (TA,)

t Re had thrw children born to him one after,
or near af.er, another. (M, TA.) And · a.l

4.Il1 1; , IJI1 t Make to this thing to
be [uniform, or] of on woay, or mode, or manner.

(18sk, TA in art. L -..) W% . - LSw

[I have one head oft eap orgoats] : and ' ,..

,i; [ta numbr of head thereof]. (A, TA.) It
is said in a trad. of'Omar, ~,1 1 Ij l ;,

t And make ye the one head two head, by buying
two animals with the price of one, that, when one
dies, the second may remain. (Mgh in art. cjA.)

And you say, ;1_J11 t wL IJ >6 ;j 
[Such a one ties o many head of beast]. ($ in

py,art. bI ~, i ; - .· ;i t[ ive
thou to me a had of garlic, and a cloe thereof]:

and X . & i 1a, ,I C. t [liow many cloves
are tr in thy head of garlic?]. (A,TA.)_

Se-
,,j also signifies The extremity of a thing: or,

as some say, the nmd, or last, thereof (MP, TA.)
[A head, lead-land, cape, or promontory.] -

The hilt of a sword; (A;) and so M ,Sj; (, M,
[1; [in a copy of the A L j;]) or this signifies

its pommel, ($gh, !,) more correctly; (sgh;)
and is also written *i,, but whether for ;1~ or
originally with .S is doubtful. (M.) [From the
first of the above-mentioned significations arise
several others, which are tropical. _ Hence,

,ejJt, ! eIjl tlTe eo nodes of a planet: ee

_ Hence likewise,] at1 is also wSyn. with

u), q. v.infr (M,] .) You ay, 1L1; s.i L

t I do not desire him as a. a 4, i e. hMd, chief,
tc.]. (A.) And it is said in a trad., Aj ,1,,
-1.Jl 1 . >. [Tlhe head, or leader, ofinfidelity
is from the direction of the place of sunri.e]:
indicating that Ed-Dejjil or some other of the
heads of error will come forth in the east. (TA.)

o L
- JLijl v t The capital, or principal, of
property. (Myb, g.) [Hence the avying,]

j ,.i L C :J t She lent me ten [pieces
of money] as a loan whereof the pIincipal was
to be repaid without interest. (Mgh, TA.*) 

sl:n1 ;, U 1W1 t [The rhyn is the principal,
or most esntial, part of the verse]: said by one

of the tribe of'Okeyl, to IJ. (M.)_ - I ,I l 

'4 lA 1 [The principal part, or th beginning,f

rdigion is fear of God]. (A, TA.) _.:JI ., j1
t The beginning of the month. (Mgb.) [And in

like manner, "JIt ,4 t Te beginning, or frst

day, of the yeaor.] _.,' ,, (V, TA,) or
vt ,,j, (so in the C],) [both correct, a will be
seen from what follows,] 1 Th beginrni of the
affair; th first threof. (m , TA.) - 1

5 .& k (" , M,) and howI a, but this
i; less common, (M,) or is a vulgar phrae, not
allowable, ( ~,) i [Rpeat thou to me Ay peech



,.Ob - ib

fr,m the beginning:] mid by a person to one
talking to him. (TA.) One also says to a person

talking to him, mlj , .Js. . [Take thou it from

t beinning] (A.)_.: , t; t1 4, and
*, oh, tThou ort on t point of accom-
plsing tAin affair: (M,TA:) or > 'i;

?i, t. l signifies t thou art at the beginning

of thin hffair; and the vulgar say, 4! I f, --. 

(Q, TA.) _a XjL -1 ;b C>l: oe art. CJ.
-94 uThat was in the

time of such a one; in Ahi life-time: like the
phrse e;JJ J; , i f (TA in at J9.j.)-

s,,Ij also signifies t A numerous and strong com-

pany of people. (Ay, , M, i.) You say, ,, A.&
They are a numerous and strong company of

PeoPle. (F.) And, ;4e 1A t: They are an
army by thAemselvs, not needing any aid. (A,
TA.) 'Amr Ibn-Kulthoom says, (J,)

* L~jabJIjt;; l a JIs L 3.

[as though meaning, With a nunmerous and strong
company of Benoo-Juham-Ibn-lehr, rivth which
nre beat the plains and the rugged tracts]: (?, M:)
but [J says,] I think that he means .;, [i. e.

head, chief, &c.,] because he says & $j., notA..
(v.)

,l,*: see A,,i.

se: we ,d in the middle of the paragraph:
and again, in three places, in the latter part
thereof.

W,$3: ee J;. - Also A camel having no
fatness (d;h) remaining except in the head; (~,

;) and so V jJ, (Q, TA,) incorrectly said in

the 1 to be t., like,Ii ; (TA;)mentioned
by A'CObeyd, from Fr.; (?;) so too t?1.. (1.)

Xj 'i h[it, or hurt, in the Ahead; as also . .
(.) Hence, .j t a sheep or goat, or a e,e
or Ashegoat, hit, or hart, in her head: pL t..j:
(1, M, 1:) you say .*;k. ($,V.)-Having
his head broken, its shin being cleft. (TA.) -
Having his heAad aqffected, or overcome, by the
dieau called ,#L. ; a also ,':: (A:) or
* the latter, a man afflicted with that disease: (M,
TA :*) and t the same, also, a man having a com-
plaint of his head. (TA.) I The head, or
headman, chief, commander, govrnor, raler,
lord, master, prince, or hing, of a people; a per-
son of authority; (?,M,A,* ;) as also VZt

(f, ) and ,?4 [q.v.]; (M,A, ];) and [in
like manner] ,., ,syn. of this lt, iJ15 : ( :)
or ,;; signifies; [or rather signifies also,] a
pernon high in rank or condition: (Mqb :) its pl.
is /'4, (M,M,b,) pronounced by the vulgar
&Cj: (TA:) in El-Yemen, t V is applied to
one who shares the head. (TA in art. ,.,j.)-

. 1 ,~ , (, M, A) gad ?,-S , (M, TA,)

[TAe chief, or leader, of the dogs;] th dog that it,
among the other dogs, as the .j; among a people:
(g:) the chief of te dogs, tat is not pr~ceded by

thAm in the ce. (M, TA.) - i.a. :als t
: [The capital parts of an animal] are, with
physicians, four; (Mgh, TA;) namely, tAe heart,
the brain, the liver, and the taesticl: (Mgh, ]K,
TA:) the first three, because without every one
of them the person cannot exist; and the last,
because privation thereof is a privation of [j
[properly species]: the asrertion that they are
the nose, and the tongue, and the penis, is erro-
neous. (Mgh, TA.)

a , ,m S

,,.; A seller of heads: ( , Mgh, Msb, V :)

#SIj~ , (~, Mgh, Mob,) or .CIj, (I, TA,) with
j and with the relative *S, (TA,) is vulgar, (t,)
or incorrect, (Mgh, ],) or post-classical. (Mlb.)

' One wlio is often made or appointed, or
who often becomes, ; [i. e. head, chief, &c.].
(Ig, TA.)

1;5 [(act part. n. of 1.] 1; i-41i, (M,)

or i;l;, (TA,) A bitch that takes the object of
the chase by the head. (M, TA.) And [in like
manner] V ,,4i as4 A bitch that springs upon
the head of the object of the chae. (TA.)

il~ also signifies Anything elevated, or rising
aboe the part or parts adjacent to it. (M, TA.)

The head (t?,.,) of a vaUey: (M,TA:) pl.
I.j, (TA,) which signifies the upper, or upper-

most, parts of valleys. (V, TA.)_~, 54.,
(M,) or S,;, (TA,) and t?..,!, (M,) tA cloud
.ec?ding the other clouds: (M: [but perhaps
a4., in the copy of the M from which this is
taken is a mistake for ,a, i.e. clouds:]) pl.

.,tjj. (,* TA.) - See also ;j, in two
places.

, : see ,;, 'in two places.

~,r, Having a large had; (S, M, A, Mgh,
;;*) applied to a man, (., A, Mgh,) and to a

sheep or goat, (S, TA,) and to a stallion; (TA;
[but JI., there, is perhaps a mistake for 3.5 ;])

as also * ~.ftj; (8, M, A, ;) which is likewise
applied to a man, (;, A,) and to a stallion, (TA,)

but not to a sheep or goat; (ISk, ;) and z,j;
(TA in art. ^,;) and *wl3j; (M., TA ;) ap-
plied to a stallion; (TA;) and ? j.: (K,*

TA:) fem. of the first, .W . (M.) - Also ;*twl
A ewe, (S, M, ],) or she-goat, (M,) having a
black head (A'Obeyd, , M, O) and face, (, M,
1,) tha rest of Aher being wohite. (8.)

,* ,.I9., incorrectly written in the ]~ ;!,,

like ,;_E;, (TA,) i. q. , J", . [app. meaning
A head strong to butt, or knock, against other
heads]: pl. h *r4

S (1,TA,) or

(CO ;) and t? ,.' [signifies the same].
(,* TA.)

c10!: wee -- j&.
L;> A [lizard of the kind called] 4. coming

forth from his hole having his headforemost: op-

posed to . (TA.)_,_ .!Thelio. (1.)

.rlr A horse that bitea the hAad. of otAer
hoArse rhen running with taem in a race: (M,

:·) or [so in some copies of the ]g, but in othlers
"and,"] that takes precedence of the other horses
in a race. (,* TA.) - See also a , ·

: see ., in four places: and see

,,jI. - Also One whose desire (;,Z) is in /is
head only. (Fr, ggh, V.) t Subjects [of a

sj]. (~.)
51 : see _J.1;: aand ,. ~Also One

holding back (Sgh, from the party [to which Ae
belongs] (Sgh, TA) in jiglt, or battle. ($gh, IV.)

1. 4 Jj, (AZ, T, S, M, O, g,) aor. '; (AZ,
T, S, O ;) and Jj, (AZ, T, 8, M, K,) aor. '-;

(AZ, T, $ ;) and 0;; (AZ, 9, M, O, k ;) inf n.

iUt and i 1l (AZ, T, S, M, O, g) and Olj (AZ,

8, g) and .1, (O,) the first and second being

inf. ns. of J., [or the first is of Jl,] and the
third being inf. n. of .. ;, (AZ, S, O,) and the
fourth being of .jI; (O ;) said of God, (],) and
of a man; (AZ, T, S.;) [(Ie pitied, or com-
pasionated, him: or he pitied him, or comn-
pastionated hin, tenderly; or in the utmost

degree; or most tenderly: for] ~l is syn. with

,..: (Fr, T, M, IC:*) or it denotes a more
special and more tender affection than 4..; (T;)
or the utmost degree thereof; (., ;) or the
most tender thereof: (s :) and j.1 [in the CK

15, as before, and in Freytag's Lex. ;1;t,] and
_jl; signify the same: ( :) [thle right rcadihe
here appears to be 1j; (for it is said in the ]V in
art. ss, that J;lj, aor. -1 , is a dial. var. of

1, or. * .;) and Ji.l is-doubtful; (for it is
not there mentioned ;)] or JI1, inf. n. Jj;, sig-
nifies i'a [he, or it, was, or became, still, &c.];
and ,.j is a dial. var. thereof [signifying thus];
and is not from j. syn. with Au/. (M in
art. > .)

j (M, O, 1) and V Jt1 and S,; (1) and
* _.3j) [which is the most common of all] and
v J. (T, ~, M, 0, 1) are epithets from the
verbs above: (T, , M, 1 :) [the first from 4j~,
like,.L from 'A; the second from ; and
the third from jS; signifying Exercising, or

having, the affection termed ljt, i. e. pity, or
compa#ion; &c.; pitying, or compauionating;
&c.; or pitifuid, or compassionate; &c.: the fourth
and fifth having an intensive signification; vry
piti.ful or compasoate, &c.: or] the first and
fourth and fifth all signify the same, i. q. .~.:

(]:) [and V 1J6 J huas a similar (most probably
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an intensive) signification; as appears from what
hero follows :] in the saying [of a poet],

,5 ; ..-

[app. meaning And thI Lord of thI empyrean
mat, or is, to ua, very merciful], by the last word

is meant lejlI, [jl;l being] like .j..cl [and

gj1, q. v.]. (M.) _..s1 also signifies lVine;
(0, 15;) and b1; is a dial. var. thereof (TA in
art. Oj.)

'.. : see the next preceding paragraph.

.j. s: ee __ - ijjl iis one of the epithets
applied to God; meaning _,J! [The Merciful:
or rather it has an intensive signification, i. e.
Tit Very MIerciful]. (T.)

A ' see Jll.

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and
TA to whicl I have had access.]

J,J
10. W ..)l Jt,.I Thie young ostrichcs became

big, or advanced in age; syn. 'frt5, (O,) or
;.ji , (so in one of my copies of the 8, in the
other zo- [which is a mistranscription],) or
tjo, .. . (1: so in my MS. copy and in
the Cl1.)-And [hence,] t1 Jjl Id t Tlhe
plant, or herb, became tall; likened to the neck
of the young ostrich. (?, 0, 1.)

J,l The young one of the oatrick: (T, S, M, g:)
or a young oatrich in itsfirst year, or a year old:
(M, 1:) it occurs in a verse of Imra-el-geys
written Jlj, without.: (M:) fern. with : (9, M,
1:) pl. (of pauc., TA) Jjj; (g,TA, [in the
TT, as from the M, written Jl,t, probably for

1j,]) and (of mult., TA) 'Wi5 and 0j (;, M,

1> and iij. (M, H.) .. [Hence,] J1il [which
seems to be the most common of the pls.] t Cer-
tain stare: (S, Igh, V1:) [probably certain small
start in the neighbourhood of those called..iil,
or oft/hoJ called 1 I.I' J (in CCtu), and regarded
as tke young ones of these.] . [Iience also,]

IS J4 ? He was, or became, light of intellect,
lightwitted, or irresolute. (? and Z and TA in
art. J.) And ,1 jj tI rwas, or became,
affected with sadnem, or disquietude of mind, like
the young ostrich by reason offear, or fright; a
phrase like % . z1JL. meaning "They were

frightened, and fled." (M.) And.t I $ They

perished, or died. (TA.) And Jil ;_ tHe
was, or becam,firighktened. (QIjam p. 179.)

jig and Vt 3 .;, (A, T, ,M, , [the latter in
the C15 Jjl,]I) with . accord. to I9k, and with-
out . accord. to A'Obeyd, (M, TA,) The laver of
a AorsC (Ay, ISk, T, M, 1C, TA) or similar beast,
(18k, T,) tAat dr~ from him: (TA :) or Ahi

J1 -I.*

froth, orfoam: 0(:) accord. to Lth, j;j [q. v.
in art. ~J, thus without .,] signifies the spittle of
a horse or similar beart. (T.) Also the former,
(M,) or V the latter, (1,) A redundance in [the
number of] the teeth of a horse or similar beast:
(M, 1:) but Ay denies that these two words have
this meaning. (T. [See what next follows.])

.l1; and t 1;, accord. to Lth, signify A tooth
that grows to a horse or similar beast, preventing
him from drinking [with case] and from [eating
in the manner termed] .i : and accord. to En-
Nanr, [the pl.] jsl.j signifies small teeth that
grow at the roots of the large teeth, and excavate
the roots of the latter so that these fall out: (T:)
but As disallows this (TA. [See also art. Jj:
and see the latter sentence of the next preceding
paragraph])

iil;: see the next preceding paragraph.

J,g,J: see Jlb, in two plaees.

&L1, ia;I An ostrich having JOt [or young
onejl. (M, .)

'J13 .l;j. He (a man, 6) passed along quickly.
(s, 1.)

1. tj -J;;, (T, 6, M, 1V,) aor.:, (T,) inf n.

otjj (T, 8, M, 1g*) and Alj (M, 1*) and r.1b ,
(TA,) She (a camel) loved, (T, Si) or affected,
or inclined to, and kept to, or clave to, (M, 1,)
her young one. (T, ?, M, ].) And t,/t *. is
also said of a she-camel [as meaning Shie makes a
shore of affection with her nose, by smelling her
young one; not having true love]. (S, M, g, all
in art. jl; &c. [See.ljl'., and see also o,, 1])
A poet says,

. j,ii ,,, " ' '"" ·- 0 *

or 'Wj or LeWj, accord. to different relaters:
[i. e. Or how7 profits what she that smells a young
one but refuses to yield her milk to it givew, (the
,. in L4 being redundant,) showing affection
w/ith the nose, (accord. to the first reading,)
or a showing of affection witA the nose, (ac-
cord. to the second and third readings,) when
there is niggardlinessu ith the milk?] he who
says :o1j uses this word as an inf. n.: he
who says iL.3 makes it a substitute for Le:
and he who says )L4J makes it a substitute for
the 6 [in 4]. (M.).-[Hence,] _Jrjl j S He
loved the iling, (S, 1[, TA,) and (S, 1, TA)
kept, or clam, to it. (S, M, J, TA.) One says,

1 .%I l O.;, :-; t:[The three stones rAereon
the cooking-pot was placed clae to the ashes]:
as though the ashes were theiryoung. (T, g, TA.)

.. And .tn ,, inS . D. J .(AZ, T, ?, M)

and-.I, (M, 5,) 2The wound coalsced, or closd;
(AZ, T, Q, TA;) the mouth of the wound drew
together, or closd, preparatively to healing.
(M, ]g, TA.) ..- l, (T, M, M , ) aor. -,

(T, ,) inf. n. j, (Tt M,) tse repaired (T, ;,
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M, ,) a crack, or fissure, (M,) or a bowl, (T, 1g,)
or a crack, or fissure, of a bowl: (?:) like 3..:
(T, M :) so says Esh-Sheyb/nee: and (I .[ ;
signifies the same; for] he cites the following
verse:

., ii ... .. .J.. 

· * l.:;9Z t 5; :,:3 · . a
[And slain men in a winding tract of sand of
Umdreh, (a certain water, or mountain, of
Temeem,) that had been mutilated, broke hearts
of which the rifts have not been repaired].
(8, TA.) - And HI twmisted a rope hard, or
strongly; as also .iV.l. (M, g1)

3: see the last sentence but one above.

4. i l e... I He made the ahe-camel to affect,
or incline to, (ISk, T, , h1,) her -, [q. v.],

(ISk, T,) or the ,.i, (v,) or one that irma not Ahr
yoNng one: (g :) or tsi; ie i he made
her to affect, or incline to, her young one. (M.)

- [Hence,] Ar t 5; I,l;I, (ISk, T,) or on,
::,. (M, ,) tHe compels d hi,n against his
will to do the thing: (ISk, T, M, 1 :) and so
.- il. (T. ) And L i u1 u.lj t He, or
it, caused him to want such a thing. (AA, TA in
art. i) - A,Jl ., (inf. n. A T,) t lIe
dresed, or treated curatively, the wound, (T, $,
M, .K,) in order that it might heal, or close, (S,)
or so that it closed. (M, .) _- See also 1, last
sentence.

5. l j kl& % ,~,3, said of a she-camel, i. q.

dl -%i.. [app. meaning, as quasi-lpass. of
Aic t, She was made to affect, or incline to,
her young one]. (TT, from the M. [There written
J14, which is, in my opinion, a mistransecrip-

tion.])- _ ..! i q. cl& .. [I pitied, or
compassionated, him; or did so much; or affected,
or exprssed, pity, or companion, or much pity or
companion, for him; or expreussed a wish that
God would have mercy on him]. (g, TA.)

[8;. Ojl, said by Golius to signify It (a
wound) cloud, or became consolidated, as on the
authority of the $ and 1, I do not find in any
copy of either of those lexicons, nor in any other
lexicon.]

.1.
.. j A sh-camer' young onw; .(T, $ ;) accord.

to IA': (T:) or a she-camel's young one which
she affects, or to which she inclines: (M:) and,

($, M,) accord. to Lth, (T,) i. q. [whlichl has
the former of the meanings above, but more com-
monly signifies a skin of a young unweaned camel
stuffed with straw or with panic gras or witA
dry herbage, to which a he. camel is made to
incline when her young one has died; it being
brought near to the mother of a young camel
that has died, in order that she may incline to it
and yield her milk]: (T, 8, M, 1 :) or a young
one to which h tha is not its mother is made to
incline. (T.)

.- - t [evidently, I think, a mistrans-

cription, for V,.;, which is also written;. ,]
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I Such a one is abject, or ignominious; content to
endure injury. (TA.)

.3 [The antilope lucoryz, or white antelope;]
an antelope (di) that is purely whitc; (T, [in
which only the pL is mentioned,] ., M, ,;) so
aecord. to A,; (T, ;) and AZ says the like;
(T i) ihabing the sand.: (A4, T, .:) or, a
some say, the young on# of t [here app.
meaning gazelle]: the fem&le is caleled i>>:
(M:) pl. ,.1b! (T, $, M, ]) and ;l; (M,] ;)
the latter pl. formed by tranposition. (M.)
[Whether the Hebrew DN2 or 1N4 or 1

mean the same animal as the Ara bic ,J i
doubtful.] - [Hence,] .,A) Z ,, 'The
beautful, or pretty, women paed, or Met, by
us: so called by way of comparison. (TA.)

.,,(, (, TA,) or,, thus accord. to Kr, with
Jl, (M,) i. q. r.~91 [The podex, or the anus]:
(Kr, M, ]:) [said to be] the only word of its

measure except J3.l, which means "a certain
small beast." (M. [But see this last word.])

L 1 7The fj [i. e. bead, or the like, that is
trorn as an amulet, and] that is [held to be] a
cause of loe, or affection. (g[.)

0-.. 
L,j~ Glue, with wAich a thing is stuck: (.:)

accord. to the 1], [following A 'Obeyd, (see art.
..,J,)] it is L, only, without : but Tb mentions
it with, also; and both are correct. (MF, TA.)

;tl Slara: (T, J4:) like jIj. (T.) [See
also .lj:, in art. .jj.]

;is;:see j;. _Also t A ewe, or she-goat,
(EI-Umawee, T, g, ],) tAt is y familiar,
(,) that lick the clothe of Aim whAo pas by
her. (El-Umawee, T, , 1.) - See also ..

,31;, (T, M,) or 41;l, (,) or both, (],) and
?..jj;, (T, ?, M, ],) [but the lust has probably
an intensive signification,] A she-camel that low,
(T, 1,) or affects, or inclines to, and keeps to, or
ekaves to, (M, ]g,) her young oe, (T, ., M, 1,)
or tha youg one of anotAhr: if she do not so, but

nsmells it, and does not yield her milk to it, she is
termed i~ : so says A 'Obeyd, on the authority
of Ay: (T: [see the former of the two verse
cited in the first pamgraph of this art.:]) the pl.
of ;;51j iselj; ~. (TA.)_ Hence, .,jll signi-
fies X The thr ston whron the cooking-pot is
placed; what are caled ,Jl; (T, M, 1], TA;)
that haw remaiUd claWng to tahe ashe: (T, 1 :)
because of their cleaving to the ashes: (M:) the
a hes being as though they were their young.
(T, .)

A,i-,

4. .Sll, in one of its enses belonging to this
at.: see a in the art. next following.

e.g.

;1,l: see the next art., in which it is mentioned
in the 1.

Si)
~-* (8, M, &c.,) for which some say l;, [sup-

preuing the and the t,] (M,) and some my
.5, (T in art. 19, and M and V in nrt. 0j,) like
Jla, (TA in the latter art.,) formed by trans-
position, (T in art. i,) first pers. ., (M,
Myb, , &c, ,) for which some say .0, with-
out ., (T, Q, M,) but the former is that which is
general and preferred, (T, M,) aor. , (T, .,
M,) for which $l, agreeably with the root, is
said by none except [the tribe of] Teym-er-
Ribab, (T, M,) or by such u require this form
in poetry, (8,) ea pers. fem. sing. and pi., alike,

;**, so that you say L~ [with an affixed
pronoun], and if you will you may say Lj>j3,
incorporating one 0 into the other by teshdeed,
(.,) imperative and ;1, (AZ, T, ., M,) the
people of El-Hij saying ;, dal , pl. mase.
ljj and fem. X s, and Teym saying ;1! &c.,
(T, M,) inf. n. Qij (T, , M, M,b, 15) and . ,
(T, M, ]:,) the former being altered to &)3 and

·a ·IS
then to aj and then to ij, (T, M,) and Lt lj
(T, 8, 0) and 5;.;, (8, M, ], [in the C idj,])
like Al1 [in measure], (S,) in which the i is not
necessarily a restrictive to unity, (M,) and .l!
(lg [but this I do not find elsewhere]) and X .,
(Lb, M, TA,) for which last we find in the copies
of the V1 Xj) , (TA,) He saw [a person or
thing] with the eye: (.:) in this sense the verb
hs [only] one objective complement: (Q, Mb :)

you say, 41;j (T, M, M 9b, 1) and 9r, l,
(T, M, V],) for which some say °;;l, (T, M,)
and t 1a;l, (T, M, :,) for which some say 4;31,
(T, M,) all signifying the same, (T, M, :,) I
anw him, or it, (a person and a thing, Msb) with

the eye; (T, M, M 9b, ], TA;) [or so,] and also,
with the mind (M and V: in relation to the first,
and ]5 in relation to alL) ;3j is of several sorts:
(TA:) first, it signifies The seeing with the eye:
(M, K, TA:) and with what sers~for the same
purpoe as the organ of ight; as in the saying in
the lur [i. 106],/ k; jiii L ;;J3
[And Say thou, Work ye, for God will see your
work]; because the sense of sight cannot be attri-
buted to God: (TA:) [and similar to this is the

phrase, Ij..L h kSlj Be saw in him such a

thing: and l. * I. Hs b S e e ern from
him wuch a thing.] Secondly, The seeing by sup-
poition, or f~acy; as in the saying, OI S.;
,j. 6lr [(I suppose, or fancy, that Zeyd is

going away]. (TA.) Thirdly, The seeing by re-
fleection, or consideration; ua in the saying [in

the ]ur viii. 60], O.L *p i$ s L [Verily
I se by relection, or conseration, what ye se
not]. (TA.) Fourthly, The seeing with the mind,
or mentaly; [the opining, or ju ging, a thing;

a sense in which the in£. . j$5 is more com-
monly used;] (M,* g,* TA;) as in the saying

in the gur [liii 11], 1iJ t; Uji ,j, it [Thce
heart did not belie what Ah mmtally aw]. (TA.)
[Of these meanings, other em here follow; with

exs. of similar meanings.)] _ An ex. of l; for
occurs in the saying of a poet,

[Who has sen tah lik of Maaddn the son of

Ya.yd? the measure being 3l', with the first
foot reduced to .;1 ] (M.) i d _Jl

.rl, for .j;, altered in the manner explained
above, [meaning Prais be to God for th seing
of thee,] (M, ],`) is a saying mentioned by
IAr. (M.) 4j3 lgy~ means [Fast ye] at Ath
time of seeing it; [referring to the new moon of
Ramadin ;] i. e., when ye ee it. (Mgh.) In the
phrase l.U 3 l;, [I sam him standing], 3U is
in the accus. case as a denotative of state. (M9 b.)

j)3 31Lai J .NJ U LS1l [My eye ama (lit. my
eye's seeing) Zeyd do that] is held by 8b to be an
instance of an anomalous use of an inf. n., and
is [said to be] the only instance of the kind,

among inf ns. of trans. verbs except ; .
(M, TA: but in a copy of the former wnrtten

;c and Sizl _L ) tlSIJ A lj means
[I sam him, or it,] rwhere thAe eye, or sight, fell
upon him, or it. (TA.) 'iJl L p [lit. With
some eye I will awuredly mee thee] is a saying
mentioned by AZ as meaning haten thou, (j,l
thus in copies of the 8 and in the TA, or J U as
in one copy of the 8,) or work thou, ($!; thus
in two copies of the .,) andl be as though I were
looking at thee: (., TA:) it is said to one whom
you send, and require to be quick; and means
paume not for anything,for it is as though I were

looking at thee. (TA in art. XS.) i QI gl'
t4 1 7The place faced [or (as we say) looked

upon] tlhe place, as though seeing it, (M, TA,) is
tropical: (TA:) [and in like manner you say,]
jl) Li ¢j1 : My house faces [or look upon]

his hous. (T, IAth, TA.) -_ 1j .4.. -- 
[He sam, i.e. fancied that Ae saw, in his sleep, a
vision, or dream]. (., Myb, 1.) _-_ - jl
lJS [Hast thou not considered such a thing, so
as to be admonished thereby?] is a phrase used
on an occasion of wonder (lAth, ], TA) at a
thing, and in rousing the attention of the person
to whom it is addressed; as in the saying in the
gur [ii. 2 44 ],, , e - - --
[Hast thou not conidered tho waho went forth
from their hous, so as to be admonished by
their case?]; meaning, hast thou not wondered
at their act, and has not their case come to thy
knowledge ? and so in other instances in the
same: (lAth, TA:) Er-RIghib says that, when

lj is made trans. by means of Jl, it denotes
consideration that leads to the becoming admo-
nished. (TA.) In like manner also, (lAth, :,)

AlI;l and 1,1 and ; l, (T, IAth, ,) and
to a woxan .al, and to a pl. number of women

*X11, (T,) [which may be lit. rendered HJast
thou, and hae ye two, &e., co~idered?] are ex-
preuions used to arouse attention, (lAth, TA,)
meaning tel thou me and tell ye two me &c.;
(T, IAth, .;) as in the saying in the lgur
[(xvii. 64], , c ~ 1 I" jk;il JU [He

A

1
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mid, Hast thou cosuidered? meaning tell ae,
respeting tAis whon Thou haat honoured above

me]; and in the same [vi. 40 and 47], .; I jj
.i C;.IJ. , ,Bi O, [Say thou, Have ye con-
idered ? meaning tell m, if the punishment of
God come upon you]; and occurring without the
a) in other places thereof: (IAth, TA:) you say

0*. -·frf · ·. O.05..
also, 1atJ -.1 and t.rj ilglt, meaning Tell
thou me [respecting Zeyd]: (Mgh:) and for
4jl) and .qji [&c.] some say -C and Ji;&:
(.:) the pronunciation without . is the more
common: the Z. in a 1Xxb &c. is always with
fet-l; and accord. to the grammarians of accre-
dited science, the j in these eases is redundant;
(T;) [i. e.] it is a particle of allocution, to corro-
borate the pronoun [;., which it therefore imme-
diately follows in every case, distinguishing the
genders and numbers by its own variations, which
are the same as those of the pronominal affix of
the second person]: (Bd in vi. 40 :) [IHsh says,]
the correct opinion is that of 8b; that the ;. is
an agent, and the J is a particle of allocution:

(Mughnee in art. . :) but sometimes ;dJ! &Ce.

mean !a Ci. O" J &c.; the ..0 being in this
case an objective complement [and the verb being
differently rendered according, as it has not, or
has, a second objective complement, as is shown
here by what precedes and what follows]. (T.)
In .j~l, also, [from ' kSI, not from ,,] mean-

ing ,A1 [i.e. "%1, Thinhest thou?], the pro-
noun [as some term it, but properly the final
particle,] is [a particle of allocution] like that in

41b! in the lur vi. 40 and 47 [cited above;
and in the same sense as this latter phrase, bl.t;
is used, as meaning tell thou me]. (/Iar p. 570.)

When 51j means He knew, (9, Mob,) or he
thought, (Mqb,) it has two objective complements:
($, Mb :) or when it has two objective comple-
ments, it necessarily means knowing [or the like].
(Er-Rlgghib, TA.) [Tn this case, Oj may be ren-
dered He saw, or knew, him, or it, to be: and
he thowught, or judged, or held, him, or it, to be;
or he regarded, or held, him, or it, as.] You
say, ot 1..t,:j £.i, ($, Mob,) or t , (M,)
I kn [or #aw Z&yd to be larned, or for.
bearing]; (9, M, Mfb ;) as though seeing him to
be so with the eye: (M :) and I thought him
[&c.] to be so. (Myb.) In like manner, also,
I e! ~ signifies I thought him, to be. (]1ar

p. 211.) L4S j' oiSl ; :a .;,,;A in the iur
[iii. ll], means They [who were the unbelievers]
thinking them [who were fighting in the cause of
God] twice as many as they, according to the
evidence of the sight of the eye. (TA.) The pass.
form of isl has [only] one objective complement:

you say, 'IJ% X..j, meaning Zeyd was thought

[to be intelligent]: (TA :) and li .1 , with
the verb in the pas. form, means lul CI [ie.
,j-l, He whom I am thought to be; if from

o;: or e Jl LqJl, what 1 think, if from t I:
it is often used in the latter sense]. (Myb.)_

You ay also, l1 PI 1 .l 1 I [He formd, or
held, an opinion, or a pern~asion, or a belief,

Bk. I. 

respecting the affair, or case]: (MNb:) and so

.iAhl L [in the wciese of the law]. (;.) And
;t1i tjI That to which I take, or which Ihold, a

my opinion, or peuaon, or belief. (Myb.) And

3;i'1 bj S o~ Such a one hold, or beie~ ,
the tenets, or belief, of the l., [a certain sect of
schismatics; pL of L,]. (M.) When LI; is
[thus] used as meaning He held, or believed, it
has [only] one objective complement. (Myb.)-
b; . ', (T, g, TA, [mentioned also in the V in
art. L. 3, in which art. in the C] it is written

. '9J,]) and L. cg3 ', and L; 3, and L ji it
(T, TA, [in copies of the g L ;31, which I
think a mistranscription, and for which is put in
the TA, as on the authority of IAyr, U .3 31,
app. a mistranscription of a mistranscription, i. e.
of . j3 jI,]) and tL .J, (T, V1, TA,) in this
last case with 3 [only, agreeably with a general
rule], are forms of expression meaning l 'y
[i. e., virtually, Above all, or especially]: 5T; ],
TA:) you say, J tC 3 'J *j i il and

i t and ;*W CI .j [i.e. Verily he i bad,
or bans, or wiched; and above all, or apecialy,
such a one: ijJ i L; ),or j La j,3

properly meanihg ; *.ql o .$ -J 
and thou wilt not see the like of him who is such
a one; jA and being understood: and in like
manner are to be explained the other forms of
expremsion here mentioned]: in all of these forms,
,'J is in the nom. case: all are mentioned by

Lb, on the authority of Ks. (T, TA.) - 1'" is
also said of a woman, as meaning She saw what
is termed ia Il and lI1, i. e., a little yellowtess
or whiten~u or blood on the oecasion of mentrua-
tion. (M.) a_ ; [from ;ij] I hit, or hurt,
(f, M, Myb, ]g,) or struch, orsmote, (Er-Rlghib,
TA,) hiMs 4 [or lungs]: (f, M, Myb, g, Er-
Raghib:) ad so ;j. (Myb.)_ And .
He had a complaint of his ? [or lungs]; (M;)

as.be ,,sb'1. #,c *0.)"
as also r 'q1.1. (TI g.) _ l ;' I stuck, or
J;e, a banner, or standard, (T in art. Jj, and
] in the preent art.,) into the ground; (TA;)
as also t j4l, (T, ],) as some say: (T:) the
latter is mentioned by Lbh; but [ISd says,] I
hold that it is anomalous, and is properly only
V;41. (M in art. S, and TA.)-*ll SI
[like Uj~ and jj] The .j [or picce of wood
for ~ cing fire] becme kindled. (Kr, M, V.)
_ And .0% 1 C-ib · A~in the ,.;j. (M, ])

. b,, inc n. 4i, I edfor him, or to him,
(AZ, T, ?,) or I sowed, or prented, to him.
(M, ],) or I withheld, or retained, or retricted,
for him, [i. e.for his ue,] (AZ, T,0n ,* M, O,)
the mirror, in order that he might look in it,
(AZ, T, C, ,) or in order that he might see him-
sdf in it; (M ;) u also awd l · . (M.) _
See also 3.

3. ;, (M, ( ,) inf. n. a and %, (M,)
Ifaced, so that I saw, Aim, or it; (M,i;) as
also ? !;P". (M.) - Also, inf. s. as above,

[I acted hypocritically, or withA imltation,
tomards him;] I pretended to him that I was
otherwise than I really was; (M, g ;*) u also

4, lj, inf. n. a5,): ( :) both are mentioned by
Fr: (T:) [accord. to J,] 'Ol >i --;, o

inf. n. njI,, and #,';, inf. n. 1,, the
latter formed by transposition, [which indicates,
though written as above in my copies of the ?,
that we should read. l;, inf. n. 1~1,] signify
the same: (?:) [but it is said in the Mgh that
QlI (perhaps thus written for tl;) in the sense of
E;ij is a mistake: and] .l; signifies [he acted
ostentatiously; i. e.] he did a deed in order that
men might see it: (Mgh:) or i,'j signifies the
making a show of what one does to men, in order
that they may ee it and think Ull of it: and
the acting othaern than for the sake of God:
(Myb, TA:) and it is said in the S to be a subst.
[as distinguished from an inf. n.; but why so, 1
do not see]. (TA.) Hence, in the ]~ur [cvii. 6],

Ojt.& '.iJ IVho act hypocritically; when
the believers pray, praying with them, pretending
to them that they follow the same way [of reli-
gion] as they: (M, TA:) or who make a shom of
their works to men, in order to be praised by
them. (BO.) And a, 3i ji;l 5.; C. He who
does a deed in order that men may see it, God
nrill expose his doing so on the day of resurrection.

(Mgh ) And ;ai~j. J.j j;ii [He did that
in order to make others to see it and Amr of it].
(S.) [See also 4.] - In the saying of EI-Farezdat,
satirizing a people, and charging one of their
women with that which is not comely,

· -- -a. -- 
· Us . csL~ WX w

m

a

[And he passed the night thinking her chate,
when her two anklets had run to us with that for
wnhick I was tihaful], by AiW [(with Ui.~
following it] he means l;; 4 ', i.e.

kag&; and by (Ut U ; he mean ; l Il

t-±b ;. (T.) - &I;Jj also signi-
fies I comulted with Aim; or asked his counsl,

or advie: (T, V :*) and ksljl ~ ' ;l I
consulted him, or asked Ais counsel, or advice,
rpecting the opinion. (T, I l.) 'Imrin Ibn-
I[iWin says,

· .L[Wi . .· o

i.e. [And if ask thy counal, or admce, thou
proo tes to w, with Aonety on thy part
towards us, owrning that] respecting wAich we
ask thy co or adrice. (T.)

c ; ' aj, (IAr, T, 8, M, ],) originally

;l"l, (f,) in£ n. kl'l (8b, IA4r. T, M, V) and
ll, (IA4r, T) and :1l, (gb, IAr, T, M, !,) [the

last originally l"J,] the i in the first inf. n. being
a substitute [for tbe suppresed l, and in like
manner in the seeond], and the last inf n. being
without any substitution, (8b, M,) [I mode Ahim
to me tAe thing; i.e. Io d Aim th thing:]
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you ay, ) L- [tI Ishmer d him the thisg,
and he asm it. ) e also . Aboo-'Amr

read "I ,L ;t, [in the lgr ii. 122, for iUJi, 1. e.
Aow Tou to me our rdligiou rits and cwe-
moie of th pilgrimge, or our places me,r
thor rite and ceeonir are to be prformed,]
which is anomalous. (M.) - One says alto,

y'jA btj J. , meaning God showed men by
[the example of] such a one punishment and
destruction: (]g:) or God shored by [the ex-
ample of] such a one that wrhich mould cause his
enemy to rejoice at Ahi misfortune: a saying of
the Arabs: (T in art. jSj:) said only in relation

to evil. (Sh, TA.) - And ;GLt .if Give thou,

or hand thou, to me the thing. (M, TA.) - j

in the sense of.;i; [as meaning He made such a
one to know a thing, or person, to be, u in the

saying, tLh" E 1,; t I made Zeyd to
knovw 'Anr to be going aroay, which may be
rendered I showred Zeyd that 'Amr was going
anay,] requires (as this ex. shows] three objective
complements. (M, and B4 in iv. 100. [See I'AP,
p. 117.]) . This is not the case in the saying in

the lgur [iv. 106], Aw1 11)1. ,.WI e .;

(M, B! ;) for here it has but two objective com-
plements, namely, the J) in JJI1, and the sup-

pressed ,ronoun l in bl;: it is in this instance

from ' ltOl in the sense of ;.i;;l: (M :) the
meaning is, [That thou mayest judge between
men] by means of that rohiich God hath taught

thee, syn. aiL, (Ksh, Bd,) or lk;L, (Jel,) add
revealed to thee. (Ksh, B.) - See also 1, in
the latter half of the paragraph, in two places, in

which the pass., ij, is mentioned. - Llj [as
an intrans. v., preserving the original form, inf. n.

:l, as below,] re looked in the mirror; (T,I ;)

and so X1>#1 as I s51; *nd t;! vIsj (T, M,

]:) or .i signifies he (a man) looked at his
face in the mirror or in tha noord: ( a:) and
ijl J YjI5V he looked at his face in the
.ater; the doing of which is forbidden in a trad.;

of the measure ~i3 [from iWll]; mentioned

by Sb; like ij from ,jI, and

from 0.J,, nd j. from O* -JI. (M.) -
le (a man) had many dreanu. (T, ') -
lie moved his eyelids, (lg,) or made much motion
with his eyes, (T,) in looking: (T, ]:) you say,

d.p~ v,, (TA,) and t jp . (T,
TA.*) - He acted (T, ]p) U, or righteously,
(T,) in order to make others me what he did,
and hAr of it. (T, !.) [See also S.] . He
pbse~d, or became poesemd of, intlligence
(V, TA) and jdgment and forecast: (TA:)
inf. . 1;l. (1, TA. [The inf. n. is mentioned
with this signification, in the ], app. because it
ia the at there explained, and therefore a apply-
ing to the verb in all its eases.]) .And Hr

ald t appearance, or vd~n , qffoo4~eu,

or upidiy,' i ibface: (T,., TA: [the words
by whih Aa explaim this meaning ame
ot_,1 T 4; j Ii , aeowr to one copy
of the T; in mother apy of the camj, 411:

the TA follows the formr rading: but the right

reading is 'j-)I; mentioned in the T, thus cor-
rectly written, in art. I)j; in the f, in the preseat
art.; and in the M, in art. 1, which i its proper
art., and therefore the proper art. of the verb in
the sense thus explained:]) thus it bears two
contr. meanings. (1. [But it is added in the
TA that this requires consideration. ) - Also
He had what is termed a J,j, of the jinn, or
genii; (T, 1, TA;) i.e., a foUlowr, of the jinn.
(TA.) - And HefoUowed the opinion, or belif,
of some one, or more, of the lawynrs T, TA) in
the science of the lta. (TA.) - ZIjI~ said of a
she-camel and of a ewe or she-goat, (M,) and of
any female in a state of pregnancy, except a solid-
hoofed animal and a beast of prey, Her wdd'.
showed lwr to be pregnant: (M, 1 :) and in like
manner it is said of a woman: (M:) or, said of
a ewe or she-goat, she was, or became, big in hAr
udder: ( :) and accord. to IAlr, said of a she-
goat, she was, or became, swoUlen in htr vulva,
and her being so became apparent, or evident.

(M.) And k$9; said of a man, lis ewe, or shlt-
goat, was, or became, blach in, hr udder. (T.)

See also 1, in two places, near the end of the
paragraph. [It is also said in the 1 and TA

that Sl, said of a camel, means -.. il
^;'- rls; in the C~1 ,.il; and in the TA
this is said to be on the authority of En-Nadlr:
but in a copy of the T, I find it stated, on the
authority of ISh, (i. e. En-Nadr,) that 'jwl (i. e.
'I;1) signifies 'i . ,·ut "'I .5L1: in
another copy of the T, on the authority of En-

Nadr, that 'lJI (a mistranscription for ;,11) signi-
flea ..;lJ. Ll: and it is added that
the epithet applied to a camel is !. (as in one

copy, i. e. t ,.¶j,, and thus it is written in the
TA, but in the other copy of the T t.., an

obvious mistranscription); and to camels, ,.,ff,.
0 g.# · w$·

(as in one copy, for 1, i.e. j,in the other
copy of the T erroneously written ;i", and in
the TA .A1 1 ,.): therefore the verb is evidently

J,l, in the pas. form, in£. n. lhl; and I think

that the correct explanation is ;L ..!
app. meaning Hip mvu.z mu thin, or lean, by

nature: see art. a: nd see also 51* below.]

t ;I ,4 ~gl5j3: see , in the former halfof

the paragraph. _ - q !: see the paigraph
here following.

13. (TA.) And ' ,t4.J1 L;, (~,TA,) in
the ]ur [xxvi. 61], (TA,) The two bodis of
peoplsam w ac oter: (8:) or approaed and
faced each other o that eahwau abl to mtha
other. (TA.) And 4.' We met and saw each
otAher. (A'Obeyd, T.) See ao , first sentence.
It is id in a tra., (T,) lt li, 9', [for$ i, 
as it is written in some copies of the ]1,] (T, ],)
(i e. Tlir two firw dall oW t b iathin sAt of
each .othr;] meaning that the Muslim may not
dwell in the country of the believen in a plurality
of gods, and be with them so that moh of thm

shall see the re of te other: (T, y so ays
A'Obeyd: or, acord. to AHeyth, it nmam that
the Muslim may not mark himself with the mark
of the believer in a plurality of gods, nor mtimi-
late himself to him in conduct and guise, nor
assume his manners, or dispositions; from the

phrase .l, myjU L*, meaning "What is the branl
of thy camel?" (T:) IAth explains it similarly to
A'Obeyd; and says that the verb is thus used
tropically. (TA.)._ j.IS 3 Hoe addreaed, or
presented, himrelf [to my sight, or] in order that

I might Kee ,in; as also i t ;. (M, g.)
And isq.JI -· j> . 5.13 [Somewhat of the

jinn, or genii, presented itself to hi# sight].

(S.) - L..L JI S !; Tlhe palm-trees showed the
colours qf their unrip dates. (AHn, M, C.) -

J0il 4,;J WTe tasked the sight by trying
hethAer or not we could see the nerw moon: or,

as some say, we looked (together, at, or for, the
nsn; moon]: (Sh,OT,TA:) or we lowered our
eyes torards the nerw moon in order that ne
might see it. (Msb.) [See also inart. ,i.]_
See also 4, in the former half of tie paragraph,

in two places.......' 6 4 1; or ,.p. , L. :;

see 8-.y;LlLS L; s . lie takes to, or
holds, the opinion, or persuasion, or belief, of such
a one; and inclines to it; and conforms to it.
(T, TA.) - See also 1, in the latter half of the
paragraph.

8. :-! [is syn. with ';j as signifying le saw
him, or it, with the eye; and also, with the mi;td]:
see 1, first sentence: or it is [syn. with a. in the

latter sense only, being] from ` t.I and .°:

(~, TA:) or U51 is from 5i ,SJ (Lth, T,)

or from 4iil a'j, or from Ulpt,$ and means he
thought, rflected, or considered, and acted de-
liberately, or leinurely. (lAth, TA.) You say,

s.'1 ~. ~G~, and Vt? [i. ., ] or

a;T3, (accord. to different copies of the ~,)
meaning a;I; [or , ,;i, i. e We loked
into, e&amined, or considered, the affair, or cae].

(1.) And [.H 7;I (He sam it with his
mind, looked into it, examtined it, or consdred
it, and belieed it]. (Mgl.)

10. i.*.d. He, or it, called for, demanded, or
required, the seeing of it; (M, ] ;) i.e., a thling.
(M.) - See also 1, first sentence. - And see 3,
last sentence but one. - You say also, jtj.jl,

i *~ [Such a one is counted, accounted, or
este med, hypocritical, or ostentatious], from ffi
[inf. n. of 3]; like as you say, ,, and

'3 . (A,8.)

Q Q 2. LQ .t: see 4, in the former half of
the paragraph.

SIJ is an int. n. of i.1j [q. v.]: (T, $, 1:) [and
is also a subst.: used as a subet.,] it mean The

L5l; of the eye; (Lth, T, Mlb;) i.e. the sight
thereof; like 4, q. v.: (M#b:) and also, ofthe
mind; (Lth,T;) [i. e.,] it sigifies also menl
percet: (Mqb:): [~npo: ide: ien:]
beief; (M,]P;) ai subg., notaia a.: (M:)
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[or judgmnt: or persuasion: or opinion; i. e.] a
prponerating bef of one of two things that
are inconuitmt, each with the otler: (Er-Rhghib,
TA:) a thing that a man has seen with his mind,
looked into; examined, or considered, (;iU;I L,)
and believed: (Mgh:) [a tnt :] also intelligence:
andforecast: and shill in affairs: (Mqb:) [and
hence it often means counMel, or adv/ice:] pl.
;; (T, ., C &c.) and 5i)r, ($, M, L,) the latter

formed by transposition, [being for ijllt,] (j,)
and 0; [originally Uq", like as is origi-

nally >i;l,] (Lb, M, K, TA, in some copies of the

1 is;l) and n a.nnd [both originally 5 3l],

(Lb, M, TA,) in the 1 L5), with damm, [in the

CV *,1] and ), with kear, (TA,) and [quasi-

pI. n.] t );j (S; 1,) of the measure , like

e. (~.) One says, ~15 -1 [lIow erro-
neons is his mental perception, &c. !], and 1.. tL
s.1; [1]oi, e,r'oneoust are his mental perceptions,

&c. I]. (Lth, T.) jtll . 1..1, [often meaning
The specualtists, or theorits,] as used by those
who treat of the traditions, means thefolloucers
of analfgy; because they pronounce according to

their iSj [or belief, &c.,] in relation to that con-
cerning which they have not found any [tradition
such as is termed] .Oj. or1, (IAth, ]~, TA,)
or in relation to that which is dubious to them in
a tradition. (IAth, TA.) But accord. to the

ta ·a ' ',
usage of otlers, one says, S1lt JL0 T>A ;)J
meaning Such a one holds the belief, or opinion,
&c., of the [hberctics, or schimnatics, called] .1,
and says according to their persuasion. (TA.)
[Sometimes, also, this phrase means Such a one
is bf the peolple of intelligence; or of counsel, or

advice.] See also ~j. And j51;1 J· ~ means
A ,nan ha,.ing mental perception, and skill in
.ffairs. (M9b.) -Sec also the next paragraph.

k53 ,, C>a. ,.aUt and t13 and t jslj and L
(M, I *) [lie came to them] when the darkness
had become confused to that they did not see one
another. (M, g.)

,fi (M, TA,) in the g said to be V ; like

L U., (TA, [but the former is the right, as will
be shown by a citation from the ]ur in what
follows,]) and t 0, and ;1 , Aspect, look, or
outward appearance: (M, .:) [and so ti;
used in this sense in the S and g in explanation

of 1;a :] or the first and second (i.e. e. .and
* ij, M) signify beauty of aspect or outwta,d

appearance; (M,l ;) or so does this last; (T,
.;) [and so .ij;, with · , mentioned in the . in
art. s·j, and there explained as syn. withli;]
and *;, signifies aspect, or outward appearance,
absolutely, (M,1 ,*) wrhether beautiful or ugly :
(M:) or this (;1 d) signifies a beautiful aspect or
outwarrd appearance: and #J4 signifie what the
eye ~u, of goodly condition and clean apparel;
as in the phrase in the .kur [six. 75], ^~ e.d.

131% (they being bettr in rwepstf god,

or property, and of appearance of goodly con-
dition and outward apparel], aecord. to him
who reads it [thus] with .; and read without * it
may be from the same, or from '!l" 1
J,, . meaning "their colours ad skins be-

came full and beautiful" [or rather "beautiful
and full"]: (.:) for Nifi' and Ibn-'Amir read

J, by conversion of the . [into ig] and incoro
rating it [into the radical LS], or from _I1
meaning , a.al; and Aboo-Bekr read lt, by
transposition; and another reading is i, with the

.suppressed; and another j, from Lo. (Bd.)

One says t;11.11 L;'. 35! and VJ-I [A
woman beauiiful of aspect]; like as you say
,Xklil~ andji" J: (T, g:) and <v- sfi

E1l tf a Such a ow is beautiful in a,pect:
and it is said in a prov., ' 1 i' '
tlis outward appearance indicates [what would
otherwise be his unknown character, meaning,]
his inward state. (g.) [See also .3]

ak, (T,, M, Msb, g,) with ., (T,., Mbh,)

and 3.,, without ., (T, Mgb,) The ~ [or lungs,
or lights]; (.;) the place of the breath and wind
(M, 1) of a man &c., (M,) [i. e.] of an animal:
(K:) the; is a substitute for the is, (S, Msb,)
which is suppressed: (Msb:) pL .54,, (8, M,
Mgb, ];,) agreeably with a general rule relating
to words of this class, (M,) and ;1,j: (M, Msb,
. :) dim. t?,j and ai. (T.) Some say that
the suppressed letter [in Ad] isj; and that it is

originally i1, like as iU. is originally i :

and ;W signifies "I hit, or hurt, his a." (Meb.)
[HEence 3i3l ;i,, Inflammation of the lungs.]

;,lt An indication of a thing. (M in art. A
[to which it belongs: bhut in the g and TA men-
tioned in the present art.; and in the T, in art. 1 :
in one copy of the . written ~,; and in one place
in the TA, written ;ljt, and aid to be like i.L ,
app.. from the author's having found it written

1i for jl].) You say, J .1 JI ;- u
[Upon such a one is the indication offoolAnews, or

stupidity]. (M.) And ;.iJ jl ' .i j i

[Upon his face it the indication offoolishieu, or
stupidity], when you know foolishness, or stu-
pidity, to be in him before you teat him. (I4, T,

"L'. a .a.
.. ) And ;3l .i .e·) g Verily in hit face
is an uglineu. (T.) [See also an explanation of

log
isbl, above. J seems to have regarded thej as
substituted for iS.]

1,j, originally thus, with .; (T, Msb ;) but the
Arabs prefer omitting it, [saying 1,] and some
of them say that it has not been beard with .;
(Msb ;) [Az sayu,J the Arabs did not pronounce
it with .: aocord. to Lth, its radical letters are
hiSj.: (T:) A ba~ e, or sndard, (T, Mpb,)
ofan army: (Mlb:) pl. ';i* ( ',Mb.) [See
also art. -]

an inf.n. of ; [tq. v.]: (1, t, M, Mhb,
V:) [aDd also a aib.: .med m a subst,] it meas
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The sight of the eye; u also VtrSl: [and accord.
to the M and 1, it is with the mind also; like

lj :] pl. S;j. (Mbh.)- ee also j. -
[Also The pasis of the moon.]

, (T, ., M, M,b, g,) with ., (T, M,) of the
measure Mi,b (.,MMb,) without tenween, (8,)
[i. e.] imperfectly deci., because the I is that
which is the sign of the fem. gender, (Mqb,)
also pronounced ILj, without., (Fr, T, M,) and

Iy;, [which is anomalous, like j, for J.,] men-
tioned by El-F.risee on the authority of Abu4-
Iasan, (M,) and ', (T, M,) heard by lK from
an Arab of the desert, (T,) A dream, or iuion in
sleep; (T,' ,' M, ] ;) accord. to moat of the
lexicologists, syn. with Q.; or the former is
nuch as is good, and the latter is the contr.: (MF
vooe ,-, q. v.:) accord. to Lth, it has no pl.;
but accord. to others, (T,) its pl. is tA., (T, s,
M, ,) with tenween. (6.) One says, Ij;
1~. jI Aasa I dreamt, of the, good dreamL

(M.)

Zl j see , in two plae

. an inf. n. of 3 [q. v.]. (M. [8aid in the 8
to be a subst.])_ [Hence,] :. ," A party, or
company of m, facing one another. (,8.) And
in like manner, i.;l5) . [Tuir tent., or howu,
are facing one another]. (?.) And ·t;i.JIj;L
Their places of alighting, or abode, arefacing, or
opposite, one to another. (T.) - And .jl AI .b

f d* The houses of tl people, .or party, are as
far as the eye reaches, where we ee them, namely,
the people. (M.)...And %i. .1S a They are as
many as a thousand in the ight of the ye. (W,
TA.)

a end t J. (Lth, T, M, 15, TA) A jinnee,
or genie, that preJents himself to a man, and
showvs him, or teaches him, divination or enchant-
ment or the like: (Lth, T, TA:) or a jinne whom
a man aecs: or, accord. to L1, one rhom a person
loves, and with whom he becom~ familiar: (M:)
or ajinne that is sn and loved: or the latter word
means swuc as is lowd: (]:) and the former
word, snoe other tham this: (TA:) or the former
means a follower, who is of tAhe jinn; of the
measure jm or j; [if the latter, originally

Sij;] so called because he presents himelf to
Ihe sight of him 'of whom he is the follower; or

from the saying, .i ; ' XJ6, me 'ing, e L'n

.,~.5 [i.. Such a one is the couulor, or
adviser, of his pop, or party]: qpd sometimes

it is pronounced t t (IAtb,TA.) You my,

" dJ He As a jinnee e (L4, M,TA.) And

. With Aim is ajinnee &c. (Lth, T, TA.)

And ~J,I 8 j , meaning . rli. IZ
Aim is a touc, or stroke,om tA jinn, or gnii].
(P.) -Also, both words, A grat serpnt, (V,
TA.) t/at rs~at itself to thAe At of. m ;
(TA;) so called as being likened to a p'jee;
(]., TA;) or beoue~ they aert that the srpent
is a trasfrmed jimnee, whereForo tney eai it

126 ·
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iti1 and O.. (IAth, TA.) _ And A gar-
mont, or piece of cloth, that is spread out for

sale. (Aboo-'Alee, M, ].) - For the former
6 -

word, see also slj [of which it is a quasi-p!. n.].

J.: me 1$ [for which it is app. a mistran-
scription].

I*.
: see .

AA dim. of it, q. v.; also prouneed A' (T.)

V.. f.
, or :tts, A man (M) who se much. (M, 1s.)

:,j [act. part. n. of LS;; Seeing: &c.--] StiU,
or motionleks: as also ,l. (TA.)

iSJ, MAfore, and most, apt, met, suited, witoa-
hble,fitted, fit, proper, competent, or worthy. (M,

,TA.) You say, ils jut 1 t am
more, or most, apt, &c., to do that. (V,* TA.)

And JU1J , O .,&jl He is the most apt,
&c., of them to do that. (M.)

n inf. n. of 2. (AZ, T, .) - [Also,] as a
subst., not an inf. n., (M,) Beauty, or goodlinme;
beauty of apect. (M, ] S.) [See also ? .]-
Also, (M, Mgh,) and a& (, M, Mgh) and .q,
the former of these two words extr., (M,) A
dight yellowne and dinginesu (., Mgh) which a
woman sees a.ter washing herse in constuence
of inenstatlion: what is in the days of menstrua-
tionis termed ~ . [Dlpp. for 4..;];not 3t:
( :) or a little yellomness or whitene or blood
·chick a wnoman mees on the occasion of menstrua-

*8 ,
tion: or, u some say, 'i, signifies the pice of
rag by mineans of which she knows her state of
mnenstruationfrom her state of purity: it is from

'a,n. (M.)- See also what next follows.

; A man who practises evaiont or elusions,
sh.,, tvilea, or artifices; as also I 3j. (Ibn-
Buzurj, T.)

P: asee :j. - You say also, i S L. u
'... a ..... , "

_ and t .sb ",- (M, 1,) accord. to
Sb, as ady. nas. having a special, or particularized,
meaning, used as thoughl they had not such a
meaning, (M,) and sometimes they said Lt,
(TA in art. ~,) He i mhere 1 ee Aim and

hear him. (M, T.) And ~, jto. o -

Such a one is where I see him and hear what he
say,. (..)

I[.5

Il^., applied to a [camel's] head, Long in the
[.tor mu,zb], (A,T, M,V,) in which is

"oq.u3 [i.e. a ding down], (M,1V, [in the
C¢!, erroneously, ,~ 3]) or in which is the
lib of s4 , iAe theform of the l calld]
j&i: (A4, T:) Nueyr likens (;1 .j£ to

.1Js [i.e. flabk, or bottles]: I know not says
I8d) any verb belonging to this word, [though

7,Y sem to be its verb,] nor any art to which
it belong. (M.) See 4, last sentence.

· , applied to a shemel, and a ewe or he-

St - sw

goat, (M,) and any female in a state of pregnancy,
except a solid-hoofed animal and a beast of prey,
Whome udder shoms her to be pregnant; a also
3;,j.: (M, :) and in like manner applied to a
woman: (M:) or, applied to a ewe or she-goat,
big in her dder. (8.)

!..: see , in five places. - You say also,

;l,j . j& He is apt, meet, suited, suitablb,
fitted, fit, proper, or competnt, for such a thing;
or worthy of such a thing. (1, TA. [In the C]g,

erroneously, ;1,.]) And ll4. Ji;d ,i 3j _&
Ie is apt, meet, suited, &c., to do such a thing:
and in like manner you say of two, and of a pl.
number, and of a female. (Lb, M.)

31A mirror: (T, g, M, ] :) originally ',.:

(Msb:) pl. 15 and 1,>; (T, g, Mb ;) the latter
formed by transmutation [of the . into kS]. (T.
[It is said in the g, that the former pl. is used in
speaking of three; and the latter, in speaking of
many; but for this distinction I see no reason:
and in the M.b it is said that, accord. to Az, the
latter pl. is a mistake; but this I do not find in
the T.])

:!. [act part. n. of 3, q. v.:] A hypocrite:
[&c. :] (T, :*) pl. *AIP.. (8.)

L vi, (M, I,) aor. !, inf. n. %;, (M,) [He
was, or became, its .,, or lord, posseuor, owner,
&c.;] he possed, or owned, it; had posuuion of
it, and command, or authority, over it; (M, I ;)
namely, a thing; (1s;) syn. ;4I. (M, K.) [And
in like manner, lie ,was, or became, hits *, or
lord, &c.] You say, J,I l p, [inf. n. as above
and a& and 4 ,,] I ruled, or governed, the

people; syn. n. ; i. e. I was, or became, over
them [as their lord, master, or chief]. (..) And
b,owl ._.e. -JL, and A,lj Their ruling, or
governing, the people continued long. (M, V.*)
The saying of ?afwin, (T, S,) on the day of

4- . $ s -, . .. , &,. .e-
goneyn, (T,) ti ~1 iLA ; * ci- i
, ,, , ,~ ,3.- .l ·.

JZ} " wim ' meanes [Assuredly
that a man of .Kureysh] should be over me (T, 8)
as ;) [or lord, &c.], and as master, or chief,
having command, or authority, over me, (T,) [is
more pleasing to me than that a man of Hawrdzin
should be lord, &c., over me.] - Also, (., M,

Mgh,]V,) aor. -, (8, M,) inf. n. 1,, (.,Mgb,
M,) He reared, fostered, brought up, fed, or

nouriihed, him; i. q. .; (., M, Mgh, s1;)
namely, his child, (8,) or a child, (M, 1,) either
his own or another's; taking good care of him,
and acting as his guardian, (M,) until he attained
to puberty, or to the utmost term of youth: (M,
]:) and so A ., (Lh, .S M, M,gh, ],) or this
has a more emphatic signification, (TA,) inf. n.

. (Lb, M, Mgb, M ) and adj ; (Lb, M, 1j)

and t43; (C, M, ;) and t ,j: (M, :)
[in like manner, also,] V .. * signifies he reared,
fostered, or brought up, an orphan: (AA, T:)
and aoeord. to IDrd, (M,) ' isa diaL var. [of

[BooK r.

dZej,]: (MI, 1:) he says also that the verb is
used in like manner in relation to the young one
of an animal other than man; and he used to cite
this ex.:

* *
*~~ 5 ;l

[He belonged to us when he was a young meaned,
or one-year-old, colt, we rearing him]; with
the letter characteristic of the aor. mcksoor, to
show that the second letter of the preterite is
meksoor, accord to the opinion of Sb in respect
of a case of this kind; and thiis, he says, is pecu-
liar to the dial. of Hudheyl in this species of verb.
(M, TA.) 11 u;, used tropically,
means I The woman patted her child repeatedly
on its si(le in order that it might sleep. (A, TA.)
[See 2 in art. ;.'] [It is said that] the primary

sig,iification of jl is ".jl; i. e. The bringing
a thing to a state of completion by degrees. (BJ3
in i. 1.) A poet says, (?,) namely, HIassin
lbn-Thaibit, (TA,)

0 , _,. 5. L:J ;,Lte Ob 1b- - k

9a - S

[Than a white, clear, pearl, of those wlich the
depthl of the sea has brought to maturity]; mean-
ing a pearl which the shell has reared, or brought
to maturityt in the bottom of the water. (S, TA.)

And the phrase t.& ;ca J J occurs in a trad.,
meaning [Tlou hast mealth] whiih thou pre-
servest, and of which thou takest care, and which
thou fostereat like as the man foster* hIa child.

(TA.) - [Hence,] LS1lj AJl M ~J1 Tlhe
rain causes the plants, or herbage, and the moio-
ture [of the earth] to increase. (AI.) And

.JIl ,.j. .l.JI The clouds collect adul incease

the rain. (M.) And .J, (T, ., Mh, 1, TA,)

aor.', inf n. n r) and ,j and atj ; (Lh, M,
TA;) and t e; (M, TA;) : He increased,
(M, 1g, TA,) or rightly disposed, and completed,
(T, .,) a benefit, or benefaction. (T, 8, M, TA.)

_ 1..1 , (3M, Mb, ,) aor. ', in£ n. ',
(M, Myb) and £/.,, (M,) : He put the affair
into a rig.ht, or proper, state; adjusted it, ar-
rantged it, ordered it, or rightly disposd it;
(M, 1;) and established it fitmly: (M:) or he
managed, conducted, or regulated, the affair:
(Mb :) [perhaps from )j signifying "he reared,"
&c.; but more probably, I think, from what next
follows.] - ., (T, , M, M ,) aor. ', (T, M,)

inf n. . (T, M, ) and ',0; (1 ;) and Vt ;
(M;) He easoned a skin (T, S, 1) for clarified
butter (T, .) with .,j [i. e. rob, or inspissated
juice], (T, ., 15,) of dates, (TA,) which imparts
a good odour to it, (., TA,) and prevents the
flavour and odour of the butter from being spoiled:
(TA:) or he asoned a skin with ,,j, and a jar
with tar or pitch: or, au ome ay, '- signifies
I smeared it owr, and prepared it properly.

(M.) - And '; and 't, (],) or the latter,
but the former also is allowable, (M,) S He made
oil, or ointment, good, and seet, orfragrant, or
he prfumed it, (M, ]:, TA,) accord. to Lh, by
infusing in itjamiue or soae other oetmelirng

1
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plnt. (M,TA.) See also 4, , below. -_ ,
also signifieS He co~lcted, or congregated, (]g,
TA,) people: (TA:) [and o, probably, ,.:

--- ., As. a -.

see ,~] Ypu ay, iJ1 W , *jJ Such a one
collects, or congreate, to kAi the peop/e. (T,

f,M.) ;;, aor. : see I. ;, (Lb,M,
],) aor. ', (so in the M,) or :, (MF?,TA,)
inf. n. (, TA, or , (, , tin each
of whicb this is mentioned as the inf. n. whence

the epithet ,j]J) mid of a ewe or she-goat, She
brought forth: (L!, M, !:) or, as some say,
she conceived: or, accord. to some, there is no
verb to the epithet kUt: (M :) AZ says that it
has no verb: (Mqb:) [but] Vt ~t is an inf. n.
used in relation to a ewe or she-goat as meaning

her being in the state of such as is termed 
[q. v.]: (?, M, Meb,' :*) and in relation to
a she-camel, as in the ex. cited by Munteji' Ibn-
Nebhin to A,

[The yearning cry of the mother of the young
cantel in the time of her having recently brought
forth]: ( :) and used also in relation to a
woman as meaning her having recently brought
forth: or her state within ttro monthl after
having brought forth: or within twenty days :
whence the phrase, in a trad., .A1 t ., mean.
ing Slhe becomes pregnant soon after having
brought forth. (TA.)

2. se: see 1, in five places._ [Also lIe
preserved with .l o, i.e., rob, or intpismated juice:

see .]

(T ;). and i .j, (M, 91,) aor. -; (MF, TA;)
He remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, in the
larce, (T, M, A, Y5,") not quitting it; (T;) like

,JI: (T, A:) and the former, [or each,] he kept,
or clave, to the place. (M.) And I1 '"1
p.J h, (%T,) or Ij1a tw, (?,) The camels
kept, or clao, (T, ?,) to the place, (T,) or to
such a place, and remained in it. (e.) And
jiWI 4j, (?,) or J. to JIWI ;,and 1j,
(M,) The she-caml kept to the stallion, (?, M,)
and to her young one, (M,) and aJected it.
(TA.) And &A#.JI 41 (8, M, A) 'A.
(A) S The cloud continued raining [in their land].

(?,* M.) And 4j.JI ,jI t Tls south, or
southerly, wind continued. T, ( .) -, ;; also
signifies The drawring near, or approaching,
(M, N, J1,) a thing, (?, M,) of any kind. (M.)

8. ,,q e, (M, A, ]:,) and j..l, (M, $,)
.e asserted himself to be the 4' [or lord, &c.,]
of the land, (M, A,1,) and of the man. (M,15.)

8eo also 1, in two places, in the former half
of the paragraph. _- I_13 TAey collected tlhn-
elves together, or congregated; or tey became

collected or congregated. (f.)

6. 1j1j3 They united in a cojfederacy, leagw,
or coenant. (M, TA.) [App. from the fact of
some confedertes dipping their hands into .,:
mee i.]

8. ,j: ee L.,a JI j [Sh adjust, or
arrange, and compoar, or coUct~ tgoethr, the

hair], said ofa woman, is from [ r1 i1nifying]
rt "l and ',I. (M.) (M . The
grapes mre coohed so a, to becom;e . [or rob],
ued to gie a rolish to bread. (Ain, M.)

R.Q.L '.,: se L

-': see .I.;, of which it is an imperative.

and .. and4~ and nd and `;d ; and Ls
and t.J &c.: see r'.

-r9: see the next paragraph, last sentence
but one.

a-
%j A lord, a pouetsor, an owner, or a pro-

prietor, syn. ,Ji, (T, lAmb, $, M, A, Mqb, I,)
of a thing, (T,) of anything, (g, M, A, g,) or of
an irrational thing; (Msb;) a person who has a
right, or just title or claim, to the posueion of
anything; or its .&,._ [which is syn. with MJl] 

(M, A, ( ;) . and iJtL and .. L all signi-
fying in Pers. %i;t..: (KL:) and a lord,
master, or chief; (Msb, TA ;) or a lord, master,
or chief, to vhom obedience it paid: (IAmb,
TA:) and a lord, ruler, governor, regulator, or
disposer; (TA;) an orderer, a rectifler, or a
reformer: (IAmb, TA:) a rearer, fosterer,
bringer-up, feeder, or nourisher: and a com-
pkleter, or an accompliesler: (TA:) it is an

epithet, like 8 from A.: or an inf. n. used as an
intensive epithet; like Ji.; (Ksh and Bd in
i. 1 ;) originally signifying the "bringing (a thing)
to a state of completion by deecs ;" (Bd, ibid.;)
then used in the sense of JUL: (Ksh and Bd

ibid.:) the pl. [of pauc.] is ,tjOI and tof mult.]
%m, (M, ],) and accord. to Sh, r, o also,

(TA,) signifying Ar2,1, (K,) and *tyj is
app. a quasi-pl. n.: (M:) the fem. is t aj; of

which the pl. is * t~. (T.) Whoever possesses a

thing is its : you say, altJI ,.. ; [He is tle
possessr, or owner, or or master, of the beast, and
jl.l [of the house], (T,) and JtJI [of the pro-

perty, or cattle]; (Myb ;) and ; l I t" ,.
[Sh1e is the owner, or mitress, of the hours or
tent]. (T.) With the article JI, it is [properly]
applied only to God: (T, S, M, A, M9 b, 1 :) He

is .tOl, 3j [The Lord of lords]. (T. [Thus
the pl. with the article JI is applied to created
beings.]) To any other being it is not [properly]
applied but as a prefixed noun governing another
noun as its complement in the gen. case [or in a
similar manner]. (i.) The pagan Arabs, how-
ever, sometimes applied it to A king, (?,) or to a
lord as meaning a master or chief: (Msb :) El-
.S6rith says, (9, Msb,) i e. Ibn-Hillizch, (.,)

a *'iLr Je J|.j H1 -,,
*

,, ' --- . . j.. 

'* 1i i >itf-1l 1 , 
a

(g, Mqb,) i.e. And Ae (meaning El-Mundhir
Ibn-M&-es-Sem., or, as some say, 'Amr Ibn-
Hind,) was the king [or lord] and witnes of our
fighting on the day of Ed-#iyrdn '(the name of

a place), and te trial au a hard trial. (EM,
p. 285: [in which teju. ib erroneously put for

M01mJI.]). Some forbid that a man should be
called the ,j of his slave: (Mqb:) it is said in a
trad. that the slave shall not say to his master,

because it is like attributing a partner to
God: (TA :) but ,oj is sometimes used in the
sense of lord as meaning master or ckief prelixed
to a noun signifying a rational being governed by
it in the gen. case: thus in the saying of the

Prophet, t.j .1ili %.s t. [So that the female
slave shaU brin forth him who will become

her master], or t%,;t [her mistre], accord. to
different transmitters; (Mb ;) relating to the
signs of the hour of resurrection: i. e., the female
slave shall bring forth to her master a child that
shall be as a master [or mistres] to her becanue
like his [or her] father in rank: meaning that
captives and concubines shall be numerous.
(TA.) As to the phraso in the ]ur [xii. 42],

4 Lo .5'> 1 [Miention thoY me in the pr-
sence of thy lord], Joseph thus addremed his
fellow-prisoner agreeably with the aoceptation in
which he [the latter] understood the words. (TA.)
A similar instance also occurs in the same chapter,
in the verse immediately preceding. (Myb.) In

another verse, [23 of the same ch.,] J0 el
[Verily he is my lord] may refer to Joseph's
master or to God. (M, TA.) The words of the

ur [lxxxix. 28 and 201, i ' J .;!
1 .$.'. ) it'm.>LU ah., as some read, [instead

of J1t,0 ] may mean Return to thin# owner,
[approring, approred,] and enter into my servant.
(M, TA.) - Without the article Jl, as some
say, (L, TA,) it is sometimes written and pro-
nounced e ;.j, without teshdeed; (L, l1;) as in
the following verse, cited by El-Mufah.Ial,

- *~ a1 ,*- ; ·

[And the peoples have hnonwn that there is not
above him a lord beside Himn who gives the por-
tions of mankind and of others and grants the
means of subsistence]. (L.) And A4mad Ibn-
Yabyk [i. c. Th] mentions the phrane ' i s

sW1, for ;4'; 9 [i. e. No, by tahy Lord, I mil
not do such a thing]; the [latter] ., being changed
into 1S because of the reduplication. (M, K : in
the C.K ;, .)

*.v is a word of which there are seventy dial.
vars., all mentioned by Zekereeyl EI-AnqAree in
his great Expos. of the "Munferije h ," but only
eighteen of which are mentioned in the 1, in-
cluding some that are formed with the affix :.,
some with the affix t, and some with both then

affixes together; as follows: (TA:) 4, (T, ;, M,
Msb, Mughnee, ], &c.) and .; (T, M, Mugh-

nee, 1.) and -,!, (Mughnee,) and t 'j5 (T, Q, M,
Mu,,ghbnee, 1) and 4.* (T, M, Mughnee, 10) and
... and 'j (Mughnee, O) and ' ,j; (Mughne ;)

and V . (T, $, M, Mqyb, Mughnee, ;) and ' 4

(M, Mughnee, 1O) and ~ and . and _ and

' and ,, and ,d and , and (A)
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and and (Mughnee) and (TA,:
and t cr, Mughnee, !) and4 (Mughnee,
IS) and c.% and 4'; and 4j and ` "and ;;
anu <..u and :.j) and and s and and a nd

%,. and ;; and and ; (TA) and 

and zj) (Mughnee) and .,~j; (TA;) and tj
(T, $, M, O) and t t (M, ) and oj, (TA,)
and Vt ; (T, ]C) and Q~ (]~) and L; and L.
and L"; (TA;) and V t. (T, 8, M, g) and
--a. 4, ..a, -,a -.

L (M, I) and L., and t,~ and tL.j and La:
and a ; and La"j and tL;,, (TA,) and ?
and Lj (Ml, l) and ar" and L,:O and te;L and
t.; and lt,; and tI; and t) and t. and

Lt;r and t~ and Lt: (TA:) [of all these, the
most common are ,, and i;,: and] V -j is the
most common of the forms that have the affix z-:
(Mughnee and I on the letter j :) and the forms
with tenhdeed are more common than the [corre-
sponding] forms without teshlideed. (M.) It is
a word, (M,) or particle, (T, $, Mughnee, I,)
governing the gen. case: (, M, Mughnee, :)
or a noun, (1], TA,) [i. e. an indecl. noun,] in
the opinion of the Koofees and some others; but
this opinion is rejected by Ibn-Mailik in the Tes-
heel and its Expos., and by AHei, and by IH&b
in the Muglince. (TA.) Accord. to some, (I],
TA,) it is ised to denote a small number, (T, M,
Meb, !~, TA,) always, (TA,) or mostly: (Myb,
TA:) [thus it may be rendered Few if we render
the noun following it as a pl.; and scarce any if
we render the noun following as a sing. or a pl.:]

it is tho contr. oF.S when this latter is not used
interrogatively: (T :) [and with 1 affixed, re-
stricting it from government, it may be rendered
Few times, or sldom:] or it is used to denote a
large number; (IK, TA;) i.e. always: so says
IDrst: (TA:) [(thus used, but such is not always
the case, it may be rendered Many, whether we
render the noun following it as a sing. or as a pl.:
and with C affixed, Many times, many a time,
oftentimes, oftimes, often, orfrequently:] or it
is used to denote a small and a large number;
(Mughnee, K;) often the latter, and seldom the
former: (Mughnee:) or it is used in a case of
boasting, or glorying, ([, TA,) exclusively of
other caes, (TA,) to denote a large number:
(1, TA:) or it does not denote by itself either a
small number or a large number; but one or the
other of these meanings is inferred from the con-
text: (g:) [but sometimes neither of these mean-
ings can be clearly inferred from the context: in
these cases, it may be rendered Some: and with

affixed, Sometimes:] accord. to Er-Radee, its
primary meaning is to denote a small number,
but it has been so much used to denote a large
number as to be in this latter sense as though it
were proper, and in the former sense as though it
were tropical, requiring context [to explain it).
(Marginal note in my copy of the Mughnee.)
[Without the affix j,] it governs an indeter-
minate noun (T, a f, Mob, Mughnee, O) only,
(T, f, ,) and a pronoun. (f, M, Mughnee.)

You my, . [Fn,( , or many, days

hM I gwo forth early tbrein]: (T :) and

[Bo 1I.

p) .. OP'ii -'; [ FPe, or ma,y, men are etding]:
(h :) and . J j;; ) [FFew, or many, mn
stood]: (Myb:) and in like manner, t.) ,j;
(Msb ;) for the :p in this case is not a denotative
of the fem. gender. (Msb.) The pronoun affixed
to it is of the third pere., (8, M,) and is [gene-

; rally] sing. and masc, (S, Mughnee,) though it
may be followed by a fem. and by a dual and by
a pl.: (S:) notwithstanding its being determinate
in the utmost degree, its use in this manner is
allowable because it resembles an indeterminate
noun in its being used withlout the previous men-
tion of the noun to which it relates; and hence it
requires a noun to explain it: (IJ, M :) it annuls

the government of .); (TA ;) and the indeter-
minate noun that follows it is put in the accus.
case as a specificative: (S, Mughnee:) thus you

say, :,.i & .) [Few,, or ma,pny, men I
have beaten]: (S, M :*) but accord. to the Koo-
fees, you say , (S,) and ;1, (,], (M,)

and XJ .,j, and '1 .,jy , and %.j 0.:
he who puts the pronoun in the sing. [in all
cases] holds it to be allusive to something un-
known; and he who does not put it in the sing.
[when it is not followed by a sing. noun] holds it
to be used in reply to a question, as though it
were said to a man, " Hast thou not any young

women ?" and he answered, i; .5 IJ " <~

[Fen, or many, young wromen have I possd]:
Ibn-Es-Sarr6j says that the grammarians are as

though they were of one consent in holding ' 
to be a replicative [app. meaning in a case of this
kind, with an affixed pronoun]: (S :) [but it is
not always a replicative in a case of this kind;
though perhaps it was originally:] AHeyth cites
as an ex.

[And many a perishing man Aae I saved from
psrditiot]. (TA. [But the reading commonly
found in grammars is °.s X from hit state of
perdition.]) The following is an ex. of the use of

.j to denote a small number, [or rather to denote
singleness,]

g - * .- J; ia NI o
- WW ..

9

a

[Now surely scarce an instance is there of anyone
born not having a father, and of anyone having
offtpring whom two parents hae not procreated];
meaning [our Lord] Jesus and Adam: (Mugh-
nee: [but I have substituted s4.A for ;.A, the
reading in my copy of that work: o#.A J is for
,A.J, for the sake of the metre; like as ~.i

is for j ":])D and among the many exs. of its
use to denote a large nuniber, is the saying, in a

many a female haing clothinginn th present state
of existence will be naked on the day of rcsur-
rection!]; and the saying of an Arab of the desert,
after the ending of RamadAIn, ji 5 . Q,,

· .. o. -* s Ml [0, ,~ny a r
of its fast hall not heep its fast again I and 0,
many a paser of itm nigAh in prayer, pr per-

former of its C j, shaU not pas it. wigls in

prayer, or perform its l& 3 , again !]. (Mugh-
nee.) [But in tbis last ex., and in others, it relaes
to few in compaison with others, tbough many
abstractedly.] - L is affixed to c.) in order
that a verb may follow it; (q, Mughnee;) and
the verb that follows it is generally a preterite,
(T, Mughnee,) as to the letter and the meaning:
(Mughnee :) you say, '; t. . 0 [&ldom,
or often, such a one came to me, or has come to
me]: (T:) sometimes the verb is a future; (T,
Mughnee;) but only when it expresses an event
of which one is certain: (T:) so in the saying in

the Cur [xv. 2], l\ 1 ItbS wIt JJ a.

; _*', (T, ?, M, Mughnee), meaning Oftn
[niU lthose who have disbelieved wish that they
had been Muslinl]; (Mughnee, Jel ;) or seldom,
(Zj, T, M, Jel,) because terrors will bereave them
of their reason so that they will but seldom re-
cover reason to wish this; (Jel ;) for God's
threat is true, as though it had come to pass, and
therefore the verb here is equivalent to a prete-
rite [which is often used in the K5ur and else-
where in this manner]. (T.) C is also sometimes
affixed when a noun follows, (T, Mughnee,) or a

nominal proposition, and generally restricts )
&c. from governing: thus, Aboo-Duwad says,

-. J a.. .-

[Sometimes, or often, the numerous herd of camelt
is anong them, and there are swift horses, among

rwhich are the colts]: another says, making a,,
with C affixed, to govern,

. .

* 4; - i *:te -

[Many a stroke with a polished snord of the
forging of But-rd, (the Bozrah of the Bible, a
city famous for its sword-blades,) and manv a
wide spear-wound; or, perhaps,few stroAes i&c.]:
(Mughnee: [but I have substituted ' for 'e t,
which is the reading in my copy of the Mughnee,
an evident mistranscription:]) and another, cited
by IAqr, says,

:
11

,& ' . a... .

- .1 . -

0

[Ml,weyeh, (StS being an apocopated proper
name of a woman, originally 3Ot,) O, many a
raid spreading widely and dispersedly, like the
burn rith the brandinlg-iron]. (T. [In the TT,
as from the T, I find, here, Jt in the place of It,
which I find in a copy of the T, and which is
the reading commonly known.])

R. Sob, or intpissated juice, (j.),) of any
fruit; i.e., (M, TA,) thefirst, or clear, juice of
the thick residuum of any fruit after it har bue
preseed (M,s , TA) and coohed: (M,TA :) thich
"jb [or espresed juice; such as the inpiusatd

juice of dates, with which a skin for clarified
butter is seasoned; see 1, in the latter half of the
paragtaph]: (Q:) or what flows from ~rews ripy

1
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dates, lik ey, ets it Ia ben coed [and
* rendered thick]; before which it is called 'L:
(M4b in the prsent art. and in art. L :) what
is pre,rd by ~octionsfrom, or of, dateU: (TA:)
.mpr~d juic Of grape, and of apples, c.,
cooked and [to] thickened: (KL:) and dregjs,
(Q,) or black dregs, (IDrd, M,) of clarified
butter, (IDrd, M, ],) and of olive-oil: (IDrd,
M :) p!. and %,+ Q (r) [and pL pl. (i.e. pl.
of .,*jC) z'ttj, which means sorts, or specie, of

j]-- See also .

. see ,j, in three places. a wI was also
the name of A Knabek [or square temple],
(M, K,) in Nejridn, (M,) belonging to [the tribe
of] Aed.h-hy' (M, 1) and Benu-l-Hdrith-Ibn-
Kaab, who held it in honour. (M.) In a trad. of
'Orweh (15, TA) Ibn-Mes'ood Eth-Tha4afee,

(tA,) it is applied to El-Ldt (L JI), (15, TA,)
the rock vhich [the tribe of] Thakeef worshipped,
at Et-.difi (TA.) And in another trad., it is
said to be the name of A temple of [the tribe of]
Thakeef, whick, rhen they became Muslims, was
demolished by El-Mugheerel. (TA.) - And
03. 1' · .
X;, (QC,) or 04j ;1, (M,) signifies A large house
or mansion. (M, S:.) - See also u'

&j A party, division, sect, or distinct body or
clan, of men: (M:) or a large assembly or com-
pany: (K:) or a myriad; i.e. ten thousand:
(M, ] :) or thereabout: (M :) andt ij signifies
the same: (M, 1:) or this signifies a'company
[of men]: (T:) the pl. of the former is .,oJ:
(~, M:) and that of the latter is a.j!: (T, 1..)
by Th [and in the 15], the former pl. is said to be

a pl. of j; but this is a mistake. (M.)
[Hence, the pl.] .. ,tj signifies Companions. (15.)

_And hence [also], i. e., as pl. of ai4, (8, M,)
wAOJI is an appellation of The [confederate]
tribes of Dabbeh; (M, :, TA ;) or Tcym and
'Adee and 'Ohl; (T, TA;) or Teym and 'Adee
and 'Owf and Tomwr and Ashyab; (TA; [but
for the orthiography of the last of these names I
have found no authority; it is written in the TA

.,e, without any syll. signs;]) and Dabbeh
was their paternal uncle; (TA ;) or five tribes
w/hich united in a confederacy, consisting of
Dabbek and Thonor and 'Okl and Teym and
'Adee: ( :) they were thus called because of
their division into distinct bodies; (M ;) or because
they collected themselves (As, Th, ., TA) in dis-
tinct bodies: (Th, M, TA:) or because they
united in a confederacy against Temeem Ibn-
Murr: (AO, M, TA:) or because they dipped
their hands in some ;,, and formed a confederacy
over it: (AV, T, M, 1 :) or, au some say, because
they congregated, and became like the ¥eQ [or
bundle] of arrows [used in the game called

.. Jl]: (TA:) the rel. n. is Vt , formed from
the sing., (8b, g, M,) accord. to a rule generally
observed except wLea a [single] man has a pl.
word for his name, as &,. .E (0, TA.)_
The sing. (a0) also signifies Plenty, or abun-
dance, of the mes of sbsistmnc: (1 :) and
constant, or inseparable, prop~ . (Khilid
Ibn Jembeb, TA.) =- See aleo 

100l"'I)

se: ee the next preceding paragraph, first
sentence. [Hence its pl.] il signifies Con-
federates; (S,IB,K;) [or] it is for it j
having covnants; a1, being said by AAF to be

pl. of in the sense of %V&. (IB, TA.) m
Also A species of plant, (?, M, Myb, 15,) of the
[season called] ~4 , (M,) re,naining in the end
of the .. i: (Msb :) or the name of a number oJ
plants which do not dry up in the ~, remain-
ing green in the winter and thts bj,e [or summer];
among which are the . and the ;t and
the .. and the ikL or il: [see, j:] or
a certain soft, or tender, herb, or leguminous
plant: (TA:) or any plant that is green in the
hot season: or certain species of trees, or of plants,
undefined: (M:) pl. ,. ($,Msb.) [In the
dial. of Egypt, Alexandrian trefoil (_. , q. v.,)
of the second and third crops.] - Also A cer-

tain tree: u some say, the tree of tAe ,t. [an
appellation generally applied to the carob, or
locust-tree]. (M, 1.)

,, (., 3M, 1,) or , 'L, (, TA,) MAuch
water, (, M, K,) collUected toetlher: (M:) or
sweet-water: ( a, g c ) accold. to Th, it means

· ,el&1 ".. t [app. such/ (water) as the clay has
collected; for 43 signifying ~ is probably

quasi-pass. of , so that this last seems to sig-
nify .]. (M.)

;"j and ;.j &c.; and and ,; &c.:

see j.

.:4; Clouds: (M:) or white clouds: (, :)
or clouds that one sees beneath other clouds, (S,)
or clouds suqended beneath other clouds, (M,)
sometimes white and sometimes blach: ($, M:)
this latter is said by lB to be the signification
commonly known: (TA:) or cloud& consi.ting of
an accumulation of parts: (A'Obeyd, T:) n. un.
with ;. (A'Obeyd, S,1.) Hence .,.JI as a
proper name of a woman. (A'Obeyd, T, ?.)~
Also A certain instrument of dirersion, [meaning,
of music,] (f,) having strings, (TA,) with which
one plays [Ut. beats]. (g5.) [The 1,j in common
use among the Arabs in the present day is a hind
of viol. A specimen of it is figured and described
in my work on the Modern Egyptians. Being
an instrument of remarkable simplicity, it is
probably similar to the ancient ,o'j.] Memdood
Ibn-'Abd-Allah EI-W6sitee Er-RabMbee became
proverbial for his musical skill with the 1..

(1.) 8- See also 1J

sO: ee &, of which it is an anomalous pl.:

-~and see also iOD.

¥11Q: see $j,, in two places. - Also t Tithes,

or tenths; syn. ;j.: (M, M, ] :) frpm the same
word signifying "a covenant." (?.) - In the
phrase 4; Ot;1#l el Ai, ending a verse of
Aboo-Dhu-eyb, describing some asses, 1o is
said to signify An oath, or a promise, which' the

,owner of the asses takes of a people to permit
those ase to water: or the poet means that the
person giving those ases permiion to water

gives to their owner an arrow, of those used in
the game called. lJI, [as a token,] to show that
they have received permission to water, and that
no one may offer them any opposition: (TA:)
some say that t14 j here means their owners:
(M:) [lholding this last opinion,] Sh says that

.r in this verse is a pl. of j'. (TA.) It is
also a pl. of ,al; (S, M ;) not of Zj, as it is said
to be by Th [and in the V1]. (M.)j -See also

1, last sentence. And see O0.

I.T;: see - ;. _ See also .;, of which it is
said in the M to be app. a quasi-pl. n.

j Reared, fostered, brought up, fedl, or
nourished; [and taken good care of, until the
age of puberty; (see 1;)] as also t -" ; ($,
M, 1;) both applied to a boy: (g, M :) and in
like manner applied to a horse: (M:) or the
latter epithet, applied to a horse, ! tended well,
or taken good care of: (A:) the former is also
applied to a gazelle; (IAer, I in art J.. ;) [as
meaning t brotught up in, or near, the house or

tent, and therefed;] like : (TA in that rt.:)
and [its fem.] ;¥. is applied to a ewe or she-
goat, (,1, 1,) meaning t bromght up in the tent,
or house, for the vahe of her milk; ( [, 1.; [see
also .tj ;]) pl. .a.-t; (. ;) this last being applied
to sheep or goats that are tied near to the tents,
or houses, and therefed, and that do not gofor.th
to pasture; (M, TA;) of whioh it is said that
none are to be taken for the poor-rate. (TA.)
- [Hence, A step-ton,] a man's wrife's son (T,
5, M, A, Mgb, 15) by another husband; (T, ., M,
A, g ;) as also * ?.,: (T, g ) pl. :Df. (MNb.)
And ! [A step-daughter;] a wo;nan's hus-
band's daughter by another wife: (S:) or a man's
wife's daughter (T, M, A, Mgh, Myb, K) by
another husband; (T, M, A;) because he rears
her: (Mgh:) pl. 43k; (A, Mgh, Myb) and some-

times ;1L ;. (M;b.).Also, and 0t jl, (T,
M, 1,) both syn., like and .1I, and '
and .1., (TA,) or the later, (T,?,) mentioned
by IAr, is the correct term, (T,) [A step-father;]
the husband of a mother (T, S, M, 5) mAo has a
child by another husband. (T.) And ' -. and
V l, (T,) or the latter [only], (, g,) [A tep-
mother;] the wife of afather (T,8, J) who has
a child by another rwife. (T.) 4 9 also sig-
nifies [A foster-mother;] a woman who has the
charge of a child, who carries him, and takes
care of hAim, and rears, or fosters, him; (Th, 8,
M, Myb, K ;) like t X;; the former being of the
measure 'a in the sense of LJo'. (Myb.)

4,;Jl 1 [meaning The foster-fatAers of the
Prophet] is an appellation given to the people
[of the tribe of Sad] among whom Mo?ammad
was suckled; as though ,Z1! were pl. of ; [as
it is said to be in one of the senses mentioned
above]. (TA.)- And , signifies also A
confederate; a person with whom one unites in a
confderacy, kague, or covenant. (M, j.)-
And A hing. (M, g.)

1
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e: me 4,o. -Ablo A comant, com-

pact, cofederacy, or league; (, M, ;) a alo
' I, (I, ,) of which latter, in this sense,

the pL is I¶. (AAF, IB, TA.) [See M, second
sentence.]) ~ And A thing [or case] resembling
a quiver (atL*), isn which the arrows of the

game cald wJl are encloud together: ($:) or
a piece of kin, (T,) or a piece of thin shin, (Lb,
M,TA,) in which the arrows are enclosed, (Lh, T,
M, TA,) restmbling a quiwr (U;Lb): (TA:) or
a piece of rag, (M, g, TA,) or of shin, (TA,) in
which the arrows are enclosed (M, V, TA) or
bound: (TA:) or a piece of thin akin swhich is
bound upon the hand of the man who takes forth
the arrowm (IS,TA) of that gane, (TA,) lest he
should know the fed of an arro,w for the owner
of which he has an affection: (, TA:) or a
small cord with which the arro~vs are bound
[togethaer]: or the arroms [themsives] collectivly:
(M, ]:) sometimes it is used in this last sense:
(1 :) and A,~ also 'eems to be used in like
manner; s meaning the atj of the arrows of the

game of j_.l1. (TA.) [See an ex. in a verse
cited voce u,U, in art. ;h .]

A ...

s>" ee ,

A player on the 0,.j [q. v.]. (MA, g.)

j (M, g,) with fet-lb [to the ], (i,) a

rcl. n. from l,J, deviating from rule: so in the

phrase t [Ktomledge, science,s or doctrine,
relating to the Lord, i. e., to God]. (M, !.)

it.W [Lordship; or the state, or quality, of
a-

s,ch as is termed .,j, i. e. a lord, a possessor, an
eomner,s or a proprietor; &c.: and, with -he

article Jl, particularly god~ip, godlead, or
L4a

city :t a subst. from J; (T,' ,* M, ;) ua
also t 1, [which seems to be properly an inf n.
of 1 in the sense first explained]. (M,[.)
Also, (M, ,) or V 4'.J, (so in a copy of the g,)
The state, or condition, of a J):; [or slave]
(M,g.)

and Q &c.; and L. and J &cc.: see
.,0, in five places.

u.' applied to a ewe or she-goat (sl 1), ($, M,
&c.,) That has broughtforth: (M, M9 b, ]:) and
so i.f Aher young one has. died: (M,]:) or that
has recently brought forth: (LIh, Q, M, Mgh,
M9 b, [:) or that has brought forth tventy days
before: (M:) or that has brought forth two
months bffore: (El-Umawee, $,M:) or that u
followed, (M,) or accompaniel, (A4, Mgh,) by
her young one: (AV, M, Mgh:) or that is con-
find in the tent, or houe, for the sA3 of her
miil: (MNb: [see also , voece ])
accord. to AZ, (1, Mqb,) it is applied to a she-
goat, (?, M, M,b,) and I ;jh is applied to a ewe:
(M:) ccoord. to others, the former is applied to
a she-goat and a ewe, and sometimes to a she-
camel: (i,Mhb:) the pl. is t',P4, (A, T,?,
M, Mgb, M,b, J,) which is extr. [in form]:
(M1,]:) 4L mention the phrse .. s, or

Imp,,

. ,, which, he says, b rare. (M.) - See also

', in two places. - A benfit, favowr,
boon, or good. (AA, T, ].) [See an ex. in the
first paragraph of art. tUq..] _..A want; (AA,
T, ] ;) as in the aying, j* y'j ,c vl [Ihare
a want fpr suc a one to mpply, or accomplish].
(AA, T.)- A child's nure; syn. kIt. (AA,
T. In one copy of the T a~t; and in the TA
kAj. [Perhaps the right reading is 41i, meaning
a foster-mother.]) _ A firm knot: (AA, T, :)
[and so, app., ' 1t, if correctly written thus, in
the instance here following.] You say, * i

v JI ?s 1 pI ,;i b.: * (TA,) or bj;
.j, (so in the TT, a from the M, [as though for

]) and 3 s.t , (T, TA,) a prov.,
meaning t If thou place thy reliance upon me,
then let me weary myself, and enjoy thou relawa-
tion and rest: (T, TA:) here t.~ [properly]
signifies a firm knot. (T.) [See also a similar
pror. in Freytag's Arab. Proe. i. 24.])- Also
a name of JumddA-l-Oold [the fifth month of

the Arabian calendar]; and so ' A,: (M, j:)
end likewise, (I,) or accord. to Kr, (M,) a
name of Jumddd-l-JAkhirh [the sixth month];

and so V "j: (M, 15:) and this last likewise,
(g, there expressly said to be with aramm,) or

1#.
t Sj, (so accord. to the M as transcribed in the
TT,) a name of Dlu-l-Kaqdeh [the eleventh
month]: (M, ]> ) thus these months were called
in the Time of Ignorance. (M. [See also ',:

a,
and ee oj r .JI, in art.])

s ee And for its pI., , s ee

' in two placeL.

reL n. of i, q. v. (Sb, 8, M.) - See also
- 1.,3

its pl., C~ in the next paragraph, in two
places.

s ing. of - , (T, , ]g,) which signifies
Thousands (Fr, Th, T, 8, 0) of men: ($, :)

accord. to Akhb, it is from ,q1; and if so, it is

, with fet-h to thej: but accord. to Fr, it

is from aZ, meaning "a company :" (Th,T:)
-~~~~~~ .. d.o '

Zj says that it is and ' .~' , with keer
to thej and also with iamm to thej, and signifies

a nu~row company: he adds that as is aid by
some to signify " ten thouand ;" and that 0.g'0
is said to signify lerned, pious, patient men;
and that each of thee ayings is good: accord. to
Aboo-Tilib, it signifies nmmrus compania: (T:)

[in the ]ur iii. 140,] El-asan read A ~;
and Ibn-'Abbas, C;P~A; the former with 4amm,
and the latter with fet-b, to the j. (L, TA.) 

See also a

tO : see the next paagraph, in four places.

i'6The.first, or beginning, or commncement,
or the first and ~ state, of anything; (A,
A'Obeyd,T;) [and so t &e., s appeam
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from what follow.] You say, -- #,

(T,) and o¢, V or 'Z V (accord. to
different copies of the T,) and 4le. f V , (T1,)
and ~Ie * , or ~iA *A, (accord. to
different copies of the T,) and ~4t U , all
meaning [I came to him] in the beginning, or
first andfrek state, of his youth. (T.) And
!d.A j jUJ !J!L Ja Do thou that tAing in it,
first and freha state: so accord. to ISk: anti
hence, he says, t J t. [explained above]. (f.)
And u1 ;.JI ;t.t, (Aq, i, s,) and t'Vt,
with damn and with fet-b, (V,) i.e. [I toci the
thing in its first state: (]C:)or altogether, (A9,

, ~,) not leaving of it aught. (A, ,.) They
i mid also, ~t~ *J [app. meaning Leave thou
him early, before ie acquire more power]: and
Th cites the following [as an ex.]:

, Jo . a -

.A 1.3 YL
S S-L44-a 

[which seems to mean Then leave tAou them
early, before they acquire more power; for if
thous do not, or milt not, leae thm, they will
mnake thee to taste what is in them, though it be
more]. (M.) - Also, accord. to A'Obeyd, The
chief, or main, part or portion of a constellation:
or, accord. to As, the aggregate thereof: or,
accord. to AO, ' i'., with fet-b, has this mean-
ing: (T:) or both signify a company or an as.
sembly, or an aggregate or asemblage. (]K, TA.)
~Also A captain of sailors (Sh, IJ) in the sea;

(Sb;) and so t tij: (Sh, I:) one shilled in
navigation: pl. [or rather coll. n. of the latter]

A1o. (TA. voco . .) See also L.' in
two places.

j: see the next preceding paragraph, second
sentence.

(T, $, M, A, 1) and t p, (M,) or

tp', (A, KL,) One rmho devotes himself to
reli9iou services or esercisel, or applies himJclf
to acts of devotion; (S, A, ]I;) wmho pose~ a
hnowledge of God: (T, $, I, K L:) or a learned
man: (T:) or the first Iignifies, (M,) or signifies
also, (],) and so the second, (M,) i. q. 
[i. e. a learned man, or particularly of the Jews,
&c.; or a good, or righteow, man]; (M, ] ;) and
a lord, or master, of knowledge or scince: or a

worshipper of the Lord ( It): (M :) or a
learned man, a teacher of others, mwho nourishes
people with the snall matters of knomledge, or
science, before the great: (IAr, T:) or a learaned
man firmly grounded in hnomledge, or cience,
and religion: or a learnud man mho practices
what he hnows and instructs otAers: or one of
high rank in khmledge, or science: or larned
with respect to what is lamful.and what is unla-
ful, and what is co~manded and Awhat is ford-

den: (TA :) a rel. n. from ; orfrom

.1i meaning "God :" (TA, and some copies of
the ] :) the I and 0 being added to give intensive-
ness to the signification; (M;) or, as Sb says, to
denote a special reference to the knowledge of the

0 
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which, he says, h rare. (M.) - See abo from what follows.] You say, &#4'I COQU' ui 443%#
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bom, 

or good. (AA, T, [Sec an ex. in the diff ut CO jes ' ' y, (acwrd. to
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ere p of the TJ and mte.&d V -,41 M)

first 

paragmph of art. tlq..] -A want; (AA, acwrd. to

and 
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T, 

u in the taying, [Ihare

diferent 

copies of the T,) and NU all

accomplish].a 

Mant fpr such a OM to SUPAV, or 0 ' ' meaning [1 came to him] in the b'eginnang, or

(AA, 

T.)~ A child's warn; syn. ktb. (AA, first and frok state, of kit youth. (T.) And

T. 

In one oopy of the T aeti; and in the TA '65

4;14�o 

1 jul JW% Do tAou tkat glaing in ita

klj. 

[Perhaps the right rnding is 4*41J' 1

' 

meantng �irsi and frosh stais: so accord. to ISk: anti

afmter-mother.]) 

A jlrm knot : (AA, T, 19:) ' 0

hence, 

he says, V " at& [explained above].

[and 

50, app., V �t69 if correctly written thus, in .2,9 at tili. .

And 

d;to� ;UZI (Aq, �, ]p,*) and

the 

instance here following.] You say,

J 

as, with damm and with fetb, (V.,) i. c. [1 took the

.�;,11 

�J40, t?U j.';£ -CJ (TAJ Or 4.01� thin

LO 

_qi in it#first state: (1�:) or altogether, (A9,

.Ojjt, 

(so in the TT, n from the M, [as though for ?, IL) not leaving of it auqht. (Aq, �.) They

.10 so.
mid 

also, citW ojl [app. meaning Leave thou

and 

�jjt

uoj, 

, &j C>�, (T, TA,) a prov., him early, 'befo're lie acquire more power]: and

meaning 

tlf thou place thy reliance upon me, Th cites the following [as an ex.]:

then 

let me weary myself, ani enjoy thou relawa- a

tion 

and rwt: (T, TA:) -here [properly]

uo 

J.U

signifies 

a'.firm knot. (T.) [See also a similar A S - L

prov. 

in Preytag's Amb. Prov. i. 24.]) ~ Also -0y�

a 

name of JumddA-I-Oold [the fifth month of [which mems to mean T4en kam thou them

A #
the 

Ambian calendar]; and so r,,jj: (M,V:) early, befors tioy acquire more power;for if

and 

likewise, (VJ or accord. to Kr, (M,) a thors do not, or wilt not, kace tUm, they will

name 

of Jumddd-I-Akhirch [the sixth month]; make titee to tam ichat is in thm, though it bo

and 

so V 'i": (M, V:) and this lut likewise, more]. (M.) - Aloo, accord. to A'Obeyd, The

aoi 

chitf, or main part or portion of a constellation:

Qg, 

there expmuly mdd to be with 4amm,) or

,#Q. 

or, accord. to Aq, the aggregalty thereof: or,

4j, 

(so accord. to the M as transcribed in the .1.

WJ 

a name of Dltu-1-Kaadeh [the eleventh accord. to A 0, ilc, with fet-b, has this mean-

ing: 

(T:) or both signify a company or an ai.

month]: 

(M, ]�.:) thus these mouths were called l

in 

the Time of Ignorance. (M. [See a] "' #~ ,y, or an aggroqate or aa~ iaq#. (]K, TA.)

80 

~Also A captain of tailors (Sh, �O in the sea;

,p 

A zt

and 

ace JJ or jA, in art. (Sh ;) and w * &Iij: (Sh, ]�:) one shiUed in

3- 

a g- 4.1 navigation: pl. [or mther coll.n. of the latter]

S.�jo: 

see &toj. - And for its pi., Cj we

A�4j. 

(TA voco C" also

in 

two placca. j.) sion See &j, in

two 

places.

reL 

a. of q. v. (8b, $, M.) - See also 4j : seethe next preceding paragmph, second

4.0 

in the next paragraph, in two sente;ce.

a 

z. A.

places. 

'to (T, ?. M, A, V,) and

p, 

(M,) 

or

ting. 

of (T, $, ]g,) which signifies V (A, XL,) Ou who devotes Aimsty to

up 

up,

Thousands 

(Fr, Th, T, $, lg) of men 194 religious servica or tmi.cims, or applies himscy

accord. 

to Akb, it is from A ia 1; and if oo, it is to acts of dsweion; (�, A, ]�;) wito posm~ a

knowledge 

of God: (T, 8, g, K L:) or a learned

with 

fet-b to tbej : but accord. to Fr, it man: (T:) or the first bi'gnifiett, (1Q or signifies

in 

from ajj, meaning "a company:" (Th,T:) also, (VJ and so the aecond, (MJ i. q. j'^"

Zj 

says that it is C~ and 'C ~' ,.with keer [i. c. a learned man, or particularly of the Jews,

to 

the j and also with 4amm to tbej, and signifies &c.; or a good, or ritjliteous, man]; (M, ]�;) and

a 

lord, or mwier, of knowkdge or science: or a

a 

nu~ow wmpany: he adds that is'neid by

come 

to signify 11 ten thowand;" and that of the Lord Gtot): (M:) or a

C~ 

karnod man, a teacher of others, wito nourithes

in 

said to eignify karned, pious, patknt mm 0. people with the vndi matters of knomkdqo, or

and 

thm each of then sayings is good: acoord. to

Aboo..Tilib, 

it signifies mmw~s compania: (T:) scuwe, be/hro the great: (IA#r, T:) or a learned

A..# 

man firmly groundod in kwmkdge, or a-ience,

[in 

the IFIr iii. 140J PI-Vasan read te'j~ ; and religion.. or a karud man who practices

' 

J~ 1 what he knows and instructs others: or one of

and 

Ibnw'Abbu, 'r C;~A; the former with 48TIPY k�gh rank in,kwmlodge, ov. wimes: or learned

and 

the lattier with fet-b, to the j. (L, TA.) -

with 

respect to mkat is lawful.,and what is unkm-

See 

abo ul, and mAat is cmmandod and wAat is f~

f 

a.

dm: 

(TA:) &�j is a rel. n. from C;�j; or from

ejtoj: 

me the next paxagraph, in four plaom A a

Ap 

".!pi meaning God:" (TA, and some oopies oi

X 

.Thefirst, or beginning, or cmmmce~t, the ]�:) the 1 and Cj being added to give intensive-

or 

the first and~ state, of anything; (A9, new to the significati�n; (M;) or, U Sb saye, to

A'Obeyd, 

T;) [iwd so V C"otoj"' ke., u appom denote a ispeeW reference to the knowledgwof the

1

I a



confections, made with 4;; ( a, ];) and in like

manner ;r' , except that this is from a!I
[inf. n. of Uo]. (.) - Also Oil of which the
grain (.... [perhap a mistranscription for 4-
i.e. jar]) wAen~ it As ben prepared, or taken,
has bee perfumed (t,j): (T, TA:) or oil
perfumed with sweet-melling plants; a nlso

and oo. (A.)

O,.g,: see the next preceding paagraph.

sl: ee .,p, in two places.

%: see - -)._Also A slave; a bond-
man; yn. ; lit. possessed, and now particu-
larly applied to a male mahite slav]. (M, P.)
b J lW 1 means [(Mafnind (liL thi er-
rants of God) are] bondnmen ( f/ [to
God]. (M.)-A skin for clarified butter &c.
seasoned mith 4j [or intpiuated juice]. (T, f.)
[And A jar smeared with tar or pitch: see 1.] _
See also .

".3 One who confers a benefit, or benefit.
(K .) And One on whom a benefit is cnferred,
or on whom benefits are conferred. (V.)

1. 1j, [aor. ', inf. n. *;,] He, or it, was, or
became, high, or elevated: (V:) [or] he, or it,
mas, or became, high, or elevated, so as to overtop,
or oerlooh, wDhat was around or adjacent; as
also *t;l¢. (M, .) You say, ,3;jl ;.:,
(M, TA,) inf. n. :j, (M,) The ground rome:
and some read, in the ]ur xxii. 5 and xli. 39,
1.A instead of Qt; beoause, as Zj says, when a
plant is about to appear, the earth rimse thereat.
(M, TA.) And you say also, J. i, to and
t° 31 and t bl He took a high' and commanding
position upon a mountain, or asended upon it,
(4ic >Jw5,) to look. (TA.) And 6ij 'i -

J t I kneo not such a one until he
became within a commanding, or near, view of
me; syn. J.f. (T.) And i L I l He
asended upon an eminence [to ratch] let an
enemy should come uwares upon a party. (TA.)

And ii;J,i and ltjl I ascndeu upon
the place of obseroation. (s.) And .*t 1t,
(9, M, 1,) aor. :, (M, V,) inf n. m; (9; M ;)
and. t;; (T,M,V;) and ,-; ,; (;) He
was, or beca,ne, [or acted as,] a scout to the
party, (T, 8, M, ],) upon an eminence. (M.)
And'~w i WSb, and tI3J1l, Such a one was,
or became, or acted as, a scout to us. (p.)_

t.i . j ,i4 , aor. and inf. n. as above, means
I exalted thee [or held thee] abon suc a thing:

b .. a - · J..(M:) and~.' v*jl J1; Ai ji Iezaltcd thee [in

the highet degree]: (IJ,M:) and *s .1 "
1 , C [I Aeld myself aboe the doing such

a thing]: ( p. 5:) and U1. ;. t i .'
jV1l Verily I ealt tAee [or hold thee] above thAi
tiing, (8, ;r ubi supr, TA,) and do not approw

Lord, a though the word signified o~s post~ing
a nowlldge of thA Lord esdundvy of otler
branc~e of knowldg; (T;) so that it is like

lmJ;, (T,M, and so in some copies of the
1,) meaning "long-bearded," (T,) or "large-

bearded," (M,) and &;lj, "thick-necked," and
lw:, 1"haring much hair:" (T:) or it is a
Syriac word; (TA, and some copies of the ;)
or Hebrew; and was unknown to the [pagan]
Arabs, and known only to the men of law and

science: (TA:) the pl. is cj o;, (T, t,) occur-
ring in the ]~ur iii. 73 (S) [and v. 48 and 68].

f0: see )lbj, last sentence but one.

3acj The quality denoted by the epithet 1,b
[q. v.]. (A.)

,s A herd (T, S, M, ]K) ofozen, (T,) [i. e.]
of wild ozen (jl M,): (9, M,1 :) or, u
some say, of gazelles: or, accord. to Kr, a number
of [wild] oxen together, les than ten: it has no
sing., or n. un. (M.)

a.
¥b;; and its fern., with ;: see ' in three

places.

&. said in the T and V to be pL of ij [q. v.]:
and said by AAF to be pl. of ..

,.. A place of collecting (T, q, M, A) of
people: (M, A:) a place of alighting: (M, 1] :)
a place of abidintg, or dwelling, and congregating.

(M.) [Hence,] JQ.l ,4p" The place where the
camel keep, or remain. (T, ~.)_ [Hence also,]

$ ;- O t Such a one is a person who collects,
or congregates, people. (T, ., M, ].*) [And

hence,] 's Uy Cjj 5 t.Such a one is an
oliject of resort for his counsel and authority to
the sons of such a one. (TA in art. t. .)-
Also, and * 41., (M, lg,) Land abounding
with plants, or herbage; (] ;) or with 4Q [q. v.]:
(TA:) or land in which there ceawse not to be
moisture; and so * 'a: or $ signifies
land abounding ivith plants, or Aherbage, and
with people. (M.)

"r?i Anything heeping, or cleaving, to a thing.

(M. [See its verb, 4.]) You say .,. J JU A
se-camel hkeeping to, and affecting, her young

one, and the stallion. (AZ, TA.) And 'l Jt
[originally 1.. pl. of < ' Canels keeping
in a place; remaining in it. (T, .) And

· ,. t Constant, in~paable, poverty: occur-

ring in a trad.: or the epithet there is L.
(lAth.)

ar*: see +,.

~s Made [or presrved] with .j [or inis-
sated jutice]; (., I9;) like ua ~ signifies
"made [or preserved] with J.. [or honey]:"

(9 :) you say 4 Js. j and t[g er o

pre d: and t;1 signiies Prme or
Bk. I.

of it for thee: (lar, TA :) u though properly
signifying I betake myself with thee to an el.-
vated place of observation, in honour of thee, and
in car,'or solicitude, for thee, and prersrwe thee
and keep watch for thee u a scout and a watch-
mnu; (IJar ubi supri:) [this usge of the verb,
a is shown in the TA, is what is meant by its

being said that] . is also yn. with -j. (,.)
- jQi I % He pres rd, guarded, or took

care of, (TA,) and put into a good, or right,
state, (V, TA,) the property, or cattle. (TA.)
_8See ao 3. ..--, . t % He looked into
the thing, or offair, and con~ided. (TA.)-

., ;t,; accord. to Fr, means 4 a [liL
I knew his knowledge, or what he hAne; app.
meaning I tried, prowed, or tested, kim, and so
kAm what he Anew]. (TA. [See the phrase

, * ei. * l.])_. ; * He did not know,
or had no knowledge of, nor did he deire, Aim,
or it: (M :) or he did not know, or had no know-
ledg of, and did not prepare AimMrffor, Aim, or
it: (L4, M :) or he did not carefor, mind, Ahed,

or regard, him, or it: (T:) or IO ;$j 'tj a
means I did not Aknow such a oe, nor carefor,
mind, heed, or regard, him. (, )-) J t b
They collectedfor him of every kind offood, (M,

],) milk and dates #c. (M.),~ ;
4 . He came bearing himusf heavily, or dug-
gihly, in his gait. (M, g. [Like U.])--
See also what next follows

3. s, inf. n. *, He made it to pas away;
(], TA;) namely, property: so in the Tekmileh:
in the ]g, is likewis mentioned, in an earlier
part of the art., as meaning #,1; but the con-
text in the ]p compared with that in the Tekmileh
seems to show that this is a mistake. (TA.)

3. tel; He watched, or obmrvd, a thing;
(M, ](;*) uas lo t b- and V I<1 and ' ~3,1: (TA:)
he guarded ( T.., T, YM,I) men, (M,) or a
man. (T, I,*) being guarded by him. (T.)-
He was cautious of, or he feared, thing, (T,0
, s,*) or a man; (M;) inf. n. ~i . (T, .

[In one of my copies of the $, ' ;L,tJI 4; ,
is erroneously put for XGj. o $ .])

4: see 1, in two places, near the beginning:
_ and see also .

8. H1 He tationd himweif, or stood, po a

place such as is all t, . (T.) 8e also 1, in
five placeL - And see .

;j, (L) written by El-Munawee $';, but it is
not certain, (TA,) The [hind of lmat Ae es
for 'watr calldrJ ];t that is ma of four

kins; (]r;) made of fuur skinm bemue of its
largenes (MF.)

. [High ground]. You say 1; Y *j; ;
;U %y, with medd in each case,[A laM Id
whicAh is No Aigh ground nor low groudL] (T.)

Up: see what next follows, in two plaOes

4 C, a, nO,]) aud p' (. 0) and
127
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te':3 e (T in art. ~:) A scout; (T,S, M,O,
;) but only (O, TA) such as is stationed upon

a mountain or some eleeated spot, (T,sO, TA,)
whAence he look out: (0, TA:) [perhaps also
signifying scouts; for the word L.it by which
the first is explained in the { and M and 0 and
Ji, and the second also in the . and 0, means
"a scout" and "scout s :"] pl. [of the first]

t14. (S, O.) The first is fem. because the
Zag.b is also called *Oe, and eX& is fem.: but
Sb states that this last word in the sense of la,Lb
is masc. and fern.; fern. originally, and masc. as
being turned from [the signification of] a part
[i. e. an eye] to [that of] the whole [person].
(M.) AA cites, as an ex. of V &Aj,

C
· a. . . "*',

JP& u. 1 t.W,j

[And me sent Aboo-'Amr as a scout]: (TA:)
from a poem of 'Abd-Esh.Shiri1 El-Juhanee.
(Ijam pp. 218 et seqq.)

·.~idl ~b [The sulerintendent, or supernisor,
of the players at the game called ..J1, whose
place is behind them]. (TA in art. Jj.)

.and * i* ($, M, ) and jt 43 (., )
and * ,. (TA as from the 1] [but not in the C]
nor in my MS. copy of the V]) An elevated
place ofobuseration, or upon which a person is
stationed to vatch; (Q, V ;) the place of the ;a
[or scout]. (M.) - And hence, the first of these
words, (8,) or tdhe second, (T, M,) The j;l
[or perch], (T,) or place, (g, M,) of the hawk,
or falcon, (T, ., M,) upon which he stands, (.,)
or upon which he mounts. (M.) A r6jiz sup-
preses the ., saying,

[lie passed the night upon his perch, shackled].
(T.)

sit and i1L: see the next preceding para-
graph, in three place.

Lt:, (M, and so in copies of the V,) accord.
to IApr, with medd and fet-b, (M,) or & o? ,
(M, and so in the V accord. to the TA,) the
latter preferred by Tb, (M,) A stair, or ladder.
(IAgr, M, g.)

:4,.: see t,,*; and :Pj.

2-.,. 1..,
,.h.3: see tV..

Lp.;,: see .

1. 0&: me 2 . .N, aor. ', (TV,) inf.n.

:, (C,) It (a thing, Tg) ,w, or became,
closed; syn. :jiW!l. (S, TI.)

«. ,, (T, g,M,) inf.n. .J, (TCr,, ,)
Heifed, nourished, reared, or brought up, (T, .,
M, V,) a child; (T,* $, M;) syn. U; (T, f, M,

ni) also ? ., (M,) aor. r, (T,) inf. n.
' ; (s ;) and .t3. (TA, and yam p. 63.)

And 4,, (TC ,) inf n. . above, (C,) He

patted a child (g, TA, TV) repeatedly (TA) ont
the side in order that it mtght sleep. (1, TA,

TV.) [See i~ .s ,%I, in art. .j.]

5: see 2.

C-0 &C.: 
, -a see ,j, in art. ¥.

,:.0, &c.:

1. ~4, aor. ', inf. n. ,., (Ks, ISk, T,) lie
hindered, nithheld, restrained, or prevented, himn,
and retarded him; or diverted him, by occupying
him otherwise; (Ks, T, TA;) as also 4-:
(A:) and he kept him, or held him, bach: (Ks,
T, TA:) and he deceived, deluded, beguiled, cir-
cumvented, or outwitted, him. (ISk, T.) You

say, 4;. , ic , 4, (Sl, T, S, A,* V,'*) and ,1l,
(T, M,) aor. as above, (T, S, M,) and so the
*inf. n.; (T, $, M, A, K ;) and 2, (M,) inf. n.

, ; (gC;) Ile hindered, nithheAd, restrained,
or debarred, him; (Sh, T, S, M, A, K;) and
turned, or diverted, him; (M;) from the thing
that he wanted, (Shli, T, 8, A, Ii,) and from his
affair, (T, M,) by pretexts. (T.) '.. lIe
was, or became, slowt, tardly, dilatory, late, or
backward. (Sh1, TA.) [See also 5.]

2. 45: see above, in two places. Also lie
made him to tanrj, stay, or stop. (M.)

5. t. He tarried, stayed, or stopped, (., ,)
in his journeying. (8.)

8: see the next paragraplh.

9. 1 j1 They became separated, disunited, dis-
persed, or scatterecL (TA.) And .,il .ji
The sheep, or goats, became dispersed, or scat-

tered. (A, TA.) And jt , IJ. , and

.,d Tj, They became eparated, or disunited, in
their places of alighting or abode, and their judg-
ment or opinion. (A, TA.) - [Hence,] 2jt

.,., (., TA,) or t %, (g, TA,) or V ? j!,
(CI,) which last has been heard thus pronounced
with . to avoid the conjunction of two quiescent
letters, (MF,) t Their affair wvas, or became,
weak, and slow, tardy, or dilatory, so that they
became seoparated, disunited, dispersed, or scat-
tered: (f, :) or the first (,sl g.,eI signifies,
(T, M, A,) or signifies also, (V,* TA,) their
affair, or state of affairs, was, or became, dis-
composed, dissipated, disorganized, disordered, or
broken up; (T, M, A, ;*) as also tt,.j. (].)

11. 5,!, (, TA,) or V .. ,!, (CV,) He was,
or became, hindered, withheld, restrained, or de-

barred. (C, TA.) You say, l; 6 U
Such a one dret near, or approached: then
became hindered, withheld, &c. (TA.) - See
also 9.

Q. Q. 4. t: see 11: - and see also 9.

i. q. t$ , (M, 1,) Hindered, with-
held, &c.: (M,* 1. :) the former, (T, M,) and the
latter also, (M,) applied to an aflair, or an event.
(T, M.) One says, wIj a j [app..,.,, &,i. rapp.

[BooK -I.

meaning His running is attended with dicteulty,
and the accomplishment of his affair is hindered]:
(T: [in a copy of the A, as cited in the TA,
&jt. is put in the place of . , which appears
to be the right reading, from what here follows:])
and

[npp. meaning A running attended with difi-
culty, the affair of which is hindered]: (M:)
:S>5 is [here] syn. with Ji.. (T.) ~ It is
also said to signify The .. [or eel]; and so
t a.Ij: and in the "Jimi'"' of El-Ghooree,

t -, M' with kesr to the j and witlh teshdeed of
the -, is said to mean a species of.fish. (Mgh.)

:.;, (T., S, M, K,) a subst. from B4 signify-
int as expl. in the second sentence of this art.,
(T,) anrd K ~, (T, ), M, K,) [in like manner
a subst.] from &j siglifying as expl. in the
first sentence of this art., (T,) A thing, or an
event, that hinders, withholds, rutrains, or pre-
vents, one [from a thing that he wants, and from
his affair; and that turns, or diverts, one there-
from; and that deceives, or deludes, one]: (?,
K :) or both signify deceit, or delujion; [in
which sense, accord. to the TA, thile fonner word
is expl. in the ], but it is not so in my MS. copy
of the K nor in the ClK ;] and hindrante, re-
straint, or prevention: (M, TA:) pl. of the
former 4 .;. (TA.) You say, -a .0 4j j;

and * W He did tiat to him from a motive
of deceit, or delusion, and hindrance, restraint,
or prevention. (M.) And a; & i w5 ; C l
I said that only from a motive of deceit, or delu-
sion, on my part. (ISk, T.) It is said in a trad.,

.1We . . ,I i3 > 1 , mean-
ing [The devils go forth against men indiscri-
minately, on Friday,] wnith the ineans of hinder-
ing them, or withholding them, from prayer:

(M:) or ;i. ,ia 1 # I

O ci ,,i J wt. j,L i.e. [ When Friday

is come, Ibles sends forth his forces to men, and]
they remind them of the wants that hinder, or
witlhhol, themt [from the prayers of that day]:
(S:) or, as some relate it, At ~ l,Jl i 43 ,
which is said by El-Kbatiabee to be of no account;
but it may mean [they assail uen roith] hin-
d,ances; for , l may be pl. of t , , inf. n.
un. of d". (MF.) - See also .e, last sen-
tence.

Z. : see the next preceding paragraph, in
two places: mand see also ,, last sentence.

~!$ Slow, tardy, dilatory, late, or backward.
(TA.)

4i, and its pl. ~ l>J: see a·et, last sentence
but one.

1. tS1_3 ut Ccj, (B, A, Mgh, Msb, V,)I1

I
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a subst. ($, I~.) A poet says, (S,) namely,
Khufif Ibn-Nudbeh, (TA,)

aor. , (Mob, I,) inf. n. 5o (Mgh, Msb, TA)

and ,n and ;, (M,b, TA,) _II gained; or
made gain, or profit; in his traffic; (MA, KL,

Tg;) i. q. l, (. , ,) or , 1. (Az, Isb.)
The Arabs say to a man when he enters upon

traffic, :L.J41 C0J [(With gaining and libe-
rality.] (TA.) - And i1;3 j I (A, Msb.
TA) His trafqic brought him gain, or profit.
(Myb, TA.)

S. A j: see 4. Also , inf n. ,
ti took to himself (.3jl) an ape (Cti, TA) in
tis place of abode. (1.)

S. r~ % *;flUa IHe gave him property on
the condition that the gain, or profit, should be

·a,
[dirided] betwecn them two. (TA.) And --'-

XA1t- tllI (,*' Msb) I sold him the com-
modity naming a certain gain, or profit, for
every portion of the price: (Msb:) you say,

[I sold him tihe commodity on the condition of my
receiving as gain, or profit, upon every ten dirhemns,

a dirhiem]: (TA:) and a . , 1
bought it of him in like manner: (Msb, TA :)
the gain, or profit, must be named. (TA.)
See also 4.

4.-4 43 J ; .tl Ie found a p,(!fitlblc
marhket in [or for] his traffic. (Az, Msb.) 
.t1 IIe gave him gain, or profit: (Mgh, Mb :)

* ~ .owe have not heard; (Mgh ;) [i. e.] ,
as meaning I gave hi,n gain, or profit, has not
been transmitted [from the Arabs of classical
times]. (Msb.) You say, '.:L ~ .;1,

(s,) or Wk& d ';.$j, (A, [,) or both, (TA,) I
gatpe him a gain, or profit, upon his commodity.
(S, A, ]Z, TA.) And I 4 .ojI [Ile malde him
to gain by his commodity]. (TA.) And 

:se 41 [God made, or may God tnal e, his sale
to be productive of gain, or profit]. (S and 1. in
art. .j.)m Also .j) lie slaughtered for his

guests young rreaned camels; (1], TA;) which
are ealled C'. (TA.)- And ijl J cl Ie
nilhked the she-camel in the early morning, or

betwreen the prayer of daybreak and sunrise, and
at mnidday. (1].)

5. Ha He sottght gains, or profits. (A.)
lie (a man, TA) was, or became, confounded or
perplexed, and unable to ee his right course. (V.)

G and t=p and tt, [all originally inf. ns.]

Gain, or prqft; (IA;r, E, A, ], and Mgh in ex-
planation of the first and last;) increase [obtained]
in traffic; (TA;) excess, or surplus, [obtained,]
nboe the capital [(xpended]; wherefore it is also

termed %.-. (Ksh and Bl in explanation of the

first in ii. i5.) [Hence,] t4 'j-- 3 la &
S [Piety Jis the best traffic in respect ofgain, or
profit.] (A.)

: see the next preceding paragraph.

Horses and camels that are brought from one
place to another for al. p.) - And Fat. as

*

r a 1 W 
..- 3, J &, *~ J

G~ AJ~iid I~J

U-JI i4 U;, ..~~A~

4*

[as though meaning They entertained their guests
withfat, on the superabundant remains of which
the tribe liced, by means of tawnty-coloured
gaming-arrons whereby the lots that determined
who should afford the entertainment were divided]:
(S,* TA:) but [this is inconsistent with the affixed
pronoun relating to ,a.. wherefore], in this case,
as some say, (S, TA,) it means young weaned
camels; (F, K, TA;) [as a quasi-pi. n.;] and its
sing. is 1 !;; ( ;) like as that of is

,I.; and that of ... , I J.: (TA:) or a

youny weaned camel; [like .;] and its pl. is
tQ,: (K :) or it means here the gain, or profit,

obtained by means of the game called .cJi.
(S, TA.) _- See also the next paragraph.

..
C' A young weaned camel: ( R, J:) app. a

di:l. var. of ;. (S.) [See also t and '¢.]
A lanmb, or kid: (ISd, TA it,.art. m~:) or

the latter; (K;) as also Vtt'. (TA*r,].)

See also rt,; first sentence. -Also A certain
l,ird, (, ,) resembling the Cl; [which is an

owl employed for catchling hawks]: or, accord. to
Kr, the word is * ., and signifies a certain

bird resembling the tlj [or rool]. (TA.)

tLej: sce e2S in two places. = Also A certuin

small aninal, resembling the cat. (So in many
copies of thc S.) F observes that J says, tC l

;jWll i*= k JC ~'; BOand that , has been
substituted as an amendment for 4,. in some of
the copies [of the S]; but that each of these
r eadings is erroneous: for ,~Lv we find [in
copies of the S] in the handwriting of Aboo-
Zekereeyh and that of Aboo-Sahl %.t~., with
dithe unpointed t; and the substitution of A for
a43 was made' by IKt: in the copies of the S,
moreover, we find '.* instead of 4: and IB
says that the passage in J's original copy, in his

own handwriting, runs thus: LVJ L 0 r

.jl3tl "o 4j4 ~jg.. (TA.) [But I find
that, in five copies of the S, between jj;.JI and
,e.t, occur the words ,i LWI. Ctljt, or .,
or ,jJ .,: and I think it most probable that J
intended to have introduced these or similar words,
and therefore wrote .. instead of lt; meaning
that tj is the appellation of a certain small

animal, resembling the cat: and that it&J! is
also the name of a country or town from which
camphor is brought: this country or town is said
in a marginal note in a copy of the ; to be in
India.]

st: see tli

: see y 1

A. certain hind of camphor: (1s :) so
called in relation to a certain country, or town,

agreeably with what is [said to have been] amerted
by J, or to a certain king named t,, who ap-
plied his mind to this kind of camphor, and dis-
covered it. (TA.)

tC1; (A'Obeyd, , A, L, V) and *t~j, (A,TA,)
the latter of the dial. of El-Yemen, (TA,) and

(L, TA,) The male ape; (?, A, L, K;)
[simia caudata, clunibus nudis: (Forskil, " Descr.
Animalium" &c., p. iii.:)] or the young one of
an ape: (TA:) or apes [as a coll. gen. n.]:
(TA in art. p.., in explanation of the last,
which is there said to be originally /l.),:) pl. of

the first C, . (TA.) One sayas t, ' .,
and g,, meaning [Prettier] than the ape. (A,

TA.) - [IIence, app.,] C :t ,.j (Lth, A, ]) or

~ (A) A sort of dates (Lth, A, ) of El-
Ba.rah. (Lth.) - Also, (IS,) accord. to some,
(TA,) Ct0 signifies A small young eaned camdl,

(Is,) and nmall young camels, syn. 4t., (TA,)
slender in the bone and meagre in the body:
(1:) but AHeyth asks, How can it mean small
young weaned camels, seeing that a poet applies
to it the epithet .i , and the J.; is five years
old? and Khidash Ibn-Zuheyr, in a verse cited
by Sh, speaks of a ct breathing hard in labour,
in order that her young one might come forth.
(TA.) _ See also a'

b; ·_ and t t Traffcking in which
one makes gain, or profit; (TA;) and so jI.
X1.2l; (T, $, A,* Myb, ;) [lucrative, or pro-
fitable, trqaic;] a phrase like.)t; UJe and At#
meaning "a nighlt in which one sleeps" and "in
which one is wakeful :" (Az, TA:) and 

V b a sale in which one makes gain, or proot
(TA.) And ,; JL t Property having gain,
or profit: 12 in this case being like ,¢ and

y.U: occurring in a trad.: but some read [,Ij,
or, more probably, '., from l i,] th U [or

rather .]. (TA.) - See also 5.
: see the next preceding paragraplh.

1. 0,, ((, M, Mb, (,) aor. ', (~, L,) or ,
(Mqb,) inf. n. , ($, L, g,) or *, (Mqb,) He
remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, (?, M, L,
Mob, 1,) it4 in a place. (f, M, L, MOb.) -
· p;, (lAr'$, lM, Mqb, g,) aor. ', (M,) inf. n.
,h, (T, M, Msb,) He con;fied; kept close, or
within certain limits; or shut up; (IA'r,T, ?,
M, Msb, 1 ;) him, or it; (IAr, ?, M, Mb ;) or
camels [&c.]. (M.) - He tied camels. (A, TA.)
- Also, (TA,) or *t. , (so accord. to the TT,

as from the T,) [or ".l ,.#,] He stowed, or
packed, datas, or the dates, in 51l, ie. oblong
pieces of matting [of mven palmeaves]. (AA,
T, TA.) [From what here follows, and from the
usage of the part. n. ,1.' (q. V.), it appmars that
the former verb is correct; but the latter may be
so too, or may have an intensive signification.]
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You my also, 4 ;; , j;3 , I stowoed
thy dates in tAhe in a good manoer. (A.)

2: see I. ,, said of a ewe or she-got,
She secreted milk in her udder a little before

her bringing forth ( and Aer dder
hibited patches, or shining huea, of black (8, M,
A) and rwhite: (P:) or her udder ~zhibited
patche, or shining hues, of faint blackn~ and
nhitness: (T:) a dial. var. of ,o;' [q. v.]. (8.)

4. ot lie (a man) marred, or wasted, or
rutined, his property, and his goods. (M, TA.
[See also Ijl.])

5. ' It (the udder of a ewe or goat) exhi-
bited patches, or shining hues, of black (M, A, L)
and white, (L,) or of faint blacknea and white-
nea. (T.) li, or it, mas, or became, marked,

in oblong shapes, (j.* e;j,) with black and

white; (TA;) and so t j, and 4jOl: (V,
TA:) or all three signify it became of a red hue
in which was blacknes; (M and L and TA in
explanation of the first and second, and TA in
explanation of the third also;) said of a man's
face, on an occaion of anger: (M, L:) or, aid
of a man's face, (8, TA,) ,3 signifies it became
altered, (8, ]J, TA,) by reason of anger; (8;)

and so * 1I and ,jl : (A4, T:) or it became

like the colour of ashesa; as also Ljl: (TA:) or
was as though parts of it becamr black, on an
occasion of anger: (T, TA:) and Vt o, said, in
a trad., of the Propbet's face when revelations
came down to him, it became altered to a dusty
hue: (TA:) and t4p said of a man's colour,
it assumed various Auw; appearing at one time
red, and another time yellow, and another time

1j.i. [here meaning a dark, or an ashy, dust-
colour], by reason of anger. (18h, TA.) -
Also He (a man, 8) looked sternly, austerely,
or morosely. (., V.)_ And .',1 c,.C43 The
sky becamu clouded. (8, M, A, }I.)

9. ,jl, (8, M, 1,) or Aji, (T,) .A (an
ostrich, 8, M) was, or becoame, of the colour termed
i~j; (8, M, V ;) u also V ;jo. (V.) _ 8ee
also §, in three places.

11: see what next precedes: - and ee also 5.

NW or J.1i : see .i,

.,> [app. pl. of iQ,] The diversifed wavy
marks, streaks, or grain, (.4,,) of a sword:
(8, M, A, 1:) of the dial. of Hudheyl. (M.)
You say ,j )j J A iword [haring such
narksi;p]in tvwhich one aees what rmembls dust,
or the tracks of ants. (8, L) [(See an ex. in a
verse of 8akhr, cited voce .]

5j.4 A colour likse JLj, inclining to blackneu;
U also ;~j : (T :) or dust-colour: (M:) or a
colour inclining to that of dust: (C, ] :) or a
colour betwere blockne and dust-colour: (AO,
TA : or ash-colour; like l;: (A:) or black-
neru niwd mwit dinginess, or duskineus: (Mb :)
or, in the ostrich, (M, L,) a also * .;, (M,) or
t 'P, (L,) a ~ied blaek colour: or, acoord. to

Lb, entire blacknes. (M, L) Also Dust-colour

in the lip. (M, L) [See also .1j.]

'~' Dates (p3) laid one upon another ($, M,
1) in an eartAen pot, ($,) or in jars, (M,) and
then sprinkled with water. (8, M, .. ) [See also

L..j The [kind of repository termed] cJ
[q. v.] of the [records terrmed] pt_, (V, TA,J

i. e. Z4,. (TA.) - See also

l: ; A certain plant. (M, L.)

tI, [a pl. of which the sing. (probably V ,jWJ)
is not indicated] Oblong piuear of matting [of
woven palm-saves], in whicA dates are stowed, or
packed. (AA, T.)

.1; One Mwo reposits, stows, lays up, keeps,
preves, or guards, property &c.; a treasurer:
(IAor, T, 1:) fem. with 5. (IAtr, T.)

.4t1, and its fem. .'1, applied to an ostrich,
Of tie colour termed ;Z; (8, M, A;) and so
the former applied to dates (.5): (A:) accord.
to Lb, (M,) the latter, applied to an ostrich,
(T, M,) as also .1~j, (T,) signifies black; (T,
M;) entirely: (M:) or, (T, M,) as he says in
one place, (M,) having, in its blacknes, specks of

white or red: (T, M:) pl. I. (.) Hence 4;1
meaning A male ostrich. (T, L.) Also the fen.,
applied to a ewe (Msb, TA) or she-goat, (T, .,
1~,) to the latter specially, (8,) Speckled, and
marked in the place of the girdle with red:
(T, L:) or speckled with red and white or blach:
(L, TA:) or blach, speckled with red (8, Msb, 0)
and white. (Mb.) _- Also A man, and a woman,

having a dusty hue in the lips. (M, L.) - ;ol
also signifies A species of spent, (T, M, 4,*
TA,) of a foul, malignant, or noUioJs, nature,
(T, 4,) that bites so that the face in conuquence
alters to an ashy hue or the like ( j), (M,
[but this addition in the M seems to be founded
upon a mistranscription in a passage in the T
immediately following, but not relating to, what
is maid of this serpent,]) or that bites canmels.
(TA.) - And The lion; as also V . (g.)
- [Hence also,] 0.tj 4 &lji S An abominable

calamity. ($, A, Y.e) And . .;a I1 t Black
calamities. (M.) - And Q,j! ;Ic S A year of
drought. (A.)

., a subst. like :i [q v.], (Sb, M,) from
the trans. v. -;, (Mb, TA,) [properly A thing
with which one confines, &c.: and hence,] a place

of confinement: (V:) [pl. And parti-
cularly] Anything with shich camels are con-
fined; (A 9, T;) and also ~ or goats: (TA:)
a place in which camel. (T, ., M, A, Mgh, M9 b)
and other animalk (S, Mgh) are confined (T, .,
M, A,* Mgb) or stationed. (Mqb.) In the phrase
. l, used by a poet, the latter word is said

to signify A piee of wood, or a staf, that is put
acrou the breats of camel to proent them from
going forth: (M:) or, acord. to AV, by that
word is meant a staff put acroM at the entrance

[of an enclom~] to prent the eamel. from going
forth; wherefore it is thus called: but others
disapprove of this; and say that the poet means
[by the phrase] a staff put across at the entrawc
of the s ; not that the staff is a ,.. (T.)._

Also The place of dates, (T, 8, A, Mgl, MNb,)
in which they are put to dry (., A) in the sun;
(A;) in the dial. of El-Medeeneh; ( ;) i. q.

m... (8, NMfb) in the dial. of El-Yemen, (TA
in art ,)and (T, ., Mgh, I) in the

dial. of Nejd: (.:) or 1 seignifies the
C.Wr of dats, [i. e the place] in which they are
put, after the cutting, in order that they may
dry: (M:) accord. to A'Obeyd, and .

in this sense are both of the dial. of El-IijAz, and

IJi of that of Syria, and 3,JW of El-'Ir4. (T.)
- Also A court, or yard, or spacious place,
behind houses, of which use is made. (NI.)-
And The like of a ;,.i. [i.e. a cha,nber, or an
upper chamber,] in a house. (M.)

~ Marked, in oblong shapes, (d ,) with
black and white. (Aboo-'Adnin, K.) [See also
its verb, 9.]

i 1tl: see *u

. , [aor. :,] (M,) inc n. L (L, T, M,
]C,) He was, or became, light, or active, (Ltlh, T,
M, X,) in the armn, or hand, (M, ]j,) in working
or in doing a thing, and in the leg, or foot, in
walking or going, (M,) or in the lgs in walking
or going, and in the fingers in nworling or in
doing a thing. (Lth, T.) And 1t.., ;i i,
aor. :, inf. n. as above, His hand was light, or
active, with the 1 [or gaming-arrows]. (S,
A,* L, X.)

-LO5see wej _ and see also LX.

J Light, or active, (Lth, T, S, M, 1,) in the
arm, or hand, in working or in doing a thing,
and in the leg, or foot, in walking or going, (M,)
or in the legs in malking or going, (Lth, T, S, R,)
as also ,,ljt;l .; (A ;) and light, or active, in
the fingers in working or in doing a thing, (Lth,
T,) as also .L ) j §, u . (A.) And A
quick, or fleet, horse. (T.) And .1I eJ 4.
.~Up A horse having light, or active, legs. (A.)

- Ot;J!p 3 I.;.' means t IHe came alone, put to
.flight. (IAir, M, 1].') But the saying of Hish4m
EI-Mara-ee,
* 4,

is explained by IAar as meaning t [In the morn-
ing] when ttou leftest him exet,nlt from satire.
(M.) Accord. to Aboo-Sa'eed, (T,) ;i
means A gum having little fle. (T, I.)

5.i.j (T,, M,A,K) and * ;, (. A, ,)
the former of which is said to be the more chaste,
(TA,) The wisp of wool, (T,8, M, A, ,) or
piece of rag, (Ks, T, M,) with which on am rs
with tar a camel (Ks, T, , M, A, ) that is
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wmbby or um~g: (Ks, T:) of the dial. of Te-
meem: (M:) abo called 4 [and 'a.]. (T.)

One ss, Q;j 1 c* s [A sla hi#
hour, or reputation, were the J,; of kin who
mears camels i tar]; sad in like manner,
&'_JIl ~ [explained below]. (A.) And

,41 .. ....' '. -. I I-- 8 s c.

[When he made them to hear, or told tcem, the
truth, they rejected it, like as he who smanrs
camels with tar rejects the ;.1J after using it].
(A.) -- AlIo The piece of rag with which the
goldmnith polishes ornaments. (?, L, 1, and Mqb
in explanation of the latter word.) - And the
former word, The rag of a mendruating woman;
(M, A, L, ];) the thing that the menstruating
woman throws away. (Lth, T.) - And [hence,]
+ Anything unclean, dirty, or filthy, (M, L, ],
TA,) and stinking. (TA.) - And [hence like-
wise,] t A man in whom is no good or goodner,
deoid of goodness, or orthless, (M, -,) and,
accord. to Lb, stinhing. (M.) - Also The stop.
per (,at~) of a bottle, or lash. (IAy, T, M,
].)-Al;o, (M, L,],) and t5.4J, (Fr, A'Obeyd,
I, M, L,) of which latter t J. is pl., or rather a
lu.ai-pl. n., (M,) [or more properly a coll. gen. n.,
i.; being its n. un.,] A tingle one of the 4Je,
meaning tufts of dyed wool (CJO) which are
Aung tpon the necks of camel; (Fr, A'Obeyd, $,
L;) and which arc likewise called ' l,, (A,

TA,) an irreg. pl. like '. [and &c.];
(TA;) or which are hung u.pon a Ahe-camel:
(L:) or a tuft of dyed wool (L ,&) which is hung
upon the ear of a camel (M, L, 1]) 4c., (]g,)
[i.e.,] upon the ear of a he-camel and she-camel,
or of a sheep or goat. (M,L.) -The pl. of
3p in all the senses expl. above is .. and ;1)
(M, L, ]g.)

;.4): see the next preceding paragraph, in two
places. - Also Thc i.. [app. as meaning the

:i0, or su,)C,nsot,y thong in the handle,l of a
whip: (i:) [n.un. of *.j: for you say] ` J,
.*j meaning A whip haring thongs in the fore
part of itsj [or handle]. (En-Nadr, TA.) -
Also Dfficulty, or distres. ([IaIr, T, ~.) So
in the saying, Lc *. ;,~ % 3 l Wce
were in diffirulty, or distres, and it became re-
moved, or cleared away,firom us]. (lAgr, T.)

,l%lp j [in one of mv copies of the 0 %,1';,
and in a copy of the A . ,] One who makes
many mistakes in his Apeech. (C, A, L, l.) [See
also 1, below.]

a .. .
Uj?J~: sce e .

ail~j t Evil (ISk, T, $, M, 1g) that occurs
between, or among, people. (ISk, T, $,* M.*)
You ay, ajs. .iiXt h Betwnm, or among,
the people is evil. (, M.')

and *,t ,~; t One who tal/ much, and
irrationally, or erronaouly, (I4,TA,) making
many mistakelta in his peech. (TA.)

*-MM: isee

1. X,' h'IJ or :: se . .. i- .u
() A lthing, or an cffair, or an event, put me
in epec~tation. (TA.)

5. ,pi He e~pected; or awaited: (g:) Ahe
tarried; or tarried expecting. (lAth.) You say
j.A ,*l w He looked for, expected, awaited, or

ailted for, the thing, or event.. (Mjb.) And

;U.t t# .a0J, (M,) orj.d1, (Msb,) He looked
for, expected, awaited, or waitedfor, the thing,
or event, to befall him, or betide him. (M, M,b.)
It is said in the gur [ix. 52], jl L Oy ~ " J

*C,e . ~ " [Do ye look for, &c., aught
sare one of the two best things (namely victory or
martyrdom) to betide m ?]. (M.) And a poet says,

* *

[Wait tho for the ic tudes off ortun to befall
her: perhaps she may be divorced some day, or
her husband may die]. (TA.) You say also,

o;JI ZL .f . v [RHe looked for, &ec, a time
of dearness for his commodity, or article of
merchandise]. (A.) And, [elliptically,) j 3

r*UL (:,S) or !Ait* ; (M;) and , ~o (M,
A, ],) or. ', (Tg,) inf. n. ~r; (M, A,;)
He lookedfor, expected, awaited, or waited for,
[tomething] good or evil to befall, or betide,
(M, A, ,) such a one, (A, ],) or the thing:
(M:) or ,I1 ,4 3 signifies he looked for,
expected, awaited, or wraited for, a dayfor the
thing. (Lth.)

Law An expecting; an awaiting; a waiting:
(Agat, g, A, Mqb, 5 :) a tarrying; or tarrying
in ex~ectation. (M.) You say, a.d 0 ; J
[I hae to endure an expecting, &c., with respect
to my goods, or commodities; app. meaning, I
have to wait for a favourable opportunity to sell

them]. ($,A.) And 3L . 1 3 [I have
to endure an expecting, or a waiting, in El-
Bafrah]. (AtIat,A.) Amnd £,,1..i bJ
[I have to endure a tarrying, or a tarrying in
~epectation, for, or on account of, this thing, or
affair]. (M.)_ Also The period that is as-
signed to a hutband wAen he has been pronounced
incapable of exual intercourse with his wife; so
that if he go in to her [it is ellU with him,
and he remains her husband]; but if not, a
separation is made between them: so in the
saying, 1., C. Ai t4 1; .J ; ..U1 [(The
woman abode duritg the period so assigned to her
husband in the howue, or tent, of her husband].
(18k, ].) [In like manner 1 4 (perhaps a
mistrascription) is explained in the A and TA in
art. Aj : and the period is there said to be a
year.]

~, applied to a man, (g,) Put in ex-
pectation. (TI.)

One who withholds, or coUeets and
withholds, wheat or the like, waiting for a time
of dearnes; syn .. ;. (v.)

L i, (, A, Mb, ,) aor. :, (, h, ,)
in£ U. (, A, Mgh, M,b, KI) and ,ja

(Mqb, K) a,nd ir, (],) [the last an inf. n. of
un.,] said of the shesep and goat, (?, A, Mgh, K,)
and of the gazelle, (., A,) and of the ox-kind,
and the horse, ($,) or beast, (Mgb,) and of the
dog, (e, A,) [signifying He lay down, or laid
hinmuef down, upon his breast,] is like .i) said of
a camel, (8, M9 b, 1],) and. said of a bird, (Q,
TA,) or h,t said of a man. (Mgh.) Said of a
man, it means tt He lay down: and he sat: or]
he sat upon his knees: and it may also mean he
sat upon his thighs and his buttocks. (Ilar p. 172.)
[And hence, t He remained ixed, or stationary,
like an animal lying upon its breast; as is shown
by what here follows: whence a signification of

,aj, q. v.] The saying of Mobammad to E4-
1?asbbk, when he sent him to his people, It]

or without fear, like the gazelle in his covert:
(IA*r,1Sd,y:) or trut them not, but be vigi-
lant, like a wild animal, ready to spring up, for
thou wilt be in the midst of the unbelievera;
(Az, ISd, $;) so, if anything induce in thee
suspicion, thou mayeat flee from them like the
gazelle: (Az, ISd, TA:) accord. to each interpre-
tation, tJi is in the accus. case as a denotative of
state; the subst. being put in the place of the act.
part. n., as thnugh for '"-: the former of the
two explanations is said to be the more agreeable
with the circumstances of the case. (TA.) You

: e',g -. d - a .. .

9, The ion laid himself domn upon his breat

) on his prey, and the adversary on his
adversary. (].) - He (a beast) lodged, and
abode, in a place. (TA.)'. tlie (a man) be-
came heavy, and slept, stretchted upon the ground.

(TA.) _,;11 e ';, ($, A, 1C,) inf. n. ;,
(8,) SHe C(a ram) abstained .from tupping, or
covering the ewe, and avoided it, ($, A,' ],e) or
them, (TA,)beingfatiged: ($:) or was unable
to cover them: (4 :) one does not say, of a ram,
Aq... (S.) You say also of a ewe when she is

pregnant , .y ,J. (Ibn-'AbbMd, A.) And

you say of a man, , h X t Ze ab-
stained, or held back, from eeking the meansu of
acquiringj eminence, or nobility. (TA.) -

J,ZI (A,>) tThe night cast it darknes [lit.
itef (expl. by ? ' 0uiI) upon the earth]. (!.)

s d.ij, aor. - and 'L, (IApr, 0, !,) but the
latter aor. was afterwards rejected by I Ar, (TA)
He betooh himnself, or repaired, to him for
lodging, covert, or refuqe. (IA;r, O, g.)
&"JW, aor. , and IAar is related to have said .
also, but afterwards to have retracted it, X She (a
wife, or sister, or other woman,) undertook, or
managed, his affairs, and gav him lodging, or
refuge: (TA:) she was to him [as thogh she
were] a j,,;, or place of abode: like ,3J$ "I
was to him a father," and ,. 1 "I was to him
a mother." (A, TA.) [The aor. occurs in the
g, in the phrase 1~. 3: thus in the TA:

Bool I.] 1011
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in the C/5, ,':: in the L, ,; and thus also
the aor. is written in a copy of the A.]

S: me 4._ _ 'j;I , inf. n. , ,3, I
fixed him, or made him to remain fixed, in the
place. (TA.)_." Jt ;i Jl jij, (TA,) inf. n.
as aove, (1S, TA,) (He a the shin to cleat
to the ground mwith water; i. e.] he put into the
skin as much water as coered and concealed its
bottom: (],* TA:) mentioned by .gh, from
Ibn-'Abbid. (TA.)

4. h1 l Ke made a sheep, or goat, [&c., (see
1,)] to lie downm upon his breast; (, 1 ;) as oals

lhpb3, inf. n. ,.'j3. (TA.) tit (a
vessel, ., A, ], and beverage, or wine, A, TA)
satisJied their thirst so that they becameheaory,
and slept, stretched upon the ground: (8,*A,*
] :) t it (milk) satiated tlem. (TA.) -,

v. JI I1 The sun became sehemmntly Aot, (8, A,
5,) to as to make the gaeUse and the sheep or

goat, (8,) or the wild animals, (A,) to lie down
upon their breasts: (., A:) or became still, like
a beast lying upon its breast, having attained its
utmost height and not begun to decend. (0.) 

;f . ,,!, (o, 5,) and ~41, (0,) t He
undertook, or managed, the epenses of his
family, (0,!,) and of his companions; (0;)
syn. -*J h .U: (0, l:) so says Ibn-'Abbid.
(TA.)

u&o: see ,.

: sce ,bd~, in five places. Also, ac-
cord. to Ks, (;,) and AV, (?gb, TA,) The middle
of a thing: (~, .gh, 5 :) but this is disapproved,
bySh. (T,TA.)-And A collection of trees of the

kinds cUlld and _: (5:) or a collction

of abundant and dense tr. (TA.)

,, a: Lsee _e : in three places.

C.. The lodging-place of sheep or goats;
(8, A,* : ;) because they lie therein upon their
breasts; and in like manner of wild animals:
(TA:) the nightly loding-place of sheep or

goats: (Mtb:) and Vuq signifies the came:
(?,* A, Mgh, Mb :) pL of the former .,Mt: (S.,

A,* TA:) and of the latter i 1,~: (8, ] :') the

k,1,.' of sheep or goats are like the ;*l1 of
camels. (?.) . t A place of abode: a place of
abode of a people by itself: (A, TA:) pl. as
above. (A.) t IAnytAing to which a man
betahes himself, or repairs, for.. lodging, cowrt,
or rtfuge, (18k, 8, A,* Mlb, 5,) and at which,
or with which, hefinds rest, or ease; (5:;) such
as a house or tent, ($, A, g,) and the lies, (8, 5,)
and a tifs (18k, ., A, Mqb,) or rlatons, (ISk,
A, Mqb,) or a family, and a relation, and
property, (1,) and seep or goats, and means of
subsistence, and food; (TA;) and hence, (8,)
milk which sustains a man, and uicesr Aim for
food: (, :'*) pl. as above: (:.) ,vj and
$ &O and t ,j (IA*r,$gh,]B ) and t,.,
(1) are applied to a my#fe 4;s4 h Y, (so
in copies of the 5 and in the TA, but in the CV

b~,) i. e. because she undertakes, or manages,
the affairs of her husband, and gives him lodging,

or refuge; (TA;) or because she fixes him,
^'.i, i. e. "5,) so that he does not quit his

place: (L, TA :) or to the mother; or the sister;
who undertakes, or manages, the affairs of (-,'a
[so in copies of the K and in the TA, in ihe
latter of which it is thus explained, but in the ClK

y;.5 ,]) her relation. (1K.) A poet says,

(8, Mgh) i. e. [The winter has come, and I have
not yet made for myself] a lodging: [0, wo to
my two.lhands, in consequence of di(ging] hollows
in which to sit for protection from the cold.
(Mgb.) And from ,v;j applied to " milk which
sustains a man, and suffices him for food," origi-
nated the prov., (K., TA,) Xrb ,1 ; X , 
Il~, meaning t Thy .family and thy servants
(8, K) and those to rwhom thou betakest thyself
for lodging or refuge, (.,) are appertenances of
thine, though they be persons falling short [of
their duty]: (S, .K:) or thy manager of affairs,
&c., though he be not a good manager of thine

affairs: (L, TA:) and kt,~ also signifies any
wo,nan who undertakes, or manages, the affairs

of a house: but in the T we find ,iL, thus
written, as by Th, on the authority of IABr, but
not restricted by a measure, and explained as
meaning the person who undertakes, or manages,
the affairs of tly house; and so in the book of
proverbs by As: and in the margin of a copy of
the 8, we find the above-cited pror. thus written,

!;t, wIS ' ;sI. t' ~ tC,-, Cas from the " Book
on Goats" by Ibn-Zeyd, and expl. as meaning
the tons of thy father are appertenances of thine,
though they be evil persons, in whom is no good.
(TA.)- The wall of a city: (:, TA:) the

environs of a city, (8, A, Mgb,) and of a8., [or
palace &c.], (A,) consisting of houses or droellinys,
(A, Mgh,) or of open country: (TA:) and ,
signifies the same: (TA:) or this latter signifies
thefoundation, or basis, of a building; and of a

city also: (K:) IKh writes it tuVaI: and some
say thatt ' "' and e,, signify the same: (TA:)
the former of these two signifies also the part, of
a thing, that touches the ground: (:, TA :) so says

Sh: accord. to ISh, o,"Vl ?.a,j signifies NAvat
touches the ground, of a thing: (TA:) and j,&'
also signifies a lateral, or an outward or adjacent,
part: (5:) or lateral, or outward or adjacent,
parts of a thing: (Ks, 8:) also the space imme-
diatelS pertaining to a mosque: and [the pl.]

.s,t is explained by El-Karkhee as applied to
the quarters, or districts, of a town, or city.
(Mgh.)-,. also signifies tThe rope of the

[camenrs saddle called] J_;, (A, K,) with which

the j,J is bound; (A, TA;) one of the 
or ropes of the J;.j: (S, A:) or the part that is
next the ground thereof; (V K;) i. e., of the rope
of the J.j; (TA ;) not what is above the J~j:
(5::) accord. to Lth, the part [of Lhe belly] of
the camde that is nut tAe ground when he lies
dumr; (L TA ;.) and the belly of the s-camel;

and in like manner IA. explains the pl. ·4 ui

[Boon I.

as meaning the bellies of cameLs; but Az says that
this is a mistake. (TA.) And t A girth of a

J_., like the 3U. [q. v.], nwhich is put upon the

flanks of the she-camel, so as to have the haunches
behind it, (15, TA,) on either side, having at its
two ends twno rings, to which are tied the [woven,

or plaited, thongs called] L.J : the J. is bound

with it. (TA.)- Also 1 The emJJ. [or guts,
or intestines,] of the belly, that hare a winding,
or coiled, form; (Lth, A, TA;) such as are in
the bellUy of a sheep or goat: (Lth, TA :) or the
folding intestines of beasts: (Agnt, TA:) or the
guts, bon,els, or intestines, into which the food

passes from the stomach; syn. :ks4!: (.,1 :)
or the contents of the belly, (5, TA,) consisting
of thc qt); !4c., (TA,) except the heart (g,
TA) and the lungs. (TA.) t The part that
comprises the 1ll. [or winding, circling, or
coiled, guts or intestines]; (IAr, TA;) as also

)tUh and ,aa and , : (IAr,1g,
TA :) some describe the J as below the navel;
and the t ,,, as beneath the navel and above
the pubes. (TA.)

~.t [t Holding back, through indolence].
.r4.% pl , ,"h., (A, l,) in [some of] the
copies of the 1], erroneously, , ..qb.JI i;.,

(TA,) and LU..I, (A, TA,) means I A man who
does not rise to petform needful affairs, (A, 1,)
and journeys: (A, TA:) or ;who does not go forth

to undertake them. (Lb., TA.) r_ See also ,/a,
in three places.

ai, applied to a man, i q. ,a,..; (: ;)
i. e. ! Remaining stationary, and impotent; (TA;)

as also t `. (]:.)- See also L'j. -Also

t A portion, (g,) or large portion, (IDrd,) of
3 [i. e. crumbled bread moistened with broth].

(IDrd, ]:.) - See also L.~, with the un-
pointed ,wo.

3L : A mode, or manner, of lying upon the

breast: (1, and Hear p. 382: [see 1, first signifi-
cation:]) this is the primary meaning. (Igar.)

And A place thereof. (FIar ibid. [See again

,,iy, first signification.]) - See also e.Pj, in
three places. - Also t A place of slaughter
()L) of any party, or company of men, slain
in one plot of ground: (Lth, ?gh, ]:) erroneously
written by ?gh in the T? a.*;; but in the O
correctly. (TA.) [And accord. to the TA, it
seems to be also applied to t The party so slain.]
i Also The body [of an animal] when lying
upon the breast; particularly, of a hare, (A, 5,)
and of a lamb, (A, TA,) and of a she-goat;

and so tLV a.. (TA.) Hence the saying, Itl0l

J1 "aij 1 'a o [He brought us crumbled

bread moistened ith broth resembling in size and

shape the body of a hare lying upon its breast].
(A, :.')

.JI Xa,,l i ; A beast of which the traces

of the place Ahere it as been tied [and app.
where it has lain] are large, or wide. (TA.)

;iiy): see aLb..
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W..e: see cAi.. -Applied to a [skin such

as is termed] ij, i Great, or large; hardly, or
not at all, to be kIfted; to that it remains fixed;
or so that it cause him roho desires to lift it to
remain fized. (A, TA.) - Then, (A,) applied
to a tree (;' ), meaning t Great, or large,
(A'Obeyd, $, A,* K,) and thick, ($,) and, accord.
to the V, wide, but [SM says,] I have not seen
that any of the leading authorities applies it in
this last sense to a tree: (TA:) pl. ,;j. (X.)
-Applied to a chain (aL..), S Large, or big,
($,, ,TA,) and heavy, cleaving to him upon
whom it is put: it is of a measure having an
intensive signification, and qualifying alike a
mase. and a fem. n. (TA.) - Applied to a coat

of mail (t), t Large, or big: (A, TA:) or
wide. (].) _ And, applied to a town (a)),
t Populous, (6gh, Ip, TA,) and large. (TA.)

h j Sheep, or goats, with their pastors, col-
lected together in their lodging-places; (S, A,
. ;) as though it were a quasi-pl. n.; as also
V i and *'j: (TA:) and hence, (L, TA,)
V the former of these two, t a company qf men:
(L, ] :) and t the latter of them, [accord. to the
,] a herd of bulls, or cows, in their loedgi,g-

place; from the autnllr of the book entitled

AL, Xwe - )j.eJI . tL, only: (K,* TA :) but
what this nugtior says is, that .,j signifies the
lodging-places of bulls or cows [app. tvith the
beasts in them]: and that the primary applica-
tion of this word (, ) and V lw; is to sheep or
goats; and that by a subsequent usage they have
been applied to bulls or cows and to men. (TA.)
See also -;. One says also, Xc 'ii o
L4t ~_ [app. meaning tf May God send (lit.
pour) upon him a fever that shall cleave to him
like a8 an animal lying upon its breast cleaves
to the ground]. (TA.). See also ~j, lst
sentence.

: see the next paragraph, in two places.

,1.j Lying upon his breast; applied to a
sheep or goat [&c.]; and so t .,. appliced to a

hare; so too t ,/'~9 [but app. in an intensive or
a frequentntive sense] applied to a lion, as is also
buiWI, and to a man .lying on his adversary:
(TA :) and [hence] t X,jl is an appellation of
the lion: (g :) the pl. [of i,146] is wv and
u.,j: and the phrase .;ll , occur-

ring in a trad., means ,m.ji ib [Lihe the
sheep, or goats, that are lying upon their breasts].
(TA.) It is said in a prov., e. Jl. .

J!2 .;iJ or ja) [A dog that roams about ix
better than a lion lying rpon his breast or that
has laid himself down upon his breast]. (TA.)_
[Hence, because of his cleaving to the ground,]
tA sick man. (TA.)_[llence also the phrase,]

., uB ., d.rwii l t The end of his nose is
'Jlat, and spreading upon his face. (A.)_

XO.· is an appellation applied to The Turhs
and the Abyssinians. (1, TA.) These are meant
in the tred. of Mo'iwiyeh, Y,

i. e. Rouse not ye against you the two [peoples]
that are remaining quiet as long as they do not
pursue you: it is like another trad., in which it

is said, L to m Lyj j )3jI IS.tiI

.n ;;D [Leave ye alone the Turks as long as
they leave you alone, and let ye alone the Abyssi
nians as long as they let you alone]. (TA.)

LI!; [as a subst. from , !1, made so by the
affix ', An animal lying upon its breast]. One
says of a man who kills when he shoots, and
more commonly of him who kills when he smites

with the [evil] eye, C;.;.l t. W v"~ [Such a
one is so effective in his aim that his animal lying
upon its breast does not rise]: (ISk, S, TA:) and

in like manner, &e £1 .*;J3 1: it is a proy.

(TA.) -It is said in a trad., e' .j dJ '; 

LlJI [And there rose and woent to him one of

the a1lj]: (Lth, A, TA:) £ai,ll means S certain
angels nwho were sent down [from Pa,adise] with
Adoam, (Ltlh, A, K, TA,) rcho direct those that
err fi.om the right way: (Lth, A, TA :) perhaps
(Lth, TA) so called from their remaining upon
the earth: (Lth,* A, TA :*) and [so in the ]K, but
correctly "or,"] the remainder of the lBea ers of
Evidence (.4It L. [meaning those angel.

whereof every individual of namnkind has two
appointed to attend him constantly for the pur-
pose of their bearing evidence of his good and
evil deeds, which two are termed in the Kur 1. 16
X '"ilJI,]) whereof the earth will never be desti-
tute. (S, J.) - And in another trad., respecting
the signs of the coming of the resurrection, the
Prophet is related to have said that one of those
signs will be, that the 'a. will speak re-
spectingr the affairs of the community: (T, TA:)

''.jJl is the dim. of aAwl1 (T, K, TA) signi-

fying The pastor of ,awp [q. v.]; (T, TA;) and
means t the mean, contemaptible man, (6, ~,) who
speaks respecting the affairs of the community:
thus expl. by the Prophet himself: (1.: [in the

Cid, iil is erroneously put for WI :]) or he
explained it as meaning t the vitious, or wicked,
who speaks respecting the affairs of the com-
munity: A'Obeyd compares this trad. with
another, in which it is said that one of the signs
above mentioned will be, that the pastors of
sheep or goats will be the heads of the people:
and Az says that L&j~..11 means the pastor of
sheep or goats: some say that it means the who
abstains, or holds back, from seeking the means

of acquiring eminence, or nobility; and 5a.l!1
signifies [the same, or] impotent to attain emni-
nence: in this latter, the ; is added to give
intensiveness to the signification: and Az thinks
it most probable that each of these is applied to
the mean mau because of his remaining in his
house, or tent, and seldom rising and going forth
to occupy himself in great affairs. (TA.)

aAL : see the next preceding paragraph.

.ele i. q. ~ [Sajfflower, or bastard saffron].

w,i,w : see ,j, last sentence, in two places.

ua"e: see u%, first sentence: and the
same in the last sentence.

'.~,s: ace aiwy.

1. ;j, (S, Mgh, &c.,) aor. . and :, ($, Mlb,
1g,) inf. n. L;, (Msb, TA,) lIe tied, bound, or
madefast, ($, Mgh, Mob, K,) a thing, (S, Msb,'
I, a TA,) and a beast; (Mgh, TA ;) and isn like
manner Jeji) he tied, or bound, a beast nith a
rope, in order that he might not run away. (TA.)

You say, ~l.IOJ X. Ll, t. O' [Stuch
a one ties so many head of beasts: or the verb
may here have a different signification, explained
below]. (6, TA.) And it is said in a prov.,

;i. !,i;t, or, accord. to one relation, ; i,
i. e. Thou hasi found a generous horse, therefore
do thou preserve him; or, as some relate it,

t .";ti: relating to the duty of preservation.
(TA.) See also 3. - 4 ;. f t lic held back,
or drew bach, from hitim, or it; us thougih he
confined, and bound, himself (TA, from atrad.)

_ 4. ,;, inf. n. ;b, t His heart became
strong, andfirm, and resolut.. (K,' TA,) so that
he did not flee on the occasion of fear. (TA.

[In the CK, &Z_. ;., which would be more
properly rendered t He strengthened, orfo.tifeid,

his heart.]) - I:. j. " jJU ;J I Ie con-
strained himself to be patieni, and confined, or
restricted, himself to that thing, or affair. (TA.)

- --- uls 411 Ja1; (Msb, K) t (Mob)
t God inspired him with patience. (Mob, ].)
Thus in the Kur [xviii. 13], ; il li

And we inspired them witl patience: (TA:)
or strengthened them with patience. (Bd.) And
in like manner in [viii. 11 and] xxviii. 9. (TA.)

3. !jslw.. signifies, (15, TA,) in its primary
acceptation, (TA,) Twvo [hostile] parties' tying
of their horses, each at their frontier, atul each
in preparation for the other: (K, TA:) and

,e, i /.JI b and l',Y.; si,gnify the same [as
above]. (S, TA.) [You say, OtJhl 41j Tlhe

two parties tied their hores at their respective
frontiers, each in preparation for the other.]

And one says, with reference to hlorses, V j~,
inf. n. . and i,I as well as Jsj, int: n. A;l.
and Jo. (Bd in viii. 62.) Hence, ($gh, L, K,)

W!), (Mgh, M.b,) inf. n. I % ($, Mgh, $gh, L,
C) and il,1, (6, Mgh, Mqb, ]1,) H/e, or it,

(an army, Mgh) kept post, or remained, on, or at,
the frontier (6, Mgh, 6gh, L, 1) of the eheny,
(6, Msb, 1,) or over against the enemy. (Mgh.)
And hence, i. e. from this latter application,

(AAF, TA,) .'4I aJ~!, (Tl,) inf n. i% (AAF,
1X) and *', (TI.,) t He kept, or applied Aim-
self, constantly, pers'evringly, or assiduously, to
the thing, or affair. (AAF, g, TI.) It is said
in the gur [ch. iii., labt verse], l jL; 11..

; j Be ye patient in endurance of what your
religion requires, and vie ye in patience with
your enemy, and persere ye infighting againIst
your enemy, (Mgh, TA,) and in tying the horsesI
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aot the frontier]: (TA:) or the last of these
verbs means keep ye post, or remain ye, on, or at,
the frontier [of the enemy]: (Az, 1]:) or i be ye
mindful of the times of prayer: or t apply you,-
selves constantly, perreringly, or assiduously, to
prayer: (TA:) or t wait ye for prayer after
prayer; the doing this being termed by the Pro-
pliet bZ); (Az, 1g, TA;) 'Which word, thus used,
is an inf. n. of _41;; or, as some say, a simple
subst., meaning, in this case, a thing whereby one
is tied fiom acts of disobedience, and restrained
from forbidden deeds. (TA.) [See also ;tG,.]

s. It.L. 41,b L s J.t 1 The ,tater
remained in, or did not quit, or go forth from,
such and such a place. (TA.)

8: see 1, in three places. _- Li Ji3J1 He
took a horse for the purpose of tying him, or
keeping post, on the enemy's frontier. (I,* TA.)
- [He, or it, became tied, bound, or madefast.]

-- 1 :l J .,l He became caught, or en-
tangied, in the rope. (Lb.)_ is also ex-
plained by AO and E.-Zejj6jee as ns. v ith

pi !. (TA.) [Thus, JiJjI signifies He, or it,
attacAhd himuelf, or itself, or clung, or clawve, to
him, or it: (see a citation from Lebeed, voce
uw..:) and app. also tho loved hirm.]

A thing with which one tie, binds, or
makes fast, (Q, Mob, ,) a skin, (?, Mqb,) and a
beast, (?,) 4c.; (f, Mqb;) a rope with which a
beast is tied: (Mgh:) pl. L; (?, M 9b, 1) and
L,; (1, TA;) the latter a contraction of the

former: (TA :) and V,i and VL also
signify a thiuj with which a beast is tiedL (IV.)
It is said in a prov., lsil L Iit, ,S4 i ),
[If an ass is gone away, an ass is tied to the
cord]: relating to contentment with what is pre-
sent and relinquishment of what is absent. (Mgh.)
[See also 3.]-_ IHenee,] used by the vulgar in
the sense of .I, meaning t A kind of facina-
tion by rehich enchantresses withAold their husbands
from other womonen. (TA in art . -..)_ A
snare for catching game. (~, Mgh.) You say,

;,i,, Ai 'I [The gazelle rent his snare].
(.) t The heart: (i:) as though the body

were tied thereby. (TA.) Hence, (TA in art.
,..,) H . t He died: (M and g in that

art.:) or he was at the point of death. (K in that
art.) And ls j , .ij i . X Such a one
came having turned away, or back, harased, dis-
tresed, or fatigued, (C, TA, and AZ and Az in
art. *jbJ,) and at the point of death: (AZ, Az:)
or harassed, or distresud, by thirst, or by fatigue:
(A in art. ,,.i :) or in a state of intene thirst
and hunger. (M in that art.) _- t The spirit:
as in the saying of El-'Ajjaj, describing a wild
bull,

V- ' j*j 3 A U

[And he pased the night firm in ipirit]. (TA.)
See also tj;, (of which it is a pl., or pl. pl.,)

in three places. _-A single building of tAose
which are called ;tl,j: (f, :) [4 public
building for the accommodation of travellers and

their beasts; (see ~* ;) an application well
known, and mentioned in the T1 :] a religious
house, or house inhabited by devotees; a dvell-
ing for S.oofees; (El-Malreezee's "Khilat,"
ii. 427;) [a hospice, or an asylum for poor

Muslim students and others, like 4 .i ;] a build-
ingfor the poor: in this sense post-classical: pi.,
accord. to analogy, ij and ',UtO. (Msb.)

taj Tied, bound, or made fast; as also t j; ;
(1g, TA ;) applied to a horse, (Mgh,) or similar
beast (Il;); as also t f,~,; (TA;) applied to
the former, i.q. 1 ,;; (Mgh;) or J;j. Ci
[which may perhaps signify the same; but more
probably, taken to be tiedl, or for keeping post, on
the enemy'sfrontier]; (8;) and [in like manner]
'j., applied to the latter, i.q. .b;,l tI: (1:)
and'/ b applied to a horse also signifies tied and
fed in the courg of a house: (TA:) pl. L;
(TA) and 1 j14, (Mgh,) or the latter is a pl. pl.,

being pl. of 4. (TA.) J.LJI 1 Jl,j .s, in the
Igur [viii. 6',], means Of hores that are tied;
(Bd, Mgh;) £toj being of the measure jlii in
the sense of the measure a ; or an inf. n.
used as a subst., being an inf. n. of 4j in the
sense of JIQ; (Bd;) or it is an inf. n. of 41;;
and therefore [when used as an epithet, like any
inf. n. so used,] is applied to one as well as to a
pl. number; (.yam p. 222;) or pl. of -.:
(Bd., Mgh:) or it means of mares: (Fr, TA:)
and J, signifies horses; five thereof, and up-
wards: (S, 1:) or horses, themselwes, that are
taken to be tied, or for keepinj post, on the
enemy's frontier. (L.) And you say, cIiJ
J~l w tt 1 Cj Such a one has a stud conti-
tuting the source of his horses; like as you say

3i. (e;.) t 15, also, applied to horses, signi-
fiea Tied in a town or country or the liAe: occur-
ing in a trad., in which it is said that upon every
horse shall be levied a deentr; but upon the
aJIj, nothing: properly meaning, in this case,
LAl Ct.1; being like a*1; in the phrase ae t

A.b1;j. (Mgh.) - See also 1;j. - Also, and

Jj, t, A monk: one who abstains from worldly
pleasures: a sage who restrains him y lffrom
worldly things. (1, TA.) [In the L anid TA,
L4,) is also explained, as on the authority of
Ez-ZejjAjee, as signifying SrlJI; 'but this I

think a mistranscription, for ajl1.] - tUn-
ripe dates soaked [in water]: (P, 15:) or t fresh
ripe dates soaked with twater; also called oji:
(Sgh, TA in art. i; :) or tdried dates (A'Obeyd,
IF, A, O) put into jars (j1.), (A'Obeyd, A,)
and having water poured upon them, (A'Obeyd,
IF, 1g,) or moistened rith water, in order that
they may become like fresh ripe dates: (A:) but
perhaps this is an adventitious term: (IF:) some
say that it is .aw, and not original. (TA.)

O ne One who ties bo~trings. (TA.)

lIJ; Iact. part. n. of 1].j,~ OSA ,i

&i.41 4. [Such, a one left behind him on the
friontier an army having their horses tied in
preparation for the enemy; or keeping post].

(S.) And Ju/il 5i- F 4$ i.i [In such a
towvn, or country, or the like, t a company of
horsemen having their horses tied at the frontier
in preparationfor the enemy; or keeping port on
thefrontier: or it may perhaps mean, a number

of horses tied: see a;]. ( as.) 'il; also
signifies A company of warriors; or of men
n,arring against an enemy: (Mgh:) or a com-
pany of men haring their horses tied at the
frontier in preparation for the enemy; or keep.
ing post on the frontier; and in like manner
[its pl.] ,~41r, a company of Aorsmen having

their hormse tIed &c. (TA.) - Li -,

and .AtL.ll t , t Such a one is strong in
heart: (S:) or courageous: (l :) as though he
tied himself from flight, ($, TA,) and restrained
himself.by his boldness and courage. (TA.)-

41;~ ;i t A spirit [still attacued to the body,
and consequently not doomed, but] having ample
power, or liberty, [and] capable of good; syn.
,AjI etl. (].) An Arab is related by IACr
to lihave said, :.,;t ;jt, :...Ij ,l,$i
0. ,.~.-, ·- 0. ., a, .· ·
;1. a~Jb ;*;? -1...I bj [0 God, for-
give me while tle skin is cool, not heated by
fever, and the spirit is yet attached to may body,
and is at liberty, and capable of good, and tthe
volumes in which my actions are registered are
still expanded, and repentance is accepted]: he
meant thereby, while he was in health; before

death. (TA.) - See also at;, in two places.

Lltj [fem. of 1. - Also] A tie, or con-
nection, f any kind; syn. is [q. v.] and &t.
(TA.) [This meaning of Ka.tj is well known,
though omitted in the $ and ] &c._ - Hence,
t The copula in a proposition.]

;i. (S, Mgh, $) and 4, (8, 1,) the former
used by him who says Jw,l, and the latter by him
who says J1..I, (IB,) The place where a thing,
(S,) or where a beast, (Mgh, K;,) is tied, bound,
or made fast : (S, Mgh, K:) a stable: pl. Al,.2
(Lar p. 33.) You say, ' I i; [Hehas
not so much as, or even, a place where a she-
goat is tied]. (S.) Each is a noun of pldee used
in a definite manner; so that you may not say,

l i; - , like J11Cl. (TA: [in
which, however, the word *t:. has been in-
advertently omitted.]) - [Also A place wthere
soldiers tie their horses at the frontier in pre-
parationfor the enemy; or where they keep post
on the frontier; as also t i j. You say,]

.. ,li, ) ;I and V^;UWM The warriors
are in their places where they tie their horses at
the frontier in preparation for the nenemy; or
where theJ keep post on the frontier. (TA.)

o: see iobe.

see Jilq. - Also A slender plaited
thong which is bound over the pad (4., for
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which, in the copies of the 15, we find erroneously

substituted 2.,, TA,) of the j. [or camer's
saddle]. (5,* TA.)

L 0 , and its fem., with i: see

LIlP p1. ~l;4lr see inp, in two places.

;LRI s :ee e

,9JI . lsj; Q L j-` j He taCkes, or

is taking, such and such [a number] of horss for
the purpos otf tying them, or heeping post, on the
enemy's frontier. (TA.)

Jt"l. f. s Water rmnaining in a place, not
quit ing it, or not going forth from it. (Esh-
She'binee,* C,* ]g,* TA.)

1. , , aor.: nnd ' and ;, (Msb, K,) inf. n.
;, (TA,) lie took the fourth part of their

property, or poessions. (Mob, ]1.) And (so in
the 1], but in the Mch "or,") .. , (9,S h,
Msb, 15,) aor. (8, gh, Msb) and i and :, (Sglh,
Msb.) not, as is implied in the 1, -, only, (TA,)
[or ratller, not' only,] inf. n. as above, and Uc4j
[most jprobably aL&] also, (L,) lie took the
fourth part of their spoil: (., Sgh, MyI,, K :)
i.e., of the spoil of an army: this was done in the
Time of Ignorance, but El-Isl&m reduced it to
a fifth part; (1 ;) as is declared in the .Kur viii.

42. (TA.) It is said in a trad.,s s 4 i1l
.3j, (S,' TA,) mentioned [and explained] in

art. ., q. v.: the meaning [intended] is, Did
I ntot make t/ee an obeyed chief? (TA.) - And

. ,, ($, .gh, Myb,,) or l , (,)or.
(., gh, Msb, K) and A and :, (gh, Mob,1,)
[inf. n., app., a",] lie becamne the .fourth of
them; (., glb, Mb ;) or, thefourth of the three:
(TA:) or he made the three to be four by [adding
to them] himaelf. (K.) And .S also signifies
fie made them, by adding himself to them,forty:

or, four and forty. (1,$ TA.) And He made
them (namely thirteen) to be fourteen. (T in art.

-J .)_ j, aor. ', (?, 15,) inf n. j, (,)
lie twisted it (namely a bow-string, S, TA, and
a rolpe, or cord, 1], TA) offour twists, or strands.

(8,M ) Ne ^. S0.1 aor :,inf. n ;
(TA,) i.q t I ' ; (.8, ;) i. e, Tite
camels, haring been kept from the water three
daysr [counting two portions of days as one of
those days], orfour dayjs [counting two portions
of days as two days (for the difference is only
verbal)], and three [whole] nights, came to the
water an the fourth day [counting the day of the
next precedinag watering as the first]. (].) [See

, below. Another meaning of this phrase

will be found later in the present paragraph.]

lfence, ~j..wl : see 4 (TA.)- -,;

a LJ1, (e, Meb, g,) aor. , inf n. ; (Mb;)
and *L tz.a%, ( M9b, M,,) and t l, but

not ,mj ; (lAr ;) or the phrase used by the
Arabs is t_ .l . t 'as: (Az,TA:) The

Bk. I.

fever ~ired him on one day and left him two
days and thmn came again on the fourth day
[counting the day of the next preceding fit as the
first], (9, Myb, g,) and so on. (Myb.) And

% and * r , (e, 1,) and * ;; is said to be
also used in the same sense, (TA,) He had, or

a seized by, a quartan jecer; a faeer of the
hind described abowe. (9, K, TA.) - , said of
a horse, He came fourth in the race. (T, M, L,

all in art. tt .)_ 8t, said of a man, also

signifies He was hit, or hurt, in the tel, mean-

ing regions, of hij hea (TA.)dr;jljjail 
[The rain watered the earth and made it to pro-

duce herbage: see ]. (TA.) And ! .

The land was watered by the rain in the season

called Ljp. (?.) And I,; They were rained

upon by the rain of the season caUed m ; (1,*

TA;) similar to 1S1* and .: (TA in art.

4i:) and in like manner, j I " The camels
were rained upon by that rain: and & may
be an inf. n. thereof. (.Ham p. 425.)_ Hence,

i. e. from jb,~l fJlJI &j, the phrase, ,.j.U &j

dSIjI U.; t TI'e horse sweated in his legs. (TA.)
- And [hence also,] ,If d,j God restored him
from a state of poverty to wealth or competence
or sujiciency; recovered himfrom his embaras-
ment or difficulty, or from a state of perdition or

destruction. (TA.) - . , aor. :, inf. n.

j, The [seasont called] 2 commenced. (TA.)
_ jJ, , (1], TA,) aor. :, inf. n. ;, (TA,)

in its primary acceptation, signifies He remained,
abode, or dwelt, in the place in the [season called]

**; (TA;) as also A* t .l (v, .) -- And
hlence, (TA,) S He remained, abode, or dwelt, in
the place, (]5, TA,) in any circumstances, and at
any time; (TA;) he took it as his home. (g.)
- Also He alighted and abode wherever he
would, in the place, in abundance of herbage, and
pasturage. (1,0 TA.) -_ ,l %!"j, (1,) nor.,

inf. n. ;S (TA,) The camels fed by them-
selves in the pasturage, and ate as they pleased,
and drank. (1].) [Another meaning of this
phrase has been mentioned before.] _ tl.! ~ 
He (a man, TA) acted according to his own
opinion or judgment, or did what he judged fit,
with respect to the water. (X.)_ - , (1,)
aor. , inf. n. ', (TA,) said of a man, also sig-

nifies He had, or obtained, abundance of herbage
(], TA) [arising] from the [season, or rain,
called] ,. (TA.) - Also, [app. from 

oitjt4 in the second of the senses explained
above; ad if so, tropical, or doubly tropical,]
aor. , t He (a man, 18k, 1) pauned, (ISk, S, 1,)
and acted, or behaved, with deliberation or in a
leisurely mwanner, (1,) and withheld himself
(ISk, S, 1.) And [hence,] v. 6, (1g,) inf n.

, (TA,) t He was affectionate, or pitiful, or
compassionate, towards him: (15:) or he acted
gently towards him (TA.) And . , (1,)
inf. n. *, (TA,) t He restrained himself, re-

fr.ained, abstained, or deisted, from it. (5.)

1015

The phrea sies u. w and c yJ

(,g) and JL jI () are from ; in the
sense of"he paused," &-, (9,1,) as explained
by I8k, (s,) [or in one of the senses following
that,] meaning t Deal thou gently with thyilf;,
moderate thyulf; restrain thyself: (9, TA:) or
behave thou with deliberation, or in a jisurely
mannor: or the second of these phrases may
mean' continue thou notwithstanding thy slight
lamenas: or it may be from Jl , [q. v.
infri,] meaning take thou it, or reach it, not.
writhstanding thy slight lameness. (TA.) The

phrase :l, or o 5l, in the trad.
of 8ubey'ah El-Aslameeyeh, accord. to two
different relations, admits of two interpretations:
one is, t Pauvu thou, and waitfor the completion

of the ; [q. v.] of decease; and this is accord. to
the persuasion of those who say that her 4; is
the more remote of the two periods, which is the
persuasion of 'Alee and I 'Ab: the second is, from

J3~; 'j signifying "the man had, or obtained,
abundance of herbage," and the meaning is,

t relieve thou thyself, and release thyselffrom the
straitnes of the ;, and the evil of thy condition;
and this is accord. to the persussion of those who
hold that her ;.s is the nearer of the two periods;
and hence 'Omnar said, " If she bring forth when
her husband is on his bier, meaning, not buried,
it is allowable for her to marry." (TA.) It is

also said, in another trad., X J ih i &1
l , i. e. te illU not restrain himslf,

and be patient with thee, whom thy cae does
not grieve. (TA.) And it is said in a prov.,
.,. * .5 * . , E9.* a

.u % ,t6 !>. , gJm :.$ ., i. e. t Speak
thou to a wooman twice; and if sle refuse, abstain

thou: or, accord. to one relation, it is t?t;i: and

accord. to anotlher, ,ua.U, i. e., then add; for she
is very weak in understanding; if she understand
not, then make thou the two speeches to be four:
Aboo-Sa'ced says, ;t.aj Iajl 4j A ,
i. e., [and if she understand not after the four,
tlun] the stick [is to be used; or, then use thou
the stick]: the prov. applies to the hearing and.
answering in an evil manner. (TA.) You say

also, &&1j W 7jS jil -;, in n
aitt, i [app. Slhe behaved in a gentle and coaxing
manner so as to get the better of the reason, or
understanding, of snch a one, and he sold his
houses one after another to ewpend upon her;]
i. e., he exp~nded upon her all that ks possessed,
so that he sold his dwellings. (TA. [Thej before
, .e- is not in the TA; but as it seems to have
been dropped by inadvertence, I have supplied

it.])) - i')t w; The young camel widened

hi stepping, and ran; as also * cJlt. (TA.) 

.Jl ; (, (815,) aor. ', inf n. ; (TA;)
and *A,jl; (j ;) He raied, or lifted, the stone,
(9, 1, TA,) with the hand; (]5, TA ;) or carried
it; (TA;) .for trial of strength. (1.) It is said

in a trd., l_ ~ ., [He passed by a
company of men raising, &e., a stone]; and

O.3 [signifies the same]; (S;) and t~ .
(Z, TA.) - ' , (, r,) . ', inf. n.

128
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4j, (TA,) He put the [staff, or smaU staff,
called] AM. beneath the load, and took hold of
one end of the former, while another tooh hold oJ
the other end, and then raised it, ($, 1],) with the
help of his companion, (i,) upon the camel, (.,)
or upon the beast. (1.) [See also 3.] ~'
'.-a lIe (a man) approved his life; was satia-

Jied, or content, with it. (TA.)

2. ~4 j, inf n. OP, " He made itfour. (Esh-

Sheybinee, I vocc ._..) - lle made it (a
thing) L~; (, 1 ;) i. e. he made it to have four

portions [or sides or faces or angles &c.]: or he
made it of the form of a thing havingfour legs;
or of the form of a quadruped. (TA.) -- J

% > Such a one countls t hree halfehs,
[namely, Aboo-Bckr and 'Omar and 'Othman,]
and [does not count afourth, i. e.,] rejects ['Alee,]
the fourth. (TA in art. . ) _,a She
bro,,ght forth her fourth offslsring. (TA in art.

-.) _ J S r a, Heor remainedfour
nights witih his wife: and in like manner the verb
is used in relation to any saying or action. (TA

voce .) __ . also signifies [The watering

of seed-produce on the fourth day, counting the
day of the nert preced ring as the.firt ;]
the watering of eed-produce that is [next] after

the . (TA.) [You say, ltl Cj ie
watered the seed-produce on thefourth day, &c.]

3. ; I (Ks, 8, g,) or AL--p -M-' l,
and lt&I, (C1,) [He bargained rwith him for
work, or he hired him, or took him as a hireling,

by, orfor, the season called ,,] is from `11,

(1g,) like ;1. (Ks, S,]) fromlJI, (C,) and

a4L~ (Ks, S, TA) from ,.-,ml, &c. (TA.)
awl, also signifies The taking hold of the hand
of another person beneath a load, and so raising
it upon the camel, wnithout a [staqf, or small
*taff, such as is called] ly.. (,* ,* TA.)
You say, al$j lie took hold of his hand &c.
(IAsr.) [See also 1; last siguification but one.]

4. .ial Ijl The party of men (three in naum-
ber, M9 b) becamefour: (?, Msb, 1: [but in the
last of these, mentioned after another signification
with which it is connected by the conjunction

;1 "or ']) or, became forty. (TA.) ~ ,a

k .AJ 4s, and -'O, and jlI, and EI: see

:a .l v .*I, [which is from J ,
in three places; and ., in two places.--

I9~J1j ,Vjl teg· .) ti,l, occurring in a trad.,
[Come ye every third day, and every fourth day,
counting the day of the newt preceding isit as tihe

first, in risiting the sick; or, which is the same,
leave ye him one day, and] leave ye him two days,
and come to him on the third day, in visiting the
sick; unless he be overcome [by his sicknees]:
(1, TA:) this is [in like manner] from the water-
ing of camels termed . (TA.) You say also,

o 0j1 IHe omitted isiting the sick man

two days, and came to him on th, third; (O,]V;)
or, as in the L, and in [some of] the copies of the
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$, on thefourth [if counting the day of the next
preceding visit as the first]. (TA.) - [Hence

also,] jsjl kis , Thl asher, or beggar,

a.sked, or begged, then wvent anway, and then
returned. (Ibn-'AbbUd, gh, 9.*).. And &I

S1i, He returned to the la;t;. of the woman
nithout langour: (L:) or &1 alone, said of a
man, multum coivit. (Ibn-'Abbad, K.) And

Jl 1 (0o, K,) i. cl ei 1, (TA,)
Thlte camels quickly returned to watering, (0, *

!1,* TA,) so that they came to water without any
appointed time: (TA:) mentioned by A'Obeyd
as written with the pointed t, which is a mis-
transcription. (L, TA.) - And said of the
wath r of a well, It [returned quickly so that it]
became abundant, or copious. (s.) - Said of a
man, it also sigllifies tI a; .;i (S ;)
[meaning] He vwas, or became, one whose camels
catne in the state in nwhich they are termed 1~

[i. e. being watered on the fourth day, counting
the day of the next preceding watering as the
first: from Jfl %": whence, likewise, what
next follows]. (TA.)_ 'I 7l I i re watered

the camels in tle manner termed lao [i. e. on the
fourth day, counting the day of the next preceding
watering as the.first]. (TA.) - This last phrase,
also, (1g,) or ,WI U V J l .I pl, (As,) signifies

He sent and left the camnels to go to the water
nhenever they pleased. (As, ].0) [Another
signification of the verb thus applied will be
found below.] e ,jl, (inf. n. t , S, Msb)

lie (a sheep or goat, a bull, a solid-hoofed beast,
and a camel,) became what is termed .; i. e.,

he shed the tooth called &j: (S, Mgb, 9 :) it is
when they do this that the camel and the horse
begin to be strong. (TA.) .i9;JI JI Tie
people, or company of men, entered the [jeason
called] t,: (. , :) or [app. a mistake for
"and "] it has the first of the significations men-
tioned in this paragraph. (g.) _ And (so in the
S, but in the 1 " or") The people, or coanpany
of men, remained in the place where they had
alighted and taken up their abode in the [seaton
caUed] t., abstaining from seeking after her-
bage; (E, P, TA ;) the rain having been general,
they remained wrhere they were, because of the
general fertility, not needing to remove for
seeAing after herbage. (TA.) [See also 6

Xt t.4] - And The people, or company of men,
came to, or arrived at, land of seed-produce and
fruitfulness, and water. (TA.)_,-J 1 . I

The rain caused the [herbage called] &i to

grom: (TA:) or the rain confined the people in
their etQ [or dwelUings] by reason of its abun-

dance. (Mgb.)- oj"'l :.ji The earth, or
land, produced herbage. (Mgb in art. q.) -

sa1 aid of a man, i He had offipring born to
him in the prime of his manhood: (S, TA :) this
being likened to the [season called] .j (TA.)

_-.. oS t. e4l1 ' Rle pastured his camels

in the [eason caUlled] e in such a place. (S.)

-iJWl :., l The she-camel's womb was, or

became, closed, (L. - &.l,) so that it did
not admit the scminalfluid; (Lth, V;) (perhaps
because this commonly takes place in the ason
called t,3, meaning either the spring or the sea
son called 'S1 ; the usual season of the

coupling of camels being winter;] as asalso V~t3.
(TA.) ).f I . 1 IHe made an abominable
request to her; mentioned in the T in art. ^I;

(TA;) meaningsjli Ul ;;l1 t, . (TA in art.
jaS.) -- See also a prov. mentioned in the latter

part of the first paragraph.

5. _ 3 (S , ]K) [lie crosed hi, lieg
in his sitting; i. e. he sat cros-legged; because a
person who does so puts himself in such a posture
as to occupy nearly a square space;] contr. of
l and Al. (K.) said of a camel,
(S, K,) and of a horse, (TA,) He ate the [herb-
age calledj] t, (, ]., TA,) and in consequence

became brisk, lively, or sprightly, (TA,) andfat;
(K, TA;) and t fE1 signifies the same: (S, k :)
or 1la3 and t 19.)1 signify they lighted on, or
found, [herbage called] 1: or they lighted on
it, or found it, and remained among it: and

1i. O JXl %ZP Ths camels remained,
or abode, in such a place. (TA.) You say also,
itLJl; i.j1ll & it j Weir pastiured upon tlhe
herbs, or leluminous plants, during the rinter',
upon the rugged ground and the hard and stony
ground by the side of sand. (TA.),-

.it.l The palm-trees had their firuit cut off;
(TA, and in some copies of the i ;) [because this
is done in the autumn, which is called e ,j. ]_

See also 1, near the end of the paragraph. 
[Hence,] " GC il i z-.1; Tihe she-camel
darried a tall hump. (K.)

8. l1j.- l)a1 l43 [They vied, one with another,
in lifting a stone, for trial of strength: see

.,.JI &j]. (TA in art. .. a..)

8. 1jI lie (a.camel) beat [the ground] 'Witll
all hij legs, in going along; (S;) anld wvent quickly.
(TA.) -See also 1, near the end of the para-
graph. He (a man) was of miuWling stature,
neither taUlnor short. (S.)- Seo also Otl j:

-and see 5, in two places:_ anl 4, near thie
end of the paragraph: m see also '..t ; , ill

two places, near the end of L ._ gll yI - l.
He looked for, expected, or awaited, his being
made commander, or lord, ovcr the peop)le, or
party of men. (TA.)

10. 0j.1 He had povwer, or ability, for it,
to do it, or to bear or endure it: (lAr:) from

,~ JI .& (Az.) - [Hence also,] l said
of a camel, He wra, or became, strong, ,..J for
.journeying. (ISk, -.) - It (sand) became
heaped up. (AZ, 15.)- It (dust) rose; or rose
high. (AZ, $.)

b A place wohere people remain, abide, or
dwell, in the [season called] ); (1, TA;) as

also t *, (9, Mgb, 1,) and t 8,: (K, TA :)
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this is the primary signification: (TA:) and
hence, (TA,) ta place of alighting or abode,
(8h, C, Mqb, I~, TA,) of a people, or company of
men; (Mqb;) a settled place of abode; a place of
constant residence; a dwelling; a home; whenever

and wherser it be; as also ' ', and t.p.:

(TA:) and ta houe, wherever it be: (S, Mgh,
1]:) [in Egypt, a range of distinct lodgings over
shops or magazines, sparate from the shops or
magazins, but geerally having one common

entrance and staircas:] pl. [of mult.] t0j. and

t (~, Mgh, M,b, 1) and [of pauc.] tj;I and

tJl: (g, M 9b, :) and the pL of V is ,.

(p.) You say, ni i Howr
ample, or spacious, it the place of alighting, or
abode, of the en of such a one! (S, TA.)-
Hence, also, t The people of a place of alighting
or abode; (Sbh, Mbh, TA;) the people of a house
or tent: (Aboo-Milik, TA:) a company of men
or people: (14:) a large number: (IB:) pl. as
above: (Mb :) te signifies the people of places

of alighting or abode: (Sh:) and also tribes.
(TA.) You say, G ,ir1 , :S l Say God
multiply the people of thy house or tent. (TA.)
And wj. ej l & : They now, or to-day, [are a

large number; or] have become many, and hav
incrcased. (TA.) - [Hence, also,] t A bier; or

a bier with a corpse upon it; syn. ;a. (g,
TA: [in the CC LJ..L.]) So in the saying,

",j z.L t [I bore, or carried, his bier, or his
bier with his corpse upon it]. (TA.) - t The
eztremity of a mountain. (TA.) [App. because
travellers often stop and rest there.] - Also i. q.
* L;j, (L, M;b, ],) which signifies, (S, L, &c.,)
as also j, and - , (L, Mb, l,) or

(, Mgh, L,) and , , L,

1.,) and .t , (L, 1],) and 9 , (1, but

this last [says SM] I have not seen in the lecxi-
cons, except applied by the author of the " Mo-
/eeat" as an epithet to a rope, TA,) applied to a
man, ($, L, kc.,) Of middling stature; (Mb ;)
neither tall nor short; (S, L;) between tall and

short: (I:) and so, applied to a womlan, *t ;j
(S, Mgh, L, Msb, 1) and t a;j , (L, Meb,) though
originally applied to a man, like st .. &c.: (L:)
the pl. of b is ij) : (Fr:) and that of Vt 9
is ; a4, applied to men and to women, (S, Mgh,
L, ],) and A",Wj also; (IAqr, Fr, L, 1];) the
former of these two pls. being anomalous, because
a word of the measure U$;, has not its medial
radical movent when it in an epithet, but only
when it is a subst. and has not 3 or US for that
radical; (9, O, ] ;) or the medial radical is

movent in this instance because 1 , is originally
·a fem. subst. applied to a male and a female, and
used as an epithet; (L;) or because it resembles
a subst. in its being applied alike to a man and a
woman. (Az.)

u (S, Mgh, Myb, j) and ' i, (V , Myb, ].,)
the former a contraction of the latter, (Msb,)
[which is the more chaste, but the former is the
more common,] A fourth part; (P, Myb, ;)
one offour parts; (Mgh ;) as also V , (Myb,
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,) like ; (TA;) and t , like ; :
(]tr, and :) or the last signifies, (Msb, 1.,) or
signifies also, ($,) the fourth part of the spoil,
which the chief uwed to take (?, Msb, 1) i,a the

Time of Ignorance: (K:) the pl. of and

is [jl ta pL of pauc.] (Myb, TA) and j

[a pl. of mult]: (TA:) and that of j is .

( P,) - a lW l, I The same as the
because the j.a is twelve times what is termed

i.: but 1stwIJI &JI is the same as the .,
which is a quarter of what is termed ;,tlJ
A a- . ·J q
L4.W/pdJI. (Mgh.) [In Egypt, the t ie the

fourth part of a aj, q. v.] -- b,j 1 The
[four] regions of the head. (TA.)

d The .4I [or interval between two water-

ings, or keeping from water during that interval,]

which is meant in the phrase )X j [q. v.];
(S;) a certain , of camels, respecting which
authors differ: (TA:) it is when cameLs are kept
from the water three days [counting two por-
tions of days as one of those days], or four days
[counting two portions of days as two days (for
the difference is only verbal)], and three [whole]
nights, and come to the water on the fourth day
[counting the day of the next preceding watering
at the first]; (g;) or [in other words] their
coming to the water one day, and learing it two
days, and then coming to it on the fourth day;
or a period of three [whole] nights and four
days [of which thefirst and last are incomplete];
as is indicated in the V: or, as some say, [but
this at variance with common usage,] their being
hept from thte water four [nights (for the n. of
number is here fem.)], and then coming to it o#
the fifth [day (for the n. of number is here

mase.)]. (TA.) You say, 5l J1 ".: see

1 .(5,.) And l.aj : see

4. ($.) And 1v J& j i q. Jtyl 1

[q. v.]. (TA.) [Also, for j ., A journey

in which the camels are watered only on the.first
and fourth days.] - [In like manner,] with
respect to fever, it signifies The eizing on one
day and leaving two days and then coming again
on the fourth day [counting the day of the next
preceding fit as the first]. (?, V.) [The fever is

termed] 1 ,. [The quartan fever;] the

fever that occurs on one day and intermits two
days and then comas again on the fourth, and so

on. (Msb.) And you say, L.; 5 Jl a 3Z , i.q.

.s_JI v ,,jw [q. v.]. (.-)_ Also Thefourth
young one, or offspring. (A in art. *,;.)

---,.. ... ...
:see W j. - A young camel brought

forth in the [season called] j [here meaning
autumn], which is the beginning of the breeding-
time: (P;, M9b, ]p:) so called because he widens
his stepping, and runs: [see 1, near the end of
the paragraph:] (TA:) fem. with ;: pl. marc.

& [a pl. of mult.] and t,l [a pl. of pauc.];
(I , M( b, ;) both irreg.; for accord. to the rule

given by Sb, the pl. should be i [like 

pl. of ;,]: (TA:) pl. fem. ,ltj (,, Mlb, 1
TA [in the CId, erroneously, ;a nd]) and e.

(Q.) Hence the. aying, 9; ei .
has not a young camel brought forth in the end
of the breeding-time nor one brought forth in the
beginning thereof. (P, TA.) S8ee another ex.

voce ii.] - [Hence, also,] l t A wry small

star in the midst of the J319 , which are in the

head of, '1 [or Draco]. (Jzw.)

see q, in two places.

K se: ae , last signification, in three places.

- [A mnaU round basket, cooered with leather,
in which perfumes are hkept by him who ulls

them;] the ,.;. of the jtL; (, Mgh, ;)

which is a 'Li covered with leatlher: (Mgh:)

or a four-sided vessel, like the ^. : sid by
El-Iybahainee to be so called because originally

having four ;.IU, [app. meaning compartments,
one above another, for different kinds of per-
fume]; or because having four leg. (TA.) -

Hence, app., A chet in which the volumes of a
copy of the i. ur-dn are kept; (fgh, 1 ;) called
,Ad MO~ : (Mgh :) but thus applied, it is
post-classical, (ggh, ],) belonging to the con-
ventional language of the people of Baghdad.
($gh.) - Its application to A houMhold utensil
proper for women requires consideration. (Mgh.)

'4 The beasts' collecting of themselvs to-

gether in the [season calleUd] A.: [whence] a

a country, or region, is said to be 11J 
[good for the beasts' collecting of themselves

together &c.]. (TA.) _- [Hence, app.,] ,.L-,-

u ui We Ieft them in their former, or

first, or original, and right, or good, state, or con-

dition. (TA.) ' li , also, and V At.j, signify
An affair, a buines, or a concern, in which one
continue occunpied; or a case, a state, or a con-
dition, in which one abides, or continues; (1,
TA;) meaning a former, orfirst, affair, &c.;
(TA;) and only relating to a good state or con-
dition: (Ya4oob, ] :) or one's way, course,
mode, or manner, of acting, or conduct, or tih
like: (s :) or one's right, or good, state, or con-
dition, (,, TA,) in which he has ben before:

(TA :) or his [tribe such as is termed] : or
[the portion thereof which is termed] his J:

(1K:) or OU,k .f(J~, ]g,) and '~'f~,

and ' ; and ° , and °J, and

~ * ', (],) means They are in their right, or

good, state, or condition: (1, TA:) or they are
occupied in their affair, or budsine, or concern,
in which they wer occupied before; or they are
in their case, or state, or condition, in which

they were before: (?, 1:) or a & " (

V,) and t-?j, (Fr, ], 1,) signifies in their
right, or good, state, or condition, and in their
former, orfirst, case; or in their right, or good,
state, or condition, and occupied in their f. er,
or first, affair, or busines, or conwern: (.) or
it means in their placea of abode. (Th, ].) You
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ay , lseo , ,;;/, :. j,
*;s i. e. [There is not among the sons of sucA
a one he who manages thoroughly, or soundly,'
his case, or affair, or businem, or concern, iz

hzich he it occupied [e~oept such a one]. (8.,
And [henee,] i * V 3 and ac) p

CiO eC is the chief of his people. (yam p. 313.
[See also aM. below.])

a.,j A quick pace of a camel, in nchich he goe
along beating the ground nwith hit legs: (TA :)
or the most vehement rnnning: (1 :) or the
most ewhement running of camels: (9 and 1K :)
or a hind of running of camels twhich iJ not vehe-
ment. (s.) See also &j*, last signification, in
two places. - See also its pl., ,.Aj, voce a.~,
in two placea.

J10 : see its pL., 4Aa,j, voce j, in two places.

~ t Of, or relating to, the j; (, Msb,
( ;) i. e., the season so called; [and the rain,

and the herbage, so called;] a rel. n. irregularly
formed. (Mqb.) - Born in thec [season called]
,); applied to a young camel: born in the

beginning of the breeding-time; [which means
the same;] so applied. (TA.)-_ And hence,
(TA,) A son born in the prime [or spriny-time]
of his father's manhood; (S,* TA;) because the
&j is the beginning, and the most approved
part, of the breeding-time: (TA:) pl. Ca^.
(~, TA.) Sa 9d Ibn-M/lik lays, (TA,)

. J Z, . . . .*

[Verily my sons are boys born in the summer of
my age: happy is he nho has sons born in the
sprin.g-time f hit manhood.] (;, TA.) - A
palm-tree (L.', i.e. · i,) of nwhich the fruit
ripens in the end of the summer, or hot seasotn;
AkIn says, because then is the time of the [rain
called] ..j. (TA.) The Arabs say, ,sty

4*.UJt 3h4iP * Agy1,p eya 'a [A hardt hiNd
of date that mould ripen in the season called a
(meaning autumn) that is cut in the summer and
eate,, in the winter-season]. (TA.)- 4· aJt;
A she-camel that brings forth [in the season
caUed AJ] before others. (TA.) - 4-~ [used
as a subst., or as an epithet in which the quality
of asulbL is predominant, for iaa i,] higui-
fies The 3,. [or corn brought for provision, or
the brnining thereof,] in the beginning of winter:
(1, :) or the a. of the [season called] .j;
which is the first 3jn; next after.which is the
a~ ; and next after this, the ajJ; and next

after this, the 4.. (TA.) [See art. ,;.]_
Also, the same, [used in like manner, for ,
"j,] Camels that bring provision of corn in the
[season called] &; or, which wpeans the same,
ins the beginning of the year: pI. U&fj. (TA.)

- And [used in the same manner, for k;0) ;~j#,]
A warring, or oarring and plundering, expedi-

tion in the [season called] . (TA.)-
also signifies X The first, or beginning, or former
part, of anything; for instance, of youthfulness,
or the prime of manhood; and of glory: and
-jH likewise, the beginning of breeding, and of
summer. (TA.)_ - j;al g.a t The lsharpest
hind of thrusting, or piercing. (Th, TA.)

a*, fernm. of 5Ae: [and also uqed as a subst.,
or as an epithet in which the quality of a subst.
predominates: see the latter word, in several
places.]

e;: see an ex. in the phrase .,ls, ,i; U,

voce S". * - (, E, Mb, S, M , ,) like Ci (S, R)

and i~. [in the C.K iJt and it.j] and l;
and [pis. like] ;jl&., which are the only words of
this form, (1K,)°and 5,j, (Kr, K,) accus. of the
former t1a4;, (, M.sb, 1,) and fem. aC.l, (',

g,) Shedding its tooth called the 4 j, q. v.;
applied to the sheep or goat in the fourth year,
and to the bull and cow and the solid-hoofed
animal in the fifth year, and to the camel in the
seventh year: (S, Msb, K:) [see 4:] pl. [of
pauc.] . 1 (Az, K) and [of mult.] U (Az, S,
Msb, .K) and ~', (Th, Az, K,) hut the former is
the more common, (Az,) and 0 (lAar, 1.) and

,i (S, Msb, K) and tl and Z1p . (.5.)

You say, l l;;S . [I rode a hackney

sheddinug his -~j, or in h. fifts year]. (S,
e- · ·SC-

Msb, '.) _ Hence, aet .j t Vehmnent and
youtlful wnar. (TA.)

t1.j [Fuur andfour: four and four toget/cr:
or .four at a time and four at a time:] is a
deviation from the original form, (S, K,) or

y,jl ai0l; for which reason, [and, accord. to
general opinion, because it is at the same time an
epithet, (see ,..j,)] it is imperfectly decl.: (K :)
but the dim. is t ., perfectly decl. (S voce
.s1J, q.v.) [See exs. voce t,)1.] In the ]ltur
iv. 3, El-Aamash read t rj instead of trj;.
(IJ, 1K .) -.5

t,j A she-camel that yieldsfour C,li [pl.

j~i] of milk. (IAar.) See also ,.4.1.

of

ej: see j, in two places. = It has also a
twofold application; to montlis and to seasons:
and it has a twofold application to months;
denoting Tvo months, (S, Msb, K,) [necxt] after

L.-; (S, K5;) and they say, (Msb,) one should

only say, in speaking of them, ,j5 l j jv and
,..JI t. j,; (S, Msb, K ;) [but in the margin
of the copy of the S which I have here followed,
I find it stated that in the handwriting of the
author the former is J.1'jl , (with a single
kesreh, and with no syll. sign to J31Jl); and in
another copy of the S I find JJil c' A~ and

[Boot 1.

I 3t1 Pl ps~;] with the addition of *j : but
It is allowable to say also Jf1 Y j, and
.l. 1 ,j,: the word j is necessarily added
in order to discriminate between the months thus
called and the season called &: Az says, the
Arabs mention all the months without the word
j_ except the two months of &j and the

month of 0 'jL;: and they say also i
and 1 ,I and j : (Msb:) these
months were thus called because, when they re-
ceived this name, they occurred in the season
when the earth produced herbage. (Mob in art.
.t...) It has a twofold application also to

seasons; J.15*l --Ilbeing The season in wheich
the truffles and the blossoms come, (9, Myb, IC,)
and this is [also called] ·'jW! Ltj [the rabcea of
the herbage, properly called the spring of Arabia];

(S;) and &Il tjl/ Tkhe season in wrhich fruits
rip'en; (S, Msb, g;) [also called lj.l j i ;]

but some people call this j1jl , 1,; (S, TA;)
and the season which follows the winter, and in
which the truffles und the blossoms come, they

call L,s4l &1JI; but all of them agree that the

.. #.. [or autumn] is called ~1: AIn says,
the two divisions of the winter [by which he
means the half-year commencing at the autumnal
equinox] are called %,slj); thc former being
;tlah.J l .lJ [the rabeea of the mater and

i/e rainUs, in which the rain called ~.'l1, which
is termed the first of the rains, commences]; and

the second being ;, .1 [or ')j1 the
rabeea of thie herbage], because the herbage
therein attains to its last stage: and he adds, that

&d is applied by the Arabs to the whole nwinter,
[meaning, again, the half-year commencing at
the autumnal equinor,] because ot the moisture,
or rain: (TA:) or the year consists of sic
xeasons; (so in the V1; but in the S, "and I
heard Abu-l-Ghowth say, the Arabs make the
year to be six seasons ;") two months thereof are
called j.19 1 ejl ; and two months, ; and

two months, i~; (S, K;) and two monttu, ej
ijlI, (so in a copy of the 8,) or j.sl1 ', (so

in another copy of the S, [but in the margin of
this latter, I find it stated that in the hanld-
writing of the author it is .l21 &C, without
tenween,l) or I, . .l; ( ;) and two mouths,

.j.; and two months, *.. (S, ].) Az re-
lates, with respect to the seasons and divisions of
the year, on the authority of Aboo-YahyA Ibn-
Kibiiseh, who possessed very great knowledge
thereof, that the year consists of four seasons;

namely, j;l j. 1, vwhich the vulgar call te " lI
[Tlhe autumn]; then ,;JI [the winter]; then

JI, which is >s1 Ji [or LS5l1, i. e. the
spring] ; then ;l'l [the summer, or hot season]:
all this is what the Arabs in the desert say:
the nA 'rkich is with the Persians the v.j,
he says, commences on the third of J,1i
[September 0. S.]; and the A;i;Z, on the third
of JQ*,l ,; L [December 0. S.]; and thlie A..
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mhich is with the Persians the L., on the fifth

efj li [March O. 8.]; and the J4i which is
with the Periais the hJ., on the fourth of

QIij [June 0. S.1: and Aboo-Yabya adds, the
&, of the peoplb of El'Irdk agrees with the

g of the Persian,, which is after the 1;:Z [or

winter], and which is the eason of the flowers,
or roes, and is the most temperate of the asons:
the people of El-'Ilra. he says, have rain in all
the winter, and have abundance of herbage in

the wk.i , which the Arabs call J;)Il eJ1I: and

Ax says, the quarter of the ./. is called .ld4
because the fruits are gathered therein; and the
Arabs call it j because the first rain [which is

called .,l1] falls therein. (TA.) The pl. of

C, ) is 1jl [a pl. of pauc.] and :l ;ql [a pl. of
mull.] (., Myb, 1) and jl,; (AHIIn, ;) or the

first of these is pl. of 95I ; (Fr, Ya4oob, 9,
Msb, 1) and of the & of the months; (Fr,
Msb ;) but the second is pL of &' in the sense of

j.jr., to be explained below. (Fr, Ya.oob, S,
Myb, J].) Hence the phrase in a supplication,

mentioned in a trad., Ui & j' X IJA. ) 'lA4J
[O0 God, make Thou the Kur-dn to be tAhe llfe,
or ease, of my heart]; because the heart of man
becomes lively, or at ease, in the season called

re. (TA.) Hence also, (TA,) t.l .1 The

,~ [or hoopos]; (1 ;) because it appears with
the [season called] [. (TA.) [See also, re-

specting the seasons &c., the word Alj.] Also

The rain in the [season called] 6 [as meaning

the half-year commencing at the autumnal equinox,
(which includes what is really the spring of
Arabia, called "the rabee* of the herbage,")
accord. to a statement of AiIn cited above, and
accord. to what is stated on the authority of AZ

voce :.]: (S, 1 :) or [only, accord. to some,] the

rain which is after the ,', and after which is
[that called] the 4, and then the .,~ : or,
accord. to AHn, rain whenever it comes: Az
says, I have heard the Arabs call thus the first
rain falling upon the earth in the days of the

q.ldy- [or autumn]: (TA':) the pl. [of pauc.] is

la4 and [of mult.] Ce. (Aln,TA.) [See also,

respecting the rains, the word ' j.]- Also
Herbae ; green herbage which the beasts eat;
(TA;) [properly] the herbage that is produced
by the first rain in the quarter which is called

the , and which is commonly called the .4j.

[or autumn], (Msb in art. i j,) [continuing its
growth during the winter-quarter, which is alto

called the L, and which includes, as stated
above, what is really the spring of Arabia, called
" the rabeeO of the herbage," wherein, as AyIn
says, the herbage attains to its last stage: it seems
generally to mean the spring-herbage, which is

earlier or later in different latitudes:] pL 1' .
(TA.) [Hence,] a poet says,

·* ·WtI , S .d

* * ̂ l , - ~B1 1 - .

meaning t [Thy two hands are such that] one hand
has in it the means of the plentiful ubsistence of
manhind, [and in the other are the sacred months,
i. e.] in the other is [that which cause] mcurity,
and safeguard, and the preservation of what is to
be regarded as sacred and inviolable. (TA.)
[Compare Proverbs iii. 16.] Also t A rivulet,
or streamlet; (Mgb, ] ;) i.q. J)t.: (S,Msb,

4 :) or i. q. : (Mgh:) or pi .j: (lar p.
402:) : a rivulet, or streamlet, that runs to palm-

trees: and JL:1 'tj, a subst. prefixed to its
epithet, occurring in a trad., t the river [or
rivulet] that waters secd-produce: (TA:) pl.

't,l (Fr, Yae.oob, 9, Mgb, V) and it4. (TA.)
A poet says, describing one drinking much,

* *.- u.% *.C , ' *
t is mouth is a river [and his hand is a bowl].
(TA.) - Also A share, or portion, of water for
[irrigating] land, (IDrd, ], TA,) whatever it be:
or, ai some say, a share, or portion, tliereoffor
the quarter of a day or night; but this is not of
valid authority. (TA.) You say, L" c, oM

ej W;I, (Q, TA,) or, as in some copies of the
I~, kI, instead of j'k, i. e. To such a one belongs
a share, or portion, of this water [for irrigating
land]. (TA.) _-The dim. of is l tj.
(Mob.)

: see .: and see also , last

sentence.

LQj: see ,, in two places.

UQ: see 14, in four places. - It also sig-
nifies A kind °of iI.. [meaning obligation, or
responsibility, that must be discharged, or per-
formed, taken upon himself by a person for
others; and here, particularly, such as is taken
upon himself by the head, or chief, of a people].

(S, IK.) You say, d..9 asb -, [properly
He is or the af.fairs of his people, as iudicated
above, voce £,y, last sentence,] meaning He is

the head, or chief, of his people. (TA.) Abu-l-
]6sim El-Iybahfnee says, a&i is metaphorically
used to signify 1 The being a head, or chief; or
the office of head, or chief; in consideration of
the taking of the . [or fourth part of the

spoil, which was the share of the chief]: and
hlence one says, i " `e l i .eQ

[None will act vigorously in the office of head,
or chief, of the people, except such a one].
(TA.)

0,, 
l a,.. A stone that is raised, or lifted, (S, I,

TA,) for trial of strength: (g, TA:) applied
I only to a stone. (Az, TA.) ~A helmet of iron.
lLth,,g.) A meadow; or a garden; syn.
LbS. (IAtr, Ig.) - A [leathern mnater-bag, such
as is ca//d] liij. (K.) - A kind of receptacle

3 for perfume and the like; syvn. ,, q. v. (-.)

. ;1. A boy four spans ( l) in height. (S

and MNb voce w l;e, q. v.) It is also applied to

a camel, like [app. meaning Four cubits
in height.: femn. with . (TA in art..)

[Also A word compo~d offow letts, radiea
only, or radical and augmentative.]

3;&Q The tooth that is between the a [or
central incisor] and the ,.r,; ($, Mb, 1 ;)
i. e. each of the four teeth which are next to the
%tJ, (Mgh,OTA,) pertaining to man and to
others: (TA:) pl. L: ($, Mgh, M, b, 1 :)

a man has, above, [two teeth called] 't;;, and
[two called] Qj?j, after them, and [two called]

j1;U, and [two called] ZtW*.U, and six Lj'l,
on each side [three], and [two teeth called]

Oll;.U ; and the like below: (Ae, TA :) and the
solid:hoofed animal has, after the ltUk, four

.,loe;, and four jl;3, and four ~t1W, and eight

~,1t. (AZ, TA.) ~ Also fem. of [q. v.].

(8, g.)

i~ One who often buys, or seUa, tl, meaning
houses, or places of abode. (IA§r, ].)

1;, [act. part. n. of wj]. -The chief who

used to take the fourth part of the spoil, in the
Time of Ignorance. (yam p. 336.) - Jg

a1 He is [the fourth offour, or] one offour.
(TA.) -- [ja and ;. 1;$, the former
mauc. and the latter fem., meaning Fourteenth,
are subject to the same rules u A. %.Jd and

its fem., expl. in art. :.3, q.v.]i_l V ~

[Camels coming to water, or being watered, on
the fourth day, counting the day of the .next
preceding nwatering as the first: pl. of a.A$1]:
from Ji'1 , j, meaning .l ;.. (9;,.)

In like manner, also, &3j is applied, meta-

phorically, to birds of the kind called i,, as an
epithet denoting their coming to water, by El-
'Ajjij. (TA.)~In Mj A fruitfoa, orpienti-

ful, .tj [meaning the season so called]. (ISk,

K.)_-One does not say .*,t like as one

says i.Wt,d &c., because there is no correspond-
ing verb, like tIi, &c., for such a verb would
have no meaning of heat nor of cold. (IB.)

JIt - - ,1; HJIe is abiding, or continuing,

in his state, or condition. (TA.)

1: see a1 . _ I_ X She is
the quichest of them in conceicing, or becoming
prerinant. (Th.)

, j l[Four;] a masc n. of number; fem.

* tki. (9, ].) [Respecting a peculiar pronun-
ciation of the people of El-Hij6z, and a case in
which aalj is imperfectly decl., see L8J. See
also .] _ YJ ljl The quadrupeds. (The

Lexicons passim.) _ aot,;. p :;L4 . ,His
two eyes shed tears running from theirfour sides:
or it means, accord. to Z, he came weeping
most ohemently. (TA.) [See another ex. vocoe

) -k.]. . ~IAwj [indecl. in every case,
meanipg Fourteen,] is pronounced by some of the

7Arabs c ao: and [the fern.] ;; uji, thus
in the dial. of El-gijlz [and of most of the Arabs],

is pronounced o ~jt in the dial. of Nejd. (S
iin art. ,-.)

.
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i;,;asl, [also written without tenween when noi
rendered determinate by the article or otherwis
accord. to most authorities, who make it fem., bul
with tenween when indeterminate accord. to those
who make it msc.,] and ,:;41, (A,, $, M,b, 1,)
the latter on the authority of some of the Benoo.

Anad, (., Meb,) and · 'l 1, (A, Myb, ,)
which is a form of the word seldom used, (Mbh,)
and Al , and l nd , the lst two mentioned
by IHsh, the first of all the most chaste, (MF,)
but it is the only sing. word of its measure, (El-
I5utabee, M9b,) except t.1>;, (AZ, 0,) the name
of A certain day; (., M,b, 1 ;) [namely Wed-
neday;] the fourth day of the wek; (L;) as
also t Wii; but this is post-clasical: (TA:) the
dual of .lti is ;I.ja; (L;) and the p1. is

.;lj41, (., L,) [accord. to those who make the
sing. fem. ;] or the dual is JAUAI, and the pl. is
.l;'t1 ; (/i;) thus says Aboo-Jukhadib, re-
garding the noun as mas.: (Fr:) Aboo-Ziyid
used to ay, d, t. tI -l [Wedncsday
passed with n'hat (occurred) in it], making it
oing. and mase. [because he meant thereby .:

;1'l]; but Abu-l-Jarra used to say, 

,; l, .w ;*)1i, making it femrn. and.pl., and
employing it like a n. of number: (Lh :) Th is
related to have mentioned s.?ljl as a pl. of

Asf'9 1; but ISd says, I am not sure of this
(TA.) The word has no dim. (8b, $ in art.
,.I.)

C.%1! [Forty;] a certain number, (TA,)
after ;J* (.8, g.)- [Also Fortieth.]

I ..
,.1j;1 One who fasts atone on the .l"i; [or

Wed neday]. (IA%r.)

~~; seme ,jP, in three places

-, applied to a camel, [That is watered on
the fourth day, counting the day of the neat
preceding watering as the first: (see 4:) and]
that is brought to the water at any time. (TA.)
- 8ee also ,.

&: -- see j.. Applied to rain, (S,
Mb, TA,) That comes in the [teaon called]
i.*: [in the IHam p. 425, written J:] or
that induces the people to remain in their abodes
and not to sek after herbage: (TA:) or that
confine the people in their ett [or dvellings] by
rtason of its abundance: (Myb:) or that cause
the [herbage calld] j to grotw: (TA:) or that
camer tAe growth of that in which ghe camels may
pasture at pleasure. (..) _ With ;, applied to
land (, AI), Abounding with [the herbage called]

as also (TA.) -Without ;,
applied to a she-camel, (A,, ., I,) That brings
forth in the [seaon called] j: (S, :) or
that has her young one with her; (As, $, l;)
the young one being called t: (AI, .:) as also

t i : (A, TA:) or the latter signifies one
that usually brings forth in the [season called]
~.i: ($, 1:) or that brings forth in the be-

[Boox I.

t ginning of the breeding-time: (AV, 8, .:) or that
e is early, or before others, in becoming pregnant:
t (TA:) and the former, so applied, signifies also

one wAose romb is, or becomes, closed, [app. in
the season called &j, (see 4,)] so that it does
not admit the seminal fluid. (TA.) -Applied
to a man, Hlavting offspring born to him in the

) prime of his manhood. (TA.) [See4.] Also
The sail of a fill ship: (AA, :) that of an

empty ship is called .. (AA, TA.)

. *: see .

; . (.8, I,) Having four portions [or sides or
faces or anglet &c.; generally meaning either
square or quadrilateral]: or of the form of a
thing havingfour legs; or of theform ofa quad-
ruped. (TA.) [Seealso l _. 4,4 >1

t A man tvhos eyebroms have much hair;
as though he had four eyebrows. (TA.) 
I ,4 .JI a [ aring a square forehead; mcnn-
ing] a slaw. (TA.)

. 6 tI l A land containing, or having, C.W

[or jerboas]; (S, 9;) as also Vt " 3 .,;l. (TA.)

. ~A staff, (g,) or mall staff, (.,) of
which two men take hold of the tuwo end in order
to raise a load (S, J) and put it upon the back
of the camel, (S,) or upon the beast; (F;) as
also t1 : (1:) which latter is also expl. as
signifying a piece of wood with wrhich a thing
is taken. (TA.) [See 1, last signification but
one.]

BM see ,: and t,9: and .
Rain that comes in the beginning of the [season
called] t: [an epithet used in this sense as a

subet. :] pl. . (S,a ], TA,* [in which only
the pL is mentioned,] and EM p. 140.) Hence,

1..qj l 1 t u as lsed in a verse of Lebeed
cited in the first paragraph of art. ijj; by the

.,qi. being meant the ,tiJ; ( ;) i. e. the Man-
siona of the Moon [which by their rising or
setting at dawn were supposed to bring rain or
wind or heat or cold]. (EM ubi supr.) -
Applied to a place, That produces herbage in the
beginning of the [season called] .. (I, T4A.)

-Applied to land (,l): see *,.-- . Applied to
a she-camel: see .

w Tn,Tisted of four twists, or strands; (.,

TA;) applied to a rope, (TA,) as also V1L. ,

(Ibn-'Abb&d,TA,) and to a bow-string, and a
bridle. (S, TA.) - Applied to a spear, Four
cubits in length: (TA:) or neither long nor
short; (., TA;) and in like manner applied to a
man: see P, in two places: (., Mgh, L, &c.:)

and [hence its pl.] .j , applied to horses,
compact in make. (TA.) Also, applied to a
man, .Having a fever which seizes him on one
day and leavew him ttvo days and then comes
again on the fourth day [counting the day of the
neat preceding fit as tha first; i. e. having, or
seized by, a quartan feoer] ;.as also a6 ; (S, I

! ;) and i said to be used in the same
sense; but the Arabs say d. (Az, TA.)_

c ;l, and vI ja, Land, and tre,
watered by the rain in the season called ~.

($, TA.) - [Hence,] it, applied to a man,
also signifies X Restored fron a state of powrty
to 7walth or competence or sufficcy; recovered
from his embaramen or d~ieulty, or from a
state of perdition or dtruction. (TA.)

tg.4, pL of i [q. v.]: and pl. of tl
[q. v.].

8.;;: se j, in three places.

p3., applied to a beast, That w pastured
upon the [herbage called] s, and become fat,
and brisk, lioely, or sprightly. (TA.) See
also ;: I and see I; bLjI.

t _ ~i4 ZHe sat crosclgged; i. q. U 

dG;.. (TA.)

1lC Having power, or ability, for, or
to do, a thing; as, for instance, war, or battle;
([Air;) or to bear, or endure, a thing; (IAr,
Sgb ;) as when relating to an envier, meaning his
envy. (?gh.) You say also .. v J 3
A man who ij able by himself to execute his
work, havading power, or trength, to do it, and
very patient. (C.)

*M nb in which the .. is augmcntativc, (Kr, .,
Mb,) because there is not in the language of the
Arabs any word of the measure J,3W, (Kr, ,)
except what is extr., such as j ,, (!,) which
is a foreign word [introduced into their language],
(. in art. jk~ ,) [The jerboam;] a certain well-

known beast; ( ;) a maU beast like the i6 [or
rat], but longer in the tail and ars, and of which
thea hind Ilgs are longer than the fore-igs, ike
remrse of what is the case in tahe ltjj [orgiraffe];

called by the vulgar '; (Mqb;) a rat (SI)
of which the burrow has four entrances; Az says,
it is a nall beast larger than tahe , [q. v.; but
in the L, in art. pq-, the reverse of this is said;]
and the name is applied alike to the male and the
female: (TA:) [Forskll ("'Desr. Animalium,"
p. iv.,) terms it mus jaculs: seo the questions
appended to Niebuhr's "Desr. de l'Arabie," p.

177:] pL (, MMb.) [See .e,1 ,3, voce

-.] Hence, (TA,) ,Jl also signifies
AJI1 t.J [The portion of flesh and sinew next

the bach-bone, on either side]; ( a, ;) as being
likened to the ;U [thus called]: (TA:) or this is
with damm [5 JI]: (1:) or the 1 of the

C;eare its portions of fl~ ; (T, ., ;) and the
word has no sing.: ( :) Az says, I have not
heard any sing. thereof. (TA.)

cl~M,1l t.J; Th neighbour that is variable in
his actions [like the jerboa, which is noted for
having recourse to various expedients, in the
formation of its burrow, he., to avoid capture];

like , .J~l$jtJI. (IAV, TA in art.j-.)
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1. , aor. ' (e!, MMb, 1) and :, (~, ],)

inf. n. LY), (JK, $, M9b,) He put his head (i. e.
the head of a kid, S, ]g, or of a lamb, ]g, or of a

sheep or goat, Msb) into the ij , (S, V,) or into

the tjp: (Mqb:) or, accord. to the M, he made

fast, or bound or tied fast or firmly, him, or it,

in the .ii: (TA:) or he made fast, or bound or

tied fast or firmly, his (a sheep's or goat's) neck

with the j4, or cord: (JK:) and VA", inf. n.

•jgS, he made fast, or bound or tied fast or
firmly, him, or it, in the 3k% [pl. of 1 or of

a,;]. (TA.) - [Hence,] A 1 (M°b,

al,j aor. L, inf. n. , (Mqb,) t lie made him
to faU into the thing, or affair. (Mb, 1.) -

0 also signifies The act of making fast; or

Ibinding, or tying, fast, or firmily; and so j;

(] ;) each as an inf. n. of ,2. (TI.)

2. Jj [.Ie prepared the l61, pl. of W].

One says, .W j& XjL WI e~.), i.e. [Tht ewes
havre secreted milk in their udders: therefore]

nprepare thou the ,05 : prepare thou the jtO! :
for they will bring forth soon: (S, K :) because
they [be 1in to] secrete milk in their udders U

jJjl ,,S [i. e. at the time of bringing forth, or
when about to produce the young]. (S.) It is
not thus in the case of she-goats: therefore, (S,)
in the case of these, one says c,, with ;,

(S., ,) meaning "wait thou :" because they shlow
signs of pregnancy in the state of their udders,
and bring forth after some length of time: and
[in the case of these] one says also .J, with ..
(1. [See arts. j'J and tj]) - One also says,

J !.Jt .. j~, meaning He made loops in the
;nfddle of the rope to put upon the necIs of the
young lambs or kids. (T in art. .)- See

also 1. - ;...s:._kl j I interlarded, or embel-
lished, the speech, or discourse, wit7 falsehood;

as also y; n. ' _-;_ (JK;) [or ii;.

for] '11 X. signifies hAS; (Ibn-'Abbid,

as also , &J. (Ibn-'Abbad.)

(Ibn-'Abb&d, :,) t I hung the ihing upon my
neck. (JK, Ibn-'Abbad, I, TA.)

8. .jJl lie (a kid) had his head put into the

L,4j. (?.) -[Hence,] ,2 jJjI He (a
gazelle, ~, I) becan,,e caught in my snare. (Llb,
JK, ~, .) - And a.5_. J ;3j1: I became

caught in [the snare of] his deceit. (TA.) -

And ,,i " jw1 t He fell into the thing, or

aoffair. (Mb, . ) - ^ ei3! I tied, bound,

or madefast, himn, or it,for myseT. (TA.)

0 A cord haoing in it a number of loo
wherewith lambs, or kids, are tied, or made fast;

any one of which loops is trmed t a" (?, Mob,
1]) and ? i4: (1] :) or a cord which is doubled
in theform of a ring, into which is put the head
of a sheep or goat, and which is then tied, or
made fast: so, says Az, I have heard from the

Arabs of the desert of Benoo-Temeem: (TA::)

p1. [of mult.] Mjb (g, Mb, ) and -W and [of

pauc.] 0V. ( ], 1.)_ Hence, (TA,) .
*Ze .;.1 1 V a3, (S, Msb, TA,) occurring

in a trad., (a,) S He cast off the tie of El-Isldm,
(Msb, TA,) with which he had bound himself,
(TA,) [from his neck.] (Mnb, TA.' [Seo also

&.]) And jltl 1(4.. JI,4 Aji , also
occurring in a trad., (S,) meaning t [Thle cove-
nant is yours] as long as ye sevr not the tie nith
which ye are bound; this tie being likened to the

J6) upon the necks of lambs or kids; and the
severing thereof, to the beast's eating its ~j, and

severing it; for thereby the beast becomes free
firom the tie. (TA.) And in a trad. of 'Omar,

tj'L 4 [Perform ye the pilgrimage tith the

wromen: detour not their means of subsistence,
mhile ye leave their ties upon their nechs]: he
likens the obligations imposed upon them to tjtt.

(TA.) One says also, i J , meaning : Ile
removedfrom him his anxiety: (.E, TA:) and so

?4 ^ i; . (TA.)

~i: see the next preceding paragraph.

#j: see k~j, in four places. - Also A thing

woven of black wool, of the width of the 'i [or
band of the drawers or trowserul, in nwhich is a
red stripe of dyed .wool: its extremities are tied
toyether, and then it is hung upon the neck [or

shoulder] of a boy, so that one of his arms comes
forth from it lile as when a man puts for.th one
of his arms fromn the supensory of the sword:
the Arabs of tl e desert hang the ® [pl. of 1.i]
upon the necks of their boys only as a preserva-
tiavefrom thle [evil] eyjc. (T, TA.)

and 'ULU Evil in disposition: applied to
a man; and in like manner to a woman: men-
tioned by As; and in the ]g in art. j,a [where,
in some copies, it is written ]. (TA.)

,d, (TA,) or aie' , (S, Mob, ,,) applied to a
lamb or kid ( 1), (lSk, S, K.,) or to a sheep or
goat (;1t), (Msb, TA,) Having its head put into

thec "j; (ISk, ;, Myb, g, TA;) as also t ? 

(ISk, JK, S, Msb, ]) and t 4.. (JK, TA.)

j. .I Calamnity, or misfortune: (JK, S,
K :) whence the prov., ;.t 1 ;t. .l,
(TA,) meaning He brought us a great calamity,
or misfortune: (IJ in art. ~jl:) AV says that the
Arabs assert it to have been said by a man who
saw the ghool upon a dusky white camel (,.

OJv); (S. in that art., and TA;) ";I being the

dim. of .j;;: (1V in that art.:) or LnJI ;lA is a
name of wrar, or battle: or the viper: (JK,
Ibn-'Abbad, TA:) this last signification is held
to be correct by Z, because, he says, the viper is
short, and when it folds itself it resembles the

j. (TA.)

,J A cord with wrhich a ewe, or goat, is tied
(], TA) by the neck. (TA.)

i. q. ~ [Silnt : or lowering the eye,

looking towards the ground: &c.]. (JK, TA.)

o.*: see j5 . - Also, [or o.* '.,.] A

cake of bread, or one baked in ashes, into which

fat ha been put; syn. 4- j' e. (. )

UX': see ,

1. ',, (A, J,) [like ;J,] aor. , inf .n.;,
(, TA,) He mixed, or mingled, it. (I, .) -

Also, (gI,) aor. as above, (TA,) and so the inf. n.,
(8, TA,) He made it good, or qualified it pro-

perly, namely, ,, [i.e. crumbled, or broken,

bread, moistened with broth], ($, V, TA,) and
mixed it with some other thing. (TA.) -And

'4;, .A, (8, TA,) [and :i alone,] aor. and
inf. n. as above, (TA,) HIa made ~ [q. v.].

(]g.) d 14;U X Jj [He is hungry, therefore

nmake ye "j for him], (8, ],) or, ua IDrd
relates it, , IIU.i [i. e., " therefore mix ye Ai1i
(a certain food) for him"], (TA,) is a prov.;
(?, 1g;) the origin of which was this: (8:) a
certain Arab of the desert, (?, V,) said in the O
to be Ibn-Lisan.el-lIommarah, (TA,) came to
his family, or wife, (?, 1],) from a journey, (TA,)
and was congratulated with the annunciation that
a boy was born to him: whereupon he amid,
"Wlhat shall I do with him? Shall I eat him

or shall I drink him ?" so his wife said, '90,

I I,7U: and when he was satiated, he said,
"How are the infant and his mother ?" (~, ] :)
the saying means, "he is hungry, therefore pre-
pare ye for him food, that his hunger may be
allayed, and then congratulate him with the an-
nunciation of the birth of the child:" and IDrd
says that it is applied to the case of him whose
anxiety has departed and who has become unoccu-
pied so that he may attend to othler things. (TA.)
_ And i W ;M , (Lth, ],) inf. n. as above,
(Lth, TA,) He threw such a one into mire.

(Lth, 1g.) _ - 1: see 8.

8. l;.jt It was, or became, miad, or minglel.
($, ].) - He (a man) stuck fast in mire. (Lth,
IC,' TA.) And S He (an animal of the chase)
struggled in the snare. (M, TA.) - t He (a man,
TA) was, or became, in the condition of one whose

affair, or case, is confued to him; as also ' ,b't

aor.:, (IC, TA,) inf. n. *,. (TA.) And h,43jI

, h . ft He (a man) was, br became, entangled
in the affair, and could hardly, or not at all,

escapefrom it. ($.) And , . 9I J;.j! t He
fell into cases of perdition, and could harUdly, or
niot at all, escapefrom them. (TA from a trad. of

'Alee.) - e..b u t 4JL3) t He reiterated in his
speech, by reaon of an impediment, or inability

to say what he would; syn. ~. (I, TA.)

i511. -d ^ E, (V,* TA,) inf. n. J ;J!,

(TA,) t His opinion, or judgment, was, or became,
confused to him. (Ibn-'Abbad, ], TA.) - And

y,'l s. ,ilt, tHe (a man) paused, or stopped,
from the affair. (Ibn-'Abbid, lg.)

'Ie t A man (IDrd) nweak in art, artifice,
11

1
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cunning, ingenuity, or sdill, in the management
of affairs: (IDrd, .:) a possessive epithet.
(IDrd.)

J 1A and V j and VJ A man in a state
of eonf~ion in respect of hi affair, or case:
(i :) the lat is a posesive epithet. (TA.)

I.
j: see what next precede.

wj Datea neaded with clarified butter and
[the preparation of dried curd called] J [, after

which it is eat en. (.gh, TA.) [See also `_-J]

s ee the next paragraph: - and see also

1a? (., 10) and t Jl (1i) Dates with clari-
fled butter and [the preparation of dried curd
called] 10j, (,S,) kneaded together, and then
eaten; [like j), as explained above;] and, as
I8k mys, sometime water is poured upon it, and
it is drunkh: or, he adds, accord. to Ghaneeyeh
Umm-El-.omlris, IJt and datea and clarified
butter, made soft, not lihe what is called 4.e
(. ) or (accord. to Ed-Dubeyreeyeh, ) flour
and Jail (8, 10) ground, and then (8) mixed with
clarified butter (8, 1I) and .,j [or inspiuated

juice]: (:8 ) or dates and'JJl (i, TA) hneaded
without clarified butter: (TA:) or inspisated
juice (;, ] , TA) mixed (TA) with flour or

[i.e. meal of parched barley]: (K, TA:)
or a cooked compound of dates and wheat. (i.)
-Also the former word, A portion of freth
butter from which the milk will not separate,
(fgh, K,) so that it is mized [theAmith]. (.gh.)
- And Water mixed with mud. (ggh, If.) -
[Hence,] 4ijN 1; i.e. + [He accused him of]
a thing that stuck fast upon him. (TA.)

O4,
1.s , or. I, (T,, M, ,) or. (T,, and; ,

(i,) inf. n. j., (T,) They multiplied; became
many in number: (T, M, f :) they increased and
multiplied: ( :) and their children multiplied,
and their cattle, or property. (M, 1f.) See
also 8. _ % ; She (a woman) was, or became,

eshy; (M;) and so ;. (g.) And you
my also e_ 9 v,jJ [app. meaning His fleh
mos, or became, abundant]. (M in art. J,1.)
,;bJ1 C?%v, (IDrd, M, If,) in£ n. 00; (IDrd,
TA;) and 4!l; (IDrd, M, ]f;) The landpro-
ducedJ,k [q. v.]: (IDrd, ] :) or abounded with
J,: (M:) or the latter signifies it ceased not to
haoe in it ;. (T.) And ,j,1J1 '4 The
pasturage# abounded with herbage. (T.) [See
alio 5.]

4: see above. m Also jIl He was, or became,

wiMsd, crafty, or cunning; [like J ; see art.
J ;] and lay in rwait for the purpose of doing

evil, or mischief. (TA.)

: see 1, in two places. _ bejl ThAe
land had tros mcA as ar trud JXj; i.e.

breahing forth with green leaves, without rain,
when the eason had become cool to them, and
the summer had retired: (Ay, A'Obeyd, T:) oi
the land became green after dryness, at the adveni

of autumn. (S.) And' l J33 TAe trees put
forth leaves such as are termed kjO. (M, .1)
-. 3J.j also signifies He ate J;,; (Ibn-'Abbad,
1f;) said of a gazelle. (Ibn-'Abbad, TA.) And
They (a company of men) pastured their cattle
upon ~J. (M, R1.) And He prosecuted a search
after Jj. (Ibn-'Abb&d, l.) - Also He took,
captured, caught, snared, or trapped; or sought
to take &c.; game, or wild animals, or the like.

(M, R.) You say, X : They nwentforth
to tahe &c., or seeking to take &c., game &c. (M.)

8. 4. J3fJ His cattle, or property, multi-
plied; (Ibn-'Abbid, Ig;) like tJ,j. (Ibn-'Abbad,
TA.)

Q. Q. 2. tJ.,3, orioinally J,l,k: see the latter,
in art. &;:.

2jt Fat, and soft, or supple: [perhaps, in this
sense, a contraction, by poetic license, of, wj:] an
epithet applied to a man. (.Ham p. 630.) Also
A sort of trees nwhich, when the eason has become
cool to them, and the summer has retired, break
forth with green leaves, without rain: (As,
A 'Obeyd, T, S :) or certain sorts of trees that
breah forth [with leaves] in the end of the hot
season, after the drying up, by reason of the cool-
ness of the night, without rain: (g :) accord. to
Aboo-Ziyad, a plant, or herbage, that scarcely,
or never, groms but after the ground has dried

up; as also J. and L and X": (T'A :)
[and] leawes that break forth in the end of the
hot season, after the drying up, by reason of the
cooleof the night, without rain: (M:) pl. j~ .
(, M, If.)

H A certain plant, intenely green, abound-
ing at Bulbeys [a town in the eastern province
of Lower Egypt, commonly called Belbeys or
Bilbeys,] (1i) and its neighbourhood: (TA:)
two drachms thereof are an antidote for the bite
of the viper. (1i.)

.j, applied to a man, Fleshy: (A'Obe7 d, ~,
TA :) or fiehy and fat. (TA. [See also J;.])
And [in like manner the fem.] j, as also
,Api, Fkshy (M,1) and fat; applied to a
woman. (M.) And 3t.,j applied to a woman
signifies also Large in the ., [pl. of .i'j, q. v.];
(Lth, T, M, 1g ;) as also t .);j: (M, 1 :) or both
signify , Wj; (0, ]f; [in the C15, erroneously,

WAJ;]) i.e. narro in the tU; [or groins, or
inguinal crases, or the like], as expl. in the
'Eyn: (TA:) or you say tI' z '~t, meaning
[app., as seems to be implied in the context, large

in the . and] narrow in the t.Uj. (Lth, T.)

: see what next follows.

4j (AZ, T, , M, g) and V t4j, (., M,1,)
the fogmer said by A. to be the more chaste, (.,)
The inar part of Athe thigh; (AZ, T, ., M, 1 ;)
i.e., of eacA gaiga, of a man: (AZ, T:) or any

large portion of JlA: (M, if:) or the parts
(M, O1) of the inner side of the thigh [or of each
thigh] (M) that surround th udder (M, 1I) and
the vulva: (15:) pl. Z,4LQ.; (AZ, T, S, M, Ig;)
which Th explains as meaning the roots of the
thighs. (M, TA.)

jI'J Fleshines andfatnMu. (IAr, T. [Thus
in two copies of the T, without ;. See also

Jc Fleshy; applied to a man: (T:) or cor-
p.ient, large in body, or big-bodied; so applied:
(TA:) and with ;, fat; applied to a woman.
(TT, as from the T; but wanting in a copy of
the T. [See also j.]) - [Also] A thief who
goes on a hostile, or hostile and plundering, expe-
dition, (M, 1,) against a party, (M,) by him-
self. (M,1 f. [See also jtJj; and see Q. 2 in
art.

IUJ Fieshiness, (A'Obeyd, S, M, 1g,) and some
add and fatneu. (TA. [See also 3 .] ) __ 
;l.j ,1t A well of which the water is wholesome
andfattening to the drinkers. (yIam p. 367.)

a.L: Fattnes; (., M, 1 ;) and ease, or ample-
nes of the circumstances, or plentifulness and
pleasantness, or softnes or delicateneu, of liJe:
(M, I: [in the Cif, 1l is erroneously put for
.,a;JI :]) or the primary signification is softnetus,

or suppleness, andfatnsn. (.yam p. 367.)

j.;, applied to a woman, So.ft, or tetder:
(O, TA:) or fleshy: (TA:) or soft, or tender,
and fleshy. (gf. [In the C1, JIl is erroneously

put for a*tj.])

.41j The flesh of the shoulder-blade. (Ibn-
'Abbid, TA.)

?I The lion; (A 'Obeyd, T, S, M, 1;). as

also 0%,j, (.,) which is the original form, (M in

art. J.O, q. v.,) derived from A.iUl signifying
"wickedness," &c.: (TA in that art.:) Aboo-
Sa'eed ays that it is allowable to omit the . [and
substitute for it j]: (S :) [and Az says,] thus I
have heard it pronounced by the Arabs, without .:
(T:) or, accord. to Skr, it signifies a flshy and
young lion: (TA:) the pi. is .iL (T, TA) and

jw$,: (, TA:) and hence ,,.il Je , mean-
ing Those, of the Arabs, who used to go on hostile,
or hostile and plundering, expeditions, upon their
feet [and alone]. (TA. [See also te.j; and see
Q. 2 in art. .L$1.]) It is also applied as an
epithet to a wolf: and to a thief: (T, :) accord.
to Lth, because of their boldness: (T:) or as
meaning Malignant, guileful, or crafty. (TA.)
Applied to an old, or elderly, man, (M, 1g,) it
means Advanced in age, (M,) or meaks, or feeble.
(1e.) Also One who is the only. offstprin of his
mother. (Ibn-'Abbad, TA.)- Applied to herb-
age, Tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and
dense, and talL (Fr, T, I.)

Iitj A cunning, or crafty, lion. (TA.)

Jitl *b means, (M1, 1,) app., (h,) Good, orI I
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Boo. I.]

· e d/stesU, J;. (M, A.') _ 4, [its fem.]: see

3t' u"& A land that cease not to have in

it J: '(T:) or a land abounding therewith.
(M, .)

L~ , applied to a woman: see j.

L 1, aor. - , (T, S, M, Msb, ,) inf. n. 0,
(so in copies of the ., [in one of my copies of the
S not mentioned,l) or _J and j, (M, 1~, TA,)
the latter erroneously written in [some of] the
copies of the 1B .j, (TA,) It (a thing, T, $, Msb)
increased, or angmented. (T, 8, M, Msb, K.)
Said, in this sense, of property: (Mgh:) or, said
of property, It increased by usury. (M, TA.)

m11 ,A, in the l5ur [xxx. 88], (T, Bd,) means
And what ye give of forbidden addition in com-
mercial dealing, [i. e. of usury,] (Bd,) or what
ye give of anythingfor the sake of receiviag more
in return, (Zj, T, Bd,) and this is not forbidden
accord. to most of the expositions, though there is
no recompense [from God] for him who exceeds
what he has received, (Zj, T,) in order that it
may increase the possessions of men, (T,* Bd,)
it shall not increase with God, (T, B13,) nor will
He bless it: (B :) some (namely, the people of
El-ljij6z, T, or Nafi' and Ysaeoob, Bd) read
tl, (T, 134,) meaning, in order that ye may
increase [the property of men], or in order that
ye may haee forlbidden addition [or wusry therein].
(B4.) . Also It became high. (Msb,* TA.) -
I;, aor. as above; and , aor. . i; said of a
child, He grew up. (Mqb.) You say. ) 's,

Xi i (S,) or P u inf. n. (M, 1,
TA) and ., (M, TA,) with 4amm, (TA,) this
latter on the authority of Lx, (M, TA,) accord.
to the 1B "ji, with fet-h, but correctly with damir;
(TA;) and Ca, (Q, M, TA,) in the copies of
the V erroneously written * , (TA,) inf. n.

.; and i; (M, % , TA; [the latter, accord.
to the CJ~, /j, which is a mistranscription ;])
I grew up [among the sons of such a one, or in
his care and protection]. (S, M, J.) -
L.;3 1 The ground [being rained upon] became
large, and swelled. (M, TA.) In the ]ur xxii. 5
and xli. 39, for -;j, some read ;A,.j: the
former means and [become s large, and wells; or]
increases: the latter means "and rises." (T.
[See art. t) , kIi; b;, inf. n. jt, Th id
[or meal of parched barley] had water poured
upon it, and in consequence selled: (M, TA:)
in the copies of the ], L,..Jl t;, expL as mean-
ing he poured water on the ", and it cone-
quently swelled. (TA.) - tO said of a horse,
(S, 9,) aor. , (TA,) inf. n. W), (],) He
became snollen, or inflated, from running, or fiom
fear, or fright. (, }S.) - He was, or became,
oafcted with ,what is termed .; (, M, M, ;) i.e.
he was, or became, out of breath; his breath

Bk. I.

became interrupted by reason of fatigue or run-
ning &c.; or he panted, or breathed shortly or
uninterruptedly; syn. -!: (TA:) and soV Lo.,;

for you say, ;3 j_ j,alI Pl;, i.e. [We pur-
sued the chas until] me became out of breath;
&c.; syn. l;W. (M.) - See also 4. .,

itjlj I ascended, or mounted, upon ihe hill, or
elevated ground. ($, ].)

a. , , (,M,Mgh,Msb,K,) inf.n. an .,
(S, j,) I reared him, fostered him, or brou;ght
him up; (M, Mb;) namely, a child: (Msb:)
Ifed, or nourished, him, or it; (S, Mgh, K;)
namely, a child, (Mgh,) or anything of what
grows, or increases, such as a child, and seed-
produce, and the like; (S;) as also tf ;:
(Mgh, :) the fdrmer is said to be originally

".a (Er-Rtghib, TA. [See 1 in art. <v, in
two places.]) [Thus j" signifies I reared, or
cultivated, plants or trees.] And i is said of
earth, or soil, meaning Itfostered plants or herb-
age. (L in art. j, &c.) And g j j.
is said of a tree [as meaning It produces blossoms,
but does not mature its produce]. (AHn, M and
L in art. JL.).._J , ;j +z [I pre-

ermed the citron with honey], and ;jl [the

roses with sugar: like a]. (TA.) - .
iL% ,e [in the CX JLi, which I think a
mistranscription,] tI removed, or eased, [his
cord with which he was being strangled; app.
meaning, his straitness;] (g ;) mentioned by Z.
(TA.) [See a similar phrase in art. _mj, conj. 4.]

3. b, (j in art. j~., as syn. of #*,.,) inf.
n. ;t.~, (TA ibid.,) [He practised usury, or the
like, with him: used in this sense in the present
day.] -And '& j, (j,) inf. n. as above, (TA,)
I treated him with gentleness, or blandistment;
soothed, coaxed, wheedled, or cajoled, him. (j,0
TA.)

4.. I (in [some of] the copies of the ],
erroneously, &-j)1, TA) I increased, or aug-
mented, it. (M, J, TA.) Hence, in the aur
[ii. 277], .AJ11 .l (M, TA) And He will
increase, or augment, alms-deeds; (Jel;) wvill
multiply the recompense thereof, (Bd, Jel,) and
bless them. (Bd.) See also an ex. in the first
paragraph. - -t I took more than I gave.
(S.) - [Hence,] .jl, said of a man, signifies
[particularly] He engaged in, or entered upon,
Qtl [i.e. the practising, or taking, of usury or
the like; he practixed, or took, utury or the like;
as also t t1., aor. ; for] :i4 and ., as inf. ns.,
both signify, in Peru., i ; . (KL. [In the
TA, Qj, said of a man, is expl. by the words
i ~h ,Ld_: but I think that the right reading
must be l 6 *,L or Itj c; and the
meaning, He acquired in the practice of usury
or the like, or he acquired of uury or the like.])
See, again, an ex. in the first paragraph. -- s1
X sef l L,b, (M, Mob,) r5 _, (M) He
exceeded [the age of fifty, and the like]. (M,
M 9b.)_ [I. I said of the .,, in a copy of the

., in art Jj. is a mistranscription for . ,
with dl.1

5. uf, said of a child, (Mgb, Mtb,) He was,
or became,fed, or nourished; (Mgh;) or reared,
fostered, or brought up. (Mgb.) m See also 1,
near the end of the paragraph. s: ee 2.

*6. #Wej:see ;s ._ Also A company (lAgr,T,
1, TA) of men: (IAr, T, TA:) pl. VjI: (IAp,
T, K, TA:) and t ; likewise signifies a corm-
pany; or, as some say, ten thouand; as also
O&,2

, t; (M, TA;) or the former of these two words,
(i.e. LJw,) accord. to the A, signifies a great
company of men, such as ten thousand (TA.)
It is said in the 1] that f ; signifies Ten thou-

sand dlirhemsnu; as also V ;: but in this assertion
are errors; for the former of these two words
signifies as explainqd in the foregoing sentence;
and the latter of them is with teshdeed, belonging
to art. ..r, and signifies a company [or great
company] of men. (TA.) - Also, (T, 8, M, ],
TA,) and V ~, (M, TA,) The state of being out
of breath; interruption of the breath by reason
of fatigue or running &c.: or a panting, or
breathing shortly or uninterruptedly: syn. ,
(T, M, TA,) and ;itl: (TA:) or a loud (lit.

ighh) breathing: (S.) and a state of inflation of
the Ja.. [or chest]. (M, TA.) [The former
word is now often used as signifying Asthma.]

t.j, (T, M, Msb, g,) or t lj, (S, Mgh,) [for it
is often thus written, and generally thus in the
copies of the ur-4In,] with the short I accord. to
the pronunciation best known, (Mqb,) [which
implies that it is also pronounced tt,,] An exces,
and an addition: (M9b :) an addiiion over and
above the principal sum [tlhat is lent or ezxpend~]:
but in the law it signifies an addition obtained in
a particular manner: (Er- Rigbhib, TA:) [i. e.
usury, and the like; meaning both unlawful, and
lawful, intereat or profit; and the practice of
taking such interest or profit:] it is in lending,
(Zj, T,) or in buying and selling, (S,) and in
giving: and is of two kinds; unlawfil, and law-
ful: the unlawful is any loanfor svtich one re-
ceives more than the loan, or by meant of which
one draws a profit; [and the gain made by such
mean :] and the lawful is a gift by which a man
invites more than it to be given to him, or a gift
that he gives in order that more than it may be
given to him; [and the addition that he so obtains:]
(Zj, T:) [it generally means] an addition that is
obtained by slUing food [4c.] for food [4'c.],
or ready money for ready money, to be paid at
an appointed period; or by exchanging either of
such things for more of the same hind': (Bd in ii.
276:) or the taking of an addition in lending and
in selling: (PS:) [it is said to be] i.q. i-.:
(M, :) [but although ( and °a' are both
applicable sometimes in the 'same case; neither of
them can be properly said to be generally
pxplanatory of the other, or syn. therewith:

Jit" tM is a term specially employed to signify
profit obtained in tAhe came of a delay of payment:
and ." .I ~, to signify profit obtained by the
supeior value of a thing trecived ov that of a
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thing gi,:] the dual of (M, M9b, 1) or 1;
(O) is ;y and M; (9,M, M,,b, 0;) the
former being agreeable with the original; (M,
M9b;) the U in the latter being because of the
imaleh occaioned by the preceding kesreh. (M.)
8ee an ex. near the beginning of the first paragraph
of this art. t *', thus pronounced by the Arabs,
but by the relaters of a trad., in which it occurs,

· 4.a , (Fr, T, 9, Mgh,) or, as some say, 4t j,

as though this were the dim. of 41.-, (Mgh,) is a
dial. var. of [or t]; and by rule should be

;ty: (Fr T, T, Mgh :) or, accord. to Z, aj may
be of the measure JJ from 1. (TA.) [See
also "t , in art. a. ' ]

0.. ..
o: see,t.

1/J: see the next paragraph: and see also
j0:.

iSJ, and j aind t iJ; (T, , M, Mgb, V;)
the first of which is preferred, (T,) or most
common; (Myb ;) and the second, of the dial. of
Temeem; (T, Mqb;) and tVP (M, O) and t j

(T, , M, nd jlq (M, ) andt j (IJ,
6) and t jIgtj (T, , M, Mb, ) and t;IX;
(M, ] ;) A kill; i. e. an elevation of ground, or
elevated ground: (T, 9, M, :) or an elevrated
place: so called because it is high: (Myb, TA:)

the p1. of ;j; ie U; (T, Mb) and (T:)
and the pl. of t

4 lj is 1,3p; (T, Meb;) which
ISh explains us meaning elevated sands, like the

412,; [q. v.], but higher and ofter than the
latter; the latter being more compact and rugged;
the lj, he says, has in it depressnon and el-
wation; it producets the beat and th most numerous
of the herbs, or leguminous plants, that arefound
in the sands; and men alight upon it. (T.)

i s: ee the next preceding paragraph: -and

see j, in two places.

i and a nd A m: e , last sentence:
and see also art. 

t~:see i. [The. is silent, like the I.]

;tgaj: ·ee

SJ Of, or relating to, what is termed . or

, ([i e. usunry and the like]: (Mgh, Mb :) 5g0
is said by Mtr to be wrong. (Myb.)

·' Excess, ecellUence, or superiority; syn.
J,J: (IDrd, $,]1:) so in the saying, ,: XiJ

~ jlI' ([Such a one posesses ewceu, or excellence,
or superiority, oer such a one]. (IDrd, 9.) -
And An obligation, a favour, or a benefit; syn.

see

;;t : see ;

j%t and ;jli and ;l9: see t J

[(,1l; Increasing, oraugnmtging: &c.. Hence,]

. J;, ,.t.Ji, in the ]ur [lxix. 10], And

He punished them with a punishment exceeding
other punishments; (Fr,* ,* M,*,* Jel;) a

vehement punishment. (].) - i'e ;'p! A

woman affected with rihat is termed wj; [i. e.,
out of breath; &c.; (see 1, near the end of the
paragraph ;)] (T, TA;) as also V 'i. (TA.)

1;tlj [as a subst]: see o;y, in two places.

tjl in the lpur xvi. 94 means More numerous,
(Bd, Jel,) and more abundant in wealth. (Bd.)

.· a d·sJiat, originally ;yjI, (,) or of the measure

4i:,, (M,) The root of the thigh: (Ks, T, 9, :)
or the part between the upper portion of the thigh

and the. lonwer portion of the .* W [or belly]:
(ISh, T, K :) or the part betiveen the upper
portion of the thigh and the lower portion of the

. [q. v.]: or, accord. to Lb, the root of the

thigh, next the jLi: (M:) or, as in the A, a
portion of flesh, in the root of the thigh, that
becomes knotted in consequence of pain: (TA:)

there are two parts, together called X Il.

(S, TA.) - Also I A man's household, and the
sons of the paternal uncle of a man; (T, M, K,
TA;) not including any others: -(T, M:) or the
nearer members of the housewhold of a man. (A,

TA.) One says, .. ; ?JJ ;1., and
a -i a- - -

-. e t-ol, (T,) or .,. . t ~, (s,) t Such
a one came among his household, and the sons of
his paternal uncle: (T, TA:) or among the people
of his house consisting of the sons of his paternal

uncles; not of any others. (8.)

X 't-;1: see art. j.

.. * One wrho practise I. [i. e. uury or the

like]. (M, g.) - .t t Good land. (M.)

;;, for }sy: see the latter, in art. Lb.

uw [Reared, fostered, brought up, fed, or
nourished: see 2.. _And] Made [or prer~ed]
wcith 4 [or inspissated juice, 4c. (see 2, last

sentence but one)]: you say [.G , j (in-

ger so preserved]; as also ' (, ] ) and
t ;.ApO signifies Preserves, or confections, made

with ,j; like .l. (9 in art. 'p )

. see what next precedes.

1. , in the copies of the ], in art. _w, is a
mistake for '. (TA in that art., q. v.)

.tla, \ for ii;? ' [as though ;j were a dial

var. of .e~j]: see ,p (last sentence), in art. .'J.

X% ea dual of 4, mentioned in art. ,j.

a A specie. of the [Imall animals called]
,;d' [q. v.]: (Aalt, t and P in art. j :) pl

j: (AglIt, :) acord. to IAr, the rat, or
moue: pl. as above: (T:) [or] a certain ma
beast, or reptile, beten the rat, or mouse, and

[(,hat is called] . .I [q. v.]. (M.) And
The cat. (Q in art. yj.) See also (i (last

sentence), in art. j.)

i. } see t (last sentence), in art. yJ.
it":
5. .J
Ail: see art. j.

oi~;l A specie. ofjfih, (S and ] in art. ,
and M in the present art.,) white, (S,) reambling
worms, (S, ,) found at El-Darah. (3.)-
Accord. to Secer, A certain plant. (M.)

1. ;;,, (S, Msb, C, aor. :, (Msb,) inf n.
;3;; (S, MYb ;) or zj, inf. n. L3;; (so in the
M ;) He had, in his speech, or utterance, what is

termed ai, expl. below. (M, M,b, 1.)

4. j4I1 lie (God) causil him to hare, in his

apeechi, or utterance, what is termed 3Jj. (S, ' .)

R. Q. 1. ;j He reiterated, by reason of an
impediment in his speeh, in uttering the letter ;.
(IA-r, T, I) jc. (IAqr, T.)

;a The swine that assaults or attacks [men]:

(T, TA:) or a thing [meaning an animal] re-

senbling the wild swine: (M, TA:) pl. L.j, (T,)

or £,4, (TA,) and .'~ : (?, M, TA:) or j

signifies [simply] mine: (9, l :) in some of the
copies of thie , wild swine: (TA:) or boars:
(M :) or boars in which is strength and boldness :
(A:) it has been asserted that no one but Kh has
mentioned it. (IDrd, M.). [Hence, (in the

TA said to be,ti, but this is a mistranscription

for "t ,]) t A chief (IAr, T, 9, A, ]) in

eminence, or nobility, and in bounty, or gifts:

(IlAtr, T:) pl. ; i (IArp, T, , A, 10) and 1.
(I8.) You say, J I f,,3 1 ~ i He is of tAe

lords of mankind. (A.) And AtlI '21 ;jj
1These are tla lords of the towon, or country.
(TA.)

UJ A vitiousness, or an impediment, in speech
or utterance, so that one does not speak distinctly:
(9, A, ]:) or a hastines therein, (M, Mgh,) and
a want ofdistinctness: or the cAlanging of J into
iJ: (M:) or an impediment in speech or ttter-
ance: (MNb:) or, accord. to Mbr, rwhat resnmbles
wind, impeding the commencement of speech,
until, when somewhat thereof comes forth, it
becomes continuous: it is an inborn habit, and is
often- found in persons of elevated, or noble, rank:
(T, Mgh, Mb :) or, as some say, it is a reiterating
of a >cord, preceded by tAs breath: or the incor-

porating of one letter into another (1 he
this should not be done: (Mqb:) or a vitious and
faulty hind of repetition, in the tongue. (AA,
TA.)

1. A woman who changes, in pronunciation,
,. into J, or j into t or J, and the like; or

who changes one Ietter into another; syn. ;i55.

(AA, T, 1~.) [See also what follows.]

[BooK I.1024
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&.c
s.jI A man having in his speech, or utteraice,

owhat is termed .j: (T, , A, Mgb, Mb :)
accord. to 'Abd-Er-Ra}min, whoe word, or
speech, is held back, and it preceded by his
breath : (Mgh :) or having an impediment in his
speech, so that his tongue wil not obey his will:

(TA:) fem. ,j: (Mgb:) and pl. J. (A, Mgb.)
[See also u$~']

w,

1. ,5 T, (T,,M, &cc.,) aor. L, inf. n. 'j,
(M, M, Mb, L, ) It (a thing, ?, M, Myb) was,
or became, constant, firm, steady, steadfast,
stabl, fuiod, fast, sttled, establiAshed, (B, M, A,
MXb, 1,) and stationary, or motionless; (?,* M,
A, Mb, ;) as as also ,. (M, ].) Also,
said of a thing, (T,) of a . i. e. cockal-bone,
or die], [aor. and] inf. . as above, (, M, A,
TA,) and of a man, (M, TA,) aor. as above,
iu£ n. n. .3j;, (M,) or ,j, (K,0 TA,) It, and he,
stood erect, or upright; (T,, M, A, TA; [but
in some copies of the ]C, ,v." is erroneously

put for 'J'1? as the explanation of ,jA;1)
and (TA) so i J,31 (g, TA, [but this I rather
think to be a mistranscription,]) said of a man:
mentioned in the T as on the authority of IAar.
(TA. (But in the T, I find onl! ,;,f in this
sens.]) So in the saying, ) al 4, 3

~1 .*U..UI [He stood erect like as doe tie

cocka-bone, or the die, in the diffcult standing-
place]: (f,0 A, TA:) occurring in a trad. of
Lu~an Ibn-'Ad. (TA.) And rill ; 3

lIe stood erect in prayer. (A.) [Or] ) ; said
of a man, [aor. ',] inf£ n. n. j; and $j;, signifies
He remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, in the
town, or country: and also Ae stood firm. (Myb.)
And you say also, J 1 ! ;, [He weas con-
stant,.firm, &c., in the affair]. (A.)

8 , ¢?, M, A, dc.,) inf. n. ?, , (, ,)
He made, or rendered, (a thing, S, IM, or things,
A,) contant,.firm, steady, teadfast, stable, fi~d,

st, ettled, establishad, and stationary, or
motionles. (,* M, Myb, ].) You say, .

ijJt [He s,tationed the scouts upon
the 3l]. (A. 8ee4 a.)_Hre t things in
order, di~posed them regularly, arranged them,

or claified them. (MA.) You say, Jj,I ,Jj
[He st in order, regularly disposnd, arranged,
clauiied, distributed, or appointed, the stations,

pou of honour, &e.]. (TA voce j 1.)
[Hence,] .,3t3 is sometimes used as signirying

The mode of onstruction termed ;]. _ [when
it is regularly disposed: see art. .A]. (Iuar
p. 88.) [Also The precribing, or observing,
a particular order in any performance; as, for

instance, in the ablution termed .l;.]J - And
The drawing of omens, one after another. (KL)

& ; JJ1, (T, Mi, A,) inf. n. 'U;', (T,)
said of a boy, (T, M, A,) He made tAhe .,.a
[i. e. cochal-bone, or die,] to stand erect, or up-
right: (T,' A:) or he made the ".nb firm, or
steady. (M.)m ~,JjI u an intrans. v.: see 1.L

1025

Also, inr. n. as above, He became a beggar, after
having been rich, or in a state of competence.
(IA', T, ]. [Perhaps formed by transposition

from H.e~.])--And He invited distinguished
peront to hi food, or banquet. (T.)

5. .,33: see 1, first sentence. - [Also, u
quasi-pass of 2, It was, or became, set in order,
regularly disposed, arranged, or clasified. -

And 4 , j,;3 It ma consequent upon it; it
result;d, or accrued,from it.]

· o·

-,.3: see the next paragraph.

3~ The steps ofjtairs. (M, TA.) - Rocksa
near together, ome of them higher than others:
(M, 1~:) [a coil. gen. n.:] n. un. t "L3; mentioned
on the authority of Ya4oob as [written *.",]
with damm to the j and fet-l] to the i.. (M.)..
Elevated ground, ($, V,) like a 6j [or bar, or
an obstrucvetion, betene two things: app. a coll.
gen. n; in this sense also; n. un. with ; for] You
sayV L;3 and like as you say aq.; and

(g.) - Hardness, or difficulty: (Q, A, :)
coarseness, hardness, or di.culty, of life or
living: (M, 1] .) fatigue, woearinsw, emrbarras-
ment, or trouble; as also t 3. (M.) You say,

; (T, ?, M, A) There is no hard-
nes, or difficulty, in his life or living: (;, A:)
or no coarseness, hardness, or difficulty. (M.)

And h 3; a ) .11 and ? i3., There is
no fatigue, weariness, embarrasment, or trou-
ble, in this affair. (M.) And U"t U L

7.Z A 3j There is not in this affair any
hardnme, or diffculty: ($:) or any.fatigue, or
trouble: (T:) i. e. it is easy, and righely dispose.
(T, A.) ~ Also The space between the little
finger and that next to it, namely, the third
finge;r, [when they are extended apart:] and the
space between the thtird finger and the middle
finger [when they are so extended]: (M, g :) or
the space between the fore jfinger and the middle
finger [wrohen they are so extended]: sometimes
written and pronounced t 35 : (f, TA:) [or it is

a coil. gen. n.; and] V &;* [is the n. un., and]
signifies the space between [any two of] the
fingerL (TA in art. .j. [See also,,.]) It
denotes also The [tpace that is ,neasured by]
putting the four fingers close together. (Q. [See

also w ])

L A single step7 of stairs or of a ladder;
(MA;) [and so u 34, as ppears from what
follows:] pL of the former ,Jj (MA) [and
;.13, for Az says that] 1'Q signifies one of the

;.~ of stairs: (T:) [the pI. of ;£ is 3 ;]

You say, J3 .; and H,; [e
asceded the steps of the stairs]. (A.) - [Hence,];
also, (S, M, A,* Myb, ],) and * 3 ,3y, (T, 0, M,
A, 1, TA,) [or] from ;j signifying "he stood
erect," (TA,) t A station, or standing; a post of
honour; rank; condition; degrtee; dignity; or
o.ffic; (T,S, M,A,M,b,l§,TA;) mith, or at
the cowr of, kings; and the like: (T, TA:) or
a high station, &c.: (TA:) pl. of the former
,3; (A, Mpb, TA;) and of the latter ,.

(A, TA.) You sy, ?3hJ4l lst t[Heisin

tha higa et of station, LC.]: and .4r ijil d

U;.alI S [He has a station, &c., or high station,
&c., mith, or at the court of, tAe Builfl]: and

A tW1 J;; j :[H ttis of the people Of
hig, stations, &j.]. (A, TA.) - [i; also sig
nifies The order of the proper relatite plac of
things; as, for instance, of the words in a sen-
tence.] - See also the pl. Jj. in the next pre-
ceding paragraph.

j3; n. un. of %,3;, which see in three places.
( ,*M.)

~J3J A she-camel erect in her pace. (T, V.)

31; (Myb) and ? 4i3 and tV43 (M, ])
and i lJ3 (M) A thing constant, firm, teady,
steadfast, stable, Jfizd, fast, ettld, tablised,
stationary, or motionIsu: (M, Mib, ]: [the
third of these words, in this sense, is mentioned
in the T in art. .,3: but ee the next pagraph:])
and the first, standing erect, or upri/At; (T,
TA;) applied to a thing, (T,) to a w.eh [i. e.
cockal-bone, or die], and to a man. (TA.) You

say $ . A thing, or an affair, continual, or

uninterrupted, dl;,) constant,.firm, rteady, &t.:

and V 3 :-t, the latter word of the measure
J, ' with damm to the ;* and fet- to the t, a
thing, or on affair, constant, firm, steady, ia

( A.) And A1. i ;ight, high rank or condition,
or the lihe, cmutant, .firm, &c. (A.) And .;
$,, Conutant, or continual, (M,TA,) Jed,
settled, or etabllihed, (TA,) mennt of suhsitnc.
(M, TA.) And ;l; l. ,j ` L I ceased
not to be, or to do, thwu constantly; as also
t31;; in which, IJ says, the. is app. a subtituate

for ,, because we have not heard.,j used like
4,; but it may be radical, from L.g3l. (M.)
-_ [JI; in the modern language, used u a
subst., signifies A set pension, salary, and allow-
ance; a ration; and any st ojice, or task: and
so 431. ; pi. -.

3.1J3 and ,,j3 and w3.J: see the next pre
ceding paragraph, in four places. - You say also,

tW> ljlt and ,ij>, meaning They came aU
together. (V.) And a poet says, (M,) namely,
Ziyid lbn-Zeyd El-'Odharce, (TA,)

meaning [And we pouused ercellece aboae the
peopls] all together: (M,TA:) thus accod. to
the reading commonly known: but, as some
relate it,

"" -. l. *

i.e. [And it rat a jwt claim that e had upon
tAe peoplb, settled, or establidhe (TA.) The
first ;. in is augmentative, becaue there is
no word likejAa.; and the derivation also is an

evidence of this, for the word is from ,nl;tjln tt .
(M.) Also the second of these three words,
(T in art. ,3, and M, and L,) or the fint of
them, (],) A bad slave: (T, V:) or a slae
whom three perons inherit, oM after another;

129 *
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beame of his eontinmce in slavery: [it being
a oommon cnstom for a man to make a good
slave free at his death:] mentioned by Th. (M.)
_Abo the econd, (Tb, M,:,) and the firt,
(]:,) DuJ, or eartA; syn. ,j3: (Th,M,]V:)
bemuse of its long enduranoe. (Tb, M.) - And
the first, i. q. ; [bmIe, or duration, or conti-
nuncef, or eaidstn , itAout end; &c.: or the
right reading may perhaps be Ni, i. e. remaining

wunstantly, o.]. (]:)

ss;s . .L J; Such a one took what was like
a road, to trad it. (I,o TA.)

r~, and its pl. i,: see m , in six plaes.
- Acoord. to A4, it signifies A place of oob a-
tion, which is ta rnmmit of a rmsotain, or the
upper part tereof: ( :) accord. to Kb, (f,) the
,. -J. in mountains and in derts (j.,) are

[structures nch as are termed] a,o; [pl. of.;,
q. v.,] pon hich are st ationed (t jj) scout,
or spirs: (T, :) or places to which couts acend,
in, or upon, mountains. (A.)_The pl. also
signifies Narrow and rugged part of ~aleys
(TA from a trad.) _ And the sing., Any d/if-
mdt station or poition. (M.). See also .3j,
in two place. - [In potchlaioal works, and in
the langunage of the present day, it is applied to
A mattru, upon which to sit or recli or lie;
such as is qread upon a couc-frame or pon the
ground.]

1 ,, in£ n. ajm: ee 4. .i , (]:,) or
sAb e u ~.., (?, A, Mob,) aor.', (Mb, 5,)

inf. n. , (MYb,TA,) He w, or becamw,

impeded in h spc, unable to speak, or tongu
tied; (#, A, Mtb, ,;) u also 4.. 1, (A,

1,) and A. #T,, *nu i s t, . (a)d

You say, ~ dt ,A * ,1 (M, Mgh, Meb,) and
~'JI ,u , (Mgh,) : Th reader, or reciter,

(Q, Mgb, Myb,) and the orator, or prachAr,
(Mgh,) mat muab to read, or rcite, (f, Mqb,)
a though he were prevented doing so, (Mob,)
or u though a thing were closed against him
like u a door is closed; ( ;) or mw, or bcame,
imped in his rding, or ritation, and his
oration, or sermn, and wnabl to complete i{;

(Mgh;) from A1j &l: (Mgh, MNb: [see 4:])
and ; * 'j1i signifies the same: (.: [in my

cepy of the tb, " ,jI, of the same measure 
MJ l, in the pa. irm :" but this is evidently a

mistrnscription, for ' i, of the same measure

uj'~ :]) one should not smy 7i: (&:
[but it seems that those who pronounoed the verb
with teshdeed mid e.3!: ee art. e :]) this is

sometimes sid; but some disllow it: (M#b:)
the vulgr say it; and oord. to some, it may be
correct au meaning "be fell into eonfusion."

(Mgh.) You sy also, *~4 35W ; * I -,,

Zte a~ d th pulpit, and was, or bcame,
impeded in hit e, umabb to rpeA, or togu~

yn - ej

tied. (A.) And £i J; * 3;' Such a oe
oas unatbl to.fin a saying, or poetry, tAat Ae
deired to uettr. (TA.) And e, a.. CS

t In Ai pcA is a r~irating, by reo~ of an
impediment, or inability to say what As would.
(A, TA.)- -. j, inf. n. , * 3j, He (a child)

aked a little, at Ahi first bgi to walk; or
aed ith a mwea gait; crept a~lo; or mwaled

dorly. ~,TA.)

I. :jl .eI,, ($, A, Mgh, M,b, ,) Inf n.
Ugl; (Mb;) and t 4j, (,) in£ n. t ;

but A4 allows only the former verb; (TA;) i. q.
"iL. , [which means He locked the door, and

also Ae shut, or closed, the door, but the former
appear. to be the signification here intended,
from what follows,] (f, A, Mgh, Myb, ],) to as
to make it fast, or firm: (A, Mgh, Mqb:) so
says As, after Lth: and, by extension of the
signification, Ae hAut, or clond, the door, without
locking it. (Mgh.) It is maid in a trad., Gt; '

J, (Mgh,* and "Jnmi' e.agheer" of Es.
Suyootee,) i. e. [Verily the gates of Hea,en are
opened at the dclininsg of the smn from the
meridian,] and are not cloud nor lockd [until
the noon-p"rayer has been perford]. (Mgh.)

- [Hence,] l tJ' tThe affair was as

though it ere do againut him, so tAat he
Anew not tae way to engage in it, or ecute it;
syn. Al: .,~_1 . (TA in art. .) - See also 1,
in four placs _ [Hence also,] ~.3j : i (a
camel) cloed Aer womb against he sed ($, A, ],
TA) of the tallion, (TA,) Aaing become pr
nant. (A.) - And t SA (an as) became prg
nant. (.) - And i ae (a hen) had Ahr belly

fUollfoga (,eA,'V.)- Alw ;t tDt (the
sea) became raied into a tate of commotion, and
coeed everything ith tAe abundanc of its
water, (], TA,) and tAe voyager upon it found
no may of aeape from it. (TA.) I- t It (snow)
was continual, and covered [thAe land]. (.)
t It (abundanoe of herbage) was unirtsal over
tAe land, (], TA,) lea~ing no part theof want-
ing. (TA.) And L.AJJ %3j1 tThe year of
drougAht inoolwMd e<y part in sterility, (], TA,)
so tAat manfound no way of scope. (TA.)

8: see 1, in two places.
10: ee 1, second sentence.

[A tdreet that is clod;] that has no

place of eg . (A, ]) 31 Property to
AicA there i no acceu; (A, TA;) contr. of

,fi, (]~, TA,) which is likewiso with kear;
(Ti; [in the C ,jl ;]) aeLbo > . (V, TA.)

tJ3: mo what next followL

6u A door: (TA:) or a great door; (,
Mgh, Mb, Vi) as also tjj: (f,A,]:) or a
door lockd, or hut or cloed, (f, Mgh, ]j,) aving
a smal door, or wicket: (.. :) or it signifies
abQ a door that is lockd, or shut or do#d:
(Mob:) pl. and .5j, and, aooord. to MF,

ef, but ths is irg. and he has given no

[Boox I.

authority for it. (TA.) mence ;, ( The
door of the Kaa~/A]: (, TA:) and t the Kaabek
itsef: (A, TA:)- and [hence also] I is t a

name of Mekkeh. (., TA.) J1 3 t.J
';a_, (A, Mgh, Mob, TA,) occurring in a trd.,
(Mgh, TA,) means, (A, Mqb, TA,) or is sid to
mean, (Mgb,) t H made his pr~ rty, or cattle,
a' votie offering to be taken to the a.bek;
(A, Mgb, Mb ;) not the door itself; (Mgh;)
the Kabeh being thus called because by the door
one enters it. (TA.) - Also The port of the
womb tAa clom upon the ftw; as being
likened to a door. (L) .- W,3 l , jI occu
in a trad. [app. as meing t A land having a
place of in~rs that is, or may be, closd: or it
may mean a lmdul having in it rocks: we ;-6,

of which may be a coll. gen. n.]. (TA.)-

j,:, ~u, b u t A sh-d~m firm or compact [in
the midle of thae bach, or in the part on eitAr
ide of the tail, &c.]. (I.)

A,. sing. of eU, which signifies Rock.
(.) -_ Also Any narrow ,. [or mountain-
rood, &c.]; as though it were closed, by reason
of its narrowness. (L.)

. r A door, and a chamber, or house, loced,
or shut or cloed, ( L,) so as to be made fast,
orfirm. (A.)

baJe, Papplied to a she-camel, t Pregant;

because the mouth of her womb becomes closed
a¢ainst the seed of the stallion: (T, A,* TA:)
applied also to a she-a , in the same sense:
(TA:) pl 3i. and 5Ir- (A, TA.)

i1; A thing wait which a door is coed, or
made fast; syn. ;IL; (s;) [(pp. a kind of
latch:] it is qjff d bhind th door, in th part
neot to the loch. (Ibn-'Abbd, TA in art. , .)

& j Narrow roads or paths: ($, A, :)
the sing. is not mentioned. (TA.)

L , aor. :, in£ n. 3 (j , M,b, .) and
~ (Myb, ) and i, (Ir, 1,) He (a beast)
pastured at ple~re; (Mb ;) Ae (a beast, $, TA)
ate (Q, O) and drank (V) what he pleasd, (Q,
,) and came and wt in4Ae pasturge, by dy,
(TA,) amid abundance of herbge, and pl~ y:
( :) or : he ate and drank plentifully and pla-
santly, in land of prodc and fruitfuln,
of green herbs or eg~minu plants and of mwaters:
(Lth, 5], TA:) or S Ae ate (TA*, V) and drank
() with grat grwe~ . (lAyr, V.) In its
primary acceptation, it is said of a beat. (TA.)
- It is metaphorically mid of a man, s memding
t He ate much; accord. to El-I!bahinee in the
MufadAt, and the A and the B. (TA.) - You

s"a 9 . JL. U; ti S Such a one acted
a he pas d ting and drinking the property
of such a o. ) Ad ;

We Wet forth [playmg, or spo,rtg, and e°oY-
ing o~wel; or] woyo~ o~vm; and a~ing,
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or tporting. ($, TA.-) It is said in the ]ur

[xii. 12], (TA,) accord. to different readings,

(1, TA,) Z.;4j 3 t l L ;; t tEd thou

him mwit w to-morrow] that he may play, or
sport, and enjoy himuelf: or the meaning is, that

m may al [abroad at his pleasure] and become

cherful in countenane, or dilated in Aeart:

(TA:) and e t3 ,.i that we may put our

beas~ to eat and drink what they pleae, amid

abundance of herbage, oand plenty, [or to pature

at pl~ure,] and he sdall play: (V, TA:) and

the revere, (j,) 4 i; ~, (TA,) i. e. that he

may put our beast to eat and drinh &c., and we

mill play together: (8, TA:) and with 0i in

each case (J.) _ And it is said in a trad.,

t ZH who goe round about [the prohibited place

of pasturage will soon enter into it]. (TA.)-

And in another trad., L 1I . I.

l~d-.U, meaning t [ Wlen ye pass by a cene of]

the commemoration of the praius of God, enter

ye thereinto; the entering thereinto being thus
likened to the eating and drinking what one

pleases, amid abundance of herbage. (TA.)

4. HJI He put his camels [to pasture at plea.

sure; (ee I ;) or] to eat (8, V) and drink (),

what they pleaed, (8, J,) amid abundance oj
Arbage, and plenty: (]: [in which it is implied
that the verb may have this signification or othen

agreeable with explanations in the first sentenco
of this at.:]) or he pastured his camels, or puI

them to pasture, by thrmedle. (TA.) See th,

ex. in the ]lur4n cited above. - Hence, H,

rud, or governed, Ai subjects well; [as though
leaving them to satiate themselves in the pastur
age. (TA.) - It (a party of men) lighted upo:

abundance of herbage, and pastured. (TA.)-
It (rain) produced, or gae growth to, herbag

in which thI camels might pasture at pleasure, c

eat and drink what they pleased, amid abundant

thereof and plenty. (?, Mob, l.) - if31 CoJ
The land became abundant in herbage. (TA.)

~j [app. an in£ n., of which the verb (j)

not mentioned, and perhaps not used,] The leadi

a plWntifl and plasnt and ea~y lif& (TA

[S also ibo .]

& sing. of , v; voce a
applied to herbage: se e.

3i~ Abundance of hrbage; or of thAe gooa

coneanienr, and comforts, of li4f; frifuin~
plenty: and a state of amplenu in rep

thereof: (! :) a subot from 1 (TA.) Hen

the prov., aWnl ;;Il, and VI;iJ1; (i;) t
former on the authority of Fr, and the latter frc

some other, accord. to the O; but in the L, t
latter is asoribed to Fr; (TA;) [Bond. at

plnty; the latter word] meaning ;,,IJl: 

by 'Amr Ibn-Eq-ila: he had been taken p
soner by Shkiir Ibn-Rabee'ah, a tribe of Hemdi
who treted him well; and whsn he left his peo

he was lender; then he fled from Sh&kir; a

when he came to his people, they mid, " OAr

thou wentest forth from us slonder, md now tb

art corpulent;" and he replied in the words or

above. (Q) MI
I

s ee what next precedes Mi

aa, One who sk, with his camels, after th

places of pasturage abounding with herbage, one ,

after another. (TA.) Oi

l; A camel, ($, V,) or beat, pasturing at

his pleasure; (Myb;) or eating (Q, ,) and drink-

ing (a) what he please, (f, V,) and coming and gi'
going in the pasturage, by day, (TA,) amid ap
abundance of herbage, and plenty; (;) [part n. ;

of 1, q. v. ] pl. * ' (?, Msb, 1) and and he

and -(K ) _ You say also S a1 re

() See 0- c1

U) 1 I sanw a multitude of A

men. (gh, .) a

i ..* A place of pasturing: (KL:) [or of un- 
restrained and plentiful pasturing;] a place hetret

beasts pastcure at plasure; (Msb;) where they 

eat (8, O) and drink (O) what they plase, (g, 
V,) going and coming therein, by day, (TA,) a

amid abundance of herbage, and plenty: (V:) C(
lee 1: ]1 pl (Mb.) - (And Pasture 

) itself:] one says, jl3 , ll [They con-

I umed, or ate, the pasture of the land]. (M in 

One who leata his travelling-camels to

pnasture at their prere, or to eat and drinh P
ewhat they plas, coming and going in the pawtur- C
a ge, by day, amid abundance of herbage, and i

plenty. (TA.) - A man having abundance of 1

haerbage, or of the goods or conaveniencea and com- I
forts of life, not lacking anything that he may 

deire. (V, TA.) You say also ' a . ;s

in ;, meaning t A people, or company of men,

we who are scorcely ever without abundance of herb-
age, or of the goods or conveniences and comforts

of life; syn. o ; and ? 39, i, after

the manner of a rel. n., like iS: and in like
i manner V ; is applied to herbage [as meaning

s Jcarcely eer other than abundant, or generally

) abundant]. (TA.) - Rain that produces, or

give growvth to, herbage in which the camelsl may

id pasture at plasurc, or eat and drinh rwhat they
pleak, amid abundance thereof and plenty. (?,

Mgb.)_ - WL * Land in rwhich the beasts

, eagerly deire to satiate themselvs. (Sh.)

ce)

he L. ;, aor. (8, L, Myb) and , (L,) inf. a.

m ;, ($, K, L, MKb, V,) He cloed up, (M, Myb,
he TA,) and repaired, (M, TA,) a rent: (M,

nd MKb, TA:) the wed up, or together: se eU ]

id I I is the contr. of A t. (S, ].) - [Hence,]

iri- one ays,1,;i LW, meaning [He closed up the
in, bah that a betwn tem; he reconild theAm;

s,l or] reform, or amended, th circumtan

ad sbiting between m (TA.) _j;j, aor.,
or, (Iloot, Klb, TA,) inf.£ n. j, (Q, Mgb, lYb,

ou TA,) in the V, erroneosly, I, (TA,) & wu,
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became,a.ch at is tud .j; (ISoot, $,

gb, Mlb, 1;;) sid of a woman, ($, Mgb, M,b,
) or of a girl, and alo ofa camel. (Ioo,
lb.)

8. pjIl It waJ, or became, cdod up, (, Mlb
,) [and repaired; and ewd up, or tgdem ;]
id of a rent: (f, Mb :) and ,alo of the vulva

a woman. (,* TA.)

yS i q. I og [and i &j>, c., being ori-
ially an inf. n.; iLe. Cloed up, and rp'ired;

plied to a rent; and so tj]. (TA.) 611

t'; tj, in the ]ur [xxL 81, lit. Thy (the
avens and the earth) srs clord up, and me

at tAcm], is from asJI u the contr. of 51,ll:

1:) accord. to ISn-'Arafeh, it means thely r

sed up, ithout any intra , and w rment

hem by the rain and by te plans: acord. to
z, it means they mwe a eaen closed up and

m earth cloed up, and we rent the into wo

faun and en earth: Lth says that the

eavens were closed up, no rain descending from

hem; and thbe earth was oloed up, without any

ssure therein; until God rent them by the rain

nid the plants: Zj says that . is for 
TA:) and he says that the heaven and te earth
rere united, and God rent them by the air, which

He placed between them: (TA in art. o::)

ome read * W;, for -i- ', meaning s
Bd.)

X: see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places. _ It is (also] pl. [or rather ooil. gen. n.]

if 't Wi, syn., accord. to the copies of the ],

with "3', but correctly with ;j", which signifies
The pace between (any two of] te ngr:
mentioned [in the JK, where I find the correct

reading, and] by Ibn-'Abbid. (TA.)

Wj: see what next precedes.

fwj, applied to a woman, (AHeyth, $, Mgb,

Mqb, ,,) or to a girl, (Lth,) [and also to a she-

camel, (see 1, last sntence,)] Impervia cownli;

($, M9b, ] ;) having the matw of the vagina

cloed up: (,: Mqb :) or hairag no aoprtsr

ecpt the J. [or mew urinaw]: (Lth,

Mgh, :) or having thie o dramn togetAer

that the $g can hardly, or not at aUll, pa.
(AHeyth.)

Uj [A garment composed qf oo pieces of

coth swed togetAhr (,O. by thir border.

(Lth, $, V.) Hence the saying of a rajiz,

[A fair girl in a j'3j, turning about eyea black

in the inner angle.] (Lth, 1.e)

ss Inacc ablmne, or anapproachable
(;i;, [in some copies of the ], ;iJ~ is erro

neously put for i.Lt,]) and might; and Aigh, or

eldeate, rank. (Ibn.'Abb&d, ], TA.)

1; (for ojI rAm] Cg up, or
coalering. (An, TA.)d . bJl tH 
is the po_ r of command or u, *o tht he

bmame,.swh 

m is t~ W;; (IVOotl $1

gh, 

Mqb, 19;) said of a wmaut ($, Mgb, Yeb,

J 

or of a girl, and abe of a 01900h

lb.)

O'�iji 

It oat, or bw~y clond *Pp ($p Myby

[and 

repaired; and ~ fdp, Or M~;]

,d 

of a rent: ($, Mqb:) and abo of the vulva

a 

woman. ($,*TA.)

,Wj 

j.,,. Ir oljg� [and &,c., being ori-

mally 

an inf. n.; L C. ~ up, and r"im;

plied 

to a rent; and so (TA.) 611D

r, 

Cj, in the 'I�ur [xxL 81, lit. Thy (the

avens 

and the ~h) mm chood up, and 00

nt 

thm], in from jr,�$ U the contr. of J51:

1:) 

acwrd. to Ibn-Arafeb, it mm~ thy

md 

up, W~ any jaw~, and wo rmt

�en 

by the rain and by the ~: uwrxL to

Z, 

it mean they mm a Adawn closed up and

% 

earth chnd up, and me rent thm into

umm 

and mm earth: Lth �aye that the

eavens 

wen closed np, no rain descending from

acm; 

and the earth wm clooed up, without any

mure 

therein; until God rent them by the rain

nd 

the 

plants: Zj says that $B;

rA:) 

and he says that the h

rere 

nnited, and God rent them by the air, which

Ie 

placed between them: (TA in art. &P:)

ome 

read 'V U; meaning

for 

Wi MJ.1

B4.)

X: 

see the next preceffiling paragraph, in two

)Iaon. 

ms It is [aho] pl..[*r rather ooll. gen. u.]

bf 

It 

Q... , syn., aowrd. to the eopin of the V,

mi
,ith 

"',but correcdy with "' ",which itgnifies

mi 

%

rbe 

space between (any two of] do

nentioned 

[in the JK, where I find the correct

reading, 

and] by IbnjAbbid. (TA.)

see 

what next preoedes.

JU3j, 

applied to a woman, (AHeyth, $, Mgb,

Mqb, 

V,,) or to a girl, (Lth,) [and also to a abe-

camel, 

(no 1, lut sentence,)] Impocia coianti;

($, 

Mqb, ]p;) having the mwim of the vagina

cloud 

up: (?,* Mqb:) or AaWng no aporto*

e"t 

the jt�* [or m*~ w~u3]: (Lth,

6,
mgb, 

V4 or having th# LCA W drama UMAer

that 

the .�l can harditi, or not at all, pan.

(AHeyth.)
0 

'

jUj 

[A garniont com~ qn 9~ pieces Of

&th'umed 

togother (CIW ";� by tMr border&

(Lth, 

$, V.) Hence the cap'ng of a rijiz,

M.!3

[A 

fair girl in a tp'Jj, taming about oya black

in 

the in~ angles.] (Lth,

Inaccessablimus, 

or ompproacha~.-

[in 

some copies of the V, ~1 in erro-

neouty 

put for and might; and Aiqk, or

d~ 

, rank. (IWAbbid, TA.)

~g 

up, or

th 

[for JSM5 rA~-]

~kw"g. 

(Agn,TA.)->.;

is 

th pom~ of command or
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op~e and clo, and straite. and id (Iar
p. 08.) [8ee also i. .]

;pj 6 uA1 lva of wAich the ides stic
together. (TA.)

see: se e .

.;'.Heorbage of wrich the blosroms hare nwt
yet come forth from tAeir calyzes. (TA in art.

w )] [See remarks on a verse cited voce

uJ,

1. aJA;, (Q, ],) aor. ', (J,) thus it appears to
be accord. to the V [also], and thus in the
Deewan el-Adab of El-Faribee, bnt accord. to
?gh it is correetly , (TA,) inf. n. L;j and ~itb
(8, I) and '.1, (g,) He (a camel) roent with
sAort steps (?, V&) in his 0 [or quick pacing,
or going a hind of trotting pace, beteenm a rwalk
and a r un], (?,) to whichl Kh adds, shaking him-
sef: and accord. to him, and J, it is said only
of a camel: but it is sometimes said of other
animals, [perhaps tropically, or improperly,] as,
for instance, of an ostrich: and accord. to .gh, it
is sometimes said of a human being. (TA.) [See
also JI.: nlad see .tl .. in art. ,..]

4. SJIj He made Aim (namely, a camel,) togoin. 
thoe maner expl. above: ( o, :) ormade him togo ]
a quick pace. (TA.) _ And lA..ll JjI t He I
laughed languidly: ( :) and so imll b1;. 
(TA.)

i31; A she-camel [going with sort steps 5w: a
(see 1:) or] going thog~h she had sackles on t
her legs: or beating. [the ground] withA er fore 
legs: (A9, TA:) pl. J,ljj;. (TA.)

gA, i.q. .1;, [from the Pers. eZ-l.,1 (:

both of whi(:h signify Litharge in the present day, [
ar in the clhssical dialect]: (] :) it is of two kinds; J
namely, IP) [i.e. red, or of gold], and ~ t,
[i. e. white, or of ilver]. (TA.) b6

1. ; jj;, aor. , inf. n. nf, hefront teeth 3
Were, or became, neve in thinr growth, (Mqb,) o0
[or arate, one from anotAer, and en in the gr
manner of growth, meil set together, and iaeord. or

to some) very white and lustros: see J3U and lu
33, below.] -And .,J j3;, aor. and inf. n. (

u above, The thing wu, or beame, well arranged T'
or disposed. (T4v.) ta

. J3sJ, in its original sense, relates to the in
teeth; signifying C thereof [i. e., as in£f. n. of or
the verb in its pau. form, Their being eparate, th,
onefrom another]. (B, in xxv. 34.) _ [Hence,]
.,:)l 3)J, (T, M, ],) inf. n. iiJ, .(1 H,) e He
put together and arranged well the compo- ap
nent parts of the speech, or saying, (M, 1,) 1,
and made it distinct: and hence O Ji, j 39 3 gn
[explained in what follows]: (. :) or he pro- or

ceedWd in a iurly manner in the sc~ , or
saying, [making the utterance distinct,] and put
together and arranged mell its component parts:
(T:) and :O" 13 inf. n. as above, I read,
or recited, the Kur-~n in a leisurely manner;
without hate: (Mqb:) or ,;1 in reading, or

reciting, [and particularly in the reading, or re-
citing, of the j]ur-4n,] is the proceeding in a
leiurely manner, and uttering distinctly, without
eexceding the proper bounds or limits: ( :) [and
henee, conventionally, the chanting of the ]ur-in
in a peculiar, distinct, and licurely, manner:]
and .. ) tj5 ,* , (T,) or..l I, (M, 8,)
signifies [in like manner] he proceeded in a
leisurely manner (T, M, ]) in his speech, or
saying, (T,) or in the speech, or saying: (M, ] :)
Mujihid explains J,Jl as signifying the pro-
ceeding in a leisrely manner [in reading, or
reciting], and as being consecutive in its parts, or
portions; regarding it as etymologically relating i
to J ; ,j [q. v.]: (T:) accord. to Er-Righib,
it signifies the pronouncing the word [or words]
with ease and correctnew: this is the proper signi-
fication: but the conventional meaning, as veri-
flied by El-Muniwee, is the being regardful of t
the places of utterance of the letters, and mindful t
of the pauste, and the lowering of the voice, t
and making it plaintive, in reading, or reciting: 3
(TA:) [accord. to Mtr,] the [proper] meaning 5
of j,3Jt in [tlle reciting, or chanting, of the (
lgur-.n and of] the call to prayer &c. is tAe p
pronouncing of the letters in a leisurely manner, li
and distinctly, and so giving them their proper. n
full sound; from the phrase tj, ; and J ,3 b
signifying "front teeth separate, one from another, ;
lnd even in the manner of growth, and well set ti
ogether." (Mgh.) [See also j,;.] :"l j w

.j, in the lur [xxv. 34], means .And me have tA
mt it down unto thee in a leisurely manner:
M, TA :) or we have recited it to thee part after pI
art, in a deliberate and leisurely manner; in
the course of] twenty years, or three and twenty:
,,;j in its original sense relating to the teeth,

rid having the signification explained in the
eginning of this paragraph. (Bd.) in
5: see the next preceding paragraph.

J3U inf. n. of 1: (Msb:) [venness in the
romth of the front teeth: or their being separat.e,
m from another, and even in the manrer of
7owtA, and well set together: (see 1 and );j:)
] whitene, [or much whitenes,] and much 
stre, of the teeth. (M, 1.)_And A good, ;,
i, ], TA,) and correct, or right, (TA,) state M
arrangement or ditposition of a thing. (M, ], (hd

)A.) The quality, in a man, of hawing the he
eth separate, one from another, ($,) [and even be
the manner of g9romth, &c.] -And Coldnss,
coolness, of water. (Kr, M, ].) ~ See also saJ

e next paragraph, in three placesa .)

.j3 (T, M, Mgh, Mqb, 0) and * lj;, ($, M, wo:
,) [the latter an int: n. used as an epithet,] pai
plied to front teeth, (32j, T, $, M, Mgh, Mgb, .,
,) Well et together: (T, M:) or even in fe;
m,th: ($, Mqb:) or eparate, onefrom anotwer; cal
having interstices betmeen them, not overlap- up

[BooK i.
pirg one anotAer: (M:) or eparate, oe from
another, and. ee in te manner ofgrowth, and
well set together; as also J3p: (Mgh ) or
Wparate, one from another, ell et togetAer, 
wAite, oand ery lutrou. ') - And 3, Ce,)
or st1 3, (JM,) [or i,] A man Aaving
the teeth [or te fon~t tetA] sparate, one from
another, (, M,) &c. (M.) -And t ; (Q,
M,]) and j3), (M,V,) applied to speech, or
language, ($, M, ,) i. q. tjVr; i. e. uttered in
a leisurely manner, and distinctly, without em.
eeding the proper bounds or limits: (~:) or
good, (M, ],) and uttered in a leiurely manner.
(M.) - And J3 and ' J, applied to anything,
Good, sweet, or pleasant. (M, I.) - And the
former, applied to water, Cold, or cool. (Kr,
M, P.)

Aj; and i A, certain genus of;-- [tor
,enomous creeping things]; (, M, M ;) [the genw
of inects called plalangium; applied thereto in
he present day; and (perhaps incorrectly) to the
tarantula:] there are seeral pec threof; (J;)
many species; (TA;) the moat commonly hnown
tlAereof is [in its body, app.,] like the fly (.rQS)
hat flies oaround the lamp; another is black
pec¢led with white (.[; i1.,); asnother i
eUlorw and downy; and the bite of all causet
rvelling and pain; ( ;) and sometimes is deadly.
TA.) - Also, the latter (t?ij;), A certain
'lant, the flower of which resebles that of the
ly; [app. the plant called (like the insect above
ientioaled) phal4ngium, (as Golius states it to
e,) and, by Arabs in the present day, ,j
iJaf;] good as a remedy against the bite of
te venomous creature above mentioned, (:,) for
hich reason it is thus called, (TA,) and against
e sting of t scorpion. (.)

;: see the next preceding paragraph, in two
laces.

WUl;j Short; (s;) applied to a man. (TA.)

JI, ia. q. ; [i. e. Having a vitiousne, or an
qpediment, in his speerh, or utterance: see art.
,]. (0, P.)

b3p.: see J;3, in two places.

1. ,, (T, ,, , ) M, r :, (ar , ,) in£ n.
,, (T, , M, ,J,) He broke a thing: (18k, T,
M, ] :) and bruined it, or crushed it, (18k, T,
, , TA,) mucAh: (M, and so in the C! :) or,

[, ,) accord. to L), (M,) specially, (M, ,)
broke (M) the nose: (M, ]: [but see..j,

low:]) and. i; [q. v.] signifies the same: you
, ahJt,. 3 and ;,. [He broke his nose]. (T,
m See also& .4L .~ l He apoke not a
rd. (T, $,M, M .) .u J ; The guoat

tured upon the plant ca/~ At [in the C1
JI]. (,* TA.) - And ., J i He became af-
eted with wooning from eating the plant so

red. M* TA ) so of H a; Hee grewamong the wo of uch a one. ( )
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4. 3j1, inf. n.:l i;, [app. H7e tied a 4ajJ, q.v.].

(T.) ej, also, as an inf. n., [i. e. of j,] sig-
nifies The tying a thread, or string, upon one's
ontfingerfor the purpose of remembering some-
thing. (KL.) - And d; 3j1, (inf. n. as above, Q,)
He tied upon his (a man's, T, g, Mgh) finger a
thread, or string, such as is termed ae,;. (T,
?, M, Mgh, ].) - Also He (a young camel)
borefat in his hump. (.K.)

5: see what next follows.

8.s;3,l, (Mgh,: ,) or a*+ .3, 1 or
(M, TA,) and t*~.J (M, t,)'fle had a tkread,
or string, such as is termed i*. 3i or i3j tied
upon his finger. (M, Mgh, Ig.)

J (, M, 1) and * ` (M,1l0 and *;3F
(?, ) signify the same; i.e. Broken: (S, M,
g:) and bruiud, or crushed, (M3, ], TA,) much:
(M, and so accord. to the CV :) the first being
an* inf. n. used as an epithet. (M, K.) Ows
Ibn-.Ha jar says,

1 'ui ; t'' '-
@@1~~Si t 1 
Lp· 143 3U i~"3

CA'r 4

($, in the present art.,) i. e. It (referring to a

mountain called ,J3ll) would become [broken,
having the pebbles c.usaed,] like the sands around
the mouantain El-Kdthib. ($ in art. 3J. [But
there are other explanations of j;1J and ,kWl as
here used. In the T, in art. i,.J a different
reading is given: Sl; ..]) .See also 'e.

- [Freytag, misled by the CII, has assigned to
.,; a signification that belongs to.w3;.]

.,* [applied in the present day to The shrub
broom; to several species thereof: spartium
monopermum of Linn.: genista reetam of Forsk.:
(Delile, Flor. Aegypt. Illustr., no. 657:) spar-
tium: (Forskil, Flora Aegypt. Arab., p. lvi.:)
and phalaris stacea: (Idem, p. Ix.:)] a species
of pli: (T:) or a species of tree; (Mgh;) or
so t;;ij; of which the former is the pl. [or
rather coll. gen. n.]: ():) or the latter, (Lth, T,)
or the former, (Aln, M, J,) the latter being its
n. un., (],) a certain plant, of the shrub-hind;
(AIln, T, M, 9;) as though by' reason of its
slenderness, it were likened to the thread, or
string, calledl.j: (AHn, T,* I, TA: [see this
word voce 1g,j: in the Cg, in the present
instanoe, erroneously written ;j:]) and so * W;j:
(A[n, T:) its flower is like the aI~ [or yello
gilli#ower], and its wseed is like the lentil: each of
thee (i. e. the fowrer and the seed, TA) strongly
provokes vomiting: the drinking the eprestsd
juice of its twigs, fasting, is a beneficial remedy

for sciatica (tiIl 3i.); and likewise the using as
a clyster an infusion thereof in ea-water: and
the malUlowing tnsnty-one grains thereof, fasting,
prevnttt the [pustules called] JCt.'. (,.)
When a man was about to make a journey, he
betook himself to two branches, or two trees, and
tied one branch to another, and said, "If my
wife be faithful to the compact, this will remain
tied a it is; otherwise, she will have broken the
compact:" so says Ag; and 18k says the like:

(T:) or he betook himself to a tree, (~, I,) or to
the species of tree called j, (ISk, Mgh,) and
tied together two branches thereof, (TSk, S, Mgh,
],) or he tied together two trees; (M ;) and if he
returned and found them as he tied them, he said
that his wife .had not been unfaithful to him;
but otherwise, that she had been so: (ISk,S,
M, Mgh, ]:) this [pair of branclus or tres] is

called A,3.1 [in the C], erroneously, `jJI] and
t hiJIl: (T :) or this is what is meant by

ft a;/l): (M :) or this [action] is what is meant

by4J!lI i3; in the following verse: (Ay,ISk,

T, Mgh:) but IB says that..ftl$JI [pl. of? .gI1l]
does not mean peculiarly one kind of trees ex-
clusively of others: and he cites this verve as an

ex. of ,II meaning the threads, or strings, so
called; (TA;) as does AZ. (Mgh.) A rajiz says,

*. . . .

' .. j.~ *j'~s j.~t. " A a

[WillU the muchness of thins enjoining, and the
tying of the retem, be indeed of u to thee to-day,
if sihe be desirous of them?]. (T, $, Mgh.) -
See also W;i, in two places. Also A [leathern
water-bag such as is called] ;1!,a that is filled
(IAgr, T, g) with roater: (IA~r,T:) or a [water-
skin such as is called] >!;.. (M, TT.) - And A
road, or rway; or the middle, or main part and

middle, thereof; or a beaten track; syn. aq....
(IAr, T, g.) - And Suppressed, lo-~ounding,
occult, or Mcret, speech or language. (IAyr,T,

C.) -~ And Perfect shame or sense of shame or
pudency. (IAr, T, .)

a.*3: see o .

a&3j: see.a [of which it is the n. un.]: -
and see also aq~,

L,.3 A she-camel that eats the plant called
jjl, and keeps to it, and is fond of it. (g,

TA.)_-And Th/at carries the filled ; , (,
TA) callcd.j;. (TA.)

;t, A thing broken in pieces, or into small
pieces; crushed; or crumbled. (1, TA.)

*JA: see .,3;: -and see also 4&j;.- Also
A low pace. (~.)

W,) (T, g, M, Mgh, g) and ?.3;, (T, M, L,)
the latter written thus by lB on the authority of
'Alee Ibn-Jamzel, (L, TA,) or * a.j, (Q, r, [in
one copy of the ~ written 43;, and in my copy
of the Mgh without any syll. signs,] A thread,
or string, that is tied upon the finger for the
purpose of remindi~g one (T, 9, M, Mgb, ) of
some object of want: (T, :) pl. of the first,

.,C,S (i, M, Mgh, 1) and .U; (M, 1 ;) and

[coll. gen. n.] of the second, t*3j; (M, IB;) and
of the third, [if it be correct,] *jj~: (1: in the

Cg .3;:) IlAr says that t. signifies the
thread, or string, for reminding; but others say

'a^j: Lth says that t,'3 signifies a thread, or
string, that is tied upon the finger, or upon the

Ognt-nring, for a sign, or token (T.:) and IB
cites the vene cited above voce j uas an ex. of
this word in the sense here asigned to it as a pl.
[or coll. &un. n.]; (TA;) and so does AZ. (Mgh.)
The binding ofAd.t3 [upon the fingers] is forbidden
in a trad.: and it is said that .0 S. tjS.i_ 'I

,3Slll ; _i [He who seek to remnnber by
meon oQf the tkreads, or strings, that are tied
upon the fingers for the purpo of reminding
beconcs a butt for reviling.]. (TA.) - See also
,j, in four places.

,tUlJ [a pl. of which the sing. is not men-
tioned], like LJ3IS, Persons affected withA roon-

ingfrom eating the plant caloUd,..1l. (-.)

>1 U1 i I 31;nhl,t ' ean He ceasd not
to be contantly occupied in this affair: (T, M,
15,* TA :) Ya:oob asmerts that the. of lqj b is a
substitute [for .], thoughj.3j does nut occur in
the sense of ,j: (M, TA:) IJ says that this
may be the case, or that the word may be from

~3,1 and i;.eJ. (TA.) [ee also, ,1;: and seo
.ob3, below.]

..
3Jl [app. Having his nos broken. - And

hence,] One who does not speak cearly, nor
intelligibly; as though his nose were broken:
occurring in a trad.: or, as some relate it, .,jI
[q. v.]. (TA.)

3aJ JZ and ,".A Continul, or contatnt,evil:
(], TA:) the ,. is a substitute for the ,, of

".J; and the former ,; is augmentative, because
there is no word like consisting of radical
letters. (TA.) [See also t:~J, above.].

.,3): see,,.

1. , (T, ,M, &c.,) ec. pers. [J and
,;: and] z;, (Meb,) aor. (T, $, M, 1)
and (M) and t, (Mqb, TA,) he last being of

, of the clam of 4,, (Meb,) inf. n. J, (1 ,
M, A, Mgh, Mqb, 1) and CA; (M, M9 h, 1 ;)
and V .. 1; (S, M, Myb, ] ;) both authorized by
AZ; the latter at first disallowed by AV, but
afterwards allowed by him; (M;) It was, or
became, old, and worn out; (T, ?, M, A, Mgh,
M9b;) and mean, or bad; (M;) namely, agar-
ment, (T, g, M, A, Mgh,) ands rope, (9, M, A,)
or other thing, (~, Mb,) i.e. anything, but
mostly said of what is worn as clothing, or spread
as furniture: (M :) or he, or it, ,ras, or became,
threadbare, shabby, or mean. (M, ] :) said of a

man, it has for its aor. .,, and inf. n. U.
(M.) a!i ii means An old, worn-out, state

of garb or apparel; and a bad condition. (Mgb.)

And you say, T o4 j In his garb, or
apparel, is threadbartessu, shabbiness, or mean-

nes (a.) And W..u 1i and tz;4f,
t The aspect, or state, or condition, of the person

uas, or became, weak, and vi/, mmea, paktry, or
de~picable. (Msb.) [And ,3,)' A, t1The man
was, or became, old, and worn ott; or weak,

*
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scc ee [;.]_.And hence,) 1 , JU

t In this i*fnorntion, nme, pice of
eum, or narration, it munwom , invalidity, or
inore~tn; and so, g ht d. (A, TA.)

4. gjt: see above, in two plaees. Also,
mid of a man, His ror ma, or became, old, and
Wrmn out. (M.) ,l BHe, (],) or it, i. e.
wear, attrition, or wear and teal, (Tb, M,) ren-
dered it old, and worn out; and mean, or bad;
(Th, M ;) or threadbare, shabby, or mean; ( ;)
namely, anything, but mostly used in relation to
what is worn as clothing, or spread as furniture.
(M.)

8. g j ial. W;! j We collected, (T, , M,)
or bougAt, (M,) th paltry, mean, or eile,
chattels, or articl offurniture, of the peopb, or
party, (T, ?, b,) consiting of old and worn-out
garments or pie~ of clot ( M.) - [Hence,]

cj. (of the ps form, R, ) He (a man) was
caid off fr th field of battle wounded (9,
A, J) to as to be rmdrd mak, (A,) retaining

rmnai of lif: (M, :) from A, as meaning
the "weak" of mankind, who are likened to the
paltry, mean, or vile, chattels, or articles of

furniture, termed ij: (A:) or Ah, being mitten
in battle, and wounded as to be rded ak,
was carried off, retaining remain of lif, and
then died: (T :) or h (a wounded man) wa
carried of from the field of battle retaining
remains of lif; becouse, in that cae, be is weak,
or is thrown down like the chattels, or articles of
furniture, termed I4j. (Mgh.) And .,4

(Hei ' pasd amid th., and carried
tAhes offfrom tL Jid of battl wo~undd so as to
be rendered weak, but retaining rmacin of Jife].

(A.)..[Hoene alo,] J" tHe d ghtd a
shbe-amel belonging to him, (T, ],) or a sheep
or goet, or the like, (T,) by reon of [it]
emaciatio. (T, V.)

Lj, Old, and worn out; (T, , M, A, Mgb,

Mqb,l];) and mean, or bad; (M;) and t-

signifies the unme, (M, A, ,) as does also ,

(A, ],) and t 34: (M, TA . [but this lat is app.

a sublrt, as it is id to be in another plae in the
M and in the TA, meaning a thing that is old,
and worn ot; &o. :]) applied to a garment, (T,
M, A, Mgh,) and a rope, (A,) or a thing (1, M,
Mqb) of any kind, but mostly to what is womr
as clothing, or spresd as furitur: (M ) the pl.

of #L is n (,MK, Mqb.) You sy '; i;4
An old, orn out, state of garb or apparel;
ucA as is in bad oodition. (Mgh.) And

,JI ; )A man whAo garb, or appard, is old,
and worn out; (T, , M;) threadbare, habby,
or men. (M.) This lst phre is [(alo] tropical
[as meaning A man wAos a~pt, or ta(t, or
condition, is weak, and ile, mean, paltry, 'or
depicable: se 1, lut matence but two]. (A.)

And one ays also 3; ; [An old, and
worn out; or wak, &c.]. (T.) - And [hewe,]

A0; ; Meagrew, un tontiW, or jimy,
speech or language. (A.) . See so what next
follows,

t, -Ii.

(T,,M,M~gh,) and (T, M, gh)nd (T, M, 
The paltry, mna, or vile, chottelb, or articles of
furniture, (T, K, M, A, ],) of the A~ or tent,
(9, M, A,] ,) consiting of old and wout
garnts or pi of cloth: (Q, M :) or such are

termed ,d;1 il (Mghb:) the pl. of ij isn

(T, , ) and id): (9, :) it is a subt. from
jT; dignifying "it was, or became, old, and worn

out," and "mean, or bad ;" said of anything, but
mostly of what is worn as clothing, or spread as
furniture, and cf a rope: (M:) [i. e. it means any
such thing that is old, and rorn out, and mean,

or bad:] see also j.y -_ Hence, (T, A, Mgh,)
24 signifies t The meak of mankind; (T, g, M,
A, Mgh, 1;) [the old, and worn-out, thereof;]
and the refuse, or lowaest or baest or meanest
sort, thereof: (, M :) as being likened to the
chattels, or articles of furniture, thus termed.
(A, Mgh.).Also tAfoolish, or stupid, roman;
one rho is unound, or defcient, in intellect or
understanding. (g, V-.)

see . - Also tWounded; and so

9t...: (TA:) or mounded, but retaining re.
maiSu of li/. (9 , . ) [See the latter epithet
below.]

A man whose rope is old, and worn out.

(P)
' r j: One wAo is carried off from the field

of battle (Th, l, M) wounded [to as to be ren-
dered waA (see 8)], (9,) retaining remains of
life; (Th, , M ;) if slain, he is not thus termed:
(Tb, M :) or one wAo is thron prostrate, and
wounded so as to be rendered waA, in battle, and
i carried off alie, and tLen die. (M.) See
ablo dj- Also t Falling dowm, and wcak:

from oj applied to a garment that is old, and
worn out. (TA.)

L fi;, (M, V,,) aor:, (M, ,) inf n ~,
(Q, M,) He dreo milk from the udder upon sour
milk, so that it thichemd, (9, ],) and became
wAat is termed 7af: (I :) or Ae mixed fresh
milk with sour milk': or, as some say, he made
milk to becoe wat is termed ii;j: (M :) or it
has this last signification, and also ignifies he
mized [in an ab te se]. (],.) (As says,]
I beard an arab of the deert, of Benoo-Mu4arris,

ay to a serant of his, '. 4' 3, [Mini

toufor me a little mil Ao as to mako e , wAcA

I iU drink]. (T.) And you say, ,.4I ; (M,
1) and #Z h; (M) He made for tAe party

and ti .tj, (M,) in. n. as above, tThey
confu, or cotfou and they confusd, or con-
founded, their'judgm t, or opinion (1, M.
[See also 8.]) And [hence ablo, perhaps, 
Qtj is said to be beaten with a ~ in the

mixing of it,] He beat (5) with a ff, or stick.
(TA.) . It (anger) bca stiled, or ppsed.

(BooK L

(]g.) Re1 (a camel) became affectoed i tAe
diseas termed tb. (]p) Also, f(, .;) inf. n.
as above, (M,) a dial vr. of S.I, meaning He
euogized a man after his death [tin or
otAerwie; or h wept for him, or over him,
enumerating his good qaiti or actions]: (M,
1 :*) and in like manner one says of a woman
eulogizing her husband after his death; inf. n.
aSjy: (M:) ISk mentions an Arab woman's

saing l l;t £t;i; [Ieulogiwd my hIband
aper his dathA with wer]; pronouncing the
verb with .; but it is originally without ,: (9,
%gh:) Fr says that her doing this arose from her

finding them to sy III. Aj and her therefore
supposing 1 to be from the ame ouroe:
(TA in the present art.:) or, accord. to Pr, their
chasteness of speech sometimes induced them to
pronounce with . that which is [properly] with-

out.; and thus they said ;1 a,; nd '-i

j ,and iJI 4... (TA in art. j.)
4: see the next paragraph.

8. b:3fj It (milk) thicAned, or bcume tickA:
(g, ]:) and so *ttjI, (M, .,) in some one or
more of the dialoots. (M.) - (Hence,] hJI

.A e,L t Their caJs, or qffir, bean cm-

fused to them. (?, M.) And CJ,1 t He
made a confusion in Ais judgm~ t, or opinion.
($,]p) And &"tu 'jj..i t app. for

-.i, and thus meaning ThAy are conf.d, or
they make a co , in their case, or affair.
or, otherwise, they ~cofu tAeir case, or offair]:

from irl; (T, TA;) and if so, tropical (TA.)
- Abso He dranh what is termed j. (T, I.)

see t;

see

ft;, (M, TA,) or 9'.;, (], [prolably a
mistranscription,]) t Littlee of intelligence or
sogacity: (M, :) and tw,eahe4 of heart:
(M, TA:) and tfoolithnme, or stupidity; (1i;)

andr o " t;(Th, M, O) and V,. (TA in aft
i.) - Hence, perhaps, (TA,) the fimt of the~

words (;) signifies [also] t A Certain diease iA
a can odd-joint, (Q,) in cosequence of
which he limps. (TA.)

&U, (M, TA,) or * L,, [(, [probably a mis-
transcription,]) Blackness mied with spechd of

white; or thd rrse: syn. i;i. (M, ].)

*to Saur milk upon ~whichfr~es milk is drawn
from the udder, so that it becomes tAick: (L4,
$, M,]:) orfresh milk poured upon our, (As,
T, M, Mgb,) and thwn strtird about with a
[woodm intrurment called] ~ until it be-

comes thick: (Lb, M :) orfeh milk upon which
sour milk it poured, the, blft a whil, whruon
thin yelonw water [or wrey] coms forth, and is
poured awayfrom it, and then the thick is drunk.

(Var p. 451.) One ays, 1l tiA W (A ,
TA) What is tutrd Ij t dill, or appease,

anspr: (TA:) alluding to [the effect produced
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by] a small kindness: a saying which originated
from a man's being incensed against some persons.
and being hungry, and tlicir giving him to drink
some A;.3j, whereupon his anger became appeased:
(5 in art. h :) hence it became a proverb. (TA.)

mu See also ;ij.

t5, fern. .T, A ram, and a ewe, black speckled

with white; or the retere: syn. 1;;l, anld rUj.
(M, 1].)

go: see .

:gj t A man neak-iearted, and of little
,'p.

inteUlligence or sagarity. (Ml.) [See alpo $y.,
in art. ji.]

1. l ~, (T, 8, M, A, K,) aor. :, inf. n.

4j;; (M,M;) and *1 .. l, (I,) in some copies
of the 7I V #.l [whichl I doubt not to be a mis-
transeription]; (TA;) Ifs put the goods, or
household goods, or utensils and furniture, one
upon another, or together, in regular order, or
comrpactly, (T, S, M, A, 1g,) or side by side. (O.)

.-. ;1j Sbe (a lien) collected together her
eggs. (IA,r, M.) -- , .i; i .:,j; The
bowl nas heaped vith thie ~j [or crumblc,l, or
broken, bread, moistened with broth,] put together

en,l maslc eatn. (M, L.) - 41*.j t lie
defe:red, delayeld, postponed, or put qff, his
(another's) neeelftl affairs; the sing, noun being
used for the pl. (L, fiom a trad.) 4j, aor. ,

(4,) inf. n..; (T ;) and *jtl; i.q.j. ;
(I;) said of a man [as meaning lie was, or
herome, disturbed, perturbed, or troubled, in
mnind]; (TA ;) or said of wat. r [as mcaning it
tras, or became, turbid, thick, or ,,uddy.] (TI.)

4: see 1, first sentence. - I..3.j Tiey! stayed,
or abotde [in a placc; notjourneying, or departing:
see 3,iJ]. (KIs, A, J].)- And J 11, said of one
digging, le reachled the moist earth. (18k, ~,
1.) _ See also 1, lut sentence.

8: see 1, first sentence.

isee 3.

.~j see : .- - Also The goods, or utetuils
and foirniture, of a house or tent, that are of a

orthless, paltry, mean, or vile, kid, or that are
held in little account. (M, L.) - And Weak,
or powerles, people: (~, L, ]K:) differing from

:0,.9' [q. v.]. (?, L.) One says, j &

,j;i ,IJI [ ,e left at the nmatr
weakh, or powterles, people, unable to take up their
goods and to depart]. ($, L.)

a J, (lA,r, T, i, M, L,) or , (,) or
both, (TA,) A company, (IA#r, I, M, ,)'or a
numerous company, (T, L,) of men, (IAr, T, 1,
M, L,) staying, or abiding, [in a place,] (IAir,
T, ;, M, L, gI,) not journeying, or departing,
(?,) whrAen the rest of them journej, or depart;

(T;)asalso . (T,L)

t (, M, A, L, ) and m,
BL I.

L, 1) Goods, or household-goods, or utensils and
furniture, put one upon another, or together, in
regular order, or compactly, (~, M, A, L, ,)
or side by side; ($;) as also t .j3; (A, ] ;) or
this last, [as a subst.,] household-goods, or utensils
and furniture, to put. (T, C, M, L.) And; 
;s aFnd *;, FvSod, or ne,at, heaped up. (T,L.)

And J ,i [Bread piled up]. (A.) And

,.Aj :.l-I :I ,.JA1 [The crumbled, or broken,
bread, moistened with broth, is heaped and put
together and made even in the bowl]. (A.)

4.. A generouw man: (Itk, V:) from ,j3I
signifying " he reached the moist earth in digging."
(ISk.) - And Si,) is a name of The lion.

; : see ;.j,in two places.

1 l b tt* > :;, ·Jj; means I let
them putting their goods, or utensils and furni-
ture, one upon another, (T,a $, M,* L, ]J,) with-
out having that whereon to remove them, (g, L,)
[not huaring yet taken them tip and departed:]

thus ,: differs from J3j [q. v.]. (], L.)

1.,j, (T, I, M, ]g,) aor. r, (M, K,) inf. n.
,j, (T, M,) Hle broke one's nose, (8, M, [,) or
his mouth, (T, M, Ig,) so as to make it bleed,
(S,) or so that the blood dropped from it: (M,
9:) and,.j is a dial var. thereof: (TA:) sAj
and .;3 signify also any breaking. (T, TA.)

- [Hence,] .rI, 1.vAl 4 t She (a woman)
smeared her nose with perfume. (S, M, .: [See
;Y'r, below.]) . And aJ), said of the.n-,; [or
foot, or sole of the foot, or extremity of the fore
foot,] of a camel, (T, M,) It was awounded so that
tle blood !towedfrom it: (T :) or it bled. (M.)

..,:, (M, 1.,) aor. :, (V,) inf. n.,; (M ;) and

· ,i, inf. n ;..3; (1, ;) said of a horse, JIe
had wohat is termned [in a copy of the M
written ,j, but expressly said in the g to be

a,] nd t jj [in a copy of the T written

;nj, and in a copy of the M a,~j, but said in the
1; to be with damm]; (g, ;) i. e. a whiteness
in the upper lip: (A0, T, S:) if in the lower
lip, it is termed ii6: (AO, TA:) or a whiteness
in the extremity of the hose: (M, 1 :) or any
whitenes, (M, II,) little or much, (M,) upon the
upper lip, reaching to the place of the halter: or
a whiteness in the nose. (M, J~.) The epithet

applied to the horse in this case is _, (T, ~,
M, O) [explained in the Mgh as signifying, thus
applied, Of which the upper lip is white,] and

t·;j; fem. of the former .i (M, 1].) - [.j
is also app. said of one's nose, as meaning It vas
much scratched, and slit, in its extremity, so that
the blood isued from it and fell in drops: see
., which seems to be its inf. n in this sense,
below.]

9: see above.

_ 3: see, : and see also a reading of a verse

cited in art..Aj, voce..

: see L . Abo, (app. u in. n. ofJ,
q. v.,] 4 vehement eratchiag, and itntg, of the
extremity of the now, o that te blood iue from
it andfalls in drops. (T.)

. s: see 1.

;j A weak, or scanty, rain; as abo t4j;:

pLtlI ( -.)[Hence, perhaps,] ; *

t > t Hat thou somen t ofems, or tidings.
:,TA. [In the C, erroneously, iO'])

s;: ee 1.

;Jsee AJj.

, j: see _J;3 , in two places. 4 ; _

Pebbles broken in picesO; as also );: (T:) or
ll a ,J ; means what are c~uh of the

pebbs, by the feet of camel. (TA.)

A.·; i q. · : (1; and so in the M,accord
to the TT:) [or] correctley, ;;, with JU. (TA.
[But no evidence of the correctam of this reading
is adduced in the TA.])

,,jl; fem. ,j;: mee 1; and see also 1...-
[Also, app., applied to a man, .laving his nos
much scratched, and slit, in its extremity, so that
the blood issues from it and fails in drops.-
And hence,] One nwho does not speak clearly, nor
correctly, [as though his nose were broken at the
end and so closed, or] by reason of some eiil
affection of his tongue: occurring in a trad.: or,

as some relate it,,.3I [q. v.] (TA.)

.,$.: see what next follows.

. The nowe; (M, ;) in some one or more

of the dialects; (M ;) as also ,./3.4 (v.)

LIA ,o. Land rained upon [app. wit such
rain as is termed .j]. (v.)

.;,~. (T, ~, M, V) and '.j (M, 1) A nose,
(T, ?, M, V,) or mouth, (M, I,) broken, and
smeared with blood: (T:) or brohen so as to be
made to bleed: (s:) or brohen so that the blood
drops from it: (M, I :) and anything smeared
with blood, or (so in the M, but in the 1~ "and ")
broken. (M, g.) -And the former, as heing
likened to a nose in the state above described,
t A woman's nose smeared with perfume. (T, f.)
- Also A camel's foot wounded by stone, so

thai it bleels; like ;.k; (~, TA;) and in like

manner t:; applied to a . [see 1, third sen-
tence]: or, accord. to Ibn-Hisham EI-Lakhmee,

L.j JIt.l signifies camnels feet upon nwhih
the stones have had an effect, or nmade marks.
(TA.)

, YW~~~~,3

L 4;*;: see 1 in art. U proim.

fMilk such as is terrmd '. (M, J. (See
the latter word, in art. t.])

I r meaning A mmn w~A in i~ect, is from
!JI, [mentioned in art. JJ,] and [therefore]

130
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by rule should be (M.) And ,;i; [signi
fAe the eame, (ee this word, in art. b,,) and il
like manner, accord. to I8d,] is from Q)l, irreg.
being with . (M in art. A.)

1. M , ¢, , M,b, 1,) aor. &'t

(Mqb,) in£. n. ;;., (4, M, Mb!, 1) nd and

and Ltj and .j and ;};; (M, 15;) and i
(M, M in art. Alv, and 1 ;) I wept for, or over
[or beoailWd,] th dead man, and [eulogized him,
or] enumerated his good qualities or actions

(. ;) ae'also t , in£ n. l4; and ' ",:
(s:) and also I comp~ed eres on the dead
man; ($, 1 ;) [composed an elegy, a dirge, or aN
epiceium, on him;] eulogi9ed him in terse:
(TA:) or I gi2ed the dead man, and wept

for Aimor ovr him; au ao t4): (M:) or,
acord. to Lth, aor. inf. n,.
and si, signifies b wept for, or over, suh a
one ofter Ais death; and a 1;, in. n. VJ), Ad

logt~ hAim qfer Ai dath: (T:) or ;
.,1 and a i t -J signify I flt, or preed,

pity, or companion, for the dead man. (M1b.
[See also 1 .,, in what follows.]) You may also,
t,q.G i;>I z3)1 , (IA#, T,) or 4j, (M,) aor.
&A ,1v M) nd) (IJA, T, M) and ., (I4A, T, and M in

art. ,)in£. n. &4 [&c.]; (T;) and °2,, aor.

;., in. n. I.j [J&c.]; (Lb,M;) and *:2 ;
(1m ;) [(The wom.n eptfor, or over, Aher huband,
&c., he being dead:] and ISk mentions an Arab
woman's maying Z4. ° 3". ;; pronouncing
the verb with .. (. [See 1 u(lat sentence) in art.
Ui.]) And you say, Z j He ras, or becam,
tender, pitiful, or comp aionat, towards him.
( , M, ) And . ,i . Such a on#

does not lament, complain, or p~ pain or
gr? f, for me; w doew Ac for e: and
i u 1 ~ t.1J [Yri/Y I do not am t, &e., for

him], inf .n . and . (T) 
(AA, Lb, T, ?, M, 1,) aor. -J, in£ D.

kO,. (AA, T, Q, ],) I mntioned a stOry, or
tradition, reciwd from him: (AA, T, ,, g:) and
(1) I retained in my memory a story, or tradi-
tion, receivedfrom him: (4Lb, M, ]L :) but the
phrase that is well known is (.'. ,J, mean-
ing "1 bore information, or tidings, from him :"
(M :) and a, -'~ . also hu the second of
thae meaning.; (M and 1 * in art. Jj ;) or the
firt of them: (15 in that art :) but the phraue
that is well known is !o'. ~ , ;: (M in that
art.:) accord. to El-'Oeylee, you say, - C9;Y
I .aid ; i. e. We mentione among us a
story, or tradition]; and ;Clk means the like
thereof. (T.) ~,;, (IApr, M, 15, [and accord.
to the TA, Lt'j; but it appears from the context
that this is taken from a copy of the M, and is
wrong,]) in£ n. j;, by rule sj, (IAr, M,)

- 'J
- He m, or bocame, affected with what is terme
n 1;, (IApr, M, M,) in all the senses of this word

(15.)~ [A meaning assigned to 1t by Goliuw
belongs to t;, q.v.]

2: see 1, in three places.

5: see 1, in three places.

[8. t.- jl. The meanings assigned to this vert
by Golinu belong to l,il, q.v.]

1; ;;J; A pain in the kne' and [other] joints:
(W:) or a pain in tAejoints, and in the arms and
legs, or hinds and feet, or fore and Aind lgs:
(M, V:) or a rcelling, (M, J1,) and a [malad
s;mc as is ternued] (4, (M,) in the 9s of a

: beast: (M, ]:) or anytAing that prevents a
person from rising and going away, or going
quickly, occasioned by old age or pain: (M, 1g,*
TA: ;.,ilSl in the , is a mistake for t1AJI1:

TA:) pl. -L.. (s.) Also, and t, Weak-
nesm (Th, M, 1. [J,B jl in the Cl is a mis-
take fur llj.]) _ And FoolishAnesu, or stu-
pidity. (Th, M, -.) And you may, a j A l
In his affair is a flagging, or remrn, or
languor. (M.)

9, ;: see the next preceding paragraph.

, ;'; and t 41j;, epithets applied to a woman,
(T, $, ],) Who wails much (T, 15, TA) for her
husband: or who meeps muchfor, or oer, another,
of thos whAon de Aold in honour. (TA.)

ald;: see what next precedes.

O A man who does not perforn an affair
irmly, sondly, or thoroughly, (M, V, TA,) by

resn of his weaAknm. (TA.)

i;; (M, O) and M ;;Jr ( ,,Mb, M ) [see
1: used u simple substs.; A lamentation for one
dead; an elgy; a dirge; an e~dium: pl. l].

.t.: see what next preeedes.

1. qnj, (4, A, Mb,) or. !, (, M9b,) inf L
;, (4, Myb, 1,) He put it in motion, or in
a state of commotion or agitation: (,A, A Mb,
]:) he put it in a state of conlsion, or wolent
mnotion or made it to sAae, quake, or quiver:
(, A, TA:) as also It ~.j.. (A.) Hence, in
the ]ur [lvi. 4], ;j *j,jl I bj When the
eartA shall be conv~d with violent convulsion.
(TA.) And it o j He shook the door violently.
(TA from a trad.) See also 8.

4. '4Ji She (a mare) was near to bringing
forth, and the part on either ide of Aher tail
(ti".) quivred, or quahed; (9;) as also
t,~ :. (TA.) 'he part. n. applied to the

mare in this case is * [without ;]. (1)

8. C:jl, (4, AM9b,) in£ n. ~:!, (5,) It
was, or betame, in a state of commotion or agita-
tion; (4, A, Mb,' ]g;) or of coneu.lion, or

[BooK I.

id iolent motion; or it Aook, quakedf or quivr~ ;

1. (8,a,..;), ~so, t .3; (A,sg;) and't ,
J in£ n. .;.; (, ; but they mention only the

in£ n. of this verb;) and so V j, in£ n. :
(L,e TA; but of this verb, also, only the inDn.
is mentioned:) 931 is quasi-pas of ;t; (T, A,

Myb ;) and is said of the se, as meaning it was,
or became, in a state of commotion or agitation
(8, MO.) with its wrav; and in like manner of

: other things: ($:) and .. signifies it (a
I thing) ment to andfro; and is aid of a woman's

flesh; (8;) or [particularly] of her hinder part;
(A ;) or of both. (TA.) It is said in a tran.

t respecting the blowing of the horn [on the day of

resurrection], tI;lb j; 31 -; . nd the artb
rlaU be in a state of commotion or agitation,
with its inhabitants. (TA.) See also 4.

[Hence,] .al . 3,l tThe darkneu becam aon-
fused. (M,b.)_ And.I t.3j! tTA ech ,
or language, became confrud; mentioned by 18l
in this art.: (TA:) or- :U3 J!. .th
speech, or language, became co~Rictg nd con-

sed to him. (A.) [See also &X ,;( in the
first paragraph of art. .]

R. Q. L inf. n. 3. ;: see 1: -eand
see also 8. -Aq.; also signifies The being
fatigued, tired, weary, or jaded, (, TA,) and
wmeak [app. so as to shake, or totter]. (TA.)

R Q2. E~ .j: see 8, in two places.

Ae,. [app. A confused, or murmuring, or rum-
bling, sound:] the conf~on of thae oies [or
the confusd voices] of a company of men: and

the sound of thunder. (TA.) ,~ i4. C..
[app. meaning The rumbling of his cAst was
eard] occurs in a trad. as describing the result

of [fright occasioned by] a cry, or bshout. (TA.)
.5,
I. j A state of confusion : so in the phrase,

&,.. ~. [He feoll into a state of confu,in~].
(1gb in art .)

A state of commotion, agitation, convul
ion, shaking, quaking, or quivering. (TA.)

Ctj Lean, or emaciated, sheep or goats,
(~, 1,) and camels: (TA:) and . Aq. a
lean, or an emaciatd, ewe; (Q, AC;) or a wA
ewe, that has no marrnw in her bones (An,
TA.) And Weak men, and camel; (, c ;) Imd
so ? '' applied to the latter, and to men U
meaning weak, without understanding, intelect,
or intelligence. (TA.) Hence, it is said of men
who have become weak by reason of travel, and
whose camels upon which they are riding have
also become weak,

* t .; -,i4 .
[And theAy are mweak men, and upon weak beasts].
(v.)

1.he.~ The covert, or retreat, of a lion. (TA.)

j A she-camel Aaving a large Aump: ( :)
or having a lare, and daking, quaking, or q
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ing, hump: (V1:) IDrd says, in the Jm, They
assert it to mean haaing a shaking, quaking,
or quivering, hump; but I know not what is its
true meaning. (TA.)

p?. . an epithet applied to that which is
v )jq. [or In a state of commotion or agita-
tion; or of convulsion, or violsnt motion; or
shaking, quaking, or quivering, or going to and
fro]; ( ;) [and so -.]

jr^: see n. _ Also Slaver, or drivel.
(TA. [See, again, .j.]) - And iq .q.:

,.f tapp. meaning The fluid of the gelatinous
substance termed uj, prepared from fih Rc.].
(TA.) - And Crumbled, or broken, bread, ( i,)
made soft with greae, or gravy: (TA:) ;nd
t 4;,.t? [as its n. un.] signifies a meu of tuch

bread ( si~ ) so made #oft; (S;) and .
t 1.l~ [signifies the same, or] a mea of stch
bread made soft and compact. (TA.).. Also,
[said in the K and TA to be like J1h, but in the
C1 like ji,] A certain planti. (S, V.)

1q-.Aj Remains of irater in a watering-trough,
or tank, (~, 1,) turbid, and miixed with mud;

(v;) as also t : in a trad., in which it
occurs, accord. to one relation it is . w ; hbut

. is the word commonly known: accord. to

A,, it is syn. with a.;j: the pl. is j .. (TA.)
Also Water mnixed with slave/, or drivel.

(TA.) - And Spittle, or saliva, that has gone
forth from the mouth; or.floming saliva: (V,

TA:) so in the saying, q-9,J l j' w ,
[Verily such a one has much spittle, &c.: and
, j signifies nearly, or exactly, the same].
(TA.) - 8ee also C..j. _ Also A large conm-
pany, or troop, in map. (].) And [ai epithet
signifying] Devoid of understanding, intellect, or
intelligence: (1g:) and devoid of good: (TA:)
or the evil, bad, or co,rupt, of mankind, in a pl.
sense: (Nh, TA:) or the low, base, vile, or mean,
of mankind, or of the young thereof; or the
lo~t, basest, or meanest, sort, or refuse, of man-
kind, that have no understanding, intellcet, or
intelligence; as also V 4.l.4.: (Sh, TA:) or, in
a pl. sense, such as have no understanding, in-
tellect, or intelligence, of a people, or party.
(El-KilAbee, TA.)

s' eee j._[- [Hence,] ;q..4.; A
woman, (1,) or girl, (A,) whose flesh, (.S,) or
hinder part, (A,) quicers, or quahes; (S, A;)
[and so a,q ,_, occurring in the A and TA
in art. !..] - And 3.. a': see .

- And 4.,.,j 'b : An army, or a troop,
agitated to and fro (A, L) in its march, (L,)
searcely moving onwards, (A, L,) y reason of its
multitude: (L:) or as though agitated to and
fro, and not moving ontards, by reason of its
multitude. (g.) - See also i: .-Also A
certain medicine, (L, ,) well known. (J.)

4,.;.j [fem. of l., q.v. _- Also, as a
unbst.,] A mes of the hind o/food calld jtU

[q. v.]. (A.)~_ See abo I.j , in two places.

1; Having a consfion of voices, by reason of
the multitude of the people therein. (Aboo-
Moos, TA in arLt. j.)

Lr: see 4.

a-Je-; and its fem., with : see am , and

L.j
4. .jl He postponed, put off, deferred, or

delayed, (18k, ?, Mgh, Myb, 15,) an affiir, (I8k,
?, Mgh, 15,) and a person; (TA;) as also Ujl:
(ISk, 8, Mgh, Myb, 1:) but the former is the
better: the inf. n. is 4. (TA.) It is said in
the :ur [xxxiii. 51], accord. to different readings,

;c ii ,W o r U , meaning Thou
mayest put off whom thou wilt of them: addressed
peculiarly to the Prophet, exclusively of others of
his people. (Zj, TA.) [See also an ex. in the
Vur vii. 108 and xxvi. 35; and the various
readings mentioned by Bd in the former instance.]

.- i. She (a camel, 9, K, and in like man-
ner a pregnant female [of any kind], TA) was, or

became, near to bringing forth; as also ;.1f:
(?, 1 ::) AA says the former. (8.) _ And 4-jI
He (a hunter or sportsman) was untuccessful,
getting no game; as also .. jtl: (1., TA :) or you
say, al .j, (TA in art..j,) and n t

.II. (1( in that art.)

l'. [pass. part. n. of 4]. It is said in the lJur
[ix. 107], ( a, 1,) as some read, (S,) io.l. ,

ibl p-, C i . , (, M 1,) or, as others read,

-. , ; (S,) meaning [And others are] delayed
[for the execution of the decree of God,] until
God shall cause to betide them what He willeLh.
(8, .)

* .- [act. part. n. of .; .], (6, 1,) and e

[act. part. n. of ] (i , [in which, however, it
is not clearly shown whether the author means
that this corresponds to q-:.yr or that it is a rel.

n. corresponding to t.r, the former being cer-

tainly the case,]) or not thus, but .. '', (s,) so

some say, (TA,) but this is a rel. n. like s-,
(IB, TA,) A man who is one of [tite sect called]
Aj,l1 (S, 1) and 'a . l, without teshdeed to

the LS, (15,) accord. to J, ijdl, with teshdeed,
(IB,) but this is incorrect, unless as meaning
those n;ho are called in relation to the ar, for
otherwise it is not allowable. (IB,TA.) The
sect called the * -r [and la"] are [A sect of
Mulim antinomians;] a sect of Muslims who
asset that faith (oil.'l) consists in rwords with-
out works; as though they postponed works to
words; assetting that if they do not pray nor
fast, theirfaith will save them: (TA:) a sect
who asert that disobedience, with faith, does not
injure; and that obedience, with disbelief, does
not profit: (KT:) or a sect who do not pronounce
judgment upon any one for aught in the present
life, but defer judgment to the day ofrenurrec-
tion: (Msb:) those who decide not, against the

committers of great tin, aught as to pardon or
punishment; deferring th judgment rspseting
such sins to the day of resurrection. (Mgh in
art. .)-- - is also applied to a she.
camel, and a pregnant female [of any kind], a
meaning Near to bringing forthI; and so I..
(TA.)

'~.jJl: see the next preceding paragraph, hi
two places.

~,~.p .;q (1, IB) and .-. (IB) A man

caUed in relation to the ' r (9, IB) or ,r.
(IB.)

L ?, or. :, (V,) inf. n. , (TA,) He
(a man, TA) was frightened, or afraid, (g,)
4. [at, or of, him or it]. (T]5.).-And also,
(V,) aor. and inf. n. as above; (TA;) and ;.,
aor. ', (n,) inf. n. ; (T];) He was
ashamed, or bashful, or sty, (15,) [nwith re-

spect to him or it]. (T.) - (',, (,A,,)
aor. :, (O,) inf .n. , (A,) Hefeared him or
it: (A:) or he rewred him, vnerated him,
regarded him with awe, and honoured him, or
magn/ified him; (9, ;Q namely, a man; [and in
like manner, it; see .;] as also j, (1,)
aor.', (TA,) inf . n. and t,4.j; and

' 4 .j, (IS,) inf.n. t. and °J.; (TA;)

and ( 4 .,l: (1;:) or t', (M,b,) in. n. . 3,
($,) signifies [simply] he honoured him, or mag-
nifed him. (, Myb.) You say, J. '

f ~~ -j ~ [I entered, and he welcomed ins
with the greeting of L.., and treated me wirth
honour]. (A.) And a poet says,

* 4,.lIj ; .I. *

i. e. [I praise my Lord with fear,] and magnify
Himn. (TA.) ..; said of a branch, or twig,
It cameforth singly. (Q. [Perhaps firom ,_.
as the name of a month which is called "Rejeb

the separate."]) d-- vA '£ ; is like 4,-
a, (15,) i. e. He reriled him with a foul, or an
evil, saying. (Abu-l-'Omeythlil, TA.)

2: see 1, in three places. -_ Hence, (S,) ;.
signifies also The sacriJficing a victim, or victims,
in the month of Reseb: (~, J -:) for the [pagan]
Arabs used to slaughter animals as sacrifices in
that month. (TA.) The days of the said sacrifice
were called ,e.j3 lt: and the victim was called

.,Z (9, TA) and . . (?A .)_,,j,
(Mb,) inr. n. H, (p,) He propped up the
tree, because of the abundance of its fruit, lst its
branches should break; (., M'b ;) sometimes by
building a rrall,for it to ret upon, becauwe of its
weakneu: ( :) or ASZ '. signifies the
building, at the foot of a palm-tre, a structure
of the hind called h.i, which is termed .X.,
for it to rest upon, (1, TA,) becaume of its
leaning, and its being valuable to Aim, and being
weak: (TA:) or the propping up a valuable
palm-tree, when it is feared that it will fall,
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becaue of its taUlne and the abundance of its
fruit, by mean of a structure of stones: and
also the putting thorns round a palm-tree, lest
any ou should climb it, and pluch its fruit:
(T, TA:) or [in the C1 "and"] the attaching
the raceme of a palm-tree to its branches, bind-
ing them with palmlenaes, lest the wind should
shake off the fruit: (~, TA:) or the putting
thorns round the racemnes of a palm-tree, lest
an,one should be able to take and eat them:
(i,* TA:) and hence the saying cited below,
voce . Q.L (]C.) You say [also],,tJi ;5i
' W9;, meaning [Thieir palm-trees became
laden, or heavily laden, wtith friuit,] and thty
conseqnently propped them ulp. (A. [But the
verb, here, may iperhaps be mistranscribed; for
thle verb commonly known in this sense is not
mentioned in the copy of the A from which this
i, taken.]) Sel;meh Ibn-Jendel says, describing
somne horses,

a. 3 .. Q Is . i 
V,~ um1 9>1 .

meaning As though their necks rwee propped
?palm-treea: or, as some say, the stones on nhich
the victims slain in Rejeb are sacrificed. (TA.)

_ q3 % Thle ~dioing evnly the sihoot
of a grape-vine, and putting it in itsr [appropriate]
places, (1:, TA,) by ,eamn of props. (TA.)

4: se 1 : and ee also 2.

[8. o fj1 is said by Freytag, as on the au-
thority of Meyd, to signify Re filed with reve-
rence; was r rend.]

; The part between the rib and the , [or
sternum]. (.)_- 8ee - ealso a i.

s: ee

,.qpj One of thA [Arabian] monthA; (MYb;)
[namely, the entha thereof;] so called because
of the honour in which it was held in the Time of
Ignorance, (, A, '],') inasmuch as war, or
fighting, during it was held unlawful: ( :) in a
trmd., (TA,) it is called , . [Rejeb of
Mular], because M'udr most honoured it: (f,
TA :) and it is further distinguished as being
between 5.S. and Oitla, to show that what
is meant by it is not what the [pagan] Arabs
crlled cq.j according to the computation founded
upon postponement; for they used to postpone
it from month to month: (TA:) [it is also called
,l .j Rsjeb the sparate; because it is the
only sacred month that is not preceded nor fol.
lowed by another m~red month; the other sacred
months being .*..~1 and .a-il1l .j and ,)

.a_1n:] the pl. is ;;t (, m b, I) and ;

and . I [all pls. of pauc.] (Myb) and .$ ;
anid .,.tq. and A1wj (Mb, O) and .J1- [or
rather this last is a quasi-pl. n.] (TA) and [pl.
pl.] 4.q1j [pL of ,m,I] and ~.1 [pl. o

4.j.]. (Myb.) The dual, jtm}, (8, Mb,) or
. e-AI, ) [The two R~ebs] is applied to [thA
two months] ., and A, (, A, Meb,) by
the attribution of predominance to the former.
(Myb.) _ See abo #;4 .

°t'j A thing by tneans of which a tree iu
propped up, becase of the abundance of its
fruit, lest its branches dsould break: sometimes
it is a wall built for it to rest upon, because of its
weahnss: (.:) a mall, or the like, built round a
palm-tree, for it to rest upon, because of its
ieaviness or its weakness: (Mgli in art. 3jU and
!5 :) a kind of wide bench of stone or brick
(6JA;& ) built at the foot of a palu-t.ree,for it to
rest upon, (K, TA,) becaule of its leaning, and
being valuable to its owner, and being weak:
(TA:) accord. to As, a structure of rockt with
which a palm-tree is supported by mneans offorAed

pieces of wood: (TA:) it is also called '-.:
(V* and TA in art.*.j :) pL. .. ($.) [See 2.]
- Also A structure l,y means of n.hich (9, K)
the woof 4#c., (s,) or objects of the chase, (4,)
are caught : (., :) a piece of flesh-meat is put
in it, and tied with a small cord; and when the
beast pulls it, the a.j falls upon him. (Q.)~
See also a.l,.

ag.j A victim, (Mgh, TA,) [i. e.] a sheep or
goat, (Msb,) which the Arab used to searijfce,
(Mgh, Msb, TA,) in the Time of Ignorance, to
thiir gods (MNb) in Rejeb, (Mglh, Mgb,TA,)
the month thus called: (TA :) the doing of which
is forbidden: (Mqb:) it was abrogatecd by the
ordinance of the .sl. (Mgh.) See 2.

a4-. Uij L A palm-tree having a 14 M.j to
support it; (, Mgh in art. .& and L.OG, and
1 ;) as also j; each an extr. rel n., (I,
TA,) and the latter the more so. (TA.)

..;~. One who honours his lord, chirf, or
nadstr. (AA, TA.)

41.t; sing. of ,I. ; ( ;, ];) or, accord. to
Kr, the sing. of this latter is * aL.. [also men-
tioned as a sing. in the ]8]; but the correct-
ness of this is doubted: (TA:) the , tj are
The finger-joint that are next to the ends of
thefingers: (. , p :) next to these are the o.:.!:

then, the 1:1, which are next to the t.h:

(g :' 'r the joinUt of the lowest parts (J, fl) of
th,...Qers: (V: [by which is meant the same as
by the former explanation, accord. to the TA;
though this seems to be more than doubtful:])
or the inner sidu of thoeM joints: or the bones of
the fingers: ( :) or the finger-jointt: (A, 1 :)
or the backs of the .J. [generally meaning
the phalanges of the fingers]: or the parts of the
:;; boetwneen th a. ; (:;) which last
word [commonly signifies the knuckles, and] is
explained by IAar as signifying the wrinAled
parts at the joints of the fingers; whereof each
finger has three, except the thumb: or the
¥q,Ij~ are the parts, of the inner sides, between
the finger-joints: or [the knuckles next the meta-
carpal bones; i. e.] the parts that protuberate at
the roots of thefingers when the hand is clinched.
(TA.) [See also '., and -C;l.] _ The
41a~ of a bird is The toe that is nemt to thelt ;lj
[or back toe], on the ouwtr side of each foot.

[Boo' 1.

(Lth,TA.) _jQJI l The 'i ns
of the passages of the oie of the ass. (IAr, .)

.11. The ol;I [i.e. bowel, or intetines, into
whlich thefood pau fr'ona the stomach]: (4A, $,
1:) it has no pl. ($,) known to A'Obeyd:

( :) or its sing. is , (Kr, l,) or 
(g,) or t ~. . (Ibn-I;amdaweyh.)

,r ft io,novared, or magnified: (s:) or
revered, venerated, regarded with awe, and
honoured, or magn;ied; (A;) as also t ,.
(8.)._The saying of gobhb Ibn-El-Mundhir
, 1.1,J 1 J U tI means I am their propped
little almn-tree loaded with fruit; ($, TA;)
i. e. I have a family that will aid and defend me:
so accord. to Ya:oob: or, as some say, I am
their honoured littlepalm-tree &c. (TA. lSee 2.])

[It is part of a prov., for which see j?.]

.. 'P~ : see the next preceding paragraph.

1. -.'/, nor. ' and ' (Myb, TA) atnd , (TA,)

inf. n. C~.s (Msb, TA) and O,L.. and .4;,

(TA,) or this I,st is a simple subst., (Mqb,) It
(a thing) exceeded another thing in treight;
outweighcied; preponderated (Myb, TA.*) And
eop3,1 C, aor.: (A, A, Mb, A) and · (9,
Msb, K, but omitted in some copies of the $)

and , (8, ] ,) inf. n. An. O; (A, A, ]and r;
(K,) [but see what is said of the former above,]
The balance inclined; ($, Mb, I ;) i. c. tLt
scale, of the balance, in wmtich was the thing
weighed was heavier thlan the other; (Msb;) as
also ,5.p. (MA.) And , C1l i m^ q.j

;,~s.l s [(One of the two rales outweighed
the other]. (A.)_[Hence,] -;5 - ;

&.;l [ [One of his two sayings outweigAd the-
other; surpassed, excelled, was preferable to, or
of more force or validity than, the other]. (A.)
- And ':JlI . ~ The thing was, or became,
heavy. (TA in art. i~. [q. v.].) -- [Hence,]

-- ) t .He : was, or became, heavy,
[i. e. dull, torpid, or drousJy,] not light, [i. e. not
lively or sprightly,] in his sittieg-plare. (TA.)
- It is also used transitively: one says, ;.
[I outweighed him]. (M9b.)- [Hence,] t;
t He surpassed him in.gravity, staidness, ~edate-
ness, and forbearance, or clemency; was, or be-
came, mnore grave, staid, sedate, andforbearing, or
clement, (, ij, , ], TA, and .L,l, TA,) than
he. (e,I1,TA.) So in the saying, L. UIjU
oLkia.q t [We vied with a people, or party,

and surpaCsed them in gravity, &c.]. (TA.)
And ' , &1 " t[I ietd with him in
gravity, &c., and surrpamd him t/ein]. (, ] ,
TA.) -You say also, . i 'Jt1 ' e
weighed the thing with his hand, trying what
was its weight: (TA :) or so .--j alone. (A.)

2. IS;11 JU, L H,Re made this to out.
nweigh that. (lA.) - [Hence,] ;,Sj .j t le
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JliA:I and L .. ;S [women heavy, or large, in
the puoteriO r.]. (A.)_ - · 1;b, (Jr,) or

r,, (A,) : Armies, or troops, marching huavily
by reason of numbers, or dragging along the
apparatus of war, heavily laden. (..) ._ ..W

.'j,' (,) or (AJ, (A,) [Large bowl] JUed
with ,j3 [or crumbled bread moistened with
broil] and itrh fiesh-meat: (}9:) or correctly,
as in the T, filled with fresh butter and fjleh-
mNeat. (TA.)__ jiF and , [the latter,
thus in the TA, perhaps a pl. of ; t1j, like as

Jr is of Jl but more probably, I think, a mis-
transcription for j,] t A peopl, or party, for-
bearing, or clement; or grae, sedate, or calm;

(TA;) as also? , ~ ((, TA) and (i. ;

of which latter two pls., the sings, are t1 C and

t ~i ; or, accord. to some, these pls. have no
proper sings.: L [" forbearance" &c.] is de-
scribed by the termn Ji, like as its contr. [i.]
is described by the terms .l and Jad . (TA.)

You say also .ti! .L ' 1 ,w yi ($) or

.-L. 5 tpr (A) :[A people, or party, grave
inforblea,ance or clemency, or of much gravity,
or sedateness, or calmness, so ao not to be excited
to lightness of deportment: see ;. I, ,
below.]

~,.j t Forbearance, or clemency; or gravity,
sedateness, or calmnss. (TA.) One says, .

~tr ;; ~~f t q' j sJ I [In his qateiect
is grarity, and in his natural disposition is
gentleness]. (A.)

.. ..
An-.t.: see what next follows.

i,l.. (1) and t . , (TA, as from the 1K,
but omitted in some copies of the latter,) the
latter word without teshdeed, mentioned by
IDrst., (TA,) A rsing of rope; a rope sus-
pended, (g, TA,) in, or upon, which one goes to
and`fro; (TA;) it is ridden by a boy: (g:)

thought by MF to be what is called j. ;
he holding this last also to mean the rope [above
mentioned]; but no other says this except IDrst.
(TA.)

s.j Outweighing, or preponderating; or
lecavy; or of full reight; syn. lj3;. (TA.)
You say, Ioq.;l UShr [He gave him preponde-
,ratiig, or full, weight]. (S, ..) - 8ee also

~t. .- [t Outmeighing, preponderating, or prc.
ponderant, as meaning surpassing, excdling, or
prferrable, or of more force or validity; applied
to a saying and the like: of frequent occurrence
in this sense.] - One ssys also, .1 ;;_,
meaning t Forbearance, or clemency, or graviiy,
sedates, or calmness, that weigAt down the
person in whom it exists so that nothing renders
him light [(n deportmmt]. (TA.) And ;
cJQI Z; t[A man grave in nrect of in-
tellect]. (A.)

ia,~ (0, Mb, : , &ce.) and , both
signify the same, (Myb, ], TA,) but the latter is

held, or pronotuneCd, [and it made,] the thing [to
outOweigh, as meaning] to be more, or most, ecel-
lent or preferable, and of more, or most,force or
walidity. (Mqb.)_See also 4. _ And see 6.

3. '.a -·...1 : se 1.

eIj l ~. 1 lie made the balance to incline,
the scale in which was the thing weighed being
heavier than the otAer. (Mib, TA.) - And

~+1l, (M9 b.) or ,J C., (?, A,' V,) He gave
him preponderating weily t; (;, A,' Me.b, ;) as
Also a r. (: , *,A,' .,) inf. n. '3' (8' )

One says, C '~.:J I3 1 [YWhen thou weighest,
give preponderating weight]. (A.)

5. . 3 : see 1, second sentence. - Also iq.

r*3 [(It imoved to andfro; dangled; was, or be-
eame, in a state of motion or commotion; said of a
thing hanging in the air,&c.; and so t,. 31]. (K.)

You say, Y a.Jl 9, 3 TIe seesaw inclined,
[or moved up and dlown,] (S, KI,) ,, (K,) i. e.,
(TA,).*iO' [with the boy], ( ", TA,) .or * i'J
[writh the twro boys). (A. [There mentioned as
tropical; but wby, I see not.L]) Aud t q1
lie (a boy, TA) inclined, [or moved tup and
down,,] upon a seesaw, (l], TA,) and [mouved to
and fro] upon a role, or swing. (TA.) And
tl,jl ? ,t,, 31 Her posterior. moved to and

fro: (Ii:) and 't & Het poste-
rios move to and fro upon her; said of a girl
whose posteriors are heavy. (Az, TA.) And

,'1l t C~,a, and .3 The camels had a
quivering [or vacillating] motion in going along

witA short steps. (g.) And .4,~ t. , I.U,
1t L, ; t [Deserts, or waterles dewrts, seem-
ing] as though they I,handied him who jmourneyed
therein to the right and left. (TA.) _- [Hence,]

. Z e - tj 7 lIe wavered, or vacillated,

between twor thlings; (A in art. Jj, and TA;)

[and so , for] I C w is like

,.; ; 1. (TA in art. .) And 

:Ji,t i.q. t eJ,3 [app. meaning He inclined,
in the saying, nom this woy and no thaot].
(A,TA.)

8: see the next preceding paragraph, in five
places.

10. im !,.cl . t He held the benefit, or
favour, &c., to be a thing of weight, or import.
ance; contr. of 4°£..zl. (A in art .. )

OIh.- an inf. n. of 1: (, A, , TA:) or a
simeple subst., signifying E.xeeu in eight; pre-
ponderance. (Myb.)

1w; (e;, A, I) and V C11;, (I,) applied to a
wroman, (g, A, ],) :Heavy in the posteriors;
(TA;) large thereu: (?, V:) pl. [of the former
accord. to rule, and perhaps of the latter also,]

*q-, (;, ],) [and of the latter accord. to rule,
and perhape of the former aso, a, nd of the

latter also = , for] you ay 

disapproved by the author of the " Biri' ;" (Myb,
TA;) A ueoaw; i.e. a piece of wood [or a
plank] the middle of which is placed upon a Aeap
of earth or the like, then a boy sits upon one end
of it and anotler boy upon its other end, (Myb,
TA,) and it moves up and down with thenm:
thus explained in the 'Eyn and its Abridgment,
and in the Jami' of 1, and thus Th says on the
authority of IAr: (TA:) [accord. to the C1.
and some MS. copies of the 15, theum two words
signify the same as iL.4; but accord. to other
copies of the K, and the TA, the meaning of this
last word is different from that of the two prs;
ceding words: see also jiI :] the pl. of the
first is /1l1 (Mb) [and that of the second,

accord. to rule, .. ]. See 5.

t?1~11 pl. of a.wvl. (Meb.)_ [Hence,]
Deserts, or waterles deserts: (A, 1:) as though

they bandied the travellers therein to the right
and left. (TA.) - And S The quivering [or
vaciUating] motions of camels: (A, TA:) or the
quivering [or vacillating] motion of camels in
going along writh short steps: (Q, TA:) Abu-l-

asan understands not how a pl. word can be
thus explained by a sing. word: (TA: [but an
inf. n., such as is here used, is often used in ex-
planation of a sing. and of a dual and of a pl.])

,q-e: see 1.

wsee 5 . - Also sing. of
(TA,) which signifies t Camels having a quivering
{or vaciUlating] motion in going along with short
steps: (} :) the sing. is applied to the female,
without ;, and to the male. (TA.)

[C~.. Outweighed, or preponderated, in the
proper sense: -and alsoas meaning t ~rpamd,
or excelled, and particularly in force, or validity;
applied to i saying and the like: of frequent
occurrence in this tropical sense.]

,.. .. .,, ,.

.I0 : so - --

1.S Palm-trees heavily laden with fruit:

(A, ] :) [because they are moved to and fro by
the wind.] -_ [Also pl. of ,,..] _- And pl.
of te:pa, expl. above. (TA.) Bee also 1i. in
two places.

Q. 4. ~t! It (a thing, g) inclined, bent, or
declined. ( H, .) Hence the prov.,

·- ·Alb a - · Ode

(~, Meyd,) or Jq.I, or H.-, accord. to diffe-
rent readings, the last being formed by tranposi-
tion from the second, (Meyd,) i.e. WheA he (a
man, Meyd) inclins, (, Meoyd,) orfals, (Meyd,)
raising his legs, then hold thou bach [thine arm,
or thy hand,] from him; meaning, when he be-
comes lowly, humble, or submisive, to thee, hold
thou back from him: (f, Meyd:) or it is mid to
a man fighting with another, and means when
thou overcomest him, and he lie on his side, and
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falls, and rotai Ais lgs, the Aold thou back
thine arm, or thy hand, from him: (TA in art.
C, in explanation of the second reading:)
[or when he it prostrated, and stretched upon the
ground: for,] accord. to A,, ',_bjl and ~.jI
signify At was prodtrated, and stretched upon
tae ground. (TA in art C~. j.) And you ay,

e , ,t,JI X a.qjl ThA cloud& became
rAoy, and inclined [downeards], after being high.
(TA.) - Also It (a thing, 1) fell at once. ($;
].)- And It (a thing, 9) d,ook; quivered; or
wras, or became, in a state of commotion. (t, 8.)

_ And ,;L,*p.Jl i"J . q. eI [i.e. The mirage
became upraied, withdrawn, or removed]. (I.)

.'r.j [part. n. of the verb above]. You say,

r . ! kL, k U UI; I am wavering, or
vacillating, and inclining, in this affair. (TA.)

And sor irp! A fat womana, rwho, when ds
walks, bends in her gait. (TA.) And ,

o,* A heavy army. (8, .) And -

A heavy round cloud. (v,' a, and A
in art. .t.j [In the Q and 1C, only the latter
word is explained; though the meaning of the

former (i.e. ij&.' ~ '~, as in the A,) is
plainly indicated in the 9 by a verse there cited.])
And 2-Ri 1 Q Such a one is in an
ample,; abundant, state of worldly prostperity.

(TA.) And ' JjJ He avy, wide-spreading,
night. (TA.)

The author of the ] follows ISd and J and
As in regarding the 0j in this case a radical:
but IAth says that some hold it to be augments-

tive; ad the derivation to be from :l 1 ,
meaning "the thing-was, or became, heavy."
(TA.)

1. jq/j, [aor. :,] (9,)inf. n. jqj, (TA,) He
(a camel) had the disem~ termedr.j4 [expl. below].
(p') inJq.j, (e, M4b, ~,) aor. ', (Myb, TA,)

inf. n. Jq, (TA,) He said, spoke, uttered, or
recited, poetry, or verse, of the metre termed*. ;
[se this word below ;] he spoke in vtrsem of that
metre; he poetized, or versified, in that metre;
au also *j*3 1 ; ($,* Myb, ],* TA;) and in like
manner tj.jl, he compoed verse of that metre.
(Ibn-Buxur, L in art. .k) You say also,

j He recited to him ( JI [so in more than
one MS. copy of the ], and in the TA, but in the
C. WIl, without the affixed pronoun, which is
probably wrong,]) a poem of that metre; as also
V ~, (4~,TA,)inf. n.M/J. (TA.) And tjq.

He urged, or eocited, hit camels by singing j.j,
or his j;.j: so accord. to different copies of the
]K. (TA.)_ [Hence,] C.&I -in£ n. 

tThe wind was continuous, or lasting. (TA.)
And 1 .tjq.3jI t The thunder made uninter-
rupted sounds, like the recitation of the j.pt;:
(A, TA:) or, uas also J,.J, made a sound:
(]4:) or mad con~ctiW wounds. (TA.) And

~t; vSj mJt o S [lThe ea makes a continuous

sound, or murmurin, itAh its waes]; u aso

?j.j. (A, TA.) [(And hence, perhape,] t j.3
t JI S TA elouds mod slowly by reas of

the abundanc of.their ater. (V, TA.) [See
also 6.]

. ~j.,: se1.

3. *1..i [HeIT recited ewrse, or po~tr,-, of
the metre termedjq. wtith Ais companion: or vied
with him in doing so: see 6]. (A.)

4: se 1.

5: see 1, in four place.

6. ljq. iq. t q. "` 'JI ljjt3, (A, V,) and
;,tW, (TA,) i.e. They recited rses, or poetry,
of tAe metre termedji, one mith another: (T :)
[or vied, one with another, in doing so.] -

[Hence,] 4;;i. J. 13 [The clouds combined,
one with another, in uninterrupted thundering].
(A.) [See also 1]

8: see 1, in three places.

joJ: see the next paragraph, in four places.

Aj properly signifies Commotion, agitation, or
convulsion; and consecutivenes of motions. (TA.)
- Hence, (TA,) Punishmenut (Aboo-Is-al:, Q,
Mgh, Myb, O) [like J-n-j] that agitates by its
veheMnce, and occasions vehement conecutive
commotions; (Aboo-Ts-l/4n, Mgh, TA;) as also
-jq.j: (]:) so in the ]ur vii. 181; (Aboo-
Is.~h/ ;) and in ii. 56, and vii. 162, and xxix. 33.
(.) - Conduct that leadt to punishmemt: so,
accord. to some, in the Fur lxxiv. 5; (TA;)

where some read j.jJl and others t .jll: (,
TA:) 't the latter is also expl. as signifying sin:
(TA:) and both, uncleannes; or filth: (9, ]:)
so in that instance: like &-: ( :) and poly-
theins; or the asociating of another, or others,
with the true God: (V, TA:) so, aceord to some,
in that instance: because he who worships what
is not God is in doubt respecting his case, and
unsettled in his belief: (TA:) and the worship
of idols: (1:) so, accord. to some, in the same
instance: (TA:) or the meaning there is an idol:
(Mujahid, :) or t the latter word signifies a
certain idol; being the name thereof: (gatadeh,
TA:) and the devil: and his suggestions. (TA.)

Also Plague, or petilence; syn. JUu.
(Mgh.)

J.J A certain diMease whitch attacks camels, in
the rump; (~, ;) so that when a she-camd
rises, or is roused, her thighs tremble for a ,chile,
and then stretch out: ( :) or it is ahen there is
a convulive motion in the hind leg or the thighs
of a camel, whAn he desire to stand up, or ises,
or is romued, for a rwhile, and then a stretching

out of the same. (TA.) Hence, (a,) .. 1t is
the name of A certain species [or kind] of verse
or poetry; (9, A, ] ;) a species [or kind] of the
metres of verse; (Mb ;) consisting of the measure

4;L' [prnimarily] six time: (Qg:) a metre
eay to the ear and impressive to the mind;
wherefore it may be reduced to a single hemi-
stich, and also to two feet instead of six: (TA:)
so called becaue it commences with a motion

and a quiescence, [i e., a movent and a quiescent
letter,] followed by a motion and a quiecenoe;

and so in the other feet; resembling the j;q in a
she-camel, which consists in her quivering and
then being quiet: (TA:) or because of the con-
tractedness of its feet, and the fewness of its
letters: (S, ]:) or because it is [c~pterrled

by] j without j (4. [lit. brests without
rumps; for, as the two hemistichs generally rhyme
with each other, the verse seems a though it had

noj'.; i. e., as though its lut foot should rather
be called J-, like the last of the firt hemi.
stich, than j.:] (TA :) Akh onooe said, ,
with the Arabs, is whateer consists of threefeet;
and it is that [kind of verse] which they sing in
their work, and in driving their camel: [see

i.j, last sentence:] ISd says that certain of
thoee in whom he placed confidenoe related this
on the authority of Kh. (TA.) Some say that it
is not verse, or poetry, but a kind of rhyming
prose; but Kh held it to be true verse, or poetry:
so in the M: but in the T it is naid [as in the V]
that Kh aMserted it to be not poetry, but halves
or thirds of verses: one of his reasons for this
assertion [the only one that seems to have had
much weight with the Muvlims] is, that Mo-
.hammad once said,

,* .& * ,;*4 . y

[which is an instance of a species of>;.~, mean-
ing, "I am the Prophet: it is no lie: I am the
son of'Abd-el-MuGlalib"]: and were this verse,
he would not have said it, as is shown by what is
said in the ]Rur., xxxvi. 69: but on this point,
Akh has contended against him. (TA.)

; . A certain vehicle for women, ( T,*A,)
a thing smaller than the : (S, IS, TA:) pl.

,p'.j: (TA:) or a [garment of the hind caled]

L.b, (~, J, TA,) in rohich is a stone, (V, TA,
[in the CR a white stone,]) or in which are put
stones, (6,) and which i suspended to one of the
two sides of the , to balance it, wohen it
inclitnes: (?, TA:) so callcd because of ils com-
motion: (TA:) or a thing conssting of a
pillon and shins, or hides, put ints one of its trwo
sides for that purpose, and called J li j4j:
(T, TA :) or hair, (V,) or red hair, (TA,) or
wool, suspended to the >^, (JC, TA,) for orna-
ment: pl.j3t.;, said to occur in a verse of Esh-
Shemmakh: but accord. to Ay, this is a mistake
for,;... [pl. of i., q. v.]. (TA.)

;'.j and sjl.j: see the latter, in two
places.

j.l; One who utters, or recites, poetry, or verse,
of the metre termed j>X; mho ~peahs in vere of
that metre; who poetizaes, or vreifies, in that

metre: and in like manner, ?JIJJ, and ?j.~j
[which signifies one who does so much], and

t? j., [one rwho does so wvery-mcA]. (TA.)
EI-'Ajjdj huas been placed the highest in rank as
aJ.IJ. (Mz, 49th tjy.) [His son, Ru-beh, wems

I
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to occupy nearly an equal place. Each of them
composed a complete deewAn of)i4.] - [Hence,]

" ~sl;, . t[A cloud thunderig much, or
uninterruptedly]. (A, TA.) And q3 ,

and tj~.;, t Rain accompanied by thunder.
(TA.)

jql! A camel having the disease termed j~.j:
fem. :l,.j: (., 15:) the latter is explained as
signifying weak in the rump, that does not move
from her place unless after twice or thrice rising
from the place mthere she lay: and that does not
rise, when she desires to do so, unless after rvhe-
mnent trembling. (TA.)_ [Hence,] fj. jl V,
said of the wind (..1l), t Verily it is continuous,

or lasting. (TA.) And 4 SIj lj. A great,
heavy cooking-pot. (TA.)

ijj1. A poem of the metre termed j'j: (Msb,
1] ) pl.je:. l (A, ~.)

ce sjlj; the former, in two places.

1./'~~t., "F;', ( , A, ,) aor. ! (8,) inf. n.
-j, (., A,) The sky sthundered renenently, (S,

A, 1],) and became in a state of comrnmotion
(., 1) preparatory to rain; (TA;) as ulso

~,q,3,l. (fi, A, s,* TA.)__ ,_.. (1. )
inf. n. as above, (A, TA,) The camel brayed:
(i:) or made a oehement noise in braying.
(A,* TA.) - And ,4, inf. n. as above and

°a4- and ,jL.;.,, It (a confused and great thing,
such as an army, and a torrent, and thunder,)
,nade a sound or noisM; as also t 1.q.3jl. (TA:
[bot in this sense, only the inf. ns. amre mentioned,

and ;l .q. is probably an inf. n. of un.]) ,... .',
(15,) inf. n. .C, (TA,) He measured [the depth
of] the wcater of a wrell with the ,.,.y.; (K,

TA;) as also* ,.jl, (1,) inf. n. ~ .. (TA.)

_B a'l ~ a b., aor. 2 and , (O, g,) inf. n.

~J;, (O, TA,) fe hindered, withheld, or pre-
vnted, himfrom doing the thing. (0, . ,

aor. , inf. n. u-j; (Mb ;) and ~-.j, aor. ,
inf. n. Li.;; (A, Myb, TA;) It (a thing) tras,
or became, unclean, dirty, or fdthy: (A, Myb,
TA :) or stinking: or disliked, or hated, for its
uncleannes, dirtineu, or filthines. (Myb.) -
And both these verbs, (15,) inf. n. of the former,
(TA,) and of the latter, (1I,) as above, (1I, TA,)
He did a bad, an evil, an abominable, or a foul,
action. (g, TA.)

4: seel.

8. .. ,jl: see 1, in two place. - Also It (a
building) became in a state of commotion, (]1,
TA,) so as to make a sound, or noise. (TA.)

U4, Uncleanness, dirt, orfilth: or an unclean,
a dirty, or a filthy, thing: syn. jJ: (., A,
Myb, V, TA: [in the CId, jidl is put by mis-

take for ;.ll:]) or .'r: (TA:) anything
that is disliked, or Aated, for its uncleanness,

dirtines, or filthiness: stink, or foul odour:
accord. to Az, filth that comea forth from the
body osa man: En-Nak~Ash says that it is syn.
with L_.; and it in said in the Bari' that some-

times they say lI4ij LLIot, meaning that
they make these two words syn.; (Mb :) it is

also written 1 q.; and V .. : (A, 1:) you

say * ., P and , :. ;; and IDrd says,

I think that they also said . .. j: Fr says
that when ..j is followed by , the : is
with kesr; but when u,=s is mentioned without

q-j, the L and C are with fet-h. (TA.) You

say also r : [An unclean, a dirty, or a

filthy, thing]. (A.) And * $'.. cl J.

~ji , meaning, A company of unbeliever:
passed by us. (IAar and TA.) As used in the
gur vi. 125, Muj&hid explains .. jl as mean-
ing That in rwhich is no good. (TA.) - Any
action that is disliked, or hated,for its unclean-
ness, dirtiness, or filthiness: (Zj, A, 1 :) a sin,
or crime: (Ibn-EI-Kelbee, A, ]:) so in the
Kur v. 92, and vi. 146: (Ibn-El-Kelbee:) an
action that leads to punishment: (T, A, 1] :) as

U.; signifies "vehemence of sound," [see 1,]
seems to mean an action tha mention

nhereof is evil, and highly evil: (TA:) some-
times it signifies a thing that is unlawful, or
forbidden: and unbelief; infudelity: (L:) and
doubt: (Aboo-Ja§far, A, 1 :) so in the ]ur
xxxiii. 33. (Aboo-Ja"far.) _- t Punishment;
(Fr, T, S, A, 1] ;) a sense which Z makes tro-
pical, as being the recompense of ,. [in the
sense of "sin"], (TA;) and anger: (Fr, ., A,
15:) so in the 15ur x. 100: like .j, which is
perhaps formed from it by the change of ,* into
j: (Fr, .:) and sometimes, malediction, or ezc-
cration. (L.) A light, or slight, motion.
(TA.) Suggestion of the devil. (TA.)

* '.: see ^.j; the latter, in two places.

see ;.ctl; the latter, in three places.

and (A, 1) and 
($, A, 1) A cloud mahing a loud, or ehe-
ment, sound; (S, A, 15, TA;) and so thunder.
(TA.) You say, [of a cloud,] J j.?q Il

Thit is a goodly thunderer. (g.) And , ;ilI :.,

13,Js i [The loud-
thundering clouds and the dust-spreading winds
effaced the traces of the dmeUlings]. (A.) - [And

in like manner,] j j.1; (., ,) and t r.J and
t .'~ (1) A camel that brays vehemently.

(S. 1,' TA.) You say also a.J ,1 L.4 iUU,
[fem. of V .j,] A sh-camel that utters the

[yearning cry termed] e -consecutively, or con-
tinuously. (lAr, TA.)- [And hence,] tV,. jl
The sea: (1 :) because of the sound of its waves;
or because of its commotion. (TA.) ,l

also signifies The thrower of tihe t ... ; ((1 ;)
and so t r (TA.)

107

... ;I!; and its fem. ;qj: see .1;

*t.: He j;, last entence.

~...: see ..q

6 6 
.wt" A stone which is tied to the end of a

rope, and mhich i then let down into a sell, and
stirs up its black mud, after whioh the water is
drawn forth, and thus the el is cleansed: (,
C :) or a stone rwhich is thrown into a wellU in

order that one may nore, by the sound thereof,
its depth; or that one may knom whether there
be in it water or not: (IA§r, ]:) or, accord. td
ISd, the name by which this is known is s,,r.

(TA .

j and o, ' q, (are phrase
mentioned, but not explained, in the TA: but 1
think that J.j is a mistranscription for;.j; and
that * r, in each case, is a corroborative].

- , Jc (@ A, 1g,) and t- JP
(TI,) Tlhy are in a state of confusion ($, A, 1)

and perturbation, (A,) a..; ,! in respect of
their affair, or cae. (., TA.)

rC 7.: see wlhat next precede.

.j (., M.b, 1) and / (AA, Igh, Myb,
1) Trhe narciss;] a certain mweet-sm ing
flower, (Mqb,* TA,) ellU known: (Msb, ] :)
the smell of lwhich it beneficial for tha cold
rheum and the cold headache: (1:) the word
is arabicized, (., Msb, TA,) from [the Per-
sian] ij.: (TA:) [this being the case, the ,;

should be regarded as radical: it is said, how-

ever, that] the ij in . is augmentative,
because there is no word of the measumre j;,
but there is of the measure j*aI, (s,) though
only what is changed, in application, from a
verb: (M,b:) but ,j in of the measure JJA ;
(TA;) or it is of the measure Ja", the augmen-
tative letter being made to accord in its vowel
with the radical letter in ;a. and that in ,J!

&c.: (Mb :) or, accord. to IDrd, +j5 is of the
measure jSl, and the only instance of that
measure. (TA in art .j.) If you name a
man . .j., you make it imperfectly decl., because

it is like 4>l : (8 :) but jf you name him
,j-., it is perfectly decl., because it is of the

measure j±I (TA) [or ';iL, neither of which
is the measure of a verb]. - ;. l ..i: seo

)g~L0Aj.

1. ,. aor. :, inf. n. t^ (., Msb, , &c.)

and , (M, Msb,) but the former is that which

commonly obtains and is agreeable with analogy
as inf. n. of the intrans. v., and the latter as inf. n.
of the trans. v., (MF, TA,) and ,, (, Myb,
K, &c.,) which is anomalous, because inf. ns. [of

this kind] of verbs of the measure jid having the
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aw. of the meusure r e [by rule] only with
fet.b [to the medial radical], ($, V,) and i .,
which is in like manner anomalous, (],) and

%,, ($, M 9b, 1g,) [not Oa.J as in the Lexicons
of Goliuu and Preytag,] and St;a.j, (1,) He
returnd; he ~et, or came, back [to the same
place, or person, or tstate, or toccupation, or
taetion, or ta. ing, &c.]; he reverted; contr. of
%;r, (18sk,Mb;) i.q. -l (1:) jn
ignifies the treurning to a former place, or

t quality, or t state; (Kull-p. 196;) the returning
to that from Aich ast the comnwmeement, or

from which the commencement is upponed to hare
been, whether it be a place, or t an action, or t a
saying, and warther the returing be by the
[whole] person or thing, or by a part thewof, or
by an action tAerfof (Er-Righib.) Hence the
saying in the ]ur [lxiii. 8], J.Qjl J 1l : '
Verily if ar return to the city. (Er-Rbghib.)

And [in the same, xii..63,] a, tl J, l. .U
[And when they returned to thir fatder).
(Idem.) And in the uame, [vi. 164, and xxxix.

s9,] -; j,dl. [Then unto your Lord
shaU be your return]: (P:) the like of which
occurs in the same, iL 60: but it may be either
from [the intrans. in. in .n] r or from [the
trans.] t.: (Er-Righib:) it cannot be a n. of
place, because it is made trans. by means of -J-,
and lso because it oounrs in the ]ur [v. 68, Af.,
followed by 14 , a denotative of state: (L:)

in like manner ;q,l also occurs in the mur
xcvi. 8. (TA.) You ay also, ,9J i;1 ;.j
~I TThe woman returned to her family by

reason of the death of her husband or by reason
ot divorement. (M,b.) _ . Jl ;
t [He returned to wsondnms, or Ahalth], or ,Jjl
[diseae, or lschkess]; and~,l ol. J t [to Ae
state of poerty], or ,Al t [rwealth, or compe-
tenc, or say~nciy]. (Kull p. 196I.)-
4; js ;aoJ He retured h the Tay by which

Ah Aad come. (Kull ibid.) _!w * * S H.
retrned from hiu jourVy. (M,b.)_- > 

~,pJl tHe returned [or recrted].from e a;fair.
(Mtb.)... j, , tHe left, or relin-
quihaed, the thing. (Kull p. 197 .) ._. 
,J.I t [He relinquisAed in; i. e.] h rep"nted;

aml ro e.'/ alone, agreeably with the usage in
the 14ur iii. 66, &c. (Er-Ilghib.) - [Several
other pbrases, in which this verb occurs, will be
found in other arts.: as , J. i 6 in art

j.: ,i ll ; aqin art.,: :.j , and
varitions thereof, in art. : c.] - 1 

[sometimes signifies the same as 4 ;r.j] He
returned against him; he returned to attach him.
C(TA.)_ i [He cut me,
or ceased to poa to me; then he returned to

~peaking to me]. (TA.)--j &J. &"-/
I, ([He epposed me, or ditareed with me;

then he returned, or had regard, to my aying].

rsew wa not id ¢o Aim in an affair, or an

affuiion, but he jfloedl] (TA.) [(a ;
often means He had recoure, or Ae recurred, to
him, or it.] - 4 ,. 4 ; t He made a
claim for restitution of it tpon Ais co-partner.
(lAth, TA in art:.JL..) And [in like manner
you say,ll ,ic t . J, and-,;n1, t He sed,
pro~euted, or made a demand upon, the debtor,
and the ntpected, for Ais right, or due. (TA:
[in which it is said, immediately before this, that

1 is like ~-:.]) -_ LS j The
dog retarned to his romit, (Mlb, TA,) and ate it.
(Mqb.) - Hence, a4a t He took back
hisA gi.; reposesed himelf of it; restored it to
his poseion; (Mb ;) as also *t % Jl, (Mgb,
Mob, TA,) and t al.j (Mb, TA.) And

;o,. &.Z ijL u t He took backfrom him the
thing which he Aad gien to him. (8,g.)_
[Hence also, ;i q.., and ·̂  . t He
retracted, or revohed, his saying, and his judg-
ment, or sentence.]-y ... O - Jl t
t He traca back his lineage to an ewel~lent origin.
(TA in art. _ [l.S Lf;4 J t t It
(a word used in a certain sense) is referribl, or
reducible, to nsch a meaning. And t. U &
said of a' word, also means t It relate to such a
thing; i. e., to buch another word, in grammatical
cotruction.] _ Ca j ^ , tt (wine
when oooked) became reed to euch a Iantity;

syn. ,T. (~ in art. j1.) ;D. Jl )_ u 'l "p "j o J
The water of the trough, or tank, became m&cI in
quantity [so that it returned to the Aei9gt of the
plac wAence it poured in). (TA.) - * .j
also, is an in. n. of this verb, (L,) and is used as
signifying The returning of birds after their
migratitng to a hot country. (8, L, 1.) You say,
IlI >u i£ n. tW and L ,

T7Ae migratory birds returned. (L) - Also
infm. n. of a.4j said of a-she camel, and of a she-
am, signifying t She raised Aer tail, and com-
presed her two side ( ), and catforth Aer
wine in repeated discharget, so tAat she was
imagined to be pregnant, ($, 9,) and the failed
of fidfling her [apparent] pro~ ie: (0: [in
some copies of which, as is said in the TA, the
in£ n. of the verb in this sense is written ])
or she conceiwd, and then failed offilJding 'hr
promise; because she who does so goes back from
what is hoped of her: (TA:) or, said of a she-
camel, se cast forth Aher Jet in an imperfect
state: (AZ, TA,) or, as some say, her embryo
in a,.uid state: (TA:) or in an unformed tat&e;
in£f. n. (Mb in art i..) (See also

1;, below.]-~ j, (s, M , b,?,) or.,,
(Mgh,) inf n. and and , (1,)
He made, or cau~, Aim, or it, to return, go

bach, conme back, or rev~rt; ent back, trnrd
back, or returned, Aim s or it; syn. *t; (Mgh,
Myb, ;) and ,y; (; ;) ,,..J r;om the
thing; and l to it; (M,b, ;) us abo t ,,.;
(8, V#b, ;) but the former is the more chaste
word, and is that which is used in thc ]gui-4n, in
ix. 84 [and other places]: (Mb ) the latter is of
the dial. of Hudheyl; (f, Mb ;) and is said by
MF to be of weak authority, and bad; but (SM

ysay,] I do not find this smerted by any of the
leading anthorities: (TA:) t1.aI, abo, sig.
nifies [the same, i. e.] the ame a , in like
manner followed by j. (TA.) Thus in the
~ur ix. 84, referred to above, i ;. i 5
[And if God make tiee to return, or rtore

thee]. (Myb.) 2eS a f U @I sac
a one put back, or ratored, the noswren [.iUsbl
being understood] upon tie no. of his camdl; it

having become displacd. (TA.)_ -,
wIyI, aor. , in. n. nj and tae4j, He

returned to me the anwer. (, TA: [in the
latter of which, this is said to be tropical; but
when a written answer is meant, it is evidently
not so.]) -. .ZJo l tI retrned the speech;
or I repeated it; or I rebutted, or rjdected, or
repudiated, it, in reply, or replication; eyn.

.;.j;. (Mlb.) [In like manner,] ,..~y &
j>l al, in the 1Fur [xxxiv. 30], means
t Holdity a coUoquy, or a disputation, or debdte,
one with another: (Bd:) [or it means t rebutting
one another's sayings :] or t blaming one another.

(8.)-- _. , (&. ,) " rJ 'J a 
(M,) ? The stepping of the beast, (f, ,) or Aer
rdetrning her fore legs, [drawing the fore feet
bachwards towards the body, by lifing them

high,] in going; (.;) and *j 1:, (,) or
e.te J Y' 4.B C.1A te3 (a,) signifies the
same: (9, X:) or i signifies a besat's elevating,
or lifting high, the fore foot and hind fobot, in

going. (RL) You say, 6 1 l, . j
j..JI [The beast stepped, &c.; like a you sy,

~.]. (TA.)_ -4 lt , and ?I;'j'
tTAhefemale tattooer's making markt or lines
(upon the skin]: (?, :*) [or rather, as the
former phrase is explained in the EM p. 143,
"her retracing" thoue matka. or lines, and
renewing their blackneu; for] you say also,
j.;, Vtj, and,;,41, [and ,] tHe retraced
the marks, or line., of the variegated work, and
of the tattooing, and reneed tAheir blackness, one
time after another. (TA.) And i1A t; ,

[and j,] tH re traced, orreneredl, the writing.
(TA.)_-jU q`, and lt,aq l, and trl' j,,
He purchased a ~ecamld ith the price of
another that Ahe old: ($, TA:) or he purehasedl
a she-camel with the price of a Ae-camel that he
sold; and V , which is.app. an inf. n., signifies
the Ulling males and purchatingfensales : (TA:)
or 'gj t .3jl signifies he sold the aged and the
younglings of hi s came', and pu,rchased such as
nwre in a state of youthful rigour: or, as some
say, he sold the males, and purchated females:

(L):) or t1,;.3t signifies the elling a thing,
and purchasing in its place rhat one imaginea to
be mare youthful, and better: (Lb in another
place :) regord is had, therein, to the meaning of
a retuin, virtual, or understood, though not real:
(Er-Righib:) also j. t1 he sold old and
weahk camebl, and purchasd nsch as eere in a
state of youthful vigour: or Ahe old mal camels,
and purchaed femals: (TA:) and "~, tv Csl

4 he took camelf in ecAangte ,r Ais canmebls
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or, as some say, "t I! signifies the taking one
in the place, and wmth the price, of two. (Mgli.)
-- .JI uL. ..A.lt e-. ?Thefodder, orfood,
produced an ff'ect, or showed its effect, upon the
beast. (, TA.) 4nd &b j t?My
speech produced a benqficial effect upon him.
(C,* TA.)

2. a, inf. n. :., He, or it, made, or
caused, him, or it, to return, go back, come back,
or revert, again and again, or time after time;
sent back, turned back, or returned, him, or it,
again and again, or time after time; made, or
caused, him, or it, to go, or move, repeatedly to
andfro; so to go and come; to reciprocate: he
repeated it; iterated it; or rather reiterated it:
he reproduced it: he reneswed it: syn. o.#.
(Mgh.) [All these signibications are well known,
as pertaining to the two verbs here mentioned,
and of frequent occurrence in classical and post-
classical writings: and hence several phrases here
following.] a- Sec 1, last quarter of the para-
graph, in five. places._ Hence, (Mgh,) &dtJ.I

qltiU1 V., (S, Mghi, ],) because the two pro-
fessions of the fiith [for lwhich see the word Xljl]

are uttered in the Xil13 [or call to prayer] in a low
voice [and then repeated in a high voice]; (Mgh;)
[for] this phrase means t The repeating the two
profeuion of the faith in a raised, or loud,
voice, after uttering them in a low, or faint,
voice; ($gh,lg,TA;) or tlo lowering of the
voice in tlhe asI in uttelring the two profesions
of thefaith, and then raising it in uttering them:
(KT:) or iltI t) t. signifies he uttered the
hwo profesions of the.faith in /his OjIt once to
repat tAem. (Mqb: [but this is a strange ex-
planation; and probably corrupted by a copyist:
it seems that, instead of "to repeat them," we
should read "and repeated them."]) - [Hence
also,] l, (],TA,) or , e, (8,)
t [TAe act of quavering or trilling; rapidly
repeating many tines o( veryJ short note, or
each note of a piece; a Ieneral characteristic of
Arabian chanting and singing and piping, and
often continued throughout the whole perForm-
ance;] tlhe reiterating (J"i) of the voice in
the throat, or fauces, ($, g, TA,) like [as is
done in] chanting, (S,) or wvhich is practised in
reading or reciting, or singing, or piping, or other
performanccs, of such as are accompanied with
quavering, or trilling: (TA:) or, as some say,
tle mutual appn.oimation ofthe various hinds oJ'
movemcnts in the voice: 'Abd-Allah Ibn-Mu-
ghaffnl, in his .3, by the prolonging of the
voice, in reading, or reciting, imitated the like of
II I IT. (TA.) You say also, C A.JIl i.

53l t [Tle pigeons quavered in their ringing, or
;ooing]; as,also tL. (TA.) Ahd t,j

=e':'- j-";'-q 1 tThe camel brayed, or reite-
rated his voice, in hits 2: *. [or bursafaciuam].
(TA.) And 1;_ 6! 1iiI 4, tThe she-
camel interrupted her yearning cry to, orfor, her
young one [and then, app., quichly repeated it,
and did. so gain and again]. (TA.) And

101 ,. +Tlhe bown made a sound [by the
vibration of its string; because the souand so
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made is a repeated sound]. (AHn.) - See also 4.
- And see 10.

3. tl He (a man) returned to good or to
vciL (TA.) [See also 6.]_. i. Wl . .. , (g,)

inf n. n., (TA,) The she-camel returned, or
reverted, from one kind of pace, which she Iad
bees going, to another pace. (],0 TA.) 

al.t t It returned to him: said of pain [&c.].
(TA in art a d.)_- lpjl Ij ! [lte returned
to his wife, or restored her to himself, or took her
back by marriage or to the marriage-state, after
having divorced her; (see also 6;)]; (S;) and
Vt 4a;3l signifies the same. (TA.) _ [See also
a verse cited voce ;lfj; whence it seems that
&.t also signifies .He restored, or brought back,
anything.] _~l.J signifies also He endeavoured
to turn him [from, or to, a thing]; syn. *jl;,
and 0'l.. (L in art. j.).. -. , (S and
lC in this art., and A and Mgh and Mgb in art.

jj~,) and .L3l . t. , (Bd in xviii. 32,) and
simply _.lj, (Msb in this art., and Jel. in lviii.
1,) inf. n. a;4.! (S, TA) and , (TA,) t .He
returned him answer for aauwer, or answers for
anmers; held a dialogue, or colloquy, or con.
ference, or a disputation, or debate, with him;
bandied words with him; syn. oj.3l_., (A and
Mgh and Msb in art. j., and Bd in xviii. 32,)
[i. e.] .- l a_.; (TA;) or t,; (~ and M 9b
and V. in thlis art.;) or Wj.>q.. (Jel in lviii. 1.)
And ~'qj, or jJ~t ..Ij, t He disputed with
him, rebutting, or rejecting, or repudiating, in
reply to him, what he said; he bandied words
with him; syn. j;i,i *;. (A in art. .j.) You
say, 's*4 & ~j He held a coUoquy, or
conference, or a ditputation, or debate, ith him
respecting his a.fairs of dfficulty; syn. *jt..

(TA.) [And lS . ~l He addreaed him
repeatedly, or time after time, respecting such a
thing.] And..J I;c ~ l [They conulted their
understandings, or minds; as though they held a
colloquy, or conference, or a disputation, or
debate, therewith]. (Bd in xxi. 65.) [ClIj often
signifies .He consulted, or referred to, a person, a
book, a passage in a book, &c.]

4. U1W,1 ,.j t [The sh-camel returned to
her former condition, either of leanneu or fat-
nes :] t the she-camel became lean [after having
beenfat]: and tbecame in good condition after
leanness: (Ks, T, TA:) or jelt a: t t the
camels became lean and tlwen became fat; ($, 0,
K;;) so says Ks. (S.) Yqu say also, :Jl

l>_ e 0 'oeii , ., , t i.e. [The old man
is sick two days, and] does not return to a
healthy state of body, and to strength, in a
month. (g, TA: [in the CK, erroneously, s0

.) And [in like manner].M ,iAJi 'i'l

1 1, t [The horse wasted, and then gradually
returned to his former condition]. (TA.)-

.J: see ~..j, first signification. _ ,3U l.!
He gave him [bach] hi slh-camel in order that
he might return upon her, he [the latter] having
sold her to him. (Lh.)_ - Y -. jI: see 1, near

the end of the paragraph.. _": ~t U.jl : God
made his sale to be productiw of gain, or profit.

(m, ]:.) _- A 3Ti ;.: t God conwrted
his grief, or disquietude of mind, into happiness

or joy; and Sb mentions a.j [in this sense].
(TA.) - j also signifies He extended, or
stretcheld out, his arm, or hand, backwards, to
reach, or take hold of, a thing. (S, V.) [In this
came, e seems to be understood: for] you say

[also], .1 j;.l jIl Tr/e man put his arms, or
hands, bachrards in order to reach, or take kold

of, a thing. (L'.) And i .J ;. ,.
.He extended, or stretched out, his arm, or hand,

to his sword, to draw it: or o 1 r .. jl
4 to his quiver, to take an arrow. (TA.)
Also t He ejected excrement, or ordure; said of a

man. (8, .) [See .J See alo 10.

5. Uj L5.S j . .J : Such a thing became
agitated to and fro in my mind, or bosom; syn.

. .(TA.) i.U li 3 : see 1; in the last
quarter of the paragraph.

6. ~3 t They two (a man and his divorced
wife) returned to each other by marriage; (Bv
in ii. 230;) or returned together to the marriage-

state. (Jel ibid.) -- t, j. I . [The
thing mwent backward*or back, rezl, retro-
graded, retired, retreated, or reverted, by degrees,
gradually, by little and littk, or part after part:
and C!3 alone, He, or it, returned by degrets:
the form of the verb denoting a gradual con-
tinuation, as in .WilJ, and ,p, and SuWJe , &c.].
(8.) 3 and an d and are syn. (M and L
in art. j.) You say, ~ . lg,ImI, They
returned, retired, or retreated, by degrees, or by
little and little, in a journey, or march; syn.

l,3~. (TA in art. ) And t ,~ .
JesIi _ I!JJ aq ! ; i. e. [Thely eparated,
or dispersed thnuv, in the first part of
day; then] they retuned, [one after an,
every one to his place of abode.' (TA.)

y9. Jljlm. q- P : [The circumstances of uckh
a one gradually reverted to their former con-
dition; meaning either a better condition, agree-
ably with an ex. mentioned above, see 4; or, as
is most commonly the case, a worse condition;
i. e. retrograded; or gradually went back to a
worse state; contr. of advanced, or improved]:
(TA:) [whence the saying,] .J .,J;; j

~1 ,Ir t [Tlheir good fortune ceased, and
tAeir affairs began to retrograde, or gradually go
baMc, to a worse state]. (A in art. j.) And

zJI trJl tI 3 t[TIe mound gradually

recovered]. (Mob in art. ~ . )- ,;; ll
They two (copartners) made claims .for restitu-
tion, each upon the other. (lAth, TA in art.
Ja,..) [See this more fully explained, and illus-
trated, voce J ] ..]- .il 1y.' , (Mqb and
, in art. j.,j and,*3jl ", (Bd in Iviii. 1,)

and simply It..l3, (Jel in Iviii. 1,) tThey
returned one another anrwer for anrwer, or
antnofor answers; held a dialogue, or colloquy,
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or conlfermce, or a disputation, or debate, on
with another; bandied words, one with another;
syn. I"jj. (Bd, Jel, M1b, V, in the places
mentioned above.)

8.., 1 Ml ;1i > Sq.3 , and amC: see

with which it is syn. (TA.)ta.3t i.q. o~,
like . q. v. (TA.) 80o in the phrase, tr,J Il
QtQ4. srl,t The woman put back her ,A4.
[q. v.] upon herface, and covered herseldf ith it.
(TA.) - JI 1.3: see ..j) . --
,.5 . ,, ,. · , .a .- ' .l -

aJL He sold his camels, and obtained by the
ezx;enditure of their price a good return, or pro-
fit. (Q, .)iJti ~.3 j1t, and the like: see 1,
near the end of the paragraph, in five places.

-I -- 3.1 also signifies He (an Arab of the
desert) purchased camels [app. in exchange for
others] not of his own people's breeding nor
bearing their marks. (TA.)

10. Aq,l &,1, and ;",I 1 jl. : see

^;: 5 q, and the sentence next following iL

,_ a ~92 jL t Food, both of beasts and
of men, from which profit, or advantage, [or a
good return ( )] is obtained; which is found
to be wholesome, or approed in its result; and
from eating Awhich one becomesn fat. (TA.)1

.. 1 n./.Al: ee 2, near the end of the
paragraph. - q., also signifies S He said, on
the occasion of an affliction, or a misfortune,
[using the words of the gur ii. 161,] j 4 il

X s'b; .' (., Is,) meaning Verily to God we
belong as his property and his servants, so that
He may do with us what He pleaseth, and erily
unto Him we return in the ultimate state of
existence, and He will recompense us; (Jel;) as

also t 0 , (,'1,) inf. n. ~?0; (.; [accord.
to the TA, only the former verb is mentioned in
this sense by J; but I find the latter also in two
copies of the ;]) and ? * .. (]i .)

j; originally an inf. n.: [see j and

ua.j:] . and see I.., in two places.....

X Rain: so in the lgur [lxxxvi. 11], .,i ..ilj
,1 [by the heawen that hath rain]: (., B :)
because God returns it time after time: or bo-
cause the clouds raise tbe water from the seas and
then return it to the earth; and if so, by t..J!
may be meant the clouds: (BO:) or rain after
rain; (K. ;) because it returns time after time; or
because it is repeated, and returns, every year:
(TA :) or the said words of the ICur mean by
the heaven that retur,u in every reolution to the
place wlhence it mowed. (Bd.)-tHail; be-
cause it gives back the water that it takes. (TA.)
- Accord. to EI-Asadee, as recorded by AHeyth,
t Thunder. (Az.) - Accord. to some, in the
pasage of the gur cited above, (., TA,) t Pro-
fit, benefit, advantage, or good return. (,,
TA.) You say, ' ym >. 5 tThere
is no pro.fit to me from such a one. (TA.) And

but rhyming proe, beneath which is to be found

no profit]. (TA.) [See also ia.]_.Accord.
to Ks, in the ex. cited above from the ]ur,
(TA,) t The place that retains water: (V, TA:)
pl. j. (TA.) t A pool of water left by a
torrent; (8, [ ;) because of the rain that is in it;
or because of its fluctuating to and fro in its place;
(Er-Rghib ;) as also t qJ, and t L;aI.j: ( :)
pL as above: (8:) or ta place in rvhich the
torrent has extended itslf, (et, accord. to Lth
and the O and K,) or in which it has returned,
or reverted, (, 3jl, accord. to AVn,) and then
pased through: (Lth, A.n, O, ]:) pL ,L,j
and O and ~t,-; (1 ;) or this last, accord.
to some, is a sing., having the signification next
preceding the last here mentioned, and is found
prefixed to its syn., namelysjo, to show that it
is used in this sense, and is qualified by a sing.
epithet, namely tl;; but some say that it is thus
qualified becanse it has a form which is that of a
sing. noun: (TA:) or 4 signifies t rater,
(A0, ],) in general; (I;) and a sword is likened
to it, to denote its whiteness: (AO, g: [but
accord. to the latter, in this case it signifies "a
pool of water left by a torrent":]) and also ta
tract of ground, or land, in which the torrent has
extended itself: (.K :) but this, it should be
observed, is a repetition of the saying of Lth
mentioned above: (TA:) and t the part that is
above a hA [q.v.]; (y, TA;) the upper, or
highAut, part thereof, before its water collects
togethr: (TA:) pl. C j 1.. ( -.)- t The
herbage of the [season, or rain, called] ,;
(1 ;) [because it returns year after year ;] as also
V .. (TA.) - t The [mnembrane called] ,.
which is in the belly of tlh woman, and which
comewforth upon, or over, the head of the child.
(TA.) - See also ge., in three places, in the
latter part of the paragraph. . . ~ .,

and ~ ., A sword wvhich penetrates into the
thing that is struck with it [so that it is quickAly
dran backh]. (TA.)_ . , : see .

j, 9: ee and s

.j: see as.j.

~Sn: seeM a.;.: and see '.j.

. inf. n. of un. of 1; A return; a single act
of returning, of going bach, coming bach, or
reverting: (TA:) [and] i.q. _,.., i.e. the act
of returning, &c. (Myb.) - The returning to
the present state of existence (S, Mb, ) after
death. (., g.) So in the phrase, >. O
oaq.J1 [Suck a one believ~ in the returning to
the preent state of existence after death]. (S,
Mob, g.*) This was a tenet of some of the
Arabs in the Time of Ignorance, and of a sect
of Muslim innovators, and of a sect of the 311l;,
who say that 'Alee the son of Aboo-T{lib is con-
cealing himself iu the clouds, to come forth when
he shall be summoned to do so. (L) - The
returning, or homeward course, of a military

expedition; opposed to i1,, q. v. (T and Mgh

in art. .)..The return of a party of war-
riors to roar after their having come back fro
an expedition. (TA.) - lso, and t, p(?,
A, Nh, Mgb, Meb, g,) but the former is the
more chaste, ($, Mqb, TA,) though the latter is
mentioned before the former in the ], (TA,)
t A man's returning to Ahi wife, or ratoring her
to himself, or taking her back by marriage or to
the marriage-state, after having divorced her;
(IF, Msb;) the returning of the diworcer to the
divorced woman: (V:) or the taking back to
marriage a woman who has been divorced, but
not by an absolutely-separating snce, without
a new contract. (Nh.) You say#, 4!l ui dJ
I.j and ' am . [Hie has a right of returning
to, or taking back, his wife after having divored

her]: (g,Mgh:) and e.qi --- JI -.

[He posseuss the right of returning &e]:
(Msb:) and JI & . U & Cj
1 [Such a man divorced such a woman by a
dicorce in which he possessed the right of return-
ing &c.]. (TA.) Also the former, (.,Mqb,
TA,) and V lq.likewise, (Mqb,) and 'Laj

(O) and t u. [which is originally an in£ n.]

and tl;oj [which is also originally an inf. n.]

and., (,) nnd a;a,: and V.;J

and tq, ([,) the last of these is allowable,
(TA,) [being an inf. n. used in the sense of a
pas. part. n.,] :The reply, or answer, of an
epistle. (S, M9b, 1, TA.) You say, ;4. ji
£i41S aaq. (6, TA) and t Z4, (TA) 1 Hath
the reply, or answrer, of thine epistle come?
(6, TA:) and t 5 . tc i 4t ;

. t I sent to thee, and the reply, or ann,er,
of my epistle came not to me; i. e. t;:
(M, _* TA:) and .. t . j_ , X.

I What was [the purport] of the reply, or annswr,
of such a one to thee? (S,TA.) And [in like
manner] 'l? t .Ignifies t W;hat is returned
against, or in oppon s to, [or in reply to,] the
simtultaneous discharl of a number of arrows
in a particular direction. (TA.)- See also

as. : see am~, in the latter half of the para-
graph.

'aac.: see as*.j, in three places. - A return,
or pro.lit, obtained by the ec~nditure of the price
of camels sold: see an ex. above, voce 3 1:
(8, g:) or camels taken in exchange for otler
camels: or one that is taken in thle place, and
with the price, of two: (Mgh:) also the young,
or younglings, of camels, which are purchased
from the market with the price of otherr, or
taken from the market in exchange for ot;ers:
(K :) or, as Khalid says, the [return obtained by]
bringing bad camels into tlu market and taking
back good ones: or, as some say, the [return
obtained by] bringing in males and taking back
females: (TA:) [the words which I have here
twice inserted in brackets are perhaps not neces-
sary to complete the sense intended, as will be
seen at the close of this sentence; but they seem
to be required in the opinion of SM, for he has
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immediately added the further explanation which
here next follows, and which is also, but less
fully, given by J, immediately after the first
explanation in this paragraph:] and *a,* ha a
similar meaning in relation to the poor-rates;
being applied to camde taten by the colcltor of
the poor-rates older or younger than tlose which
their owner is bound to give: (g,TA:) and
camele w:hich are purchaed by the Arabs of the
desert, [app. in e=change.for others,] not of their
own breeding nor bearing their marb; u also

?Zsi.j: (TA, [see 8:]) IB says that the pl. of
is t '; and that it was said to a tribe of

the Arabs, "By what means have your beasts
become many?" and they answered, U$el Utji

AJIj 'It: but Th says, ,?) 1 1.:
[both are probably correct; for it seems that the

original forms are Al,t1 and .I ; and that, in
one case, the latter is assimilated to the former;
in the other, accord. to a usage less common, the
former to the latter:] accord. to Th, the meaning
is, [Our father charged uw with the seking
aJfer herbte in the places thereof, and] the
seuing the old and reak beasts and purehaating
others in a state of youthful vigour: or, accord.
to another explanation, the meaning i, the elling
mals and purcasing females: thus explained,

seems to be an inf. n. (TA. [See aiU C.])
[8e also Moti.]-[t Any return, proft, or
gain, accruing from a thing, or obtained by the
sale or ezchange thefreo; as also t .. ; and

eq, q. v.] You say, -1;.11 a~ .,. The
return, or increas, accruing to the o~er of the
lands came, or arrived. (Lb.) And 0M ;n.
.;. Iaq.t Such a one brought a good thing
whicA he had purchaed in the place of a bad
thing; or in the place of a thing that was inferior

to it. (TA.) And t e 4 . U tTis
is a commodity for nwhich there will be a return,

or profit, or gain. ($,* TA ) And t j J 3 >1
tA beast that may be sold after having been used.
(El-Iqbah6nee.) And ? y. # 1 C4J J 
I There is not, or will not be, any retrn, or
profit, or gain, for this sal. (TA.)-_tAn
argumt, or allegjation, by which one rebuts in a
litigation, or dispute; a proof;. an ednce.
(Ibn-'Abbid.)

se: eee '.j, in the latter half of the
paragraph, in two places.

A ... 8 .
.j w J, and a. 1 , t A divorce in which

one re~ to hAimMsef the right of returning to
his wife, or ratoring Aer to himelf, or taking
her back to the marriag~tate. (Mghl,* Mb.)

-- aw applied to a beast: see .I t.j.

W,.sj: me 'j, in the latter half of the
paragraph, in two places.

The nose-rein of a caml: (IDrd, g:)
or the part tAhreof which fall. po the nose of

the camd: pl. [of puc.] 41 and [of mult.]

;t;: (V:) from ; in the phrase o w

!*4J c.i. ; [q. v.]. (IDrd.) . It is also an
inf n.: see 1, in the middle of the paragraph.

,q- [Made, or caused, to return, go back,

come back, or revert; ent back, turned back, or
returned: repeated: rebutted, rejcted, or rpu-
diated, in reply, or replication: like Ve .r:

and used in all these senses; as will be sen from

what follows: and also, like ?t *.,] made, or

caused, to return, go back, come back, or revert,
again and again, or time after time; wit back,
turned back, or returned, again and again, or
time after time; made, or caused, to go, or mowe,
repeatedly to and fro; so to go and come; to
reciprocate: reitrated: reproduced: renerred:

syn. ;,: [in the CV ;.r :] applied to any-
thing: (8, 1:) or to anything that is said or
done: (Myb, TA:) because meaning t ? .,

i. e. ;y.: (, Myb, TA:) or, applied to speech,
t returned to its author; or repeated to him;
or rebutted, rejected, or rerudiated, in reply to
him ; syn. -(L ;it r: (Lth, :) or, o
applied, ! repeated: (A, TA:) or, so applied,
t reitrated: (Er-Rghbib, TA:) or, so applied,
t disapprored, or disliked. (TA.) You say,

4J;l &. iplj S)1 SAvoid thou the saying
that is repeated; (A,TA;) [or rebutted, &c. ;]
or diapproed. (TA.)- Applied to a beast,
(?, TA,) and [particularly] to a camel, (],) it
signifies Made to return from journey to jour-
ney: (, TA:) and also means tfatigued, or

jaded, (?, ,) by journeying: (.:) fem. with 3:
($, V:) or lan, or omaciated: (Er-Rahib, ]:)
in the ]$ is here added, or which thou hast made
to return from a journey, meaning from journey
to journey; but this is identical with the first
explanation of the word applied to a beast:
(TA:) pl. qj ; (1t;) or rapp. of the fem.,

agreeably with analogy, and a seems to be
indicated by J,J] in.j. (c.) ... and
>. ? [in like manner] signify Made to
return repatedly, or seral times, in journeying;
applied to a she-camel: (.[:) and the former
signifies, applied to a beast, and [particularly]
to a'camel, a he-camel, ( wht,) rhich one maes
to return again and again, or time after time,
or to come and go repeatedly, in journeying, and
drags along: (TA:) both also mean /lean, or
emaciated: and are in like manner applied to

a man: (Er-Rbghib, TA:) and t and

1 M .a-.*, also, but the latter is vulgar, t lan,
or emaciated, by journeying; applied to a beast.

(TA.) You say also .. . Travellers re-
turningfrom a journey. (TA) And
A journey in which are repeated returnings.
(IAqr.) -Any food returned to the fire [to be
heated again], having become cold: (s:) [and
particularly] roasted meat heated a second time.
(A.) -- A rope, or cord, undone, and then
tited a second time: (L, 1:) and, a some say,
anything done a second time. (L) .- t Writing
retraced ith the pen, in order that it may
become more plain: (KL:) and t 4..r [sig-
nifies the msme: and also] ttattooing repeatedand

renewed; (EM p. 108;) tattooing of wAhic the
blacknes Aa been reaord: (TA:) pl. of the
latter ` .. (TA, and EM ubi supriL)-

Dung, ordure, or eSem t, of a oidoofe
animal; ($, Mgh, Mb, ;) u also V/.;
(],;) and of a man; ($, Mgh, Mlb, ;) as
also the latter word; (TA ;) and ofa b~at of
prey; as also ? the latter: (, TA:) because it
returns from its first state, (Mgh, Mqb, TA,)
after having been food or fodder &c.; (TA ;)
having the meaning of an act. put n., (Er-
Rhghib, Mqb,) or, it may be, of a pan. part. n.
(Er.-Rghib.) - ! The cud which is ruminated
by camels and the like: ($,* :) boaome it
returns to be eaten. (TA.) 80o in the mying
of El-Aphb,

a 0 If 10 4 t ; a

i. e. [Many a deert, or waterleu deurt, aa
though it were the back of a shield,] in which
there is not found by the camels anytAing to
ure for tAe sapport of life eucept the cd (g.)
- t Sreat: (J4 :) because, having been water,
it returns as sweat. (TA.) - ee also , in

three place.-Also tThe [part ca/led',,6
of a bit: (Ibn-'Abbid, y:) [becaue of its
returning motion.] - And t Niggodly, trsa-

ciou, or avariciou; syn. ).: [in the Cl and

a MS. copy of the ], Jf"]. (Ibn-'Abbid, ],
TA.)

A.;s^: ee j,, in the latter half of the
pargraph.

, v A s~.camel that is purhased ith the
price of another camel; a alo ;:

(8:) or a femae tat is pu ad i the
ce of a malm ('Alee Ibn-gamseh.) [See also

ae.4 : and see- j of which it is originally

the fem.] Accord. to I8k, ti;Vm signifies A
caml which one A prcAased from mer wAo
Aaw brougAt himfrom anotAer plae for sal;
which is not of tAd disdrict i whc he is: [but
this appers to be a mibtranaription, for £;
for he adds,] the pl. is jl.. (TA.)

d;, tOne who return muach, or ofte, unto
Got. (TA.)

'1; [act. part. n. of 1. Hence the saying,

j w explained above: see 10.
- Also, without ,] t A woman who returns to
her family in onsequence of the death of Ler
husband (Az, 8, Mob, ]) or in consequence of
divorcement; (Az, M#b;)as also tl: (As,
]:) or, aocord. to some, (Mqb,) she who is
divorced [and sent back to her family] is termed
·- JO-
i3.3.*. (?, Mb.) - [In like manner without
3,] applied to a she-cmel, and to a she-us, it
signifies tThat raim Aer tail, and comprum
Ahr two s~ ' ), and cas fort her tirine
in repeated discharges, so that sh is imagid to
be pnregnat, (., V,) and tAem fails of fulfiling
her [apparmt] promis: (.:) or that coi~ ,
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&j.yu: see *mq., in the latter half of the
pmgmaph.

Q 4 1 a dial. va. of & q1 [q. v.] in
the several senses of the latter. (].) You say,

^ ;.jU Zo He beat hi, or struch him, and
Ahe lay on his ide, and threw himself down.
(Lb, TA.) And tI .jl Thecy lay on thir sides
and m ovrcme. (TA.) - Also It becamu
spread, epanded, or etetnded. (TA.)

!6 6-.. 6.J
L .q;, (0, M,b, j,) aor. :, (Mb,) inf n.

t.,j and 'i-i; (0, M,b, ) and ; (M,b,
) and J,;; (0, ;) [andV 4A.j; (seethe

next sentence;) and V 1A,3I; (see , in two
phs ;)] It (a thing, O, Myb) wma, or became,
in a stats of motion, commotion, (O, Mqb, J,)
agitation, conlion, tumulIt, or disturbance:
(Myb, .:) or in a state of vient motion, com-
motion, agitation, &c.; ( ;) u the camel beneath
the saddle, and the tree when put in motion by
the wind, and the wabbling tooth, and the like.
(O.) You ay, S; ., (,O, b,,)
or. A, inf. n. ..hj, (f,) The earth quahed; or

was, or became, in a stats of motion, commotion,
agitation, &c, (f, 0, Myb, ][,) as above; (Myb;)

and so t 1 ~.j, and t C.AJ?1; (] ;) [for ~q-jl is
both intran. and trans. :] and ` i ' p signifies
tAh beingin a state of violent commotion, agita-
tion, convulsion, tumult, or disturbance. (9.)
And ' " ,; His arm, or hand, trembled, by
reason of disease, or old age. (Myb.) And Jj
4JSI Th heart bcame agitated by reason of
fright (IDrd, 0.) - ~jIl .;.j, (Lth, O, ],)
inn j .j and J , (Lthb, O,) The tAunder
made a reiterated rumbling, or conud noise,

in the clouds. (Lth, O, ]p) - -. i.:M. The
pople, or party, prepared themselves for war, or
battle. (Lth, O, ]g.) - Also He put [a thing]
into a state of motion, commotion, or agitation;
(0, ];) [so too, app., m .. ; ;] see 4, last sen-

tence; [and so 1 PA9; for], ,1l ] is
said of God [as meaning He m;ade the earth to
quake with them]. (TA in art. -,.) And one
says also, L '.JI A the $fer caused him to
quake, or hiwr (Myb.)

4, as an intran. v.: see 1, in two places. 
And as a trans. v.; act. and pass.: see 1, in two
places. - [Hence,] IJ% Aqjl. [originally He
put another, or others, into a state of commotion,
or agitation, by such a thing; meaning] he told
of such a thing without truth, or not according
to the true, or real, state of tahe case: [because
he thereby caused commotion, or agitation; or]
because the information was unsettled: from 1' j
meaning as explained below. (Ksh in xxxiii. 60.)
And tll ,I tjA"q-j (9sb, Mbg) and 4, (Myb,

1. inf n. JL , (Myb,) i. q. t,. [mean-

and tan fails qf f ~lig Ar promi; beese
pe c go. back from what is hoped of her: (TA:)

or, applied to a she-amel, t that A appeared
to A~e conceied, and is ten found to be not
prenn: (A4:) pi. Url,. (,TA.) [See also
* j.t]- t A sick man whAo soul [or healtA]
As returned to Aim after his being debilitated by
diseM: and t a man woe soad [or health] ha
retrned to him after mere and constant illner.
(TA.)

Aaqjl [originally fem. of q;, qv.]: ee

at;gj: - and ee -Also, [app. from the
raturning of its water time after time,] ti water
court of a waluy. (ISh, TA.) - .l. J[is its
p1., and] signifies Varyi~g i; becase of
their ooming and going. (TA.) Henoce also,
.wSl j [ leav of doors]. (TA.)

/~I t More [and most] productive of return,

or profiabl& (TA.) You say, * * . 1J
d :O t T his is more productive of return,

or prof~ , in my hand than this. (TA.)

an inf. n. of the intrns. verb ;.j [q.v.].
(9, Myb, ]Z, &c.) - [Henoe it signifies some.
times t Rscomr. See it;, in art. ,j.] 
[A plae to which a person, or thing, returns
qfer going or moing tfro ; agreeably with
analogy. 8ee an ex. voe w~ .] - [Hence,]
.DI1 C.j the lower part of the Aoulder-

blade, (9, ], TA,) ne te arm-pit, [that on tho
ft ide bing] in tI re~ wh the h art

beats; (TA;) u( ]:) and
5,J.ll ~.t [the place to wAich the elbow re.

ttrsu wmen, ofPr it has b remoed from its
uual place, it is brought back thereto; which
plae, in a beast is mwt tao arm-pit: se ,
in three places]: (TA:) pl. !,b. (TA.)_
[ a ls1o signifies t The place, or thing, to
which a pern, or thing, is referred, as his, or
its, ource: eeo - Also, t A tate, or
condition, to which a person, or thing, returns.
- And t The place, and the state, or condition,
or rsult, to which a person, or thing, ultimately,
or evntually, comer. A goal.] It is also an
inf. n. of ;. ( .)

/t, [witllout 5,] applied to a she-camel,
t Becoming in good condition after lannea.
(K, TA.) [e 4, of which it is.the act part. n.]
- -j ,t I." t This is a commodity for
which there iUl be a return, or profit, or gain.
(9? TA.)- 4 4 , A journey Aaoing a
recompense, or reward, and a good iuew or result.
(], TA.)

ee g,; first sentence.

.W : see , in the latter half of the
paragraph.

e'c [pas part. n. of m]: se , in
three plam: - and ;;, in the latter half of
the pragmph, in three plamer: and 'iq,
near the end of the paragraph, in four places.

ing 7They said Mt was fal ret~ tAh
thing]: (9, O, ],:) or they told many il tals,
and uttered'many discordang lying sains, re
specting the thing, in order that th people might
become in a state of commotion, agitation, con-
vul.ion, tumult, or ditturbance, in conser
thereof: whence, in the ]ur [xxiii. 60],

sjI V Uf! i >1;r [and they wo tell many
evii tales, &c., in the city:] (0, Mb :) or
IJ 41 -s- j! ,Ail ty told, in the town, or
country, of schA a matter, in order that they
might caue commotion, or agitation, &c., to
befall the pople, it~out tAere being aught
[tAhersof true in thir etimation; from ki`SI
signifying "violent commotion or agitation " &.
(gar pp. 218, 219.) And 1jI&*, alone, TAey
Mid wrat as false O ) in [relating] tale
of conflicts andfactionr, or seditions, or discords,
or diension, and the like: whence, v Ji,i4 1
~4X. d [cited above]. (Ig.)-And .4~J

JJ.I The she-camd came in a state of fatigue,
with her cars flaccid, shaking thsm ( t* J ).
(0o, .)

8: see 1, first sentence.

ab i .q5Jji (9, I) [meaning Commotion,
agitation, or convulsion; or violnt commotion
&c.; and particularly an earthquake; or] a violt
erthquake: and a hemencry from havn:
(Jel in vii. 76:) or it signifies, in the Cur-4n,
any punishment that befallt a people. (Lth, 0.)

[ ;, accord. to Preytag, occurs in the
Deewin el-Hudhaleeyeen as meaning Put into a
tate of commotion.] - J; w1_ Cloud in

commotion with thunder, or wih much water. (0.)

Jl1 The sea; because of its commotion, or
agitation. (?, O, 1].) A poet says, (%,) namely,
Matrood Ibn-Ka%b, lamenting the death of 'Abd-
el-Muttalib, (IB, 0,) the grandfather of the Pro-
phet, and eulogizing him, (IB,)

[T!e feede.s roitA fat every oening, until the sun
disappeated in the sea]. ($, O.) - And The day
of resurrection: (sh, O, K:) and the congrea.
tion [of the risen]. (Q) - And Jt4 also
signifies A certain hkind of pace [app. rowith a jolt-
ing motion]. (O, K.)

a..tj [Putting into a state of ,notion, commo-
tion, or agitation.- And also, or J1; ~. ,
A feor attended with quaking, or shivring:

(0, M9b, [:) deviating from rule [because '
is fem.]. (Myb.) - [The fern., with ;, app. applied
to a she-camel or the like, occurs, accord. to
Freytag, in the Deowin el-Hudhaleeyeen, as
meaning Moving the head in going along.]

ab.yI, in the l5ur lxxix. 6, means The first
blat [of the horn on the day of murrc~ on]:
and £.IJI, in the next verse," the seoond blst :"
(O, Bi, Jel, :) or the former means the motion-
le bodie that &alla be in a state of iole motionI
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at the tb bere spoken of, such as th ~ert and
tL rmrentains beoaue of the eaying in the ]:ur

[lxxiii. 14], ~J1,.Jt*j .j*Ih A- j: and the
latter, "the heaven, and the stars, which shall be
cleft and cattered." (IBd.)

jl; 1 inf..n. of 4 [q. v.]. (Myb.) [And hence,

as a simple subst.,] sing. of [ji. l in the phrase]

t.;Ajl j 5 q.I [meaning Tales without truth, or

reality: or evil tales, and discordant lies, uttered
in order that people may become in a state of
commotion, agitation, convulsion, tumult, or dis-
turbance, in conequnce thereof: see 4]. (C.)

You say, e~l,jl t ji [They fell into con-

oulsing perplexities, arising from evil and dis-
cordant and false rumours or the liks]. (AA, ;
and 5: in art. 3.)

14.tipjl The basin and emwer (jqI l,j .JIl)

[that are used for washing the hands before and
after a meal]: because they produce a sound
when one of them is knocked against the other:
as though that sound told of the completion of
the meal, and excited [the persons that had
partaken thereof] to rise. (Har p. 228.)

acII A a 4;l, in the urxxxiii. 00: see
4, in two places.

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and
TA to which I have had access.]

1. *J+, (T, ?, M, M,b, ]J,) aor. '-, (Msb, ]Q,)

inf. n. .4j (T, 9, M, M 9b) and '34j, (T, TA,)
or the latter is n simple subst., (Msb,) He (a
man) wment on foot, in a journey, by himelf,
[i. e.] having no beast whercon to ride; (T, TA;)
Ae had no beast whereon to ride, (M, 1, TA,) in
djourney, so wrent on his feet: (TA :) or he re-
mained going on foot: so says AZ; and Ks says
the like: (S :) or he was, or became, strong to
walk, or go on foot: (Msb:) and V J.'3 [in
like manner] .signifies he went on foot, (9, 5,
TA,) having alighted from his beast: (TA:)
[used in the present day as meaning he alighted
from his beast:] and t Ij;.* they alighted
[upon theirfeet, or dismounted,] in war, or battile,
to fight: and Ja.3jl he (a man) went on his
legs, or feat, for the purpo~e of accomplishing the

object of his want. (TA.) - J- , (M, :,)
aor. :, (15,) [in. n. -j, being,similar to b,
aor. , inf. n. . ,] also signifies He (a man)
ma, or became, large in the J. [i.e. leg, or

foot]. (M, ]: but omitted in some copies of the

.)-And J , like .; and ajq, aor. ;

inf. n. [of the former] *LL. and [of the latter]

0).j; [so in the C]:; but accord. to the rule of

the 'V they should be ;;; and j7"j, as neither
is expressly said to be with kesr; or the latter
may be correctledy J., as J.j is said to be like

._ , of which the inf. n. i. ;;] He had a

complaint of Ais ,)' [i.e. eg, or foot]: (CV;
but omitted in other copiess: both mentioned in
the TA:) the latter verb is mentioned in this
mme by EI-F&~ea, and abe on the authority of
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Kr. (TA.) - And & * jJ; He was, or

became, affected in hi leg, or foot, by something

that he disliked. (TA.) - And Jj, aor. ,

(][, TA,) inf. n. 34";, (TA,) He (a beast, such
as a horse or the liltke,) had a ewhiteness in one of

Ahius i. [i.e. Ahind legs or feet], (g, TA,)
withAut a wrhitenes in any other part.. (TA.) -

bj;, aor. :, (Myb, 5,) inf n. J4,j, (Meb, TA,)
is also said of hair, (M.b, g1,) meaning It mam,
or became, [wary, or somewohat curly, i. e.] of a
quality between lankness and crispness or curli-
nes, (]:,) or neither very crisp or curly, nor
very lank, but betroseen thes twro. (Mgb, TA.)l

Jij, (Cl, TA, omitted in some copies of the
]g,) [aor. ,, as in similar verbs,] in£ n. .,
(TA,) He, or it, hit, or hurt, his . [i. e. leg,

or foot]. (C1, TA.) - S±JI J_, ( -, 1,) or,

accord. to the O and the Mufradat, j12: J0
'trI, (TA,) and Jt t,n3I, (19,) He suspended

the sheep, or goat, by itU hind leg or foot: (8, 0,

! :) or the meaning is d;n 1.U [app. he con-

fined its shank and arm together with his feet,
by pressing his feet upon its folded fore legs while
it was lying on the ground], (.,) or, as in the

M, d.. [with hi foot]. (TA.) - 1.-;,
(5:,)inf. n. j,.; in the copies of the M written

t , with teshdeed; (TA;) She (a woman)
broughtforth her child preposterously, so that its

legs came forth before its head. (].) 1,
namely, the mother of a young camel, (5,) aor. .,

in£ n. 32-, (TA,) He ent the young one with
her [to suck her whenever he would; as is implied

by what immediately precedes]; as also t te.j :

0M:) or jt&. 1 " l (so in two copies of the
and in the O) I left the young camel with his

mother to such her whenever he pleased: (~,* 0:

[in one of my copies of the S .j, wvhich
appears from what here follows to be a mistake:])
so says ISk: and he cites as an ex.,

, 1.. UA. , 5 . -1----is~ tA.v1 · · ·
Q+u L~ CI UJ

[Fat, and wellU nourished: e ras left with his
mothr to such her whern he pleased until he ras
weanmd]. (O.) [See also ;.j, below; where it

is explained as though a quasi-inf. n. of i.; in
the sense here assigned to it in the S and 0, or

in£ n. of -. a in the snme sense.] - And J;
41, ( a, 5,) aor. ', inf. n. H3et, (8,) He (a young

camel, ?, or a lamb, Or kid, or calf, 15, TA)
suched hit mother. (e, 14.) -- ,J. also signifies
The act of [the stallion's] leaping the mare:
(0, ], TA :) [i. e., as inf. n. of J.j; for] one says,

JeiJI o34. L1a.JI ;A, The stallion-horse
passed the night laping the mares. (TA; and
so in the 0, except that J,&Jl is there omitted.)

-And ;lj J Ho Ie comnpressed the womnarn.

(TA.) - [Golins says that J4.j signifies Vir et
virili animofuit; as on the authority of J; and

that isits it inf. n.: but it seems that he found

* 11 incorreetly explained in a copy of the ? as

J .. a inrtead of tm) ad : ISd ox-
pmlysy that ji; and its syns (explained

below) are of the number of thbose inf. ns. that
have no verbs.]

2. Uih.Ij . [app. a mistranscription]: mo

1, in the latter half of the paragraph. -. 93
[the inf. n.] signifies The making, or rendering,

strong. (Ibn-'Abbid, 15.) -o aJl Jj, (m,

Mgh, Myb, 15,) inf. n. J3j, (~, M,b, ]:,) He

made the hair to be [wary, or somenhat curly,
i e.] not oery crisp or curly, nor lank, (S,) or in
a state between that of lankness and that of crip-
ness or curliness: (1]5:) or he combed the hair;
(Msb, TA;) either his own hair, [see 5, or that
of another: (Mgb:) or he combed down the Ahir;
i.e., let it down, or made it to Aang down, by
means of the comb: (Mgh:) Er-IRghib says, as

though he made it to descend at the J; [or

foot], i.e. from its places of growth; but this
requires consideration: (MF:) or he combed and

anointed the hair: (TA voce -.:) orhe washd

and combed the hair. (yam p. 356.)

4. ;4. He made him togo on foot; (f , ,t
TA;) to alight from his beast. (TA.) - And
He granted him some delay, or rspite; let him

alone, or left him,for a wAhil. (0, 1'.) _ -. l
J;. O. d,;-J I ent.the stallion-horse among

ite mares. (TA.) - See also 1, in the latter half
of the paragraph, in three places.

5: see 1, first sentence, in two plaeos.-

$11 Jj;:, (?, Myb, ]:,) and )it J,3,
(v,) He descended into the well (9,Mqb, V)
[by means of his feet, or legs, alone, i.e.,] witA-
out his being let down, or lowerad, or n d

[by mean of a rope]. (, Msb.) - .J3,
and V '1. 'jl, [or, more probably, $L.jl 0. 3j1,

and 1,4 , (see ,*. ,)] He put the 3j [or
the ;.j (the former meaning the upper, and the
latter the lower, of the two pieces of wood used
for producing fire,)] beneath his feet: (M, 5:)
or V J0n;l signifies he (a man come from a dis-
tant country) struck fire, and helad the . 3j Ibhere
app. meaning (as in many other instances) the
.3J properly so called and the L;j] with hit
hands and his feet, [i. e. the j with his hands
and the ;j;j rwith hisfeet,] because he wu alone.

(TA. [See [ [J;j3 He camu a
J.~, or man; he rose to manhood. (See an

explanation of I--l 0J; 3, in what follows.)
And] j4 3 She (a woman, TA) became likel a
dJ- [or man] (5:, TA) in some of her qualitiu,
or states, or predicaments. (TA.) ..-- I J.j 3

i. q. Ul S [i. e. The day became advanced, the
tun being somewhat high]; (?, IAth, O, ], TA;)
it being likened to the rising of a man from
youth; (lAth, TA;) and so jl t J.Il: or,
accord. to Er-R4ghib, the former means the sun
went down from [or bhlow] the wall; as though

it alighted ( VJ.. l4 tin a proper mne of
this verb: see 1, first sentence]). (TA.) And
J.j3 He comed his own hair: (Mob:) or Ae
combed down his own hair; i.e., let it dom,
or made it to haang dowm, by ~ of tihe com:
(Mgh:) or A4 anotd [or mashd and wb~

his ow Aair. (TA. [&Se 3.D HE

l:a



1]M
I; ' VA:I jq (Mgb, TAl) He [Mobammad

forbad th anointing and combing of one's ow
hair ezept it be l freq t than erery day.
(TA)

8. )Jlj: ee 1, first sentence. -Said of a
horne, (in bis running, TA,) He mied the pace
termed j;)a1 with that termed i4 il, (T,TA,)
or the former pace witA omewhat of the latter,
and thu, (a,) he went tht toe topaces alternately,
(f, Ra,) somewlhat of thefor er and omewhat oJ
th lIatter. (B.) i He too a man by ahis J
[ie. le , or foot]. (?, TA.) _ i%1 J3ij:
see 1, in the middle of the paragraph. 3
Ji;ll [or 5.pl], and JRJJI alone in a dsimilar
sense: ee 6, in two placer. [He ectem poriged
a speech or verse.; spok it or them extempotra
neously, impromptu, or without premeditation;]
he began an oration (a A; a), and poetry, with
out his having prepared it beforehand; (o;)
he spoke a speech (Mqb, ) without conidera-
tion or thought, (Mqb,) or w.ithot his having
prepared it; (9;) he recited it, or related it,
standing, withoutorecast, consideration, thought,
or meditation; so accord. to Er-RI ghib [who
seems to have held this to be the primary signifi-
cation of the verb when relating to a speech or
the like]; or mithout reiteration, and witAout
pausing, halting, or hesitating. (TA.) And
;J'l J3+jt [He did, performed, or produced,
the thing nrithout premcditation, or previous
tireparation]. (TA in art. .) [And Jh3jI
i; (I rcoined a name.] late Jd3.J II1 wats,
or became, alone, or independent of others, with
none to take part or thare or participate with
him, in his opinion, (Myb, , TA,) without
con"ulting any on respecting it, (Myb, TA,) and
kept constantly, or pereringly, to it. (Mob.)
[Hence,] a.lonre ,I o Thine affair [to wlhich
thou shouldet keep] is that respecting nhich
thou art alone [&c.] in thine opinion. (g.) And

tg a, - b, -.. . . ..
)4 t ~> %' J4b3j ! .35! is explained inithe T

a meaning or p S I [i. e. Undertake
thou what thou hast undertaken of the affiair:
but it may rather signify Aeep thou to what thou
Aast undertaken of the affair; agreeably with
what here follows]. (TA.) One says also,
t iJ4 j 5 ..i;l Keep thou to thine affair: (IA,r,
M, JC, TA:) in [some of] the copies of the g,
erroneously, j4t . (TA.) He l collected a
detached nbr (JJ. [or Jq ]) of locuts, to
roast, or fry, themin. (C.) life set up a )"..'
[q. v.], to cooAfood in it: (T, TA :) or he cooked

food in a J"). (1.)..m l 3,l: see 5.
10. JL,tl He deired, or requested, to be,

or to go, onfoot. (KL.)

j+;: ee O.:--and fi; the latter in

two places. ~ ee also J.;, in two placea
'"' )qp.3j, in some of the copies of the ]g,

erroneously, jil;j: ee 8, near the end of the
paragrph.

3 j, [The leg of a human being and of a bird,
and the Aind lag of a quadruped; in each o£ these
senses opposed to .t ;] the part fr%qn thAe root of
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ith tahig to the [sob ofJ tAe foot of a man [and
of any animal]; (Mgh, M9 b, ;) i 1
meaning that [limb] ~ which the man wal/s:
(Mb :) or the foot of a man [and of a bird, and
the hind foot of a quadruped: or rather it signi-
fies thus in many instances; but generally as
before explained: and sometimes, by a synec-
doche, it is used in a yet larger sense, as will be
explained below]: (]:) of the fem. gender:
(zj, Msb, TA:) pL j.;l: (9, Mqb, V, &c.:)
it bas no other pl. (Mqb, TA) known to Sb;
(TA ;) the pl. of pauc. being also used as a pl. of
mult. in this instance. (IJ, TA.) [Hence,]
iLe. J.lJ [Th Aind leg or foot, or it may here
mean the leg or foot absolutely, is a thing of
which no account, or for which no retaliation or
mulet, is taken]: i. e., if a beast tread upon a
man with its J.j, there is no retaliation or
mulet, if in motion; but if the beast be standing
still in the road, or way, the rider is responsible,
whether it strike with a ~ or a J.,. (TA.)
And J4. .Lj,li& 4Vb [lit. He is standing upon
a single leg; meaning] the is setting about, or
betaking himnuself to, an affair that press severely,
or heavily, upon him, or that straitens him.
(T, 1,TA. [In the C1g, &j.~ is erroneously
put for .]) And J- L5sk il tI am in
fear, or fright, lest a thing should escape me.
(TA.) _- JI,.1 [as though meaning Tlhe one-
legged;] a certain idol, of El-.Hijdz. (TA.) _
` I 1 .~. j t The very bright star [,B, called by
our astronomers "Rigel," and also called by the
Arab.s , j f ij l j ,] upon te lecftfoot of

Orion. (]zw.) [And utl ;iJ J t The

star X upon the right leg of Orion.] l.., JI vJl

t A certain plant, (8,) called also gl J4
the root, or lower part, of which, when cooked, is
good for chronic diarrhacea; mentioned in art.
.? [q. v.]. (TA.) Also A certain mode of

binding the udrder of a camel, so that thla young
one cannot suck, therewith, nor will it undo:
(9, K:) whence the phrase I,.l j .- , for

,ljipll J j .y . - o.~. (TA.) El-Kumeyt
says,

, ., .. ..

t[Thy dominion among the people has bound
with a bond not to be undone him nilo desires,
within the scope of it, transgression]:(9, TA:)
i.e. thy dominion has become firm so that it
cannot be undone; like as what is termed ,Jp.
.lWJI cannot be undone by the young camel.
(TA.) And one says, ,.,ll .j i;, o
meaning The affair was, or became, diffcult
to Aim: (IS and TA in art. 3.. :) or his life; or
subsistnce, was, or became, difficult to him.
(TA in that art.) - I.JI J. t A certain
plant, liba l '. 1' [see art. J;A: accord. to
Golius, the former appellation is applied to a
specier of atriplew, or orache]. (IAr, .)_
[And several other plants have similar appella-
tiona in the present day.] ._, ,I j. t A

csrtain,M~ [i.e. brandig-intrumrnt, or brmSdJ.

!(S -C·) ~-+t J' rAtt lefoot, or bAa, of th
door, upon which it turns in a socket in tah
tAre hold. (MA.) , I 2;) . tTe loer
curved extremity of the bow; (Kh, , ;) the
upper curved extremity being called its Ns: (Kh,

:) or the part bedowoits .4 [q. v.]: accord. to
AIn, it is more complete, or perfct, than its Jj:
accord. tb IAVr, di.l J;.j means, when tAe
string is bonnd, or braced, the upper parts of the
bow; and I., its lower parts; and the former
are stronger than the latter: and he cites the
saying,

[Would that the bows wre all of them, or wholly,
of what are termred J1jt]: the two extremities
of the bow, he says, are called its J A1l; and its
two notches, its Qti41; and its curved ends, its
X eL; and after the C tl are the AWjt~; and

after the ~UWI , the CQfI; and the portion
between the Ot wl, is its *,.; this being between
the two knots of the suspensory. (TA.) 

_.JI L. t t The two extremities of the arrow.
(Ig,TA. [In the former it is implied that the
phrase i, 3..j .]) J. A A canal
(el) ofa J-0 [or large rier]. (Kr, ]E, TA.)
_ .-. j also signifies t A part, or portion, of a
thing: (]~, TA:) of the fem. gender. (TA.) It
is said in a trad. of 'Aisheh, j .J L W

>z s.a IS, meaning S Aboo-
lekr gow to us] the half of a roasted sheep, or

goat, divided lengthwise [and I divided it into
shares, except its shoulder-blade, or its shoulder]:
she called the half thus by a syneedoche: (lAth,
O, TA:) or she meant the leg (,..g) thereof,

mith rwhat was next to it [for tE L.s in the O
and TA, I read tl;t] of the lateral half: or
she thus alluded to the whole therepf, like as one
does by the. term ,,t. (O, TA. [But see what
here next follows.]) And in another trad., the
J. of a [wild] ass is mentioned as a gift, mean-

ing t One of the two lateral halves: or, as some
say, the thigh: (TA:) and it is explained as
meaning the nwhole; but this is a mistake. (Mgh.)

Also t The half of a aj1; [or pair of leathern
bags, such as are borne by a camel, one on each
side,] of wine, and of olive-oil. (AHn, 1[.) 
It is also applied by some to t A pair of trouers

or drawers; and q1j j. occurs in this sense
in a trad., for &.kr Aj; like _ ; and

.a; tJ, whereas each is properly i1ej,; for
the Jk0. are of the articles of clothing for the
two legs: (IAth, TA:) this is what is meant by
the saying in the 1] [and in the O likewise] that

~j,-l also signifies jUJit _j, 4li [app. for

JlI J3ljJI e]. (TA.) - Also t A sarm,
or numerous asemblage, of locusts: (s :) or a
detached number (i' ) tAereof: (V:) [or] one

says [or says abo] ?1 j, , (, TA,) and
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i1i, F.t 3;J : it is msc and fern.: (TA:)
a pl. without a proper sing.; like Lt5 (a herd of
[wild] asses, 8) and anL (a flock of ostriches, S)
and jI;y (a herd of [wild] bulls or cows, 9):
(8, :) pl. JL;l; ( :) and so in the next two
senses here following. (TA.) -And hence, as
being likened thereto, (TA,) t An army: (1g:)
or a nu~nerou army. (TA.) - Also t A uhare
in a thing. (IApr, ]V.) So in the saying, ~ J

J JL. t [To me belongs a share in thy pro-
perry]. (TA.) - And t A time. (TA.) One
says, o.6 . ' J.U .UJl X, : That wras in the
time of such a one; (S, I, TA;) in Ahi life-time:

(g, TA:) like the phrase jjh e Uls. (TA.)
- Also t Precedence. (Abu-l.MekLrim, ].)
When the files of camels are collected together,
an owner, or attendant, of camels says, 3.*~ j J,
i.e. t [he precedence belongs to me; or] I
precede: and another says, 3l jJH J.1- t [Nay,
but the precedence belongs to me]: and they
contend together for it, each unwilling to yield it
to the other: (Abu-l-bMekhrim, TA :) pl. Jl..jI:
(V :) and so in the senses here following. (TA.)
-And t Distress; straitnes of the means of
subsistence or of the convenience of life; a state
of pressing wrant; misfortune; or calamity; and
poverty. (O, V.) - Also A man vwho sleeps
much: (0, ]L(:) fem. with . (TA.)- And A
man such as is termed !,3 [which means
foul in language; evil in disposition: one who
cares not what he does or says: very jealous:
one wtho does not mix, or associate as a friend,
with others, because of the evilness of his disposi-
tion, nor alight with them: &c.: see art. .;].
(0, 1.)~Also Blank paper; (O, ,' TA;)
without wrriting. (TA.)

.: see j..I, first sentence: and see also
J.', in two places. [It is also explained as
here follows, as though a quasi-in. n. of 4 in a
sense mentioned in the first paragraph on the
authority of the S and 0, or inf. n. of J.j; in the
same sense; thus:] The sending, ($, O,) or
leaving, (8, TA,) a lamb or kid or calf, (., O,
TA,) or a young camel, (g, TA,) and a colt,
(TA,) nith its mother, to such her rraenmer it
pleases: ($, O, !:) [but I rather think that this
is a loose explanation of the meaning implied by
3jj used as an epithet; for it is added in the g
and O immediately, and in the ]~ shortly after,
that] one says J. 'a (0, o0, ) and j,;.
(V) [meaning, as indicated in the 8 and 0, .A
lamb, or kid, or calf, sent with its mo her to such
her whenever it pleases, or, as indicated in the ],
suching, or that sucks, its mother]: pl. SJl;i.
(80, O, 1.) _ Also A horse [i. e. a stallion] sent
upon tae 3J [meaning marte, to leap them]:
(I:) and in like manner one says J. - u,

[using it as a pl., app. meaning horsa sent,]

(I accord. to the TA,) or V 'aii .. (CV,
and so in my MS. copy of the i]: [perhaps it
should be --.])

j~. (8, O, Mgh, M,b, g &c.) and t',
(0, h,) the latter a dial. var., (0,) or, accord. to
Bb and El-Fdriee, a quasi-p. n., [but app. of

J.l;, not of J,] caled by Abu-l-y~an a pl.,
(TA,) A man, u meaning the male of the human
saecies; (Mqb;) the opposite of ;t: ($, 0,
Mgh:) applied only to one srho has attained to
puberty and manhood: (?,* TA:) or as soon as
he is born, (g, TA,) and afterwnards also: (TA:)
pl. .1 j, (., Mgh, Mqb, V, &c.,) [applied in the
lur lxxii. 6 to men and to jinn (or genii), like
~,t and kt~1, and likewise a pl. of j.l;, and of

its syn. j.j,] and ; ..j, (., 1,) said by
some to be a pI. pl., (TA,) and ?a.I , (Sb,
Mob, K, TA, in the C1Y 5 ..j, [which is a mis-
take, as is shown by what follows,]) of the mca-
sure !,, with fet-h to the j, (Mqb,) [but this
is, properly speaking, a quasi-pl. n.,] said to be
the only instance of its kind except ;t.S, which,
however, some say is a n. un. like others of the
same form belonging to [coll.] gen. ns., (Msb,)
used as a pl. of pauce. instead of 4jl, (Sb, Ibn-
Es-Serr6j, M.b, TA,) because they assigned to
J no pl. of pauc., (Sb, TA,) not saying J;i
(TA) [nor a.j], and t l..j, mentioned by AZ
as another pl., but this [also] is a quasi-pl. n.,
and of it Abu-l-'Abbia holds t ll.j to be a
contraction, (TA,) and Ai;. (Ks, 1) and .1. ;

(Ks, ., V) and [another quasi-pl. n. is] t J.
(IJ, $.) ~;)11. 0"·., in the Vur [ii.
282], mean; [Tro witnesses] of the people of
your religion. (TA.) [J.j also signifies A
woman's husband: and the dual] a.S. [some-
times] means A man and his wife; predominance
being thus attributed to the former. (IA%r, TA.)
And t i;:, signifies A woman: ($, :) or,
accord. to Er-RAghib, a woman who is, or offects
to be, or makes herself, like a man in some of her
qualities, or states, or predicaments. (TA.) It
is said of 'Aisheh, (8, TA,) in a trad., which
confirms this latter explanation, (TA,) .iL.

t ---
.pi * 'LJ, (?, TA,) meaning She mwa like a

man in judgment. (TA. [See also q. .. ])

The dim. of b. is t , and wt : (.,
I:) the former reg.: (TA:) the latter irreg., as
though it were dim. of J.l;: ($, TA:) [but it
seems that , is properly the dim. of J,0~;,

though used as that of j J'.] One says, .J.,
sOj [He is a man unequalled, or that has no
second], (IApr, L in art. ... ,) and e;j tJ.
[A little man (probably meaning the contrary)
unequalled, &c.]. (. and L in that art.) And

it is said in a trad., J~- ., v l' cut
[The little man prosers if he rpea truth].
(TA.) _ Also One much given to coition: (Az,
O, ]:) used in this sense by the Arabs of El-
Yemen: and some of the Arabs term such a one

:.- (O, TA.) - And is.. J Jl;, q. v.
(Mgh, Mgb, .) - And Perfect, or complete
[in respect of bodily wigour or the like]: ('Eyn,
O, V, TA: [in the CV, ,A.l q) bl is erro-
neously put for J..llj J). l)J:]) or strong and
perfect or complete: sometimee it has this mean-
ing, as an epithet: and when thus used, 8b
allows its being in the gen. cas in the phrse,
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*;i J; J" _U [I passed by a man
father is strong &c.]; though the nom. case is
more common: he says, also, that when you say,
).~lt j, you may mean that ho is perfect or
complete, or you may mean any man that speaks
and that walks upon two legs. (M, TA.) l [In
the CB1, ;jq ·.j. is erroneously put for ~a.
J.j: and, in the same,ajl 3.;, s syn. with
j.Jl j+, is app. a mistake for ~Jl )..j; but
it is mentioned in this sense by 'Iyi:] see the
paragraph here fiAlowing.

.:;2; and its fem., with ;: see klj. l'

j. 3 (ISk,8, Mb, ) and ' S; (ISk, , )
and j., (Myb, V, [in the C1, erroneously,
)a+,l) Hair [that is wavy, or somewhat curly,
i. e.] of a quality between [, -, for which O,
is erroneously put in the Cs,] lankheu and
crispness or curlineu, (]C,) or not very crisp or
curly, nor lank, (ISk, $,) or neither tery crisp
or curly, nor very lank, but bete trealese thwo.

(Myb, TA.) - And l J.; and ;i4 (ISd,
Sgh, 1) and 1' i. (ISd, V, TA, but accord. to
the CV as next follows,] and ' ).;, with damm
to the :, added by 'Iy.d, in the Mesharik, (MF,

TA,) A man having hair such as is described
above: pl. Sj4;j and Ji4.; (M, ,;) the former,
most probably, accord. to analogy, pl. of J..j;
but both may be pls. of J; and J;j: accord.
to Sb, however, .j. has no broken pl., its pl.
being only Xjj.i. (M, TA.) - See also ,
in two places.

a;j: se , ,f., first sentence, in two places:

- and 3,4 -_ See also the next paragraph.

0..j The going onfoot; (T, .,' M, TA;) the
act of the man who has no beast [to carry him];
(T, TA;) an in£ n. (T, S, TA) of ,j.j: (T, TA:
[see 1, first sentence:]) or it signifies strength to
walk, or go on foot; (M9 b, I;) and is a simple
subst.: (Mqb:) and also e,cellkce of a avl;
[meaning horse or ass or mule] and of a camel
in endurance of longjourneying; in which sense
[Az says] I have not heard any verb belonging
to it except [by implication] in the epithets `.' ,
applied to a she-camel, and k3e+, applied to an
ass and to a man: (T,TA:) and (M) t1,
with kesr, signifies vehemnce, or strength, of
walking or going on foot; (M, ] ;) as also t ;.j
(I. [In the V is then added, "or with 4amm,
strength to walk, or go on foot;" but it seems
evident that we should read "and with damm,"
&c., agreeably with the passage in the M, in
which the order of the two clause is the reverse
of their order in the J.]) One says, i 

Ap~.JiI r and !jI C", i.e. [May God gire
thae a beast to ride upon, and so relieve thee
from going onfoot, or] from the act of the man
who ha no beast. (T, TA.) And ~L.3 y j He
has strength to walk, or go on foot. (Meb.)-
And The state, or condition, of being a J.j [or
man, or male human being; generally meaning
manhood, or m~ or manfflnes]; (, !;)



Jq.

(AHeyth, TA:) or that 4mpedt the feet by its

d.ficully. (Er-rBghib, TA.) -Ui is also a

pl. of -: ( :) [and app. of J~; also.]

;q., fem. of J.Jl q. v.]. _ See also the next
preceding paragraph.

yr.j sing. of .j.4J, which latter is applied,
with the article J1, to Certain men who used to

run (J . I. y, so in the O and 1, but in the
T O,j [which is evidently a mistranscription],

TA) tpon their feet; as also t.*j', in like
manner with the article Jl: (O, ], TA:) in the

T, the sing. is written Lb.j; and said to be a

rel. n. from La..JI; which requires consideration:
(TA:) they were Suleyk El-ManJinib, (O, .K,
TA,) i. e. Ibn-Sulakeh, (TA,) and EI-Munteshir
Ibn-Wahb El-Bahilee, and Owfa Ibn-Matar El-
M&sinee. (O, 15, TA. [All these were famous
runners.])

Ia: seei i.

Ci j; and its fem., if/-: see jse ;.

cj [a quasi-pi. n.]: see J;.

i5;-: see 31c;, in two places. - Also i. q.

L±;; and so tJ1;; (15;) i.e. (TA) tThat
walks, or goes on foot, much; or a good goer;
or] strong to raUk, or go, orgo on foot; (?, in ex-
planation of the latter, and TA;) applied to a man,
(, 1g, TA,) antl to a camel, and an ass: (TA:)
or the latter, a man that walks, or goes on foot,
much and well: and strong to do so,wNith patient
enduratce: and a beast, such as a horse or an
ass or a mule, and a camel, that endures long
journeying with patiences: fem. with : (T, TA:)
or, applied to a horse, that does not become
attenuated, or chafed, abraded, or worn, in the
hoofs [by journeying]: ($, O:) or, so applied,
that does not ronsat: and rendered sbmitive, or
manageable; bromen, or trained: (,* TA:) the
fem., with 3, is also applied to a woman, as
meaning strong to walk, or go onfoot:. (TA:)

pl. Li- [most probably of Sj , agreeably with
analogy,] and J1.j. (1.) - Also A place of
which the two ewtremities are far apart: (M,

g,* TA:) in the copies of the 1g, A .1, l is
here erroneously put for iOj;l1: and the M
adds, trodden, or rndered even, or easy to be
travelled: (TA:) or rugged and hard land or
ground: (0, TA:) and a hard place: and a
rugged, difficult, road, in a mountain. (TA.) m

Also, applied to speech, i.q. *,, - [i.e. EE-
temporized; spokun ectemporaneowuly, impromp-
tu, or without premeditation]. (0, j, TA.)

..~ dim. of .~;, whicb see, in two place.

a- · A

(sh-e,: o e ) _ r ., c "-
(sheep or goats) brought tlhmforth li.e. their

a also 'Pi.. (Ks, ., TA) and t I,. (IAC,

, 15) and V iJ,.j (Ks, T, T) and V ,4; ; ( ;)
of the clas of inf. ns. that have no verbs belonging
to them. (1Sd, TA.) And The hahving a com-
plaint of the J [i.e. leg, or foot]. (TA.)..

And in a horse, (?,) or beast, (41;, 15,) A white-
ness, (J,) or the hAaving a whiteness, (?,) in one
of the ;'4 [i. e. hind legs or feet], (S, 15,)
without a rwhiteness in any other part; (TA;)
as also t J .>. (V1.) This is disliked, unless
there be in him some other [similar] C,.. (a.)

'a.,: see the next precedling paragraph, first
sentence. ~ [Also, accord. to the ]g, a pl. of
j.l; or of one of its syns.] And A herd, or
detacAed number collUcted together, of wild
animals. (IB, TA.) - And A place in which

grow [plants, or trees, of the kind called] ,
(s,) accord. to Az, in whichAgroN many thetAreof,
(TA,) in ones Lj [or meadow]. (.) - And
A water-cours,t or channel in whicA mater florws,

( ~, ,) from a [stony tract such as is called] t.
to a of., or plain, tre,t: (1 :) pl. j4; (f, :;)

a term similar to 4 [pL of ,.]: o says
Er-R6ghib: tAe waters (he says) pour to it, and
it retainta them: and on one occasion he says, the

aj is like tahe ji; it is wide, and people alight
in it: he says als, it is a water-course of a plain,
or ft, tract, such as is mtA*, or, as in one copy,

.#, [which is app. the right reading, meaning

productive of much herbage]. (TA.) - A---
also signifcs A speies of the [hind of plants
called] U,!.. (15.) - And, accord. to [some
of] the copies of tho 1V [in this place], The ;

but correctly the (. [as in the C1] here, and

in the 1V &c. in art. eJ]; (TA;) .q. lJ1

i._JI; (~, MNb, TA;) thus the people com-
monly called it; i.e. .14i.JI aJI; (TA;) [all
of these three appellations being applied to Purs-
lane, or purslain; and generally to the garden
purslane:] it is [said to be] called ti..JI because
it grows not save in a water-course: (;: [i.e. the
wild sort: but see art. j._:]) whence the saying,

· I- O*~_ [explained in art. _.], (, ,)
meaning this " : (TA:) the vulgar say, 
.q..). (~, 1, TA. [In the C1,, erroneously,

.:ee Ja , in two place.

U,.j a quasi-pl. n. of J.j, q. v. (TA.)~-
[Also fem. of the epithet '/J.]

~j.j fem. of mi4 ": see J.1;, near the end

of the paragraph.-. . ,. and V,;j. A

[(tony tract nuch as is cauled] ;j_ that is roh
[or rugged], in whicA one goes on foot: or level,
but abounding with stones: (lg:) or rough and
diffcult, in which one cannot go ecept onfoot:
(TA:) or the latter signifies level, but abounding
with sto~, in wkich it is difflclt to go aleong:
( :) or Amerd and roghA, wich ho~ and caml
cannot tram~r, and non can bt a man onfoot:

young ones] one after another. (El-Umawee, T,
1, o, V.)

J i. q. q- tj1;, q. v. (Az, TA.)

J4;: } qr-pL ns. of J;, q.v.

&-1 (8, Mgh, Msb, 15, &c.) and t, (Mgh,
Msb, ],) the latter of the dial. of El-Hijaz, (MF,)
in copies of the M written t' .,;, (TA,) and

' &. (S, O) and t Je [afterwards mentioned
as quasi-pl. n.] (V) and P Xd. (, 10) and

j;;, (5,) but this last is said by Sb to be a
quasi-pl. n., (TA,) Going, or a goer, on foot;

a pedutrian; afootman; the opposite of ,,'U;
(8, Msb;) one having no beast whereon to ride,
(], TA,) in a journey, and therefore goin[g on

his feet: (TA:) see also j ;j: pl. t 1a,I; (Ks,
T, ?, M, Msb, K,) [or rather this is a quasi-pl. n.,]

written by MF Jl4., as on the authority of Agei,

but the former is the right, (TA,) and jl.J (Ks,

T, ?, M, M9b, ]) and t P R, (q, Msb, TA,) this
last mentioned before as being said by Sb to be a
quasi-pl. n., (TA,) like _a ($, Msb, TA) and
.;jA, and occurring in the ]Kur xvii. 60, (TA,)

all of J6 (, Msb,) and (, M, 1.,) of
5 t.j (?) and of 4j1, (TA,) [but more com-
monly of ` .J, q. v.,] and t i.J, (S, O, ],) of

i , (, O0,) and ;.J, . M, M ,) of J4.,

(s,) or of X j, (TA,) and JR1j and 5.'j,
(M, V,) which last is of o o r of , (TA,)

and ii. [a p1. of paune.], (M, 15,) written by

MF , and if so, of J.1j, like as is is pl.

of ,lS, (TA,) and ' ai.;, (T, M, ]g,) [blht
this is a quasi-pl. n., mentioned before as of J.j,

q.v.,] and .j, (M, 15,) which may be pl. of

j. which is pl. of Jn,1j, (IJ,) andl Jqlt,
(M, K.,) which may be pl. of the pl. LL. ;1, (IJ,)

and ~-;, (M, 15,) and to the foregoing pls.

mentioned in the 1V are to be added (TA) '4,.

(Ks, M, TA) which is of ;j.;, (TA,) and J.J,

like ;.2, (Alei, TA,) and [the quasi-pI. ns.]
v jQt;' (Ks, T, M, A1lei, TA,) termed by MF
au anomalous pl., (TA,) and t* .j, (AHei,
TA,) said by MF to be extr., of the class of

J.j, (TA,) and ' .j, (AHei, TA,) said to be

a quasi-pl. n. like '_ and , . (TA.) Az
says, I have heard some of them say ' J as

meaning Je.j; and its pl. is ( .;. (TA.)

And a.llj and ?aJ- are applied in the same
sense to a woman, (Lth, TA,) and so is t .I'j

[fem. of ib. , like . fem. of i ?]: (S :)
and the pl. [of the first] is j~.1 (TA) and ([of
the first or second or] of the third, g) j1.j (Lth,
1, TA) and Ol. (1.) - Lh mentions the say.

ing, J&1; ,.l I. b ~ , but doe not explain
it: it seems to mean [Do not thw:] may thy
motr mourn, and be bmft of thAse. (TA.) -

Boo t.1046
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tjij AA o ii%a meas A ecmeld (let to
give nick to Asr young one,] not having her rr
bound mwit thsA!I. [q. v.]. (i)

l;[ ~ The pastor's j;·i [or ram] upon nhich
hA conveys, or put. to be borne, his utensile. (AA,
0, V.) So in the saying of a poet,

a p -3- - a, I ,. a J ,J
* �|s O Si '

I

(AA, TA,) meaning [And he passed the day]
spinning frbm a portion of woolt [ound in the
form of a ring upon his hand], termed Z,
[amid a lock of ccp, with a ram upon which he
conveyed his utensils,] ever collUeting [to himself],
and coveting, or labouring to acquire, save when
he was sitting cooking . [i. e. colocynias or
their seeds or pulp]. (T and TA in art. .,&:
where 41q. is likewise explained aa above.)

J: sce J)j, in two placel.

t,j· A man large in the [J i.e. leg, or
Joot]: ( l, 1:) like .sjI "large in the knee,"
and jr,ll "large in the head." (TA.) - And A
horse, (§,) or beast, (41j, ]V,) having a white,tles
in one of hi. 0s . [i. e. hind legs orfeet], (S,
V,) withot a whitenesscu in any other part. (TA.)
This is disliked, unless there be in him some other
[similar] .d~. (S. [Sce also 2 in art. ... ])
The fem. is :.Qj, (5g, .I,) which is applied in
like manner to a sheep or goat: (S:) or to a ewe
as meaning wrhose gi.'. [or hind legs] are white
to the flanks, (M, TA,) or with tie -flanks, (T,
TA,) the rest of her being black. (TA.)
-- 0.. -. a1 . a

means [lie is the more manly, or manful, of the
two men; or] he has a that is not in the other
[of the tnwo men]: (T, TA:) or Ae is the stronger
of the two men. (K.) ISd thinks OJn,l it thlis
case to be like u. ;, as having no vcrb. (TA.)

b app. a 1pl. of ,., which mayv be pl. of

tojJ, which is pl. of tj [q. v.]. (TA.).
Also Men accustomned to, or in the habit of,
taking, capturing, catching, snaring, or trapping,
game or wild animals or the like, or birds, or fuh;
hunter, fowlers, orfishe,ren. (igh, g .)

e,3: sce a.bij, last signification.

i. q. ,&S [q. v., i. e. The herb small.

age]; (V;) of the dial. of the Sawid; one of
the herbs, or leguminouw plants, of the garden.
(TA.).

~..M msee .j;, of which it is a quasi-pl. n.:
- and 

.A woman that brings forth men-children;
(M, TA;) i. q. q ., (M, ], TA,) which is the
epithet commonlyiknown. (M, TA.)

i,F A copper cooking-pot: ($, Mgh, 14b:)
or a opr eooking~ot: (iam p. 40 :)

Bk. I.

jq.j -Aq*-i

or a coohing-pot of tones [or tone], and of
copper: ( :) or any cooking-pot (Mgh, M 9b,
TA, and ]gam ubi suprA) or vesjel in which one
cookA: (TA:) of the masc. gender: (I:) pl.
J.!.. (.am ubi supr.. And A comb.
(Mgh, .)_ Also, and t,., (],) the latter
on the authority of IAr alone, (TA,) A sort of
[garment of the hind called] t, of the fabric of
El-Yemen: (' :) pl. as above, j-l,; with
which .lr occurring in a trad., is said in the

A -e a .,T, in art J*, to be syn.: [and * uq w
signifies the same as J.' :] it is said in a prov.,

, * tsq; . JJ .~ N ,Lb .d a a

Rcently thy s of the sort caUed ;]
i.e. thou hast only recently been clad with the
jt/,; and usedst to wear the .l: fwhence it
appears that the J-a may be thus called because
worn only by full-grown men :] so says IAg:
it is said in the M that u.. ,,~ is from
Jq.p..kJI I. ea. ..*., perhaps a mistranscrip-
tion for 4-.' ]: (TA:) [but] t J..° signi-
fies a eort of garments, or cloths, variegated, or
.figured; (~ and ]~ in art. .J~.j* ;) similar to theA
04I-t5 or similar to these in their variegation or
decoration, or taeir figured forms; as explained
by Seer and others; (TA in that art. ;) [where-
fore] 8b holds the .* of ).j..t3 to be an essential
part of the word; (S in that art ;) and hence
Seer and the generality of authors also say that it
is a radical, though Abu-l-'Al. and some others
hold it to be augmentative. (MF and TA in that
art.)

A -.
u A maker of cooking-pots [such as are

caUle J , pl. of j;!]. (MA.) - See also
the next preceding paragraph.

"4e... A woman r who is, or affect. to be, or
makes herself, like a man in guise or in spech.
(TA. [See also voce

J;qI- A skin, (Fr, TA,) or such as is termed
a Jj, (1,) that is sltripped off [by beginning]
from one Jj [or hind leg]; (Fr, ], TA ;) or
from the part where is the Ja.. (M, TA.)
And 2a.ps -U' A eheep, or goat,; shinned [by
beginning] from one ,.~: (I-am p. 667:) and
in like manner V 3... applied to a ram. (Lb.,
lg voce i* which signifies the contr. [like

~J.'].)- Also A [skin such as is termed] j
full of wine. (4A, O, .) - A [garment of the
kind called] .,to upon which are the figures of
men; (];) or upon which are figures like those
of men. (TA.) - And A garment, or piece of
cloth, (O, TA,) and a ~, (TA,) ornamented in
the borders. (O, ], TA.)i Combed hair. (O,
TA. [See its verb, 2.j)l J ;ls. Locuset
the tracee of oe wings are seen upon the
ground. (ISd, V.)

;t A gazele whose J4 [or hind leg] hau
fallen [and is cajught] in the snare: when his ,1
[or fore leg] h4 fallen therein, he is said to be

,e. (TA.) - See also the next preceding
puagraph.

Jq; . : mee ljmq.., last sentence.

O;y A man holding the Aj with his hands
and feet, (Is, TA,) because he is alone: (TA:)
[i.e.] one who, in producing fire with the ,
holds the lower ,.6j with hisfoot [orfeet]. (AA,
TA. [See 5.]) One nwho collect a detached
number (Ai, [or Jq'y]) of lowats, to roaet, or
fry, them: ($:) one who lights upon a J.-j of
locuts, and roasts, or fries, tome of them, ([,
TA,) or, s in the M, cooks. (TA.)

>9:see Jqt.J

1..;.j signifies The throwing, or casting, of
stones: (., :) this is its primary meaning:

a·-(f, TA:) you say, a4 , aor. , inf. n. ,,,
(J, Msb, TA,) He threw, or cast, stone at him;
or pelted him with stones: (~, TA:) or he struck
him, or emote him, with .4j, meaning tones:
(Mvb:) and:S is syn. with..,j, as an inC. n.:
thus some explain the saying, in thie ]ur [Ixvii. 5],

· .oi~ t. j E t"t4 [And we hare made
them for casting at the devils; meaning shooting
star, which are believed to be hurled at the devils
that listen by stealth, beneath the lowest heaven,
to the words of the angels therein: but see othier
explanations below, voce,**.j]. (TA.) _- Hence,
(~, TA,) The act of la.yinig [in any mnanner, but
generally stoning, i.e. putting to death by #toning].

(g, .) So in le; $ . [The i laying,
or stoning, of the two married persons wrhen they
have committed adultery]. (TA.) - (t The act
of beating, or battering, the ground with the feet.]
One says of a camel, .l., 4. t [Ile beats, or
batters, the ground], i. e., with his feet; which
implies commendation: (TA:) and so one says
of a horse; ( ;) or ,,g,jI .; . (~.) And

one says also,.^ .r., meaning t [He catne
beating, or battering, the ground; or] pasing
along with an ardent and a rapid rnnAing. (Lb,
l, 0 TA.) [See also 8.] - t The act of cursing.
( A, TA.) - t The act of revUing. (IC, TA.)
l ,e..j, in the ]ur xix. 47, means tI ,ill

asuredly revile the: (B4, Jel, TA: see also
another explanation below, in this paragraph :)
or I will assuredly cat stones at thee, (B14, Jel,)
so that thou shalt die, or shalt remove far from
me. (Bd.) And you say, Ji4t ° j, meaning
t I uttered foul, or evil, slech against him.
(Meb.) [See also j.] - t The act of driving
away; expelling; putting, or placing, at a dis-
tance, amay, or far aweay. (gC.) - t The act of
cutting off from friendly, or loving communion
or intercourse; forsaking; or abandoning. (C.)
- Also [as being likened to the throwing of
stones, in doing which one is not sanre of hitting
the mark,] i. q. J (], TA) ' ,ii, .AtI
t [The act of spaking of that which is hidde, or
which has not become apparent to tAhe s er;
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and cojsecturing]; (TA;) or speawing conjectu-
rally: (B, TA:) and (1, TA) some say (TA)

i. q. s, [as meaning t a doubting]: (], TA:
[in the C15, aI1 is erroneously put for 4Il :]
and O, [which meane tan opining, or a con-

jecturing]. (1K, TA.) One says, .iJ , P t He

spoke of that which he did not know. (Ham

p. 494.) And 5jA ;,, (Z, TA) t He pokhe

conjecturally: (MA:) or he conjectured, or

opined. (Bd in xviii. 21.) lience, ;.; diJ

t He said it conjecturally. (Z, TA.) Hence also,
(TA,) ,,4i 1L;;, in the l5ur [xviii. 21], (?,

TA,) t [Speaking conjecturally of that which is
hidden, or unknown; as indicated in the ? and
TA: or] conjecturing in a case hidden from them.

(Jel.) One says also, ,Jl, ;;t jU, i. e. t He

said conjecturally, [or speaking of that rwhich
was hiddenfrom him, or unknown by him,] with-
out evidence, and ewithout proof. (Myb.) And

" - - -U 'i ;j t; . t [I became

a subject of conjecture, the real state of the case
whereof one was not to be made to know]. (?,

TA.) And i al4"', in the ]ur [xix. 47, of
which two explanations have been mentioned
above], ncans [accord. to Home] I will auredly
say of thmee, [thoughl] speaking of that which is
hidden [.from me], or unknonwn [by me], what

thou dislikest, or hatte. (TA.)---..-e,- OtJ

[if the latter word be not a mistranscription for

, q.-v.,] means A tongue that is chaste, or

perspicuous, and copious, in speech. (Myb in art.
.^j..) - See also the next paragraph, in three

places.

2. !. inf. n.,e., He placed upon the
grave . J [meaning large stones, to make a
gibbous covering to it]. (TA.) It is related in a
trad(l. of 'Abd(-Allah Ibn-Mughaffal, that he said,

S l.*j ', i. e. Place not ye Upon my grave

.,,; meaning thereby that they should make his
grave even with the ground, not gibbous and
elevated: the verb is thus correctly, with tesh-

deed: but the relaters of trads. say, 1 .;3 '

b,: (;:) [and it is said that] 'i,l Ms'eN (1,
TA,) aor. ', inf. n. .,`, (TA,) signifies d4 ,
(15,) i.e. lie put a tombstone to the grave: (T1 :)

or he placed upon the grave .at.j [a pl., like.~.j,

of a,~]: (1 :) or, accord. to Aboo-Bekr, 

*t 1.,, 3 means WVail not ye at my grave;

i.e. Msay not, at it, what is unmeemly; from.C.0
signifying "the act of reviling." (TA.)

3. 1 ,a~. [in its primary acceptation] is The
mutual throwing, or casting, of stones; or the
tying, or contending for superiority, in the throw-
ing, or casting, of stones. (Mgh. [See also 6.])
- [Hence,] tThe act of mutually reviling; or

the eying in reviling; or soS l . (TA.

[8see, agOin, 6.]) - And ,'3l *6 ,.qj, and

~,Ji, and yj&, (15,) inf. n. as above, (TA,)

t He exrted himmuf to the utmost in vying, or con-
tendingfor muperiority, in speech, and in running,

and in mar, or battle. (1, TA.) - And ... Ij,

(1,) or "'i 1, (0,) t He defended him, or his

people; or spoke, or pleaded, or contended, in
defence of him, or of them: (., 15, TAt:) and so

s;l; (TA.)

6. iJ.l , 1j3 They threw, or cast, stones,

one at another; or tied, or contended for supe-
riority, in throwing, or casting, stones, one at
another: (., TA:) and t 1 3l signifies the like
of this. (IAr, TA. [See also 3.]) - [Hence,]

1Jt :1, 3 : see s. -And *t , l .t .

I They reviled one another; or vied in reviling
one another. (TA. [See, again, 3.])

8: see 8. - [Hence,] j.l *. .n.3l, and

,t 1., tThe camels beat [or battered] the

ground (,p-j)~l ;) with their feet: or wvent

heavily, without lowness. (TA.) [See,. : and

see also 1, in two places.] - And .3 1 t It (a
thing) lay one part upon another; was, or became,
heaped, or piled, up, or together, or accumulated,
one part upon, or overlying, another; (Aboo-
Sa'eed, 1, TA ;) as also X J,tl. (Aboo-Sa'eed,
TA.)

10. a . .3 j-- said of a woman [who

had committed adultery], means She canme asking

the Prophet for.. .sJl [i.e. to be stoned.] (TA.)

Q. Q. 1. i.4b .3..4 H4e interpreted, or ex-
plained in another language, his speech. (g.) See
art.,m"..

, an inf; n. [of 1, q. v.], used as an appella-
tive, (Bd in lxvii. 5,) A thing that is thrown, or

cast, like as it a stone: pl. . (Bd ib., and

1]) Hence, in the 15ur (ubi supra), Clh~

;J,iJJ 1j.. And we have made them things

to be cast at the de~ ; meaning shooting stars:

[see also.^ :] or, as some say, m have made
them to be [means of] conjectures to the de~ of
mankind; i.e.,to the astrologers. (B4, TA. [See
another explanation in the first sentence of this
art.]) Also A friend; or a true, or sincere,
.friend; or a special, or particular,friend; syn.

Jgli.: and a cup-companion, or compotator.
(Th, 15.) See also the last signification in the
next paragraph.

.,j Stona (M9 b, TA) that are placed upon a
grame. (TA.) - And hence, (Mqb, TA,) A
grave; (S, Myb, 1:, TA;) because stones are col-

lected together upon it; (Mqb;) as also ?V

and °.j: (1 :) the pl. of... isn . : you

say, ,.LJa Thes~ are the grame of [the

tribe of] 'id: (TA :) and t ,~ , of which the
pl. is and .l., signifies also, like as does

V ,., stones, (g,) or high stones, (TA,) that are
uet up upon a grave: (1, TA:) or both these
signify a sign [that is set up upon a grave; or a
tombstone: see 2]: (1]:) or the former of them

(9#.) signifies stones collected together, (Lth,
M9 b, TA,) as though they were the grat of [the

tribe of] 'Id; (Lth, TA;) and its pl. is l..':

(Msb:) or it is sing. of ... and )l., which

signify large stones, l than [such as are termed)

Aj, (s,) or lihe.at:j, (TA,) sometimes collected
together upon a grae toform a gibbous covering

to it. (.)A lso (i.e. .. j) A well. ( .)-
And A [kind of oven such as is called) jjJ

[q. v.]. (1K.) - And i. q. i;., withi., accord.
to the 15, i. e. A round space in the ground: or,

as in other lexicons, ";,d. [meaning a hollow, or
cavity, in the ground, made by digging, or natural].
(TA.) ~ Also Brothers, or brethren: [a quasi-

pl. n.:] sing., accord. to Kr, .; and..; [so
that the latter is used as a sing. and as a pl. ;]
but (ISd says, TA) I know not how this is. (1,

TA.) [See also...]

. The [shooting] stars that are cast [at the
devils; like , as explained by some, pl. of

~j, q. v.]. - See also the second sentence of
the next precedinf paragraph.

-j: see .. j, second sntence. - [It is ap-
plied in the present day to Any heap of stones
thrown together or piled up.] - Also A [hind of

turret, such as is called] ;-j, like a :w [i. e.
tent, or housce, &c.], around which they used to
circuit: a poet says,

0

[Like as when he rwho beat the ground circuited
around the a,. j]. (TA.) - a., [thus written,

but perhaps it is t* .),] is also sing. of l u

signifying [IIiUs, or mountains, &c., such as are

called] ,A. [pl. of · A]. (AA, TA.)

3.q.j: see,.q..j, second sentence, in two places:
- and see also *j. - Also The hole, den, or
subterranean habitation, of the hyena. (g, 1.)
- And A thing by means of which a palm-tree
that is held in high estimation is propped; (1 ;)

also called J..'a; i.e. a hind of wide bench of stone

or brick ( -;3) against which the palmtree
leans; as is said by Kr and A.Hn: the.) is said
to be a substitute for -r; or, as ISd thinks, the

word is a dial. var., likeo J.J.j. (TA.)

.:;. i. q. ,4; (S, 1;) i. e. A stone twhich
is tied to the end of a rope, and nwhich is then let
down, into a well, and stirs up its black mud,
after which the water is drawvn forlth, and thus
the well is cleansed: (TA:) tsonetimres it is tied
to the totremity of the cross piece of wood of the
bucket, in order that it may descend more quickly.
(S, 1].) - Also A thing that is constructed over
a well, and acros which is then placed the piece
of moodfor the bucket. (AA, I.) And [the dual]

i L..vj Two pieces of wood that are set up over
a well, (S, g, TA,) at its head [or mouth], (S,
TA,) and upon whmich is set the pulley, (S, 15,
TA,) or some similar thing by means of which
one draws the water. (TA.) - Also a pl. of

';.. , (, b .)

..j: see the next paragraph.

.?*1; and t.j. Thrown at, or cast at, with
stones. (g.) The former is said to be applied to
the devil because he is cast at (.,*^) with

[shootinl] stars. (TA.) [In the MA, ~ j, as

well as ,/, is explained as signifying Stoned:

but it is probably a mistmancription forA..jgm.]I

1
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- Slain [in any manner, but generally meaning

put to death by being stoned]. (g.) Ci. jS

*Oi s.-lll, in the lpur [xxvi. 116], is explained
as meaning Thou shalt assuredly be of those
slain in the most il manner of slaughter:
(TA:) or the meaning is, of those smitten with
stone: or, t reviled. (Bd, Jel.) - Also the
former, t Cursed, or accursed; and in this sense,

L e. c. gl, .tr , applied to the devil. (TA.)

_iAnd i Reiled; [and so v4., as shown
above;] and in this sense, also, said to be applied
to the devil: and so in the two senses here fol-
lowing. (TA.) - t Driven awtay; expelled;
put, or placed, at a distance, away, orfar away.
(TA.) - And t Cut offfrom friendly or kroing
communion or intercourse; forsaken; or aban-
doned. (TA.)

a'e. sing. of ., .;, which signifies Mioun-
tains at nwhich stones are cast [app. from some
superstitious motive, as is done by Arabs in the
present day]. (TA.)

.. /j 3 ; pl... I4jJ: see art. ....

i m:.3 and e1 .%p and i P1 _p.
and aI,3: see art...qj.

: A hlorse that beats [or batters] the

ground ( .j9 ! L. ' ., S, or ,; _I ,, O)
with his hoofs: (~, ]:) or'that is as though he
did thus: (TA:) or that runs vehiemently: (yIam
p. 158:) applied also in the first sense to a camel;
implying commendation: or, as some say, heavy,
without slowness. (TA.) And 1 A strong man:
as though his enemy were cast at withl him:
(8,.I :) or a defendler of his _a. [i. c. 1ind, or

hindred by the father's side]. (A, TA.) IAar
says, A man pushed another man, whereupon he
[the latter] said, X A5 y ... 4 l is^ J

.c.. t [Thou shalt a.uuredly find me to be one

haoing a strong shoulder-joint and a stay that is
a means of support]. (TA: but there written
without any syll. signs.) ., P iLJ means t A

tongue copious in speech; or chaste, or perspi-
cuous, therein; or eloquent: and strong, or potent.
(TA. See also 1, last sentence but one.)

-j.e. i. 1. lJJ, [or 1W3, which means A
slin?; and A. y.e, q. v., app. signifies the same]:

pL..; ... (TA.)

. A narrative, or story, of which one is not
to be made to know the real state: (., ], TA:)
or, as in some of the copies of the ., of nhich one
knows not, or will not know, whether it be tueo or
fale: (TA:) or respecting which conjectures are
formed. (I{am p. 494.)

.;.1, [app. A sling; like ' ;] a thing
with which stones are cast; (Q1, TA;) i. q. .,

[q. v.]: pl. . l --. (TA.)- And t A camel
that stretche out his neck in going along: or
that goe strongly, or verhemently i (, TA;)

as though beating the pebbles (,, - fJI. )
with h feet. (TA.)

.. eq-~s: see . , in three places,

.l, pl of 't, [q. v.]. (TA.)- Also
t Foul words: (M, V :) a pl. of which no sing.
is mentioned. (TA.)

_*.ig One casting [stones] at thel, thou casting
at him. (Iar p. 567.)

~H.': see . ,.

: see art. .qj.

L 'l-. ', (., ,) aor. ', (8,) in£ n.

.; jHe remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, in
the place; (, K ;) as also t 1̂.ji; (C, T1 ;)
and kept to it, or became accustomed to it; (.,

accord. to one copy;) and so & Os .;. (?,*Mqb,*
,* TA: all in art. ;..)_And ; ., (Fr,

8, ]~,) aor. '; (TA;) and , (Fr, , ],)

aor. ; (TA;) and -;. ; (Qp;) said of camels,
(Fr, S, 1,) cc.; ( ;) They kept, or became
accustomed, to the tents, or houses: (K, TA:)
and * c;... said of a she-camel, she remained
in [or at] the hous, or tent. (TA.) - And

TleJ ,. (S, 1~,) aor. c, (TA,) inf n. Ji'.J,
Tlhe beast mvas confined, kept close, or shut up,

and badly fed, (S, ]~,) so that it became lean:
(. :) or was confined to thefodder in the dwelling,

or place of abode. (K.) - And. l - .j ,,
(Lh, TA,) aor. ', inf. n. X"..*, (L and TA in
art. dL,,) [app. ie qept constantly to thefood;]

he loathed nothing of the food; and so ,tL.: and
in like manner one says of the camel, . .;

jI [he kept conttantly to the fodder; or
loathed nothing thereof]. (Lh, TA.) - And

i.~.j and j.. 1 [inf. ns. of which the verb is not
mentioned] A camel's feeding upon date-stones,

and seeds, or grain. (TA.) =_ l '., and
t .j1, He confined the camels to feed them
with fodder, not pasturing them, or not sending
or driving or conducting them forth in the morning

to the pasturage. (Fr, 8.) And t:.. . i.j

I.-· iHe confined his riding-camel strictly

in the house, making her to lie down upon her
breast, and not feeding her with fodder. (ISh,

TA.) And I1; X, (S, 1,) inf. n. ., (S,)
He confined, kept close, or shut up, his beast, and
fed it badly, (g, ],) so that it became lean:
(8:) or cofilned his beast to the fodder in the

dwelling, or place of abode; as also Vtv.:
(1 :) or, accord. to J, [perhaps a mistake for Az,
for it is not in either of my copies of the S,] on
the authority of Fr, the former signifies he con-
fined the beast from the pasturaog, without fod-

der: and t the latter, inf. n. *teJ3, he confined,
or restricted, the beast to fodder. (TA.) 

t ri ej He was athamed for himself, or of
himself, or was bashful, or shy, with respect to
such a one; he was abashed at him, or shy of
him; or he shrankfrom him. (AZ, 5.)

2: see 1, latter part, in two places.

4, as intrans. and trans.: see 1, in two places.

8. i!n3 jl: ee 1, first sentence.-Also It
was, or became, heaped, or piled, up, or together,

or accumulated, one .part upon another; syn.

;jI!, (,,) and *qJj!. (Aboo-Sa'ed, TA in
art.,j.) _ And, said of fresh butter, It was
cooksed [for the purpose of clarifying it] rithout
its becoming clear, and became bed, or spoiled:
(.8, I, TA:) or it turned in the shin containing
the churned milk: (TA :) or it became bad, or
spoild, in the churning: (TA in art. " :)

from f$1 iyI P1 meaning the fresh buttr's

coming forth from the sAin mixed with the thick
milk, and being in that state put upon the fire,
so that, when it boils, the thick milk appears
mixed with the clarified butter. (TA.) ;q.3j!

i;. , meaning The piece offresh butter became
mixed up with the inilk, is a prov., alluding to a
difficult affair which one cannot find the way
to adjust. (L in art. .i.) - IHcnce, (TA,)

..,,j. 1o .ejl Ub O. t The affair, or case,
of the eople, or party, became confused to themn.

(8, .*.)

· .1; That keeps to the tents, or houses;
domesticated,familiar, or tame; (, TA;) like

· ,.ls: ($:) applied in this sense to a bird:
(TA :) and in like manner 'lq.l applied to
camels: (S,* TA:) and to a sheep or goat (;U),
and a she-camel, that remains iis [or at] the

houses, or tentL (TA.) - And X.1; ;. A
sheep, or goat, confined, shut up, or kept close,
and badlyfed, so that it becomes lean. ($.)

1. a}, nor. ,_.1, (S, M,b,) inf. n- ),
($, M, o,)or , (Myb,) and .'j, (I, ,TA,
&cc, [in the C K erroneously written with the
short I, i. e., without the meddeh and .,]) or the

latter is a simple subst., (Msb,) and 5i';. (, v)
and ;. or ;,., (accord. to different copies ol

the 1,) or both, (C1.,) and ir,_.; (s;) and

t2... , (.,) inf.n. a·.,;; (1];) and V9 .',

($, ,) and ? 3;1, ($, Myb, 1I ;*) I hoped
for himn [or it; relating only to what is possible;

syn. with '.1; ee ,,'j, below]; all signify the

same: ($:) and aj, aor. .ga.j, is a diaL var.

of us_..: (M.b:) and , aor. e4.., like

i, is a dial. var. of at.j, aor. *j1, accord.
to Lth: it is disapproved by Az, because heard
by him on no other authority than that of Lthb;
but it is mentioned also by ISd. (TA.) One
says, J jl.;. G [I did not, or have

not, come to thee except hoping for that rhich is
good]. ($.) No regard is to be paid to the amer-

tion of Lth, that the saying It.h {.j ,; [I
did a thing hopingfor such a thing] is a mistake,

and that the correct word is only .1.j; for 4.
occurs in a trad., and in the poetry of the Arabs.

(TA.)-_ Sometimes ^., (.,) or j'J, (M1b,)

has the meaning of Ji.; (, Meb;) because
the hoper fears that he may not attain the thing

for which he hopes; (Mqb;) and so i4.j; (T,8;)
but only when there is with it a negative particle:
(Fr, T, TA:) you say, ` &,j L; t I feard not
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ftee: but you do not may, J13j' , meaning I
feared thee: (TA:) the saying in the l]ur [Ixxi.
12], ljU j J: C. means t[What
ailth you] that ye will not fear tAe greatnes, or
majesty, of God? (s:) or the meaning is, that
ye wiU not hope for God's magnifying of him
who enrves Him and obeys Him? or that ye wiU
not believe in greatnes, or majesty, belonging to
God, so that ye may fear disobeying Him?
(Bd :) another instance occurs in a verse of Aboo-
Dhu-eyb, cited in art. As, conj. 3: ( :) and
*l .i,l, also, signifies I Ae feared him, or it;
[but app. only when preceded by a negative
'particle, as in exe. cited in the TA;] (I, TA;)
in which sense it is tropical. (TA.) Accord. to
Lth, " is also syn. with ;1; and , ;. t-.
means Jlt t* [I do not care, mind, or heed]:
but this is disapproved by Az (TA.)i L .J
Ia brohe off, or ceasd, [app. by reawn of in-
ability,]fro rspeaking: (s:) or, accord. to As,
he became confounded, or perplawed, and unable
to ee his right course: or, as Fr says, he desired
to speah, and mu unable to do so: (TA:) and

vd .;SJ, like Lrj, he became unable to speak.
(.)

2: see 1, first sentence.

4. 'f She (a camel, 8, or a pregnant female
[of any kind], TA) was, or became, near to
bringingforth ; (., !~, TA;) so that her bringing
forth was Aoped for: accord. to Er-Raghib, the
proper signification is she made hAer owner to have
hope in Aimeyf that her bringingforth was near:
(TA:) and Otr.j means the same. (.) _

. JI .J I£e failed of getting any game;
(4;) [as though he made the game to have
hope;] and 6L,% signifies the same: (TA:) or
so .q.jI [alone], and L,,t [alone]. (] and TA
in art. ... ) And M.t (8, Mb,) inf. n.
4.*. l , (i,) I postpoMd it, put it off, deferred it,
or dlayed it; (8, Mgb, ( ;*) namely, an affiair
[&c.]; (8;) as also 44.jl. (8, Mqb.) [See the
latter verb: and see also an ex. in the lur vii.
108 and xxvi. 35; and the variou readings
mentioned by 13d in the former instance.]~

'e1 uj 1 lire made a side (.) to ta /
(8, g.)

5: see 1, first sentence. - [In the present day,
LO;3 is often used as meaning He be~ght, e-

treatd, petitioned, or prayed. ]

8: see 1, first sentence: -and again in the
latter part of the paragraph.

I.j The side, (J,) in a general sense: (TA:)
or the side of a well, (., Myb, J,) and of the
sky, (Fr-Pghib, TA,) and of anything; (8,
Mb ;*) and t l. signifies the same: (1}:) the
side of a well frn its top to its bottom; (TA;)
and the two sids thmreof: which last is also
[or properly] the meaning of the dual; which is

i;q..;: (. :) pl £,.*. (., Myb, ]g.) Hence,
in the gur [Ixix. 17],5 '-I ' ia ~ [The
an being at thesd thdeof]. (., TA.) They
aid, ol-1.l 11 t, meaning t He was cast

into ~ e of dstrtion: (.:) or it is said of
one who it held in mean estimation: (M, TA:)

: I. .* in the is a mistake for ~ 'ci, the
reading in the M: (TA:) u though the two
[opposite] sides of the well were cast at with
him. (g.) And one says of him who will not
be deceived so as to be turned away from one

course to another, C.lj"At1 ~ Li' 39 t [lit The
two sidea of the well wiiUnot be cast at with him];
in allusion to the well's two [opposite] sides' being
cast at with the bucket. (Z, TA.)

Iit.; [accord. to most an inf n., (see 1, in two
senses,) but acoord. to the Msb a simple subst.,]
Rope; syn. j1:; (. and M and 1 in art .al;)
contr. of b,t; (V1;) an opinion requiring the
happening of an evnt in which will be a caum
of happiness; (ErlRdghib, TA;) expectation of
deriving adMantago from an evnt of whicA a
caue has already occurred: (El-~[arllee, TA:)
or, su Ibn-El-Kemal says, properly, iq. q34:
and conventionally, the clinging of the heart to
the happmning of afuture loved eoent: (TA:) or
hope, or eager desire,for a thing that may possibly
Aappen; differing from ., which relates to
what is pomible and to what is impossible. (MF,
TA.) S8ee also .;.

,. [A thing oped for]: you say, .I b i
J; jij lThere is nothing for me to hopefor in
uch a one. (.)

lj [goping: and Fearing]. (Myb.)
*a d
ajIH A thing postponed, put off, deferred, or

ddeayed: (ISd, V.)

OI"jij 1I Redneu: (Myb, ]:) a certain red dye:
(V:) or a certain dye, intansely red: ( :) accord.
to A'Obeyd, (8,) what is called _&t; (8, ;)
and he says that the ,OGa is inferior to it (i,
[but this often has the contr. meaning]): it is
said also that Jl.jI is an arabicized word, from
the Pers. OI ll, which means a sort of trees
having a red blossom, of the most beautiful kind;
and that every colour resembling it is termed
os.LjJ 1 . (8.) Also Red: ( :) and red gar-
mente or clothes. (IAyr, ].) And one says *1
o".1.jl, mentioned by Seer has having an intensive

meaning; (M, TA;) in the 1V, · 1 l.jl .i;
but this is wrong; (TA;) i. e. Inteely red.
(g, TA.) And I e .j1 4tj. W [A illou,
or nappy, outer, or mrapping, garment, intensely
red]: (., M, A:) but IAth says that the most
common?,ractice is to prefix the word ~.4 or aitl
to oltJ".1j so as to govern the latter in tha gen.
case; [saying 91 sjq1 j) or J^ ejl J;]
and that the word [cjl. jl] is said by some to be
Arabic, the I and 0 being augmentative. (TA.)

I .. d
1 j.jI: see the next prededing paragraph.

I[~_ Postponed, put off, dqferred, or delayed;

as also I.~.] Some read [in the ]Kur ix. 107]

ebijeX ~,jq.J3. (& : see -iy', in art

rand " and] r and A:" A
fem-e near to bringing forth. (V,* TA.)-
[p also signifies A man who is one of tAe pople
[or sect] caUed the A~r.; ( ;) or on of tAe

itM., mentioned in art. q-j; as alsow d; and
so 1 q.,e; (g;) or this is [properly speaking]

a rel. n. from #.; (8;) and Srq.j also; (1 ;)
or rather this is another rel. n., like . (IB
and TA in art. .j, q.v.)

t.?jL: see what next precedes. You say 3;

.-- [A man of, or belongiig to, the ect called
the c; ]. (8.)

L ^.j: see 1 (firt sentce) in art. tj.

1. , se. peprs. ,, ] aor. :j, [inf n.,

app., j,] It (a solid hoof, &c.,) had the quality
termed . meaning u expl. below. (TA.)

R. Q. L t IHe (a man, TA) did not eced
the usual bounds so as to reach the bottom, or
utmost dqpth, of the object of his desire; (V1,
TA;) as, for instance, of a vessel: (TA:) [IbrD
thinks that it signifies he sought, by hi spec~h,
the expression of a meaning which he failed to
attain.] _ C: He spoke, or epres~ed
himelf, obliquely, ambiguously, or equivocally;
not plainly. (Jr, TA.) )- j;v a.t- i q.
dJL. [Ie protected such a one by intervening,

or by interposin$ something]. (..)

R. Q. 2. i.y.j3 She (a mare) straddled, in
order to stale. (S, A, .. )

a..; [or iA, 'o..] A serpent being, or becoming,
like a i,:t, or neck-ring, (04 ' , j, [see 5 in
art. jj.b,]) whAenfolding itself: (TA:) originally
Ze~j; (K ;) the U being changed into C. (TA.)

. Width in a solid hoof: such is approved;
(S,I ;) being the contr. of that which is termed

3_a.': but when it spreads out much, it is a
fault: (S:) or a spreading therein: (A:) or a
spreading thereof; and width of a human foot:
(Lth, TA:) or a spreading of a solid hoof, with
thinneu: or width of a human foot, with thinnes;
and in a solid hoof, which is a fault: or &~eceie
width in a solid hoof. (TA.)

and 1 and t I1t._; A thing wide
and spreading, (V, TA,) not deep, like a
and any similar vessel; as also ,; and l :
(TA:) [or t the third of these epithets signifies
very wide &c.; as will be seen from what follows:
and] $ the second signifies a thing ide and thin.
(s.) You say 5 ; :^ J A wide and low l;
as also ejb. (TA.) And t:; j I and c 5~j

Awide bowL (A.) And aj a and V,t ;
A bowl speding widely and ry widely]. (AA,
TA.) And it is said in a trad., 'JI a .4;
t i1;v Th middle of Paradise [ ] wide,i

1
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or ample: the I and i are added to give inten-
ivenesse to the signification. (TA.) - [Hence,]

U (A) and V ̂ t (?,A) MAn ample

and easy state of life. (t, TA.)

_ .· ·.- Isee the next preceding paragraph,
throughout.

S Spreading, (Lth, TA,) or widely expanded;

(TA;) applied to a solid hoof, (Lth, TA,) and
to a foot such as is termed J".: (TA:) and

wide; applied to anything: thus t.oj. a wide
humanfoot : (Lth, TA:) and a humanfoot having
the middle of the sole een with the fore part;
(L, TA;) flat-soled; i.e. having, in the sole, no
hoUom part that does not touch the ground:

(s:) and , t ;~. a wide callous protube-
rance upon the breast of a camel: (TA:) and
,;i ;4. a wide [bowl such as is termed] L ;
like t'L.;; wide and not deep : (A :) and 'i.~

wid, e 1 [pl. of"]. (IAr,J§.) liaving

a spreading hoof; (g, A, ] ;) applied to a horse,
(A,) and to a mountain-goat: (1, A, ] :) also,
applied to a man, having a wvide foot; (A;) or
havisg, in the soe of his foot, no hollow part that
does not touch the ground, ($, J,) as is the case
in the feet of the Zinj; (8;) having the sole of
the foot flat, so that all of it touches the ground:

fern. i .j: you say sAhi t.j ;l*!: a high
hollow to the sole of the foot is approved in a man
and in a woman. (T, TA.) Also, applied to a
camel, Having one foot clearing to another. (TA.)

1. jel, (Msb, K.,) said of a place, (Msb,) or
or a thing, (TA,) and , said of a land,

(h.,fi, .,) or of a comntry, ( , A, TA,) aor. ,
inf. n. A. (S, A, Myb, K) and ih,; (S, 1;)
and _ , (Msb,J,) and .. j, (TA,) aor.:,
(Myb, ],)inf. n. ._j; (Msb, TA;) and ,,~j,
(Myb, 1,) and ..*m.1; (TA ;) It was, or became,
ample, spacious, wide, or roomy. (S, ](, TA.)
jpll i and tV ej both signify the same,
i.e. The house, or abode, was ample, &c.; or may
the houe, or abode, be ample, &c. (~, TA.) And

they said, ".. j. *. 1 , meaning May
it (the country, 'jl,) be spacious to thee, and
be moistened by gentle rain, or by dew: so accord.
to Aboo-Is-h(sl. (TA.) ,;j ." L,;
J_i X., in the ]ur ix. 119, means The earth
became strait to them with [i. e. notn,ithstanding]

its paciounme. (Bd, Jel.) - ;, accord. to
the original usage, is trans. by means of a par-

ticle; so that one says, W4JlI j4 X v [The
place was, or may the place be, spacioUs with
thee]: afterwards, by reason of frequency of
usage, it became trans. by itself; and thus one

said, ;JI, JI ~j [The house, or abode, was, or
may the house, or abode, be, spacious with thee,
or to the]. (Myb.) - [Hence the saying,]

.Ur .J. ..l.e' t Was it proper, or

allowable, for you [to enter among his obeyers?
i. e., to become obedient to him ?]: (S, J],* TA:)
referring to El-Kirmanee, (so in the S,) or Ibn-
El-Kirminee-: (so in the TA:) mentioned by Kh,
on the authority of Nayr Ibn-Seiyar; but he says,
(S,) the verb thus used is anomalous; (l, ];)
for a verb of the measure Jai is not trans., (1,
TA,) accord. to the grammarians, (TA,) except
with the tribe of Hudheyl, who, accord. to AAF,
make it trans. (K, TA) when its meaning admits
of its being so: (TA:) Kh mentions the phrase

jIaJI_, ,.' [meaning The house, or abode, was,
or may the hous, or abode, be, spacious with, or
to, you]; but it is thought that there is an ellipsis

here, and that it is for l1.J01, -; and El-
Jelil Es-Suyootee mentions, on the authority of

AAF, the saying Ai. l ,1 ~ as meaning
.., [i.e. May God make wide his belly]:

(TA :) [J says, app. quoting Kh,] there is no
sound verb of the measure Wi that is trans.
except this; but as to the unsound, there is a
difference of opinion: accord. to Ks, a is ori-
ginally i^;1; but Sb says that this is not allow-
able, because it is trans. ( :) Az says that

';.'j is not held to be allowable by the gram-
marians; and that Nasr is not an [approved]
evidence. (TA.)

2: see 4.-. _ , ej , (?, A, M.b, ,) inf n.
,,- (S, A, 1;) and . )1,, (Iar p. 579,) e

said to him L.et; (s, Msb;) [he welcomed him
with the greeting of t .j; or simply he welcomed
himt;] he invited him to amplueness, spaciousne~,
or roomi~ss (A, .:) and ? ,4.., also, signi-
fies he said 1 .; but the expression commonly
known is t ,.j. (.aHr pp. 422-8.) You say,

-? e.i1 [I met him with the greeting of

tcot; or with welcomning]. (A.) See also

4: see 1, in three places. ~ .jl He made it
(a thling, S) ample, spacious, wide, or roomy;

(S, 1 ;) as also * 'j. (CI. [The latter is not
in the TA, nor in my MS. copy of the ..]) El-
ljHajjij said, when he slew Ibn-El-Iirreeyeh,

.-.. , . l jtl [Make wide, 0 young man,
his wound]. (.) And one says, in chiding a
horse or mare, _.jI (S, 1[) and U-.jl, (8, A,

l,) meaning Make room, and withdraw. ($,
A, J.)

6. An instance of this verb occurs in the saying,

t [This offair, or case, if the ways leading to it,
or the ways of commencing it, be easy, the wrays
of return fr.om it, or the ways of completing it,
are difficult]. (A, TA.)

Q. Q. L- ,;. ̂ p: see 2.

v4.. (S, A, Msb, V) and ' j (Msb, 1)

and t _jtv (V) ample, .pacious, mide, or roomy;
(., A, I ;) applied to a place, (Msb,) or a thing.

(TA.) You say _ . k, and L.j o;, An
ample, or a spacious, or wide, country, and land,
(.,) and Va -;j ,j,l also: and ,.j _ ; and

, ,~ an ample, or a spacious, or wide, place

of alighting or abode: and ~ J; .Wj a wide
road. (TA.) And t *j;'J. An ampl cooking-
pot: (gl:).and .I,.j alone is [elliptically] used
as meaning a cooking-pot. (am p. 721.) And

?,14 >;t51 A wide woman; (i;) meaning
wide in respect of the . (T]r.) And 3J.
-J,. ?1 t ;ihJA man ampl, or wide, in thc
belly: and, as mentioned by F.8uyootee, ta
great eater; woracious; (TA;) and so 

alone. (., K, TA.) And jL ~ J.;; (TA)

and j.11 t _.~.-j and 1 '1 g toj (, TA) A
man ample, or dilated, in the breast, or bosom;
[meaning tfree-minded; free from distress of
mind; without care: and free from narrowneu
of mind; liberal, munificent, or generou.] (8,
TA.) And lII _ ! Liberal, mnunifcent, or

generous; as alsoaIl ; and so '4 lIt

and t'l. (A, TA.) And ,Uli 4 means also

t Having ample, or extensive, power, or strength,
in cases of di.ficdlty: (TA in the present art.:)
or I having ample strength, and power, and might
in war or fight, courage, valour, or prowms·.

(TA in art. d.) And iD$b e 1 _; Xi

S Such a one has power, or ability,for that. (A.)
- See also ._j.

,~.j an inf. n. of W- [q.v.]. (S, Mb, T.)
[Used as a simple subst.,] Amplessu, spacious-
nes, wideneu, or roomines. (g, A, Mgh, ].)

You say, i, .1 jt ;;L. [He invited him to
ampleness, &bc.]. (A.) And hence the maying of

Zeyd Ibn-Thabit to 'Omar, _ , Jt t1, mean-

ing Adoance to amplenes, &c (Mgh.) Soe also
_,,, in two places. - [It is also used as an
epithet:] see the next preceding paragraph.

_;.z: asee the next following paragraph.

ai_j (., A, Mgb, Mrb, V) and ';G4, (A, Mgh,
M9 b, I5,) the former of which is the more chaste,
(A,) or the better, (Mgh,) or the more common,
(Mqb,) The court, open area, or spacious vacant
part or portion, (?, A, Mgh, Myb, ],) of a
mosque, (S, A, Mgh, M9b,) and of a house, (A,
TA,) or of a place; (VI;) so called because of its
ampleness: (TA:) and in like manner, between,
or among, houses: (A:) a desrt tract, (Fr, Mgh,
TA,) or a spaciouw vacant tract, (A,) or a spa-
cious piece of ground, (Mab,) between, or among,
the yards of the house of a people: (Fr, Mgh,
Myb, TA:) and sometimes thus is termed an
enclosure, or a [kind of wide bench of stone or

brick such as is called] t1 &;, that is made at
the doors of some of the mosques i the towns
and the rural districts, for prayer: hence the
saying of Aboo-'Alee Ed-Da~s1, [in which it
means an enclosre outside the door of a mos~ ,]
"It is not fit that the a,, . should enter the
,..j of the mosque of a people, whether the Fj_

be contiguous or separate :" and hence, also, in a
trad. of 'Alee, by the ,m.j of El-Koofeh is meant

a ;s; in the midst of the mo~e of -l.KoofeA,
upon which he used to sit and to preach, mnd
upon which he is related to have ast the spoils
that he obtained from the people of En-Nahnm;
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(gh :) pLt _ (., Myb, a) and 't 4._ (1)
[or rather these are coil. gen. ns. of which i3j
and 1,; are the no. un.] and [the pl. is] 31

and ;t 3 (8, Myb, 1) and ;. (1I.) -
Also, both word., An ample tract of land, that
produces muc herbage, and in whieh people
alight, or abide, much, or often: (Alln, ]5:)
pl. as above, accord. to the 1g; but accord. to
IAyr, i;..; signifies an anple tract of land;

(TA;) and he says that its pl. is _j, like as

jiJ is pl. ofi;i>; Az says that this ocurs as an
anomalons pi. of words of the defective clau, and
that he had not heard a word of the perfect class
of the measure Uii having a pl. of the meaure
3J; but that IApr is ah authority worthy of
reliance. (L, M,b.) And eLjl '; and ;gm.
Tha part of the aUlley in which its water ws
into it from its two sides: (]., TA:) pl. .,A,.
(TA.) [Or the pl.] ;.. signifies Plain, smooth,
or soft, places, in which water colbets and stag-
nate:: they are the places where vegetation is
most rapid, and are at the extremity of a valley,
and in its middle, and sometimes in an elevated
place, where water collects and stagnates, sur-
rounded by what is more elevated: if in a plain
tract of land, people alight and sojourn there: if
in the interior of water-courses, people do not
alight and sojourn there: if in the interior of a
valley, and retaining the water, not very deep,
and in breadth equal to a bow-shot, people alight
and sojourn by the side thereof: .r,o.j are not in
sands; but they are in low and in elevated tract
of land. (L.) - The place of aggregation and
growth of tAe plant called a [i.e. panic grass].
(1], TA.) - The place of grapes, (15,) [where
they are dried,] like the ;,'.for dates. (TA.)

The broadest rib (~, 1) in the breast:
(Q :) and the ;'%,. are the two ribs newt to the
armpits, amon the ulper ribs: (K :) or the
place to wAich each elbow returns [when, after it
has been remoed from its usual place, it is brought
bach thereto; which place in a beast is newt the
armpit]: (ffl, 1V:) it is there only that the camel's
elbow wounds the callous protuberance upon iis
breast: (s:) or the v~j is the place where the
heart beats, (Az, ], TA,) in a beast and in
a man: (As, TA:) or, as some say, the part
fi.om the place wAere the nech it set on to the
place where end the cartilages of Hth ribs, or the
extremities of the ribs projecting oxver the belly:
or the part betneen the two ribs of the base of the
neck and the place to which the shoulder-blade
return. [when, after it has moved from its usual
position, it is brought back thereto, i. e. its lower
part, next the armpit]: and the 'j, also

called the i ,IQL~j [perhaps a mistranscription

for .I;t4, as though the sing. were ',] of
the horse, are the upper parts of the J [or
two fanks.] (TA.) - Also A certain brand, or
mark made with a hot iron, upon the side of a
eamd. (8, 4.)

4,il$?l.5 ; [or perhaps O lIj.r]: see the next
preceding paragraph.

,,,1,: see ;, , in three placeh .

,; and its fem., with ;: see ;~, in six
place.

I ; ;, (81,) in some copih of the
Ig, erroneousy,. ;Jq1, (TA,) Ampleneu [of the
limits, or boundaries, and therefore] of the
tracts, or regions, of the land, or earth. (, 15.)

Si*1 4;1t .; Certain cellent she-camels,
so called in relation to 1, the name of a tribe
of Hemddn, (8, Mgb, V,) or of a certain stallion
(Az, ], TA) whence they originated, (Az, TA,)
or of a place (], TA) of El-Yemen called after
that tribe. (TA.)

-p 3 [is an inf.n., like V t . ; or a n. of
placee. You say lo (T , M TA) and
, It,.o (A, Meb) [and j. t1 .tLj] meaning
Thou hast come to, (T, $, TA,) orfound, (T, A,
TA,) amplenes, spaciouness, or roominess; (T,

, A, TA;) not straitnes: (T, TA:) or alight
thou, (Kh, Lth, TA,) or abide thou, (Kh, TA,)
in ampleness, &c.; (Kh, Lth, TA;) for such we
have for thee; (Lth, TA;) the word being put
in the accus. case because of a verb understood:
(Kh, TA:) or thou hast alighted in an ample, a
spacious, or a roomy, place: (Msb :) [or wrelcome
to amplenes, &c.; or to an ample, a spacious,
or a roomy, place: or simply welcome:] and

.l L:..m;2 Thou hast come to [or found, &c.,]
ampleeu, spacioumnes, or roominess, and [such
as thine own] kinsfolk; therefore be cheerful, and
ho not sad: (?:) and . .. r. Thou hast
found ampleness [and ease]: (K:) or ;; means
thou hast alighted in a plain, smooth, not rugged,
district: (T, TA:) and ;JU.~i, 41 j ;t and

.* 4~ 1 4. .t4, [May God grant ampleneu
to thee, and ease]: (5:) Sh says, thus I heard
IAr say: and the Arabs also say, a s-^ '),
meaning May it [the land or country] not be
ample, or spacious, to thee: L~., he says, is one
of the inf. ns. that are used in calling down
blessings or curses on a man; as le? and C,a9
and t; and , for 3i JL and .3 jts;
&c.: and Fr says that the meaning [of tle~- or

j L.4 is drnt.. ; [May God
invite thee to amplenes, &c.]; as though the last
word were put in the place of t4.. (TA.)-

~. Wtl means t The shade: so in the saying
of a poet, (~,) namely, En-Nibighah El-Ja§dee,
(TA,)

* .z .0 L5I · C*
--.-- * h.- V -7 
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[And how wilt thou hold loving communion with
him whosefriendship has become like the sltade ?].
(Q, TA.) It is also a surname of 'OrJoob, the
man notorious for lying promises. (TA.)
And .4. is the name of An idol that was in
Hadramort. (1.)

1. ,r, (s, A, Mob,p ,) aor. ', (A, Mo b,
g,) or d, (so in two copies of the S,) or both,

(L, TA,) inf. n. ,L. ($, M#b) and t.;,, [but
this is an intensive form,] (TA,) He wahed
(8, A, Myb, 5:) a thing, (A, 5J,) or garment,
(1, A, Mqb,) and his hand; ( ;) as also tk~ir t,
(IDrd, g,) which latter is of the dial. of El-
lijaz. (IDrd.) You say also, a $;y *4

";i s S t; ,[This is a disgrace which
nothing will wash from the]. (A: [but the
last word is not in the copy from which I quote.])
_- .p., (inf. n. as above, AZ, AAF,) txie
(a person suffering from fever) was, or became,
affected with what is termed U /,j [q. v.]:
(Lth, , A, ]:) or Ashe seated, and his rweat
became abundant upon the sides of his for·ehad
aborve te temple, in his sleeping or making, but
only in consequence of diease. (AZ, AAF.)

4: see above, in two places.

8. wu.;3jI S He became disgraced, or put to
shame. (AA, 0, 5.)

w-,;j A garment, or piece of cloth, washed
until it has become worn out. (IA;r.)- A
small worn-out shin: a worn-out i;ij. [or leathern
water-bag]. (Sgh, ]p.)

'.i~j ! Sweat; absolutely: (TA:) or the weat
of fever: (Lth, A, TA:) or sweat following
ferer: (?,1g:) or fever with sweating: (TA:)
or sweat that wrashes the shin by reason of its
abundance: (1:) often used to signify the sreat
offrer and of disase. (TA.)

,..;j t [The state of being affected with what
is termed tl.. ;] a substL from r, (1,) or
from aij. (IDrd.)

.,. Washed; (S,A, Msb, 1 ;) applied to a
garment [&c.]; (S, A;) as also V e.,a.. (S, 1)
and '~,,.. (TA.)

Washing. (Lb.)

A,i_>4 : see

' '. A place [or tank] in ,rhich one washes
his limbs, performning the ablution termed .j:
(A, TA :*) or a thing in which one performs that
ablution, like the i- : (Lth, ]:) and * i ;.
a thing with which one perfomsu that ablution,
like the [kind of vrel called] j3. (lAir.) _
See also l9'. 

ue . A piece of wood with which a garment,
or piece of cloth, is beaten (S1, A,* 15) when it is
washed. (8, A.') - A vessel of the hind called

asl..:, or of the hind called ', in which
clothes are washed: (A:) and t a ' .. signifies

a vesel of the kind called 1 q.; becauso clothes
arc washed in it. (Lb.) - A place of washing:
(Mgh, Msb:) or a place in which one washes
himself. (S, 1.) - And hence, t A privy: (g,*
A, Mgh, Msb, 15:) pl. ,J,y.' (S, Mgh) and
_1 -. (TA.)

0_ see A_.. ._ Also part. n. of 

[q. v.]. (AZ, AAF, )
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3jl_: see what follows, in two places.

L4_J IVine: (A'Obeyd,] :) or the choicest oj
wine: (~, TA:) or the sweetest of wine: or the
most excellent thereof: (f1:) or the oldest and
most excellent thereof: (M, TA:) or unadilterated
wine: (Zj, TA:) or wine that is easy to swallow:
(TA:) or pure wine: or clear wine: as also

t .j: (1:) in all of these senses the former
word has been explained as used in the ]Jur
lxxxiii. 25: (TA :) and t the latter occurs as syn.
with the former in chaste poetry. (IDrd.)-
Also A sort of perfume. (15.) And Honey.
(O, TA.) - [And it is used as an epithet.] You

say je.j S i Unadulterated mtusk. (TA.) And

J . _ - , P 'ure, or genuine, grounds of pre-
tension to ,cs,pect. (TA.)

I ;pSL J, nor:., (S, Mgl, Msb, K,) inf. n.
Lt.., i(, MIb,) [lIc saddled the camel;] he
bound, (S, Mgh, Msb,) or )put, (M, 1,) the ,
upon the camel; (, M6gh, MObl, K;) as also
t J.3j. (I.) And .. .j lie bound upon
kim his aq)aratus. (TA.) - Also, aor. and
inf. n. as above, lle nounited the camel: (1',
TA:) and .;'? t ! I rode the camel,

eithler vith a ,j [or saddle] or upon his bare
back. (Sli, TA.) - [Both of these verbs are
nlso used trolpically.] You say, dJ '.
[lit. I saddlellcd folr him myself;] incaning t I
endured patientlyj his annoyance, or molestation.
(S.) And . L . , Ja..W t[Sucl a
one pit Uptlon, or did to, his companion that
,chich he disliked, or hated]. (TA.) And [in
like mnanner] * 1 means ae ,, [lie
did to him an evil, or abominable, or odious,

deed]. (1., TA.) Antd H.J . lie smote
him with his sword. (},T.A.j - And J

i t Suchk a one mounted upon the bacs of such
a one; as also t .t J.3jI; [and '.3!
alone; for] it is said in a trod., V' i $,

meaning t Vcrily my son mounted upon my back,
making me like the al_l.: (TA:) and if a man
throws down another prostrate, and sits upon his
back, you say, 2.Aa., b t [Isav him sitting
,upon his back]. (Si, TA.) And [hlence] t JaIJ

,p'1 t lie embarked in the afair. (TA.) And

I ~l iCj t Jka.I t [Such a one em-
barked, or has embarked, in an affair which
he is unable to accomplish]. (TA.) And

1aJI tv La;3 t [ [The fever continued upon
him]; a phrase similar to 1 .:ZJI '. and

" amnd I. (A and TA in art. Ja.)

J-4 (;, Mgh, Msb, 15) Ci4JI Co, (TA,) or

oJ~JI kC^, 5Mgh, Msb,) aor. :, (I~,) inf n. ;;;
(TA,) or Je , (Msb,) or this latter is a simple
subst.; (~, g,TA;) and t J3,l, and t 1 .. ,
(M, Myb, ,) ojtl o, (1,) or .,ri . ?;
(Mqb;) all signify thc same; (?, Msb;) He

removed, (Mgh,, TA,) went, went anray, de-
parted, went forth, or journeyed, (Mgh, TA,)
from the place, (1., TA,) orfrom the country or
the like, (Mgh, Mqb,) orfrom the people. (M 9b.)
See an ex. of the first of these verbs in a verse
cited in the next paragraph. V J.j.l said of a
camel, (s1,) or a&.j J3ljt, (TA,) signifies lie
journeyed, and went awray: (1, TA:) [or he
had his aaddle put upon him:] and hence, t J.3jJ

itl TThe people, or partly, removed. (TA.) _

s. Ja.;a: see 2.

2. ,,, (s, Mgh, Msb, g,) inf. n. d~ ;
(1.;) and t i_,i; (Mgh;) I made him to
resmove, to go, go away, go forth, or journey,
(S,g, M, M.sb,' 1K,') from his place; and sent
him [away]: (S:) and [in like manner] t _J~
he made him to remove, go arjay, depart, or
journ7ey: (L in art jJ. :) and t ;j3w;l [if
not a mistranscription for JJUI.fl] signifies the
mnaking [one] to go, go anay, depart, go forth, or
journey; and the renmoving from onc's place.
(TA.) A poet says,

[t Hoariness vill not depart from a dwelling in
which it alights ,ntil the owner of the dvcelling be

nmad(le to depart from it]. (TA.) And it is said
in a trad. that, at the approach of the hour [of

i.e. [A fire shall iuue from 'Adan] that shall
remo.e nwith the people n'hen they remove, and
alight with them when they alight: so says Esh-
Shadbce: or, Sh says, as some relate it, J_--

,,A;I, i. e. that shall make the people to alight at
the J~l* [or stations]: or, as some say, that
shall make the people to remove, or depart. (TA.)
1 J* a also signifies The figuring, or em-
bellishing, of garments or cloths [with the for,ns

of Jl.j, or camel' saddles: see .~]. (TA.)

3. ., ($, ],) inf. n. ·. , (TA,) He
aided himn to undertake, or perform, his IJ
[or journey]. ($, g.)

4. ,).jI lie broke, or trained, a she-camel, so
that she became such as is termed 21, meaning
fit to be saddled; (I;) like l meaning "he
(a breaker, or trainer,) rendered" her "a :"

(TA:) or he took a camel in an untractable state
and rendered him such as is termed ail;. (AZ,

TA.) -_And &4h-f IIe gave him a U.nA, (S,
Mgh, Msb, 1K,) that he might ride it. (TA.)
- See also 2, in two places. a He (a camel)
became strong in his back, [so as to be fit for the
J-. (or saddle) or for journeying,] after weak-
ness: (IDrd,]k:) or he (a camel) became fat;
as though there came [what resembled] a J
upon his back, by reason of his fatness and his
[large] hump: (Er-R6ghib, TA:) and z~J.2
b>l$ The camels becamefat after leannest, so as
to be able to journey. ($, ].) - And He (a
man, TA) had many [camels such as are termed]

J_i.3 [pl. of iLaj]; (I8d, 1C;) like n1a. mean-
ing "hlie had horses such as are termed n1at."
(ISd, TA.)

5: trans. and intran:. see 1, in two places.

6s. .. J .jl , 3 Tlery irent, orjonrneyed,
[todether] to the. a. [or judge]. (0, TA.)

8: as a trans. v.; sece 1, in seven places:.
and see also 2: and as an intrans. v.; see 1,
in the latter part of. the paragraph, in three
places.

10. J1.. i. q. -J J > Jm, 1 ,ld [which may
be rendered ie asked him to remove, or journey,
to him: and also he asked him to bind, or put,
thie J (or saddle of the camel) for him: the
former is the meaning accord. to the PS]. (S,

0, g.)._ - : ,;'l ja.Zl means tH le abased
himself to men, or to the people, so that they
annoyed, or molested, him: or, as some say, he
asked men, or the people, to take offfrom him his
weight, or burden. (TA.)

i. A saddle for a camel; ( ,*] ;) as also
t J~l;; (0, L, 1 ;) for a Ahe-camel and a she-
camel; (TA;) the thing for the cameld that is like
the r. for the horse or similar beast; (Mgh ;)
the thing that is put upon the camel for the pur.
pose of riding thereon; (Er-RBghib, TA;) smaller
than the A..ei; ($, TA;) one of the rehicles of
men, exclusively of women: (TA:) [this seems
to be regarded as the primary signification by tho
authors of the Mgh and the V1 and by Er-Raghib:
but see what follows:] or it signifieq the camer'
saddle together with his [girths called) ur and

_.. and his [cloth called] w.L [that is put be-
neath the saddle], and all its other appertenances:
and is applied also to the pieces of wood of the
J~, without any apparatus: (AO, Sh, TA:)
or it signifies anyt/hing, or everything, that a man
prepares for removing, or journeying; sucA as a
bag, or receptacle, for goods or utensils or appa-
ratus, and a camers saddle, and a [cloth sucis as
is cailed] _L [that is put beneath the saddle],

and a Csm [or rope for leading his camel]:
(Mb :) or it signifies as first explained above, and
also the goods, or utensils, or apparatus, which a
man takes with him [during a journey]: (l, 1,
TA:) [but accord. to the Myb, this signification
is from another, mentioned below; and the same
seems to be indicated in the $, which reverses the
order in which I have mentioned the three signi-
fications that I quote from it:] this last significa-
tion is disapproved by El-Iareeree, in the " Dur-
rat el-Ghowwiy :" [but see two exs. voce b.iJ :]
the p1. is 0;! and Jl.j; ($, Mgh, M4b, ];)
the former a pl. of pauc.; (?, TA;) the latter, of
mult. (TA.) One says, '. JL and ; . 3; i
[lie put down his camers saddl]; meaning he

stayed, or abode. (TA.) And Jlj I L; i.;
[Thlis is the place where the caeli' saddles are
put down]. (TA.) And in reviling, one says,

so .t l O11 ut; t.o 0 t [0 son of the place in
rohich are thrown dowrn the camel' saddlee of
the riders; as though the person thus addressed
were there begotten]; ({, 0, TA;) meaning

10SBoox I.]
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:I.~WI ;T tl [O son of the adulteres orfornica-
reau]: (TA in art. i:) or J~l ,UL 0l1 
,AlI,Ib [lie is the son &c.]. (Myb.) - Er-
RAghib, aftcr giving the explanation mentioned
as on his authority above, says that it is then
sometimes applied to The camel [itself]: and is
sometimes used in the sense next following; i. e.
-A part, of a place of alighting or abode, upon

which one sits: (TA:) or a man's dnelling, or
habitation; (, , TA; [in the first of which,
this commences the art., app. showing that the
nuthor held this to be the primary signification;])
his house or tent; and his place of alighting or
abode: (TA:) a place to wnhich a man betakes
himelf, or repairs,for lodging, covert, or reftge;
a man's place of resort; (Mgh, Mqb;) in a
region, district, or tract, of cities, to,n.s, or
*:illages, and of cultivated land: and then applied
to the goods, utensils, or apparatus, of a traveller;
because they are, in travelling, the things to
which he betakes himself: (Mqb:) pl. . j_; (TA)
end j..jl [as above]. (Mgh, TA.) One says,

',; J4i- u ,.;, i. e. [I n'ent in to the
man in] his dwelling, or place of abode. (TA.)

And it is said in a tral., ,.L abh 1 jbLJI I.

Jl_tj ), (TA,) or J ) jl t, (Mgh,
and so-in the TA in art. .a;,) i.e . [When the

Jt are moistened by rain, then pray ye, or then
prayer shall be performed,] in the houses, or
habitations, or placs of abode; the JWO meaning
here the jam.; (IAth, TA in the present art.;)
or rugged and hard tracts of ground; which arc
here particularized because the least wet moistens
Ithem, whereas the soft tracts dry up the water:
(IAth, TA in art. J :) Az says tihat the mean-
ing is, when the hard grounds aro rained upon,
they become slippery to him who walks upon
them; therefore pray ye in your abodes, and
there shall not be anything broughlt against you
for your not being present at tlie prayer in the
mosques of the congregations: (TA in that art.:)
or the trad. may mean, tAen pray ye [on tlhe
camels' saddles, i. e.] riding. (TA in the present
art.) - In another trad., it is related that 'Omar

said to the Proplhet, ia J.JQ '; ; ; by the
word J~.j, as signifying [properly] either the
"place of abode and resort" or the "saddle upon
which camels are ridden," alluding to his wife;

meaning 4 A 1AJ1. (TA.)

.. 1 1 J~.J means The thing [or desk]
utpon which the * - [or copy of the Kur-dn]
is put, in shape [some,hat] like the saddle.
(TA.) [It is generally a small desk of which
the front and back have the form of the letter X;
commonly made of palm-sticks.] - [The pl.]
Jt- also signifies [Carpets, or cloths, or the
like, such as are called] jL;J , of the fabric of

.. ) Strength; [app. in a camel, such as
renders fit for the saddle, or for journeying ;]
and tnesms, or snriMflne, and e~cellnce: (TA:)
[and t LA has a similar meaning, u appeas
from what follows:] or e uceence of )ac. of a
camel. (. oce, ;La..) You say j j. ,sa -

and t .L, and t* 3.-., like (., (i,) or

J_ , gand tj , s.o in the T, (TA) A strong
he-camel: (T, p :jand (so in the B [but properly

"or"]) a , tv (CI9) or t;. (1 accord.
to the TA) or both, and t ,4., with kesr to the

A, (0,) and t J- J'.-, (A;8, O,Ji,TA,)
and *t.; ii' (8, 0) or J :r, (TA,) and

,ji,. $1,5 (S,) a le-camel, (., O, Ij,) and a she-
camel, (., ,) strong tojourne;y; (S, O, 1I, TA ;)
so says Fr: (O :) or strong to be saddled: (TA:)
and 'ji. ij3 and j3- and ;ij'. , accord.
to the " Nawsdir el-A#rib," a she-canel that is
excellent, generous, of high breed; or strong,
light, and smift; 5TA;) and so t a.' i. (~,
TA. [See also ZiLt;.]) - See also the next
paragraph, in seven places.

i' The act of saddling of camels: (],* TA:)
[and also, agreeably with analogy, a mode, or
manner, of saddling of camels:] so in the saying,

ax.; i' .io [Verily he is good in respect of
ihe saddling, or the mode or manner of saddling,
of camels]. (1i.) - Also A removal, departure,
or journey; (AZ, S, M;b, g;) and so V '1j`,
(Lh, Msb, g,) and t Je.: (8, g(: [the last
said in the Msb to be an inf. n.:]) you say tC;

1 . (.1) or :;i Ar (M.b) [Our removal,
&c., drer near, or has drawn near]: and ~1

j lj;I jl ; Uj and J? Verily he is one
nAho journeys, or has journeyed, to the kings:
(Lh, TA:) and in like manner L,.~ is used in the

gur cvi. 2: (TA:) or t .3 , with damm,
(.,M.b,l ,) signifies The thing to wohich one
removes, departs, or journeys; (AZ, M9 b;) or
the direction, or point, or object, to owhich one
desires to repair, or betakec himself: (AA, S,

Mqb, g :) and also, (],) or UJ.., (TA,) a single

journey; (J], TA;) as ISd says: (TA:) you say,
$ 1j.L i f Mekkeh is the point, or object, to

which I desire to remove, or depart, or journey :
(TA:) and ;Jo .;-.t Ye are they to rhom I
remove, or delpart, or journey: (., TA:) and
9tI l.. tii Thou art the object to wrhichl ne

rerair, or betake ourselves (Msb.) And hence
t - is applied to signify A noble, oran exalted,
per'on, or a great man of learning, to whom one
journys for Ais [the latter'] need, or rwant, or
for his [theformer's] science. (TA.) - See also
the next preceding paragraph, in three places.

J,:.; see a.,: and Jt..

je;. A camel haring the saddle (J.; [not
3I_.a as in Freytag's Lex.]) put upon him; as
also -*. (s.)- See also i.j, in four
places. As a simple subst., or, accord. to the
Mob, an inf. n.: see 'i-.

3Joj 'A t'5 [or horse's saddle]: (V :) or a

tY of kins, (8, M, Mhb, ],) in which is no
wood; usd for vehement running [of the horse]:
(., M, K:) ISd says also that it is one of the
veicsle [or saddlss] of wvomen, like the 0~.:

[Boox I.

but Az says that it is one of the vehicles [or
saddles] of men, reclusively of vomen, i. e. not
of women; as is also the jaj and some say that
it is larger than thIe ., covered with skins, and

is for horses, and for excellent, or strong and
light and swJij, cam,el: (TA:) pl. jllm;. (8.)
When a man is hasty in doing evil to his com-
panion, one says to him, .1 *- ;l [lit.
Thy saddle has got before thee, or shified for-
wards]: ($ in the present art.:) it is a prov.,
meaning that has preceded than which another
was more fit to do so. ($ in art. ...i) In the
followinig saying of Imra-el-geys, addressing
his wife,

[And either tho nwilt see me upon the saddle of
JAbir, upon a bicr like the vehiicle called s, my
grare-clotllhes jlutering], he means, by the word
Jlj, [merely] the .p~.; there being in this

case no .jU in reality: it is like the saying,
;VI, WJIa Ji . y ; 1 ~ -, meaning [" Such a
one came upon] the sandal [or sandals]:" Jabir
is the name of a certain carpenter. (S.) - Also
A ene. (Ibn-'Abbid,TA.) [lHne,] JIl. J .
is A call to the erwe, (Ibn-'Abbad, ,) on the
occasion of milking. (Ibn-'A)baid, TA.) - And
JLaJI1l is the name of A certain holZ' of 'Amir

Ibn:Et-Tufeyl; (](;) erroneously said by AO
to be aI.JIl. (TA.)

3i,a.): see 'e..

JlO.; Skilled in the saddling of comels. (.1.)
-Also A man wheo remore, or jou,rnes, or

travels, much; and so 't.J, [or rntlher this
signifies one wvho removes, orjornneys, or travels,

vry mnuch,] and , J,: and t J.; [1d. of
J_1;, q. v.,] persons who remnore, orjourney, or

travel, much. (TA.)

ZJI.j: sec what next prcccdes.

J~l; Removing, (s, TA,) going, [going away,
departing, going forth,] or journeying: (TA:)

pl. 0J.. (TA.) For another meaning assigned

to the pl., see Je .

iO. l A she-camel that is fit to be saddled;
(., Msb, g ;) thus some say; (Msb ;) as also

~Jl,; (S, 1C) and tV LI.j: (Ig:) or [generally
a saddle-camel, or] a camel that is ridden, male
orfemale: ($, Mob :) accord. to l]t, a she-camel
that is strong to journey and to bear burdens;
and cuch as a man chooses for his riding and his
saddle on account of exceIlence, or generoumeu,
or high breed, or of strength and lightness and
snwiftneS, and of perfectness of make, and beauty
of aspect: but this explanation is wrong: (Az,
TA:) it signifies a he-canel, and a she-camel,
that is excellent, or generous, or high-bred, or
strong and light and sAift: (Az, Mgh,TA:) the
she-camel is not more entitled to this appellation
than the he-camel: (Az, TA:) the I is added
to give intensivenem to the signification; as in
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*&1; and (it and a i $ , epithets applied to a
man: or, as some say, the she-camel is so called
because she is saddled; and it is like igbl 1;A°

meaning 44*., and ,6l, :. meaning :j,.: or,
as others sa;, because sh;e is J ; [one having

a saddle]; and in like manne a*I b; means

i..rb) ,.l, and J;i t. means >; .: (TA:)
the pl. is MjI;. (S, M9b.) It is said in a trad.,

[T7'hou iltjind the people, or mankind, after me,
like a huandred camels amony t/tick there is not
a lm.1j]: (Mgh,* TA:) because the i..1l among
a hlierd of caincls is conspicuous and known.
(TA.) - lj .. ;, a phrase used by the
lpoct Dukeyn, means I I have becomc hoary and
wehak: or, ns some say, I have tforsaken my igno-
rant, or fooli.,h, behaviour, and have restrained
mIqself frns foil conduct, and become obedient
to m7y censurers; like as tke al~4 obeys her
cidler, and goes. (TA.)

4, .. ...

J^_l-: see J~J., first sentence.

; a.1;j A conles saddle, Az, ( K,) or
camel' saddlex, so ii the 0, (TA,) variegated,

lfigured, or embellished. (Az, O, K, TA.) [It is
really,as well us litelrally, a Il.: for] a poet says,

[Upon themt (referring evidently to shie-camels)
are variegatted, fiqured, or ernbellished, satdles
of every heind of villou.i, or nappy, cloth]. (TA.)

J 1 A hIorse jel,ite in tihe bck; (S, Mgh,
;). because it is thile place of the J..j [or rathler

of the a,It.j]; (Mghi, TA ;) the whiteness not
reachingl to the belly nor to thec rumnp nor to the
uech: (TA:) and a sheep or goat black in the
back: accord. to Abu-l-Ghlowtb, the fern., ." 9 ,
applied to a mare, has the fornmer meaning only:
(f:) but "j. 3Lk mnenns a sheep or goat, or a

en's or she-goat, i'hite in the back, vind black in
the other pa, ts; and likewise blerk in the back,

and twhite in the other parts: (Q, .K :) so says
Abu-l-Glhowhlb: ( :) and it is also explained as
meaning black, but white in the place of the
salddle, fronm tge hinder parts of the shoulder.

blades: also as meaning white, but blach in the
back: Az adds that such as is white in one of the

hind legs is termed ".') [with , .. (TA.)

e~' t A whiteness predominating over, or
interrupted by, blacknees, (°.~ ,) or a redness,
upon the shoulder-blades, (], TA,) the place upon
which lies the J_ [or eaners jaddle]. (TA.)

aeim.>3 A thing that makes thee to remove, go,
go away, depamrt, go forth, or journey; expi. by

- A.)l S(TA.

J o One who breaks, or trains, and renders
fit to be saddled, a camel or camnels. (TA.) -
A man haring many [cameL such as are termed]

. PI.[. of , Ij]; like .. meaning "having

horm euch as are tamed ,A ." (A'Obeyd, ~.)
Bk. I.

- A camel strong in the back, [so as to be fit
for the J~,] after weakness. (IDrd, TA.) And
Afat camel; thoughA he be not excellent, or gene-
rout, or high-bred, or strong and light and swift:
so in the "Nawidir el-A!rab." (TA.) See also

9- a ,

aL°.j, in two places.

9 . .. . 4 - *
-. : see ".., in two places.

i..;. [A station of travellers; i.e.] a place
of alighting or abode, between two such places:
(TA:) [and also a day's journey, or thereabout;
or] the space vwhich tih traveUer journeys in about
a day: (Msb:) sing. of .'l.; (S, Msb, g;)
whlich is also a pl. of a, as an epithet applied
to a is. (TA.) One says, Iti. p, j" .

--- bil .. *- ! QUt'. l ;1 ale. [Betwecen ,ne and such a place,
or thing, is a station or a day's journey or there-
about, or are two stations &c.]. (., TA.)

l .W L Camels having their JL_ [or
saddiles] upon them: and also camels wvhosc Jta,,j
have been put down from them: thus having tvwo
contr. meanings. (].) -_ And am.. ; A gar-
mett of the kind termed i.t upon nwhich are the
fiyures of a J_b [or canmels' sad,le], (g,) and
the like thereof; as in the T: (TA:) the ex-
planation that J has given of it, [or rather of

-J.r .l,] i. e. an ljl [or a nwaist-wrapper] of
[the cloth called] jd., upon which is an orna-
mented border, is not good: such is termed J. J.,

witha,o.: (.K:) the pl. is . and J._ ;
both occurring in traditions; (TA in the present
art. ;) and the latter of them said in the T to be
syn. wit/h . !p!, which is pl. of J. [q. v.].
(TA in art. .j.)

....· s. see.

Jmij. signifies [The act of removing or do-
parting; i.e.] the contr. of . used in the
sense of J,.... (TA.) - And sometimes it signi-
fies The place in which onre alights, or descends
and stops. (TA.) _- Also The pllace of the J
[which may here mean eithler the saddle or the
saddling] of a camel. (TA.)

Ot-'J. JlJ: see art. J~..

, applied to a slhe-ccamel: sme e _.

L -_;, e b, g, c.,) aor. (,,) in£ n.
a- and., [and ·.., and.,.j] and 4,.. ,

(S, Msb, K,') [lie had mercy, or pity, or con-
pasion, on him; or he treated hitn, or regarded
him, with mercy or pity or compassion; i. e.] he
was, or became, tender [or tender-hearted] towards
him; and inclined to favour him [and to benefit
htim]: (8, Myb, 1: [see also and :])
and he pardoned him, orforgave him: ((g :) said
of a man: ($, Msb, j:) and also of God [in the
former sense, but tropically, or anthropopathically:
or as meaning He favoured himn, or benefited him;
or pardoned, or forgav, him: see explanations

of 3.a, below]: (Msb, j:) and & 4 .i. signi-
fies the same, (MA, [and the same seems to be
indicated in the $,]) said of a man: ( :) [and so
does t ,~ (occurring in the $ and g in art.
&J, &e.,) accord. to Ibn-Ma#roof, for ho says

that].3 signifies the regarding [another] with
mercy or pity or compasusion; or pardoning [him],
or forgiving [him]: and also the being merciful
or pitiful or companionate orfavourably inclined
[sj 1 sic to another]. (KL: but respecting this
latter verb, sce 2.) m .,, and , , , (,)
and , (1.,) inf .n. 1.;, ($, 1,) which is
of the first, ($, TA,) and . , (S, ,)which is

of the second, ($, TA,) and ,.;, (1.,) which is
of the third, (TA,) Slhe had a complaint of her
womb after bringing for.th, ($, ],) and died in
consequence thereof: (] :) said of a camel, ($,
TA,) and of a ewe or goat, and of a woman, and
of any animal having a womb: (TA:) or she lhad
a disea.e in her womb, in consequence of nvlick
she did not receive impregnation: or she brought
.forth without letting fall her seundine: (K,
TA:) or, accord. to Lbh, the bringingforth with-
out Ilettiny fall her ecundine, by a sbeep or goat,
is termed aor;.. (TA.) - , aor. :, inf. n.

c'.
,,~j, is also said of a water-skin, meaning It was
left, or neylected, by its owners, after its being
seasoned with rob, [for -, in the phrae ~
d.;, an evident mistranseription, I read, con-

jecturally, m, as the only word at all resem-
bling i, that I can call to mind, having an
apposite signification,] and they did not anoint it,
or grease it, so that it became spoilt, or'in a bad
state, and did not retain the mater: the epithet

a.pp!ied to it in this case is t ,j. (TA.) - And
L.I..J is also an inf. n. [of which the verb, if it
have one, is app.,.j,] signifying Tho being reon.
nected by relationship. (TA.)

2. 4 , inf. n. a; nd t ; b,,t
the former is the more chaste; He said to him,

,._ ., -'i .4.... [Miay God have mercy on thee;

&c.]. (o)

5. .... and ,: for both see 1; and
for the former se also 2. [Accord. to different
authorities, it appears that both may be rendered
lIe had mercy, or pity, or compasion, on him;

or he pitied, or companionated, him: (see 1:) or
he pitied him, or compasionated him, much: (se
what follows:) and the former, he said to hint,
3Lay God have mercy on thee; &e.; (see 2;) or

ih expresed a wish that God would have imercy
on him; or he ecpressed pity, or companion,for
himn: and also he affected, or constrained himself
to have or to drsoaw, pity, or compassion.] Though

. is mentioned by J, and not w~j,
some say that the former is incorrect: and it is said

that,.p35 implies self-constraint, and therefore is
not to be attributed to God: but some repudiate
this assertion, because it occurs in correct tradi-

tions, and because L.a is not restricted to the
denoting peculiarly self-constraint, but has other

properties, as in the instances of '.3. and jg. ,
denoting intensivenes and muchness. (TA.)
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Mqb, &c.,) aor. (1�,) in£ n. on him; or he ".prewd pity, or companio�i,for

3.~j 

a nd * * ' [and ' ' and and A ' ' " , hisn: and also he affected, or constrained him&rlf

-0111i 

4-i 4-2.

Q?,' 

Mob, K,") [Ile had mercy, or pity, or com- to have or to dior, pity, or companion.] Thougla

pailsion 

on hitic; or he treated him, or regarded ZU

J 

is mentioned by J, and not #.~j,

him, 

with mercy or pity or compassion ; Le.] he -

some 

say that die former is incorrect: and it in said

was, 

or became, tender [or tender-hearted' towards A

J
4im; 

and inclined to favour him [and to bttnofit that,.~j3 implies self-constmint, and therefore is

not 

to he attributed to God: but some repudiate

him]: 

(85, Mqb, V. - [nee also and

d-ol�j 

4.d-j:l) this amertion. because it occurs isa correct tradi-

and 

he pardoned him, orforgave him: (k( :) said 0 A..

of 

a man: ($ Mob, V:) and also of God [in the tions, and because JLW is not restricted to the

former 

sense, C1 t'ropically, or anthropopathically: denoting peculiarly self-constraint, but has otlier

or 

as meaning Hefawured him, or bmefited kim; properties, u in the instances of * 'A 11 and oik. 1

~jj 

.401

or 

pardoned, or forgam, kim: oce explanations denoting intenaiveneu and muchness. (TA.)
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6. 1[Te signifies l;. .y.; [They had

mercy, or pity, or compauion, One on another;

&c.]. ($, TA.)

10. He..j! Hl;e asked, or demanded, of him

A,..jl [i.e. mercy, or pity, or compasion; &c.].
(TA.)

_., : see its syn. , in two places.

*;9: see its syn. i.. ' - [Hence,] · AI

ono of the names of Mekkeh; (f, ;') as also
1 .l; (]i;) meaning the source of lojl

[or mercy, &c.]. (TA.) [See also~.j.]

.nmg.: see its syn._/, in two places.

.; The coming forth of the wormb, in conse-

qunce o/a disease. (lAir, TA.) [See also ;^_

and,.j, of each of which it is an inf. n.]

m; The womb, i. c. the place of origin, (Mgh,

Msb, I,) and the receptacle, (Mgh,l ,) of lets
yong, (Mgh, M9b, ],) in the belly; (Mgh ;) as

nalo t.* j, (Msb, K,) a contraction of the former,

nnd l., whichi is of the dial. of Bcnoo-Kiliab:
(Msih:) in this sense, (Msb,) which is the pri-
mary signification, (Mgl!,) [L.c.] as meaning the

j of the female, ($,) it is fem.; (~, Mb ;) or,

as some say, masc.; (Mb ;) but IB cites a verse

in which..j is femn.: (TA:) pl.Alj;. (MA.)

_ Hence, (Mgh, Msb,) as also tV j (?, Msb,

If) and t,.., (Myb,) : Relationship; i. e. near-

news of kin; syn. J45.: (?, Mgh, Msb, ] :) [by
some restricted to relationsilp by thefemale side;
as will be lshown below :] and connexion by birth:
(Mghl, Myb :) or relationstip connecting with a
father or an ancestor: or near relationship: so
in the T: (TA:) or a connecion, or tie, of rela-
tionship: (As TA:) or the tis of relationship:

(M, 15, TA:) accord. to the I, ._jl signifies

XlUl or l;L and .tL~,: but in the M it is said,

,.j1; in which i forms no part of the ex-

planation of._.Jl, as tie authlor of the 1] asserts
it to do: (TA:) as meaning relationship,..~j is
in most instances masc.: (Mb :) pl. as above.

(1.) It is said in a holy tradition (&.2 ,,
[i. e. an inspired or a revealed tradition]) that

God said, when Ho created,,./JI [meaning "rela-

tionship," &c.], , jl U;'lj ,;A_I i

".,. t[t1 am ep1l and thou art .*.01i: I

have derived thy namne from mwy name: therefore

nwhoso rnaketh thee close, I will make him close;
and who severeth thee, I will seer him]. (TA.)

['4,4 -;, mcans tHe made close his tic, or

ties, of relationship, by hind behaviour to hit

kindred: and .~j iJ, He severed his tie, or

ties, of relationship, by unkind behaviour to his

himIdred: ace art. Jp..e: and see also _'- ;,

in the first paragraph of art. J; and a verse

there cited.] ... JI means t [The possessor

of relationship, &c.; i.e.] the contr. of q.'*:

(Mgh, Msb:) the pl. A.,..Jl jj, [or, as in the

Kur viii. last verse, and xxxiii. 0, ta-;jl j,L1,]
ini the classical language, means any relations:
and in law, any relations that have no portion

[of the inheritances termed ~ij] and are not

[such heirs as are designated by the appellation]

a:~- [q. v.]; (KT, TA in art. l ;) [i. c.,] with

respect to the u,;lJ, it means the relations by

the women's side. (lAth, TA in the present art.)

..pm-. _m-; and [some say] j,b [and .j J

;~, also (see art..j~.)] mean tA relation lwh7om
it is unlawful to marry, [whether male orfemale,
the latter being included with the former, but the

female, when particularly meant, is termed ;,1l

.*/.;~, .t &c.,] such as the mother and the

daughter and the sister and the paternal aunt
and the maternal aunt [and the male relations of
sach degnees]: and most of the learned, of the
Companions and of the generation following
these, and Aboo-Haneefeh and his companions,
and Ahmad [Ibn-.Iambal], hold that when one

possesses a person that is termed. $.; A ,

this person becomes emancipated, whether male
or female; but Esh-Shifi'ee and others of the
Immns and of the Companions and of the gencra-
tion following these hold that the children and
the fathers and the mothers become emancipated,
and not any others than these. (IAth, TA.)

[,L.4f .. ,means t A feeling of relationship or

consanguinity, or sympathy of blood; and in likc

mnanner, elliptically,._. alone. You say, 

A ~, L.. 1; expl. in art. ,.: and "~1

W- ; and, -JI X1 ,1; expl. in art. bi.

is also often used for or' , mean

ing t The vulva: see, for exs.,,jl, and 1 in art.
jib, and 8 in art. &...] As an epithet, with

;, applied to a she-camel: see *~.j. - And as
an epithet without ;, applied to a water-skin: see
1, last sentence but one.

_ . : see the next paragraph. 1 It is also pl.

of;.4.. (TA.)

a*_; (4, Myb, C) and Va._; (Sb, O) and

v ($, M9b, ]g) and V (*,` ,) thus in a
verse of Zuheyr, (~, TA,) and thus in the ]ur
xviii. 80 accord. to the reading of Aboo-'Amr
Ibn-El-'Alk, (TA,) and V i&-., (1, Msb, ](,)

of which last .. l.. is pl., (TA,) [all inf. ns.;
when used as simple substs. signifying Mercy,
pity, or compasion; i.e.] tendernes (f, M9 b, I,

and Bd on the a") of heart; (Bd ibid.;) and
inclination tofavour, (S, Mqb, ]1,) or inclination
requiring the esercise of favour and beneficence:
(Bd ubi suprk :) and pardon, orforgivenes: (i :)

accord. to Er-RiAghib, m.. signifies tendernew
reqduiring the exercise of beneficence towards the
obiect thereof: and it is used sometimes as mean-
ing tenderness divested of any other attribute:
and sometimes as meaning beneficence divested
of tenderness; as when it is used as an attribute

of the Creator: when used as an attribute of men,
it means tenderness, and inclination to favour

[wvithout necessarily implying beneficence]: accord.
to El-KIashlinee, it is of two kinds; namely, gra-
tuitous, and obligatory: the former is that which
pours forth favours, or benefits, antecedently to

works; and this is the i,-- that embraces every-
thing: the obligatory is that which is promised
to the pious and the doers of good, in the .Kur
vii. 155 and vii. 54: but this, lihe says, is included
in the gratuitous, because the promise to bestow it

for worlks is purely gratuitous: accord. to the ex-
planation of the Imim Aboo-1s-h.i Al!mad Tbn-
Mohammad-Ibn-Ibriheem Eth-Thaplebec, it is

God's (lesile to do good to the deserving thereof;
so that it is an essential attribute: or the abstain-

ing frona punishing him who deserves punishment,
and doing good to hinm who does not deserve
[this]; so that it is an attribute of operation.

(TA.) The saying in the I.ur [xxi. 75] J.Ai.>l$

[And ,ie caused hini to e,ter into our
nercy] is tropical: so says IJ. (TA.) --

: . Au C,, in the gur [ii. 90 and
iii. 67], means't [Andl God distinguishes] ivith
hi gift of propAecy [nhon, llc will], or his pro-

phetic qffice or commission. (K,* TA.) -_.

also means t Sustenance, or the means of sub-
sistence: this is said to be its meaning ns used in
the Kur xli. 50. (TA.) - And t lain: (TA:)

so in the Kur vii. 55. (Bd., Jel.) - And t Plenty;
or abundance of herbage, and of the goolds, con-

venimnces, or comforts, of life: so in the .Kur x. 22

and xxx. 35. (TA.)

*,~.: see the next preceding paragraph.

~j* [The saying Ai _ jMay God have
mercy on thee; &c.;] a subst. from ; . -

[like J0 from - . Il]. (g.)

see; .g.

.. JI [thus generally written whlen it has
the article JI prefixed to it, but in other cases

· 1.s~, imperfectly decl.,] and * .. l are names

[or epithets] applied to God: (TA:) [the former,
considered as belonging to a large class of words

expressive of passion or sensation, such as i 
and $L.a &c., but, being applied to God, as

being used tropically, or anthropopathlically, may
be rendered The Compassionate: t the latter, con-
sidered as expressive of a constant attribute with
somewhat of intensivencss, agreeably with ana-
logy, may be rendered the Aclerciful: but they
are variously explained: it is said that] they are
both names [or epithets] formed to denote inten-

siveness of signifieation, from .. j; like .l

from , and.9.,l fromm,J; and &wm%l, in
the proper language, is "tenderness of heart,"
and "inclination requiring the exercise of favour
and beneficence;" but the names of God are
only to be taken [or understood] with regard to
the ultimate imports, which are actions, exclu-
sively of the primary imports, which may be
passions: and the former is more intensive in

10o .na..t
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signification than the latter; the former including
in its objects the believer and the unbeliever,
and * the latter having for its peculiar object the

believer: (Bd! on the i :) accord. to J, (TA,)
they are two names [or epithets] derived from

i;:&,, and are like X and ., and are
syn.; the repetition being allowable when the
[mode of] derivation is different, for the purpose
of corroboration: (S, TA:) or the repetition is
because the former is IHebrew, [originally '.Z.l.,]

and t the latter is Arabic: (I'Ab, TA:) but the
former is applicable to God only; though Musey-

limeh the Liar was called .QLl ,le-~; (8,

TA;) and it is said to mean the Possessor of the

utmost degres of ,.I; and accord. to Zj, is a
name of God mentioned in the most ancient
books: (TA:) whereas the latter is syn. ,vith

*m.ItJ!: (R,, TA:) or [rather] t.j1; is the act.

part. n. [signifying ihaving mercy, &c.], and
.sm. has an intensive signification [i. e. having

much mercy, &c.]: (M.b:) the latter is applied
also to a man; and so is *'g-, in the same
sense, and likewise to a woman: (TA :) the )pl. of

. is -- ; (Mbyb,TA;) occurring in thetrad.,

*L. 1 . C. 21 tell, or L.aJI, as
related by differenit pcesons; [i. e. God has mercy
on the merciful only of his servants, or vcrily
those on whomn Godl has mnercy, of his servants,
are tle mnercifil;] La..JI being in the accus.
case as the objective complement of.a.., and in
the noni. case as the enuiciative of to in the sense

of Lil. (Ms..)

'J,_ is from 4a J, [with wlhicl it is syn.,]
(S, TA,) but it is used only coupled with its like
in form: (K, TA:) one says, C; .JJ... . Jh

,,,. [Fear is better' for thee than pity, or

comlmssion], meaning thy beingfeared is better
than thy being piticdtli or compasmionated: (S, J&:
but in thc Ibrminer, without .J:) or, accord. to

Mbr, * .. , ) j .j. (Meyd. [Scc
art. "..&])

.i. ~.j: see what next preccdes.

: sec 1, nlast sentence but two.

;J_- (Lh, $, IK) and t' l.j, (.K,) applied to
a shechamel, (Lh,, TA,) and to a ewe or she.
goat, and to a woman, (TA,) [and app. to any
animal having a womb, (see ;,)] Having a
complaint of her womb (Lb, S, M, }) af?e,.
bringing forth, (Lb, ., S ,) and dying in conse-

qwuence thereof; (1K;) and *'a~-, applied to a

she-~nel, signifies the same: the pl. of. . is
_,j, with two dammehs. (TA.) - For the first,

see also J, near the end of the pagragaph.

.ej: see >C~.,J1, in seven places. -Some-
times it is nyn. with '.V & [i. e. Treated, or
regarded, with mercy or pity or compassion;
&c.: see 1, first sentence]: 'Amelles Ibn-'A1eel
says, (using it in this sense, Iam p. 628,)

* a ,9_JI i. ·. ; , M M

$

(8, and Ham,) i. e. [But at all events,] Aen nwar
becomes [once] severe to thee, and thine enemy
has almost overcome thee, [verily thou art re-
garded with favour,] treated wvith nmercy, and
defended, by us. (Ham.)

.,_.;: see .>g.j1l, in two places, in the latter

half of the paragraph. - Also, applied to a ewe,
and to a she-goat, lHaving the womb swollen.

(LI, JI.)

.JI [MIore, and most, merciful, &c.]. God is

~ .lSj1,,~4l [The Most Merciful of those that
have mercy]. (TA.)

·l6.·

19_,4: see a_;.

... x [Treated, or regarded, nith much mercy
orpity or compassion; &c.]: it is with teshdeed
to denote intensiveness of the signification. (S,
TA.) - [See also 2, of which it is the pass.
part. n.]

;s-°:~ see, n-j .. _l.o l 4 is a name of
El-Mfedeench. (g.) [And *.,jl1, which
may be rendered The object of God's mnercy, is
commonly used in the present day as an epithet
applied to the person, whoever he be, that has
died in what is believed to be the true faitli; as
though meaning merely the deceased.]

&. and uj

-g,( ,) aor. 3 f(.s ) land

app. l.m.P also (see a.;)]; and to:? ;
(S, I ;) Tlhe serpent turned round about, (S, K,
TA,) and twisted, or wound, or coiled, itself;

ISd adds, 0..Jtb [i. c. like the nill, br mill-

stone]; for which reason it is said to be $~.lI

(TA.I;t. ('Al Z'0jo;J_ or jm.JI (S,
,) if. n. (TA;) and l. , (, ,) inf. n.

~.j; (TA;) I turned round the l_j or .. j
[i. c. the mill, or mill-. stone]: (S, ] :) or I made

it: (V :) in the K, the latter verb is said to be
extr.; but not so in the T or S or M: in the M
it is said to be the more common. (TA.)
And *.j He magnified him, or honoured him.

(IAar, TA.)

5: see above, first sentence.

;v; (S, Msb, 1g, &h) and 1_;, (Mob, l,)
the former of whichi is the more alpproved, (TA,)

and some say t £.j, (g,) A mill; syn. X .tb:
(Mb :) [and] a mill-stone; iL e. the great round
stone with which one grinds: (TA:) of the fem.
gender: (Zj, S, M9b, K:) dual of the first X t.j,
(, M. b, Ib,) and of the second .j, (Mqb,*

]g,) and of the third, Jtl.v: (S:) the pl. (of

pauc., g) of i.-i (Msb) [and of .] is j and

(of mult., S) .'g . b, (S, Msb, K,) whichi latter
is the pl. that is preferred accord. to IAmb,

(Msb,) and A. and A'. , (Msb, 15, TA,) with
damm and with kesr (Myb, TA) to thej, (Mqb,)

[for the last of which .~. is substituted in the

Cg,] and U ;1 (V,, TA,) with damm, and with
kesr to the , and teshdeed to the L.Sq, (TA,) [in

the C . ;,] and 1. , (Ms.b, ,) whichl is

extr., (I,) said by AlHit to be wrong, and by
IAmb to be anomalous, and by Zj to be not
allowable, (Msb,) in the T said to be as though

it were a pL pl., (TA,) or it is pl. of *t.: [and

therefore regular]: ( :) the dim. is $ am.j. (Zj,

Msb.) ,l. 1 [or t: 1 -] signifies Tihe

hand-mill. (MA.)- [Hence, A molar tooth,

or grinder:] i. q. M, ; (,Mb, ;) pl. :jl_;,
* -e* WJ10 --"

isq. (s :) [or rather] the .t_l, also called
the .1, athe he twelve teeth, three on each

side [above and belon,], next after the JI.l [or

bicuspids]. (Zj, in his "Kliall el-Insin.")-
[And app. A roller nwith which land is rolled to
crush the clods; as being likened to a mill-stone:
see 1 in arL _,;., near the end of the paragraph.]

Stones: and a great rock, or ?mas of stone.
(TA.) - A round piece of ground, riding above
what surrounds it, (, I,) about as large in

extent as a tnil: (]g:) pl. '.1;: (Is, TA:) or
this latter, i. e. the pl., signifies piseces of rugged
ground, less than nountains, round, and rising

above what surrounds theon: (M, TA:) or tL.j

.1.jl &e means a round and rugged place [or

piece of ground] among sands: (Sh, TA:) or a
large and trugged [elevation such as is termed]

;; or ,.bl, round, rising above wvhat surrounds
it, not spreading upon the surface of the earth,
nor producing herbs, or legUtninous planes, nor
trees. (ISh, TA.) - A round cloud; [as being
likened to a mill-stone;] (A in art. :) or so

.it~. LS_M.j ($.) - The > £ [or callous
protuberance upon the breast] of a camel; (T, g,
I ;) so called because of its roundness: (TA:) pl.

· -4: (I :) which likewise signifies the callous
protuberances upon the knees of the camel. (T,

TA.) _- The foot (C"O.') of the camel and of the
clephant: pl. .;f (M, .) - A 5;.1. [app.

meaning a circling border] atound the nail.
(TA.)_-The breast, or chest: pl., as in the

~-- .5
other senses following, :.;,i. (S.)- Spinage,
or spinach; (M, ];) because of the roundnes of
its leaves. (TA.) - A colUctive body of the
members of a houshold. (ISd, 1, TA.) - 1 An

independent tribe: ((, TA:) ,l1.l (which is its
pl., ]g, TA) signifies t independent tribes, that
are in no need of otuers. (S, TA.) - t A large
number of camels, crowding, or presing, together;

(S, ., TA;) also called 'iL : (S, TA:) or

Jr1 Lmv means the collective herd of the camels:
and in like manner, .4iii l.; the collective body

of the people, or party. (ISk, TA. ).....d _j:
signifies [also] t The chief of the pople, or party.
(T, ., M, n, TA.) [It is added in the TA that

'Omar Ibn-El-Khat b was called . J 
as though meaning t The chief of war; because
of his warlike propensities: but it seems from
what here follows, as well as from what precedes,

that this may be a mistranscription, for.,JaI O..,

or w,iJ U .0. signfies XThe
most vehement part [or the thickest] of the light;

syn. l1.. : (S, Mb :) in the I it is said that

.a1. signifies m.JI i4., and U; as also

, m..,gJI: but it seems that there is an omiion;
133^

M~ ~~ 'J 2 >
S 60 A . ' jA 5 . J . .

44-k& J-%k~ duu
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for .O,J1 is [generally] fem., and in the M it is
said that ,;·,l j.j signifies IJ1k, [spp. mean-
ing the main stress, or the hickest, of death in
battle]. (TA.) In a saying relating to 'Alee's
having made an end of j.lI V .-, this
exprecion is expl. by A'Obeyd as meaning Tlhe
pilace around nthich revolved the thickest of the
fight ( .Jl u au 4t; 5jJI i 44Jl) [in

the Battle of the Camel]. (TA.) And l ;';ji
·. ,l . ; [which may be rendered tThe main
jtres of death bcset him round about] means
death befell him. (Mqb, TA.)

..- , *... *&.
It~j [or a~j ia,~ meaning A serpent folding,

or coiling, itself, so as to resemble a nech-ring]:
see iaj, in art. 

t.j: see ;cI, first sentence.

a, dim. of Lj, q. v. (Zj, M!qb.)
-I- c. 0.

.m 3.a.w, A shallow, or a wide, [bowl such as
is termed] a,.J. (TA. [It is there mentioned
in art. j, but belongs to art. j, q. v.])

,~.*, A place ofa mill or naill.stone. (MA.)
- See also ._ (near the end of the paragraph),
in two places. _ [Accord. to Freytag, it occurs
in the Decwan of the liludhales as meaning t A
place where any one standjs irmly.]

---,
>S A maker of mills or mill-stones. (p,

TA.)~ And Ioisturo in the ground to the
extent of a palm. (Al.n, TA.)

1. , aor. , inf. n. n. said of dough, It had
in it much water [so that it was soft: see also
8]. (TA.) _ - ,.j, (JK,T,1 ,) aor. ', (JK,)
inf. n. as above, (TJI,) lie broke it, or crushed
it, (JK, T,) and so made it soft: (T:) or he trod
wpon it, (T, g,) and so made it sofJ. (T.).-
Also Ilse mixed (JK, g, KT) what is termed Ji,
(JK,) or wine, or beverage: (9, 1 :) and likewise
food with condiment. (JK.)

4. .jI lie put much water into it [so as to
make it softl; namely, dough. (TA.)~ [The
inf. n.] t..jJ also signifies The exceeding the
umsal, or ordinary, or the just, or proper, bounds,
or degree; or the acting eregiously, or immode-
ratcly; or the like; (syn. Al;;) in a thing. (J.)

8. .1, (lApr, TA,) inf. n. ~t;, (IAar,
T1, TA,) for which, in some copies of the Kg, is

put itl&.,.tl, but the former is the right reading,
(TA,) said of dough, (TA$r, TA,) It was, or
became, soft, or /lacciL (IAar, 1, TA.) -And
t It (one's opinion) was, or became, unsound,
faulty, or confued; syn. ' l;!. (1, TA.)

tj [Lax, orflaccid: (Golius, on the authority
of Meyd:) or sft]: see its fem., AIm, voce

tj A certain soft, flaccid, orfragile, plant;

(AIJn, 1, ;) as also V jU, with fet-h, (men-

tioned by ISd,) or ' ~lj. (So in the JK.)-
Also A certain great bird, that carries ff the
l .1kA- [or rhinoceros]. (1i. [See note 2'2 to
ch. xx. of my translation of the "Thousand avid
One Nights." The word is of Persian origin,
arabicized; as it is said to be by Lth in the sense
next following.]) - And hence, as being likened
thereto, (TA,) One of the pieces with nhich the
game of chc.u is played; [called by us the rook,
castle, and tower:] pl. , (,) or CJ,
(JK, A,) or both. (TA.)

,.jd [app., in its primary acceptation, S,ftne&s
of a substance, such as earth &c.: and hence,]
softness, delicateness, or easiness, of life. (JK,
TA.)-It is also used as an epithet. (TA.)
You say 1.~.j )l Soft land, of owhich the soil is
good; as also *t'4: pl. &i;: (J1C:) or wide
and soft land, whether leoel or not level: (ISh:)
or soft, or yielding, land: (S, K, TA:) and
t i,j, (1K, TA,) with teshdeed and medd, (TA,)
[in the CK ,1.:, without teshdeed,] signifies the
like: (IAp, 1g:) or this last (. ), wide land:
(I :) or tumid land or earth, that breaks in
pieces beneath the tread: and its pl. is k t,lj.
(JK, 15.) And 1 1 '; What is soft of soil,
or of moist earth. (TA.) And ?. .p A
life, or state of life, that is amnple, unstraitened,
or eas, (8, K, TA,) and soft. (TA.) _ See

also j.

CL: see

see eib .

and tl,, applied to mud, or clay,
(JK, g,) and to dough, (JK,) Thin, and soft:
(JK, 15, TA:) and t 5. soft, or moist, mud or
clay. (KL.)

1tp : see the next preceding paragraph.

tlIi 5.a.;, applied to a man, and to a
camel, Lax, or not firm, in make, by reason of
fatnscu. (JK.)

ejt ;vC Intoxicated, full of drink; (1];)
as also . (TA.)

^ - , applied to a man, and to a camel,
Flaccid, or flabby, by reason of old age or of
emaciation. (JK.)

1. 'o,, aor. -, inf. n. , , It (a thing,
Myb, or a price, ., A) sas, or became, cheap,
low-priced, or own. (8, A, Msb, V, TA.) [Accord.
to all of these authorities, this seems to be the pri-
mary signification: but Et-Tebreezee (Ham p. 47)
thinks it to be from &.j; applied to a woman,
as meaning "soft, or tender."] Some say ~,.
also; but this is not of established authority.
(MF.) ,_~, aor. ', (M, A, Mob, ]g,) inf. n.
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L .it (9, M, A, Mob, K) and L;,L (., M;
Mgb, ,K) and Ot,;, (Ltl, TA,) It (a thing, ~,
or the body, 9, Msb, or flesh, A) was, or became,
solf, or tender; (S, M, A, Msb, g, TA;) and
soft to the feel: (Msb:) and in like manner
,..ij said of a girl: (A:) or, said of a woman,
inf. n. Otv;, she was, or became, soft, or tender,
and delicate, or thin, in her external skin: and
said of a woman's fingers, they were, or became,
soft, or tender: but when said of a plant, inf. n.
a.oL, it was, or became, soft, flaccid, or easily
or quickly broken: (Lth :) [anvd said of a twig, or
rod, it was, or became, firesh, or succulent, and
soft, or tentler: sce e,o.]

2. 1.jb J ija, inf. n. j, le had
indulgence, license, or facilitation, granted, or
conceded, to him in, or with respect to, such a

thing. (Q, A,' J.*) You say, :) W,i 1 
Ii., inf. n. as above, Tlhe lan has been indilgent
to us in, or with respect to, such a thing; has
facilitatel it to us; as also V .il, inf. n. Li.l;t.

(Msb.) And UI j l. L [or,
more commonly, il,] I game license, or per-
mission, to such a one to do such and such
things after my forbildding him to do them.
(TA.)

4. 1.a lIe (God, ., A, Meb, or a man,
JK) made it (a thing, MIb, or a price, 8, A)
cheap, low-priced, or low. (JK, S, A, AMob, 1.)
' r^j, in this sense, is not known. (M.sb.)
Also [leffound it to be cheap, lon-prired, or low.
(lg.)-Also, (g,) or *t j,, ($, A,) lre
boueght it chea.p, or at a lon, price. (S, A, K.)
- See also 2.

5. ,adJ 3 le toolk, or arailel himself of, or
allowed hinself, indulgence, license, or facilita.
tion; (A, TA;) he did not go to the utmost
length; ($, Mob, ];) [he relaxed, or remittedl;]
in ('s) such a thing; ( ;) in affairs; (A;) or in
the affair. (Msb.) You say also, ..L . j
Ile took what was easily attainable, of his riglit,
or due, and did not go to the utmost length. (A.)

8. .. aL.3Il: see 4. - Also, (S, .Sgh, 1,) or
?adi..j..l, (A,) He reckoned it cheap, or low-
priced: ($, A, Sgh, V:) and t the latter, he Jam
it, or judged it, to be so. (Lthi, .)

10. a 1-l: see 8, in two places.

.; applied to a thing, (A, .K,) or to the
body, (., Msb,) and to flesh, and to a plant, (A,)
Soft, or tender; (9, M, A, Myb, 1( ;) and &ofi to
thefedel: (Mb :) and * , signifies the same,
(AA, M, J,) applied to a garment, or piece of
cloth, (AA, ~,) as also the former: (TA:) fem.
of each with; : (M, TA:) ; is also applied
to a girl, (A,) and to a woman, (g, TA, but
omitted in the CIS,) and to fingers, signifying not
rigid or tough: (g :) or, applied to a woman, it
signifies soft, or tender, and delicate, or thin, in
her external skin: and applied to a woman's
fingers, soft, or tender: but ,. applied to a
plant, soft, flaccid, or eaily or quickly broken:
(Lth, TA:) and applied to a twig, or rod, frek,
or succulent, and tofl, or tender: (Mb :) the pl.
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of ,j is ,tu.j4: (Mb :) and that of L;o. is
.i51 zj, which is irreg. [as such, but reg. as pl. of

t i.j]1; (Ill, TA;) occurring in poetry. (TA.)
You say, J.q A: , . He is soft, or tender,
in body. (s.) And O.sJI a,.j ;1. A woman
eoJf, or tender, in body. (IDrd, TA.)

).j [see 1, of which it is the inf. n., in the
first of the senses explained above. -Also The

act of making cheap;] a subst. from 1..jI in
the first of the senses here assigned thereto.
(M,b.)

'.ii (., A, Myb, 0) and 'L,1.j (A, M;b,,)
Indulgence, license or facilitation; (9, A, M9 b,
1;) in an anffir: (8, A, Myh:) pl. , . (A,
M,b) and ajLa and o and ;JGi .
(Mqb.) You say, La.j) Ij j [Thou hadS,
or #halt hare, in, or nith respect to, this, indul-
genre, licents, or facilitation]. (A.) - t Indul-
gence granted, or conceded, by God to his servant,
in a matter which lie alleviates to him. (A, .. )
-[t An ordinantice qf indulgence; such as the
shortening of prayer in travelling, and the like:
pl. w,a.j, of which we have an ex. in the follow-

ing trnd.:] _ 4.0 L; .l X 4"X

JSI; 0 ,.i [t God loreth that his ordinances
of indulgence be performedl, like as lile loreth that
his obligatory ordflinances be performed]. (A.)
-I A portion, or share, of water: (A:) or a
time, or turn, in drinkingy. (1(.)

u;. A cheap, or low-priced, thing; (MRb;)
a low price. (,, A.) = A quich death. (Lth,
A, .) - See also ,,&., in two places. 

So.ft, without strength or sturdiness, atnd without
endurance: or stupid, dull, wanting in intelli-
gence; syn. Je.. (T.A.)

,j A ewe-lamb; (S, K;) as also t and

?s.]j: (Q :) the male is called 3 ": (S:) pl.
[of pauc.] Jv.l (1) and [of mult.] J and
J.j, (, I,) whichi last is of an extr. form,
(TA,) and X and i. and (g.)

; see the preceding paragrph.

i.' ,A poseor and rearet ofer,e-lambs. (..)

1 . ,~., (., Msb, V,) aor. !, (]g,) inf. n. l,;
(l, Mb ;) and . , aor. A; (J ;) It (the voice,
C, TA, and speech, !g, TA) ma, or became, sojf,
or gentle, and eay: (,* 1], TA:) [or it (the
voice) was, or became, soft, or gentle, plaintive,
and meneow: (see s- :)] it (a thing, and the
speebh,) mag, or became, easy: (Msb:) L.tI.L
in speech is a good quality in women. (TA.)
One ays also of a girl, , (V, TA,) inf. n.
as above, (TA,) meaning /he was, or became,
eay [and soft or gentle] in speec: (; TA:)

and in like manner, of a [young gazelle such as is
termed] i [meaning in voice, or cry]: and
,a;, said of a she-gazelle, means she uttered a
[soft or gentle] cry. (TA.)-I. 1w- ' ZJ. and
I..44 Lt : see 4...Hence, perhaps,] ;

Ws)3, aor. ' and :, t She (a woman) played
with her child: (]:) [or,] accord. to the "Nawta-

dir el-AgAb," ~ .. 3 and [fi*j~, [app.
.,.3 and. '.;. in both cases,] said of a woman,
mean ,,j3 1 [She treats, or regards, her boy
with mercy, pity, or compassion; &c.]: (TA:)

and ; J:l #;,_ j means ;z.j i [I treated, or
regarded, the thing with mercy, &c.]: (], TA:)
AZ says that ndj, aor. -, inf.n. 'a;j, and

4*;, aor. , inf. n. ia,, are syn.: (S:) and he
says that,.m. [thus accord. to the TA] is of the
dial. of some of the people of El-Yemen: it is
tropical: Lh., also, mentions Ls~j, aor. , inf. n.

.Aj, as meaning t lie was, or became, inclined
tofavour him, or affectionate to hi,n. (TA.) 
,s, said of a skin for water or milk, It was, or
became, stinkting. (TA.)

2. (M:b,) iif. n.j- S, (S Mb, TA,)
He made it soft, or genttle: (S, TA:) or he made
it eanJsy: namely, [the voice, (see 1,) or] speeclh.

(Mob.) - Hence, (Mgb,]~,) or from .
signifying, as some say, The cutting off[a thing],
or cutting [it] at its extremity, or curtailing [it],
(S,) the j of the name, (8, Mah, K,) in the
vocative form of speech; (9;) [accord. to general
opinion,] because it facilitates the pronunciation
thereof; (1];) i.e. the [abbreviating by the]
eliding of the end thereof, for the alleviation of
the utterance; (Mqb;) the curtailing a name of
its last letter, or more; (g, TA;) as when, to one

whose name is . or !to, you say j. % or
JL4 b: but accord. to Z, in the A, it is from the
.neeJ of the hen; because this is only on the
occasion of the cutting short (Lj) [of the laying]
of the eggs: (TA:) [in like manner also] the
.,'j of the diminutive is the [abbreviatinj
thereof by the] cutting off of [one or more of]
the augmentative letters [and sometimes of radi-
cal letters]; as when, in forming the diminutive
of _,i [and that of. ,l;], one says .i,. [and

"]. lCar p. 334.) - a lj.l_._., inf n. as
above, He made the hen to cleave to, or heep to,
[or brood upon,] her eggs [for the purpose of
hatching them]. (M, V.) [,*.j also signifies
IHe constructed, or cased, a building, or a floor
&c., With.,s.j: but this is perhaps post-classical.]

4.tv ' ,rc ~ i.l; (9,I5;) or ,:i.
alone; (JK;) and l>;; , and

(1s,) aor. , (TA,) inf. n. & and i.; and
I..; (1;;) She (a domestic hen, JK, 9, ], and

an ostrich, JK, TA) brooded upon her eggs, to
hatch them. (JK, ~, .)

8. i,Jie ,):.* l t She (a camel) loved, af-
fected, or inclined to, and kept to, or caoe to,
her young one. (TA.)

,*&j t Favour, or affection; or mercy, pity, or

compassion: and love: and gentlenes; (], TA ;)
as also t'a,.j [which appears to be the more
common, and which is mentioned above a an
ilf. n : (, J,* TA:) the latter is nearly the
same as i,.;. (9.) One says, ' " ; jI,

t His lore, and his gentlene, fell, or lighted,
upon him. (S.) And t d. dL Ji' and
', (], TA,) i. e. t[He made iofaU, or light,
upon him, or bestomeed upon Aim,] his love, and
his gentleness: this is said of God. (TA.) And

L; 4fi. U .Ji and t i.e. t[SShe made
tofall, or light, upon him, or bestowed upon him,]
her favour, or affection, or her mercy, pity, or

companion. (TA.) And &,l t V, i,1,
i. e. t [upon whom] the love andfamiliarity of is
mother [have been made to fall or light, or have
been bestorred], is an explanation given by As of
the pass. part. n. t',j .~. (8, TA.) [But accord.
to Z, these significations are from .-iJ am signi-
fying a bird of a certain species described in what

follows: for] it is said in the A that .ii
' .J means t He was, or became, oaffectionate,
or pitiful, or compassionate, to him, and attached
to him: because the a.~ is vehemently voracious,
and fond of alighlting upon carcasses: therefore
love nnd affection lighting upon one are likened
thereto. (TA.)~ A certain [species of] bird,
well known; [the vultur perenopterus; being for
the most part white, called by some the rwhit
carrion-vulture of Egypt aid the neiglhbouring
countries; and also called Pharaoh's hen; in
Hcbr. DTll: (see Bochart, Hieroz., 297.22:)]

nn. un. ' ,;-: (l :) the former is the pl. of the
latter, (t, Ms)),) denotinF the genus, ($,) li. e.,
its coll. gen. n.,] like as u is of A.m: (Myb:)

the pl. [properly so termed] of i i is .j [like
!as X, is of , or perhaps of..i;, like as

-,1 is of -,,] (JK, TA) and also ( d. [which
is anomalous]: (JK:) the ti44. is a party-
coloured bird, white and blacAk, (F, TA,) ree-

bling the ,Z (JK, ?, TA) in formn; and aloo

called j;3: (9, TA:) [it is said to be] a bird
that eats human dung, afoul bird, not of such as
are pursued as game, wherefore no expiation is
incumbent on him who kills it when he is in the
state of.)1j_., for it is not eaten: it is [said to be]
thus called because it is too wreak to take prey:
(Msb:) [various fanciful uses of its gall-bladder
and fiesh &c. for medicinal and other purpomes are
described in the 1: accord. to some, if not all,
it is a term for thefemale: (see ~1 :)] the male
is called and · , (JK,·) and .o
(Kr, [.) _ Also Thick milk. (IAr, ].) 
The t &;. [as written in the JK, but in the TA
without any syll. signs,] of the horse is like the
a3. [app. as meaning The inner part of the
thigh] of a human being: (JK,TA:) one says,
L.s.n fi i1U #; [A hors having the 44, pro-
tuberant].. (TA.) [If correctly written in the
JK, it is probably a n. un. of which is the

coll. gen. n.: and hence, perhaps,] .L.J! /Ahjj,
applied by the poet 'Amr Dhu-l-Kelb to a ewe
abounding with milk, as meaning Soft [ thA

.d*.j, and app. protuberant thur'a, and by reason
A
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thereof, and of the largeness of her udder, wad.
dling,] as though she were mad, or possesed
(TA.)

**& a pl. of i. q. v. [n. un. of,s.; like
,.j, but anomalous]. (JK.)

.,.j Lumps of bicslings. (IALtr, J..)

*l.j, with (lamm, (TA, [analogously with the
generality of words of similar meaning, but this
fact may have occasioned some writer's adding
"with damm,"] or t*a, (so in thile JK, [if
correct, app., as being likened to a white vulture,])
A whiteness in the head of a ewe or she-goat:
(JK, TA:) and a dust-colour in her face, tJhe
rest of her being of any colour. (TA.)

aI.,: seeam j, isn nine places: - and see also

J J.

**1 ;. q. 3 t ;.j. (TA.)

;.jl [commonly applied to Marble: and some-
times to alabaster: the latter application is the
more agreeable with the following explanation:]
a certain white, soft stone: (JK, ~, Mgh, K,
TA:) what is of the colour of wine, or yellow, or
daplpled, is of the kinds of stones, (g, TA,) i. e.,
not [a sort] of.fL.;: (TA:) a well-known kind of
stone: (M§b :) n. un. withl [mceaning a piece, or
slab, &c., thereofJ. (Mgh, Msb.) [See also

rr-]

..e;, applied to speech, (8, blsb, g,) &c.,
(Mlb,) Soft, or gentle, and easy: (S,* g:) or
[simply] easy: (M.sb :) and, applied to the voice,
soft, or gentle, Iplaintive, a,nd melodious. (TA.)
- Also, applied to a girl, (K,) and so i,
(Ay, JK, ],) Easy [and soft or gentle] in speech:
(As, l~:) and in like manner, 'JI 't
na girl soft, or gentle, &c., in voice]: (JK:) and

in like manner also the first and second are
applied to a [young gazelle such as is termed]

. (TA.)_ - wl,JI j Gcntle, gracious,
or co;rteous, to his associates. (TA.)

1it.j n. nn. of,i.; [q. v.]. (Mgll, Mab.) 
Also A cc¢tain plant. (AI.Hn, I.)

t.. jI A certain plant, (AIHn, g,) different
frorm the ;j,& [app. ; 6, with which some
probably identify it], having a blossom of a pure
white, and a white root, vwhich the [wild] asses
dig u1p wvith their hoofs, and all the wild animals
eat because of its sweetness and pleasantness; and
its places of growvth are the sands: (A.Hn, TA:)
or, as some say, (TA,) a kind of tree lihe the
JOl [q. v.]. (S, TA.) [See also la*.j., in art.

] _ Also [or * 5i.] A soft, or gentle,
wind. (P.)

2: e ec i.;- :I Vt ily he is
inclined tofa·our hina; or is affectionate to him.
(Lb, TA.)

*.,.l, applied to a horse, and the fernm. i
applied to a ewe or she-goat, Whose head is vwhite,
the rest being black: (?, l :) the latter like

S. ~.: one should not say 4.d.: ($:) or the
former, a horse whoseface is white: (Mgh:) and

the latter, a ewe, or she-goat, having a whiteness
on her head. (JK.)

- h.3 Sl Sj;t ic (JK,, S, K) nnd ..d
c (JK, I;, TA, but not in the CKi) and?..i. (S, K)

and '.~ (K., TA, but not in the CK) and, accord.
to the M,. , (TA,) and V,.., (accord. to
the JK,) or 4it3, and a.., (K,) I hnom not
w who of mankind he is. (JK, S, g.)

; . (JK, S, fi ) and '~ . (., TA) and

f t/I; (1) A domestic hen, (JK, S, K,) and an
) ostrich, (JK,) Brooding upon eggs, for the pur-

pose of hatching. (JK, S, K.)

.n,: seec,.j, in the latter part of the parn-
graph.

· ?z ror i;.Lp and 'L,6!] i.q. _mai and
,' [ic-.]. (JK.)

3J'7y : *see.,i, in the latter part of the para-
graph.

..... : seoe ., in the former half of the parn-
graph.- , Jl,..: sece.j.

. _9: seed..j, in the latter part of the para-
graph.

1. j, aoer. Mj.; and , nor. l."; (S,
M, Msb, I ;) inf. n. ;jL.j (M, Msb, K) and :a.j,
(M, 1y, but in several copies of the latter ;.3,) or
this is a simple subst., (Msb,) and ;i, with
kesr, (M, K,) which is extr., (M,) and some add

.j and ;,dj; (MF, TA;) It (a thing, S) was,
or became, soft, yielding, flaccid, flabby, ltx,
slack, uncomimsct, crummny, fragile, frangible,
brittle, friable, easily or quickly broken; i.q.

I,;Lj , (8, 1,TA,) i.e. ti; (TA;) or ;
(Mb ;) and t..., signifies the same. (S,* K.)
_ And #,&, and .0/, (Msb, K,) and [L4/] like
tG. [of which the aor. is j], and [C.S] like
L.j [of which the aor. is .s ; in the CIg, erro- 
neotsly, like ]; (R, TA;) the aor. [of the
first and third] being M, and [that of the second
and fourth being] .4.; (TA;) said of life

( t), It wvas, or became, ample, unstraitened,
or plentiful, in its means, or circumsatances: (Mob,
g :') or said of a man, inf. n. *l.;, t he wcas, or
became, in an ample, an unstraitened, or a plenti- I
ful, state of life. (TIl.)

U2. * .Ji aei The mixing of lte thing
with the thing. (TA.) [Thle verb is L.4., -He

mixed; like , which is mentioned in this sense I

in the present art. in the JK, app. for t.sJ.]

3. 6tWj: see 4, in three places. _ Also, inf. n.
it., £. q. o4 [lie nwas, or became, distant,
remote, &c., from him: or he made, or caused,
him, or it, to be, or become, distant, remote, &C.].
(R.) ~ And :..J She (a woman, TA) was, or
became, near to bringing forth. (]., TA.)

4. ot.j; IHe made it, or rendered it, soft, yield- i
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itig,Jlaccid,ftabby, lax, slack, uncompact, crummy,
fragile,ft.angiblc, brittle,firiable, easily or quickly
broken; i. q. 1L,4 ai-; as also * ; QC (e.)
You say, f,lyl .5jI [He relaxed, or slackened,
the tie, or bond]; (M, TA;) and V .1j, inf. n.

tj.l. (JK, TA.) And 't . ' 3 ~t 1l [lit.

Rielax thou, or slacken thou, his cord ,vith vhich
he is being strangled]; meaning t make thou his
circumstances ample and easy to Aim; ease himn;
relieve him; or grant him a delay. (TA. [Sec a

similar phrase in art. yj, conj. 2.]) And d JI
o I MlIahe thou his shtackle, or shtackles, wtide, or

amp!le, not strait, to him. (TA.) And 4J .;l

J.A-11 [lit. Relax thou, or slacken thou, to him
the rope]; meaning give thou to hinm ample
scope for using his own judgment, or discretion,
in the dislposal, or managemnent, of his affairs, so
that he may go whither he pleases. (TA.) And
,UiJ ,I and a ,;d IIe lengthened the horse's

rope. (]g.) And j_l dJI J &.J1 [lit. I£e re-
laxed, or slackened, his tether]; meaning I he left
himn to his own affair. (A, TA.) And . ji
A.ZL.; [lit. lie slackened, or loosened, his turban];
meaning t he became, orfelt, in a state of security
or safety, tranquil, or at ease; (.K, TA;) be-
cause the turbans are not slackened, or loosened,

(,%jO 0,) in difficulty, or lardlsli, . (TA.) And
leI 5L$_ ($, oIb, jI ) :O . (S) lie let loose,
let down, or lowered, the veil, or curtain, .'c.

(S, K.) And .l .) t u L$, "._ jl [ It let, or
mnade, his clothes hang donvn loosely upon his legs]
in riding and in sitting [&c.]. (TA in art. .oj.)
[And j; -I t ile shed teaIr.] And ;.it
ia;' ! Ilis state, or condition, miade him to
enjoy an easy, amp&le, or unxtraitened, life, or a
life of ease aend plenty. (T1; TA.) i..i, said
of a slhc-camliel, [app. for lit .j1, i. e. She
relaxed the part on either side of her tail, vir-
tually] means t 1' )tii, (S, K, TA,) i. e.
[t he part on either side of her tail became relased;
or] her J31'o [or parts on the riy,ht and left of
her tail] galped, [or recedCedfrom each. other,] on
the occasion of bringing forth. (T, TA.) --. £!
also signifies A sort of runnling: (S:) or vehe-
ment runninig: (K :) or running exceeding rwhat
is termed ,e.4: (JK, .: [see 2 in art. .j3 :])

or running (,?) that is not ardent, or not itnpe-
tuouxs: (A, TA :) or gentlene.s in runn fing: (Ianm
p. 158:) accord. to Az, il. yl ,A; .1 means

The mhost vehement [running termned] c; and
Ji'l ';'j.l is lcss than that: and s L.jl
i.s,, said of a horse, signifies I 4 [app. as
meaning IHe rose in his running]; and is from
t; .jas an epithet applied to wind. (TIA.) You
say also, a;. tL ..JI, meaning lie made his beast
to go the pace, or in the manner, termed 1t,
explained above: (Lth, K :) [or,] accord. to
A'Obeyd, ,;l. ;l signifies the leaving a horse to
follow Ais own eager desire in running, without
fatiguing him. (~.)

6. .&.l He (a horse) remitted, or flagged,
in his running; or was, or became, remiss, or

1
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lanrid, tAerein. (Az, TA.) And [in like manner]

jsj ,J t d..j.l [Ilie remitted, or flagged, in
the affair; or mwa, or became, remiss, or languid,
therein]. (V in arts. . and ,.,;, &c.) And

.t.aF j. Ul.lJ He remitted, orJfagged, in the
accomplishment of his want; or he was, or became,
remits, or languid, therein. (TA.) - lle drew
back, held back, or hung back, (JK, 1, TA,)
0./from me, (TA,) or ;fr>om the thiig.
(JK.) He was, or became, slou, sluggi.xh,
tardy, dilatory, late, or bacnkward. (JK, TA.)
You say also, L..WJI .,,3 The rain delayed; or
was tardy, lute, or backwvard. (S, K.) [And
J-,l &U"1.3 The time was, or becanle, late: and
it became protracted. And sr Lq,I3 It was, or
became, after, or later than, it: see tlj,
below.] And jjl o1. The naffair, or case,
was, or became, protracted; the time thereof

became extended. (Mob.) Andl t0 1 5
In the affair, or case, is ample time or scope
[for action gc.]; syn. La_.; (Msb, TA;) and
extension, or protractednexs: (TA:) or re,note-
ness; referring to the case of the resurrection, i.e.
the time thereof. (Mgh in art. &.)

10. j,l: see 1, first sentence. .
k*A~, said of a shelC-camel: see 4, in the latter
half of thc paragraph. .'.J1 u .l ['The vrcil,
or cqrtain, hung down; hung down loosely; wnas
pendent, or pendulous: and in like manniier the
verb is said of n garment, or a portion' thiereof,
and of hair, or a lock of hair, &c.]. (Msb.)

.j1 ~ u.,.,: see 6. t -,:e

t [lie was, or becamen, weak in his opinion
aftOer being strong]. (lAqr, TA in art. , -.)

A.1 4 . il (JK, T, TA,) and J. ,..i,
(J'K,) or 'JU. , (T, TA,) t The affair,
or case, and his state, or condition, became good
with him after straitness; (JK;) or . he became
in a good state, or condition, (T, TA,) in ample,
unstraitened, or plentifil, circumstances, (TA in
explanation of the first of these phrases,) after
straitness. (T, TA.) A poet says, (,,) namely,
Tufeyl EI-Ghanawee, (TA,)

'o*' ' 0 - "L
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meaning i [And he acquired camels, or numerous
camels, and] his state, or condition, became good
[aflter his cattle had perished; and had it not
been for .our labour, or exertion, he trould not
have acquired camels, or numerous camnels]: (8,
TA:) or the phrase . JI. , 4 iO.j means

.. I;.jt [explained above: see 4]. (T, TA.)

$.b and 4j. (Lth, $, M, M.b, 1) and ~;
(M, M9b, ;) but accord. to Ag and Fr, the first
is that which is approved, (TA,) or, accord. to Az,
it is that used by the Arabs; (Mb ;) the second,
accord. to Ay and Fr (TA) and Az, (Mqb,) being
post-classical; (Mqb, TA ;) and the third is of the
dial. of the Kilibees; (Mb ;) applied to a thing
(8, OC) of any kind, (V,) Soft, yielding, flaccid,
flabby, la, slack, uncompact, crummy, fragile,
frangible, brittle,fiable, easily or quickly broken;

S

syn. u; (8, ;) or .;; i'.J; (Mb ;) [and
t ' signifies the same, as is shown by the

explanation of its verb in the first sentence of this
art. :] the fem. is with i, i. e. ;~. and &.j and

.;; () [and iJe^]. You say J;.. j or
3.& or A.j A stone that is soft, yielding, &c.

(Msb.) - And $Z.j mti A mare that is easy,
and gentle, moderate, deliberate, or leisurely, in

pace. ($.) And * 'I;l M=1 ,J., A horse that is
easy to be led, or tractable. (A, TA.) The phrase
): ' ' is used in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb

instead of .j L,. becanse meaning i;5',

3... ($_.) - 3 j/l J1 lI [which may be
rendered The lax leters] is said in the 1, by an
anticipation of the pen, to be applied to the letters
exclusive of those comprised in the phrase l; ... 
[for which some say 'l _iJ]: Sgll says [cor-
rectly] that they are the letters exclusive of those

terined a .l and of those in the phrase
i~ ~: as is said in the M, they are thirteen;
namely, .:, E, f, C ,, , ,. , . o, ,. ,, a, ;,J 1
and 6; [to which Do Sacy adds, in his Grammar,
(2nd ed. i. 29,) 1 without ., and j and L., which
are generally included in an intermediate class
between the Lj:. and the S.j, namely,'in the
class consisting of the letters in the phlrase t;s..,l
or I. j. _J :] the letter termed .. j is that in
which the sound runs on, as it does, for instance,
in the .M and LA when you say I and

,jJI. (TA.)

;,.j: see what next follows.

i,, an inf. n. ofl 1: (M, K:) i.q. i.',:~, [i.e.
Sof,t ,is, yiellingness, flaccidity, &c. : see i, first
sentence]; as also t e4.•: yot say, Lj. ,S and
_;~.. [In him, or it, is softness, &e.. (K.) 

See also what next follows.

XL.L [said by some to be an inf. n. of 1] Ample-
ness, or fceedorn from straitness, of the means, or
circumstances, of life; (JK, ?, Mqb, ];) [and
so JQt :i.;] as also t 'tl . (JK.) uJ.1l c.;

t [An easy, or unstraitened, state of mind]. (S
in art. Jy.)

f;.j A soft, or gentle, wind: (?, . :) or a soft,
or gentle, and quick, wind: (JK :) or a soft, or
gentle, wind, that does not move anything. (Iar
p. 38.) It has the first of these meanings in the
]ur xxxviii. 35: (Bd, Jel:) or it there means A
wind that does not oppose, or contravene, the will
of God. (Bd.)

u. (Myb, R) and t l;, (,) applied to life

(/.,;, Mqb, R), t Ample, unstraitened, or plenti-
ful, in its means, or circumstances: (Msb, :)
or both applied to a man, t in an ample, an un-
straitened, or a plentiful, state of life. (T..)

W- , ., , .
You say, ' ie ;OMi + [Verily he is in
an ample, an unstraitened, or a plentiful, state of

life]. (TA.) And Jl1I &.J , (JK, ?, Myb,

TA) and Jt1 1 t.^1. (JK) t He is in an ample,
or unstraite~cd, (s,) or an easy, or a pleasant,

and a plentiful, state, or condition. (JK, !?,*

Msb, TA.* [See also other explanations in art.

J,.]) And JQ i Uj6 &hg 81 J
[ Verily that affair passes away fron me, I

beingf in an easy state of mind,] is said when you
are not disquieted, rendered anxious, or grieved,
by the affair. (TA.)

a1;, and J0ll ,/^.lj: see the next preceding
paragraph.

U.;I [as meaning More relaxing or lacken-
ing or loosening] is used in a verse of H. assan Ibn-

Thabit for the regular expresmion o:r ,.· ,1: it is

like C.. i meaning :;,.. t , t. (El-
Hareoree's " Durrat el-Ghowwqe," in De Sacy's
"Anthol. Gramm. Ar," p. s2 of the Ar. text.)

i..jl A thing, or part of a thing, (as, for
instance, a veil, or curtain, TK,) that one has let
loose, let down, or loywered. (~, 1.)

s.y., applied to a beast, (41;, g,) or a horse
or mare, (b,.J), S,) and a she-camel, (TA,) and
a she-ass, (S,) That rune in the manner ternumed
*fS;.: (.: [see 4, in the latter part of the para-
graph:]) or that runs much in that mnaner:

(s:) pl. ,71J. (, TA.)

1 .. [part. n. of 6, q. v.]. - You say vj ;W-

9t; ;-. lAj 0 A. l& [&yd came,
his time of coming being after, or later than, tih
time of the coming of 'Amr]; i.e. 0. , , ..
(Mgb in art. a,.)

_; -fem. iC: e first sentence.

L M, f, M,e b, : , &c.,) aor. M, , L,)
inf. n. >j (M, M, b, 1g, &c.) and , (., M,
L, 1) and jp,, ($, L, g,) this last an inf. n.
like t and ji., ̂ !, L,) and ;J (, [there

said to be an inf. n., liko j, of ;.;, aor. :,]) and
Sj., ($, L, ], ([but in the g and L merely said

to be syn. with .J,]) an intensive form, (Mglh,
TA,) and .t;;3, which is [also] an intensive or a
frequentativc inf. n. of o;, (8b, M, L,) and like-
wise an inf. n. of ab;j; (Sb, $, M, L;) and
tV3j1; (M, L;) He made, or caused, him, or
it, to return, go back, come back, or revert; sent,
turned, or put, him, or it, bach, or away; re.
turned, rejected, repeUed, or acerted, him, or it;
syn. , ($, M, L, Myb,) and `j.,, (., M, L,
I,) and ~a; (M9b in art. ., &c.;) .j ' ,
[from his, or its, course]. (., M.) Hence, in the
gur'[xxx. 42 and xlii. 46], [J i A day
which there shall be no repeUling, or averting],
meaning the day of resurrection. (Tb, M, L.)
One says, di ., ul , The command of God,
there is no repeUling, or averting it. (L) And
or ari r,e ^;. it e. [There is no repePing,
or arerting, the command of God.] (A.) And
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CY'l i ,j He made lim to rsturn or revert,
or turned him back or away, nith gentleness,

from the thing, or affair; as also 0,. (T, L.)
- Accord. to some, .) is made doubly trans.
with jl to the second objective complement when
honour is intended to be shown, and with ui
when dishonour is intended; and they adduce as
evidence of the correctness of their assertion the

sayings in the liur [xxviii. 12] I 1d! J .U;;
[So we returned, or restored, him to his mother]

and [iii. 142].~U £ [They wviU turn
you back, or cause you to return, to your former
condition]: but instances may be found at variance
with this assertion. (MF.) [Such instances are
of frequent occurrence; though in others, the dis-
tinction pointed out above is observed, as may be

seen in what here follows.] You say, Jj~ ... l Z 
lie sent him back to his abode. (S, L, Msb.) And

1,41. :l .He# returned, or rendered, to him a
reply, or an ansner; (e, A,* L, Mb ;) he sent
to him a reply, or on answer. (Msb.) And
Ac )j le replied to him, or anmwered him, in
an absolute sense; (L;) and also, by way of
refutation or objection, i.e. he replied against
him; 'jW and said, or 4l by his saying. (TA

&c., passim.) And J l &L; j He returned to
him the salutation. (The Trade. &c., passim.)

And Al:,L; s j He returned, rendered, re-
stored, or sent [back], to him the deposits; (Mb ;)
and a,.JIt [ths sœhe-camel, or sheep), or goat, lent to
himfofr )tim to milk her]. ($ in art. C..) And

.;1;JJ : # , (, Mgh, L, 1,) inf. n. a' and ,
(Mgh,) He rejected the thing, (such as a gift, A,
nnd bad money, L,) refusing to receive it, or
accept it, from him; [as though he cast it back
at hiim;] and a r;'JI t l;. (8, L, ].*) And
in like manner, He rejected the thing in reply to
him, charging him with error in respect of it.
(1, L, g.) And eij5 ;;i; [I rebutted, re-

jected, or repudiated, in reply to him, his saying,
charging him Awith error therein; I refused Aim
my ausent to it]. (A, M,b.) [And ;i J;;j
1 rebutted, rejected, or repudiated, in reply, or
replication, his sayin.q, as wrong, or erroneous;
refuted it, or refelled it; refused assent to it;
controverted it, or contradicted it. And .'l .j

le refused assent, or consent, to the thing, or

affair. And ,dl9 k bj He refused him his
assent, or consent, to the thing, or affair.] And
l)IJI v HIe turned back, or away, the beggar,
or ather, from the object of his want: (A:) [he
rebuffed him:] or he sent aroay, or dismissed, the
beggar, or akher, either with refusal or with a
gift: occurring in trada. with both of these mean-

ings. (L.) _ 4-- $a He shut, or closed, the

door. (Mg. [Soe ;&;. )-- [:' j ' 
is a phrse of frequent occurrence, meaning He
put back his hand to hit sword; it being hung
behind him: (ee 4 in art. Ab :) and hence,*
simply, he put his hand to his word.] 1;),

t&lj )t ,w I, in the gur Xiv. 10, means

And they put their hands to their mouths by
reason of vehement anger or wratl or rage.
(Jel.) -il 9# s. [He made him to enter again
into an aair, or a state]. (ISh, TA in art. Ci;.)
-;u I

J .j He repeated the thing; did it again;

syn. o>ll. (M in art. ... ) You say,; j

Jhd191 He repeated to them the oaths. (L in
art. UJ.) [In this sense, ';5 is one of the
inf. ns. in use; as in the following ex.] It is said
in a trad., J31 k.qS j " [There shall be no
repeating in the case of the poor-rate]; (T, ~, L;)
meaning that the poor-rate shall not be taken
twice (T, L) in one year. (L.) [See also 2, which

has a similar signification.] -_. . '%) I.j,

originally k . .. i J t [This will not return
anything to thee], means [this will not bring any
return to thee, or] this will not profit thee: (IHar

p. 483:) and I.i 4j %. to. :This does not

profit thee. (A.) __ 1 "1 >J t [Re referred
the affair, or case, to him for management or
decision: or] he committed to him the affair, or

case; syn. sJI s./. (~ and A and J in art.

.- _ [[.*1 jI ;,.JI ;, a phrase of fre-
quent occurrence, He reduced the thing to its

original state.] And ~ . Z,4l .% [He reduced
the fourth part to a fiJth part]. (] in art. j.)

-' i '--i' ;* ' *. - U ' .v, [Go
brought my soul to the time of the end of my
duration]. (IB, TA in art.-..l.)- _.. j 'o
[He reduced him to the thing, or affair]: (M
and 1 in art. jo, in explanation of Ui ;m

:) or he appropriated him [or it, restrictirely,]
to the thing, or affair. (T4 in that art.) 

and 1 s ;;, ( and in art , c ,)
and d*.1 j i JI >j, (MJb in the same art., &c.,)
[lie ;reverAsed the thing; made the last part of it
to be first, and the first part of it to be last;
turned it hind part before, and fore part behtind.]

e. --- a5 -. . -
And A ~. j.,'$l w. ? j [He reversed the
order of part, or of t!4e parts, of the affair, or

cae];. (TA in art. .0.) And .a, .c ;. D i. q.
Av- L [I reversed to himnhis affair, or case;
I made his affair, or cae, to become the contrary
of what it rwas to him]. (Msb in art. ,..C&.)
[Hence,] -- a-.is,o ;; _..,4 U .,, in the Kur
xvii. 6, means [Then me gave to you] the turn to
prevail against them, or the victory over themn.
(Bd, Jel.) - [Hence, also, oj sometimes signi-
fies He, or it, rendered him, or it; or caused him,
or it, to become; (like o, ;) when it has a
second objective complement the contrary in mean-
ing to the first; as in the following ex.; and it
may have this meaning likewise when it has a
second objective complement differing in meaning
from the first in a less degree.] A poet says,

* -- -

S - -jc ~ _j ,p 

;,.a .i , .... .J~~~~~~~~~. 1J . j J1.1' 
0 1*- pe~ cw-.. ,

I

a

[Box I.

[The casualties offortune smote the women of the
family of Harb tcith an event mkereat they
became confounded with great confoundedness;
and it rendered their black hairs white, and
rendered their white faces block]. (L in art.

2. ;, inf. n. n and ;l;", (S,L,) [the
latter of which ns. is merely said in the g to be
syn. with the former, and is said in the M and L
to be also an inf. n. of.; in an intensive or a fre-
quentative sense,] means more than t-; [i.e.
lIe made, or caused, him, or it, to return, go
back, come back, or revert; sent, turned, or put,
him, or it, back, or away; returned, rejected,
repelled, or averted, him, or it; much,frequenatly,
again and again, or time after time;] having an
intensive, or a frequentative, signification. (L.)
- [Also ie, or it, made, or caused, him, or it,
to go, or move, repeatedly, to andfro; to go and
come; to reciprocate: sec its quasi-pass., 5.-
lIence, t lie, or it, made him, or caused himn, to
stare., or racillate, in an affair, or between two
nffairs: see, again, 5. And hence, t lie, or it,
con!founded, or perplexed, him, so that he was
unable to see his right course: ace, again, 5; and
see also .r.] And j.r l j; t [He agitated the
thing, or affair, to and'fro in his mind]. (TA in
art. ., &c.) - And Iie repeated it; iterated it:

[or rather] he repeated it time afjer time; reite-
rated it: he reiproduced it: he renewed it: syn.

lct, (W p. 15,) and ojl, (A, and W ibid.,)

and t~.j. (Mgh in art. ej. [See also 1.])
You say, 3it .j lie repeated the saying tion
after time; reiterated it; syn. jj-. (A.) [And

..jdS3I 4Lc ,j lIe releated to him the speech,
or sentence, timne fter time; reiterated it to
him.] And ;iL. js ;I3 ';J lie reiterated hs
voice in his throat, orfautes; syn. s..j; (8 and
K in art. ~j, &c. ;) [as camels and othdr ani-
mats do in braying; (the Lexicons passim;)
and he quavered, or trilled, rapidlyl repeating
many times one very short note, or each note of a
piece;] like [as is done in] chanting, [for so the
Arabs genernlly do in chanting, and in singing
and piping, often throughout the whole per-
formance,] ($ in that art.,) or in reading or
reciting, or in singing, or piping, or other per-
formanecs, of such as am accompanied with
quavering, or trilling. (TA in that art.)

s. 6;1, (L and TA in art. ,j,) inaf. n. *;l,
(TA in that art.,) or ;,I>, (TI. in the present
art,) He endeavoured to turn him [from, or to,
a thing]; syn. 1a.4I and 'l;. (L in art. .V.)

- (5 JI ;.1: see 1, in the former half of the
paragraph. [Hence,] jJill ;. [and L. ;-lb
JlJI (occurring in the TA in art. .)] He
disputed with him, rebutting, or rejecting, or
repudiating, in reply to him, ,vhat he said; he
bandied words with him; syn. aq.l;. (A.) And
5J. jl I He disolved, or annulled, with him the

sale; syn. l. (A.)

4. .. ;jI She (a sheep or goat or other animal)
secreted milk in her adder a little bqforr he
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bringingforth; syn. &:. l: ($:) [or,] sid of a
camel, her udder became shining, and infwed
with milk. (M, L.) And She (a camel) had her
udder and vulva inflated, or swollen, in conse-
quence of her lying upon moist ground: or had
her vulva swollen in consequence of lut for the
stallion: or had her 1jl [or groins, or inguinal
creases, or the like], or her udder, and her vulwo,
rwollen in consequence of drinking much water.

a .·
(M, L) [See also -.]_ And jjI [said of a
man, app. from the verb as explained in the first
sentence of this paragraph, H/s sminal fuid re.
turned into his back, or he secreted much semin,l
fluid, in consequence of his having been long
without a rife, or absent f'om his home: ee
a 
AM: and see also 6. And hence, t He roa, or

became, very libidinous: see, again, j.-. And]
t Ie (a man) was, or became, woUlen w,ith anger.
(M. [In the L and TA, erroneously written, in

this sense, ljl1: see, again, iy'.])- Also It
(thie sea) mas, or became, tumultuous, with many
,aves. (M, L.)

5. .,j3 quasi-pass. of 2; (?, L;) He, or it,
was made, or caused, to return, go back, come
back, or revert; &c.; or he, or it, returned, ivent
back, came back, or reverted; much, frequentIly,
again and again, or time after time. (L.) You
say, O~ U' ';>j3 I returned time afte. time to
such a one. (M9 b.) And,lJI ,J. J! i 
lie repairfrequently to, or frequents, the asem.:
bliss of science; syn. .-. (A.) See also 6.
- [And as the returning repeatedly involves the
going repeatedly, it signifies also, like .W.1,
HIe, or it, went, or moved, repeatedly, to and
fro; so went and came; or reciprocated. Tlus,]

.I1 1h ;jl I : ' 3 [means Tle moving
to and fro of a thing supended in the air]. (}i
in art. ,.) You say, j~I %0j3 The soul, or
spirit, went and came. (W p. 5.) - [Hence,]

tHe wavsered, or vacillated, L1 jI k . [in opi-
nion]: (MA:) andy, l [ [in the affair], (? and

1] in art. .J, &c.,) and ~! 1 ~ [between two
things, or affairs]. (? and ]~ in art. W., &c.)
And I1 S j.5 'IiJ t [Such a thing became
agitated to andfro in my minud, or bosom]. (TA
in art. q.j.) And ;j3 said of a man, t He was,
or beca4n, confounded, or perplewd, so that ihe
was unable to ee his right course. (Bd and Jel
in ix. 45.) [And t He laboured, or eerted him-
self, as though goit)g to and fro, or making
repeated efforts, in an affiair: a meaning well
known.] _- [And It ats, or became, repeated
time after time, or reiterated: it was, or became,
reprodced: it mat, or became, renemed.] You

ya, i;. ; ,1,;sA His voice wat, or be-
came, reiterated in his throat, orfaues. (The
Lexicons peaim.) And -,W' j J;3 [Hereite-
rated i* uttering the letter J; or, as the meaning
is Showa to be in the V in art. U, h reitrated
tbe lettr J (.111 i;j)]. ($ in artL..) And i;j

Bk.iL 5 sd 11 [lie reitrated or stai-
Bk. I.

mered, or stuttered, in uttering the reply, and his
tongue halted,faltered, or hesitated]. (A.)

6. ;l,3 and VtA3 are both syn. with .l,j:
(M, L:) [or nearlyrso; inasmuch as each implies
repetition in returning:] you sayp,;- ~ ltl; 3,
meaning laL_.S [i. e. They returned, retired,
or retreated, by degrees, or by little and little, in
a journey, or march]. (TA in art. .~.) And
:W.! i! TAhe water reverted (t 1 [app. by
repeated refluze]) from its channel, an account
of. some obstacl in its vay. (A.) And ,Jl ;1j3

i,b L Th seminal fluid returned [by dre,'es]
into his back, in consequence of his having been
long without a wife. (L. [See also 4.])m
J,il %l3j [or .,'l, and J;ill o,or .U l,
Tley two disputed together, each rebutting, or
rejecting, or repudiating, in reply, what the other
said; they bandied words, each mith the other].
(A: there immediately following the phrase i,lj

j&Il [q. v.].) And 7.' I;l3 They two rejected,
(-, Msb,) or dissolved, or annulled, (s,) [bIy
mutual consent,] the sale. (S, Msb.)

8. j3l quasi-pass. of 1 as expl. in the first
sentence of this art.; (Mb ;) ]le, or it, returned,
went back, came back, or reverted; &c.; (ts, L,
Myb,*l;) [4.' '> from his, or its, course;

and] ,e., o.4 l [from his state ofprosperity
and his religion]; (A;) and J,dj .l [to his
abode]: (Msb:) or he turned, or shifted; ;
[from it]; and .o. C [fiom his ,eligion].
(M.) [Hence, He apostatized; or revoltedfrom
his religion: and particularly] he returned from
El-lIdm to disbelief; (Msb;) or so C ..

7o' . (L.) And h."' -j. ~ l * "
[The eye reverts from him by reason of his un-
seemliness, or ugliness]. (TA.) See also 6.-

[Hence also,] .4; " ',j c. ; J ' !
[My soul was brought, or came, to the time of the
end. of my duration]. (IB, TA in art. jl.
[See a verse of EI-'AjjAj cited voce t.])_
Andk 4 v ;o,s jt [The thing that he
sought was refused, or denied, to such a one]:
said of one who finds not what he seeks. (TA in
art. :- .) h jI is yv. writh j as expl. in
the first sentence of this art., q. v. (M, L.)_
See also 10, (with which it is likewise syn.,) in
two places.

o10. ; ll ;.I, and t e..3jl, He deWired, or
sought, or dematnded, that the thing should be
returned, or restored, to him; revoked, recalled,
or retracted, it. (M, L) You say, 'b t 
[and l&j.oIl He revoked, recalled, or retracted,
his gift: or the former signifies] he took back his
gift; reposssed himself of it; restored it to his
possion; syn. .. (A.) And ;5L.1 ;;,.l
He asked him, (~, A, L, ,) and desired, or
~ght, of him, (K,) that he should return, or
restore, the thing. (., A, L, ]5.)

, an inf. n. of O,j. (S, M, Msb, g, &c.) 
[Hence,] l .'e- , and t,' jl, [this being
also an inf. n. of the same, An estate] yielding

much revenue. (A.) [See also ;iI.] [Hence

also, app.,] b .J U; In his tongw, or spech,
is a dffculty of utterance, or a hesitation, (S, ,^
TA,) [probably meaning such as oeeasions tie
repetition of certain letters.] _ It is also an
inf. n. used as an epithet, signifying, (L, Myb,)
nnd so ;t,;, (M, L, MbI,) and V ,;, (M, L,)
Aadeic, or caused, to return, go back, come back,
or revert; sent, turned, or put, back, or awnay;
returned, rejected, repelled, or averted: (M, L,
M!b:*) rejected as meaning not received or
accepted: rejected as trong or erroneous; [as]
contrary to the precepts, or ordinances, of the

Sunnek: (L:) j signifies anything returned
after it has been taken. (M.) [Ilence,] tA
dirhem that rwillnot pass; that is not curarent;
(A, Mgh, L;) tiat is returned to him who offers
it in payment: (M, L:) pl. ~s. (M, A, L, I.)
-And hence, (Mgh,) tA thing (%,A) that is
bad, corrupt, disapproved, or abominable. (S, A,

.) Also, (TA pasim,) and Vt1; (S in
art. j, and A,*) and . , (A,* [where it is
evidently mentioned in this sense, a sense in
which it is still often used,] A reply; an answer;

syn. , and .l.. (1 in arL C'J.) You

say, JU ;;pe l, and * :~: [This is the
reply, or answer, to thy saying]. (A: there

immediately following the phrase t,l 1 ;. )
- And A camel usedfor rid;ng or carriae: so
called because broughlt bnerk from the pasture to
the dwelling on the day of journeying. (T.)

> A siSpport, or tay, of a thing: (IM, :) a
reftge;s an asylum. (Kr, M.) A poet says,

* 'iJ .1 l , b' i * .'; '"11)I,;i^
mneaning [0 my Lord, I call Tihu oune God;
then be Thou to him] a refuge f.omn trials: and

j occurs in a reading of verse 34 of ch. xxviii.
of the ]ur; meaning as above; or thus written
and pronoumiced for ll~j, on account of the pause,
after suppressing the o. (M.)

%., (T, ?, A, 1J,) or t b, (so in a copy of the
M,) [A quality that repels the eye:] uneem-
linens, or uglines, (IA4r, IDrd, $, M, Ii,) with
somewhat of comelines, in the face: (?:) or
somerrhat of unseemliness or ugliness (T, A) in
the face of a woman who has some comeliness,
(T,) or in the face of a comely woman: (A:) or
unseemliness, or uglines, from which the eje
reverts: (Aboo-Leylk:) and a fault, or defect,
(IA4r, IDrd, M,) in a man, (IAr,) or in the
face. (IDrd, M.) -ADd the former, (accrd. to
a copy of the M,) or t the latter, (A, J,) : A
receding (~.W) in the chits, (M, A, V,) when
there is in the face somewhat of unemnlinem, or
ugliness, and somewhat of comelines. (M.) -
And the former, (accord. to a copy of the A,) or
' the latter, (],) The returned sound of the
echo; as in the phrase, .1.Al :J [I
heard the returned sound qf the cao}: (A :) or
the echo of a mountain. (V.) - Also the former,
A gift, or stiped; yn. a6. (L, from a trad.)
- And Afjfection, and dei;re: so in the phrase,

134
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[Boox 1.

l1 .%; aJ [He has affection, and desire, for us],
in a verse of 'Orweh Ibn-EI-Ward. (Sh.)

S. a subst. from .33j1, (1, M, L, 1],) signifying
[An apoetacy: and particularly] a returning

from El-Isldm to unbelief; (L, M9b;) or so
,>s1 3^;. i (M.) - Sce also iv, in three

places. Also Camels' drinking water a second
time (M, L, 15) and so causing the milk to return
into their udders; as also ;j;. (M, L.)-And
A swelling of the teats of a she-camel: or their
rselling by reason of the collecting of the milk:
as also V, in either sense: and the former, a
came'rj udder's becoming shining, and infused
with milk: (M, L:) or the udder's becoming
filled with milk before bringing forth. (Ay, ,

-1.) -And A rernain, remainder, or anything
remaining. (M, L.)

.jJ: see the next preceding paragraph, in
two place.

;I;b and ;I;j subts. from ;i;: j and

;3j1; [accord. to the g, of ; as expl. in the
firm sentence of this art., but this is a mistake,
for the meaning evidently is Desire for the
return, or restoration, if a thing;] ua in the
saying of El-AkhUal,

[And not ery one nho has been cheated in a
sale, his striking of the bargain having passed,
trill restore, or bring back, what has escaped him,
by a desire for its restorationl (M, L. [In
the M, in art. , this verse is differently
related; with gA.. for J and for

C5d: and it is there said that L is here

used by poetic license for .. _])

j : asee $, in three places. - Also Clouds

(~,) of which the water has been poured
forth. (].)- And A compact limb, or mem-
ber. (M, L. [See also .?.])

;1'I, (as in the T and in some copies of the ,)

or (as in other copies of the ] and in the

TA,) A setter of broken bones: from It,j as the
name of a certain well-known bone-setter. (T, ].)

Lpt>;: see what next precedes.
I

1; sing. of ;;, (TA,) which signifies Un-
seemly, or ugly; [or having a quality that rpels

the eye; (see ;i3;)] applied to men. (IAyr,]~,
TA.) - See also what next follows.

&.b [the act. part. n. .1;j converted by the affix
a into a subct.]. You say, ii S;l; ).o2l 1,

(, L,) or ag, (1,) ora *' lj', (so in a copy
of the A, [but probably a mistranscription,]) and

4t ,.. % (1,) S This affair has, or will hate, or
there i in it, or mi be in it, no profit, ($, A, L,

K,) or no return. (, L) [Sel also y.]-
Also The piece of wood, in the fore part of the

;.s. [or cart], that is put acros betmeen the

Oica [or two shafts, thus called because they
were commonly made of wood of the tree called

; which piece rests upon the neck of the bull

that drams the cart]. (K.)
A.%
>jI : More, and most, profitable [or productive

of a return]. (S, L, K.) So in the saying,

jIs .y'l tM I [Thi oaffair is, or mill be,

more, or most, profitable to him]. (S, L.)

L*: see ., second sentence.

. A ewe or she-goat ($, 1O) or other animal
(s) secreting milk in her udder before bringing
forth: ($, 1 :) or a she-camel having her udder
shininq, and infused with milh; (Ks, M, L;) as
also r: (Ks, L:) and any female near to
bringing forth, and having her belly and udder
large. (M, L.) And A she-camel having her
udder and vulva inflated, or swollen, in consequence
of her lying upon moist ground: or wrhose vulva
is swollen in consequence of lust for the stallion:

or having her tU$i [or groins, or inguinal creases,

or the like], or her udder, and her vulva, swollen
in consequence of drinking much water: (M, L:)
and a he-camel, (T, ],) and a she-camel, (T, L,)

heavy from drinking much water: pl. ljd. (T,
L, 1].) - Also, [app. from the first of the mean-
ings explained in this paragraph,] A man who
has been long without a wife, or absent from his
home, (T,* L,* 1.,) and whose seminal fluid has
in consequence returned into his back; (T, L;)
as also t ;... (15.) And [hence,] te Very
libidinous; (i, K ;) applied to a man. (S.) And
t [Swollen with anger; see 4: or] angry. (K.)

One says, d -q . ;>.j Suich aons came

angry [in countenance]. (s.) Also A sea (T, )

tumultuous with marCes; syn. C:- ( :) having

many waves: ($8:) or having much water. (T.)

>. A man who repels much, and often wheels
away and then returns to the fight; or cho
repels and returns much. (M, L.)

;~,,~: see ;,1,

see the next paragraph. - Also, [and

t ;.;.., (see 5,)] t A man (S, A) confounded, or

pe.plexed, and unable to see his right course.

($, A, 1g.)

m see .$, in three places. - You say also,
, ~. ..5 4; ~J,i ~. 'j; ~ [There is no good

in a saying rebutted and reiterated]. (A.)_

And j .r1 A door shut, or closed; not

opened. (Mgh.) - And ).s,. *11 A womon

diorced; (T, Q,* M, A, 1 ;*) as also t :
(AA, j:) because she is sent back to the house
of her parents (A.) [In the present day, also
applied to A woman taken back after divorce.]

_ See also .. 1 Also an inf. n. [of an unusual

form] of; (, L, f: )

i~j ., [the part. n. j. converted by the

affix ; into a subst.,] t A razor: [so called]
because it is turned back into its handle. (.,
A, g.)

j;r, from j1.3;! meaning "a returning ;"
(8;) [An apostate: and particularly] one who
returns from El-Isldm to disbelief. (L.)

.jX: see %. - Also A man compact and
short, not lank in make: (M, L:) or extremely

short. (L) [See also ~;~ ]

1. LSlJI i;j, [aor. , inf. n. :;;, He sup

ported, propped, or stayed, the wall, (ISh, T, ],)
by means of a piece of tinber or wood, or a
buttress or the like, to prevent its falling; (ISh,

T;) as also Vtl4: (Yoo,T, 5:) or J~ I I" ;
,'. [he supported the wall by a structure;] he
attached a structure to the wall. (M.)... Hence,

(T,) 4 ol.j lie strengthened and supported him,
or it, by means of it, (Lth, T, M,* 1g,) namely, a
person by a thing, (Ltlh,T,) or a thing by a thing,
(M,) like as one strengthens and supports a wall
by meanm of a structure rhich he attaches thereto;

(T;) as also $ ivl. (T,* g..) And l%J, (Mgh,
TA,) inf. n. :, (Mgh,) .ie helped, aided, or
assuisted, him; (Mgh, TA ;) s also * AjI: (T, $,

M, Msb, K:) and &3b$j and t ,Olat, (T,) or

* $I.tI, ($,) I nas, or becamne, a helper,
an aider, or an assistant, to him. (T, .. ) -

Hence also, (i. o., from . JI .1,) J.Tl ;i
S He took good care of the camels, (A, 15, TA,)
in tending and pasturinig theml . (A, TA.) - And

, sJ1' lie cast a stotw at him; (M, ;)

like [olj;, mentioned in art. k>.$, and] 1;;. (M.)

g;;, aor. , inf n. ;;j, (T, S, M, ], &c.,)

for which one should not say jl;;; (T ;) and Th

mentions also 1;j and .S; as syn. witIh .j, but
these are strange; and more strange is what is said

in the Msb, namely, Ij;, aor. P., part. n. ~J,
[as a dial. var.,] asserted by 1Drst, in the Expos.
of the Fy, to he crroneou', and peculiar to the
vulgar; (MF, TA;) It (a thisig, T, l, M, Msb,)

[and he, see :'&j, its part. n.,] was, or became,
bad, corrupt, vitious, depraved, or ithe like; (S,
M, Msb,' K ;) or of no rank, or Cestimation; lor,
ignoble, vile, or mean; (Msb;) [disapprowved, dis-

lihed, hated, or abominable: (see :; )] and he
ras, or became, weah, and impotent, so as to be

in want or need. (TA from the Expositions of
the Fs.)

2: see the next paragraph.

4. ij: see 1, in five places. - Also He
settled, established, or confirmed, him, or it, (1,
TA,) in his, or its, state. (TA.) - He stilled, or
quieted, him, or it. (1.) - And He let it donn;
namely, a veil, or curtain. (.) - Also Re
rendered it bad, corrupt, witious, depraved, or the
like; ($, V;) namely, a thing; said of a man;

( ;) [and *bj is used in the ame sense: (see
1 in art. :)] he made,or asertd, or Aed,
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it (a thing) to be 5i [or bad, &c]. (TA.)

And ltl signifies He did a thing, or a deed, tat

was :)J [or bad, &c.]: or he met with, or ex

perienced, ( aL.,) a thing that was X XJ. (M,

V.) _M b ; >J1 It exceeded another thing;

as also ;JI: (M:) [or the latter only:] accord.
to IABr, one says ,ZJI ijl, with., (M,)

and, accord. to Lth, e. l ,l, (TA,) and,

[accord. to F,] 1a. L,Ls, (g,) meaning He ex-

ceeded [the age ofsixty, andfijfty, and a huudred]:

(M, 1, TA:) but Az says that 1jl, with ., [in
these phroscs,] though authorized by Lth, is
wrong; (TA;) and accord. to A'Obeyd, one

says . (M. [It is added, however, in the

M, that 6Jl may pcrliaps be also used in poetry
in the same sensc wiltout the prep. ,Isl.])

5. 1tj3 T1ey helpjed, aided, or assisted, one
another. (Lthi, hi, TA.)

j A buttress, or the like, by means of which

a wall is strengthened and stpported. (T.) [This

is the primary signification. Sec also j, in art.

-. [Or] thit primary meaning is A thing by
means of ,vitich one is helled, aided, or assisted;

such as thde oJg [or thing by which one is

rendered warm, o; protected from the cold wind].
(Bd in xxviii. 34; where it has the meaning next
following, as is said in the T and .) A helper,
an aider, or an assistant. (T, 8, M, Mgh, Msb,

1;.) You say, or J 4l, b3t Such a one is an

aider and a strengtilened to such a one. (T.) 

And i q. [Or [app. as meaning An accession; or
a thing that is added, whatever it be, to another

thing]. (M, 15.) - And t i. q. J..S [i. e. A burden

that balances another burden on th other side oJ
a beast]; (T, TA ;) so called because one such

*,j supports another: (TA:) and a heavy Jo:

(T, 15, TA:) pl. *.lj;. (T, TA.)

sei: ee art. L

), applied to a thing, (T, 9, M, Mgb,) and

to a man, (M, TA,) Bad, corrupt, vitious, de.
praved, or the like; (., M, M9b,0 15;) of no
rank, or etimation; low, ignoble, tle, or mean;
(Myb;) disanpproved, disliked, hated, or abomi-
nable: and neak, and impotent, so as to be iu
want or need: and accord to the Msb, one saye

also bes; [there said to be a dial. var.;] but this

is asserted by IDrst, in the Expos. of the Fs, ta
be erroneous, and peculiar to the vulgar: (TA :)

pl.J, pwith two hemzehs, (M, 1,) applied t

a people, or company of men. (M.)

l Worse, and worst; more, and mostn, cor
rupt &,a

also A stone which a strong man cant hardli

lift wih both his hands; (TA;) as also :lb>

(I8h, TA in art. e..)

A well-known J1L. [or measure wnit
which corn is measured], (T,) a large JL

t

m

&

1

1

h

D,

(, , x , ) in Egypt, (,) [i. e.] of the pople of

Egypt; (T, ;) or a certain measure of capacity
ell knonma in Egypt; (Msb ;) not correctly called

a Jl0~ for they do not measure with it, but with

the .~: (IB, TA:) it comprises, (.~, [so in

the M, but in copies of the ] . , which signi-
fies that it is also pronounced with damm,l) as
they say, (M,) or it takes, (T,) twentay-four times

the measure called 1, T, M, Msb, 15,) of wheat,

(T,) i.e. sixty-fow,' times the measure called ' ,

(T, Msb,) the X.4 here meant being the *>. of
our country, (Az, [app. meaning El-'IrakJ,]) and
thie L. being that of the Prophet: (Msb:) or

six ;A.: (15 :) the ;vjl of Egypt is six c. ;

the c.. being four %,tI; the w, four t1JA1; and

the yJ, two hundred and thirty-two, l. : (Es-
Suyootee in his " .usn el-Moh.l4arah :") the

half of the .ojl is called .1j: (T:) the word

.Iojl is affirmed by some to be arabicized: (MF:)

[it is now vulgarly pronounced >,jl :] the pl. is

.rljI. (Msb.) EI-Akltal says,

5 .A l~ ~~ &o " 0 e
1~~~~~

m

-Li 4-a - 'a- ,a--
* 1 .dh. L'~ ~ g .aI

[Persons who, when the guests induce their dog
to bark, (see art. C.,) say to their mother,

"[akhe vater on the fire:" and bread is like
Indian ambergris in their judgment, while wheat
is serenty irdebbs form a deendr]: the former of
these two verses [whereof the latter only is cited
in the g] is said by As and others to be the most
severely-satirical verse uttered by any of the Arabs.
(TA.)- Also A conduit in which water flows
upon the surface of the ground. (M, 1J.)

4·t1 A wide taj4Q [or sink-hole] made of baked
clay: (T, ] :) likened to the Jl;6 above men-

tioned: pl. as above. (T.) [And Any pipe of

baked clay: pl. oto'l: see iL.] - And i. q.

;,~ [which may mean A large baked brick, or

a thing made of baked clay]: (M, TA:) or large
baked bricks; (9, , TA;) which are called

us). (., TA.)

1. u aor. , inf. n. He (a mare's foal

[or a young ass, or a lamb or kid, or any young
solid-hoofed animal only,]) voided the excrement

termed . j.' (TA.) - .j, inf. n. Oej'., i.q.

t, inf. n. ;.j: (15:) one of these is formed

by transposition from the other: or, accord. to IJ,
each is an original word. (TA.)

C.r What comns forth, (9, V,) or what first
comes forth, (TA,) from the belly of a lamb or

kid, or of a mare's foal, (9, 15, TA,) and of a
young mule, and of a young as, (TA,) or of any

young solid-koofed animal only, (AZ, T, TA,)

before it eats: like ;. in relation to a child:

( 1) Pl pi. (TA.)

;l;j pl. of ;: (TA:) _and used by Ru-beh

for m l q. v. (1 .)

5Jl' (La, 8, 1) and a.Qjt (1) and t ?.s

(L], $) Black skin [or leather], (S, 1,) of which
boots are made: termed by Ru-beh, in the follow-

ing hemistich, Vt CtJl:

[As though they were clad in trousers of jI]:

(15:) accord. to A'Obeyd, originally Pers., (,)

arabicized, (1I,) from :.U: (8, 1:) one should

not say ~oSt: (S1k, $:) accord. to Lb, i. q.

;: or, he adds, as some say, a slin [or

leather] differentfrom that termed .,jl> : or iq.

wj, rith which one blackens. (TA. [See what
follows.]) With respect to these words of a poet,
describing a woman as ignorant, or inexperienced,

a

[She knev not what is the weaving of r;j

before it], it is said that he imagined ;Jj to

be woven, or that he meant that this woman, by
reason of her ignorance, or iliexperience, imagined
it to be so. (TA.) - [It is said, app. on the
ground of an asseruon mentioned above, that]

A t,! also signifies A certain black dye; (L;)

the blah [or blacking] with which boots are

blacked: or j [i. e. itriol]. (Q.)- As men-

tions ; ! and V , as quadriliteral-radical

words. (TA.)

0, _. : see the next preceding paragraph, in

four places.

1. l, t;, (9, -,) aor. , (1,) inf. n. t;,

(TA,) He inserted an oblong piece of cloth, (9,

1,) such as is termed t a.j, (TA,) in the hinder

part of the tent; as also t I: (, :) or both
signify he widened the tent: (A:) or he lomered,

or let down, the curtain (aj, or ,) at the
hinder part of ate tent. (L, and so in some
copies of the 1].) -Also (thus in the C, but in
the 15 "or") He put a thick coating, or covering,
of clay, or mud, upon the house, or structure;

and so t s. (, ')- o signifies

The spreading a thing upon the ground, so that

it becomes even; and so , 3 [inf. n. of ' ;];

but it is said that the latter occurs only in poetry:
or the former, accord. to Az, the spreading a
thing so that its back [or upper surface] becomes

emrn with the ground. (TA.)- And -e.~ He

threm him domn prostrate. (L.)mm ,; ,anr. I,
inf. n. ,.l6, She (a woman) wa, or became, such

as is termed ctIJ, i.e. heavy in the hips, or

haunches; or large in the posteriors, heavy in the
hips, or haunches, and perfect in make. (TA.)

2: ee the preceding paragraph.
184'
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4: see 1, in two places.

Ack> A curtain (;j_) in the Iinder part oj
;C.* [or tent]: (8, 1 :) or a piece, (S, K,) i.
an oblong piece of cloth, (TA,) that is added in
tent, (., }i,) [in thie hinder part thereoJ, (see 1,
or insrted therein. (L.) - The ;.); of t
lurking-place, or pit, of a Ilunter consists of Ston
set up around; wlhicll are also called pt, pl.

_ (TA.) Also i. q. ; and so t

tilus in the saying, t~-j ii and t.;
[meaning Thou hast ample scope, freedom,
liberty, to naoidi it; or thou hast thit ichi,
renders thee in no need of it]; (g ;) like i. ,

_j,.,. (TA.)

1ll; A great [lonl such as is terned] aiqR
(s, A," :) tIhis is said to be the primary signif
cation: (Ilar p. 609:) pl. ;. (t, A.) _

videned tent; nas al6so 9 J and C 5p* [4
both which see the verbs]. (A.)-A woma
heavy in the hips, or haunclles: (, }:) or
woman large in the hips, or haunches, and thi
posteriors: (A:) or a woman lartge in the postL
riors, heary in the hips, or haunches, and pe,fec
in make; ns also ti. and tV ,. (TA.
And A she-camel, (T, TA,) and a ram, (A, 1,
laige in the lJosteriors. (T, A, ], TA.) -
camel heavily laden, (1K, TA,) that trill not 1
roused, or put in motion or action, and rise
(TA.) - An army, or troop, ('&C;,) marchini
heavily by reason of numbers, (, K,) or draggini
along the apparatus of war, heavily laden, (K,:
great, (TA,) conmlpact, wvith many horsemen. (A
TA.) - A great, wide, lpreading tree. (A, ](.,
-[A plnce, or land,] abounding with herbage,
or with the goods, conveniences, or comforts, )IJ
lifc; fruitful; or plentful. (K.)K ) 
Loads bdlancing one anothller that are heavy,
much stuffed nith goods or utensils and furni.
lure; as also V .tji: so in the Towshecl8 &c.

(TA.).- .I0 (A,0) t Ieamj and great
[coiflict and faction, or sedition, or discord, or
the like]: pl. {: whence, in a saying of'Alee,

>-,~ 1_( : Ib.l_.s,j i ij , (],) meaning
[Verily behind you are events mhereof the ex-

position would be long,] great con.flicts and
factions, or seditions, &c.: (TA:) or, accord. to
one relation, 1L,, (1, TA,) pl. of and
meaning heavy, scarcely departing: and accord.
to allother, t ` 'i, meaning oppressing by
their weight; or covering the hearts; from Ci¥1

1,,l [in the latter of the senses assigned to it
above: see 1]. (TA.) - . Il; also means

t Darkuess. (A, TA.)
0-

t' }asee the next preceding paragraph.

C~o:

i_j: see s je , in two places. -_ _ 
A large table abounding with good things.
(TA.)

raa

C.

n a

,,: Bseee . - H.omeyd says, (S, T)
i. e. Ibn El-ArIsct, (TA,)

*

&,)

,)] meaning [A structure of rocks, or larqe stones,]

lie thickly coated, or covered, with clay, or mud.
ex (S.)_ Az says that j* sometimes occurs in
of poctry in tiac sense of v as meaning Spread
I

s: *o thtat its back tor upper suiface] is even with
., the ground. (TA.)

0h 0

Or a_3^: see .,, last sentence but onc.

... .. h . ...

e wo: see

,.

fi-9. *J
,) 1enn A strutur f ro; , aor l'., inf. n. e $,

lie threw a atone at the people, or part.; or
of threw at them and hit them rith a stone: (S, :)
n or with a great stone: (Iani p. 214:) or
a aor. :, inf. c. as above, he threiv at, or shot at;

or he threw at ands hit, or he shot; ( i ;) with

ct anything. (M.) [See also 3.] -,;" also sig-nifies The act of striking, or smiting. (Si, M.)
) -And & , (M, K,) aor. and ', inf. n. as
) above; (M ;) or M13~ j;; (A ;) He beat it

so as to break it, or crush it; (M, A, g;) namely,
a thing, (M,) or a wall, and the ground, (;,)
and a luup of dry clay; (TA;) with a hard

7 thing, (M1,) or with a big stone, (A,) or with a
lard and broad thing. (s.) And i, aor.:

and ' 1 Drd, (r, ,) inf n. as above, (IDrd, TA,)
IIe broea it; namely, a stone with a stone .

(lDrd, XC)_&!o ,3,-j He pushed, or thrust,

or repeiled, (ie, [not o;, as Freytag seems to 
l have found it written, as on the authority of
M Meyd,]) with his head. (TA.) - And
inf. n. as above, lIe broke, or trained, him; likeI-, o he. s t ;

t. aj, inf. n. . )r3 (M.) [Sje j He weont asay: 

you say, .,;j >i l 1l I know not lwhither
he went anway, or has gone a sway. (, TA.) And

.i5 Jt 3 j Xl nHent away w*ith, or took away, (
the thing. (Q.)

3. j_iA ,) i. q. , [explained above, in t.
the first sentence]: (S, TA:) [or lie thre ston esa 
at the people, or party, they doing so at him; or o
pelted them with stones, they pelting him: for f

e~~~~~

the inf. n., r is explained in the 0 and , as h
meaning a .; but the correct explanation may h
be ;4,.^. (TA.)

5. h1i , M3 He, or it, feU from his, or 
its, placo. (Ibn-'Abbad .A, ge,r.)

,, Jgi t A saying that is as though it nere 01
thrown at one's ad o verary. (1ADr, M.) 

, II : arsee what naext follows.
. :

A man who thro.s stones at others, or
pelts them woith stones, much, or often: (: [this
meaning is there indicated, but not expressed:]) 01
or, as also j, a man ho pushes, thrusts, or m

[BooK I.

repels, much, or vehemently; syn. j~i; ( ;) or
' ; and tho is strong, as though his enemy
wtere lelted writh him. (IApr in explanation of

J.>, A hard thing wnith nhichl a thing is
beaten so as to be broken, or crushed, thereby:
(M:) and f signifies [in like manner] a
hig stone nith nvliich a tding is so beaten: (A:)
or each, a hard and broadf thing with which a
nrall and the ground (g, TA) and a lump if dry
cloy (TA) are so beaten: (1K, TA :) or the latter
word, a mass of stone, or rock, ewhich one throws;
and the former has this meaning also, as well as
the first meaning: (M:) or the latter word, (.,)
or each, (M,) a stone which is thron,n into a
trell in order that one may knoo rwhethler there
be in it water or not. (S, M. [See also j,1. ])

v,l.,: see the next preceding paragraph._
Also The head; (AA, K;) because one pushes,
or thrusts, or repels, with it. (AA, TA.) _ And
also said to signify A great miountain. (TA in
art. >o;·)

1. Gj, aor.:, inf.n. . He restrained,
wnithield, prtveatedl, or hindered, him; made hin
to restrain himself, nwithhlold himself, refrain,
forbear, or abstain; (S, Msb, ]K;) tu,rned him
back, repelled him, or averted him; (J1;) >C

;sOJIfrom the thing. (S, Msb, .K.") [Hence,
'pp.,] , e t He cleawed his bosom, or

5eart, of it; syn. ., or q..S; (accord. to
lifferent copies of the K ;) [as though he withheld
his mind from it;] meaning, grief, and perturba-
ion; ~ being used to signify the "bosom,"
snd the "hcart:" (T/ :) nmentioned by $gh.
TA.)

6. :iOf .I!JJ The peoplce, or copinpany of men,
restrained, withheld, preveinted, or hinderet., one
nother; made one another to restrain himseyl;
lit hhold himself, refrain, forbear, or abstain;
Purned back, repelled, or averted, one another.
TA.)

8. HeJj1 lIe became restrained, withlheld, pre.
ated, or hindered; nwas made to restrain him-
,f;, withhold himself, refrain,forbear, or abstain;
r he restrained himself, withheld himself, re-
rained,forbore, or abstained; (S, Msb, ], TA;)
e became tulrned back, repelled, or averted; or
e turned back, or recerted. (J.) You say,

,1511 el. ,.3J1 [lie became restrained by the
astrictions of the Ki.r'-dn]. (Msb.)

[~.?lj, app. for sls; .lI A restraining verse
Fthe .Kur-an, seems to be the sing. of C'1., of
hich an ex. occurs above: see 8.]

1. , [aor. :,] inf .n tsJ, It (a place) was,
br ecame, limy, or miry. (MA.) [See also .]

a L t j He threwv him (a man) upon

j
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tBa. - Ji

the ground. (TA.) And i ij? He was thrown

down, or prostrated. (TA.)

3. j1tj [ie stroe nnwith him, in wrestling, to
throm him donwn]. (TA in art. - see S in
that art.)

'.5
4. ubjSl ci The land, or groutnd, was, or

became, ery slimy or miry; [lilke kjlj;] or
had much stiff ilime or mire; (1;) u also

z.3j1. (TA.) [See also ij.]-And .jl

.'1_1 and zAjjl The sky gave water such as
moistened the earth or ground. (TA.)

8. e 3.1 lle fell into a slimy, or miry, place;

(A,TA;) or into elj (JK, 1,) or ii;. (TA.)

ti and t : see *;;, in four places.

A A slimy, or miry, place; (Mgh, L;) a

place in mwhich is t: (Tekmileh,TA:) or a

place in which is much .;. (i.)

t;s and Uih Slime, or mire; i. e. water and
clay or mud: and ti,f slime or mire: ($, 1 :) or

much slime or mire: (JK:) pl. ttlj and [coll.

gen. nP.] ; (, 1) And ? ;. (1:) or o

signifies thin mud: or, as some say, it is prL. of

>j: (Mghi:) accord. to Kr, t and tl*J

signify slime, or mire; and are sings. (TA.)

[See also ij;e.] sHence, it twsj t [A day of

slime, or mire, &c.]. (TA, from a trmd.) And
4. -~ g'e . lJ.j a Ij ' [This slime, or

mire, &c., prevented usfrom attending the prayer
of Fi stify: tlis beingL here used as a sing. n.j.

(TA, from another trad.) [Ilenc also] A;

J,JI n and Jl,,jl Th; Thse [corrupt] fluid

squeezed, or nwrung, or floweing, from the inhabi-
tants of lIl. (K, TA.) This, it is said in a
trd., will be givell to drink to him who drinks
wino. (TA.) - Yot say also aL;; . and ;;
[app. Slimy, or mniry, water]; both meaning the
same. (TA.)

see thc next preceding paragraph, in

three places.

Thrown dlo,rn, or prostrated; (IA*r, ;)
as also o . (TA.) And Foolish, or stupid,

(JK, o,] ,) and weak: (JK, TA:) this, and
thce former mentioned on the authority of

Sh, and thle latter on the authority of AHeyth,
are t(hou:glt by Az to mean foolish, or stupid.
(TA.)

u: ecc the followingr paragrapli.

ireA L, [i. e. meadow, orgarden,] that

is beautiful, or goodly; or that is beautfful in
oappearance, exciting admiratio, and satisying .J

the eye: (IAdr, :) and so [.m' (TA.) 

Als o sing, of rhich signifies The parti

between the neck and the collar-bone; ($, [;)

also called the J . ($.) And The portion oj

lesh [or mucle] between the ain of the th A
[i. e. the extremity in which is the glenoid cartg
of the shoulder-blade, or the muttcle ofthe AHoulder-

blade,] and the heads of the ribs of the breast:

(IA#r, 5:) or the , are [the parts] beneath

the two coUar bones, on each side of the breast.

(TA.) And you say lj. .i U (.1) and

i1,~ j3 ).. (TA) meaning A fat she-camel

(.K) and he-camel: (TA:) ISh says, when the
camel is satisfied by abundance of herbage, he
has pt.U in his belly and upon the upper parts

of his shoulder-blades, i. e. accumulatedfat there-
on, like hares lying down; but when he is not

fat, there is no V t.. there. (TA.) j1jl j,*

means A portion of flesh [or a muscle, app. of a
camel,] upim the hinder side of the rising part

.from the middle of the .i ' [or humerus] to the
elbow: or, as some say, the flesh of the breast.

(TA.) And .. i ?JI means Tlre fat that

adjoins the ;I. [q. v., o the hump]: (JK, Ibn-

'Abbad, TA:) sin6g. U>^. (JK.)

L. e:Sj, (T, $, O, Msb, K, &c.,) aor. :, (K.,)

inf. n. J;;,, (MA, KL,) Ile rode behind him [on
the same beast]; (AZ, Sh, Zj, T, MA, M9b;) [and]

so 4dO, [aor. 4 ;] (M;) and V dbtl; (AZ, Sli, T,
M;) said by IAar to signify the same as .l?j:

(T:) [or, in other words,] i; signifies he became

to him a J;, [meaning a ak;]; and so i Jj;

for the Arabs often add the J with a trans. v.
that governs an accus. noun; so that they say,

'~J _and J . and J., meaning a~

and o; and .: (Fr, T:) [and also] he, or
it,followed, or came after, him, or it; (S, 0, lJ,

and Ham p. 14 8 ;) and so 4J 5 ; (.Iam ibid.;)

and J;j, aor. ; (. ;) and V iJ3 t; (8, K, and

IaHm ubi suprl;) and V o3jl also signifies the

same as iJ; (.K;) sb' and `d'k,I being like

-3P and - in [form and] meaning: (S :)

[I di., likewise, appears to be syn. with ;

or, probably, ij, which seems to signify lit. he

was made to ride behind hinn; &c.; for it is said

that] the inf .n. .%j3 signifies the coming, o0
going, behind; as also ,l 62: (KL:) and e>

also signifies I overtook him and outwent him.
(Mqb: [explained in my copy by ZL:.'.3 .1a.J:
but I think that -'-'- is a mistranscription foi
, .:; and that the meaning therefore is, I over

tooi him and followed him.]) One says, j} 'l
*. . f , '"a

&; l _W 'sJd_j ',.el jo , [An event had
befallen themon, and another, of greater magnitude
than it, happened afterwards to them]. (Lth,'
T,* S, 0.) And "I t J.s.1l is a dial. var. of .';

meaning An event happened to him afterwards.

I (, 0:) or *,;_io and .i'1 signify th,
e rent came upon them suddenly, or unexpectedly,
or came upon them so as to overwhelm them

) (M.) It is said in the ]ur [xxvii. 74], 1 U-

3 jJMI paaJ a J>j C , meanini
[Perhaps a portion of that n.hich ye desire to
hasten] may have drawn near to you; (Yoo, Fr
T, 0 ,) as though the J were introduced becaus

ihe meaning is.i U;: or it may mean J,
4.%6j [may have become close behind you]; (Fr,

T, O ;) the J being introduced for a' reason men-

tioned above, as in iJ ' &c. for "a' &c.:

(Fr, T:) El-Alraj read O Ji;. (O.) And
Khuzeymeh Ibn-Milik Ibn-Nahd says,

, 1..' t --i. :" . tl Ih

4 a

[When Orion, or Gemini, shall ride behind, or
closely follow, the Pleiades, (an event which will
never occur,) I mill form in my mind, respecting
thefamily (meaning thefather) of Fdtimeh, opi-
nions]: (S, 0:) cited by Fr [and by J] as an ex.

of .J.bI in the sense of .;j.: (T:) he means

Fitimeh the daughter of Yedhkur Ibn-'Anazeh,

who [i. e. Yedhkur] was one of the c,UjIJ. (.,

O. [Respecting the eOUbjU, see art. Aj6.])
2: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph.

3. t.0i1 ,.l,)j The beast allowed a .j; [to

ride it], and was strong enough to bear himn; as
also [ , I [accord. to some]. (M9b.) You say,

j l .l J >.L (T, s, M, 0, K1) and t s ,
(Lth, M, O, K,) but the latter is rare, (1,) or
post-classical, of the langtsage of the people of
towns andl villages, (T, 0,) and not allowable,
(T,) This beast will not allo,o a %i.)Ij (Lth, T, M)

to ride it; (Lth, T;) will not bear a L4j. (.,

0, ](.) , l;Jl ~;l signifies The mounting
of [locusts one behind, or upon, another;] the
male locust upon the female, and the third u/on
those two. (i, O, -.) And J i is

[a phrase meaning The acting as a J>, or as

jJl, to the hings,] from *l;?l [q. v.]. (0, g.)

Jereer, whlo was of the Benoo-Yarboop, to whom

pertained the liJt in the Time of Ignorance, says,

J. ' . ' 3 3 ;~~;~~;;~ 1 ' "' ;L

.·d

[We have taken thefAsourth part of the spoils, and

we have acted as Jl;t to the kings; therefore
shade ye the skhins of the camel-loads of milk col-
lected from the camels in the pasture with panic
grass plucked up, and so make it cool for us]:

(S,' O:) ,A3, is the pl. of the %,S; of milk.
(..) - [In the conventional language of lexi-
cology, ~b, inf. n. iilj., signifies It was
synonymous with it; i. e. a word with another
word: as though the former supplied the place of

the latter, like as the .J3 supplied the place of

the king. Sec also 6.]

4. ~ZJl, (T, ., Msb,) inf. n. lj;1j, (Mqb,)
I made him to ride (Sl, Zj, T, 8, M,L) behind
me, (Sh,* Zj, T, M.b,) or with me, (S,) on the

back of the [same] beast; and so t';J.~!:
(Msb:) or A. j3jI signifies he placed him behind

him on the beast: (M:) and "u j;I I made
him to ride with him [or behind him, on the same

beast]. (0, .)-And ,J & JI 3J>l and

e; l i1 Iie made the thing to folowm the thing.

(M.) - See also 1, in six placeas. .._..; JI 1.,
I
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[tl °1 t, being app. understood,] The star.
folowmd onu anothr. (9, 0, V.) [See also e6.
- see aio 83, in two ples.

0. j;i3 is y. m &L. (T, 8, O.) Yor
sa, Ul;tI Thy foUond each otAer. (J4.) And
*l .J>3J The people, or party, followed om
another: and in like manner one says of anything
followin another thing. (M9 b.) [See also 4.]
And 'lrJI J>jp The. thing was, or became, con.
seutive in its parts; one part of the thing fol
lowed another. (M.) - It is also a word sllud.
ing to a certain foul act: (M, 0:) from j;Jl
signifying '1,p .' (M.) You say, (of two boys,
or youngmen, T,) W; meeaning lt3. (IV.)
_And 4l 1jl They aided, helped, or anstied,
on another againt him. (A,, g.) And Uj;.
7Tey aided, helped, or anitted, each other; (0,
5 ;) au also , 6I. (O.) - As a conventional
term in lexicology, J;ll3 signifies Synonymous-
mne; or the being synonymow. (Mz, 27th t;
and Kull p. 130.) [You say, of two words,

~U1I,7 TAhey are synonymout. See also 3: and
wee J1w_

8: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph:
- and ee also 4, in two places - You ray
also, ,J4j, meaning iHe came behind him; syn.

,h., (M, O.) And juI .J3lj I He took
t en my, or eized him, or took him captive,
or gained the mastery omr him and dew him,
comingfrom behind him; syn. aSlj C* M.bi

t... (]1.) a;"J tl.Ji ' 3i is explained by
Ks a meaning t,.i; &c. as above [i.e. We
came to such a om, and took him, &c.]. (T, 9,
M,* O.)

10. #jA.el He asked him to make him [or to
!lt him] ride behind him on the bach of the beast.
(f, 0O, Mob, 1.*)

IX : see j ;, in two placea Also A
squent of a thing; (T, ?, M, O, Msb, 1 ;) what-

ever that sequent be: (9, 0, Mqb, 1:) pl. Jl;i,
which is its pl. in all its sense; (M;) and is
particularly applied to the [stars that are] foUomers
of [other] sta; (T, M, O;) [and] its pl. is [also]

1Jbj; (T;) which is particularly applied to drivers
of camle; or driers who urge camels, or ezcite
them, by singing to them: (T, ,1V :) and to aid.,
ourtants, or auiliaries; (9, .;) [as being a man's
folloswer; or] becaus, when any one of them
is fatigued, another takes his place: (f:) or, as
some say, jl is syn. with .i)j: (T:) or it is
abo syn. with J4Ij, and (0, ]) some say, (0,)
a pl. thereof. O0, 1.) - The niglt: and the
day: (1:) ejlU)l signifying the night and the
day, (T, , O, 1,) because each of them is a J;
to the other: (T:) and tAe mrning, between day-
break and sunrise, and the evenjng, beteen rsun-
st and nightfall; as ablo ol,jt ,l and Clj.>l.
(T in art. .. ) - The consu nce of an event,
or aair; (, O, ;) uasalSot (O, .) o80
the former in the saying, J;5 j i r. 1 `
[This is an ent, oi affair, that has not, or wiU
not haav, ay conse~ , or rmelt]. (8, O.)
[80 too VjtJ; the phrase tV J j . j dl

facing a riing star: (Lth, M, O,* :) used in
this sense by Ru-beh; who terms the rising star

j,iJi! ,i' s. (Lth, M.) . Also One mAo bring
his arro after the winning of one of the players
at the game called j..JI, or of two of tlem, and
ashs them to insrt Ais arrow among theirs:
(0, ]:) or t1V Ij [so in the M accord. to the
TT, but app. a mistranscription,] signifies os
mho brings his arrow after they ha divided
among tumsdelv the daughtersd camel, and who
is not turned bach by them diappointed, but it
assigned by them a portion of what Aar beacoe
their shares. (M.)

ai6p)i The function of tAe J; of a king, (9,
O, j,) in the Time of Ignorance: (8: [see
.;j :]) a term similar to QijJi: (1:) it per-

tained to the Benoo-Yarboog, in that time; because
there were not among the Arabs any who waged
war more than they did against the kings of El-
Heereh, who therefore made peace with them on
the condition that the hl>. should be asigned to
them and that they should abstain from waging
war against the people of El-'Irit: (9, 0:) it
war of two hinds; one being the riding beAind tAe
hing upon his horse; and the othr, what has
been explained above, as from the Q, vooe 
(Har p. 321.)

lj see .. ;j [of which it is said to be a
syn. and also a pl., or pl of J;., q. v.].

,bA1, in the l]ur lxxix. 7, means The econd
blat [of the horn on tae day of rurrection]:
(0, O, Bd, Jel, and 1 in art. A.-:) or the heaen,
and the stars, which shall be cleft and scattered.

(Bd.) [See also -41j.]_ See also J;._

J1,j5 is pi. of b,l; and of tJ3;,1. (.) It
signifies The [shoots that ore ternmed] -
[pl. of q. v. voce. .- l;]- of tA pal-tree.
(8, O, 1.) And Streaks [or layerm] of fat, over
lying one another, in the hinder part of a camj's
hump: those in the fore part are called l.
(0 and 1V in the present art., and A and 1] and
TA in art. )

jj: asee the next preceding paragraph.

UJI as opposed to j see ]

JJ J.lr., in the conventional language of
lexicology, A synonym of a word or expression.
(Mz, 27th p') [See 3, last signification: and

see also J .]

;.h,: see J.;j, first sentence.

O u, s a conventional term in lexicology,
Synonymowus: you say ib!:Z SWI ynonymous
wvords or exprmions. (NM, 27th p.) [Loosely
explained in the V by the words i., O OI
a-- :'5 1meaning signiJficant of one thing;
which is the contr. of ., i.e. "homony-

mnous :" and in like manner, Ml>Wl is expl.
in the 0, ~a1 :UZ ..~l O jl; and is mid
to be post-classicaL] Al, [its pl. when used

' meaning The conseunce and that of Ahich it is
the consqnce.] _- The hinder part ofianything.
(M.) - The ptrior, or buttocks, (9, M, O,
Meb,) or peculiarly, accord. to some, (M,) of

a woman: pl. Jl;j; (M, Msb;) with which
Jsl;; is syn., but [18d says,] I know not whether
it be an extr. pl. of J;, or pl. of ' bl;j (M.)

] -. 1 .j He who, in the Time of Ignorance,
supplied the place of tah king, (T, M,) in the'
management of the affairs of the realm, like the

j4; in the time of El-Isldm, (T,) or like the

LA I a i_ in this our age: (M:) in the Time
of Ignorance, (8,) he mwo sat on the right hand
of the Aing, and, whm the king drank, drank
after him, before others, and, when the king nwent
to war, sat in hi. place, (, 0, O , ) and was his
viceg6rcnt owr the people until he returned, and,
on the return of the king's army, took the fourth
of the spoil: (9, 0:) he also rode behind the king
upon his horse: (.Har p. 321:) pl. J;j.. (T, S,
M.) [See also 1bit.] _ J1 lt [is also a name
of] The b,ight star [a] on th; tail of the con-
stulation . [i.e. Cygnus; which star is
also called jJI, and .i.1.Jl ,J]; (lzw;)

a certain star near to l~i · 1 [or a of Lyra];
(Lth, M, 0, ];) and (M) so ' jt; (, M,
0;) or this is another star near to eljI JI-.
(1.) And l~l J, i q. &i l [i. e. either
Orion or Gemini]. (0.) _ Lebeed applies the
dual O., to Two sailors in the hinder part of a
hip. (0o .)

J;,: see J ;j, in the former half of the para-
graph. 

U6 j - Lambs, or hids, brought forth in the
bA&. [or autumn], and in the [meaning
spring], in the last part of the period in which
sheep, or goats, bringforth. (Ibn-'Abb&d, 0, ].)

J; The place upon which the J;, or ,;,,
rides. (S, M, O, ].) - See also the next para-
graph.

h j; One who rides behind another ($, M, 0,
M,b, 1) on thc back of the [(ame] beast; (Mb ;)
as also J; (S, M, O, Msb, 1) and V:
(M, ]:) the pl. (M, 1) of the first (M) is jl,h
(M, ], [in my copy of the Msb Ljj, which is
app. a mistranscription, and there said to be
irreg.,]) or the pl. of .. is Jl., (g, [so in

both of my copies,]) and .tb: (M:) and V J.1;JE
is used as a sing., syn. with .;, (T, 1g,) accoA.d
to some, (T,) as well as pl [thereof]: (1:) or it
is pl. of . [q. v.]. (T.) [Hence,] one says,

lt; Ilj,. They came following one another.
(1.) -[Hence,] also, A L:~., and the like, that
is [conveyed] behind a man; [i. e. a bag, or re-
ceptacle, in mwich a man puts his travelling-
provisions; and any other thing that is conveyed
behind a man on his beat;] and so t J_..
(M.) - See also .j, in two places. _- Also i
star rising in the east, hAen its opposite star is
tetting in tAe west. (9, O, 1.) And (1) A star t

facing 

a rhing star: (Lth, M, 0,0 V.) used in

this 

sense by Ru-beh; who terms the rising star
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V:) or 'V iisj [so in the M aowrd. to the

TT, 

but app. a i�istranscriptionj signifies ou

mho 

brinqs Ais arrow a.fter thq ham dividod

among 

tk~ws Me dawgAtered camel, and who

is 

not turned back by tkn ditappointed, but is

assi~ 

by thon a portion of what Am be~#

their 

shares. (M.)

aitj!p)i 

Tk#function of tU of a king,

0, 

Vj in ila Isme of Ignor-ines : � . [�M

0
%1,bj:l) 

a term similar to Q(:) it per-

tair;ed 

to the Benoo-Yarbooqi, in ibat time; beaum

there 

were not among the Ambs any who waged

war 

more than they did against the kings of EJ-

Yeereb, 

who therefore made peaoe with them on

the 

condition that the M>j should be anigned to

them 

and that they should abotain from waging

war 

against the peopl. of ER1rlit: (Q, 0:) it

m" 

of two kinds; one being tio riding btAind tktt

king 

upon his horse; and the othw, mhag has

been 

explained abovo, u from the Q, vooe

(gar 

p. 32I.)

1 

---

P 0 '

jl>j: 

ace -4,)j [of which it is said to be a

syn. 

and also a pl., or pl. of Xj, q. v.].

Mb!A1, 

in the kCur lxxix. 7, means The mcond

bkat 

[of the horn on tha day of rourmtion]:

0, 

BO, Jel, and g in art. , A*.j:) or the hmma,

and 

the start, which shall be ckjk and scattered.

(Bd.) 

[See also -See also Jij.

J?1;j 

is pi. of 'U"'bl; and of V J311S. (V.) It

ignifies 

The [&4oo�# that are tormed]

,PI. 

of q. v. voce. 4.-ga�j] of da pala�troe.13i

�, 

0, ]�.) And Streaks [o; laym) offat, omr.

lying 

on# another, in the hinder part o.f a ca~jr

hump 

: those in the fore part are called

(00 

and V* in the pre*ent art., and A and It and

TA 

in ariL

j>1j: 

ace the next preceding pamgraph.

U 

op~ to we

in 

the conventional language of

lexicology, 

A 3ynonym of a word or expression.

�Mz, 

27th E33.) [See 3, last signification: and

see 

also U:-1

,j.h�m: 

see 

J0, 

first sentence.

u 

a conventional term in lexicology,

0, 

-i 9 .65

syn.onymous: 

you say Mb!kZ* SW$ qnonymous

words 

or exprmionir. (N�, 27th t�.) [Lomly

tzm 

a di

mplained 

in the V by the words 1 �A

meaning 

significant of on# thing;

��hi'c;h 

*ie 'the contr. of i.e. 11homony-

noun:" 

and in like manner, M>W1 is expl.

,n 

the 0, ~lj :UZ .1~% ejp j; and is mid

be 

~IamicaL]

10 

-1pZ* [its pl. wben need

i-bi [Boor 1.
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su bst.] signifies Synonynu; i.e. single, or
simple, words denoting the same thing considered
in one and the same respect or light: thus the

.,~1~I differ from the noun and the definition
[thereof], because these [generally] are not both

single words; and from the X14h' [or "two

disparates"] such as j.1I and ..,JI, because
these denote the same thing considered in two diffe-
rent respects, the one in respect of the substance,
and the other in respect of the quality: (Fakbr-
ed-Deen [Er-RPzee] in the Mz, 27th . :) or

they may be two simple words, as. IJl and . ;:

and two compound expreuions, as, s J , .J.

and sw·1 ,; and a single word anda compound

pruion, as jl and J,Ic.i ;1;IJ. (Kull

p. 130o) [See also uJl j,t.]

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and
TA to which I have had access.]

1. ,.j, (M, M, Mfb, 1,) aor. ,, (s, K,) or',
(M, Mqb,) inf. n. ;..;, (Lth, T, 8, M, Ms:b,) Jle

stopped up, or closed, syn. w, (Lth, T, S, M,
Mqb, lI,) a door, (Lti, T, M, Is,) or a place of
entrance, (T,) and a gap, or breach, (Lth, T, S,
M, M9b, ],) and the like, (Lth, T, M, Msb,)
teholly: (Lth, T, ] :) or to the extent of a third

thereof: (I.:) or it signifies more than ~,;
(M, 1 ;) [i. e. he stopped up by putting one thing
upon another; as in building up a doorway or

the like;] for .. jj is "that of which one part is
put upon another." (M.) - And. ;, (S, TA,)

inf. n.;;;; (TA;) and 4;j, inC. n. .. v; (S,
TA';) and 9;j3; (S, , TA;) lie paiched, or
pieced, a garment, or piece of cloth; or patched,
or pieced, it in several places. (S, K, TA.)-
And.,b, It (anything) was put, and joined, or

sered, one part to another. (TA.) i= Si j;;,
(M,) inf. n. .j, lIe caused the bowr to make a
sound, [i. e., to twang,] by pulling the string and

then ltting it go. (M, J.) And 4;,,ill 
The bor was so caused to make a sound. (T;M.)

_n.**;, sor. % ra , or , with oamm, (accord.
to different copies of the 9, [in one copyj;,,, with
damm, which is a mistake,]) inf. n.;lj;; (S, 1 ;)
or .,j, said of a camel, and of an ass, aor. . t
(M,) inf n. ;, (M, 1,,*) and ;l;.is the subst.;

or ; .;'j, inf. n. .s, need in a general manner;
(M ;) lie broke wind, with a sound. (S, M, I.0)
_ See also 4, in two places.

2: see 1. - [Hence,] '*- , and ;)Aj
[i.e. eS .j] l He considered repcatcdly his
saying, or speech, so as to rectify it, and repair
what was defctive thereof. (TA.) - See also 6.

i4. 1.J ? The fever continued, or was
continuous; (T, 9, M, ;) as also t i: and
in like manner one says of the 1,A.. [or clouds];
and of the 3 [or coming to water, or company
of men ec. coming to water, &cc]. (K.) You

say, . 4 4 ,1 The feer continued upon
him: (M:) did not quit him. (T.) And .*!j

i 4:v Ttshe disease dare to him. (M.)-

;ff. II .DThe tree became green after it had
become dry; as also *t C_;. (g.) 1 a-Jl ,A>1

He felt the camel, to know if he were fat. (s.)

5: see 1: _ and 2. - Also l; .M 3 tlle
sought to find in such a one something that he
should be ashamed to expose, or some slip orfault,
and obtained a hnowledge of the state, or case, in
which he was; (1~, TA;) as though he imputed tome

error to him. (TA.) - And .,f1Jl .i1 .j
t The people, or party, consumed, or ate, the
pasture (j..) of the land time after tim. [or

part after part, app. so as to make the ground
appear as though it were patched]. (M.)
,;j3 also signifies It (a garment, or piece of
cloth,) was, or became, old, and worn out, re-
quiring to be patched: (S, K: [see also 8:]) this
verb being intrans. as well as trans. (S.) 

~ .;.j, [or taJJ; h ,L5 , as seems to be
implied in the g,] She (a camel, M) inclined to,
or affected, her young one; (M, K ;) [perhaps

from ,iil jj, because of her yearning cry;]

as also LA.U3j ol& ; n, inf. n. OP (I.)

.. .JI i.lj3 The contention, or altereation
was, or became, far-extending, and long. (1g.
[See also 4.])

8. .O3jI, said of a place, [a door, or a place of
entrance, a gap, or breach, and the like, (see 1,
first sentence,)] It was, or became, stopped up, or
closed. (Msb.) - [And app., said of a garment,
or piece of cloth, It was, or becamc, old, and
worn out, and patched, or pieced; or patched, or

* 0 0
pieced, in several places: see its part n., *.. :
and see also 5.] - [Also lie put on, or he was,
or became, clad with, old and worn-out garments.
(Freytag, firom the " Decwan el-Iltdlhal.cycen.")]

.- ;is an inf. n. and also a subst. [in the proper
sense of this term]: (S, M, TA:) as the latter,

i. q. * (S, ) or J. (M) [as meaning A thing
intervening between two other things, prevent-
ing the passage from one to the other; an obstruc-
tion; a barrier; any building with wthich a place
is obstructed]; a meaning erroneously assigned in
the B to,o;j: (TA:) or a thing of nwhich one
part is put upon another: (M:) a rampart, or
fortified barrier: it is larger than a ..d; and is

[said to be] from. ,y, meaning "[a garment,
or piece of cloth,] having patches upon patches :"
(Bd in xviii. 91:) and signifies also anything
having parts put, and joined or sewed, one upon

another: (M:) pl. ;j. (M, g.) A;;} also

signifies particularly The rampart (jlJ, M, or
A.,
.l J, 1) that is between us [meaning the people
of the territory of the Afuslims] and Ydjooj and
Mdjooj [or Gog and Magog]: (M, K,* TA:)
mentioned in the ]ur xviii. 94. (TA.) And
What falls, [and lies in a heap, one part upon
another,] of a mall in a state of demolition.
(M, ].) - Also A sound, (M, s,) in a general
uns: (g:) or particularly the sound [or twang]
of a bow. (M, V.) _ And An emision of wind
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from the anus, with a sound; (M,] ;) as also

ftl.t: (S, 1 :) or this is a subst. from ;;; said
of a camel, and of an ass, meaning "he broke
wind with a sound." (M.) - And, applied to a
man, (M,) t One in whom is no good; and so

t;j, (M, ( ,) and t:r. (.)%

;,lj : see the next preceding paragraph, last two
sentences.

[ j.j One who often breaks wind, with a sound:
used in this sense by Jereer. (Freytag.)]

-.j An old, and worn-out, garment, or piece
of cloth: (T, S, 1 :) and a garment, or piece of
cloth, patched, or pieced; or patched, or pieced,

*.4 
in veral places; (9;) and so t,;,; (Lth, T,

9, 15;) like .;: (Lth, T:) or .A. signifies
haring patches upon patches: (BI in xviii. 94:)

or this last, and t'.3,~ and t?, a garment,
or piece of cloth, old, and worn-out, and patched,
or pieced, or patched or pieced in ureral places:

(M :) or #* '>, a garment, or piece of cloth, old,
and worn out, requiring to be patched: (S :) the

pl. of , is.,s. (Lth, T, K.)

i; [in some copies of the 1 e1:;, w*,icl,
as is said in the TA, is a mistranscription,] Two
garments, or pieces of cloth, that are sewed
together; (M, V;) like what is called GW
(M, TA;) in the copies of the ]g, erroneously,
jW: (TA:) pl. .j, (M, K, [in a copy of the

M, accord. to the TA,...,.;,]) as though the S [in
the sing.] were imagined to be rejected. (M.)

;* : (s, M) and ,) and

.1j.- jJ, (TA,) [A fever, and clouds, and a
coming to natler, or a company of men &c.
coming to water, &c.,] continuing, or continuous.
(s, M, TA.)

.. ,: sce,,e>j, in two places.

,;;.: see. j, last sentence.

see., ,.

; A place, of a garment, or piece of cloth,
that is to be patched, or pieced, (T, , [,) syn.

tJZ4; and to be repaired, or mended, syn. 
(T.) 'Antarah says, [commencing his mo'allabala,]

5'. - i I· -- - S - -
0

(T, 9, M,) i. e. t [Hlave the poets left any defi-
ciency to be supplied? or,] any discourse to be
annexed to other discourse? meaning, they have
preceded me in saying, and left no say for a sasyer
[after them]: (M :) or hare the poets left oany
place to be patched, or pieced, which they have
not patched, or pieced, and repaired? meaning,
the former has not left for the latter anytlhing
respecting which to mould his verses; i. e. poets
have preceded me not leaving for me any place
that I may patch, or piece, nor any place that 1
may repair: then he digresses, and says, address-

1
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ing himself, [Nay but I have somewhat to say:]
hast thou knonm the abode of thy beloved, 'Ab-
Ich, after thy doubting respecting it? (EM
pp. 219-220.)

.jI.: bee.j, in two places.

1. [;...j, aor. app. ', but accord. to Freytag

:, inf. n. i;j, She (a woman) spun thread with
the ,j: see *--- :] -jI3 and jiljM are nearly
the same [in meaning]. (Ham p. 218. [Hence

r3, applied to spun thread.])-[And app.
8he wore a garment, or piece of cloth, with spun
thread such as is termed , or >j: whence

OJ)J' applied to such a garment, or piece of
cloth.] - Tie vulgar say of him who is drowsin,
drowsy, or heavy with sleep, Jj) 0.3 J:3

[perhapes j.3, to asimilate it to ajd, app.
meaning tIii eye blinks, twinkles, or moves its
lids to andfro; like the hand that spins thread in
two different directions, or that throws the shuttle
to and fro]. (yam ubi supra.). And Z,Jj

itel, ($,) *or. J, (JM, PS,) inf. n. j;>j, (S,
J5,) I put the goods, household-goods, or con-
modities, one upon another; or put them, or set
themr, together, in regular order, or piled up.
(1f, /.) _ .~J also signifies The making, or

auwing, to moke. (g.) You say, Sl ;;,
aor. , inf. n. , Ife made, or caused, the fire
to moke. (Tg.) _ .*r Oj, , ]p, ) aor. £, 

inf. n. 5;j, (f,) lis itkin became contracted,
shrunk, or wrinkled. (, J )

2: see what next follows.

4. ,ji .i jI He put, or made, a .j [q.
v.] to the slhirt; as also t ;, (`,],) inf.n.

',i.3: (f:) or he put, or made, eljti [pl. of
;;j;] to the shirt. (M.)._ J ` t;i:

i. q. :.1 [i. e. The fever continued upon Aim].
(f: in some copies of which, as in the TA, aA
is omitted.)

8. ,,:,00jt She (a woman, TA) took to hrself,
or mode, a 0 [q. v.], (], TA,) for spinning.
(TA.)

Q. Q. L ;1. J, (i,) in£ n. ;Jj, (TA,) He
nas, or became, fatigued, tired, eary, or jaded,
(], TA,) and weak, or feeble. (TA.)

OiJ The sound of the faling [or clashing] of
weapons, one upon another. (, J .)

h Th bae (,J.1) of the ls : (, 
[app. meaning the part theref that is nett to the

oulder: but see what follows:] thefore part of
the sl*ee of the shirt: (M:) or the lower part
thereof: (M, and .lar pp. 149 and 390:) or the
eea altogether: (M:) and it may tropically

mean the waole garment: (Har p. 390:) pl.
o~,~I. (f, M, 1. [In the TA is added, and
a;.%1; u though another pl. were Z.>.: but I
tlink that this is a mistake, originating in a copy
of the M; for, immediately after Jljl, in the M,
is added, UI,j# 4J ej 'l. j; and I saspect that

e). -,ij

in some copy thereof, &3.jl has been inadver-

tently written twice.]) You say C;V1 t"lj A.'
[A shirt wide in the J]' (S.) [Hence,]
one says, ljj')l uj, t [meaning He isfoul
in character, conduci, or the like; for it is tropi-
cal]. (A in art. (S. [See, there, other similar

phrases.]) See also L,.sij. - [Also pl. ol

ej>l, q. v.]

i; Spun thread: (Sh, T, S, :) or spun
thread that is not even: (T:) or thread spun [by
moving the hand] forwards [upon the spindle
against the thigh]: or Tpun thread that is r
[i.e. twis ted in a manner the reverss of that
which is sual: see ;J,Z]: thread spun with the
j. (M. [See e ,.]j_And [Cloth of
the hind termed] i: (AA, T, S, M, , and
Iam p. 218:) or yeUow ,j.: (AA, T:) or what

is mrown from mhat women spin with the ,:ir
(.L.:3I .;jP3 l): (yam ubi supr&: [see, again,

j J:]) or tilk; i. q.j; (M;) or . (TA.)
And The [membrane called] ;, [q. v.] that

comes forth with the young (S, IS, TA) from the
belly of its mother. (TA.) The Arabs say,

O;~iJl ~ .t , k [Thits is tie si]. (S,TA.)_
See also

U.j> dj [meaning A well-straightened spear;

lit. a spear of Rudeyh]: and a1. 3: [the
same, or a well-straigit~ned spear-shaft]: ( :)
and " j CL* [well-straightened spears]: (M:)

accord. to their [the Arabs'] assertion, (S,) so
called in relation to a woman named Rudeyneh,
($, M,) wife of EF-Semharee [or Sembar]; both
of whom used to straighten spears, or spear-shafts,
in Kha#-Hejer: and some say ' s;; 'l.' [well-

straightened pears of El-K.affl, and 5;t.

($.) [See an ex. in a verse cited in art. j3S,
6th conj.]

Saffiron; (M 1;) as also t (gh,
TA in art.:..)

&'55j.o.^l A camel, (At, T,) or a thing, (;,)
of which the redneu is mized with yellownessu,
(Aq, T, $, ],) liAke ,.,j [q. v.]: (At, T.:) hence

the epithet .'slj is applied to a he-camel, (~,
TA,) and with i to a she-camel: (As, T, ?:) or

>1; is applied to a hlie-camel as meaning having
crisp, or curly, fur, of generous race, (Lth, T,
M,) beautiful, (Lth, T,) and inclining a little to
blackness: (Lth, T, D1:) or intensely red; (TA,
and Ham p. 218;) or it has this meaning also:
(M:) or between yellow and red: accord. to some,
from .,)l; signifying saffron;" (lIam ubi supra;)
but A# says, I know not in relation to what thing
the camel is called by this epithet. (M.) They

said also jtj &L. 4 [i. e. Intensely dun or brown
or duskhy &c.]; to denote intensivenees; like as
they said it 1*. (IAr, M.)

).%j! [or eSj! jl.] A sort of [cloth of the kind
ternmed] ., (S, ,) red: (f :) [pl. ;j :] and

[BooK I.

[bence] iJ; q.tJ Red garments or cloths. (So
in one of my copies of the S.)

3 j#A
,,1jj, (ISk, T, $, M, and so in some copies of

the 1,) in some of the copies of the Y1 erroneously
said to he with the j musheddedeh, (TA,) [in the
CV. with the ., which is also a mistake,] A
drowsinesn, or dozing: (S, K.:) or an owrpowering
drowsiness or dozing: a poet uses the phrase

).*l L..: (ISk,T:) or this means an inltem
drowsiness or dozing: (M :) Y1dioot says that it
appears to signify intenseness and an overpower-
ing, because therc is no meaning in one's enying
£L... i.;. (TA.) It is a word of which no
verb has been heard. ($.) Hence, accord. to 18k,

ei j>1 as the name of a certain province; (T;) a
province of Syria, (S, I,) and a river thereof
[i.e. the Jordan]; (S;) also without teshdeed.
(TA.)

1 _..r Dark; ($, M, ];) applied to night
(M.)j Also, applied to sweat, Stinking: (] :)
or, thus applied, that wets all the shin: (M:)
[or] 1 ii3 has the latter meaning, thus ap-
plied. (T.)

* ".. A spindle (?, M, O) with which [the
thread termcd] is spun: (MA TA:) pl. I
(TA.)

:,3,d is applied as an epithet to j [i.e.
spun thread, meanipg Spun with the ~ see
also Oi;]. (M.) - Also to a garmnent, or piece
of cloth, (M,) meaning Woven (Sh, T, M) with
spun thread that is ej4.;. (M.) Aboo-Duwid
El-ly4dee says,

L- L atc z LWLI
; ... ... ....

I
4

[She (app. referring to a camel) iastened in her
journey, or journeyed on without stopping to ret,
a night and a day; and when she entered a
desert, or waterleu desert,far-extending, wide,
or spacious, woven with the miraye, or over-
spread by a rippling mirage resembling a web:
or they (i. e. camels) hastened &c.]: Sh says that
. signifies nwoten: and the poet means, by
0J'* o, a tract of land in which was the
mirage: (T:) or Cj3> here means, woen with
the mirage: (TA in art t ~.:) or, u some say,

by ;j., he means ,.si-, [app. as signifying
conjoined, so as to be uninterrupted, (see ,v,)]
and has changed the _. into O; and Q_
means wide, or spacious: (T:) or ;At~ signifies
J"3, [which has the meaning that I have
assigned above to .ojl]: (T, ]C:) so some say.
(T.) _ See also j.'.

1. tI, aor. mt, aid of a horse: see 1 in art.
-.And _ *lj;;, aor. *j>,, inf. n. 3:

see 1 in art. Sj.

3. ;1t1j, said to be formed by transposition
from l;j, [and therefore it should properly be

LI

!

1
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mentioned in this art.,] is explained in art.

1. J;j, aor. CS,, inf. n. L;3, IIe (a man,
TA) perished. (8, M, M9b,,K.) [See an ex. in
the gur xx. 17.]J_ -And jJ, (AZ, T, M, and

so in a copy of the 8,) aor. L;S, (AZ, T,) inf. n.

)SJO; (M ;) or 5; (K, and so in copies of
the 8;) or both of these verbs; aor. of the
latter LS?J; (TA;) and * LSq;J; (5, M, K ;) IHe
fell into a well: (AZ,* T,* 8, ]5 :) or he tumbled
down into a deep hollow, or cavity, or pit:
(M:) or V the last of thlse verbs has this mean-
ing: (Ltil, T:) or it signifies he fell into a deep
hollow, or cavity, or pit: (I.sb:) or le tumbled
down (S) from a mountain; (AZ, T, S ;) and so
the first, or second: (8:) and 9 ;. sidgnlifies
hefellfrom a mountain and died. (TA.) fit
t SJ,3 , in the Kur [xcii. 11], means 'lt/en he

falls into the ab!yt *f the fire [of liell]: (T,*
TA:) or into the earity of the grace: or into the
lowest depth of llell: or n.hen he perishes: (Bd :)
or when he dies. (T.) _ And Sj; ile (a man)

went awnay. (g.) Youll say, i. t .l Jl 1
k&now not whither he went away, or has gone anay.

(;)- i;, (.,) aor. :, (MI,) if.n
.OJ, (TI,) lie broke it; (M, K;) iamcly, a thingr

with a stone: (M:) or he beat it, [or battered it,]
namely, a stone with a piece of rock, or with a pick-
axe, in order to break it. (g.) - And lie dashed
himstelf against him, or knocked against him,
(?, K, TA,) like as the pickaxe knocks against
the stone. (TA.) _- And . I.,;, (T, 1K,) or

.1.. (v,) nor. 5A., inf. n. CSj; (T;) and

. l;j, (15 and TA in art. ·j,) aor. · :,

inf. n. · ;, (TA,) with j for the final radical;

(Q, TA;) [like elj, and .lj ;] lie threw at him,
or thrm at him and hit him, with a stone, or
stones. (T, ., M.) [It is also said in the T, with
rererence to lj*.., as signifyving a large stone
with which other stones are beaten, or battered,

%9 U,, 1t.p kJ j* LJ1; but I think that

j is a mistranscription for es; and that the
meaning intended to be expressed by these words
is, that .S;J signifies The thrusting with a ;jAM;
and the throwing it, or with it.]-.[Henoe, app.,]

s. said of a horse, (AV, 18k, T, M, aor, 1,) aor.
S).., (A, 18k, T, .8, ,) inf. n. 5;j and ilij;

(I8k, ., M, V ;) and b,j, (1V and TA in art. )j,
[in the CIY, · is omitted before the word J in
that art.,]) aor. ~jj; (TA;) [and, accord. to
FPreytag, .s.lt is used in the same sense by
Jereer ;] He beat, or battered, the ground, (.A'
wbJ, AN, I8k, T, ., M, g,) with his hoof,
(M, ], TA,) in ranning, (A9 , T,) or in going
along, and in running, (M,) or in going a pace
bedte running and wehement walking: (ISk,

:) or !ttj; signifies the ame as , : (AZ,
T, M: [ee S in art. ,ji :]) or it is [a manner of
gong] btw~ running and waulking: (V:) or
tbh running (T, ?, M) of tb hore (T) or of the

Bk. I.

ass (, M) bet,een his L.1 [or place of con-
finement, or the loop to which he is tied,] and
his ."- [or place of rolling tpon the ground];
(T, S, M;) thus explained by El-Munteji' Ibn-
Neblhn, (T, S,) to As. (8.) In the 1, ,.'j
is erroneously put for ., ; being app. taken
from the M, in which it refers to horses; [not to
a single horse;] as does also the pronoun in
I&ulj-., in the same portion of the passage in
the K~ and in the M. (TA.) Accord. to AZ,
this is from C.f~.JI l;1 , explained in what
follows. (yIam p. 221.) - You say, "j CJl Z.j
T.he girl raised one leg and went along upon the
other, in play; (F,TA;) and so t ;,;l: (TA:)
and ' .k.sJ.I, inf. n. - ij;; (M;) or

* i ,>t ; (T;) the girls played, (T, M,) raising
one lIg, (M,) or one of them raising one leg, (T,)
and going along upon the other: (T, M :) or
5jl.Yjl X O.. signifies the girls' playing in Pwhich

one of them raises one leg and steps with the
other two steps, and then puts it down and raises
the other, doing thus several times. (AZ, YIam
p. 221.) And 'WLJIl Li; The boy raised one leg
and leaped, or jumped, [or hopped,] with the
other. (S.) And 4l.ii k¢, (M, K,) aor.
5?~, (T,) The crowt, or raren, raised one leg
and hopped on the other; or leaped along. (T,
M, i.)'- .:sj My sheep, or goats, in-
creased, or exceeded; as also V .. (Fr, M,
K.) _ And .J:l Lt. -i and * .. I
exceeded the thing. (M.) And o , V * IS
It exceeded another thing; as also l.l [q. v.].
(M in art. is,.) And 'b-'- 0: U" , (-,
M,') and . , (M,) and 1 ,l, (S,) 
exceeded [the age offifty, and eighty]. (S, M.*)

2. ;.sj, (Mgb, K,) inf. n. g;3, (M,b,) .Ie
made him to fall, or tArew him down, (Msb, ,)
into a deep hollow, or cavity, or pit, (M9b,) or
into a well; as also H l,l. (15.) He (God)
overthre,v him; as also tjlI. (M.)- ~ ,
inf. n. as above, I clad him rwith a J, [q.
v.]. (?.)

3. l i , j;, (1,1 ],.) in£ n./*:,,, (S,)
I contended in throwing stones in defence of the
peopl, or party. (., .) _ j, (T, ., M, 1,)
inf. n. as above, (TA,) is also sn with · j [He
endeavoured to turn him; or to turn him by
blandishment, or by deceitful arts; or to entice
him to turn]; (., M, ]Z;) formed from the latter
by transposition; ( ;) or e,l, [which means the
same]; ,! 1 , [to the thing, or affair] :'(T as
on the authority of A'Obeyd :) and ;l;I [which
means the same; or he treated him with gentile.
neu, or blandishment; soothed, coaxed, wheedled,
or cajoled, him; or he d~ceoied, deluded, beguiled,
circumented, or outwitted, him; or endeavoured,
or desired, to do so]; (., M, 1; the first as on
the authority of A'Obeyd;) or, accord. to AA,
. q. ; and tls and ItI5 [all of which are

syn. with ;Il]. (T.)

4. 1.sl He (i. e. God, M, or another, ., M*)
caued him to e~s; or destroyed Aim. (, IM,

kC.) Hence,. M,) in the gur [xxxvii. 54],
i:~ ~"9 );l Verily thou almost causedst me
to perish, or destroyedst me. (T, M.') -See

also 2, in two places. - Also lie made him (i. e.
a horse) to go in the manner signified by the verb
k..O [q. v., meaning, beating, or battering, the
ground, &c.]: so accord. to the M and ], except
that, in both, the fem. pronoun is used, in the M
referring to horses, and in the K( improperly
referring to a single horse. (TA.) - See also 1,
last four sentences.

5. S;.p: see 1, second and third sentences, in
four places. li- e as, or became, overthrown.
(MJ.) . Also, and t Ls.jlI, He put on, or clad
hinself tith, or wore, a JIj [q. v.]: (., 15: but
in the latter the verbs are fem. [as said of a wo-
man].) or so .%i 5;,, and tj.s3 l. (M,

Mqb.) _ And ... .;3, and .;$Jl, t hHe
hung upon himself his sword, putting its nu-
pensory belt or cord upon his neck or shoulder;
syn. .4. (M.)_ - And ,JJ 1& t the
girl, or young won!an, put on, or decked herself
with, a Cl: [q. v.], which is also called .1;J.
(T, 5)

8. U53jl: see 1, in the latter half of the para-
graph, in three places. . See also 5, in three
places: and see an cx. voce ljj. [llence,]
'1j. lie carried me, or bore me, upon his
shoulder, in the place of the j. (}am p. 471.)

5;; an inf. n. of :; [q. v.]. ($, M, Msb, .)
~ Also Excest, redundance, or tuperfluity; syn.

j,3l: so in the saying, ;..- t; 
i. e. I hae not attained to thiy exceses, &c., in thy

gift: and ;i . :.; The ees~ of thy
saying pleases me: and so in the saying of
Kutheiyir,

., , - w. , .*. ..

as, ` v ---

meaning [He has a covenant of loe, or affection,
into which he has entered, which has not been
sullied, and] which exces of kind speech, on his
part, [recent and of long duration,] adorns: (T:)
or, [as ISd cites the verse,] v. J0. t g$.;
&c.: [and he adds,] it is aid, in explanation

thereof, that .$ means 3;tj; and I think that

it is an inf. n., of the measure Ja, like .i and
, or a subst. put in .the place of an int. n.

(M.) = See also il;.
; [originally ,:] Perishing; (IAr, T, ,

M,1;) applied to a man: fem. k?S. (.,1.)
- See also the next preceding paragraph.

; A mode, or manner, of wearing the .o:

(?, M,* Mb:.) like ',b: from .,hJ,l, and
';:. from ,,: ($:) you say, -; ;

;JQil [He is comely in respect of the manner of
wearint the .1.s (., M, Myb.)

1llj A rock; or pisc of rock; orgreat mat of
135
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stone, or of hard stone: (Fr, T, S, 1:) pl. ;,1."

(Fr, T) and [coll. gen. n.] t k . (S, K.)

.;j A certain garment; (S, Myb;) a hind of

3A..t [or outer wrapping garment], (M, K,)

well hnown; (4I;) one of the garments that are
not cut cut and sewed; (Mgh in art. lJS3, and MF

vocc.ljl;) [being of a single pl,ce;] covering the
upper half of the bo,ly; or jlyig upon the shoul-

ders and backh; (MF voce ,.ij;) or falling upon

the belly and there ending: (TA voce . :) [a

l,)j worn by Moh. ammad, " thrown over the left
shoulder and wrapped round the body under the
right arm," is described as "four cubits long and
two cubits and a span wide :" (Sprenger's Life of
Mobammad, Part I, English ed., pp. 80 and 87:)]
it is of the masc. gender, and it is not allowable
to make it fem.: (IAmb, Mtb:) the dual is

';.j) and ilj 1l;j, the latter being allowable,
(?, Mhj,) but the former being preferable: (S:)

and the pl. is 4>,1: (, M, Msb :) the o;j is also

called j, (1M, K, TA, [in the CC M>j,]) like

as the JljJ is also called eJl; (M;) and V ;,,

(1, TA, in the CI i;1>),) of which
t ~0 (TA,) occurring in the saying,

the pl. is

*

.

* *

[lie will not n,ear ouiter wrapping garments of
silk, nor will he be seen at the porch of the com-
mnfder, or prince, unles for the purpose of
milking the sheeyl, or goat, and the camel]; (M,

TA;) kS:le 1 meaning a;:/; (M;) but accord.

to Th, it has no sing.: (M,TA:) [or] Vt>.;;

signifies naist-tvrappers; syn. j;. (l.).Hence,

t,1SI. jA, in a description of Umm-Zar", in a
trad., meaning t Lank in her belly; as though

her .>1 were empty. (TA in art. An.) And

1.) j1 d Abon¢lind in beneicencs. (T, M, ,
TA.) Anld t. l .J Lh t A life ample, or
plenlif,l, in its means. (TA.) - And M..LA1 l>j

t The beanty, and softness, tenderess, or delicate-
ness, of youth. (T.) - And . :II jij t Tihe
light, (M,) or beauty and light, (T,) of the sun.

(T, M.) " also signifies t A afnrd; (T, M,

] ;) [ISd says,] I think, as being likened to the
garment thus called; (M;) [i.c.] because it is
hung, by its suspensory cords, upon the neck and
shoulder [like that garment]. (T.) [Sce also

St,, near the end of the paragraph.] Mutem-
mem says,

[Verily El-Minhdl has shrouded beneath his

smord a young mapn not voracious in the evenings,
when the chief meal is eaten, one wtvho eacited the

admiration of the beholder]: for El-Minh6il had
slain his [the poet's] brother Malik; and when a
man slew another who was a celebrated man, he

used to lay his sword upon him, in order that his
slayer might be known. (M. [But see, in rela-
tion to this verse, a long story in /the Ham
pp. 370-372.]) And El-Khansa says,

[And in many a calamity which a committer of
a crime has brought to pass, thou hIst made thy
snord to be as a covering to the hea '; meaning,
tlhou hast smitten, therein, the necks of thine
enemies with thy sword like the i.,. [which
means a woman's "muffler" and a man's" tur-
ban"]. (T.) -Also tA bow; (AAF, M, IAth;)
because it is borne upon the shoulder, which is
the place of the J.1j [properly thus called].
(IAth, TA.) - And [for the like reason] The

[ornament called] CL [q. v., worn by women].

(T, .K.) So in a verse of El-Agshla, cited voce

jdj. (T.) - And t A bier; because it is borne
upon the place of the I.j [pr.perly thus called,
i c., upon the shoulder]. (yIam p. 471.) -

And t Debt; (T, M, . ;) because it is [regarded
as] a thing thiat cleaves to the neck of the debtor,
like as the .1j [properly thlus called] cleaves
to the shoulders of the wearer. (T.) You say,

l.si'1 Aid. , meaning 1 lie is little burdened

in respect of debt: and also, in respect of house-

hold. (],* TA.) [Sce also an ex. vocc :L..] -
Also t Intelligence: - and t ignorance: (M,
] :) both on the autliority of IA;r: (M :) - hc
says also that it means tanything that is the
pride, or orna,nent, of a person; (T,M ;) even,
(M,) for instance, one's hlouse, and one's fathler;
(T, M;) or one's lhouse and onc's beast; (so in
the TA;) each of these, he says, is one's ,Jj [or
t pride] (T:) tlius, (M,) it is t a thinig that
graces: and ta thing that disgraces: (M, I:)
so that it has two contr. meanings: thus in the
., referring to the meanings of "intelligence"
and " ignorance :" but this requires consideration.
(TA.)

£;ij5: see the next preceding paragraph, first

signification.

kS.: see ;sJ in art. I>.

tSL$l The lion; (] ;) because lie dashes him-

self Qs). i. e.,,) [against his prey]. (TA.)

.5:; tA stone that is thrown; (S, :;) as also

t;,: (T, 8:) or a piece of rock nwith vhich

date-stones are broken: (Ham p. 417:) and ac-
cord. to ISk, * the latter signifies a piece of rock
with which stones are broken, (S,) or nith which
one breaks [anything]: (M :) or a stone ;which the
strong man can hardly, or not at all, lift with

his hands; [like M>p; (TA in art. >j;)] with

which stones are broken; and with which they

beat and soften a rugged place that they hollow
out; and wvith which the hole of the [lizard

called] is broken, or battered, rhen it is

amnong large stones (1l uL [i.e. ; ]),
which A*U it soften and demolishes: (En-Na4r,
T:) the same word (it>oy) also signifies the stone,
(T,) or the piece of roch, (M,) by means of which

the is guided to its hole: (T,M:) [and

accord. to Golius, on the authority of Meyd and
the Mirkit el-Loghah, the upper mill-stone:]

the pl. of Ml is * ; : (T:) and this pl. is

[also] syn. with A.g [app. as pl. of Lt;., and
meaning the arrows thus called; or any misiles].

(M.) Hence the prov., t sl, jbje ;c

[Near by t hole f eery dabb is its stone that
is to be throrwn at it, or its stone by means of
rwhich it guides itself to that hole]; applied to a
thing that is near at band, having no obstacle in
the way to it; for the dabb will not be guided to
its hole, when it goes forth from it and returns
to it, except by means of a stone which it places

as a mark to point out its hole: (T:) or
t I6,> 6; i,e ($, , Meyd) i.e. Eoery

dabb htas near by it its stone that is to be thrown
at it; (.,* Meyd;) for the dabb has little know-
ledge, therefore it prepares not its hole save by a
stone that may be a mark thereof, so that he who
seeks it finds the stone that is to be thrown at the
dabb near to it; therefore the provey. means that
thou should(st not feel secure from accidents,
because calamities are prepared with every time,
or period; and it is applied to him who exposes
himself to destruction. (Meyd.) Hence also,

i. c. from s.. in the first of the senses assigned

to it above, (S,) or in the second of those senses,

(.aHn p. 417,) said of a courageous man, ,d
,ks..i5 tc Verily he is like the missile of

wars]; (S;) or r..9-Jl >, t- * t[Such a
one is like the crushing ato;# of the wars]; or

... JI ks., i. c. the whomn they throw against
the antagonists and who crushes theml : (.Iam ubi

suprs:) and kl ks: : [; being Pl

of s;., as well as of ;j.j:] (S:) and $¢

,-jb ,~. ks>- t Such a otne is rery patidet

in the endurance of contention and war. (M.)

k.O,~ is also used as meaning t A horse hard like

the stone thus called; thus in a verse of'Antarah:
or it there means a horse that runs sniftly; from

.,JFI [an inf. n. of i;, q. v.]: or it is from

jV) [inf. n. of , and syn. therewithl], mean-
ing perdition: or it means, in that verse, rlike

,Ij,] a svord, [as being an instrument of per-

dition,] from -- I i. (Ham p. 207.) 9 *lI;,

also, ($,) or al.j. l;, (TA,) is used as meaning
t A she-camel like the stone thus called in hard-

ness. ($, TA.) And t (1!. [as pl. of U;.. or of

*l;..] means also tTh; legs of camels, (Lth, T,

M, 1i,) and of the elephant (Lth, T, JO) or of

elephants; as being likened to the stones thus
called; (M, TA;) or because of their heaviness,

and vehemence of tread. (T, TA.) - Also s.,

(so in the $,) or · sj. with damm [to the .*]

and with shedd [to the k], (.K,) A pole with
which a ship, or boat, is propelled, (S, ~,) being
in the hand of the sailor: ( :) pl. [of the former]

.. ,, ($,) or [of the latter] kS>: (1: ) in the

dial. of the vulgar 1. * [pronounced by them

5g without tenween, or IS., for lj.]; pL,

with the art., [l.JlJ [and vulgarly pronounced

USgtJ also without the art.]. (TA.)
I
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ig, "and its pl. o (which is also pL of

S;,-): see the nexi preceding paragraph, in

seven places: -and see also ,, in three places.

kS ¢J: ~ee tI.J, lut sentence

L5v'1 .; i., A woman lank, or slender,

in the place of th [ornament called] Ct£ [q.
v.]. (T.)

a;,1, in the ](ur v. 4, means That which
falls from a mountain, or into a well, orfrom an
elevated place, and dies. (T.) The sheep or
goat thus termed is forbidden [to be eaten] be-
cause it has died without having been slaugh-
tered according to the law. (Msh.)

1: see what next follows.

(T, TA;) and * a], (A, K,) inf. n. 313J, (TA,)

or hjlj; (so in the TT as from the T;) The shky

rained, or let fall, such rain as is termed 31); [ex-

plained below]. (T, 8, M, A,1.) And ,1,

Ul :t*-JI The sky during the night rained upon

us, or let fall upon usI, such rain as is so termed.

(A.) - [Ilence,] ,UAJI 31, (in£ n. as above, T,)

t The ,.ater-shin, or milk-shin, exuded, or let
flow7r, nwhat was in it. (T, A, L, g.) And ,;I,

4 ;JI t TI,e wound in the head flowed with what

ras in it. (T, A, L, L,.) And C 'JI :Az,1
t Thde eye flowed nith its water. (T, A, L.)

;ij: see what next follows.

M1l, (T, S, M, A, L, 1g,) and by poetic license

t 3;i, (M, 1,) 'eakh [or drizzling] rain, (, M,

L, 1g,) but exceeding nhat is termed Ji:
($, L:) orfine rain, buit exceeding what is termed

j: (A:) or the lightest of rain except what is

te,mned j>: (As, T:) or, accord. to EI-Khattlibee,
nnd Sub in the It, rain more than nwhat is termed

J. and A.A, but a litt le ss strong than wrhat

is termed J, or like this last: (MF,TA:) or
still, contipuous rain, consisting of small drops,
reembling dust: or such as is afler [app. mean-

ing mnore than] wthat is termed : (M,L, 1:)

n. un. 5ll1j. (M.) To such rain, the poet Bakh-
daj, using the abbreviated form of the word,
likens some of his verses; not as meaning weak,
but as meaning continuotus, or uninterrupted, and
unruffiled; while he likens others of his verses to

rain such as is termed J&l;. (M.) One says,

3 I.U Zvj I,p j -.M U [Our day is a day of

fine rain, &c., and of happines, and of delecta-
tion]. (A.) - llence, t A little wealth or pro-

perty. (Ijar p. 57.) One says, o., c~
~ .:L; 31.j1 I [lFWe are content with a

little of what is obtained of thy bounty, and
with the sprinkling of thy torrent of munifi-
cence]. (A.)

1tt,i ,.. (As., A'Obeyd, $, M, 1) and
e. Lj (Ks, T, P, M) and V* , (Thb, M,

15,) or the second and third of these are not

allowable, but only the first is, (Ay, A'Obeyd, f,
M,j Land upon which hat fallen rain such as is

termed 31;. (Ay, A 'Obeyd, T, $, M, 1.)

i A sky Q w) raining, or letting fall, such

rain as is termed 11;; and so ;*.. (A, TA.)

One says,M 1 . i t;, jt A.JI
[The shy is raining a fine rain, and what is being
heard is delighting: art thou, then, coming to us
quichly ?]: meaning what is heard of discourse,.or
narration, and of science; not of singing. (A.)
- [Hence,] t A day in which is rain tuch as is

termed 31lj. (Lth, El-Umawee, T, 8, A, 1g.)
And IA water-skin, or milk-skin, exuding, or
letting flow, what is in it. (A, TA.) And
t Anything flonwing. (T.)

.- , e 8..,.
i3j131 w : see lja.

J3j

1. J3, C(T, $, M, Msb, 1g,) aor. ', (T, 8, K,)

inf. n. ij 13 (T, !, M, Mb, 1) and M,; ($, M,
Mb, 1;) and J3j, nor. ; ($gh, g;) lie (a

man) was, or became, low, base, vile, mean, or
contemptible ;. (T, f, M, K ;) in his aspeet, and
in his states, or circumstances: (T:) or it (a
thing, M, M.b, g, of any kind, M, ]j) was, or
became, bad, corrupt, vile, base, abominable, or

disapproved. (M, M9 b, g.) - ij, (;, M, J,)
nor. ;, inf.n. J;; (M,TA;) and t?43J; (8,
V;) He made, or pronounced, him (a man) to be
low, bas, vile, mean, or contemptible: (, M,
g,* TA:) or he made, or pronounced, it (a thing
of any kind) to be bad, corrupt, vile, base, abo-
minable, or disapproved. (M, I".*) You say,

V iJ3l, (T,) or I1 . 'l., (TA,)
lIe (a man, T, or a money-changer, TA) pro-
nounced, or showed, dirhems or pieces of money,
or such of my dirhiem or pieces of money, to be

bad; syn. . (T, TA.) And j3i

[He pronounced my sheep, or goats, to be bad;
or he disapproved, or refuwed, them]. (T, TA.)

And Jt4 1Jb5 l i5 >.2 J lJ3I (T, TA)

He disapprored, or ref'sed, [as low, base, &c.,]
of his men, such and such men. (TA.)

4. Jl 1 He had low, base, vile, mean, or con-

temptible, companions. (4(.) -~ As a trans. v.:
see 1, in four places.

10. &Jl.;.I [He reckoned lim or esteemed him,
or he found him to be, or he desired that he
might be, low, base, vile, mean, or contemptible:
or he reckoned it or esteemed it, orfound it to be,
or desired that it might be, bad, corrupt, vile,
base, abominable, or disalpprored:] contr. of

%"i.. (0, V.) Hence the trad., j'. c;

4 ,>~I~ IIi1 , -_ a1 21 [God desires

not that a servant (meaning a man) may be lovw,
base, vile, mean, or contemptible, but He wvith-
holds from him knowledge, or science, and disci-
pline of the mind, or good qualities and attributes
of the mind or soil, &e.]. (O, TA.)

J.3 (T, $, M, Msb, g) and V Jl)3 (?, ]) and

jt3, and t jl (M,1) applied to a man,

Low, base, rile, mean, or contemptible; (T, ,

M, V,;) in his ampect, and in his states, or cir-
cumstances:. (T:) or, applied to a thing (M,
Mqb,l ) of any kind, (M, ,) bad, corrupt,
vile, base, abominable, or disapprowed: (M, Mqb,
] :) fem. of the first with 3: (M, Mb :) pl. [of

paue.], of the first, 3jt, (Mqb,) or [of the same,]

I3jl, (T, , M, O, and so in some copies of the
8,) [or this is more probably pl. of t;),V

accord. to analogy,] and j3;J (?, M, :) and

J3ji, (M, ],) which is of a rare form, (M,) [in

the C: 511,,] and ., (T,) [which is applied
only to rational beings,] and (of 'Jj, TA)

:,(, (M, 1, ,) and, of the pl. J~), (Mb,
[but] said in the O to be of [the pl.] Jl3;i, TA,)

1,t1, (T, Msb, TA, and so in some copies of the J~

in the place of Jt;s,) and [of tV j;j,] 3ij t,
(T, M, 1,) [which is applied only to rational
beings, and is said in the M and TA to be used
only with the article JI prefixed to it, but is
written without the Jl in the 1.] You say

.. ,51 J3, Jq.. and UlA [A n,an mean, or

bad, &c., in respect of elothes and of action].

(T, TA.) And J.j .j4 A dirty, bad, or vile,

garment; (TA;) and so t q)J; J.. : (M, TA:)

or J Ji [so accord. to a copy of the T, but

perhaps a mistranscription for 3J1j,] a dirty

garment: and V .k^; w3a bad, or vile, gar-

ment. (T.)

J3j: see the next preceding paragraph.

J see j) [of whichl it is both a syn. and a
pl.]. - Also, (S,) or f1J, (T,) or both, (M,
M9b, ],) The woroe or viler, or the wrorst or
vilest, (T,) or the bad, or rile, (s$,) of anything:
(T, g:) [or the refuse thereof; i.e.] a thing of
which the good has been pichedt out, (M, Mqb,
1g,) and the bad or vile, (M,) or the worse or
viler, or wrorst or rilest, (Meb,) remains. (M,

Msb.) You say also, ,. IA and

[Theey are the lower or baser &c., or lowest or

basest &c., or the refuse, of nwmankind, or of the

people]. (T.)

s;: see J;, in five places.

;1~,~: FCee Jl1, in two places.

;4; A low, base, vile, mean, contemnptible, or

bad, quality; contr. of a.em; (M, :) pl.
;llj. (TA.)

3l~j: see the next paragraph.

jl,: see J.j, in two places. - Also Tlae
worse, or worst: so in the phrasewal jlj [The

worse, or worst, part of life]. (0, ].) [In the

]5, immediately after the words d...1 j j)I

we find, in some copies, ksjLtis!d

}~1 %*At J3j¶; and in other copies, .11

I jal s.l~Jt i,.j SJ..b : accord. to the former

reading, the meaning is, that $ l" is syn. withi

$"~; and such SM holds to be the case: accor(d.

to the latter reading, that J1` is syn. withl

W1 JIi, I have no doubt that the latter is the
135
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original reading in the ],, and that it is taken
from the 0, where (with a preceding context
diferent from that in the 1) the words are,
*j..i ;j S1j. i J 13j; thus, with Jl,, in the
gen. cs: but I believe, m this word thus written
suggests, and as some persons, alluded to by MF,
have supposed, that .gjt.= has been foisted
into the text of the ]K in consequence of a misun-
derstanding or of a mistranscription of the words
in question in some work earlier than the 0;
that the correct reading is, 'JI 4j;t J! :

- 1; and that this is taken from what here
follows.] It is said in thie gur [xvi. 72 and

xJii. 6], ` . Jj;t i , j . j, (T, TA,)
i. e. [And ofyou is he who is brought back to]
the worse, or worst, [part] of lie, (Ksh and Bd
and Jel,) and the more, or most, contemptible
thereof; (Ksh in xvi. 72;) a state of decrepitude
and dotage; (Ksh and Bd and Jel ;) which re-
sembles the state of a young infant: (Ksh and
Bd:) meaning he who dotes by reason of old
age, so that he hus no intellect; as is shown
b the words in the same [immediately following],

(T, TA.)

J.j~. A man made, or pronounced, to be low,
bae, vile, mean, or contemptible: (f,* TA:) and
a thing made, or pronounced, to be bad, corrupt,
vilei, base, abominable, or disaplroved. (TA.)

1. ;1j, [aor. -, inf n. .,] .ie pierced, stuck,.
or stabbed, him. ($, A, g.) - He stuck, or
fastened, orfJxed, it, (., A, K~,) into the ground,
($,) or into another thing; ( ;) as, for instance,
a nail (TA) or a knife (A) into a wall, (A, TA,)
or a knife into the ground, (TA,) and an arrow
into theo target. (A.)._ ;pJl m j, aor 

) and , (a,) inf. n.j (, TA) andj, (so in
a copy of the 8, but wanting in another,) The
locust stackh hr tail into the ground, (AZ, $, X,)
and laid her eggs, (AZ, $,) or to lay her eggs;
( ;) as also ? j. (AZ, ~, :.) l.,- 1 .,

a-
(, a,) aor. , inf. n. jj, (TA,) He furnished the

door with a 3 [or stapl. to receiw the bolt of the
._ Jj, (A, 1,) aor. ,

(A, TA,) inf. n.j, (TA,) The shy made a sound
by rMeason Qf rain. (g.) 'a is also said of a
stallion [i. e. a stallion-camel, meaning He ut-
tered a low bra~g]: and of thunder [meaning

It made a low send]. (A.) [See j, below.] -

And jj signifies also The hbing iutantly silent.
(TA.)

t rjt u , b~, (&,) inf n , (., ~,)
I arranged, or facilitated, for thee the affair.

(l, 6) And J 4 .3 i1J,j S I arranged,
or facilitated, thin.e affair, and put it in a sowd,
rigAt, or pr , stat, (-,, tor, as in one copy
of the A, ·~;,, i. e. made it clear, or pla,])
witA fsuck a one. (A, TA.) '3 also signifies
The i~1, or polishing, of paper. (0, V.) -

L. lJ--

[See also the ps. part. ., below: whence it
appears that it signifies also The dre/ing, or
preparing, &c., with rice.]

R. Q. 1. "I.j, (1,) inf. n. 5j~, (TA,) lHe put
it in motion, or in a state of commotion. (g,
TA.)_And lie equalired it; namely, a load,
or burden; (y,TA;) made it to counterbalance.
(TA.)

8. '~jl It stuck, or became fastened or Jfied,
into a thing; (TA;) as, for instance, an arrow
into tho target, (, A, ],) and into the ground.
(A.) - t ]sI (a niggardly man) remained jfied
in his place, and wasr tenatiow, (,* X,* TA,)
and mas ashamed and confounded, or specl~less
and motionless through confusion and shame.
(TA.)

iq jJt [i. e. Rice: see the latter word, in
art.jbl] (S, K. )

jj A piercing [pain] and rumbling in the belly:
(A:) or pain in the belly; as also ' : j (S :)
or pain, and preuure of the feces: (TA :) or the
prtssure and motion of the feces in the belly,
(1]t, Mgb, TA,) in the effort to pan forth, so
that the person wvho feels it wants to enter the
privy; whether it be with a rumbling or without:
(!t, TA:) or a sound of rumbling or the like in
the belly. (An, Mgh,* TA.) You say, j

1W LL ,,(Ay, $, A) I felt in my belly a
piercing [pain] and rumbling: (A:) or a pain:
(AV, Q: expl. in the KL by the Pers. word

; :) as also 'V : (As, g:) or pain, and
presure of the feces; &c. (TA.) - [Hence,]
t A vehement burning in the mouth of a camel,
arising from thirst, with pain. (TA.) Also
A low sound: (TA:) any sound that is not vehe-
ment: (A'Obeyd, TA :) or a sound that one hears

from afar; as also * ~ : ( :) or a sound that
on hears but hknows not what it is: (TA:) or a
oand in a more common tuen; (, TA;) ehe-

ment or dight: (TA:) or a sound; as of thunder
&c.: (8:) or the sound of thunder; (V;) as also
t^, [in memure] like,eal: or the former has a
more general application: and *jl tin like
manner] signifies a sound: and also thunder:

(TA:) and also signifies the braying of a
stallion-camel. (g,* TA.)

t single prcing; a stick, or stab. (,
TA.) - And A pain in tAh bach. (Sgh, TA.)
- The iron [meaning the staple] into twhich
[the bolt of] the lockh enters: ($, ]:) so called
because [the bolt of] the lock penetrates it: pl.
4. o(TA.)
j i. q. ~L., [generally meaning Lmad]:

(Igh, ]1 :) a dial. var. of the latter word. (TA.)

jilj: ee j. -Also A certain pant, with
vwhich onU dyes (?, IJ.)

jl One who sulls, and traff, in, jj [or rice].
(TA.)

Sj,: ee 0, in three place.

a';1 A piercing, sticking, or stabbing, (8,
TA,) such as is firm, or steady. VTA.) A

tremour. (Th, ?, .) - See also ji, last sen-
tence. - Long-sounding. (V.) l lail: (Th,
TA :) or smaU hail, like snow. (S, J.)

·jJ A place in rwhich j [or rice] is collcted
together; like the ,,.,S of wheat. (TA.)

jj,. Food dresed, prepared, or mized up,

('.tJ,) with ~j [or rice]. ($gh, ]g.) And

Paper dreaed, or prepared, (La.,) withj, [or
rice]: (A, TA:) or paper glazed, or polilted. (S.)

1. , aor. -, inf n.. and H/~, He got, or
obtained, from him good (S, 1) of any kind.

($.) And U; J1' stjj i. q. s; [a mistake,
through an oversight, for te' J;; i.e. Such a
one accepted the bounty of such a one;] as also
4Ijj, without · : the former said by AM to be the

original. (TA.) And ;':jl lt lj le took from
the ting, diminished it, kesened it, or impaired
it; (1;) and to;ji3 signifies the same; or he
took from it, diminished it, &c., by little and
little. (JM.) You say, 0to ¶j'j, and Jo 4;,
aor. , inf. n. j, lie got, or obtained, sonm hat

of his property; as also :U t p;;t. (<i.) And
· t. as V , (S,) and at, ,:a . , (., C,) I
did not tahe from hin of his property ; or did
not dimnini.h to hiim his property. ($, .K.0) And
:~, '~,6 t. I did not take from him, or it,

aught. (Mgh.) And t, U "J t tG lIe did not
get, or obtain, fromn such a one aught of his
property; and did not take from him aught

thereof (TA.) And 'y j t I did not take
from htim, or it, as much as an ant would earry
with its moutAh: (.Har p. 197:) or thus originally,
but meaning, anything. (~ in art. J.j.) And

i BA ;. UAj t We took not of, or from,
thy water, anything: occurring in a trad. (TA.)
In another trad., as some relate it, Jj occurs
for OjW, which is the originaL (IAth.) Acoord.
to AZi, [however,] one says;,[j, meaning t
had it taken, or received,from me; or, virtually,]
it was taken, or receiwd, from me; but not e.
(TA.) [Henee, when relating to a moral attri-
bute, or the like, it virtually means t It was
experienced from me: see a verse cited voce
j:t., in art. 3.] You say also, t i &, tvir-
tually] meaning BHe is a bountif/ person; one
nwhoe gratuitous gifs feople obtain. (1~am
p. 722.) And,mt&l &o!,I J, .1 Vierily hei

one who gets little of thefoo (TA.)_"I"
also signifies I afflicted him with an ajqtiction, a
mifortune, or a calamity. (Myb.) And '31U

An affliction, a mifortune, or a calamity,
befell him. (f, Msb.) It is said in a trad., re-
specting a woman who came asking for her son,

,j.t;.l , ,, og't !t f, meaning If I be
afflicted by the loss of my on, I hat not been
oaffictd.by tAe los of my f~n. (TA.)
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4. jjl: see SJ1I, in art. t,J.

6: seel.

8: see 1. -- j31 also signifies It (a thing, 8
was, or became, diminished, lessened, or impaired
(9, Jr.) A poet says, (namely, Ibn Mul5 bil, de
scribing a stallion, g in art .j,)

(9, TA) And he had not been lessened [by riding
so as to lose] as much as the gnat will carry
(TA:) or as much as the ant will carry Nith it
meouth; meaning, anything: (S in art. dk:) bu

I--#.
some read ij;; [and some, !pi., as in copiC
of tie ? in art. ,j ;] and some, O .. (TA.)

·jJ, (9, Mgh, [,) [originally an inf. n., and]
a subst. from 4ija 1jj, (Mgb,) and t , (c
Mgh, Mqb, ]K,) also pronounced ijsj, originally
with ., (M.b,) and * aSj, (S, X,) An afiction,
a misfortune, or a calamity, (8, Msb, .K, TA,)
by the loJs of things dear to one: (TA :) or a
great a.iction or calamity or misfortune: (Mgh :)
pl. (of the first, S, TA) ijj1 (S, 1J, TA) and (of
the second, 9, Myb, TA) Y,j. (S, Msb, K, TA.)

: see the next preceding paragraph.

lj.t; (so in some copies of the S; in others
IJ,, which is said in the . to be a mistranscrip-
tion;) pl. '33jj..: (1:) A generous man, (~,
J,* [in the latter of which only the pL is ex-
plained,] and TA,) whose good things men get, or
obtain, (C,) or from whom much is gotten, or
obtained. (TA.) Onc says, in praising, ` 

dit ~ 1j.. [Suac a one is a person from w,hom
much of his property has been obtained]: and in

expressing pity and grief, d4.1 I) · C0%4
[Such a one is a person nwho has had some one,
or more, of his family taken from himn]. (Ham
p. 176.) And the pl., mentioned above, also signi-
fies Persons of whom the best have died: (J[:)
or persons of whom death befalls the best. (L.)

1. .jj, (A, 1],) nor. ', inf. n. 'J, (T. ,) Ie
kept, or clave, to him, or it, (A, X(,) not depart-
ing. (.)

'l' (9, l,) quasi-coordinate to ;j , (,)
applied to a man, (TA,) Short: (9, 1.) and
great, or old; syn.;,.-: and thick and strong:
and big, or bulhy: (CI:) or short and thich and
strong: (TA:) or great in body, and stupid,
foolish, or deficient in intellect. (Abu-l-'Abb6s,
TA.) _ Also The tulva of a woman; (] ;)
accord. to Kr, a subst [properly speaking] applied
thereto: (TA:) or an epithet, meaning large, or
big, (j, ,) applied thereto, ((,) or applied to a
.tbj [i. e. pubes]. (90

a;l nd t M-, both with teshdeed; (A, 1];)
or the former only, (8, Mfb, ],) of these two,

% - tiJ
($, Mb,) and tV 1j, without teshdeed; ($,A,
Mb ;) V the second mentioned by Ks, (Mgh,)
but it is vulgar, (Fp, Mqb,) and said by I8k to be

) wrong; (Mqb;) A thing with which clods of cloy
d. are broken: ($,L:) or a small rod, or batoon,

-of iron: (A, X:) and the last, I ti;, without
teshdeed, a large blacksmith's hammer: (TA:)
or a mallet rwith which wooden pins or pegs or
stakes are knocked into the ground or into a rwall;

, syn. oB.Cc: (Mgh:) the pl. of the first is jl;
:(Msb;) and of t the last, .,jjl, (A, Msb,j as

t also of Q: [q. v-]. (A.)t

s ;j. [A satrapy; the government of a satrap,
or prefect of the PersianJ;] the headship of the
Persians. (s.) You say, 1Ub -a- *is

] and liJ. r j1 .i[Such a one is over the satrapy
, of, or has the office of satrap over, such a pro-

vince,] like as you say, IX1 ii 1j. (Q.)

; a..* and Zj6,: see aj;l,t in five places.

) i i.q. 44e, [and .rtj, i.e. A woater-
s pout; &c.; see art. ;j3]; (A,g;) a dial. var.
tbereof; (8, Mqb;) but not a chaste word; (8;)
and disallowed by A'Obeyd, (TA,) and by lSk
and Fr and AHat. (TA voce < P -) Also A
great hip: (A, .:) or a long ship: (AZ, $, g :)
pl. 1 (AZ, 8-)

AJl [A satrap; or] a great man, or chief,
(A, Mgh, ]6,) of the Persians: (., Mgh, 1]:) or
a courageous cavalier wvho is set over a people,
under a king: (TA:) it is said, on the authority
of As, that the chief of the l-c [here mcanincg
Persian] was called i;tij* and : (IB,
TA:) e Wj4 is an arabicized word, (6, Mgh,)
[origoinally Persian,] used anciently: (Shifi el-
Ghaleel, TA:) pL. ; (?, A, Mgh, K.) Hence,
[and from ae,lp as pI. of j the saying,

seek protectio,aby God f;om tAe satraps, and the
iron batoons that are in their hands]. (A.) -

And hence, (@, Mgh,) tJt ' (8, Mgh, ]K,)
[lit. Mhe chief of theforest, or the like,] the latter
word meaning I1, (Mgh, TA,) and also pro-
nounced ;!ljJ; (Mgh;) an appellation of the lion;
(6, Mgb, g;) and so t is,i j.JI; for which El-
Mufa1dal said d5ij24, as referring to the ;wj
of the lion; but A; disallowed this. (S.)

see what next precedes.

sem jj, in art. jvj.

1. .;j, aor. % inf. n. Kj ) (@, J and l, e
(@, L,) or Cij,, (V,) She (a camel) fell down 'n
(@, L, O) by reasm offatig#e, emaciated, ($, L, S
&c.,) or by reason of fatigue or emaciation, (1
accord. to the TA,) or by reason offatigue and s
emciation: (CI:) or clave to the ground, and a

had not porer to rise. (TA.) And tJj, (Mgh,
IMb,) aor. :, (Msb,) inf. n. ,j; and tij; (Mgb,
Msb) and tljj, (Msb,) lle (a camel, Mgh, Mhb)
fell down by reason offatigue: (Mgh :) or became
much emaciated (M;b.) - Hence, or from *j~
as meaning low, or depressed, ground or land,
.jsaid of a man, t He became weak, and what
was in his hand nent from Aim. (TA.) - And

il and dJil. t (jl (A) * His state,
or condition, was, and his circumstances, were, or
became, weak and evil. (A,* and .ar p. 480.)._
[Hence also,] %4.'l t The grape. vinefll don.

(TA.) - cJti U t;' inf n. , l:e thrust,
or pierced, such a one with the spear, or with the
iron at the lower extremity of the spear; syn.
#.j. (g.)

2. Lj, inf. n. RJe, (S, ,) le made a she-
camel to fall down by reason offatigue, ema-
ciated: (S:) or he emaciated her. (!.) And
j;L,l 'jj; Journeys emaciated her. (A,* TA.)

4 I jjt He raised [orpropped up] the
grape-wine [that had fallen down]. (TA.)

6: seel.

cjl; (B, A, Mgh, M;b, TA) and 1 I (TA)
A camel that has fallen down by reason offa-
tigue: (Mgh:) or much emaciated: (Mgh, Mb :)
or much emaciated, that will not move: (TA:)
perishing by reason of emaciation: (9, TA:) or
that throws himself down by reason of fatigue:
or much emaciated, but haing power to more:
(A, TA:) pl. [of the former] Ljj (S, A, Mgh,
Mob, ]) and * (S, A, Mgh, ) and , j
(S, A, M9b, 1) and [of the same or of ;]
CIj; (A, TA) and [oftlj;.] t (, A,

.. [Henee,] '' o. '"
--. [Hence,] oj A. and tCj [app. 'j ,

agreeably with analogy, or perhaps j,] t A
people, or party, emaciated, and falling dowrn [or
tottering by reason of mwaknes]. tgaam p. 227.)

And £ j t 'd 1_ [He has a weak and an
evil state or condition: see 1]. (A.)

5j>. [A place wheare camels fall down by
reason of fatigue: and hence,] a far-extending
place of crosing or trarersing [of a desert &c.].
(S, 1g.) - And A low, or depred, tract of
land. (i.)

j The wood, or pieces of wood, ( ,)
with which a grape-vine is raiedfrom the gro.md
(T, S, O) when one part thereof has fallen down
upon another: (T, TA:) or a vine-prop; apiece
°f wood with rahich a grape-vine is raisdfrom
he ground. (TA in art. o;~.)- Also, as an
'pithet in which the quality of a subst. predomi.
lates, [but why this is said I do not see, unless
he primary meaning be that assigned by Esh.
Iheybinee to the next following word,] A voiac,
ound, or noise; (TA;) and o t ~lj,: (:)
cord. to Esh-Sheybinee, the latter sgniSFI 1

had 

not pomer.to rim. (TA.) And "'

ci, 

(Mgh,

M9bj 

aor. :, (Mqb,) inf. n. jjj and C:9j (Mgb,

1 

C:

Mob) 

and c`1jjP (Meb,) lle (a camel, Mgh, Mqb)

fell 

domti by reason offatigu: (Mgh:) or became

mucla 

emaciated (Mqb.) - Hence, or from * ""

meanincr 

low, or depressed, ground or lind,

said 

of a man, 1 He became moak, and what

was 

in his hand trent from Aim. (TA.) - And

and 

djil^.# al (A) His state,

or 

condition, mair, and his eircunwances, mws, or

became, 

weak and MI. (A,* and Var p. 48D.) -

[Hence 

also,] %s.'W1 C'jj 7%egrape. vinefell doma.

(TA.) 

Jti UW int n. E# thrud,

cj 

-

or 

pierced, such a one tvith the spear, or with tht

iron 

at the lower extremity of the spear; syn.

,9.1 

'

#4.j. 

CP)

2. 

t

C:jJ, 

inf. n. Re made a obe-

camel 

to faU domm by reason of fatigue, ema-

ciated: 

IS:) or he emaciated her. (1�.) And

jt"kw 

�l tjajj Journeys emaciated her. (A,* TA.)

4L 

jjt He raised [orproppodup] tA#

grape-wins 

[that had fallen down]. (TA.)

6: 

see 1.

lj 

(�, A, Mgh, Mqb, TA) and (TA)

A 

camel that ha#fallon down by reason offa-

tigue: 

(Mgh:) or much emaciated: (Mgh, Mqb:)

or 

much emaciated, that will not move: (TA:)

perishing 

by reason qf emaciation: (?,TA:) or

that 

throws himself down by reason of fatigue:

or 

misch emaciated, but having power to wore:

(A, 

TA:) pi. [of the former] " ($,A, Mgh,

.1 

3 L!O-JJ

Mob, 

]K) and * ) and

C:ji 

(�p A, Mgh, 1�

A, 

Mqb, ]�) and [of the same or of

.6 

J

C:�ljj 

(A,TA) and [ofC:tj,.�]

[Hence,] 

go: C go. 0

.jj 

-. J and C:9j [app. C:9j,

0 

'

a-reeably 

with analogy, or perhaps C:9jj t A

a
lpeople, 

or party, emaciated, and failinq d;rvn [or

totterin.g 

by reason of meaknm]. tgarn p. 227.)

And 

L 1; jt�. 'i 1 [He Am a weak and an

eril 

state or condition: see 1]. (A.)

[A 

place whers camelir fan down by

reason 

of fatigue: and hence,] a jar-extending

Phwo 

of croMing or trarersing [of a desert &c.].

L'?, 

AC) - And A low, or dep~ , tract of

The 

wood, or pieces of wood,

rith 

which a grape-vine is raimdfrom tko grotmd

:T, 

8, V) mlion on# part themof has fallen down

epon 

anotiser: (T, TA:) or a wine-prop; a piece

f 

wood with irkich a grape-vine is raindfr^

A# 

ground. (TA in art. c;~.)~ Aloo, u an

pithet 

in which die quality of a �abet. predomi.

lates, 

[but why tlais is said I do not see, unlm

he 

primary incaning be that assigned by &h.

IbeybiLnee 

to the next following word,] A sac#,

gund, 

or noise; (TA;) and t

so
ecord. 

to Ech-Sheybince, the latter dgnifm
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haci/ a mvm nt voice or ound or noise; (e;)
but this [said to be] is a mistake. (1.)

t0 .,and its pL me: ret

jij) A row of palm-trees, and of men: (IF,
J, Mqb, ] :) or [simply] a row: (JK, Mgh:)
and an extended cord or string or thread: (JK:)

an arabicized word, from j, ($, I,) which
is Penrian: ( :) Lth says, What the people [now]

call j. 1 we call 3jj, meaning a row: it is an
adventitious word. (TA.) - [Hence,] one says,

I.1j W~;j; J 1 a.l, meaning Make thou the

affair, or case, [ui;for;n, or] one uniform thing.

(Fr, TA in art C.)

j1;j; (8, Mb, 5, &ce.) and J2j3 (Lb, L, TA)

and Jl" (ISk, g) and , (L, $, M, b,
Jf, &e.,) but this last disallowed by ISk,
(TA,) [though allowed by many others, and of

frequent occurrence,] and said by some to be

post-clamical, and to be correctly Sljjt, (Myb,)
arabicised, (g, Myb, f,) of Per. origin, (Q,) from

It.;, (i,) [erronoously] said by IF to ho from

S;J signifying uas explained above; (MNb;) A
rural district; or district consiting of cultivated

land witfh towns or viUagse; syn. ;1, (v,) or

1%, and t.;: (li:) Y&4oot explains j,;j as
applied, in his time, in the country of the Persians,
to any place [or district] in which are own f ,dds,
and tom or village~ ; not to citiea, like EI-Baqrah
and Daghdid; so that it is, with the Persians,

like ;1 with the people of Baghdad, and is a

more special term than ;5~ [in Arabic] and

0~, [in Persian]: (TA :) or it is used as mean-
ing an outlying ditrict, or a bord-district, of a
eoantry: (Mb :) [but the correctness of this last

exlplanation is questionable :] dte pl. is G*dzj;

(Mlb) [and &.ljj and j,.sl;] and (,

Myb) and i;jj (gar p. 249) [&c.].

3. "'jI;, (JK,) inf. n. li*j,j., (JK, f,) 1

practised deceit, delusion, gaile, or artgice, with

hiAn, or towards him; syn. ;Ajl; (JK, I;')
and sought, or enmeavoured, to induce him;

syn. U.: said [in speaking] of a wolf &cc
(JK, TA.")

4. A,1 jJlj, Tlhe land, or ground, was, 01

became, very dlimy or miry; or had much slime,
or mire, and moisture. (i,* TA. [See also 4 it
art. t-]) - j1 said of a digger, He reachec

the moist earth or clay. (8, .) - A&i1l 3.&jj
TAe sky gave water suA as moistened the eart
or ground: (TA:) like :.)J. (TA in art. .

And Cd, ..A jjI TAe wind brought L.i. [i.e

moisture, or rain, &c.]. (IF, I.) And tj

,,3 1;&It The rain moistned the earth, 0o

ground, ($, I,) and ~dd the ordinary ~degree

U. -i

( b,) but did not Jlow. ($,] ) - JI t The

water was, or became, little in quantity. (JK,

Ibn-'Abbad, I .)

tj A lsmaU quantity of water in wht are

termed 1QJ [q. v.] and L. [pl. of , q. v.]

and the like. (TA.) - See also aj.

e: -e a- j. Also Moisture. (TA.)

; Sticking fast in slime or mire: (JK, T,

V1 ]:) or so t ijr and -. (IB.)

i3., (S, ]F) and Lj (Lth, Mgh) TAin mud;
(TA;) [i. e.] slime, or mire: (l, I :) or much

$lime or mire: or, accord. to the M, it is les than

what is termed U) [tor Uij, q. v.]: (TA:) but
accord. to Lth (Mgh) and to the T, (TA,) sti.er

than what ie termed U>j: (Mgh, TA:) or slime,

or mire, little in quantity: (.Ham p. 32 :) pl.

lj and [coll. gen. n.] * V (I) [and 1]:

or ,Jj and t3J signify slime, or mire: (Mgh:)

and t 3 is also expl. [as a sing., like ,j,] as

having this last meaning; and as meaning also

moisture of the earth. (TA.)

0t1.: see what next precedes.

od,r Rain producing much slinme or mire;

opposed to 3 , " causing much flowing." (Yam

p. 3)

3 : see j.

e. Rain that moistens the earth, or ground,

eceedting the ordinary degree, but not flowing;

opposed to 3 ;,) "that causes the valleys and

water-coures (e3) to flow." (, and Ham

p. 632.) - See also 3j.

L 2T ij, (t, Msb, &c, c.,) aor. M, (Mqb,

TA,) inf. n. d3j, (s,) or 3dj, (IB, ]f,) the latter

being the proper inf. n., (if,) and the former a

simple subst. but also used as an inf. n., (TA,)

God caused what is termed ,jj [q. v.] to come to

him: ( :) or God gave him. (., lB.) [The

verb is doubly trans.: when the second objective
complement is implied, the phrase generally means

God caused the means of subsistence to come to
him; i.e., gave him, granted him, or bestoned
upon him, the means of mtbsistence; or supplied,

r provided, or blessed, him tlerewith: when the
second objective complement is expressed, this

word is generally one signifying the means ol
d subsistence or the like, property, or offspring.]

1One says also, &4 3Luiu jj, aor. ', inf. n

JjJ, [The bird fed its young one.] (TA.) And

) ,;,JI ,~1 ~jj The commander gave their sub
sist n c..mon ey, pay, or allowances, to the army

I and ijj ,JIq ij; j H ga e tharmy their sub

sr istncone y, C., one: and , ; )J. The1
ewre given their nsbitence-money, &c., twic

g

(BooK L.

TA.)- [Hence jjj also signifies It (a place)

ras rained upon.] Lebeed says,

· * teiaj 3 3C ~1;3A 0.,b· "' e

meaning .'; (TA;) i.e. They were rained

upon with the rain of the i1tl [pl. of . q.v.]

of the ~e, and the rain of the thundering cloud

fell upon them, the copious thereof and the driz-

zling and lasting thereof. (EM pp. 140 and 141.)

- And iUj ffj; He thanked such a one; wroa
thankful, or grateful, to him; or acknow-
ledged his beneficence: of the dial. of Azd, (M,)

i.e. Azd-Shanooah. (TA.) One says, 

Jj, L3 .Ji j i.e. & I. j [I did that since,

or because, thou thankdst me]. (TA.) And hence,

in the ]ur [lvi. 81], 0 .:A3 II ,1j
[And do ye make your thanking to be that ye
disacknowledge the benefit received, as being from
God'?]; (1 ;) i. ce., accord. to Ibn-'Arafeh, do ye,
instead of acknowledging what God has bestowed
upon you, and being thankful for it, attribute it
to another than Him? or, accord. to Az and
others, [as J also says in thde ,] the meaning is,

1 1J , 3jJ ; X s [do ye make the

thanking for your sustenance to be disackno~-

ledgmcnt?]: (TA:) and somo read ,> ;. [for

j3,]. (Bd.)

8. l (j3j1 , S, b, I,) aid of soldiers, (S,) or
of people, (Mqb,) Thtey took, or received, their

jljjI [i. c., when said of soldiers, portion of sub-

sistente-money, pay, or allowances, and when said

of others, means of subsistence, kc.]. (%, Msb,

]. ) -- See also what next follows.

10. Hjj ,l He asked, or demanded, of him

nrhat is termned Jj [i. o. nmeans of subsistence, ge.;

when said of a soldier, subsistence-money, pay, or

allowance]; (MA, TA;) au also t 3). (TA.)

iii A thing mwhreby one profits, or from

which one derives advantage; (S, 1 ;) as also

* j#, (g, TA,) in the pass. form: (TA: [in

the Cig, erroneously, 3jAi:]) and a gi/f; and

especially, of God: (S:) or [especially, and ac-
cording to general usage,] the means of subsist-
cace, or of the support awl growth of the body,
wvhich God sends to [mankind and other] animals;

[sustenance, Oictualx, food, or provisions; or a
supply thereoffrom God:] but with the Mo"te-

zileh it means a thing possessed and eaten by the
deserving; so that it does not apply to what is

unlawful: (TA:) pl. ljl: (Q, Msb, I :) and
what are thus termed are of two kinds; apparent,

[or material,] which are for the bodies, such as
aliment ; and unapparent, [or intlectual,] vwhich
are for the hearts and minds, suck as the several

sorts of knowledge and of science: (TA:) or 3ji

properly signifies a portion, share, or lot; or
particularly, of sometAing good, or excelnt; syn.

JL.: and is conventionally made to apply to a
tAhing by which an animal is enabled to profit:

(Bd in ii. 2:) and [hence] it signifies also a daily

allowance of food or the lite; and so t ij;, of

F

1

1

W
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which the pl. is 3j: (TA:) [the subsistence-

woney, p ay, or alloannce, of a soldier; or] what
is givet forth to the soldier at the commncnement
of every month, or day by day: or, accord. to El.

Karkheo, .i'"l is what is assigned to those who

fighit; and j3l, to the poor: (Igbh: [but see

fU,;s:]) and t Sjjj, pl. of * ijtj, wl,ich is the

inf. n. of unity of ,jj, signifies tihe portions of

subsistence-money, pay, or allowrances, (syn. I.11,)

of sohliers: (S, K :) one says, .J . 6L 5 i -1

roma much is thy allowance of.f,fod, or the lihe,
[or thy 3sbsistence-money! , or pay,] in the month ?

(TA:) and, *1jl 1j.1 [The. took, or received,
their ptort,iols of srtlsi.encc-mnocy, &c.,] (S,

Mqb, i) is said of soldiers. (.S.) :.JI jl1
means A thing [or provision] that coepics to one
wnithont toil in the seeking thercef: or, as some
say, a thing [or provision] that i. fonnd without
one's looklug, or eatching, for it, and nwithout
one's reckoning upon it, and without one's earn-
ing it, or lauouring to earn it. (KT.) - Also
t Rain (., K) is sometimes thus called; as in the
]ur xlv.4 and li. 22: this being an amplification
in langmuge; as when one says, "T h e dates are
in thie bottom of the well ;" meaning thereby
"the [water for] waitcring the palm-trees." (S.)

.... · ...ij, andl its 1,1. 3jj;: see the next preceding
paragrmph.

.: see jj.

lj ll: see wlhat next follows, in twvo i)laces.

SljljI nnd t I1 1, the latter of whlich has an

intensive significantion, arm ep)ithets nplbliedl to God,
meaning [Th'le Suplier of the mealu of subsistl-
ence, &c.; or] the Crcator of what are termed

3lj 'J1, and the Gircr of their jljjl to his crea-
tures. (TA.) [The forimcr el.ithet is also applli-
cable to a mnl; btlt tlhe latter is not.]_ 

[as pI. of jjl;, agrca:l,ly will, a gcneral rule
relating to elpithets of the measure ji; when not

applicable to rational beings, and of lijl;,] Dos,
and birds, that prey, or catcl game. (TA.)

~1 j1; [erroneously written by Golius and Frey-

tag LJ 1j] l'eak: (Moheet, L, 1g:) applied to
anything. (Molbect, L.) Also The species of

grapes called or ia ja; (T, K ;) a

species f f grp of E.t-7'dif, Nwith long berries;

they are called jt; .. . (TA.) - And Wine
(iS, TA) made of the grapes so called; (TA;)
as also Vt jl;. (g, TA.)i Anid Vjlj [ns a

coill. gen. n. of whicllh J!j is the n. un.] TIVite

flaxen clotus. (8, ]g.) Lebeed says, describing
vesels of wine,

J· ·#$

[They have a strainer of white flaxen cloth and
of cotton, in the right hands of foreigners that

act as rovants to the kings]: he means CA.
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jdl1l: (S:) and by j-i he means "a Jtrainer" i

(;e n, or. l,J,) on the lheads of the ,j~. (. S
in art. >L.)

ijl; [erroneously written by Golius and Frey-

tag j jl;]: see the next preceding paragraph, in

two pfaces.
4 ·*e
j3j- A man po.sesscd of good fortune, or of

good norldly fortunc. (S, , TA.), jj 1 M

was the name of A certain he-goat, mentioned in
poetry. (IA9r.)

,"': Bsee dj'

a ,.i;jl Those nlo ,recive [subsiste,ce-mnoney,
pay, or] settled periodical allowances of food or
the like: (Mgh,* Msb,* TA:) and they are thus
called thouIghi they be not written down in the
register [of the army &c.]. (Mgh.)

1. j;, sid of a camel, (Lb, K,) and of a man,
&c.; (Lh, TA;) or :o; saxid of a she-camel;
( ;) nor. nnd , inf. n..3jj and ljj; (, K ;)
lie was unable to rise, (I.1, KI, TA,) in conse-
quence of his hlning fallen downn by rea.on nof
fatigue and emaciation, (Lh, TA,) or in conse-
quence of emaciation (.K, TA) arisingfiro,n hunger
or disease: (TA:) or shec stood still, or stopped
fi.om .journeying, in consequence of.fitigque anl
emaciation, and ras motionler. (S, TA.)

.. j., (K, TA,) said of a man, inf. n. *jj, (TA,)

lIe died. (1;, TA.)-- 3 X iij; lfc ove7,
cane his advcrsary, and kneeled u/ton hin, (K,

TA,) and quitted not his place. (TA.) One says

of a lion -..- i.s.;aj [lIe lay upon his breast

on hi. prey, ,tot quitting it]. (TA.) - .t !
;j; to le thlou fnrm, or steadfast, with it as long
as it isfirmn, or steadfast : referring to fortune whlen
it is severe, or rigorous. (Ham p. 302.) - And

: t .;J lJ ile laid i old upon the thing. (v.) 

;.V.. i ojj .:j, The iinter was, or became,

intensely cold. (.,' TA.) Ience tj..i' :

[q. v. infrh]. (1g, TA.) - ,J91 ; j The

mother brought him forth: (I :) and so d4 'jj.

(TA.) ;cll ... j, (M, Mb, K,) aor. A (M1b,
IK) and -, (K,) inf. n.. j; , (MTsb, A,) He col-
lected together the thing (M, Msl), K) in a gar-
ment, or piece of cloth. (I.. [See 2.]) See
also 4.

2.. . 1j, (1.,) inf n. ~.J3, (TA,) The

people cast, or laid, themselves down upon the

ground, (IS, TA,) and remainedfixed there, (TA,)

not quitting their place. (1, TA.) 1 ;J,

(S, M Kb, K,) inf. n. as above, ( H, K,) le bound

the clothes, or tied them up, (S, ,) in .,jj [or

bandles] : (S:) he made the clothes into aj.b
(M:b.)

3. l,JI .Ajl Hie remained, stayed, or dwelt,
long in the Aouse, or abode. (K, TA.) _Ajlj

.t He conjoined them tiro; (K ;) [as, for

instance, two kinds of food, lby tahing them in
immediate succesion:] he mixed them. (TA.)

You say, ,l jl Tlhe camels mixed two pas-

tures. (., TA.) And ,Wj Jtl cjl, The camels

pastured upon the , [or salt, or sour, plants]

one time, and X [or snceet plants] anothert timne,

this year. (TA.) [In the case of a man,] &jljy
in eating signifies the tanling a consecutie, or

successive, connexion [between two things]; 

>5. j emJI -ttj .jl [like as whetn the
man mnakes a consecutire, or successive, connexion
beltween the eating of locusts and that of ilates;
or makes locusts and dates consecutive, or surces-

sive): (., TA :) or 1i,j.f in relation to food
signifies the mahing an interchauge, b!y eating
one day.fles-nmeat, and one day hone!y, (l., TA,)
and one (lday dates, (TA,) and one Iday [dlrinkhig]
mnilk, (.g, TA,) and one lday [eating] bread rith-
oaut any seasoning or condimoent, (TA,) and tile
like ; not keepiyFg ontinually, or constantly, to
one thing: (8, TA:) or the intern.icing the [actsJ
of] eating with than,ks, and the mouthllfls wilth
,traise; (IA9r, V, TA ;) by saying, betnreen the
mouthfuli, Praise be to God: (IAtr, TA:) or
the mentioning God between erery twro mouthfuls:
(Tih, TA:) or the eating the J.oft and the dry or
tough [alternately], and the street and the sour,
and the unseasoned, or disagreeable in taste, and
the seasoned: agreeably with all of these inter-
pretations is explained the saying of 'Omnar, t1.

·4 j"IJh 1b: (K, TA:) as thoughil lie said,

[ IlWhen ye eat,] eat what is easy and agrecable to
snwallov wilth rhat is unseasoned, or disagreeable
in taste: (TA:) or nix ye, in your cating, wrhat
is soft with what is rough, or harsht, or coarse:
(IAth, TA:) or mabe ye praise to follon, [your

eating]. (..)-. _ J3JI 4j1. means The pur-

chasing in the mnarket le than wrhat wrill makt
up thefill quantity of the loads. (I.)

4. ,~jjl She (a camel) utte'ed a cry xsuch as

is termed ULj; [q. v.] when loring, or aJfectinug,
her young one: (8 :) or she (a camel) uttered a
cry of yearniug towards her young one: (I :)

and in like manner, t.&J; JiO .. jt is said of a

ewe, or she-goat: but sometimes.lj4U means the ut-
tering of a cry, or sound, absolutely: and .~jjI
said of a she-camel occurs in a tnrd. as meaning she

uttered a cry. (TA.) .One says, t. J1 jil ..
' Ala ---.

Jt;A..tl ~jOl [I [will not do thlat as long as a
mother of a female young canecl utters her gentle
yearning cry]: (8, ]:') a prov. (Q.) And
hence, i. e. from jIl said of a she-camel,
(TA,) .jjI is also said of thunder, (S, 1C,) mean-

ing It made a vehement sound, or noise: (Ii,

TA:) or it made a sound, or noise, ( #, t,) not

vehlement. (g.) [And it seems that t.A..j and
,* signify the same as j~jjI and ,jpt said of a

slhe-camel and of thunder: for] the inf. n. -,
used in relation to a camel and to thunder, signify
The making a sound or noise. (KL.) .J0l is
also said of a cooking-pot, meaning t It mad, a

noise by its boiling. (yIam p. (33.) And you

say, ; pl 5L t The wind made a

sound [in the belly]. (.)I

instance, 

two kinds 01 food, Dy laking gitc#n en

imntediale 

succenion:l lto mixed them. (TA.)

You 

say, 1 Tioe ramehr inixed two pas-

tut.es. 

(�, TA.) And,&W; j~jtj The camels

pastured 

upoit the [or;alt, or sour, plants]

one 

time, and ItL [or $pi-eel plants) aylothel. tiine,

this 

year. (TA.) [In the cise of a manj

in 

eating sicrnifies the ipiaiiiitq a ronseculive, or

successive, 

connexion [between two things];

00 

. 1 1 ' *I p $,a j ' j

>5qji 

em -jtj,. [like as trhot# the

i�a;a 

in�ke3 a conseculire, O� surcenive, coniiexion

beinven 

the eating of locuxts apid $fiat of ilates;

or 

tnakes locusts and (latex consecutive, or surres-

3ive] 

TA :) or in relation to food

signifies 

tito maltin an ii#tercha;iqo, hy eati#jy

one 

dayfiesli-naeal, and one day honey, (g, TAJ

and 

one (lay tWes, (TAJ ai#tl opte (Itsy [tl;.iiakii#91

inilk, 

(g, TAJ atid one (lai [eatipig] broad orith-

otti 

any seasoning or rondintent, (TA,) apid Iiso

like; 

not keepiffq Continually, or coitxtai�t�il, to

opto 

thing: (lg, TA:) or the infernsixing the [tiiix

of] 

eatitig with thmakit, and the tiso�ithl�ls tri14

lirain 

; (IA9�r, V, TA ;) ky sa!lit�q, heltreen file

moutlsfuli, 

Praim be to Goil: (L19r, TA:) or

the 

mengiotaing God betweett erery tiro mouthfull:

(Tit, 

TA:) or tite cifiipq the 3�oft and the tliy or

lough 

[alternately], and the street and the soiip.,

ond 

the unmasoned, or disagrerable in. taste, and

the 

seasoned: agreeably wida gil of these iister-

protations 

is expWited tito saying of 'Oinar, 11.1

J-Ibt: 

Qg, TA:) as tholl(rh lie said,

IF'IieiA 

ye eat,] cat tvkot is caty apitl aqkecable to

swallom 

ivilit trhat is unseasoned, or disaqrectible

in 

taste: (TA:) or inix ye, in yoiit. caling, irhat

ia 

soR with what is rouqh, or har31t, or coarice:

(1Ath, 

TA:) or malge ye praise to follon, [yotir

A 

311.i

jJJ, 

14j10 means Tide pur-

chasipig 

in the ma�ket lea thaia irhat will maki

ul) 

thefiili quantity of the luaels. (lg.)

4. 

:~jjt She (a camel) utteied a cry xitcia tis

is 

tffmcd Ujj [q. v.] when loring, or offectisty,

her 

younq one: (� :) or she (a. camel) tittered tt

cry 

of yearnijiq fowards hey. younq one: (]g:)

and 

in like manner, %Z..!bt is said of a

c
ewc,orabe-goat: 

butoometim .5; UJI means the ut-

terin.q 

of a crtj, or tound, abirolute : and c~jjt

said 

of a she-minel occurs in a tnid. as meaning she

uttered 

a cnj. (TA.) One says, j;i ,wl

' 

&A 

a 

---a

Juts. 

At c~jj; [1, will not do tisat 03 hpplq as it

9;;ther 

of afemal# yotcng canael utter# her gentle

yearnin.q 

cry]: (?, ]�:') a prov. Qg.) And

lience, 

i. e. from said of a she-camel,

(TA,) 

*jjI is also said of tlaunder, ($, ]�,) mean-

ing 

:It made a veltement touiad, or noise : (kZ,

TA:) 

or it made a sound, or noise, #tot

relisment. 

Qg.) [And it seems that and

cif,,.nir.v 

the same as j~jjt and *jjI said of a

slie-camel 

and of thutider: for] the inf n. Ajj,

used 

in relation to a camel and to djunder, signify

The 

makinq a sound or n -oim. (KL.) is

also 

said of a cooking-pot, meaning t 19 inado a

noin 

by its boiling. (yam p. OW.) And you

say, 

t + The wind made a

sound 

[in the belly].
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;j Rain accompanied by incessant thunder
a posessive epithet. (Lh, TA.)

.j Firm, or steadfast, standing upon tA
ground: (, :) and ,. and Vt;21 signil
[the same; or] firm, or steadfast, upon ti
ground: and the pl. of the last is_laj, occurrin
in a verse cited voce .lj, q. v. (TA.) - Al
The lion; and so t,.*; (1, TA;) because h
lies upon his breast on his prey, not quitting it
(TA:) or,j* (asm p. 302) and t;!j (TA, an
}}am ibid., [but in the latter without anz syl
signs,]) like .,, and lj like, al -
[which is of a form denoting intensiveness ofsigni
fication,] (TA,) are epithets applied to a lion, mean
ing that lies upon his breast on his prey, (Iiam
TA,) and growrl. (.Iam.) Accord. to J, it i
applied in a verse of S6ideh Ibn-Ju-ciycll to an
elephant: but accord. to 11l, and the Expos. o
Skr, it is there applied to a lion, as meaning T/ha
has remained firm, or steadfast, in his place
(TA.)

%j: see 1: -and see also the next parn
gaphl, in two places. _- _. Jl lie ate th

f.. [or meal that sfficedfor a day and a night
orforfour an,l tn,enty hours]. (.)

,,.
.jj A quantity remaining in a [receptacle o,

the hind calledl] 4, [a meaning said in theo TA
in art. A,j, to be erroneously assigned in the N
in that art., to .J,] of dates, amounting to halj
thcr.ef, or a third, or thereabout: (TA:) or,
accord. to Sh, the third part, or fourth part, oj
a [sack such as is called] !j;, (Mgh, TA,) or
thereanout, (Mgh,) of dates or flour: or, accord.
to Zcyd Iln-Kutlhweli, like ,, signifying the
,juantity of the fourth part of the 4, of dates:
(TA:) or, accord. to the Tckmileh, [the pl.]

F) sigtifies the [saCks called] Al,i, in which is
r.he,st: and hence the.aj ofclothes [explained in
.wht here bolliows. (Mgh.)__ A ;L [or bundle,
put in one piece of cloth and tied up,] of clothes;
(.S, Myb, TA;) what are tied up in one piece of
,'loth, (, TA,) of clothes: (TA:) or clothes,
and otsher things, put together. [in a bundle]; as
also t L.j,: (Mgh:) lAmb explains it as mean-
ing the thing in n-hich are sorts ( ) and
nmi.rtures of clothes: and hence the author of the

1] has taken a meaning assigned by him to ^",
which, he says, is also written t j, namely,

...4 . ,.., [a vehement beating], altering and
substituting: (TA:) the pl. of 4 is . (,
Myb.)

L A crry, or sound, (AZ, 9, ]g, TA,) a sort
of yearning cry, (TA,) of a she-camel, when
loving, or qffecting, her young one, uttered from
her throat, or fauces, (AZ, ?, ](, TA,) without
opening her mouth, not as loud as that which is
termed _9. (AZ, ?, TA.) It is said in a prov.,

;j. *i 3jj [A gentle yearning cry* of a she-camel,
and no flow of milkh]: ( :) or Sj; .j
twi. j £ [There is no good in a gentle yearning
ery of a she-camel with rwhich is no flot of milk]:
(1 :) applied to him who promises and does not

fulfil: ($, K :) or to him who causes tp wish and
does not act: (A, TA:) or to him who makes a
show of love, or affection, without proving it to
be true or withoyt its being accompanied by any
gift. (M, TA.) -Also The cry of a boy, or
child. (., TA: but not in the CK.) - And,
accord. to IAar, A vehement cry or sound.
(TA.) -And The cries of beasts of prey. ($,
TA.) A poet says,

[They left 'Amrdn prostrate upon the ground;
there being cries of the beasts of prey around
him]. (IB, TA.)

_.jj.: see ,j..

-;1 A man strong and stubborn. (].) .Jj,
[a mistranscription, app. for tV;. 1 , for it must be
with teshdeed to the j, as is shown by an ex. in a
copy of the S, consisting of two verses, of which
the former here follows,] as an epithet applied to
a man, means Stubborn, behaving witAh forced
hardness or hardincaess: it occurs, accord. as some
relate it, in the saying of a r6jiz, [so in the g and
TA, but correctly, a poet using the sixth species
of the metre termedl .t:l,] which others re-
late thus:

.ti aoi -;t;!W1J J" .Q

. .; s.; !; *.. S-

[0 sons of 'Abd-Mllenif, the firm, or steadfast,
upon the ground, (accord. to this reading; but
accord. to the reading that seems to be ;lj, the
stubborn, &c., as a sing., referring to 'Abd-
IMcnaf himself;) ye are defenders, and your

father was a defender, ;.. being for '_]: l. .
being pl. of.jlj. (So in one of my two copies of
the S: in the other copy omitted.)

,wj3 A roaring, or growling: a poet says,

$ A , ; ~ k , L J t - a . a_ L 5 i' r I

[There is, or was, a roaring, or gromling, of
their lions on the road]. (S.)

9.- -: sec .j.

1ijk I A sect who said that the office of
Imdm, after 'Alee, belonged to Mohammad Ibn-
El-.lftanafeeyeh, and then to his son 'Abd-AUah,
and who accounted lawjful those things that are
[esteemed by the orthodox] forbidden: (KT:) or
a sect of the extravagant zealots of the clan of
innovators, of the schirmatics, or followers of
'Alee, mho say that the office of Imdm belonged
to Aboo-Jiusli,n El-Khuruasnes, after El-M'an-
soor, and some of twhom arrogated to themselves
divinity, one of them being El-Mu.hanna', who
made the moon to appear to them in Nakhshab,
and of whose persuasion there is in this day a
party in Ald-ward-en-Nalr. (TA.)

sl: ee;l._ [.;,jJI, as an epithet applied
to the lion, The roaring. (Freytag, from the

Deewin el-l udbaleeyeen.")]

;jfj A camel remaitring fied upon the ground,
(., TA,) unable to ris, (Lb, , V, TA,) in con-
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sequence of his hating fallen donn by reawon of
fatigue and emaciation, (Lb, TA,) or in cons.
quenee of emaciation (S, , TA) arising from
hunger or disease: (TA:) and in like manner
applied to a man, &c.: (Lb, TA:) and also,
[without ;,] applied to a she-camel, meaning
standing still, or stopping from journeying, in
consequence of fatigue and emnaiation, and mo-
tiodless: ( :) pl. .jJ andA;l1 , [accord. to Frey.

gta *,] applied to camels. (TA.) - See also
-.. _- Also, applied to winter, Cold. (TA.)

[t'. A prey. (Freytag, from the "Deewia
el-H udlalecyeen.")]

,ir': sec jj, in two places.

j.)J,1 is a name of The right star [app. y, i.e.
Bellatrix,] in the left armn of jt.JI [or Orion].
(JKzw. [Golius says, as on the authority of zw,
that it is "a star in the right shoulder of Orion :"
but ]Czw says that this star (which is a of Orion)
is called !Ij1Jl = and Ij.JI t; and then
he mentions that in the left arm, as being called

b.~lI: whence it seems that Golius was misled
by the omission of some words in a copy of the
work of Kzvw.]) And iLoGjil, (S, ,) also
called J.' J I CI ., (Q,) is tile name of Two
stars [o.f rliich one it commonly known as B of
Caanis AIajor, and the other is app. J oif Canis
Mlinor, though Golius says, on the authority of
Ulugh Beg, that the former is in the right hind
leg of Ca,nis Alajor,] with the l6 [(by which
latter appellation are meant aSir,ius ani Procyon],
(n,) or one of which it in [or lby] ,.'j lI [com-
monly so called, i. e. Sirius,] and the other is in
E;l,lt [by which is meant 1 j JI Ilj l, i. e.
the asterism consisting of a and 6 of Canis Ai-
nor]; (f;) or one of them is iJ.iJ1l etjlJ
[mentioned above and the other is L;al (q. v.)
commonly so called]: thus says Ibn-Ktmuiseh:
both are of the stars of rain: and sometimes the
sing. appellation (.:;.Jl) is used [app. as applied
to Sirius, or to Bellatrix, or perhaps to / of Canis
Miinor]. (TA.) ,SIl j [means The auroral
retting of some one of the stars abore mentioned;
for it] is so termed because of its intense cold.
:(T4. See 1.) A.4.l l.tJ1 is another name for

,j)1 ~L.II_ [The star Arcturus]. (Az and TA
n art. rj. [This star neither sets nor rises
rurorally in the cold season, nor is it one of the
Mansions of the Moon; but it rises aurorally
luring "the first of the rains," the autumnal
rin, called .i . ,l1.])__j _*l t The north

aind: (9, ], TiA:) or the cold north mind: (Skr,
on a verse of 9akhr-el-Ghef:) from iJt1' 1 .

meaning "the [gentle] yearning cry of the she-
amel:" (TA:) or it signifies, (ISd, TA,) or
ignifics also, (I,) the mind: (ISd, , TA:)
bus expl. by ISd without any restriction. (TA.)
*'ij. That has cast, or laid, Aimrslf upon the

round, and remained fixd, or motionless: or
hating [or making or uttering] a sound, or cry:
nd applied to an army, or a military force,
greeably with one or the other of these explana.
ions. (Skr, on a verse of Abu.l-Muthellem.)
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BOOK I.]

.j3.Jlt ;jbJ [I left Aim in the place rha
one clearea to the ground; or] I made him
cleave to the ground. (t.)

1. no,j ($;Q, & ec.,) inf. n. ilj (S,' MA, V
TA) and O/b, (TA,) [It (a tiling) was, or b
came, heary, or toeighty: this is tho primau
signification: see l,jj below. - And hence
lIe (a man) was, or became, grare, staid, stead,

sedate, or calml; (~, MA, 1], TA;) and · forbeal
ing: and still, or motionless: (,' ], TA:) (
firm, or sound, of judgment: (TA:) nisc, (
sensible. (MA.)~C;J t .j;j [thus in the IJ
with fct-I. to dllej,] lis re;nained, stayed, drel,
or abode, in thle place. (g.) j;, (,l,
nor. , inf. n. ie , (S,) lie Ifkted it (namely,
thing, S) in order that he might see rehat was it
,reiglht. (S, K.)_ l- ence, J I j lI lifte
the stone from the gronnd. (TA.)

2. [(i , inf. n. :,j'I3, t He pronounced him
or held or reckoned him, to be grar, staid, steadr
sedae, or calm:] tile inf. n. CjM is syn. wit,
,J3 [q. v.]. (S in art.).)

6. 0. i . q. Sj t [lIe showedr, exhibited, o
manifested, gricrity, staidness, steadiness, sedate
ness, or caltnnesu; or he endeavoured, or con
strained himself, to be grave, staid, steady, sedate
or calm]; (M, ~;) ) . [in his sitting

place], (M,) or ui: 5h [in the thing]. (i.)

6. C)Ujl$, said of two mountaine, They art
ol~ite, orfaciig, eachk other. (Q.)

* J A place that is elevated (S, g, TA) ant
hard, (TA,) haring in it a depreion that retainj
the mater [of the rain]: pl. O. and JliJ: (S,
K, TA:) the latter of which pls. is also ipl. ol
3i [q. v.]. (s.) It is also sing. of Oltbl signi.
fying [Ihollowvs, or cavities, sunch as are termed]
p [pl. of Sl] in stone, or in rugged ground,
that retain the water ['f the rain]; and so is
;'Oj~; or, accord. to Ibn-l.Iamzeh, this latter
only; and thus says IB, because a noun of thle
measuroe 3i has not a ill. of the measure Jjil,
except in a few instances. (TA.) [The pl.]
Oi± also signifies The remainu of a torrent in
placer which it has partially rvorn away. (TA.)

0.
Ojji: see the next preceding pargraph. 

Also i. q. aim.U [A side, region, quarter, or tract,
Bc.]. (1.)

iJU A place where water remains and collects;
or where it collects and stagnate; or h~ere it
remains long, and becomes altered: pl. il j,
[mentioned above as a pi. of , q. v.]: (q , v. :
so says AO. (8.)

Isu: see the next paragraph.

X Hs vy, or weighty; (], ; ) applied to a
thing (s, TA) of any kind. (TA.) _ [Hence,]
t Grame, staid, steady, sedate, or calm; (., MA,
V, TA;) amdforbearing: and still, or moti~osel:

Bk I.

'W- r'i

re ($,* C,* TA:) or firm, or sound, of judgmeni
to (TA:) mwe, or snsible: (MA:) or a man havi,

much gravity, staidness, &c.: (gar p. 227:) as
V 1i signifies the same, applied to a womanr
(MA, ;) or, thus applied, grarve, staid, &c
in her sitting-place: (S:) the epithet ij; is ni
applied to her unless she be firm, or constant

w and gramv, staid, Cc.; and continent, chastc, c
y modest; grave, staid, &c., in her sittingplar

'w] I(TA.)_; _ is a name given to The [kin
of waeet lood commonly called] , [q. v.]
because of its excellence among eatables, and ii
high estimation, and its surpassing cost, and ii
being put the last thing to be eaten. inar p. 227

t, ;j1 inf. n. of ij [q. v.]. (MA, TA.) Heari
*) nes, or eight: this is the primary signification
a (TA.) -[Hcnco,] 6Gravity, staidness, steadi
t nes, sedateness, or calmness; (, MA,K, TA;
d andforbearance: and stillness, or motionlessness

($,*1 A, TA:) orfirmness, or soundnes, ofi judg
ment: (TA:) wisdom, or sensibleness: (MA:
and firnness, or constancy. (Hiar p. 4W.)

tj;, (T, Mgh,) or tP.Uj3, (18k, S, M, 1i,) A
h Aole, a perforation, an aperture, or a arindow

rMgh, I,) or ;1 * ;S, (T,) [in a wall, 0:
- chamber, i.e. a mural a)pertuire,] or in th1
.- upper part of a roof: (M, TA:) an arabicize(

word [from the Pers. i jj;, or &i.3j]: (ISk, S:'
- thought by the author of the T to be amrbicized

used by the Arabs: (TA:) pi. ,jlj;. (T, Mgh.:

c a;jj: see the next-preceding parag,raph.

X [accord. to general opinion, being a subst.
6.tg

only, not originally an e,pithet, cg,l, or, accord.
to some, it may be ujJ;t, as being imagined to
poess the quality of an epithet,] A kind of hard
ftree, (Ltb, g, 6,) of tLhich staves are made.

(Lth, S.)

& j - i. q. lJI. [lIe is his companion in

; alighting, or descending and stopping or sojourning

&cc.]: (so in copies of the ](:) or W" (his
friendly asociate; or true, or sincere, friendly
associate]. (So in the ]g accord. to the TA
[which is followed in this instance, as generally,
in the T1: but the former I regard as the true
reading, from e:jt4

t sj'j, q. v.].)

tS,

He accepted the bounty of snch a one. (J.)
tSee also : and, under the same head, see

14; , and 4i: and see a verse cited voce ;; ;

in which 14 seems to be used for I.2.j;; or the
latter may be the correct reading.]

£ !ji 4_%1 He leaned, or stayed, hi mself upon,
or against, him, or it; and he had recourse, or
betook4 Aimsef, to kim, or it, for refuge, prote-
tion, covert, or lodging: (s:) or U 'h
,W j1 s1 I Aad recourse, or betook myself, to

id

at,

t;
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such a one for referge, protection, corert, or
lodging: (S:) or, accord. to Lth, the verb is Vhi,
with . (TA.)

i4.s, for ,jj,: see the latter, in art. 1jj.

ir ·.
°r 1. I C ijt 51 , and i. ;JI,.A

d [aor., accord. to tile general rule, ,] inf. n. ~.
and ~ j, Love entered, and establithed itself, in
htis heart, and dis~ in his body; as alo t.

ts ](M.) [It seems also, from explanations of .,j-
') and mentioned below, that one says ;
_i- j, meaning Thefever commenced, or first

. oulched a person.]

4: sec above.

,, The beginning, or commencement, of a thing.
(]g.) And hence, (1g,) u ,..;, and ;,

) The beiinning, or com,,,e,ee,nent, (M, A, K,) or
first touchl, (s,) offerer, (S, M, A, k,) Ifore it
becomes rehbement, or severe; (A;) i. e., whrn the

,.person attackled thereb!i stretchel on account of
it, and lbecomes languitl in hIis lbody, and relaxed,
or heary, shjggishl, or torli;l, or confusted in his

r intellect: (M, TA:) or the fi,'t tibat a man fedes
cf thee touch offerer, beforo it takes hin forcibrly,
I and becomes apparent. (A., TA.) Accord. to

) IFr, you11 stay, ,. L .1 , J.ij , meanilng, The
, fever became settled in his bones. (TA.) [ Ilence

also,] .jt,1 ,' , and t ;-~, The beginniog, or
coN7necement, of love: (I:) or a remain, or
Irelic, or trace, of lore: (k! :) or .. J' .;

signifies the .frst, or o,iginal, feling (J.,l) of
love. (Aboo.- llik, TA.) [Hence also,] ;

". >4. ,J The first of news reached me: (TA:)
or somewhat of nenws rearl,ed me: ( M, M :) [or
nenrs not true reache,d tme: for,] accord. to AZ,
you say, L& Cj- ,,j UiI, and . 0' tC ;,
meaning, Newsr not true came to us: (TA:) or

,t ' .j [alone] signifies news not true. (K.)

,.): se d,j, throulghout.

1. ', (8, M, A, &c.,) aor. , (M, A, &c.,)
inf. n. .,j (8 , M, A, Mgh, Myb, C) and ;
(Mgb;) and ,~j, aor. '; (M, A, K;) It (a
thing, S, Msb) sank, or subsided, (S, M, A, Mgh,
Myb, ](,) in water [&c.]. (., M, A, Mgh, K.)
- [Hence,] ate V,; : IIis eyes sank [in tieir
sockets]. (?, A.)-And ;s; _` 1 J, 1
I The stordt sinks, or disappears, in the thing
struck with it. (TA.)

[2. [' "j It precipitated a substance, or cauted
it to sink in a liquid: used in this sense in clay-
mical works; but probably post-classical. See
what next follows.]

4. ~I It caused [a thing] to sink: hence,
in a trad;:, describing the people of Hell, Iu- 1;!

I l .,L.,1j .. ,'W t,Aeon the fire shall raie
them, and make them;. to aplear [or rather to
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swim upon its surface], thec collars, by reason of

their weight, shall make thAem to sink to the

bottom thereof. (TA.) ~ And Itj..j Their;

eyes sank in their heads by reason of ihunger

(!, TA.)

[5. 1..3 It (a substance) became precipitated,

or was cautsed to sink, in a liquid: used in this

sense in chymical works; but probably post-

classical.]

,j_ and ,_,: sec the next paragraph.

%,;I [What is wont to sink, or subside, in

water &c. - And hencc,] Dregs amid water and

blood: in this sense in properly pronounced .r"j.

(KL. [Golius, as on the same autlority, explaillns

it as meanin6g edi,nentum aqulc, urinc, etc.:

h.ypostadis. See also the next paragraphl.])-

[lience also,] i A sword (fS, 1I, A, g) that pene-

trates into, (Q,) or that disappears in, (M, A, K,)

the thing struck with it; (M, M, A, K;) and so

t ,, (M, g) and (K, TA) and ,_,4.

(A, IC, TA. [In the CI, by tilhe omission ofj

after the last, this and tihe last but one are made

to be appellations of a sword of Molnmmnad or of

Soloman, and of a sword of El-IItritli Ibn-Abe-

Shenir.]) - And t The glans of the penis:

(M, 15 :) nplp. becauso of its disappearanco on

the occansion of the act of t.. (M.). Alnd

t Forbearing, or clement; as also t ,.e (1.)

.411 At., (JK and nMgh an(l 1 in art. >A

[in CK. erroncously d,Lt,]) [Tha sediment of

,water;l the thlick matter that is borne by water

[nnd that sinhs to the bottom]. (Lth, Mgh in

that art.)

1[t. and t, , tcrins used I,y Ibn-Sccne,

nro explained by Gnolius as menning Hlaving, or

depositing, a rediment : but the former rather

means having the nature of dregs, or sedi,nent :

and the latter, becoming, or that becomes, pre.

cipitated.]

.; t~ ̂A firm mountain. (AM, A, t1.) - See

also ,.

.;.,; A calamity, or misfortune; (K ;) as also

,4-.- (TA.)

t : ase 5,:s .

4,.4 i. q. %,1 1 [pl. of ·i0, and

meaning Columns, or props0]. (1.)

.- wo b,:

app. her

3j1: see ,,j3,; in art. O,j:.

1. 5, aer. :, inf. n. _ (L, M9b,) He

had litteiflesh, or was scant of feh, in his postc-

rinrs and thighs: or he had omall buttocks, stick-

ing together: (L:) or he had little flh in his

thighs. (Mfb.)

4. c,j It rendered a penon scant of flesh in

the posteriors (9, A) and thighs. (?.)

I
b

ii
7
I

r Paucity of Jlesh in the posleriors (8, A, u

, 1) and thighs: (S, L, K1:) or smallness of the ,

uttocks, and their sticking together: (L:) or is

paucity of flesh in the thighs. (MNb.) a

h Iaving little *flesh in his thighs. (Msb.) (
See also what follows.] 

'I-A man (, L) having little fesh in his

,osteriors (S, A, L) andl thighs: (S, L:) or haring(

small buttocks, sticking together : (L:) fem.

; applied to a woman: (Q, A, L:) pl. Cr)j

(S, K.) [Scnalso .] ;l means The , oo!f Ii

:TA:) [for] every wolf is [termoed] r because 

of the lightncss [of the flesh] of his haunclhes:

(, A,' K1:) and so is the * [a mongrcl beast,

he offspring of a wolf begotten from the hyena].

'TA.) - Also, the fem., A foul, an ugly, or un

'ns.qee)njrl, woman: (1, TA:) though disap-

)roved Iy MlF. (TA.)

1- , A, L, ke) aor.: (A, Myb, J I,

&c.,) inf. n. t- It (a thing, R, Msb) tvas, or

becanC, firm', sltcad!, steadfast, stable, fiJcxed,.fas,

Pettled, or established, (S, AJ, Mob, 9,) in its

place. (L.) [eIcnce,] iA,-l -l t-;)
t [The ink became fixed upon km piece of paper

or the like]. (A, L.) And Cf A 1f )!.J Ia

i JI I [Ink trill not becomie fixed upon oiled

(TA.) And t , l: e became firmly

roote,' or grounded, or established, in cience, or

knotler(lge. (L.) And tiglls , ii L i li

t Science, or knoniledge, become firnely rooted, or

grounded, or jixed, in the heart of man. (L, A.")

And d1 L) _ ; [The lore of him, or it,

beca,neixed in his hLeart]. (A.) - [Hene nalso,]
said of a pool of water left by a torrent, I It sank

into the eartl , and disappeared: (JK, A, t, :) in. n.

as abov. (J, TA.) And, said of rain, t It ank

into the earth so that the tro oistures [meaning

that of the rain and that of the soil beneath]

met together. (A, 15.) _ t [as an inf. n.]

signifies tThe connexion of the soul of a human

being, after its departure from the body, with an

inaninmate, not increasing, body: distingmished

from ,;, which is with the body of another

human being: and from , which is wviti the

body of a beast: and from wP, hich is with a

plant. (Marginal note in a copy of the KT.) But
os 1 (lt mtenoe) in a rt

4. r.-_jl, (J K, e .l,) n. , (TA,) He

made it frm, steady, stadfast, able,ed,fat,
settled, or established, (JK, 1,) in its place. (JK.)

l Anything firm, steady, steadfast, stable,

fixed, fast, settled, or establisheod [in its place

(se 1)]. ($, A, Mb.) You say t.l; , A

firm, or steadfast, mountain. (A.) And in like

manner s , [A black, or dark, patch of

compacted dunr and urine of catto r sticking fat

[BooK I.

pon the ground]. (A.) And [hence,] .. i d

,.1 )! a.l; t [He hAa a firm footing in

cience, or knowledge; or] he posessea excellence,

nd large acquirements, in science, or knowtledge.

Msb.) .,Il j. '.1. [in tho lur iii. 5

nd iv. 160] means t Th ose who arefirmly rooted,

r &stablished, in science, or knowledge: (9, Bd,

L, Jel, TA:) or who have made a firm advance

herein: (L:) or who are far advanced therein:

Khilid Ibn-Jembehb:) or those who study the

Book of God: (TA:) or thote who have com-

mitted [it] to mnemory, and who call to mind

its dloctrines aid nprecepts] one with another.

IAar.)

3,::;j: see j';j, in art. j,-j.

1. :.-:, nor. :, ilf. n. :;, [le tethered hi,n

by the fore legs; i.e.] be tied the " [or pastern]

of each of his (a camel's [or an ass's]) .fore legs

nith a string, or cord, which is called .;. (TA.)

2. ~2, (S, Msb, &c.,) inf. n. I,j, (IAar, g,)
said of rain, (S, Msb, 15, ke.,) t rainedl so that

the nater reached to the aji [or pastern, or

ankle], (S,) or so that it reached to the place of

the jti;i [pl. of &j]: (M§b:) or it mnoistened

the earth (IAar, K, TA) so tkat the hands of him

wvho dug for it reachetd to his tL.I [or wrrists];

(IAqr, TA;) or so that the moisture reached to

the measure of the 5; [or rtrist] qf the digger:

(TA:) or it iwas so much that the 8" [or pastern,

or ankle,] disappeared in it; as also t &.l, a

dial. var., on the authority of IAyrr. (TA.)

~..J3 also signifies The tnaking [the means of
subsistence] anmple, or abundant. (K.) You say,

J,I j *He made the means of su, bistence

ample, or abundant. (T4.) [Or js a 

J0Il He made ample, or abundant, provision for

him in the means of subsistence: sec the pass.

part. n., below: and see also 8.] c.L ' ;..j,

(JEK,) inf. n. as above, (1K,) i. q. e Jj [mean-

ing I interlarded, or embellished, speech. or dis-
course, with falsbehood: accord. to the TIK, con-

nected it, and arranged it, or put it in order:

but see the pass. part. n., below]. (JK, .K,* TA.)

3. L.j, (Ibn-'Abb(l, ,;) inf. n. &i.lr and

i , (Lth, Ibn-'Abbid, 1,) He took holdl of his

, ([meaning ankle] in wrestling nith him, the

latter doing thU like. (Lth, Ibn-'Abbad, 1].) One

says, jL . 1; .5 Al;; [lie strove with

him to throw him doran : then he took hold of

his ankle tce.: then he rollUed with him on the

ground, or in the dust]. (TA.)

4: sce 2.

s. )t,;5 ojI; ~I He expended amply, or

abundantly, upon his Jfmily, or household. (Ibn-

Buzutj, F1.) [See also 2.]

n and t , (, , b ,,) of a 4 [; [or beast

I

pon 

the _qr?un�]. (A.) And [hence,] AA OJ

a4.�lj 

t [He has a firm footinq ia

�ience, 

or knowledge; or) he P"~.' excellence,

nd 

large acquiremenU, in science, or knomkdge.

Mo.) 

,U' j, �1 [in the ]�tir fli. 5

nd 

iv. idOi means 1 Thosis veho arefirmly rooted,

r 

&ttabli#Aed, in s�ionce, or knowledge : ($, B4,

J, 

Jel, TA:) or who have mads a firm advance

herein: 

(L:) or who are far advanced therein:

Khilid 

Ibn-Jembeli:) or thost who study tit#

Wok 

of God: (TA:) or that# who have com-

aUted 

[it] to inemory, and who call to mind

iix 

elocti.ina apid precepts] one with another.

1 

A

t
see 

>jj, in ar . 0>jj.

1. 

AL.J, aor. '-, illf. n. [Re tethered A;tn

t-i 

1 619

5y 

thefore legs; i.e.] lie tied the t:-'u [or pastern]

)f 

each of his (a camel's [or an ass'sl) fort legs

dra
rith 

a string, or cord, wliich is called ' . (TA.)

2. 

Meb, &c.,) inf. n. (1 Agr,

id 

n, (S, Mat), ]�, ke.,) 1 ratpacil sip that

the 

water reached to the t..dj [or pastern, or

ankle], 

($,) or so that it i.eached to the place of

the 

�jt [pl. of &jl: (Mgb:) or it inoistened

the 

earth (1Agr, l�, TA) so gisat shoe hands of kim

.

of

Pvho 

dug for it rearbeti to his &)I [or Irrists)

(1Aqbr, 

TA;) or ito that the moisture reached lo

the 

Measure of the [or tvrist] qf the diyge?-:

(TA:) 

or it icas so much that the [or pts3tei.pt,

or 

ankle,] dixappeared in it; as also * &jl, a

dial. 

var., on the authority of lAy. .(TA.)

also 

signifies The inaking [the means of

subisistcnce] 

aniple, or abundant. (g.) You say,

j.CWI 

&j He made the means of subsistence

ample, 

or abundant. (TkC.) [Or

0,
J031 

He made amlpk, or absindant, provision for

iim 

in tAe meant of subtistence: Ewe the pass.

part. 

n., below: and ace also 8. ] c= t�' 1.�>l.:�j 1

(J 

K,) in£ n. u above, (1�,) i. il. [m,an.

ing 

I interlarded, or einb#Uished,.cpee4rh. or dis-

courm, 

with fabehood: accord. to the TK, con.

nected 

it, and arranged it, or put it its op.tler:

but 

see the pus. part. n., below). (J K, ]�,* TA.)

3. 

;A.1j, (Ibn.'Abbi(l, inf. n. and

(Lth, 

Ibn-'Abbid, g,) He took hold of his

[meaning 

ankle] in wruiling with hiin, the

latter 

doinq tU like. (Lth, Ibn-'Abbid, ]g.) One

says, 

AbjL. AkAJ M Al>1; [If# strove with

him 

to throw him doren : thm he took hold of

his 

ankk dke. : then he roikd with him on tAe

ground, 

or in th dwt]. (TA.)

4: 

see 2.

1 

He expended amply, or

abun�;ntly, 

upon hisfeimily, or housebid. (Ibn.

Buztid, 

]�.) [See also 2.]

9 

a 0 a .

and 

Mqb, V,) of a [or beast

L-i 

t kb 1

1

'e

(JK,19,) 

in£1i. t:twjl, (TAJ JIO says, At W ,oeo ~jj L...

0 

j

f
made 

itjFrm, steady, steadfast, stable,f&wd, ast, him to ghrom him down: thm he took hold of

settled, 

or established, (JK, ]�,) in itc place. (M ) his ankk &C. : thcn he roikd with him on tAe

ground, 

or in th dwt]. (TA.)

1' 

Anything firm, steady, steadfd3t, dable,

C-!j 

2.

itW, 

or establisited [in its place 4: see

fixed, 

fast, m 0 ' " --- , 1 lit expended amply, or

(we 

A, Mqb.) You say t-1 A 8. W(.& UAP. t7jj

nily, 

upon hisfamily, or housebid. (Ibn-

firm, 

or steadfast, mountain. (A.) And in like abunda

Buzild, 

]�.) [See also 2.1

manuer 

"i [A black, or dark, patch of

compacted 

dun� an� arino of cattle stichirig ftut &i and Mqb, V,) of a [or beast

·r- - t-i



Boor I.]

of the equine kind], (f, Meb,) [The pasern; L e.]
the slender place [or part] betreen the solid hoof

and the joint of the Ai,J [or shank] of the fore

leg, and of the hind leg; (9, Msb, 1 ;) or, [in
other words,] of solid-hoofed animals, the part
that joins the AJii of each of the fore legs, and
of the hind legs, to the hoof; and of camels, the

part that joint the J31t [or shanks] to the

J .t.1 [orfeet]: (TA:) and (Mqb, and so in
some copies of the ], but in other copies of the
latter "or," [which is more correct, as will be
seen from what follows,]) of a human being, [the
wrist, and the ankle; i. e.] the joint between the
hand and thefore arm, and between the foot and
the shank: (M9b, K, TA:) and of any beast
(il.I), the like thereof; (.K;) [the part between
the shank and hoof orfoot, in the fore leg and in

the hind leg, of any quadruped:] pi. il., [used

as a pl. of mult. and of pauc.] (Mqg, 1C) and

IJ1 [which is only a pl. of pauc.]. (Kg.) See

also Lt.: -and see a a,n.

.ji A laxness in the legs ofa camel. (AS,S, ,.)

.. : "j...
pt. A cord, or ,.ope, that is tied (JK, S, 1)

J,r'nly (S) to the 5j [or )aostcrn] of the cancel,

(J K, $, 1[,) or, accord. to the T, to each ~,
[tbe dual form being there nsed, meaning to the
panternof each fore leg,] of the camel, (TA,) to
prevent himn from going awn y; (9, ;) also called

' 'afiJ; of wliclh the fl. is /1l,: (JK:) or,

as some say, L is 1)1. of t V mcaning a cord,

or rope, n'ith which a calnel, and an as, is
[teltered, or] skackledl; or a string, or cord, trith

,lhieh the & [or pastern] of each of the fore
legs of a camel [or an ass] is tied. (TA.) -Also
an inf. n. of 3.

~.a ip A mpile, or abundant, means of sub-

sistenre : and .. .I, l Jf uch food or wtceat.

(Aboo-Milik, 2;-

°1l4 sing. of *1. [probably a mistranscrip-

Lion for . nc] meaning [Bracelets of tortoise-

shell or horn or ivory, such tu are termed] 4J ,
that are worn by wromnen on their arms; one of
whlichl is also called ? 8. (TA.) - See also

,/-I s.4 ?cl t a p Ile is amply, or
abhnd.,ntly, provided for in respect of the means

of subsistence. (JK, e TA.) t..* . 1. An

unsound opinion or counsel or advice. (JK, Ibn-
'Abbad, I.)

L ;, aor. , and; ,inf. n. _; and

(;, M, O, MSb, ]) and j.j, (M, 0, Mb,,)
He walked, or went along, in the manner of him
who is shackled: (S, M, O, lg:) or he walked, or
went along, in shackles, gently, softly, or in a

leisurely manner: (M:) or you say, U ;

,4i Ae walked, or ent along, in his shacklu :

1081

(MA, Mgb:) or he went along [therein] by

Icaps; or gently. (MA.) e. also signifies

The making short steps. (O.) And ,w;, aor. ;,
He (a camel) nwent with short steps, raising and
putting dowvn hisfeet quickly. (Aboo-Nasr, O.)

4. ll *..:1, (AZ, S,) inf. n. 3L.A. (Kr) I

drove along the camels, they being shackled. (AZ,
S, g.* [In one of my copies of the ', instead of

*._L, I find I~j-', i.e. I being shackled.])

8. A..3I, inf. n. JL1;; (]; so in MS. copies,

and so in the CK ;) ort *- . 1, in measure like

;> l inf. n., -';!; (0, an'd in like manner

in the TIP;) i. q. "3ij [It became raised; or it

rose: &c.]. (O, g.)

R. Q. 4. a J;!: see what next precedes.

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and
TA to which I have had access.]

1. ;, aor. -, inf. n. 0'%: and aLG;, lie (a

camel) nwas, or became, easy in pace. (M, K.) -

Also, aor. , inf. n. ,; (AZ, Az, MSb, 1) and

aCj , as above, (AZ, Az, 1g,) It (hair) became
lank, not crisp; (Mfb, I~;) and so t . :
(9, 1C:) or lank and pendent: (M9b:) or long,

and lank or pendent. (AZ, Az, Msb.) 
a; ,iiJI J..4.JL. s1 :~ W means [The ,vashing]

of w,lat hangs down, and descends, [of the beard,]
from the chin [is not requisite, or necessary, or
incumbent]. (Mgh.)'~ [Golius says, as on theil
authority of the KL, that ,_ signifies Nuncium
misit: but what I find in the KL is, that J* .,
as an in£. n., signifies the bringing a message

(O.,ot i.): whence it seems that 0"U means he
brought a message.]

2. ,s, in reading, or reciting, (Msb, K,)

i. q. 'Jg; (, TA;) i. e. (TA) Easy [or
leisurely] utterance; without haste: (Yz, Msb,
TA-.) or, as some say, with consecution of the

parts, or portions: (TA:) and J-j, therein

signifies the same: (Yz, Msb:) or * *.
a;,13 signifies he proceeded in a leisurel.y manner

in his reading, or reciting, (8, Mgh, Msb, I,)
and nwas grave, staid, sedate, or calmn, (Mgh,)
and endeavoured to understand, without raitsing

his voice much. (TA.) It is said in a trad., ,'.
,,h5w3 >S sP i.e. or [There was in his

(MIohammad's) speech an easy, or a leisurely,
utterance]. (TA.) And in another trad. it is said,

..J.6 U 4; 1 ? -j; 1*! [expl. in
art. ._ a]. (Mgh.) - See also 4, last sentence

but one. _ j , inf. n. Zh , I gave
to drink [to my young camels, or my young
reaned camels,] J..w, (~, TA,) i.e. milh. (TA.)

3. L.I,, (9, MA,) inf .. aLt,, (p,) H sent
a menage, and a letter, or an epistle, to him,
(MA, P?,) the latter doing the like: (Pg:) [he
interchanged meages, and letters, with him.] You

say, lI, i eJ.. 1 [He interchanged messagesu,

or letters, n.ith him, in relation to such a tAing]:

and t',om I1 [Between them two are inter-
changes of messages, or of letters]. (TA.) And

; "JI lj4 > [She interchanges m~ueges,
or letters, with those who demand women in

marriage]. (M, I.) And . , aL.J1 i_l [She

interchanges messages, or letlers, witl; him bj
means of those who demand women in marriage].

(TA.) [HcnceJ, *! ;I J'i ' ;1 I [ H

acted interchangeably, or alterna;ted, with him in
a competition in shooting, or in some other e*r-

forman,ce]. (S.) And !LJI ) ¢ jl, and ,1l,

lie relieved him, or aided him, in singing, and in
nwork, [by alternating with him, i.e.,] in tie
former case, by taking up. the strai, when the
latter oas unable to continue it [so as to accomn-
plish the cadence (sce 6)], and in the latter case
by taking up the work when the latter person
was unable to continue it; or he so relieved, or
aided, hinm in singing with a high voice: or J.1j

c he aided him, [or relieved him, by alter-
nating with him,] or he followed him, or imitated
him, in his worlf: (TAsr, Msb:) and ;i1 .olj

he emulated him, or imitated him, [by alternating
with him,] in the.inpinpg. (TA.) And "I. L..
W;l,il ]Ie aidled lim, or assisted him, [or relieved
him, by alternating with him,] in the rcading, or
reciting, of the Kur-in &c. (.IA.)

4. Jt..;j signifies The act of sending. (1, KL,
r · . a .. · .

&c.) Thus is explained o;l ~in t.jl [i. e.
God's sending his prophets.] (Tl;, TA.) You say,

-t. (1 )? ';.)~t; ($) I sent such a one w,ith
,a e.ag. (P$.) And V .I J.i *j (MA,

Msb") Hes sent to him a nmesage, or a letter,
(MA,) or a messenger. (MUb.)-[The act of
sending forth, or starting, a horse for a race: the
dischar.qing a thing; as, for instance, an arrow
from a bow; and water, or the like, from a vessel
&c in whichl it was confined: the ltunchin#fi,' th
a ship or boat; letting it go; lettiny it take its
course:] the act of setting loose or fiee; letting
loose; loosing, unbinding, or liberating. (1g.)
You say ;.tJl ,Jlt Ie H set loose orfsree, &e., the

thing. (M.) And L4 >Z- ,J 1 ' I let

go, or let loose, the bird from mny hand. (M,b.)
And [hence,] j&I J...jI [lie uttered the
letters]. (Igll in art. ,3j.) And tA1t J.jl
[He uttered the song; he sang]. (T..) And

.Ull 0-,31 [He chanted the aLtUl]. (Myb in art.

,. [See t:l ]) And mL . i;J..:I [tIle let
loose his tongue against him]. (A in arL t>,.) And

.j}1 J"jl t He made the speeck, or language,
to be unrestricted. (Myb.) [In like maniner,]
J;L! signifies also t The mahing a thing, such as
property, and a legacy, absolute, or unrestricted.
(Mgh.) - [The act of letting down, letting fall,

or making to Aang down, the hair &o. You say,

· 1 and Jl1 ol , , R lt it
down, &c., or lowered it.] _t The act of learing,
leaoing alone, or neglecting, (M, C,) a thing.

(M.) [enace,] one says, . . 4~l I He left,

forsook, or deserted, him; or he abstained from,
138
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or negleted, aiding him, or asisting him. (TA.)
- Alo The act of making to haew dominion,
or authority, and power; making to have, or
e~ercie, absolute dominion or sowereignty or rule,
or absoute upe~iority of power or force; or
giving power, or superior power orforce. (M, }.)

lence, in the Kur [ix 86, [ X iix 8ji

1G j XP m3li, i.e. [We Aavo ma the d
to haw dominion, &c., oer the unbelievers, in-
citing them strongly to acts of disobedience; or]
we have appointed, or prepared, the denil for the
unb~liers, becaue of their unbelief; like as is
said in the same (xliii. 35], tStL , s [it We
will appoint, or prepare, for him a devil" as an
a~oiate]: this is the preferred explanation: [or
it may be well rendered we have sent the derilt
against the unbelievet:] some say that the mean-
ing is, e hae lt the devils to do as they please
with the unbelieover, not withholding them, or pre-
merving thm, from acceplance frons tLem. (Zj,
M.) _ ILI,jl [from j,j] They had milk in their
cattle: ( :) or their milk became nuch; as also
t I, inf. n. je.3: (I:) or the latter signifies

tAhir milk and drink became much. (TA.)
Also [from *e;;] They became possessors of herds
orlock. (0, g.0)

5. j3 lie acted, or belhaaed, gently, and
ddiberately, or leiurely, (M, ], TA,) and with
gra,ity, staidness, sedateness, or calmness. (TA.)

y*'~l u. qJ . is M7 acting, or beharing,
[gently, and] deliberately, or irturely, and with
gravity, staidness, sedateness, or calmneu, in
faairs. (TA.) See also X, in three places.
hj*l in riding is Th extending one's legs upon
the beast so at to let, or make, his clothes hang
down loosely upon his legj: and in sitting, the
crossing one's lkg, and letting, or making, hAs
clothes Aang down loosely upon them and around
Aim. (TA.) msJI i .j3 [He acted as a
J3j. (or num ger) beten the people]. (Mqb
and TA in art. JUI.)

6. IL.,3 Thly rnt, one to another, (MA,
M9 b, TA,) a message [or messages], (MA, Mqb,)
or a m~ngr [or messengers]. (Mqb.)_Hence,
5;UI IM ) 1I19 3 [TAey reliewd, or aided, one
another altrnately in singing;] i. e. they com-
bined in singing, one boginning, and prolonging
Ais voice, but bting unabl~ to continws long enough
to accomplisi the cadence, and therefore pausing,
and another then taking up the strain, and then
tAe first returning to the modulation, and so on
to the end. (Mob.) 1l;9 ) jI J means
[in like manner] There hall be no relieving, or
aiding, one another [alternately], i./e., no com-
bining [of two or more persons, each performing
a part alternately], in the chanting of the caU
to prayer. (Mob.) [In other cases likewise]
3Iwjl signifies Tb doing the like of that which
one's companion, or felor, [or another,] doe, in
such a manner as that one foUlows another [alter-
nately]. (JIar p. 268.)

10. J..~l It (a thing) mmas, or became, loose,
or slack; syn. L. (M, TA.) - Said of hair:
see 1, in two places [In like manner said of a

tree, &ce., It drooped; or mas pendent. Said of a
cheek, (to which its part. n. is applied a
an epithet in the b roce oe ,) It was, or be-

came, lank.]j .L.t1 in the pace of a beast
is The going gently, deliberately, or leisurely.
(TA.) [And you say, alsol - 1 The beast
wmnt a gentle, deliberate, or leisurdy, pace.]
- Also, [in other cases,] The being still, and
steady. (TA.) - Hence, (TA,) a1 s'
i He acted, or behaved, toward Ahim withfreedom,
boldnes, forwardnes, or prsumptuousne, and

rith familiarity; syn. L£.4, and .t l; (8,
.1, TA;) and was at ease, and confided in him,
ith r~pet to that mAichA h told him: (TA:) or

he acted forwardly, or impudently, tomard& him:
he acted forwardly, impudently, freely, or fami-
liarly, towards him, in te rway of coqwuery, or

feignud disdain. (Mk.) And lJJ l J
9.n ! .m. [t F ate made frae with thm, and

dustroyed them]. (TA in art. JW,.) Also He
said, Send thou to me theA camels in droves ('
[in the CV, erroneously, '9LjI]); (], TA;)
'Jt.l being with fet-I to the hemzeh; i. e. drore
after droe: for the camels, when they come to the
water, are numerous; and their tender brings
them to the watering-trough thus; not all to-
gether, as in this case they would press together
upon the watering-trough and not satisfy their
thirst. (TA.)

J; Easy; applied to a pace. (M,V.)._..
Easy in pace; applied to a he-camel: fern. with
.;: (9, M, 1 ) or soft, or gent, in pace; applied
to a be-camel and to a she-camel: (M.b :) and
1 ,r., also, applied to a she-camel, has the
former of these significatione; and its pl. is i ;J :
(~, :) or this pl. signifies light, or actite, she-
camels, that give thee what they haw to girve
spontanously; and i,; is applied to one thereof:
a she-camel is termed V ,34. u being likened to
the arrow thu called. (TA.) - Soft, and law,
or flacid: [app. applied to a he-camel; for it is
added,] one say,sSI'I £:, 55;, meaning A
she-camel loose, or sack, [in the legs, and] soft in
the joints [thereof]. (TA. [See also another
meaning assigned to this phrase in what follows.])
- Applied to hair, i. q. V ;; (9, ; in the
CV ,. ;) which means Lank; not crisp:
(Mgh, Myb: [and so accord. to an explanation of
,.j~t in the g and ] :]) or lank and pendent:
(Mb :) or long, and lank or pen t. (AZ, As,
Meb.) -And ;iL., (Ml,) or [Sil O l;, (of
which see an explanation in what precedes,] (L,
TA,) and , applied to a she-camel, (M,
L, TA,) Having much hair, (M,) or much and
long hair, (L, TA,) upon her shanks, or hind

/d9 0~t~ rt): (M, L, TA ) but in the ], *l;j

and t .j.*t [not J3.L ] are explained as epithets
applied to a woman, meaning having much and
long hair upon hAer shank. (TA.)-_Also sing.
of * X,, (TA,) which signifies The legs of a
camel: (AZ, , ], TA:) so called becaus of
their length. (AZ, TA.) _ See also J, .- !-
And see the pragraph here next following.

[BooK I.

j Oentleness; and a delir,te, or lirdely,
manner of actling or behawng; a also t iLj;
(M, I5;) [and perhaps t CJ and t ii; for]
one says gi4 iC; U j i. J $l (8, Mgb,
M9b,0 C]P [but not in my MS. copy of the K
nor in the copies used by SM]) and ,iU and
JL;j, (CkI, [but likewisae wanting in MS. copies
of the J,]) i. e. [Do thou such and sach things]
at thAine eas; (Mqb;) or act thou gently, de-
liberately, or leisurely, (., Mgh, I~,a ) in doing

such and such things; like ma one says, Ai-"& LOi.
(..) aklhr-el-Ghei says, when despairing of his
companions' overtaking him, his enemies sur.
rounding him, and he feeling sure of slaughter,
(M,)

,- .. ·

(Skr, M,*) i. e. [If there were around me, of the
family of .ur,eym, men on foot,fair in the faces
(app. meant tropically), bearing arrows, they!
lwould defend ms] by violent means or by gentle
means: (Skr:) or ritk fighting or wilhout fight-
ing. (M.) [See also a phrase cited from a trad.
in what follows of this paragraph.] One says
also, 1iiL ii ,lj 1 They came company by
company. (M.) - And A soft, gentle, saying or
speech. (TA.) m- Also Milk, (S, M, Ig,) of
whatever sort it be: (M, ] :) or, accord. to the
Towsbeeh, fresh milk. (TA.) One says, A

.. 1 .j3jl, meaning Milk has becomc abundant
this year: and the people of the desert assert that,
when this is the case, dates are few; and that,
when dates are abundant, milk is scarce. (TA.)
- It is said in a trad. [respecting the giving of

the poor-rate], ti t. ~ X,
($, TA,) which is explained in two different.
ways: (TA:) [J says that] it is from j.' in the
seone first explained above; meaning straitness
and plenty; i. e. ixcept him who gires when they
are fat and goodly, when it is difficult, or hard,
to their owner to give them forth, and when they
are lIan, [or] in a middling condition: ($:) and
A'Obeyd says the like; and that it is similar to

the saying, . .L) l Ii , jj - jii, meaning
Such a one aid such a thing holding it (the
saying) in light rsimation: other say that it in
from 09 signifying "milk;" which A'Obeyd
disallows: IAth says that what is meant by ;a.J
is straitnes and drought or barrenness or dearth;
and by 0J ., plenty, and abundance of herbage or
the like.; because J, i. e. milk, is plentiful only
in the case of abundance of herbage; so that the
meaning is, except him whVo gires forth the due
of God in the case of straitness and in that of
plenty. (TA.) - The Qj~ of a horse are The

etremities of the Ql,t.. [or tn'o arms].
(M, **)

J.j Camels: (M, :) thus expl. by A'Obeyd,
without any epithet: (M:) or a drove, or herd,
or a distinct collection or number, of camels, (;,
M,* MNb, A,) and of sheep or goats, (9, V,)1



from the phrae ~ J.)l s.l;"., meaning "The tberewith all the prophets, since they believe incamels came following one another;" and the God and in all his apostles; or the general termsaying of the Mu'hdhdin, ! r"J ,J.. , may be here used as meaning one; like as whensaylngofthe ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ..... as a a~ m · - m
stmeans I know [or acknowledge] and declare that you say,.,15JI1 ;ki C~ ,:.Jt, meaning "ThouMoeammad is the relater by consecutive pro- art of tho;e who expend the kind of thingsgressions of the tidings from God: (TA:) [or, termed . j." (M.) - One says also,.;1lJas commonly understood, I testify that Moham- tLi. J1 ' I[Arron,s are the ,nenengers of death,mad is the apostle of God:] a J"j is also called or of the decrees of death]. (TA.) -_ See also

I 3LI., as being likenei to the arrow thus the next paragrapih.termed: (TA:) the pl. of ; is .; (, M, Ea s: occurring in the saying of Ju.
Meb, J) and ~j. (9, Mqb) and f'L, (M, 1,) beyhk El-Andee,
which last is from IAqr, (M,) or Fr, ($gh,) and 
J,l, (M, 1,) which [is a pl. of pauc., and] * ui ;" g-¢4 h '.J ' 'occurs in the saying of the Hudhalee, * . , 

* ,, .,,, , tA ; J 4--l*.*~~ ;*i · ' ; s5J [And I undertook, or managed, rith ease, that
S .s<P t tX ¢ i F ~ ; ~ * whtich h e cah e seeking to obtain; bright in cow. -· ' , -tenance to him: I rvas notfronning]. (TA.) _[Had there been in my heart as much as a nail- Also A stallion-camel (],* TA) of the Arabianparing of lorefor another than thee, my messen- race, that is sent among the jj, [or shecamelgers (or, accord. to the TA, app., my messages) that have passed sven or eight monti since thehad come to her]: respecting which IJ says that period of their bringing forth] in order that he

he bas given to 0 ;.' this form of pl., which is may leap them: one says, j,J j Jt**; Ij[regularly] proper to feminines [ of this class of This is the stallion of the camels of the son ofwords, consisting of four letters whereof the third . . . .
~~~~~~~~~~. f s uch a one: and.. j j "'f sl; >1[honis a letter of prolongation], such as OiI and of such a one d nt tJew taliJI o[Tther aml]: asa and *.', because wom en are m eanta one nt the stalion of their caels]: .*Q and be.aum women are meant there-- though it were of tho measure. in the senseby, as they, generally, are the persons required ofh tre o.hme as from . (TA.) is Andeto serve in ~ases of this kind: (M:) [for] J of the measure is applied without variation to a male and a accord. to some, A horse that is started n7ithfemale, and to one [and to two] and to a p. another in a race. (.ar p. 544.) In thenumber; (9, M, Mg b, ];) sometimes: (M:) CK and in a MS. copy of the bC , voce >.*, iti. e., it is allowable thus to apply it: (Myb:) occurs as thoughl meaning The scout, or emiuaryj,hence, (~,KX,) in the ]ur [xxvi. 15], (~, ) 1 or perhaps the advanced guard, of an army: but-lne in th.u x. xi , (, hin other copies of the ], in this instance, accord.OeeEl WI,i'J J"J [Verily we are the apostles of to the TA, and in the L, the word is .. ] -the Lord of the beings of the whole world]: q. tj s meaning one who interchanges1g:) MF says, in eh. xx. [vrerse 49], we findq. J [as meang one ho nterchan; [Vei y are t to apot of messages or letters writh another: see 3] (3,I. ).Lt j U [Veriy mae are the two apostles of ... Tcpesnhotadwihhe(MJJjI

4 A _ The person irho stand s weith thee(J > 1thy Lord]; the dual form being here used: and [in the ](n wh s ana i e eosZ says, iu the Ksh, that in this instance it means [ the 1 ( h ich th 'is explanation is erroneouslythe messengers, and therefore the dual form is assigned to &U, jiJ lojti]) in a competitionnecemsarily used; but in ch. xxvi. it means the in shooting and the like: (M:) [ i. e.] .. 'a..messagoe, and therefore it is allowable to use it signifies he who stands with the man, (. ,
alike', when applying it as an epithet, as sing.and dual and pl.: Aboo-Is-)ay the Grammarian {ar p. 544,) or he who acts interchangeably, orsays that the meaning hereis, 'j1W; . ,' a lternates, with th e man, (e~,) , in a com-i.e . iJI. jj [Verily e are thos t hat hae the petition in shooting, or in some o ther perfornance.
mage &c.]: (TA:) [but] 3jg, [as meaning a (9 and gIar.) And, as also '.t, One whomessenger] is like and 1$nd .. [&c.J in its relieves, or aids, another, in singing and in work,mtge~.r] is like j aDnd # e [&c.] in its [by alter'at th him, i. e.,] in the formerbeing used alike as ma c. and fer. and sing. [ and [ase, by taketing wi th m, i.e.,] in the fomer caue, by taking up the strain miten the other isdual] and p1.: (gh, TA:) Aboo-Dhu-eyb uses unable to continue it [so as to accomplisth ite
it in the sense o of 1 in his saying, cadence (see 6)], and in the latter case by taking

0 &a** -' " p th o he rk when the other is unable to continue.A59I~ V . it; or one who to relieves, or aids, another in
* .1 .JI .& ; J * singing with a higI voice; i. q. J .: or one who

[Be thou my mssenger to her: and the best of aids another, [or relieves him, by alternatingmessengr is the most knowing of them in rcespct wih him,] or who follows Aim, or imitates him,of the bounds, or limits, of the tidings]. (M. ) in his work. (IAr, Ms b.) One says, ; jA
Bee 4. The saying in the Vur (xxv. 39, 39~j] oJI .[He is;[e tht e O rson who relievss2a^1 tupj * lit. And the him, or aids him, by alternating with him, in.,&,dlO- EJ [lit. And the singing and the like theref]l. (TA.) - See alsopeop ie of Noah, wh the cha~ r ith lying fJl, in two places. Also Wide, or ampile.
the apostlt, we drn them], Zj says, may mean that they charged with lying Noah alone; (A) - .Athing littl in quantity, or incomplete :for he who charges with lying a. prophet charges ~ JI l (.l in the copies of the 1 should be

accord. to 18k from tesn to t(entyfiv, (TA,) or
the Ju.; of the watering-trough is at least teon
and ed ingd to tmty-fiv; and the word is
mase. and fern.; (M;) and also tof hores or
horsemen; (Q;) applied to ta company of men
(Mgh, Mgb) as being likened to a drove, or herd,
of camels: (Mb :) and also a distinct collection
or number of any things: (¢M, :) pl. JL.
(9, M, Mgb, Mb, ].) A rjis says,· jt ; · s;l 
tO y twodric.ra of the -7 tr- meb

.1 -S

[0 ye two drivers of them, water some before
other, by droes, and drive them not with the
driving of those who err from the right way]:
(9, TA:) i. e. bring near your camels some after
some, and do not let them crowd upon the water-
ing-trough. (TA.) Andone says, , J,~.1 ,-4.
The cames came [in a drove, or] following one
anotAer. (TAmb, TA.) And L.;I Jei.I ,;t4.,
i. e. t [The horss, or horsemen, came] in succeuive
distinct compaiies. (9, TA.) And " ,1 1j1 ..
he'y (men) came in success companies.

(Mob. [And the like is said in the Mgh and in

the TA.]) 91 l-U , , 5ij, occurring
in a trad. relating to a drought, is said by Il]t to
mean [A collection of sheep or goats] of rwhich
many mere sent to the pastere, i. e. many in num-
ber, but having little milk . but the more probable
explanation of je S is that of El-'Odhree,
who says that it means much dispersed in search
of pasture: for the trad. relates that the camels
had died, notwithstanding their ability to endure
drought: how then should the sheep or goats be
safe, and increase so as to become numerous?
(lAth, TA.) - Also Animals, or beasts, haring
milk. (M, TA.)

-j A young girl, that has not worn tahe
[ (m uIf r, or veil, calld] 1.. (( . .) , A lso a ppl
ofJj. (;, M, &C.)

i; j A soft, or deliceat condition of life: you
e v ay ,.., sui l p . a 4 U , & They are in a so
or dsiicate, conditin of life. (M.) - And
]f eainess, duggishness, lazines, or indolen ce:
(M, V:) you say &'L. %, J-:j A man in whom
is ha aine, &c. (M.- See also j., , first
sentence.

;i : ee ee J in two places

34j: ee X; (of which it is the pl.), ncar the
end of the pragra ph: - and see also o.

j, j i. q. A, A : (M , M, ]:) see the latter, in
five places. - Hence, as meaning Jjpj ~, i. e.
JI L . [OeM Aho A a samesag; i . a messen-
g er]; (TA;) i. q. * J.4, (?, M, [,) meaning
oM snt with a messge; (9;) of the meaure
i I .in the sense of the measure ,L [o r rather
ja: : (Mob:) [and often meaning an apo~te
Of God; and with the article jl especially applied
to Mobammad:] accord. to IAmb, its meaning
in the proper language of the Arabs is onu who
carie on by consetie pro~ om th relat'i
of the tidings of him mao Aas st him; taken

Boo-, I.] 1083
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1.LII: l, ua in the Mobee. (TA.) - And
BKeet water. (].)

JLj: see the next paragraph.

Aii,j (9, M, Mrb, O) andt tC; (M, 1) and

t j), (; , M, M, b, ]5) and * J; (Th, M, K)
signify the same, (g, M, Mb, ,) A message;
and a letter; (MA in explanation of the first,
and KL in explanation of the firt and third;)
[a communication sent from one person or party

to another, oral or written;] subst from J 1.l

51: (M,]V:*) the pl. of the first is JCj;

(Mlb;) and i.s, is pl. oft J.; in the sense of
Wk,4, and o( the fem. gender. (TA. [See the
former of the two veres cited voce J,;]) You

say, il L5 ,ij ;1 : ( an) ad I J..

9 .t : (MA:) see 4 A poet says, (,) namely
El-Aah'ar EI-Jofee, (TA,)

[(Now deliver tAou to Aboo.'Amr a message,
sying that I am in no need of your judging]:

( o:) or,/ U [(the sons of'Amr]: he means,
(-;,. (TA.) And hence the aying of

Kutheiyir,

[Assuredly the slanderers hare lied: I recealcd
not in their prenace a secret, nor did I send
them with a mensage]: (9, TA:) or, as some
relate the second hemistich, (TA,)

[i. e. I revealed not the case of Leyla, nor did 1
send them with a mensage]: thus cited by Th.
(,M, TA.) - AjL also signifies [A tract, or

small treatise or diseourM;] a 1; [i. e. book,
or writing, relating to science, or on any subject,]
comp*iring a few questions, inquiries, or problemJ,
of one hind: pl. J;Lj. (TA.) - And Apostle-

jhip; the apostolic ofice or function. (MA.)-

j 1 [in a copy of the B Al..) .1] The a,*.j
[or female of the Iultur percnopterus, in the C]

4.;.]: (M, g, TA :) a surname thereof. (TA.)

krle,,1 A cortain mall beast or reptile or
insect; expl. by the word hkn: (M,, TA:)
in [some of] the copies of the J, erroneously,

Le1. (TA.)

,~, dim. of :.'w [i.e. ( L. ] pl. of

j3, [or rather of its syn. i,]: hence the saying,

(TA,) .. ., l J1u i. e. HIe hel the

saying, or speech, in light, or little, or mean,
estimation; or in contempt. (M, ], TA.)

O~L..jl The two soulder-blades: or two ein

therein: (M, ] :) he who says that they are two
veins in the two hands, (],) pointing -to what is
found in the oopie. of the Mj of IF, [in which

Q 01 uL is put in the place of ',i;l ur,]

(TA,) is in error: ( :) or the li1)tzl [q. v., a
word variously explained]: (M, TA:) int the

copies of the ]g, tQiljll is erroneously put for

O k0j. (TA.)

,4 : ssee 3r; second sentence. - Applied
to a tradition (,_), it means t Of which the
ascription is not traced up so as to reach to its

author: (Msb:) [i. e.] 'i4,; ~ l means
the traditions which one relates a' on the authority
of a &1,' (0, TA,) by tracing up the ascription
thereof uninterruptedly to him, (TA,) when the

,i^U says, "The Apostle of God (May God
bleu and save him) said," without mentioning a

~ (1~, TA) rho heard it from the Apostle
of God: (TA: [and the like is said in the Mgh:])

j3pT 1 is the [pl. or] quasi-pl. n. of .j. thus
used, [or rather used as a subst., or as an epithet
in which the quality of a subst. is predominant,]
like as is of,is . (Mgh.)-lIn lexicology,

it means, like J', tThat of which the series

of transmitters is interrupted: as a word &e.
handed down by IDrd as on the authority of AZ
[with whom he was not contemporary, without
his mentioning the intermediate transmitters]: and
such is not admitted [as unquestionable]; because
exactness is a condition of the admission of what
is transmitted, and the exactness of him who is
lnot mentioned is not known. (Mz 4th C3?.)-

J.: , jWl : see art. j..- [Sce also the next
paragraph.]

'L.,'. A ;,)W [or necklace], (?1,) or a long
3; , (IDrd, 01, ,) that falls upon the bosom:
(IDrd, M,O,]l:) or a ;>J upon which are
beaids rc. (Yz,0,1 .) As used in the lur

[lxxvii. 1], (M,) , .J;1 means The winds

(S, M, kI, TA) thtat are sent forth, [by I.,
which follows it, being meant oonsecutively,] like
[the several portions of] the mane of the horse:
(TA:) or the angels [so sent forth]: (Th, g, M,
K, TA:) or the horses (M,] , TA) that are
xtarted, [one following another,] in the race-
course. (TA.)

3 ,O One who sendU the morsel [that Ae eats]
into hisfauces: or mio throws Jbrth the branch
fjiom his hand, (0, X,) when he goes in a place
of trees, (0,) in order that he may hurt his com-
panion. (0, I5.) A short arrow: (S, 0:) or

a small arrow. (Ji.) See also ,j, in three

places. And see J".

L)-,~: o see ~3.;. See also jx-.;, in two
places. - Also A woman who interchanges tmes-
ages, or letters, with thd men who demand uomen

in marriage: or whos husband has become sepa-
ratedfrom her (M, ]5, TA) in any manner, (M,
TA,) by his haoing died or his having divorced
her: (TA:) or who At become advanced in age,
(M, 1], TA,) but haa in her some remainS oJf
youth: (M, TA:) or wrhos husband haa died, or
who hao perceived that he deires to divorce her,
and who therefore adorns herslffor another man,
and intercang messagesga, or letters, with him

[Boo- I.

($, 0,' TA) by means of the men who demand
women in matriage, (TA,) and who ha in Lr
some remainS (I~, TA) of youth; but this addi-
tion is more properly mentioned in a former ex-
planation. (TA.) The subet. [app. meaning The
state, or condition, of a woman such as is thus

termedJ is jC.. (M, TA.)

JI_: see |I ' ;X; 3rZ i.q.

-.. e.L- and ju;.L [i.e. Sehing, or courting,
death or slaughter; resigning, or subjecting, hinm-
self to death, and not caring for death]. (A and
TA in art. :'s.)

L j1JJ1 ",, (M,) orl)lI, (g,) [aor. , accord.

to a rule of the V,] inf. n..,.j, (M,) It (the rain)
rased the house or dwreling, or the ~ or
dwellings, leaving a relic, or relics, thereof clea~-
ing to the ground. (M, ]J.) In the saying of
El.l-oWi-ah,

a 1 # OdOj a '. '- ., a 0 &0j-6 J1 41; ,?>J CJA<;

3 .S 0.1; ' 

[Is it in consequence of atumn-rain's and spring.
rain's rasing of a dwelling so as to leave only a
relic thereof clearing to the ground, that there it
to thine ey/s a distiliutg of tha water of the tear-
channels?], 4r and ,.4aq are in the nom. ea~
because of the inf. n., i.e..j. (M, TA. [But in
the latter, k:.4' : and in a copy of the former,

' and jvs', both of which are evidently

wrong.]) - [ ,, often signifies He marhed, or
stamlped: and hIe drew, traced, traced out,sketched,
sketched out, or planned: and he delineated, or

described.] You say, .l,1 , HJe stamped, or

sealed, the corn; (TA in art , ;) as also :j.

(fi, 5, TA, all in that art. [See .;,.]) And

;lIWI ~ j, aor. and inf. n. a above, I marked

out the building. (Mgh.) And j L -L,. 

linA1[He sketched out a book and did not JUl it
up]. (m 1st eJ.) And ,l ~ j I nwroto

the book, or letter, or writing. (Mhb.) And,_)

tlj, Lj He wrote upon such a thing; (9, ;)

and is a dial. var. tlereof. (TA.)- [Ilence,]

1,i J .J, (;, ] , TA,) or !.Zt, (Myb,) [//'e
prescribed to him the doing of such a thing;] he
commanled, ordered, bade, or enjoinedl, him to do
such a thing. (?,' Myb,,* g, TA.) [And J ;1,
ll also means t lie assigned, or appointed, him
such a thing, as a stilpend, &c.: often used in this

sense.] . j said of a she-camel, (9, M, 1,)
aor. *', (9, M, [and so accord. to a rule of the I,])
or , not -', (TA,) inf. n. '.sJ, (9, N, ],) Sh

made marks pon the ground (9, M, ) by thd
ehAemence of Ahr tread. (9, M.) AndA,.~ said

of a camel, aor. ;, inf. n. ; (9, ],) with
whicb, is syn., (g,) He mert a certain pace,

(~, g,) sceding that whic is termed 0Ji
[inf. n. of ,.), q.v.]: one should not say of a.

camel.,0, for this latter verb is tr (.) -

a
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Also J_ , in£f n. .. , lIe went, or went
away, quickly toivards him., or it. (TA.) - And

ub.j'l i .,~ (I, i) inf. n. .. , (TA,) iI. dis-
appeared in the land, or country: (li:) and
[hence], used metonymically, t he died; like

.;jj. (TA.)

2. 3 [itf. n. of..;j] The act of marking, or
stamping, [and of dranwing, tracing, tracing out,
sketching, sketcld ng out, or planning, several tlings,
or of doing so much, or] 7well: and writing [much,
or] well: and maoh ing a garment, or piece of cloth,
striped. (KL.)

4. .aw1' Ire caused a she-camnel to make marks
upon the ground (M, K) by the rehemnence of her
tread. (M.) _- And lIe made a camel to go the
pace termed .. (S. [TlIe meaning is there

indicated, but not exlressed.]) Lj.,U ending a
verse of IIomeyd Ibn-Thowr [which is variously
related] refers to two boys, or young men, men-

tioned therein, and means 1od! tli [Ant
the !/made their two camels to go the pace termed

.sj]. (Al.lht, TA.)

5. .A'J., (g, blut omitted in some copies,) or
.1.,l*,,I3, (M,) lie looked at thLe.,;j [or mark,

trace, relic, &c.]. (nI, IJ.) And m l ,,j lIe

considered, or examined, the .)j [or marks,
trace, relics, &c.,] of the house, or'dwelling;
(', TA ;) or did so repeated/y, in order to obtain
a clear knowledge thetreof. (TA.) - And in like
manner j3 signifies He looked, and considered,
or examined, or did so repeatedly, in order to
knom twhere he should dig, or build. (S, TA.)

..
Hence, ;1 t .u L;;il J t Tlhe hedlye-hog.s
looked, or considered, or examined, re*peatedly, to
kbnom where they sdould make their holes. (TA.)

And ;' .. l, A 3 t I7e looked, or looked long, at
the thing; or considered, or examined, it, or did
so repeatedly, in order to obtain a clear know-
ledge of it. (TA.) And o;?-,al t.A 2 lie con-
siidered, or studied, the ode, and retained it in his
memory, or sought, or entleavoured, to remember

it. (iC,0 TA.) And j. I"' ; Ut I remember,
or I meek, or endeavour, to remember, such a
thing, but am not sure, or certain, of it. (TA.)

8. ;J3;! [in its primary sense, as quasi-pass.

of.;, inf. n. of,;, is app. post-classical, but,
as such,] is used by the logicians as meaning The
being stamped and depicted [in tile mind]: (" Diet.
of the Technical Terms used ii the sciences of
the Muealmans:"] an image's being fixed in, or
upon, a thing. (KL.) [It is used, in this sense,
of an image formed by tile fancy, and of any ideal
image.] [Also : The obeying a prescript or
command &c.] You say, I.i b .i, (S, ]C,)

or l.i, (M9b,) ._;, (Myb, g,) or &1jl ,

(8,) [I precribed to him the doing of such a
thing; or] I commanded, ordered, bade, or'en-
joined, iim to do 4uch a thing, (1e, TA,) and he
obeyed (Q, Myb, TA) it [i.e. the prescript &c.].

($, MQb.) And * l, [I oby thy
presripts &c.;] I do not transgrus tshy.,
(TA.)_ And hence, (TA,) JjI signifies also

g*. g -
: lie said ...;L ii [Godl is great, or most great]:
(8, M, k, TA:) and he soyght protection or pre-
servation [by God]: (M, K, TA:) and he prayed
or supplicated or petitioned [God]: (8, :) as
though [meaning] he took the course prescribed
by God, of having recourse to IIim for proteceion
or preservation. (TA.) El-Aashu says, [speaking
of wine,]

(S, M, TA,) or .lt, (so in some col,ies of the
S in this art. and in art. .L, and in the Mgh,
also, in the latter art.,) i. e. [And Ie exposed it to
the trind, in its jar, and he prayed over its jar,]
and petitioned for it (TA in this art. and in art.
_L.o) that it might not become sour, nor spoil:
(TA in the latter art.:) AHn says that .JjI
means he stamped its vessel with the.aj ; but
this saying is not valid: (M, TA:) [and Mtr,

also, says that] ... 3l, here, is from .e.,j and
means he stamped it. (Mgh in art. )

inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (Msb, &c.) - [Hlence
· ;-^.ll ,z The writing of the book of the
kur-dn; for which particular rules are prescribed.

Hence also ;, is sometimes used by logicians

as meaning A definition, either perfect (.AU) or

imperfect (,a3); like ... ] - Also A mark,
an impression, a sign, -a trace, a vestige, or a relic

orremain; syn. ,t; (, Msb,K;) and is a
dial. var. thereof, accord. to Aboo-Turab; as is

also tV.j, both syn. with y1, (TA in art ..n ,)

andl so is..; (I in that art :) or a relic, or

remain, of vwhat is termed I [as meaning a mark,
an impression, a sign, a trace, or a vestige]: or
such, of what are termed Zjl [as meaning relics
or remains], as has not substance and height: (.,
I:) or such as is cleaving to the yround: (M:)
l; ..-j means remains of a house or dwelling,

cleaving to tihe ground: (S, TA:) or, signi-
fies a renmain, or remains, of a ruined dwellUing or
place f alighting and abiding: (Hjar p. 607:)
and *..i is syn. with .. ,: (S, M, V [accord.
to the correct copies of this last:]) the pl. [of
pauc.] of ; is . and [the pl. of mu!t. is]

And hence, as being prescribed,] 'si . y
means t The ways that arc folloned in respect of
the doctrines and practices qf religion. (TA.) -

And A well wehich one fills up (M, .) in the
ground: (i ) pl. .J. (M, Is.)- [In some
copies of the K, two meanings that belong to

.,j are, by the omission of a j, assigned to
,j see., j.]

.j:se e the next preceding paragraph. ~- Also
Goodness, or elegance, of gait, pace, or manner
of going. (.)

;-:~ That makes marks upon the ground by the
vhemn~ce of her tread: applied to a she-cameL
(S, TA.) [See an ex. in a verse cited in the first
paragraph of art.~.,] - Also That continues
journeying a day and a night: (S, :) applied
to a he-camel. (Tg.)

.A; A certain pace of carnels, ( e, e,) exceed-
ing ihat which is termed ,j) [q.- .]; ( ;) [see

;, of which it is an inf. n.;] and , signi-
fies the same. (K.)

;t.j One who engraves [or draw.s inscriptions
or other designs] upon tablets or the like. (TA.)

.,_;, (8, ,) or ._1; L., (TK,) Running

water. (8, K.) And L,)1; A she-camel that

goes thepace terted .:.: pl .1 (. ar p. 4i9.)

._ .t see .*j. - Also A sign, a token, a
mark, or an indication, (M, ]C,) of beauty or of

ugliness; as in the saying, ` I :;Ui ~ 01 [ Verily
upon him is a sign, &c.]: so says KlJilid Ibn-
Jebeleh: (M:) pl. l; and . lt j. (TA.)-

And ua pl. of,e.$j, (TA,) ... I; signifies Certain
books, or writings, that were in the Time of
Ignorance. (e, J.) - Also the sing., A stamr),
or seal; i.e. an instrument with which one stamps,
or sealt; and ;j,; is a dial. var. thereof: (M:)
or, as some say, particularly, (M,) one with nwhicl
the head [or mouth] of a [larye jar s,ch as is
called] ali. is stamped, or sealed; (f, I;)as

also t...,l1, (],) and .. ,lj. (TA.) And A
piece of nood, (8, M, MNh, ]I,) or a small toblet,
(A,) upon which is some inscription (.8, M, A, K)
engraved, or hollonwed out, (A, ],) with nwhich
wheat, ($, M, ]g,) or corn, or grain, (Mqb,) [in
its repository,] it stamped, or sealed, (.8, M, Ivyb,
]g,) or with which collections *f wheat or corn
are stamped, or sealed: (AA, TA:) us also.j:
pl. _.lj. (Msb.) [In some copies of the ., by
the omission of a j, this meaning and thie next
are assigned to ;.j.] - And (as some say, $) A
certain thling with which deendrs are polisheld.
(., I.) A poet says, (?,) namely, Kutheiyir,
(TA,)

-0 _ I . I . S_U 

[Deenirs, of Heraclius, that nere polixhe,l ,.';ti
.. nj].' (8, TA.) l It occurs in poetry as ilican-

ing Theface of a horse, in the phrase *.,) ̀  
[A star, or blaze, in the face of a horse]. (MI.)
~Also A calamity, or misfortune; (];) like

~Z, (TA.)

;;$lj: see the neat preceding paragraph.
[Accord. to rule, its pi. is .l , mentioned
above as a pl. of,.]

.Zr. [act. part. n. of 4, q. v.). In the saying
of tl;c Iudhalee,

[And those urging them to make marks upon the
ground by the vehemence of their tread in their
way to bd-El-'Azeez , together and separately,
and two by two and one by one], lhe means
t&,.dit, inserting the . redundantly between
the verb [or part n., which is often termed a verb,]
and its objective complement. (M.)

,: see -.
a 1

A certain pacdR of cawiels, exceed-

ing ihat whicit is termed �?1 [q.,Y.]; (�;) [see

,;�;, of which it is an in£ n.;) and signi-

fies the same. (K.)
4 .1,

,at.oj On# who engrave# [or draw.# itacriptions
or othet. deviyn.9] upon tablets or ilic like. (TA.)

or �-fj AL, (TK,) Runninq

irater. And a'~'1; A she-camel eliat

goes thepace t"aed,,e.�j: PI...W-11. (H. ar p. 4W-.)

see.,*.wj. -Also A sign, a token, a
mark, or an indication, (M, ]�,) of beatity or of

ugliness; as in the saying, ` & &:U .1 t [ Verily

upon him is a sign, &c.]: so says Kloilid Ibn-

Jebeleh: (M:) and (TA.)-

And as pl. of (TA,) I;S.signifies Certain

books, or mritings, that wore in the Time Rf
lg~ance. (�, ]�..) - Also the sing., A stamip,
or seal; i.e. ait iutrumest milk which onesta imps,

or sult; and * "' is a dial. var. thereof: (A1:)
or, u some my, particularly, (M,) one with n.hic4
the head [or mouth] of a llarge jar stich a3 ia

c41led] a�ti. is stamped, or waled; as

also (]g,) avid * J11;. (TA.) And A
piece 

of nvood, (ER., M, Af gh, IS,) or a small toblet,

(A,) upon which is some in&Mption (�, M, A, g)
engraved, or hoUowed out, (A, g,) with vehich
mheal, (�, M, ]g,) or corn, or grain, (Mqh,) [in,
itir repository,] ititamped, or sealed, (�, M, bfyb,
]g,) or with which colkctions tf wheat vi. cot.m

are stamped, or malecl: (AA, TA:) as als0AZ3J:

pi. I;;. (Mqb.) [In some copies of the g, by
Amd

the omission of a j, this meaning and die next
are assigned to 0"

,c.wj.] - And (as norne say, $) A
certain tlaing with whicia deendr& are polished.

A poet says, (?,) namely, Kutlicivir,
(TA,)
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r.o'9 A garment, or piece of clothl, stiped,
(, M, 1],) or marked with faint linies. (TA.)

* ... 0 C -

.,'. [or * _ .,sb] A booh, or writing,
stamped, or sealed: pl. ,e4l. (TA.) And
0 C. *- ;

.. ,a s . ]/Wheat stamped, or sealed. (TA.
0 C-

[eo,_-gj.]) - See also the following paragraph.
9 1,,

.-. 1. A rars, stamps, impresions, tigns, or
characters. (KL.) - [And t Prescripts, co;n-
mnands, orders, biddings, or injunctions: and
t asignmnents, or appointments: in both of these
senses app. a contraction of ..l., p1. of t. s ;
thils used in the present day; like ., pl. of
~.-j] See 8.

1. ,,..,AB ; (s,) or a1l11, (M, oyb, 1,*)

and Igl, (M, k,*) nor. L and , (M, Mob, 15,)
inf. n. j'; (M, Msb;) and *t .j; (, M,
Myl), ] ;) lIe tied the horse [or the beast and the
shecamel] with the ";J [q. v.]: ( :) or he bouind
upon the [horse or] beast [or she-camel] its ;.j :
(Mfb:) or he made for, or put to, the [horse
or] beait or she-camel a .S>: (M,* 1: [in the
former it is merely indicated that the two verbs
signify the same :]) or the former verb [in the
C15 the latter verb] has the first signiification;
(M, 15, TA;) and the latter verb has the
last signification; (M, TA ;) thus resembling

... ... g~~~~~. .1 1 ...and ,j_l. (TA.) - And 2 1 jl Hj, and
t l,jl, lie left the beast to itelf., to pasture as

it pleased. (TA.)

4: see above, in two places.- Also o'JI CjI
The colt was, or became, submissive, manageable,
or tractable, and gave its head. (TA.)

0 --

C.~j A ropt, or cord: (., M, M 9b, 1] :) or [a
haiter; i. c.] a rope, or cord, with twhich a camel
[or a horse (see 1)] is led: (TA:) andi such of
the [reins, or leading.-ropes, termed] jl [pl. of

.t.] as is upon the nose; (M;) [in other words,]
#itch a .. , as is upon a nose: ( :) pl. L.;i
(.1, M, b, 1) and C._.jl, (M, Myb, 1:,) [both
properly pli. of pauc.,] and sometimes they said
j"j; (Myh;) or, accord. to Sb, it has no other

pl. than 1 ,,I; (M, M1yb;) [but perhapi hlie
meant of pauc., for SM says,] Sb disallowed
_j;. (TA.) A poet says, (S,) namely, Ibn-
Mu!bil, (TA,)

*
4

[ WVide-mouthed, short in the chehe-stralps of the
bridle (or Aeadstall): smooth and long in the
cheek, long in the appertenance of the halter cor-
responding to the chsek-straps of athe bridle or

headstall; because this appertenanece is longer
than are the cheek-straps of the bridle or head-

stall]. (, TA.) J,~ 0t;; 4'AeI.3h ., [4As
the pasing along of the robbers w,ith the halters
of th horse] is a prov., applied to an affair, or

event, that is quick and uninterrupted. (TA.)

tnd one says, tjt1 a) "-,! .; [He threr

-Cad - "

/is leading.rope upon his withers], meaning the
left his way free, or open, to him; so that God
did not wvithhold him from tlat nwhich he desired
to do. (TA.) - [[Hence,] jCi'l 'j [The leash
oqf the hawk]. (A in art.j.)= [The pl.]
X$ 1also signifies .ltged and hard tracts of

ground. (I,* TA.)

i..wlj A certain plant, resembling the plant
called Je~.j [i. e. ginger]; (M;) i. q. .;i
[both of which names are applied to the inldat
helenium, comnon inula, or elecampane; also

called in the present day t. j~."j;] a Pers.
word [arabicized]. (K.)

,, (S, ,M, ]K) and (M, K,) or the
latter should be ;', [but I think this dloubt-
ful,] thus written in some of the copies of the
., and in both ways in the L, (TA,) The part,
of the nose of the horse, which is the place of the
>..j: ( :) or the nose of a solid-hoofed animal:

this is the primary signification: (M:) then, by a
secondary application, (., M,) the nose ($, M, O)
in an absolute sen3e, (M, ]1,) or, of a human
being: (.:) pl. '~.1 (TA) [which, as stated
by Freytag, is used in a sing. sense, in the
Deewin of Jereer, as meaning the nos]. ,

i. , a phrase used by the poet El-Japdee,
means tEasy to be led, tractable, or compliant.
(TA.) And you say, : .! . U
t [I did that against wisvAh; in spiteof Ahim;
or notwitlhtanding his dislike, or disapproval, or

hatred; like as you say, Mail .j . ]' (..)

j, , A horse [or the like] tied with the
OpJ: (S :) [or having a C>; bound upon him or
attached to him, or made for him: see 1.] You
say, j ;,Jy1l $;~.I I made the haltered
beast to drag his halter. (TA.)

6.-,.;. [Th4e myrtle-tree;] i. q. : ;m.j
of the dial. of Egypt. (TA.) [Also mentioned in
art. , : for some hold the ., to be augmenta-
tive; and sornme, the ij.]

1. ($, M, Ifb, a,) or. M.q. (., ZIb,)
inf. n. _~ (M, Mb, K) and ,, (g,) It (a
thing, S, M, Mqb) was, or became, stationary, at
rest,fixed,fast,firm, steady, steadJhjst, or stable;
(S, M, Mob, 1 ;) as also Vl (M, K,) inf. n.
l""; and V ~Z. (TA.) -Jl and t,-11 [i.e.

.,Jl and t:..l] are nearly the same [in mean-
ing]. (Iam p. 51.) You say, J--l1 L; tThe
mountain was firmly based, or firm in its base,
upon the ground. (TA.) And ;e t .s. I h A,
long as Thebeer [the mountain so called] remains
[firm] in its place. (TA.) [Its being said that
this is tropical is app. meant to indicate that the
verbs above are properly used only in relation to
a ship, in senses explained in what follows; which,
however, I doubt.] You say also, : ' ,L
meaning His foot stood firm in war: (M:) or.. . .... , 

r.j,,,_JI , ,v Tleir feet stood firm in
war. (S, Msb.') And 'l.l ,, (. , M, 1,)

[Boox I.

nor. _~,t, inf. n. j.S and . ($) [and k"., as
shown below, see 4], The ship [anchored; eCast
anchor; lay at anchor; or] rested, or became
stationary, upon the anchor: (T, S, kI:) in [some
of] the copies of the g [and of the g], ),1 : i

is erroneously put for,4~ l ~I [or . ,,k]:
(TA :) or the meanling is, [in some instances,
the ship grountled; i. e.] the lower, or lonwt, part
of the ship reached the bottom of the water, and
she conjequently remained stationary. (T, M,
TA.)_ - J,,. Jdll L (1, M, K,)t, Te stal-
lion [-catnmel] leaped, or leaped upon, his J_9 [or
she-camels that had pnassed seven or eight montahs
s;inc the period of their bringing forth]: (S,
TA :) or brayed to his J.,, and they became
notionles, or still: (M:) or brayed to his J_
iwhen they had dispersed thetmselves from hinm,
and they turned atside to him, and became motion-

less, or still. (IK, TA.)- _ i ' 4, ;, (.,
if.1. "j (M,* Msh,) inf. n. . , (S; f,) I e ffected an

ag,eement, a harmony, a reconciliation, an
accommodation, or an adjustment, betnen the
people, or party. (5, M,* M,Ib.) - , J C .

I .,.. (S,~ MA, K 4) lie mentioned to hihA a
part, or portion, of a tra(lition, or storij. (,

M,' 1. [See also `; blow.]) , And '. L,
l j.-, (9, M, K,) inf n. n~, (M,) ile related a
tradition, or story, as receired fir omn him, (S, M,
,) ascribing it to him. (M, K.) And l;
-A_ . . He related ithe tradition, or

storj, to himself. (TA.) .. ,. J ;i , (]g,) inf. n.
(.,, T'A,) lie intended, or purposed,f,stting. (I4.)

3. ;L,Ij, (T, ]g,) inf. n. Ll' J, (TA,) i.q. 1_,
(T, g,) i. e. He swan wvith hin. (TK.)

4. mae1, inf. n. s-,-;: see 1, in two places.
owjl .1Ie made it (a thing, Al, M.sh) to beconme
stationary, at rest,fzed,fast,Jirm, stat, stead-

fast, or stable. (M, M9 h, g.) And a 1i.Jl Ij.1 ,
[inf. n. as above and also (as is sinowi by what
follows) L,.,, He anchored the ship;,] he made
the ship to rest, or become stationary, utpon the
anchor: (TA:) or the meaning is, tin some in-
stances, he qrounded the ship; i. e.] he made the
lower, or lonest, part of the shipl) to reach the
bottom of the water, so that she remnaited sta-
tionary. (M, TA.) You say also of a ship,

t -j i [She is made fast by nmeans of the
anchor]: (M:) and of the anchor, !-";I L,'
It makes fast the ship, so that it does not go on.
(T, TA.) For the words of thc Kur [xi. 43],

l,~X, 1A. 4 . :, (~, M, *,*) meaning

t&dLi; ajG.l [i. c. In the nane of God be th.e
mahing it to run and the inahiny it to rest],

(Aboo-ls-hfik, TA,) from , and 1~j, (so
in one copy of the S,) or [its being made to run

and its being made to rest,] from -I and

:..jl, (so in another copy of the ~,) some say

aL,j)j .. ~, (S, ],) meanihg its running and
its resting, (Aboo-ls-bit, TA,) from 's,q and
z.,j, (8, K,) [though] Az says that the readers
agree in pronouncing the., of La,Lt with damm,
but differ as to the , of Lty5,, the Koofees pro.

M3 

leading-rope upon ltij withers], meaning the nor. .0 6- 3 1* j 4*1

_~,J, 

inf. n. jwj and [and ,p*, as

left 

M3 way fiee, or opett, to him; so that God shown below, see 4], TU 4hip [anchored; cast

did 

not tvithhold him from tlat which he desired atichor; lay at atichor; or] t.63ted, or became

to 

do. (TA.) Rencej jjCJI C's.'j' tionary, upon the anchor: (T, g, K:) in [some

qf 

the hawk]. (A in [The pi.] �f] the copies of the 1� [and of the

A
t.wjl 

also signifies Ritqqeii and hard iiacts of is erroneously put for

ground. 

(1�,' TA.) (TA :) or the meaning is, [in so'me instances,

0 

' ' the xhip grountled; i. e.] the loreer, or lonwt, part

Cj%w1j 

A ceria in plant, resembling the plant

of 

the shil) reached the bottom of the mattr, and

called 

[i. e. ginger] ; (M ;) i. q. ..;3

she 

conjequently remained itatioiary. (T, M,

[both 

of which names are applied to tlje TA.) 1 Cj (ki, M, K,) 1 Tite stal-

holenium, 

coonnion inula, oi. elecantpane; also

a 

lion [.catnell leaped, or leaped ulpon, his J_9Z [or

called 

in the present day ti a Pers. $h,,-ramols that had pauedqeveii or eight months

bj4, 

1

word 

[ambicized]. (1�.) so.piro lhe perioti of theip. bpinqing forth]:

9 

0. 0 'o' Tk4 or broyed to his J.9,Z, and ghty became

Cj--. 

(�,M,Ig) and (M, K,) or the

g 

niotiotilecy*, or irtill: (M:) or brayed to his jyl

latte; 

should be I think ivheis they had dispersed. thentaelves fion hipn,

[but 

this tloubt-

fulj 

thus written in soine of the copies of the apod iltey turned lisi(le to him, and became motion-

and 

in both ways in the L, (TA,) The part, less, or 3till. (IS, TA.) - "' 1 ' *' $ *---

A3� 

Ch.,

of 

eh� noss of the liorse, which is Me place of the M,* Meb,) iaif. ii. (S'

1 

1 ;, Mj 1 qfected an

C>wj: 

($:) or the nose of a solid-hoofed animal: a harowny, a reconciliation, an

this 

is the primary signification: (M:) then, by a accommodation, or an adjustment, betnwn the

accondary 

application, (?, M,) the nose ffl, M, 1�) people, or party. (,5, M,* ' AInb.) ~ 1' ' ' 'i ---

in 

an absolute senae, (M, ]�,) or, of a human "j 4) Li

C>* 

AI, K') He Mentioned to hiAn a

being: 

($:) pl.'�~!;� (TA) [which, as stated

by 

Freytag, is usea in a sing. sense, in the Paril or p'oi.litin, of a tra(litiopt, or stortj.

j 

1 [See also helow.1) And

Deewin 

of Jereer, as meaning the non]. VJ_

0. 

if

a 

phmse used by tibe poet El-Jag�e, M, K,) inf n. j, (M,) lle related a

tra(lition, 

orstory, as receiredfront ltipta, (?, M,

means 

tEasy to be led, tractable, or compitant.

awribing 

it to hipa. (M, K.) And

(TA.) 

And you say, jM j

A-AU 

ui H# releited the itadition, or

t[ldid 

that against WS mivla; in #pit# of Aim; , - 6 'I 1 1

or 

notrvitialanding his dislike, or disapproval, or st.�rj,, to hirwelf. (TA.) (19,) inf n.

"j, 

(TA,) lle intended, or puriposed,f(titting. (IS.)

haired; 

like u you say, MA

0 

io, 3. otwlj, (T, ]g,) inf. n. Ll' J*, (TA,) i.q.

A 

horse [or the like] tied tvit.4 the (T, g,) i. c. He swarn ivith hipn. (TK.)

ep�S: 

(%%:) [or having a C>�j bound upon Aim or

attocited 

to him, or made or him: see L] You 4. A.0119 1, inf. n. *-,-ill : ace 1, in two placep.

sav, ,s.jl 

zjj^1 1 made the haltered atwjl 1Ie made it (a. tliing, Al, to beconte

beast 

to drag his halter. .(TA.) stationarrj, at st;ad-

fast,oritable. 

(M,Afqb,g.) Anda��il,,.jl,

myrtle-tpee;] 

i. q. jy.W' 1 oto.�j

[inf 

n. u above and also (ns is alinwit by what

of 

the dial. of Egypt. (TA.) [Alsimentioneu in oei

art. 

,.d follows) ,wj4, He anchored the thii;;] he made

for 

some hold theA to he augmenta- the ship to rest, or becoine stationary, upon the

tive 

; atid sorne, the C,.] anchor: (TA:) or the meanim. is, [in soine in-

15
stances, 

he grounded Me oltip; i. e.] he inade elie

lower, 

or lonext, part of the shil) to reaM the

1. 

M, If�h, aor. Mqb,) bottom of the water, m that she ietnaipted sia-

1-ii 

i�o��ry. (M, TA.) You say also of a siiip,

inf. 

n. D (a oj

_~j 

(M, Mqb, and

thing, 

$, M, Mqb) ivas, or became, stationaril, at PROj% LrtP [She is made fa3t by naeanor of the

rest,fi--ed,fasg,firm, 

steady, steadjhjt, or stable; anchor): (M:) and of the anctior,

(8. 

M. Mob. K:) as also V. d. (M_ KA inf n- r, 0-.4 .1--- -L-'- -- L- �1 -3---
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nouncing this with fet-4, (TA,) or the latter read.
ing may bave the same meaning a the former
(Aboo-Is-b4, TA,) or the former reading ma3
mean in the tise, or the place, of making it ta
rim, and that of making it to rest, and the latte
reding may mean in the time, or the place, of it
running, and that of its resting, for in each case
each noun may be a n. of time or a n. of place oi
an inf.n.; (B4,q.v.;) and some read tU
I'l~, as epithets applied to God, (M, ,)

who msahetA it to run and who maketh it to rest.
(TA.) Accord, to Zj, (M,) aMj e JJi

Lj.o 1e1, in the lur [vii. 186 and lxxix. 42],
means [They will ash thee repecting the lL,]
when will be its taking place? [or rwhn will be the
time of its being made to take place?]; (M, ;*)
by the JUL being meant the time in which all
created beings shall die. (M.)

5: see 1, first sentence.
a ..

j A part, or portion, of a tradition, or story:
(Lth, T, w:) [see an ex. near the end of the first
paragraph:] accord. to IAr, ir. q. [app. as
meaning theirst part or portion]. (T.)

S~j A [bracekt, or one of a particular hind,
catled] ; (IAtr,T,M, i;) so accordL to
Kr: (ai TA: but in a copy of the M written

a certain thing of strung bea; (,
IA;) like the - b ; which is an arabicized
word [from the Pers. i]: (TA:) a bracelet
of beadh: (1Sk, TA:) or a bracelete of Jl [i. c.
turtle-shell, or tortoise.shell]: p1. A,i,.- : it has
no broken pl. (,M , TA. [Golius and Freytag say
that its pl. is ; but on what authority, 1 know
not: the former mentions no authority beside the
g and s; and the latter, none but the 1G.])

e Firm, or steadfast, ain good and in evil.
(Az, $gh, X(.) - And The pole that is fixed in
the middle of the [tent called] to;. (Az, S,h, ;.)

,lj Stationary, at rest, fixed, fast, firm,
ateady, steadfast, or stable. (Mb.) You say

6:..; JIq (,Mb) and se;e and f.Ir s (, Meb)
Firm, or steadfatt, mouantains; (i, Mqb ;) the
sing. of the last said by Akh to bo . (.)
And 4e!l j.j I A cooking-pot that will not move
from its place, (, , TA,) by reason of it
greatn, (4, TA,) and that cannot be remnovred.
(M.) lA.lf :; in the sur [xxxiv. 12] means,
accord. to Fr, t Cooking-pots that aould not be
lowred from their place, by reason of their
greatnes. (TA.)

of re may be used as an inf n., or a n. of
time, or a no. of place. (Bd in xi. 48 [cited above:
soe 4].) As a n. of place, it commonly meanst
An ancAoraye, or a place of anchoring; a port;

.,
mA, an epithet applied to God: ee 4, near

the end of the paragraph.
BLI.

*.2
aZs: see the next preceding paragraph.

D te, WhaVnt is sprinkled, (P, A,* ,) or scat-
tered, (Msb,) of water, (A, MNb,) and the like,

. (Mqb,) or of blood, (?, A, 1],) and of tears, (;,
, I,) and the like, (J,) and of rain; (TA in art.

. l ;) vwhat is scattered, or ffie about, of blood.
i (Mb.) - [Hence the saying,]l, 's j ,e.
r ajL: ~ Lojl t [lHe did not enter into evil,

or misciief, and yet somewhat thereof, or of its
effects, befel him]. (A, TA.) And tL l l 1

.L~,l sI j w t.0 j [app. meaning Ituatiable
thirst, or desire, to hear from thee, or the like,
remained in us, and there did not reach ut from
thee aught awve a mere sprinkling; or perhape,

xwhat was scattered abroad, of rumours, or the
like]. (A, TA.*) [See also an ex. voce ;,;.]

, :: see ,:.

.i2j.j Roasted meat (Aboo-Sa'eed, A, g)
dripping with its gravy; (Aboo-Sa'ced, A, TA ;)
or succulent, and dripping with its juice; (TA;)

or fat: (]:) and V LM signifies the same.
(TA.)

ac: se what next precedes.

:,. A thing with which one sprinhkles: (Ibn-
'AbbAd :) a thing with which the weaver spt,inkles
the neb: (A, TA:) [in the present day, applied to
a long-neched bottle, with a stopper pierced nvitl
a hole or holes,for sprinhkling scented cater.]

k.* [Sprinakled, or scattered in drols j
as also t ' , occurring in this sense in a verso
in the TA in p. [A
place of alighting sprinkled, or wetted by sprink-
ling]. (A.)_ l ,f ; Land uspon nhich
[r.aina suck as is caied] h)l has fallen. (TA.)

L l: iq. C .1. [1nitit feminam]. (.gi.)~
,Jj She (a gazelle) broughtforth. (L.)

Lj A young gazelle, (;, Mb, J,) that has
become active, or in motion, (Q, Mb,) or that
ha become strong, (g,) and has walhed (Q, M,b,
K) with its mother: (g:) pl. C;,f. (Myb, 1.)
[In the following saying, I find it written as
though with medd; app. for the sake of asimila-
tion to WIl:] ^A "" i - °"
.J, meaning [I have with me a young woman

most like to] the [young] gazelle: so in the A.
(TA.)

1- ~..;, (, ,A, Mqb, ]p,) aor.:, (Mb, I,)
inf. n. * , ($, MNb,) He, or it, (the forehead,
or the side thereof above the temple, A, TA, or
the body, Mb,) swated; euded weat; (?, A,
Mob, 1 ;) as also 1 (]g,) or , ti .1j, and
djs? e /.* (Fr, TA.) And;, aor. ', inf. n.

and ,., 1J He, or it, mas, or became,
137

-Lr, The anchor of a ship: ($, M, g:) or a
l arge anchor, which, being tied with rope ano
let down into the water, holds fast the ship, se
tht ahe dewos not go on: (T, TA:) pl. 1.

(car p. 111.) [Hence,] one says,-, 1-I
meaning t They remained, stayed, dmelt,or abode.
(TA.) And io.l :; i '1 I The cloud

rained continually; syn. :l: ($, Mb:)! or
remained stady, raining: (T, TA:) or remained
still, or stationary, and rained. (M, :s in the
latter, hI is put in the place of st-JI.)

t.h , (A, Msb,) aor. , (M,) inf. n. W
(S, A, Msb, .) and e (A, si,) Iie prinhled,
or scattered in drops, (A, e, TIo,) water, (., A,
Mr b, T ,) and blood, (?,A, g,) and tears, (,
.· -,) r, (A.), j . (1, ( TA,) or
(Mib,) and jd, (A,) inf. n. : (, TA,)
ie sprinkled, or wetted by sprinkling, (TA,)
tic placc, (A, Msb, TA,) and the house, or cham-
ber, or tent, (A,) ], trith wvater. (bMb, TA.)
A, nd b o C.I ,J [The weaver
sprinkled the meb with the a= ]. (A, TA.) 
[Hence,] n.1l.j, and - . (8, A, Mab, ]g,)
The shy rained: (A, Msb:) or let fall a little

.-
rain, such as is termned ,.j. (S. [After the
former of these verlbs, ',, 1, or the like, seems
to be understood.]) [And hence,] i: ! ,t1 *
[The spear-wound, or the like, sprinkled forth
blood: a signification implied, but not exprcssed,
in the ? and A: or] became ivide, so that its
blood became scattered about: (1.:) or passed
through, and made the blood to flow, or to appear
and flow, or to Jflow copiously, or with force.
(Myb.) - [Hlence also,] wt_ ,I j t He

eulogized him. (TA voce -.) And n'' He
rwashed him, or it. (MF, from the Expositions of
the "Muwata.")

2. [AJ,W l. JI The pen spirtled the ink.]

4: see 1, in two places.= _- l , ,-1,' (A, V,)
inf. n. ;, (A,) He made the horse to snwat
by urging hism with hisfeet. (A, 1g.)

5. Zt,Jl Xc. ;~3 ($,) and tdk; 
(A,) [The water became sprinkled, or scattered
in drolps, upon him or it.] And ': 3
..WI C [A drop' of ink became 4pirtled from
the pen]. (f and K in art. .)

R. Q. 2. j..: see 5.. _ Also It (roasted
meat) dripped with gravy; or was succulent, and
dripping with juice; or was fat. (TA.) - And
Itflon,ed. (TA.)

,, (8, .~,) or,O,im.. ~ ,, (A, TA,) A littile
[sprinkling] rain: ($,g :) [and so * "j2 in the
present day:] or the first [or lightest and weahet]

of rain: (IlAr: [see j:] pL :l. (,IP -
Also the former, t A painful beatig ($gh, .)
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moist with sweat. (TA.)_ -[Hence,] ,

,.'Jtlt 'i~ I [The ,vater-skin sweated witih the

tater]: and it t r; : [It nveated writh

what was in it] is said of a [porous] mug, and

of a.,y (poro.us] vessel. (A.)-[IIence also,]

.t A2&, j t He gave him not anything.

(B, ].() And ; r',n said of one known to

be a niggard, t lie gave something. (HIar p. 05.)

- . is also said of a young gazelle, meaning
i Ile valiked, being trained, or accustomed, to do
so by his mother: [because the tramiing him to
walk causes him to sweat: see 2: and see also 6.]
(A.) Also, said of a gazelle, t lIe leaped, or

bounded, and exulted [or was brisk or lively or

Sptnihtlyl]. (1g.) Also, inf. n. j, said of a

young wecanedl camel, t lie became strong: [sce,
again, 5 :] and the inf. n. is metaphorically usced
in relalon to small clouds [napp. wIleni they collect
togethler to give rnin]. (L.)~ Sec also 2, as said
of a she-camnel.

a. [ ,) app. lIe, or it, caused to sareat: this

seems to I,e the p,rimary signification, wlhence the

o,ther significations here following.]- - -"

1Ij, inf. n. She (a gazelle) trained, or

accustomel, her young one to walk, so that he

as cauMted to sneat ( [perhiaps a mistrans-

cription for &,- so that hesnt)eated]): (A,TA:)

or she (n wild nnimal), when her young one

became able to tvalk, walked with him, until, or

to that, he in-as caused to smeat (j ; r i )
nnd became strong. (Mtr, on the auliority of

Kli, in Dl)c Saey's "Chlrest, Ar.," see. ed., iii.

231.)- t She (a camel) rubbed the root of her

young one's tail, and pushed h;m on with her

head; and nent before him, and wsaited for him
nntil he overtook her; and somnetimes gently urged

h iui on, and foillowed himn; as also V "a j and

inf. n. as above, t She (n mothler) fed her child

writh a little milk, putting it into his mouth by

little and little, until he became strong enough to

suck. (S, TA.) -- A.cS also signifies J A doe-

gazelle's licking her young one so as to re-

move the moisture that was upon it at thie time

tf its blirth; (]g, TA ;) and so te.. (TA.) -

-1;C (A, TA,) or , inf. n. as above,

(Mhb,) ! It (the moisture, or dew, A, M 9b, TA,

or the rain, TA) fostered the herbage. (Myb,

TA.)- 1J J t llIe fed his chlild Ivell.

(Mir, on the authority of Kh, in Do Sacy'e

"Chlrest. Ar" ubi snil,'.) - And r:;, (~, A,

j,) inf. n. as above, (1., TA,) S RHe was reared,

bronght up, or educated, anid rendered fit, (~, A

, TA,) and prepared, (TA,) c. . [for th,

thing], and j,11 [for the affair], (TA,) o0

;,jj), [Jfor the offcc of rezeer], (g,) or , J

[.for the ojfice of hing], (n,) or ai J [foi

the offc of hhalefeh]; from W..J j in th,

sense ezpIl. in the econd sentence of this parm

graph; (A;) or ti¶MJ '' means Tke rva

made the ap)pointed succesor of the halcecfh:

(TA:) and IM! eM V r l and t' ..- 9 [Such

a one was reared, &c., for such a thing]. (A,

TA.) And WJt . , (A,) inf. n. as above,

(s,) t *le managed, or tended, or took care of,
his property, or cattle, well. (A, ].) It is said

in a trad., c_. ; _ meaning They

tend [the place if secd-produce thereof], and put

it into a good, or right, state, or mahe it to trire,
in order to its becoming productite; like as is

done to grape-vines and palm-trees. (TA.)

4. rgjl, intrans.: see 1, first sentence._

-V; t She (a camel, and a woman,) hrad a
young one that associated, or kept company, it it
her, wtvalhing with her and behind her, and not

fatiguing her: or had a young one that had

become strong. (L.) = t.j --.. J1, said of a

camel:_and 1is ;j A1: see 2.

6. rj3: see 1, first sentence. Also tHe

(a young weaned camel) was, or became, strong

enough to rvalk, or able to mvalk wvith strength:
(S, ]:) or became strong, and walked tvith his

mother. (Aa, S.) [See 1.] - See niso 2, in tbe

middle of the paragraph. - ; r, [or

.LJ] tT1he herbage becanmefostered by moisture

or dew. (M 9b.)_-.iD &i r : see 2, near

the end of the paragraph.

10. "'1 1 t T itr [barley-grass termed]

l ESb grew tall. (.)'_ *l ja4-, so

in most of the copies of the ]i, (TA,) [and so in
the L,] t They foster the _~, in or der that it

may grow large: (L, K;:) in some of the copies

of the 15 1 [i. e. the lamb.s, or kids, &c.]:
(TA:) the place thereof is termed r'P

(1P:) or s t signifies the place, or

tract of ground, that fosters the ~. (L)

And jjii j ;, so in all the copies of the
l but some in which is found JJ1i, (TA,)

t They ,vait for the herbs, or leguminoust plants,

(or the plants caUed Ji;,) to grow tall, in order

that-they may pasture thereon. (1g.)

a The noisture of sfoeat upon the body.

(A, TA.) [And tFIuide, or natter, xcauded:

That sweats much. (TA.)

,hi [as an inf. n. of un., A sweat, or a

sw eating: a meaning indicated, though not ex-
pressed, in the A._ Hence, app., tA dew, or

ifall of de from the sky. - And hence, as being

,likened thereto, Ai gift]. You say,' a lieai

;,: . I [He gave name a gift foman his atore oJ

bounty]. (A.)

J tA welU containing little water:

r (TA:) [pl 5i]
en o Sweat. (AA, s, or)et co ait

- plant: (i:) or tplants, or herbage, upon th

s urface of the ground. (L)

~tj' .~ t A butter-skin that sweats much.

(A in art. -.)

r'A 1 naeating; exuding sweat. (A,* Mb.)

-tA mountain moist in the loner part, (I,

TA,) and at the base of gwhich there sometimes

collects a little wtater: when this is much [in
comparisen with what thus collects, though still

little abstractedly], it is termed Jji: (TA:) pl.

~ Jj;. (1.) - t lYlat one sees, like swat,

running in the interstices betneen stones. ,

TA.) You say, Jljl e& :1
~. l S [I[owu great a di.ffercne is there between

the overflowing Euphrates and a little water that

di.stils scantily in interrupted dros .from a rock

or mountain, appearing, like sweat, running in

the intersicCs between stones!]. (A, TA.) - The

pl. 1t, also signifies t The 0J2 [which means

a m,all teat in excess], (1R,) or tho f',e [or

teats], (TA,) of a ewe or she-goat, particularly.
(K, TA.) - And the sing., t A young gazelle
that tnalks, being trained, or accustomed, to do so

by his mother, so that he is cansed to sweat. (A.)
And t A young weaned camel that has become

strong enough to walk, or able to n.alk with

strength: (S, ]:) or that has become strong,

(As, S, L,) and walks with his mother: (AV, :)

pl. w. (L.)-And ! What creeps upon the

earth, of such as are termed its bAL: and its

~Lm.. (K, TA.) - See also 

'1 [.lIore, and most, sweating]. [Hence,]

11 rjI - t lie is most laryely endoned with

shar?ness, or acuteness, of mind, or trith quickness
of intelligence, utniderstandiny, sagacity, skill, or

knowledge: (]K, TA :) as thloughl sweating tiere-

with. (TA.)

'jr ~(, L, .- ,) or t r . (so in one of my

copies of the .K,) t A she-camel having a yoltng
one that has becotne strong enongh to nralk, or
able to n'alhk with strength: (S, ] :) or haring a

young one that has become strong, and that walks

with her: (Ag, S:) or haring a young one that

associates, or keeps rompany, wtith her, walking

with her and behind her, and not fatiguing her:

or having a young one that has become strong:

and in like manner a woman: or ach signifies,

as also t 1;, applied to a she-camel, as a pos-

sessive epithet, having a young one of which she

rubs the root of his toil, pushing him on with her
head; and before which she goes, and raitsfuor
him to overtake her; and irhich she sometines

r gently urges on, andfollows. (L.)

;. P and ' 'a4 The inner coerting that is

beneath the felt cloth of a horse's saddle; so
called because it imbibes the sweat: (L:) or the

thing that is beneath the ;e [q. v. in art j'].

(S, L, K.)

.;. .: see the next preceding paragraph.

c: rsee - .

.see 10, in two plae.
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1. ,xl, nor. A; and ',;, aor. ; (S, A, L,
Myb, 1 ;) the former of which is the better known
and the more chaste; (TA;) inf. n. U,, ($, L,
Mqb, g,) which is of the former, (., L,) and
o,j, (S, L, Msb, ]g,) which is of the latter, (S,
L, M9b,) and ;t;, (L, 1X,) which is also of the
latter verb, (TA,) or this last is a simple subst.;
(MiSb;) He took, or followed, a right way or
course or direction; (g,A, L, Mgb,] ;) as to a
road, and also ns to an affair: (L:) [and often
relating to religion; meaning he held a right
belief; was orthodox :j and l ,_l signifies the
same: (L, :) you say, 6.F 5 ,b ,, meaning
He took, or followed, a right way to conduct his
affair: and oj.;; 14;, meaning He took, orfol-
lowed, a right course in his affair; this latter

being a phrase similar to and j; and 1; ..
&c. (L.) Some say that ,j' relates to the things
of tle present life and to those of the life to come;
and , j, only to those of the life to come: but
this distinction does not accord with what has
been heard from the Arabs, nor withi readings of
the ]ur-lin, in which some read ,, and others
,. in several verses. (MF.) The form.:r also
signifies The continuting in thite n.ay of truth, or
the right way, with self-constraining firinness in
so doing. (J.) One says to the traveller, ,A..,f
[Afayest thou take, or follow, the right way].
(A.) -[See also ,js below.]

2. j, inf. n. LeM, said of a lidee, or

judge, i. q. l. . [meaning Hc pronounced
him to be one jho took, or followed, a right wray
or dourse or direction: or to be one who held a
right belief; to be orthodox]. (Msb.) - See also
what next follows.

4. ,ol (S, A, L, Msb, g) and * .,, (L,)
said of God, (S,L, g,) and of a governor, or
commander, (L,) [or of any man,] He mnadc him,
or caused him, to take, or follow, a right n way or
course or direction; or he directed him aright, or
to the right way or course or direction; (S, A,*
L, Mob,* S ;.) .;JI J and - i.- and ~; [to the
thing]: so says AZ: (Msb:) [often relating to
religion; meaning he made him, or caused him,
to hold a right belief; to become orthodox.] See
also the next paragraph.

10. , -*'-- : see 1. - Also lIe sought, or
desired, the taking, or follUowing, a right way or
course or direction. (So accord. to some copies
of the ].) - And H4,l He desired of him
the taking, or folUoning, a right way or course or
direction: (L, and so accord. to some copies of
the 15, and the TA:) or he asked, demanded, or
desired, of him, direction to the right way.
(MA.) You say, * Z-I Pt .:o. [I aked,
demanded, or dered, of Aim, direction to the
right way, and Ae dircted me to the right way)
(A, MSb) &,ml t! and '4J and 4 [to the
thing]: so says AZ. (Msb.)

;j an inf. n. of 1. (S, L, Myb, IS.) - [As a
simple subst., Rectitude.] Also Maturity of in-

tellect, and rectitude of actions, and good manage-
ment of affairs. (TA in art. wil: see 4 in that
art.) [Hence, 6` U Ile attained to years of
discretion, when he was able of himself to take,
or follow, a right way or course: a phrase of
frequent occurrence.]

, bj : see the next paragraph, in four places.

Zji A mode, or manner, [and 't o.j an act,]

of .:j [or right procedure; &c.]. (IHam p. 463.)
[Hence,] . -L --, (.S, A, L, Msb,) and Sj,. j,

(L, 1,) and *t;2j, (L, Mob, K,) the latter
accord. to AZ and Fr, and said to be the more
chaste, but the former allowable accord. to Ks,
and preferred by Th in the Fs, (L, TA,) [and
seems to be the more common,] I ie is, or was,
trueborn; (A, Msb ;) coNtr,. of ait, (S, L, I,)
or ji;, (Fr, TA,) and 4il. (AZ, Fr, TA.) And

t 'oS h iJ j ; [or o:4 i. c. Ile was not true-

born]. (Fr, TA.) And o* J. lJ S Thns is an
offspring of alid marriage. (TA.) And &it
. .;A 5i IJj S [Ile claimed, as his, a child
not lawfully begotten, or not trueborn]. (TA,
from a trad.)

&o._j: sce :l.

.st; an inf. n. of 1, (L, K,) or a simple subst.,
(Msb,) [signifying Right procedure; or the adop-
tion, or pursuit, of a right way or course or
direction; as to a road, and also as to an affair:
and often meaning right belief, or orthodoxy:
in both these senses] contr. of L.4, (S, A, Msb,)
and of Jj : (Meb :) and t q.Aj is a subst.

syn. with ;u;. (L, K.') . ,p v* i.q.
9JaJI, (.K,) in the dial. of El-'Ir.k; (TA;) they
gave it this name as one of good omen, because

ja~ is syn. with JA._: (1. :) [L1: and ,
are names given to several species of Cress; and

.1LJ .,_ seems to mean the seed ofL.O.j: accord.
to Golius, on the authority of Ibn-BcytAr, .Uj
is the name of the nasturtium: accord. to Delile,
(Flor. BEgypt., nos. 576,580,571,584, and 610,)
it is the Arabic name of the lepidium sativum of
Linn.; the lepidium hortense of Forsk.: and the
cochMearia nilotica: .)l ;tl , i. e., na4turtium
maritimum, that of the cahile maritima of Tour-
nef.; Deaf., a pinnatifida; the bunias cakile of
Linn.; the isatis pinnata of Forsek.: . .Lmil,

that of the lunaria parviJflora: and.Jl ;t, i.e.,
nasturtium deserti, that of the ial;hanus recur-
vatus of Persoon; the raphanus lyratus of Forsk.]

J,A;: see J .- o.e4, , of the measure ~.~
in the sense of the measurc J,l, (L,) as an
epithet applied to God, means The Director to
the right way: (L, K :) and lie who appoints,
or ordains, wrell that which lie appoints, or
ordains: ( :) or lle whose regulations are con-
ducted to the attainment of their ultimate oljects
in the right way, without any one's aiding in
directinfg their course aright. (L.)

1; and ; Taking, or following, a right
way or course or direction [as to a road, and also
as to an alffair: and often meaning holdiog a right
belief; or orthodox]. (A, Msb.) One says to a

traveller, e~ 1^:; [May God make thee to be
a taker, orflloower, of a right rway; one directed
arigl,t]. (A.) And one says, *t. t , ns mean-
in,g .1; [0 thou who takhest, or foUoet, a
right ,way &c.]. (L) ;jj.etl t1k.WJl [The
Khaleefehs who took, or follored, a right courar,
or the orthodox Khaleefehs,] is an appellation
specially applied to Aboo-Bekr, 'Omar, 'Othmin,
and 'Alee; Iut applicable also to any others of
the Imams who purslued the same course as those

· .
four. (L.),- .l A1 a surname (g) applied to

The female rat or tnose (;AWI). (, K..)

.x,fl L4tpWI is like .q I [i. e. The more, or
most, direct roaMl]. (S.)

,jI.dl, a pl. without a sing., like .. ,w. and

.L, (L,) Tlle right places to w,hich roanl.

tend; syn. 3jJaJI l.i.. ($, L, 15.) You say,

.a4W,I Ji Ls; [. (ye directs to the right
places to which roads tend]. (A.)

1. 'AS, aor. J and , inf. n. ., (M,A,O,
M:b, g,) [and app. Je5 also (whicih sec below),
and j.43, whiich has an intensivo sigification,
mentioned by Freytug as occurring in the "lMao-
yoorah" of Ibn-Dureyd ;] and j, aor. , (AA,
0, V,) inf. n. JI,j; (. ;) iHe suched it in, (~,
MA, O, ],) namely, water, (MA, I;,) and the
saliva of a girl, (IAar, 0,) iwith the twvo lips;
(MA;) as also t :-'tl (S, 1AA, 0,0 K) and
· A4, (S,* MA, O,* K) and * . and t .j::
(IAnr, O, I :) or he took it, namely, water, with
the tnwo lips in a manner exceediny that which is.

termed a.: (M:b:) and J (Msb,) or
;ll and ., (g,) inf. n. Oj, (IF, 0,) he
drank to the uttermost what was is the vessel,
not leaving in it anything: (IF,' 0,' Myb, ]:)
or, accord. to some, t.Uj signifies the sucking in
the water of the mouth in kissing: (Har p. 271:)
you say, t1klj, meaning he sucked her (a girl's)
saliva from her mouth: (IApr, L in art. -e:)
and * 1Ljl he kimed her and sucked in her
saliva; from J..j [i. e. ,Uj] meaning "saliva:"
and t ~i:3 signifies he sucked in much: (.lar
p. 231:) or i.q. s . (0.) It is said in a
prov., rl OfJI, i. e. The suching in (t jJ)
of water by little and little is mnost effectual to
quench thirst. (?, O, ~.)

2 : see above.

5: see 1, in three places.

8: see 1, in two places.

1;j A small quantity of water remaining in
a watering-.trough, or tank: the surface of the
water, which the camels suck in with their mouths.
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(Lth, 0, 1.) - Saliva. (iHar p. 231: but there
without the vowel-igns.)

j4j; snwt in the mouth; mseet-mouthed; [as
though her saliva were sucked in by her lover
because of its sweetness;] applied to a woman.

(i, 0, Myb, V.) - Also Dry in the .i; so
al'pplied. (IApr, 0, 18.) - And A she-camel that
eats with her lil,. (AV, O, }.)

>*,; an inf. n., [like j,,] (Ltla, 0,) The
taking of water with the tivo lips; (Lth, 0, K ;)

exceeding what is termed ~. (Lth, 0.)

[.L.4. An instrument with which one sucks
in water &c. Its pl. .il~ is used in the present
day as meaning The lips: thus in the phrase

i .s., a . ;1!M A woman sweet in the lips;
a sweet-lipped woman.]

(This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and
TA to which I have hand access.]

JJ
, Mb,) or (M,).*, (M,

nr?1.,) or Sd it, .~L , K ,' (, M ,) aorr'(f,

M, 91),) intf. n. ,j; (8, M, Mqb, ] ;) as also
tV;:jt (M 9b) [or ,*ljI]; lie shot, or shot at,
himn, or them, with the arrow, or with the arrows,
and other things. (i, A, Mb, g.) It is said in

a tmd..1 C" > .. s,l IJ [Vcrily it is
harder upon them, or more severe or distresing
to them, than the shooting of arrows at them].
(TA.) - And : .t t lIe cast his look at
them. (M.) - See also 4, in two places. . lj,
(g, M, Msb, g,) inf. n. 1, (S, M, Msb,) lie
(a man) was, or became, goodly, or bea.tiffnl, and
slender, in stature, or person: (S, J :) or he (a
boy) wams, or became,just in proportion, (T, A,)
a,ddsender; (A;) and in like manner 'L;., is
sid of a girl: (T:) or he (a boy, M, or a person,
M 9b) was, or became, light, or active, (M, MNb,)
in Ais work; (MNb;) and in like manner :
is said of a girl. (M. [See also 5.])

a. ~U,5, (Mobeet, IV,) inf. n. ;:wU" , (Mobeet,)
t lie went, or ran, with hi,n; or vied with himtn

in going, or running; syn. jk. (Moh.ce, 1.)

[And] S~. " ; 1; H vied with me (1;)
in going to the place to which I was repairing.
(A, TA.)

4. j:l Hle shot in one direction; (Zj, ;*)
as also v .1;. (Zj, O.) - See also 1. - t He
loohed sharply, or intently, or attentirely: (,

] :) [and] i.; , inf. n. J..j;', she looked
sharply, &c.; said of a woman, and of a ;Is. [or
wild cow]. (M.) You say, ;) AI 1 :.:ji t [I
lookeed sharply, &c., or] I raised, or cast, my
eyes, and looked, at, or tomards, the party, or

company of men; (L;) and so .jI * -;.
(JK.) And t 01 Jt1 'a $; I t7le she-
gazelle looked sharply, or intently, or attentitvely,
at the object of hler want. (A, TA.) A8 some

say, (hMI,) 4 .l ,.j signifies : The she-gazellc
extended, or stretched out, her neck. (~, M, 1,

TA.) _ I,. t, said of a bow, t Ilown light, and
swvif in the flight of its arrow, is it J (g, TA.)

se
6. %9l ) j ,p He was, or became, sharp in

the affair. (M. [See also 1, last signification.])

;d9 : see the next paragraph, last sentence.

tj' a subst. from 1 in the first of tie senses
explained above: (g, ,:) [i.e. as signifying] A
bout (;l6 ) of the shooting of arronws; (T, M,
TA;) when persons, competing in shooting, shoot
all the arroms that they have with them and then
return [to the butt]: (T, TA:) and a direction
in which arrows are shot, (S, M, Msb, .,) when
the people, all of them, shoot all the arroans:

(Msb:) pl. ,tL4I. (Mob, TA.) You say, Ua
* (S, K*) or U%i: 1iy;, (Msb,) or li lyiJ

I... and .. l jj LiC, (M,) WVe shot, all of
us, [a bout,] in one direction; (S, .1;) or they
shot, (M, Msb,) all of them, (Msb,) [a bout,] in
one direction, with all their arrows. (M, Msb.)
And it is said in a trad. of Fudaleh, . LS

Uj31 LS,~. [Hte used to go forth, and shoot
bouts]. (TA.) Accord. to IDrd, 'l signifies
The arronws themseltes that are shot. (Msb.)
Also The [stridulous] sound (rf the pen (Lth, M,
Z, K) when one writes with it; (Lth, M;) and
so t . (LLthl, M, Z, .i.)

~,j: see the next paragraphl but one, in two
places.

t s:;: see the next paragraph, in two places.

Aic±, pt*s ? A swmipJ-shooting bow; (JK, A,
1 as;) also t , (JK) and t V . (0, k..)

_ ; .I& and ' J.lj t [A period] quich [in
pasing]. (JK.)- _ applied to a boy, (T,
TA,) or to a man, (S, ,) and t w., (JK,)
and i'; applied to a girl, (T, TA,) Jtst in pro-
portion, (JK, T, A,) and slender: (A, TA:) or
goodly, or beautiful, and slender, in stature, or
person: (S, K :) or a. (M, Msb) and V 1.',
(M) signify a boy, (M,) or a person, (Myb,) light,
or active, (M, Msb,) in his tvork; (Msb;) and
in the same sense are applied to a girl: (M :) the
pl. [or rather quasi-pl. n.] of j ;is t v , (1g,)

like as...l is of, and j of. (TA.)

;:1; Shooting. (Car p. 3i7.) _ 1j i. q.

-O ., i.e. r 5 [lit. An arrow having pro-

pulion; meaning shot; the latter word being]
of the class of [possessive epithets, such asJ O~W

and;.m5. (lIar p. 82.)

tj . . An erect neck. (M.)

~:,, applied to a woman, (JK, M,) and to a
she-gazelle, (M,) or to a wild animal [of any
kind], (JK,) HIaving her young one rwith her;
(JK, M;) as thoughi she were always watching
it, (JK.) - [Also t lIaving a stretched out, or
long, neck. Hence,] , .l, 1 t [The long-neched
one] is used as meaning the gazelles: but is not
applied to the [wild] oxen or cows, because of

[Booz 1.

the shortness of their necks: these are called by

Aboo-Du.id ! U:;lI . [lit. the sons, or

daughters, (for ,o:l applied to irrational animals
is pl. of * 3, as well as of ,A,) of the paternal
uncle of the long-necked ones, i. e., of the gazellce]:
he says,

meaning [And verily I hare frightened] the wild
oxen or conws [having maggings of the tail]. (L.)
- See also the paragraph commencing with .9'j

a:;.j, in two places.

[ai:. His explained by Golius, on thi authority
of Meyd, as signifying A ring used in shooting,
by means of which the thumb, it being furnished
therewith, more easily draws the tighter sort of
bon-string.]

1..;, (S, 19,) aor. ', inf. n.,,,, (S,) He

stamped, or sealed, wheat. (1, K. [Seeoo, .])
-And He wrote; (g, TA;) ;il [upon it],
and ,! [to him]: accord. to the copies of die 1,

like 't,j; but this is a mistake for ;;., with the
unpointed ,, [and without teshdeed]. (TA.)

2: se above.

4: see the next paragraph. _1 It (land)
showed its herbage. (TA.) - And She (a wild
cow) saw and delMstured the .Aj, (g, TA,) i. e.
theft that appeared of the herbage: the epithet
applied to her is ,V [without ;]. (TA.)

8. .jlJI, in the copies of the K erroneously
written r ;I, [is expl. as meaning] I1e stamped,
or sealed, his vresd with the .,,,;: thus in the
saying of El-Awshk, as some relate it,

but accord. to others, ..J;lj. (TA. [See art.

,;j: Bsee what next follows.

i iq. q; [A marh, an impresion, &c.];
(Aboo-Turhb, g, TA; [in the C1P °;.il is erro-

neously put for is ';]) as also t -; (19, TA;)
like.; (Aboo-Turab, TA) and : [q. v.]. (S,
Myb, IS, all in art. ,w.) And [particularly]
The mark, or impresion, &c., (.Ap,) of rain, upon
the ground. (g.) - And The first that appears
of herlfbage; (ISk, s, ;) as also t.;;. (TA.)

.W. i. q ,. (.S, , TA) as meaning The
[small engraved] tablet, (?, TA,) or the stamp, or
seal, (1g, TA,) with which collections of wheat or
corn [in their repositories] are stamped, or sealed;
(;, TA;) as also ;.* A1j. (AA, 15.) And The
thing mith rwhich [the mouth of] a uel is
stamped, or sealed; (];) and t signifies
[the same; or] a stamp, or seal, with which the
head [or mouth] of a [large jar such as is called]

l.t. is stamped, or saled: (TA in art. j :) as
alio.J (M and ]p in that art.) and ;,- : (!
in that art.:) or a stamp, or seal, in a general

, -CY) CJ
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m e; U albo U. (M in that art.) 8e
abo ,0.

.,*;Jj: see the next preceding paragraph, ii
two places.

· 0*

',_,, an epithet applied to a wild cow: see 4.

L j,., (8, , TI,) [in the C15 . , there
said to be like ..J,] aor. and inf. ns. as in the
next'sentence, (TIC,) He (a man) came to afeasi
uninvited thereto, and entered without permission.
(,, . [See , below.]) - And

culI, (, ,) aor. ', (g,) inC. n. and -
(., H,) He (a dog) put his head into the vessel,
(., ], TA,) to eat and drink. (TA.)

' A turn, or time,for the taking of water;
( ;) so in the M; (TA;) as also V ,. (C1.)

-rj: see what next precedes.
* is *.-.

J& . Sheep, or goats, pasturing and
drinking at pleasure, amid abundance of herbage,
and plenty. (v.)

l; ij.q. q.; ui; (S., . ;) i.e. One who comes
to a feast uninvited thereto: he who watches for
the time of food, and then goes in to the party
when they arc eating, is tcrnned .j.. (S.)
And One who eats all that is upon the table of

food; syn. .- : in the 1.,. 4 it is erroneously

put for,.i*JI. (TA.) Also A snall gfit to the
pupil of the etL, [or goldsmith]; in l'Pers. called
AJpl:bu [correctly £Jljj,5 ]- (K- [o. L

In the C]C is a mistake for ; ... l.])
* - *-.-
's.tjj i.q. ;j [i.e. A window; so in the

present day; or a mural aperture; an aperture
;n a mall or chamber]: (., ]:) [arabicized:] in

Pers. O ;. (KL, PS.) Also i. q. .; [q. v.;
app. here meaning A kind of arched construction,
upon which are placed vessels and other utensils
.c. of the houe]. (TA.)

1. L";, said of a young bird, It stretched forth
tts head to its mother in order that she alould
put food into its beak. (Abu-l-'Abb.s [Th],
Mqb, TA.) -Hence, [accord. to Tb, but see

.:,, below,] ;:;, (., Mgh, Myb, I,) aor. :jj
inf. n. _;j, (., M9b,) lIe gave him a a;5 [or
bribe]. (.,0 Mgh, Myb, IC.) [See also 3.]

3. ;l, (~, ISd, ]p,) inc U. D , (TA,) i. q.
IZ5 [He bribed him; (see also 1l;) or endea-
voured to conciliate him; or did to him a thing
in order that he (the latter) might do to him (the
former) another thing]: (g :) and ;_. [app. as
meaning hA treated Aim, or behaved towards him,
with partiality]: (ISd, ]K:) or jUL [he aided
him, or assisted Ahim]. (.)

i. .tsIl , He put a ,Z [or rope].to the
bucket. (., I8d, .)_- [Hence,] ,1 said of

.AWJ w

e the eolocynth [or any similar plant (see :4,)
tIt extenzided its rope-like branches [or stalks]

n (AzC, S, B1g TA.)m jcsj, 1u1 , (9 , ,) inf.n
'l:, (S,) I made the youny camel to suck, or tU
be suckled. (S, 5.)

5. *C3 He was soft, tender, gentle, bland, oi
mild, towards him; or he treated him with gentles
nes, or blandishlment. (@, ISd, 1.)

8. U;:;1 He took, or received, a v.3 [or
bribe], (9, Mgh, Msb, K(,) dZfrom him. (Mgh.)

10. L; ,l lIe sought, or desired, to be suck.
led; said of a young camel. (?,1.)-And

, i i. hl* i1 sHe drew forth rwhat wa 
in the udder. (As, TA.) - [Hence, probably,]
e.%. y Ly.l He sought, or desired, or de-

manded, a ;L, [or bribe] in the case of his de-
ciding judicialy, for his doing so [agreeably with
the desire of the briber]. (S, 1,* TA.)

I * and e (T, S, M, Mgh, Mob, O ) and
t_4, (Ltb, K(,) of which the first is that which is
the most commonly used, (TA,) i. q. JU, [as
meaning A bribe]; (15, TA;) i. e. (TA) a thing
that one give to a judge, or to another person, in
order that he may judge in his [the giver's]
favour, or to ineite him to do what he [the giver]
desires; (Mob, TA;) or a means of attaining that
which one wants, by bribery; not including what
is given as a means of obtaining a right or re-
pelling a wrong; for it is related on the authority
of several of the leading doctors of the Tabi'ees
that there is no harm in a man's bribing for the
defence of himself and his property when he fears
being wronged; so says IAth: and Lth explains
the last of these three words as meaning an act of
bribery: (TA:) accord. to Abu-l-'Abbas [i. e.
Th], (TA), the former meaning is from Cl said
of a young bird, explained in the first sentenee of
this art.: (Mob, TA:) or it is from .l1j, (I Ath,
Mgh, TA,) signifying "that by means of which
one obtains water," (lAth, TA,) or " the rope of
th'e bucket :" (Mgh :) or, accord. to ISd, the
reverse of this is the case: (TA:) the pl. (of the
first, Msb, TA) is l o; or ' and (of the second,

Msb, TA) 13 or ' . (S, Msb, K, T.A.)

:tl:j A rope: (S, Mob, X(:) [or a well-rope;
i. e.] the riope of the bucket: (Mgh :) and V

also, with kesr, has the same meaning as 4.,:
(15:) hence it would seem that this is generaliy
the case; but they have expressly declared that
the latter word has not been heard except in
relation' to the like of an enchantment, or a fas-
cination: so says MF, pointing to the saying of
LI, that among the phrases of women who en-
chant, or fascinate, men is i,i#ZA
.U.js jia. iJI [I have enchanted him, orfas-
cinated him, with a gourd, filled wvith nater,

pnud by a rope, or well-rope]; and that
.L:,3, meaning a rope, is not thus said except in
this enchantment, or fascination: accord. to ISd,
the last radical of AZ.: is judged to be.j because
one obtains water by means of the U.lj, like as
one obtains the thing sotght by means of the

3] a.Z; which is the reverse what has been sid
above, that a3,ll is from .L,)l: (TA:) the pl. is

t. . (S, Mgh, Msb, 15.) .-;, jl is also the
o name of t A Aansion of the Moon; (5, TA ;)

[the Twenty-eighth, which is the last, of the Mlan-
sions of the AIloon;] so called as being likened to
a rope; (TA;) [the northernfish, of the contel-
lation Pisces, together with the star s of Andro-
meda; or, moro correctly, 8 and c, with some
neighbouring stars, ofPitces;] a group of many
stars, in theform of a fish, with the tail towarlds
the south and the head toards the north;
(gzw ;) many small star, in the form of a fish,
called [also] Jl j4, in the narel of rrhich
is a bright star, which the moon makes one of its
mansions; (., TA';) [or including .~jm.JI 4,
rchich is in the navel of Andromeda; for] g *
Z!&JI is the name of the bright star [#] that ;is
above the dra)pry round the waist ofAndromeda:
(zaw, descr. of Andromeda :] .LJI is also called
Z5J,It 4b. (TA in art. ,.U.) [See.an jt.U,
in art. Jj;.]

A A young camel; syn. j . (1.) [See
4, last sentence.]

1 ,_; The giver of a .yA [or bribe]: hence the

[May God curie] the girer of a a,.;, who aids
another to dlo what is wrong, and the receirer
thereof, anl himn who is aygent between them two,
demanding more for this or less for this. ([Ath,
TA.)

"ti,: see 'tj, first sentence.

. ,... IThe receiver f a ;A, [or bribe]. (lAth,
TA.) [See an cx. above, voce A1t.]

. ,F,-_ A seeker, desire., or demandeler, tf a
;.j [or bribe]. (TJ.) Hence, (TC,) one say,

-o. * .I', [in the TA jlJ i .i'] i. c.

3,1._U Wd &1 [app. meaning t FVerily thou
art obedient to such a one, subtervient to thlat
which gives him happiness]. (], TK.)

1. .o (, M, A, Mgh, Msb, ,) aor. £, inf. n.
,.~j, (., M, M .l,,) lle stuck it (a thing, ', Mgh)
together, one part to another, (,, A, Mgh, .C,)
so that titere might be no interstice in it; (Mgh;)
.joined it together; (Mgb, 1;) namely, a building;
(M.b;) and V:~-, (S, Mgh, g,) iuf. n.
,,~3 (S.,) signifies the same; (., Mgh, K;)
and so t -,~: (TA:) or these three verbs all
signify he fnadr it (a building)firma and compact:
(M:) or t .oj signifies he malde it (a building)
fprm and strong: (IDrd, J5:) and j, said of
anything, it was made firm, and joined together.
(ll, TA.) And hence, iJI1l Ul' .He tied
(O, [perhaps a mistranscription for .~ he stopped
up]) firmly the mouth of the 4L3 [a kind of
vessel]. (Mgh.) And .tl wj ]ar closed, or
locked, his door; as also adJ, q. v. (TA in art.

- J . _j She (a domestic hen, A, .K,
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and an ostrich, A) made her eggs even, or klel,
with her bill (A, 15) and her feet, to sit upon
them,n. (A.) - See also '.

2: see 1, in two places._ (AZ, M,)
inf. n. f, (AZ, T,) Slhe (a woman) put on,

or wore, her ,.jW [a kind of face-.ril] in such a
mlainecr that nothiig was seen but her eyes:
(AZ,, M:) as also ,-~;,, (AZ, TA,) or

..~.~j: (M:) , is nf the dial. of Temeem.

(AZ, TA.)_ - o lLfe nas importunate, or
urqent, in askhin, or bejging. (Fr, TA.)

5: see 8.

6. Il J.I, TheyJ placed themselves close together,
(Ks, ?, M, A, 1S,) in a rank, (9, Mgh, Mgb, ]I,)
in prayer, (A, TA,) and in battle, (TA,) to that
there was no intervening tpace among them;
(Ks;) nas also Vt1jil: (A:) they placed them-
selves in a rank, or in ranhks, in battle, and in
prayer. (M.)

8. jL..jI :.,jl The stones were stuck, or
s't close, together; as also t .. (A.)_
Sce also 6.

R. Q..1. ";i,: see 1, in two places. -

O JI43 ) ~ .to)j heo continued, or beeame fixed
or settled, in the place. (lAir, ~.)

,.~j in tho teeth is likhe J; (M,TA;)
and ; in the teeth signifies [the same, i. e.,]
'Nearness together. (A, TA.*)~ See also the
next paragraph.

j.,L j (~, M, Mglt, Mb, 1.) and ,,,
(M1,) or tho latter is vulgar, (9,) and not allow.
able, (n,) or, accord. to AHait, it is correct, and
it is quoted by Ez-Zarkashlee, and by certain of
tlic Expositors of the F., and is the only form
mientiovcd by AXeci, (TA,) and, accord. to some
of thc nmoderns, ,o also, (MF,) and *V ,,
(M, TA,) whlichl is a contraction of the first,
(TA,) [Lead;] a certain mineral, (M,) well

hnon,; (f, g ;) i.q. 1 jg; (Mgh;) pure
Arabic; (IDrd;) so called because of the com-
pactness of its particles: (IDrd, M:) it is of two

hinds; the blach, which is [also called] .... lw, and
j1 or j1 [accord. to different copies of the 15];

and nwhite, which is [also called] ,a, and.j.. ;
[wlhichl is applied in the present day to tin, and
peutcre]: if a little thereof [of the former kind
thereof accord. to the TA] be thrown into a
cooking-pot, its flesh-meat will never become
thoroughlly cooked: and if a tree be encompassed
by a ring thereof, its fruit will not drop, but will
become abundant: (]:) and Abu-l-IIoseyn El-
MIcdiinee says, it used to be said, the drinking
from a veul thereof is a security against the
colic: (TA:) t LL;j signifies a piece thereof.
(Meb.)

s : l sce tde

3-, A.S
,,o - 0: ae ol... , :

qo :: rsec ,e

e next preceding paragraph.

r~, in two places. - A

woman's [face-veil of the kind callelt] ~,W
drawn near to her eyes. (AA, S5.) -See also

3~to: sec l:;. - Also, (accord. to a copy

of the M,) or a.Lb , with teshdeed, (1g,)
Stones cleaving to the circuit of a running spring;
and sot L j..1 : (Lth, M, K :) or LoLsj [in my
copy of the A written f )L.pe] signifies a stons:
and the pi. is jJ,;, [which is reg. as pl. of
either of the above-mentioned forms without tesh-
deed but not as pl. of that with teshdeed]. (A.)

You say, ;,So,t .il A c t ,V The stones
rrere heaped together upon the grave. (A.)-

Hence, lLj, (as in the A,) or ) .l,
(accord. to the t,) t A niggard: (A, 1!:) likened
to a stone. (A.)

-;--: see L'C, in two places.

,t.;j [app., accord. to the TA, A manau-
facturer of lead: or] a seller of lead. (Mleyd, in
Golius.)

: see eLot, in two places

a..,:see :Lj. - Hard ground or land.
(1..) This is its meaning accord. to IDrd. (TA.)

W.j A man whose teeth are near together:
(M, A, JC:) fern. .loj. (M, A.) - And the fern.,
applied to a woman, Imnperia coeunti; as also

,,;.,: (M.) - _ :- L. A woman
whos thights are close togethler. (A.) - ,

A thigh that cleaves, or sticks, to its fellow.

(0, s.)

.0,oaj;l A [cap of the hind called] ;a -LJ like
a melon. (O, K.)

,'~.t*: see what follows, in two places.

.-F. A building having its everal parts
stuck together, (9, A, Mgh, TA,) so that there is
no interstice in it: (Mgh :) or a building made

firm and compact: (M:) and ',a.. signifies
tJe same; (A, Mgh, TA;) and so ' . (M,
TA.) You say also, a,} , Eggs [set]
one u,pon another. (K.)-A thing done over,

or orerlaid, ( . ,) with u.L.j; as also

t· # . (9, .) Loy..) A A well cased with
oto;. (Ibn-'Abbad, K.)

1. ,~j, (As S, A, Msb, K~,) aor. -, (As, S,
Msb,) inf. n. , (S, Msb, ) and ,j; (9, ;)
and t ;_ , (A,) and t 3, (S, K,) or
't , (A,) He sat [or lay in wait] for him

in the road, or way: [see .oj:] (A, Mab:) or
he watched, or waited,for him; (AV, 9, 1 ;) and
so Vo-pb, (A,) and A V,,~jl: (L:) [or] you

say, :,,5 i.J; eJ.;., aor. , inf. n. .j, he
oatched, or wvaited,for him [with that ,vhich was

good and otherwise]; and in like manner, o;~j

5 J,iI [he matched, or waited, for him with re-

quital]; (M;) and also 0J ,5, and t o_jl

(Ham p. 89:) or, accord. to some, you say,
;1 Jl ji , tJ1; only with ; not other.-

wise: [see this verb below:] and accord. to some,
one says, o~, meaning he watclhed, or raited,

for him; and 4o>p J t ~,jt, meaning he pre-
paredfor him the thing, or affair, or event; and
V; ';1 is ey. with ,. (M.) One says of a

serpent ([I), 5tja - - [II
watches, orliesin wait,forthe pasers-byon the road,
or way, that it may bite]: (L:) and of a beast of

prey, (9, A, y,) or of a wolf, (M,) . ,. (S,
M, A,) or tll .~i , (1,) i. e. Ie w,atches, or
waits, to leap, or spring: (TA:) and ofa she-camel,

.,Y,,3 J) ~' .J.. [She 2watcha, or waits,
for the drinhiig of the other camels, and then she

d,rinhk]; (, A ;) or o " .., .pj
[she watches, or waits, for the drinking of others,

that she may drink]. (]K.) --- a'l J3 The
land rvas rained upon by a rain such as it
termed D,~>., (8,) or by rain such as is termed

. (TA.)

3: see above, first sentence.

4. IS. L5 6.~jI li£e charged him ,vith the
watching, or guarding, of such a thing. (L.) -

See also 1, in four places. - J ~1 also simgni-
fies t HIe prepared, or made ready, [a person, or
thing,] for him, or it; (A., 9, A, 1] ;) as an
army for battle, and a horse for charging, and
property, or money, for the payment of what was

due. (A, TA.) You say, ~,L,l ;i ' ' I
prepared fop. him punishment: properly signi-
fying I put punishment in his road, or way.

(L) And Wi dZ s.j,l and j:t [I prepared

for him, good and evil]. (A.) C e.. .~,l 1I ,

occurs in a trad. [as mcanina g Un/es I ne-
pare itfor a debt that I on,e]. ($.) And [hence,
app., as seems to be indicated in the TA,] you

say, % 'l S He places
almx in kind, or good and affectionate and
gentle and considerate, treatment of his bre-
thren; [as though meaning he prepares for
himself the recompense of almu (aLjJI .ptl3, like

as one says I* meaning l$ 
s.L,) in so doing;] reckoning such treatment oJ
them as alms. (TA.) - Also S lie requited him,
or recompensed himn, with good, (L, 1], TA,)
accord. to the original application, (L, TA,) or
with evil, (L, K, TA,) as some apply it. (L, TA.)

And .,L.a~JI ,. t 1 e sk howred, or cast up,
or produced, the reckoning. (MF, from the
'Inalych.)

5: see 1, first sentence, in two lplaces.

8: see 1, in two places.

: see the next paragral)ph.

~;j: see ,1;t, in three places. Also A
road, or way; (Msb ;) and so t ,..,, (TA,) both

signify the same, (M,) and t1 &. ($, g, TA)

and t , : (TA:) and t;L4, (IAmb, g,)

or tV.*, (,) or both, (M, A,) and t;_-.
and ,.~, (A,) a place where one lies in wait, or

1
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watches, (IAmb, Q, M, A, J,) for an enemy:
(IAmb, Ii:) the pl. of .;,j is ;.;l¶; (Mb ;)
and the pl. of * '. ~ is ,` . (TA,) which
signifies also lurking places of serpents. (M, L.)
You say, 'ij. ,J J- and LGeyJi, and

' j,)eI; (A, Mqb) and .dJt (A) He lay in
waitfor him in tae way. (A, Msb.) And .Wt

A.,jt and V,t , 1,.i [I am in the place of lying
in walitfor thee], meaning thou canst not escape
me. (A.) And 'Adee says,

I [And verily deatis are in a place of lying in
wait for men, so that they cannot escape them].

](T A.) tli ye tj l.lj, in the 15ur
[ix. 5], means And lie ye in wait for them in
e#ery road, or way; (AM, TA;) accord. to Pr,
in their way to the Sacred House. (TA.) And

t,j i; 15, in the lIur [lxxxix. 13], means

Verily thy Lord is in tha way; i. e., in the way
by which'thou goest; (TA;) so that none of
thine actions escapeth Him: (Mb :) or it means
that lie watcheth, or lieth in wait, to punish him
who disbelieveth in Him and turneth away from
Him: (Zj, TA:) or that He watcheth every man
to recompense him for his deeds: (Ibn-'Arafeh,
TA:) or, accord. to El-Agmahli, .t,q JJ is here
a name applied to thrce bridges behind the bl..;
on one of which is security; on another, mercy;
and on the third, the Lord. (L, TA.) - Also A
mall quantity of rain: (, > :) one says, ., t

-j.. [In it, nainely, the land (u,ej), is a
mtl quantity of rain]: ($:) and so t.j':
(TA:) or both signify rain that comaes after other
rain: or rain that fulls first, before other rain
coming: or thefirst of rain: or, accord. to IAir,
the former word signifies rain such as is termed

, after which other rain is lookedfor; aind
if other rain follow it, herbage is produced: one
hower thereof is termed t .. and t ~.j; the

latter mentioned by Th: (M:) or t ~.-j signi-
fies a shower, or whatfalls at once, of rain [app.

in any ease]: (1, ] :) the pl. of .; is >l
(g, M, O) and .jlj, (M,) the latter mentioned on
the authority of A'Obeyd: (TA:) [or] the latter
is pl. of L $ . (a.) - Also A small quantity
of Aerbage, (~, M, V,) in land qpon which one
hops for the fall of the rain of the season called

t&.i. (M.)

~j an inf. n. of un. of 1: pL ; , whence
the aying, , 1 ; ; ; i ', or 
S [My watchings of good conduct, or of evil, nnill
not mis thee], meaning I will requite thee for
thy deeds. (A, TA.) See also the latter part
of the next preceding paragraph, in three places.

.,~ A pitfaUfor a lion; yn. l. (1,1 .)
.- And A ring of bran, or of jlMer, ip tahe
thon~ (or cors] by meant of which the sword is
,uspeb,e (i*)

AJ bee ~dj, in the latter pert of tih para-
graph.

a ,,,
..J~.J One who lies in wait for men in the

way, to take their property unjustly; (Msb;)

yn. with the Pers. i's ; and so V ;,. (Meyd,
accord. to Golius [who, however, explains the
Pers. word as meaning vim ecustos, et vectigalium
pro tranitu ecactor; whichl I do not think to be
here intended thereby].)

;"i~ A she-camel that watches, or wtaits, for
the drinking of others, (S, A, V,) and then her-
self drinhs, (?, A,) or that she may drinh. (v.)

; A beast of prey, (S, A, K,) or a wolf,
(M,) that watches, or waits, to leap, or spring.
(S, M, A, 1g.) And A serpent (A.) that watches,
or lies in wait, to bite persons pasing along the
road, or way. (L.)

,SG; Snares, or traps, prepared for catching
l,eats of prey; as also ;JGj. ('Arram, L.)

>t: see qS j

.t; Sitting [or lIuind in wait] for one in the
road, or way: (Mqb:) or watching, or waiting;

±*LJfor a thing: ( :) or one lying in wait, or
in a place of watching, or in a road or way, for
the purpone of guarding: (Mgh:) pl. ,

(F,) and t ;, like as is pl. of ,
(Mgh, Msb,) and ,j_ of ,a.; (Mgh ;) or

[rather] .j is syn. with l , cs,. A,* ,)
or with [wl3 ., [which has the same mean-
ing,] and is a quasi-pl. ni., (M,) a word like ,m.
(~, A) and .. , (A,) and used alike as sing.
and pl. [and masc.] and fem.; and sometimes
they said s!lG; ( ;) and o, j also is used as a
pl. of ,.,tj, agreeably with analogy; (Mgh;)

and .J likewise appears to be a pl. of the same.

(11am p. 415.) One says, 1- ,U ,

4;nj . L1 e.14 & > i e. [Such a onesfears]
an enemy lying in wait [before him, and pursuers
behind him]. (A.) By ' l~,j in the ]ur lxxii.
last verse but one, are meant watchers over an
angel sent down with a revelation, lest one of the
jinn, or genii, should overhear the revelation and
acquaint therewith the diviners, who would ac-
quaint other men therewith, and thus become
equal to the prophets. (M, L.) - Hence, (TA,)
.oljJ is an appellation of The Lion. (., TA.)

0.... ...

: see .~j, in six places.

/ [i. q. .n/l;]. One says, . J U1,

,u WSI& j.s jLLk. t [I am watching, or
waiting, for thee, on account of thy bene.ficence,
that I may requite thee for it]. (Lth, A.) -

;,, ujl Land in which is a small quantity

(~j, M) of herbage: (M, V:) or land which
has been rained upon, and which it is hoped will
produce Aerbage: (A[n, M, V:) and land upon
which ha faUm a rain such as is termed ~;
(M;) and so V" i; : (%,M:) or, accord. to
some, one should not say ;;Yj nor ; ,
but A . .l and ,'. (M.)

)L.: see .,m , in five placee.

·. JO. 0.6 0 0,

bje. uI: see ,-.

-,b3,: see .;, in three places

1. ; , e aor. , ($, a,) inf. n. , (p,) or,

as in the L, kj-, (TA,) It stuck, adhemd, or
clam, to it; (, ;) as also .tl. (Ibn-

'Abbad, ].) You say, li.;I l j! His tHst
were near together, (,, TA,) and stuck, adiered,
or claw, togetAer. (TA.) [8ee also the part. n.
of the latter verb, below.] - - d , , i. q.
'W Lg [app. meaning t He ept, or became
addicted to, th weu of perfume; syn. d t,):
but accord. to the TV, he rubbed, or anointed,
himelf with perfume]. (IF, B.) - 1£ ,

aor. , inf. n. j, He remained, tayed, dwelt,

or abode, in the place. (,* TA.)l ; Jl r;
He tied the thing in a complicated tteble Anot,
such as the knots of the 1.e. and the like: [or
perhaps this is a mistranscription, for Vt ; for
it is added,] when you take a thong, and tie is
it treble knots, this [action] it [temped] gj.
(TA.)

2. e.. [inf. n. of .j] The act of setting,
fixing, or putting together, [jewebls, precious
stones, gems, pearls, &c.;] syn. ,v&J. (1, ].)
[See the pans. part. n., below.] -The act of
mahing [a thing] according to a masuare; syn.

1.aE. (Ibn-'Abbid, ].) - The act of weaving
[a thing]; orforming [it] by the inserting of one
part within another; like as a bird weaut its
nest. (Ibn-'Abbid, ].) You say, i t.L .

qj;.: The bird put twigs and feathers
near together, and w with thitem its ast. (A,
TA.)_ y,aJ' t ao "- inf. n. as above, He
fwnmithed the neckla~ with jowels, precious stones,
or gemu, connected, or drawn, together, in a Myies.

(TA.) - [Hence,] in rhetoric, ;e4J1 signifies
t A kind of .,m4; (TA;) the making the wordJ
of a claum of rhyming proe, or at least two of
them, conformable in their measures, and agrecing
in their latter parts, with the corre~msponding
mords of the corresponding clause; as in the say-

ing in the ]ur [end of ch. lxxxviii], LL;l ',
.,~t_ t~zl l' : -t and the like in verse;
as in the saying of Aboo-Firs [EI-Farezda4],

(1ar p. 9.) - See also 1; last sentence.

8: see 1, first and second sentences.

,oj The button of the loop of a copy of the
.Kurdn. (AA, Z, ;gb, V.) -_ See8 also what next

follows.

I'.; The knot that is in the brile (bJ,),
by the cheuk (J ), resembling a [nall piece
of moey such as is called] .,.. (g.) - A ring,
of those wit which a sword is ornamunted: (f :)1
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or the round ornament of a sn,ord: (IDrd, K :)
or any round ring in the ornamental part of a
rrord or taddle or other thing: (IDrd, X1:') or
a plaited thong between the suspenrory thong, or
shoulder-belt, and tle scabbard, of the sword; as
also j: or [the pl. signifies] plaited thongs
in the lower parts of tie suspcnsory thongs of the
sword; and a dial. var. is with .,; (TA;) i. e.

.L., (I and TA in art. ,) on the authority
of ISh. (TA in that art.) I'hee pl. of ia..; (8, K)
in all the senses explained above (,; TA) is

,;. (s.

well words with words. (KL) - Ad The bind-
ing round an arrow well [at the part in which
the head is inserted] witih a sinew. (KL.)

4. J.jI He mized his nine (c tv) with wrhat

is termed j1 I ., i. e. water descending from
the mountains, upon the rocks. (0, .)

5: see 8.

8: see 8. -..J~l I_" l. They stood
close together, side by side, in the rank. (S, 0, .)

_,.,l3 is syn. vith . (O.)

8. %,jI It had its sereral parts put, or joined,
e1;lj Sticking, adhering, or cleaving. (AZ, L.) together, or together and in regular order; as also

r' I Adorned witlh jewels, precious stones, or
gems; applied to a crown, ard a sword: (15:)

or you say , _.- Ji ,,.* Iu meaning a crown
set with jewiel, precious stones, or gems: and

,j.. JA. a sword ornamented willth the rings
called Gj,, p!. of a; . (.)-*. , '

1JI A hore having the hairs of the fetlock

wjutt 4j 1- [meaning compacted together, as
thlough woven]: (AO, and so in some copies of
the g :) in [some of the copies of] the 15: l:

,.kw j,'. (TA.)

am.r3 ,;,L Ilis teeth are set close togetlm..
(A, TA.)

....
1. a.jL, nor. :, [or , as appears from what

Ibllows,] isnf. n. ..Lo, lie put, or joined, together,
or together and in regular order, its seoeral parts.
(M.) [licnct.l iJI.. ij, (8J, , J Mb, in the
hiM '1J,) a,,r. , inf n. as above, (S, M, Mqb,)
lie put, or joined, togsther the stones (S, O, Mqb)
in h,tillisna, or in the building or structure: ($, 0:)
or hc built, or constructed, and joined togetlur,

the st,ones. (M.) And M 1 ;i His teeth
were disposed in a regular. and an even row in
their manner of growth; as also z, [aor. -,]

i,if. n. ,.Lj. (M.) And 4.cd3 j.;j He (a man
iprayi.ng, 0, 1) put his feet together: (S, O, k :)
or .e1q.e e L C it. he put his legs near together.
(hI.) Also He boutqd it round with a thing.
(l.ar p. 376.) You say,,.Jl I ;j, inf. n. *.,
lie bound, (g, O,J,) or wo,lnd, (M,) a sinew
(4ii) upon the socket of the head of the arrow,
(Q, M, 0O, ,) when it had broken. (M.)

ga.l l."i : see above. _l also signifies
She [a woman] was small, or narrow, in the .jI

[or vulva]. (M.)n ~oj, aor. ', in. n. il;t,
said of a deed, or an action, t was firm, or
sound; or firmly, or joundly, or well, executed, or
performed. (0, 1.) [Seo also iLU; below.]

_ One ays alo, . J.;..;j ' :.l r 1A t This is a

thing, or an affair, that will not become thee, or
be suitable to thee. (., O, 1.)

2. ..,3>j [inf. n. of _i ] The putting, or
placing, treLther, or onstructing, wrell stones or
bricks in a building. (KL.) _ The connecting

t ..- 3, [or this means it had its several parts
nweU put, or joined, together, &c., (see 2, of which
it is the quasi-pass.,)] and * i.ol. (M.)

..oj Stones put, or joined, together, (S, M, O,
Msb, K,) [whether artificially or naturally, and
particularly] in a channel of rvater,: (0, :)
n. un. t UaL. (, , , MM b, , b, .) A dam con-
structedfor [the purpose of obstructing or retain-
ing] water: [such is now termed V _..; which
is originally an epitllet, but tlhus used as a subst.,
and commonly applied to a quay; and a bank,
generally of masonry or bricks, raised along the
side of a river or of a lake .c.; and any similar
maus ofmasonry:] also (i.e. .;o) tho clannel
of a [reservoir such as is termed] A~". (M.)
[Hence,] .llJ3 ,L The irater descending from
the mountains, upon the rocks. (1K.) El-'Aji.j
says,

meaning that the wine of which he is speaking
was mixed with water of a ;.Aj [or ledge of
rocks or stones] that lad contended, in flowing,
with another t."j, because of its thereby becom-
ing more clear and more delicate: he suppresses
the word signifying water, meaning it to be
understood, (saying oj C> for ,o;j , ,
[but in both of my copies of the S, ,1 is erro-
neously put for !,]) and he calls its passing
(,.c~ [in the 0 and in one of my copies of the

.8 e-]) from o..j to .-O^ its contending
therewith [i. e. with the latter j.]. (8, 0.)_
See also aLoj.

;;j: see the next paragraph. The i ',i
nre Two sinews, or ligaments, (0 -',) in, or

between, tie [two bones called] c )".j of the two
knees. (M.)

.'a n. un. of j*,, q.v. - Also A sinew

(a'i) that is vound upon the socket of the hlad
of an arrow, (8, M, 0, 1,) wnhen it ha4 broken;

(M ;) as also V abLaj (Lth, 0, 1:) and I _~j,
each with damm; (1 ;) or as also I ilLj, [thus

written with kesr,] of which the pl. is JSL, (M)
and [col. gen. n.] t, .l.j; (M,O;) but [I8d
says,] I think that AUln bas made this last to be
a sing.: and I , is the pl. of ;Le;, [or rather
it is a coll. gen. a.,] and ~;J I hold to be pl.

[BooK I.

of ;: (M :) or L , is tbe pl. of i;;. (o,

]g.) Also, and t , A sinewn (') that it
bound upon another sinew, and is then bound
upon the suspensory (;Jit) of the bow. (M.) -
And t,-;j [if not a mistake for oi:] Two
round bones in the knee of a horse, separate from
the other bones. (Ibn-'Abbid, O.

tA- : see eJ_,j.

Ot~j: see io .- Also A part lis stairs,
in the side of a mountain; pl. J.j. (Ibn-
'Abbhd, (.)

.";j A woman ntarrow in the. ri [or iulva]:
(S, M, 0:) or small therein: (M:) or small in
the rulva, and narrowa therein, and, consequently,
impervia viro; as also I ~i' (IAir,* O,* O)
and .tU..a: (0,* 1:) or this last, [syn with
iAj.,,] a woman whose place of circumcision has
cohered (after the operation, when she rtma young],
and, conseqnently, impervia [viro]. (M.)

.. sj [Put, or joined, together, or together
and in regular order, in its several parts; like

3t,.q. ]. You say, aA.e Zt; and I
His teeth are disposed in a regular and an even
row in their manner of growth. (M.) - [Hence,]
t An imitator, or emulator, of another in actions;
and an inseparable asociate. (0. 1:.) - And
t A deed, or an action, that is firmn, or sound; or
firmly, or soundly, or well, executed or per-
formel: (S, O, Ms.b, 15:) and in like manner,
an answer, or a reply: (., 0:) or an answer, or a
reply, that is strong, or valid; not to be rebutted.
(Myb.) - Also An arrow having a sineto (as)
wound upon the socket of its head, when it has

broken; and so -'oy. (M.) - See also J.
Also sing. of wth, which significs The sines,

or ligaments, (.,.) of the horse: or this signi-
fies the bones of the side: (Ibn-'Ahbild, O, ~:)
and has for its pl. j., like ,S [as p1. of

,A,-]. (1:.)

AG5; inf. n. of o;. [q.v]. (K.) -_ tl
· j. , signifies The being gentle (.ijl) with the
thing: and [hence] it is said in a trad., ',.nJ.

. 4. Lj ~i ;l> WL ; [And no stay, or support,

to us was mnore gentle, or convenient, (jil,) to us
than site, or it]: no verb thereof [in this sense]
has been transmitted. (M.)

a^0: t

diyo:> ; see ;.

L1.j [it. q. ijI],: see iL.oj.

,3,.:s: see ~j, in two places._ 
applied to a woman: see Jy.

hb1, i.q. ai.. [q.v.]: (O, I:) becaue the
thing hammered, or beaten, is joined, anud made
to cohere, therewith. (O.)

Cj"%t J 41 A man aing the toeth near
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MthmW (O, ]) See also ; _ ->*JI
The lion. (1Kh, O, ].)

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and
TA to which I have had access.]

L :o -, (~, M, .,) inf. n. il;, (8, M,) It
(a thing, M, or a building, TA) was, or became,
firm, stable, strong, solid, compact, or sound.
(8, M,' 1.) . Also, said of a man, i. q. j
t [le was, or became, grave, staid, steady,
sedate, or calm; andforbearing: still, or motion-
klu: or firm, or sound, of judgment: wise, or
en~ible]. (M.)' ;,, (AV,S,M, ,) aor. ',

inf. n. o.j, (As, .,) He made it complete,
entire, or perfect; (A9, $, M, 1 ;) namely, a
thing. (As, .)-See also 4._And see 2, in
two places._ -Lt- 4;, (6, I,) inf. n. 9j,
( H,) He reviled him, or vilified him. (., K.)

9. Z . ;J.JI , -oj, (i,) thus accord. to
some copies of the S, (TA,) inf. n. 'a~ ; (K ;)

accord. to other copies of the S, t -oj; (TA;
[and accord. to the KL, the inf. n. of the verb in
this sense, expl. by ;., v,JU, is o ;]) t lIe
overcame the thing by knonwlede: (, K :) so
says AZ: ( :) [accord. to the JM, t .', signi-
fies H#e knew it: but] the reading in the IK, with
teshdeed, is confirmed by the saying of Z, in the
A, that j.JI l&. , e , means · Verify thou
for me, or to me, this information; syn. "a.;
a tropical phrase. (TA.)

4. .Ij1 lie made it, or rendered it, firm,
stable, strong, solid, compact, or sound; (., M,

s;)u abo .- ; namely, a thing. (TA.)
You say, ';JI O..jI The building was made, or
rendered, firm, stable, &c. (TA.) And Ijt
d...)Uth i.. ~j Y then thou doest a deed, do
it soundly, thoro,ughly, skilfully, judicionsly, or
well. (TA.)

0 .

~?;j Firm, stable, strong, solid, compact, or
sound; (?, M, (;) applied to a thing: (M:) and

k >o,t and t ., madZe, or rendered, firm,
stable, strong, &c. (TA.) You say '; ' 
A coat of mail firmly, strongly, or compactly,
made. (TA.) And t 4oj. *.4 A building made,
or rendered,firm, stable, strong, &c. (TA.) And

e 5 ,.1j dJ J.~ t [A man haring firm, or
sound, judgment]. (TA.) _ Also, applied. to a
man, i. q. ;^ij t [Grave, staid, steady, sedate,
or cl Im; and forbearing: till, or motionisu:
orfinn, or sound, of judment: wise, or se~nible].
(M-.) _ o' ,ojj t Such a one is
graciowu, or knowing and gracious, rith repect
to thy oant; or mindful, regardful, or considerate,

thereof; syn. ~ . (9, 8.)_ - ;, also
signifie Pained, or suffering pain: (.3, :) so
in the saying of a poet,

[He says, or h saying, Verily I am stu,fering
pain of the belly, or chet, terefore give ye me to

Bk. I.

drink]. ($.) ~What are termed ,L*s.31, ($,)
or .-..1 Oj., (:,) are The [two] eztremiies of

the ... [or round and hollow bones, meaning
here of the arms, (in one of my copies of the 8,
erroneously, of the _tw, or sinews,)] that are
set in, or upon, the Lij) [n. un. of J..b, which
is evidently the correct reading, meaning the
bones that are betnween the arm and the shank],
in tle knee. (S, K.)

.* ..

· ,p-: see the paragraph next preceding, in
two places.

; 1>.4 An iron insttl,ment with mhich beasts

(*j) are cauterized. (0.)

, ,: see y c [Afore
arm, or an upper arm, of a man, or afore shank,
or an arm, of a beast, (for sL~ has all these
meanins,)] marked wvith a hot iron; svn.

8.. (..)

1. ';, (S, A, Msb,) aor. ,(Msh,) inf. n. I,
(S, A, Mob, g.,) le b,uitsd, braye3, pounded,
or crushed, it: (IF, A, Myb, ] :) or it signifies,
($,) or signifies also, (9,) he bruised, brayed,
pounded, or crushed, it coarsely, not.finely; (S,
K;) as also (t i j: (TA:) or he broke it;
(Mob, TA;) and so t the latter verb. (S, ](,
TA.) You say, ~aU5L JA -- He beat him,
and crushed i i bones. (A.) And 3j- L " _ *

sSui; co LS4S i. t A [I heard of what
befell thee, and it crumbled mty liver and crushed
my bones]. (A, TA.)

4. Ul, (, K. ,) inf. n. ,L 5;, (TA,) He (a
man, S) was, or became, heavy and sloR. (m, K.)
And lIe ran vehemently. (ISk, .) Thus it has

two contr. significations. (g.) And ,b'l 9! -
He went away into the country, or in the land;

syn. ,. [q.v.]. (ISk,TA.)-- ijl - .I,
(S, ,) inf. n. as above, (S,) The Imailk termed]
.a,j became thick. (S., .K.)l t t S,1 It
(fatigue, TA, or food or drink, AZ, .K) made the
sreat to flow. (AZ,* J,* TA.)

5: see the next paragraph.

8. ~JlI It (a thing) broke, or became broken,
in pieces; (TA;) and t). 3 signifies [the
same; or] it became broken, bruised, or brayed;
(KL;) [and so, accord. to some, c &,ps, : for
you say,] Aj 1 / i; 2 i;;,
meaning Stoner that break in pieces upon the
surface of the earth; (S, K. ;) as some say: but
others say that this means stonet that move about,
without stopping, upon the surface of the earth.
(TA.)

R. Q. 1: see 1, above, in two places.
R. Q. 2: see 8.

e;j Dates bruised, or brayed, (S,) or freed j
from the stone, (V,) or bruised, or brayed, and
freedfrom the ston, (TA,) and steeped in un.
miwed milk; (f,],TA;) as also t and
sa..: (-:) or dry dates bruised, on brayed,

and tiro~r intofreah milk; u also V ,W.'j (A..)

,l.j Fr'agments, or broken particks, (9, IF,
Mib,) ofa thing: ( w8) what is bruisd, brayed,
pounded, or crushed; or bruised, &c., coarsely;
of a thing. (IDrd, ·. )

I Bruised, brayed, pounded, or cr,used:
(g:) bruised, &c., coarsely: a also o,.b .

($, R.) - See also ,.

[,.r.a: see what next follows.

l,,~;k Pebbles: (IDrd, A, ]:) or mall peb-
bles: (A, ]g:) as also V ~,j.;, (K,) which is a
contraction of the former: (TA:) or bruild, or
crushed, pebbles. (S.) Hence the saying b
J lj.j ' 4 A. A1 river, or channel, Aaring
a bed of sand upon which tie water runs, and
having bruised, or crushed, pebbles ($.) Or
/ l,i.j signifies Hard, smooth stones. (Kr, L.)
And with ;, Stones that break in pieces, or that
move about without stopping, upon the surfaee of

the earth. (TA.) -Land broken up (tLj,;,)
with stones. (IAyr, 1, I.) S,nial drops of
rain. (AA, I.) Fleshy; haring much leh;
applied to a man; ($, I ;) and to a camel: ( :)
fem. with ;; applied to a woman. (8, 1.)_
o .lj.; A° Buttocks that quivrer (1, TA) in
walking. (TA.)

ALw;i Pastiring beast that crush the herbae
in eating: (TA:) or camiels pasturing at plea-
sure; as though they crushed the herbage. (S,
TA.)

,JpjI Always sitting still, not quitting his place.
(Ibn-'AbbhA, g.)

ab!p: see ,j. _- Also Tlick [milk such as ;s

term!ed] aj; i. C. fresh milk upon which sour
milh is poured, and which is then leJft awhile,
whereutpon there comewforthfrom it a thin yellow
fluid, which is poured from it, and the thick is
drunhk: ( :) orfresh milk drawnfromn the udder
upon tour milk; or before it has become mature:
(TA:) or fresh milk poured upon milk that has
been collected in a skin: (A'Obeyd, TA:) or, as
described to ISk by one of the Benoo-'Amir,
very sour milk, that causes the man who has
drunk it to arise in the mornin langu id, or looe
in the joints. (TA.) - And A food, or a dtrink,
that causes the sweat of him who has eaten it, or
druak it, to flow. (AZ, ], TA.) In this expla-
nation, ~..j is put in [some copies of] the I
instead of .- in the explanation given by AZ.
(TA.) ~ Also A mare that run vehemently.
(AO, TA.)

Lp. A thing with which one bruise, brays,
pounds, or crushes; or with which 'one bruis,
&c., coarsely. (TA.) [And particularly what is
termed in Latin 7ribulum; (Golius, on the au-
thority of Meyd;) i. e. a kind of drag umed for
the purpose of separating the grain of eheat and
barley ,Jc. and of cutting the straw; more comn-
monly called ,z (q. v.) and . and , .]

- See also .,u.

* J,;;: see ae and .
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(BOOK r.

1. °4t -- ;,(A, V,) aor. ;, (A, TA,) inf. n.

;· ~, (TA,) lie sucked in, or gently sucked or
drew in with his lips, her (a girl's, or young
woman's, TA) saliva; (A, R], TA;) as also

?t lv,O, (A,) or t ?,w .,.3 (K-.)-_And
·j l ,.i j The rain poured vehemently, or
abundantly ,rnd extensirely; (K, TA;) as also

?.r ,, inf. n. e;1. (TA.) And ; tl -;
The shy poured inceuantly with rain in large

drops. (AA,TA.) ) - .j is also used as a

verb, [meaning nn inf n. of h.; signifying It
(dew) fell, or formed, in distinct particles upon

the trees,] from Lh,; applied to dew. (TA.)-

Wt I ) i. q. t, [q. v., app. formed from

the latter by transposition,] (15,) but seldom used.
(TA.)

4: see the preceding paragral,h.

5: see 1, in two places.

aw: soe e lu.

StYb Saliva; syn. jo: ($:) or saliva (jj.)

that is sucked in, or gently sucked or drawn in
with the lips; (L, 15;) as when a man kisses a
girl: (L:) or what one so sucks or draws in, of
his own saliva: (L:) or wrhat forms into little
bubbles, of saliva, and spreads, or beeomes cat-
tered, or sprinkled; what flows being termed

3lj: (TA:) or particles of saliva in the mouth:
(15:) or, as some say, the useparation of saliva
into distinct yaltieles, and abundance of the wrater
of the teeth: but of each of the last two explana-
tions, AM [or, I believe, ISd] says, " 1 know
not how this i&" (TA.) - Sweet water. (TA.)
- Froth of honey. (1, TA.) - Particles of
der upon trees. (15.) - Patlicls of snow, of
hail, and of aegar. (K..)- Particles of muskh:

(1 :) or so i . (TA.)

;'lj Vehement, or abundont and extensive,

rain: (I, 15 :) or rain pouring inceuantly, in
large drops. (AA, TA.) - Also A sp6cies of the

[lote-tree called] jo,: (, 15:) one of which is
called I__-, [with respect to which it is a coll.

gen. n.,] and V ·. ,, (1,) with respect to which
latter, if this be correct, it is a quasi-pl. n. (TA.)

4. elb [in the TS w] Sweet salivw.

(n, TA.)

1. .;h, aor. , (L, Mqtb, :,) inf. n. ,
(1, L, Mb,) lie broke, (f, 1., Mob, 1,) and
bruised, brayed, or crushed, (M 9b, TA,) pebbles,
($, 15,) or date-stones, (f, L, M,b, &,) &c.,

(Mqb,) with a stone [&c.]; (L;) like j, ($,

Mb,) which is a dial. var. (Msb.) And He

broke, (M 9b, TA,) or bruised, (TA,) a person's
head (Mqb,TA) with a stone; (TA;) as also

j.e . (Mlb, TA.)

5. C.p ($, ]1) and V C.WJ$: (L) It (a pebble,

f, 15, and a date-stone, L, O) became broken,

($, L, 15,) [or bruised, brayed, or crushed,] with
a stope [&c.]. (L.) Jirin-el-'Owd sys,

[The pebble almost secame brohen by her tread].

(C.)
8: see the next preceding paragraph.-~ .;Jl

I. , He excused himself, or he urged, or

showed, or mnanifested, an excuse, ,for such a
thing; or he asserted himself to be clear there-

of. (K..)

0. inf. n. of 1. (S, L, Mob.) [Hence,] USi

1.bil Date-stones that fall out from others [in

the operation of breaking or bruising]. (, K.)
And .. A d A datetone that fliesfom beneath

the stone [called tlB.f]. (TA.) -Also, [or

perhaps more properly with t,] A small gifp.

(TA.) - And A little of news or tidings. (TA.)

r.. is a subst. from ar; and [as such, as is

implied, or rather indicated, in the $,] signifies
Broken [or bruised, brayed, or crushed,] date-

,tones; i. q. t . ., ; ($, K1;) as also

t ';, [i. e. .; S]. (I.) [See also ',
with ]

a : see 

2h~: see db.

Pj [That breaks, or bruises, pebbles &e.

much or vehemently]. Abu-n-Nejm says,

[With rvery stromg hoof, that breaks tle pebbles
much or vehemently, that is not contracted, or
immoderately narrow, nor speading]. (S.)

;l.4, The thing with which date-stones are

brohken, or bruised, brayed, or crushed, to serve as

provender [for camels]. (R, TA.) [See also
what next follows.]

U.5 The stone with which date-stones are

broken [or bruised or brayed or crnshed, to serve

as food for camels]: (,R, 1:) .. * [q. v.] is a

dial. var. of weak authority. (TA.) [See also
what next precedes.]

See what is said at the end of the next art.

1. ', (, A, Mqb,K,) nor. '- (A, Msb, K)

and,, (1]g,) inf. n. ~., (JK, S, Msb,) He brohe,

(JK, S, Msb, 1,) and bruied, brayed, or crashed,
(Msb, TA,) pebbles, (S, 1g,) and date.-stones, ($,
Msb, TA,) and a bone, (TA,) and other things,
(Mqb, TA,) of such as were dry, (TA,) or date-

stones and the like; (JK;) like .. ; (?, Mb ;)

as also v t [app. in an intensive ene]. (A.)

He broke (8, A, Mgh, Myb) another's head,
(Mgh, Meb,) or the head of a serpent, (8,TA,) &c.,
(TA,) with stones; (8, TA;) asu also t lapp.

in an intensive sense]. (A.) And ,,;J l;;.6
The Ae-goals betook themselves to striking one
another with their horns, (JK, ], TA,) so that
some of them broke the heads of oters. (TA.)

"' ' ' ' #' # jog- 0,- * 0And );JlJI jal j and:j.i.yL. I a"a

them breaking in pieces the bread and eating it:

(A :) and jt I~XJi [i. e. Tey pawred the
time, or the day-time,] breaking in pieces bread
and eating it and taking it with tAeir hands:

(TA:) and t d 1 We were eating. (JK.)

-_ u jI ' - means t .41,. [app. for

.,b~aol j i., i.e . He threm Aim, or it, down

upon the ground]. (JRK, .)- J -;, (8, A,

Mgli, Myb, 5,) and M9.bJ, (, MOb,) aor. :,

(Msb,) inf n. ;, (S, M9b,) Hi gare Aim

what rwa not much; (?, Myb, V ;) he gave him

little; (A, Mgh, TA;) ,JI. C~. of his property:

(TA:) and 1-j ,J L> -J c; [I gave
them, of my property, a smnall gitl]: (A:) and

yJlq.j ? &..a.) [if not a mistmnscription for

';] I gare the man a little out of muh. (TA.)

&zj t J-t [I ordered the giing of a

small gift to him, or I ordered a rsmall gift to
Aim, and I gave him a small gift] occurs in a
tradition. (..)

2: see above, in three places.

3. iJ, (, L, 1, ,) inc n. n., (L,) lle
engaged with him in throwing stones, each at the
other; (AAF, 8, L, 1 ;) so that eae. broke the
other's head: (AAF, L:) or, accord. to El-
Kha4ibee and lAth and others, he engagqd witll.
him in the *hooting of arrows, each at the othen:
but AAF questions the correctness of this Iatei
explanation, preferring the former. (L.) 'See,

however, 6.] _-And tl; 1j, (JK, L, 1,)
inf. n. as above, (L,) lie gare a thing unwillingly.

(Ji, L, k.) _ And C 'a. ;_i1; We ob-

tained of him, or it, something. (JK, L.)

4: see 1, last sentence but one.

5: see 1, in two places. You say also,

',~JI jM.a - [Thry hear the news, but are
not sure of it, or are not acquainted with it

clearly, or plainly]: from 5./ in the last of the

senses explained below. (K,' TA.)

6. ;: j3' We cast, or shot, one at another;

syn. t1t4 : (S, 1 :) or *t Jl signifies a people's

shooting arrows, one at another: (JK, TA:) and

e.'I LI.WY e'e shot, one at another, wit/

arrows': (TA:) and .,~ , Fd 1 They

shoot, one at another, with arrows. (A.)

8. a- ' C" [~tHe kha a foreign

vitiowsneu of rpeech; or] he, having grown up

among foreigners, (15, TA,) a little while, (TA,)
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and then bcome a dweer among the Arabs,
inclines to, or resmbls, foreigner, in certain
tworis, or epwreions, though he strive [to do
otrmise, or to spea correctly]. (V, TA.)

.j , (g, Mgh, Mtb, TA,) originally an inf. n.,
used a a subat. [properly so termed]; or of the
measure in the sense of the measure J.,

like p j . ,1 [applied to a dirhem]; (Mb ;)
(app., in its primary acceptation when thus used,
A fragment: for] you say, j.; ,.. *c.
[He has afragment ofbread]: (A: [so in a copy
of that work; and this is agreeable with signifi-
cations of &b: or the right reading may be
o.d: (see the last sentence in this paragraph:)
orit may be that which here next follows:])

,j *.t ; ooHe has somewhat of good, or of
goodtings. (Mb.) Also A mall gift; (t* L,
M9 b, TA;) and so t l (JK, A, [in my copy
of the Mgh, erroneously, u.;,]) and 'V ;

(Mgb, L) and tiiL: (L:) or a moderate
gift, neither good nor bad; a,ld so 'a:
(L:) and a small gift, less than one's share, of

ty. (Mgh,* MP.)_Also, [or.e. ;. :;,
News, or tidings, (V,) or a little thereof, (TA,)
wAich ou hears, but of which one is not sure, or
witA which one is not clearly, or plainly, ac-
quainted: (], accord. to different copies, and
TA:) in some copies of the ], in the place of

we, find .. (TA.)

s;: ee the next preceding paragraph._
One ays also, . X ·'1j -n;j (JK, A)
A nmall quantit of ranfell: (JK:) pl *.
(JK, A.")

[or a n5y] and t' j rised,

or crushed, date-stones, [with which camels are
fed, and] which are first moistened with water.
(L in art. A..) [See also *-'., withl .]

s: ee 5j, in two places.

ae,b : see what next follows.

-LA- A stone with which, (g, and yam
p. 615,) or upon whAich, (]lam,) date-stones are
brokm [or bruised or cruihed;to serve as foodfor
camlc]; (, alnam;) a also t .. .: pl. :
(TA:) but 5t4 is [said to be] a dial. var. o

weak authority, of U,. (TA in art. . .)

see

It is allowable to substitute for t in the
words of this art., exeept in those relating to
eating and giving. (L)

L 1. .j, aor.:; and , aor. -; (, Mb,
];) the former of the dial. of Tih&meh; (0, L;)

the latter of the dial. of Nejd; ($, O, L;) or the
former of the dial. of Nejd; and the latter of the
dial. of Tihameh, and used by the people of
Mekkeh; (Msb;) and j;, (M9b,) i.e. 

41 5s, (11gt, TA,) aor.:; (Iltt, Msb;)
inf n. tla, (S, Msb, K,) of the first, (S, TA,)
or of the third, (Msb,) and L, (1,) [which is

also an inf. n. of 3,] and. j), (Mqb, K,) of the

first, (Msb, TA,) and s, ($, Msb, K,) of the

second, ($, Msb,) and ~"j, (Msb, K,) said by
some to be the original form of the inf. n. of the
second, (Msb,) and t.b, (Msb, k(,) of the third,
(Msb,) and aLb ; (s;) or the last two are
simple substs. from L,j; (lAth;) said of a child;
($, Mgb;) He sucked the breast pf his mother;
(I];) and tV).-- signifies the same. (Msb, TA.)

You say, a&Lb iC p L1 1. [This is my

foster-brother]; and Q".. I,. (, 1..) The

saying, in a trad., a t"jI X i'al4l, and
ai)l1, means The sucki,g thich occasion. in-
terdiction of marriage [with the woman whnse
milk is sucked and certain of her relations] is
that of an infant when hungry; not of a child
that is grown up: (IAth:) or that consequent
upon hunger which is stopped by the milk in the
time of infancy of the child; not when the child's
hunger is only to be stopped by solid food. (M.gh
in art. te..) You also say, of a man, Z.l4 t,W

(;, $) and a&. ($) [Ile sucks the teats of his
camel. and of his ewes or she-goats, by reason of

his sordidness: see -;1]. - ' ";. 

.1 t [He sucked meanness, sordidness, or igno-
blene, from the breast of his mother]; (l;)
i. e. he was born in meanness, sordidness, or igno-
blenm . (TA.) ,' ,WI b. t He begs of men;
(K, TA;) asks gifts of them. (TA.) So, accord.
to IA1r, in the saying of Jereer,

1··i · 13 3 . Cai·'
* at.-ia.c #&; , 1 J>JyJMUL

a

[And he begs of him wehom he meets; and if he
see a cripple leading a blind person, El-Farezdak
asks of hitn]: but [properly speaking] the -;'
is one who cannot stand, so as to lead the blind.

(TA.) - ¢. WlJl & : [iHe suchks the
$se.ets of the prerat wvorld, and dispraises it].
(TA.)m j, (8, Z, .K,) with damm, as though
what the verb denotes were natural to the person
of whom it is said, (., TA,) or the verb has this
form because it is changed in meaning so as to be
intensive, (Z, TA,) sor. '; and , ;b, aor. ; (Ibn-
'Abbad, ];) inf. n., (Z, I],) of the former verb,
(Z, TA,) ia'L , (Z, 1,) with fet. l only; (IAth,
TA;) :He (a man, 8) *was, or became, mean,
sordid, or ignoble: (S,"]K,TA:) or he wvas, or
became, very mean, &c.: (Z, TA:) [see 1j;:]
or one says, .Y, for the sake of mutual
resemblance; and the meaning is, [he wvas, or
became, mean, sordid, or ignoble, and] he sucked
fron the teat of the she-camel, fearing lest, if he

milked, any one should know of his doing so, and
demand of him somewhat. (Msb.)_l;51;; ;aj
S Their milk became little in quantity; said in
reference to milch-camels abounding with milk.
(TA. [But the context in the TA suggests that
this is a mistake; that the phrase is said of the
wind called LsCl; and that the right reading is

tJ;t-l; and the meaning, t t rendered
their milk little in quantity.])

3. ; ab, (Mqb, TA,) inf. n. 'a.;! and ' j
(Msb, I, TA) and also LI.bj, (Mqb,) [but this
last is anomalous, and, if correct, is probably
a simple subst.,] lie sucked writh himn; or had
him sucking rrith him; (Mqb,s* ], TA;) he had
him as his ; [or foste,-brother]. (Mob.) 

[Hence,] ,.,I Ul L. ;, i [Betwreen them two
is the sipping of th *vine-cup, or cup of winu].
(TA.) ",4 also signifies An inant's such-
ing the breast of his moths, while she has a child

in her bellUy. (I.) -_ 4i pl He gave, or de-
livered, his son to the rwoman who should sucAle
him. (S, K.) [See also .]

4. ;ajI She (a woman) had a child whichA
she suckled. (S.).- tI. , also, signifies
t Hlaving milk, though not having a child that is
suckled. (IB.) ·~ el;A jl His motAer suckled

him. (?, Myb, .*) - You say also, ,jj.l ,lI
[app. meaning HIe caused the child to be suckled:
or, perhaps, he suckled the child, by means of hi
wife or afenale slare; because his semen geaitale
is considered as the source of the milk of a woman
who has borne him a child; accord. to a saying
of Lth, cited in an explanation of a usage of the
word W or tWC. (V voce q. v.) [See
also 3.]

6. tIaj3b They both sucked the breast of a
wroman together; each with the other. (TA.)

8. &3Wi: see 1; first sentence. _ Wi

PJI The she-goat diank [or sucked] her own

milk [from her udder]. (S, g.) - Hence ";
,..1 t The drinking [of the cup] of wine. (Ilar
p. 284: [See also 3.])

10. ,~ 1 He sought, or demanded, a wtet-
nu,re. (.) It is said in the ]iur [ii. 233],

,5J 1 J1 3 X4,13 Alnd Tf ye desire
to seek, or demand, wvet-nurse for your childlren;

i.e., ,Ix AS'1. I.i.3 i 1; the second
objective complement [accord. to this order of the
words], but the first in reality becaus tile wet-
nurse is the agent with respect to the child, being
suppressed; for you say, k.' . S .
meaning I sought, or demanded, of the woman
that she should suckle my clild: (IB:) accord.
to some, the verb is doubly trans.: accord. to
others, the prep. J is suppressed in the V]ur;

the meaning being.,.)s9;. (El-aowfee, in the
"Burhan fee tefseer-el-l]ur-in.")

t. A hind of trees upon which camel. feed.
(O, g.)

188*
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The young o~ [or suckers] of palm-

troe; (IAs r,e;) as also , (I,) accord. to

Lth and IDrd and the Q; (TA in art. ,;) or

the latter, accord. to Az, is a mistranscriplion:
(]e and TA in that art.:) n. un. with i. (TA.)

m t Meannm, sordidnes, or ignoblsness; a subst

from u;; as also ' j. (4I.)

·;: see 1, in two places: ~ and see ~1.

;,-4 Afoster-brother; syn. :;- ': pi.b".
(TA.) You say, . Lh; 1j , (9, M"b,° $,) i. e.

A jl, > jL11 i. [Tlhi is myfoster-brother].

(l, .0) -[A child while it is a xuckling;] a

child before it is termed ;el [i.e. weaned].

(IA%r, TA in art. tb. [See also 1;.]) [In

explanations of the words j,~ and Lj'.. in the
~, it is applied u an epitlet to a kid, evidently

a meaning Sucking; or a suckling; like .',

q. v., and .. ] - See two otiler sigauifications,
voce .IJ, in two places.

iLJj, said in the 1] to be an inf. n. of 1 in the
first of the sense explained in this art., is, accord.
fo IAtd,a simple subst. (TA.) _ [It is a regular

i ar. n. of , q. v.]- aL JI also signifies

: The [west wind, or westerly wind, called] j:
or a wind between that and the [south wind, or

southerly wind, called] ,.r-j : (IDrd, 1, TA:)
because, when it blows upon the milch-camels
abounding with milk, their milk becomes little in
quantity. (IDrd, TA.)

tj, said in the I( to be an inf. n. of 1 in the

first of die senses expl. in thais art., is, accord. to
IAth, a simple subst. (TA.) - [It is also said,

in the Msb, to be an inf. n. of 5.;, q.v.]

MtJ,5 A female that skchklx her young: (TA:)
or a ewe or she-goat that sackles, or that has a

young one which shae suckles. (AO, S, 1.)

tLU: ee the next paragraph.

[; Sucking the breast of his mothec; a

suckling; as also t .: pl. of the former ;

and of the latter .. (] . [See also w', which

signifies the ame; us is shown below, voce

pr4; and by Bd in xxii. 2; &c.]) - One nwho

suckifrom tihe teat of the she-camel, fearing lest,
if he milked, any one should know of his doing
so, and demand of him somewhat: (Msb :) or a
pastor who does not tahe with him a milking-
vesel, and, wuhe he is asked for mnilk, excus:es
himself on that ground, (~, TA,) and, when he
desire to dtrink, sucks the teat of his milch-

beast: (TA:) pl. 'J*.2 (M!b.) The phrase
[i. e. Mean, sordid, or ignoble; who

sckh the teats of his she-camels, &c.,] originated,
(I, ],) as they assert, (?,) from a certain man's
sucking the teats of his she-camels (S, O) or ewes
or she-goats, and not milking them, (s,) lest the
sound of his milking should be heard and some-
what should be demanded of him: (~, I :) or
ilhe origin was the coming of a guest by night to

a certain man of the Amalekites, whereupon the
latter sucked the udder of his ewe, lest the guest
should hear the sound of the streaming of the
milk from the teat. (IDrd.) But when a single

epithet is used, one says V ;j. (Msb. [See,

however, what follows.]) [Hence,] t Mean,

sordid, or ignoble; (J, TA;) as also V 8' and

?L ,.: pl. Ce and .Lj: (V:) and C j3~j, as

a pl., [i. e. pl. of t j,] has the same significa-

tion, of mnean, &e. (TA.) It is said in a trad. of

Selemeb Ibn-EI-Akwa', #J ll, mcan-
ing i To-day is the day oT te destruction of the
mean, &c. (TA.) -Also 1 Mean, sordid, or
ignoble, who has sucked meanness, sordidness, or
ignobleness, from the breast of his mothler; (El-
Yemamee, 1], TA ;) i. e. born in meannss, sordid-
nes, or ignoblnes. (TA.) - A beggar: (TA:)
one who begs qf men: (15:) thus Jbn-'Abbid

explains 'lj ._I. (TA.) -- 't One who eats tlhe

particles offood remaining between his teeth, lest
anything [thereof] should escape hirn: (.K:) or

such is termed &tl; 2.i (TA.) eA possesor

of milk: after the usual manner of a possessivu

epithet [like 'jf9]. (TA.)

1l A central incisor when it falls out:

(Myb.) or the e:..;j are the tnwo central in-

citors (S, Myb, t, TA) of a child, (S, .K, TA,)
over which the milk is drunk [or sucked]: (Msb,

TA:) pl. M';3: (S, Mb, K:) or tdie 
are the teeth of a child that grow and tren f:ll
out in the period of sucking; (Msb,* TA;) and
they are said to be six in the upper part of the
mouth and six in its lower part: (TA :) [the pl.
is applied to all the milk-teeth of a child, and of a

horse &c.; it applies to the teeth called ;lpty

that fall out, as well as to the 1JL, or central
incisors, accord. to AO, in a passage relating to a
colt, in his JCa.JI .,,S quoted in the TA in art.

j_.; and to the teeth called Cji that fall out,

accord. to a passage in the S, voce Aal, q. v., as
well as the extract from the work of AO men-
tioned above, and in this case likewise relating to
a colt.]

8f, The breast, as being the lplace of suching:

pl. '... (Kash and Bd in xxviii. 11.) - And

[as an inf. n.] The act of sucking the breast: pi.
as above. (Ksh and Bd ibid.)

. Suckled: pl. 1 ; whlich is opposed

to. :,, pl. of.~. (Mgh.)

t.8 and i,.* A mother [or othier woman]
suckling: (Msb ) or one having with her a clh il

which she suckles: the former epithet may withi
reason be applied to the mother because suckling
is performed only by females, like as the epithets

,hs. and .L are applied to a woman; and

if 1.. were applied to her who has with her a

child, it would be correct: (Fr, TA:) [but see
angther saying ascribed to Fr in what follows:]
or the former, a woman having a child which she
schles; (Kh, , IB, ];) after the manner of a

possessive epithet; (IB;) i. e. having a ;

(Kh, IB;) like C is0a " oman having

a Jh ;" (Kh;) or * 41 "a doe-zelle

having a 1 LS, ;" though 8' has a verb bear-

ing a signification agreeing with this; and it

sometimes occurs as meaning having milk, though

not having a child that is suckled: (IB:) but

the latter is used in describing a woman as per-

forming an action; (Kh;) signifying nckling a

child: (f, K:) the former is used when the

[abstract] quality is meant: the latter, when the

action is meant: but God knows: (Akh:) or the

former signifies one who is near to suckling, but

has not yet suckled: and one having with her te

child that is suckld [by her] (.bjl t aJl):

and the latter, [in the TA the former, but this is

a mistranscription, as is shown by what follows,]

one who is wuckling, her teat being in the ,outh

of her child; and in this sense it is used in the

jKur, in a passate which see below: (AZ in the

TA:) Th says, the latter signifies one who suckls,

though she have not a child, or if she hare a

child: and the.former, one who has not a child

i'ith her, and sometimes having with her a child:

and in one place he says, wlhen the action is

meant, the latter is used, and it is made aln

epithet: and when the i is not added, it is meant

as a subst.: (TA:) Fr and some others my that

it is without ; when the proper signific.,tion of

suckling is meant: and witll i when the tropical

siglification of a subject of the attribute of

suckling in time past orfuture is meant: (M9b:)
the pl. [of both, though said in the gilh and TA

to be that of the former,] is C"1A (MAgh, Msb,

TA) and .. i.. (Mhb, TA.) The saying is, the

Iur [xxii. 2], L & s a..be Jh J lVp- i
C.L.b,1 means [Oa the day when ye lshall ee it,]
every woman that is suckling, (AZ, Kh,) in tlet
act of doing so, (Kh,) with her teat in the mouth
of her child, (AZ,) [shlall neglect, or become heed-
less of or divertedfrom, that which she shall have
been suckling:] or o_,j.* here has the last signi-
fication explained in the preceding sentence [so that
the meaning is every woman who shall have been
xuckling or shall be going to sruckle]. (Mlsh.)_

It is said in a trad.,iWI ;z j ia. ;_j;,

meaning t Excellent in the cfice of commander,
or govertwr, and the prjfit, or advantage, awhich
it brillyx to its possessor; and very evil is death,
which destroys his delights, or )pleasures, and stops
the profits, or advantages, of that office. (TA.)

_-The pl. -1~ is metaphorically applied as

an epithet to bees (,, , ie. J,. J). (TA.)

~*.1~: see e.0;. _Also An unborn child of a

woman who ix suckling another child: such a
child proves to be meagre in body, slender in the
hones, and ill nourished. (Eu-Nadr, Sgh.)

p_.. [for i >_ agreeably with an opi-
nion mentioned by El-Iowfee, (see 10,) One for
wh)om a wet-nurse has been sought, or demnanded].

Yoll say, ,3 i ) hJ;J I -Lh [Such a

one is he for whom a wet-nurse has been sought,
or demanded, among the Benoo.-Tmcem]. (TA.)

1



BooK I.]

1. , or.:, (9, Meb, ],) inf n. s,:"
(M9b,) He cauterized Aim, or it, (namely, a
thing, Mqb,) rith a Aeated stone. (9, Msb, g.,
. And He roasted it (namely, flesh-meat,) upot
heAsated stoes. (Msb.) And Az says, ,:; Lt

vJ4 iL't ;)1 aJ1 t[Sometime, or often,
iAe Irabs heated, or warmed, water with heateed
tones for the horsae]. (O.) -.. ; a . c He

ejected his excrement, or thin excrement. (Ibn-
'Abb]id, O, gC.) =- i,All1 ,.i" lie folded the
pillor. (IDrd, O, 1.)

s he ]Ilated stones (s, O, Mgh, Msb, ]) trith
which milk is made hot, or is made to boil; (.,
0, g ;) [and with which one cauterizes; and upon
whichifl h-meat is roasted; as shown above;] as
also .thi .,: (O, :) n. un. with . (9, 0,
Mgh, M,b.) It is said in a pror., i JI1 .

'~i C, [Take thoufrom the heated stone what is
upon it]: (9, 0:) i.e. take thou what adheres,
of the milk, to the heated stone when it is thrown,
with others, therein, to make it hot, or to make
it to boil: it is applied to the case of one's taking
as spoil a thling from a niggard, though it be
little, or paltry. (Meyd, O.) [tlence,] 'ALk
%LAl A piece of fit which, when it fills upon
the heated stones, melts, and extinguishles their
heat: and a serpent of irhich the poison, when it
passes by the heated stones, extinyuisheAs their
file: (0, K:) and a lean sheep or goat, that
puts out the fire and does not become thoroughly
cooked: (M, L, l, all in art. ,O-:) or afat
sheep or goat, that slakuhes the heated stoneS by its
fat: (T and TA in thiat art.: and t a calamity
that mahes one to forget that which was before
it.: (AO, O, K:) or simply t a calamity. (~ in
art. t [q. v.].) - Also Certain bones in the
knee, like fingers put together, holding together
one another; (0, K;) above which is the L:.41;
[or patella]: (TA in art..,v. :) in a horse, n;hat
are between the sh/tanhk and the arm: (En-Nadr,
0, 1 :) they are certain small bones, placed to-
gether, at the head of the upper part of the l
[app. a mistrmnscription for lS, i.e. shank]:
(En-Nadr, 0:) one thereof is termed °U,j and

A.lif (0, .)
Ai"j n. un of ,,j [q. v.] (0, O, M,h, Meb.)

-[Hence, app.,] .31 ,l.hj an appellation
of four [tribes of the Arabs], Sheybrn and Tegh-
lib and 1Bahrd and Iydd. (0, V.)

.bj A certain brand, or mark, made by burn-
ing the shin writh [heated] stones. (Lth, O, .)

See also ., last sentence.

. 2 Milk that is boiled by means of the
heated stone [or stones]. (., O, ].).

. Roast meat roasted by means of heated
stones: (0, O, :) an,d thoroughly cooked there-
by. (i.)

scee ;, firt sentence

A coohing-pot [in which the food is]
thAoougAly cooked by means of heated stone: (. :)

or the stomach, or maw, of a ruminant animal,
which i washed and cleansed, and carried in a
journey; and RAen the people dsire to cook, and
there is no cooking-pot, they cut up the Jlsh-
meat, and put it into the stomach, or maw, then
they betahe themnslves to some stones, and kindle
a fire upon them so that they become heated,
shereupon they put them into the stomach, or

maw. (0, J.) It occurs in the saying of El-
Kumeyt,

I& .L £X1 . j .-. i3 'Al -.....

(S, 0, 1,) i. e. [Many a coohing-pot &c, or
many a stomach, or maw, &c., has there been,]
that did not impede nor delay [in tie cooking the
cook, to the whitences of the froth whereof I have
hastened when it made a sound in boiling, or
broiling]. (S.)

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and
TA to which I have had access.]

1. U A is originally ,./; the . being changed
into S because of the kesreh: (:S ) the tribe of
Tciyi said C, for ",. (IDrd in his lex., cited
by Freytag; and Mughnee voce ji, tllere said to

be a dial. var. of . ) You say, ';" L,;, (S,

M, Mgb, K,) and ,ic, (M, Mqb, K,) which is of
the dial, of the people of El-Hijaz, (Msb,) the
verb being thus made trans. by means of Ut.,
accord. to Ks, agreeably with the opinion of Sb
respecting instances of this kind, for the purpose
of making it to accord with its contr., Ja,
(M, TA,) aor. j, (K,) inf. n. t.J (.S, M,

Mab, l) and ;j (M, 1;) and l and
(S,' M, Msb,* K,) the last of the dial, of lgeys
and Temeem, (M.sl, TA,) and mentioned by Sb,
(M, TA,) but all the readers of the glur read
JI.ly,j with kesr, except 'Asim, who is related
to have read it with damm, (T, TA,) and rL4,
(S,* M, I,) originally a ., (TA,) He was
plbcsed, welleU pleased, content, contented, or satis-
fied, with him; regarded him with good will, or
favour; or liked, or approved, him; (MA;)
[i. e., as said above,] contr. of Ji; (M, Msb,
K ;) the object being a person: (Msb:) and Sb
states that they also said l"j, with the medial
radical quiescent, for 1" ';; but it is extr. (M,
TA.) The saying in the gur [v. last verse but
one, and ix. 101, &c.] ;e . 1/ . ii' LIy i
['God is well pleased with them and they are well
pleased with Him] means God is well pleased
with their deede and they are well pleated witi
the recompense that He has bestowed upon them:
(M,TA:) or, accord. to Er-Righib, all I..

;l 'c. means The serwhMt's, or man's, being not
displeased with that which God's decree has made
to happen to Aim; and j.1l , ji rbj, God's
seeing the rvant, or man, to be obedient to that
nwhich He has commanded, and refraining from
that which He has forbidden. (TA.) You say
also, 'A;., (S, M.b, 1,) and Le j, (M,

Mb,) inf n. , (Myb, TA) [and and
1X 1 to, a above]; and t " ; (?, Meb;)

I was pleased, roell pleased, content, contented, or
satisfied, with it; regarded it with good will, or
favour; or liked, or approved, it: (MA: [for the
verb is there aid to have the same signification
in the phruases dg and . ua it has in ';-

and Ui;; and ,Lb 3Wj is there similarly ex-
plained: and the like is implied in the f and ]~;
and is evidently agreeable with general usage:])
or Ahe chose it, or prfjrred it: (Myb,TA:)
the object being a thing: (9, Mqb, TA:) or
(accord. to explanations of th6,> in the /ur
ii. 139) I lored it, or liked it; (Kah, Bd, Jel ;)
inclined to it; (Ksh;) had a desire for it. (B!.)
The saying of the lawyers, [respecting a woman
whose consent to her marriage has been asked,]
tiLI. jSl; means It [i.e. her silence]
testiies, or declares, her permision [or consent];

because permission indicates .' (M9 b.) You
say also, .t~. N Z.,;j [I was pleased wieth him,
or I liked him, or approved him, or chose him,
or preferred him, as a companion]. ($.) And

')1 bJJ 4 ,Li, and tV; LW , [which may be well
rendered Hie approved him for that thing, or
affair,] moaning he wsa him, or judged him, to
be fit for that thing, or affair. '(M.) And

j Ze. -l t L 3 WjI (QC, TA) He [approved
him, or] chose him, or preferred him; and sarc
him, or judged tim, to befit; for his companion-
ship, and his service. (TA.) And A" U 'c.
[Iis living, or rustenance, was found pleasing,
well pleasing, contenting, or satiefying; or was
liked, or approved]: one should not say '4:.j [in
this case]. (8, g.) -_ ,3 ;, (, M, j,) aor.

.2,. (8, 1K,) signifies I urpased him in j
[i. e. in being pleased, well pleased, content, &c.:
see above, second sentence]: (8,0 M, ] :) so in
the saying, v.j$.sl [Hle vicd, or con-
tendesd, with me in being pleased, well pleased,
content, &c., and I surpassed him thereinl: (e,
M, K.:) the intf. n. of slaJ thus used is 5;L,,
and tj; (M;) both these signify the same (41,
TA) as ilf. ns. of this verb. (TA.)

2: see 4.

3: see 1, last sentence. _ ,hl;, inf. n. ilbb,

and 't.j, signifies [also] I agreed, consented,
accorded, or was of one mind or opinion, with
him. (Msb.)

4. :lb l, (M, MA,Msb, ],) inf n. :16, (Mfb,)
He, or it, made him to be pleased, *ell pleased,
content, contented, or satisfied; (MA;) [he, or it,
pleased, contented, or satisfied, him:] or he gore
him that with which l e would be pleased, well
pkleased, content, contented, or satisfied. (M, 1]:a

in the former, t r i ;LC t L : in the latter,

.6A # IUasl.) Hence, in the ]ur [ix. 8],

,~L3 ,Uw wI#I,9, , [They will pkase
you, or content you, with their months, but
their hearts will be incompliant]. (TA.) And

J; a1.bjl, and 4;lj with techdeed, [I made

L
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Aim to be pleasted, well pleased, content, &c., with

me,] uli [and he was pleased, &c.]. (s.)

8. oL.j3 I.e sought to please, content, or

satisfy, him; (M,g;) as also t?;Lk,1l. (i.)
A poet says,

[ IVAhen the old woman is angry, then divorce tiou;
and seeh not to please, or content, her, nor behave
in a loving, or blandihing, or coaxing, manner]:

he says jL>j3 instead of 4,b3 to avoid what is

termed C; but some relate it in the manner

better known, saying ~~ 'j. (M.) -[Also]

4b;jk3 I pleased, contented, or satiied, him

(°1bjl) after striving, labouring, or toiling. (Q.)

6. ;.013 [They two og,red, consented, ac-
torded, or were of one mind or opinion, rerpecting
it; or werer pleased, well pleased, content, con-
tented, or satisfied, with it; they both liked it, or

approved it]: (A, 1 :) and t 1,; [signifies the

same]. (13! in iv. 28.) And ... t,li They
agreed among themselves in being pleased, con-
tented, or satisfied, with it; or in liking, or

approving, it. (MA.) p1fi,3 Ill, in the
klur [ii. 232], means [IWhen they agree, or con-
sent, among themselves; or] when they are pleased,
nell pleased, content, &e., [among themselves,]
every one of them with his [or her] companion.

(TA.) Hence the trad., ? 'lbJ 3l il [S.l-

ling, or buying, is only resultant from mutual
agreement, consent, or content, or approval].

(TA.) And you say, U(lAJ & ej [Mutual

aogr~ent, or consent, to it, or mutual content
with it, or mutual approval of it, happened, or

took place]. (A, C. [In some copies of the ],

by the omision ofj, this phrase is made to be as
though it were meant as an explanation of

8: see 1, in three places.

10. HL.,,1 He asked, begged, or petitioned, oJ
him that he would please, content, or satisfy, him,
or that he oaid gie him that with which he
vould be ~ued, ceUll pleased, content, contented,

or satisfied. (Z,].) You say, &..o. ;e.a."

[I asked, begged, or petitioned, of him that hc
would p/eas me, &c., and he pleased me, &c.].

(u.) _ See also 5.

, ; A certain idol-temple, belonging to [the
trie of] Rabee'ah: ( :) whence they gave the

name of ~.O4 [Servant of Rudd]. (TA.)

is merely an inf. n., (9,) [as such] syn.

with lA,, (i,) meaning The being pkased, well

pleaud, content, &e.; [see 1;] contr. of JL;:

(M:) and the simple subht. in ? 9 J, with medd.

[signifying a state of being pleased, I&c. ;] (Akh,
;) or the latter is only an inf. n. of 3, (M,) syn.

with 31. : (M, g:) [but] the former [is alc
used as a sabet., signifying content, or approval:
and permniion, or coent: and] is dualized, app.
as meaning the kind [or mode or manner, of beisn

pleased, &c.]: (M:) the dual is il,biy mndt X :

(M, M, :) RK heard oi, and i u,,a- as duals
of ;oj and c a; and says that the proper way

is to say i and .O(, [which in the case of

the former is strange, as its final radical is j,]
but that the pronunciation with . is the more

common: ( :) and accord. to some, ,.la is an
irreg. pl. of A..; but others say that it is pl. of

;Lt,4. (TA.) You say, a- X ;ai L snd

·Ao,: see the latter, below. (Z, 1-.) - See also

o.l;, latter sentence. - And J, ., (M, ;,)

and L.. ', (M,) A man, (M, I,) and a

people, or party, (M,) with twhom one is pleased,
n,ell pleased, contented, or sati4Jied; regarded
with good will, or favour; liked, or approved;

syn. 4.'. (M, 1) and a: ;s b being, thus

used, an inf. n. in the sense of a pass. part n.,
like as the inf. n. is used in the sense of an act.

part n. in the instance of j~, and . . (M.)

[See also .aj; for which ,,s or Lb) seems

to be erroneously substituted, in two senses, in
some copies of the Ig.]

,: see,wl.

~.~j i '"' ~ means t ?t, >. i. ie. I

did it not of, or writh, his pleasure, good pleasure,

content, or approral]. (Z, I.)

i an infn. of ; like -;. (M,

&ec.) Also The trcasurer, keeper, or guardian,
of Paradise. (MA, g.)

:: see , first sentence.

B: see l.- Also, (1, TA,) i. e. like

~, (TA,) [in the C]g b.J, and in my MS.

copy of the 1] L41, are put in the place of iftl,]

One who is responsible, accountable, or ansuer-

able; syn. .: so in the copies of the 1], and

in like manner in the Tekmileh: accord. to the

copies of the T,..4L [lean, or light of fish, &c.].
(TA.) - And Loving; a lover; or a friend.

(IAqr, K, TA.) - And Obeying, or obedient.
(IAar, TA.)

! ~b, of which the pl. io iLb,; and t &s;, of

which the pl. is -'°bl' and j;, (M, ,) the

latter pl. on the authority of Lh, but extr. as pl.

of Ls, and in my opinion, [says ISd,] it is pl.

of ,.lJ only; (M;) and t ,.o, of which the pl.

is .i j; (Lb,M, 1;) Pleased, well pleased,
content, contented, or satisfied; regarding with

good will, or favour; liking, or approving. (M,
a . .-- *b1 2ae means a..b [i. e. A state, or

sort, of life that is found pleasing, wUll pasiang,
contenting, or satisfying; or writh which one id

pleased, &c.; or that is liked, or approved]: (S,

Df:) or, accord. to Sb, a1; is, in this case, a

possessive epithet, meaning t?°., ;Il i e.

having approvedness; Ll, being here an inf. n.

9 of '.`]. (M, TA.)

1ir, originally br, (TA,) an inf. n. of

;:. (S,5 M, .)- - Also A caus, or means,
or an occasion, of b, i.e., of being pleased,

well pleased, content, &c.: a word of the ame

class as m;i.1 and 'J.~. Hence the saying,]
'.e.1 J ii. 1 .' A

oiu U 'a ~ <"* i;,L b @ [Piety is a

caue oif approbation to the Lord, a caus of
disapprobation, or anger, to the deoil]. (TA in

art. s...) The pl. of .r is *'tr [accord. to

rule]: or this is an irreg. pl. of Vrj. (TA.)

9.b·: sce what follows.

~'j~ aland jo, (T, S, M, Msb, 1X,) the

former the more common, (S, Myb,) the latter
erroneously written in [some of] the copies of the

g ' ,-, (TA,) applied to a thing, (S, MNb,) or
a person, (M,) Found pleasing, Ull pleasing,
contenting, or satisfying; or with which, or with
whom, one is pleased, &c.; or liked, or approved:
(1: [the meaning being there indicated to be the

contr. qf b _.;..*; and being well known to be
commonly as above:]) or chosen, or preferred:
(Mb :) or seen, or judged, to befit for a thing or

an affair: (M:) [see also A*, last sentence but

one; and ublj, latter sentence.]

(Quasi urj)

it,j a dual of t., which see in art. 4bj.

1. ;.,, (S, A, MA, Myb, ,) aor. ;; (. ;)

and j..Jb, aor. ; (1;) inf. n. 3a*J (S, A, MA,

Mfb, I) of the former verb (S,A, Mb) and

ki,jU [also of the former verb]; (MA, ];) It
(a thing, S, Msb) was, or became, the contr. of

nwhat is termed stl. (?, Myb, l) and -Jt.;

i.e., (Myb,) it was, or became, moist, humid,
succulent, sappy, or juicy: (A, MA, Mqb:)
or soft, or tender, to chew: (A:) [and fresh, or
green; agreeably with the Per, explanation,

A3, in the MA: and supple, pliant, orfleziblc:
all meanings well known, of frequent occurrence,
and implied in the first of the explanations above,

and in explanations of ,Jw; and 't . :] 'and

soft, or tender, said of a branch, or twig, and of

plumage, &c.: (K :) [and ,..j3, as used in the

L in art. ,ck, &c., signifies the same.] ij;
[used as a simple subst.] signifies A qualit.y
necessarily involving facility of assuming shape
and of separatiot and of conjunction. (KT.) -

[Hence, ,; said of a girl, t She was, or became,

sappy, or supple; and soft, or tender: and ;j
said of a boy, t He was, or became, sappy, or
soft, or gupple; and femininely soft or upple:

see e or, below. _Hence also,] uL- 9

, J)bS* and V J. t[! [My tongue has become

s supple by mentioning thee; i.e., has been much

occupied by mentioning thee: a well-known
phrase: (see also 2:) it may also be used as

. meaning my tongue has become refreshed (lit.

moistened) by mentioning thee]. (A.) And j.
·"jI -, ; X [Take that by means of the
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frequent handling of twhich thy hands have be-
come supple]; meaning, what thos hast .found to
be profitabl, or useful. (A.) -See also 4, in
two places. -- j, aor. -, He spoke rhat he
had in his mind, right and wrong, or correct
and erroneous. (P, TA.) _.;j, (aor. ', A,)
inf. n. .,; (A'Obeyd, f, A, 1) and .; ,
(A'Obeyd, t, I,) 1e fed a horse (or similar
beast, 1j) ,with [the trefoil called] i,j [q. v.].
(A 'Obeyd, ?, A, 4.) - See also 2.

2. 4,, inf. n. I;j, le [or it] made, or
rendered, a thing much as is termea ;A;j and

**j; i.e. [moist, humid, succulent, sappy, or
juicy: or soft, or tender, to chew: and fresh, newr,
or green: and supple, pliant, or flexible: and
soft, or tender, as applied to a branclh, or twig,
and to plumage, &c.:] contr. of vL.: (S:) he
moistened a garment, or piece of colth, (A, I1,
TA,) &c.; (TA;) as also V >Jp. (1, TA.) 

[Hence,] one says, a'1. o L 1 L 
t [I hare not ceased to make my tongue supple by
mentioning thee; meaning I have not ceased to
employ my tonguefr.equently in mentioning thee:

or .J jI ,Jj t1: for] one says also .,.j; 1

has miade my tongue to become supple b.y men-
tioning thee sane nwhat thou hoat bestonsed npon
,te of thy bounty]. (A. [See also 1.])= Also
,.,, (, A, K,) inf. n. aq above, (,.,) liel fed
people nfith ,,,J [or frch ripe date.s]; (S, A,
1.;) and so ,;. (1.) You say,*; i 

palmn.trees hate fresh ripe dates and he does not
.feed people nith such dates, his conduct is bad,
and is not good]. (A.) See also the next
imragir.pih, in two places.

4. .JIbt as a trans. v.: acsee the next preceding
paragraphl, in two places.- ..ll ,,.j T/efu.ll
grown unripe dates became ,am 1 [i. e.freshcly ripe
date.]: (S, A:) or so t,.i, and ,ij, and

* w;, (1:,) of whiichl last the inf. n. is :
or all signify, attained to the timne of .ipening:
(TA:) or .1 n jI signifies the full-grown
unripe date had ripenin.q ( , ) beginning in
it. (M I).) - And 1, The palmn-trees
had upon theln, (S,) or produced, (A,) or attained
to the timne of haring, (15,) dates such as are
tetmed ,",bj. (., A, It.) See an ex. in the next
preceding paragraph. - Anid .. X1 .,jl T he
people had palm-trees that had attained to the
time of having such dates: ( :) or .. bJ ! signifies
he had abundance of such dates. (A.) [Also]
The people became amnid fresh green herbage.
(Myb.) _- And .j'J ',.. 1, inf. n. ,Ujl., The
lond had such herbage: (Msb:) or abounded
therewn itb. (A.)

5: see 1, in two places.

,I,j and t.4; Contr. of V.$ (S, Msb, ]O)

and J;q.; i.e. (Msb) moist, humid, aucculent,
sappy, or juicy: (A, MA, MNb:) or soft, or
tender, to chew: (A:) and [fresh, (agreeably withI
the Pers. explanation,J, in the MA,) or] green;

applied to herbnge: (TA:) or they signify,
(Mqb,) or signify also, (., 1I,) soft, or tender;
(., Msb, It;) applied to a branch, or twig, and
to plumage, ( &S, 1,) &c.: (1t:) [and] supple,
pliant, or fexcible. (Mob.) [All these meanings
are well known, of frequent occurrence, and
implied in the first of the explanations above.]
The former occurs in a trad. as an epitlhet par-
ticularly applied to Any article of property [or of
provisions] that is not stored up, and will not
keep; such as [most kinds of] fruits, and herbs,
or leguminous plants: such, IAth says, fathers
and mothers and children may eat and give away
agreeably with approved usage, without asking
permission; but not husbands nor wives [when it
belongs to one of them exclusively], without
the permission of the owner. (TA.)_ [Hence,]
.ibj , 1bO t A soft, or tender, [or a sappy,

or supple,] girl, or young twoman. (A, 1,I TA.)
And .. L, . t A boy, or young man, [oappy,
or soft, or supple, or] femininely soft or supple.
(1A, ].) And " 3J. t A 5soft, or supple, man.
(A.)- [Hence also,] -.4Jb. t * j &LL
t[Iy tongue is become supple by mentioning
thee: and it may also be used as meaning my
tongue is beconm rejeshled (lit. moistented) by
mentioning thee]. (A. [See also 1 and 2.])-
And .4 ;5rl I [A pliant, or] a titious, or an
unchaste, woman; afornicatress, or an adulteres.
(A.) One says, in reviling, ajlI .w1 r[0
son of thefornicat res or adulteress]. (A.) And

,t/Wj; t, like .,tJ, [meaning 0 fornicatress

or adulteress, .Uj being indecl., as a proper
name in this sense,] is said in reviling a woman
or girl. (A, 1K.)- [And .l l' ,).=J t:
sec 1 in art .. ] And ,.Jj .. e A soft,
a delicate, or an ea.jsy, life. (A.) -And W
;m; C pEJI t Ie read, or recited, the Kur-An
softly, or gently; not rmith a loud voice. (TA
from a trad )- _ , j J is a metonymical
expression, meaning 1 Brilliant pearls, beautiful,
smooth in the exterior, and pe,fect in cleariess:
it does not denote the atj that is the contr. of
a.,.': and similar to this is the expression J1;ji
.. l [app. meaning : Fresh and fragrant, or
fine, aloes-wood]. (TA.)

,j; (S, A, Mgh, MIb, R, &c.) and ..
(., R) Ilerbage, or pasture, (, A,Mgh,) such
as is juicy, fresh, or green: (A, Mgh :) or green
pasture, consisting of herbs, or ltguminous plants,
(T, Msb, It, TA,) of the [season called]. ,
(Msb, TA,) and of trees [or strubs]: (T, K,
TA:) [each] a coll. gen. n.: (TA:) or green
herblage in general: (1, TA:) accord. to the
Kifayet el-Mutahatffidh, 4L signifies fresh, or
juicy, herbage or pasture; (TA;) or, as some say,

"j, like a4t,, [though this seems to be the
n. un. of ,.J,] has this last meaning; (Mob;)
what is dry being called , · (TA.)

,.jL [Fresh ripe dates; i. e.] ripe dates (A,
Mgh, Mqb, K) before they become dry; (Myb,
TA;) also called ',; 3 and V"4it (.,
TA) and t 4': (TA:) the dates so ealled are

well known: (1:) [it is a coll. gen, n. :] n. un.
with 5: (?, Mgh, Mqb, It :) it is not a broken pl.
of I4j;, being mash. [as well as fem.] like j:
you say, ,$j 1L [Thse arcfrea ripe dates];
whereas, if it were a broken pl., you would make
it [only] fem.: (Sb,TA:) its pl. [of pauc.] is

LtLj (9, Myb) and [of mult.] ,Uj; and the pl.
of the n. un. is .:;. (s.) There are two sorts
of .,i: one sort cannot be dried, and spoils if
not soon eaten: the other sort dries, and is made
into ; [q. v.]. (Myb.) [See also..]

,e ,: see j.

'4j i. q. ., (9, [in my copy of the Meb

4Ji, but this is the n. un. of .,]) or 'i,
(A,) or ( [in Pers. .1 2 or or l]
(Mgh,) or LL, (g,) [all which signify A
species of trefoil, or clover,] specially (S) wrhile
jhicy, orfres/, or green, (S, A, Mgh, TA,) before
it is dried: (hsb :) or, as some say, a meadowl of
.a.La, rwhile continuing green: and t i sig-

nifies the same: (TA:) pl. Ae: (S, g, gh, b:)
which is also said to be applied to the eucumber
and melon and ejt%.jl [q. v.] and the like:
but [Mtr says] the first is the meaning mentioned
in the Lexicons in my hands, and is a sufficient
explanation. (Mgh.)

j see .J/ , :_ and .U

.'j [A seller of ,,.J4, orfreak r'ipt date.:
mentioned in the K only as a surname].

~B: see L..
: see , in two places: and L.

see L_ .a jr Land abmm.

ing with ,; [q. v.]. (., A, 15.)

a "jl,% A well of srect water among well
of salt water. (K.)

see

* A bhorse fed with [the trefoil eaUed]
,;. (A.) -[And A man fed nih S.; (or

fresh ripe dates).] m Also t A man in whom is
.ftness, or suppleness; 4 4j; " ;; (1i;) or

1. Wj, (0, Msb, n,) aor. :, inf n. j,
(Msb, TA,) He neighed a thing: (O, TA:) or
he put in motion a thing rith his hand, (IDrd,
O.) or reighed trith his hand a thing, (blMh,) or
tried a thing, (K,) in order that he might ktnon
its wei.qht (IDrd, O, Myb, 1) nearly. (Mqb.)
[See also 2.] But IF says, of thlis combination of
letters and the like, that they are not of the
genuine language [of the Arabs]. (O.)-He
ran; syn. i..s. (0, J.)

2. a.. The act of neigh,ing ly, or with, jiQ
[or pound-weights]. (g.) [See also 1.1 Amlo
The anointing of the hair, ($, O,) or making it
soft, or smooth, (1i,) witi oil, or ointment, and5

l
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the crimping (,e.) thereof: (., O, 5 :) and the
n~Aing it to be loose, and to hang doMr: (lA9r,
IAmb, Ig:) accord. to IAmb, J-s: Ai; means
he made Ais hair to be loose, and to hang down:
(0:) but accord. to the T, the sayinlg of the

vulgar, ,5- 4C;, as meaning *;,j, [i. e. 1
made my hair to be wary, or somewhat curly;
or combed it; or combed it down; &c.;] is a
mistake: for ~ 3 signifies the act of making the
hair sof, or smoothA, with oil, or ointment; and
wiping it so that it become soft, or smooth, and
glossy. (TA.)

a. .; ltj,, inf. n. U1 J^, le sol by
counterpoising gold for gold, and j, U0
coined dirhems for coined dirhems: but [Mtr
says] I have not found this except in the " Mu-
wrata." (Mgh.) You say also, ","lU & [He
sold by counterpoising]. (TA.)

4. JljI He had a child such as is termed j;
[q. v.]: (Ibn-'Abbad, O, 1 :) or his ears became
flabby. (Ibn.'Abbid, 15.)

3W (, O0,0 ) and ftj (10) A man soft,
lax, or uncompact; (., 0, I,* TA;) as also

t*l.,*: (15,TA:) and old and weak: or in-
dining to sotness, and lawnes, or uncompact-
nres, and old age: (1 :) and a boy lender, slim,
or lean, (15, TA,) or, a some say, (TA,) near to
attaining puberty, or virility: (1, TA:) or whose
boner have not become strong: (15:) or the former,
applied to a boy, whose strength has not become

fully established; u as also t i [thus written

with fet-b to the b]: (0:) pl. °i,U : (0, TA:)
and the first, i. e. i3;, a man who is foolish;
stupid; unsound, or deficient, in intellect or
understanding; (1;) femrn. with i: (TA:) one
ncho has not, or posesses not, what siffices; or
,tho is not profitable to any one: and also having
flaccid ears: (0:) and, applied to a horse, (Ibn-

'AbbiLd, 0, 1,) s also fV sjJ, (g1,) or, as some

say, the latter only, (TA,) light, (Ibn-'Abbad, O,
15, TA,) and weak: (TA:) fem. with S, (O, 1,
TA,) in all the senses. (TA.) a [J,l1J is also

explained iu the 15 as syn. nwith .jaI: but

perhaps this is a mistran sription for vJI, inf. n.
of Il : see 1, last sentence.] _ See also the next
paragraph.

3j; and t J , (8, Mgh, O, Msb, 1,) the
former of which is the better known, (M9 b, TA,)
or the more chaste, (O, TA,) [but the latter is
that which is now in common use,] A certain
thing with swhich one weighs, (Mgh, O, Msb,) or
which one uses as a measure of capacity: (Mgh,
Mb :) [or rather both: a pound-weight: and a
pint-meare: and also a pound of anything: and
a pint of anything:] the half of what is termed
IU: (.:) accord. to the standard of Baghdad,

twelre ounce; the ounce (ai) being an I1

and two thirds of an Usal; and the j.I being
foYr J.5l and half of a JI; and the JU:

being a ,a and three senths of ao b; and

the.,j b#eing six ;j>;; and the &p; being eight

;t;. and two Jfths of a 4a; so that the JJ,J

is ninety J 5Jl..; i. e. a hundred and trenty-eight
,*1s3 and four sevenths of a _*j :v (Msb:) or,
accord. to A'Obeyd, a hundred and twenty-eight

.,a of the weight of seven (o4 :jo [explained
voce, Ij]): (Mgh :) or tirelve ounces; the ounce

(h31, i. e. the ounce of the Arabs, TA,) being
forty .al) ; (Mgh, 1, TA;) so that the owhole is
.four hundred and eighty ,lj~: (Mgh, TA:)
this is the Syrian 0Jsj: (TA:) and thus it is,

accord. to El-I[arbee, in the saying, , lJI

j.1 eI31 [meaning The usage of the Prophet
in the case of marriage was to give a J).j of
silver]: (Mgh, TA:) so says Az in the T:
(Mgh:) or, as is [also] said by Az, it is in this

instance twelrdve ounce and a .J ; thse J being
twenty [(.l.] so that the whole is fie hundred

l*J); as is related on the authority of 'Aisheh:
but in a trad. 'Omar, twclve ounces, without
the mention of the .;;: accord. to the lawyers,
[however,] when the >Ju is mentioned without
restriction, what is meant thereby is the Joj of
Baghdad: (TA ;) [as a measure of capacity,
i. e. a pint,] it is said in the A [&c.] to be thc
eighth port of the ; the half of the 4;
(TA;) [i. e.] the half of the 5,.: and hence
applied to one of the resels of the vintner [app.
because it contains a pint]: (Iar p. 650:) pl.

jue,;f. (Mqb.) See also J,;, in two places.

g : see >J: -and see also what here
follows.

,SU., like ~ [ip measure], (15,) written
by 3gh with fet-4, (TA,) i. e. t *i,, (so in the
0,) A tall man. (0, 1.) - See also ,IL.

l. ;;, (8, , TA,) aorn A, (TA,) inf n.,/,j,
($, TA,) He made him to stick fast Jjl# ~.
[in the mire]. (, TA.) - And hence, (TA,)

[or* ^jd .j,] t He cased him to be involved
in an affair, or a case, from which he could not
extricate himself. (J,,TA.)_[And hence, app.,]
, j said of a camel, t He had, or was affected
wiih, a suppresion of his. excrement: (15, TA:)
and so, accord. to the ]5, ti.jt; but this is a

mistake for ._l [i. e. b1 or ]. (TA.)-

J.~.,j, expl. in the 1] as meaning He ejected

his excrement, is a mistake for.;l.. (TA.) _.A;,
(, 15, TA,) inf n. as above, (TA,) also signifies
Inivit; (?, TA;) said of a man: (.:) or, [said of
a man, and of an as,] inivit toto veretro immisso,
(1, TA,) mulierem, et asinam. (TA.)

4. ,bj t He was silent; (Sh, ;) said of a
man. (Sh, TA.) - See also 1.

5: see 8, last sentence.

6: see the next paragraph.

8. Wlaj He stuch fast JI. It [in the

mire]. (TA.) You say, Jj1 j ll a1 J I

[The beast stuckh fast in the mire], and,¶ 1.Jl 
[in the soft ground], (TA in art. 3,) and

,JIU [in the sand]. (. and 1 in that art.) And

;. a , *L tI Hs mare's feet ranA [in the
mire, or soft ground, or sand,] with him. (TA.)

-- And hence, (TA,) yl j A j' I SHe became
involved in an affair, or a case, from whic Ae
could not extricate himsedlf (1, TA) unle with
confusion, or perplexity, clearing to him. (TA.)

-_And , .J. & s;t, (S,) orj'l, (1,) 'An
affair, or a case, or the affair, or case, was sNuc
that he could not extricate himself from it;
(., .1;) it rvearied him, and the rays thereof
rwere obstructed against him, so that he could not
extricate himself from it. (TA.)_- And r,WjI
It (a thing) was, or became,. pressed together, or
compressed: and it was, or became, heaped up,
piled up, or accumulated, one part upon another;

(1;) as also ,1I. (TA.) -= 1 ,l ~lt
lie suppressed, or retained, the e:crsnent; as
also .J;3. (5.)

*Li; t An affair of which one knowns not the
end, or result, to which it leads, or tends; (1,
TA;) an affair in which one struglea, or is
agitated, or disturbed; and so i .js [app.

]; as in the saying, .j~ s;. ) and 2L~ J

[lie fell into an affair in rwhich one struggles,
&c]. (TA.)

.;Lj t Suppression of the exrcrement, in a
camel. (g.)

j A woman wide in the vulva; (, TA;)
as in the saying of a rMjiz,

for he means [0 son of] a womnan wide in the
vulva, having [a rulva wmith] much moisture;
though F says, (TA,) it does not signify thus,
but narrow in the ulva: (15, TA:) and applied
to a she-camel, it has this latter meaning: (AA,
15, TA:) and also, applied to a woman, impernia
eoeunti; syn. O;W [q. v.]. (K .) - Also FoolisAh;
stupid; or unsound, or deficient, in intellect.
(TA.) - And TVhite; applied to a domestic hen.
(AA, TA.)

Il.j [app. L,]: see j

, l1; Keeping, cleaving, or adhering, to a thing.

ij Inita; applied to a young woman: or
so applied, and also to a she-ass, inita totoo veretro
immiso. (TA.)~Also, applied to a woman,
Accused, or suspected, of evil. (1,' TA.)

1 2 ., ((, ,K,) aor. ', (M$, JM,) int n.
a.di.; and zlUj; (., 1:,' MA, MS, JM, TA;)

and V , (., 1,) in£. n. 'iu!,; (Tg;) He

spoke to him 4 4 [i. e. with a barbarous, or

vitious, speech]; ($, 1 ;) or, correctly, accord. to

Aboo-Zekereeya, ~ 1l4 [i. e. in a language

foreign to the Arabs]: (TA: [and in like manner
expl. in the MA and P. and T]5:]) or, [as
sometimes used,] in a language not generally
understood, conrventionally formed betwen two,
or several, persons: (JM, TA:) [or he gibbered,

I
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or uttered gibberish or jargon, to him: (see R.
Q. 1 in art ,j:)] and t I21J ('m Oe t, 
(9) Tr so spoke [tc.] (8, 1) among themarles.
( A.) A poet says, ($,) namely, Trafeh, (TA,)

[Their voices were like the barbarous, or vitious,
or rather theforeign, speech, among themselvws, of
the Persians]. (8.)_ You say also, :, 
meaning lie alluded to a thing, not mentionitg
its name explicitly, or unequivocally. (JM.)

3: see above, first sentence.

6: ee 1, in two places.

iiii: see the next paragraph.

Ithj;, (so in my copies of the 8, [like the
former of the two inf. na. of '~j,] and so in
copies of the 1S,) or lij, (so accord. to the TA,
as from the g,) and t* 6bj, (S, ,) accord. to
A, Camels when they are many, (TA,) or,
accord. to Fr, camels when they are such as are
termed 3~ [pl. of ij;], and have their owners
with them: (9, TA:) or camels when they are
many, and are such as are termed jli, and have
their owners with them: ( C:) and accord. to Ay,
they are also termed j.; and ~j~: by tjUt

being meant those upon which people have gone
forth to purroy for thermsltes wheat, or corn, or
other provisionsfrom the towns or villages; each,
or ecTy, company being a aij. (TA.)

JIL;e t and I means g )3 LUI i
[i. e. What is that to which thou alludeat, not
mentioning it explicitly?]: (JM:) or 43 j
ria, and sometimes without teshdeed, means
What is [this] thIy spech ? (?.)

4. L.j'l ; The land produced the hind of

trees called ujL [or s"lu ; as also ;.;i, belong-
ing to art. JI, q. v.]. (s.)'

1 Sands producing the trees called o;f; or

~1. (M.)

u3l [or, as some say, J5i]: see art. S:
(1:) it is of the measure j;I [or ;f1] for one
reason, and ' [or c,i] for another reason:
for they say ,ba. weli as 'e a r, mean-
ing A hide tanned woith the leaves of the tree
called i,l.

. : see lm;l, above.

L s; The being still, syn. ., , [a significa-
tion contr. to one borne by two other words
in this art,] (IAIr, ,) is the inf. n. of o'

&.1, aor. ., [probably a mistake for:, which
Is the regular form of an intrans. verb of this
lass, notwithstanding the guttural letter,] The

wind was, or became, still (Ti.)
Bk. I.

IR. Q 1. >L aHe (God) caused him [a child,
or boy, sU is implied in the S,] to grow. (8, Z,
. 1 t.)I,m~ _ ], He (a horseman) rode his
beast to train it when it wnas in the first stage of
training and at yet refractory. (0, TS, J.) In
In the L we find ,,. o.,lJ IJ., [meaning when

lit na not trained, L; being here used in the
sense of aj ,] in the place of L i lit,
which is the reading in the O and TS and ].
(TA.)- [See also i ;, below.]

R. Q. 2. c,; He (a child, or boy,) became

active ()i.3), and grew, grew up, or became a
young man, (9, a,) and some add, ',j [and
became big, or attained to full growth]. (TA.)

[See its part. n., below.] -_ Jl ,JIS Tlhe
tooth became loose, and wabbled, or moved about.
(I.) luj-.'JI *.. )S . :.l, [or rather,

.,pIt jl J ,] The water is in a state of
commotion, or agitation, upon the surface of the
ground. (TI..) And .,pJl jsp t The mirage
was in a state of commotion, or agitation: being
likened to water. (TA.)

gt Young men of the lowaest, or baset, or
meaneat, sort, or of the refuse of manhind; or
low, ignoble, mean, or sordid, young men, such as
svefor the food of their bellies: (, 1 :) or the
lowest, basest, or meanest, sort, or refue, of man-
kind, or people: or a medley, or mixed or pro-
mitscuow nultitude or collection, of men, or people;
or of the lowest or basest or meanest sort, or re-
fuse, thereof: (M,b:) and Pawl t' the lownt,
basest, or meanest, sort, or refue, of mankind, or
of the people; the medley of men, or of such men:
(TA:) n. un. with;: (Msb, TA:) As mentions
his having read in the handwriting of Sh t .. ~
,,.,WI 0., like . t -jIl [in form, app. meaning

[t14JI, like t.-i,J, for this is the most chaste
form of the latter word, and the most usual with
classical writers], as meaning the refue, and
weak, of mankind, or of the people, who, when
frightened, fly. (TA.) - [The n. un.] W
signifies [also] One without heart and without
intellect or intelligence. (AA, (.) - And An
ostrich; (Abu-l-'Omeythil, ] ;) because always as
though frightened. (Abu-l-'Omeythil.)

it~;: see

iCtf n. un. of [q. v.].

t,, } see i!p; each in three places.

-. *j [originally an inf. n. of R. Q. 1] A state
of beautiful youthfulness, and activity, of a boy.
(TA.) - A state of commotion, or agitation,
(IDrd, V,) of clear water, (s,) or of clear shallo
water, (IDrd,) upon the surface of the ground.
([Drd, R.) 

a&j: see the next paragraph.

t~;&j The tall reed or cane, or tall reed, or
canes, (], TA,) in the place of growth thereof,
while fresh: so accord. to Az, as heard by him

from the Arabs. (TA.) -And hence, u some
say, or, accord. to others, from *A j in the latter
of the two senes assigned to it above, A boy
who has attained to youthfl vigour, and justness
of stature; as also t ,j: (TA:) or a youth, or
young man, of goodly proportions, (ff, 4,) wtoit

beauty of youthfulnea; (J;) as also t .ja (9,
g ) and t tjo: (Ibn-'Abbal, I:) or arriing at
the age of puberty; (TA;) as also V ,> and
.t o.: (Kr:) or who has become actie, (cjim ,)

and big, or of full growth: (TA:) [see also
,Cw_: ]the pi., (S, TA,) i. e. of t ,je& [and

and c, (TA,) is ; (, TA.)

A coward. (El-Muirrij, V.) _ A certain plant:

[perhaps the inula Arabica; now called t;>
,'jt!; or, as ForskUA (in his Flora Aegypt. Arabl,

pp. lxxiii. and 150,) designates the plant now
thus called, inula dysenterica:] some say that
this word is formed by transposition from ;l.
(TA.)

fycw_ applied to a boy, (Mgh, TA,) Almost,
or quite, past the age of ten years: (Mgh:) or
active; syn. .1. (TA.) [See its verb, R. Q.
2; and see also 1^; j.]

1. ";j, aor. , (M9 b, g,) inf n. , (j (, TA)
and *e , or the latter of thee is a simple sublt.,
(TA,) or each of them is a simple subst., (M9 b,
TA,) and the inf. n. is *,. ; (Mqb;) and .;
and .e , like ; both mentioned by 'Iy&i!
and Ibn-l]urlool, and the last by ISk also; (TA;)
and t .. j; (1s;) Hefeared; he ,as afraid
or frightened or terrified: (M9b, g, TA:) or
his bosom and heart were filed with fear: or he
feared in the utmost degree; was in a state of the
utmost terror. (TA.) - ", nid of a valley,
[like aj,] aor. , t It became filled with water.
(L.) _ ;;l1 . ', aor. :; and ., (s,)
inf n ej.; (A, TA;) tThepigonraisd, and-
pouredforth lowdly, or veeme,ntly, its cooing cry.
(A,* ]:, TA.) You say V., *i..; . t Pigeons,
or a pigeon, having a loud, or vehement, cooing.
(A.) And c;, aor. -, [inf. n. .;,] t He
composed, or uttered, rhyming prose. (s.) -

;,, (.8, A, Msb, 1]) aor. s (A, ],) inf. n. ,&j
(A, MA) and ;, (MA,) Iie caused Aim, or
made him, to fear, or be afraid; frightened, or
terrified, him: (, A, Mpb, K:) or he filled hi,
bosom and heart with fear: or he put him in the
utmost fear, or terror: (TA:) and t . signi-
fies the same, (Lb, V,) inf n. 3 and 4 ,j;
(IJ;) and so does 15, accord to Ibn-Talbah
El-Ishbeelee, and Ibn-Hish&m EI-Lakhmee, and
Fei in the M,b; but this is disallowed by IA#r
and Th and J. (TA.) - [Htence,] 4.., aor.:,
[inf. n. ea,] signifiee also He threatened. ([,*
TA.) - Also, aor. =, (],) inf. n. ,j4 , (TA,)
He charmed, or facinated, by maical enchant-
,,nt [or by the eye] or otherwise. (],* TA.) 
Also, [like ,j,] (t, A, Mvb, 9,) aor. ', (,)
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inf. n. ;, (TA,) t H filled (9, A, Myh, g) a
watering-trough, or tank, (9, A,) or a vessel:
(Mtb:) and it (a torrent) filled a valley. (L,

TA.) .j, (!,) aor. :, (TA,) also signifies
lie cut it [into pieces, or long pieces, or slices,

(aee °;L3, below,)], namely, a camel's hump, or
other thing; and so JA,, (]1, TA,) inf. n. .. 3.

(TA.) - And Hle broke its (an arrow's) ¥.j
[q. v.]. (4.)

9, as an intrans. v.: see 1, in two places.
The inf. n., s,, as.relating to a camel's hump,
accord. to Sh, signifies Its shaking, or quivering,
and Ibing fat and thick; as though it shook, or
quivered, by reason of its fatnes: but it is other-
wise explained [as a subst. properly speaking]
below. (TA.) AdJ, inf. n. as above, and, in

one sense, cWj also: see 1, in two places. -

Also, inf. n. -3, He repaired its (an arrow's)

,-j [q .] (v.)

4: eO 1.

8: see 1, first sentence.

,j an inf. n. of 1, in senses pointed out above.
(M, A, M9 b, TA.) - A threat, or threateming.
(g.) - A charm or charming, or a fascination
orfastinatiang, by magical enchantment [or by the
eye] or otherwise. (lg.) - t A rhyming prose
of the Arabs. (g~.)

:4j (9, A, Myb, g.) and * .j, (A, Mqb, ,)
bothl said to be inf. ns., (TA,) or the former is an
inf. n. of c; as intrans. (g, TA) or as trans.,
(A, MA,) and thn laiter is a simple subst., (TA,)
or each of them is a simple subst., (Myb, TA,)
)Ž'car,fsihyt, or terror: (g, A, Myb, ] :) or fear
that fills the boisom and heart; as Er-IRghib aid
Z have indicated, following Aboo.'Alee and IJ:
or the uttnost fear or terror. (TA.) One says,

;xj IJ t He did that from fear,
$tot from desire. (A.) Also the former, The
sockhet of the head of an arrow; the part into
,richi the head enters, over whAich are the twists

,f sine'v; syn. L,j: pl. i. (i.)

%,n~: see tle next preceding paragraph.

see & .a, last sentence.

aee

,r,~. : see , in two places:-.and see

also ...

,~Cja: sec what next follows.

k - , (9, A, g) and t . " (}) and t .

(Seer, 1C) A woman, (9, A,) or a girl, or yourng
woman, (g,) Tall, and rwell-formed; soft, thin.
shinned, and plump; (9* A, 1g;) or (A, I) wh ite,
orfair; (9, A, ] ;) goodly, or beautiful; sweet;
and tender: (A, :) or only rwhite, or fair:
(TA:) or soft, or tender: (IAQ, Lb, :) and
the first, tall: (TA:) pl. . j. (A, TA.)_
Also, (]g,) or the first and second, (TA,) applied
to a she-camel, Restlesu, or unsteady; (~, TA;)
light, or active, brish, ively, or sprightly. (TA.)
- For another meaning of the first, see in.

- Also the first, The base, or lonmr part, (Q,)
of the iL [i. e. either the spathe, or the spadiz,

of a palm-tree]; and so t '.rj. (*.)

*;j Afraid, orfrightened, or terrified: (g:)
[or fi/ed with fear: or in a state of the utmost
fear or terror: (see 1:)] and so t jyV , (S, 1,)

and ?,j, and Vt, .: (TA:) and v.r~j
signifies [the same; or] weak and cowoardly. (S,

].) [Hence,] aJI $; J.; and Vt C ,j and
t Y.g , A cowardly man, woho sees nothing with-
out being frightened. (A.) [, "l 4 ; has a
different meaning: sec art. -.] - Also Fat,
as an epithet; SI.;) dripping with grease: (,
g:) and so t¥j. (].) And applied to a
camel's hump as meaning Full and fat. (.) 

And Short; as also t,"1: pl. [of the former]

c,j and [of the latter] j. (TA.)

,v,~a: see what next follows.

4; and t ;r,, [but the latter is an intensive
epithet, or denotes habit, or frequency,] One wrho
threatens; a threatener. (g,* TA.) - One who
charms, or fascinates, by magical enchantment
[or by the eye] or othermise. (1;,* TA.) - One
who composes, or utters, the rhymning prose termed

,. (1:, TA.) - Also the former ( A,l), A
torrent that filti the valley: ( :) or t thatfrightens
by its abundance and its width and its fiUling the
vaUey. (A.) It is applied also to rain. (TA.)
And A valleyfilled with water. (L.)

c ;.tJ -, (A, A,) or a?j., (1C,) [or] the
latter is the fern. form of the epithiet, (9,) A certain
hind of pigeona; ($;) accord. to the ]I, from a
land called .l0 [in the CV ,. ]; but this land

is unknown, and is not mentioned by El-Bekree
nor by the author of the Marisid; and in the Mj

and other old worbks, .a&5il ate.J is expl. as
meaning t the pigeon that i loud, or strong, in its
cry, or voice: so sars MF; and this is the truth:

in the L it is said, s,#!J', meaning a kind of wildl
pigeons, or dovs, has the form of a rel. n., but
is not such; or, as some one says, is a rel. n. from
a place of the name whereof I know not the form:

in the A it is said that U.. ; ;L,.. means a
pigeon thlat coos loudly, or vehemently, exciting
admniration by its voice, or/diing with it the pas-
sages thereof. (TA.)

, 1: see

and : see 1's3.

aM, (, A,,) in the Mj, and in [some of] the
copies of the 8, V -, without S, (TA,) Very

fearful: (S :) or most exceeditglyfea,ful (A, K,
TA) of everything. (TA.) You say,r.Ll ..
aels3,:; .. >Jjar..j a [He is in peace most ex-

ceedingly playful, and in wnar most exceedingly
fearful]. (A.)

A,:.cj A piece of a camel's hlump; (, ;) as

also t* i (I) and t. j: (TA:) pl. tV ;

(1;) or rather, accord. to Alei, this is a ceolL
gen. n.: (MF, TA:) itis also pronouncdt V s,;
(Bb, A.Hei;) and is said to signify a camnrs hump
cut into long piecs, or slices: it is a subst. [pro-
perly so termed], not an inf. n.: (TA:) and its
C; is shown to be augmentative by the fact that
there is no [undisputed] word of the measure
,Jev, with fet-h [to the J]. (MF, TA.)

L..M A frightful ;33 [or desert destitute of
herbage and of water]. (P. [In the CV and TA,
9i is erroneously put for ;I.]) -- Also A
person's springing, or leaping, [towards another,]
and seating himself by the other's side, so as to
cfalue the latte, not being aware, to be frightened.
(1.. [From its measure, it seems to be a simple
subst., not an inf. n., signifying this action as
being A cause offear.])

": see ,~-j.- Also A camel's hump cut
into pieces, (S, TA,) or into long pieces, or slices.
(TA.)

, seeo

s;e: see , in two places

pa: see

1. -- ; .;, aor. :, inf. n. ; and ',*... j,
aor.:, inf n. :.j; I She (a goat, ]K, TA, and a
sheep, ;l, TA) had rwhite extremitip to her

ot;*3j [or t,vo rattle] (C, TA) bmeneath the tw:o
ears. (TA.)

5. j. Shle (a woman) adorned herself rwith

the [hind of ear-ring, or ear-drop, called] b;
(S, 1, TA) and :Alj; (TA;) as also t ;.3i.

(IJ, K, TA.)

8: see what next precedes.

: see what next follows, in two places.

and a; V ad are said to beap-
plied to Anything suspended: or, accordl. to some,
only to the [hind of ear-ring, or ear-drop, called]
ii,, and the [necklace calledl ;;ji, and the like:
or, accord. to As, * .,t signifies anything sus-

pended, such as the J., and the like, suspended
fi.om the ear; or the [necklace called] ;S3 :
and the pl. is V %.U [or rather this is a quasi-pl.
n.] and t ,Asj [like the sing.] and 9.;P, which
last is a pl. pl.: (TA:) or t .l&, and tV;
signify the [kind of ear-ring, or ear-drop, called]

A,~; (S, A, K, TA;) and any similar pendant
to the ear: (TA:) or the alj is in the lower

peers of the ear; and the ,.. ,, in the upper part
thereof; and the &sj is a pearl, or large pearl,

(;j,) attached to the 19: (lApr, TA:) and the

pl. of 2j and ;; is am!.oj (g, V, TA) and L;B.

(TA.) - [Hence,] , ; signifies [also] t Wool,
or wool died'of various colours, (,) in a
general sense: [a coll. gen. .:] n. un. :j:

(TA:) or, (, A, ,) as also t,Lcj and v i;,
(i,) such wool (;,') pended to the [hind of
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womn's camd-Ahicl called/ ] j, (A'Obeyd,
., ], TA,) and tAe like,for ornament; like what
are tersmed (TA:) or [pendant] orna-

tnnteof the i; , of tAe kind caUlled .,4 3ji, con-
siting of nru wooL (A.) - And i The blouoms
of the pomegraste-tree. (A.)

2 ;: see the next preceding paragraph.-

[Hence,] I The Os; [or mattle] of the cock,
(V, ], TA,) that grows forth beeath the bill;
i. e. its beard, or barb; (TA;) as also t 2;;:
(] :) each of the two things that grota forth
benath the bill of the cock. (A.) You say,

oe;j)i ,J Ii X [Thc owncr of the tnwo wattls
cried]; meaning the cock. (A.) And a poet says,
(g,) namely, El-Akhbal, (TA,)

a . . ., .. .- 

* - i 1) J3 ks W * .-- a1s -W ts; v!

5

S

[What is this that renders me wakeful, we~n
sleep pleases me, of the voice of an owner of
wattle, an inhabitant of the mansion ?]. (., TA.
[Another reading, as well as the foregoing, of this
verse is given in the .Ham, p. 823.]) . Also,
(}}am ubi supra,) or ' $i.!, (L,) t The a.j [or
wattle], (Iam,) [i. e.] each of the A;. j [or two

wattle], (L,) of a sheep or goat (i;:) [or, accord.
to some, of a goat only (see l,s;)]. (Ham, L.)

And t A drinking-vessel, ruch as is called
°j, cmade of the spatle of a palm-tree; (T, M,
L, g, TA;) as also i;. (1-.)

aoj: see j, in two places.

Agj: see ;, in two places: and 3#;, in
three places.

AIS it I A sheep, or goat, [or, accord. to some,
a goat only (see L;jj),] having two wattles (01~pJ),
beneath her two ears. (., A, .) - And 'L%3 I

A s~ of fgralie, having long berries; (1],
TA;) likened to the i [or two wattles of a
sheep or goat]. (TA.)

lIj: see tcj, in two places.

%t.. A boy adorned with the [kind of ear-
rintg, or ear-drop, called] ; (8) or I. (TA.)
-And [hence,] t A cock having a i&; [or
woattcl]. (e, TA.)

1. t..1 eI , (As, Fr, F , L, Mhb,) aor.
(L, Msb) and :, (L,) inf. n. js) and ij;; (Fr,
L, Mb ;) and ' ,;r, (AO, AA, 8, L,) but the
latter is disallowed by A; (., TA;) The shy/
thundered: (., Mb :) or made a sound [to be
heardfrom the clouds] previously to rain: (L:)
and [in like manner] ,~j, aor.: and l, is said of
the clouds (ol,.JI), or of the angel that drives
the clouds. (1.) You say, j ,ll ; A e~,
and, accord. to AO and AA, c;3og. v; s al,
(., TA,) which latter A, disallows in this case as
well as in another mentioned below, (8,* TA,)

meaning TAd sky [thundered and lightened: or]
thundered and lightened much before rain. (TA.)
- [Hence,] ,.Js, inf. n. ~Jj, X He threatened,
or menaced, with evil; as also t~.jl, in£f. n.
tlrj: (Mb :) or the latter signifies he treatened,

or menaced; or hefrightened, or terrifced: (1 :)
and Jp s., he frightened, or terrified, (., ,)
and threatened, or menaced; (.8 ;) as also V ~jl
dj..; : (AO,AA, 8:) and 4j . and 3 , he
threatened him, or menaced him: (Ag, TA:) and

J9t f .s., aor. , i,: n. ; and t jl;
he threatened me, or hefrightened me with rpeech:
(TA:) or, accord. to As, t .sjl and J30 are not
allowable: when one cited against him the verse
of El-Kumeyt,

S [Threaten and menace, 0 Yezeed, but thy
threatening is not harming to me], he denied El-
Kumeyt to be an authority. (g, TA.) [See also
an ex. in a verse cited voce J.] , .s. .
,' . .,'l1, occurring in a trad., means When
El-Isldm came writh its threatening and its terri-
fying. (TA.) - [Hence also,] %WA3 :#~;
i She (a woman) beautified and adorned herslf,
(., A,* ;,) and showed, or presented, hersdf, 
to me: (A:) or she exhibited her beauty inten-
tionally: (TA in art. ja :) and [some hold that]

., .MI , -... %.- ..· g ·
,;~.j&l [or .s.lj .stjl] signifies the same.

(TA.) - See also 8, in two place _- And see 4.
4. ,~jl IIe, or it, (a company of men, .8, M,b,)

was asa'led, or affected, by thunder; (Lb, S,
Msb, .K ;) as also 'V i.: and the former, he heard
thunder. (TA.) - See also 1, in seven places. .
*~j!t He, or it, (fear, [or cold, see .,~,] &c.,
L,) caused him to tremble, quiver, quake, shiver,
or be in a state of commotion. (, L.) - See
also 8, in two places. - Also jl l It (a hill, or
heap, of sand) poured dowm; or became [shaken,
and consequently] poured down. (IA~r, V, TA.)

5: see the next paragraph, in two places.

8. l He trembled, quivered, quaked,
shivered, or became in a state of commotion,
(., A, L, Mqb, I,) by reason of fear, (A, L,) or
cold, (A,) &c.; (L;) as also ~.j, aor. ~. :
(Msb: [written in my copy without any syll.
signs; but it seems to be indicated that it is V ,
aor. .j: I believe, however, that is also
used in this sense, and in the sense here follow-
ing:]) he was affected with a tremour, quiver-
ing, quaking, shivering, or commotion; (A, L;)
as also V tl, (., A, L, $,) and t ;4.c, (L,)
and t,V (TA;) by fear, (A, L,) or cold,
(A,) &c. (L.) You say, !. · Jg · ' LV j

1 [His muscle caUed the w,iS (pl. of

L q. v.) quiered on the occasion of fright].

(, A,* L) And AJ,l 't C.,'~ , (V,) or, as in

some of the Lexicons, t ~.J, (TA,) t The 31
[or buttock, or buttockl, &c.,] quivered, or moved
to and fro: (~, TA:) and in like manner one
says of anything subject to such motion; as [the
kinds of food called] L,J and Sl, and a hill
or heap of sand, and the like. (TA.)
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R. Q. 1. He was importunate in asking,
or begging. (.)

. Q. S. 3: me 8, in two place.

~, Thunder; i. e the sound that is heard
from the clouds, ($, j4,') or from tAe say: (A:)
so say the people of the desert: (Akh, TA :) [thus
termed as being supposed to be a trembling, or
state of agitation, of the clouds, as is implied in
the Ksh and the Expos. of B4 in ii. 18, where it
is said to be from jWt;l, or as being a cause of
trembling:] originally an inf. n., and therefore [it
is said that] it has no pl.: (Bd ubi supra:) [but
see what follows, in which j. occurs, perhaps
as its pl.:] or ,jJI is the name of an angel who
drivs the clouds [rwith Ais voic] like as a man
dries camels ith inyring. (I'Ab, Z, .)--
[Hence,] ,,.Jlj , )JtI ?Jit ;.. i.e. t[Hs
brought, or brought to pau, that which had
thunder and noise; meaning,] wmar: (., J4,
TA:) or calamity: (A, TA:) and ,l1j,.

t Mll I calamitis: (A:) [for] V ~l9Il '1o
[in the Clg -ls;] signifies calamity. (., J§,

TA.) And t; e$.; 1;b ) [which may
be rendered In his letter are thunders and light.
nings;] meaning, t words of threatening. (A.)

1~): see what next follows.

s~j A tremour, quiering, quakin, shivering,
or commotion, (S, A, L, Msb, ]C,) occasioned by
fear, (A, L,) or cold, (A,) &c.; (L;) and t i.;
signifies the same. (l.)

oeo* Cowardly; (S, A, L, 1;) that tremblet,
or quaks, (A, L,)from fear, (A,) or atfighting,
by reason of cowardice; (L;) and in like manner
;.,oj. applied to a woman: (A :) or this has
the former signification, [but in an intensive sense,]
as also V 4,~.: pl. [of the first or second] ,;..
(L.) _ Also the first, (E, l,) or second, (A; L,)
applied to a woman, (., L, ]g,) or a girl, (A,)
tSoft, or tender; (S, A, L, g;) ,hAose flea
quivers by reason of its softness: (L:) pl. ns
above. (A.) And the first, tA soft, or tender,
plant. (IAgr, TA.) - And [t Anything quiwrintg
or quaking: hence, as a subet., particularly ap-
plied to The kind of sweet food called] .,iw, (A,)
or l35 . (s1.) It was said to an Arab of the
desert, "Dost thou know what is called ),1U ?"
and he answered, 'j4, j · f ., [Yes: it is
yellow, quivering]. (8.) Also, (A,) and Vt . ,
(IAgr, A, ],) I A hill, or heap, of sand [shaking,
or shaken, and consequently] pouring down.
(Iav A, A, .)

1~)2 What it thrown away from wheat when
it is picked, or cleansed, (L, g,) as the O;jj [or
X,lj , q. v.,] and the like: by some written .lMj;
but the former is more correct. (L.)

lJWj [That thunders much]. 3;> . .f, signi.
fies A cloud that thunders much: (TA:) but Ks
says, "We have not heard them say thus." (LIh,
TA.) - [Hence,] applied to a man, (.,) t Loqua-
cious; ($, V;) and so b;lt [but in an intensive
sense]. (TA.) - Also, [as a woll. gen. n., n. un.

189'
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with 5, The torpedo: ind the silurus electricus,
found in the Nile: generally meaning the latter:]
a certain jh; nshen a man t,uches it, a numb-
ness affttes Ai hand and arn to the shoulders,
and a trmnour, as long as the fih remains alive:
(.8, 1 :) so called because Ae who lays hold upon
it, rhen it is alive, trembles rith a kind of
trembling wherewith he cannot restrain himself;
it it a kind of trembling with a coldneu, or chil-
nuess, and intense numbness, and formication in
the limbs, and heaviness, o that he possesses no
pomer over Aimself, and cannot lay hold of any-
thing at aU with his hand; the numbness tijsing
by degr~es to hiMs sper arm and his shoulder-
blade and the whole of his side, Wvhen he touches
the fi with the slightest touch in the shortest
tike. (8o says 'Abd-EI-Laeef. [See "Abdol-
latiphi Hist. Aeg. Comp." p. 82; and De Saey's
Translation and Notes.])

1,; A.1_ [Thunding clouds]: and 

Ual; [a tAhundering cloud]: (A:) pl. of the fem.

~j;. (IIam p. 440.) [See an ex. in a verse

cited voce L.t.] ~ .lj,l 3 J [A lack, or

pa'Uity, of rain beneath the thundering cloud],

(a, ,) or ;.*ljl ;_c, O '9, (8 and 1 ec.

in art.,) or .,) or (A, and . and t &c.
in art. A,) [i. e., accord. as we read o.L or

hAL., Many a cioud lacking, or having little,

rain, or offtmti nee a lack, or paucity, of rain, is

there bneath th. thundering cloud,] is a prov.,
(A,) applied to a loquacious man destitute of
good: (8, A, 1 :) or to a loquacious man who
speaks much of that which he has not done:
(Nh, TA:) or to one who threatens and does not
perform: (C and O and ]g in art. .":) or to the
wealthy niggard: (A'Obeyd, 1B in that art.:) or

to him who praises himself much and is destitute
of good. (IDrd, q; in that art.) _See also ~cj,
in two places.

., Eee see

;,MJ Importunate in asking, or begging. ( .)

.... I .
* andj~s.: see what here follows.

$5j.9 (S, Mgh, Mqb, 1.) and ].),. (S, K)

and t /j3, and 'j. (8, Mgh, Myb, ,) and

*jsw (1, Mqb, I8) and j* 10 and '>ao,
the last like ~, but not js~ , (Msb,) The

down, (g, Mqb, ],) or what resenbls wool, (Az,
Mgh,) that is beneath, (8, Mgh, Mgb, 18,) or
amid, (Az,) the hair of the she-goat: (Az, S,

Mgh, Msb, S:) 8b makes t,w. an epithet;
meaning sofi, applied to wool: and Kr -says
that this and ,; are the only words of these

two measures in the language: (TA:) [he seems
to have held the A to be a radical letter: but

accord. to J,] L '* is of the measure i;,

becuse l does not occur [except in the

IJ - Ia"

instance of t.La.DA, the name of a certain plant].

(S.)
fy~: ssee what immediately precedes.

pS +;2 A garment, or piece of cloth, made

of,Sj.. t.)

LAS1
1. ,pSj, ($, A, g,) aor. -; and o, aor. '-;

(A, ;) inf. n. (of the former, g) ..Jc; (8, ;)
and [of the latter,] ;. (1K;) Ire trembled,
quivered, quaked, or shivered; ( ;) as also
t ;.ijl': (S, A,* g:) or he was tamcn with a
tremour, quivering, quaking, or shivering: (A,

g :) [or he was made to tremble, &c.; for] ;I.;i

islik is likehand, or arm, was made

to tremble, &c.]. (Zj.) And j, like .e [in
form], signifies The shaking of the head in going
along, and in sleep. (TA.) You say also, ? t3i1
,ti
a.j1) His head shook by reason of old age. (A,

TA.) And ; * t.-aj.;t, (TA,) and SL6l1, (A,

TA,) and 1.oti;, (TA,) His hand, or armn, and

the cnds, or end-joints, of his fingers, and his joints,
trembled, or quivered. (TA.)

2: see what next follows.

4. .!jIl He, (God, S, I,) or it, (old age, A,)
made him to tremble, quiver, quake, or shiver;

(8, A, IS;) as also ;* . (A.) You say also,

ol, .. [Hii hands, or arnu, wrre made to

tremble]. (A.) See also 1.- [Hence,] e.Isl
JI i War, or the war, made him to hasten, or

be quick. (A, TA.*)

8: see 1, in three places.

,;c, applied to a man, (TA,) or to an old man,

(A,) Trembling, quivering, quaking, or shivering;

(A, TA;) as also t,, and tJI: (TA) and

*t u ^; (A;) and so t X'e, applied to a man;
(S ;) in which last, the O is augcmentative. (S, K.)

And in like manner, * c., applied to a he-

camel; .(;, TA;) and L:c (A) and t ' *e (TA)
and t* .l', (A, ]g, TA,) applied to a she-camel;

(Ig, TA;) or to a beast (41.), (A,) and the last
of these epithets applied to a she-ostrich; ( ;)
t Tlat shakes himself, or herself, (S, A, K,) in
going along, (S, IC,) by reason of speed, (J,) or
frown shatpness of spirit, and brishness: (A :) or
Yt.'j, applied to a she-camel, significs long-

neckted. (TA.) And , ;, applied to a she-
camel, H1tose head shakes by reason of old age;

($, K;) as also ,,Vj; (S, TA;) or, as the
latter is expl. in the g, by reason of briskness, or
sprightliness. (TA.,- I Conardly; or a cowvard;

(., ;) as alsos ? ulo (0) and t ,J (K in

art. t:-j,) and X4. A1 ,j.;t (A, TA;) one who
trembles in war by reason of cornardice. (TA.)
- t Quick; smift; applied to a male ostrich;

(Kh;) as also 'tS , applied to the same, and
to a camel; fem. with i; (I1 in art. is, j;) and

t ,I: , applied to a female ostrich: (Kh, ]:) or
the last, thus applied, signifies tall. (TA.)-

[Boox .

J>l SIJPi@9wand>] l;2; (En-NaOr,
A, , TA;) and J; (;) SS oot
quick to fight, and to do good, or confer a favowur
or benefit. (En-Nadr, A, lJ.) In the 1 it is
added that it thus has two contr. signifloations;
but this requires consideration. (TA.)

c: see J:, in two places.- Also Haste,

or qutckne. (A, TA.) You sayJ, ,9 .j
,j ,W; t In him is haste, or quickness, to meei

hi enmy. (A.)
-. e·

·- Uj aseo ;i, throughout.

,L;j [and t A trernour, quivering,
quahing, or shivering, that befalls a man in con-
sequence of a diease that attachks him, not quit;
ting him. (TA.) You say, c 4- and .tj.

[In him is a tremour, &c.]. (A.)

1J: .,~.5 : see ,c..

u.; ; A kind of pigeoes that soar in their
.flight and circle in the air; as also t, :
(., l:) the latter form being sometimes used:
(8 :) or this signifies the white pigeon: or, accord.

to Abu-l.'All, the vulture (t- ) that has become
extremely aged, or old and weak. (Iyam p. 823.)

0-0i 0 - '"

Li:tM see ,c;t: _ and ,;c-.
4.., 0 .
,;d - : see j.

Qutlasi i.bJ

iaS:; fem. with 3: see ;, in art. ,J.

1. 'i, eaor. , (I,) inf. n. L , (TA,) He
me.ade a Ji.j [q. v.] to it, namnely, an arrow; as
also t lajI: (1 :) or you say, .r " a;,
meaning he ,round and bound the tinen,w pon it,

0~~~0namely, an arrow; as also t lijt. (TA.)
And lie broke its J&j; (lbn-'Ahbhd, 11;) as also

t lifl. (Ibn-'Abbid, TA.) = j, aor. :, inf. n.

;L, It (an arrow) had its i&j .broken; its lj
broke. (S.)

4: sec 1, in three places.

lic The socket of the head of an arrow, or
place into which the head enters, over which are

0 -eS

the ttwists of sinen: pl. 1i~ l. (Lth, S, ].) It is

said in a prov., ii -i--l l; J um X ,.
[Verily such a one b eaks against thee the sockets
of the heads qf the arrons]: applied to him whose
anger is vehement: as though one said, when he
takes the arrow, (g, TA,) being vehemently
angry, (TA,) he strikes the ground with its
point, in his silent wrath, with such vehemence
as to break the socket of its head: or it means
I he grates the teeth at thee, (V, TA,) by reason
of the vehemence of his anger, o that their sockets
break; (TA;) the sockets of the dog-teeth being
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th like~ned to the sockets of arrow-heads: (V
TA:) so in the 0 and L. (TA.) And it is sai
in another pror., ;; - Lj . Uc t. 

91 £,1 L, [I 1aJ not abk to do uch a
thing until the wocetsa of the heads of the arrow
became mnwc bent againt me]. (O, g.)

;Ls An arrow having its Ji; broken: (S:)
and [in like manner,] ' L3s an arrow having
its J& broken, and being therefore bound ivith
sinew: (IB:) or the latter signifies a weak arrow.
(Aboo-Kheyreh El-'Adawee, Ibn-'Abbad.)

r;4 and tc An arrow [haring a o
made to it: (see 1:) or] having the sinen wrro nd
and bound upon it. (TA.)

i.b: see cj: - and 4&;.

J&6
1. ..j, aor.'- and ', (K, ],) inf. n· i,

(TJ,) He (a horse) preceded; went, or got, before;
otwent, outran, or outstripped; as also Vt A&j.l,
(1, g,) and t J1m3. (g.) [This is held by some,
and is said in the 0, to be the primary significa-
tion: see .jt.] _. 1 i ., aor. -, The blood

fled. (].) And .AL1 ..a; I7is nose bled;
blood floedfrom dis nose: this is the chaste form
of the verb: *.., from which is formed the
part. n. ~ , is incorrect; (Mgh;) unknown
to A,: (0:) [or] Wj alone, nor. ~ and :, hns
this last signification; as also c, (S, O,* Msb,
V,) but this is a dial. var. of weak authority,
(8, O,) or is rare; (Mqb ;) and JS, aor. ; and
JA!j [mentioned above as incorrect]; (];) and
the inf. n. is J1 (Meb, 1) and J (4, 1,) or
thb latter is a simple subst. (Msb.) [And hence
it:j signifies also t It (a vesel, such as a skin,)

overflowed:] see 4, in two places.- _ t w .J1
.,oyl *Ie entered with him the door. (O, l.)

2: see the next paragraph, in two places.

4. .&lj lIe incited him, or urged him, to
hasaten, or be quick: (0, O, :) but this is said
to be not of established authority. (O.) - [And
He, or it, made his nowe to bleed, or flow ith
blood: often used in this sense; as in the 8 aind
A and V voce , and in the L and l voce

3_ .: and so ?i: accord. to lbn-Maaroof,]

the inf. ns. ;J ,1 and .A signify the bringing
blood from the nose. (KL) - And Zil ,i&Ja
He filled the skin ($, O, ]4) so that it oerflowd
(1 .AaL3 i.): (?, 0:) whence the saying of a
rAjiz, ['Amr Ibn-Leja, so in a copy of the 8,]

[Its upper part overlowms, or ove.lowing, by
reason of its fulne]. ( .)

8: ee 1, first sentence.

10: see 1, first sentence.._ -Jt, also signi-
fies The drawing forth blood from the noms.
(KIL [Golins, as on this authority, explains the
vwerb u signifying "Nasum prehendit:" but the
iWf. n. is explained in the KL by the words o.

, Ijl .iJj!$; which I have rendered above.])
(d [Hence, ] ll . .~ Jl , .i, aL , tTh

· pebble made the. toe, or sole, or foot, of the camel
ato bleed. (f.) -And - ( l r [or _.L wl
s a1] ~J t He endeavoured to make the piece oJ

fat to drip, and took what became melted thereof
(Th, O, ].)

,Lt; an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]: (1 :) or a simple
subst., of which the primary meaning is The act
of preceding; going, or getting, before; outgoing,
outrunning, or outstripping. (Msb.) - And
hence. The issuing of blood from the nose: (0,*

i Msb:) or, accord. to some, (Msb,) blood itself,
t issuing, or that issues, from the nose: (, 0,*

Msb, 1 :) because it issues before one knows it.
(Msb.)

.*s: [a pl. of which the sing. is not men-
tioned,] t Light rains. (IAar, O, .)

. j Clouds (.) preceding another cloud.
(AA, O, g.)

1s-j One bho gives many gipls. (Fr, 0, [.)

[Jt&j Emitting much blood: mentioned by
Freytag, but without any indication of the
authority.]

t IA horse that precedes other horses; that
goes, or gets, before them; that outgoes, out-
runs, or outstrips, them; ($, 0, Msb, K,) as also
' J,_/,) . (0, K.) -_ Having blood Jfoming
,from his nose: (Mob :) or having a continual
bleeding of the nose. (Pt and T voceo,, in
art. .,j.) And J.i% A .sl [Nosw bleeding].
(O.) - The extremity of the Z.3jI [or lonwer
portion, or lobule, of the nose]; (S, 0, 1;)
[because the blood drops from it when the nose
bleeds.] (S, .)_ And [hence,] t A promi-
nence, or projecting part, of a mountain. (S, 0,

- .) _.A a Ct Spears that are the first to
thrust, or pierce: or from which blood is drop-
ping: (s:) or spears are termed 'i-j because
thrust forward to pierce, or because blood drops
fronm them. (IDrd, 0.)

. 41l; and V I ,j, (S, 0, ],) both men-
tioned by A'Obeyd, (S, 0,) A piece of rock that
is left in the bottom of a well, being there when it
is dug, in order that the cleanser of the well may
sit upon it in cleansing it: or a stone that is at
gAthe head of the nwell, upon wthich the drawer of
,rater stands. (S, 0, K.) It is said in a trad.,
"When he (Moh.ammad) was enchanted, his charm
was put into the spathe ( .) of a palm-tree, and
buried beneath the aAlj of the well." (S, O.)

*11 &;jp: see the next preceding paragraph.

J~".,, as part. n. of , is [said to be] in-
correct. (Mgh.)

%1! [a pL of which the sing. is not men-
tioned,] The nose and the parts around it. (0,

.) One says, M5 I j lA,
like A,4 j.. (S, 0. [See art..,~a.])

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and
TA to which I have had access.]

1. s (,J, ( ,) and s;, and c &, (V,) [aor.
of the first -', and of the second and third: ,]
inf. n. [of the first] l;e 1, and [of the second, or
second and third,] ' ;, ($,* ,) Jla was, or
bqcame, foolish, stupid, unsound in intellect or
understanding, or deficient therein, and law,

flaccid, slack, or languid: (g, g:) or 0J, and
.j signify the beingfoolish, or stupid: and also

the being soft, reak, relaxed, or languid. (KL)
_And *$j also signifies [simply] The being
slack, or loose; or slackness, or looseness; as in
the saying of a rAijiz, (?, TA,) namely, Khigim
El-Muj;shi'ee, (TA,) describing a she-camel,

.......

[And they. saddled her in a manner of saddling
in which was a slachnes, or looseness] ; i. e. they
did not bind her saddle firmly, by reason of fear
and haste. (g, TA.) Also The being unsuteady,
or in a state of commotion or agitation: and
quickly changing or altering. (Meyd, in expla-
nation of a.prov. cited below, voce ' ".;.) [And
accord. to Freytag, as on the authority of Meyd,
Haste of pace.] - And L*js signifies also The
being beautied, and adorned: and ';, the
displaying oneselfadorned. (KL.)-... ["l ,
(S, K,) inf. n. ,c, (KL,) The sun rendered him
relaxed, (?, KL,) or weah, or languid: (KL:)
or pained his brain, so that he became relaxed
thereby, and swooned. (g5.) And ' .He (a
man) became thus affected by the sun. (TA.)
Pass. part. n. ' .*, signifying Tl,u affected
by the sun; (S, TA;) applied to a man. (TA.)

4. &&jl I. How foolish, stupid, unsound iNa
intellect or understanding, or dq/iient therein,
and lax, flaccid, slack, or languid, [or how foolish,
or stupid, and how soft, weak, relaed, or languid,
(see 1,)] is he ! (S, .)

* ..
> A prominence, or projecting part, (?, K,)

or sura as is large, (TA,) of a mountain: (., C:)
pl. * and (, 1.) And A long moun-
tain: ( :) or, accord. to Lth, a mountain that is
not lony: pL O`S'j. (TA.)

; a dial. var. of ja. (L!, 1].)

coi Having much motion; or moving itself
much. (V.)_ And hlard, or strong. (V.) 
And (as some say, TA) The darkne of night:
(1V, TA:) or [simply] darkness. (TA.)

Lsl in the phrase , iljijl , in the . ur
[ii. 98, and occurring again in iv. 48], is said to
be a word meant to convey a revilinf of the Pro-
phet, derived from [the inf. n.] Elj,1Jl: Ei-lasan
read LU'j, with tenween: and Th says that the
phrase means Say not ye a lie, and mockery, and
foolishness. (TA.) [See also 4 in art. e.]

1'
zo, - c*i
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,ejt, (8, ],) applied to a man, (8,) Foolish,
stupid, unsound in intellect or understanding, or
deftcint therein, and law, flaccid, slack, or
languid: (8, ]:) or, so applied,foolish, or stupid:
(KL:) [and also soft, wreak, relaxed, or languid:
(see 1:)] and foolish, or stupid, and hasty, in
speech: (.2 femrn., applied to a woman, .;a':

(.:) [pl. 'J.] [Its primary application,
though I do not find it mentioned, is probably to

a mountain, as meaning Having a C~, or pro-
minence, or projecting part: accord. to Freytag,
"is qui habet s,j :" and then poetically used,
in the Deewan of Jereer, u signifying a mountain.
- And hence,] also, applied to a man, t Having
a long nose [likened to a XsJo]. (TA.)._Also
t An army having redundant parts, or portions,
(!, TA,) like the Olej of mountains: (TA:) or
an arny has this elithet applied to it as being
likened to the ..j) of a' mountain: or, as some
say, the epithet thus applied means in a state of
commotion by reason of its numeroeuness. (s.)
- El-Barah is termed '"ic5l, as being likened to
the ;j, of a mountain; (IDrd, , 1 ;) i. e.,
because of a bend in it: (TA:) or because of the
abundant flow of the river there, and its sultry
heat: (Az, MF:) or because of the ease and plenty
that are in'it, and a being likened to the woman
to whom this epithet is applied; or because of the
languidness and changeableness of its air. (Er-

RAghib, TA.) - And L'U;J1 is also a name of A
sort of grapes, of E.t-Tdif, (V, TA,) mhite, and

long in thl berries. (TA.) f~JIr - ' ,; j
is a prov., meaning More unsteady and changeable
than the air of Rl-.Batrah. (Meyd.)

~.9j4: seo 1, last sentence.

1. t, aor. . (8, TA,) [He refrained,
forbore, or abstained: or, used elliptically,] he
refrained, forbore, or abstained, (., TA,) from
things, or affairs, (8,) or from ignorance, and
,eterted therefrom in a good manner; (TA;) [as
also L;;j; ( ;) [for] .; and ;j and . j (1)

and !~i and A~.~ (8,( ) and . (O) are syn.
with * la&j;l (8, 1o) meaning the refraining,for-
bearing, or abstaining, from ignorance, and re-
rerting therefrom in a good manner, (V, TA,) [all
app. as inf. ns.,] and o are * a ($8, 1) and
ts.;rs (1p) and tl;V;, (8, 1,) tin the last of
which the radical j is changed into s5 as it is in
I;j and Qt and ,]j but these three, as some
say, (TA,) or the first and last of these three,
(8,) are simple subits.: (?, TA:) you say, ;'~

j&Al X ~ and 3y,1t and t j'Bjl [&c., mean-
ing Such a one is good in rerpect of refraining,
&a]. (.) V" ! is of the measure 'j3i! [for

JS!.]; the two infirm letters not being incorpo-
rated, one into the other, because the LS is
quiescent: (8: [see also gam p. 220 :]) you say,
~.mi X ,St ,~ (, M( b, ,) or t.,JI ,,

(Ilam ubi supra,) He refrained, forbore, or
abstained, from bad, or foul, conduct, (8, Msb,)
or from ignorance, and reverted therefrom:
(ysam:) and V kSjgl [alone] signifies He re-

O&j - u')
frained, forbore, or abstained; and he repented:
(Iar p. 240:) [see also an ex. in a versa cited
voce ')!:] accord. to A.ei, it is quasi-pas. of
,3 9s. (TA.) [Hence, 43j; app. signifies I
caused him to refrain,forbea, or abstain, &c.]

9. S ,&!, inf. n. :.,!: see the preceding para-
graph, in five places.

LS_j and LSPJ.: see 1, in three places:.
and see also art. .j.

tsj: see 1: - and see also art. k.J'

.1.4'; and tSj.;: see art. .'

a,ls,j (in some copies of the ~ 1U-e., without

teshdeed); and Q.;t: see art. L0..

$*ca '1 see art. e.

1. Ae:,.,l , , aor. ^.pc,.(Mob,],) inf.n.

c. (S.* Mb, 1) and Ztai (J) and cM;
(.,? 1,' JM ;) and t ..31 , and t c.Q.; (1 ;)
The cattle [pastured, or] paslured by tlwmnulves.

(Mgb.) And ..lI · :, l tZ's , inf. n. i

(Mgh, TA) and alsjt [and j.]; and V -,
and *t%c3; [The cattle pastured upon, or de-
pastured, the herlbage;] all signifying the same:

(TA:) and of a camel you say, ..L f: l kc.,
inf. n. o. c [&c., He pastured upon, or depas-
tured, the herbage by himself ; and in like man-
ner V1 .s3l. (S.) - The saying of 'Aisheh

1U5L C &Je , t ;jIS ,: is an allusion to the
feeling, or touching, of the . itself. (Mgh.)

~&isj also signifies The keeping, or tending,
animals; pasturing, orfeeding, them; and de-
fending themfrom the enemy. (Er-Raghib, TA.)

You sayJ, t ; , (,) or 4iQI, (Myh, ,)

or.l1, (MA,) aor-. 1t,t, (9, Myb,) inf. n. i.>
(S,MA) [and .il<, as appears from a phrasc
mentioned below,] and ae;,, (MA,) or this last is
a simple subst. from this verb, (I~,) I [hept, or
tended, or] pattured, (MA, Msb,) or lead to
pasture, (MA,) the camels, (S,) or the cattle,
(Myb, 1,) or the heup or gooats; (MA;) and
t W I signifies the same as tmIt;. (K.) And
J(tl asl% ^; [Hisu habitual ork, or occu-
pation, is the tending, or pasturing, of camels].
(ISd, g.) And U,;1 ,; t . ?jj[Such a
one tends, or pastures, for his father;] i. e.
. , [tends, or pastures, his father's sheep

or goots]. (S.) - And hence, as also 4a* , The
heeping or guarding [a person or thing]; being
mindful or regardful [of him or it]; and managing
or ruling or governitg [him or it]. (Er-RAghib,

TA.) You say, A;C_ I kept, or guarded, him, as
a ruler or governor, or a prince or commander,
who manage, conducts, orders, or regulates, the

affairs of the people: (Msb:) and 'r;~j) 'C;J
[The price ruled, or governed, his subjects],
inf. n. Xt1. ($.) Aud ;j e)j [I beg God's

[Boox I.

keeping, or guarding,for thee]; meaning X iSk;d
May God keep thee, or guard thee. (lvar p. 617.)

And ) u' (19,) inf. n. j (TA) [and ig],
He was mindful, or regardful, of his affair,
or case; as also *l t._loj, (y1,TA,) inf. n.

il.. (TA.) And j. ltapp. s an inf. n. of
,elj] signifies The guardang of palm-trees.

(TA.) l;,t jc. til;j I., in the gur [lvii. 27],
means But they did not observe it with its right,
or due, obseroance; were not mindful, watchful,
observant,, or regardful, of it, in the right, or
due, manner of being so. (TA.) You say also,

&;~ &c 'cl , inf.n. aic~, (ISk,S,) i.e. 1
was mindful, regardful, or observant, of his I.ta
[meaning of what was entitied to reverence, re-
spect, honour, or defence, in his character and

appertenances]: and in like manner, hlr

Ai.JtI, mentioned in the S, means The being
mindful, regardful, or observant, of rights, or

dues. (PS.) This last phrase is from 'I;,
inf. n. &;~I, (TA,) which means I regarded
him; had regard, or an eye, to him; or paid
regard, or consideration, to him; (8, Myb, g,
TA;) acting, or behaving, well to hims; doing
good to him; or conferring a benefit, or benefits,
upon him. (V1,TA.) [Hence also, I.L da j
Regard is had, in it, (the meaning of a word or
phrase,) to such a thing, as alluded to therein.]

And ."3il ' " l}, (9, 1,) inf. n. i~l., (TA,)
signifies also I looked to see what would be the
issue, or reult, of the affair, or cae. (8, Myb,

VE.) Hence, accord. to Er-Rtghib,.i,..l t
(TA:) you say, j.44l .c; (S, ];) and ' ;ltlj,

(K5,) inf. n. I;l,F; (TA;) He ratched the stars,
(9, K, TA,) waituigfor the time when they mould
disappear. (1C, TA.) El-Kbansl says,

* t;=)*ttj -. a; .
·* L5rJ . ..1 ,L .J 5L*;j

[I match, or I watching, the stars, maiting for
the time when they will, or mould, disappear,
though I am not, or I woas not, tasked with the
watching of them; and at one time I cover my-
self, or covering mnyself, with the redundant parts

of my old and worn-out garments]. (S.) -
also signifies The being faithful to an engagement,

or promise; syn. :°;. (Mgh. [See ;, below;
last sentence.])

2. M;B1 , inf. n. ae, Hle said [of him], *;;I,;
[May God heo p him, or guard hitn: or he said
to him, ,t .tIt Al ay God keep thee, or guard
thee]. (TA.)

3. t.Jl J.JI &clj The as pastlured ith the
[other] ases: (S,]n:) and in like manner one
says of camels with wild animals (TA.).,-5c

e;r1l, a reading required by the context in the
K, is wrong; the correct phrase being t...l

.jl [q. v.]. (TA.) - See also 1, in the latter
half of the paragraph, in eight places. -. Il 1JI is

also syn. with [1jJj1 lapp. as meaning The lookh
ing towards, orfacing, a person or thing: a signi.
fication nearly like the last referred to in the
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sentence here immediatelyr preceding]. (TA.) -
8ee also 4, in three places. - 1 ,1I ,
in a trad. of 'Omar, means Restrain thou the
thief, or make him to refrain, from taking thy
goods, but bear not witneu against him: so says
Lth: or the meaning is, and do not wait for
him. (TA.)

4. aWA.P! .js i. q. W&): see 1, in the former
half of the paragraph. Said of God, it means He
caused to growr, for the cattle, that upon which
they might pasture. (8.) One says also .. j;

..jlV, [as though 4,l1 or the like were under-
stood] The land abounded [as though it fed abun-
dantly] with herbage: (Zj, 1 :) ,')*1 .1.j, in
this sense [as stated above, see 3,] is wrong. (TA.)
And 1i.ll .LJ I lie made the place to be a
pasturage for him. (ISd, gC.) -_ , ;. l
means I made my ear, or ears, to be mindful of
his speech: (Er-Rghllib, TA:) or I gave ear,
Aharkened, or listened, to him. (8, Mqb.) You
say, 'L . ~'Al (Mhb, ]g,) and t ,' , i.e.
HRearken thou, or listen thou, to my speech. (J.)
Hence * It; in the lur [ii. 98 and iv. 48]: Akh
ays that it is of the form CL&D from tl~J", and

means i'd 'j; the j having gone away
because it is an imperative: he says also that it
is read tCl;, as an objective complement, from
;l)J1 1: (;: [see art. Xsaj:]) the reading in Ibn-

Mes'ood's copy of the Xur-in is C.5;. (TA.)
You say also, -:~ J J 1Lo 9 I ewil
not pay any regard, or attention, to tie saying
of any one. (TA.) - And 4. ;cU ; I showed
mercy to him [by tparing him, or letting him
live, or by pardoning him, or othermise]; had
mercy on Aim; pitied, or compastionated, him;
syn. 4b - .4 and &,:7. (S, 1.) Aboo-
Dabbal says,

[app. meaning If this enchantment be from thee,
then spare me not, but renew enchantmentit].
(TA. [It seems to be there cited as an instance
of the verb's having a second objective comple-
ment; (for which I see no reason;) following
the amertion that one says, &L t ;, signi-
fying I1 ; and that the verb is made trans. by
means of kjl as properly meaning al t, l
&*: but I doubt not that the correct reading is

e..i 1m j ll, iL'e. Be showed mercy to him,
eoming to him, or getting sight and knoroledge of
,hi]) V, , also, [°r -a 'I --- ,1 ,
signifies '5L, v .U 1 (TA.)

5: see 1, first and second sentences.

8: see 1, in three places, first two sentences.

10. h.,j1 [app. signifies He desired cattle to
pasture: and hence, he left them to pasture
alone]. You say, v.Ii1 jL. - 1, meaning
I left my cattle to pasture witAout a pasto. to
tak earM of thm in the nigAt: and [in like
manner,J 'SJ'-I . ,, in tAh day. (TA in

art .)_-ii ,; ,l (8, P.) I aked him,
or desired him, to keep or guard, or be mindful
of or regardful of, the thing. (8, TA.) Hence
the prov.,.;Ui ;J jl I L l *" ;. [He who
asks, or desires, the wolf to keep guard does
wrong]; (.?, TA;) i. e. he who trusts in one who
is treacherous puts trust in a wrong place. (TA.)
[And hence also,] .^1iJ it; I! He
asked, or desired, the ears [meaning the hearers]
to mind his discourse, or oration. (Har p. 361.)

uL and ) , Pasture, or herbage; (.8,
Mgh, i ;) thefood of beasts: (Msb :) pl. of the

former .'~f [meaning kinds, or sorts, of pasture
or herbage]: (1:) and of tthe latter 71.
(Msb.) It is said in a prov., I,t- 'Jts toj t "'
[Pasture, but not like the J;I,: see art. .].

(.-.)-. t4l.~.AJll jc A certain herb, having
berries like myrtle-berries, in which is the least
degree of sweetnes; not injurious to tlh camels
that feed upon it, but poison to [venomous or
noxious reptiles or the like, tuch as are termed]
~~i : the decoction thereof blackens thc hair.
(Ibn-Seena, book ii. p. 252.)

.,.
4aj a subst. from 1 in the first of the senses

mentioned in this art.; i.e. [The act of cattle's
pasturing, or their pasturing alone,] from ij
akttJI. (K.) - [Also The act, or occupation,
of keeping or tending, or of pasturing or feeding,
animals.] You say [of a man], Jk'tI ' .) ,
[lI performs mUll the act of keeping or tendiwn,
or of pasturing or feeding, camels]. (S, V.) -
[And The act of watching, and wvaiting for the
time of the disappearance, of the stars.] See a
verse cited near the end of the first paragraph.
= Also Land in which are projecting stones that
impede the plough. (], TA.)

kS,.j and ks,: see the next paragraph.-
[Both seem to be also substs. from fi; '1;

and thus to be syn. with 5 and kSt; and in
like manner, * tg is probably syn. with t;Ai:
the radical LS being changed into j as it is in

kS~. ] You says, ks 9 LY S,,a &ie L. [I
have no mercy nor pity to bestow upon him].
(JK in art. ;N. [See t~i.]) See also 1 in art.
_j [from which LScj in this phrase may also
with reason be regarded as derivable].

a subst. from uc; as used in the phrase
*..!1 oj [expl. in the first paragraph; thws signi-
fying Mindfulness, regardfulnes, or observance,
of an affair, or a ase]; as also 't ks'; and V' 5 .)
(g1.) -See also the next preceding paragraph.
And see art. _j.

I- 
[.; Pastured: ruled, or governed: and kept,

or guarded: so accord. to Golius, as on the autho-
rity of the KL; but not in my copy of that work.
It is agreeable with analogy as syn. with tO5:
and from it is formed the subst. next following.]

,j [with; affixed ,j? , i. e., to transfer the
word from the category of epithets to that of
substantives,] Cattle pasturing, or pasturing by

themnuls: and cattle ept, tended, or pastured:
(1, TA:) pL QI(;: (TA:) this latter (the pl.)
signifies cattUb ept, tended, or pastured, for any
one; (, TA;) for the subjects and for the
Stltdn; (TA;) as also V iL : (V, TA: in
some copies of the lg 'jll, without teshdeed:)

and ,tL.~l signifies cattle kept, tended, or
pastured, for tAe Sultdn, (B, TA,) especially,
and upon which are his brands and marks. (TA.)

Hence the tra., 4 a i J 1 [E~ry
pastor hal be questioned respecting his pastured
cattle: or every ruler hLaU be questioned repe~t-
ing his subjects; agreeably with what follows].
(TA.) -_ The people ruled or governed; the sub-
jects of a ruler or gooernor: (Myb, 1] :) the
community; the people in common or in general;
or the common people: (.:) [any persons or
person, and ghings or thing, in the Aeeping, or
under the guardianship or rule or government, of
a man or woman:] see glj, in the latter half of
the paragraph: pL a above. (TA.)

J;.LJI 54a: see es,.

g;jl; and IS,;; Camels tAat pasture around
the pople and their dllings ($, O) because they
are those upon which they work [or perform their
bun~]: (8 :) but in the Tekmileh it is written
atmj;, as meaning cattle that pasture around

the dmellings of the people. (TA.)

3FG;: see

t1 [act. part. n. of 1]. You say *1; 3;i4
Catte [patug, or] pturing by thmelvet:
(Myb:) p1. 1 Slj; [a mistranscription for lj;].

(TA.) _ l X 1 ;and X. 3'1 t V are names
of Two ec of ,, . [or tocuts]; (V;) the
latter mentioned by ISd: ?gh says that the formner
is a large .: and the latter is anotAher pece,
that doe not fly. (TA.)_ - 1 also signifies A
hkeeper, or guarder, (TA,) or pastor, (Myb,) of
cattle: (Mqb, TA:) an epithet in which the
quality of a subst. is predominant: (TA:) pl.
;G, (., Myb, TA,) but this is said to be moody
used as pl. of 6 in another sense u will be
shown below, (TA,) and .5j [and app. oj& (men-
tioned below)] and ' ; (1, Msb, TA;) and
3l; has a pL, namely, .J' (TA.) - [Hence,]
i. JI is the name of TAhe star [a] that is upon
the head of .JI [i. . Ophiuchut]: that rwhich
is upon the head of LSjtJ$ [a mistranscription in
my MS. for jI.tJI, i. e. H~ules, the star a,]

being called hIt0 4. (¢zw.) Also The star
[y] that is upon the left leg of Cepheus: betmeen
whose legs is a star [app. x] that is caled 41 b
c.~Jl: (I5zw:) [from their longitudes it seems

that these two stars are the same as are meant by
what here follows:] ,ail [or 0 j,l 4,] is a
certain star over againt j.JAl [or Aquari~ ,
whAich latter i] below; in tahe patA of which is a
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red [or perhaps another (j&l instead ofp*~1)]

star, called ~.~11. (TA in art. ,. .) [And
accord. to Freytag, .lj;JI 4.lj is the name of

A star otherwise called the Foot of Orion: and

,S l & s.l;, the name of The star X in Sagit-

tarius: see Ideler's "Unters miich. fiber den Ur-
sprung etc. der Sternnamen," to whichi le refers,
pp. 213, 226, for the former; and p. 187 for the

latter.] - [And hence,] &lj signifies also A ruler,
or governor, (., K ,) or prince, or commander,
(Mqb,) who mnanages, conducts, orders, or regu-
la.tes, the affairs of a people: (Msb, g :) and a

ruler, or governor, of himself: (TA:) p!. 7l-j

and eja&j, (1g,) but it is said that the former is
mostly used as meaning rulers, or governors, and

the latter as pl. of &l in relation to sheep or goats

[or the like], (TA,) and L,. and --. (15.) It is

said in a trad., .> 0l f1CL

d..j [Evry one of you is a ruler, or governor,
aad eery one of you shall be questioned respecting
those, or that, of which he is ruler or gomnor]:
such is the man in respect of his family, and ii

respect of the property of his father; and the
servant in repect of the property of his master;
and the wife is a 3Itj in respect of the house, or

tent, of her husband: and every one of thes shall

be questioned respecting his, or her, a. (El-

JAmi' e~agheer of Fa-Suyootee.) And one says,

·.elb ? i J.J [Th rled, or goernd,

is not like tae ruler, or gorernor]. (..) - In the

saying of EI-Karkhee, t a.ui l ; ', , re-

lating to [carrier-] pigeons, it is from L&L4 l

signifying 'Ujl; [the saying meaning He sold
birds on gthe condition of their being such as mould
e. faithful to their charge;] for pigeons in El-

'Ira and Syria are bought for high prices, and
sent from distant points with letters of informa-
tions, and convey them, and bring back replies to
them. (Mgh, JM.)

Is [ferm. of -. Also a subet. formed from

the latter word by the affix 5; like %e, from

] ee lj, third sentence.-... .1l is the

name of A certain bird: (TA:) [and] so is
.Oll Zalj; (TA, and thus in some copiea of the

1g ;) thus correctly written, as in the Tekmileh;
in [some of] the copies of the ig, J,m.Jl a1,1;
[perhaps the same as the former bird;] a yellow
bird, that isfound beneath the bellies oh arms or
similar beas^t thus in the Tekmileh; said by ISh
to be a small bird lihe the sparrow, that alights
benmath the bellies of the horses and other beasts,
yellow, as though its neck and wings rere tinged
with saffron, its back having upon it a dingijness,
or duskine, and blackne, it head being yellow,

and it Jj [or tail] being neither long nor

short; accord. to 8gh, also called ~).JI t V.j.
(TA [thus written without any syll. signs: if
applying to the species in the manner of a coil.

gen.nu., perhaps a mistransecription for ~,JI s&j].)

S_4l 40;, and %,:J1 Ll; 1Th corw

mntnm~ of hoaris , (I, TA,) and the first
marks thereof (TA.)

0¶l [app. More, and most, merciful or com-
e.. · e....·

pasnonate; from %4i .a jI, though by rule it
should be formed from an unaugmented verb
accord. to many of the grammarians: and

hence, being nearly syn. with J;1 in the primary
sense, syn. with this latter, or nearly so, in a

·. dHt J1 jog
secondary sense]. You say, . , LLb ,l

uA .if [app. meaning t This affair is more,
or most, easy and convenient to me]. (TA.)

;,j1 The yoke that is placed upon the necks of
the two bulls employed in ploughing ; (AA, 8gh,
1, TA;) of the dial. of Azd-Shanoo-ah. (TA.)

92 ' 91 e#1 

%;1&: see 3.t

: see what next follows.

'&0 and Wa3 (Fr, $, ISd, 1) and 3,
(ISd, i,) and sometimes without teshdeed, (1,)
the first without teshdeed mentioned by $gh on
the authority of Fr, (TA,) and Vt' 3 (, 15)

and V't ~ (Sgh as from Fr) and ' .as'9 (Sgh,

1) and *?tf, and (1) () A man who
performs well the act of keeping or tending, or of
pasturing or feeding, camrnels: (., 1:) or whos
habitual ~rk, or occupation, or the habitual
work, or occupation, of whosefathers, is, or ha
benn, the tending, or pasturing, of camels: (ISd,
] :) or who is a good Aeker afler Aerbage for the
cattle. (ISd, TA.)

, , see what next precedes.

·dr.

. an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. ( -,]~.) - And
A pasturage, or place of pasture; (S, 1 ;) as also

' 3^.: (Sgh, ]4:) pl. j. (TA.) [Hence,]

JW e J v ;ti., ,j ;o Xp. , [Do not
thou ave uncared for a young woman nor a
pasturage, for there are persons that seek, or
endeavour, to find and get each]: a prov. enjoin-
ing the availing oneself of an opportunity, and the
setting about an affair with prudence, discretion,
precaution, or sound judgment. (Meyd.) - See
also ` &, in three places.

31wm: see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

a .~ [Kept, or tended; pastured, orfed: kept,

guarded, or minded: and] ruled, or governed; as
in an ex. above, voce lj, last sentence but one.
(TA.)

1. W.] aor. -, in£. n. .Aj (JK,TA) and

0t.J (JK) [and app. ,jc &e. as in the next
sentence but one], He desired a thing [app. in an
absolute sense, agreeably with what follows in the
next sentence but one: and also,] vehemently,
eagerly, greedily, very reedily, with avidity,
eces~iely, or culpably; he coveted a thing,

l~ for it, or lhuted after it. (TA.) ,.A.I %
mean~ he [coust] hoping largdly, and deiring

much. (TA.) A ' , (, A, Mgh, Mg b, 1,

&c.,) and L. , (Mosb, TA,) aor. :, (:, TA,)

inf. n. n k' (.; A,* Mgh, 1) and M; ($, M,b)

and , -; (Mgh, Msb, 15) and m, (I.) and
. (A,' Myb) and ." (MSb) and .W, (A,

MCb,) lic desired it, or wished for it; (, A,
Mgih, M.sb, K ;) as also ,i V w.a1 . ($, 1.)

You aay, ic ," &j 1 C and and :- [I

hare not any desire, or wish, for it]. (A.) And

J, i. e. The fearing tAee is
better than the loving thee; IJL& being an in. n.
prefixed to an objective complement; and so
.?Jl: and said to mean, thy being given a
thing through fear of thee is better than through

5; -- 0 00. 0 j..

desire: a prov., similar to Z .p,- '.". ;J.
(Meyd. [Freytag explains it otherwise: see his

Arab. Prov. i. 542.])- ._ , lie did not
desire it, or wish for it; (S, A, Mgh, Mqb, ] ;)
ie shunned, or avoided, it; abtained from it;
(S, TA;) or left it, relinquished it, or forsook it,

(JK, S, TA,) intentionally. (JK, TA.) -..

!1, inf. n. '.A (K) and ,.1j and kj (TA)

and u. (Mgh, 5) and ()10 and ,;

(A,* 1) and /; (Mgh, TA) and and h,

and o.j) and jye; and U, (15,) He ae
petition to himn, addreed a petition to him, ashed
him, petitioned him, souglht of him, or dmanded
of him: (TA:) or she prayed to him, or supplicated
him, with humility or abasement, or with sincerity
or earnestness or energy: or he humbled, or
abased, himself, and made petition to him. (1,
A, TA.) You say, 1. s j J1- ;He

made petition to such a one, petitioned him, or
asked him, for such a thing. (TA.) And Jl
, *g ,.. 
.,Ai ;I0 To God I humble, or abase, myself, and
make petition; syn. 1: and Qt

[ToI imIraise myhumble petition]. (A.) And
.. .. 1

-
. .e&

"1 A J. 41 >. A.;I [Fear should be of
God; (not of a creatiure;) and petition,.&c.,
should be to flim]. (Lth, TA in art. ,.Sj.) See

also another ex. in a verse cited voce d .

&_L, . .kj [lit He made himslf to be not

desirots of, or to shun, or abstain from, or leave,
him, or it; the ,.o having the same effect as in
d. r. &c.; and hence,] he held himself above,

or superior to, him, or it. (Ig.) And j
I." Co O~k ; I made such a one to shun, abstain

from, or leav, this, disliking it for him. (MF.)
0 t It (anytling) was, or became, wide, or

ample. (TA. [See also 6.]) You say, ,.j

-9, aor. ;, inf. n. ,J and . () and

ahT,, (TA,) t 'he valley as large and wide,
taking, or receiving, much water. (K,* TA.)

'as -,. 0 *'

And ,bj'9l ., inf. n. ".; [&c.], $ The land
was soft ($, TA) and wi(le, with even, or sandy,
soil: (TA:) or ($, TA) took much water; (TA;)
wasQ such as would not flow unless in conseq,ence of

much rain. (g, TA.)-And [hence,] -, inf. n.

,.4 (., 15') and .. j, (1,* TA,) t lie was, or
became, voracious, a great eater; (15, TA;) vcry
gredy, or gluttonous; ($, 1S, TA;) vhsmentl,,
ecesivdy, or culpably, desirous of rworldly goods,
and one who made himself to be large, or abun-
dant, therein: or as some say, large in his Aope,
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and desrous of much. (TA.) Accord. to the T
5Q'1 .Jj signifies t Voracity: and J

alone, as occurring in a trad., is explained a
meaning capaciousne.s of the belly, and voracity

r.t
(TA.) And 1 v, inf. n. 4 :, le maJ
or became, liberal, or bountiful, and large ii
opinion orjudgment. (A.)

2. )S 4tj, [inf.n. 4.J,] He mad
him to desire, or nish.for, a thing; (S, MA, K;*
as also de t '4,l. (S,K :') both signify thu
same. (S.) You sny, 4.. ) [I madi
him to desire, or wishfor, his conmanionship]

(A.) And 4, inf. n. -J (IAar, TA;
and 1 ,Jj; (TA;) lie gave him hnat he desired
or wiskedfor. (lAir, TA.)-[,, is also said bv
Golius to signify Cupitit anide et expetirit; ae
on the authority of the KL: but this signification
is not in my copy of thlat work, nor do I find it
in any other lexicon.]

[3. yL is said by Golius, as on the nutlhority
of the KL, and by Freytag after him, to signify
Cupidilatem monstravit: but it is not mentione(d
in any sense in my copy of the KL, nor have I
found it in any other lexicon.]

4: see 2. - [;4 . I app. significs also Hie made
it wide, or ample. - And hence,] b;.J '.Xit .JJa#.1
means t May God 0enlarqe thy power, and make
its steps to extendfai.. (A, TA.)

6. ' _ *A!p Thtey vied, one wvith anothe,., in
desiring it; or they desired it with emulation;
syn. ' 1..J.. (A and TA in art. -

143I l t The place nas, or became, n'ide,
oe ample. (TA. [See also .])

8: see 1, third sentence.

ace: sce second sentence.

%k: see ,Ak, and " ; with both of whiichi
it is synonymous. - It is also a p). of the latter,
(L in art. iw,) and of .4. (TA.)

a14, A desire, or wish.: pl. 1;. (Mgh, Mob.)
Hence, 1,Al Zjt %-U [The desires, or wislhes,
of the people, or of mankind, became few].
(Mgl.) -Sec also a

;~je,, an epithet applied to n man, [signifying
One who makes petition; trho asks, petitions,
seeks, or demands: or who prays, or suppilicates,
with humility or abasement, or with sincerity or
earnestnew or energy: or nrho humbles, or abases,
himsel, and makes petition: originally an inf. n.
of ih %-; or] from 14II. (6, TA. [In one
copy of the former erroneously written .
in another, . j; and in another, omitted.])

L1., The [knot caUed] l-j *` of a sandal;
(V;) i. e. tho knot beneath the [appertenance
calUd] 5. [which passes through the sole and
between two of the toes, and to which the 0J"p,
also called #GJ, is attached[. (TA.)

Bk. I.

r, y , , I (A'Obeyd, lSk, S, g) and 1V
(O) tLand that is soft, (A'Obeyd., k, TA,:

* and wide, uwith even, or sandy, soil: (K, TA:) oi
($, ( 5, TA) that takes much nater; (TA;) thai
wiU not flow unles in consequence of much rain,

D (ISk, , K, TA.)

4-A t WVide, or ample; applied in this sense
to a watering-troutgh or tank, and to a skin for

) water or milk, (S, TA,) &c.: pl. Ui& (TA) and

e iJ. (L in art. .i.) You say also Je; -
t A 7ride road: pi. 4. (TA.) And i 5
t is4l, tA wvide, or an ample, place. (TA.)
And t 1 ,t t A rride valley; (TA;) [and] so

L c;) oi (JK:) or *a uide valley, that takes
mnuck waUter; as also i; (AHn, 1;) contr. of

I cj ?j. (TA.) And at) 3-ah tA wide
wound injlicted writh a tspear or the like. (TA.)
And J .t A wide stord, tJat inflicts a
large troundl (TA.)_tA man, or other animal,
(]K,) having a capacious inside, or belly: (S, g(:)
pl. ,ILW. (TA.) - t Voraciou; a great eater:
(A, K: [but accord. to the former, not tropical in
thlis sense:]) detirous of muchs eating: (Msb:)
tvy greedy, or gluttonous: (§, Ji: [see also
e a:]) vrehemently, excesively, or culpably,
desirous of worldly goods; and one rrho makes
himself to be large, or abundant, therein: or
large in his hopes, and desirous of much: (TA:)
and b t $,1 a man who is a great eater;
(TA;) or capacious in the inside, or bely, and a
great eater: (JK:) and J 4o a belly that

wdevours much. (Ham p.418.)- ajl A1;
(T and A and TA in art. .j,) and You y ao ,
(A in thlat art,) t He is not content but with
much; contr. of ,JI r . (T and A in that

art.,) and of 'i. io an. (A in tlae t art.)

[k?*jl $,&j has a differcnt mcaning: see art.

c]-- 4~JI $ vsi (S, in a copy of the
A and in the TA _aJd,) A horse of wide step,
Chiat takes a large space of ground (A, TA) with
his legs: pl. .,Ak. (TA.) - ' 1, tihe
latter word being lie pl. form, t Camels yielding
a copiouj supply of milk, and very piofitable.
(IAth, TA) And t Many camels. (TA.) ,

0._J.a and t $Jm t A heavy load. (TA.)

aie) A thing desired, or wishedfor; (Ti;) as
also t1 iJj: (tam p. 501:) a thing of high
account or estimation; that i desired, or wsed
for: pI. ;tL;.- (A,M l.) You say, ra a 1,
a@JJ), i. i. . [Verily he is a liberal giver] of
everything that is desired. (TA.) [And ( :;
has a similar meaning; for] you say also, o l
hims1 , i. e. I obtained from him abundance

of wrhat I desired. (TA.)-A large gift: (S,
Mgh, Msb, ;:) pt. as above. (s, Mgh, Mob.)
A poet (En-Nemir Ibn-Towlab, TA) says,

A a it1 TU.lJ, Ah istl.je

~?~ tMg deire,^o ihdfr;(. )a

[And when porerty. befalls thee, then hope thou
) or competence, and to Him n,,ho gives large gifts

r humble thyself, and make petition]. (g,* TA.) -
t And A large recompenu thatone deJires to obtain

[in the wrorld to come] by prayer: (El-Kiliibee,
TA :) or that which is wishedfor by one who has
large hope and who desires much: whence the
prayer called l4l iJ.. [generally said to be

I a supererogatory prayer]. (TA.)

I4~JIl, like _.ZtII (JK, 1) and , s,,1,
(TA,) WVhat is called the ; 1Qj of the liver.
(JK, K.)

) 9.-
~. Very, or intensely, or ecceedingly, desirous

of much eating. (M9 b.) [See also j.]

f 4.t Desiring, or wishing; (V;) [as in the

phrase I,iS ~_ ,1 desiring, or wnihing for,
such a thing;] and so Vt';. (TA.)

".4. [A place, or time, of desire or rish:
and hence, an object thereol]. You say, ;L.

4.u ~.,ALoUi [app. meaning lie demanded a
woman in marriage, and attained the object of
desire]. (A.)

> .. ! Pomesing competene or sivficienryl;
rich, or wealthy; (XC, TA;) possessing much
property. (JK, TA.)

see

; [' 4 Desired, or wished for.__ -

, Not desired, &c._ - 1 d - Petitioned,

&c.: see an ex. voce *]

U,l; Ij.b J j.~ u3 To him are allowed, or
permitted, such and such things; like 1 and
,,.i-.. (TA in art ,na..)

~Jb' [lit. Causes of desire; sing., if used,

"t a1,, a word of the same class as and
'A... &c.: and hence,] things that are eagerly
desired, or coveted; syn. "lIb [which also signi-
fies soldiers' stipends, or o//owance]: (TA:) and
(TA) things tiat are desired to be gainedfor
subsistence, or sustenance; i.q. e.. , J ; Ja.
(K, TA. [In the C.K, the formne;of the two nouns
in this explanation is ;#,p : in two Mg.
copies of the K, it is without the syll. sigins: the
right reading is evidently .,#- , syn. with
; : Freytag renders the explanation persona

qua in rebut qutea spectant ad vietum perturbatte
et anxia sunt; deriving this meaning from the
rendering in the TX: Golius, with a neat' ap.
i,roach to correctness, renders it res ad stsrten-
tandamn vitam necctriae; but !4e has given this
explanation as on the authority'of J, by whilom
it is not mentioned; and has put 1 ... for

see -;S. -See also , last
sentence._ Also tA large, big, bulky, or cor-
pulent, man. (JK.)
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and Z in the A], thus, a verne:

1. 1;SS, ($, A, g,) aor. i, (Q,) in£ n. JU;;
(Tl;) and Vt ,,Ij; ( ;) said of a kid, (Q, A,)
[and app. of a lamb, (see 4,) or of any young
animal,] He tucked her; (1?, A, ] ;) namely, his

mother. (1, A.) - lence, in a trad., J. ; --

Apostle of God (may God bleu and #sae him)
hat departed from the world, and ye suck the

swerts of it]; meaning the world; i. e. ;''3.

(TA.) - [Henee also,] ,tll a;) t The people,
or men, asked, or begged, of him so much that all

that he had passed away. (TA.) And J;, (El-
Abmar, JK, K, g,) inf. .o. i, (JK,) t;He (a
man) was askhed of, or begged of, so much that
all that he had became exhausted. (EI.Abmar,

JK, Q, g)- -.)_, (C,) or 1-t said of a
woman, (TA,) He, (],) or she, (TA,) had a
complaint of, or a pain in, the .1;X. (g, TA.)
- i; l e thrust, pierced, stuck, or stabbed, him
time after tinme; and so Vt I. (. [See also
the latter below.])

4. :gI, said of a ewe, (?,) [and app. of a
she-goat alo, (see 1,) or of any female,] She
suckled him; (~, ,;) namely, her young one. (v.)
See also 4.li. _ *l .He thrust, pierced, stuck,
or stabbed, him in his 015. (.)_ - See also 1,
last signification.

8: see 1, first signification.

s: ee what next follows.

:'C A certain duIct (j,) in the breast, or
mamma, (., I,) that emits the milk: ( :) or a

certain sinew, or tendon, (3& ,) beneath the
breast, or mamma: (ISk, T, :, ] ) sometimes
written* , '1: (Fr, T, TA:) or the Jl56; [dual
of ,t] are the two sinews, or tendons, that are
beneath the two breasts, or mamma: or what
are betrween the two shoulderjoints and the two
loreasts, next the arm-pit: (TA:) or tnwo portions
of flesh, (JK,) or two small portions of Jleh,
(TA,) beteweea the 4~" [q. v.], and the swhoulder-
joint, (JK, TA,) on either tide of the chest:
(TA:) or the blackness [app. meaning the areola]
of each of the two breasts. (TA.)

J! e ZLand that does not flow with tater

except (,! [but this word is omitted in the TA])
firom much rain: (JK, 1I:) [i.e., that sucks in
the rain-water, and does not cause it to flow upon
its surface, except nwhen it is copious.]

l. Any female suckling; (JK, , ;) as

aso . .,: ( :) or one says Z,-j ; and
ji:j, meaning particularly a ere uckling: but
[the inf. n.] t,I,,;1l has been nsed in relation to

the she-camel: or )j) applied to a ;A means
only that has brought forth: (TA:) and one

says Z; i.,5, meaning [a hackney-mare]
that is suched, i. q. t ; (~, TA;) and that
scarcely ever raises her head from the manger:

[whence] it is said in a prov., Z; q.ljsl >0l
,; [lThe most roracious of beasts is a hackney-

*nare that is sucked]: or, as J gives it [in the 8,

h
, - - A - . . , - -

- A - -r

[More woracious than a hackney-mare that is

sucked]: and t is applied to a woman as
meaning suckling: the pl. of . is . j.
(TA.)-Also A child, or young one, that u

suckled; a suckling. (TA.)

:-k.: see the next preceding paragraph, in
two places. - Also t Possessing much property.
(JK.)

.. [[written in the JK :t;, but said in

the ] to be. like ,-~,] The part, of the finger,
which is the place of the signet-ring. (CK.)

Z5A5: see its fem. above, voce !.A --
[Hence,] t A man asked of, or begged of, so much
thlat all that he had is exhausted. (kE-Ahmar,
JK, , A, ].) And t Possessing little property.

(JK.) And Uj.. :jlg i [His possesions are
exhauted. (A.)

1. ;, (M8, Msb, ,) aor. -, (Myb, V,) inf. n.
j.k (Msb) [and .-.m, as seems to be indicated in
the 1 by its being said that the verb is like 5];
and JA , (8, Msb, g,) aor. ', (Msb, g,) inf. n.
'li.j; (Mlb;) It (one's life) was, or became,

ample in its means or circumstances, unstraitened,
or plentiful, (, Msb, V1,) and easy, (Msb,) and

pleasant. (8, 15.) -[Hence, app.,] 454i 'ij

1 1 ' &..A [Such a one is striving, labour-
ing, or toiling, in his affair:] he Uill not flag, or
be remiss. (JK.) [In the JK, Lj.'j, aor.

,.4, is mentioned immediately after an explana-
tion of 3,ej, app. to indicate that it signifies We
prepared, or we ate, ;o-.]

4. 1 kjl They became in a state of life ample
in its meant or circumstances, unstraitened, or
plentiful; (8, A;) they had abundance of herb-
age, or of the goods, conreniences, or comforts, of

life. (., K.) -- ; . 1 1.; hl God made their
life to be ample in its means or circumstances,
unstraitened, or plentiful, [and easy,] andpleatant.
(A.) - And .l.s tI They left their cattle
to pasture by themselves, where they pleased. (., g.)

10. .i .1 J.% ,I Ie found life to be ample in
its means or circunutances, unstraitened, or plenti-
ful, [and easy,] and pleasant. (Har p. 657.)

One says, ueaJl ,- " [Alight thou
where life is found to be ample in its means
&c.]. (A.)

11. ;j, (?, TA,) inf. n. ;l;!, (S, K, TA,)
It (milk) became commingled, one part with
another, but not yet completely thickened. (8,
TA.) And in like manner, It (anything) became
commingled, or confused, one part with another.
(., 5,0 TA.) - t- He becanme [confused, or] in
doubt, in his opinion, or judgment, not hnowing
how to utter it. (g.) - t He slept withoutfully
satitfying his dronwsiness, (f, TA,) so that he
awoke heavy. (TA.) - t He wtas angry, and
changed in colour by reason of anger: (TA:) or

he was angry, and would not answer. (V.)-

t He ,vat sick, not severely affected (~ AI [in

the C -. , 1]), (L, V,) but suffering deprts-
sion: (j :) or he shoaed himself to be depressed,
(JK, L,) writhout emaciation, (JK,) or by ema-
ciation: (L:) and he was oppresd by sickness
beyond his power of endurance: (L:) or he began
to suffer pain, and exhibited an extenuated state
of the belly, and dryness, and languor. (En-
Nadr.) - .1).lj also signifies t Languidnes,
or n.eaknes, in the eye, and the ear, and the
sight. (JK.)

Q. Q. 3. s;jI [a verb app. sJn. with j in

an intensire sense;] of the measure jLj! from

.,iI [inf n. of ;]. (]g.) Its J is augmenta-
tive; and therefore it should not be mentioned
independently as it is in the 1. (TA.)

a,-
-j4, applied to property, or water, or life, or

herbage, Plentiful; that does not caus one
fatigue. (L.) [Being originally an inf. n., it is
used without variation as a maze. and fem. and
sing. and pl. epithet; as also t*j.] You say

; e and t and and C (A,

Msb) and t .V , (Lb, TA,) and t .s; U.~,
(A,) Life that is ample in its means or circum-
stances, unstraitened, or plentiful, (Lh, A, M9b,)
and easy, (Lbh,* Msb,) and pleasant. (A, Myb.)

And .t; k' and A ; A mode of life ample in
its means or circumstances, unstraitened, or
plentiful, [and eany,] and pleasant. (S, A, 1.)
And t .##, (A, L, ],) or ;, (JK,) and

t .;, '~, (A, L, K,) or . L, (JK,) People,
and women, in a state of life ample in its means
or circumtances, &c.; (JK, A, I.;) or having
abundance of herbage, or of the goods, con-
enimnces, or comforts, of life, and having camels

abounding with milk. (L)

an inf.an. of ,i. (M;b.) You say, ,
%.!,.> ;v ;- ~ He is in a state of life amniple
in its means or circumstances, unitraitened, or
plentiful, (A, Msb,) [and easy,] and pleasant.
(A.) - See also J.;, in five places.

, and its fem., with : sce e..

*;' Fresh inilk, which is boiled, and upon
nwhich some flour is sprinkled, (JK, 8, K,) then
dates are mixed therewith, (JK,) or then it is.
mixed and stirred aboutt, (S,) and it is licked up:
(S,.K:) and also remains of milk: (JK:) or
fi.esh butter: (Msb:) or a piece, or portion, of
fresh butter: (A:.) pl. O5·j. (JK, A.) You say,

mcanihg [Security in the state of life that is
amnple in its means or circumstances, &c., is
sweeter than the dates called ,W] with some
f,.esh butter. (A.)

:1o~ i. q. l"~j [q. v.]; ( ;) [i. c.] Tf;at is
taken forth from wheat, and thrown away.
(JK.)

see ,j.
,: ;J

1
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;id.9 [A plate aboundin, with herbage;] a
medow, or a garden; syn. %jh. (L.) See also
On.e·

),, part. n. of 11. (L, 1.) Milk [that has
become commingled, one part with another, but]
not yet completely thickened. (L.) [And in like
manner, Anything that has become commingled,
or confused, one part with another.] - tOne
soho is [confused, or] in doubt, in his opinion, or
judgment, (JK, S, K],) not knowing how to utter
it. ( -,[.)_[For its other meanings, see the
verb.]

1. ' a../;, aor.:, inf. n. G, God blesed,
or prostered, him, and made him to increase and
multiply: God mnade his property to increase and
multiply. (TA.) You say, X "--i #U3 lylS
Tkey werefew, and God multiplied and increased
then: and in like manner one says of _ [or
grounds of pretension to respect], &c. (, TA.)
And X' n '., (El-Umawee, ?, K,) and I.JJ,
(TA,) aor. as above, (R,) God multiplied to him
his property, (El-Umawee, n, 1,) and his of-
spring, (TA,) and blessed him tlerein; (El-
Umawee, 8, ;') as also ' t. I, (K,) and
1.0j. (TA.)

4: see the last sentence above.

j. Inrease: (?,1]:) abundance: (TA:)
wealth, or property; or much !wealth or Fproperty;
or good fortune, prosperity, nelfare, wellbeing,
or weal; syn. .. (, K.) El-'Ajj6j says,

a I

[app. meaning, A hhaleefch who ruled without
evil, a prosperous prince, ofprosperous origin]:
r*J is syn. with j.i. (a.)- Also A beneft,

favour, boon, or blessing; syn. *^;!: (s:) or
amplenss, or largeness, therein: (TA:) pl.

,%,l. (K.)

,kr*: see the next paragraph.

0 .i One who nakes himself to have a plenti-
ful and pleasant and easy life; (Ibn-'Abbld,
?gh, 1 ;) as also with ,. (TA.) - A plntiful
state of life; as also *p, , (",) in the saying

, > ,.r. , ., [They are in a plentiffi
state of lf]. (TA.)

tL&.. :Blused; prospered; fortunate: (1,*
TA :)' applied to a man, blessed, or prospard;
(TA;) abounding in wealth or property; (1,
TA;) fortunate, or poressed of good fortunc:
(TA:) and, applied to a face, bleued and fortu-
nate; @(;) or checrful and fortunate. (TA.)
You say also, aHl a'r ' tile has a
bleed, orfortunate,foreloch. (TA.)-And with
5, applied to a woman, (Lth, 4V,) and to a ewe,
or she-goat, (TA,) Prolific; hading numerous
ofspring. (Lth, 1V, TA.)

1. h;, (JK, O, Mb,) aor. 'a, (O, Msb,)
inf. n. jW,, (JK, O, Mhb, 1,) He collected to-
gether (JK, O, Msb, ]K) clay, (JK, 0, K],) or
dough, (Msb, O, ]1,) making it into a compact
mass, (JK, O, K.,) or making it round (Mpb)
[and flat, but not thin, or not very thin], with
his hand. (Msb, O, K1..) .. l · j, (JK, O ,
1K,) aor. as above, (0, 1,) and so the inf. n.,
(JK, 0O,) He put into the camel's mouth, by
mouthfuls, seeds (1), and flour, (JK, 0, ],) and
the like. (0, 15.)

4. L1jI He looked sha1ply, or intently, or
attentively; (JK, O,1;) 9I [at him, or it];
(TK;) said of a man and of a lion. (O.) - And
lie hastened, made haste, or sped, in going,

journeying, or pace. (K.)

%A~; A round cake (MA, KL) of bread,
(S, MA, Mgh, KL,) such as is thick, or not thin,
(MA,) the contr. of such as is termed jij;;
(Mgh;) [generally about a span, or les, in midth,
and from half an inch to an inch in thickhneu;]
of the measure ,jo in the sense of the measure

3j,;, (Msb,) from ;j as expl. in the first
sentence above: (JK, O, M9b, ] :) pl. [of pauc.]
JA1. (8, O, Msb, ]O) and {of mult.] Uj (JK,
S, MA, Mgh, Msb, 1K) and Uj (JK, 0, O, M,b)
and j.i and *t `3]; (JK, O, g;) the last
anomalous, (TK,) mentioned by Ibn-'Abbid. (0.)

J1g3: see what next precedes.

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and
TA to which I have had access.]

Quasi '.UJ

j!: seeQ. Q. -3 in art kj.

1L ~.i;l,..;, [and, as will be seen from what

followb,,;i, and v, inf. n..~; and and ,]
His nose clave to the .t; [i. e. earth, or dust].
(TA.) - [Hence,] J ;l .t, aor. ', inf. n. ..
[&c. as above]; and , aor. :; [and ..;, aor. ;]

t He tyas, or becanme, abasd, or humble, ,or sub-
missire; as though his nose clave to the 'aUt by
reason of abasement &c. (Mob.) And .l'.
· , and .;, (, g,) and .. , (EI-Hejeree, l,)
in. n. . and anA ,5., (S,) [and app. 
also, as seems to be indicated in the $ and TA,]
S My noe [meaning my pride] wras, or became,
abased, or humbled, to God, against my will;

(15, TA;) i.e. *' [to his command]. (TA.)

Annd*6 *j a t [Such a one is,
or has been, abased, or humbled]. (TA.) -And

j* 1TA,) .r!, aor. :, inf. n._,; [ .
as above], (JK,) t Such a onc was unable to
obtain hi right, or due; (JK, P, TA;) as also
AsA.t.,^: the part. m. is vf1J. (gar p. 89.)
_e- as a trans v.: see 4, [with which it is app.

syn. properly as well as tropically,] in three
places. - [Hence,] 2:.v, (1!,) inr. n., 2; (JK,

TA;) and tV-J ; (so in the JK; [perbaps a
mistranscription for "s4 ;]) t I did a thing
against his will: (JK, 1], TA:) or, so as to aunger
him; and vered him. (TA.) - [And t I mode
him to do a thing against his wiUl; foreed him to do
a thing: for],jl is also syn. with >l; (IAqr,
15, TA;) in some copies of the 15 erroneously
written ·Ji,. (TA.) And 4. and .;

aor.:, (19,) in. n. .kL (TA) [and app. and.0 - * I
and uh., as seems to be indicated in the

15], I ie disliked it, disapproved it, or hated it.
(1, TA.) You say, '~ ·. 'i S I dislike
not, &c., of it, anything. (JK, TA.) And
up 3 l idJI ; SThe pasturing beasts dis-
liked, &c., the pasture. (TA.) - See also 2. 
[And see ,e", below.]

2: see 4, in three places. - - , (JK, M, ]1,)
inf. n. *, (K.,) also signifies Ile said to him

4 j; (JK; [see.,; below;]) or L ;j ; so
in the g; but in the M, t j J: (TA:) and
' ,;, in£ n. .. , [in like manner,] he said to

him ; : or he did with him that which made his
't* J .5 -,

nose to cleave to the earth, or dust, ( 1. %.,)
and that which abased him. (yIam p. 97.)

3. a.kl! signifies The breahing offfrom, or
quitting, another in anger: ($, ]1, TA:) and the
cutting off another from fr.iendly, or loving,
communion; cutting one, or ceasing to speak to
him; or forsaking, abandoning, deserting, or
shunning or avoiding, one: and the becoming
alienated, or estranged; or the going, removing,
retiring, or withdrawing, to a distance,far away,
or far off, one from another: (KC, TA:) [or]
..k1j signifies t Ie left, forsook, abandoned, or

relinquished, him, or useparated himself from him,
against his [the latter's] wish: (Mgh:) or he
brohe off from him, or quitted him, in anger:
(Myb:) and itl ?.AjI I He cut off his family
from loving communion, or forsook them, or
desrted them, against thdeir wish. (TA.) It is
said in a trad., ;l1 .s Js w..s . ,..,
i. e. ! lie will assuredly break off in anger from
his Lord [if he cause his trwo parents to enter the
fire of lieU]. (TA.) And you say, O i;tj

:^ 1 Such a one retired apart from his people,
or party; or disagreed with them; or opposed
themn; (;, 15,' TA;) and rent forth from them;
(?,TA;) and cut them off from friendly, or
loving, communion; orforsook them; and treated
them, or regarded tihem, with enmity, or hostility.
(15, TA.) - And t $l i t Such a one
dos not want, need, or require, and is not unable
to attain, anything. (JK, TA.)

4. ` 1 [He cast it upon tAtclt, i. e. earth, or
dust: and he mnade it to cleave to the earth, or
dust]. You say, 4J , LJJJI l He cast the
morsl from his mouth upon the earth, or dust.
(TA.) And it is said in a tiad. of 'Aisheh, re-
specting the material for dyeing the hair, and the
hands of women, j. 41 [Wipe tAou it off

140*
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from thy hand, or hands, and cast it upon the
earth, or dust]. (S. [There said to be from the
phraseo hero next following.]) You say also, _,,
dil Jle, (i. e. God, JK, 8,) or it, (i. e. abasement,

or ullmility, or submimiveness, 1, TA,*) made
his nose to cleave to the .aL, i.e. earth, or dust;
(J K,* ., TA;) [or may He (i. e. God) make his
nose to cleave to tie earth, or dust;] ;nd t,Ai

A'il signifies the same [app. in this (the proper)
sense, as well as in that next following]. (Mgh,
TA.) - And [hence] the former of these two
phr&ases means Ile (i. e. God, Msb) abased him,
l/urbled him, or rendered him submissive, (Msb,
TA,) against his will; (TA;) [or may He abase
him, &c. ;] and so t the latter of the same two
phrases: and the former, t Hle angered him;
likewise said of God; (Ijam p. 551;) and so
LIl alone; (K1, TA;) like a,I; (TA;) or

both signify the did evil to him, land angered

him: (TA in art. .,k :) and 1 tHe ras
abasd, or humbled, or rendered submissive:

(llnam p. 617 :) and J'-)I 4 j Tt ;, inf. n.

t God abased, or may God abase, the noses
ly means of him, or it. (.ar p. 369.) [t .,
also, signifies t sle abased him, humblel him, or
rende,red him submissire: you say,] eS t Ii I&
t Thiis is an abasing, or a humbling, to hinm:
(M.hb:) and 0 eIJ t l, (occurring in a
trad(l., TA) means t Fo;r the abasing, or hunmblinpg,
of the dIevil. (Mgh.) - And 'Jl tile u,yged
him, or tad~e him, to do that from rwhich he was
not able to hold back, or that which he could not
refuse to dlo, or that which he could not resist
doinig. (JK, TA, and IHam p. 97, from Kb.)_
See also 3.

0. pj t lie blecame angered, or angry, (., K,
TA,) wvith speech, and otherrwise: (TA :) and
sometimes it occurs with j [i.e..Aj3]. (., TA.)
Hence the saying of El-golei-ah, [app. describing
a she-camcl,]

[7'hou sest between her two jaws, when slte is
angered,foam like the web of the spider stretched
out]. (TA.) _ See also 1.

.. j and ; and t'2 are inf. ns. of_j and

, said of the nose; and t i,,.,, is syn. there-
with; (.R;) as is also V .. (TA.) One says
to another, [by way of imprecation,] L,j [fur
L,Ai l i ,,AJ May thy nose cleave fast to the
earth, or dust; meant to be understood in the
proper sense, or in a tropical sense explained by
what follows]; (JK, M, !~;) and [sometimes]
1.) is added, (M,) which is an imitative sequent
to ltj. (1K in art. ,Aj.) And .. 6l?l ehS and

t· *JI. [JMay cleaving to the earth, or dust,
befaU hi nose; which may likewise be meant to
be understood properly, or tropically]. (TA.) -
[Hlenee,] the first also signifies, (IAir, I~, TA,)
and so V the second, (Mgh,) and tV 4 also,
(TA,) t Absement. (IAr, Mgb, ]C, TA.) The
Prophet said, V " ,L, (.,) i.e. l rat

I eentfo,t abasement to the believers in & plurality
of gods, [or] by rrason of dislike or disap-
proval [of their state; agreeably with the expla-
ination next following]. (TA.) _ ,, ; and t j

(Mblb, K, TA) and t,,s and t* r (K, TA)
also sig,nify I Dislike, disapproval, or hatred.
(Mbl, K, TA.) You say, LtC ; or t L or

) tUL, (TA,) and.S; ois (ISh, TA,) and 

. ;, and ·a,l k~' (TA,) and f.l4; u.i

and ,a1l t1., (Msb,) and il; --4 .~iL

(S,) i. c. I [lle did it against his nwis; in spite
of him; or] notwithstanding his dislike, or dis.

approval, or hatred. (Msb, TA.) - . . .

; 1 e;·lA, [or.,3l, in the TA without the vowel-
sign,] occurring in a trad., means t In ordet that
he may become humble and abased, and the pride
of the Devil may goforthfrom him. (Mgh, TA.)

See also0.:;.
, .

,_c: see thle next paragrgraph above, in six
places.

.A: sce-.t, in three places.

;otA ;l. A sheep, or goat, having tpon the
exztremity of its nose a ,vhiteness, (JK, K,) or a
colour diTel'ent from that of the rest of its
body. (.i.)

Ot*j: see the next following paragraph.

.;At Earth, or dust; ($, Msb, 1K ;) as also
t4.: (1 Aar, K:) [or] soft earth or dust, (K,
TA,) but not fine: (TA:) or fine earth or dust:
(AA, TA:) or and mirxed with earth or dust:
(K:) or sand such as does not flow .from the
hand: (As, TA:) or, as IB says on the authlio-
rity of AA, sand titat dazzles the sight; as also
? tkl; which latter, accord. to the 1I, is the
name of a certain tract of sands. (TA.)

4.j A thing that one desires, or seekhs; (JK,

K;) as also t. :;.: (TA:) so in the saying,

6; ; °. 6.i (JK, TA) and '.; (TA) [I
have a thing t/tat I desire, or seek, to obtainfrom
such a one].

The nose; as also t and t ,

(K,) of which the pl. is._ly: (TA:) or ..
signifies the nose writh owhat is around it: (loot,
TA:) and in thlis sense also the pl. above men-
tioned is used; as in the saying, i;.l.o C'G£ '

[I will assuredly trample upon thy nose wcith the
parts around it]. (TA.) - And The [apper-
tenance called the] i;j [q. v.] of the live,'; as
also l4. ; (], Ig;) but the former is the more
approved. (TA.) - And, (.K,) somne say, (S,
TA,) [The bronchi, or the windpipe; i. c.] tlhec
tubes, (,., 8,) or the tube, ( (,. K,) of te
lungs. (., K.) - Also A certain plant: a dial.
var. of tse&v [q. v.]. (K.)

.a1;: see 1. You say,_,s;l. and t 1 .c.
[He has the nos clearing to the dust: and hence,]
t he is abased, or humble, or submissive: and the

is unable to obtain his right, or due: and {.ij is

its pl.:] you say, _J-l,,J .&. (Har p. 3m.)
And.,li is used as an imitative sequent thereto.
(1K.) - Also t Angty. (TA.) - And t Dit
liking, disapproving, or hating. (TA.) - And
t Flecing. (TA.)

· a': see.;j, first sentence: ~ and see also

oli;: := and.ptlr.

: see .ist first sentence.

4itk.: see Lj, in five places: - and see also
:=. , Also A ccrtain game nf tlhe Arabs. (g.)

,..: see the next paragrapll but one.

la.j. t A woman who angers her husband.
(K, TA.)

.. l.., (., Mgh, K, TA)' and t. (JK, TA)
and t*., (JK,) thus accord. to one reading in the
Kllr iv. 101, (Ksh,) or e, , (TA, [perhaps a
mistranscription,]) t A road by the travelling of
which one leavew, or separates ljimselif.fiom, hii
peopkl, against their wrish, or so as to. displease
them: (Kth and Bd in iv. 101:) and a placs to
nwhich one emigrates: (Zj and Ksil and Jel ibid.:)
or a place to which one shirft, remores, or becomes
transferred: (Bd ibid.:) or a may by which one
goes or goes anay : (Fr, J K, ., K :) and a place
to which one .flees; a place of ref,ige: (Fr, .,
Migh, .K :) and i. q. ,;j [menning a place in
which one goes to and fro sekin.q the means qf
s.bsistence: see art. .. ']: (Fr, Ja, , g :) and
afortrcu, orfortifjed place; syn. O^. (IAar,
K.) It is said in the ]iur, [iv. 101, of llim who
emigrates for the cause of God's religion], 

l,,±b 1 sy9I u) [He shall find in the
earth many a road &c.]. (S, TA.) And a poet
says,
· it . .i .';. .1. 1

*
A ' '' ao.l - a1

~~,~~il; cz

[To a country not tear in respect of the place of
alighting, remote in respect of the road &c. and
qf the region in wrtich people go to and fro sehk-
ing the means of subsistence]. (Zj, TA.)

_.S_: see the next preceding paragraph.

1. ULj, (S, Mgh, ](,) nor. ~ , (8,) said of a
camel, (S, Mgh, 1.,) and of a hyena, and of an
ostl.ich; (.K ;) or ,:, aor. ~j, said of a she-
camel; (JK, Mb ;) inf. n. :t/, (JK, 8, Mgh,
-M1b,* I.,) with which t'L is syn. [either as an
inf. n. or as a simple subat.]; (JK;) lie grumbled,
or uttered a grumbling cry; syn. .; (S;) or
uttered a cry, (Mglh, Ii,) and grdumbled; syn.

.~ ,: (1K:) or she uttered a cry [&e.]:
(Msb:) so camels are wont to do when tfie loads
are lifted upon them; and youthful camels do so
much: (TA:) :ltk signifies the cry or crying [or
grumbling, which is a kind of gurgling growl,.
(., Msb) of the camel [when he is being laden,
and on some other occasions of discontent], (Mqb,)

1
1
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or of animals having the kitd of foot called :

( :) also of the bird called ,Lj [&c.]. (TA.)

It is said in a prov., l Vt; UL; ad [HIer
grumbling cry s[flices as a calle;] i e., the U'; of
his camel serves instead of his calling in present-
ing himself for entertainment as a guest: (S :)
A 'Obeyd says that it is well knownii to the Arabs
s relating to the accomplishmenit of an object of

want beforp the asking for it: anid it is applied
also to the case of a man whose aid is wanted
and who does not come to theice; excusing himself
by saying that he did not know: and to the case
of one who stands at a man's door, and to whom
it is said, "Send him who shall ask permission
for thee [to go in] ;" whereupon lie replies, "His
knowledge of my standing at his door suffices for
asking permission for me: if he pleased, he would
grant me permission." (Meyd. [See also Frey-
tag's Arab. Prov. ii. 328-9.]) And in anothier
prov., · t IVSh, a ;A, (J K, Meyd,)

or 1.., [i. e. There befell them the like of the
grumbling cry of the young camel,] meaning, the
;1z of the young camel of Thamood [which pre-
oeded the destruction of those who heard it]: the
prov. relates to the augurineg evil from a thing.
(Meyd. [See also Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 327.])
-_ j said of a boy, or child, means l 1Ie wept

met violently. (]4, TA.)_ [It is also, app., said
of a man, as meaning t lIe shouted: and t he

spoke with a loud voice. (See 6, and U..)] _
See also 2.)

2. U.J (e, Msb, I,) inf. n. sai.4, (S,) aid of
milk, (?, Myb, V,) It frothed; ( ;) it had ;-i

[or froth]; as also t t. j, (Ii,) inf. n. :-Lkl;

(TA;) and t *;, (1~,) aor. ,! inf. n. j
(TA :) or it had much froth; as also t V, l:
(TA:) or its froth estuated. (Msb.) _- [Hence,]

*' m ; z*l,.....I, i.e. [Their camel be-
came, or became in the evening, so as that they
yieldedfrothy milk; or so as that] they had ;iB
and A1i. (Yagoob, I.) - also signifies
t The act of angering [anothier]. (IAar, K, TA.)

4. iLbjl He made his she-camel to utter the
grumbling cry termed L'kj: (?, I :) [and] he
made his camel to do so in order that he might
be entertained as a gwest. (M, TA. [See a prov.
cited in the first pragraph.]) Sebrah Ibn-'Amr
El-Fal'asee says,

. ,a a 3 j . .' ; -.

- ' L) AA
S

[And a young camel belonging to the family of
Skegddd is not made to utter its grumbling cry
for the want of its mother]; meaning that they
are niggardly; that they will not separate the
young 'camel from its mother by slaughter nor by
gift. (?.) And it is said in a prov.,

[Make ye her (the camel's) young. ons to utter
its grumbling cry, then she miU be quiet]: for the
she-camel when she hemars the i* of her young
one beoomes still: (Meyd:) the prov. means,
give him that which he wants, [then] he will be
quiet. (JK, Meyd. [See ablso reytag's Arab.

Proa. i. 582]) JsmJU 1 meanas Tly made

their saddle-camels to .utter the grumbling cry
[for removal, or departure, orjourueying]; camels
being wont to do so when the loads are lifted
upon them. (TA.) - Hence, l6tjl t IIe subdued,
subjected, or oppr'esed, him; and abased him:
because the camel [generally] aoes not utter the
cry termed .Aj except in consequence of abase-
mcnt, or humiliation. (TA.) [Hence also,]

At;1 ac"d , S t Slte is the slave (a4L; mcaning

a.i~,.) of noise and loquacity, so that she dis-
tresses the hearers: or it may mean [she is stUnjCect
to] the frothing of her lips, by reason of her
loquacity; from o;~ meaning "froth." (TA.

[See :.]) _ You say also, ,.1&' % , .i c,
He gave not a sheep or goat, nor a sl.-camel;

(S, K;) like as you say, j.l 'j; .l L.
(S. [See 4 in art. i.])s See also 2, in two
places. - [Hence,] ,jil said of him who is dis-
charging his urine, I lis had much froth to his
ur,ne. (K, TA.) _ [Hence also,] itai, ULe
t~~;., a phrase used by a poet, means t Sle
feeds us with [or gives us] little discourse, [or the
refuse of her discourse,] likefroth. (TA.)

6. 'I;hj Tley uttered the cry termed .:;, [or
rather t a cry, or cries, similar thereto,] one
here and one here. (?, If.) It is said in a trad.,

; c ,;i,9 (S, IAth, TA) tTheY shouted,
one to another, anid called one another, against
htim, to slay him, and slew him. (IAth, TA.)

8. jAil He l drank ;4, i.e. froth: (S, Mb :)

or a'. LsiGfl he took, and sipped, or supped,

froth. (1K.) It is said in a prov., ) I..a. 

??'~ [I*e conceals a tipping, or supping, in
drinkingfroth]: applied to him who pretends one
thing wben he means, or desires, another: (S:)
accord. to AZ and As, it originated from a man's
having some milk brought to him, and his pre-
tending that he desired the froth, and, while
drinking this, taking of the milk; and is applied
to a man who pretends to aid thee, and benefits
himself: (Meyd:) Esh-Slhabee, to one who asked
him respecting a man who kissed his wife's
mother, replied in these words; and added, "His
wife has become unlawful to him." (S.)

a A single uttering of the gtmAnbling cry
termed .UJ. (TA.) = Also, and ?; and
t kj, (JK, S, Msb, K.,) the last mentioned by
Lh and others, (S,) and V At1 g (JK, S, Mqb, I)
and t ML, (3, Msb, K,) the latter as heard by
Abu-l-Maldee, (S,) and V ;t (JK, %, Myb, 1J)
and ' ;3lt, ( t, 1,) the latter as heard by Abu-l-
Mahdee, (s,) and ' LS.;j, (AZ, TA,) Thefroth
of milk [&c.]; (JK, S,1;) or the first three
signify thefroth that comes upon a thing rhen it
estuatea; and the next thiree, the froth of milh:
(Mb :) pl. of the first ,:, (Msb, TA,) and of
the second Mbj , ( T Msb,TA,) and of the last

.,;. (TA.) - Also the first (iAj), A rock,
or a piece of roch. (lAr, '.)

;b" [The grmbling cryj termed Jbllj;] a subst.
from i [inf. n. of ti;]. (TA.) - See also the
next preceding paragraph.

t : see:ts .

?t; indf. n. of 1 as explained in the first sentence.
(S, K, &c.) [It is often used as a simple subst.
like its syn. 4c1 .] - See also ---.

_*j A she-camel that utters much, or qoJen, the
grumbling cry termed ,LVj. (S, 1.)

4.see ...

tLoquacious: or loud in voice: (TA:)
and t Aj is [syn. therewith, or nearly so,
being] a surname of Muj;shi' (IC, TA) the son of
D&rim, (TA,) because of his eloquence, (g, TA,)
and. the loudness of his voice. (TA.) - Also A
certain bird, (14, TA,) that cries much and unin-

terruptedly; (TA;) of the kind called J.;
dust-coloured: its crying is termed t cj: and

the pl. is ;JIt. (En-Nadr, TA.)

t [part. n. of I;]. You say ae'lj iiU A

she-camel that utters the cry termed .Aj;. (Myb.)
_ [Hence,] t; 9; t1 ; [He has not a seep
or goat, nor a camel]: (TA in art. ji:) and

k.1; 'j ;ae i al. He has not a *heep or goad,
nor a ,he-camel: ($:) and t'; 9j tG ,I.l ;

t There is not in the houe any one. ( and TA
in art. J.)_ Also, 4's, A certain bird, begot-

ten between the O;r;j; [q. v.] and the A;. [or
common pigeon]; an admirable variety: so says
I(zw, but hlie has written the word with the
unpointed · : Es-Suyoope says that in the "Tib-
yin" it is with the pointed ~: and EI-Jibidh
mentions its being prolific, long-lived, and kantg
in its cooitg a quality which itJ parent hae not.
(TA.) - Also Milk havingfroth. (JK.)

,ae; fernm. of tj [q. v.] - Also syn. with U;

[as an itif. n; or a simple subst]: (JK:) ee 1, in
two places: .[as a simple subst., like L, it has

for its pl. t,; :] you say, ill ,;ll .I
heard the [fjrumbling] tries of the camel. (TA.)

,. [act. part. n. of 4]. . [Its fem.] a,t. is
app. the sing. of u~l, [probably a mistranscrip-
tion for t1, the reg. pl.], (TA,) which is an
epithet applied to camels, meaning. Vhosm milk/h
has muchfroth. (1, TA.)

- A shimmerun; i.e. a' thing with wAhick (or
in which, as in one copy of the ],) froth is
taken: (~, :) or a wood thing witA which one
take. off th frotA of milk: pi. . (JK.)

r .$.m t qSpeech, or languge, that doe not
clearly ewpr~ss its meaning. (, , TA.)

L h, (T,) or Zi 4, (~, M, O, :,) aor. 
inf. n. A; and j;, Its colour oe, or glismed;
(T, , M, O, ;) said of a thing; (T;) a also

1
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?,j. (g.) Thus i! ,; His teeth shone,
or glistened. (M.) El-Aphb says, describing the
front teeth of a woman,

· d_.JIjt; l 

[And clean, wAiite, lstroutfront teeth, the abun-
dance of their aliva shining, or glistening; that
would cure of his malady th enulaved by low who
hAs burning in his heart]. (T, 0, .) And one

says also, 01 ji;, aor.: and ', (M,) inf. n. .;,
(M, ,) Tl"e lightniOg gleamed, or slone; or
flashed faintly, and thena disappeared, and then

Jlashed agi,in. (M, 1. ) A,l J;, aor. ,
inf. n. ,sj, The plant, or herbage, qlivered,

or became tall, (j!,) being green and glistening;

and J.ne is a dial. var. of the inf. n. *i..; in this
sense: (Lth,T:) or quirered, or became tall,
(Gal,) and was luxuriant, or flourishing, and
Jfiah, or succulent: or, as Agn says, becamen

glistening, or bright, in its sap: (M:) and .;

;j14, aor. and inf. n. as above, The tree ap-
peared beautiful and bright in their greennes by
reason of their succulence and luxuriance; as also

j,aor. 4,, inf. n. j. (T in art. JJ;.)

- AJ , aor. - and 4, inf. n. 4, HIis eye
quivered, or tArobbed: (M, 1 :) and in like man-
ner one say of any other member, or part of the
person, (M,) or of othlier things; (IAr' T, ];)
as, for instance, of the eyebrow. (IAgr, T, M.)

mJ aid ofa bird: see R. Q. 1, in two places.

,aor. , [said of a man,] He exulted;
rejoiced oermuch, or aboe measure; or exulted
gretly, or ~cesiely; and was eceedingly brisk,
liely, or sprightly: and behaed proudly, or
haughtily; was proud, haoughty, or sdf-conceited;
or walked with a proud, or haughty, and sdelf.

conceited, gait. (M.) - J H e was,
or bwecame, brisk, lirely, or sprightly, at, or to do,
such a thing; qyn. &13!: ( :) and so mid of the

heart. (O.) _ J,;, (O, 1,)aor. ' and;, inf. n.
J and ~, (0,) lIe laboured for him with

srvice, both honourable and mean. (0, O) -

O~ J l]I treated sucha a one with honour:
(0,1]:) [and so, accord. to the TA, -* i,
at is shown in the first paragraph of art. b..]
_~ *.: 4, 3 The people, or party, surrounded,
encompassed, or encircled, him; or went round

lim, or rotund abo,t Iim. (0,1].)_. 4 ;J
Jo1 WcaltA became abundantly bestowed upon

himn; syn. . (M.)~ - , aor. ' (IApr, T,
K) and -, (,) [probably trans., or so with the
f.ormer aor. and intrans. with the latter,] inf. n.

J,; (0,) He ate (lAr, T, ]Z) soundly, (IApr,

T, [see Ij, the inf. n. of unity,]) or much, or

largely. (O, 1g.) - J. 4 j, (A}lh, M, 1,)

and.lt, (1,) or j .1 j, (TI,) sor. n and,

inf n. J;, The camels, (M, 15,) and the sheep or
goats, (4,) ate, (A'In, M, 1,) or ate herbs, or
leguminous plants, (Ti,) in a certain manner,
(1I,) without Jfilling tab mouth therewith. (TI.)

- -1, J;, (T1,) inf. n. J;, (1,) 11I drank
milk every day. (n,T/1.) - [Hence, perhaps,]

L 1, i·s ..
U) ,.m.JI .. l Thefeer attacked ¥im every

day. (O, 0 .)--j;, aor. ', (A'Obeyd, T, M, M,)

inf. n. 3; (A'Obeyd, T, , M, M ) and ;, (M,)
also signifies He stcked (A'Obeyd, T, ., M, 1)
a thing: (M:) and he sucked in [saliva &c.] with

his lips. (A'Obeyd, T,? .) You say, l .j He
(a young camel) nsuced his mother. (1.) And
aw~l 4, (M, 0,) or (l,lt, (IA,r, L in art.

~_,)'aor. , (M, O,) in£ n. 4j, (0,) lIe sucked
in the woman's, or tge girl's, saliva from her
mouth: (IA.r, M, and L ubi supra :) or he hissed
her with the extremities of his lips. (M, O, 15.)

And hence, (M,)J 5.1 Ui; ta Jj * 5, in a
trad. of Aboo-Hureyreb, (T, M, O, Msb,) means
Verily I such in her saliva [from her lips while
I am fasting]: (A'Obeyd, T, M, O:) or I kiss
[her lips], and suck [(thm], and such in [her

saliva from them]. (Mqb.) - J, (M, 0, ],)

aor. 1, (M,) inf. n. Jj, (M, O, ,*) He did
good to him; conferred a benefit, or benefits,upon
him. (M, O, ]..) [And He gae to him.] You

say, itj "l· ji i, meaning Such a one gives
to u, and brings w corn or food. (M. ,See
also other explanations in art. ..A.]) And jO

,ZJ Such a one guards us, defends us, or takes
care of us. (..) [Hence,] it is said in a prov.,

~,:;lt tl.'t U, C.i [explained in art. .Ai..]:

and one says, ti 9; *j i C . [also explained

in art. J]. (..) . - j; lie made to the
c,4 [which here seems from the context to mean
tent] what is teLmed a j; [q. v.]. (M.) [And

hence, app.,] 4, J., aor. , in£ n. ts, .He
added to his garment, or piece of cloth, another
piece, to enlarge it, at its lower part. ()1.)

l Hefed kim [i. e. a beast] with 1, i. e. straw,
or stram that had been trodden, or thrashed, and
cut, and what had ben broken in piece thereof.
(M.) - ~,!t Jj, (M,) inf. n. J, (M, , 0 ,)
The garment, or piece of cloth, became thin:
(M, O, 1:*) but this is not of established au-
thority. (M.)

4. ';i. Ois tzj She (a hen) spread, or
expanded, thl wing ove r her gg. (0, J.)

8: see 1, first sentence.

R. Q. 1. JJj, (T, S, M, ],) inf. n. j3j, (T,
1S,) He (a bird) moved, or agilated, hi wrings,
in the air, [or fluttered in the air,] wvithout
moving fiom his place; (T, M;) as also t 4-;:
(M :) oY he1 (a bird, 8, or an ostrich, O) did thus
around a thing, desiring to alight, or fall, upon
it! (8, 0, ]:) or he (a bird) expanded and
flapped his wings without alighting: (TA in art.
u,.,:) and he (a bird) expanded his winis;

as also *t j; but this latter is not used. (0, K.)

One says also, ofan ostricbh,3 -...n A.-L..-j,J
[He fiaps hiis vings, then runs]. (T, 8, O.)._-
[See also R. Q. 1 in art. kj, last sentence.]_
.,01 it . j, He wras, or became, affectionate,

favourable, or kind, to the people, or pa,tty; syn.

WiJ. (M.)- - also signifies The making
a sound: (].:) its verb, ,ij, meaning It (a
thing) made a sound. (Tgi.)

4A thing resembling a j3l, [i. ce. a kind of-
arcied construction, app. like the U'L described
and figured in the Introduction to my work on
the Modem Egyptians,] (EI-F6r&bee, S, Mgb, ',)
upon which are placed the J..l [or choice
articles, such as vessels and other utensils &c.,]
f the house; as also ?J.;: (IAqir,T, :) the

Jj that is [commonly] used in houses is well
known [as being a wooden hd;lf, generally ex-
tending along one or more of the sides of a room]:
IDrd says that the word is Arabic: (Mlb:) the
pi. is Jj; (T, , O, Mgh, Mb, 1O) and Jlj.
(0, Mgh, Mbb.) The latter pl. occurs in the
saying of Kapb Ibn-EI-Ashraf, .iJU jt1 tl

rj. ;3 Verily my shdelva are breahing with
'dates, by reason of the large quantity thereof.
(Mgh.) ._J1 ,Jj, also, means The planks of

the o_J [or lateral hollo of a grare]. (Mgh.)
[And accord. to Golius, on the anthority of a

gloss. in the KL, Jj also signifies A smoll arched
window in a ,salL] [When the j; of a ; is
mentioned, by e may sometimes be meant a
tent:] see .4;. Also A flock of sheep, (Fr,
T, g, M, O, ,) or of sheep or goats. (i., M,
.) - A herd of oxen or cows. (Lb, O, g.) 
A row of birds. (IAr, T and TA in art. JEt.)
-A commpany of men. (Fr, T.)._Large camubs;

(O, 1] ;) as also t J,: (1 :) (or] a large herd of
camels. (M.)~An enclonsure ($. .)for sheqsp
or goats. (M, O, lk.) _ Any tract of sand
elevated above what is adjacent to it or around it.
(K.) - Wheat, corn, or other provision, wshich
one brings for himself or his family or for sale;
syn. &j.. (M, X.) - A soft garment or piece
of cloth. (.K.) - And, as some say, (M,) Salira
(M, 1) itself [as well as the "sucking in of
saliva :" see 1]. (M.)

J% A daily .tp. [i.e. drinking, or share of

water]. m See also 4.
ii [inf. n. of unity of ,] i. q. iG [app. as

meaning A flash of lightning]: (lApr, T:) or a
shining, or gliJtening. (O.) - And A quivering,
or throbbing. (lAr, T.) Also A sound act of

eating; syn. 1;iA l. (IAp, T, 0, . [In
the CI5, in this sense, erroneously written at.])
-_ And A suckh. (lAqr, T.)

i 1 i. q. . [i.e. Straw; or straw that has
been trodden or thrashed, and cut]; and wat has
been broken in pieces thereof; [also written Jb

and ';J and *;] (M, 0, 10;) as also. t 4.
(1.) [See also :j.]

j5j What has fallUen about of straw, and of
dried leaves or branches of the ~. [or gum-
acacia-tree]. (IA*r, M.)

.. 0 Sh,ining, or glistning. (KL [The
meaning of " dispersed " asigned to it by Golius
as on the iathority of the KL is not in my copy
of that work, nor is any other meaning than that
which I have given abovoe in which se it is
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app. an inf. n. used as an epithet: it is expl. in
the KL by the Pers. word -so..]) One says

also.jU '; [app. V Uj] Front teeth shining
or glistening. (Ilar p. 314.). Applied to a
garment, or pieco of cloth, (., 0,) and to trees

(,n), , 0,* IJ,) and other things, (C,) Mois-
tened [app. by dew or the like, so as to be ren-
dered glo~y]. (8, 0, X.)-Allso, applied to a
garment, or piece of cloth, Thin. (O.) Abun-
dance of herbage, or of the goods, conveniences, or
comforts, of life. (0, g.) ~ The lily. (0, g.)
_ The roof (Sh, M, O, K) of a [tent such as is

called] s.Jl. (Sb, O, M.) - See also j. s~

1.j; 1A I Boats upon which a river was crotud,

consisting of two or three joined together,for the
use of tle king. (0, J.)

Uii; The thing that is put in the lower part of
tle helmet. (AA, O. [See also J;jJ.])

.j;: see the next preceding paragraph._
Also A plant, or herbage, intensely green. (TA
in art. J-'.)

iJji: see 3, first sentence. -Also A. win-
kdow; or an aperture for the ad niuion of light;

syn. ' jj; (IA,r, T, K ;) and so tj j. (AA,
T, O, g.) - Also Coverlets (,t, antideh,
T)for belds: (T:) or beds [themselies]: (AO, T,
O, K :) or cat,rts: (AO, T, g :) or green pieces
of cloth, or pieces of cloth of a dark, or an ashy,
dust-colour, (J P; , [(which may have either
of these two meanings,] , M,O, i,) that are

spread, (M,) or of which .-- [see above] are
nade, (M,0,K,) and wthichi are spread; (J;)
n. un. with ; (8, O, M1 ;) but some mako the for-
mer a sing.: (O:) pl. .Jaj: (M:) or it signifies,
(T, O,) or signifies also, (]i,) thdie redundant

parts of Lo., (T, 0, XC,) and of beds; (s;)
and anpything that is redundant and that is

folded: (0, ]g:) or pieces of thin . .s [or silh

brorade]: (M, ] :) it occurs in the Kur Iv. 76:
and some say that it there means the mneadows, or
gardens, (L.,) of Paradise: (Fr, T:) or, as

some say, pillows: (T:) or it signifies also a
pillow: and meadonws, or gardens; syn. 14..p.:
(I:) also a carpet: (T:) and sometimes it is
applied to any wide gaorment or piece of cloth.
(IB in Iv. 76)-- Also T heo [app. as meaning
the lowest piece of cloth, or the part of that piece
that isfolded upon the ground,] of a [tent cf the

hind callcd] Ld..: (Lth, T, ., M, O, ] :) and a

piece of cloth (1i.) that is sted ulon the lowerocr

part of a [tent of the kind called] btJ, (Lth,

T, M, X,) and of a jlr, (M, g,) and the like;

as also , of which the pl. is Jj;: (M: [in
the Cg, IU tl is erroneously put for JLl D:D
or the skhirt of a tent: (Bd in Iv. 7G:) and,
accord. to IAgr, the extremity, edge, or border,

of a bLtj. (T.) - Also The redundant portion
of the shirt of a coat of mail: (A'Obeyd, T, O:)
or the sides of a coat of mail, (., 1,) and the
pendent portions thereof: (., 0, :) n. un. with

;. (s.) And the ;.I of a coat of mail is [The
'q. v.: or] a piece of mail (hji) which is

fastened to the helnut, and which the man makes

tofall down upon hie back. (M, K.) - The pen-

dent branches of the [tree called] ;S:. (T, O, K.)
_ Soft, or tender, and drooping trees. (M, IK.)
And Certain trees, (K,) certain drooping trees,
(A., T, O,) growing in El-Y.emen. (As, T, 0, Kg.)

Also, [because pendent,] The [caruncle, in the
vruira of a girl or woman, called] 'J [q. v.].
(Lh, M, X.) I And A species of fish (Lth, T,
M,O, ,1g of the sea. (M, I.)

~.w.dl The bird called Z W J. (Ibn-

Selemeh, ., O, K. [Sce art. '.i .]) And some-
times, (8,) The male ostrich: (T, 8, M, 0, K :)
because (S) he flaps his wings (,L .j.. )
and then runs. (T, 8, 0.) Also The ring of
an ostrich and of any bird. (M.)

Ji; Qtuick, or rift. (o.)

Jl~: see 1, [of .hich it is the act. part. n.,] in
the last quarter of the paragralph.

3j i. q. j>l [A place, or time, of eating].

(O.)
[This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and

TA to which I have had access.]

L la;l 1;, (M, Mgh, 9,) nor.:, inf. n. :.;,
(M,) lIe brought the ship near to the bank of a

river; (M, V;) as also t LUal: (., TA:) or both
signify he brought the ship near to the bank of a
r iver and made her still, or motionless: (Mgih :)
or the latter, he brought her near to the land;
or to the part of the land that was near; or so
the former accord. to AZ; (T;) and so the latter:
but in the.g, Ujl is expl. as signifying. simply he

mnade, or drew, or brought, near. (TA.) 1ipj,i

>,ji' il occurs in a trad. [as mneaning They
brought the ship near to an island]: and some say

G,¥~l for oUIj; which latter is the original.
(TA.) - [Hence, accord. to ISd in the M, but

this I think doubtful,] ,;,1 -ij, (AZ, T, ., M,
Mgh, Myb, J,) aor. as above, (AZ, T, ., Mgh,
Msb,) and so the inf. n., (AZ, T, ., Mgh,) IHe
rep)aired, or mended, [or darned,] the garment,
(S, M9 b,) where it was rent; (s;) or he closed up
what was rent in the garment, drawing the parts
together, (Md, Mgh, ,) by texture [with the
needle, i. e. darning]: (Mgh:) and sometimes it
is pronounced without .; (;) [i. e.,] one says

also [,,l Tj, and] ajj, aor. ', (Msb,) inf. n.

.'~; (IApr, T, Mob;) and J, ao.r. ,, inf.n. mS,
which is of the dial. of Benoo-Kavb; (Myb;)
but this last is strange. (TA.) [Seel in art.J..]

One says, AWi;-i CA A UI Ls. t [IIe
mho traduces anotAer, behind his back or othe-t
wise, though with truth, rends, and he trho begs
forgivteu repairs]: (., M:) i.e., by oe29lt
he rends his religion, and by f;"*'C:l he repairs

it. (M.) - And [hence,],.4;- U.; lie leffected a
reconciliation, or made peace, betneen themn; (M,

;) like Uj;. (TA.) _- And J~jJl t;, (M, K,)
aor. and inf. n. as above, (M,) lie appeased
quieted, or calmed, the man, (M, 1g, TA, [like

u;j, without ,, see art. ,]) stilling his fear, or
terror, and treated him with gentlnu.~ (TA.)

- See also 3. -U is also said to signify t$

[He married; or took a wrife]; (TA;) or so Ut
[without .]. (T.)

2. U,, (T, S, M, V.,) inf. n. and
(T, ., ],) He said to him, (namely, a man wiho
had had a wife given to him, T, M, M,) eU,.1

~.~ell.; (T, S, M, g; [see j, below;]) as also

;lj, without .. (TA.)

3. Ulj, (AZ, T, $, M,) inf. n. 1t~; (AZ; T ;)
and .;jI, (1, but there without any objective

complement,) and t U;; (TA;) lie treated him
in an easy and a gentl mannncr; or abated to him

the price, or payment; syn. iyl-.; (AZ, T, ., M,

]g ;i) f 1' ; [in eUingt]: (AZ, T, ~ :) or t 6"tl
signifies *t1l; [Ae treated hkn with gentlenss, or
blandish)nent; soothed, coaxed, wheedled, or ca.

joled, him; &c.]: (IAar, M :) or U1 is also syn.
with il;; and so is lb1. (K.)

4. IjI i1e, or it, drem near, or alyproacAed.

(1.) You sy, L_L1I 4 ti The a.kip drew near,
or approached, (T, TA,) to the land, (T,) or to
the part of the land that was near, or to tea bank
of a river. (TA.) - - jl JlIe inclined to, or
towards, hint, or it; (Fr, T, K ;a) as also jI.
(Fr, T.) And (JO) lie had recours, or he betook
himself, or reapired, to him, or it, for refuge,
protection, preservation, concealnent, covet, or
lodging; ($, M, Ii;) as also .jI. (TA in art.
J.)-_ lIe combed, or combed and dressd, his

hair. (K,* TA.) ~ As a trans. v.: see 1, in two
places:_ and see also 3, in two places

6. 1_0 They agreed togetler; or wrere of
one mind or opinion: ($, I :) and they aided, or
assisted, one another; or leagued togethet, and

ai(led one another. (S.) And 9 Lil 113l,3
Tlwy agreed together to do the thing: (M:) they
agreed togethel, or conspired, to do the thin!,
their stratagem and their affair being one. (T,
TA.)

tUi Close union; coalescence; (ISk, T, ., M,

] ;) consociation; these being the meanings if
the root be withi o: (iSk, T:) good consociation:
(T:) and composure of disunited circumstance or
affainrs: (i:) or reparation: (Mqb:) and con:

cord, or agreement; (T, S, M;) like ;l; [irf
the root be] without .: (T:) or, if the root be
without o, the meaning is tranquillity; orfree
dom from disturbance, or agitation. (1Sk, T, f.)
Suclh are said to be the meanings in the saying,

-lj ;U^; (ISk, T, S, M, Mb, 4; [see 2 ;])
i. e. [May it (the marriage) be] with cloe wnion,
&c., (!, TA,) and increae (TA) [or rather the
begetting of soni, not daughters]: or mitha repara-
tion [of circumstances or condition, and the
begetting of sons]. (Msb.) It is said, in a trad.,
that the Prophiet forbade the use of this phrase,
disliking it because it was a customary form of
congratulation in the Time of lgnorance: (T,*
TA :) and some relate that he used to say, in its

stead, 4U Ji WiT iJk and &'V b;Q (May God

. S
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bles thee], and A j L 6 y I
unite you two in prosperity]. (T, TA.) Some
them uead to congratulate him who had taken
wife by dying, ,l 1iI z O .lj ;A,lj U;
[May it be with close union, &c., and constanr
and the begetting of sons, not daughters]. (H1
p. 964.) And one say. also, :% ;I
mdeaning .Betnen the people is close union, an
concord, or agreement. (Myb.)

.t'1 [A darner;] one who closes up what is rez
in garments, drauwing the parts together, (M
Mgh, ],) by texture [nwith the needle, i. e. dart
ing]; in Per.;sjj. (Mgh.)

lj: aee the next paragrapl. - Also A plac
where garments are darned. (KL.)

{,-, ($, Mgh, lgh, 1P,) and * lv, (M, X.,
[A station of ship;] a. place where sIips ar
brought near to the bank of a river [or to th,
land; see 1, first sentencej (~, M, ];) i. q
"A*/. (Mgh.)

uk~. Heartleu, or deprrwed of his heart, bA
reason of fright. (M, IC.) _- A male ostrich
(M:) or a male ostrich tahingfight, andfleeing
or rynning away at random. (1$.) - A gazeUle
because of its brisknes, liveliness, or sprighit.
lines, and its uninterrupted running: (M:) or
a gaselle that leaps, jumps, springs, or bounds,
much, or often, (j,) and goes back, or retreats,
(M,' 15, TA,) Jfleeing. (TA.) - And A pastor
of sheep or goats: (M, g :) it is aid to have this
meaning: (T:) or by this is meant a certain
black slave so called. (TA.)

1. ;j, (T,M, A,g,) aor. and ', (M, 1,) inif n.
'.1, (M,) He broke it; (T, M, ] ;) or broke it

in pieces: (T:) he cruthed, bruised, brayed, or
pounded, it: (M, 15:) he crumbled it, or broke
it into small pices, with his hand, like as is done
rith lumps of dry clay, and old and decayed
bones. (A.) And c It wa broken; or broken
in piee; [&ce.] (Akh, $.) You sy, a"L' ,
nor. , inf. n. as above, lie broke, or cruhed, his
neek. (Lb, M.) And I lU&. >j H e broke
the bones of the slaAghtered eamel, in order to
cook them and to extract their grease. (T.) And
one says of him who does that from which he

finds it difficult to liberate himself, "4 °>

%.jg [Tits hyena breaks in. pieces te bones,
but knoms not the size of its anus: it eats them;
then their exit becomes difficult to it]. (A.)
[Hence,] j:l c- 1j It It (water) broke the eha.
mnene of thirst. (Z, TA in art.. %:.) _ (See
also 9.)

S. , inf n. '. S, He broke it [app. much,
or into many pieces]: -and hence, t He dis.
honoured, depid, or condemnud, him; ,
being syn. witA 0 .J, and cbntr. of J6 and
.el". (Er-Rghiib, TA.")

[e 9. 53J1, as also t V ;, (M, 1,) the latter bein
of intrans. as well as trans., (K,' T)A,) It was, o
a became, broken, broken in pieces, crushed, bruisce
; braycd, or pounded: (M, 15:) said of a bone

i.e., it became rwhat is terred ;U. (M.) An
ar It became cut or broken, cut qo or broken of
t, it broke, or broke off: (g, TA:) the former i
id said, in this sense, of a rope. (A, TA.)

;Jj i.q. L3 [i.e. Straw; or stran that ha
t bepn trodden, or thrashed, and cut: also writtc

l, a, and I*, and i ]. (IAqr, T, K.) It is sai
- in a prov., &A, - l i u. l ;1

(TA,) or CJ.Jl J!, (T,) [I amn more f,ee fron
se the nwant of thee than the badger is from the wan

of stran-, or cut straw]: the s;3 is what is calleo
o,.j9l 5U;t, which has a canine tooth, and doce

) not procure for itself straw nor herbage; nnd th4
c word is written with e; but .j39l is with z
c (T:) or, accord. to ISk, the two words are cor

rectly without teshdecd, and,with the radical a
(TA in art. &O.) [See also 2.] Also Ono
who breaks, breaks in pieces, crushes, bruises
brays, pounds, or crumbles, anything, or eoery.
thing. (K,' TA.)

; 4j A mode, or manner, of breaking, breakineg
in pices, crushing, &c. (Lh, M.)

' Ajj A thing, (M,) an old and decayed bone,
(A, TA,) or anything, (L, TA,) broken, broken
in pieces, crusheid, bruised, bra.yed, or pounded;
(M, L, TA;) or crumbled, or broken into smaU
pieces with the hand; (A, TA;) or a thing that
has become old and worn out, and crumbled, or
broken into mall. piece: ('Iniyeh, TA: [see
;1w - :J.) or broken, or crumbled, .particles;
fragments, or crumbs; of a thing tihat is dry,
(T, ?, A, 15, TA,) of any kind; (T;) [as, for
instance,] of musk. (A, TA.) Hence, in the lur
[xvii. 52 and 100], llU' a X U3ti hen
we shall have become bones and broken particles?
(6, M, TA.) [Hence also the pbmse] i4U ,
meaning No, by thy ancestors who have become
broken and crumbled bones in the dut. (Har
p. G34.) And [hence one say.,] tlcl Ss 1.5

1b3f*1ij l,U t g44jt1 [lHe is the peson
who ham restored generowu quaities or actions,
and revied such of them as had decayed, and
brought to life again such of thebm as had become
dead]. (A, TA.)

;i;r Broken, broken in pieces, &c. (Akh, 6.

[See ;UJ.])

(M,A, Mgh) or ' ;1 ; h, (Mqb,) aor. (1,and
so in a copy of the Q,) or -, (T, and so in another
copy of the 6,) or both, (Mqb, TA,) the latter
mentioned by 'Iy64 in the " Meshirik ;" (TA;)
and ,.;, (M, ]g,) aor. ; (]g;) and Jj', aor. ';
(Lb, M, 10;) inf a. D.;, which is of .ii, (M,
TA,) and qJ;, (T,* 6,0 M, A,' Mgh,' Mqb, ]g,*)
which is of Aj, (M, TA,) or of >j, (Mqb,)

ng or, accord. to some, this is a simple sbst., (TA,)
or and 2. ; (1I;) and V!Jjl; (T, ?, M, A, Mgb,
i, Myb, K;) and tVj3; (A;) He uttered foul,
; unseemly, immodest, lerd. or obscens, speech, (T,
d 8, M, A, Mgh, Meb, 1,) in relation to woen:
; (T:) and talked to a woman, in, or reswpectingy,
is coition; (6, 1, TA;) and (as in the A and Mgh,

but in the Msb " or ") spoke plainly of wheat should
be indicated allusively, relating to coition. (A,
Mgh, Msb.) And 4; ttJ, and I;;, He

d comprcssed his wiT: and ih kiued her; and heldamatory and enticing talk, or convearsation, with
I, her; and did any other siniilar act, of such acts

as octcr in the case of coition. (M.) And :Jp
t ; #1l Hj e nwent in to his mife; i.e. he com-
d prrd her; or was nith her alone in private,

,vhelthcr Ae compressed her or not; syn. Lh
c Wi1. (A.) [See also 1J below.]

3. ^_ > , inf n. 'il- , [Ile joined wnith
his comnpanion, or vied mith him, in foul, un-
seemly, immotest, len,(, or obscene, conversation,
in relation to nwomen: and in talking plainly of
wnhat should be in(licated allusively, relating to
coition.] (A.)

7 see 1, first sentencc.
6. I:J1jJ [They two joined mutually, or vied

with each other, in foul, unmecmly, immodest,
; lewd, or obscene, conversation, in relation to

women: and in talking plainly of what should be
indicated allusicely, relating to coition]; said oftwo men. (A.)

. jj, said by some to be a simple subst., but by
others to be an in£ n., (TA,) Foul, unseemly, im-
modest, lend, or obscene, speech, (Ltb, T, $, M,
Mgh, Mjb, 15,) in relation to w'omen; (T;) this
being the primary signification: (Ltb, T:) and
talk to women in, or respecting, coition: (?, Ki,
TA:) and the speaking plainly of what shbuld be
indicated allusively, relating to coition: (Mgh:)
or allusion to coition: (M:) or foul, unseemly,
immodest, lned, or obscene, speech atidressed to
women; (T, S, Mgh, 15 ;) so accord.. to I'Ab:
(T, 6, Mgh:) and coition: (Ltb, T, S, M, h,
Msb, K5:) and kissing; and amatory and eaticing
talk, or conversation; and any other similar act,
of such acts as occur in tae case of coition: (M:)
or with the pudenduim, (A, Mgh,) or with respect
to the pudendum, (Myb,) it is coition: (A, MNh,
MNb:) and with the tongue, (A, Mgh,) or ' ith
respect to the tongue, (MNb,) the making an
appointment for coition: (A, Mgh, Mqb:) unml
with the eye, (A, Mgh,) or witli respect to the
eye, (Msb,) the making a signal of a deire for
coition: (A, Mgh, Mob.) or it is a word com.
prehending overything that a mnan desires of his
itcfe. (Zj, T.) In the 1Kur ii. I0, where it is

forbidden during pilgrimage, it means Coition:
(Zj, T, Mgh, Mqb:) and speech that may be a
means of inducing coition: (7j, T:) or foul, un-
eomly, immodest, lewd, or obscene, peech: (,M,
Mgh, Mpb:) or, accord. to Th, the remonal of
external impuritie of the body; by sueh actions
as the paring of the nails, and plucking ou the
hair of tho armnpit, and shaving the pub, and
the like. (M. [In the L and TA, the explanation5
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of Th is so given as to relate, not to ,i", but, tx
2 '~1.]) And in the same, ii. 183, where it i

allowed in the night of fasting, it means Coition.
(Mb :) or the going in to one's wife; syn. ;Ji;
wherefore it is made trans. by means of jt, like
as i ;wt. (m, Mgh.)

L #;.r, aor. , inf. n. .j;, Ile gave him, or
gav him a gift: (T, ., M, A,* Msb, K :) or it
signifies, (M9 b,) or signifies also, (S, M, A,) he
aided, helped, or assisted, him: (T, S, M, A,
Mqb:) and t #.jI, (M, A, Msb,) in. n. Li;>,
(., 1],) signifies the same (, , A, M, b, O) in
the latter sense, (S, M, A, ],) and in the former
sense also: (., ]:) or both signify he aided,
Aelped, or auisted, him, by a gift or by a saying
or by some other thing: (Mggh:) [it is said in
the liam p. 128, that the latter verb has been
transmitted, but is not the choice one; but in
p. 276, that both are chaste:] and you say also

*JJ1j; (A;) [meaning he aided him; or he
aided wvith him; or he aided him, being aided by
him; for] a,l is sjyn. sitlh a3la.~. (S, L.)
One says, L '; .l "J ) I will not stand unless
I be helped to dlo to. (TA.) - [HIence,] He
propped it up; namely, a wall: (Zj, T, A:) and

i 4 J I propped it up, or supported it, namely,
a thing, with it, meaning any other thing used
for such a purpose. (Zj, T.) - And [hence,]
c;:j, (M, L,) or 4i. .j;, aor. , inf. n.,
(AZ, T, .8, M,) IHe made for him, (AZ, S, M,*)
or put upon him, (T, M,*) namely, a camel,
(AZ, 8,) an appertenance of the #addle, called a
35>j: (AZ, T, ., M:) [and ? L%, or .i, jJ1,
signifies the same; for] ;l;I is syn. with .; as
meaning the putting to a beast, orfurnitisng him
with, a sUJ. (g.) [£ence,] i s. [mean-
ing It is frnislhed with a piece of rag, as a
compress,] is said ofa wound (S, ]) &c. (S.) -

And o, t signifies also It held it .fi,st; namely,
any one thing, another thing. (M.)

2. 1k. ljj,, (M, A,) inf. n. .. 3, (., ]C,)
t They made wAch a one a lord, or chief; (8, M,
A, 9 ;) made him great, or magnifued him, or
Aonoured him; (C ;*) and set him over tleir
affairs; (M;) [lit made him to give g;ft;] as
also ,;: because a man when he becomes a
lord, or chief, gives gifts, and drags his skirt upon
the ground (J,; li. (A.) And ,,
;i t Such a one was made a lord, or chief;
and wau made great, or magnified, or honoured.
(1, TA.) _ j, (T, L,) in. n. as above, (T, L,
],) also signifies He went a pace like that called
.J*, (T, L,) or like that called a. (-- .)
[See S in art. j.]

3: see 1.

4: see 1, in two places.

6. !Ml.13 They aided, hdlped, or assted, one
anotno r [by gift or otherie]. (8?,* M, A,
Myb, 1=.o)

9. &3Oi He gained, acquired, or eared, (T, .8,
M, A, L,) property. (T, M, A.) And d..;L
I obt~de a gift, or aid,from him. (A.)

Bk. L.

10. ,j1l He sought, desired, demanded, or
ashed, aid, help, or asistance, from him [by a

: gift or otherwise]. (8,* A, Msb, ~.°*)

; j: see the next paragraph.

A; gift; (S, A, Myb,* V;) [and so, app.,

t, .s or V j.i;] a gratuity: (T, g, A, :) pi.

jUl (Ham p. 128) [and 3ilH. is pl. of f .~ or

ti..]. You say, ,tJ2l , .- and ?,l jl
[He is a person of many giftls]. (A.) It i's sid
in a trad., t 1 :vil O.-I O! ,Mt.l ;,.jil ~t
[One of the signs] of the approach of the hour of
resurrection shall be, that the tribute shall be a
gratuity bestowed according to men's natural
desires, and not according to right, or desert.
(T, L) - Aid, help, or assistance; (T, M, L,
Msb;) as also and 4.; [app. t , .and
t,.4]; (M;) bya gift, and by giving milk to
drink, and by a saying, and by anything. (T.)
- A lot, share, or portion. (M, L.) - Also,
(IAir, Ibn-EI-Mubarak, T, 8, M, A, L, V,) and
? ,Mj, (El-Muirrij, T, S, X, L, [,) and t ,
(S, M, L, V,) and t.4, (M, L,) A large [drink-
ing-cup, or bowl, of the kind called] ', , (T, ,

A, L, K,) in which a guest is given to drinh:
(, L:) this is the meaning most known; and
this meaning is assigned by Zj to the third of the
words above, i. e. o0: (T:) or a large U.,

(M, L,) larger than the common ,.., nwhich
latter is a large rC that holds enough to satisfy

the thirst of three men, or four, or mora; larger
than th.e.: (L:) or a C, (Ibn-EI-Mubrak,

T, M, L,) of wthatever size it be; accord. to some:
(M, L:) in a ,. a sie-camel is milked: (T:) or

a resel in which one milks. (El-Muarrij, T.)
One says, .4J j [His drinhing-cup, or bowl,
was emptied], meaning t he was slain; a phrase
similar to uj Zi..~, and "LL. J1 : (A:)

or he died. (P.) And >U,t L* . [app.
SNch a one drew rate.r with my bowls], meaning
t such a one aided me, or assuisted me. (A, TA.
[In my copy of the former, t.q;!tt; which I
think a mistranscription: in the latter; 5L;p.1)

&j A ceompany suck as is termed .;, of
men, (M t L,) [aidina one another: pl. w: see
De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., see. ed., ii. 461.]

j;- A she-camel that fillU the [vesel called]
.0 or, . at one milking: (8, A, K :) or that is
constantly over wher milking-vessl: or that yields
an uninterrupted supply of milk: (IAkr, L:) or
that aids her owners by the abundanee of her
milk: (TA in art. .& :) pl. . (L.)

;,U [A hind of pad, or stuffed thing, beneath
a saddle;] a thing likhe the a.~. of a horse's
saddle, (S, Mgh, j,)for a beast: (1 :) a support
for the saddle of a horse or camel 4.c.: (M, L:)
it it put beneath a horse's saddle in order that it
may become raised thereby. (Lth, T.) - A piece
of rag with which a wound, (S, j,) 4c., (.,) is
furnished as a compres (t ). (.S, .) _

r A contribution wAich the tribe of .7u.rey made
among themnMlves in the T7ime of lgnoran, for
the purpose of purchasing for the pilgrimnu wheat,
and raidins (8, M, J4) for [te bverage called]
.j: (S, M :) each gave according to his ability,
and thus they collected a great sum, in the days
of the assembling of the pilgrims; and they con-
tinued to feed the people until the end of thaos
days: (li:) the 1;6U and a;. [i. e. the supplying
these provisions and tbis be;erage] pertlined to
the Benoo-Hbshim; and the i.~, [or service of
the Kaybeh], and the .Ij [or banner], to the

i Benoo-'Abd-ed-DAr: ( :) the term 1 U used in
relation to the feeding of the pilgrims is from ,JI;
signifying "he aided him by a gift" &c.: (Mgh:)
the first who performed this custom was HAshim
Ibn-'Abd-Menf. (T.) - One says also, .

I. 1 u! i;li and J. ti. ;, meaning :[He
i an wceUlent] aider, or helper, or auitrant, to
me. (A.)

.e,4: see what next precedes.

Ml; [act. part. n. of ;i; Giving, or giving a
gift: and aiding, &c]: pL [;. and] .

(TA.) You say, ,.j !.)1JU. 1' I
[Such a one is an excelent, or a moat excellent,
giwver, or aider, when the comner alights at his
abode]. (A, TA.) And ~ 4 , ;IS iI ;

v .3 AiL;6 He gave the portion of his
property that was due as the poor-rate, his oul
beingq well pleased, or content, therewith, aiding
himn to do so. (L.) - One who is iext in station
to a king, [wvho aids him,] and aho, owhen the
latter it absent, occupies his place. (IB.)_..
S A river that flow into, and augments, another
rier: you say AlWj 6'i :L A rier that hA
two rivers flowing into it, and augm~nting it.
(A.) Hence, (A,) AJ.0ljI is an appellation
applied to S The Tigris and Euphrate& (?, M,

A, 1.) - [Hence,] one says also, Dt?. t:j,
1; Su tch a one's twoo hand or arms [afford

aid, or succour, to mankind]. (A.)

L%; a word of the measure La6 [app. as
meaning A thing that aids, helps, or au~st,]
from hyl signifying "the act of aiding, helping,
or assiting." (TA.) 1lj; [is its pl., and] sig-
nifies The rafters, or beams, or timbers, (,
S, Mgh, ]K, or ..4 &., M,) of a roof, (IAr,8,
M, Mgh, (,) over which are laid [planla, or
only] the bundles of reeds, or canes, called d$1;.;
(IAr, L in art. .. ;) as also .l,n,;. (.8, M.)
A poet says, (describing a house, 8 in art. ,)

[Its rafterj are the most ecelent of rafters].
(., M.)

;C4 ,, (, ],,) or ui5l, which latter is the
more common and more approved, (TA,) men-
tioned in a trad., (S,) A cl~as of the Abysinians,
(S, 1[,) who danced: (?:) or a surname of them:
or they were so called from the name of their
chief ancestor, (TA.)
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.3, a subot., like &c;, and A, The
post;riors of a woman. (IA4r, M.)

,iA., and its pl. ,;ii: wee ,j in four places.

*,6., and its pl. ,j: see .jt, in four places.
-A o Also Apiece of;Jtuff, or a thing like a pillow,
witA which a woman small in the posteriors makes
thome parts to appear large. (f, K.")

.,F! [a pl. of which the sing. (probably ,;1,

like ;(i. and j;5 &c.,) is not mentioned,]
Ewes, or she-goats, wrhoe milk does not cease (.,
1) in summer nor in winter. (..)

1. j, (1 , M, Mqb, ,*) or 4W sJ3, (M,)
aor. (., M, Meb, g) and -; (M, ,1) inf. n.

.;., ($, M, J&c.) and U;,, (Jm, ,) or this is
a simple subst., (M,) and ~., (Jm,) [or this
also is a simple subst.,] He kicked him, or struck
him with his foot or leg, (., M, Msb, K.,") in an
absolute sense, (M, Mqb,) or in, or upon, the
breast. (Kb, M, Mlb.) - LJ;, inf. n. b,l, He
pounded it, or brayed it; namely, flesh-mcat, or
other food; or anything; but originally, food.
(M, TA.) ~i!a1JI ,J, (1,) aor. , inf. n. Jj,
(TA,) H.e bound the camel twith the bsU. [q.
v.]. (V.)

L;; Al kick, or blor rwith the foot or leg, [in
an absolute sense, or] in, or upon, the breast.
(Lth, ].)

,.t1. The act, or habit, of kicking, or striking
rwith te foot or leg, in an absolute sense, or in, or
,,pon, the breast; a also ?. and d ;
(M, TA.) ~ Albo The [cord, or rope, called]
i.d*l [q. v.] (]:) or the bond with which the
hind leg oJ the camel, when lying down, are
bound to hi. thighs. (Ibn-'Abb&d, TA.)

.;,i; I;l A beast that ha a habit of kicking,
or strihing with tlhe foot or log, in an absolute
sense, or in, or upon, the breast. (M, TA.)

: )- ,

5-.
ur.4 An instrumnent with

is pounded. (M, TA.)
vwhich fh-meat

1. `, aor. a- nd , inf. n. ,; (f, Mgh,
M 9b, ]) and ,,A;, (., ,) He left, forsook,
relinquished, abandoned, or deserted, him, or it.
(A8, A, Mgh, Mqb, ]-.)-He separated, dispersed,

or scattred, it. (L.) -_ also signifies The
act of breaking [a thing]. (TA.) - And The
act of driving away. (TA.) - And W.,; He

threm, cast, or shot: (W:) whence ,a~ b; as

explained below. (TA.)_And .t ,, (,
A, M 9b, j,) aor.- () and n also, (0,) inf. n.

~,. and uJ&, (as in one copy of the ., but the
former only in another copy,) He left his camel

to separate, or diperse thenmelves, in, their place
of pasture, (A, M, Mb ,) vherever t2tey pleased,
not turning them away from what they desired;

(S;) as also vt* , (Mob, V,) inf n. W I:
(TA:) or, as the latter is explained by Fr, he
sent twem away without a pastor. (TA.) -

Jtl .j;, (Fr, ., A, Msb, ~,) aor., (Fr, ,)

inf.n. n, (S,) or wa., (Fr,) The camels
separated, or dispersed themselves, (Fr, A, M9b,)
in the place of pasture: (Msb:) or pastured by
themsrlves, (Fr, ., ],) tae pastor seeing them,
(S,) or looking at thlm, ([,) near or far off,
(.,) not fatiguing them, nor collecting them to-
gether. (L.) Thus this verb is intrans. as well
as trans. (TA.) [See also 9.] -- I , ,;J

The palm-tree expanded its raceme, and the .;ig
[or envelope] thereof fell off. (, sggh, V.)

L! 4j'l a~j; The valley widened; became wide;
ae also h.u1j, (O,1 ,) and V t,ij.A . (Ibn-

'Abbad and 1].) j He sked his O3 [or
front teeth]. (AA, TA.)

2. 1 j ,, inf. n. j, H e lef a
small quantity of water remnaining in the shin.
(AZ, ?, ].) [See ,j.] - ,, said of a horse,
He put forth his veretrum without being vigor-
Ouly lustful. (g.)

4.dL~ u1 , j: see ~ ~ se1. s : ue 1,
last sentence but one.

5. j,3 It (a thing, TA) broke, or became
broken, in pieca. (0, K.) See also 9, in three
places.

9. ;j$ It (a thing) became dirpersed, (., A,
]g,) and departed, or went away; (., 1, TA;)
as also t h,pj3. (A, 1~, TA.) It (a company of
men) separated, or became dispersed; or dispersed
themelve; as also V the hltter verb. (Lth.)_

!I a,b (, TA,) or .2It, (0,) The tears
became scattered in drops: (S, ]: [in one copy

of the ., .H ,sw;! is explained by A. ;

but the right reading is &'. , *hich I find in
two copies; as in the ]g:]) orflowred and became
scattered; and Jlowed and dropped continuously:
or flowed in a scattered manner: (L:) and
t',kl signifies the same. (TA.) You say also,

JJt-l "t [The torrent disper*ed it*el. (.,
1.) And a.q. dWhl The thick purulent matter
of his wound flowed, and became dispersed. (TA.)
And U jI His #meatran; and flowed. (TA.)

- JIl ,jI t The pain ceased, or went away.

(TA.) And C I t [Afy patience
departed in consequence of it]. (A, TA.)

10: see 1, last sentence but one.

,J Camels in a state of separation, or dis-
persion; and in like manner, men, and goods, and
plants or herbage: (A:) or camels pasturing by
themsnelves, (.,],) the pastor sceing them, ($,)
or looking at them, (g,) near or far off: ( :)
you say, ,, J; , (., ,) and also, and
t· 1;.: (,, A, ] ) and the pl. of , i;' is U.jl:
(g, :) [and , , seems to be a pl. of ',j.]
Also A herd of gazelse in a state of separation,

or dispersion: pl. . (TA.) You say also

t ,;; Otriche, in separate jflc.. (s.) And

.AJt UV t ~jI ~doWI The men are in a state of
separation, or dirpersion, in journeyiny. (TA.)
And ,A t ? ) Th 2e dierent partiea of men.

(S,.; And %A . Scattered piece
of herbage or pasturage, (Jm, ., ]g,) distant one

from another. (Jm, $, O.) And p';'l vj.
Land which is deserted after hairing been pro-
hibited to the public: (?:) or which has no
possessor: (0, L, JI :) so says IDrd; but he adds,
or, accord. to some, deserted land (L,TA) be-
twveen twvo cultivated pieces of land, (L,) or between
two pieces of land belonging to two tribes. (TA.)

t ,j~ also signifies What is large, and in a state
of separation or disperion, of a thing: pl.

q,pibh. (TA.) - And , A, A side, or a part,

or portion, (syll. .q.,) of a thing. (TA.)-

Also ,ab;, (I A.r, Sk, Az, Z,) or * w,~, (AZ,
Fr, A'Obcyd, $,) the latter said, in a marginal
note in the e, to be the correct form heard from
the Arabs, (TA,) or both, ($gh, ,) A small
quantity of water; (., A, ;) and of milk; (A,
TA;) remaining in the bottom of a skin or of a

;.jl,; like a Uc..: (TA:) or a little less than is

ufficient to fill a skin: (IApr:) pl. ? l..
(Lb.) - And hence, the former, Food that is

su~i t to sustain life; syn. ,. (TA.)

wMj The persuasion, or creed, or a tenet, of

the litj; as in the saying attributed to the
Imim Esh-Shafi'ee,

I

[If the love of the family of fMoiammnd be a
tenet of the llifidees, let men and genii'bear
witness that I am a Rdfiidee]. (TA.)

;dj: and its pl. U,olI: see ,aj, in six
places.

i. J.. , (A, L,) or Li L4 .'_i4, (S, :1,)
A man ,who lays hold upon a .thing, and then
leaves it (S, A, L, O) without delay. (., A, L)

And ij Laih;i t; A ,pastor wto collect, together
the cameb, and, wrhen they come to a place which
they like, leaves them to pasture where they will.
(ISlk;, A.*) [See also art. ,.a4.]

;,LRai. , in the following saying, is from ',;

J 1, explained above: ~' r. ' j! ~.,J

,l . a.; . .r ; .. tJ. [app. mean-
ing y reawson of m,uy yearni,n for thee, in my
heart are imprlses; and by reason of the love of
thee, in ny joint. are looenessea]. (A, TA.)

_c Lt , .'.eJ1 Th e people, or wompany
of men, are in a state of separation, or dirper-
sion, in their tents, or houses: heard by Az from

an Arab of the desert (TA.) [~'j seems to be

a pl. ofV , .1;; liko as u is of SU. See
also WUy.]

1
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W11; V'hat it broken in pieces, and scattered,
or dipersed, of a thing. (IDrd, S, 1.)

,4J iJ! T,achs in a road diffring one fom
anothe : ( :) or furrowrs in the middle, or main
part, of a road, separating, one from another;
or separating to the right and left. (TA.)

* ,, 6e'
~ j: sce ae j, in four places.

c; q i. q. ? e ,; applied to a thing; ($, 1;)
i.e. Left; forsahen; relinquishca; abandoned;
deserted: (?, TA:) ca.t awvay: separated; dis-
perwd; scattered: (TA:) and, applied to a spear,
broken in pieces. (K.) Slveat; (O, ]b;) be-
cause of its flowing. (TA.)

ia,bj Men niho pasture their beasts upon land
such as is termed ': ($, g :) or, as in the 0,
who tow such land. (TA.)

bd1~; in the following saying of 'Amr Ibn-
Ahmar El-Bahilce means A thronwer: he says,

meaning, hV/en the nromen of E,l-.lijdz hang
their goods and utensils upon the trees, they
stretch their tent-ropcs and pitch their tent in a
soft tract of land, the throw'er n,herein will not
be able to throw a larye piece of stone at thee,
because of the not finding it. (O, L, ]Y,* TA.)
See also .. lj.

ialj; A party of Jl.D: (1 :) whence the

rel. n. 1;.lj [signifying of, or belonging to,

.~lbj;]. (TA.) ,.b1) [is pl. of ..; , and]
signifies An arnmy, ora military force, (S, O,) or
any army or militar!/ force, (l,) which has
deserted its leadler: (S, 0, N :) or armies dwhich

have deserted their leadler. (L.) - Also ik.it,
A certain sect of the ac.h (S, Msb, N) of El-
Koofeh; (Msb);) so called because they deserted
Zeyd the son of 'Alee, (As, S, MhIl, Msb,) when he
forbade them to speak against the Companions of
the Prophet; (Mgh, Mob;) for they had promised
allegiance to Zeyd the son of 'Alee (As, 0, L, 1)
the son of El-eoseyn the son of 'Alee the son of
Aboo-Tilib, (As, 0, L,) and then desired him to
renounce the two elders, [Aboo-Bekr and 'Omar,
(Tg,)] and on his refusing to do so they deserted
him: (A,, O,L, :) u .U,;'l is also applied to
this sect, as though it were pl. of l;, like as

,*L1 is of .m. ; (TA;) and &l.l also;

but not t.wJil: (TA:) and the rel. n. [which

serves as a n. un.] is v ? il; [as above]. (I.)
Afterwards, this appellation became applied to
All persons transgresaing in this way, [i. e. all
apostates, or schitmatics,] speaking against the
Companions o the Prophet. (Mqb.)_-

y1;: see l, in two places.

.,ky and Vt £i. sings. of nlr: the former
is explained as A place in which raterj~lows, and
where it remains: (TA:) or l; wL.I signifies

S -

hi 3-Jei
the parts of a valley into which the torrent dis-

perse itself. (?, A,* .'*) -_ ;l ,,Jri The
tracts of land rohere the main quantity of sand
ends, becoming titin, at the sides of mountains
and the like. (So in some copies of the S and in
the TA.)

: see.

,aMJ Anything becoming dispersed, and depart-
ing, or going away. (S.)

·J--
1. eai-, (S, Msb, a,) aor. :, (1S, TA,) inf. n.
.j,, ($, Mgh, Msb,) lIe raised it: [this is gene-

rally the best rendering, as it serves to indicate
several particular significations which will be
found explained in what follows :] he elevated it;
upraised it; uplifted it: he took it up: contr. of
..ii: (Msb:) or of ~";a3: (S,Mgh, K :) as

also .Jj, (.K,)inf. n. ~.3; (TA;) and t .al;
(1;) for accord. to the "Nawidir," you say,

*ej. W,' 1 and &;Yi [he raised it, lifted it, heaved
it, or took it up, with his hand]; but Az says
that &/;l is intrans., and that he has heard no
autllority for its being trans., in the sense of j,
except that which he had read in the " Naw6dir
el-Agrb :" (TA:) &j is sometimes applied to
corporeal things, meaning the raising, or elevating,
a thingfroam the resting-place thereof: sometimes
to a building, meaning the rearing it, uprearing
it, or making it high or lofty: (Er-lighllib:) or
in relation to corporeal things, it is used properly
to denote motion, and removal: (Mb :) it signi-
fies the putting away or removing or turning back
a thing after the coming or arriving thereof; like
as c: signifies the putting away or removing
or turning back a thing before the coming or
arriving [thereof]: (Kull p. 185:) but in relation
to ideal things, it is [tropically used, as it is also
in many other cases, and] accorded in meaning to
what the case requires. (Mob.) [In its principal
senses, proper and tropical, C.ji agrees with the
Latin Tollere.] It is said in the J5ur [ii. 60 and

87], l, ; i;rL5 fe raised above you firom
its resting-place the mountain: and in the same

[xiii. 2], Yj 3 e j J ;- 1 il p ; -SJI X i
[God is He who raised the heavens wnithout
pillars that ye see; or, as ye see them]: and in
the same [ii. 121], * .j.l5 il i 

,JI [And when Abraham] .ea rearing or up-
rearing or making high or lofty [the foundations
of the House of God, at Mekkeh]. (Er-Raghib.)
And you say, 1.i ~! Take thou this: (Mgh:)
or take it and carry it [away; or take it up and

remove it]. (TA.) And l -, (Lb, k,) or

fJ. r? I &dj, (Msb,) aor. , (Lh,) inf. n.
(Lb, 8) and a.U5 and 5 [perhaps a mistran-

scription for tIi, which see below], (Lx, TA,)
He removed, or transported, the seed-produce
from the place in which he had reaped it, (Lh,)
or carried it after the reaping, (S, V,) to the
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place in which the grain wras to be trodden out.
(Lh, S, 15.) [This last signification in said in the
TA to be tropical; but according to a psaage of
the Msb quoted in the first sentence of this art.,
it is proper. In most of the phrases here follow-
ing, the verb is undoubtedly used tropically.] 

e X 1,,a3 i [They raised tom.ards me their

ya]. (TA.) _ J ',lj (Mgh, TA') I ment in to such a one, and
he did not look tonards me, nor pay any regard,
or attention, to me. (Mgh.) [t. is not here a
mistake for J, for the phrase is often found thus

written.] ',.:l &, e t [The thing as, as

it were, raised into view), i. e. it roes into view, to
me;] I sam the thing from ofar. (TA.)

,g;.:. I .j.JI C, aor. :, inf. n. I, :The
mirage raised, or elevated [to the eye, (see an ex.
near the end of the first paragraph of art. Jj)]
thefigure of a man or some other thing seenfrom
a distance; [or it may be allowable to render it,
made it to appear tall, and as though quicering,
vibrating, or playing up andl down;] ayn. *t*j
[of which, when it relates to the mirage, the
meaning is best exprcssed by the latter of the two
explanations here given]. (TA.) -"-. '

IA"j; ~ja 3j, in the nur [xliii. 31], means
t And ve have exalted some of them above others
in degrees of rank, or station: and 4 .,j -

-'lL O, in the same, [vi. 83, and xii. 70,] t We
exalt in degrees of rank, or station, whom We
please: (Er-I1ghib:) and L.l ' 4 3JI

Aie.k t And God exalteth rwhom lie pleaseth,
and abaseth: (~ and TA:) and [in like manner,]

11 d j means the exalting of one's famne;
as in the .nur xeiv. 4. (Er-IRghib.) But the

words, C-AJ ~ ;. l l;, in the ]ur
[lxxxviii. 18], indicate two meanings; And to the
heaten, howv it is elevated in respect of its place;
and t how it is exalted in respect of excellence,
and exaltation of rank. (Er-Ihghib.) [In like
manner also,] .30 et i l -l ,jw in the

lur [xxiv. 3W], means In houses which God hath
permitted to be built; (B4, TA;) accord. to
some: (TA:) or, t to be honoured; (Zj, B4 ;) so
says El-Hasan; (Zj ;) or, t to be xaluted in etti-
mation. (Er-BHghib.) It is said in a trad., i

- bt& ,J.i t J J t V<rUy God exIteth
the just, and maketh him to hae the ascendeny
over the utjust, and at one time abaeth him, so
that He maketh the unjust to overcom Ahim, in
order to try his creatures, in the present world.
(Az, TA.) [See also art. /..M.] And you say,

W 6e,.L - e5aC - t He advanced hin
abow his companion [in the sittingplace, or
sitting-room, or assembly]. (TA.) And X'& &Ji
IU5 t [I exalted thee, or hld thee, above m.S a
thing]: (M oce t:) and l.,a

,Al t [Yerily I exalt the, or Aold tue, above
this thing]. (@ voce %,, q. v.) - eL.. Xi p.
t [ God honoured his rwork by acceptance; or] Mod
accepted his nork. (M'b.) It is said in the 5ur

[xxxv. 11], - JWI JI j t And righteow
141 



ork He will accept: (Jel:) or the meaning is

;..aI ̀J t [righteous work

will cus praiss, or the l1i, (mentioned imme-
diately before the above-cited words of the ]Bur,)
to ascend, and obtain acceptance] : (Mujhiid,
TA:) ]atideh says, [that the meaning is,] speech
will not be accepted without work. (TA.) -

3 Also signifies t The bringing a thing near;

or presnting, or offering, it; syn. ~.i3. (v.)

And hence, ti .lIl J1 ', ($, Mgh, 1,) and

; 1, .(TA,) inf. n. i (,. TA) and e,W;

(V, B) and Oiebi, (TA,) t Iprsented him to, or
brougAt Aim before, or brougAt him forrard to,
the Bult.n, ($,* Mgh,* C,'* TA,) and the judge,
to arraign him and contest with him: (TA:) and

,*& J Q X 1;, (g, V,) inf n. £j!A, (TA,)
[in like manner] signifies the preferred a com-
plaint against him to the goveor, or jdge: (i :)
or the presented Ahi to, or brouglAt him before,
or brought Aim fornard to, the goernor, or
judge, to arraign him and contaet with him, and
preferrd a complaint against him: (TA:) [or it
denotes the doing so mutually; for, accord. to

Mir,'] ol Jl J 1; signifies the

brought his adersary before the SultAn (·tJ

pJ, the latter doing the same with him. (Mgh.)

[See o ] _ ,- C;U ' I.LJI , '' t [Re
adduced, or brougAt foroard, the Kur-6n against
the Slldn;] he interpreted the J.'ur-dn against
tAe Sultdn, and judged thereby that *s should

rebel aginmt Aim. (TA.)_ - J41 *j also
signifies t I traced up the man's lineage to hir
greatest ancor; or I mentioned his lineage, say-
ing, I-e is such a one the son of such a one, or

He is of such a tribe, or city, &c..; syn. 4;n,

and X;. (TA.) -And hence, jA,Jl ;j

soe'l J t [He traced up, or atcribed, or atri-

buied, the tradition to the Prophet, mentioning,
in ascnding order, the personu by whom it had
ben handed down, up to the Prophet; in the
manner more fully explained in the sentence
here next following]. (TA.) You say also, cj
!J; J1 .. ,. meaning .; [i.e. tHe
traced up, or ascribed, or attributed, thi tradi-
tion to the author thereof, by mentioning him,
or by mentioning, uninterruptedly, in ascending
order, the persons by nhom it had been trans-
mitted, up to the Prophet; or by mentioning the
person who had related it to him from the Pro-
phet if only one person interened, saying, " Such
a one told me, from such a one," (and so on if
more than one intervened between him and the
Prophet,) "from the Apostle of God;" or with
an intrruption in the mention of the persons by
whom it had been transmitted]. (f* and Mgb in
art. j.) [And hence what next follows.] It is

said in a trad., awnl ; 1 ; it Wa,l; Jv

old nd excellent copy TA, [in a very
old and excellent copy of the former of which I
find, a above, L;,1, and so in some copies of the

! and in the O and TA in art. ; but in one
copy of the C and in the TA in the present art.,
I find in its place :li, and so in the CV in art.
t, where the verb preceding it is erroneously

written *da'i; and in the L, in the place of WL1

is put L;0; of all which three readings j prefer
the first; though the last is agreeable with an

explanation of -- h given in the Mqb and in the
sentence next following;]) i. e. t Every company

of men (A14, i, TA), or pernon (,j,, TA),
that communicates, or announcea, from u, (S,
TA,) and makes hnown, [lit. traces up to us,]
what me say, (TA,) [or rather, aught of what is
conmunicated, or announced,] or [aught] of what
is communicated, or announced, of the Kur-4n
and of the [statute., or ordinance., &c., termed]

O*, (I~ in art. &,) or the meaning is kS? .

,ql, i.e., C,I, [of those who hare the oJice
of communicating, or announcing,] the simple
subst. being put in the place of the inf. n., (T, O,
I, TA, all in art. &,) let that company, or
person, communicate, or announce, and relate,
that I have forbidden [its trees' being lopped, or
being beaten with a stick in order that their kanes
mayfalloff,] referring to El-Medeeneh: (g,* TA :)

but some relate it differently, saying, k1 'I 

[of the communicators, or announcers,] like :1~.
in the sense of .~j-3 : (TA:) and some say,

1 , meaning &U$ je fMLrJt C^ i. e.

of thote who do their utmost in communicating,
or announcing. (Hr, and ]g in art. .) -
[Hence,] -"'* [alone] signifies t Imnade it knoran.

(Myb.) You say, .'tj bi L. + [He told, or
related, a saying against him; informed against

him]. ($ and V voce j; q. v.) And Lsc 8

UJ9 ?Q.I tRe communicated, ($,) or made
known, (Mqb,) [or submitted, or referred,] a case

[to the administrator of the law]; ($;) and J!

. tJt[tothegovernor, orjudge]. (TA.) And,ja

i ,.J 1,I, in£. n. pa, I made known
[or submitted, or referred, by way of appeal,] the
affair, or matter, to the Sultdn. (M 9b.) [See

also 2.] - [And hence, app.,] tji k4i 1 Cnh)
I, [An object to be rached, or accomplished,

was proposed to him, and he aspired to it].

(TA.) _-_ e 1 4, q (~, Msb, 1,) and aUtiJI,

(TA,) or ,,JI iaw'I 2,i and J I1, (M in

art. ,,) inf. n. ~j, (TA in that art.,) t He

made the camel, (S, Mb, k(,) and the she-camel,
(TA,) and the beast, (M ubi supra,) to exert
himself, or herself, to the full, or to the utmost,
or beyond measure, in going, or pace; (M, ],
TA;) or to go quickly; (Myb;) or to go with
the utmost celerity: (TA in artt ,a:) or con-
strained him, or her, to go the pace termed ".&

[q. v. infiai], (TA,) which is an inf. n. of the
intrans. verb 'o4 [q. v. infra] said of a camel
(8, TA) and Ta beast: (TA:) and t J, (S,

TA,) [and .jJ, and % ,, (TA,) [and 6,]
inf. n. dj3, signify the same: ($, TA:) or the
phrase used by the Arabs is iAi 
S [Make thou thy beast to exert itself, &c.]. (L,

TA.) [You say also, app. in like manner, s'

.bdf: or in this case the verb may have a dif-
ferent meaning: see an ex. in the first paragraph

[BooK I.

of art ,au..]_ [Hence,] *;2 t . Jl ';d
ltl ',. t [I urged him to tell tAe utmost of

what he knroew;] (A in art. ,, ;) i.e. I wmat to
the utmost point [with him] in questioning Aim,

or asking him. (TA in that art.)- [jWl :j
tHe stirred up the firs; miade it to burn up.]

- ,j iim W jI ; The she-camel [drew sp, or
withdrew., or rvitlcld, her milk; i.e.,] did not

yield her milk: (A, TA:) and L,UI M .

,4c t [She (a camel) drew up, &rc., or refus;d to
yield, the biestings in her udder]. (A4, O, 1) -

d;lj/ U a ij , and 1.e, t ie kept it, pra-
srvead it, laid it up, stomed it, or repoited it, in
his repository, store-room, or cloet, and hit cheat.

(TA.) _ ; L '3 1, (Mgh, TA,)

or &U1a ^a 6LD, or J , (Mgl,) : [lit. He
does not put away the taff, or stick, or his staff,
or stick, from hi. shoulder, or from hi. wife,] is
an allusion to discipline, chastisement, or punish-
ment, (Mgh, TA,) or to severity thereof, (Meb,)
and to beating (Mgh, TA) of women; (Mgh;)
not meaning that the staff, or stick, is on the
shoulder: (Myb:) or the first is an allusion to

many journeyitgs. (TA.)---3 a.i I *;
(Mgh, Mb ;) so in the " Firdows," on the autho-
rity of 'Alee and I'Ab and 'Aisheh, meaning .IJ

.Amil; t [The pen of the recording angel is witjr-
beldfrom three persons ;] a saying of Mobammacl,
which means that nothing is recorded either for or
against three persons; (Mgb, Msb ;) theseo three
being the sleeper until he awakes, the afflicted
with discase or the like, or the demented, until
he recovers, and the child until ho becomes big,
or attains to puberty. (El-Jatmi'-eSagheer of

Es-Suyootee; in which we find 4;jt in the place
of .j.) This is like the mlying next before
mentioned; the pen having never been put [to
the tablet to record aught] against the child.
(Myb.) - [ h often signifies t lse mitdram,
put away, remand, did away or did away with,

annuUed, revoked, or remitted.] You say,. i,

'.;lI eJ.A 't i6, t lo God, witAdrawt, put

away, or remore, .from uw this straitns, difi-
culty, distres, or affliction]. (g in art. 1ab.)

[And in like manner also you say, I,n ll a;: eI
t He rithdrew, or put awray, from him the
punishment; he annulled, revoked, or remitted,
his puniwtment.] ,;,j, I .i; [may also be
rendered in a similar manner; t They gawm oer,
or relinquished, war; as tlough they put it away;
like l .~: but] is used by Moosk Ibn.-Jbir
[in the contr. sense, t thy raised,or made, ar;]
in opposition to &a;.. (I[am p. 180.) 

e .p ju;w & jUw ~1 !L
means t [They disagreed; and some of them said,]
We will esclude a way, or passage, from atmong

the portions, or shareD, (4.J, [q. v.,]) of the
land, or the house; and [some of thm maid,] lNes
will not exclude it. (Mgh.) - In the conven.
tional language of the grammarians, g, in the

inflection of words, is like.. in the non-inflec-
tion. (s) [You say, J a.J ,, aor. ', inf. n.
.i, t He made the final latter to hav ! or A in
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in ificti] _nol ; S Te p~ope, or con-
pany of me, ent up, or upwards, through the
countries, or land.. (AV, V, TA.) __ 1 -j,

(QMt, , ,s.JI ,,, (8v,) or s.. - j, (M9(b, ,)

in. n. i,. (8b, 8, TA) and (; , A, ], all in
art. ,,6.,) the former an inf. n. (8b, 8, TA) of the
meaure ,;., (8b, TA,) like [its contr. ,
and] j 1 a, and 3.,, (Q, TA,) and 
(8b, TA,) TeA camel erted himself to te fsU,
or to thb utmost, or beyond measure, in going,
or pace, or in Ais going, or his pace: (8, ],
TA:) or was quick thersin: (Mb :) or went the
pace termed &r , [q. v. infrA,] which is a run-
ning below that termned .. : (8, TA:) as though
he had that [manner of going] which raised him,
as well as that which lowered him. (Sb and TA
with reference to the in£ n. Ej3 and t~q.)

And .;;: # t tt They [namely men] ros
abooe tile [easy and quich pace termed] Zi
in their going, or journeying. (ISk.) - iO,
inf. n. LJj; (8, 1 9;) or, accord. to Aboo-Bekr
Mobammid Ibn-Es-Sere6, [so in two copies of
the 8, but in others, accord. to the TA, Ibn-Es-
Searrij,] they did not say [j from &; in the
sense of 0; (8, 0;) so says 8b; and he adds,
but [they said] t ) 3.t; (TA;) t He (a man, 8)
was, or became, high, eklated, exalted, lofty, or
eminent, in rank, condition, or state; (8, ], TA ;)
noble, honourable, glorious, or illustrious. (TA.)
And :' .- - t t He was, or became, of
high or exalted rank, or noble, or Aonourable, in
Ais groundJ of pretension to respect, and his
relationship, or race, or lineage. (Myb.) - "
; I t The garment, or piece of cloth, was fine,
fine in tetaure, delicate, or thin. (Mpb.)- ,

(8, ,) in£ n. atU,, (1i,) 1 He (a man, 8) was,
or becq.me, high, or loud, (Ce9,) in voice. (8, ;.)
[See tUIU below.]

9. 4a, inf n. e: ee 1, in the first sen-
bncea. He took it, namely, a thing, and raised
it, (tiJ,) the first [part thereof] and then the
first [or newt in succeaion]: En-NIbighah Edh-
Dhubyanee says,

* A--- 1 * L

* e;tU,,1 .

a

S

[Ahe had cleared the way of a torrent coming
from another quarter, which it (meaning the
barrier raised around the tent' to keep away the
torrent, which barrier is mentioned two verses
before,) co,fined, and raised it by degresa, the
first part and then the newt, to the two curtains
msting together at the entrance of the tent, and
then to the goods piled up therein i or the meaning
here intended is, brought itforward, or advanced
it; syn. 3sJ; agreebly with the next explana-
tion of ~ here following: see some observations
on the above-cited verse in De Sacy's Chrest.
Ar., 2nd. ed., vol. ii. pp. 430 and 431]. (Lth,
TA.)_ ,- He put them, brought theanm, or
smt them, forward; or advanced thmr; ~. J
to tAe mar, or fight: or, accord. to Ibn-':Abbd
ied the ., As put tlum, snt them, or removed

thm,far away; [app. meaning,far in advance;]
.rabJtI in th mwar, orfihAt. (TA.) You say

also, U J j t1 b rou tI ght for.
ward this affair, or matter, to the commander,
governor, or prince. (From an Arabic note on
the above-cited verse of En-N&bighah, cited by
De 8acy, ubi suprL) [See also 1, in two place
in which reference is made to this paragraph.]
,A'l d~, and iiIl', and , and - a :

ee 1, in the latter half of the paragraph. _ -j

?tm.JI, (Ltb, l,) inf. n. ae above, (Lth,) trTh
ass ran with a running of which one part was

quicker (C;I) than another. (Lth, J.)

s.,-lJI ,, jl 1, in£. - : and ~5

i,Ll Js1 * : see 1, in the former half of
the paragraph. -- JiI i. , ,' )L6/
! Such a one endeavoured in every way to induce
me to turn or incline, or endeavoured in every
way to turn me by deceit or guile, but I did not
[that which he desired]. (I,* TA.) ._ 'l. i

tHe spared them; or pardoned them, andforbore
to slay them. (V.) And dsl; t I left him; or
left him unmolested; or left him, being eft by
him; or made peace, or reconciled myself, with
him; syu. 'at1. (TA.)

5. d.3 1 He exalted himsef; he wa, or be-
came, haughty, proud, or disdainful; syn. J.3;
(S in art. J.;) [and so .. l ) l.* ,l, occurring
in the 8 in art. Jbj, on the authority of AZ.]

You say, IU .j A-- 4JJ ($ ubi supro, TA*)
$Such a one exalts himslf.abowe that; hold
himself above it; disdains it; or is disdainful of

it; syn. 3J4. (. ubi suprk.) And j.

I,. L U' ut : [My ambition raised me
above tsuch a thing; made me to hold mysef abowv
it, or to disdain it]. (TA.) - See also 8.

tA' Li I ! ? $tEach of us preferred
a complaint against the other to the governor, or
judge: or each of us presnted the other to, or
brought him before, or brought him forward to,
the gotvernor, or judge, to arraign him and con-
test with Aim, and preferred a complaint against
him: agreeably with explanations of the phrase
.. tJl J1ij 1J]: (8:) or each of us communi-

cated, or made hnown, his case [againJt the otAher]
to the governor, or judge. (TA.)

8. &3t It became raised; or it rose: it rose
high, or became high or elevated or fty :. [it
became raised, upraised, uplifted, or elvated, or
it roe, from its resting-place: and, said of a
building, it became reared, upreared, or made
high or lofly:] it became takm up: [it became
taken amay, put away, or removed; or it went
amay; after its coming or arriDing: thus when
maid of corporeal things: but when said of ideal
things, it is tropically used, as it is also in many
other cases, and accorded in meaning to what the
ease requires:] quasi-pan. of dj as signifying
the contr. of [. ($, J.) [See 1; first sen-
tence.] - It (the water of a well) rose, by its
becoming copious: and also it sent away: (A in

art. UJ :) [in which latter sense, likewise, it is
said of milk in the udder; or a meaning it
became drawn up, or withdrawn, or withheld:

me 1. ee also a usage of this verb voce b;] -
S Said of a man: see 1, voce ~j, near the end of

the paragraph. _- ,j A3 t [His ranA becanu
higA, eleated, swalted, lofty, or eminnt]. ($,
TA.) -m f!, said to a man entering a sitting-
place, sitting-room, or assembly, means t Advance
thou: it is not from W! denoting height. (TA.)

- See also 5. - - .. 1 .U I t [The morning
became advanced; meaning] the sun became high:

,1..l being originally a p1., namely, of till;
[wherefore the verb is fem. ;] but afterwards used
as a sing. [as in the next ex. here following].

(Myb.) You say also, ..J I t , [meaning

the same]. (TA.) And ;tl e'~* t[The day
became advanced, the sun being somewhat high:
a phrase aid by the doctors of the law in the
present day to be employed when the sun has
risen the measure of a *j or more]. (8 and B

in art. &; &c.) - ?j .. il t [The
price roe, or advanced, and became low., or
abated]. (TA.) - [1 ?~j 1 t They remowd from,
or to, a place. - &.;A e3jI, said of a disease,
pain, an affliction, and the like, t It quitted him;
became withdrawn from him.'l_1 1'
qAnAi,e 'ta&3 Sj a4 t [What are termed jlbA p
cannot be coeisent in the same thing, nor simul-
taneously nonexistent in the jame thing]; an
existence itself and nonexistence, and motion and
rest. (Kull pp. 231 and 2t.) "10jt: see 1;
first sentence.

10. R:.I He deired~ , required, demanded,
or asked, that it should be raised, elnated, taken
up, or re,noved. (Q.) You say, JclIJt L,t
:ts~U j,'l The preacher asked that the hands
of the people should b raied for supplication.
(TA.) _- [And hence, as thotgh meaning CA,t!

i. e. It required that itelf should be re-
moed,] ,, 9 j:.l t What was on th table
became conumed, and it was time for it to be
take up, or remowed. (s.)

*j [see p., (of which it is the inf. n.,)
throughout].

iA [see ;j, near the end of the first para-
graph: used as a simple subat., which it seems
properly to be accord. to some of the lexicologists,]
t High, elmated, exalted, lofty, or eminent, rank
or condition or state; nobility, honourabmene,
gloriousne, or i/~riomusn ; (TA;) s also
1 A&j, a subet. from t;. (M,b.)

Mg, Ot J, and ?SIj; (AA, ISk, As, ,
Mgh, Meb,/ ;) but Ae disallows the latter;
(TA;) and Ks says, I have heard a!p..JI and
,*.;t, and their coordinates, [such as A;.tW
and "I 1, &c.,] but ptUj1 with kesr I have not
heard; (, TA;) Thes are days of rmoml, or
tranport, of d-prod~uc from the pla/e in
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S The Exalter ofthe believer by prospering [him],
and of his saints by teaching [them]. (TA.)
a.ijl aai, in the ]ur lvi. 3, is explained in

art. uAA.. - alL;, for al'; JL., (S, TA,) or

Ialv ,U: (TA:) see a trad. (commencing with

the words WM1; j) in the first paragraph of this

art. - iljU I A she-camel [drawing up, or

withdrawing, or n.ithholding, her milk; i.e.,]
not yielding her milk: (A,TA:) or rhen she
dlraws up, &c., or refuses to yield, (.;.jj Wi),)
the biestings in her udder. (As, S, lg.) [See also•l., to which it is opposed.] I A man going

up, or npwards, through the countries, or lands:
pl. with OJ. (TA.) _ ] Lightning rising. (Lth,
KB,TA.)_- j [pl. of Wl; for ial, L.]

t People going the pace termed f.t [on their

camels or beasts]. (ISk.) - -iiJ WAt ,ioJ

t Land difficult of irrigation; contr. of Lildl

L;JI. (TA in art. . )

ilj, [as a subst., or an epithet in which the
quality of a subst. predominates,] A hard and
elevated tract of land. (ISh, TA voce LaM.b
[which signifies the contr.]) [See also t1;.]

.jI [Higher, or more clevated &c.: and highest,

or most elevated &c.].,,.. JJ More
skilled in tracing up, or ascribing, or attributing,

a tradition to its authlor; i. q. ,l, q.v. (TA
in art. .,.)_ .i : ; .;&lJJX
t [He ran with a running of n,hich one part
mat quicker than another]; said of an ass.
(Lth, ]5.)

. [A place of elevation: and hence, ] A

chair, or throne; syn. : of the dial. of El-
Yemen. (TA.)

tij. A thing with which one r aiss, elevates, or

takes vp. (TA.)

E_SJ lpass. part. n. of a ;,. *c, .ijk,

(S, K,s ) in the 1(ur. [Ivi. 32], (S,) means [And
bedls raised] one upon anothert: (Fr, S, BId, :)
or t of high estimation: (Bd:) or: brounght near
to them: (S, 1 :) or wives elevated upon couches:
!(DB:) or t honoured wivs. (.S, .) _

t.9 I JA tradition related by a Companion of
the Prophet, and ascribed, or attributed, to the
Prophet himself, by the mention of him as its
author, or of the person, or persons, up to the
Prophet, by wrhom it has been handed down.
(Kull p. 152.) It is also an inf. n.: [see bti

-:il, in the latter half of the first paragraph:]
and signifies I A certain pace of a beast, (S, TA,)
of a horse and of a camel; (L;) contr. of -~yo;
(S, TA;) and of e,9,, ; (A in art. .- ;.;) it
is a run below that termed y : (S, TA:) or

above that which is termed y,o, and below

that which is termed $~: (TA: [but probably

js. is here a mistake for ._.:]) or a pace of a
camel rising above the [easy and quick rate of

which it has been reaped, (TA,) or of carriage
thereof after reaping, (S, Mgh, [,) to the place in
which the grain is trodden out. (, Mglh, K,
TA.) [Sco 1, near the beginning.]_ -tU, or
,tlj , (accord. to different copies of the K,) or

each, (TA,) also siguifies The storing-up of seed-
produce. (]g.)

.Uj: see the next preceding paragraph, in two
places.

.; t lIigh, elevated, exalted, loft!y, or eminent,
in rank, condition, or state; noble, honourable, or
glorious; (,M.sb, l, TA;) applied to a man:
(S, Meb, TA:) fem. with ;. (TA.) You say,
j.ZJij ~X.l M : S [tle is high, &c., in

respect of grounlds of pretension to honour, and of
rank]. (TA.) And hence the phrase used by
letter-.writers, k,)J .l; l 1 [The exalted olject

of recourse]. (TA.) Hence also the phrase in

the Knur [xl. 15], ie, .I I t The Exalted
in respect of degrees of dignity: (Er-Ritiglib:)
or this means t Great in respect of attributes: or
the E'xalter ,f the degrees of dignity of the
believers in Paradise. (Jel.) - Applied to a
garment, or piece of cloth, t Fine,fine in texture,

delicate, or thin. (Msb.)- ~. % [ Il [igh,

or loud, in voice]; (K, TA;) applied to a man.

(TA.) _ e f, je. t [A pace in which a beast is
made to exert itself to the fili, or to the utmost,
or beyond measure; or in which the utmost pos-
sible celerity is elicited: see j_&'l Cj, in the

latter half of the first paragraph: and see also

vs,^]. (.I in art. ,..)

';, [an inf. n., (see 1, last sentence,)] and
' lU', (ISk, $, .,) and t LlJo, (Sgl, , R. ,)
t [Ilighnes, or loudness, or] vehemence, (R, TA,)
in the voice, (ISk, $,) or of the voice. (IS.)

A ,s tring (A4s.) whereby Ie who is

shackled (.4R) raises his shackles (.43), (Yoo,
S,!J,) to which that string is fastened; (TA;)
as also *a;th. (-.)-Also, (S, 1,) nnd tiAc,
(Az, ,) A thing by means of which a troman
having little Jfiesh in the posteriors makes herself

to appear large [in that part]; ($ ; i.. q. LUc:

(g:) pl. 4.?. (TA.)- See also b ;.

ij : see o : -and a;; : ~and see also

A"j;, in two places.

ia, a t A case which one communicates, or
makes known, to the adminittrator of the law:
(, TA:)pl. . (TA.) You say, a skj j4

t [I have, against him, a case to communicate, or
make known, &c., or which I have communicated,
or made known, &c.]. (TA.)

: One who traces up traditions to the
Prophet, or to his Companions; or who com-
municates them, or makes them known. (TA.)

eli act. part. n. of ,,,; Raising; &c. (Msb,

TA.) - 1I, one of the names of God, meaning

going termed] a,.. (ISk.) You may, -i~ j>*J HIe (a beast) has not the pace termed

&'r* (~.)

~- 'L. A high mountain. (TA.)

1. .a t&j, [aor. - ,] inf. n. i/Ui;, Ilis means

of subsistence became ample, or abundant. (f.)
[See also j", below.]~[t;, aor. , Ire made the

means of subsistence ample, or abundant. You

say,] 4.,Jl , J 1 I tvill mlake .ample, or

abundant, to you the means f sub.sixtence. (TA.)

-,IJ ;, ~ i. q. t p, q. v. (TA.)

5. He (a man) became, or made himself,
ample, or abundant, in his means of subsistence;

syn. ,: (S:) or he exhibited amnplcnesu, or
abundance, in his means of subsistence. (PR.)

Il _j gi. He (a man), feared that the
camel [upon which he was ritling] would throw
him, and therefore wound his legs next the sheath
of his [tlle camel's] penis: [i. c., pressed tis heels

against the ca,ners tU.j (or groins):] in the ],

as also in the 0 and Tckmilcll, .'A is

erroneously put for ;iL. Jj;, the reading in the
L. (TA.)__t.,/ lie sat betwneen her thighs,
for the purpose of compressing her; (1.;) from
the Nawitdir el-Agr3b; as also t L;.;, i. e. g;

;l,,l. (TA.)

i j Softness, tenderness, or smoothness: (0, L,
K:*) this is the primary signification, accord. to
the O and L: accord. to MF, softness, tenderness,
or smoothness, and uncleannes, or dirtiness; but
this addition is wrong; and he has wrongly
ascribed this explanation to Er-Rlghbib, who men-
tions in his book only the words of the ]ur-:in.
(TA.) Ampleness, or abuntlance, of the means
of subsistence; and abundance of herbage, or )f
the goods, conveniences, or comforts, nf l.fe: (S,
I,* TA:) and so V'iti;, (JK,* S,0 TA,) an

inf. n., (S,) and t'i;, [also, app., an inf. n.,

like i&h (;] (JK, 8,* TA;) and V e,i;', like

"a4< (IS, TA) and 'atj, (TA,) [in which the
last three letters, following the t, are all aug-
mentative,] signifies [the same, or] ampldeneu,
or abundance, of the means of subaistence. (1,
TA.) = Also, (S, Msb, K, &c.,) and 1 g, (M,
Msb, TA,) the former of the dial. of Tcmeem,
and the latter of the dial. of the people of El-
'Aliyeh and of El-Hijiz, (Aboo-Kheyrelb, Mqb,
TA,) [The groin;] the root of the thigh; (18k,
Jm, Msb, 11; and Mgb in art. _^ ;) and any of

the other ;wteA [or places offlexure or creasing];
(ISk, Mb ;) and any place of the body in thich
dirt collects, (ISk, Jm, L, Mib, K,) such as the
armpit and the crease of the belly and the like:
(L:) or the inner side of the thigh, at the root:
(JK:) or the inner side of the root of each thigh,
next the upper parts of the sides of the pubs,
where the upper parts of the inner sides of the
thighs and the upper part of the belly [app. a
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1

mistake for t!ie lower part of the bel/ql] meaet:
(TA:) [or eachl of the itwo ijguinid crasel for]
the Lejw are betwteens the 7nibes and the thigh,
[one ons eaich s,ide,] and are also called the C,ei
(Z,j in hiis 11 Khalk cl-luis4ij:") the latter (~
also particualarly signjifies the arinpit: (Fr, Mghi,
]s:) or, as some say, theo root [or innermnost part]
of the arm?Ptit : (TA :) ad lhl th snliuc, (IShi, 1
or cachb, (M )tile parts around t1e ej [or
vulva, or ex-tt'rna(l portion of the orgains of
generation,]( I, j, ~ of a ?h'ottfion: (IS]j,
v,:) a,iel someimcies thle itselfy: (jlm8b:) the

4 -.54
PI. is 1 ( , Migil, M~f4b, K) anid K MbI)

and and [of panec.] &jl the flirst of whiichi

four is phl. of ~p [ittid is propcrly a pl. of paue,

the rest being pis. of e Mj : [accordl. to J,

Ijlsigniifies thic wti [or jilawe qffjlextipe, or
creasing.,] of the armopits, and if the roots fpft/he
thighs: ne:)acord, to Am, the armtpits, aitid the
[other] e,.$k. qf the bfpd 1 : (MgI.~a in atrt.
lA9r says thait signifies the -ocots of thc
arm.' nnd of the thighs, anid has no proper sing.:

and eij9l is the sillg. of &JI .P3I ~1 [but

this is app. a mnistranscrip)tion for Ii 

meaning that ehJl ha for its sing-,. e]:and
ti ~6significs the ewk and "Jtm- [by which

latter are app. rueant thle places thtat snweat] ?f the
bodly: accord. to Am, what is thuts terntedl is in
caniels anid in hiuninn beinigs,. (TA. [Butt thbe
sing. verb ivn this last clatuse snicgests that theree
is another mnistranscrip,tion hecre, andtt a Inoseness
of expolanation ; and thant we shiouald rcad thus:
"41and ** (not tjj signifies anty orft/ic wtk and
of the f f the body!."]) - Alszo, both wvorcls,
The dirt. qf the niail: (19:) orth ilidirt that is,
between thec end of the fingcr and the na il, when
the ntail is naot piared, afteer scratching the u
[or groins and armkpits and the li/ic] : (TA:) or
the former [or eachi] signifies the dir.t of thle
es~tke [or places of fiexure, or creasing, of the
body]; (K~;) or the dir,t and.,sweai that collect int
the 1,,VA of the armitpits, andl of the roots of the,
thighs, antd othe,' placca of foldinig of the limbs.
(TA.) - Also the formner word, (s;Oj,) t A soft,
or plain, tract, or p~iece, of/land: (JK, g~:*) pl.
tU~ (li) - [Land having mruch soil or dust.
(L, K.) [1Ience,] one says, Jt 
%,!A t Suc.h a one camne n.ith, or brougqht,
wealth, or catetle, abundeant as the soil, or ulust,
thu.s termedl. (L.) - t A place afflected witht
drouight, or bat.,'etipessj, (L, K,) thin, or shallow,
[in its soil,] of m iddling quality. (L.) - I The
vilest polace ina a vailley, and the norat in r-e-
srpect of soil: (A1boo-Alzilik, K(,'S TA:) the lowest
part of a ta/Icly ansd of a desert : (TA:) or

jIsigniifies the sides of the valley.
(AIjn, J K, TA.)- A side, or lateral part or
re.giont: (Akhi, IAgr, ]g:) ph. *i;. (1. .) You

in a side, or lateral part, not in the middile, of his
people, or partgy, and of the town, or village.

tIj - CJ.

(IA~Lr, TA.) -....Also sing. of tri meaning IThe
lower, or lowest, baser. or basest, mteanter or mnean-
esqt, sort, or the ,'abble, or rfc,of' mankinid;
(J K, K~, TA;) likenied to the 'U of a valley:
or the sing. of Ub i in this sense is V. (TA.)

-t A shin fir wvater., or for ,nilk, that is thin,
or rendered thin, (accord. to different copies of the

1~)andt of little weorth. (1~, TA.) - t The
sC?.tra of [the species o#f 7stillet ca/led] iJ l: so
accord, to thte author of' theo L; but accord, to
others, it is i;, ithi j>., if this he niot a mlis-

transcr.iption. (TA.) =As an epithect, i sig-
niifies S&!ft; applied to dutst, or earth, and to food,
or wheat, (..t.a,) aiid to -5 Jb [or quicklime,
&c-]. (1(,' TA.)

:see the next preceding- paragraph, in two
places.

see Cl, in the middle of the paragraph.

ahk A she-camncl havinig purulent pustules,
ulcers,' or sores, in the ejW [meaningy groins or
armpitis]. (A, TA.)

it4, [fern. of cl 1 applied to a woman, (JK,
Ibn-'Ahbbid, L, Ki,) Smnall in the [or vulva]:
(L:) or thin int the thighs, smnall in the Cjt [or
vea/va], deep) in the CI4 [or groins]: (JK, Ibn-

1 Wi 69~~~-4
'Abbaid, ]~:) or a woman narrow in the LU I [or
groins, or inguinal cr.eases, or the like]: (TA in
art. ji, from the 'Eyn:) or, applied to a woi'oan,
(A,) or to a shec-camel, (JK, L,) wvide int the
[app. meaninjg the vuilva or the parts around thec
ridara]. (J K, A, L.)

4 - 9.. 4-'
j .G (JK, 8, TA) anid t &t ($, TA) and

""~I (TA) Ample, or abuendant, (JK, S, TA,)
and plu'axant, or good, (5, TA,) means of suibsist-
ence. (JK,S~,TA.)

de. sec ej, second sentence.

aMlj i. q. a*v [app. as meaninig A benefit,
benefizct ion, fan'rour., boon, or bltssingy]: pl. &4*j
(TA.)-

:see Its fern., itij, is mentioned
above,' by itsclf'.

a½,.[synt. wvithJ ] A womian smiall in
the [or vuilva], (JK, lhmni-'Abbztul, Kj, or
wvhose place opf cir.cum7cisiont has cohered [after
the operation] when she was younpg, and, conse-
quiently, (L,) imtperviet viio. (JK, Ibn-'AUbbdd,
L, K5.)

~~see in the middle of thei paragraph.

inif. a. Jj1 (S,* 0, Mfgh,0 AMb,* K) anid anid

IjAM (AZ, 0, K~) and *.;(0, K~;) and

(i K, 0, K,) [aor. i] inf. n. Cj (J K;) and Pj;;
(JK, 0, 1~)lie seas, or beca,nec, gentle, soft,
tendler, gracious, courteous, or civil; or he be-
htaved, or actedl, gently, softly, &c. (JK,~, 0,
Mgha, Msb, ]g.) You say, &~ jJj, (AZ, S, 0,
3Mgl, M b, K, and (AZ, 0, 1~,) 'inf. no.
as &Abovc; (0, kZ;) and ji, anid L;j (1~;) lie
wvas, or becamie, gentle, Sic., or he biehaved, or
acfted, gently, &c., n'ith himn, (AZ, S, 0, lghj,
Mlsb, K,) and to him; (AZ, 0, 1K;) and in like
manner. 4o Lj;,, Q5, 0, Mlgh, Ii,) anid V 1UJ1l.
(AZ, 0, ll) enice the saying of the 1Prophet,

^b4 ieji tS L~ p [ lie who is gentle, &e.,
wilth my people, God w.ill be yentle, &e., with
him]. (0.) [hlence, also,] one says. , $

[and &se 5~ as is indicated in thec 0] He
used genttleness, or acted gently, in his afflair;
syn. jU (Mifb in art. ~jl.) And &.qt~ fj6,
li1e applied himstelf ieih gentleness to his ;teedful
affair or business; syn. j. (T in art. j.
And V.~ jI,,p lie applied himself woith gentle-
ness to the affair; iyn. J .( in art. %.&WJs.)
- Hence, L~j in form like .. I#, i n.as, or
became, gentle, delicate, naice, neat, or skilful, in
worh or operation; the contr. Of such as is termed
jjJ (M!b.) -And Je.W.I with fet-h
to the J, aor. ', did, or made, the dleed, or
WOrk, sounidly, itowromighly, skilfully, judiciously,
or well. (Mob.) - And A t I pro-
ceeded in a right, or a moderate, manner' in
journeyng or in pace. (M!b.) See also 4.
iIIij is an inf. n. signifying The beingq a
(0, K.) Fr says, I hecard a man at 'Arakit
sayingr [to the pilgrms thecre assembled],

4iI. !,U 0 Lr3ko Aj aM uj 41 [may
God mkake yout to be in the coutpantionshltip of
MIoham,n ad: snay God bless and save him]a.
(0.) [And accord, to the TK~, one says, &, "

inf. n. Jii meaniing He becamne a withl
him: bnt whiat is.commonly said in this sense is
aiM,,, q. v.] -Uj> lIre struck the LA*,c [or

elboir] of such a one. (K.) -And ZJtu3l j'j
(S5, 0, K,) nor..', inf. a. jij (~, 0,) li1e bound
thte shte-cametl's arm [app. together n.ith the shank
(for suich is the common practice)], (E5, 0, Kj)
to prevent hter going quickly, (?, 0,) wlien fearing
hier Yearning towards, or longing for, hier hiome,
or accustomed place: (Sl, 0, i.e:) [or] ,aJ Ij
aor. ~ inf. n. jJ, he bound the camers neck
(C.r [probably, I thiink, a mistranscription for

.s~ .e. arm,]) to htis pastern, because of a
slighlt lameness thecrein. (JK.)~ - ® said of a
camiel, aor. i mif. i. ij~, lIe had his elbow dis-
torted fromn his side. (TA and Tk.. [Seeo i
below, and 1Ls,I: and see also Li.]~).-[Atid
%:bj min n. sUj is probably said of a she-camiel,
as meaning Shee had, in her teat, or teats, what is
termed &js: see, again, this word below.]

2. 1. [as the inf. n. of the verb in the phrase
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itJI % ,tj, if this verb have been used, means A
sheep's, or goat's haring te fore legs wvhite to the

elborw; for it] is from &,DJ i;z, explained be-
low. (O.)

3. Aj He waros, or became, AiJ oj;, or
traelling panion; he accompanied him in a
journry; (1~, O, M,b, V;) inf. n. AUl! (CId)
and S3I. (TA.) - And this latter inf. n. also
signifies The being hypocritical, or acting hypo-
critically. (TA. [See also 3 in art. jj.])

4. HUjI: ee 1, second sentence. -Also He
profited hm, or rs useful to him; (8, 0, 14;)
as eh1 V 'd . (:.) - [And in the present day,
it means lIe associated him i math another or
of hers.]

6: se 1, in four places.

6. I,ml,3 They were, or became, travelling-
companions; thIy traelled, orjourneyed, together;
as also ?t ldjI: (JK:) and WtUd they two rore,
or became, tratlling-companions; &c.: (V :)

and 2 u1 113 me were, or became, compa-
nions in travseUing, orjournmeying. (., O.)

8. i.q. i. .e. -ie. i v] and
Aagl, [both meaning He sought, or demanded,

aid, or help]. (Uar p. 395. [See also 10.]) -
And hence, (gar ibid.,) a J1Wj He profited, or
gained advantage or benfit, by him, or it, (8,
Mgh, Mgb, TA,) namely, a thing. (Mgb.) [This
phrase is also often used as meaning He made ue
of it; namely, a garment, and an implement, &o.]

See also 6. _ Also He leaned upon the I,.

of his arm [i.e. upon Ais elborw]: (O, M9b, *:)
or upon the pillow [caled ai]. (g.) And
It was, or becam,flU, orfilld. (V.)

10. &j ,.,l .lie ~oght, or demanded, his pro-
fiting him, or being useful to him. (TA.)

Q. Q. . j He took a "aip, i. e. pillow
[upon which to lean with his elbow]. (v.)

& an in n. of t; (0,1:;) Gentlenes,
oftness, tendernne, grcioumn , courteousness,

or civility; contr. of j ; (g, O, Mgb, Myb ;)
i.q. MJ, and y , b (IDrd, O, ],) or

.,m -1 ep and UeII; and so * ii; (JK;)

and t ]t; likewise; whence the phrase Oj*.

&UhI;)j [H4 e treated such a one witA gkentle ,
&c.]. (JK, IDrd, 0.) It is also explained as
meaning Good submiuion to that which conduces
to what is comely, or pleasing. (TA.) - And
Gentleness, delicacy, nicety, nmatns, or ski
nes, in work or operation; contr. of jp&.
(Mgh.) - Also A thing by means of which one

seekt help or asubtance. (V.) See also .;..

u inf. n. of sjh: see the next preceding
paragraph. _[Also Easy of attdinment.] You

say pij e&, [A place of paturing, or of un-
restrained and plntifl pasturing,] eajy to be

sought [and attained]. ($, 0.) And U *,
;'ater that i easy (JK, , 0 , 1) to be sought

(JK, ?, O) and taken: (JK:) or lof vwAich the

wsllrope is Aiort. (IS.) And ei.:1 Ai; .l._

An object of want tAat is easy [to be sought and
attained]. (0, ].) ~ Also A distortion of the
elbowr of a camel from the side. (Lth, 8, 0, 1g.
[Said to be the inf. n. of L, q. v.]).- And A
stoppage of the orifice of the teat, (15,) or of the
orifices of the teats, (O,) ofa she-camel: (0, K :)
so says Zeyd Ibn-Kuthweh: (O:) or a disorder
in the orifice of the teat, in consequence of being
badly milked, or of ths milker's not shaking the
teat to remove rwhat remained in it, so tihat the
milk reverts into the udder, and turns to blood,
or become coagulated and mixed with yellow
water. (K. [Perhaps in this sense, also, an

inf. n.: see 1, last sentence.])r See also W.

;;: see what next follows.

ij, (JK, ., O, Mgh, Msb, 1g,) in the dial. of

Temeem, (Mqb,) and ? iij, (9, O, Myb, ],) in

the dial. of 1eys, (Mqb,) and ? ii;, and on the

authority of Ibn-Tal-!ah 1 a31, (I~, [in which this

last is said to be like t.1J, to indicate that it is
with damm to the j, but not (as will be shown

below, voce tJ,) that it is without tenween,

imperfectly decl., and determinate like WiJll,])
Persons travelling, or journeying, together;
(Mgh;) a company of persons [travelling, or
journeying, or] with whome one is trareUing, or
journeying; but not rAen they Aave separated:
(., O, Myb, 1 :) or persons with whom one
travel, or journeys, as long as they are congre-
gated in one place of assembly, and in one
journey; but not vwhen they have separated:

(JK:) pl. [of malt.] (, , Mgh, MNb, K,)

which is pl. of aWj, (Mgh, Msb,) and aj, [which

is also pl. of WJ,] and [of pauc.] j3U;; (O, ;)

and the pl. of a1j is .): (Mb :) or W is a

quasi-pl. n. of ? ' j, or syn. with this last used
in a pl. sense; and its pl. is JA and ;j and

[quasi-pl. n.] t j. (11.) [Golius explains the
first and second and third, as on the authority of
the KL, by the words "consortium, societas :"
but in my copy of the KL, I find only the first
and second; and these are explained only by the
words J j 6j.j, agreeably with the renderings

which I have given above.] - The pl. 0 ; also
signifies Camels upon which people have gone
forth to purvey for themselves viteat, or corn, or
other provisionsfrom the towns or villages; each,

or every, company being termed a W. (TA voce

U).

: see the next preceding paragraph.

J as an epithet applied to a she-camel: see
,-..s

iS The cord that is used for the purpose

de~ribed in the ewpnation of UWI Jj, (~, O,
1],) or in the explanation of -alJI sj. (JK.)
[See 1, in the latter part of the paragraph.] So in
the saying of Bishr, (S,) i. e. of Bishr Ibn-Abee-
Uzim, (0,)

* Si 6 hi ,J 
obl t wI ;v,i0 Fj 1 l

1J) U..O l ri--

S

S

(0,) or ,' Jj1, (S, 0,) accord. to different read-
ings: (0:) [i.e. And verily I, with respect to
tAefawlt, or the complaint, of the family of Ily,
or and the family of Ldm, am lihe her that
yearns torwards, or longs for, her hlome, or accus-
tomed place, going along with her arm and shank
in the 3Uj]: he says, I am withheld from sati-
rizing them, like as this sihe-camel that yearns
towards, or longs for, her home, or accustomed
place, is bound and withheld; but if they do not
what I approve, I will let loose my tongue with
satirizing them. (O.)_ Also A thing in form
liAe a finger, made for the teat of a hAe-camel
wlien she is affected with the [disorder termed]
L;S: it is stuffed with dates, and then the j)p.
[q. v.] is bound over it, in order that it [the teat]
may be cured. (JK.)

a; Gentle, soft, tender, gracious, courtcous,
or civil; (JK, Msb;) as also *5J1;. (JK.) -
And hence, (Msb,) Gentle, delicate, nice, neat,

or hkilful, in work or opcratiol,; contr. of 6 .

(S, O, Msb, K.) - [Hence, also,] .;L ,41 1.,f

J4 and .4 t ;; and 4 jil; t [Tl,is affair,
o; thing, is ea.sy, or convenient, to thee: see

;jLA]. (O.) ~ Also A companion (JK, $, 0,
Msb, 15) and comp)anions (JK, , 0, O, ) in travel-
ling, or journeying, and aftern.ards: (Kh, $, O,
Msb, 15:) used as sing. and pl., (JK, S, 0, I,)

like , (S, 0) and L.: (O:) pl. jw;;

(JK, S, 0, ;) witll which V Sijj is syn., as in

the phrase W3j1 1a [Young men companions dc.].

(JK.) See also aW. It is said in the lur [iv. 71] ],

. '-i'.sl ' _j, (JK, ., 0,) meaning ;j1;
[i. e. And good, or eroy good, nill be those as
companions after the journey of life] in Paradise !
(JK.) And Mobammad is related by 'Aishch to
have said, [just before his death,] when he had
been given his choice between continuanice in the
present world and what was with God, and had

chosen the latter, il.*.JI ! a 9l b'A; ' *
[Nay, rather, thLe Iighest comrnanions of Para-
dise]; meaning, I desire the company, or con-
gregation, of the propllets. (O.)

iSj: ee Wi and ,;j.

see j;i 3 , in two places.

auil: see hi.

4J; [ £compar. and superl. of .i; meaning
More, and most, gentle, &c.] - [Hence,] one

says, Xj1 j .o; yl "i [and 4.] t This affair,
or thing, is more, or modt, easy, or convenient, to
thee. (TA in art. j.) [See also an instance

voce *ae (in art. .. ), last sentence.] - Also,
applied to a camel, Iavinig the elbow (mj.JI)
distorted from the side: (JK, S, O, 1 :) so says

Lth: (0:) and so the fern. i"ij, applied to a
she-camel: (JK, $:) but Az says that the epithet
preserved by him in his memory as heard from

1
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Boox I.]

the Arab. applied to a camel is Lol, with JIj.
(O.) - Accord. to AS, (0,) Isj applied to a
she-camel signifies HIaving the orifice of her teal
stopped up; (O, K ;) and so * i--: (K:) the
latter is said by Zeyd lbn-Kuthwel; to signify, so
applied, haring the orifices of her' teats stopped
up. (O.)

I.a, 4.0
.Rf4: see hi4, in two places.

J,h4: see what next follows, in thrce places.

b.. and t j~ inf. ns. of Li;, (AZ, 0, K,) of
whlich ti;. nalso) is an inf. n. (0, K.) Also
A thing bI/, which one pr('lts, or gains advantage
or benefit. (81, 0, M.sh , 1(.) It is said in the l5ur
[x,iii. 1. l , ],* l, 0 U. j. or E,*

accord. to dliftrre,nt re,:des, [i. e. And lie Will
prepare for yoru a cio,dition of your case by
,rhich ye shallp trofit], but no one reads t *,
(8, O,) whichll, hwrever, is allowable, meaning
W j. (S. [See Se , last se,:tenec.]) The pl. is

;1,.. (M.s!.) - [Ience,] jlJl 41. Such ap-
pertenances [or conrcnirnces] of the hous as the

rpriv/ and the kltclan,nd the like: (MgIl, Msb :)
or the sinks, and the ;hke, qf the house: (., 0, :)
and particularly pricies: (0:) when used in lthese
senses, the sing. is dJ.. only, witi kesr to the
h and fet-l to the .. , (Mgh, Msb,) likened to
the nonn signifying an instrument. (Msb.) [See
also j;~, in art. j...] And from the same
words in the sense cxll. in the second sentence
above, (Mhsb,) ji, and t ,ii4 signify also The
elbonw, or elbon,-joint; the piace ahere the plj)
joins upon the ,L-; (, 0, 1K;) [in other words,]
the place where the j.. is connected with the
o ;~ (Mgl ;) the ;i4 of a man: (Mb :) [and
in like manner in a beast, the elbow, or elbow-
joint, as in the JK, S, O, and K, voce v jl;
and in countless other instances: but in the 1K
voce abj (q. v.), it seems to be applied to the
knee of a beast:] ,pl. as above. (M.sb.)

al1 A pillow (S, O, Mgb , K) u)pon nwhich one
leans [wnith the elbaon]: from jia iin tie sense
explained in the last sentence of the next pre-
ceding paragral,h. (Mgh.)

itw i;L A sheep, or goat, having the fore
legs wrhite to the elbows. (0, I.)

ij.. A camel wnhose elbow hurts ( h.i) Ais
side. (0, 1.)_ And A she-camel that is hurt
lby thle jl.o [q. v.] wlten her uddler is bound there-
wilt, and fromtn whom blood issues (JK, O, 15)
w,ten he is; loosed [therefro,,] (%L '!.), (JK,)
or tvhen she is mnilked ( _ I11). (0, g.)

jv.i A camel haring a complaint of his ,.i

[or elbow]. (IDrd, O, K.)

.ijU- A pli re, or tbing, upon which one leans
[properly nith the b?, or elbow]. (Bd in xviii.
28 and 30.)

~J' Leaning upon his elbow. (, 0.) 
Also Full, standing, and continuing, or remain-

Bk. I.

ing: (0, g:) or nearly full: so explained by
IAar as occurring in the following verse of 'Obeyd
Ibn-El-Abras, (O,) describing rain that had filled
the low tracts of ground: (TA in art. C:- :)

'- 0.' ;% 1 · a* asc,... i i C f L' ·

[And the meadows, and the plain, or soft, low
tracts, became abundant with herbage, partly by
whvat wras full, &c., in consequence thereof, and
partly by what was flowling, running upion the
surface of the ground]: (O:) or, as some relate
it, &,.: [i. c. "filled"]; and J:,4, which means
lherbage "of whichi the blosoms have not yet
come forth from their' calyxes ;" and CLa#
[accord. to this reading] meaning herbage "of
which the blossoms have appeared :" (TA in art.

oi :) [or, accord. to the reading ?;;1, the
meaning may be, "partly such as were compact
thereof," i. e. of the meadows &c., "and partly
such as were cracked" by the beat and drought:]
another reading is

Le7* u -3 -c 3 .H .
,._U' '*. meaning " of what was flowing and
going away." (TA ubi supra.)

[Nearly the whole of this art. is wanting in the
copies of the TA to which I have had access.]

1. ,JI, (S, M, K,) aor. :, (K,) inf n. J;;

(S, M;) and JUj, aor. ', (M, K,) inf. n. j;
(M ;) IIe was avwhkmard (S, M, 1,) in his manner
of wearing his clothes, (S,) or with his clothes
[when walking &c. (see j)], and in every work.
(M, ..) - And li;, (M, 15,) or ) J ;,

(S, TA,) aor. ', (S, M,) inf n. Jj (Lth, T, M,
K) and Js (T, TA) and i j; (M, K ;) and
t .lf; (S, M, 1I ;)- lIe draqged his shirt, and
kicked it with hisfoot: (Lth, T:) or he made his
clothes long, and dragged them, valking with an
eleyant and a proud and self-conceited gait, with
an aJfected inclining of his body from side to
side: (?:) or he dragged i:is shirt, and walked
in the manner described above: or he moved his
arm up and down [in nal/ing]: (M1, ]:) and

V J * signifies the same as j; and
Jrj: (TA:) or * JOt1 [iaf. n. of 4] signifies a
man's having a long garment, such as a shirt and
a 1._.: (Kltalid Ibn-Jciibcl], T in art. j :)
and one says, Ui.. ".. s J' ; [Sle drags
her skirt, &e., in her gait, by reason of arrwnard-
nes]. (S.) - .J{ J,j. , a phrase used by

Ru-beh, [tI l,e being app. pl. of .i., a re-

gular inf. n. of jJ,] means Slhe walkls with every
sort of J.j or Jj.J [i.e. dragging of theshirt, &c.].
(Lth, T accord. to diffcrent copies.) And Vt j.,
inf .. iJ3, He walked nith an inclining of his
body from side to side (j;' ;) by reason of pride
(C1), or by reason of old age (C.,): (1,
accord. to different copies:) the : is augments-
tive. (TA.)~ See also the next paragraph, last
sentence, in two places.

2. Je. The making a garment ample, or long
totwards the ground: the letting it down, or makiny
it to hang do,mn: (TA:) [and so t JWjl: ] you
say, d V,JUI, (Shl, T,) or 4;, (M,) or ,
(K, TA, in the C.i &U,) I.e let down, or made
to hang don, his garments, or his garment, or
his skirt. (Sli, T, M, ]g.) lHence, (TA,) sI,j,
(A'Obeyd, T, S, M,) inf. n. as above, (Sh, T, e,
M, K,) S Iie mannified himt, or honoured him:
(A'Obeyd, T, S, M, . :) he made hitn a king,
(A'Obeyd, T, M, K,) and a lord, or ch;ief, (Si,
T, M, 1,) and a commander, and a judge: (TA :)
[like s.j:] and he rendered him n ubmissive;
made him to submit; or brought him under, or
into, subjection: (M, 1 :) thus it las two contr.
meanings; (K ;) [like dI. ;] for whnen a man is
made judge in an affair, it is as though boe wore
subjected to service therein. (TA.) Dhu-r-Rum-
mch sayRs,

* .,3 ju al* ^ a1 .

t [ Wher e tr magnify a man, or make a man a
king, &c., he becomes lord, or chief, of his peolte,
though ke hare been before that not mentioned].

(T, ?, M.) And you say, 'Ji "J# t Such a one
was made a lord, or chief, over his people. (St,
T.) - Also l.He increased, or exceeded, to hinm
that over which he lAad authority to judge, or to
decide. (TA.) - And Je!3 also signifies I The
lcaring a well for its water to collect in it; (M,

o, 1 ;) and so tV ;: (O, :) you say, JiJ
ie.l : He left the well for its water to collect
in it; (Ks, T, M;) as also t ,Uj, aor. , inf. n.
Jo. (O.)

4. jl, and its inf. n. s6je: se 1, in two
places: = and see also 2, in two places

5: see 1, in two places. - Ji3 also signifies
t He wat, or becatne, or was made, a lorl, or
chief. (Sh, T, TA.) Hence, in a trad. of Wiail

.. y.y.. ! [ He is, or rill be, &e., a lord, or
chief, over the subordinate kings, awhrerer they
are, of the people of .Ia4ramowt]. (T,' TA.)

Q. Q. 1. -j,, inf. n. & wJ: se 1.
0.

JUj, (IDrd, O, K, TA,) or, as in some copies
of the Jm, ' jj, (0, TA,) or t j;j, (accord. to
a copy of the MI,) or V jUj, (accord. to the CK,)
[in the K said to be with kesr, which, accord. to
a rule observed in that work, indicates that it is

J,,] The skirt, or lomer extremity, ofa garment.
(M, O, ].) You say, j) j,il [explained above:

see 2]. (K.) And J,ijl tL oj., i.e. [A shirt
ample, or long,] in ihe shirt. (TA.)

j~ t: The water that collects after drawing,

(4'., thus accord. to the T and O and some
copies of the .K, [and this is said in the TA to be
the right explanation,]) or the black mud, or
black fetid mud, (ta.., thus accord. to other
copies of the ], or ' [whichl has the same or
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see ~ = ~ ~ A thing that is
put before the p;nis q 'f tide gqoat, in orde,' that he
many ntot copulate. (1 Drdl,AM, ]~.) 1

sl;and its fern., witlh 3: see JUj, in three

places.

a simnilar mneaning,], thuis accord, to the Ml anid A.
andl L,) of a well. (T, M, 0, A, L, K.) Sce 
alao thte next preceding paragraph. == Uj Ij A
call to ithe ewve, to be nailked. Kln'b:t,i.)

)JUj Andinward (5, Af, 1~) in hisg nanner of
n.caring. his clothes, (8,) or wvith his clothes [when

wvalkting &c.], and in crery workli; as also ?

fern. (of thec latter] ?jJ (M1, K ) And iLt
(Lthi, T, AI, K~, TA) andl ? (Lthi, T, TA) A
womnnn reht'o drags her sleirt. (Lthb, T, AI, 1Z, TA)
w.ell, or beamiitifuilb,, (Ml, K, TA,) mrhen she wa'flks,
anid whop walks wvith an# elegant and a proud anid
selff-conceited gait, wirl4 an all~cted inclining of
the bodly froin side to sidle: (Lth), T, TA :) or.
tlhe forn'cer sig.nifies a woman whmo drags her shir t

(Jp) in hie). gait, by reason of awkwardness:

(,TA :) i:m.ol * a woman teho does not wralki
weyll (ADk, TI, S, NI, K)in her. clothes, (ADk~, T,

~,M,) draelgging lice. garm1pent, (M1,) or dragging
her shirt: (K~:) and ?3l,a inai snaking htis
clot/hes long, and driagging themn, wralking PM4t/ an
elegant and a )ny.ondy iand self-conceited gait, with
an effe?cted inclining of his body fromi side to

sidle; (~; in whiicht sense pmay be well used
ate an epithbet nappliedl to a womann: (Lthi, T:) or
?JM (TA) and tji,(Seer, M4, 1g, TA,) in

whvlich fatter theo z is augmentative, (TA,) signify
a man wrho ei/rags, his shirt, and toalk., in the
Ynanner laist dlescr.ibed above; or whop moves h;s
arM imip andI domi.n in walking. (Seer, M4, 1~, TA.)

Also, i.ec. Jk~Foolish; stupid; or unsound,
or dfkicicmut, in intellect, or understanding. (,5.)

-And 1U,, A jb?il, or an unseemnly, or ugqly,

wvosnm.mm; (M, 1~;) as also * 1Uj, (M,) or V 1j,
witha two kesrelbs: (IS:) and thec saine epithet
are applied likewvise in this siense to a mian. (,M.)
-~See also `~

sej ae the ntext preceding paragraph, near
the end.

,jU,j Long in the tail; ( Ltli, T, ~, M, k(;) applied
to a garmnent: (~ :) or, thius applied, wide, or.
apppple: (1IM, 1~(:) in the formner sense, applied to
a hiorse, (Lth, Aom, T, MI,) and to a bull, (Lthi, T,)
and to a camel, (Lth, T', 8, M,) and to a miountaini-

a -
goat; (74;) anid ~,,3 sig-nifies the samec : (Lthi,
An~, Il :) and applied to a lhorse as meaning,also

(M1) having much fleshi; (M4, ]C;) and so Cj
(M~:) and to a camiel as meaning also snide in the
ski,i.: (Lthi, T, SR, AI, 1] :) and, applied to hair,

long; (A4; [or] so ? 3', like ~~ (1K;) or
j ,u,, or tj Jk; (so necord. to different cop,ies of

thbe T;) and so? lp apjnplied to a gar.ment. (TA.)
Al.so A mnan Vhaina long skirt. (I4Inm P. 3S6.)

- tIlence,] 1 #, (TA,) or LL,j a ~ ,
AI, in onbe copby of the ! U,, Amn,le miteansy of
suib.,istenice. (~~, Al, TA.) See also JUj. =And
see

ii:see the next preceding paragraph)], in two
places.

4-, ~~~1-

* a- 6-0
Jei:see

jl~ !3 [A waist-wrapper] mande to htang down.
(Sli, T.) ffience, perhaps, whiat necxt follows.]

i)4. [written withiout any syll. signs, app.

either altpa or Ut,.o, an epithet used as a subst.,
or conver.ted inito a sabot. by the addition of i,l
A longt [drescs or garmient suich as is callcdl] ,
in mu hick onic dra.gs his shirt, and w~alks3 with an
elegant tiand a proud and self-conceitedl gait (i~Y
yie). (TA.)

altp4, A she-camel having her uddler boutnd n'ith
a piece of rag, which4 is made to hang down over.
her teuts so as to cover them. (M, 0, L, Kg.)
[See also the next preceding paragraphi.]

J1,,applied to a woman, means jJ~J 1
i )[i. e. 1J'kto drags her shirt, &c., mnuch]:

(Ltlm, T:) [and in like mnanner,] applied to a
man, (TA,) ~l b [whiichi meians the same:
see 1]. (741, J9, TA.)

vU.. [app.. pl. of J.~r., an inf. n. of Jj]j
see 1

1. 4,(JK, K~,) or jp.'t (Mgh,1, M9b,)
inf. n. 3AU, and atU (JK, Migh, M9 b, 15!) and
a,Jj, (JK,) His life, or the life, wvas, or became,
ample int its mneans or circumstances, unstraitenwd,
or p)len T114d (J K, Mfgh, Msib, 15,) and easy, plea-
sant, soft, or dlelicate. (JK,* Mob, 15.) [See also)
A&at, below.] = 43j, aor. ~,inf n. #)Oj(J K,
Msb, 1K) and #A (Myfb, 1K) and 4Aj (1,) [or this
last is perhanps a simple subst., said of a mnan,
lle led [a plentiful, anid] ani easy, a pleasant, a
soft, or a dielicate, Iffe; (15;) he .foiind, or expe-
ricnced, [ore oijoed, (see the parL n. .l,below,)]
an easy, a pleasant, a soft, or a delicate, lyec,
wtith ammpleness of the meanps of aubsixten~; and

t dI3 is [syn. therewith, its part. n. IF.being
syn. withi lj, and the verb itself being] quasi.

pmass. of 4,j: (Ms;b:) nr he found, or experienced,
r.est, or ease, aft e, fatigue. (JK.) [See also 4.]

- J~~Vl ~ (, (, 'Mgh, K5,) aor. Altr, gh,

inf. n. and *jj, (8t [and it is imiplied in the

15that d also is an inif. n. of the verb thius used,
but it is a~ siniplc suibst. accord, to the S,]) The
camels camte to the wvater to drink (?, 7igh, IS)
every day, (8~,) iwhlen they wrould. (S, 74gj, 1.

t 1, ', j'O' x .~~~~-i
[See toj, below.] =m U ~ &hi Ls ast thou not,
or n.hcrr,fur7e wilt thols not have, mccri,, or pity,
or coinpilas,sion;, on such a one ? (TA. [Thie mean-
ing is there onily inidicated by the context.D)

2. Jj, inC. a1. seij: see 4, in five places. 

d....& e4,,inCf. n * as above, l7Ie r.esed himself;
made h4imself to be at rest or at ease; or gave
him,self rcst. (Mfgl,Mh ..... 4, (JK, 8,
Mghj, K~ or 4i.p, (so acecord, to one copy of the

(, both correct, huxt the fori.ervv the miore common,])
inf. n. as ab~ove, (,5, 1~,) l1 ie adle his circum-
stances ample and ea r, asedlh1dm, or relieved
him; and granted kin& ta muls,; (JK,* S,*AMgh,
]g;*) nanicly, hiis dhl,tor; (.5, MAli;) or onec who
was in str.ititess, or distres, (TA :) and he
beJtaared, or actred, fitntly, .ofdql, etenderly, gra.
ciousi,?, or coiirte:ous.ly, ?t'itk h imn (J K, TA:*)
anid d j Grant thou to mie a citvmty: it is from
Vjj as used in relation to camiels. (g.)And
,- 30,..P

,,..az21 &d. d3j Ifait igc wvas rcto red fronm him, or
made to quit hLimp. (TA.)

4. &ijl lie.found, or exeine,rs,or ease,
(1~,) or lhe remanmiied, stayed, dwelt, or abode,
and found, or experienced, rest, or ease, (IAt;r,

T) i.k; at ouer abodle; at; also t 4j, isnf. n.
,P1 j; (IA~r, TA; n IAr .

lie kept con tinualplh, or constantly, to the eatinag
of dlainty food, (1~, TA,) anid indeulged himstelf
largqely in eatinig and dlrinkinig: and thiis is said
to be meant in a trad. in whlichl M3iN is for-
bidden; because it is one of thle pr actices of the
foreigners and of worldly people. (TA.) - Ho
anoinjted himself, (JK, S, K~,) andi comabed, or
anointtedl and combed, htis hair., (.5,) every (lay:
(JK, 8, ]~:) and thtis also is said to be nmeant in
the trad. abovo mentioned: (JK, S, TA :) or by

U.tj'g in that trad. is nmeant [the induiilging in] case
and plenty. (J K.) - JYI 7lThe cattle re.
mained near to the tirter. (1~, TA) in the wcater-
ing-t coughs or tankh, atungthlice upont the
plants, or tr-ee, called (TA.) - And
lWjl Theiri camneLq, (JK,) oi. tleicit cattle,(1)
cainae to the irater to drinki (.T K, K~) every dlay,

(JK,) or when they would. (S.) ='.MAi He
(God) madle thtem to have apt easy, a pleasant,
a scoft, or a delicate, and a lplent fful, lU/a; as also

inf. n. ^ (ii TA :) and ~Iandl
4?b 1~ inmade hima to finid, or experience, [or

enjoy, (see 1,)] an easyl, a pleasamit, a sopt, or a
delicate, life, mith ampleness qf the mizteans of sub-
sistence. (Mlsb.) -And J~ l ; (A , K; and

? Q(i,) and l&t in'i' n. as above; (TA)
le mnade the camiels to comne to tihe iralir to dri.imk

(~,18, TA) every day, (~, TA,) when they would.
(~ ,TA.)

10: sce 4.

Jj [said in the g to he an iif'. n. of said of
a man, and app. of:-i said of canmels: or it is]
a suibst. froin .. A aid of c'ainel.s; (.S;) and
(thuts) signifies The coming of eamels to thc wvater
to drisak (J K, S, Mgh) ety inlay, (J K, 8)
when ',he!y till: (~WMglt:) or the stor.test and
quickest of the times of cointing to ivater. (T A.)
[See also _41 and ii.~]Lebeed uises it mneta-
pliorically in relation to palm-trees growing. over
water, saying,

, .4j - ,j
*
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112Tt:7hy dy.inlt eircr daiy, togeth#er, naot tliirsting;
and evry onc vf ehepn is ,cippjii,q the mater, dip)-
pinq thereini]. (TA.)= Also ,S,nall, or Youing,
7iobn-trees. (.1 K, K~, TA. [By Golius and Frey-
tag written, in this S7~,4~]

J. ql. Cp. fi. e. JRStran; or strawv that ha.s
been trodiden, or thr.ashied, avid cut : by soine
writtent LU; avid b y some, %4 j] : (Kr, ~ :
whence the prov., 4~A c ~ ~L3 0 j [More
freefr.om watnt Vhliau the badjer is from the want
of $t rami]; MAll meaning, the beast of prey called

1 ,JijV jLLc; because it dloes not iced upon stmw:

(v) [by some written d.AZI; and by sonic, aAUt;
and by some, ~AAW:] accord. to some, the former

'Aword is with S; and( .A1,lt occurs as its p)1. in a
verse cited by IF: accord, to 1Sk, the two words
are correctly without teshbdeed, atnd witha tho
radical .. (TA in art. &A. [See aelso :4JJ, ill
art. i.

3IVAj Pity,cma.so, or mercy. (AIleythj,
K)Thus expii.nas sed in theisayinag, --LZ'-' t1

ha4 oh 0 *oa -.. 1 #

is hcre an evidlent mistmanser.iption for ..yAt, the
linae of thbe Twelfthi Manision of the Moon: thbe
meaning is, 1J'hdepi e.s.tats aurorally, pity be-
cornies littlce in the c~a.th; because then tlic cold
onds: see art. J 1 ... ])

see &iit, in two places.

scee.4, inl tiro places.

iU and ?&j;, (5, Myhb, IS, [both expressly
shbown in the .1 K msid MAgh anjd Mqb to bc
inf. na.,]) lik UU n ,A (TA,) and V

(,,)like 2c, (TA,) the last rendered
quasei-coordinaii.te to the qttl uqtieliteral-radical class
[partly] by intran. of I in its; latter p)art, changed
into 1 l(cendgo of thbe kestreb before it, (~, (but
mentioned nlso inb a separaite art., as wrell as here,
in the ? and KJ]) A sitate of life amiple in its
mneanas or raci.taes nitraitened, or plentiful,

(,M 9 b, N~,) and easyp, pileasant, soft or delicate:
(Meb, N.) so in theo saying, >4.4A&hi

i-,4t (q%) anid kA,U (3, Mb) and JS4Aj (S) lie
isin a at ate of life amiple in its mecans &c.

Mo, ;b.)

3A4;6: seect le itext preceding paragraph.

31f, applied to life, as meaniing Ample in its
menp&ps or ricmtne,nsriee,or plentiful,
(M~gll,) [and reay, plearsiant, soft, or dlelicate; like

ts:- nid] applied to a mann, (JK, 85, Mlsb,)
In state qf ease', and ampleness qf the ineans or
circnu,istanarcs of life; (JK, S;) in a state of r-est,
or ease; (Mghi, Mollb, Kg.;) enjoy mu, an eaxy, a
pleasant, a sq/i, or a dlelicate, life; (Mt'b, 1V;) a's
also 1J -. (1N [tholigh thlis secems to be applied
more properly to lift, itself, being from ,] anid

? ~ (I() and tbj. : (Mlgli, Mob, Ii)or

t C'o signifie's in a state of rest, or ease, after
fatigque; and its ph. is .j and (JK.)-
&iI,, J.4, [the latter word beingf 1)1. of j,

Camels comingq to the water to dlrinik (JK, )
everyj day, (J K,) wlhen they will. (kZ.)-

L .,(8, Mlsb, K.,) and ~3;5j Jic W9?$,
(JfK, S, K,") [lJetwveen ine and thee is a night,
and arc three nights,] of_gentle, or easy, .ioirney-

a~ffected writh mep.cy,pity,p or compaasion,for hfim.
(Aboo-Leylik, K.~)

&;SJje dh^~ means hj I,,hb [i.e. lIe is one who
leads, or ei~o~ils, a more easy, pleasant, soft, or
dlelicate, and pknt/ifde, life than he]. (TA.)

djZ: see Ml.

1. 4 1 £i, A~,Ii, ALb,) thjird pers. tj,

and, in the dial, of Benoo-Ka:;b, J"' nor.
inif. n. (Mob;) but this latter is strangre;
(TA in art. Uj;) I repaired, or mnended, the
garntent, (Meb, ]~, TA,) [where it %"as rent,]
dlran'in.q parts thereof together; (TA;) ~0or rather,
as is wvell known, I darned it; for] -J is thle.
,finest, or most delicate, kind of sen'ing;. the
icca rinig [ovtr] a rent, or hole, in a garment, so
that it apipears as thtough there were in it no renat,

or hole: (Ijar p. 91:) and sU ignifies thec
samte: (?, M, Alab:) IA9sr and AZ say thtiti
withi o; but the latter says that the . is [some-
times] chaing-ed into j, so that one Pays .j~

accord, to 18k, [but this is at variance withi what
follows,] the verbs withi and without have diffe-
rent mcanings; for one says, 4,~t tiand

pers. U,3, (1K,) [aor. and inf. n. as above,] I ap-
peaxed, or quicted, or calmed, the inan; (ISk,

I, TA;) as also 'Uj (M and K in art.'j~;)
[i. e.] I quieted the man's fear; (~, K(, TA;) did
awray w.ith his fear, lihe as one does away with a
rent., or hole, by jiI [i. e. darning]. (TA.)-
Anid Ui, aor. H le married, or tooh a nie
(TA;) and Uj is said to signify the same. (TA
in airt. Uty)

2. C,4 j, inf. n. We, I saidt to himn (i.e. to a
man taking- to himself a wvife, 8) C>J13O

[exphl. below, see 3]: (,1> and so sI~ (T,,

3. ,..j means He agrees, or is of one mnind
or opinion, inCih mae; [the inf. n.] beingy

sy. ith 1LA3I,(, TA,) or a5MJA, (AZ, lM, TA,)
as also 65,,, (A'Z, TA,) this latter being thius made
by AZ ai inf. n. [like the former]: (TA:) [or]
1 'ii,U (is a simple subst., or is generally used as
such, and] signifies close union, or coalescence;
and concop.rd, or agreement; ~ 1>, TA ;) and
yood consociation: (TA:) and hience the sayingr,
to one taking to himself a wife, (~, in the TA

iL..U[to the king])cjyl~t Ma t(h

marriaige) be n~ith close union, &c., futrther expl.
in art. Uj]: ~, TA:) ISk says thtat it is origi-
nally withi .; (TA;) but if yout will, lie siay, the
meaning may be, wvith traniquillity, or fr.eedlom
from disturbanice or agitation; from ,j.n....
"I appeased, or quieted, or cahtned, the man."
(,TA.) - 514e is also syn. vidth ilI..:and

with14~m. as a dial. var. of ;W1,: ci ., 611;

cqjoled, himi; &c.: and hie treated htimp in an cam,I
anid a gentfle mnanner in selling; or al,ateil to hi,ni
the price, or payment :] and aceord, to IA~tr,
V ,Ujl [also, like #'Ujt,] is syn. wivIthAj; (TA.)

4. %z%Jj$3 I hiad recourse, or I betook myo-
xy or repaired, to hiim, or it, for 9'efoye, pro-

tectiont, preservation, conceralmtent, corerg, or
kodgqing: (TA:) and I inclined to, or towards,

S. ias
htim, or it: a dial. var. of jAI,3t. (Fr, TA.)
Le I%.ej I brought the ship; near to the land;

a dial. var. of zijl (ISli, TA.) - See also 3,
last sentenice.

6. ,..'l "' ~ Thevy agreedl together to do
the thin; a ial. Tar. of .q (TA.)

seJ ae 3; and see also art. t 2

L93 1 ItI,ringq large and flabby ears : fern. 1,5h3
(15~, TA;) meaning, n'hose ears approach each
othier so that theis. extremities almost touich one
anolther. (TA.)

see art. j

1 .1 ~ ~ ce1inat

j Pur'. milk: (1Aqr, TA:) or imilkg of a
gazelle: or pure and good mtilk: (M, 15>) ISd
says, it may be of the measuare J.05M, or ~W
or it nmay belong to art. _,j, becautse one syay
Z!j but not [to hiis knowledge] (TA.)

a. no.0,(, fh13 o,Y ifn

(J K, 8, fghi, K," TA,) It (a thaing, J K, ?, Mfgh,
Mlqb, TA) hiad the quality ter.medi it; (K,T~
[in theo C1g, AIi is erroneously put for JUJI;])

[i. e.] it was, or became, the contr. Of Jdek,U (S? 
Mob, TA,) and of ~ :(,TA:) [or rather,
properly, it is the contr. qf~~ i.ec. it wras, or-
becamec, thin as meaning of little thickness in com-
p)arsi'on wcith its breadth and lengyth together.;
little in extenit, or dlepth, betwveen ts imntio olp,losite
sufaces : thins, finec, delicate, Jlirnsry, iunsulistan.
tial, or uinromgpact, ina texture aJ'c. ; said of a
garmnent nitid the like: shallowr, or of little depjth;
suid of water, and of sand, &c.: lthin as meaningi.
wanting in apiisaicude; said of mild &c. : ajttcnu,-
ated: see Uj below; and jg3j:] and t 
[in like mannier] signifies the ~ontr. of Wh.A:.5
[and tlherefore contr. of "~.; for theme last two
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verbs are syn.]. ($, g.) - [Hence,] &l4lc - J,

[inf. n. ,or j;i, or both, (and if to, the second

per may be .Uj and .jL;j, and the aor.

and ,,) t Ilus bones became weak; or became
thin, and consequently t weak; meaning] t he
became aged: (JK:) or it is said of one who

has become aged. (TA. [See Uj and ;i;' be-

low; and seo also Wj.])- And d , [inf. n. 1,
t lie was, or became, weak: and abject, mean,

paltry, or contemptible: see *; : and see also 4:]

his patience, or endurance, became nweak, or weak-
cned: (TA:) he was, or became, weak-hearted,

and fearful; as also ' 3.': (Mgh:) and
qffected with shame, shyne, or bashfulnes. (1],

TA.)_ And iJ.j', (Mgla, ,') first per,. 'j*l,
aor. ;, if. n. Xj, ( tH,) e was, or became,

[tede-hearled, (see LJ and J,)] merciful,
conpassionate, or pitiful, to him; (Mglh, I ;) as

also ;b IJ 3;: (TA:) and 5 t 3;J3 signifies the

same as l; -.. (8, -.) [And &4 3.

t lis lpeech wao, or became, soft or tender, or
easy and sweet, or elegant, graceful, or ornate:

se e , and seo also 2.- And c3 . tlits
voice Mos, or became, slender, or soft, or gentle.

- And 1_. ' t lin state, or condition, was,
or became, narrow in its circumnstanes, or evil:

sae iJ, below, and 4; and see also 4 in art. A..

_ And ! _, tj ]ii licing, or sutenance, was,

or became, scanty.] - end oeR3, t !Iis years
that he numbered were for the most part passed,

so that the remainder was little (je;) in his

estimation. (IAar, TA.) - , (IMgh, Msb,)

aor. ;, (M~b,) inf. n. d,~, (,' MghI, b, Ig,)
lie was, or beca,ne, a slare; (S,* Mgl, Mqb,

) or he remained a slave. (bMgl.) rJJ nnd
t? jI lse made him a slare: (Mbb:) or tthe
latter signifies he kept hirn as a slave; (Mgh;)

contr. of i' ; (S, Mgl ;) a also * i,L.1: ( :)
or * the second and t third, he pontesed hin as a

slave; (IQ;) and so dj; accord. to ISk and Az

and others: (TA:) or V itl significs he mnade
him, or took him as, a slave; (Mgh;) or he
brought him into a state of slavery. (TA.)

2. ., ($, ]g,) inf. n. LjW ; (TA;) and j'i,

($, ,) inf. n. u;jl; (TA;) contr. of *JU;
(1];) or lIe made it, or rendered it, 3j. [i. e.

thin, as meaning of little thichnest in comw;arison
with its breadth and length together; &c.: see 1,

first sentence; and jjj, below]. (S, TA.) 

[ellence,] LW t The makhing slpech to be

[soft or tender, or easy and sweet, or] elegant,
graceful, or ornate; the beautifying, or embellishI-
ing, and adorning, of speech. (S, TA.) And

hence, (TA,) it is said in a prov., (S,) ;: .

~i,5 (, 1g, TA) l Dost thou allude (], TA)
gracefully, courteously, politely, or delicately,
(TA,) to a morning-draught? (g, TA:) [tlihe
origin of whiichl provey. was this:] a ccrtain man
named Jib4n alighted by nigbt at the abode of a
people, and they entertained him, and gave him

an evening-draught; and when hle had finishied it,

he said, "Wheno ye shall have given me] morning
draught, how shall I enter upon my way and
prosecute the object of my want?" whereupon
the saying above was addressed to him: (1K,0 TA:)
it is applied to him who makes an allusion to a
thing, like this guest, who desired to oblige the
people to give him the morning draught: and
was said by Eslh-Sha.abee to one who spoke

of kissing a woman when meaning thlereby tl. .

(TA.) - [Henco also,] , 'j) (.K in art. Cj~.)

or Vt JI (S in that art.) t [lie made his roice

slender, or soft, or gentle]. - e) also signifies

t [The pronouncing a word with the slender sound
of the lengthenedfet-h (like the sound of "a " in our
word "father"), and with the ordinary sound of

the letter J; both as in l and l;] the contr.

of . (Kull p. 127.)--.1 JI ';j, said of

a camel, (1~, TA,) t lie went an easy pace: and

V; J3, alone, signifies the same. (TA.) [See
also R. Q. 2.] I.. lIe created, or
excited, disorder, disturbance, disagtreement, or
disenion, or he tnadle, or did, mischief, between,
or among, the people. (TA.)

4. J1, said of the white grape, (AH.n, O, .,)
It was, or became, thin in its shin and abundant
in its juice: (AHn,TA :) or completely ripe.
(O, 1 S.) - Said of a man, * He was, or becanm,
in a state, or cond(lition, narrow in its circum-

stances, or evil; i.q. Jt.JI '.3 j;t, (JK,) or

ut. ;A. (Is, TA.) 3 I .; J

1 Their natural dispositions were, or became, nig-
gardly, tenacious, or avaricious. (TA.) -~ 1:
see 2, in two places. - See also 1, last sentence,
in thiree places.

5: see 1: _ and see also 2. c s ;jJ Sle (a
girl) captivated his heart so that his patience, or
endurance, became weak, or weakened. (TA.)

A. ,L 9 dl. k g. kSj.; 0 t Thou nowest
not what thing thou wilt choose: (JK:) or to
what state, or conditions thy minjd will come at

the last. (TA.) The origin of the word (I.')
is unknown. (JK.) [See also art...A.]

10: see 1, 'fitst sentence.- [Ilence,] ,.1
· t.I Thec water [became shallo,v: and bence,]
1 sank into, or disappeared in, the carth, except a

little. (1J, TA.) - And ,.1 ,..wl t The night

for the most part passed. (TA.) - .tl:
see 1, last sentence, in thiree places.

It Q. 1. 3., (s, K,) inC. n. ai;, (T.K,) lle

poured it forth in small quantit.y; namely, water
&c.: (1 :) or lhe made it to come and go; namely,

water. (S.) - : o,,ol li'. lie poured a

little clarified butter upon the brohcn bread;
(IK, TA;) i. e. mnade it saroury thcrewith: or, as
some say, poured much th'erof upon it. (TA.)

-~.,-}fl? ,.,,;1l , lie 7ade thl perfumne to

run [to andfiro (as is implied in the S)] upon the
garmcnt: (TA:) [or he poured and rubbed the
perfume upon thie garment.] El-Aslilh says,
[d h ioo, b b.. -- o ..t Ji.

[And she is cool, with the coolncss of the C1.

(see Jlj) of the bride, in summer, u)on whicA

thou hast poured and rubbed perfumne mixed with

saff'on &e.]. (S, TA: in the latter, .1,.)-_
,.:.JI 'jR,.j ile Inixel the wine. (TA-.)-jI.t

eS l i£e made his eye to shed tears. (TA.)-

It is said in a trad., t .tr. ta ;i : ?,3
meaning [Sedition, or the like, icill come, and]
one act thercof will canue delircfor another by its
embellishment thereof, or inrestlig it with charms.nn.
(TA.) _- [See also ', below.]

R. Q. 2. jj. It (water, &e.,) onured forth
in small quantity. (TA.) - lie, or it, ran in an
easy manner. (TA.) [Seo also 2, lust sentence
but one.] - It (water, 9, TA) was, or became,
in a state of motion, or con,nmmotion; (K, TA ;) in
whichl sense, [meanin,g it Jlickered,] it is [also]

said of the .. j., [or mirage]; (O, i; [see also
another explanation below;]) [it wrent to and
fro;] it canew and nient. (, K, TA.) And in

like manner, (S,) a ,II 3 Aj The tears nrent

round abontt t t he inner edge of the eyelid.

(S, ]g.) And ,. ;.J.A3i The snn appeared
as though it nrre turniing roundfl (A'Obeyd, .,
TA) and comnitq and goingq, by reason of its
nearnes to tile hori:on, and of rapours inter-
vening bletween it and the eyes; whieh it does not
when it is high. (A'Obeyd, TA.) - It (a thinig)
shone, or glistened; (JK, 8, 1.:) as does the

,.d. t [or mirage]. (JK.) -- & jj3 liis
eye sited tears. (TA.)

se: sco ~3;; and Jj. ~Also, (JK, 8, Mgh,

Mob, J.,) and 1 3, (Msb, 1,) but the latter is a

rare dial. var. though sonic read thius in tho gur
lii. 3, (Msb,) [Parchment; and vallu,m; so in
the )resent day; or] Jsin, (Mghb, Msb,) or thin
*kin, (S, K,) upon whitch one writls: (S, Mgh,
Msb, K:) or (so accord. to the Mgh, but in the

K "and") a twhite [i. e. blank] ) ;e. [whichi

means a pmper and a piece of skin, but generally
such as is written upon]: (JK,Mgh, l:) or
metaphiorically applied to t a skin written upon:
properly one upon wlhich one writes: (B(. in

lii. 3:) accord. to Fr, ttle w.. [i. e. papers, or

pieces of skinl, meaning rccordils,] that will be
produced to the sons of Adain on the day of
resnrrection; whiichl indicates tihat such as is
written is also thus termed: (Az, TA:) in the
1iur lii. 3, [accord. to some,] applied to t the Book
(f the Lanw revealed to MIoses: or the .ur.dn.
(Jcl.) =Also, (1K,) or the former word [only],
(JK, S, M.s,) The tortuise: (JK:) or a grcat
tortoise: (, K:) or the male tortoise: (Meb:)
and the crocodile: (JK:) or, (1.,) accord. to
Ibrilheem El-I.urbee, (TA,) a certtaia aquatic
reptile, (1., TA,) [app. the tnrtli, or sea.tortoise,]
havintg four lesy, .and clam., or nails, and teeth
in a head which it exposes and conceals, and

wihichs is hillecd for food: (TA:) pl JJj;.
(A'Obeyd, JK, S, M.Ib, K..)

$) Shlallow, applied to water; or shallow water;

(t 2.' :1.; IDrd, ., TA;) not copious, or not

abundant; (IDrd, TA;) in a sea, or great river,

or in a valley; (IDrd, I, TA:) as also 1;
1
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(.;) and so ' j)J. (IDrd, ].) - See also

se: se [Tt is indicated in the .K that it is

syn. wilt the latter word in all of its (the latter's)
senses. but I do not find it to be so in any other
lexicon.] - A thin thing. (S. [There cxpl. as

signifying L; S; but perhaps by this may
be meant tlhat it is an epitlhet s.yn. itl j3.i;, as it

is said to be in the K.]) See J;.i. - The leaves

of trees: or tile branches that are easy for the
cattle [to cat]. (K.) -And A certain thorny
plafit. (Is.) - See also Ij. . Also The state,
or condition, qf a slare; lavery; servitude;

(JK, S, Msb, K ;) and so V .. (KL)

1j Any land bI the side qf a valley, over
which the rater spreads in the days of the in-
crease, and into nwhich it then sinhs, or disappears,
(S., 1,) and whiv h therefore produccs good herb-

age: (S:) 1l. 1,3. (K.)_ - sc also 3 ,.

21. [an inf. n. of jj in several senses, as shown

above, in the first paragrnidh of this art.]: it is

explained in the K as Jsyn. writh ai.: [see 1, first
sentence:] lut El-Muntwce says,' in the "Tow-
l3eef," that the forimer is like the latter [as
meaning Tinnes], huIt that the latter is said
with regard to the lateril parts of a thing, and
the former will reyard to the depth of a thirng [or
the extent betweeen the two opposite s3tfaces
thereof]: thuts, in a material substance, suelh, for
instance, as n garment, or piece of clothi, [&c.,]
it is [thinnet as me nning little thicknem in com-
parison with the breadth and length together;
littleness its extent, or tdepth, between the two
olpposite r.faces: fineness, delicateness, Jflimsiness,
tsnsubstantialnesu, or uncomnpactnes, in texture

5.C. :] the contr. of [iQt~ and] it: (TA:)
[in water, andl sand, &e., shallowness, or littlenefs

of depth: (see J :) inmud,and anyting irimperfectly
liquid, thitnnes as meaning frant of spi,situde:
an attenuated state or condition of anything.]

Also t lVeaknen; (Mgh ;) as in the phrase Zj

,+1 [n'eanes of resistance; similar to 

,..'t; contr. of ". ]; (Iam p. 031;

[and in the phrase o ,J weakness of religion:
(see gj:) also alecinens, meannes, paltrines,
or contemptibleness: and weak-heartedneuss, and
fearfulness: (see 1:)] and shame, shyness, or
bashfulncs. (l.) - Also t [Tender-heartednest,

(soee a.j and i n,)] mercy, compasion, or pity;

(K ;) andl so a J: (TA in art. o.:) in the

soul, it is thle conitr. of o'.,. and Sj.. (El-
Munfwee, TA.) - [And t Softness or tender-
nest, or easines and sweetoess, or elegane, grace-
fulness, or ornateness, of speecih: see je,j, and
see also . - And t Slenderness, softness, or
gentlenes, of voice.] - And t Evilness {or nar-
rownes of the circumstances] of state or condition:

so in Ohc saying, 5JIA 53 - - W C -

t [I wondered at tlhe paucity of his properly, and
the Milnes, or the narrowness of the circarn-
stances, of his state or condition]. (TA.) -

[-And t Scantines of living or sustenance &c.] -

vi

And . iJ3 t [A looseness, or diarrhama]. (TA

in art. )

t.j;, an inf. n., (KL, [see 1,]) [Thinness, and
consequently] ! weakness (J K, S, K], KL, TA) of
the bones, (JK,) or in the bones, (TA,) or of the
bone, (KL,) or as in the bone, (S,) and in a
camel's foot: (TA:) [and] lightness in a horse's
hoof. (AO, TA.) _ Paucity: thus in the
saying, pj al t. t[In his property ispaucity]:
(JK, 8, K,TA :) mentioned by Fr, (S,) or by
A'Obcyd thus, but the saying mentioned by Fr is

.3j; JiL. t . t Thire is not in his property

paucity. (TA.) - And t Scantiness (3iJ) of
food. (TA.) = See also the next paragraplh.

31;; A [desert tract such as is called] a j.l :
(.K:) or a n,ide, or spacious, o. ., of soft soil,
beneath which is hardness: (TA:) or a lervel,
(S, V, TA,) expanded, (TA,) tract of land, of
soft toil, beneath whichl is hardneess: (E, .K, TA :)
or a tractfrom which the water has sunk into the

ground; as also *t ?j; and V aj [q. v.]: or a soft
and wilde tract of land; (K, TA;) accord. to AV,

without sand; (TA;) as also ' ; and V J and

t ~;; (.K;) the last of which is a contraction
of tJj, niscd by lItu-belh, (S, TA,) by poetic
license. (TA.)- 3~liJ j A hotday. (Fr, .)
[Sec also lj ]

j;j: see jjj - Also, (JK, S, g,) as a
subsLt., (Tht, S,) or j ),j., (Mgh, Msb,) Thin
bread, (t 3Jj:j, JK, S, Mgh, Myb, TA,) such

as is [l.at or flattened, or] expanded: (TA:)
n. an. 313j, (Mgh,* Myb, K,) meaning a single
thin, round cake of bread: (Mgh:) one should
not say aJ3lj, wilh kesr: (.:) the pl. of JUj

accord. to the I is !3,; but this is pl. of ,

like as.;l.- is pl. of_,.s. (TA.) [See also

J - ..]_tU i g. said of a camel, means

.J5uI .ji, (Ii, TA,) i.e. l He went an easy
pace. (TA.) - See also Utj.

(S, (Mg,gh, l,b, ],) ferm. with ;, (TA,)
Haring the quality termed ab; (K, TA; [see 1,
first sentence, respecting a mistranscription in the

C. ;]) as also t 3., (1,) of whichl the fem. is

likewise witih ; (TA;) and * , (K,) like

·~1; (TA;) [i.e.] contr. of 4.'; (S, Mb, ,

TA;) as lso VJj (1, TA) and 't;: (]:) and
contr'. of ; ;~ : (S$, TA:) [or rather this last is
the prolper explanation of j5.;, as well as of all

theio other epithets above mentioned; (see a3.;)
i. e. thin as meaning having little thichnens in
comparison with its breadthl and length together;
having little extent, or dlepth, between its two
opposite surface :] applied to bread that is [flat,

flattened, or] expanded; such as is termed jl;,
q. v.: (TA:) and to a garment, or piece of cloth,
(Mgh, EI-MunAwee, TA,) and the like, as mean-
ing thin, .fine, delicate, .flimsy, unsubstantial, or
uncompact, in texture 5'c.; contr. of JLo;

(EI-Muniwee, TA;) as also V S%U3: (TA:) and
to water [as meaning shallonw, or of little depth;

and in like manner to sand]: se lj: (1Drd,]C,
TA:) [thin as meaning wanting in scissitude;
applied to mud &c.: attenuated :] pl. 3jj (TA)

and ajl.. (JK.) [lIenec,] e1 iij.il The part

btwreen the i; .. [or flank] and the &4 [or

groin, on either side]: (AA, ]:) and the pl.

a31~ , the thin parts at thetflanks of he-camels.
(JK.) Also, the dual, QUi,3JI, Thle . '1 [or
part between the ar,npit and the flank, on either

side]. (Ig, TA. [In the C1 O , q. v.])

And [The two reins called] the C.O,l1 [q. v.].

(..) And, of the nose, The tweo sides: (1 :) so
says As: or the ii3; of the nose is the thin and

soft part of the site. (TA.)- [Also Thin, or
attenuated, and consey.uent,! twveak, in the bones:

see o~j.] You say _j%; JJU meaning tA she-

camel whose marron-bones haae become weak and

thin (.j ",; ), and w,hoe msdullary canal is

,vide: pl. 3,0U and ,;. '(IAAr, TA.)_Also
t Weah: and abject, mean, paltr7y, or contenpti-
ble: applied to a man [&c.]. (TA.) And goats
arc called iJi; 3i [l,Vah cattle] becaase they
have not the endurance of sheep.. (TA.)_

t Weak-hearted. (Mgh.) And . j.1 LJ ;

tSaft, or tender, of heart; contr. of iJl L.ffi.

(El-Munawee, TA.) - [t Soft or tender,, or easy
and sweet, or elegant, graceful, or ornate, speech

or language.] $i&l '; means [t Soft or tender,
&c., of expresuion; applied to a man: and also
soft or tender or] easy and sweet expression.
(Har p. 8;) - [t Slender, or s(gt, or gentle, ap-

plied to the voice.] l- _ JI L j t A
man gentle, gracious, or courteous, to,iis aso-
ciate. (TAin art.) And 'SI_J1I; 

A soft or delicate, pleasant, or plentifid and

ea.W, life. (TA.) - ,[i; ;.p may sometimes
mean the same: but it commonly means t Scanty

li.ing or sustenance.]_ And d j; j j
Jl_J lj [Such a one is weak in rel;pet of religion,

and narrom in the circumstances of, or evil in,

his state or condition: see 1j]. (TA.) i Also
A slave, (?, Mgh, Myb, 1,) male and ferale;
(MAsb;) [but] the latter is [also] called ;1iij:
(Llp, JK, TA:) and slares; for it is used as sing.
and pl.; ($, Mgh, Myb, 18;) like , and Jd.':

(TA:) accord. to Abu-l-'Abbas, so ralled because
they are abject and submissive to their wnoer:

(TA:) the pl. of jii is 5)1, (Myb, TA,) erro-

neously said in the 1C to be jtiJ; (TA;) and that

of *jit is JSt'?. (Lb, TA.) Using it as pl., you

say, u;) ';: J [These are my slaves]. (Mgh.)

And b,i. vi I i L J, i.e. [There is no poor-

rate] in the case of slaves used for service [as
distinguished from those that are for sale]. (Mlb.)

1.i
[See also .*3.]

t [fem. of i1, q. v.].

Uj%: see ,i, first sentence.

ael: see , last sentence.
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iJ>t inf. n. of R. Q. 1. (TI5.) - Quickness
in going and comitng. (JK. [If an inf. n. in this
sense, ita verb is perhaps 3>i.])

i1;>: see j;._ - Also, applied to a col-
lection of cloinds (Gt), Going and coming.
(TA.) See also the next paragraph. -Applied

to tears (^.), Going round about at the inner
edge of the eyelid. (TA.) - Anything shining,
or gliltening. (S, TA.) [Hlence,] Il/j A woman
(A 9, TA) as though wrater n.ere running upon her
face: (A 9, (, TA:) or ;~j4 JD;J a girl wn,ose
externmal shin shines, or glistens, (Ham p. 622, and
TA,) with whiteness: (TA:) pl. jiJ., applied to
soft, or tender, young women. (.am ubi suprk.)

[Hence also,] jI31,1 is Tthe name of a srword of
Saad Ibn-'Obdde&h il-An*dree. (1f.) - Ap-

plied to a day, i. q. JL [app. a mistranscription

for l., i. e. lfot; like 11;i; as though shining,
or glistening, with the sunlighlt]. (Fr,TA.)i
The tj3 [or comnmotion, or moving to and fro,
or coming and gointg, whether real or apparent,]
of the ,!i- [or mirage], and of anything that
shinies, or glistens. (JK.)

~,pJ .U3ij; What i in a state of comn motion,
tf the ,14. [or mirage]: (lDrd, 0, 1:) and
.!,JI t! j1; means [the same, or] wvhat [moves
to andfro, or undulatea, or] comes and goes, of
the .AIr" (U.) And OtJj ..., [AMirage] that

huies, or glistens. (TA.)

%;;: see J;;, first sentence: and j;. Also,

applied to the .,05 [or mirage], (so in the C.g,)
or ,i,4t [i. e. wine or beverage], (so in copies of
the ]K and in the 0 and TA,) [thie finomer of
wvilich readings I think the more probahly that
which is correct, supposing the mirage to be
likened to siallow water, whliclh is thus termed,
but Preytag prefers the latter reading,] i q. iii
[app. as meaning Shiallow, or perhaps thin];
([Drd, 0, . ;) and so lj. (IDrd, 0.) - And
A sword having much ,t [q. v.; i. e. much diver-
etfied with wary marks, streaks, or grain; or
haring much lustre]: (IDrd, ., TA:) or shining,
or glistening, much. (TA.)

3j1 [compar. and superl. of oj; i.e. M'ore,
and most, thin, &c.]. j, [its fem.,] applied to

a piece of fat ( ,), means .. 1. l *;
[i. e. Of the finest, or most delicate, sort offat;
(in the CI, erroneously, °.s l jji O. ;)] (JK,
1, TA;) such that no one cornes upon it with-
out his eating it. (JK, TA.) Hence the proe.,

@b1 jn 2: jJ z..;3 [Thou hast
found me to be the finest, or most delicate, piece
of.fat, to which titere is a iway of acces]: said by
a man to his companion when he esteems him
weak. (JK, ?gh, I.) [See also .l A.. ,, or

2--J -, in art. .i] - . ui .& t They
are more, or most, tender-hearted; and more, or
most, inclined to accept admonition. (TA.)

jj.* sing. of j5%,, (Hr, 1K,) whlich signifies
Tlhe thin, or delicate, and soft, or tender, parts

of the belly: (9, V:) or the loweir pfrt thereof
with what surrounds it, that is thin or delicate
[in the akin]: (TA as from the S [but not in my
copies of the latter]:) or the lower part of thc
belly, in the region of the 3t. [q. v.], beneath
tAe navel: (T, TA:) and metonymically applied
in a trad. respecting ablution to the lower flart of
the belly of a man, together with the ,J;w [or
groins] and the genitals and the [other] places of
which the shkin is thin or delicate: and, of a
camel, the j [or groin., and similar places of

flexure or creasing]: (TA:) or (i) LeP [tlillts
applied] has no sin,. (S, g.) Also The soft part
of the nose, (JK, TA,) in the sidle thereof; [i. c.

each of the alie thiercof;] as also t 1._a: (TA:)
pl. as above. (JK.)

a ,
,.;. and '.. mentioned by ISk, (M9 b,

TA,) and by Az, and in the 'Inyehl, therefore
the disallowing of the latter by some is not to be
regarded, (TA,) or the latter is for dJ Js "
meaning " compassionated," (Mgh,) Jfade a
slave: (Msb:) or posessed as a slave: (TA:)
[or kept as a slave: (sea 1, last sentence:)] fem.
of the former with ;, (Mob, TA,) and so of the
latter. (Mob.) [See also .j, last signification.]

el,
j./. A lhorso thin in the hoof: (K:) or ligAt

therein. (AO, TA.)

o31P A cake of bread [made thin and] wide, or
broad. (TA.) [Sco also JUJ.]

,. A baker's rolling-pin; (MA;) the thing
with nhich bread is made thin [and flat]; (i ;)
i. q. 4.. [q. v.] and .. o. (TA, in art. I6.)

! ,o.-.
s,: sce v,r-s

O.. U ;.A t 3, 1 or J4t, (K, TA,) and

·,. -0, (TA,) Cattle disposed, (Q, TA,) and
seen to be near, (TA,) to fatnes, or to leannes,
(]K, TA,) and to perishing. (TA.)

A .. 3. 
-: see -

1. eJI l3, aor. , in. n. v and :j, (S,
Mgh, Msb, K, &c.,) The tears s.topped, or ceased
to flow; (Fs, JK, S, Mgh, MOh;) or dried tip,
(IDrst, Aboo-'Alee El-K;Iec, 1g,) and stopped,
or ceased: (] :) and in like manncr, .Jl the
blood: (JK,, Mgh, Msb:) whence the phrase

Ujy 9 9,-. Two wvounds not ceasing to bleed.
(Mgh.) And in like manneralso, (JK,) WjJJI ij,
(Fy, JK, 1g, TA, [not ~$I, as supposed by
Golius and Freytag,]) inf. ns. as above, (K,)
The wvein stopped or ceased [bleeding]; syn. UiiI,
(F9 , JK, TA,) and '4, (TA,) or 'i;; (Kf;)
[in all of whichi explanations, da is understood.]

·,-.- 5-.

*;,. U;, (1, TA,) aor. :, inf. n. ?jj, (TA,)
He effected a reconciliation, or made peace, be-
tveen them; (1K, TA;) like lj: (TA:) and [in

like manner,],,v; t. Ut He arranged, or rightly
disposed, or rectifled, the matter, or affair, between

them. (TA.) And the former plrase (.." tUJ)
also signifies I£e created disorder or discord, or
Pmade mischief, between themn: thus having two

contr. nm~nings. (K.) = .1 . ;, ((,)
anld also, mentioned by Ibn-MAllik in theo
" KAfiych," as a dial. var. of &;, and Loth men-
tioned by IlItt, nor. of each , (TA,) Ie ascended
the series of stairs, or the ladder: (1 :) on the
autllhority of Kr; but cxtr. [with reslpct to usage].

(TA.) - [Icnce,] U; il (a (lial. var.
of ,jl, TA) t le gntle; wv itll,h and imnpose
not upon th!ysef nmore titan thou art able to per-
form: (JK, S, TA:) or abstain thou, for I
know thine evil qualities or actions: (JK:) or,
as some say, reltify thou, or rightly dispose, first
thy case, or thine affair. (TA.)

4. 4U',, U1b, (S,) or saJil, (i,) sid of God,
(S, K,) le caused his, or the, tears to stop, or cease,
flowing; (s, TA;) or caused them to dry up,

andl to stop, or ceasc. (K.) The sayin.g il lit j
i-. jis cxpl. by El-Mlundllirce ns mean ing May
God not remove, or do awuay with, ( 1,) his

tear. (TA.) You say also, i.;,,1 ;i;t [meaning
I caused the vein to stopl) or cease bleeding: see 1].
(K, TA.)

Q; A styptic; or a thing that is put upon
bloodfor the purposec of stanching it, or stopping

its J/lowing: (S, :) a subst. from U. (Mab.)
eIIcne the saying, (M.b,) accord. to J, in atrad.,

but tilis is a mistake, for it is a saying of Aktham,
(K,) or, accord. to the Expositiois of the F9 , it
was said l)y Keys Ibu-'Ak.im EI-Minlaree, (TA,)

o 4 ? &?, J ;.l 1,~ J I [herie not ye
camels, or it may prm.haln) mean hock not ye
camnels, bat the former, I am toltl, is lihere meant,
for in theia is a ipevenitire of the Jlowing of
blood]; alludin¢ to thicir beiing giveni in compen-
sation for homicide, and thtus preventing the shed-
ding of blood. (S, Mtb, 1, TA.) - [Hence,]

iAiJ e J-.; t A man nho is a reconciler
of the people; or a peacemaber lbetween them: and
[so].m.e l e .,j, a phrase used by a poet. (TA.)

tJ.; and 3U., (K,) the former a n. of.plaee,
ithe latter an instrument:l ni., and both correct,
dial. vars. of . and tl., (TA,) A series of
stairs; or a ladder. (1., TA.)

·....
1. . , (JK, S, Mgh, f.sb, K,) nor. ', (P , A,

Mghl, Msb,) inf. n. t L (.J , (J , .fiMgh, ,) or
this is a simple subst., (M§b,) and [theI inf. n. is]

0Jj .W (JK, S, K) and 4.,J (S, O) and ;

and i; and A.l;;, (K,) lIe looked, watched, or
waited, for him, or it; he awaited, or expected,
hin, or it; (JK, S, A, Mgh, M.b, i ;) namely,
a man, (JK, A,) or a thing; (9;) as also t j3;
(JK,* S, A, Msb, g ;) and ' p3l; (S,* A, Msb,

I ;) and t I'mj, (Mgh,) inf n. n .ip. (JK, 9,
A, Mgh, Msb.) You say, ;.LG- .. 2!. He
sat looking, watching, or waiting, for his eram.

I

[Boox I.



Boox I.]

I t They themselves, and the burdens that are upon
them, are lhine. (TA.) And [hence], in another

trad., u/,j1 .iJ W tTo us belongs the land
.itself (TA.) - ilence also, i.e. by a synee-
doche, (IAth, T'gll, TA,) tA slave, (., lAth,
Mgh, .K, TA,) male and female: (lAth, TA:)
and a captive: (TA:) pl. .1i,. (1Igh.) You
say, .Ij ~1 ! I emancipated a slare, ,nnle or
female. (lAtl, TA.) And Li. ,l t lle releasedl
a slave, or a captive. (TA.) .,pjl! in the Kur
ix. W0 means i Tlhose Jlares trto haMe contracted
tvith their onners for tecir fr'eedom. (T, AIg h,
Msb, TA.)-- j_ l .,i , [lit. Tle necl tof
provision-bags] is a nickname wlich was applied
to the [or Persians, or.foreigners in gene-
ral]; because thev were red; (., A;) or because
of the length of their necks; (El-K1nrafce, TA in
art. oj;) or rather becanlse of the thicknes
thereof, as though they were fill. (MF in that
art.)

.' One's giviny to anotber person a po.tes.
rion, (K,) suchlt as a bouse, and land, and the like,
(TA,) on the condition that, whicihever tf theta
shall dlie, the propeoety sltl rert to his [the
giiver's] heirs: (]K:) s¢) calhld beetuso each of
Ihlem looks for (.4) thte deathl of the other:
(TA:) or one's assigning it, (1]g,) namely, a
dnellingt, (TA,) to another person to inhabit, and,
tlwhen he shall die, to another: (K:) or one's
saying to a 1an, If tbou die before Nme, nay
(Irelli,g [or mny land, rwhich I g;ive to thee,]
shall revert to me; and if I die before tlee, it
shall be thine: so called for tlheo reason above

mentioned. (JK, KT.*) [It also signifies The
property so given.] See 4, in three Ilaces. The
act thus termed is forbidden in a trad., which
pronounces tlhat the property so given belongs to
the giver's heirs. (JK.) Accord. to thel Imnlm
Aboo-I.aneefeh, and [the Imiam] Mob.ammad, it
is not a 4: accord. to Aboo-Yoosuf, it is a aL&
like the Sj4.; but none of the lawyers of El.
'IUr says so: the Malikees absolutely forbid it.
(TA.) You say, W.iJ U S t; [MAy ho/se is

thine as a O. ]: from '4J."lI; because eachl of
the two Persons looks for the death of the othler.
(A.)

~ ..:d,LuJj: 3 see 3J1.

yjj t A woman (S, A) of rehorn no off.pri. q
lires, or remnains, (, A, K,) and wtho lo!s for
the (IeatSh of her offspring, or of her h,sband
[app. that sie mnay have ofspring by another]:
(A:) and in like manner applied to a man: (. :)
because he, or slhe, looks ftbr the death of the
child, in fear for it: (IAth, TA :) in like manner
also a she-camel of which no offspring lives:
(TA:) or hlie who has no offspring: (Msb:) or
he nwhbo has not sent before himn [to Parnadise, by
its (lying in infancy,] any of hIis children: this,
says A'Obeyd, is the meaning in lthe [classical]
langtuag,e of the Arabs; relating only to the loss
of children: (TA :) he who has had no ceihl die
in infancy: or he wrho has had children and has
died without sending before him any of them [to

panion; as also tdij . (A.) And lb t 1
I look, &c., or am iooking, &c., for suck a thing
(A.) And l,o 4. ,4y [Ire looks, &c., foj
the death of hir companion], (JK, S, A, Mgh
M9b,) and 4' !i [of his father, in order tha
he may inh rit his property]: (A:) and -Il
t j; o" [S/oe looks, &e., for the dcathi of hea
hus;band], (Q, TA,) 2i1 ;J [that hd mao
die and s*lc may inheritc his propely]. (TA.'
And Jl J3)J, in the iutr [xx. 95], meant
And thoul ditlxt not trait, or hast not trailedtl,.fo
ny ayi,q [or irklat I shouldu say]. (JK,TA.:

A ndl a, (Msl,, K,) aor. as above, (TA,;
inf. n. . ;, (MRb,) liegunarded, kept, preserred
or ltok careN of, it; -ai , mindful, or regy ardfirl, oj
it; (31l,f, 9;) namely, a thini,; (TA;) as alsa
? a;I, inf. n. a;H and AiiU; (K;) [nnd t4. 

You say nilso ZUIQ ; I ) t; 1 ill guard, or
keep ,ratcl, .fur you to-nigat. (A.) - And 1ia
regarded it; tpaid regardl, or considleration, to it.
(Bid and Jcl in ix. 8.) You say, p 1 i 

32 . [Wlhat ailelh thea that thou nwilt not
reyard the inviolable rSiyht or due, &c., of suck a
one?]. (A. [lThis plhasc is there mentioned nas
proper, not trolical.] - And t Ie fearcid him;
(A;) and 6so jt ; ($, A, BMgl;) namely, God;
(M, Mglla;) *tl u [in his affair]; ( ;) beeausc
lie wlo fears looks for, or expects, punishlment

(A, r1, :) or; t41 ; signi.
fies ;I fred tc pulnihamentt of God. (aIb.)

8L3H [as i if. o. of , nllpp. SCed intransitively,
or perilalps as a simln,le sulst..] significs tTlcfear-
ing, or being afrvitl [of a p)erson or thing]: or
ferl: ald also t tie guarding oneself; being
n'atclfil, riqilant, or heedfel: or sef-guardance;
&c. (K, TA. [See this word blclow.1]) And you

BG->jwI %y vii and V 1L;;§, like 1&; and
We t [i. . Ie pa.scel the night natching the

otars and maitin.q for the time twhen they troild
disappcar]. (A, TA.) IAQr cites the following
saying of one descriling a travclling-coml,anion
of is:

meaning t le tratcies (?4i ) the star, or
asterisat, with vehwempent desire for depairture, like
the [twatching wilk] relhetcnt dexire of the .fish
for nwater. (TA.) [See also ;.] i C .. i
lie put the ro)pe [or a rope] upon the L; [i. e
neck, or base of the hinder part of the neck, &c.,]
nf such a one. ([ )[taor. ,] inf. n .
(TA,) or this is a simple subst., (i,) le w,a,, or
became, thick in the ;j [or neck, &c.]. (TA.)

2. 4 [ Thtey made a a (q. v.) for the
lespa;t.].- (JKI.)

3. ,Jl, il,f n. &Jl. and .ri: see 1, in seven
places.

j, (Mh,) lie assigned the house to him as a

eJ [q. v.], (JK, A,* MFht, ], TA,) and to his
offPring aer him, in the mahiner of a .. ie j [so

And the S,, [-- mean

1as to be unalienable]: (TA:) and V 1, 1 i J1
[hec anigned to htim the Lj.]: (Lb, 15:) or Z.JI

. 1J1., or L'll, means he gave to him a house, or
land, on the condition that it should be the pro-
perty of the survivor qf themn tnwo; saying, If 1
die before thee, it shall be thine; and if thou die
before me, it shaoll be mine: (S:) it is from
lr .JWl; because each of the two persons looks

Yfor () the death of the other; (S, Mgh,
) shb;) in order that the property may be his:

s(blosb:) the subst. is lI [signifying, as a
qluasi-inf. n., the act erplained abore; and, as a
subst. properly so termed, the thing given in the
manner explained abore: the verb being similar
tojli; and the subst., in both of its applications,

f to t ;: seCC these two words]. (S, Msb.)

5: see 1, in three places.

8: see 1, in three places. - You say also,
r c 1.,I %;"I He ascended upon thle place. (1K,*
TA.)

c.,J Thiichness of tle Z.I [or neck, &c.]:
(S, 15:) a subst. [as distinguished from an inf. n.:
hut see 1, last signification]. (Qg.) See also

; !ij [A pit made for the p7urpose of catching
;the leopadrd]: it is, for the O like the Efor
the lion. (JK, 1.)

t LI: see 1, first sentence: - and again, in
. the latter lalf of the paragraph. [Hence,]
) 4w c Sb Iti~ s .i~j O ? tSuch a one inhetited
* propertyfrom, distant relations; not from his

f fathers. (1, TA.) And L3; C J. 1 j
t lie inhA-ited glory, or nobility, from distant
relations: [it is said of a man] beause it is
feared that it will not be conceded to him on
account of the obscurity of his lineage. (A.)
EIl-Kuincyt says,

t [The night-derv and the day-dev that nouriseled
his mental growth utrer nobilily *tnd generous
disposition: those generous qualities were not
in/meritedfrom distant relations: 3,# heing p].
!of 1,]: i. e., lie inherited them from nea
ancestors (TA.)

i; The neck: or the bate of the hindler part
thereof: (A, 15:) or the hineder part of the base
of the neck: (JK,S:) or the upper part of the
neck: (TA:) pl. [of mult.] .JA (JK, S, Msb,
1) and [coll. gen. n.] V j (J K, S 1) and [pl.
of pauc.] ;1 (IA r, K) and ;.L;;. (S, Msb,
15.)-By a synecdoelie, it is applied to tThe
whbole person of a human being: as in the saying,
.; 4 o; I... [IIis sin, or crime, &e., be on his
own neck; meaning, on him&self]. (lAtlh, TA.)
[Hence also] one says, 04u L$4" I 1 t [This
affair is upon your own selves], and ' "s

t [upon tline own self. (A.) And 41 ;l
t[May God emnancipate him]. (A.) And WU
>icrl b ih,&ii in a trad., relating to camels,

11}3
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Paradise, by its dying in infancy]. (So in the
explanations of two trads., eacel commencing

with , 1JI, in the "Jami' es-Sagheer" of Es-
8nyootee.)

is a prov., expl. by Meyd as meaning [Iinherited
it from a paternal aunt] of wrhom no offspring
n,as living: such, he says, is most compassionate
to the son of her bIrother. (TA.) -Also A
woman who looks for the deatli of her husband,
(?, A,) in order that she maay inherit his pro-
perty. (?.) -And t An old and a poor man
who is Tenable to earn for himself, and has none
to earn for him: so calledl because he looks for a
henefaction or gratuity (Mqb.)- And tA she-
camel that does not drato near to the watering-
trough, or tank, on account of the pressing, or
crowlding [of the other camnels to it], (S, K,) by
reason of her generous disposition: ( :) so called
because she waits for the others to drink, and

· a &i
drinks when they have done. (TA.)..,,il.,*1

t Calamitry, or misfortune. (Ii.)

4,, of the measure Oj5 in the sense of the

measure JMi, (TA,) A looher, watcher, or
waiter, in eaXectation [of a person or thing]:

(e, Mfb, K :) pl. .t;. (Msb.) - A guarder,
guardian, heeper, or preserver: (JK, S, A, Msb,
] :) a guard of a people; one stationed on an
elevated place to heep watch: (TA:) a spy, or
scout, of an army: (A, TA:) a watcher, or an

observer. (TA.) - [Hence,] 4.1l is an appel-
lation applied to God; (A, I, TA;) meaning
The Guardian, Keeper, IVatcher, or Observer,
from whoom nothing is hidden. (TA.) - Also

The te4a of the players at the game caUed&-*4l;

(JK, 1g;) or (K) he who is intrusted rwith the

u)p,errision of the r [or sh.fler of the
ar'ors]: (JK, S,K:) or the man wvho stands

behind the 2a_ [q. v.] in the game above men-
tioned: the meanins of all these explanations
are [sanid to be] the same: pl. as above. (TA.)

And t Thte third of the arrows used in the
ga,ne abov mentioned: (T,?, :) it is one of
the seven arrows to nwhich lots, or portions,

appertain: (TA:) by some it is called .'l:
(Lb, L in art. t,. :) the arrows are ten in num-

ber: the first is jUII, which has one notch and

one portion; the second, ;jl, whlich has two

notches and two portions; the third, ,.jtJ,
which has three notches and three portions; the
fourth, .L1 or j. l, which has four notches

[and four portions]; the fifth, . l.i, whichl has

five notches [and five portions]; the sixth, j+.Jl,
which has six notchelies [and six portions]; and

the seventh, f.j1, the highest of all, whichl has
seven notches and seven portions: those to which

no portions appertain are .1JI nnd ~j.' and

,jb1. (TA.) A poet says,

SA *, ~ f
[1When love diviles the tenths of my heart, thy

two arrows mill be the n,'alld and the h'akeeb]:

by the [w, [wihich properly signifies two

arrows, and hence t two po,.tions gained by two
gaming-arrons, and then t ,tny tw,o portion,] lie

means her eves: and as the t. has seven
portions and tle . j has thrce, tile t, would
gain the whole of his heart. (TA. [See also a

verse cited voce S.]) _ .. l j signifies

t The star, or asterismn, that sets nvithl the rising
of that [other] star, or asteris,n : for example,

the .Jj of .l is J.' 1 I: [and the former is

the sw3. of the latter:] when the latter rises at

nightfall, the former sets: (S, TA:) or -3;
signifies the star, or asteri.sm, whirh [as it ,err]

n,atches, (4Jl ,) in the east, the star, or aste,rism,,r

setting in the west: or any one of the 1[ansions
of tle Aoon is the j of another: (K, TA:)
whenever any one of them rises, another [of

them] sets: (TA: [see .iil Gjl;, in art. Jj.;

and see also ' :]) and 4J)I is t a [certain]

star, or asterism, of the stars, or asterismas, [that
were believedl to be thl givers] of rain, that [as it
were] natches another star, or asterism: (K:)
[it was app. applied to je'lt, as being the

w,j of the most noted and most welcome of all

the Mansions of the Moon, namely, I,l: see

43.] The ; of QAI is [nalso] an appellation

applied to J5l.,l t [i.e. The IIyades; or the
five chlief tars of the Iryades ; or the briglhtest
star among them, a of Taurus]; because a

follower thereof: (A:) [and] 0jeasl t [i. e. Ca-
tiella] is so called as being likened to the r,j of

the game called 1l. (TA.) [Hence,] one

says, 1;53J 1 iJ J L t AL;1I ' ?[I n-ill not

come to thee unleus thcir ., j ;eet the Pleiades].
(A.)- .. i; also signifies t A man's suceessor,
(A, K,) of his offspring, and of his ;"es [i. e.

kinsfolk, or nearer or nearest relations by decsent
f.aom the same ancestor, &kc.]. (K.) So in the

saying, jll a;; ,;l, %:I I[Excellent,
or nost excellent, is the successor; such art thou
to thy father and thine ancestors]: because the

successor is like jj.p4 Jl to 1.p1. (A.)-And
t Tlh son of a paternal uncle. (1S.) [App.
because two male cousins by the father's side are
often rivals, and watchers of each other; the son
of a girl's paternal uncle being commonly pre-
ferred as her husba.d.]- Also t A species of
serlent: as thoughl it watclhed by reason of
hatred: (TA:) or a certain malignant serpcnt:

pl. .A3j andj , ;. (T, g.)

a,,; A lot,, or an ignoble, man, a servant, or a

slave, syn, ij J.j, (S,K .,) kheo keeps, guards,
or watches, the [uten.ils and furniture called]

_.j of a people vlhen they are absent. (S.)

" and ' *t3j, (JK, s, A, 1,) tle latter

irregular (Sb, S, K) as a rel. n., (Sb,) anld t ' j,
(IDr(l, K,) applied to a man, (S, ]Drd, A,)
'lick, (JK, S, K,) or large, (A, M(gh, in which

latter only the second epithet is mentioned,) in
the la, [or neck, &c.]: (JK, S, A, V.:) the fernm.

[of the first] is ..;, (JK, IDrd,) applied to a

female slave, (JK,) not applied to a free woman,

nor does one say iAsJ. (IIrd.) ,- ..Jf1 is

also [an epithlet] applied to The lion; (.K;)

because of the thickncss of his L.'. (TA.)

i and t In elevated plalte upon
rhich a spy, or nwtch man, ascendls, or stations

himself: (S, A,' MIsb, 1 :*) [a st,ructure siuch as

i.s termed] an ,AL, or a hill, uponr, rhich one
ascends to look Jfroy anfear: or, accortd. to S$b, the
latter signifies a plare o.f ob.lserlation on the top
of a mountain or of a jbrt,ess : accordl. to AA,

the pl., lj;, signifies elecated pieces of ground.
(TA.)

4 .- ,
l.i',: see what next precedes.

~r. A skin, or hide, that is dnrawn offfrom
the pa7rt next to the head (S, K.) and the i 3 . [or

,,erlh, &c.]. (5.)

2. , (, A,) if ,,. (s, n,) lle

ordered, or put in1to a good orl rihlht or propwr
state, manalged rcell, tended, or tnok care of,
property, or cattle: ( A, , K:) and in like man-
ner, he ordered, put into a good or ripght or
proper state, or managed rcll, the meals of

subsistence; (S," A, TA;) as nalso C 3. [anpl.

with the objective complement (,,:uI or 'lea.1)

understood]. (TA.)-And lie ainsed, acquirel-d,
or earned, property. (TA in art. -..)_ It

occurs in a trad., in the phrase Uli J, as

meaning Utj [q. v.} (TA.)

5: see above. - lt3 d lie gained, ac-

quired, or earned, or he sought, or leboured, to
gain or acquire or earn, sustenance for his.family,
or househtol; syn. ... , (, [see also 1,]) or

,; (A, V;) on the authority of Ll. (TA.)

Aa_D; A woman wsho gains her .subsistence by
prostitution. (MF.)

.Uj; Good management of p ,o t. (TA.)
Gain, acquisition, or earninqg: ainl merchan-

dise, commerce, ortrqffic. ( le, c.) lenee, (TA,)
the Pagan Arals, (;, A,) or soime of them, (TA,)
used to say in the a , [i. c. in uttering the

ejaculation ;.', during te performance of the

rites of the pilgrimage,] 1J; j 3.a; iJi".

&6.UiJ [meaning We have comn to Tlie for the

purpose of sincere worship: n'e have not comne for
gain, or traffic]. (S, A, TA.)

; A mnerchant, traficber, or tradler, (A,
TA,) nho manages well his property. (TA.)

Yon sly, Jl.q .A ]re is one nho ordlers, or
pats into a good or right or proper state, manages
well, tendls, or tabes rare of, property, oi cattle:
(S, K:*) or irho gains, arquires, or earns, pro-
perty, atul ordlers it, puts it into a good or right
or proper state, or manages it rdll. (A, TA.)

·J&t :a2_l; jA lie is the gainer, or earner, of

sustenane for hisfaamily. (A, L.)

A
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1. JJj, (~, M9b,) aor. t, inC. a. >; and >.Jj
(JK, $, A,i Myb, 15) and KIJ(,Mb 5) and
perhaps also Ap. [q. v.], (TA,) li'e selept, (JK,

~,A, Myb, K5,) accord, to some, spbecially, (Msh,
IL) by nightt; (JK, MF#b, K5;) bitt it. cor.rectly
means, wvhether by tiqrhe or In, day; as is shw
by verse 17 of ch. xviii. of time. K5ur-ain: (Mu,:) 
the assertion thbat it means, spechially, h~y night, is
weak: (TA:) accord, to Lth, ,k is bPy night;

9 *5~~~~~3O

and W;t b, kil day: but the AraIms iied L,oth of
thesce words as meaning the sleePping by nigiht an,
by day. (T, T A.) Y ou s ay, >"3j L4 an d 
[Thtere is not ins me any gleep)]. (A.) [Ifence,]

c#&) jJ liec abstainedl, or heldl back, fromi
jie Yair. (Mqb, TA.) And &A4b, C) .jj [IIe

neglected hisgquest;] he dlid notl pay attlentioni, or
fretuext attention, to his gniest. (A, TAI.) And

441 ~j, in. n. * and *tl, (TA,) : 77w gar-
mnent became oldi and n.oin outi, andi ,ao limnugem. qu

use0; (A,6TA;) like...6. (A.) Ammd ' ..J 1 Z
Thes marklet becamne stagnanit, or e/nIll, n'itk re~

sfiect to trafqfic; like (TI., TA.) Anid

po.JI JJj The heat remittedl, or subsidIed. (TA.
[See also b ]

2. i~j A cer.tain mnanner 'if goingf oni foot,
(JK,15, with quickness: (J K:) imerhmaps a ms
transcription for . (TA.)

4. *.Abjt lIre, or it, rueunscl hitn te' s cp pi.t
him to sleep. ($, 1g.) It is said (if a nAlldicille.

($, A, VL) And youa say, "i.a z,i J. 1 The
womanlputither child to sleep,. (A ) jt i .J1

(15:, or ~ a )or 'Z' ,(A ,) or. 1 
(IAg,r, Jk, TA,) TI e 'residedot, stii!edl, dwtelt, o'r
abode, in the pilare, or towtn or conmntry, or ins surh
a hantd. (1 Aar, JK,S~,A,K15.)

6. !p~lie feigned himnself leep. (A.)

9. .sjjl, (J K, , A)inf. a. 1,(J K,8,15K,)
lie hastened; or wuas quick, or swjft? ; (J K, S, M,
A, lg;) in his pace, or goingr: (,M, A:) or he
bran vehementl#; as also L.jl; said of a camel:
(AA, T in art. J..j:) or 1w rai trith lealps, or
bounds, as iothouh leaping, or boundingy, fr.om a
thing: (A,, L in art. ~..j:) or he wrent at ranidomt,
heedlessly, headlong, or in a headlong course,t; anitI
quiickly; (Ay, JK, L in art. ,a..;) as also o;l.j
(Ay, T in that art.)

10. .0.ZP He been une overpoweredl by sleep
[or dr.owsiness; and tlhcrefore desiedil to sleep].
(A, TA.)

4j Alill-stonies of .Ra kd; (S ) w hichi is
the name of a monnistin whience mtill-stonies are
hbewn; (~, A, ]~;) or, as sonme say, a valley in
the district of 15:eys. (TA.) You say also '
t4Aj A mill-stone tf the mountain [or valley]

called _J' (A.)

ijjA sleelp. ($.) One says, 5; ~ L
ji*m..JI [How swveet ii thee sleep qf the time a little
before daybreak !J. (A.) -A state of extinction
Of vitality (L)between the present life and gthe

Bk. I.

life to come. (J K, A.*) -.. ;J C." -ij -uL

(J K, A, 1K): A period of heat befell u.s lasting
ha!f a monthi, or leas, (A,) or ten days: (J K, K:)
or ok3j signifies a heat that bftfrll* one after. days
of reinad and an abatement of violenit beat. (L.)

see

~I~J[an infl n. of whiichi the vcrb is not men-
tioncd,] The act of leaping, or lea)ping up), by
reason of br.isknss leciess, or pihlns,
(.5, ]5:,) like the lamnb and the kid. (.

4.jJj LSDa.J: see .U ... l abovC.

* ,; and ".1(A) and 'A (5)[all signjify
the same; i. c. A man who Skleep mnuch; as the
last is expI. in the K; and so * o30; as Golitis
says ot h ttaiiy of a gloss. in the KL: or]
3-O signitfes a man always sleepinig; as also

z A j --- ex, 
V 5AJy (TA.) [Hlence]l i5.1 [
wopiant wh/o sleeps iouch ins the mkorniniog fe
stunrise ; iiie;tniing] :a icomPjan that leatht apt easy,

and a soft, or dIelicate, life; and so
(A.)

*1 a-
,U:see the niext preceding paragraph.

[A1;3l act. part. n. orl :] Js, [is its pi., and]I
signiifies Persons seiq;as also (,15;
the last ocettrrin", in thc Kur. xviii. 17. (3Msb.'

A large ressel o?f the hind called Cj>:
(K~:) or a veusel of the kintd so calledl, (?, 1]:,) or
a ressel informn like the j.,;, (JK,) resemnblinog apt
a.e>jl, (S, A.) long in the lowrer part, (JK, S, K5,)
swca rtedi insidle trt/h pitch : (~, A, 15::) or apt
oblongq carthen Jiar., smear.ed wieth pitch: (TA :)
an arabicized word: ( :) pl. 'e3l;. (JK, S.)

-Anid A certain .fis~h, (J K, 1K,) sml,(15:, of
the sizei vLf the.finiger., anid r.oindl; (JK ;) found
;it the seat. (TA.)

hl&A sleepipig-place: (?, A, 1K:) pi. :iji
(A.) Ykou say ,.sa [Il ie oused hi

f.om his leep.tlcing-p)lace]. (A.) And_3*. t,l
[They took their sleep)ing-places]. (A.)- It
seemis, fromi the manner in wvhiiclh it is uised in
the K5ur xxxvi. .52, [like the former of the two
cxs. mentioned above,] thut it may perhaps also
be an inf. ii. (TA.)

.h~. A med(icirie that causes him who drjinks.
it to stleep(l 1: [In a copy of the A t
antd thius pronounced in the presen~t da..y.])-
Also A conspiruovis road: (JK, K:) thuts on the
authiority of As; but ISd says, "1 kniow not holy

it is :" and otlhers say that it is 1,jj... (TA.)
9--,~~~~~~~~~~~

see the next prece(ling- paragraph, in two
places.

LSAt:see >jj- Also A miant quick in hix

sec

1. L,jj, (A,) aor. ' (TK5,) ifif~ n. .:j (?, M,
A, ]~,) li'e varieg,ated; culoured ivith tiro or.

more colon-is; decorated; embellished; sny. ,UJk;
(S,0A, K~;') and Cjj as also t.j Ia
P. 57;) and V W-,. (So in a copiy of theo A:
[butt I thiink that this is a mistranscription, for
jJj]) - lle ir',rote: (f,TA :) and he pointedl,
or dotted, (A g, M5, TA,) clharacters, and writing:

(As, TA.) as also V Aj inf n. 1 in hoth
senises: and * the latter, he torote uspon, or in,
papers or the lihe, or books. (11, TA.)

2. Aj inf~ n. 9 a.: ce 1, in thiree places.
- lie emnbellishedi his speechl: or emnbellis,hed it
with lic.t! syn. z and ,3jj: (TA:) or
(A,) andl jnn(8 ,)ln y.j ~ A, g.)-
Hlence, (A, TA,) H le itadle knownp, divaugedi, or
told, discourse, or con ve,'svio,a, ina a antalicionst
or mnisehier.ous manner, so as to oCcfIsiof discord,
dissensions, or the likec; (8., A, TA;) because lie
whio does eso embellishies Ibis sxpeechb, or r'mbel-
lishtes it with lies: (A, TA:) he toldt a cealumntny
to the ot', ct the,.off (11.) - t lle ex.ritcdl di.-
cord, dissension, or animosity. (M1.) -t 1Ie
blunmed, re,mrossd, or ehid; syn. (4 .(M, TA.)

5. J lIre adornerd himstelf: (A, K5:) he disi-
played his beatimy, or goodliness. (A, TA.)
Sec also 1.

B. I~L lt They became mnixed togethier its

j A good, or beautiftld, c I . character.,
or handwiriting]. (TA.) [Sec also jjj and
see L] ~Aloo Food. (M.)

j and at3 A colour in which are [iiter.-
ntixredJ dluskiness, or dinginess, and blackness;
and the likie of those two hues. (M.) [See Jt

aJj:see whant next precedes.

NAjA The serpent : (A, Sgh, 15::) app. becautse
of the a.Uj [see JUij] upon bis back: (TA:) or
a serpent slpeckled with, black and white [like

dJ ae.]. (A.)

U-Sb dim, of signifying The poinfing, or

dotting, of characters and writing: (Al, TA:) or

of .Ajlj; as also K ,l[oin the TA, but in

some copies of the~K- 15~i~l (AHait, 1K:) tIme
latter is allowable. (AHjIt.)

Variegated with, dusktiness, or dinginess, antl blaick-
ness; or the like of thosre two hsues; applied to tIec
[species of locust called] (25, TA:) and
the fern., applied to a serpent (4),' (l. , I Atl,

1,)signifies the same: (M:.) or sipeckled trith
black and wvhite; (',R, 1]:;) and so whien apiplied
to a she-goat: ([AQr, M:) or, applied to a ser-

pent, it signifies one of the rip;er-s/n'erciv~h)
because of the lines and specks upbon its bnek:

g5 ,.
(1Ath:) and Cp.*jj'9 jijl havinig his ears varie-
ga(tedl wiith bla'ch and white, andl the rest qf, his
hairi blaick; applied to a kid. (S,.) - Also theo
fell]., A smnall creeping thing (M, g5) that is foundl
in herbs, a variegated and beauetjid worm, (M,)
resemblinig [another smald -~recping thingq called]l
the JsjJ1Lo~, (M, ]~,) spechied mith r.ed and yellow.
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(IDrd, TA.) gl6b., or Ihis copyist, has corrupted
l1,_n into k3 . (TA.) - Also the fem.,
The ;at,a [i. e. the bursa .fauciu, , or faucial

nbag,] of tlhe camel: (1, A, ](:) or tlhe "aa~ of
the camel is sometimes U3L, having in it a mixture
of colonrs. (IDrd.)

1. ,.j, (., M, A, Mb, ],) aor. , (S, M,
M.b,) inf. n. .J'j;, (., M, Meb, CK,) or V'i',

of the measure S;J, like and , inf. nas.

of j;L and ., (IDrd, IB, TA,) [He danced;
this is what is meant by the explanation] heplayed,

or spxrted; syn. .j: (A, lg:) said of a .oU

[or dancer], (A, ],) or of a ..OW [or player or

sporter], (M,) and of a , [or. effeminate man,
or one who affects the manners &c. of women],

and ofa j.iy [or mystic, in a choral celebration
of the praises of God, which is termed a .p,
performed by certain orders of darwecshes, all of
wholn, more or less, pretend to be mystics].
(TA.) Also u.j , (Lth, A,) aor. ,, (Lth,)
inf. n. - j (Lth, M, A, 1~) and ,uj, (Lth, M,
1g,) 6r the latter only, (IDrd, Ibn-Milik, TA,)
and JLJ;, (Lth, M, A, 9,) t lle (a camel, A,
TA) went the pace, or in the manner, termed
,~.; [i.e. a,nbled;] (Lth, M, A, [, TA;) or
trent in a nanner whichl was a kind of : or

went quichly. (TA.) One does not say ,.d [in
speaking of any animate being] except of a player
or slorter and of a camel (Lth, g,* TA) and the
like: (LUt, TA:) in relation to others, one uses
the terms Wi and jZi: (Lth, I:, TA:) o some-
times, (Lth, TA,)_ it is also said of an ass,
meaning t lie played with his ses-a~. (Lth, A,

TA.) - You say also, .. d " Ii oJjo
,1 W 1t [Ili heart thr;obbed, or leapt, between
his two sides, by reason of fright]. (A.)- -,J
niso signifies S It (wine, 1, K, and the beverage
called JkJ, A) estuated: (A, C :) or began to do
so. (., A.) - And : It (the mirage) was, or
biecane, ins a state of comanotion; [it danced;]
(15, M, A, ] ;) and so it signifies when said of
bubbles (.;). (AI.) You say, , Jj ;eI
s.l.,_ (A) or J'1 (TA) 1 [I came to tim in en
the mirage danced; in the heat of the day]._
And t lIe hasted, or wa quick, . u) in hii

speech. (A, TA.) You ay also, Jsa JI y ;; 
1 lie has a haste in speech. (A, TA.) [And
: lie spoke evil agninst another.] You say, v

eA .A l tI I heard the evil speaking of the
people against us. (A, TA.)

2: see 4, in two places.

4. a.Jt [lie made himn to dance; or to lary,

or sr)orlt;] trans. of 1. (Myb.) You say, Q.,1

IAij, (1, A,) or I,, (M,) ,She (a woman, ,
M) [lanced, or dandled, her child; or] nade her
child to leap or spr,ing or bound [in her arms or
ol her knee]; (F., M ;) as also V AL'ej, (15, M, A,)

inf n. .Sj : (. , A:) or the latter verb has an

intensive signification. (Mgb.) -_ -) a i

: IE made his camel to qo ih tie [ambling]
manner termed l: (S, 1f, A, 81:) and the

same, (TA,) or t 3j, (M,) he made him (i. e.
his camel) to leap, spring, or bound. (M, TA.)
m= See also 5.

5. p4jj [lit., lie, or it, became danced or
dandled. -And hence,] t lie, or it, became
raised and lowered; or rose and sank; or wrent
up and don'n. (1, TA.) You say, ) lya3

.. ;% t Tlhey rent up and (down in their journey-
ing; (A;) as also tIya.jl. (A, TA.) And Er-

RA'ee uses the phrase jt1 -"l -, meaning,

The desert [in appearance] went up and donn;
the mirage, only, making it [seem] to rise and
sink. (TA.)

[L.i; A dance, or a dancing: pl. -Lt,j. See

an ex. voce i.;,.]

;Uj [A dancer; a player, or sporter: one
who dance., or plays, or sports, much, or often]:
(~, A, M9b, 1 :) an intensive epithet. (Msb.)

4 j; [A female dancer]. - A certain game

of the Arabs. (IF, .) 1.; , lJ Land
that does not give growth to anything, though
rained upon. (1v.)

~ [A man dancing; playing, or sporting].
(Myb.)_ l,jil Tlhe star [p] on the tongue of

o,2Il [or Draco]. (g,w.)

,) .s t Speech, or language that ,nakes
one to be affected with a lively emotion of joy, or
of grief. (TA.) You say also, Lu-' ,.,

,.~.,11 [app. meaning, tTilis is that poem, or
ode, whAich mahes the mnystics to danee; or to be
affected with a lively emotion of joy: for dar-
weeshes are often seen to be excited to frantic
ecstasy, or ecstatic catalepsy, by certain love-songs
designed to have a mystic religious sense]. (TA.)

-Lko.j ;W 1 A dlesert that makes the tra-
verser thereof to hasten, or go quickly. (A, TA.)

,i . t A camel that goes much, or often, in
the [ambling] manner termed . (M, TA.)

2. ; ia :.Wj3, J I made specks, or snmall
spots, [with ink or the like, (see 5,)] utpon my

yarment; syn. = . (A, TA.)

5. 4 jj3 W Iils garment became sprinkled
with specks, or small spots, of ink or the like.
(1], TA.)

9. ls1, ($, 1,) inf. n. L7W;, (S,) lIe or it,
was, or became, of a black col,t;,r spechled with
nhite : or the reverse: (s:) [or spechled with
white, and blach, and red, and yellow: (see e*J' :)]
as also V loUjI, (1K,) inf. n. ;jjl: (TA:) or the
former, he (a sheep, or goat,) was, or becamne,

such as is termed ,l. (8.)- It (tlie stalk, or
twig, of the ..;) put forth its leaves, and what

resembled nails (,sWI) were seen in thle place of

separation (jA f') of its stalks, or twigs, and
internodal portions; as also V the latter verb:
(K,0 TA:) this is said to be after what is termed

;, and j', and before wlat is termed :W>,
and ,,lIl: (TA:) or t the latter verb, said of
the , signifies it put forth its leaves; and

this it does before its l.;i: (s:) [see ..s; :3 in

a trad. occurs the expression 1_c ,Ufl; but

El-ltutabee thinks that it should be I.J . (TA.)

11: see 9, in three places.

Jj A dotling, or speckling: pi. L;l. (o.)

~Ij BDlackness mixedl Rith .lpeckles of white:
(S, g :) or the r,ewerse: (M, 1B:) or .,leekles of
rAite, and of black, and of red, and of !/ellow, in
an animal: (A, TA:) and the state, or quality,

denoted by the epithet J-1. (TA.)

B;iI nlack speckled 'rith trhite: or the reverse:
fem. 'Wj. (s.) Al,pp,lied to a sheelp or goat,

Like, (S,) or syn. tith, (IK,) .14: (3, :) or
speckled with black and tvhite. (HI.nr p. 300.)
And the fern., applied to a domestic fowl or hen
(a. .;), Black speckled ,rith while: (1:) or
party-colo,led : (1i :) or having mttchels of white
andl blace: much soughllt after, anl used, by en.
chanters; and rarely folurl. (TA.)- It is also
applied to a man. (TA.) - And the fem. is
applied to a tract (il ), and to an ode (o.),
as meaning Iylv;ing one of the letters of' e n ord
thereof dotted, and another not dhtted: fromi tlheo
same epithet applied to a slhecep or goat. (Ilar

p. 303.)- _ 'k~ l alJ..l A cert'tin e'ptile; the
most malignant of the [hind of lizartL called]
.f&&: when it crawls upon foold, it poisons it.

(TA.) - _; ;! t [1A ness of crumu bled or
broken bread] having much oil (Sgh, J *) or

clarified butter. (TA.) -;'1 The leopard:
(I :) an epithet in which the quality of t sabst.
predominates. (TA.) - .'9JI Ciril rear; con-
flict and fiJtion; sedition; or the like; syn.
!;': (.:) because of its variablencas: or such
as is toot universal; likened to a speckled serpent:
occurring in a trad. (TA.)

1. g./i, (Q, Msb, g,) aor. ', (M;b, ¥i,) inf. n.
;j, (Myb, TA,) He patched it; pieced it; put

a piece of cloth in the place thereof that wras cuat
or rent; (MIb ;) repaired it, (K,) and cloJsed Ip
the hole or holes thereof, (TA,) ,vith [a patch or]
patches; (I, 1 ;) namely, a grment, or piece of
cloth; (S, Msb, ] ;) and in like manner, a skin,

or hide; (TA;) as also t 1Jj, (I],) inf. n. :
(TA:) or - signifies the patching a garment,
or pice of cloth, in several places. (S, TA.)
lie stopped it up, or dlosed it up; namely, any
hole, or aperture; and so ~ ; as in the saying
of 'Omar Ibn-Abee-Rabee'alh,

a s- . .9 'I ' & .

[And they (referring so women) used, when they

[Boox I.1136,



BooK 1.]

eaw me, or eard me, to come forth, ('
being used for j* .. ,) and cloe up the aper-
ture in the wallU with the eyes and the parts
imeudiately around them]. (L) - t [He re-

paired it in a figurative sense; as also * ?L.]
,..- .. ...

You say, t , . , lie [ repairs his
rligion by his repentance]. (TA.) And tI

9d.'.' ;i; t[He repaired his stale, or condition,
in the present word by sacrificing his blemings in
the world to come]: whence the saying of'Abd-
Allah Ibn-EI-Mub6rak,

* ') 0ij.
-wjo , 

1137
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t [We repair our state, or condition, in tahe present 
world by the rending, or marring, of our religion, s
so that neither our religion remains nor what we

repair]. (TA.) And Va..; ,. t? j lI. e
repaired, amended, or put to rights, his state, or
condition, and his means of subsistence; syn. 

.ut. (TA,) anj CJj: (,*TA:) withl whiclh

latter t j is also syn. as signifying I he gained,

acquired, or earned, property; accord. to an ex-
planation of its inf. n., &,. (TA.) And j.a

.. ... 0....

·8a I,si t.,ml: [IIe connects the lan-
gnage; and repairs one part thereof by inserting
another]: said of a poet. (TA.) And t *

alo signifies t [Thle act of interpolating: or]
the adding to a tradition, or story, or narrative.
(TA.) [- ' , [lit. lIe did not patch

a place of patching, or place to be patched;]
means I heA did not, or mtade not, or wrought not,

anytAhing. (TA.) -_ .,k ' . j, t4
e,X3 ' · -. LU. a23UL.

t · t [Mo'dwviyeh used to put morse!l into his
mouth rith one hand,] and spread another hland
in order that the portions of his morsed that fell
might become scattered upon it. (lAth, fgli, 1.)

_i....bpl ", (Ibn-.'Abbid, ,) and ~U, ti ,

inf. n. I, (TA,) t lie lined, or cased, the interior

qf the well for the space of the stature of a mnan,
or twice that measure, fearing its becoming de-
molihed/, (Ibn-'Ablbd, 1g, TA,) in its upper

port. (TA.)-- WI iL . j [lit. lIe closed
up the interval between Aim and the horsman;]
means the reached, or overtook, the horseman,

and pierced him, or thrut him; &LIj signifying
the interval, or intervening space, between the
pieret, or thruster, and the pierced, or thrust.

(O, , TA.) ,. l 5, t[and a.dJl,]

1 He hit, or struck, the butt, or target, with an

arrow. (5, TA.) i4 8 also signifies tAny

titting, or striking. (TA.) And j He sotruck,

or begat, in any manner; with a whiip; and other-

wise; as in the phrases 1 .A t f[He struck

him a *lap roith thea hand]; and a;,j)J " j

..i"~ t [He beats the ground oith his foot].

(TA.) Apd '. 1 ii; The old man supported

kAnlf. or bore, ,pon his two palms, [as thoulh
meanifig he struck tae ground mith the palms oj
Asi bands,] in order to r. (TA.) - [And
hence,] -- , (J, 1,) or i ip ;, (TA,) t He

ensured him, reviled him, or satirized him. (S, _

,TA.) ; (S TA,) inf. n. acU;,($ ; c
He was, or became, stupid, foolish, deficient in A

nsce; (g, 1, TA;) shattered, or marred, in his (
ntelUect; (TA;) such as is termed p. ($.) "

a

2: see 1, in seven plaws.. toJl 3WI , i

af. n. I ile smeared the tratwe of mangye, 
r scab, upota the she-amel, one after another, (
P:ith tar, or liquid pitch. (TA.)

4. Lj: see 10. -Also IHe (a man, 8) t
icted, or spoke, stupidly, or foolishly. ($, 1, .
rA.)

5. I He soughAt, sought after, or sought to

rain, sustenance, or the like; or he applied him-
reef, as to a task, to do so. (1K, TA.)

10. 44!H1 8>_1 The garment, or piece oj 1

-loth, required to be patched; (A, TA;) it wras 

timne for it to be patched; ($, 15;) as also j ;

; (TA) and 8I11 (K, TA) The secenth 4

hearen. (1K, TA.) So, accord. to some, in a
verse of Umeiyeh Ibn-Abi-y-Salt, [wlhere others
read 8. instcad of 6,'] cited voco ;~. (TA.)

[See also 9 i,]

W; t The sound of the arrow in, or tupon, the
butt, or target. (IAqr, 15, TA.)

; A patch; i. e. a piece of cloth, or rag,
.with which a garment, or the like, is patched, or

!

p;ieccd, or repaired: (S, Mpb, 15:) pl. 3 ($,

C.i~~~~~~~~~~

Mgh, Mhi, 1tl) and ji. (TA.) Hence the say-

ing, (L T, -.f.. .i-,(, ,

[Ti'e companion is like the patch in the garmient;
therefure seek th.u the one that is suitable]. (A,
TA.) - , A [patch, or] trace, or mark, of
mange, or scab: (TA:) the commencement of
the mange, or scab: (1, TA: [in some copies of

the 15, ,; is erroneously put for .,JI:])
pi. . (TA.) - t A piece of land, or ground,

adjoining another piece [which is in some manner
distinguihed therefrom; i. e. a patch of land, or
ground: and in like manner, of herbage]: pl.

. (TA.) You say, T - .,efl t[T he

patches of the land, or ground, are various, or

diverse]. (TA.) And ;j5i ^ L ̀ .L t [Thix

is a patch of herbage]: and F ,li

ra.)

-. i& t[We found not aught ave patces of
gren herbage]. (TA.) - [A note, biet, Tor
s/hort etter: and particularly a short pvritten
petition or memorial, addressed to a prince or
governor: a ticket: a label:] a certain thing

that is ritten: pl. (, ) [and accord. to

modern usage ei also]. Hence the saying in a

tead. o ~5,3 ]te vo; :~. (Tl. )
[One of you niUo come, on the day ofresurrection,
having, suspcnded upon this neck, billets lut-
tering]; meaning, by the i the claims to be

made upon him, or the dues incumbent on him,
written on the U. (TA.) - A butt, or target

at tvwici to shoot; also termeid ei i.so (TA.)

.. A c Aeu-table; also termed 50aI so
e

alled because it is patched [with squares] (T
L.) - tThe original matter; the ubstane;
., TA;) of a garment, or piece of cloth; (1,

'A;) or o?a thing: (TA:) or the thicknm of
garment, or piece of cloth. (Mgb.) You say,

Ij l iu t The [substance or] tAhick-

,e of this garment, or piece of cloth, is good.

Mgh.) - [The pl.] i also signifies £ The
ining, or casing, whic is constructed in the
rp,vper part of the interior of a well when one
fears its becoming denmolished. (TA.) [See

;Patched; a garment, or the like, haring a
)cce of cloth put in a place thereof that is cut or

'ent; (Msb;) as albo * i r. (TA.) - And

hence, (O, M lb,) t Stupid, foolish, deficent in
ens~; (S, O, ] ;) in, whose intellcUet is sometinthg

needing repair; [so I render L.r e. ;]
(,TA;) shattered, or mnarred, in his intellect;

(TA;) as also V C;s, (TA,) and t 'i. '; (~,
] ;) or unaound in intelect; likened to a ragged,

or old and worn-out, garmcnet; as though patched:
(Mb :) or a man ihoxse judgmient, and state of

affairs or circumstances, havr become shattered,
disorganized, dissipated, mnarrd, or impaireld:

(A, TA:) fern. [of * ¶jI] "lQj, (1,) but this is

post-classical; (L, TA;) and [of L;IW.] &QtaIp.

(1..) - Hence also, (TA,) lJ TI TIe first

hearen; (K ;) i.e. (TA) the hcaen of tlh lower
world; (, TA;) [agreeing with the Hebrew
term; an epithet in which the quality of a subt.

predominates; for tiI a Ji_; and therefore,

properly, fern.; thoughl an instance occurs of its
being used as a masc. noun, as will be seen be-
low ;] so called because it is [ns though it were]
patched with the s,ars, or with the lights whichl

arc therein; as also t hi;fl: (TA:) or the heavn,
or sky: (Msb, 5 :) and also each otne of the n
heavens; (S;) each of them being a cover to that
which is next to it [beneath, so that each, except
the highest, is as though it were patched over by
the next above it, the highest being in liko man-

ncr covered over by the &.Ar,) like as the

garment is patched with the ';,: (TA:) pl.

a3;I. (f, Mgh, Mpb.) It is said in a trad.,

as 3 ,S 9, , A- 0 --- 
Mgh) : Veily I have decreed by tAhe decree of
God written upon the preserved tablet abore
even heuvcns: (Mgh :) the speaker thus making

3j masc., as though he regarded it au meaning

JL.. (S, TA.) [See also .]

JL ~?.l3) i. q. .q ; $ [He uis a good, or
right, orderer, or manager, of property, or !f

camnels, &c.]: because he amends the condition
thereof. (TA.)

0~~~~~~~~~~~~0

~o. [act part. n. of s ee an ex. voce ].
, It is said in a trad., s eIJ 1 i 4J

~aa3~ -i ji.a ~ tThe believer is one who

becomes unsound in his religion by his disobe-
143 
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TA.) 

- #, A [patch, or] trace, or mark, of patelied witli the &Lare, or with the lights whicli

mange, 

or ticab: (TA:) the commencement o i,#&

the 

mange, or amb: (1�, TA: [in some copies of are therein; as also * ej-jl: (TA:) or the heawn,

jl.]) 

or sky: (Meb, ]�.:) and also eacii opt# of the am

the 

,;�l is erroneously put for �,� .

PI. 

heaven&; ($;) each of them being a cover to that

,pg. 

(TA.) t A piece of land, or ground, wliich is next to it [beneath, so that %eh' ' ezoept

adjoitaing 

anotiter piece [which is in some manner the highest, is u though it were patched over by

dittinguidied 

thffefrom; i. c. a patch of land, or the ncxt above it, the highest being in liko nm-

ground: 

and in like manner, of herbage]: pl. a

0 

' ner covered over by the like as the

(TA.) 

t[The

& 

1 6 eat is patched with the (TA:) PI.

patches 

of the land, or ground, are vart'oug, or PrIM

0,6,# 

Mgh, Mqb.) It in said in a trad.,

diverse]. 

(TA.) And -�bi adi ".kl t [Titi,;

1 

' ''O'

.01 

' '

is 

a patch of herbage]: and U~3 La

Mgh) 

V'14y I h�ce, dw'mod' by the decree of

"-U 

t[We found not aught salvo patclies of God written upon the preserved tablet ab~

;,-#on 

Aerbaqo]. (TA.) - [A note, biUet, or mwn heavens: (Mgb:) the speaker tlius making

sitoi.g 

Utter: and particularly a #Itort writion muc., as thotigh he regarded it u meaning

petition 

or memorial, addiessed to a prince or

(S, 

TA.) [See also U"J.1

goverlior: 

a ticket. a label,:] a certain thing

that 

is writt [and accord. to

en 

: Pl. tJ) L%&.Uj i. q. 'M :[He isagood, or

modemusage 

ej also]. Hence the sayin, in 1` riolit, orderer, or manaqer, of property, or (f

tmd., 

jkA.3 tUi dzJj L.410 cainels, &c.]: because he amends the condition

[One 

ojyou wiii �ome, on thiday ofresuirectzo'n, thereof. (TA.)

having, 

ouspcnded upon ltis neck, billeu Aut. 00.

tering]; 

meaning, by the ttJj, the clairns to be �l; [act. part. n. of P5j': am an ex. Toce jj&].

%- 

.0 

.1 

' 

0

made 

upon him, or the dues incumbent on him, - It is said in a tmd., ie&J fi AG �p-pi

written 

on the U . (TA.) -A buit, or garget. The' beliomr U on# 'who

t 

j --- .#j itoi C._

at 

tvliicJi to 3hoot; also termed tk.,A Wj. (TA.) bwomes unsound in his religion by his disobe-
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dience, and who tepairs it by his repentance
[therefore the happy is he who dies rhile heA
repairing:] (TA in the present art.:) i. e., on
rho offend. [and] who repents. (TA in ar
o*J.)

l: fern. ,'Wj : see ..;, in three places._
Also, the fem., applied to a owe, or she-goal

lldaoing a avhitenes in Aer side. (p, TA.)_
And, applied to a woman, tlavuing no buttoclk
(1Sk,l :) or slender in tie shanls. (TA.) 
[Also t More, and most, stupid, foolish, or dejl
,.iat in senaa.] You say, :a i; l 
t [There is not beneath tLhe s, a person mor
stul,id, &c., tlan he]. (TA.)

.r, [A place of patching; or a place to b
patchedl; a alsotej].o[Hence,],j_;

sce 1. -And i*t j t Y [I de
,tot, or saall not, find;I in tiee anything tequirins
an,enlmnet, to speak of]. (TA.)- And d.

AL, le- . . * .S....
dJad. " .'g t In it, or him, is a plaoe, oi
atsiject,fqr patching, or amendment,for him n/ha
nwill rectify it, or him: like as one says, * s--
meaning a plaeo for sewing. (TA.) - And
t W d_ .I t I tee in him, or it, a subject,
or place,for cenaure, reviling, or satire. ($, TA.:

.j; t. A poet mwho connects langag,
[skhilfUlly], and relpai.ra (p) one part thereoJ
by [ineerting] another. (TA.)

W,la: fem. with : see J, in two places.

J. A garment, or piece of cloth, mnuch
patched, or haring many patches. (Mgh.)_
[And hlence, as being likened to a garment much
used,] : A man tried, or proved, by ue, practice,
or experience; ewpert, or experienced. (TA.)

&aJ A certain garmaent worn by the devout
aoofes; so called because ofthe [many] patches

that are in it. (TA.) [A garment of this kind, a
gown, or long coat or cloak, is worn in the pre-
sent day by many devotees, reputed saints, and
(larweeshes; and passing from one to another at
the death of the former, at lengthl consists almost
entirely of patches; and therefore, the more it is
C.tched, the more is it esteemed: it is also called
,1.; and , or ., o r ,or., or (now generally

by the vulgar) 0j, from thie Persian dJ;.]_
Also thioughit by A,Obeyd to mean A quiver, or
a pouch, much patched: wihence the prov.,

A); fi 9.jW [Two pies, of stick fo. pro-
ulcinl Jire, in a quiver, or pouch, mnuch patched:]

an allusion to a poor and unprofitable man.
(Meyd.)

c: see tj.I.- I A camel having [patchles,]
traces, mar/s, or commencemnents, of ma;tge, or
scab. (TA.) -IA man censurel, revileld, or
.lati,:icd. (TA.)

e_: [so in three copies of the S, and in the
TA: in Freytag's Lex., s;.:] see tj., in
tlirce liaces: i. q , (T in art..,#,.)

9:

U

t.
L

a

t,

6

m

7
I

)

r

p

eP - oj

1: see the next paragraph.

4. ,jl, said of a palm-tree (' ;i), inf. n.
JU;I, It became such as is ternted 3.J [q. v.].
(ML.) - 3jI, (S, $K,) said of a he-camel, (S,)
or l, j I, said of a she-camel, (JK, Mqb, TA,)
inf. n. as above, (JK, S, M9lb,) 'le, or site, wrens
quickly; (JK,1 ;) ,rent a sort of quick pace;
(Msb;) nent a sort of pace of the kind termned

.. [q. v.]: (5, TA:) or vent a sort of run
esceeding that terned .;: (TA :) and 1t Uj
signifies the same as :.i. (JK.) J3jI is also
said of a man, (e, ]K,) meaning t le ,r,ent
quickly. (TA.) And you say, l..jI Jl IDJfIJ,
(TA,) or .,1 jt, (JK,) t Tl;ey werat quickly
in, or to, mar, or battle. (JK, TA.) And J/i0
pal io JU3. t [Such a one is quick in affairs].

(TA.) And l1 "..151 is metaplhorically said, by
Aboo-I.leiyclh En-Numeyiec, of spears [ns mean-
ing T 7'ely had been quicl/y dlirected towmardx
him]. (TA.) Accord. to Lth slmd the K], UJ,l
also signifies lie traversed, or cromcd, a d cer,t:
and Lth cites the following verse of ElI'Aljtij [as
his authority for this explanation]:

S

4

e

S

but Az says that this is a mistake of Lth; that
is here an adv. n.; and that the meaning is,

[0 God, by the Lrd of the luonse (of Mckkelh)
and of the ilfuxharrap (the mosque of El-Kheyf)
and] by the Lord qf the svwift she-camels in every
even plain: and ISd also has notified the same.
(TA.)

,J,;: see dith next paragraph, in two places.

jIj A tall palm-tree: (S, Msb:) or a palm-
tree eaceeding the reach of the hand; (.,*' TA;)
above such as is termed ;i.;.: or this latter word,
accord. to As, has this meaning; and the former
word, a palm-tree higher tlan such as [jutt]
exceewi the reach of tie hand: (TA:) or a palm-
tree of which the trunk has become tuch as that
one may reach [the fruit] ftom [the top oJ it:
(JK :) pl. JS, (JK, S, Mob, J,) and ;oJ3

(Mgb) and tJi;, (1,) or [rather] of this last it
is a n. un. (Mb.) Hence the prov.,

[Tlou secst the yotlths, or youang men, like tal
palm-tre.e, &c.; but what ntill acquaint thee wtith
the vice, &e., that is, or may be, in them ?]. (TA.
[Seo also unotlher reading of this verse voce
j;]·) [And j.l;, pi. of jUt; , asus&el iy a
IHudhalee poet, applied to the trunks of palnl-
trees, signifies 7all. (" Abulfedm Annales,"
vol. i. page 4t9)]/

J;';; pl. ,ju[I : see what next precedes.

J6 '; A rope by means of uhich pualm-trees are
ascended; (S, TA;) so in one of the dials.; (TA;)
i q. d,. [q. v.] (., ,) and . (jS. )

[Boos I.

j.* (8, 1) and Lj; (ISd, ) and 1?Jli
(S, 1) applied to a she-camel, (S, ISd, ]~,) That
goes quickAly: (g:) or that goes in t1ie manntr
termedl Jilt much, or often: (., TA:) and J1G
[as pl. of the last] is applied [in like mannerj to
she-camels. (TA.) [HIence,] -l i vJlld O'
[SucA a one is quick in ajairs]. (TA.)

JU>LO; 1pl. j3i : soe the next preceding
paragraph, in two places.

1....ij, (M.Qb, .,) aor. .. , (M.ls, TA,) inf n.
... , (, M.sl, TA,) lie wrote (., M,b, O1) a
writing, book, or letter. (Mab.) And lIe saled,
/stamped, imprinted, or impresced. (S, TA.) And
.al ,3, (K,) infC.,. as above, (JK,) ie

marked the ,7riting N'ith the dots, or points,
(JK, ]J, TA,) and misde its letters distinct, or
plai;. (C, TA.) One say., ;1,i' , (v,)
or WQ $t ,! ,, (J K, TA,) [ le wtrites, &c.,

s'pon tbhe water,] a prov., nplplied to the skilfiul
and intelligent, (JK,a TA,) meanling lie is so
skilftul that he writes, &c., ( .) where the
writing, &c., (..I~l,) will not remain fixed.
(JK, S, TA.) And one says of a skilful work-
woman, clever in sewing skins and tie like,

and ;Wa lIJl j (TA.) And

^1_. * , (8, Mgh, Msb, ],) aor. as above,
(JK, Mob,) and so the inf. n.; (Mfb, TA;) and

j, (81, ,) inf. n. ,fi; (8, TA;) Hejfigred,
jvarigated, or decorated, the garment, or piece of
cloth; (M,gh, M~b, TA;) and (TA) nade it
striped, or ,nar,hed it n ith stripes: (p, TA:) or,
accord. to IF, he fignrel it, ariegated it, or
decora tedl it, with a certain, or knowrn, figuri'ng
or variegation or decoration, such as became a
,nark [thereofJ. (Mhb.) Also tho former phras,
(JK, Mgh, TA,) annd t tle latter likewise, (TA,)
said of a trader, or dealer, (JK, Mgh,) .e
narked, or put a mark on, the garment, or pieee

of cloth, (JK, Mgh, TA,) sl,ecrifin its Inice;
he put a pri.e-mark plon it: (Mlh :) whence,
43-< 8;s1 'Y. [TLh sae *f the thing
by t/e pntting a Inice-mark ulon it shall not be
allo,cabie, because the express consent of the
seller as well as that of the purehaser is neeemary
to the ratification of the sale]: (Mgh:) [or]
;.;1Jl .I ; signifies I marked the thing o as to
distinguilt it from other things, as, for instance,

by wrriting and gle like: and hence, ;,ll W. e
.4j · ; s,3 [The garment, or piece of cloth,

sitall not be sold by the putting a price-mahk upon
it, for the reason explained above, nor by the
feeling it, or touching it: see 3 in art. u-J].

(Msb.).-[Hence,l,Dj31 . is a phrase
used by the relaters of traditions as mcaning t He
adds to his tradition, and lies: fromm .lt sig-
nifying the t,riting upon a garment, or pioc. of
cloth. (TA.) -_ You say al0, Jl ,.5 t Ze
autcrized the camel. (TA.) [And ,,;il1 ;
t lie (a farrier) mared 'tie horm, making 1lin
upon him, writh a hot iron: .o.;,t, and mq
ulso ;je...]

I I

1

_*9j, (;�, Dlgh, Meb, J,�,) aor. as above,
(JK, 

Mali,) and so the inf n. ; (Mfb, TA;) and

&Jj 

inf. n.;*�5; (?, TA;) Hefigured,

vat.kyaled, 

or decorat&i, the garmma, or piem of

cloth; 

(Af,-gh, bfqb, TA;) and (TA) inatle it

striped, 

or inathed it with sty.ipes: (1�, TA:) or,

accord. 

to IF, he figitrefl it, variegared it, or

(lecoi.atotl 

it, wi14 a ceptain, or known, fijauring

or 

variegation or decopation, tuck tu bomme a

tnaris 

[thereojl. (Mob.) Also tlio former phmu,

(JK, 

Mgh, TA,) anj't tlio latter likewise, (TAJ

nid 

of a trader, or dealer, (JK, Mghj R#

inarked, 

or pit a mark ops, tit# garknent, or piem

of 

cloth, (JK, M-li, TAJ sl;ecif!liktg iU ln*e;

he 

put a prive-mark viliota it: wlience,

nd 

Auk a the thinq

by 

tits pultiny a price-mark filion it shaft not U

allotvabk, 

because the expmo consent of the

seller 

as well as tJaut of tho purohaser is nemm"

to 

the mtification of the mlel: (Mgh:) [or]

0 

a A a.,

C-jj 

signifies 1 markd th* thing w as to

distinguidt 

it fiom other ti&tngs, as, for instance,

1 

i p

by 

irritipiq and glie like: and honoe, �� W �

"' 

9; 2' [Tits qarmmt, or piece of clotA,

sitall 

not be xoiri by tite putting a price-mayk upon

it, 

for the rcuon explain.ed above, not. lpy the

feeling 

it, or touchinq it: ow 3 in art. w.4J].

('&�fsb.) 

- [HenceJ ,Sjjt vgp. j& is a phrase

tised 

by the relaters oitraditions a-5 mcanang t He

adds 

to his tradition, mad lies: fromzt sigm

iiifyinfr 

the teriling upon a garment, or pie% of

-loth. 

(TA.)-You my ako,

muterized 

the cameL (TA.) [And �>1

' 

A.3

lle 

(a farrier) ntarhd.tl&o horm, mak 1 R~-

wpon, 

hippp, ivith a hot iton: and ow

Llso

II
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BOOK I.]

2: see above, in two places. .) signifies

[also] The drawing, and the writing, ofa line [or
lines]. (KL)

, j is originally an inf. n. [of 1, q. v.]: and

hence .1,~ Tl,e writing [or price-mark, &c.,]

upon the garment, or piece of cloth. (9.) [Hence

also Sq.,l ..1 )l TheI Indian notation of nu-

merals; adopted by the Arabs; whence is formed
tihe notation which we term "the Arabic."] -
Also A sort of [the kind of garments called]

.j': (:) or a st,riptd sort of [thel kind of gar-
ments, or cloth, termed] L.j±; or of [the kind of

cloth termed] j.; or of [tIl hind of garments

called] )J$: (1:) or a garment, or lpiece of cloth,
figured with round forms: (gar p. 416:) or

.jJIj j- signifies a sort of figured, or varie-
yated, or decorated, [garments of the kind culled]

3:L: (Mgh :) or j# signifies [cloth of the kind
termed] j. figured, variegated, or decorated;
(JK, Mqb;) so accord. to El-FAir(abcc: (Mgh :)

but accord. to IF, tb) signifies any garment,

or piece of cloth, figured, variegated, or decorated,
with a certain, or known, figuring or variegation
or decoration, suak as is a mark [thereof]; and

you say._j J. and A)3 [a gnarment of the
kind callil >.w, and garments of the hind called

>A, thus fiqured, &c.; using the latter word as
sing. and pl. because it is originally an inf. n.]:

(M,b:) and C;.,. (Myb, TA) and Vt5y. (TA)
signify a garment, or piece of cloth, figured,
yariegated, or decorated: (MIb, TA:) and strilped,

or marked with strilpe: and marked, or har ing a

mdra [speci ging its price] put upl)o it. (TA.)
Seoe also.j5, inu two places.

AJJ: see jA.: Iand see also the paragraph

here next following.pm.jtl T'Ae day of Er.

BRa.am was one of the dals [of conflict] of the
Arabs, (S,) wrell knonm. (k.)

jj A calamnity, or misf,orttee; (JK, S,;:
a also t.bj and tj; ( ;) all mean thus ant
a thing that one cannot accomplish, or manage,

(TA;) and t;J signifies tilhe same s8j,. (JIE

One says, .,Jl ! jl', (TA,) nnd,ilt ' ) 2j

t ;jjl1, (9,) meaning Iefell [into calamity o:

mixfortune, and he fell intd great calamity o

misfortune, or] into that whiich he could no

accomplisl, or manage. (9, TA.) And O W" ;A
V I,*3jL t Such a one brought to pas tha

which was a great calamity or misfortune. (AI

TA.) And ?j,J1 *: signifies the same as,j,l

That rwhich is a calamity or misfortune. (S

TA.)_One says also, ? 1t nnd 4'P.an

meaning [He brought, or did,] much. (R.)

i; t Any one of several small marli o
cauterization upon the shans of a beast. (JR

T, TA.) - t One of what are termed ;j11l

(TA:) this signifies two [horny] things resemblin
tmo nails (JK, S, I, TA) in the legs of a bea.
(JK, ]C, TA) or in the legs of a shlep or goai

(9,) opposite each otlirr: (JK,, TA:) and a
the am and horse, two marks in the inner sides 
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the tmo arms: (S:) or the ; 1
6-- ; (, TA;)

which are two black spots [or marks made by cau-
terization] upon the rump ofthe ass: (TA: ) or what

borders upon the ;j@1_ of the ans, of the mark

made by cauterization: or two portions of [cal-
lous] flish next to the inner side of each of the
arms of the horse, having no hair upon them.
(1g, TA.) Agreeably with all of these renderings

has been explained the trad., WAL..1>1 s w_*Z to
aJ3l tIS' > J t [Ye are no m"ore, Of

the nations in general, than such as is the a,3j of
the arm of the beast]. (TA.) - tA smaU

quantity of herbage; as in the sayinc,, ; L

Ss ' aii Y t[Ifound not save a small
quantity of herbage]. (TA.) - A herb, or legUU-

minous plant, of those termed 1^_1 [pl. of v_,
q. v.]: (S:) a certain plant; said to be a herb, or
leguminous plant, inclining to bitterness, and
having a small red flon,er; (JK;) as some say,

(JK, TA,) thl A %^ [or ,nallo,v]. (JK, K., TA.)

A mendowv (ia;;, S, li) is sometimes thus
termed. (S.) - Also Thc side of a valley:
J:) or the place where its wvater collects; (Ji;)
the part, of a valley, in wlhich is the uater. (Fr,
JK, TA.)

C -#p -#it
4i; The colour of the serpent termed _Jj1;

(JK, TA;) as also ?..3. (TA.) - See also 3J.

aii A certain plant, (1~, TA,) resembling the

b,bb [i. c. , or , a plant little known,

said to be so called because its leaves resemble the
villous coat of the stomach of a ruminant animal]:
so says Az: and in one place he says, it is a herb
that growrs U&&.±. [app. a mistranscription for

a term often used in descriptions ol
plants, meaning erpanded], juicy, or sappty, and
scarcely ever, or never, eaten by the camcels, o0
cattle, except from mant: AHn describes the

1~~~~

aj3) [perhaps meaning, the IJJ , q. v.,] only ni

a herb, or leguminous plant, of those termcdj!,pa

of -whicl the particular ciaracteristies were no
known to him. (TA.) [Forsk&l, in his FlorD
.Aegypt. Arab. p. ceviii., mentions a plant seen bj
him in El-Yemen, previously unknown to him
which he calls " rokama prostrata," of the clau

r pentandria; writing its Arabic name &jj, and thi

r pronunciation " R6kama."]

t .41) Certain arrows, so called in relation th

- a place in El -Medeeneh, (S, ,) named .JA1

t (V;) or in relation to a plaeo thus named in th,

way to El-Medeeneh; (JK;) or, accord. to Nasr
in relation to a water thus named, where the,
were made, by certain mountains of the sam
name. (TA.)

; used as a fem. epithet, Remaining, staying

dralling, or abiding; and remaining fixed. (JK.

f : see;,ly: and..,3j. It occurs in a trm

of 'Alee, describing the sky, as meaning Figures
or decorated, with the stars. (TA.) -Also d

s book, or writing. (S.) As used in the lgu

~~~~~~~~~~rt

xviii. 8, ' 'It is said to mean A tablet (JK, 1 ty~~~~~~~~

of K') of L-ad, (K,) whereon mrere inscribed, (JK,

?f ;,) or engraved, (7i,) the names of the Pcople o.

the Care [commonly called the Seren Sleepers],
(JK, , I(,) and their ancestry, (JK, ,) and
their story, ($,) and their rcligion, and what it
wasfrom which they fled: (g:) so says Suh, on
the authority of Fr: (TA:) or a ,nas of stone;
(Suh,JK, ;) [i.e.] a stone tablet on which
nvere insribed their nanes, and awhich was put
upon the entrance of the care: (BO:) or the
torn, or vilUage, frotn rwhich they came forth:
(JK, K:) or their mnountain (Zj, ) in which
was the cave: (Zj:) or the valley (AO, JK, I)
in which was the care: (AO, JK:) or their dog:
(EI-Ijasin, , I](:) or [in the JK and C4
"and"] tilhe receqtacle for inh: (J i, g, TA:)
mentioned by IDrd, but with the expression of
uncertainty as to its correctness; (TA;) and aid
to be of the language of the Greeks: (JK, TA:)
and the tablet: (1:) thus, also, explained as
used in the verse of the iur.an: (TA:) but I'Ab
is related by 'Ikrimelc to have saidtl, I know not

wlhat isn 'jl1; wletlher a book or writing, or a

building: (S, TA:) it is [said to be] of the mea-

sure JEah in tlhe sens.of the measure Ji.

(TA.)_Iae , applied to a woman, Itelligenlt;

such as is termd [fem. ofa c , q. v.]. (Fr, , a,

TA.) s..,Aj,,) a dl; tA great calamity or mhit

JjI tA certain serpent: (JK:) a serpent in
rwhich are blacknes and whiteness: (A, M, a:) or
a serpent [begotten] between two srpents [app. of
derffeat varieties], marked with redness and
blackness and duskiness and [the colour termed]

iaZ; [q. v.]: (ISh:) or a serpent upon which are
white specks: (iam p. 784:) or the most wualig-

nant of serpents, and the most wont to purse
I uinkind: (Ibn- habceb, ]:) or a serpent like

the nit in respect of tae fear taint men har of
killing it, though it is one of the weakest and the
least irascible of #sepentS; for one fears, in

Jkilling the_3 and the alt:, the punishment of
the ms to thm who kill thrm: (Sh:) or, applied

to a serpent, i. q. jil [q. v.]: (Mgh:) or the
male srpent: (i:) the female is not so called,
nor is she called k im;; (TA;) but she is called
i,W : (1, TA:) when you use tho epithet, you

s say I JI; but i;; is [uisedl as] a subst: (Ibn-

labeceb:) the pl. is )Il, (JK, ISd,) a pl. proper

to sibsts., because the quality of a subst. is pre-

d Iominant in it. (ISd, TA.) - Soee also . . -

;For the fem., ) - i, ace in two places.

re , ci;s inf. n. of 2 [q. v.]. - Also, [as a subst,]
A hertain sign, or mark, of the kMeper~ of tr

regiter of th [tax, or tribute, t~rmed] ela.,
(i, TA,) cnrventionally tued by thm, (TA,)
put upon [the notes, or bilts, or petitions,

termed] [qpl of q. v.], and upon [the

wrhitings termed] tbaJ [pl. of : q. v.],
I. and upon accounts, or recrintgs, st it should

,, be inagined that a blank has been Ift [to be

i tee rdJ fllcd up], in order that no account be

r put down therein; a also *,j. (s.)

3, ,'0>iA srriting-reed; (o;) becauw it is an

f intrunment for j1, i.e. wrriting: (TA:) also
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called A1ii [app. because prtly blackened wit
ink]. (Z, TA.) One says to him who is vehe
mently angry, (, TA,) extravagantly, or in
moderately, so, (TA,) iL Wl, lt t[signifyin
Thy pen hast eceedd it due limit], (g, TA
in some of tile lexicons lI, (TA,) and -
JA p, (1i) and ', or i, accord. to differen
copies of the 1, and ijU (TA,) and AL an

e4t, and J . X (Ti, TA:) all [virtually
meaning the same. (TA.) -Also A thing wit.
which bread is mtarAed ($j'); (TA;) lik
LA...L; in Penrs. called X, , [i. e. a feather, o
bundle offeathers, with wohich bread is pricked bj
the maker]: pl..I ,. (MA.)

*- : s; ee : and>2.

, A J writer; as also ;§

;j,I Written; (f, M9b, TA;) as also t ;
(Meb:) and sealed, stanmped, imprinted, or im
presed: (?:) and a writing marked mith the dot,
or points, (JK, TA,) and havring its ltter nmadd
distinct, or plain: [i. e. distinctly written:] and

At_r esignifies the same: (TA:) the firi
occun in the 4ur [lxxxiii. 9 and 20], in the
phraee,hr 0, (8,TA,) meaning, in both
instance, [u some say, a writing] ealed, or
stamped. (Jel.) - See also ;., - Also t A
beast having small marks of cauterization upon
his shank; erry one of rhicA is termed
(JK,T,TA:) or fI, 1; means ta beast
having lines of cauterizatioss upon its Icgs. (g.)
It is also applied au an epithet to g wild ass,
because of a blackneu upon his legs: (TA:) or

t,IgI ,;j; , so applied, and applied to a [wild]
bull, means t Having line of black upon hi legs.
(i, TA.) - And L e Lnad (oil) in wrhich
is little erbage: (Fr, , , TA:) or in thich is
thc plant caUed l;. (JK.)

1. U, cor. ;, inf .n;;, said of a bird, It
rose, or ro higA, in its ljight. (Msb, TA.)

Aiy , mentioned in this art. in the ii, as well
as in art. j3: se the latter art.

U)

L i;j, aor. .j, inf. n. J (JK, (, TA,
[but this inf n. is omitted in the Cs,]) and ,;,
(J, TA, [but this is omitted in my NS. copy of
the ],]) He ascended, i [to himn, or it]; as
also t? ut, and t J,3 (:) or he ascended a
ladder, or a stair: (JK:) or d pj, (?, Myb,

in the Mgh 6 J;,) inf.n. JA (?, Mgh, Mqb)
and i;e (t, Msb;) and ti .*l, (M, an gh,a
Mqb,) and 4J; (Mgh,* Msb;) I airceaded
it; (Q;) namely, a ladder, or a stair, (M, Mgh,
MYb,) &o.: (Mqb:) and -JI q.Jl ; (Msb,)
and jl, (Mgh, Meb, TA,) the verb being
tics trans. by itself, (Myb, TA,) without

h (Mgh,) and likewise with , C(TA,) I acended
- or mounted, upon the ountain, and upon th

o- iutop: (MYb:) and UI3jt is in lilrp manne
g trans. without i; whence the saying, ai
,) aL. )L, u;;, jjL [Thou hast indeed ascende

a difficult place of asent]. (Mgh.) - [Hence,

it ic ! cend thou, and go, [accordin,
dt to thy limpin or halting, i. e.] as far as thoi

art able to do so, and impose not upon thysel
Athat which thou art not able to perform. (Q
TA. (Some, instead of j1, say i; and some

;e e1, from the verb mentioned in the nextsentence
rand some, j: see 1 in art. Uj; and se also art

Y P ]) lijsUl, (JK, $, Mggh, M b,,) aor.il
(JK, Mgh, Mb,) inf. no kQj (JK, $, Mgh, 19,
and j, (JK, Mgh, MYb,0) and , 
Ile charmed him, syn. a5p, (JK, Mgh, Msb,)
by [intoking] God: (Msb:) and (Mgh) A e
-ptced, or sputtered, upon hit caarm; syn. %^ 
- It-: ; (Mgh, .:) [it signifies he ciarmed

, him from, or against, such a thing; (1iJ. is.';)
g and also he encetanted Aimn, or facinated him;
I by uttering a spell; or by tying knots in a thread,
tor string, and pufing, or puttering, upon them;
d or by bogh tlhes actions combined: see the lst

chap. but one of the ur-in:] the epithet applied
to tho performer is j. [meaning Charming;

&c.]; (o, Mgh,TA;) and todJ [A charmer;
W =; or one rwho habitually practias charming;
&c.]: (JK, K, TA:) and the epithet applied to
the person who is the object of the performance

is ? , [meaning Charnmed; &c.]. (JK, TA.)
In the saying I,1 nJ rt. Ij; id se;! meaning

m.y head agaist the headache]), the verb is made
trans. by means of [l because it is as though it
implied the meaning of [i.e. "recite thou"
a spell] and 1 .li [i. e. "puff," or "sputter,"
upon knots]. (Mgh.)

2. bu inf. n. a,J,3, He made him to ascend;
syn. ,Mgh. (TA.) [See an ex. in a verse of El-
A&sba cited in art. htj, voce ;] [And
hence, He lsoated, or esalted, h im.] - [Ience
also,] f 4 ,, inf. n. as above, i. q. 

[meaning HI told, or related, a sayi.ng aainst
him; te inforned against him; as is indicated by
what next follows, and by a meaning of ujii as
quasi-pass of j thus usd]. (,h. ) You say
also, JJI 1 i; j/, in. n. as above, He
brought a flme accusation against me; said,
against me, wihat was not the case; and exag-
gerated [in lwhat he said against me]. (JM,
TA.)
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ofs o] .,l X wJ The n.ews, or information,
came to him, or reached him. (MA.)

6. [ (meaning He ezalted himsuelfJ is
from .,ll signifying j.. and 1tA (.ar
p. 128.)

8: see 1, first sentence, in three places._
[Hence,] " U.~1jI hIis belly became [drawn
up, i.e.] lean, or lank; syn. IS.Cl: said of a
camel, and of a sheep or goat. (JK.j

10. Uj,l .He asked him, or desired Aim, to
charmn hin. (," TA.)

Ji. i.q. Sip [as meaning A charm, or spell,
either uttered or written], (Y5, TA,) by wAich a
psnon having an evil affection, ~scA as fewr and
epilepsy &c, is charmed: (TA:) when it is in
any other language than that of the Arabs, and
one knows not what is in it, it is disapproved,
lest it should involve enchantment (,i.) and
infidelity; but in such as is from the ]Kur-in or
any of the forms of prayer, there is no harm:
(Mgh in art.3: [see '3 :]) [but 3i1J generally
signifies "an amulet to charm the wearer against
the evil eye &c.":] 'Orwoh says,

tI~ ,A . j 1!~l ' 1 S-

[And they tn,o left n,ot any amulet that they
knew, nor any charm, or spell, but with it they
charmed me]: (TA:) [sometimes, also, it signifies
anything by which on# enchants, or fascinates:
and hence it is said,] 'j i(JI [iYoman is a
thing by which on# is enchanted, or fascinated]:
(Mb :) pl. j; (8, Msb, ]g.)

I;j [The act, or practice, or art, of charming:
and also, of enchanting, or fascinating; i.e.
enchantment, or fascination:] the subst., (1gb,)
of the measure ii from atJ;, aor. 'J. (Myb,
TA.)

aj, [Ascent; or the act of ascending;] the
subst. from tjj aor. ;... (TA.)

: One who ascends mountains much or oJfn.
(TA.) m See also 1, last sentence but one.

31f: see 1, last sentence but one. The saying
in the lgur [lxxv. 27], O3I 0 4 [Who is one that

charms?] means that there is no charmer that
shall charm him and protect him: or, accord. to
I'Ab, the meaning is, who it he that ascendetA
with his soul ? shall the angels of merey [ansend
with it] or the angels of punishment? (TA.) In
the saying of a rAjiz,

· · t~~%WLJE 
6: see 1, first sentence, in two places._ Jtji l i. 

[Hence,]..aJI 0 J,3 ;1He rose by degrees, or [the meaning may be, Assuredly thou konewt,step by step, in knovwledge, or science. (S, TA.) by the Most Majestic, the Everlasting, that
And hence, l _ jl_ll .IJI U.j j . the female chamers ill not repel, or atert,
The state, or condition, ceased not to rise withl that whAich is decreed; or, that the potent charm-
him until he reached the utmost point thereof. ers will not &c.: for] the pl. may be that of(TA.) - [Hence also, the verb being quasi-pass. t jl; as an epithet applied to a woman, or of this

1

!.e .
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same word as an intensive epitdiet applied to a
man. (9.)

iJ,; .pl. lj; (with tdie article aiclj,t): see
what next precedes.

j +A place f! ascent; as also v S5i;
(Mob, TA;) and so $ and V a1"-: (Mqb:)
or ? these last two signify a series of steps or

stairs; or a ladder; syn. a;. ; (9, ]C;) and.id;
(M and 15 in art. L ;) the former of them as
being a place of ascent, and tile latter of them
as being likened to an instrument; (S. Mgb;)
and both of them are authorized by the M;
(TA;) but the latter of them is disallowed by
A'Obeyd, and said by him to be not of the
language of the Arabs: (Mqb,TA:) the pl. of

,P* [and of oi] is o?;. (TA.) You say

OJ~- ~j. and V L 3.x. (JK, TA) A
nountain in whicls is no place of ascent. (TA.)

i.Ll 1i~, [in my MS. copy of thie 1K 51,]
The twno edgc [or alte] of tle noce: (1., TA:)
so says Th; but the expression commonly known

is , t %I., mentioned before [in art. 3J]. (TA.)

;U," and 33: -. J>, in four places.

af.: see 1, last sentence but one.

u: asee Ojp% in two places; and sece an
cx. in the first sentence of this article.

.oj

1. ;, (S, ] ,) aor. ., (K, JM, TA, in the

C, lJ;,) inf. n. 3A;j_ (K1, JMI) [and app.
ib,,%, q.v. infra,] and j, (C1C, [but not in

the TA nor in my MS. copy of the K,]) or .j

[i. e. aJ, like "j` and 2i, with bothl of whlich it

is syn.], (JM,) It (a thing, S) na.s, or blcante,

weak, orfeeble; syn. 1..i: and thin, or of little

thicknes or depth; syn. oj: (S, g :) [and little,
or nmall, in quantity; and slender: and tfeeble,
or weak, and incorrect; said of a word or an ex-
pression: (sce tho part. n. :I1.;:) and tun-
owtnd, invalid, or incorrect; said of information,

an announcement, &c.; as is shown by what

follows.] Hnence the saying, j; . ,
[Cut thou it off from where it is wneah, or thin]:

for which the vulgar say, IJ 4_ O' . (S.)

lA nd hence also the saying,] .. l lj i U
tU.I; t In this infornation, annotnce,nent,
piece of news, or narration, is unsoundness, in-
validity, or incor,rectnes; and so, 1iij d. (A

and TA in art. ~.) . j .; S u &a,; i ut
(t,) or simply .5j, nor. L, (1I,) inf n. Wj, (TA,)
He threw one part of the thing upon anrother.

(9, 1.)_ - ;- a ) l .fJI, aor. ', inf n.

i1;, [Iput the J. (or iron collar) upon his neck,
and inserted his hand in it; or] I confined his

hand to his neck by means of the ,j. (S.)-

[Hence,] i: %r i.ll *' £ i. q. ja : "i' 
t [I attached to him responsibility for the sin,
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,'imc, or misdeed]. (J, .') And L. 

e.i. 9 jJI [in like manner] means e1~ .;jl*
t [I attacAcd to him responsibilityfor that render-
ing of this right, or due]. (Lth, TA.)- And

-. s 1, aor. , inf. n. , i.q. 4 I- j

A~ t [He rmersed the order of parts, or of the

p;arts, of the affair, or cas]. (TA.) 1;j l a1 

oj., (IDrd, 15,) [aor. J,] inf. n. .$, (IDrd, TA,)
Ile felt the thing, or pressed it lightly, wvith his
hand, in order that he might ktnom its bulk.

'5.- a-
(IDrd, 1,a TA.) _- And L,I ii, (IDrd, 1,)
in£ n. as above, (IDrd, TA,) He conmpressed the
woman, and distresed her, or fatigued her, in so

doing: (IDrd, ,*TA:) and so L, inf. n.;

and t,),inf. n. .). ([Drd, TA.)_*n;;. 41 aLji
(God lessened, or diminished, or may God lessen,
or diminish, his, or it.s, increase. (Ibn-'Abb&l,
TA.)

2: see 4, in two places.

4. w.-J1: The shy rained such rain as is

termed iJ; (, 1g;)as also * -. i;. (Ibn-

'Abb&d, ].) - And .;l . j The land was

rained upon with such rain at is termed .j, (?,)
or with such rains as are termed WtJi; as also
t· - .~ (TA.)

8. &.tl, (1K,) inf. n. 3Ij;!, (TA,) [le w.as
indistinct in his speech; said of a druniken man:

(see its part. n., ALt5, below:) or,] though seen
to be eloquent [when alone (see again the part. n.)],
he 7as in)potent in speech in a case of alterca-
tion: (1 :) or he tc ras, or became, uweak, orfeeble;

(TA;) [like 6; .] - ol ) J1. lle doubted in,

or respecting, his aoffair., or cas. (Yak.oob, 1.)

_ '.AJl is also syn. n,ith ! [lIe, or it, was, or

became, in a state of coinmmotion or agitation; or
of convulsion, or violent motion; or shook, quaked,
or quivered]: (K :) accord. to Ya.oob, it is an
instance of substitution [of . for ]. (TA.) One

says, s,X p [HIe passed by in a state of com-
motion &c.]. (TA.)

10. . l lie esteemed him iveak, or feeble.
(9, 15.)

R. Q. 1. A55; He was, or became, corardly,
or wreak-Acarted. (IAar, TA.) [Sec also . ,
its inf. n., below.]

R. Q. 2. Sb.j, (K,) relating to a skin [of

milk], (TA,) means , [i. c. Its being agi-
tated] with the butter. (I, TA. [In the CI,

S.ib, and ; are put for "S and

a.

*3])
, : see the next paragraph.

.j, with kesr, Lean, or emaciated: mentioned
by J [and in the g] in art. jJ, [and there written
, j,] but Sgh says that this is a mistranscription,
and that it is correctly with j [and with kesr];

(TA in the present art.;) and Az says that .Qj is
a mistake, and is correctly with j. (TA in art.

.Jj.)~ Also, (S, ,) and t ,j and t A"j, (I,)

WVeak rain: (T, g:) or rain little in quantity:

[and t il is expl. in like manner by Freytag,
as meaning pluvia tennis, pauca; but it seems to

be a n. un. of , and so t of :] or exceed-

ing what is termed _j [q. v.]: (1:) accord. to
IApr, the first lor lightest and weakest] of rain is

that called j;; then, the uj; then, the ;,t;

and then, the ij: (TA:) or theo > exceeds the

i)J: (TA in art. j :) the pi. [of pauc. of iIJ]

is L;JI (1) and I%nj (9, 1) and ilj; (ggh,

TA;) and the pl. of V iiu is 1;. (TA.) 

. applied to a land, or a place: see .10,*.

;" and ii see lj.

'jKl;: see the next paragraph.

:I,S, IVeak, or feeble: (g, JM, KL:) so as
applied to a man: (TA:) and thin, or of little
thichnecs or depth: (JM:) anything little, or
small, in quantity; and slender: applied to water
[that is little in quantity, and shallom], and to
herbage, and to science: (Sh, TA:) feeble, or
weak, and incorrect; applied to a word or an ex-
pression; (P$ in art. Jj0m-;) contr. of JJ':
(g and X1 in that art.:) [and unsound, invalid, or
incorrect; applied to information, an announce-

ment, &c.: see 1.] You say .11 

A garment, or piece of cloth, weak in resifct oqf

texture. (,*TA.) And 'j i,jt -' Z1
[Verily he hates reak ruilers, or magistrates]:
occurring in a trad.: -', being pi. of -B*;,
like as [ils syn.] &&aA is pl. of Js.. (TA.
[See also a similar saying in what follows.]) And

tJil ,i.; & 3 .*, (1,) and bjWIl, (TA,) A mai
having litile know ledge, (K,) and intelligence.

(TA.) And '1 ; and * VI jI, (g,) tho latter of
which has a stronger signification than tlhe former,

like jtl; in relation to j, (TA,) and fl i;,

(15,) which has a still stronger signification, (TA,)
.A s

and 9t jl, (],) all applied to a man, (TA,) signify
Lon, ignoble, vile, mean, sordid, or possessing no
manly qualities; weah in his intellect, and in his
judgnment or opinion: or one who is not jealous

(g, TA) of his rife; i. q. ,j;: (TA:) or ono
,ho is not rever,ed, rapected, or feared, bi hia

,wfe, or his family: (15:) accord. to AZ, Y.11,
and t &iLb signify one esteemed weak by tike
women, not revered or respected orfearedl by them,
and not jealous of them: (TA:) the epithet simi-

larly applied to a woman is &e likewise, and

t L4,Lj: and the pl. is )lIj. (1].) It is said

in a trad., l ,l . ,i ,, (>," TA, [in one

of my copies of the g written ,i.Lb11, and in the
other copy without the vowel-signs,]) meaning
Verily he cursed hinm who is not jealous of his

,vife. (S.) And in another trad., 'ib 'i el

t .L.S.l ffal~ , i.e. [ Verily God hateth the
sovereign, or ruling, power] that is weak. (TA.)

t_ land, [fem. of b,] as an epithet applied

to land: see .j!. ~ Also Felt, or prcsed [lightly
with the hand; see 1]; and so V J1J~m.. (TA.)

1Veak 

raiii: (T, g:) or raiis little iii, quantity:

[and 

fil' is expl. in like manner by Freytag,

as 

meaning 

plituia tepini3, pauca; but it memo to

be 

a 

n. un. of A - v 0 of a j or exceed-

-0i, 

and so 4)i

what 

is termed [q. v.]: QC:) accord. to

IAlx, 

the first lor lightest and weakest] of rain is

that 

called A-WJ; tlion, the j_10; then, the

and 

then, 

the �j: (TA:) or tlio > exceeds tho

(TA 

in ar� jb:) the pt. [of pauc. of DJ]

1, 

as 0 '

is 

L5jI (]g) and OL%j (g, l�) and Cili ; (ggh,

1
TA;) 

and the pl. of V i�� is (TA.).

a 

' 3.0

-jj 

applied to a land, or a place: see .0,**.

and 

iLi: see lj.

Ld-li: 

sco the next paragmph.

dichi 

1Vealt, or feeble: (g, JM, KIL:) so as

applied 

to a man: (TA:) and thial, or of liitk

lhichnen 

or depth: (JM:) anything little, or

small, 

in, quantity; and slender: applied to water

[that 

is little in quanfily, and sItaUom], and to

herbage, 

and to science : (Sh, TA:) fileble, or

weak, 

and incorrect; applied to a word or an ex-

# 6.
prenion; 

(P$ in rtrt. j.;am;) contr. of JJ!":

(g 

and X( in that art.:) [and unsound, inwlid, or

incorrect; 

applied to informatioii, an announce-

ment, 

&c.: see L] You say 6.1

Agarinent, 

or Piece of cloth, weak in resi).�Ct qf

--- 

i 

' 

- "' .0 . 6.9 pt

texture. 

(?,* TA.) And alcb)l "PI1 .�. tul

[Verily 
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(S.) And in another tmd., C)l
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i (TA.) You say, ;~l.Q *-JC, (Msb,) 1or or,.

(Mgh,) and ti. L. [or c,] inf. n. . .
and & yf* [as above, meanin; I rode, or rods
upon, and I mounted, or mounted upon, the beast,
or the horse]. (TA. [See also -.. l;.]) [And

a., '-..J , or ".; *Lt (agreeably with the
gur xi. 43 and xviii. 70 and xxix. 65), I emn
barhed in the slip; went on board the ship.]
And one says, of anything, '.; [and t .01jl] as
meaning a' [i. c. t It ,vas, or becaime, upon, or
over, it; got upon it; came, or arose, upon it;
overlay it; was, or became, superincumbent, or
v,cnepernatant, upon it; overspread it]; namely,

another thing. (TA.) [In like manner,] one says
also, of anything, e.j and t ;il as meaning
U' [i. e., when said of a horse or the like, lie

wans ridden, or ridden upon, and n'as mounted, or
mounted upon: whence other significations in
otlher cases, indicated above]. (TA.) - [IIence,]

, .- , S *1 -
lta -- i. q. I [It lay one part
upon another; it weas, or became, hweaped, or piled,
up, or together, one part upon, or ovte'lying,
another:] said of fat [as meaning it n'as, or be-
came, disposed in layets, one above another: see
't. ;]. (A, TA.) [And hence, .dLJI 4._;
~y _ .*; t The people bore, or pressed, or

crowtded, (as though mounting,) one upon another;
a phrase well known, and of frequent occurrence:
or meaning t the people followted one another
closely; from what next follows.] - bj also
means [tle came upon hin, or overtook him;
or] hlefollowaed closely, or immediately, after him:
and , 'l .; and .. t Ifolloneed close after

him. (L.) - [h&jLlI ;, and J Jl, and
jlA.I, t le wenat upon, or trod, or travelled, the

road, and the sand or sands, andl the desert: and
'J.,1, ; t lle embarked, or voyage.d, upon the

sea. Hence,] j.Jl ;, and ;jJl, t[le
ventured upon, encountered, or braved, the night,
and that rwhichic a terrible or fealful,] and the
like thereof. (TA.) [And Il S. and ' lj
t IIe ventured u)pon, embarked in, or undertook,
an affair: and t he surmounted it, or nmstered.
it: the former meaning is well known: the latter
is indicated by an explanation of the phrase ,; ti

A J~, which see below.] And ti. *.Sj (A, .)

and t LjI ($, A, MA, 1) t He committed a sin,
or crime, or the like. (S, MA, TA.) And ,j
~ A b i ij t [Such a one did to such a one a
thing]. (TA.) And * ;d V4 .:

t [He did to him an evil, or abominable, or odious,
deed]. (A.) And ., *.; anld ? .. lt I 

became much in debt: and wJl iL..; and
· . jI'V 1 + [Debt burdened me]. (M.b.) _ . -

&t; l He wyent at random, hleedlessly, or in a
headlong nanner, (,. jL a , A, Msl:,)
[i. e.,] without consideration, (A,) or without any
certain aim, or object, (Mob,) not obeying a guide

to the rigid cour.e. (A.) You say, l;) Z. 1:
' -.. j 1 ..qtJ t [lse goes at random, &c., not
knowting whitiher to direct himsefl]. (? and g in

3i~t~: see the next preceding paragraph, in
five places.

ige.)j [app. an inf. n., see 1, first sentence,]
Veakress, orfesbleness. (TA. [See also 3ab,.]:

k.;j, as a subst., see j,, in two places.

iL.~ l *J,, (so in one of my copies of the ;,
and in the 0, and in my MS. coply of the g,) or

&.~1l ia, (so in one of my copies of the S,
and in the TA and CK~,) meaning [Iisifat is, or
a piersce ffa of,] such as melts quickly, is a proY.,
(0, O, s,) applied to him who does not fatigue,
or weary, thee, (Ji 'j, so in my copies of the
S, or 'i ', so in the 0,) or to him who does
not aid tiee, (_is. 3, so in the TA and CK, [in
my MS. copy of tie g it reads either 1e~ 'Ž3 or
LA' '3,]) in needful affairs, ($, 0, I,) nor avail

thee, or profit thee, or stand thee in any stead.

(O, TA.) [See also u;, voce LI.] _- Accord.
to AA, signifies A wide JL [or vulva, or
Jlabby vulva]. (0, TA.)

l.- The soutnd of the echo, (V, TA,) which it
returnus o onefirom the mountain, imitating rwhat
one utters. (TA.)

,L ; [inf. n. of R. Q. 1,] Weak,nes, or feeb-
*wss, in anything. (g. [See also i. .. ])

a.lj; A woman large in the posteriors and
thiA,g. (S, .)

JI: see 4e .

M .J,., applied to land (wl), Rtained upon
illth such rain as is termed i#j; (Qg;) as also

4.k , alone, and ' .*_ (Ti) and t*4S;,
(Ig,) the last two meaning also rained upon by
such rain at is termed I)j and containing but little

pasturage, (TA,) and adjg, (g,) which last is
mentioned by IShli, and explained as meaning a
place upon which has fallen only a little, or weah,
rain. (0.)

~ . : see the next preceding paragraph.

W ,~ A i." [or skin for milk or water]
dremd, or prepared, (~...,) and put into a good,
or proper, state. (8, ].) - See also ,` , last
sentence.

jA A sop, or flatbby, camel, having diluted
martrow o, ¢S jJ._). (0, g. [In the Cr,
U.'I is erroneously put for WI; and in my
MS. copy of the lS, jtUI.]) - And A drunken
man indistinct in his speech: (?:) or a man sen
to be eloquent (Ii, TA) wrcen alone, (TA,) but
imnpotent in speech when he engages in alterca-
tion. (,* TA.)

1 '4.-?;, (~,. A, x(,) and * ~3, (A,)

aor.:, (A, V.,) in. n. .S (A, A, g) and ., ;
(A, I ;) and t 'V j; (] ;) I.q. el (A, 1,
TA) and 4i ' [explained by what follows].

art. .) [See also .ib;. In like manner alo,.

you #ay, s. - ; (1: voce .! kc.) tHe

followed his own opinion. And ;l~ , 4 ; ( in

art. .- ) t He followred his oan natural daire,
toithout consideration, and not obeying a guide to
the right course of conduct.] - ; ..g. and

;t I kept to his state, or condition, and his
way, mode, or manner, of acting 'c.; and did as

he did. (M in art. .,,.) And SOJI .;
t[The ferer continued upon him] is a phrase
similar to L _J'I ",."J and al"I and ; !.

(A and TA in art. t :.)b_ ';, aor. ', (1, A,
.K,) inf. n. ,S., (TA,) [from iL,] He struck,
or sm*ote, hix knee: (S, A, . :) or it signifies,
(.g,) or significs also, (8, A,) he1 struch him, or
xsmote him, ni th his hknee: (S, A, .:) or he took
hi,t by hix hair, (K,) or by the hair of each side
of his head, (TA,) and struch his forehead with
his knee. (K, TA.) Icence, in a trad., -" .

~..t ,ei1l I struck his nose with my knee.
(TA.) Antl i nanotllher trad., --- j .¥3l jal- lt

___. so_1e > j9l L ,S [ Knowest t/,ou not
El-Azd, (thlc tribe so calledl,) ard their strikth;ig
w7ith the knee? Bewarre tton of EIl-;-A:d, lest they
take thee, and strilks thee with thteir knees]: fir
this practice was notorions among El-Azd; in thle

dial. of whom, LS _A was a metonymical ap-
pellation of the knee. (TA.) =m,, likeo ,
[pass. in form, but neut. in signification,] lHe (a
man) had a complaint of his knee. (TA.)~
"--*, aor. -, (g,) inf. n. ,.vSj, (TA,) lie as
large in tlie lnee. (..)

2. ,ill '4c, [inf. n. as below,] II. lent hin
the horse, [or mounuted him on the horse,] to go
forth on a wvarring and plundering expedition,
on the condition of receiving from him one half
of the spoil: (K,* TA:) or for a portion of tlhe
spoil that he should ohtain. (TA.) [See also 4.]

- And ', inf. n. S, lie put, or set, one
part of it upon another: (]i :) [he set it, orfixed
it, in another thing: he composed it; constituted

it; or put it together.] .,-. signifies The
putting ltoelther, or combltinin, things, vwhether
suitable or not, or placed in onler or not: it is a

more genernl term than _ JU, whichll is the col-
lecting together, or putting together, suitable
things. (gull p. 118.) You say, U) ,ial ;.

, L- (S, A) lIe set the stone in the signet-ring:
and I;iJI )i .tUJ., . lie I.Fred the near-
hsead in the shaft; (A;) and...l l ,j l [th,e

a,rrow-head in the shaft]. (S.) And m :. ,

.eb lI [A thing good, or beautiful, in respect
of composition or constitution; wrell, or beauti-
.fldly, composed or constitute.d or put together].
(TA.) - Also lie remored it from one place to
another in which to plant it; namely, a shoot of
a palmn-tree. (Mghl.)

4. ,.,... lie (a colt) became fit for being
ridden; attained to the fit tine for being ridden.
($, Msb, g.) [See also .] - '.,t He
gave him, appointed him., or assigned him, an

art. 
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animas/l on wrhic to ride. ($.) [See also 2.] -
Aid. cs*l [He mounted me, or made me to

ride, behind him]. (A.) And l,¶U ' -:
[He mounted me on a quick, brisk, sharp, or

strong, beast]. (A.) - [Hence, "1, .--sI tHe
made Aim to venture upon, embark in, or under-

tatke, an affair. And 1. S .l t He made him
to commit a sin, or crime, or the like.]

5. ,j It had one part of it put, or set,
upon another; as also tV,J55: (IK:) [it was,
or became, set, or fised, in another thing: it was,
or became, composed, constituted, or put together:

see S.] You say, ~ l &l *l .1jp [The

stone was set in theg]: and .and )

... l . [The arrow-head wat fixed in the

jsaft]. (S.)
6. 1 e3: see 1: and 5. You say, b.~13J

;rs .ll The clouds were, or became, [heaped, or
piled, up,] one above, or upon, [or oveNlying,]
another; as also,1.53 (TA.)

8: ee 1, in eight places.

10. .;-'t SbF,I Ilia asked him to give him,
appoint him, or asign him, an animal on which
to ride, andl he gare him, appointed him, or
asmigned him, one]. (A.)

.; : ee se ;, in three places.

4.i.; The 3,: (IS, MIb, ,C:) or the place

of growth of the a;l, (?, K,) or of the hair of

the a1=: (Mgh :) [i. e. it signifies the pubes;
either as meaning the hair of the maons Vcneris,
or the mons Veneris itself: generally tim latter;
and this is often meant by the term iat alone:]

or the part that slopes down fron the belly, and is

benath the a; [q. v.] and abore the pudendu n:
in all these senses said by L!4 to be masc.: (TA:)
or the pudenduin (Az, Myb, O1) itself: (TA:) or

the seternal portion lterteof: (K :) or the 1Qb.
are the roots of the two thiglts, tupon crhchA is the
flesh of the pudendurn, (][, TA,) or upon tvwhich
are the two portions of flesh of the purlnddum:
(TA:) the S, j is mase.: (Msl):) it is common
to the man and the womanl, ($, Mghl, Mslb, ,Ks)
accord. to Fr: (S, Mhb:) or peculiar to the
woman, (?, Mglh, IC,) accord. to Kh: (S :) El-
Farezdsa makes it plainly common to both,
saying,

· 5 u.:'* *..3- ' "

[When the sharten pubes nmet the pubes]: (TA:
[and a similar cx. is given in the i antd MIsb,

as cited by Fr:]) the pi. is ;.L (b , Mgh, M.l,,

0) and 4.ti; (i ;) tite lattcr being pl. of the

former; but in some copies ot the 1. 1.%, like
iqt--_. (TA.) e Also lI7hitcne.i in ilhe ;

[or knee]. (TA.)

.£ A single ritde, or act of riding: pl.

; j. (lAth, L.) - [llence,] one says, ,

'l.bl ;5 t[i.e. .- lie goes at
random, heedlessly, or in a headlong mannert;, &c.,

(see 1,)] and ?l#l 94W [Tlhcy go at
Bk. I.

random, &c.]. (A. [The meaning is there indi-
cated by the context, and is shown by what here

follows.]) Respecting thie phrase ,4SI!l ' 

occurring in a trad., meaning ; .j
t [Ye go at random, &c.], in that which is false,
wrong, or vain, and in factions, or seditions, or
the like,following one another without considera-

tion, IAth says that lA; [properly] signifies as
explained above in the first sentence of this paras.
graph, and that the pl. .;..,JIt is here governed
in the accus. case by a verb understood, and [with
that verb] is a denotative of state relating to the
agent in O;:.: it supplies the place of that
verb, which it does not require to be expressed;

and the implied meaning is .& i~ 

ab,j a word of well-known meaning, ($, Mgb,)
[The knee; i. e., in a man,] the .joint betreen the
lorwer parts of the thigh and the upper parts of
the shank : (A, 1 :) or [in a quadruped,] the
joint between the metacarptu and the radius

(t1E.1 lijil JI o): this is the right expla-

nation: in the 1], C.hj is erroneously put for
J,.i: [this explanation is evidently given accord.
to the terms employed in the anatomy of quad-
rupeds as compared to human beings: in that
which next follows, there is certainly an omission,
which I have endeavoured to supply :] or the

.t~ of the fore legs of the camel are the two
joints that [piojeet .forwards, in like manner as
do, in the hind legs, tltose that] are next the belly
[meaning the steifc-joiits] when he lies down upon
his breast with folded legs: the two joints that
Iproject behinld [in the hind legs, namely, the

hocks,] are called the O(t: in every quad-
ruped, the ;) "~ are in the fore legs, and the
ei W~, are in the hind legs: and the .,?,t is
what is called iel,;1l j.. [i e. the upper joint
of the metatarsusj: (TA:) or the 4Lj is the
J,j. [which in a man is the elbow, but here

seems to mean the lower joint] of the tljl [or

riadius] of anything [i.e. of any beast]: ( :)
[from its being said in the 1 and Myb that the

:;Cj is " well known," I conclude that there is
no real discrepancy in the foregoing explanations:
it is perhaps needless to add that the term a14
is now universally applied to the knee of a man
and to what we commonly call the knee of a horse

and the like:] the pl. is $b', (S, Myb, 1],) i. e.

the pi. of mult, and the pl. of pauc. is ,;.1*,
and ,.t.L, and ' . ($.) Lh mentions the

phrase . l . , [meaning A hard-
lneed cansel]; as ihough the term ;.5 .were rp-
plied to each part, and the p1. used accord. to this
application. (TA.) -One says [of an agitating

affair or event], j . s a 1 ̂ ..I

2 .I. l '.£ I ~ t[An affair, or event, in n,liich the
kneet knockedltoet her, and in nwhich tltc knee rlubbcd
the knee]. (A.) And of on who has the mark
of prostration in prayer on his forehead, between

h is eyes, (L,) 'jll B j . '4 C etwreen

his eyes is the like of the knee of the she-goat].
(A,* L.) And of any two things that are alike, or

correspondent, 'jal S ; il [TLey are litk
the two knees of the tshe-oat]; because her two
knees fall 'together upon the ground when she

lies down. (L.) _ And it is said in a prov., $

);S i; L[t O; e-W' [Tlie frora of men is

he rwhose ft is upon his Ane]: applied to him
who is quickly angered; and to the perfidious:

(Meyd, TA:) the phrase -. & ',1 is also
used as meaning The smallest thing makes him
angrry: (TA:) and a poet says,

- a * a 5;' ' -.- " . , 
., A,., ., .. .. 

-r- t bRM 

a

S

[Blame her not; for she is of a set of people
,rhosefat is placed above the knees: perhaps mean.
ing, for she is but a woman; as women are gene-
rally fat in the part above the knee]:. (TA:) or

y.J 'X. [in tibe place ofi l a ], meaning of
romen hose olbject of anxiety, or care, is fatrus

andfat: (Meyd, TA :) so that the prov. seems to
mean that the wolst of men is he who has not
sllch intelligence as bids him to do that which is
praiseworthy, bat only bids him to do that in
which is inconstancy and levity, and an inclining
to the dispositions of women. to the love of fatnes
and fat (Meyd.) [See other explanations in art.

... ] ~ Also The lower part (JI,) of the plant

a;5;,, chena it hRa been cut. (1.)

'i A mode, or manner, of tiding. (?.) You

say, ;4jl .... He has a good mode, or
manner, of riding. (A,* TA.) - [it is said in

the V to be a subst. from as; u though signi.
Fying A riding.]

: ? -; A company of riders utpon camels, (i,)
or of owners of camels on a journey, or travellers
upon camels, exclusively of other beasts, (~,) but

less in number? than the company called .s.j:
(S, I :) [and probably also a comnpany of riders
upon any beasts, but less than what is calledt

j,5:] accordl. to MF, it is a pl. of ..

(TA.) [See also I.]
,.. ....
. and i%t.b;:

if*) and aIS : } see T;.J

iblb;: see W , in tivo places.

a.,A [Travelling-cans,s, usedfor riding; i.e.1
camels (8, K, TA) upon wMhich people journey;

(S, TA;) i.q. I': (Msb:) or camels fit for

carrying: (.Har p. 22:) it has no proper sing.:
(S:) the word used for the sillg. is ll;: (S,

MsIL, K1:) or, as ISh says, in the "Book of

Camels," ,Ltb and l& are applied to camels

that go.forth for corn (AaJ) to be brought back
upon them, both twhen they go forth and aJter
they have come bacrl: and the former term is ap-
plied also to camels upon wnhich people journ.y to
A'ekkeh, on rwhich 1 are borne: and hired

[or other] camels that catryi the goods andt corn
tf merchants: but camels are not called "&,
though bearing corn, [unless] if hired: [I incert
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the words "or other" and " unless" because it
is further said,] Mp are not those that bring corn
for their owners; but these are called -Lbj:
(L, TA :) the pl. is Y, 1 (9, g,) accord. to
A'Obeyd, (TA,) apd ltj and ,;4i.; ( ;)

or, accord. to IA;r, 4ei; is not pl. of ,-L,;
and others say that it is pl. oft ',;, signifying
any beast on vatich one Crides, [an cpithet] of the
measulre j,~ in the sense of the measure 3j ;
(TA;) but called by ISd a sul)st.; (TA voce
Jj.. ;) and t 4 ; is a more special term than
r,b. (TA in the present art.) - [IIence,]

;alj ;1J) : [Tlhe bearers of the cloudl; i. e.]
the winds. (A, ];.) Umeiyehl says,

[It (referrinq to a cloud) goes to and fro (;-J
being for ssZ), the ninds being its bearers].
(TA.) ~ Also [The xtirr1up of a horse's saddle;]
a nYel-knovn appertenance of a horse's saddle;
(s;) the same with respect to a horsc'xs addle ax
theja with respect to a camel's: pl. e. (15.)

;j.; and ,i.a;: see 5lj j: both signify
A beast that is ridden: ( :) or a she-camel that
is ridden: (15:) or the lutt"r has this meaning:
and is metaphlorically applied to nnytlhing ridlden:
(Msb:) or the former signifies any beast that is
ridden: and the latter is a name for everything
that i. ridden; applied to one, and to a pl.
number: ('A :) or the former signifies ridden,
as a fem. epithet: and the latter, one specially
appointedfor riding; and that is constantly hept
to work; of beasts (1, TA) of any kind: (TA:)
and the latter and Lt Q and t l and
tŽ* , ; (10) and v-; an- J, (

and TA in art. ,,-4 , [see ,,; in severnl
places,]) a she-camel that is ridden; or that is
hbroken, trained, or rendered sulrmisnsie or manage-
able: (1:) or ~,j= has this last signification,
accord. to AZ: and its pI. is ,: (TA:) the
p]. of ij ; being .,,j.: (TA voce j. :)
and t *iJl signifies [also] a sIhe-camel fit
to be ridden; (.,TA;) like as Jl;( signi-
fies fit to be milked: the I and O are [said to be]
added in order to give inltensiveness to the signi-
fication: (TA:) [andl all the othler epithets men.
tioned above seem also, accord. to some, to have
an intensive sense: seoo 5, .] You say, aj Li

i ;, j ii, . i;4bJ ie has not a she-
camel to ride, nor one to carry burdens, nor one
to be mnilked. (., TA.) - Also ' h' A
camel haring marks of galls, or sores, on his back,

rod.uced by the saddle. (TA.) - And .j,

· Sj A road ridden upon, (?, TA,) and trodden
so as to be rendered even, or easy to be travelled.
(TA.) - See also ,.,l.

- b*&j One who rides with another; a fellom-
rider. (15.) ;*.bJ.?1 , mentioned in a trad.,
and there promised a place in Hell, means He
who accompanies tyrannical J [or coUllectors
of the poor-rates]. (TA.) . See also - . _

L; ; (1) and r J ;,; (TA) Palm-
trees planted in a row by a rivulet, or not by a
rivulet. (1, TA.) Also A ;,L:, (.,) i.c.

3aC [or channel f ,arterfur irrigation]: (TA:)
or a rivulet betineen [twno pieces of sown ground
such as are termed] "Uij: (g:) or between tmo
gardens qof palm-tree nand grape-vines: (so accord.
to the text of the k( in the TA:) or wlhat is be-
tn,een two gardens of palm-trees and grape-vines:
(so accord. to the CG and my MS. copy of the
K :) or grape-vines between two rivers or rioulets:
(TA:) or a place of seed-produce: (.1 :) or a
clear, or cleared, piece of land, in iv/ich one sons:
(T:) p . (K.) [IIence,] ve JAI
The peopkle ,vho stay, or dvell, by water; syn.

t . (TA.)

,^; dim. of ;. (TA.) See ;.

-: see ,,..e

Ltl .. gj [Olive-oil:] so called because brought
on canmels from Syria. (S, A,* ].)

,.L; and * ,.*;,applied to a man, (R, TA,)
the latter on the authority of Th, (TA,) signify
the same, (15, TA,) WVho rides much; a great
rider: and so 4LS;. applied to a woman. (TA.)

[lIence,] J.'M .L; t A man hro sur-
mounts, or tiulsters, natairs; [or n/wo often dloes
so; or arcustomed to embark in, or undertake, or
to surmount, or master, them; or irk o often em-
barks in, or undertakes, them, and therefore sur-
mounat., or masters, themn;] by his knowledge, and
repeated eperience, and good judgment. (4 and
TA in art. .)

4,ijJI ;"c S The nigqhtmare, or incubus, came
upon him. (A.)

0, a 
it.L;: see the latter part of the next paragraph.

o r Riding; or a rider: (Mgh, Msb, >:)
or properly only a ri(ler utpon a canmel: (ISk, .,
]4:) or the htter is its meaning when it is not
used as a prefixed noun, as explained hclow; and
is said to be the original si.gnification: IB says
that it may signify a rider upon a camel, ass,
horse, or mule, when used as a prefixed noun; as
when you say $." ~ 1 and L% ,, &c.:
(L:) accord. to ISk, you term a rider upon an
ass i;- US; ..gli, (s, TA,) and a rider upon a
mule Ji j U1 ; (TA;) but 'Omarah says,
I do not call the owner or ridler of the ass ,L,
but L.a; and the reason of his reaying so is
manifest, for .,U is an epithet of the measure

u from 1.,A/l1 "the horse," meaning "an
owner, or a rider, of the horse :" (S, TA:) the
pl. is ,:Lb (, 1) and ejt (?,' Mgh, M.sb, K)
and ,) (IMgh, K5) and 4b, (1g.,) or this last
is a mistake for '.J [q. v.]; (MF, TA,) and
t ,;j, (Akh, Msb, K, TA,) as some say; (TA;)
or thiis last is a quasi-pl. n., (1g,IA,) not a broken
pl. of %51;; (TA;) and signifies riders upon
camels; (1 ;) or owners of camels on a journey,
or travellers upon camels; (S ;) consisting of ten

[Boox I.

or more: (S, RK :) and sometimes it signifies riders
upon horse: (IB, K:) or riders upon horse and
camels: (IB, L, TA:) or a company of riders
upon horscs; or upon horses and camels: (TA:)
[or, accordl. to Kh, riders upon any beasts: (De
Sacy's Anthol. Gram. Ar. p. 54 of the Arabic
text:)] in the ]Bur viii. 43, .jil may signify
the riders upon horses, or the riders upon camels,
or the army composed of both these: (TA:) the

!p1. of 2; is .fI, (9, K,) [a pi. of pauc.,] and
~. (.g.) Accord. to IB, you do not say

pLk t ; nor .! 3 : but it is saitl that

4.Jk! wo, and J; -, a&, c. are alloable.
(L.) An instance ofOtSjj as disting,uished from
i.Ly occurs in a verse cited as one of the exs. of
the preposition ,'. (TA.) V, bj' [properly
signif'ing A small company of riders upon camels,
&c.,] occurs as meaning collectors of tate poor-
rotes: it is the dim. of t.~; and shows that
this latter is not a pl. [properly spinaking] of
... ;; for, were it so, the word uIsed as its dim.
would be ~.j. (TA.) [SeC also ·at;, and
· -f5-.] _ [Also A person on boa,d of a ship
or boat: pl. ,.t.] You sny ;L.I 
(3, TA) The p,er.sls on board of tile lhiip, or

boat: and ;Ql ,ot. 3 the vo,y!/ers upon tile mater:
and Ibn-Aim:ar has used in this sasce the pl.

'. ,j; but it is said that tlhis is not allowable;

nor s r o . (TA.) -Also, and
)jt t s , t A shIoot germinating upon the ,trunk
of a palm-tree, not hoving any root in the ground:
($ :) or a s/oot on the uppelr )i-rt of a palm-tree,
Aangin,g do,,n, hiut not reachinq tlhe ground; and
so V.z. and I.. and a .6t : (K:) or,
as some say, the last of these words is not thus
applied, but means a woman " who rides mnae :"
AyrIn, however, says that it signifies a plm-shoot,
or the like thereqf, groming forth at the top of
the trunk of a palm-tree, and, in some ilstances,
beari,ig iith its mother; but nwhen it is cut off,
it is better for the inoth,er: and ,.SI; is also
explained in the L as meaning small palm-trees
that gromfoirth at the lo,ser parts of large palm.-

trees: (TA:) or it means a shoot qf a palm-tree
not cut off' from its mother: (I.Iam. p. (i:)
accord. to As, when a palnl-shoot grows from the
trunk, and does not adhere to the grountl, it forms
a vile kind of palm-tree; and the Arabs call it

1; ain(dl t 1.d i : the pl. of this lost [and of

.,-%;J] is ,,, .. (TA.)__ ,.~J , '.j
means t What first appear, or grow forthl,from
the i, (A, .K, TA,) i. e. the envelope of the
grain, (TA,) of the ear of wtCheat. (K, TA.) -
.. ;lj also signifies t The head [or summit] of a

mountain (J..), as in [most of] the copies of
the K; in some of which is found J. [or rope].
(TA.)

.isl;: see the next preceding paragraph._
Also sing. of 4 ... lj (TA) whicil signifies
t Streaks [or layers] of fat, (A, y, TA,) over-
lying one another, (K., TA,) in thefore part of

e

I 1
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camel's hump: those in the hinder part are called
Jl~, (A, V, TA,) of which the sing. is ail.
(TA.)

,j;~ and sCh1;: Bee Z1s , latter part, in
four places.

5bj1 Large in the a; [or knee]. (S, K.)
_A camel having one of his hnees lhtrger than

the other. (?, ]K.)

'..1#jI A company of ridlst utpon camels, (K,)
or of ontners of cameLs on a journe/y, or of tra-
relUers upon camels, exclusively of other beasts,
(s,) but more in number than lthe company culledl

.,: ($,8 :) pl-. lp. l. (TA.) [Sec also

~, b an inf. n. of .. (A, K,TA.)-
And also a noun of place [properly signifying A
place qf riding, &c.]. (TA.) [llence, Anything
upon which one rides; and upon, or in, wieich
one is borne or carried:] one (if th,e , ; oJ
the land; and [more commonly] of the sea: (S
]:) [i. e.] a beast [on trhich one r'ides]; (A,
TA;) and a vessel, i. e. a shii , or boat: (A, Mgfri,
Myb, TA:) a tsaddle; and any bind of rehicle
borne by a camel or other beast: (the lexicons

passim:) . -.?$ is the pl. (Mgh, Me,b.) You

say, a341l or,Iaj [EiCellent, or most
excellent, is the thiang upon w lhich one ridlc., the

beast]. (A.) And ;.l yOJ l;. Thte
ressels, or the ships or boats, of Eil-l.Yemen capme.

(A.)- [Alnd hence ",.j.1 as the name of
t The princilal star (a) of Pefasus; because in
the place of the saddle.]

E.,r A colt that has beecome ft for being
ridden. (TA.) And ., ti A beast that

has attained the age at wrhich one inoy ride him
during a tarring and plundering expsedition.
(TA.)

~*..r A man to whom a horse is lent. fr o
portion of the spoil that he mnay obtain: (IAgr,
TA:) or a man who borrtoms a horse upon n'hich
to goforth on a martin.q and plundering erpedli-
tion, and wrLo receires one htal of te spoil, the
other half being for the lender: (.i:) or one to
whom a horse haa been ircenfor hi,m to ride, tand
who has put his foot into the stirrup. (A.)
[Also] 1Weah in the art of hor.se,nans.hi, or the
management qf horses, and the riding of themn.
(Iam p. 441.) - [Also Put, or set, one part
upon another: set, or fixed, in another thing:
composed; constituted; or put todlther: see its
verb, 2.] The stone [set] in the signet-ring is

termed 4 r.1 and ,&+;; and so .hc arrow-
hcad [fized] in the shaft: (.:) or "-Caj sig-
nifies, (i, TA,) as a sulit., (TA,) a thing set

( ,p.) in a thiog, such as a ring-stone in the
bezel, or collet, of tie signet-ring. (Q,0 TA.) 
Also i Origin: and place of gronth or yermina-
tion or egrcetation. (., }, TA.) You say, O*

l S b I Such a one is generous, or noble,
in respect of the origin of his rank among his
pople. (8, .. )

1. f·., (S,A, Mb,) aor. t, (Msb,) in£. n.
',4, (S, Mqb, K,) It was, or became, still, or

motionless; (S, A, Msb, ]5;) said of water: (S
A, Msb:) and jixed, or stationary. (..) And
in like manner, using the verb in the former
sense, one says of the wind: (S, A:) [whence]
one says also, ,~ ,,.-dbj [lit. Thecir wrind be-
camne still, or calm], meaning i tteir goodfortune
cet,sed, and their a.fiirs, or circumstances, began
to retrograde by degrees: and [in like manner,]

i,T.g~ .L .) . ;- ii-. l[their good fortune
began to cease ,by degrees]. (A.) So too one says
of the expressed juice of grapes, meaning It
ceased to estuate. (L.) And of the heat, i. e. It
renitted, or subsided. (L. [See also 3jU.]) And
Le xL!; ThIe shrip became still, or motion-
less, (S," A,' Mhb, TA,) or agroaund. (TA.) And

iljib 1 %.j The balance was, or beceme, in a
state of equilibrium. (., A, 1g.) And t /j;.
The sheave of the pulley wma, or became, fixed:
and also the sIcave of the pulley turned, or
revolved: thus bearing two contr. significations.

(L) And J_.it ,- .The sun voas, or became,
at its midday-height: (v:) or continued over-
head; as though not quitting its place. (A.)
And ,i1 .5j ThI people wcere, or became, still,
motionless, or silent. (S, A.)

4. oj -1 He rendered it still, or motionleas;
namely, water [&c.]. (Msb.)

6. o13 [apl,., in its proper sense, It became
still, or motioniless, by deg.rees]. See 1.

;_S °:c. t A bowl that isfidl, (K,) or filled;
(S;) or heavy; (A;) or fiUed and Iheaty. (L.)
And >j 'j iLj A she-camel whose su)l)ly of
milk is constant, (A, ]J,) unceasing. (.K.)

;blj [Still, or motionless: and] anything
,remaining fixed in its place; stationary. (S.)
You say 1 .; lWater that is not runni,gy:

and #;.&51, a wind becoming still, or calm;

pl. .sl;tij (A.) - [Hence,] · Jl [and
also, accord. to Reiske, as mentioned in Freytag's

Lex., --J1,] The three piece. of stone upon
*ehich a coohing-pot is set: so called because they
remain in their places. (L.)

.%.g [pL of r like ,] Places in
which a man, or some other thing, remains still,
or motionle. (S, A,* L.) And Much depressed
parts qf the earth. (L.) Usameh Ibn-Habeeb
EI-Hudhalee says, describing an ass [i. e. a wild
asS] that had been chased by horses, or horsemen,
and had fled for refuge to the mountains, whence,
from their ravines, he saw the sky like streaks,

zS_11;91 Dlv 4LA ,.-

[They (the ravines) showed him, in every spot
wher he stopped, streaks of the shy, and the
much-depreued parts of the earth were his places
of abode all the day]. (S,s L.) [J quotes this

verse, in the $, but with 5J. in the plaoe of

Oi .,, and ;r in the place of $1_, as an ex. of
.sb. in the former of the senses explained
aboye.]

1. .jS, (., A, Mb, K,) aor. (., Mib, W)
and z, (1C,) inf. n. 3d, (fl, A, M9b,) He stuck,
orJ fid, a spear, (., A, Mob, ]t,) and a stick, (A,)
or some other thing, (TA,) into ti qround, (., A,
Msb, 8,) upright; (TA;) as also jS, (s,) inf. n.

]j..3; (TA.) You say also, s -JI j1mJl JbJ,
aor. ', inf. n. j4, The heat made the thorn-
busdex fast in the ground [by hardening the soil].
(TA.) And Jl9tl q . 'JI ; jta ja God
fixed the ,netale, or minerals, in the mountains:
(A, TA:) or caused them to exist tler in. (},
TA.) And Jl ljS;, inf.n. as above, He buried
the property.- (TA.)

2: see the preceding paragraph.

4. j.)l lie (a man) found ohat is termed
jL4j: (., A,' f :) or his mine yielded him abem-
danes of silver J$c.: (TA:) or hefound a [quan.
tity of gold t- silver e/ual to a sum of money
such as is termed] )$j, collected together, in the
,nine. (El-Sihffi'ee, TA.)_-It (a mine) had in
it what is termned jt'j: (] :) or what is so termed

ras found in it. (IAr, TA.)

8. jSJjl It (a spear) became stuck, or .fed, in
the ground. (Mqb.) - ? les became fued (V,e
TA) in his place of abode. (TA.) You say,i^ (8 3 ) P> os A S [&ch a one
entered, and remained fixed in his place of abode,
not quitting it]. (A, TA.) - 1 U;i.t AJ1

t He put the extremity of the bow upon the
ground and leaned upon it. (., A, TA.) Aend

.4 L.. s j3~l t ie bore ( uJ ) upon the
head of his spear, leaning upon it, in order that
he might die. (Mgh, from a trad.)

j a A sound: (Fr,TA:) or a low sound;

(S, A, ] ;) i.q. : (] :) or a wmnd that is
not voehement: or the sound, or tic, of a man,
which one hears from afar; such at that of the
hunter talking to his dogs. (TA.) 80 in the ]ur
[xix. last verse], "j S.. J rJ-; ; [Or dost thou

hear a sound of them? &c.]. (;, TA.) [See.;.]
- [Golius assignls to it also .the signification of
Beauty (pulchritudo); app. from lis having
found, in a copy of the ], l , in the place

of kJj.] Also An intelligent, forbearing,
liberal or rnunifcent, man: (AA :) or a learned,
inatelligent, liberal or wnunifcent, generous, man.
(K.)

;j: see jl5j. Firmness of understand-
ing; (Fr, ]4;) strength thercof. (A, TA.) Fr ays,

I heard one of the Benoo-Asad say, t~ ..
4,.. ., .' "

*i '. J tL . I spohe to such a one, and 1
found him not to have Jirinneu of understandiny.
(TA.)

j.bj Metal, or other mineral; (A, M gh, TA;)
what God has causd to exist (4j., i.e. J.,)
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i, the minae; (]5;) meaning )3 that is created

in the earth; (TA;) ua also t $i;,: (O:) the
former is yl. oftf j: (1:) orit is pl. offj>;:
(Abmad Ibn-Kh&lid, TA:) and pieces (4,TTA)
of large rize, like [tone such as are called]
i4.'., (TA,) of silter and of gold, (:, TA,)

that are tracted from the earth, (TA,) orfrom
the mine: (4, TA:) accord. to the people of El-
'Ir&b, any mretal or other minerals: (TA:) or
[so in the A and Mgh, and accord. to the TA,
but in the 1K "ard,"] buried treaurrs (8, A,
Mgi, Mob, 1) of the people of the Tme of Ig-
norance: (., MNb, ] :) the first of the significa-
tions given above is the primary one: and ancient
wealth [buried in the earth] is likened to metals or
minerabls: or, accord. to certain of the people of El-
]lijta, it ignifiea specially property buried l by nmm

before the period qfEl-Ildm; and not melals or
other mineris. (TA.) It is said in a trad., that
the fifth part nf what is tcrmed jl4 is for the
goveroment-treusury: (,* TA:) or, accord. to
ainothier relation, of what is termed j*:j: as
thIough it [the latter] were pl. [or rather coll.
gen. n.] of t'}hS, or (the former] of t *Ij.
(TA.)

wee .jlS, lst sente,ce.

j %: es,ee t,m in three places: see lso
*5 '

;1.; A thing that is firm, or l~red. (Mgh.)

[Hence,] one ayn, lj5,6;. 5 Their might, or
glory, isfirmly established. (A, TA.)

j,% A place rhere a spear or other thing is
stuck, or foed, into the gwmnd, upright: (TA:)
a place of jir,mn, or firednas. (Mob.)_-
:The place of a man; his place of alighting or
abiding. (8, V1.) -:The station of an army, or
of a body of troope or soldiers, to whick its
occpanrts are commanded to oeep. (15, TA.)
You my, J.iJI j4 1.j [This is the fised
station of ithe cavalry]. (A.) PI. jl .. (A.)
-The centre of a circle. (8, V].) ijt
signifies the same aJs ' [but in what sensa I
do not find pointed out]. (TA.)

J 9Al t jj y | t[ Verily t is firmly
fied in the minds, or understandings]. (A, TA.)

1. "·,;, (8, M9b,) aor. , (MYb, TA,) inf. n.
B:;L, (8,A, Mb, 1,) IHe turned it oaer, or

upfide down; (R, A, MOb, ] ;) as also t 1&:
(8 :) or the former, (TA,) or t latter, (Mb,) he
turned it over pon its head: (Mob, TA:) and
the former, he reversed it; made the first part of
it to be last; or turned it fore part behind
(Lth, A, Myb, 15.) It is said in the Bur [iv. 90],

,, ,..; 4;3j Since God hath sub-
tve,ted them [for what they have done, or com-

mirted]; syn. ..,.5: (IApr, :) or hath made
theAm return to their unbelief; (Fr, 8, g ;) and

',4 j rsignif6e the same: (Fr, TA:) or halh
separoted, or dispersed, them,for rw4~t they have
done of their disbelief, and acts of disobedience:

~~(Jel:) ; -' ; and *- '-;;, bothi signify I
separatedte the ing; or st it apart. (TA.) You

say alsos, .. [ t,._jl May aod overturn
thine enemy upon hAi head: or change, or reverre,
the state, or condition, of tAine enemy. (A.)

And j±l .;.jI He turned himn back, or

causd him to return, to evil (A.) And t 1

e,JI t .),l Return tiou the garm,ent, or
piece of cloth, to the dyeing-liquor. (A.)

4: see 1, thronghout.

8. ,Sjl He, or it, berame turned over, upside
down, or upon his, or its, head; became inverted,
subverted, or roee,sd; became turned fore part
behind: (V, TA:) he returned, reverted, or went
back, from one thing or state to another: (TA:)
hefdll. (1.) You say, , L S jj u.Z
_; 1J ji (8, A, TA) Sck a one fell [again]
into a cam from which he had ctcaped. (TA.)

o : i.q.4 i q. [Uncleannes, dirt, or filth;
or an unclean, a dirty, or a filthy, thing]: (8,
A, Msb, ]:) and anything that is didliked, or
hated,for its uncleanne, dirtinew, orfithineu;
(MYb;) u also 't S;: (TA:) the former is

similar in meaning to : [dung of a man, or of
a horse and the like, or of a wild beast]; (A
'Obeyd,TA;) and 't , [(also] is s3j. wigh

t.. e(TA.)

.;: se se , , thronghout: - see also
S:i., in two placex.

.;.,_4: A thing turned over, or upside down;
turned oMer upon its head; turned fore part

behind; as also 'VS. (TA.) -Turned, or
sent, back, or awray; as also t the latter epithet.
(TA) One who Yoes bach, or reverts, from

hit state or condition; like ': (lAy, TA :)
and t the latter epithet (,:), a weak person,

hrAo etu,rns, or reverts, from one thing or state to
another; syn. JS a S'. (TA.)

1. ,aSj, aor. , inf. n. u, He mored,
(8, A, ],) or struck nith, (Myb,) his leg, or foot:
(8, A, Mpb, ]:) or he struck and hit therewith,
like as one strikes and hits theremith a beast.
(IAth.) Hence, (8, A, 1g,) the phrase in the 1]ur

[xxxviii. 41], (J,) i).l .i [Stri/ke thou the
ground with thyfoot]: (.8, A, 15 :) or strike thou,
and tread, the ground with thyfoot. (glgh.) You
say also, bJ, l b, 1t The man struck tlheground
with his foot: and j'l .J', -b TreI horses
jtruck the ground with their hoofs: and ';4.

; Je I [Thre hors came stihiking theg round

with their hoofs]: and ;l. jl l l .i-.
·1;#;i, t [The locusts termed struck the
ihemently-hot ground with their tivo legs]: and

4'4... lef 't"3 [I let him .rikhing

LBooK L.

tih ground with hiA foot ~prdiouly to death:
see also 8]. (A.) [The above-mentioned phbnea
marked as tropical are so marked on the authority
of the A: but the reason of their being so I do
not see.] - They also Paid, sometimes, i.;h
;ltll, meaning t The bird mooed his wings in
fyi,g: ( :) the inf. n., .,;, signifying ttdhe
act of moving the wing: (V, TA:) and 3Ctl1

4,;.4; hj% t The bird mores his wings, and
puts them back against his body: (A, TA:) or
the former of these two pbhrases means t the bird

was quick, or ,vif, in hisivying. (TA.) - ;
also signifies The act of impl,uing; syn. e.: and
the urging a horse to run, (A, ]C, TA,) [by striking]
wvith his foot or leg: (TA:) the striking a beast
with one's feet or legs, to u,e him: (Mgh:) or
pmtting him in motion, whether he go on or not.
(A,.) You say, u -.' , L ;, I urged
th khors to run, nwit my foot or leg. (8, 0,

Mb.*) And giIJ .J ;, nor. ;, ilf. n. ,;, lHe
struck the sides of the beast withk Ais foot or leg.

(TA.) And . AljaIw 5'., and : .. ,
He struck the beast to urge it wilh a foot or leg,
and with tirofeet or kgs. (A.) - And from fre-
quency of usage of the phraee -JMI ,
originated the saying ~,!pl jb ;, (AZ,' ., Mgh,
Myb,) meaning 'AThe horse ran: (., Mgh :)
which some disallow; but without reason, since
it has been transmitted by a good authority:
(Myb:) it is disallowed by AR: (TA:) [and J
says,] the correct phrame is e ,I ,, ;: (8 :) or
you say, -&. v, -_. , mcaning [The
hors ws urged to run,] tand he ran: (]K:)
and s,i; ignifies t the act of running: (g, in
anotier place in this art.:) and t the act offJgeig:
whenoe, [in the l[ur xxi. 12], 12 - ,,i '

(1) t!lo, they fled fron. it, from punishment:
(Zj:) or t were routed, and Jled from it: (Fr:)
or they ranfrom it: (Mgh:) [for] 'I;N u .
signifies tThe man/fed, and tran. (ISb.) [Hence,]

;t,1 .,*,;J * S The: stars mowed along
in the s,y. (A, TA.) [And hence,] , ;. also
signifies t A man's going alog bly both his lgjs
together. (TA.) - You also say, ,l ·' j
(., A, Mb) : Te camdel struck Aim cith his kind
leg: (., Mb :) like as you sayr, 'p °
(A, Myb :) but you should not my, [when a
camel is the agent,] d;. (Ya1coob, $.) And
,ob) ,wi&j, and .;PfI, tHe struck the ground,
and the garment, or piece of cloth, with his foot
or leg. (TA.) And ...L1J -- J- S ,1> ;11t

I. * ' ..1 .J [The woman kicks h r shirts
and her anklets with her feetr w hen w alks].
(A, TA.) And JI ,. ,A. -I ", ; I The bow
propelled the arrow. (A, TA.)- And *--'
,iltl $ shot with the bow. (A, TA.) - And

' ! 4 ' t He does not defend him-
self: (g :) or t he is not angry and reded at a
thing, no. does he defend himself. (IAr, L.) -
And ia1 , ljI ,as; 5 [He stirred the fire

sith the . ]. (A.)

3. :+I, (., 1g,) or 'Jd : 1J , (A,) He

I

c. 

3ithi:
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contended witk him in a race, each making his
hors to rum. (?, 15.)

4. said of a woman, (1,) or of a
mare, (A'Obeyd, ?, O, L,) t Her fatu becatme
large in her belly, and moed about: (S, O, L,
15:) or her fartts nmoved about in her belly;
(A'Obeyd;) and so zJ 01, said of a she-cmel.
(A, TA.)

6. X bl, IJ^1 1 [They wretforth contend-
ing together in urging their horan]. (A.) And

;; ,e * 1 'lvb3 (Tley contended totjether in

urging towards them their horse] (S, A) 1s

~j;; [until they oertook them, or came up

to them]. (A.) And i4_jl ci tl#ll [app.
signifies They urged iAheir horse in the race-
ground]. (A, TA.)

8: see 0.-; J;; 3 > 1 [I left him

struggling with, or conrulsd in, his legs, pre-
viously to death: sec also 1, near the bcginning].
(A, TA.) - ,I1 also signifies S It was, or be-
came, in a state of commotion or agitation: (?,
A, 15:) said of a fuEtus in the belly (S, A) of a
mare: ( a) and of water in a well. (A, TA.)_
Fo 1 Xj3 C ,aojl I Such a one rwas,or became,
agitated, or disturbed, or disquieted, in his affair:
(?, TA:) and, wIich implies the same, (TA,) he

eaercied art, or cunning, (i,) in his affair,
and strove thereby to accomplish or effect it. (A,

TA.) - Hence ieldj! signifying t The travel-
ling through, or trare.ersing, countries, or regions.
(gar p. -(JO.)._ See also 4.

An impulse: a motion: (15:) [pl.

see an ex. voce ;1m;.] Hence, (TA,)
it is said in a trad. of I'Ab, that the blood which

continues to flow after menstruation is n LA:.,
6A11;b, (S,0 TA,) i. e. An inmpube fiom the
devil; (S;) whereby he finds a way of putting
the woman in *loubt respecting the affairs of her
religion, and her state of pureness, and her praycr.
(TA.) I [llence also,] one of thle numes of [tbe

well of] Zemiem is J4r . [The impula4
of Gabriel; because it is fabled to have gushed
forth on the groulnd's being struck by Gabriel's
wings]. (TA.)

NA^, applied to a bow (i), t That aend,
tite arrow an.ifily: (S, TA:) or that inpels ii

vehemently: antd ' L% [or perhaps 'P
signifies the same. (AI.ln, TA.) - See alsc

U1;j: see the next paragrarph.

<Sl;, applied to a horse, t Running; as als

'P ; (15::) or the correct epithet is*

(p:) and ' lMJ signifies the same, applied to n

mare. (TA.) [Hence,] .j _j t

5I pad the niyt observing the star;

wthile they mnoved along in the sky. (A, TA.)

aund .tL;j, the former incorrectlj

writtn in the s , b3, [or, in some copies

iil4;3, and the latter in one copy writter

.S$h5A] are there aid to be used as examples by
the grammarians, but not explained; and the
author offers his opinion that they are syn. with

bj; j: (TA:) but this is a strauge defect: for
Agei explains them as signifying A certairn gait,
in rhich is a proud and sef-conceited air, with
an affccted inclining of the body from aide to
side: and he asserts the , to be augmentative:
(MF, TA:) and in the L they are expl. as signi-
fying a particilar hind of gait: or meaning as
above. (TA.)

uL1m. The part of the jlank of a horse Which
tAhe rider sltikes with his heel or foot, (A, TA,

the latter in tbis art. and also voce Y-y,) on

either side: (TA:) pl. ASI,. (A.)-[Hence,]

,e. ~ 5 t The sides of a watcering-trough,
(A, K,) against which the water strikes. (A, TA.)

,.,Lb", applied to a mare, (A'Obeyd,) or a

she-camel, (A,) t Whlosefwteur mores about in hoer
belly; (A'Obeyd, A;) [or those fwirz is large,
and moves about in her belly; (see 4;)] as also

;,a-; (A'Obeyd;) or ti'P . (A.)-See

also ojS

: ee L 4, in two places. -Also

t An instrumentfor stirring afirc. (A, 1.)

,- tA mare that beats the ground with
her legs (J, TA) rwean sde runs. (TA.) - See

also - Also _ A certanin part of a borw;
wrell known; one of [tei two partu called] its

O t;:(i;) or Vj iLtj.: (IB:) each qf
the two cuced ertremiies ' thereof; as also
'Pub;..: (A!) or the side tahereof: (1K:) pl.

, 1 (TA.)

*>: w ysee ;

!Yl uh, 5 Thte place in trhich water collets.
(S, A, g.)

1. ;,~ (Th, $, &c.,) aor. , (Th, TA,) in£ n.

II (Th, S, Mg1, MCb, 1) and &, (Th,

TA,) Ie bonwed, or bent, himseif; or became
]om.ed or belt: (Tbi, S, Mglb, Mqb:) so says Er-
Righibi, addin that it is sometimes used tu
denote a particular manner of doing so in praver,
aend sometimes lo denote lumility and self-ahadc-
niecnt either in worship or in oilier cases: (TA :)
he lowered his head: (Tb:) and he (an old nian)
boored hiiuslf, or bent hisaelf, or became borrci
or bent, 1by reason of age: (fi, Mab, K :) this is
(said to be] thle primary si,nification: (TA:) or

ihe fell upno his frcc; (IDrd, IB, 1-;) and

stumbled. ( 13.) - And hence, from LS; as
used in the first of the senses explained above,
(M, Mg,) or as used in the first of the senses
assigned to it above when said of an old man,
(TA,) or as used in the last sense explained above,

(IB,) T*he1l p, (f, IB, Mgh, TA,) or w/i1

nJ I id , The lowering of the head, (1, TA,)

by a person praying, (TA,) [or ie prayer,] after
the act of standing in which the recitation [of
portions of the .Kur-dn] is performed, so that the
palms of the hands reach the kn~; or, so tat
the back becomsu depresd; (], TA;) aord. to
the doctor of practical law, o that if a cup.fU of
water be placed upon the bachk, it will not be pilld.

(TA.) - 1 JI .j HRe lowered hiu had, or

Ashe humbld himlf, to God; syn. as41. (Z,

TA.) _ also signifies He prayed; (Mgh;)

and so /tJ3. (TA.) Thus in the lur [ii. 40],
I - ,,.. a .- I.-
I O,ell ,I ~ l b--j And pra,y ye rith those

wrho pray. (Mgh.) You smy also, iad ;
and i ;n,and zAo ; .Ri, He prayed a

rek'ah, and two feh'aAh, and three r'ahs. (i.)

[See i ;, below.] - Also, accord. to l.oot and
several others, He stood to prayer. (Mob.)-

Caij a. J1 tC The cameL* becuse
fatigued, or fatigued in the utmost deg,e, or
languid in consqunce of fatigue, so that they
lowered their heads, and fell upon thir faes.

(TA.) - iJ S; t TAe palmtree inclined:

a phrase which may be of clansical authority, but
[M$r says,] I have not found it. (Mgh.) - Said of

a man, (TA,) Z.; also signifies 1 11e beanue poor
after richness, or competence, or SNulieny; and
his state, or condition, became lowered, or abased.
(1. , TA.)

5: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

L aj [inf. n. of un. of 1: and particularly signi-
fying] A sinwle act of stanlding in prayer: and in

its legal acceptation, used in a more partienular
sense; (Mqb ;) meaning a single act of standing
in prayer, foUowd by the j.; [or lowering of
the head in the manner desribed abow (see

;'..i t . ,S J in the first paragraph)] and
two prostrations: (TA:) [and heno, by a further
extension of the meaning, for :; ;;, the

prayer of one bowing of the head and body; the
previous act of standing, and the two aubulequent
prostrations, being, understood ua included in tibis
expresion :] pl. otwSj. (M,b, ].) [Using it

in the last of these senes,] you say, `i; J,
[He petformed the prayer of one bowing qf the

.head and body]: (.:) and a;-,$ , JL [he
performed the pray,er, of tnio bowinga of the head
and body]. (Mlb, ]1.) [A full description of the
act of prayer this termed may be secn in my work
on the Modern Egyptians.]

l; ab; A deep hollow (;;) in the ground:
)(IDrd, .:) asserted to be of thd dial. of El.

Yemen. (IDrd, TA.)

I; part n. of 1, Bowing, or bending hinself;[or becoming bowed or bent: [&c.:] (M1gh:) any-
thing, or anybody or any person, (accord. to difle.
rent copies of the 1,) lowering its, or his, head:

(K:) or falling upon its, or his,face, so that the
knees touch the ground, or do not touch it, after

lonwering the head: (TA:) - prostrating him.
self in thanksgiving; used in this sense in the
4!ur xxxviii. 23: (Mgh :) - praying: (Mgh :)

) _and applied by the Arabs in the Time of Igio.

a

wibi - &4
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rance to a follower of the true religion, not
~rshAipping idols: (TA :)_ - pl. ' 1; (Mgh)

and and b4i (TA.) _ j 1, [pl.

of r j,] Camel, lowering their heads, and
falling 1Ipon their Jaces, in consequence of fatigue,
or the utmost fatigue, or languor arising from
fatigue. (TA.)

6. [A place in which one bows, or bends
him,elf: and particularly, in prayer: pi. as below].

. A hard and long stone upon which one grinds
wheiat or the like: pl1. / (TA.)

JSJ
1. ';j, oor. , (8, TA,) inf n. .j, (~,1~,

TA,) H/e kicked him; i. e., struck him with his
.foot, or lg; namely, a horsmo; in order that he
shouild run: (~, TA:) and (O) he struck him
with one foot, or leg: (Q, IS, TA:) and some say,
he satruck hin with the feet, or legs. (TA.) One

say .' ; ', jL J--; ... ,, .
will auuredly kich thee with one hick after which
thou shalt not eat one meal]. (TA.) And ,,JWI

d.. IJ,j ijbj The horseman puts the beast
in motion witA his foot, or leg,for lthe purpo,e of
[his] running. (f.) And j,.~, also, [inf. n. ot
* Aj, in like manner] signifies The strgihing a
thing with thefoot or hoof. (KL.)

3: see what next precedes.

3: see 6, in two places.

5. .. ,1_ J_ lie II struck his ;~.. [or
spmad je] with his foot, (Q, n, TA,) and pressed
upon it with his haunck, (TA,) in order that it
mighAt enter into the earth. (~, 15, TA.)

6. tjJw!p They hkicked one another: (Q 5,,*

TA:) said of boys, meaning they struck (11--)
one another witk theirfeet, or lesJ: and t 'aJ.-t,.
signifies the same as Ji1b3: you say, 'tJS.
· - . 3 a
a.r..e .i [The boy hicked his companion,

orfellow, being hicked by him]. (TA.)
4. .

a.tj: see 1 [of which it is the inf. n. of un.].

J.4, The part, of a beast, ,here one strihkes
him with thefoot, or ekg, (g, TA,) when putting
him in ,notion for lthe purpoe of [hi*] running:
(TA:) the two such parts are termed the '
and the pl. is jn lr. (8, TA.) _- And A road:
(~, 1 :) beeause it is beaten with the foot. /TA.)

;.. Thefoot, or leg, [as being the instru-
ment with which the action termed j.. is per-
formed:] in the copies of the 1, "jI is erro-
neously put for jil1: or, accord. to the L, the
foot, or leg, of the rider. (TA.)

'Lb , l Ground trodden by the hoof of
horse or similar beasts. (?, 15.)

1 . i; Ie.he dj , por. e, ( , M ,) inf .n.a;, (M , 
A) He i.pad up, pild up, or accumulated, the

[BooKr. 
thing; i.e. he collected together the thing, anc
put, or thlrew, one part of it upon another; (S,
4 ;e) or he put, or threow, one part of the thin9
upon another. (M, TA.)

6. ,,b!3 and $,Cjl It (a thiing) wras, or became
heaped, or piled, up, or together, or accumulated;
i.e., collected together, (S, K, TA,) one part upon
[or orerlying] an,ther. (TA.) You say,_,.l
l n .. il The celouds were, or became, [heaped, or
piled, up,] one above, or upon, [or overlying,]
another; as also l. (TA in art.

And t;JI J ,' 3 [lit. The Jlsh of the site-
camel became accumulated]; meaning the she-

camel becamefat. (TA.) [And aJI :-t
t Thes darkness became condensed, or dense: for
the Arabs describe thick darkness as "darkimesses
one above another:" see ]Cur xxiv. 40.] And

Ul.li,l ._*.5l13 and V 53Z2! S [Occupations, or
the occupations, became accumulated]. (TA.)

8: see the next preceding paragraph, in two
places.

*j: see Alhj.

°a j, ($,]g, [so in my copies of thle S,]) with
damrnm, (],) in [some of] the copies of the S
. ,c, (TA,) Caoy, or mud, (S, K, TA,) and
earth, or dust, (TA,) collected together [and app.
heaped up]. (~, 1, TA.)

,:bj (S, K) and ,:;E (IA., ) and ,,b a
( . an) and and (TA) Clouds
(m,,~) collected together, and heaped, or piled,
up; (lAqr, S, K, TA ;) and so sand; (S, TA;)
and the like: (S:) [or, as the explanations seem
to indicate, the first and second are used as substs.,
implying what is collected together &c.; and the
rest only as epithets:] and you say also Ll.

,j1_ (TA) and .J. ,Ati;: (1, TA:) and '

.;.Lbj means a thing accumulated, one part upon
another. (TA.) - And A;1 p 1 A large
lhrd or flock or the like; (~, TA ;) likened to the

.*t. of clouds or of sand. (TA.)

. see the next preceding paragraph._
[Hence,] ' r .6. J A fat sle-camel. (TA.
[See 6.])- . is applied by Dhu-r-Rummeh
as an epithet to midnight (,U l j~ [meaniiig

;lt.i ~.ef, i. e. Densely darh, as though its
darknesses were heaped one upon another: see 6].
(TA in art. jdu..)

.. The main part, or middle, of a road.
(8, I1, TA.)

o)

- see;A~

1 .~ c:b, ($,Mgh,Mqb,l,,) aor.:; (S,
Msb, X ;) of the dial. of the lower (,..) [app.
in territory] of Mudar, and said by Az to be not

chaste [though it, or the third, seems to be the
most common of the diaL vars. here mentioned];

(M sb;) and ',-j, aor. ; (?,Mqb, ;) men-

tioned by AZ; ( ;) and ',;, aor. :; (?, M 9b,
1[;) which is a combination of two dial. yam.,
[namely, the first and second of those above men-
tioned,] ($, Msb,) because neither the medial
nor the final radical letter is faucial; (Mfb;)
sLid to be the only instance of its kind except

.1 .3.
.1, aor. M1; (T in art. t.l;) nnd '.4j, aor. 4;

which is likewise an instance of the commixture
of two dial. vars., like , and '/rn and ,,

aor. j - and .n. and,.; (TA;) inf. n.

A ($, Mgh, Mqb, O) and LL4; and Wj;

(TA;) Hie inclined to himt, or it; syn. jt: and
he trusted to, or relied upon, him, or it, o as to
he, or become, easy, or quiet, in mind; syn. 4.s:
(S, Mgh, 1 :) or he leaned, restted, or relied, upon
him; syn. '.c .;.l: (Mqb:) or he inclinel
to him in ithe least degree; (Bl in xi. 115;)

S- s signifying slight inclining. (Ksh and Bd
ibid.) It is said in the Kur [xi. 115], ]" J

y Zl. e , iU ji [And incline ye not, &C., to
those who have acted wrongfully]: ($, Mb :) or,
incline ye not in the least deree [&c.]: (B4d:)
thus generally read; and also j , (Ksh, 13,
TrA,) accord. to the dial. of Temeem; and V l.,
in the pass. form, from B.. (Ksh, Bd.)._.

J4J' j bS., aor. :, inf.n. Jbj, }le kept
tenaciously to the place of alighting, or abode,
(s 0,;.,) and did not relinquish it. (TA.)mm

inf n. a j (S, 5) and ,j (1.) and
'L.;j, (Tf.,) [primarily, it seems, said of a

mountain, meaning It was inaccessible, or dffi-
cult of accens, having high, or strong e,LjIt, i. e.
sides or angles: see liar p. 561; and sce S
below; and 5. And hence,] lie (a man)
tcwas, or becane, firm, (liar p. 561,) still, or
mnotionless, (TA,) grave, staid, steady, aedate; or
calm. (8, K, TA.)

[2. O %; is said by Golius, as on the authiority
of the KL, to signify Hle made like, "similem
fecit:" and hence Freytag also thus explains it: but
it is ,..j that has this signification. In my copy
of the KL, C'pej3 (not .eSl) is expl. by

4. .e, lie made him to incline [*5 J 1 to
another]; syn. a,l.: [and to trust to, or rely
upon, another, so as to be, or become, tas, or
quiet, in mind: or to lean, rest, or rely, upon
another: see 1L:] whence a reading in the ]1ur
xi. 115. (Kalih, Bd.*) See 1.

5. C>ibS said of a man, (TA,) [or primarily
and properly, of a thing, like ,] lHe, [or it]

asA, or became, firm, or strong, (4, TA,) and
inaccessible, or difflcult of access. (TA.) - And
[hence,] t He endearvoured, or constrained him-
self, to be grave, staid, steady, sedate, or calm;
syn.,;, (1,,) and . .- (TA-)

4t'j The ~. [or large/field.rat]: and the
p [or common rat or mouse]; as also : ;g .

() The [meaning side, or outard
· Sj The ,.rt~, [meaning sit/t, or outroa.u/

part,] of a thing: (Myb :) or the strongest H1.1

C..bj, 

aor. Mfb,

liting; 

i. e. ho collorted together the thing, and tioned by AZ; (�;) and ' ' '

put, 

or tlarew, one part of it tipon another; (�, k(;) which io a conibination of two dial. Yam.,

]�.;*) 

or he put, or throw, one part of the thinq [namely, the first and second of thoe above men-

upon 

atiother. (M, TA.) tioned,] (�, Mob,) because neither the medial

6. 

ss!P and t.,,Cjl 19 (a tliing) was, or became, ,,r the final mdical letter is faucial; (Mfb;)

lteaped, 

or IWled, up, or togetlier, or accumulated; rmLid to be tite only instance of its kind except

i.e., 

collected togoilier, TA,) one part ulmn &I, aor. j ; (T in art. &1;) and �si, aor.,t;

[or 

orerking] am)ther. (TA.) You say,_,553 which is likewise an isistance of the commixtare

Tits 

clotids mere, or became, [heaped, or of two dial. vars., like JbA and and

piled, 

up,] one above, or upon, [or orep.

lying,] 

aor. 1.b� and j~ and

another; 

as also (TA in arL 0 (TA;) inf. n.

(.q,, 

Mglj, Mqb, K) and at�

And 

JA 1 J L4; and Wi

[lit. 

Tits ilmb of the site- �2&; 1 1,

camei'become 

accumulated] ; meanin- the she- (TA ;) He iporlined to hiiyt, or it; syn. jto: and

ho 

trusted to, or relied upon, him, or. it, so as to

camel 

beca?�tefat. (TA.) [And 1 ...

t 

Tits darknem became condensed, or dense: foi. lpe, or become, owy, or quiet, in mind; syn. CXw:

the 

Arabei describe thick darkness as 11 darknesseg (Is�p Mglip ]�:) or lie leapted, twied, or relied, upon

one 

above another:" see ]�ur xxiv. 40.] And him; syn. &*I& Ls.W: (Mqb:) or he inclin&l

j 

' # a 1 1

ULl'91 

C_*51j3 and V c-.Zjl 1 [Occupations, or to him in the L-ast degree; (Dd in xi. 115;)

the 

occupations, became accumulated]. (TA.) signifyin- slight inclining. (Kah and Bd

.

0 j a .1.

ibid.) 

It is said in the Kur [xi. 115], 1.y�

8: 

ace the next preceding pamgmph, in two 0, - ' am 1

places. 

1%.lb CR.Ut jl� [And incline ye itot, &c., to

0 

* ' j thom who itave acted wrongfully]: (�, Mqb:) or,

,:g,;: 

seeAlhj. incline ye not iia the least dVree [&c.]: (B4:)

tliusgenemilyread; 

and also (Kah,W,

A.5j, 

($,]g, [no in my copies of the SJ) wid)

TA,) 

accord. to the dial. of Temeem; and

damm, 

(K,) in [some of] the copies of the 8 1~ 9

P. 

' 
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the 

pan. form, from S�sh, BO.)_

1*5j, 

(TA,) C?oy, or mud, (�, K 1

coy.th, 

or dwg, (TA,) collected'toqether [and app. ��l eltj, aor. 4, inf n. >bj, ]I# kept

heaped 

up]. (?,K, TA.) eewciom�iy to the place of alighiing, or abodep

0. 

' �j,) and did not relinquish it. (TA.)~

and 

t>; (1Av, IF.) and

inf 

n. a;L4; �, 1�) and

and 

and (TA) Clouds _*.bj (1�) and

km~) 

colletted together, and heaped, or piled, a�Le=j, (Tf.,) [primarily, it seems, said of a

up 

(TAqr, TA ;) and so sand TA ;) mountain, meaning It was inacc~ible, or diffi-

and 

the like: (�:) [or, as the explanations seem culg of accoxs, havin hi A, or tron 08

.9 

g .1 g ejLbjt, i. c.

to 

indicate, tiae first and wmnd are used u siabsts., sida or anqleg: sm gar p. QW)1 ; and we

implying 

what is collected together &c. ; and the below; and 5. - And hence,] 1 lle (a man)

rettt 

ottly as epithetsj and you say also tvw, or becaine, _firm, (klar p. 56Q still, or

(TA) 

and ja*' ' d inotionless, (TA,) gract, staid, steady, &edate; or

0 

calm- TA.)

means 

a thing accumulated, one part upopi

another. 

(TA.) - And ALE�; :A larqe [2. C>%1j is said by Golius, an on the audiority

ltord 

or.flock or the like; (1�, TA ed to the of the KL, to signify He made like, 'I similem

fecit:" 

and lience Freytag also thus explains it: but

.*Llbj 

of clouds or of sand. (TA.)

a 

0 0, it is C..5j that has this signification. In my oopy

-*~ 

: see the next preceding pamgmpli. - of the KL, C'pe"'- (not C'h-d�A") is expl. by

[Hence,] 

JA fat itlee-camel. (TA.

[See 

6j) is applied by Dliu-r-Rummeli 4. �LS Jl to

,1 

1Ie made him to incline [ c&

as 

an epithet to midniglit nl"9 another]; kvn. JW: [and to trud to, or r-rly

i. 

e. Deptsely dark, as thougli its upon. another, so as to be, or become, ~V, or

darknewes 

were heaped one upon another: see 61. qiiiot, in mind: or to lean, i.ed, or rely, upon

(TA 

in art. jk&..) another: ece L] whence a reading in the Kur

fi 

i. 115. (Ksli, B(.1.0) See 1.

;�� 

1 The main part, or middle, of a road. x

TA.) 

5. C>i�p said of a man, (TAJ [or primarily

and 

properly, of a thing, like Ho, [or it]

7V4A, 

or became, firm, or strong, Q(, TA,) and

see; 

' '

inaccessible, 

or difflmh of access. (TA.) - And

[hence,] 

t He endeavoured, or constrained him-

&ey., 

to be grave, staid, steady, sedate, or calm;

syn.,;��, 

(g,) and C'jP-. (TA-)

Mgh, 

Mqb, aor. J; (8 The lj, 3~

aj 

. [or largefiek�ral]: and the

CA5iMsb, 

]g;) of the dial. of the lower (,,W) liapp. R.

jU 

[or common rat or mouse]; as also embj.

in 

territory] of Muder, and said by Az to he not

chaste 

[though it, or the third, seems to he the OP)

moot 

oommon of the diaL vers. here mentioiied]; 6 * ' The [meaning side, or outmard

C)SJ 

1 1

(Mgb;) 

and b��j, aor. � j (?, Mqb, V;) men- part,] of a thing: (Mqb -.) or the stronqest ,jW

P
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BooK I.]

[i. e. side, or outmard part,] (9, 1g, TA) of a
thing (9, TA) of any kind: (TA:) the corner, or
angle, (SI j,) of a house or room or the like:
(4 in art ,.j:) [and this is perhaps what is
meant by the "strongest .j1.;" for the strongest
outward part of the house is unquestionably the cor-
ner, or angle: thus the angle in which is the Black
Stone, of the Kaybeh, is specially called '~ ,

C11,lp i. e. sbl y;5:] the - jof a 3
[or palace, or pavilion, &c.,] is its .. [or its
strongest ril4.], and so of a mountain: (TA:
[ae ,j, and 5e :]) the pl. is i5jt and 41
[each properly a pl. of pauc., but the former is
used as a pl. of mult.]: (Msb, TA:) the iL SIi
of anything are its ,l. [or sides, or outward
parts, or its corners, or angles,] upon which it
rests, and by which it is supported: (TA:) and
the Xts1ji of a land are its extremities [or sides or
cormrs]. (Iam p. 47.) - Ilience, f A stay,
or sport, of any kind: see an ex. voce :

whence, perhaps,] one says, ;1j J ,

meaning * t [i. e. I lookedfor a blessing
by means of him, or it]. (TA.) t A thing whereby
one is strengthened (. Ca I.. [in the C1 1*

d4 5 3]), tsuch as dominion (.d [in the ClK

"U]), and an army, or a military force, 4c.:
(1 :) and thus it has been explained as occurring
in the ur [Ili. 30], where it is said, ; t ,
(TA,) i.e. t And he turned away from belief
with hisforces; because they were to him like the
'~ ; [properly so termed]. (Jel.) t A man's

ilnsfolk; or nearer, or nearest, relations; or clan;
or tribe; syn. ;e±: (AHeyth,TA:) t a man's
people, or party; and the higher among theum;
and the persons ly whom he is aided and strength-
ened: thought by ISd to be thus callcd by way
of comparison [to a ; properly so termed]:
and bthus it has been explained as used in the l]ur
[xi. 82], where it is said, ~ ,1 - -

t [Or that I might have recourse to a strong
people, or party, &c.]: (TA:) or it here means

[explained above]. (JeL) And t A noble,
or high, persron; as in the saying, e '~

O.; ojSI t [Ie is a noble, of the noble of hix

people]. (TA.) And Qt1I1 iLjI%l means tThe
members, or limbs, qf the man, with wlhich things
are gained or earned, or with rdhich he works;
as the hands or arms, and the feet or legs. (TA.)
-Also t Might, and resistance: (g, :) so in
the saying, ii il ,l 4 t[ He has
recourse to strong, or vehiment, might and resist-
ance]: ( :) and so it has been explained as used
in the words of the I~nr last cited above. (TA.)

And t A thing, an affair, a case, an event, or
an action, of great magnitude or moment, momen-
tous,formidable, or terrible. (AHeyth, g.) Thus
AHeyth explains it as used in the saying of En-
Nkbighah [Edh-Dhuby&nee],

.- --- a -, -

[By no means reproach thou me wcith a moment,
ow, or a formidable, thing or action, or an
e normity, that has not its equal; though (he

proceeds to say) the enemies incite thee, with
companies of men aiding one another]. (TA.)

In the conventional language [of the schools],

';St11 '~ means t[The essence of the thing;

or] that whereby the thing subrits : from .A* l;
because the .lj [or subsistence] of the thing is

by its E';: not from .Qil1: else it would
necessarily be the case that the agent would be a

'A4; to the action; and the substance, to the
accident; and the thing to which a quality is
attributed, to the quality: (KT:) it is t that
without wthich the thing has no subsistence:
(Kull:) and is [also] applied to t [an essential,
or essential part, of the thing; i. e.,] a part of

the 4s1. [or essence] of the thing, (Kull, [and in

like manner j,.!1i jlb;I is explained in the Msb
as meaning the parts of the 24l of the thing,])

as when we say that ,leil is a O;., ofaj.li; as

well as to t the whole J&L. [of the thing]: (Kull:)
[thus] ;Ztl4l il. means tthes fundamental
[or essntials] of the services of religion, by the
neglct, or non-observance, of which they are
ineffectual, or null, or void: (TA:) or, as some
say, , 1.jl ' means that rwhereby the thing is
complete; and this is intrinsic therein; differing
from the I* [or .condition] thereof, which is
extrinsic thereto. (KT.)

;e$? A mountain having high ;OeiSi [i.e.
sides, or angles]: (9, ]:) or having strong ;.ijl:
(TA :) or inaccessible, or dfficult of access, having
et.~jL. (giar p. 561.) - And hence, (Ilar
ibid.,) t A man (9, K, &c.) firm, (Ilar,) still, or
motionless, (TA,) grave, staid, steady, sedate, or
calm. (9, ]K, 1ar, TA.)

X.jI1 A great il)ji, (V, TA,) i. e. headman,
or chief, of a village or town: [app. from the
Greek JpXwv; though it is said that] he is thus
eallc;d because the people of the village or town
trust to him and incline to him. (TA.)

; 4.. A kind of vessel, well known, (B, TA,)

like a j3 [q. v.], of leather, used for water:
(TA:) or i q. Zel! [q. v.], (S, Mgh, Myb, TA,)
in which clotres and the like are washed; (TA;)
called in Pcr.. ;W: (Mgh :) p]. ; and

ly.,. (TA.) One says, ). ,._jl 1."ji

·s o It.l [Tity sowed the nseet-nmelling plants
in tith C51]. (TA.)

'..p A thing having O1.e [here meaning
corners, or angle]. (TA.)_-[Hence,], .,, l-

A great udder; as though having jL%1: ($,
TA:) and an udder that has opened [or ;epanded]

in its place so as to fill the tU;l [or groins], and

is not vrcry long. (TA.) Tarafeh says,
-.. .. .5 .- ,J

[And her udder is great, having much milk: or,]
accord. to AA, it;h, [here] signifies ,
[app. meaning collecting much]. (TA.) And

you say also #,5gI '1 . ijU (8, TA) [dA e-

camel great in thA udder; or] mAore dder has

CLbji by reason of its greatness. (TA.)

1. L4;, (ISd, K,) [aor. .-4,] inf. n. -;,
(ISd, TA,) Iie dug, or excavated, (ISd, 1t, TA,)
the ground, forming an oblong hollow. (I8d,
TA.) -He made, formed, or fashioned, in a
suitable manner, a small watering-trough such as
is termed ;,>, (AZ, TA,) or a watering-trough
[in an absolute sense]; as also t ~j). (TA.)

4: see what next precedes.

* j; ($, Mgh, M9 b, I, &c.) and ij and
*S;, (1,) all well known, but the first is the
most chaste, (MF,) A certain thing for water:
($:) it is [a smaU drinking~assl] like a Aj,, of
leather; (ISdJTA;) a small driningvssel.of
skin: (Nh,TA:) or a small )J [or bucket,
generally of leather], (Mgh, Msb,) ell known:
(Mqb:) all of these explanations have been
strangely neglected by the author of the 1:
(TA:) pl. :L.L ($, Mgh, Msb) and 1.4 ;; (9,
Myb;) the latter allowable. (Meb.) The prov.
(O9) 5. SvUiI . l;. [lit. Tht bon became a
;-j, app. meaning the bown became exchanged
for a vessel such as is called L-j, but see what
follows,] is applied in relation to the retiring of
good fortune, and reverse in the state of affairs.
(, K.). _-A smaU 3.j [or shki]. (ISd, g.)
_ Ai aJ [or piece of cloth, or rag,] beneath the
j.el&, (,) which means three stones [with
which graps are pressed so as to force out the
juice,] placed one above another: so in the M.
(TA.) [Hence, accord. to the TI!, the prov.
above mentioned: but I see not why.] _-tThe
.~U of a woman; i. e. her .h [or vulva]: so in

the copies of the g: but in the T, her aA [i. e.
the prepuce of the clitoris], on the authority of
IAr; as being likened to the ;3j- of water:
(TA:) the pl. [app. in all its senss] is .UI and

,:.4ij [as above], (Ii,) or in the last sense J .
(TA.)

U : see what next follows, in two places.

A weU: (, M9b, V:) or a well con-
taining water; (MA;) otherwise a well is not
thus called: (Durrat el-Ghoww6V, in De 8acy's
Chrest. Ar. ii. 332:) or a wellU not made neat; or
not constructed [or cased] with bricks ['c.]:

(MA:) pl. Qt5. (9, Myb, 1) and * -. , (9,
and so in some copies of the I(,) or the former is
the pl. and t the latter is [properly speaking] a
gen. n., [i. e. a coll. gen. n.,] and often occurs. aes
a sing. and as a pl., (Nh, TA,) or the pl. is also

k.bJ: (so in some copies of the 1K and in the
TA:) accord. to ISd, it is from IS; in the first of
the senses assigned to this verb above. (TA.)

;A. [pau. part. n. of 1: -. and hence, as a
subst.,] A large watering-trough or tank: (AA,

T, Q, K:) [in the $ and C is added,sl jj *pJ ,
which may mean either that the small watering.

P
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trough is called ~, and such is the case, or

that j.. also signifies a email jp.*,, agreeably
with what here follows, and with an explanation

of this word in dithe TA voce A _ :] Az, after
mentioning AA's explanation given above, says,
but what I have heard from the Arabs is, that the

j5b. is a small watering-trough or tank, which
a man makes, orforms, orfashionw, in a suitable
mannr, with his hands, at tha head oj the well,
when he has not, and cannot procure, a vesel in
whinh to give woater to a camel or to two camels:
and that which is large is not thus called. (TA.)

[But see an oex. oce 

AJ

1. , (.,M,Mgh, Mpb, ],) aor. j,, (T,$,&.~~~~~~.,

M, Mqb, ) and ., (., M;b, ],) the latter
[irreg. ae aor. of a trans. v. of this clans, and]
said by MF to be unknown, but there are other

instances of the same kind, as s*M, aor. .p and
4 ' ~~~~~~~~3.

,and o, aor. and j, (TA,) inf n.
(Lth, T, ., M, Mgh, Mvb, 1]) and i , (Lth,
T, ., Mgh, X,) He repaired it; or put it into a

ouad, owaund, right, or proper, state; (Lth, T, .,
M, Mgb, Mbb, I5 ;5 after a part thereof had
become in a bad state; (Lth, T;) namely, a thing,
(Lth, T, .,) as, for instance, a rope becoming old
and worn-out, or a house, (Lth, T,) or a building,

,S. a-
(Mgh,) or a wall, &c.; (Mob;) as also s") 1: .,

(?.) or lt1 referring to a .house (j1;): (Lth, T:)
and in like manner, he retifhd it, namely, an
nffilr, after it had become disorganized, or dis-
ordered: (Lth, T:) and t*.) signifies the same
in an intensive sense; [i.e. he repaired it, &c.,
much, or well:] (Msb:) and he A. repaired,
or rectiJfied, hiA affair, case, state, or condition.

(TA.) The saying, d .. 3 . ') b · T ,)
occurring in a trad., (,) accord. to the relaters
thereof t a 4. , but A'Obeyd holds the former
renading to be the right, (T, g,) means, accord. to
AA, We were the fit persos to put it into a
good, sound, right, or proper, state: (T:) or,
naccord. to A'Obeyd, to put it into such a state,
and to eat it. (T, g. [See another explaiation
of the verb in what follows. ) - You say also,

_,o, meaning t [He made his arrow even, or
straight, by meanm of his eye; or] he lookhed at his
arroa until he maode it vwn, or straight. (TA.)

a-
a,. also signifies The act of cating; and so
t ·i (ISh, T.) You say, .), (T, ,, 1],) aor.

, (T, .,) inf. n. .,, (TA,) He ate it. (T, ,

Ib.) And it is said in a trad., .I 1 J 'el4
~b 11~ 4,J >!.+ I [Keep ye to the milk oj

cows,for they eat of all the trees]; (T, ,* TA;)
·; . ta.*

i. e. J1U: or, accord. to one reading, it is 3j.

(TA.) i e:_11 1:11 ;, aor. _3, inf. n. .j,
mneans TA sheep, or goat, took the dryj herbage,

or fodder, with its lips. (M.) And LIl .

a; ., nd t' Te heep, orgoat, ate2 -l
.from the land. (..) And 4.,i ., (M,) or
'~qll, (],) inf. n. u above; (TA;)and $,.3.1;

i. e. [TAe lamb, or kid, or the beast, or quadru-
psed,] reached and took the branches (M, OC)

with its mouth. (i.) And Jlt 3

He eats every [hkind of] 1.j [q. v.]. (T.) And

i.d l ~ 3 .He ate off the flesh from the bo*e;
syn. -3,: or he left the bone like thAe .a

[q. v.]: in [some of] the copies of the 1], >. is

erroneously explained 1by j'3; [in my MS. copy,

by J- ; and in the CI, by -3'- ;] the right

reading being t3a, as in the A. (TA.) And
it is said in a trad., respecting the she-cat, 'j

; 1 ,>1: .s meaning [An
I did not send her]for leer to eat [of the creepin

- A 3-
thing. of the earth]. (TA.) in,ls dj, aor.,2

(T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, IK,) inf n. ;.., (T, M,) or

iL*, (o,) or both, (I, TA, [the former written in
the C~ ;.j,]) and..; (M, I ;) and t:l; (M,
K; [but see what follows;]) Thu bone became

such as is termed 4j; (M, TA;) [i. e.,] became
old and decoyed; (MA, KL;) syn. s' (T, 8,
Mgh, Mqb, ]i.) Accord. to IAqr, one says,

U& ej and .*, meaning His bones

became old and decayed; syn. ,% : but others

explain .i t-fl differently, as below: see 4.
(T.) In the saying, mentioned in a trad., 
t .. , .- , ,.,. ..--- , 

meaning [4i i. e. 0 Apostle of God, how hAall
our blessing be offered, or addresel, to thee
irhen thou shalt have become decayed in the

grave?], the last word is originally ~...I; one
of the two .s being rejected; like as is done in

., for ,&_1: (lAth, ],0 TA: [in the

Cs, u>3 is put in the place of :]) accord

to one relation, it is ~..)1; accord. to another,

~ ; and accord. to another, ; but the

first is the proper manner of relation. (TA.)

And J .l.z.) The rope became [old and worn

out or rotten, (see L.,) or] ragged, or dis-
sundered. (M.)

2: see 1, first sentence.

4L.fiJ, aid of a bone, It had in it, or con-

tained,.j, i. e. marrow, (T, 8, ],) running there-

in. ($.) One says of a sheep or goat (., M)
that is lean, or emaciated, ($,) and of a she-

camel, (M,) ?L. : .. L, (S, M,) meaning
Not a bone of her that is broken and from which
the marrow is [somght to be] entraeted [contains
any marrow]: (M:) i. e., if any of her bones be
broken, no marrow will be found in it. (..)

And ,z.l is said of a she-camel in the first stage
of fatness when becoming in good condition of
body, and in the last stage thereof when becoming
lean; (M, TA;) meaning She had in her sorme.
n,hat of marrow. (TA.)_.. See also 1, in the latter
part of the paragraph, in four places. 1 Also,

(T, 8, M, ,) inf n. ..;L, (T,) Ile (a man, T)
was, or became, silnt; (T, M, ];) in a general
sense; or, as some say, from fear, or fight:
(M :) [and in like manner a bird: see its part. n.

j :] or they (a company of men) were, or be-

coame, ilent. (S.) [See also R. Q. 2.] .I.t

.UI J.1 He inclined to dirersion, sport, or play.
(IA r, , M, .)_ Andl ;1 He was cl~d,
or delighted, and pleased, or owa divcrted, by
reason of such a thing; like dJ CV;. (T in art.

5. dj,.. He proceeded gradually, by degrees,
step by step, or time after time, with the repairing
of it; or with the putting it into a good, aowd,
right, or proper, state. (TA.)~See also 1
near the middle of the paragraph, iin two places.

8: see 1, in the middle portion of the paragraph,
in four placn s. , 1 is also said of a young
camel as meaning He began to be in that state in
which one couldfeel his hump; (..)

10. ,1 It (a wall, M, MA, Mgh, t, or a
building, KL) needed, or required, its being
repaired; (M, MA., 1], KL; expl. in the M and
K by d-ai. JI t~; ;) having become old:
(MA :) or attained to tbe time in which it srowld
be reriredl; (S, Mgh;) a long period having
elaped since it was plastered with umad. (a.)

R. Q. 1. ,roe: see 1, in two places.

R. Q. 2. ,J I HeI mored hi lilis, CT,) or his

mnoueth, (.,) to speaoh: (T, :) or 1,2,! they put
tiaemselves in mnotion to speak, but spahe not:
(M, 1:) but it is said tog be mostly used in

neative phrases. (TA.) One says, L ;,.9*j I.
j'.~. Such a one uttered niot [a letter, or d

nord]: (T, TA:) or put not h;iself in motion

[therecwith]. (IDrd,TA.) And .*,Ad~ 1 dl-
[lie tpohe to hina and] he returned not a reilJy.
(A1, TA.)

*. an inaf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (Lthl, T, 8, &c.)-
s, .. -. .

One says, '*P..a L, * Thereis not for
me any avoiding it, or escaping it: (.:) or

-i J, s1 ept dJ to (T, TA) Tba&c is
not for him any avoiding, or escaping, that

3&, . 3,
thing, or affair: (TA:) and some say v , j .. :
( s ) so says Lth: (T:) [accord. to ISd,] in the

saying t.j 'j.j ,l ' as L, meaning There is

no avoiding, or escaping, that, .A is an imitative
sequent; (M;) and so says Lth. (T. (But see
the next paragraph.])- See also another sig-

nification assigned to J in the last sentence but
one of the next paragraph.- [And see the last
sentence also of that paragraph.]

. : see 1, second sentence: - and see also the
paragraph next preceding this, in two places -

Also i.q. .: ;,., (1sk, T, ., M,) i.e.
JIousehold-goods; or the utensils and fwriture
of a house or tent. (M. [This explanation, from
the M, I have found, in the TT, since I composed
art. .; in which I have said that, accord. to

analogy, 11 L.J app. signifies tAe means by

which a Aous, or tent, is put into a good state;
and therefore good furniture and utensib.]) So

in the saying, .A) j,3 , (I8k, T, , M,) and

lb,j i; 1, (ISk, T, .,) i. e. Hie has not,
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and he possesses not, eA houehold-goods as
woter-Ains, or milk-sAins, and vessls, ([8k, T,
M,) nor any of the utensils and furniture of tLe
house or tent. (ISk,* T,* M.) This explanation

is belter than the saying of Lth [that as is an
imitative sequent: see the next preceding pan-

graph]. (T.) One says also, a. -) i . lL,
meaning 1Ie has not anything: (a:) or Ahe has

neither littlc nor much. (TA vo.e _. [q. v.])

[See also, l.]... Also i.q. ., [as meaning An
olject, or a thing intended or meant or determined
upon or desired, in the mind: and perhaps also
anziety; or disquietude, or trouble, of mind].

(M, lC. [This signification, I., Preytag has

assigned to j, not to j; rendering it "cura,
sollicitudo;" as from the 4F; in which the word
bearing it is expressly said to be "with lamm."])

So in the saying, Ii ji &l di ts [re hlas not
any object in his mind except suck a thing]. (M.)

-... aIs --- , ,- -And so in the saying, i ja 'jS. -d Li and
a. -- a.

'tj Y_ [lr e Aas not any object in his mind
except thee]. (TA in art. .) ~ Also A comn-
pany of men: occurring in a trad. applied to a
company of [the people called] ,i,L, abirlin [in
a aluce] like a jm. [or trihe] of the Arabs of the

desrrt: [perhaps correctly *, from the Pers. .:]
said by Aboo-Moosk to be app. a Pers. word.
(TA.)

a
.oj The herbage and otlher things that are upon

the land: whence the current saying, *j ;4.-
;.,l-; j.l, meaning SucA a one brAovutt every-
thi,g of what is on the land and in the sca: [or,
of what is in t,e sea and on the land; for] ;.l
means " the sea ;" and is originally .l, but is
pIronouned [in this case] ;JCl to assimilate it to

.J1. (T.) [Or] i. q. jj [app. as meaning
f(ood of any eintd; and particul;lrly wealth;

as appears from whlat immediately follows]: one
says, *1 4j Z .;;., meaning lie broylht him
much wealth. (i.) [Or] .;j . t ;[r. means
lie brovIght nrhat was of the sea and what was of
the Iand: C '41 p . ,, IF: [so in MS. copies
and in the CIg: in the copy of Ihe g followed in
the TA, and in like manner in tile M, ", .
$l,13, which, I think, is evidently a false

reading:]) or moist and dry: or earth and water:
(M, g:) or muchA nmeth; '(I;) as in the $:
(TA:) and it is said in the copies of the IF, [and
in the M,] thata .l signifies what is borne [on
its surface] by the water; but this is a significa-

tion of;,ll; and Jl signifies what is borne by
the wind: (TA:) or what is Yupon the ground, of
.frnagments of dry herbage. (M, I.) [See also
art. .L.] _ Also Aarrow. (T, C, M, IF.)

L. The remains of a rope after it has become
ragged, or diurndered: (T:) or a pieee of a rope
(S, M, MVh, IF) that is old and worn out or
rotten; (Q;) as also v A: £M, :) pi. [of mult.]
W..., (T S,) or,. (M, F,) andp.j (?, M,

l) and [of pauc. ]jL: (M, :) and they said
Bk. I.

also;0l. j and .* [or_] and ;.* (M,

I 1;) [like 4Gj ; and JSL .4 &ec.;] thus
using the pl. as though every part [of the rope]
were termed a single thing. (M.) .- Hence tile
saying, +,t ;ll ZLZ t I gave hia the thing
altogether: (T:) or . ;tJIl %.! e, tHe

gave him the thing altogetlhcer: (a:) or 4jt ,6'1
t He took it altoglethr: (M; and the llke is said
in the Mqb:) and ,. 2Jtil t I brought
thee, or have bronght thee, the thing altolether:
(M:) or dt W.L;i tHe gave it altogether:
(V:) originally meaning the rope that is put
upon the neck of the camel: (T:) [i. e.] origina-
ting from the fact that a man gave to another a
camel with a rope upon his neck: (S, I :) or
from the fact that a man sold a amel with a
rope upon his neck; and it was said, Give him
with his aIj: (Msb:) or, as some say, from the
bringing a captive botnd with his a.; but this
is not a valid assertion. (M.) In all the coptes

3..-
of the K, ,L1 1 is also cxpl. as syn. w,ith ,.'Jl;
but [SM s;ays,] I have nut found it in the origi-
nals from which it is derived; and may-be the
right reading is "LkJI. (TA.) 'Alee said, dis-
praising the present world, l,t;ill, meaning
t [Its ties (lit ropes) are] old and worn out or
rotten. (TA.)__ - [perhaps as pl. of ;]
also signifies t The last remains of herbage. (M,
TA.)

he Old and decayedd bones: (AA, T, S, M,
Mpb, I;:) or the old and decayed, of bones:
(Mgh:) pl., and ;J. (8, Msb.) The per-
formance of the act termed .::.?11 therewith is

forbidden. (Mgh,TA.) [Seealso.~.]]_[And
A bone i,n which is mr7arow. (Freytag, from the
"Kitab el-Add4ad.")] See also aoj, first sen.
tence. Also A ,twro-wingel ant: (M, I :) so
accord. to Aboo-I.litim; but disallowed by EIl-
Bekree. (TA.) - And The L1;j [or wood-
fJrtter], (M, I~,) in some one or more of the
dialects. (M, TA.)

.. ; Clecer, ingenious, skilful, or intelligent,
girls, or young women: (IAar, i :) app. pl. of
t L,j, [as it is aid to be in the 'lF, whence
Freytag (who has mentioned it as from the g,
explaining it s an epithet applied to a girl mean-
ing " ingeniosa, prudens,") appears to have taken
it,] which signifies a female skilful in repairing.
(TA.)

.t: see ,., It is applied as an epithet to
s.i;, in a saying of 'Omar, explained in art. .j:

accord. to some, it means that whereof the heads
are growrn, so that they are eaten (,j, i.e.
Jj4l): it is also applied to a herb, or leguminous

plant, suck that the cattle pluck it with their
mouths, obtaining but little thereof: and to her-
bage that had dried up when becoming grecn. (T.)

..; 3i A sheep, or goat, that eats that by
which it panes. (M, TA.)

,~j A bone old and decayed: (S, M, Mvb, I:)
and ?. signifies the same (1F, TA) in an in-
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tensive sbnse: (TA:) or tdie former is like i.:,;
(A'Obeyd, T, and Ksh in xxxvi. 78;) i.e. it is
a subst., signifying the old and decayed, of bona;
(Ksh and Ba ibid.;) not of the measure ,ju in
dithe sense of the measure .ja or Ji.: (Ksh
ibid.:) or it is used in the sense of the mesure

j0aL, [meaning eroded,] from "4*j ["I ate
it"]: (Bd ibid.:) its pl. is in most instances i;t
[when it is used as a subst. or as an epithet], like
. pl. of [j; [or 1 pi. of ] ; and ;.

also occurs [when it is used as a subst., for l,
of which .ilj is a pl., or when it is used a an
epitlact], like;l.S pl. of 2 : (Mgb:) or you
say .lJ Jil, and,.e4 also; or ~; may have
the meaning of a gen. n., and thereforo be used
in the place of a pl. (M.) It is said in the Inur
n,bi sIupir 5,A J; r jUa > [rVho will
quicken tho bones when tcey are old and decayed
&c. ?]; the last word being without I because it is
a sulst., as expl. above, (Ksh, Bc, Jcl,) not an
epithlet; (Kshi, Jel;) or because it is used in the
sense of the measure 3 La, as stated above;
(Bd;) or becatuo words of the measures J
and 3,J are sometimes used alike as muse and
femrn. [and sing.] and pl., like ,z. and *3j
and ja~. (g.) And 1Itim, or some other, says,

- : a ',. - ....: a. ·* &C J- ;i1 ,s L YL q *

,eril n ao USItoV *
[Verily, or now surely, by Ifim beside wom tnone
knoweth the secret, and who quickeneth the while
bona w!hen they are old and decayed &c.]; in
which .ad may have the meaning of a gen. n.,
as observed above. (M.) [Hoenco,] t Any-
thling old and decayed or worn out. (M.) Ono

says, ..jCJI J oI ! [lie revived wha,t had
become decayed of generots qunlities or actionu or
practices]. (TA.)_ And t The remains of the
herbage of the nuet precedin year: (Lb, M:)
from the same word in thle sense first expl. above.
(M.) m.cj is one of the names of The east, or
easterly, wind; L.JI: and is also a proper name
for a rwman. (M.)

.; A snujicienry of the means of subsistence,
(.K, TA,) whereby life becomes, or i held to be,
in a good, or thriving, date. (TA.)

'L.J, applied to a ewe, TVhits, M, ,) without
any colour Up/on her. (M.)

WUi ;L;J One who collerts what has falle
offood, and the worst thereof, to eat it, not pre-
serving himelffwnn its uncleanneu. (T, as heard
by its author from the Arabe.)

jis of the measure i aceord. to Sb:
accord. to Abu-l-Iasatn [i.e. Akh], of the measure
Ji, (M, TA,) and is [therefore] mentioned in
the $ and ~ in art. C*, [q. v.]: (TA:) the n. un.
is with 3. (M.)

.lj, The bA_ [or herbs, or dry herba~e,] of
the [season called] : and also a crtain spe'ies
of tree., (, M,) of snwet smt: n. n. with 8:
(M :) or La. signifies a cert ai U-kor~wn
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sort of _~ in the desert; and &lj, much
thereof: (T:) or this latter signifies a celrtain
herb having prickly branches and leares, thatfor-
bid the touch, rising to the Ahight of a cubit; long
in the leaves, broad, and intensely green, having
a yellow.fonwr, and eagerly desired by the cattle:
(AIln, M :) or a certain dust-coloured plant,
(Aboo-Ziy&d, M, 15,) which people use as a remedy
for the sting of the scorpion. (Aboo-Ziy&d, M.)

OS. 0 '
aL,;: see.A,,J, of which it is thouglt to be the

singular.

;..) a pl. of Lj as signifying "a piece of a
rope:" (M, ]1:). and perhaps also in another
sense: see the latter word, last sentence.

, 
_. - Containing , i.c. marrowm; applied to a

bone. (T.) And, [in like manner without ;,]
applied to a she-camel, (i, M, 15,) in the first
stage of fatness when becoming in good condition
of body, and in the last stage thereof when be-
coming lean, (M,) meaning Having in her some-
what of marrowm. (~, M,* ~.*) ~ Also Silent;
(A'Obeyd, T, ;) in a general sense; or, as some
say, from .fear, orfright; (TA;) applied to a
man, (A'Obheyd, T,) and to a bird, as in the say-
ing of a rijia, (g,) namely, gomeyd EI-ArJla,
(TA,).

[They comen to the water when the bird of night
is silent, wvhen its curtains (lit. its two cur.tains)
of darknes are let down, when the holders oJ'
discoure therein are sleeping]. (9,' TA.) 

[Thle Il.] .,41 e signifies Calamities, or mis-

fortunes: (T,:) so accord. to AZ in the say-

ing, to *,; [He smot him, or afilicted
him, with cablmiites, or misfortunes]: or, accord.
to Aimboo-Milik, it signifies ,At Jl [i. e. silencing
wordIs or acts]. (T.)

aor [originally °a~ , a noun of the same class
as c~ and Ic . &c., meaning A cause of
repair: and hence, a thing needing repair; as
in a lphrase mentioned vooe ] . _See also

0, a-. is
i,a.>*, voee..j. - And see what here follows.

a,r., (Th, T, $, M, TA,) accord. to the ],

,psr, but this is a mistake, (TA,) The lip of any
cloven-hloofed animal, (Tb, T, g, M, ](, TA,) such
as the cow &c.; because it eats therewith; (S ;)

like ; (Th,T;) as also I.. [like- i].
(e, M, 5.)

·e*.9. sing. of . , (TA,) which is [an
epithet] applied to arrows, meaning Having the
.feathers r~epaired, or put into a good state. (I4,
TA.) - And t An arrow [made emen, or straight,

qy nmeans of the eye; or] looked at until made

even, or straight. (TA.)-You say also, ,I
.;/-.J. 9 )[i. e. The affair, or cae, of such a
one is rectified, or repaired]. (TA.)

1. _, ($, TA,) aor. A r. (TIg,) inf. n. ,
(K,) He put a thing into a right, or proper,
state, or adjusted it; and wiped it with his hand.

(S, ]1,' TA.) He collected together a thing, and
put it into a right, or proper, state, or adjusted

it. (As, TA.) - j.1 , (T in art. L U, 6,
M,) aor. , (TA,) inf. n. :_ , M, ](,) Thel
camels ale j alone, without any change of

food: (T in art. C. :) or had a complaintfro n
eating d:) (~, M, ] :) AHn says that the cooi-
plaint thus caused is a looseness, or flux of thin
excrement from the bowels, consequent upon eat-
ing ,j when hungry; and that one fears for the

camels in this case. (M.) . ,Il ., aor. ,

(.,) inf. n. , (TA,) t Their affair, or case,
or state of things, became confused. (g1.) ,

aor. ; and Xj, nor. '; inf. n. of each 
lie stole. (T.)

2. *j IsI mixed, or confounded, a thing with

another thing. (IAth, TA.) l .1; : He left
some milh remaining in his she-camer's udder

aftcr milking; (M ;) as also * t:l. (T,° M.)

_ And ,: i! j, inf. n. H e left
somewhat [of milk] remaining in the udder; as
also t ,_. (S, ]1.) And in like manner one

says, (TA,) 4J I. i V t"j (Q, TA, in the
C15 and in a MS. copy of the 1K dU'i,) Such a
one left a residue, or remainder, in his properey,
or among his cattle; as also ' : _1 (15, TA.
[Had I;4 been the right reading, the author of
the l would, or should, have said "as also

_4c:-) .He, or it, exceeded him,
or it; (lAth, TA;) as also t.jt. (IAth, ,'*

TA.) You say, X 1 i ;: He exceeded
the [age of] fiffly [years]: (M, K:) and in like
manner one says of other numbers, relating to

age. (M.) And a3tJI oh .4 ,t; jHBU sheq),
or goats, exceeded the [number of a] hundred. (M.)

And in like manner, '., a. aiWl ;,j [The
she-camel yielded more thlan the contents of her

milking-.vsel]. (M.) And jJ 1 Ji.. y4 . t

Hie exceeded him, or surpased him, in speech. (T].)

4. s.%jl: ee 2, in five places. Also i. q.

i [lie, or it, rendered soft, &c.]. (K1.)

10: see 2.

:_ [A certain shrub, rese~mbling a dwarf-
tan&arisk;] a certain pasture of camels; (S, A,
Mqb, I5 ;) a species of tree [or shrub], (T,) of the
kind termed ,~a., (T, f, A, Msb, 15,) growing
in plain, or soft, ground, (Mqb,) the leaves of

which fall, [or droop], like the e:j [i. e. kholi,
or glasswort]; eagerly desired by the camels when
they are satiated with, and tired of, the [snweet

pasture termed] aJU: (T:) it is a species of tree
[or shrub] resembling that called L.b, (M, ],)
which does not grow tall, but the leaves of which
spread, [app. meaning that its sprigs s.iread out
fiat, andl (as described above) droop, like those
of the common tamariskh,] and it resembles the

i MU.: (M:) like the La and Cj)I,, it is burned
for making q [or potash]: (TA &c. in art.
sU:) AI.n says that it has long and slender

,..h [generally, nnd app. here, meaning sprigs
garnished with minute leaves overlying one another

like the scales of a fash], and is a pasture upon
which camels and .heep or goats illU lire Ahen
they have nothing else with it; sometimes there
comes forth upon it a wnhite honey, [a speCie of

manna,] resembling j~. [i.e. pearls, or silver
beads liAe pearls], very sweet; it affords firemool,
and wood for other uses; its kindled firerood is
hot; and its smoke is ben~efial as a remedyfor
the rheum: AI.n also says in one place, that,
accord. to certain of the Bsarees, the .j occupies
the space of a man sitting, and grows in tde
manner of the CZ [a species of worm,mood]:

also that he had been told by certain of [the tribe
of] Benoo-Asad that it rises not so high as the
stature of a man, and is ued as firenood: (M,
TA:) [a coil. gen. n.:] the n, un. is with ;. (T,
M.) [See a prov. cited voce CjS, in art. c j3.]

Also A man whose clothes are old and worn
out: (A, 1. :) said by MF to be tropical, but not
said to be so in the A. (TA.) - And Weak in
the ,E [i. e. the back, or the fl.esh on either side
of the back-bone]. (1.)

_~j A raft, constructed of pieces of wood or
timber (As, T, S, M, Msb, K) put together (T, 8,
M, Msb, 15) and bound, (T,) upon which one
embarks (T, $, M, Msb, 15) on the sea or a great
river: (?, M, Msb, K:) of the measure .a in
the sense of the measure Jpa , from X_,; "he
collected together" a thing, "and put" it "into
a righlt, or ProPer, state," or "adjusted" it: (Aq,

TA:) pl. l;. (T, 8, M, Msb.) An old, orn.

out, rope; pl. £I,t and £4.j: (M:) and one says

.~41 X., (8, M, A,I5,) meaning as above, (A,)
i. e.,; C, K ;) like as one says 'ai.I * :

(M:) or :_; signifies a rope undone, or tin-
twixted. (IAar, T.)- And The thong, or the
like, by which is suspenlded the shin of churned
milk. (].)~ Also Remains, of milk, in the
udder, (T, S, M, 1.,) after milking; and so

* ': pl. of the formner t,15;. (M.) And

i. q .. [app. as meaning Miilk, or fresh milk,
dran,n from the udder]. (T.) m An An excel-
lence, or excellent quality. (T, ]K.) So in the
sying, in the "Naw&dir el-Agrab," i ;4i

,* yM [To such a one belongs an excelence
over such a one]. (T.)

[part. n. of ]. You say -;. !, (9,

M, 1,) and l (S, 1) and (M, K,)
[which are pla.,] Camels having a complaint from
eating M. (9, M, V5. [See 1, third sentence.])

see e

.:l; [from ,.*-] The maker of a raft or rafts:
and one wrho drams, or tows, [or propels,] a raft.
(M,A.)

t ,;bjI [in the C1 Lr] Land producimjng

[the sh,ru.bs called] g.; (M, X ;) and * ,bl

[signifies the same, or] land in which are .

(Ham p. 99.)

,p49 s The.y are in a state of confa-
sion. (1.)

I
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a ,: see l:U: - and see also the paragraph
here following.

· t a pl. of r c. (8 Ac.)-Also [The vice
of hicking, or trikintg with the kind leg or with

both the kind legs;] a subst. from s.. a mid of any
solid-hoofed animal: (M;b, TA:) it is a vice for
which an animal that has been sold may be re-
turned. (TA.) One says, CL?j S [Hs has a

vice of kicking]. (A.) And Lt.,l e i,hl$
CG)la [I am irresponsible to thes for the vice of
overcoming the rider and running away with him,
and the vice of kicking]. (TA.) [And ta ;,,
in like manner, signifies A trick of kicking: wee
an ex. voce .]

t and ?Claj [A horse, or the like, that has
a habit of kicking]. You say .;.s. t50 ;J
and LiL.s .t [A kicking, biting, beast].
(A.) And &.j iL. tIA kicking she-canmel.
(TA.)

j, : ssee 5r, [of which it is the din.], in
three places.

a tj The art of making C- [spears, or
lance&]. (S, A,* .) See the next paragraph.

taj A maher of tl [spears, or lances].
(S, A,* Mb, 1g.) You m,y, ; j3. tLa j;

taL.Ilt [HIe is a maker of spears or lances,
skilful in the art of making t/mr]. (A.) - See
also ' . S8ee also t-j,, in two places.-

am.l*j m A bow tlat p opels [the arrow] reh.e-
mently. (s.) The word .'Ld, used [app. in this
sense, without a subst.,] by Tufeyl El-Ghanawco
is expl. by some as meaning A thrust, or piercing,

with the ".r; but no way of resolving this is
known, unless it be used in the place of t · ,
as the inf. n. of un. of j. (L.) - Also
! Poverty, need, or wrant. (J1, TA. [This mean-
in is erroneously assigned in Freytag's Lex. to

r'l Thrusting, or piercing, another with a

j [i.e. spear, or lance]. (g, Msb.) - Also
(~ [in the Msb "or" ]) A man having a

[spear, or lance]; (Q, Myb, k;) and so tt1:
(L:) the former an epithet [of the possemive
kind,] similar to 0i and aU, having no verb.

(.) -- ijl . Jl is the name of t [The st*'
Arcturus;] a certain star, before, or precedinig,
&l [or Corona Borealis], preceded by anothear
star, [the star Pi in the le f leg of Boote,] which

is called its .j [or spear, i e. JL.Jl 1 ,

and simply C.,1], (S, ],) whence its name:
it is one of tLro stars which are together called
,1t.;jl; and is not one of the Mandions qf the
Moon: (S:) it is also called *j~JI .1..JIt:
(Az,TA:) the other iL.t [is Spica Virgini",
the Fourteenth Mansion of the Mocen, and] is
called ,j 1, because it has no star [near] before
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1a ;i., (. , A, L, 1I,) aor. -, (L, V,) inf. n.
?, (L,) He tArut him, or pierced him, with a

-a [i. e. spear, or lance]. (S, A, L, ].) _ And

r., aor. and inf. n. as above, He (a solid-hoofed
animal) struck with his hind kg. (Mob.) You
say, of a horme, (., A, ],) and of an ass, and of
a mule, (., A,*) or any solid-hoofed animal, (TA,)

.. j, (., A, ],) aor. as above, (K,) and so the
inf. n., (TA,) He kicked him; (i;) or struck
hint with his hind Ieg, (., A, TA,) or with both
his hind legs: (TA:) and accord. to Az, it is
sometimes metaphorically said of a camel, (Msb,
TA,) and 1.. m is sometimes said of a she-camel.
(TA.) - [In the vulgar modern language, it
means He (a horse or the like) galloiped.] -
[Hence,] said of the [locust termed] ', S It
struck the pebbles: (so in three copies of the Q:)
or it struck the pebbles with its hind leg, (L and A,
and so, accord. to the TA, in the 8,) or with its
two hind legs. (Q.)_ And, said of lightning,
I It gliamedl (A, O) with gleams slight and near
togyether. (A.)

3. ~.1j, in£ n. 1.-., He contended with
him in thrusting, or piercing, with the spear, or
lance. (A, TA. [The meaning is indicated in
both, but not expremssed.])

0. I~..lj 3 They contended, one with another,
in thrustinq, or piercing, with tihe spear, or lance.
(A, TA. [The meaning is indicated in both, but
not expressed.])

L A certain weapon, (L, TA,) well knowvn;
(L, Myb, ]1;) [i.e. a spear, or lance; one with
which one thrusts, not which one casts; accord.
to El-Ilareeree, (cited by De Sacy in his "Chrest.
Ar," sec. ed., ii. 332,) not so called unles having
its iron head mounted upon it:] pl. tb and
.tb, (~, L, Msb, ],) the former of mult. and

the latter of pauc. (L.) [Hlence the saying,]
I~; ' , .. [lit. Tley broke a spear bet,reen
them, or among them; meaning] ! evil, or mis-
chief, [or enmity, or contention,] happened be-
tween them, or amonig them. (A, TA.) And

J.~I J .e U ';;:a 1 We Ivere tried with a
long and distresing d.y. (A, TA.) And
..I1.t d j &. j t I [Thley are in league against
the sons of such a one a, one Mnan]. (A, TA.)
And :.,;; 5 ; [A though his ta.o
eyes were upon two spears] is said of one in fear
and fright, and looking hardly, or intently; and
sometimes of one in anger. (TA.) [The dim. is
' 5~ . And hence the saying,] Lo 5.l JL.1

*_t ell (a man, 1], TA, or an old man, TA)
stayed himself upon a staff by teason of extreme
old age, or decrepitude: by ~ ,I is meant
Lukman the Sage, (g, TA,) who is mentioned
in the g5ur-6n: (TA:) or Martlhad Ibn-Saad:
or it is a surname applied to old age, and decrepi-

tude. (g, TA.) -_ 8ee also 1;. _- [As a mea-
sure in astronomy, accord. to modern Arabian
astronomers, it is Four degres and a half; the
eightieth part of a great circle; and accord. to

various works on practical law, it consists of
twelve jlMl (or spans): but there is reason to
believe that ancient usage differed from the
modern, with respect to both these measures, and
was not precise nor uniform: in an instance men-
tioned voce Lj, it appears to be about twice
the measure stated above; i.e., about nine degree;
and to consist of fie cubits, a measure perhaps

equal to twclve spans.] tL aj , said of
the [species of barley-grass called] _.s~, (T, 1,
A, TA,) and of aniy similar pasture, (T, TA,)
t It assumed, or put forth, its prickhes, (A,* TA,)
or became dry in its prickles, (T, TA,) and thus
(T, A, TA) resisted the attempts of animnals to
pasture upon it. (T, S, A, L, TA.) Also, said of
camels, S They became fat, (S, K, TA,) or yielded
milk plent,iilly; ($, TA;) as though they pre-
vented one's slaughtering them; (v ;) or because
their owner is prevented from slaughtering them:
(8:) or they became goodly in the eye of their
owner so that he was prevented from slaughtering

them; (A,* TA;) and so "l 1 .d; . (TA.)
One says also G Jtl l Si A fat she-camel;

and La il--* fat camels; because their
owner, when desiring to slaughter them, looks at
their fatness and their goodly appearance, and is
prevented from slaughtering them. (A,* TA.)-

,ft.JI Ctaj t [Titse pestilence termed] O~tMI.
(A, 1[.) [See the following verses.]_ -tLj
,.,rll i. q. tA',J [evidently a mistranscriptionfor

*t3 , i. e. t The stings of scorpions, with which
they striet; .,,YJl being here used, as it seems
to be in some other instances, as a cull. gen. n.:
that such is the case is shown by the verses here
following, quoted in the TA as an ex. of tLj

~.IJ. (I..) A poet, cited by TIh, says,

t r -1~~~~

69' VLS ca ' L - -

G. JQ.1 ,1 C·1 tI~~~ Z t ~ 1 

S

9

s[iy thy life, or by thy eflig;on, Ifeared not,for
Ubei, the stings of the scorpions; but I feared,
for Ubei, the pestilence, or thee, 0 .larith ; j.
being for tLa.]; by )j.*JI ; i 4 L ~. he means
the scorpions. (TA.) _ [Thce dim.] , 5. is a
proper name of t Tie penis; ((,* TA;) like as

.S is a proper name for "the vulva of a
woman." (TA.) - t'j jl means t A species
ofjerboa, (]K, TA,) long in the hind legs, in the
middlle [?J of each j"5 [here meaning meta-
carpus] haring a nail in excess [of those of the
hind feet; for the fore feet have each five toes of
which one only has no nail, and the hind feet have
each but three toes, all of which have nails]: or
it means any jerboa: and its CAb [evidently a
mistranseription for .eej] is its (ail. (TA. [It
is there added, t;'_ ~j.; another mistran-
scription, and an obvious solecism; or probably
some words which should have preceded these
have been omitted by the copyist.])
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it: _lIh is more red. (TA.)_r1; also ig-

nifies IA bull; so called because of his pair of

horns: (A:) [i. e.] a wild bull; thought by ISd

to be so called bhcause of his horn: (TA:) or

IS ;;J signifies a [wild] bull having a pair of

ltornr. (8, )

1. I,;. , (Sh, T, M, A, L,) [aor., app., ,,
t8-

inf.n. .; (M,oL;) and Vl_ .j;. (sh,T,M,

L;) for whiell A'Obeyd erroneously says pir.,

with kear to the_*; aud 1iA1, with teahdeed

to the r; (T, L;) Tey (a people, or party,)

torished: (SI, T, M, A, L:) or became like T-:

[sor ashes]: (A:) and h. i;, (L,) or ot

,.±, (TA,) has the former meaning. (L, TA.)

And ;, [so in the T and L and TA, not 

aor. ', inf. n. >j., It (a garment, En-Na9r, T,

or a thing, 1'A) lperished by becomning old and worn-

out, and had no goodnem and lostingne. (En.

Nadr,T, L,TA.) M, lg,) aor.

(S,1I,) inf. n. j, (j,) Tha sheep, or goats,

terisked by reason of cold, or of hoar-frost or

*rime. (?, M, k(.) _ ; (AZ, 1Sk, T, ?, Nh,
M1.,) aor. ', (AZ, T,) or , (MLb,) or both,

(1Sk, ;,) inf. n. ,; (AZ, 1Sk, T, S, Myb;) or

n. .j; (M, TT;) and V . ).; (M, Nit, L;) lIe,
(God, M, TA, or a man, Myb,) or it, (a company
of men, 1Sk, ,) tlcatroyed (AZ, ISk, T, s, Mhb)

a person or tl;ing, (L, M;b,) or people: (oAZ,

ISk, T, M, M:) or destroyed, and rendered like

,ashe. (N h.) _ L, Ls,) aor.1 , (,

L,) inf. n. a; ( n, M, L ;) and oI A, or t 1,;

(necord. to different copies of the gn;) re (a

man, O) mas, or became, afected with pain and

wnelling of the eye; (M;) with inJlammation

thrcof; or with ophthalmia; syn. C r...

(., L, T .) And . ;. , (T, A, AL, Mb,)

(ior. '(L, M b,) inf. an.j (T, A, L, Mob,

1 ;) and :, (T, Mb;) or , ( 1, (TA,)

ilif. n. l.;;; (], TA;) is eTye was, or became,

painful and swollen, inJlamed, or affected with

oithlhaln ia; syn. ;+1. (L, , TA.)

3. #.,, (M,A,) inf.n. -w, (a,) He put
asheJ into it, (TT,* A,) or upon it; (M;) namely,

roast meat: (M, A:) or he put it (a thing) into

ashes. (It) I is said in a prov., T a.i lb)Sa Pemo. or*S thing, (-, Mb, le : A

S,j T1 1, [Th:y broter roasted, until, khen

he had thoroughly cooked the meat, he put ashej

into it, or put it into the ashes]: (T, o, M, A:)

meaning I oTy brother did a good deed and then

naarred it: (A:) [i. e.] it is applied to him whc

mars, or.corrupt, that which he has put into .

good, or right, state: (T:) or to him who does a

kind act, and then mars it by reproach, or cut,

it short. (Atdh.) Also He put it (namely

flesh-meat to be roasted,) into lire coals. (M.:

_ See also .~ (AZ, To , M, , ,) inf. n

ros; ( ;) and t: ? Jjt; (M, A ;) aid of a ewet

or she-goat, (AZ, T, C, M,) and of a she-camel
(8, M, 1,) and of a cow, (,) She secreted mnill

in er udder a little before her bringing forth,

ri - .mJ

syn. :..i: (g, :) or she shown,a herself to be

pregnant, and became large in her udder; aY g

also .. jb: (AZ,T:) or she ecreted a little ,

milk at the time of bringing forth: (T:) or shte 

showed herslf to be pregnant, and became large

in her belUy and swvollen in Amher udder and her

vulva: or he secreted somewhat [of mnilk] at the

tina of bringing forth, or a little before it.' the a

epithet applied to her in this case is ' j.J [with- 

out ;]. (M.) [See also .,z-.] One says,

,~; j. ; hWI -'J.. [The ewes have secreted

milk in their uddeWs, &c.]: (I Aar, T, S:) there-

fore prepare thou the j31: prelpare thou the
^1,j1: [i. e., the loops into tvwhich their heads are

to be inserted:] for the ewes secrete milk in their

udders only jJ3 l jy,oj , [i. e. at the time of

bringing forth, or when about to produce the

young]. (S.) And [in like manner,] ,, "

o9 p. J .- (IAr, T. [See also arts. j.j

and y.])

4. .,j, as an intrans. v.: see 1, firt sentence,

in two places. _ Also, ($, ],) inf. n. ;j5L , said

of a man, (g,) ise mas, or became, poor, needy,

or indigent. (S,.) And .. il .)j Tte peo. le

were, or became, qafficted with drought, barren-

ness, or dean,rt, (A, K, TA,) and thleir cattle

perished (1, TA) in consequence thereof. (TA.)

8 See also 1, last two sentences. - And see 8.

~ As a trans. v.: see 1, in the middle of the

paragraph. - '1 ~j lie, (God, $, M, L, X1,)

and it, (weeping, A, TA,) canset his eye to be-

come painful and swollen, in,flaued, or oectcd

with ophthalmia. (., M, L, 1, TA.)

9. .jI: see 1, first sentence.,l, said of

a man's face, i. q. 4jI [as meaning It became

like the colour of >LG, or ashes; or it became

altered by reason of anger]. (A, TA.)~ See

also 1, last two sentences. am Also, inf. n. ;1.l1,

said of a camel, accord. to AA, Ile ratn ehe-

mently; and so ,;Sj: or, accord. to Ay, both

signify he ment at random, heedlesly, headlong,
or in a headlong courle; and quickly: (T:) or he

nent quickly, or a quich pace; accord. to some,

specially said of the ostrich: (M, I.:) or he ran

in the manner of the i 4 [meaning ostriclhes].

(A.

Q. Q. 4. ;;, ; ti[nf. n. of .;.;1] The going,

or acting, vigorously, or *,ith energy. (M, TA.)

-L.j: see ;/>.

~,, applied to water, Tur.bid: (T:) or altered

for the worse in taste and colour, though still

drinkable; (Es-Sijistanee, g, A, 1g;) as also

D J,.>. (Lb, L) - And, applied to a garment,

s or piece of cloth, Faded; syn. U.?; as also

, j. [q. v.]. (A, TA.) - Also, (, L. Myb,

,, 1,) and 9' ,s (?, M, A, L, Myb, ],) and

~) td, or t ., (accord. to different copies of

the ]g,) A man affected with pain and melling

s of the eye; with irfammation thereof; or with

ophilalmia: (0, M, A,* L, Myb, ] :) fem. of

h the first is;, (Myb,) and of the econd 51;,
(; M, Mb,) [and pl. of the second . i.] And

[BooK I.

;i ($, M, L) and ( M,; (MA, A L) A n
eye painful and swollen, inilaned, or affected

rit.h ophth/almia: ($, M, A,s L:) pl. of the latter

tr o .. (A.)

i. Ash-colour; the colour of ;j; as also

},.: (A in art. ,.J:) a colour like U , iu.-

dining to blachkness; and so ;ol: (T in that art.:)

a colour inclining to that of dust. (M.)

o. si~ ' .i , b, or O-,(as in di.-

rerent copies of the 1C,) a phrase expl. in art. -,.

~; 3~;, (S, M, ]g) and ;.tj, (.,) whici

latter is abnormal, (TA,) or ;,j, (so accord. to

a copy of the T,) and t .;~ and ' ;1, ([,

.K,) Ashes perishing, or coming to nought: (St,

k(:) or ntuch in quantity, and very fine or

mitinute: (M, .K:) or red ced to thefincst, or noxt

minute, state: (T, TA:) or ;.aj signifies burnt

to the utmost degree, and reduced to the finest, or

,nost minute, state. (IAth, TA.)

T;: : see )J.

,:~: see .

l;j Ashes; i. e. charcoal redluced to particles

T, M) by being burnt; (T;) burnt coaXl tfhat

hare becom, e mixetl pwith dust, audl ectinguishetl,

and reduced to ptrticles: (iM:) an8l fr;

sig,nifies the same; (, , M, ;) as also t.)l,

like ltaOl, (so in some copies of the ]g, and in a

copy of thce ,) or 9 a,ll, like :'.t, (so in other

copies of the 1.,) or * .1,1; (so in two coldies of

the ;, there suid to be like taIt, and so in the

M ;) as somne say; or t l is a pl. of >;., as

is also O."j l; and :lj;, which is mentioned

on the autilority of Kr, and whicIh is [said to be]

the only word of its measure, [though J.;I. also

is mentioned by IHsh,] is a quasi-pi. n.: (M:)

[>.C is a coll. gen. n.;] and t ;t.l; [is its n. an.,

and as such] signifies a portion thereqf. (M.)

[Hence] one says, 11 ,j;j : jM [lit.

Such a one has ,nany as¢hes of tAh cooking-pot];

meaning t xilch a one is vety hospitable; has

niany guests: (Mgh in art. a..b:) [and so .

,L.hl ; ,N±:] and bjl;,, M& the has , many

guats: because the ashes become much in quan-

tity in consequence of cooking. (L, from a trad.)

And ' uI jj u [lit. Ashes were blow#n

and scattered in his face]; meaning t hiface

became altred. (A, TA.)--[,l.J ; is a term

applied in the present day to Liziviumn, or lye;

i. e. water infused with wood-ashes.]

;jb Perdition, destruction, or a state of

destruction; (g, Mb ;) as also V ;,j. (T, $.)

Hence, (i, MNb,) 3).J1 .;l The year of per-

dition or destruction, (f, Msb. 1,) or of drought,

(A,) in the days of 'Omar, (, Mb, V,) the

seventeenth or' eighteenth year of the Flight,
(TA,) in which men perished (f,M, MYb, p)

in great numbers, (M,) and cattle also, ($, 1],)

in consequence of drought (, Myb) long t cot-

0 ' - 0 6.

;mj 

M, L) and (M, A, L). A n

iyi 

paij!ful and swollen, inifalned, or affected

rith 

ophthalmia: ($, M, A,* L:) p]. of the latter

* 

* ' * ' '. (A.)

3 

Ash-colour; the colour of >Cj; as also

1.6j"i 

4,6,0

o.wj: 

(A in art. xej:) a COIOUP- like UJ3, ils-

41
dining 

to blackness; atid so i "": (T in that art.:)

z 

colour ioiclining to that of dust. (M.)

.�UJD'. 

i~'*J J).1 1 or (as in di"-

rerent 

copies of the 1C,) a plirase expl. in art.

($,M, 

]g) and whicia

latter 

is abnorviial, (TA,) or (so accord. to

4, 

'M

a 

copy of the T,) and ~j and * ~j

Ashes 

perishing, or coming to naught: (St,

k(:) 

or ntuth in quanti�il, and very flu# or

mittute: 

(M, ]�:) or reduced to thefiaett, or most

minute, 

state: (T, TA:) or Lblj signifies burnt

to 

tide fitmott degree, and reduced to thefinest, or

tnost 

Paiiaute, state. (IAtli, TA.)

T;A: 

see

,Ae~j 

: see

zG; 

Ashes; i. c. charcoal reiluced to particles

To 

M) by being but.nt; (T;) burnt coab float

ham 

becoppae iiiixeil with ditist, aytti extivigttisheil,

and 

reiluced to IN$?-ticleit: (W) 811(1

sigilifies 

tile same; M, ]�;) as also

like 

:UWJ1, (so in some copies) of tlee ]g, and in a

copy 

of-tile 8,) or V.51 ~"jml, like 'btol, (so in other

copies 

of the or (so in two colties of

the�, 

there suid to be like "Uojt, and so in tito

M;) 

as sonie sky; or pI is a PI. of >I*J, as

is 

also O."ji ; and whicli is mentionett

on 

the autflority of Kr, and wiiicla is [said to be]

the 

only word of its niensure. Ithough J141 also

c 

. lb

is 

mentioned by THelt,l is a quasi-pi. n.: (M:)

[>C; 

is a coll.' gen. n.;] and #;L;; [is its n. utb.,

and 

as sucial signifies a portion thereof. (M.)

[Hence] 

one my&, [lit.

Sucis 

a one has inany asitis of tA* cooking-pot] ;

meaning 

tictith a on# is rety hospitable; has

ritany 

guests: (Mell in art. [and so 3^

4
azid 

bUj$l ,,M& the Ziat ntaity

guats: 

becauwe th; ashes become much in quan-

tif.y 

in covisequence of cooking. (L, from a trad.)

And 

' u! 1 ; ItiL Atists mffe blc#mra

dy"3 

L9 LOL.-, .

and 

scattered in hisface]; meaning :hisface

became 

altoed. (A, TA.) is a term

applied 

in the present day to Lixivium, or 1.ye;

i. 

e. water iitfyiwd with, troo"sl&e4.1

3>t*j 

Perdition, destruction, or a state of

dextruction; 

(g, Mqb;) at also V ~"j'. (T, $.)

Hence, 

(�, M9by) 31Wj31 ;1� TU year of pe"

dition 

or dmiructio;, ($, Mqb. or of drought,

(A,) 

in the days of 'Omar, Mqb, V,) the

seyeuteenth 

or' eighteenth yeair of the Flight,

(TA,) 

in which men perished (?,M, Mqb, V.)

in 

great numbers, (MJ and cattle also, ($, n,)

in 

consequence of drought �, Myb) long% con-
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tinuing, ($,) wlerefore it was thus called, ($, M,)
because the earth became like ashes by reason of
the drought; (Msb;) or, as some say, because
the droulght continued so as to render the earth
and the trees like the colour of ashes: but the
first reason assigned above, for its being thus
called, is preferable. (M.) - See also i~J.

JL;; A sort of grope, of Et-7dif, of a
dusty blach colur.. (M.)

.dl; [Perishi,g: or becoming like )s;, or
askwc: or] peritshing by becoming old and worn-
out, and laving no goodness and lastingness.
(En-Na4lr, 1, L, TA.)

,.;t Of the eolour of t;j [or ashes]; (S,
M, I];) [ash-coloured; 6shy;] of a dusty colour
in wrhich is a daskiness, or dinginssu: (S:) [fem.
.1,;: and pl. ,A .] Hlence ;I applied to A
.female ostrich: (S, ]:) [and "j applied to
ostriches: (see h, last sentence:)] and hience also
.~j applied to gnats (T, 6, A, L., .I) of a certain
species: (T:) nnd you say :1s itJl. (M, A)
i. e. [an ostrich or a feniale ostrich,] qf an
ob.wcure blMch k hue, like the colour of ases: (M :)
and .,~ f [a tmale o Aurich of uch a colour]:

(M :) and ~ -;la [ostriches of such a colour-]:
(A:) and . ..,~ garments, or,piecss of cloth,
of a dI sty colour in n'hich is a duskiiesu, or
dlineics; from L;j. (T.) L! a1sserts that tle
.. in this word is a substitute for .,. (M, L
(See . .) Sce also 2, in six placc_
And see Oj.

·1 ~j nnd -.~' and 6i.l.!: see L.`), in five
pluecs.

Od-.. : see J.

.~Pr A she-canmel, (Ks, T,TA,) and a cow,
antl a ewe, or she-goat, (TA,) sersreting nillk in
/eer 'ndder a little bejboe her bringing forth;

(Ks, T, T'A;) as also .. : (Ks, T:) or botbh
signify a she-camel having her ,idder shining,
and infued with inill. (Ks, L in art. j.) [See
also .s, in the second paragl ph of this art.]

See also ,.a

J... .
,.,: ~see ,~.

~,s. Flesh-menat roasted in.lice coals. (T, f.*)

~r: see 3.

.~ Going, or
enerfgy: (Q,* TA :)

given in the lC, is
[See Q. Q. 4.])

acting, vigo,oudly, or with
LSljjIl, in the explanation
a mistake for lJt. (TA.

1. , (i, A, A, ,) aor. ', and , (Q, Msb, ,)
ilf. n. p (1, A, Msb, OI) and 'pj and pj, (],)
lie made a sign, (6, A, Mgb, ]C, TA,) in indi-
cation of a thing that might be shown or pointed
out by utterance, with anytAhitig: (L, TA:) or
abith the lips; (6, A, (, TA;) as also tP3;

(TA in art. , i ;) putting them in motion by
fpeecA not understood by mans of utterance;
not vocally manifaeted: (TA:) or witr the lip:
(Mgb:) or with the eyebrow,: (6, A, Mgb:) or
with the he eyebrows: (]:) or witA the eye: (Mlb:)
or with the eyes; (V;) as also tjj3: (TA in art.
,,ai:) or with the mouth: or with the hand or
armn: (Ig:) or with the tongue, (Q, TA,) by
uttering a lom voices (CK, B, TA:) but also
applied to signify he made any sign or indication.
(1, TA.) You say, a He madesign to
him with the lips, or eyebrow. (A.) And 3p;
.e; .. e*
ty" 151 Thle wotwian made a sign to him rwih
heIs je. (TA.) And I'j ', [HIe talhed to
him by mahing signs &c.]. (A.)

5: see 1, in two places.

6. f1j.*fj 3 [They made signs, or indications, in
one or other tf the manners described above, one
to another]. You say, I1Mjt I; tplkfKA ;
[I wrent in to them, and the/y ,node signs and
indications, &c., one to another]. (A, TA.)

]~ [Making frequent signs, in one or other
of the manners described above; like ]4;]. You
say, ijt., .A.! A woman who makes frequent
signs, &c.; mwho has a habit of doing so; syn.
;ji:. (TA.) And L 

i jL.`) 4.oi ;jl i [A girtl who makes
fiequent signs with; her hand or arm, who does
the like with her eye, *rho does tlhe lie with her
mouth, who does the like with her eyebrow].
(A, TA.) - lIence, (S, TA,) }jtl, signifies [also]
An adulteres, or a fornicatre~: (Sb, ,/, :) a
prostitute: (A:) because she makes signs with
her eye. (S, TA.) [See also .j.]

j.l; Mahing a sign, as [with the lips, &c., as
described above, or] ith the hand, or arm, or
with the head: pl. [or ralher quasi-pl. n.] t.
In the lur iii. 36, instead of !', sonime read "
meaning as here explained: and some read P,
meaning doing so mutually; p]. of tj3'j [which
is an intensive form, meaning, mahing frequent
signs &c.; likejL]. (B4.)

I-6)

1. 'Z, (S. M, Mgh, Msb,) aor. ' (M, Mgh,
Mgb) and,, (M, Mqb,) inf. n. ., (A, Myb,
K,) He buried him, or it; ($, M, A, Mgh, Mgb,

;) namely, a dead person; a corpse: (6, Mgh,
Meb:) this is [said to be] the primary significa-
tion: (A:) as also tV.rilt: (6, Mb :) or he
buried him, and made tle earth even over him.
(TA.) It is said in a trad. of Zeyd Ibn-$oobtan,

.q` f.3 Then do ye bury me: or it may mean,.
conceal my grave, and mahe it en with the
ground. (Mgh.) - He poured, (M,) or cat-
tered, (A,) dust, or earth, upon it; (M, A;)
namely, anything. (M.) You ay also, Ldj

T,b.'ID [in this sense]. (A.) And 6..,Z .. J-

rWe Id it up with dust, or artA. (M.) And
it is said in a trad. of Ibn-M&ail, ' I, .`;i,
meaning JMahe ye my gravM eon with tie ground;
not gibbous, or lerated. (TA.) - He coneead,
and covered, him, or it: this is [alo said to be]
the primary signification. (TA.) You say, ;j

i;J1, aor. t, inf. .n. ,;, He, or it, effaced, or
obliterated, the traeM, or remait, of the thing.
(M.) And Lj,p Jl j" ` 1 [The wind
effaces the traces, or reaains, by what it rains,
of dust or snd &c.]. (A.) And Q ;j , .,;
They concealed ehe grav of such a on, and mnade
it evn withA the groYnd. (q.) And 1Jf . 'l j,
(Ii," Meb,) and s,.. 1j , (TA,) I concealed the
neros, or information, ((,* Meb,) and the story.
(TA.) A,nd .-iI 4 -L; ;, ({, M,) and 
(AV, A,) I concealed from him the nses, or infor-
mation, (6, M,) and te affair. (Ag, A.) -

S )Jk. o #. - The love of thee hath become
wienement, and firmly ettled, [as thowgh buried,]
in my heart. (A, TA.) -~ , (s,)
inf. n. J, (s1,) I cast a stone at Ais. (Ibn-
'A bbid, 6, F.")

4: see 1, first signification.

8. .. lI v. ;.Jl i. q. u;,.l (Mgh, M:b) or
;1; (1) [ile immersed hinrMfirn the mater];

or so ithat kis head and whole peon became con-
eoaled therein; the doing of which by one fasting
is forbidden in a trad.: (§h, gigh :) or not remain-
ing long in the water; (Mgh, TA;) whereas
..1iif and -.;f1 denote [the doing so and] re-

maining long in the water; and agreeably with
this explanation of the difference, the two verIs
are used in another trad., where it is said, .nlI;

j .*- -- - *

,_4! TheM9 faster may immerae him-
self not remnaining long in the water, but not im-
mers himlf yand remain long thnein. (TA.)

.~j Dust, or earth: (Mgb :) or dust with whieh
the wind efface trac or rmains: (M:) or dust,
or earth, that is scattered upon a corpse: (A:)
or dwt, or earth, of a grae: (6, Mgh, K :) ma
inf. n. used as a subet. (O, Mgh, Mqb.).
Hence, (Mqb,) A grate; (M, A, Mgb, ];) as
also an,,~ and t-:.. (g:) or a grav that
is made een wita the surtace of the ground; ust
elvated: (TA:) and '_ . igniBe the place
of a grare; (;) or of a_.;.j: (TA:) the pt.
[of paue.] of ;j is J4tcjl (M,1) and [uf mult.]
.*j`. (M, Mqb, A.) low, gentle, or soft,

sound or voice. (M, TA.)

,.: ue se ,, in two plac .

;1-JI (Ajn, M, A, O) and _Q , (AEn,
6, M, &c.,) [each pl. of ·~,11.] The winds that
bury trace. or remai; (i;) th ind that
rains th duat, and [(pred it to as to] bwl traes
or remaisu: (s:) or t mwinds that transport the
duwt from one district to another which is stom
days distantfrom thtformer, qnd sotimes cowr
the wsole,facs of a land with the dust of anoter
land. (Aijn, M.) ,-.l also signifies Flying
things (1;) that fly by night: or any r,tping

thing (;41) that come fortA by night (IShb, )1

BooK I.] 1 &
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is called _L;4 (ISh.) - It also ocurs as a pos 

sesive epithet, or a an act. prt. n. in the place
of a pa. part. n. (M.)

,ju : } see .;; for the latter, in two places.

oys Bu.ried; as also V : (M,TA:)
having dust, or earth, poured upon it; as also

tthe latter epithet. (TA.)_,- , , ,,-i Con-
cealed ne s or information. (TA.)

... " >. a,J, 6 ,sj They fell into a
state of cofusion in relpect of their affair, or
cae. (IA4r, M.)

1. :..,~,~, (81, Msb, S,) aor. -', (Mb, X,)
inf n. n. ,, (Mfb,) lib eye had in it adhat is

termed ~,j [q. v.]. (f, Myb, ].) And u ,

[aor. and] in. n. as above, He had what is termed

0.. (M.) _~l a j, aor. , inf. n. .~,
I looked towards him, or at him, with the most
secret look. (O, TA.)

4. ~-jl It (disease) caused him to hare that

is termed (M.)

p j Filth, [or foul matter,] (?, Mgh,) or
rohitefilth, (],) or tough, or dry, white filth, (A,)
that collects, (S, A, ]1,) or concretes, (Mgh,) in the
inner corner of the eye: (., A, Mgh, 1, :) if fluid,

it is called *,, : ( :) or it is in the aide of the
eyelashes: (ISh, TA in art. -'% :) or what

is fluid; what is concrete being termed ,&:

or i. q. b,, , i. e. dirt which the eye emits: or
s!naUnes and sticking of the eye. (M.) You say,

W&M1 sj . ._1 Ls;l > H [Him whom tough,
or dry, white filth collecting in the inner corner
of the eye vsers,.fluid matter therein rejoices]:
for ,4i is a fresh fluid; and that is better than
the tough, or dry. (A, TA.)

.1_; [dim. of,l, fem. of ja]. d i..l.
1 i.lq. 1 oI, i.]e., Procyon;

(mee i;ll ;)] one of ahe two stars of the sJ:

so called becaus of its smallness and its littleness
of light [in oomparison with the other 14,

which is 8yrius]. (M.)

v,~ A man (8, Mgh, Mqb) having, in his
eye, what is termed M,,: (, M, Mgh, Msb, j :)
fem. L;A.j: (Myb, :) and pl. . (TA.)

1. ,uj4l ,.-ju, (Mgh,) and ;n JI, (A,

Mgh,) [aor. ,] inf. n. ,,j, (A,) The earth, or
ground, (Mgh,) and the stons, (A, Mgh,) became
vlmently heated by the sun. (A, Mgb.)-

i .i,, (.8 A, b, M ,) aor. as above, (,
Myb,) and so the inf n., (9, A, M9b,) Our day

became intenely hot. (., A, Myb, .) - .~
said of a man, (A, Mgh, TA,) aor. as above,
(TA,) and so tho inf n., (Mgh, TA,) He had his
feet burnt (A, Mgh, TA) by th ground, or stones,
veAlmetly ated by tAe un, (A,) or by the

L~, - ~,~

vehemenee of the heat: (Mgh, TA:) or he ms t
smitten, or affected, by the heat of ee sun: '

(y[am p. 173:) and ji ; ; his foot was

burnt by the ground, or stones, rehemently heated t
by the sun. ($, M 9b, ].) In like manner you

say, jlOMI e.ia; The young camels, or young 
weaned camels, felt the heat of the sun from the t
ground, or stones, weheaently heated thereby:

then is the prayer of the period called U.al.:l:
( :) or had their feet burned by the ground, or I
stones, thus heated: (Mgh, Mb :) or lay dow,nl
in consequence of the inaten heat of the sand, and

the burning of their feet. (lAth.) And 

.;1A The sheep, or goats, from pasturing in in-
tense heat, had their livers ulcerated, ($, .,) and
their lungs affected with dropsy: (S:) or /had
their lungs and livers affected with dropsy, and

ulcerated. (L.) And ;gj His eye became

hot, so that it almost burned: the verb occurs in
this sense in a trad., u some relate it, with ,

[instead of .,]. (TA.) -Also, said of a man
fasting, His inside became vehemently hot (Fr, K1)
by reason of intense thirst. (Fr, TA.) - And,
said of a man, lie went upon ground, or stones,
vehemently heated by the sun. (TA.) -And lie
returned from the desert to the region of cities,
towrnu, or villages, and of cultivated land. (L, TA.)

_ You say also, '. * ;. and ii e ;
and t : 1.j [;(meaning I wa's distressed a~nd

disquieted by reason of the thing, or affair: or I

grived for it]: (A:) [for] 1 .b ' * ,t . ,lj1

signifies t he was distressed and disquieted by
reason of such a thing: (S, I, TA:) and V lJI

She grieved for such a one; i. q. i ;_,
accord. to the [4 and] L [and C1g]: or i. q.

,J ,j, [but this I think a mistranscription, for

you say %'i" ,_, not dJ ,~,1 accord. to the
o and [some copies of the] I. (TA.) -

.JIl: see 4. ,uiI , (K,) aor. :, inf. n.

.4,i, (TA,) He pastured the sheep, or goats,
upon ground vehemently heated by the sun, (g,
TA,) and made them to lie down upon it; (TA;)

as also t* ~.il; and t ;J, (1(, TA,) inf. n.

.A.4J. (TA.) -_W I ,,j, aor. M, ( , V,)
inf. n. , (, , , M,) He clams the sheep, or goat,
leaving its skin upon it, and threro it upon heated
stones, and put hot ashs upon it, in order that it
might become thoroughly cooked: (9, V:) or he
kindled a fire upon stons, tlen clave the sheep,
or goat, with its skin upon it, then broke its ribs
fron, within, in order that it might lie steadily
upon the ground, with the heated stones beneath
it, and hot ashes above it, a fire being kindled
over it: when it is thoroughly cooked, they skin
it and eat it: (M, TA:) you say also o,,ijl

til.: _and, ni Ll ;i s f [TThlesh was dressed in

the manner above described]. (TA.)-. ~aj, if

used, is the verb whereof ? ,, which is men-
tioned by Sh and in the ]~, is the inf. n.; and
accord. to the explanation of the latter in the 1g,
signifies It (a large or broad knife or blade) was,

or berame, sharp. (TA.)~ J5 (, , (S, ,)

or o; , (A,) aor. , and -, (, ,) e put the
blade between two nmooth stones, and then beat it,
to mahe it thin: (ISk, C, ]: [but in the text of

[Book I.

he V, as given in the TA, the word rendered
' stones" is omitted:]) or he beat the razor
etrween two #tonet, in order that it might become
hin; as also V,,jt. (A.)

2. e.':, inf. n. *j, (S, A, V,) originally
signifies He attributed to him irJb; [meaning
the caMsing one to be burnt by the at of the un,
or by the :ehemently-.heated ground: or t the
living pain:] and hence, as this results from
tardiness, (A, TA,) - tlIIe waited expecting
him a wrvile: (Ks, Jm, S, A, O:) or a little while,
and then went away. (Sh,' g.) IF says that the,*
may be original, or it may be a substitute for ,.

:TA.) _iJI u,: see . -. ., ,11 ) 
I purposed fasting or the fast [app. during the

month ofojL .] ( gh, g.)

4. Lia,djl 1 The ground, or stones, ehe-
mcnt!ly h;oted by the sun, burned me. (s.) And

&JIt i&&$jI The heat burned him; (,e TA ;) as

also t *, aor. :. (TA.) Andjill JI J ,-jI
(Jm, A, I) The heat distressed the' people, or
company of men; (Jm,K;) so that it hurt them.

(K..) You say also, W;jl .i; I4 1; (Jm,
A) Make ye the camels to lie daonn n-ith us durling
the reherment midlday-heat [.for yc have caused us
to be burnt bh the heat of the sun, or by the rehe-
mently-heated ground]. (Jm, TA.) - [Hence,]

~ j t It (anything, AA) pained him. (AA, gI.)

And t.J1 y Aj: S[The thing, or affair, pained
him] is a phrase which has originated from the
first of the phrases mentioned in this paragraph.

(S, TA.) _-. i ,..: see 1. _ 1JI ,..JI:
see 1. ..,1J s a.l: see 1, last signification.

5. AlJl ;IjI Ile drove the gazelles upon the

ground, or stones, rehemently heated by the sun,
until their hoofs became dissundered, or didlocaSted,
and so they were taken: (A:) or he hunted them
during the vehement midday-heat, (S, 9,) pur-
suing them until, their legs being dislocated by
the vehemently-heated ground, he took them. ($,

TA.) - 1--t also signifies TIe heaving of the
soul [or atomach]; or its being agitated by a ten-

dency to vomit; syn. L1jt 0i'. (IXAr, ]g.)

8. #3Jj1 He burned by reason of vehement
heat, or t of grief. (1Iar p. 442.) - ;3
·. ,. His liver became in a corrupt, or dis-

ordered, state. ($, 0, ]s.) And J~.Jl , o3jtI

The man became in a corrupt, or disordered,
state, in his belly and his stomach. (lAr, L.)

- See also, '~ CLIe , in three places. -
; ,,1iJI ;....)i The horse, or mare, leaped ,cith

him: (]:) so sid Mudrik El-Kilibee: as also
;,j.jl. (Aboo-Turab, TA.)

, The vehemence of the action (lit. of the
falling) of the sun upon the sand 4c.: (S, A,
g :) or vehemence of heat; (Mgh, Mgb ;) as also

V't.L j: (Mgh,TA:) or the heat of the atones,
arising from the intenJs heat of the sun: or the
burning of the intene heat of summer: or heat.

(TA.) - [Hence the saying,] I. ,* .U..wS3

ijt*l t [Distres and disquietude, or grief,
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they will bring forth after a wh'ie. (1, TA. [See
also arts. .. j and j and n ij: and d see 5 in the
present art.]) - Also The doing a nnork not rell,
yet so at to satisfy oneself, or to attain one's
desire,thereby. (}C, TA. [Seealso 3.]) You say,

; JI ) . He does not exert himelf, or
take pain, or exceed the usual bou% d, in doing
the thing. (TA.) Ana .l) Lj j Repair.
thou thy pair of leathern mater-bag su.fficiently
to satisfy thyself. (O, TA.) - And The inter-
larding, or embellishing, of speech, or discourse,
with falsehood; A.bl %i.;j3 signifying e-ibL;
(Ibn-'Abbid, ll;) as also ai,3. (Ibn-'Abbad
and X( in art. ij.) You say, Wjil j 1ie
interlarded, or emnbellished, the speech, or dis-
course, with falsehood, ("i, Z, or I jiU, JK,)
[adding] thing after thing, or thing by thing.
(Z, TA.) ~ Sec also 1, in two places.

3. [I,{j seems to signify e strovew, or con-
tended, to retain n'hat remained in him of life.
And hence, as implyling this meaning, He was at
the last gasp: see ^., below. Whence, app.,]
the inf. n. &Ll. signifies t Tle having little
friendshitp[remaining in the heart]. (KL. [See,
again, .. ]) One says, al'9 .J, l a

; G3, le; ' S; or ,) G 4,; [as tholn
meaning, accord. tc the former reading, Tlhis
palm-tree strives to retain life with a root, being
neither alive nor dead; or, accord. to the latter
reading, with a root that is neither alive 0or
dead;] (.; [in one cf my copies of which I find
only the former reading; and in the other, both
readings;]) or U.a. l .L .i'l 0.i means this
palm-tree is neither a.ve nor dead. (1i.) And

i.e. ,jt' [app. meaning S*ueh
a one strives by artful n;eans to preserve his life].
(TA.) -_ [The inf. n.] 'lj also signifies The
being hypocritical, or acting hypocritieallyU; (,
TA;) [like -Uj; see 3 in art. jij;] which is
nearly the same in meaning as ilj10; because
the hypocrite strives to deceive by lying: men-
tioned by Hr in the "Ghareebeyn." (TA.)-

a..l ,;, (, X,) ilnf. n. al*., (TA,) He did,
or performed, the thing, or affair, unfirmly, or
unsoundly. ($, I, TA. [See also 2.]) ~ See
also 1, in three places.

4. [jkjl is said by Golius, on the authority of
a gloss in the KL, to signify He rendered water
turbid; for yjl.]

5. j;p ile drank milk little by little. (.
[See also 2.]) And He supped, or sipped, water,
($;, ,) 5&., sup after sup, or sip after sip. (K.)

9. J. t It (a skin, or hide, ,,I,,) was, or
became, thin. (K.) _ Hence, said of life or the
means of subsistence (ua.I) [as meaning t It
was, or became, narrow in its circumstances, or
scanty; like 3;]. (TA.) - It (an affair, 8, or a
thing, IDrd, ) nwas, or became, weah; (IDrd,

],g ;) and so ? jL.jl said of a rope: (., I :) or
the former verb, said of a rope, it Mas, or became,
weak in its strands. (IDrd, TA.) ._,hJl l I
ThAe shep, or goats, died: (IDrd, X :) and
V ,l.jI they (sheep, or goats,) perished, or died,

Wi*i - jd
crept into me from, or in consequence of, tAis
t.ing: seeu.nJl C, (A, TA.)

., _, (TA,) adil . ;i (A, TA,)
[Pebbles, and ground or land,] 'veeemently heated
by the sun; or intensely heated by the rehement
action of the sun thereupon. (A.) And ,,,;

'*.JI1; Land of which the stones are vehe-

menty heated by the sun. ($.) [See also V' '.1;.]
_- t A woman whose thighs rub each other.

(Ibn-'Ahbad, SglI, ]K.)

,~~~~~~ .. i. .... bds£i.; L 5 ) jj tIfelt in my bodly
what resembled lLL [orfever in the bones]. (TA.)

, a subst., (TA,) [or rather an epithet in
which the quality of a subst. predominates,]
Ground or land, (8, k,) or stones, (A, Mglh,
Mqb,) or sand, (lAth,) vehemently hot: (K :) or
vehementl 1 hlteated by the snn: (8, A, Mgh, Msh :)
or vehemently hot and burning. (IAtI.) [See
also ~a;.] It is also syn. n,th ,~j as expl.
above: see the latter word. (Mglh, TA.)

.. ...
Lq~j~ nuid j I, Clo'd., and

rain, in tht etnd of nnsummer and the beginniq/ ni
auturnn: (K, TA :) because arriving at the period
when the sun is (internsely] hot. (TA.) - '1
a.,ill The n/heat, or corn, tlhit is brought, or
purveyetd, nwhen the earth becomes burnt [by the
sun, about Jntly]. (M1 in art. bs.) [See art. .]

:,.ai. 3 , (s, Mgh, M:h, K,) and 
alone, for tihe latter, though disapl)roved by some
of the learned, occurs in a trad., (MAlgh, Mob,
TA,) and in poetry, (TA,) but not t.*l, for
this is incorrect, (Mhgh,) The ninthi of the Arabian
months: (TA:) so called because, when they
changed the names of the months from the ancient
language, they named tlhemni according to the
seasons in whiich tlhey fell, (Jm, S, K,) and this
month, (Jm, 8,) or i,U, (IK,) for this was its
ancient name, (TA,) agreed with tlhe days of
vehement hbent: (Jm, 8, Mgh, M.b, K:) [see
. "j :] or from ,, said of a man fasting, expl.
above: (Fr, ] :) or because [its effect is as though]
it burned [and annulled] sins; (1g;) from a --
&.
,,.JI, expl. above; hut [SM says,] I know not
how that is; for I hiave not seen any one [except
F] mention it: (TA:) the pl. is ,J (6,' ' ...
Msb, g) and ;L1 ($, Mrb) and la.;l (L, g)
and gL.L; (1) and w,bt, (Yoo, Sgh, L,
Mbh,) like e, ti,, (Msb,) and ,; whichi is
anomalons, (IDrd, ],) is asserted by some of the
lexicologists to be another pl., but this is not well
established nor received. (IDrd.) - It is said in
a trad. that 4tlj is One of the names of God;
but thlis trad. is pronounced by EI-Beyhalee to
be of weak authority; and that it is so is evident;
as no learned man has transmitted this word as
such; (Msb ;) [except Muj&hid; for] it is related
that Muj&hid disapproved of forming a pl. from
it, saying, It has been told me that it is one of
the names of God: (TA:) if it be so, it is not
derived (g, TA) from what has been here men-

tioned; (TA;) or it refers to the meaning of
t The Forgiving; or He who obliterates sans. (·.)

s .~~~ ,..
: see . ~ Also Made thin by

being beaten betnseen two stons: (A:) sharpened:
(S, XC:) sharp: (K, TA:) applied to a knife;
(Sh ;) and to such as is termed ;,; (S, K;)
and to a J ; [or blade]; (.8 ;) and to a razor

( ) as also :;; (A, TA;) and in the
last of the above-mentioned senses, to anything:
(8 :) it is of the measure .~ in the sense of the
measure , : (TA:) or it may be in the sense
of the measure J.ti, from 4~,, though this verb
may not have been heard. ($gh, TA.)

h.,j4 : see ,,.

,o&j said to be an anomalous pl. of Lisj,
q. v. (IDrd, g.)

.** The place in uwhich a sheep, or goat, is
dreasd in te manner described above in the ex-
planation of lJI ,3.&.. ($, TA.)

ej .. Flesh-meat dresed in the manner
described abore in the explanation qf o-Wl j4:
(S:) or roasted flesh-meat, such as is termed

[a word with whichi I Ihave not met
except in this Iplace,] nwhich is nearly the same as
4;_, save that what is called by this last epithet
is divided into fragments, and then a Jfire is
kindled over it; as also t j. (TA.)

1. AL&~, ($, Mgh, .K,) aor. ', ($, Mgh,) inf. n.
j., ( H,) e looked at him, or it; ($, TA;) as
also t Llj: (TA:) or he glanced lightly at him,
or it; looked at him, or it, lightly,frotn the outer
angle of the eye: (IDrd, K, TA:) or he looked long
at himn, or it; (Mgh;) or so ' , aor. and
inf. n. as above: (Mb :) whlience,in a trad., '~.

,mjLal ,,Ul [And the people looked long at
himl: (Mgh:) or .5J aL , and Vl;.ZIL
signify I followed him with my eye, paying atten-
tion to him, and watching him: (TA :) and V Ai1,
(TA,) inf. n. QLjI, (K,*TA,) he looked at him
from the outer angle of the eye with a look oJ
enmnity: (K,* TA:) and V , inf. n. , he
looked at him long from the outer angle of the
eye with anger or aversion: (TA:) and t ,
inf. n. as above, he continued looking; like k5J
(T, TA.)

2. 'I He, or it, stayed, or arrested, what
remained in him of life. (TA.) [Hence,] ..

ky,:q t 3ji. They give him something silJicient
to stay, or arrest, what remains in him of lifr.
(O, TA.) - [The inf. n.] ~.~ also signifies The
scanting of fodder and drink. (JK.) - [And

-3-The drinking little by little.] One says, --1j
Lpj; . qja..hl, meaning [The she-goats have
secreted milk in their udders: therefore] drink
thou their milk little by little; drink thou &c.:
(IF, ], TA:) because they secrete milk some days
before their bringing forth: (IF, TA:) or because1
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by reason of leanness, or emaciation: (Ibn-

'Abb6d, TA:) or S1 jI signifies he perished, or

died, by reason thereof (K.) - LI

The road ,as, or became, long. (TA. but the
verl is there written without the she(ldeh.)

11: sec 9, in two pIlaces.

L,t Tho remains of life, (Lth, ]i,) or of the
spirit, ($, Mgh, Msb,) or of the sull; (IDrd,
TA ;) or the last breath: (TA:) and applied also

to strength: (AMb:) pl. 0Ol. (K.) It is sai(d
that a man in a case of necessity may eat of that

%6hich has died a natural death ~j.1 - tI , i. e.
[lVhat nwill stay, or arrest, the remains of life;
or] what will m,tintain, and prexerve, the str,ength.
(Myb.) [In like manner, also,] one says, of sus-

tenanee, .dlII L [It stays, or arrests, the

remains of life; or maintains the strength]. ($,

M3I1, e.) - 8ee also 4. _ Also A Jlock of

.hee), or herd of goats: ($,:) a Pers. word,
($,) arabicized, (Q, l,) from .j. (1K.)

- ~.~ Sustenanee that stays, or arrests, the

remains of life; or that mnaintains the strength;

expl. by *J 1 il4. (IF, My/b, I].) - [And

naccord. to Golius, on the authority of a gloss in

the KL, ;j is used for LiJ , as signifying Fuir.

unet, beauty, or brightness: and also as meaning
Bright, andl clear.]

aj, a pl., signif? ing Poor men, n'ho are satis-

fled nith little sustenance, such as st.ces to stay,
or arrest, the reniains o!f life, or to maintain the

strenyth: and envying persons: sing. ' 1

and t j~J: (IAar, I~, TA:) which signifies one.
*oho looks at men.from the outer angle of the eye
and with envy. (lAar, TA.)

- s. .. a ) I., (JK, ,) witi Oamm,

(K,) or ; ·a , ($, [so in both of my copies,])

:nd *t11 , (v,) or Vjl.,, (JK,) or both, and

J;, (1,) There is not in his meant of sub-
istence save wtehat is but just stificient: (f, g :)

or a small supply, that may stay, or artst, the
remains of life, or that may maintain the strength.

(Ii.) The Arab i,sid, j o ' 1 ) -
V )1~ k~ u 'aF. [Death that doet not lead to

dlisgrace is better than life rwitl a bare sufficieny
of sustenance]. (Ya;l1 oob, TA.)

Ui: see the next preceding paragraph.

JLe,j: see .j , in two places.

j'~j, Straitnew, or narrowness, of the means

of subsistence. (]. [In the CK, for L;0I is put

H.bdl, whioh makes the meaning to be "strait,"

or "narrow," as applied to the means of sub-

sistence.]) - 8ee also 1.

OJe Weak; ( ;) applied to a man. (TA.)

'1;, applied to a man, i. q. je j3 [i.e.

llavring, or retaining, remains of life: a posses-

sive epithet, of the cla of 1 and &c.].

(TA.)- See also . [And see J.1 .] -

Also The bird that the sportsman sels up in order
that the falcon, or hnark, may alight upon it and

so he may capture it; (.K ;) also called 1. and

4.*.: he takes an ownl, anul tie something black

to its leg, and sews up its eyes, and ties to its
thanks a long strinr; and rwhen tice falcon, or
havwk, aligihts upon it, he captures it firon hix
lurking-place: ment:oned by Lth and by I rdl;
and thought by the latter to be not a genuille
Arabic word. (TA.)

L;sl ~J [in which the latter word is a pl.,

like .ttC in the phramse .AA tJ.,] A ropl that
is weak, (Q, K, TA,) old and worn out. (TA.)

sy.*2 ,c and td,.p* AIean, paltry, or scanty,

mneans of subsitence. (S, O.) And ,bIl 'e ' e,

(A'Obeyd, K,) and t,_, (IDrd, i,) lie is
one ntho /tn meancn, paltry, or scanty, tneaun oJ
subsistence: (A'Obeyd, ]K:) or ihe is stra,itened

1.6.
in the meanns of ubsistence. (IDrdl, K].) - ~O
also signifies Anythling bad, or corrupt. (TA.)

L ,.M: see the next preceding paragraph, iln two
places.

&l,~ One icho is at the last gnasp. (TA.) [See

also J.tj.] - And t One who has but little love,

or affection, for thee remaining in his heart.

A reah-sighted man. (IDrd, K.)

1. Ot.Ib ,;, (x, Maib, F,) aor. ', ( n,) inf. n.
.,,;', (;, I.,) le remanined, stayed, dwelt, or
abode, in the place, (f, MSb, K,) inot quitting it:
or he did so being fatigued, or rwearied, or dis-

tressd: (Q :) or .t ; signifies he (a man) made
his hoine, or constant residence, in a country, or

town. (AZ,TA.)--":-1% , .r.j, (0,) or ,1,

(K,) inf. n. as above, (O,) The cattle nticere con-
fined, (O,) or the canmels kept con.itantly, (.K,)
at the nater, (0, ,) and were .fed with fodder.

(O.)_ ... tajIt ) J ;,aor. and inf. n. as above,
[app. IIe kept constantly to thefood;] he loathed

nothing of the food: and so ~ ;, aor. ;, inf. n.

'j.~: (L, TA:) both mentioned by Lb. (TA
in art. O.j.) - . said of a man, also signi-
fies He was, or becamne, lean, or emaciated, and
what was in his hands went away. (0, TA. [See

also 9: and see ;j, as applied to a man.]) 
[It seems also that this verb is used in a similar

sense in relation to a beast; like L.j said of a
camel: for it is immediately added in the O and
TA without any explanation, that one also says,

t blif t 41 , as thougli meaning This is a
lean beast: ;nd , inf. n. I,J, as thoughl
meaning It was, or became, lean.]

4. Wit I made him to remain, stay, dwell,
or abide, in a place, (8, ,) not quitting it. (K.)

- And &j1 4L1 jI He (a pastor) kept the camels

constantly at the water, and fed them with fodder.
(TA.)

9. l.jI He was, or became, of the colour

4.e,
termed d;IS: said of a canmel in tlis sense [and
in another expl. in wlhat follows]. (S, .) It
(a thing, Ibni-'Al)bitid, 0) was, or became, thin,
or slender. (Ibn-'Abbid, 0, K1.) Arid le (a
camel) wra, or became, lean, lank, light offlesi;
slepider; or lean, and lank in the belly; and ema-

ciated. (Ibn-'AblI:id, 0, g. [In the Cfl, ~ is

erroneously Iplt for dv.])

10. _I * l 1 S The people were deemed

i:lnoble; (K, TA;) as beiing likened to the l..

4-'- 4,---
: sec 5i4). - In the saying of Ru-boh,
~~0-i ~ , a 
a .%ii 59,1 2li·t %~DI j "~~~~ 4

[Tlhat lies ,lown upt,n hi breast in the dun9g of
horses, or similar beasts, like the jade, or hack, of

the iAt], AA says, 'J.lol, here, iL from the Pers.

1a. [whlich means a " herd," "flock," "troop,"
or the like]; and he adds that the people's saying

that it means a il is a mistake. (0, TA. [Per-

haps, however, AA kneiv not as a coll.

gen. ln. of which A.j is the n. un.; for as such it
seems to me more reasonal,le to regard it in this
instance.])

0f6 A certain colour of camnel; accord. to

A'Obeyd, a duan colour; i. e. an a, [or brown
hue] so intense as to hare in it a blackness: (S:)
thus explained by As: (TA:) or, in the coloturs
of camels, brownness; i. c. redlness internixed
with blackness: (Kr, TA:) or a colour more

iltslty, or dingy, than that n,h irh is ti,rmed .JUj
[q.v.]: (Msb:) or the colour tfaxshes: (.i:) or

3;j [wlhich is a colour like thlat of astes] in-

elining to blackness: or, as some say, iij J.

[less intense thIln what is teraed I j,] : (TA :)

it sometimes has for its pl. 4j., witlh two elam-
mcels. (ISd, TA.)

3.%j A mare: and [particularly] a ; [or

mare of mean breed], (Ltih, Mgh6, ,) thile J ale
of the O.1t,,, (S, MIyb,) that is talen for breed-

ing: (Lth, Mgll, I :) pi. tJIj, (., Mgh, Msb,)

accord. to rule, ('Ml.) and A,.aj, (S,) and ltjIl,
(Fr, S, Mgh,) formed on the supposition of the
clision of thle , (Mgh,) or thlis is a pl. pl., and

the pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.] is f iL;. (..) -
Also t A weak nman. (K.)

A;,1;: see the next pararaphi, in two places.

1 Remnaining, staying, dwelling, or abiding,

in a place, (Msb, Ii,) not quitting: or especially,
when fatigued, or wearied, or distresAed. (4.)

Sec also I, last sentence. m Also, and L;,
(S, Mgb, ],) the tormer of which is the more
usnal, or more approved, (TA,) A certain thing,
black, (S, Msb, .K,) like pitch, (Msab,) that is
mixed il with musk, (S, Msb, ]g,) and is then called

(JA,.') mush. (Myb.) [Freytag, as on the
authority of the K, in whiche nothing more is said
respecting it than what I have given above,
describes it thus: " Res ex aliis rebus composita,
nempe atramento sutorio, mali Punici cortice,
gummi Arabico aliisque rebus, quibus admisceri
solet muscus."] A poet says, (S,) namely, Khalaf
Ibn-Khaleef EI-Ala', (O, TA,)

4
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[ Verily thou hast such excellence as renders thee
above my companionshtip; but musk sometimes
unites with A 1kt]. (S, O.) - [v ALL;, from the
Pers ,m1, is also the name of A certain as-
tringent medicine, used as a rienedly for. dysentery
&c. In the printed edition of the " .inoon" of
Ihn-Seeik (Avicenna), book ii. p. 253, it is erro-
neously written JLj.]

l*jI Of the colour termed Wfj: (S, Mgb, ] :)
applied to a camel: fem. ';. (?, Myb.) The
.l is said by Honeyf-el-aInnaitim, who was one
of the most skilled of the Arabs resplecting camels,
to be the most beautifitl of sihe-camels. (TA.)
The fernm. is also applied, tropiceally, to a woman.
(Th, TA.)_ - A poet says, [applying it to dust,]

* 4 4 ;8 JI ' j. L , ; -

[And the horses, or bhorsemen, cleare the dta,'
broun, or ash-coltouedl, &c., ldust]. (TA.)_
And it is said in a trad., [but to whet it relates I
know not,] Tho name of the higher, or high,ibst,
land is A ;)jl; said ,y IAth to be fem. of .;41.
(TA.)

J-a
1. j. ns syn. with ,)J;: sec thc latter in two

places. aJI Jo, [nor. app. J, and inf. n.

j, ;] and V & ,jt; lle wore (< , A'Obeyd,
T, or -. , A'Ob,yd, S) the mnat [of palm.leaves

or ti e like]. (T, S.) [Or] j.JI J, andl [so in

the M1, but in the .K "or"] nJ, aor. ', inf. n.
J-, lie orna,nen,ted the ouich, anl the mat,

n .itA ~ + [i. e. jenwel., precious stones, gems, &c. ],
and the like. (M, K.) [Or] j J t.jjI, and
4.6j, l]e made the n-weaving of the mat thin

(Ijar p. 5.) And . 1 J0;, (M, ],) aor. and
inf.n. as above; (TA;) and l. , and t 4k:j;
(M, ]; the last omitted in the TA;) ]Ie made 
th6 woven thing, or the weaving, thin. (M, ].)
And jJl1 J.j, (,, g,) [aor. and] inf. n. as
above; (TA ;) and V ̀ .1; He iove (J.W) J, 4A
[or palm leares split and then plaited togethe;], i
(8, O, I4,) or some other thing, ($, 0,) and made
the same a bach (1,;; '.) to the couch. (s, 0,
14. [What is here called the "back" of the
couch is appl. so called as being likened to the t
back of a beast on which one rides: see JL-j.D
Accord. to It, Je.JI [app. a mistranscrip- 
tion for , ] and a;.LjI signify I wore the (

.. [or theyj.o.] with a Ja4. of leaves, or fibres,
of te polm-tn-rec. (TA.) _ [1Ience,] j1-JI :.j (
and 1.Jl t I wove, i. e. compoed, the saying 
and the description]. (Phrases cited in the TA r
from two modern poets.)7 J, (T, ?, M, Mgh, 
Mob, ],) aor. ', (T, Mgh, Mb,) inf. n. *sL p
(T, , Mf, Mgh, M sb, O) and M. ; (9 , &M, c) C

and J.;., (g,) said of a man, i. q. j., [i. e. v
He wrent a hind of trottiny pace, between a walk 
and a run]; (S, Mg h, Mb, g; [in the M said p
to be " le than k*, l and above al ;" app., (

Bk. I.

as is remarked in the TT, through inadvertence
of a writer;]) i.e. (TA) he was quick in his
manner of walking, (T, TA,) and shook his
shoulderjoints, (TA,) kaping, (so in the T ac-
cord. to the TT,) or not laping, (so in the TA,)
in doing so; (T, TA;) while performing the
circuitings round the Kaa9beh, (T, Mgh, TA,)
but only in some of those Circuitings, exclusively
of others, (TA,) which one does in imitation of
the Prophet and his Companions, who did thus
in order that the people of Mekkeh might know
that there was in them strcngtlh; (T, TA;) and
in going between Es-Safi and EIl-Marweb. (S,
TA.) [It is also said of a camel: see U;.]
J* as an inf. n. [app. of &WI J.i or I1 e ]
signifies The year's having little rain. (KL.)_
1v co3 %:J! see 4.

2. l;, (M, TA,) inf. n. J (TA,) .lIe
put J.; [i.e. sand] into it; namely, food; (M,
TA;) and (TA) so V , (Ibni-'Abbaid, K, TA,)
aor. i, nf. n. J:; but the former vcrb is the more
chaste. (TA.) llence, in a trad. respecting [thie

{

eating of the flesh of] domestic asses, W3 e.,l ;el

AIj!p1 ,A UI J-. Clj j3JJJI, menning [lIe
ordered that the cooking-pots should be turned
upside-domn, and] that the flesh should be stirred
about and mixed with dust, in order that no use
might be made of it. (TA.) - And He defiled,
or smeared, him, or it, with blood; ($, M, TA;)
namely, a man, ($,) or a galrm-nt, and the like;
(M,TA;) and (TA) so V ? j; (6, TA;) but
in this sense also the former verb is the more
chaste. (TA.) And. .JI S JU' Such a one
twas defiled, or tmeared, with blood. (T, TA.
[See also 4 and 5.]) - In relation to speech, or

A~~~~~~~~~~

language, (TA,) J a,JI signifies : i. q. ; JI ;

(I~, TA; [in the C1, erroneously, Je>JI ;])
i. e., [as inf. n. of J.*, The adulterating it,
corrupting it, or rendering it unsound, or untrue;
and as if. n. of j;,] its being [adulterated,

rorrupted, or] unouAd, or untrie. (TA. [See
the pass. part. n., below.]) - See also 1. And
see 4.

4. J to1 It (a place) became sandy; had A,
in it or upon it. (Mb.) - [And He clave to
the sand.] -And [hence,] tKIe became poor:
rMgh:) or t his provisions, or travelling-pro.
bition, becnome difult to obtain, and he became

poor: (Mgb:) or his travellin-provisions went:
'Mgh:) and 14;1 their provisions, or travel-h
'ing-provision, became exhausted, or eonsumed:
(A'Obeyd, T, Q, M, , TA:) from "ja.1; (Mgh,
rA;) as though [he or] they clave to the sand;
(TA;) like ; (Mgh,) or _J,'bI, (TA,) from
,i.li: (Mgh, TA:) or from >j; meaning "little
ain:" or from . S.1 Ja 1i and .i- meaning (

'he made the weaving of the mat thin :" (KLr 
p.55:) and_ t 1_.on : They exhausted, or 
onsumed, their provisions, or traveUing-pro- (

Aions a (,TA. [In the TT -, from the M, h
. t;,1 is erroneously put for erAbi, the ex- o

lanation in the TA.]) -And [hence,' ro.es , [
Yz, T, , Myb,) or, accord. to Sh, use F t b,

. or Ltqj c, t ; (T, accord. to dif-

ferent copies;) and ' S-j. [alone], (1, TA,
[said in the latter to be on tle authority of Sh,
and therefot it may perhaps be taken from a
copy of the T,]) inf. n. Js)>/; (TA;) I She (a
woman) became such as is termned l;.L;, (T, M.h,
K, TA,) i. e. without a h,sband; (T, Msb;)
because of her being in need of one to expend
upon her; [for] Az says that she is not thus
called unless she be also poor: (Msb:) or [she
became a widom;] she lost her huramad by his
death. (-.)- And JjI said of an arrow, It
l,ecame defied, or smeared, mith blood, (lbn-
'Abbd, l, TA,)-and had the mark thereof rc-
,maning upon it; (Ibn-'Abbd, TA;) and so
t .3JI. (TA. [See also 2 and 5.]) Said of a

poet, it is from J),il, likejjt fromj.l; (TA;)
i. e. lie rersified, or composed verses, in the metre

termed j.i1. (Ibn-Buzurj, L in art. t.m.) -
As a trans. v.: see 1, in five places. - Also lie
lengthened, or made long, a rope, or cord: (Q :)
and in like manner, he lengthened, and w,idened;
or made long, and n,ide; a shiackle, or shackles:
you say, *. u J J.jI li,e l,gthened, and
ridened, or made long, and made imade, for hima

his shackle, or simhackles. (Ibn-'Abbid, TA.)

5. J.; He beeame defiled, or imea red, (T, 8,)
with his blood, (T,) or with blood; as also tWJ.tI.
(S. [See also 2 and 4.])

8: see 4 and 5. You say also, :..jLI
.4 ~. jJI-i t Such a woman maintained, or

undertook the maintenance of, her children, her
husband having died. (O, TA. [But in both I
find tcep J, an obvious mistranscription, for
which I read ' o;; and in the explanation, in
both," 1nn :.JI, for which I read ,4.]

4j [Sand;] a hind of dust or earth, (M,)
niell known: (Lth, T, M, Msb, ] :) t ;ij is its
n. un.; (M,I~;) a more special term than the
former; ($;) signifying a piece, or portion, [or
tract, or collection,] thereof: (Lth, T, TA:) [and
the former word is also sometimea used u meanmming
a tract, or collection, of sand:] the pl. [of mult]
is Jbj (Lth, T, S, M, Msb, K) and [of pauc.]

,..,l; (M,. K;) [and j.4ljl is used as a pl. pl.,
i. e. pL. of ;4; occurring in a verse cited in the

TA, art. C..] _- [Hence,] JG.j A a name of The

hyena. (ISk, ~.) _ [Hence also,] J~.-l, (TA in
this art., [in the Lexicons of Golius and Freytag,

wroneously, J..,]) or ,1 c iq. qL. J,1
(IAr, TA in art. J,&) [Geomancy,] a certain
ael-known science. (TA in the present art. [See
description of it voce .])

j ej leak rain: (IAyr, T:) or little raitn:
gjar p. 55:) or a small quantity of rain: (El-

Jmawee, T, 1, M, EL:) one says, .,~.].
·L2 A small quantity of rain fell upon them:
EI-Umawee, T, M:) but Sh says, " I have not
eard 3,;j in this sense except on the authority

f El-Umawee:" (TA:) the pl. is JLjI. (T, $,

I.) - [Hence, perhap ,] aLt i, 01. lt A num-
er of camels in a state of dipnrion. (TA.)_
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eating 

of the flesh of] domestic awes, 1 'k41 you BRY, * --- 9.J JUjI .71's kppgthened, and

~Al 

J-A ejl.5 j3.LOI, menning [-Ire iridened, or made long, and made wide, for hipia

;rd#4d 

that the cooking-pots shoulti be turned his Mackk, or shackles. (Ibn-'AbbiLd, TA.)

uptick-domn, 

and] that thefl"lt should be stirred 5. hAP He became defiled, or in#eaped, (T,

about 

and mixed with dust, in order that tio use witli his blood, (T,) or with blood; as also tWjl.

miglit 

he made of it. (TA.) - And He defiled,

or 

smeared, him, or it, witli bloofl; (�, M, TA;) [Sw also 2 and 4j)

naniely, 

a man, (�,) or a gat.mtnt, and the like; see 4 and 5. ~ You say alw, :.ljjl

(M, 

TA;) and (TA) so (1�, TA;) but 4c.;# U�U t Such a woman maintained, or

in 

this iBense also the former verb is the more un�ergook the maintenance of, her childien, her

chaste. 

(TA.) And 1,e * "' .. J Such a one hurband having died. (0, TA. [But in hoth 1

ma.s 

do find tr;ep J, an obvious mistranscription, for

filed, 

or vneared, with bliod. (T, TA.

[See 

alm 4 and 5j) - In relation to speech, or which I read and in the explanation, in

j 

A a a., a ' '

language, 

(TA,) 1 signifies : i. q. d U

.jZl; 

hoth,,,velo for which 1 rea

(1�, 

TA; [in the C91 erroneously, Iffi 14j [Sand;] a kind of dust or earth, (Mt,)

.2, 

-i9�p 6

i. 

e., [as inf. n. of 1*j, The adulterating it, itiell knoirn: (Lth, To M, Meb, X(:) VIU; is its

comu.pting 

it, or rendering it untoutid, or untiue; n. un.; (M, ]�;) a more special torrn than the

and 

as i�f n. of j*j`,l its being [odiilterated, former; ($;) signifying a Idece, or portion, [or

rorrupted, 

or] un3ou�d, or untrise. (TA. [See tract, or collectionj thereof: (Lth, T, TA:) [and

the 

pass. pare. n., belowj) - See also 1. � A nd the former word is also sometimes used u mmminv

see 

4. a tract, or collection. of sand:] the pi. [of mult.]

is 

ici (Lth, T, S, M, Mqb, K) and

4. 

JAjt It (a. place) became san�pl; had J-5 9 jog ' j 19 . [or pauc.]

in 

it or upon it. (Meb.) - [And He clave to 'i.6J1; (M., K;) [and JAljl is used as a pl. pl.,

lAe 

sand.] -And [hence,] t .1Ie became poor: i. e. pL of I; occurring in a verse cited in the

rMgh:) 

or t his prorWonir, or travelliRg-lyrO. TA, art. CAJ - [Hence,] JGj j$

Pitiow, 

become d~t to obtain, and he became

hyma. 

(ISk,?.)-[Henc;itl'so,],"1#ajzJI,(TAin

r)oor: 

(Mqb:) or his travellin"rovmons went:

09 

this art., [in the Lexicons of Golius and Preytag,

'Mgh:) 

and 1 Itheir prot,4,tions, or travel-

erroneously, 

j�j,]) or q. LLA

'ing-provisiou, 

became exhawted, or consumed: b��p __1 �

A'Obeyd,T,Q,Itf,V,TA:)from 

*"a Mgh, (IA;Lr, TA in art. Jad.,y [Geomanry,]'a certo

ivell-known 

scien�e. (TA in the present art. [Se

rA;) 

u though [he or] they clave to the sand;

�TA;) 

like (Mgh,) or (TA,) from a description of it voce LL1)

0 

--- *-

�ili: 

(righ, TA:) or from JAj meaning "little j.*j TYeak rain: (1Agr, T:) or littk rails:

aain:" 

or from 4' nd (Har p. 55:) or a small quatitity of min: (El-

jl 

a &"j meaning %3�; 6.0 - ' 9

'be 

made the wea'ving of the mat thin:" (gor Umawee, T, ?, M, ]�:) one eays, ~Lol

55:) 

and 1-*3.ojt : Titey exhausted, or da� A mmU quantity of rain feu'upon thm:

omumed, 

thdr provisions, or travelling-pro- (El-Umawee, T, M:) but Sh says, " I have not

(]P,' 

TA. [In the TT, u from the M, beard j�;j in this sense except on the authority

j, 

as * a

sJ,ei.jl 

is erroneously put for *J3."it the ex. of El-Utnawee:" (TA:) the pi. is J1.ajI (T,,q

$ 

a 0

lanation 

in the TAJ) -And [hence,'1 M.) -[Hence, perhtPcl ,k

.

1 C," jt*jl A *%m.

Yzp 

Sh, C-JAjt ber of camds in a state of di~ on. (TA.)

4.MO, 

or t*.bo C>* M accord. to dif-

ferent 

copies;) and [alone], (V,TA,

[said 

in the latter to be on the authority of bh,

and 

therefort it may perliaps be taken from a

copy 

of the TJ) inf. n. J1e �*' ; (TA;) 1 Shd (4

woman) 

became such as is t;rnied (T, Miti),

TA,) 

i. e. mithout a hissband; (T, Meb;)

because 

of her being in need of one to expend

upon 

her; [for] Az eays that sibe is not thus

called 

unlen she be also poor: (bfi;b:) or [she

became 

a widom;] the lost her ltuitipapgd by his

death. 

($.) -And jajI said of an arrow, 11.

lperame 

defted, or meared, mith bloty], (Ibn-

'AbUd,l�,TA,)-and 

had the marh thereof re-

inaining 

tcpon it; (Ibn-'AbUd, TA;) and eo

t,.Wjt. 

(TA. [See also 2 and AJ)~ Said of a

A Z
poet, 

it is from j�)'1 1, likejjt fromj,.:jl; (TA;)

i. 

e. Ire rersified, or composed rersw, in the meet.�

termed 

J.91. (Ibn-Buzurj, L in at.t.

As 

a trans. v.: see 1, in five places. - AUo ll'e

lengthentd, 

or made long, a rope, or cord: QC:)

avid 

in like manner, he longthepted, and ividepted;

or 

inads long, and vride; a sibackle, or sliackles:

you 

BRY, *.Q LO, J JUjI ll's kppgthened, and

tridened, 

o; ;nade long, and made wide, for hipia

his 

Mackk, or shackles. (Ibn-'AbbiLd, TA.)

5. 

J;3 He became defiled, or in#eaped, (T,

witli 

his blood, (T,) or with blood; as also tWjl.

(�. 

[Sw also 2 and 4.])

8: 

see 4 and 5. ~ You say also, %:.1jjI

Z�U 

t Such a woman maintained, or

under.gook 

the maintmance of, her childien, her

hurband 

having died. (0, TA. [But in hoth 1

find 

tc;ep J, �n obvious rnistranscription, for

which 

I read 4ezi J; and in the explanation, In

hoth,,."1& 

%:J I, for which 1 read

,14j 

[Sand;] a kind of dust or earth, (Mt,)

itiell 

knoirn : (Lth, To M, M gb, 1IC:) V W*; is its

n. 

un.; (M, ]�;) a more special torrn than the

former; 

(�;) signifying a Idece, or portion, [or

tract, 

or 

collectionj thereof: (Lth, T, TA:) [and

the 

former 

word is also sometimes used u mmminv

a 

tract, 

or collection. of sand:] the pl. [of mult]

is 

(Lth, T, S, M, Mqb, K) and ['or pauc.]

>jl; 

(M.. K;) [and jL4Iji is used as a pl. pl.,

i. 

e. 

pl. 

of *1

J4; 

occurring in a verse cited in the

U, 

art. 

CAJ - [Hence,] JGjA2 a name of 7%e

fflis 

art., 

[in the Lexicons of Golius and Preytag,

wroneously, 

j�j,]) or 1 q.

JA;w, 

TA in art. Ja,&.,y [Geomancy,] a certain

cell-known 

scien�e. (TA in the present art. [See

L 

description 

of it voce LL1)

j.*j 

TYeak rain: (IA4Lr, T:) or littk raits:

gap 

p. 55:) or a small quatitity of min: (El-

ii.a 

�.u; 6.0 - 1 9

Jmawee, 

T, ?, M, ]�:) one eays, j ~Lol

" 

A mmU quantity of rain feU upon them :

El.Umawee, 

T, M:) but Sh says, 11 I have not

eard 

j�;j in this sense except on the authority

* .69
F 

El-Utnawee:" (TA:) the pi. is Jt-il. M St,

L) 

-[Hence, perhapaj ,k a 0 '69

.r 

of camds in a state of dio~on. (TA.)
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Also, the sing., [ap a coll. gen. n.,] Lines, or
streaks, upon the legs of the wild con,, (S, M, 1,) [

upon herfore legs and hind legs, (M,) difering

from the rest of her colour: (9, M, 1:) n. un.

*li;L. (TA. [See also Aii.]) - And A re- J

dundance, or an excess, (0I3j,) in a thing. (1.)

_Jl,41 is also the name of A certain kind of

metre of verse; (T, $, M, 1 ;) [the eighth hind ;] 

the measure of w/.;eh is [originally] composed of (

'j*U (T, TA) sis times; (TA;) so called from

,.;jl signifying "a certain kind of walk or pace,"

inf. n. of ) .. [X. v.]: (M, K:') and Kh says
that it is also applied to any meagre verse or

poetry, incong;uouts in structure; such being so
named by the Aral,swithout their defining any-

thing respecting it; as, tbr instance, the saying [of
'Abeed Ibn-El-Abras (TA in arts. .,J and

[Mfelltoob (the name of a place, 1] in art. ,.,J)
has become destitute of its inhabitants, and El-
Kutabeeytit, (by whlicll is meant a certain water,

called w1I, with its environs, P' and TA in

art. .Ji,) and .Edlh-Dhanoob (thle name of a
place, TA in art. .)]: he says also that, gene-

rally, the .; [i. e. nwhat is curtailed of two of
the original feet, or nwhat consists of tuwo feet
only,] is thus called by them: accord. to IJ, it is
applied hy them to rerse, or poetry, that is in-

congruous, unsound, or faulty, in structure, and
sutch as fitll. short of the original [standard so

as ntot to anstrer romlnletely to any regular kind

or s)peries]: (M, TA:) thus it signifies as first

explained above, and also any verse, or poetry,

that is not su.ch as is termed 'ei [as meaning

that of nthich the henmiitichs are complete] nor

such as is termed jj [which some hold to be not
verse, or poetry, but a kind of rhyming prose].

(IJ, MI, [.S) [See also .]

&U.: see J,., of which it is the n. un.

;i; sing. of ja, which signifies The dir,-- sity

of colours (i_j) upon the leC s of the .. ild bull:

(T: [see also J3. :1) or a" signifies a b.ack line

or streak, (IKh, M, IB, a,) as some say, (M,)

such as is upon the back and thighs of the gazelle:

(IKh, IB:) pl. [of mult.] Jj and [of paune

X.,: sce ej.

[J,', Of, or relating

sandy.]

to, ,,- (or and) .

JL. The roven work of a mat. (V, TA.) It
is said in a trad., of the Prophet, that he was lying
upon his side on the JLj of a mat, which had
made an impression upoin his side: (T, TA :) or,
as some relate it, of a couch; meaning, in this
case, that its face was woven of palm-leaves, and
that it had nothing spread upon it to lie upon, but

the mat only. (TA. [See J 1 J'.])

i';. Land (u,.,;) rained upon with C41, i. e.

little rain. (Ibn-'Abb&d, TA.)

tJj A practise' of the science called j l1
i. e. geomancy]. (TA.) I

iL.l; sing. of j..Al, (TA,) which signifies

Femnale neaC' of mats. (T, TA.)

)"1 i. q. t ., meaning t A man whose

,rovisions, or traelling-prorisions, have become
difficult to obtain, [or exhausted, or consumed,

see 4,)] and who has become poor: [as though
ie were cleaving to the sand: (see again 4:)] pl.

.. Ijl: (Mb :) or Jj;1 is applied to a man, and

v i;4j to a woman, (M, V,) and the latter also

to a pl. number, (M,) as meaning needy, needing,

or in want: (M, I :) or as meaning [X;= nnd]

;:",. [and ' ·-I, i. e. destitute, or indigent,

kc.]: (]:) and the pl. is 81I1 andml ^j; (M,

k;) after the manner of substs., because the
quality of a subst. is predominant therein: (M:)

.Ij; is applied to any collective number of men

and women, or men withont women, or women
without men, after they have become in need or

want: (M:) [and] it is applied [also] to a man
and to a woman as meaning poor so as to be

unable to obtain anything: (T, and Mgh as from

the T:) accord. to ISk, J.1ti is applied to a num-

ber of men and women, as meaning Oi.--b-

[expl. above]; (T, 9, Mgh;) or so to a number ol
persons whether men or women; (Msb;) and to
men though there be not among them women;

(T, S, Mgh ;) and so V ALLj.: (T, Mgh :) or this

last, to a number of men and women needy,
needing, or in mant; ( ;) and to men needy/

needing, or in want, and weak, (S, ,) though
there be not among them women. (S.) Ibn.

Buzurj mentions the saying, X, U i X 0

di tiA d!L1 ;; * Lej~, mean

ing [Verily the household of such a one is large
and verily they are destitute of what camels thei

may load therenith except] what they borros
[for that purpose]; (T, t TA ;) i. e., they ar
a party not possessing camels, and unable to mak
a journey except upon camels that they borrow

[IfiAb'l being] from .¢,.' ' ~ihl signifyinl

"he was lent the back of my camcl." (TA.

See also 'JI.. l is also applied to
woman as meaning Having no husband: (T, ,
M, M§b,l :) or a widow; one whose husban
has died: (IAmb, Mgh :) or not if she posscsst
competence, or wealth: (Ibn-Buzurj, T, Mgl
Msb, ~ :) it is applied to her who has no husban
!,ecause she is in need of him who would expen
upon her; (Msb;) or to her whose husband hs
died because her provision has gone and she ha
lost him who earned for her (IAmb, Mgh) an
by means of whom her state of life had bee

good: (IAmb:) in like manner, also, 3J,;
applied to a man as meaning having no wmi

(T, 9, M, Mgh, Msb, I,) accord. to Kt (T, Mgl

and Sh; (Mgh ;) like as.,l is applied to a ma

[as well as to a woman], and i to a womar
(T:) o- a widouwer; one wAose swife has diet

(TA:) or bj,jI is .it applied in this sense excee

in cases of deviation from the usual course

speech, (IAmb, Mgh, Msb, [and the like is sa

[Boox I.

in the Mgh also as on the authority of Lth, and in

the M as on the authority of IJ,]) because the

man's provision does not go in consequence of the

death of his wife, since she is not his maintainer,
(IAmb, Mgh, Msb,) whereas le is her main-
tainer: (IAmb :) Jereer says,

JbC tJI · ·ul' 1.b amJ *8

(M, TA,) or ,JlI kIj;l 3j.a; (S, Mgh; [in the

former ascribed in one of my copies to an un-
named poet, and in the other, to El-Hotei-all;
but in the Mgh, to Jereer, as in the M;]) [i. e.

All ite widows, or these widorws, thou hast accom-

plished their want; but who is therefor the Nant

of this male uido!wed person]; meaning thereby

himself. (M, TA.) It is said that, if one be-

queath his property to the J.'ljI, some of it is to

the men whose wives have died: (Mgh:) IB

says, on the authority of Ilt, thlat when a man

says, "This property is for the .1;l," it is for

the men and the women, because J.l Il applies

to the males and the women; but he adds, IAmb
says that it is to be given to the women exclusively
of the men, because Jolj)'t generally applies to
the women. (TA. [Thlis is cited in the TA as

though relating to j..1.1 as meaning Oemb-:

but IAmb evidently uses it hero as applying to
women whose husbands have died; and this is its

predominant meaning ]) - It is also applied to

a [lizard of the kind called] ,, in the following

saying of a rajiz,
a -; . at a I

t--A tU-1 v ,1 a

e
J,1 .l ,. l m 

-

(T, TA,) meaning [I love to hunt out, or catch

a large o., that has pastured during the autumn
and the winter,] having nofe,nalc, so that he may

be fat. (TA.) - And one savs also j" ;L-

(ISk, T, s, M, I) and .,) L. (ISk, T, $,i)
meaning X A yjear of little rain (ISk, T, $, M, (,
TA) and of little good or benefit. (T, M, I, TA.)

~Also i. q. Lj41 [i. c. Black and nv/ite: or white
in the hind legs as high as the thighu]: (AA, T :)
or a sheep or goat of which all the legs are blachk:

fem. i' A,: (A'Obeyd, $:) or the latter is applied
to a ewe as meaning of which the legs are black,
the rest of ter being white. (AZ, T, M, !.)

if"I as fem. of Jli, and as an epithet applied
to a pl. number of persons: see the next preceding
paragraph in five places.

a}j,;, as an epithet applied to a boy, or young

man, (G.9, Lth, T, Ibn-'Abb.d, I9,) i. q. t *,J1
[as meaning Poor, needy, or the like]; (Ibn-

'Abbhd, ;) accord. to Lth, (T, TA,) i.q. *jlj1
[i. e. abject] in Persian: (T, M, TA: [but in

two copies of the T 1lj; and in the TT, as from

the M, j"1j :]) but Aa says, I know not iUjajI,

nor the Persian rendering thereof. (T.) _ Also

The stump ( `* -) of the [plant, or tree, called]
P.i . ( and tt uo : (.:) or j,;It

I.Jail signifies the stocks, or stem, (J.lt, (but

4'
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this sometimes means stumps, u well as roots,
&c.,]) of the .ip. (m.)

r see J

t.~.r A man whose provisions, or travelling-
provt;iions, are exhausted, or conaumed. (A'Obeyd,

T.) See also ,J1, first sentence. _ See also

3; A small ." [i.e. shacke or pair of
3lhac0k]. (IAar, T, ].)

LA.; a [Food, or haeat,] into which sand
(..jl1) has been thrown. (TT, as from the T.)

And C.,T [A mess of dates and clatified
butter mixed toyether] into rwhich dust, or earth,
and sand, have been put: (so in a copy of the T:
[but this seems to be a mistake, occasioned by the
omission of what here follows:]) [or] such as has
been much stirred about and turned over (}1, TA,
and so in the TT, as from the T) {app. nithi coarse

flour (see Lt )] so that it has complicated
streaks. (TA, and so in the TT, as from the T.)
- And J .; [ SpeecA, or language, adulte-
rated, corrupted, or] rendered unsound, or untrue:
like O., ;. . (TA.)

. 4 J11 The lion; [app. because he smears his
prey withl blood;] as also t . JI. (0, I.)

J **r A mnt woven [of palm-leaves or the lihe
(see 1)]; as also V j94. (A'Obeyd, T, TA.)

Palm-leaves wroven together.
(,* TA.)

~d [Tlhec pomegranate;] a certainfruit, (T,)
the lwoduce of a certain tree, (M,) well hnown:
(T, g, M, K:) n. un. with ;: (~, M, Msb, :)
the nweet xort thereof relaxes the state of the
bowels, and cough; the sour sort has the contrary
effect; and that rwhich is between sweet and sour
is good for inflammation of the stomach, and
pain of the heart: the CjC has si .flavours,
like the apjple; and i commendedfor its delicacy,
its quick disolving, and its niceesus, or its elegance:

(K :) 7.rej is of the measure 'j, accord. to Sb:
(M in art.., o:) KIh, being asked by Sb respect-

ing 1 01, (S,) or [rathler] respecting OjL., (M in
art. ,J,) when used as a proper name, (S,) said that
he declined it imperfectly (S, M) when [thus made]
determinate; (S ;) and that he made it to accord
to the majority, because its derivation is unknown,
(S, M,") i. e., that he regarded its I and , as aug-
mentative: (. :) but accord. to Akh, the Op is
radical, (S,) [i. e.] he held it to be of the mea-
sure jtl, making it to accord to many similar
names of plants, (M,) like o .. &c., (m, M,)
Jt being more common than j'~ ; ( ;) he
meant, as applied to plants; for otherwise the
contr. is the case: (TA:) [Fei ays,] the measure
is j] , the O being radical, and therefore the
word is perfectly deeL, unless when used as a
proper name, in which case it is imperfectly decl.,
being made to accord to the majority [of proper

names ending with I and Oi, as tA d&c.].
(M,b.) [Freytag mentions several varieties of
i j, as follows: but the names, as given by him
and here transcribed, require verification or cor-
rection: "'l Clj, LT.~.t1 ,itj, C),Lj
o-.. edt , ef.~z i, o-, o%)
,jj,J1, qui ad speciem dulcium pertinent: tum

:i esL*j dulce et corticem tenuissimum lhabens:
.e.l . l*. Malum Punicum maximum, esu

gratissimum et acinorum expers: ... J i L.J,
;sJrJI ej,, kSj l j l..j ; , aunt minoris magni-

tudinis, formEe rotundw: ,j.JI Jl .j Malum
Punicum magnitudine et sapore pr~astantissimum,
a viro Sefri dicto ita appellatum, quod a Syria
Cordubam regnante Abd-Alrahmano hanc speciem
transtulerat :" and he refers to " Casiri, Bibl. Ar.
Hlisp. T. i. p. 329; and Avicenn. L. ii. p. 25i;"
the latter of which authors only mentions the
properties of the eO .]- J..JI ;lsu [in the

CI l.a. J]J The w,hite A,t [or poppy]: or
a species thereof. (1. [The heads of the poppy
are called ;ll, O4 ; because of their re-
semblance to pomegranates.]) ttj'l Ojv [An-
drosa?uemum; or hypericum majusJ; ] the large species
of a . -JU. (1.) [In the present day, Ot..
and more properly JI:ij are ased as meaning
t A young woman's breasts, when small and round;
they being likened to pomegranates. In a saying
of Umm-Zara, (mentioned in the MI in art. .j,)

t;t;) seems to be used in this sense, or as mean-
ing a woman's posteriors.] - The n. un., tL.J,
is also used, vulgarly, as meaning t The & 3 [or
third stomach, commonly called the mannyplies, and
by some the millet, of an.rminant animal]: (. in
art. epb :) or it signifies t the thing [or part] in
which is the foldder, of the horse. (M and TA
in art. *j and in the present art.) One says,
L;.4j t11JI .'.. t [IThe bea1st filled its l.,j].

(TA.) And L.j i t- t. jm.15, meaningtHe
ate until his narel rwith the parts around it pro-
jected. (TA.) - [t A knob of metal, of wood, and
of silk, &c.: so called as resembling in shape a
pomegranate.] - And [for the same reason] t The
nweight of a steelyard, or Roman balance. (MA.)
[Also applied in the present day to t The steelyard
itself; and so j;S.]

Xta n. un. of O4; [in the proper sense of this
word, and also in several tropical senscs exml. in
the latter part of the next preceding p)aragraph].
(M, M, M.b, K.)

oj [Of, or relating to, the pomegranate. - ]
A seller of O *j [or pomegranatei]. (TA.)
[Of the colour of the pomegranate. - t Ruby-
coloured. -And, accord. to Golins, on the au-
thority of a gloss in a copy of the KL, tThe
ruby itself.]

aek. A kind of food prepared with pome-
granates. (KL.)

dim. of el~; [or rather of b;, the
n. un.]. (TA.)

L1 .. A place of growth of taj [or pomegra.
nates], (T, ,) when they, (],) or their sten,
(T,) are numeros therein. (T, 1.)

tL3, mentioned under this head in the M, see
the art. here following.

L7J

1. ;L.1 Uj, (T, e e, M, ],) aor. tsw., (T)
inf. n. 1 ,a; (T, M ;) and a L.;; (M, ;) He
threrw, cast, or flung, the thing, (~, ]K,) o* C
from his hand; (S, TA;) as also * j l; (M,

]g;) i.e. c. A ; ~,S , . .,: (M: [in tho K it
is implied that one says also t * t _y,j; agreeably
with a phrase mentioned in what follows:]) you
say, . -. -,
say, tSx.~ ;>t, , jI .I' threw the stone
from my hand: (S:) and ,~ ,..AI t1 ,ai
The horse threwn, or threw dow,n, [i. e. threw off,]

his r.ider: (T:) J 4.1 j. is said :.i Ij;

[i.e., as meaning t. -; vwhich may be
rendered I threw him (the man) with my hand;
and also I threnw, or shot, at him (the man) with
my hand;] but when you remove him from his

place, you say, :.,9 /,Ui . * 1;; [ I threw
lim, or threr him down or of; from the horse

,.Jc.]: (Msb:) and .. 4 tt;' i4j , mean-
ing [Ise tirustt hiem, or pierced him, with his
spear,] and threm him, or threo hin down [or
off],from his hors: (El-Fhr(tbee, ~, Mb :) and

11 ;: *' J I ;;1 I threrow donn the
load from the bach of the camel. (T.) 4, l*j

,- - a _ ....e 1 , Ih, in the Kur [viii. 17], is
said by Aboo-ls-bh.i to be tropical, and to mean
t And thou didst not cast [in effect, or] so as to
attain the point that was attainedl, [nhen thou
ditlt cast,] but God [cast in effect, i. e.,] over-
ruled the casting: or, accord. to Abn-l-'Abbes,
the meaning is, t thou didt not cast fear, or
terror, into their hearts, when thou didst cast the
pebbles, [but God cast the fear., or terror:] or,
accord. to M br, t thou didst not cast with thy
strength, when thou didst east, but with the
strength of God thou didst cast [to that in efbect
God cast]. (T. [Sec also anothler explanation in
what follows.]) [ - [J ; Ie cast forth his
excrement, or ordure, or properly, in a thin state,
is a phlrase of frequent occurrence.] - You say
also, .v.J ~.. [I shot the arrow], inf. n.

and tj. (S.) And i.ll C >; (, M, Mb,)

or t*1 '_..JI . J, (Mgh 11,) and t*;*,
(S, M, MFIh, Msb, .K,) inf. n. s*j (Mgh, Mfb,
g) and kt, (Mgh, g,) [He shot, or shot the
arronm,from, and upon, meaning with, the bow;]
and accord. to EI-Ghooree, t1 also; (Mgh;) but

one should not say t U;, (., M, Myb, 1,)
unless meaning "he threw it from his hand;"
though some make it to mean [t.9 *J or] t.
4ci, making the .-e to be instead of C.o or .

(Myb.) - And ,!ih ULJ,' (S, M,) or .x1l,
[He shot, or shot at, the animal, or animals, of
the chase,] inf. n. 0' and itj, (Mb,) or ,

and none other. (M.) [And 1 ;lj He threw
at him, cast at him, or ~ot at Aim, with msUcA a

146 -
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thing; i. . he threw it, cast it, or hot it, at him:
and, more commonly, he thrcn at him, or cast at
him, and hit him, or he shot him, with such a
thing: namely, with a stone, an arrow, &c. And

. ;1 lie threw at him nrith stones, threw
stones at him: and he pelted Aim with stones, i. e.
thlrew at him and hit him wvith stones.] And

s~l!A' l u 11j [le Ahot, or cast, at the butts].
(18k, T, 9, M.) - [Hence,] one says, in cursing
a person, .J 01 b, and , t [AIay God
aim at, and smite, with some bane, or malady,
his hand, or arm, and his nose,] and in like
manner in relation to other members. (M, -.')
[And I.M ,iT 3;;, sometimes meaning t God
smote kin;, or qjlicted Aim, with such a thing:
but generally, may God smite him, or afflict him,
with such a thing; a in the saying,] All eLOJ
%,. ! . ,t [May God smite him, or a.flict him,
with the dieae~ of the wo1f]; a prov., meaning
may God destroy him, or cause him to perish;
because [it is said that] the wolf has no disease
but death: or, as some say, the meaning is, .Gj
tj1 , ~)1 [may God ajflict him n ith hunger];
becatse the wolf is always hungry. (Meyd.) And
abiJ .;&.j t [lhe (God) sent upon him, or against
i,.,. or smote him with, a cala,nity: and also]

t he (a man) made a rerty saacious and crafty
and politic man to be his assailant. (L in art.

_... [Seco also, in that art., 5 : .

GA., and ..-. 1) [And I1 X ; tHie aS-
sailed him with such a thing; as, for instance,
reproach, and an argument, &c. Ilence,] #.
Z ;~,(TA,) or ,i t (IAbr, T,) or · · ,

,) t He reproached him, or upbraided him,
w/ith a thing, or with that, which was bad, evil,
abonuinable, or. foul: (IAr, T, Mqb, TA:) whence
the usage of the verb alone [in this sense, adultery
being understood,] in the 1]ur xxiv. 4 and 0. (T,
TA.) [And ,. ;L. t'He cast an ceil imputa-
tion upon him; accued him, or suspected him, of

eoil: see o . And ;L.j alone t He accused
him, or nupected him.] And ;J l;.j t [He
accued him with truth]. (L in art. t, in

explanation of SJl ~.jJ.) [And a4t1 jt

t He spoke against him.]- _ U j k. means
t Aay God aid thee, or aid thee against thine
nmy, and work [good] for thee: (AO, ?, TA :*)

and i ki' s_ t GQ od aided him, or aided him
against Ait enemy, (AAF, M, ], TA,) and
wrougt [good] for him: (AAF, M, TA:) and

[it is said that] the verb has this meaning in the
words of the :ur, XI ai - :' 
[of which other explanations have been given
above]; because, when God aids a person against
his enemy, He aims at, and smites, (. ) that
enemy. (M, TA.) [In like manner, also, ,j 

JW !I- Cj e LS means t Such a one deoends

suchA a o.]- I, _1 *; : Aad uchk a thing
offered, or prnted, to me, the meeting with it
being appointed, or prepared; [I had it ua it
were throwm to me, or tArown in my way; as
though I were thrown at therewith;] like ^o "".

(A in art. Jj.)-..1A .eIi l; tThe
people, or party, [cast tAeir eyt on me: or]
looked at me sidewrays, or did so with anger, or
aversion: or looked at me hardly, or intently.

(Mgh.) [And ,",jl d j4 tSHe cast his

eyes on the ground.] kjd 1U tHe, or it,
caused, or made, the people, or part, to goforth;
expelled thein; [or cast them forth;] from one
country, or the like, to another. (M, TA.) [See
also 6.]) [And ;-SiJl di. 1 t- .He, urgedforth
his she-camel, or wentforth with her, orjourneyed
with her, or directed hAi coUr with her, into the
desert; agreeably with what precedes or with
what follows.] ." signifies also tThe going
forth from one country, or the like, to another.
(Th, M, TA.) And J;j. I t The man jour-
neyed. (IAr, T, TA.) And Az says, (TA,) I
heard an Arab of the desert say to another, C !1
.~3J, meaning t Whiither daot thou direct thy

course. (T, TA.) One says, iO" Li. .
JLdJI t I sam men directing their course to, or

towards, E.t-Tdif. (gar p. 54.) [See also an ex.
in a verse of Dhu-r-Rummeh cited in p. 78.]-

1EI*} btj, in a verse cited voce ,
[They ast upon them light, or agile, bodies,]
means they mounted them with their [light, or
agile,] bodies; referring to camels. (T and TA
in art. 3p )- 91j.L ; &S He has been
carried, or lifted, and put, into, or upon, his bier,
means the died, or has died: (TA:) it is said in
giving information of a man's death. (TA in art.
'j;...) - [j also app. means t He (a governor)

imposed an impost upon his subjects: se em.]
-And 'J, aor. L., means also t Hle mis-
conjectured; thought wrongly; orformed a wrong
opinion: (TAqr, T:) [and app. he threw out a
conjecture: or he spoke conjecturally; for Az
adds,] it is like the phrase l to ; [or;

or il toq.j JUl. (T.) - 2jI*j:

see d.J- l jL a;r.: :see 4 .; is a
verb of the same kind as , and j,, [invariable
as to person, time, and mood,] and means Ewcel.
lent [or howr exellent] i. he in his throwingg, or
shooting! (IJ, TA voce J;, q. v. [See also j,
voce :j1 ])

3. °jl,, (8, I*,) and l4.t 41;:, (TA,)
inf. n. 1t31 and .j (T, ,lj B and t i, (1:,)
or this last is like the two preceding ns. [in mean-
ing, but is a quasi-inf. n.], (T,) [I threw, or shot,
(generally the latter,) and I shot arrows, with
him, or at Aim; (see 6;) mostly meaning in
competition, or contention; i. e. I competed, or 
contended, with him, in throning, or shooting, l
and in shooting arrows: and -ZA!j. alone often [
means ;3jt2Jl " , or .l.*Jto; whence it is t

said that] iLlt, signifies the shooting arrons, c
and throwing stones, with any one. (KL.) It is
smid in a prov., respecting an afrair in which one
is forward before doing it,

' :I h. L..lil acOUQI ' JW 1 ~ 
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[Before shooting arrows writh another, or doing
so in competition or contention, the quiwrs are to
be.filled]. (A'Obeyd, T.)

4: see 1, first sentence, in sevcn places: -and
see also 6. - sl (M, Mgh,) inf n. ,-;l,
(Mgh,) also signifies It (a thing, Mgh) exceede~

(M, Mglh.) You say, ae' ... l It (anything)
exceeded it, namely, another thing. (M.) VItim-
l.'eiyi says,

[And a tamvn.y spear qf El-Khantt, as though its
knots, or joints, t,re,e ard date-stones; one that
aerceded a cubit orel, the ten]: (T, .:) i. c.,
'It ;; j iJ. (T.) And hence, (T,) you say,

·& :. l k5 e4j' i.e. lie exceeded [the age of
fifty]; (AZ, A'Obeyd, T, 9, M, k1;) [like tl.j ;]

as also t ~A; (AZ, T, S, M, I. ;) [for] .j sig-
nifies the ezceeding in age: and one says also
ojI and ;j in the same sense. (IA*r,T.) And
C1 ao, l signifies the same as .,.1 [meaningr
Such a one took tuury or the like]. ($.) See also
.Wj, below. You say also, d^l .jtw A,lt, i.e.
[He reciprocated rccilinq, or rilifying, with hint,
and] he exceeded hint. (S.)

5. 5yg lIe shot, or cast, at the butts, and at
tle trunks of trees. (ISk, T, S, M.)

6. I; and t L' [TVe cast, or shot, (genc-
rally the latter,) one ;rith anothcr, or one at
another; mostly meaning in competition, or con-
tention; i. e. we comipeted, or contended, together
in throiving, or shooting]: (S, .:) nnd.o1idl l

.. ,-Jk and t I._o3jI Tbe people, or lpa,ty, sh,ot
arrows, [one tith another, or] one at another.
(T.) - [Hence,] ill t ..1lj I Tle countries
cast him forth, or expeld him; (M, ], TA;)
[as though they bandied him, one to anotlher ;] as
also t j,, (so in a copy of the M, [which I
think correct,]) or tV,~ .I (1.) - And .053

,t TIe clouds became dramn, or joined,
together, (M, 1, TA,) [as thougfh thrown, one at
another,] and heaped, or piled, up; (TA;) as
also ~sj. (M, TA.) _ And J ,i k. di3

All; or 1i t; ; i.e. t[Vlis affair, or
cae,] came eoentually [to the attainment of what
mas desired, or sougAt; or to abandonment by
God]. (T, ]T, TA.) Hence, (TA,) it is said in a
trad., of Zeyd Ibn-gIritheh, aI , :"
liJ.m.iSe J.191 U.W, (T, TA,) i. e. t [He
vas made a captive in the Time of Ignorance,
and the cae] came wevntually, and led, [to tis

becoming the property of Khadeejeh, (jj! being
understood before ' OI,)] as though the decrees
of God] cast him thereto. (lAth,TA.) One
ays also, s.l , meaning ua [i.e. t The
ffair was hslugg9 , or backmard]: (]:) [or]
ne says of a [purulent swelling such as is termed]
·. , (T,) or of a wound, (gs,) t i .lP,
T,) or .tiI Jl, (9,) i. e. t It waas in a dU~u,
,r backward, ate, ( andl,) and ecas putrid
and corrupt. (T.) And. Ji 4..1 1~l3 t T'*
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news, or information, came to him; or came to

him by degrees. (MA.). - . Z,P t His
journey was, or became, distant, orfar-atending.

(Ijar p. 34.) ,,.JI ,L.W Youtlfulness, or
youthful vigour, attained its full term [in him].
(Skr, M.)

8. D,J.I It mwa, or became, tArown, cast, or
flung. (S, J4, TA.) ItUll to the ground: so in

the saying, l.j j '> 1 JJ ,j [The load
fell to the groun;d, or it nlay mean was thrown
dowvn,from the back of the camel]. (T.) - Also
lie shot, or shot at, an animal, or animals, of the
chase. (T, S, M.) - See also 6, in three places.

Oj [originally an inf. n.]: see SJ.

;1 The sound of a stone (T, 1g) tAronn at a

boy (so accord. to a copy of the T) or thrown by
a boy; (1 ;) on the authority of IAar. (T.)O
L. [thus written in the M]: see .'~.

4; A single throwr, or cast, or ling: and a
si,gle swot: (Mgh, Myb, TA:) pl. ,l.4j. (Msb,

TA.) .A1; & O* 4. . [JMay a hitting shot,

or scarce any iitting shot, is there tuithout a
skilled shooter] is a prov. [applied to the case of
an unexplected success obtained by an inexperienced
person ;] meaning many a [hitting] shot, or mscarce
any [hitting] shot, originates from a shooter that
[usually] misses. (Meyd)

:L.J, (S, lAthla, K], in a copy of the T and in a
copy of the S withlout any vowel-sign,) with
fet-h and medd, (IAth. and so in a copy of the 8,
in which it is added that it is said by Ks to be
with medd,) like .. t,;; (14;) or 't.j; (Mgh,
and so in a copy of the T;) or t j, said by L]~
to be formed by substitution [of.,.* for lr, as is
shown by what follows]; (M;) An exzeeU, or an
alflition; i. e., (A'Obeyd, T, Mgh,) i. q. tj,
(A'Obeyd, T, S, M, 1],) or 1;j, (Mgh, and thus
written in some copies of tle .1 and ]1, or in
most of the coplies of the ]1, [meaning usury, and
the like,]) or an exccss, or a(ddition, over w4at is
lawful. (T, lAth.) llence the trad. of 'Omar,

9 , (A'Obeyd, T,) or he said 3 ), ()

Wj LWiAfl1 ^ A; _U, [or ,j b, (sae

art. 1,)] or .j .1A, [i. e. ;ft %a,] (accord. to
different copies of the T and 8,) adding, (T, .,)

jl ..II '; JIdA ~,'; (T, 9, Mgh;) [i. e. Ex-
change not ye gold for silverr, except it be done
hAnd with hand, meaning, except there be no
delay between the giving and receiving, take and
take: verily Ifearforyou the practice of usury;]

or he said, ;t~ ;.t '!, meaning, e.cept [by saying]
take and give: (Az, TA in 1UI "1.l 1,:)
and, as some relate it, he said,._~4 J16. . i
; .Ly1; [which means the same.;] using the

inf. n. (T, Mgh.)

It,j: see the next preceding paragraph.

*i', applied to the male of the goat-kind, or
mountain-goat, or of the gazelle, [and any male
animal of the chase,] and likewise, without 3, to

the female, i. q. t A.. [i. e. TArown at, or cast

at, or shot at, or shot]: but when they do not
distinguish a male from a female, the word ap-

plied to the male and to the female is [ te.,]

with; [added tJ;U, i. e. to transfer it from the
category of epithets to that of substantives]: or,

accord. to LIM, e* and t ij are both applied,
as epithets, to the female; but the former is the
more approved: the pl. of the former [and of the

latter also] is tL;. (M, TA.) =Also, (M,)

accord. to A,, i. q., i. e., (T, $,) A cloud of

which the rain-drops are large, and vehement in
theirfall, (T, 4, M, 1V,o) of Ihe clouds of the hot
season and of the autumn: ($:) or, (M, 15,)
accord. to Lth, (T,) gmall portions of clouds, (T,
M, JI,) of the [apparent] size of the hand, or
somewhat larger; but the approved explanation

is that given by As: (T:) and t.J is a dial. var.

thereof: (TA:) the pi. is Z; (TI, ( , M, M, ,) like
a - · .. .

as that of L is n :., ($,) and .jl, (Lth, T,
M, ]K,) [each, properly, a pL of pauc,] and It.j.
(M, :P)

ii4;: see the next preceding paragraph, in two
places. [As a subst.,] it signifies A thing, (8, M,)
meaning ($) an animal (A, T,S,M, Mgh, Mqb)
of tthe chase, (As, T, $,) that is thrown at, or cast
at, or shot at, or shot, (As, T, S, M, Mgh, Meb,)
by its pursuer; and any beast thrown at, cast at,
shot at, or shot; (AV, T;) applied to the mnale and
the female: (AP, T, Mgh, Mb :) it is originally a

word of the measure · a. in the sense of the
measure JiiJ, : (Msb:) [or rather] it is made
fem., (As, T,) [i. e.] it has , ($,) because it is
made a subst., (As, T, 8,) not an epithet: (As, T:)

it is not / converted into 4.: ($:) or, accord.
to Sb, the ;, in general, is affixed to show that
the act has not yet been executed upon the object
thereof; [so that the meaning is, an animal to be
thrown at, cast at, shot at, or shot;] and thus
a~,.i is applied to "a sheep, or goat, [to be
slaughtered or sacrificed,] not yet slaughtered [or
sacrificed] ;" but when the act has been executed
upon it, it is [said to be] .;: (M:) the pl. is

;.ai and .. (Myb.) One says, 4.J t

,.$j'1, meaning Very bad is the thling of those
that are [or are to be] thrown at, or cast at, or shot
at, or shot, the hare. (., M.) - Also, t An
impost which the governor impose [so I render
J.Q I.. ] upon his sbjects. (TA.)

., (., TA,) thus correctly written, like 1.;

in the copies of the 1] like t, (TA,) [and in

two copies of the T written lj; in a copy of the
M, 1jJ;] i.q.j*!3: (T, :') or A*;F: ( :) or

U.': (M:) or it is an intensive inf. n. from
l, of the measure tt_, like and

: (Nh, TA:) one says, le . .~ 1 N b

(T,*., M,* TA) _ · j '"'_ (T)

or U lo- J I 1 ., (., TA,) i. e. There was
betnwen themn a reciprocal throwing of stonu, (T,
TA,) [or shooting of arrowrs or tha like, or a
great, or wlhement, throwing, &c.,] then there

intervened between them [an intervention, or a
vehement. intervention, or] a person, or perso,
who withheld them, one from another, (T,) or
then they withheld themeles, [or withheld th/m-
elwes much,] one'from another. (TA.)

.tj act. part. n. of 1; (Lth, T, TA;) Throming,

&c.: (TA:) [pl. j1...] -[Hence,, *1 ljl a name
of The constellation $agittarius; the ninth of the
signs of the zodiac: thus called in the present

day; but more commonly, Lt.] - [Hence
likewise,] ._l also signifies t [One who amsailh
with reproach, &c. :] t one who re,roaches, or
ntpbraids; or twho give an ill name: (KL:)
[t one raho accuses, or su~pects, another: see

UL.jl [M3'ore, and most, skilled in throwing, or

casting, or shooting]: see an ex. voce ;O.

W,~': see 3 [of which it is a quasi.inf. n.].

.s*'r A place [qf throwing, or casting, or] of
shooting arrows; (KL;) the place of the butt at

which arrows are shot: (TA:) [pl. ,'.].-
[Hence,] t i. q. .. aL [meaning A plac;, and an
object, to, or tonward, which one directs hi& aimn
or course]: (TA, and Ilar p. 54 :) pl.4.f : ( ar

ibid.:) whence the trad., .r' . ;J. u J , i. e.

t [Thitere is not, beyond God,] any object (est)
towards which to direct hopes.- (TA.)

u. >. An instrument for throwing, or casting,
or shooting: pl. .il.. (Hlar p. 54.) [IHence,]

o U.4. [Eng;net nfor thronwing fire upon the

enemy]. ( and 1] voce a e.) [Sec also .. ]

. .* i. q. ; [as meaning The limit of a shot
or throw]. (K in art. _J.) See also the next
paragraph.

;t4.o An arrow nwith which one shoots (Ay,

IAqr, T) at a butt: (AV, T, Mghl:) an arrom
with which one learns to shoot; (M, 1], TA;)

hichis is the worst hind of arrows: (TA:) or a
small, wveak arrow: (Alln, M, g :) or an arrow
with its [hea/d of] iron: (Th, TA in art. _ :)
or, like ; , a round arrov-head: (AA, [so in

the ., but in the TA it is IAr,] , TA:) [and
app. a missile of any hind: (see p. i :)] p.

4l. (M.) When they see many .4r in the
quiver of a man, they say,

* · S 1 .

[And the arrows of the dae, most of them are
those that are mall and weah]: a prov., said to
mean that the free man purchssa arrows at a
high price, buying the broad and long iron head,
because lie is a man of war and of the chase; but
the slave is only a pastor, and therefore is content
with what are termed Al., because they are
cheaper if he buy them; and if he ask for them
as a gift, no one gives him aught but a ;i~
(M.) [See also the last sentence of this para-
graph.] - It is also used, tropically, as meaning

tA j21 [or hind of engin for casting stone

Lio"
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at tht enentmy; app. such as was called by th6
Romans "onager," or the like thereof]: because,
like the ;tM; before mentioned, it is an instru-
ment for casting, or shlooting. (iMgh.) [See also

.e).x ] And [the pl.]Al. also signifies t Thunder.

bolts; syn. jsl".. (Bd. in xviii. 3-.) - Alse
A cloren hoof (S, [Mgh, O) of a shee or goat;
because it is of the things that are thrown
away: (Mgh :) [or,] accord. to A'Obeyd, (T,S ,)
a thing tltat is betwreen th4e tno hoofs of a sheep
or goat; (T, 3, M, g ;) as also Vt1t.: (A'Obeyd,
T, M, /:) thus, lie says, it is explained; but I
know not what is its meaning: (T,S:) its dual
occurs in the following trad.: , P .> I C. 3.,

(T, i; related also, with some variations, in the
Mn and Mgh;) in which it is said to be the dual
of tpi.* in the former of these two senses; [i.e.
If any one qf you were invited to partake of two
hoofs of a Mieep, or goat, he would obey the invi-
tation, but he wtill not obey the invitation to
prayer;] (?, Mgh;) or, accord. to A'Obeyd, it
is here the dual of this word in the latter of the
same two senses: (T, .:) accord. to IApr, (T,
TA,) or Aboo-Sa'eed, it here means the kind of
arrow called ;1.4.: (T, Mgh, TA:) but in an-
other, and similar, trad., the3t *. is followed by

i .l [i.e. "or a bone with some mecat remaining
upon it"]. (T, Z, TA.)

I a.
u..t pass. part. n. of 1; Thrown, &c.: (TA:)

[thrown at, or east at, or shot at, or shot:] se e.i.J
- [ elince, t Snitten, or afflicted, with some bane,
or malady, &c.: tasailed with reproachi, &e.:
treproached, or upbraided, or stigmatized with
an ill nanme: t accused, or suepcted.] You say

4 a 0e ·. g-a,i
:, t il., ;I.l t A woman accused, or suspected,
of evil. (TA in art.,bJ.)

.,e4f A scout (T, I) 49 [to a peolple or party]:

(T, I:') and so &.Q* (T.)

1. a, or. ,inf n. a. ; nd V l1; (M.b,
] ;) It (a thing) emitted a sound: (Myb :) or he
cried aloud; (4;) or ., aor. and inf. n. as
above; and ?.;jl; ashe cried aloud, said of a
woman: ( :) or ; and V e.OI signify he raised
his roice in nweeping: (Ytam p. 11 :) or 'b~j signi-
fies the crying aloud in weeping; (Lth,'T;) or
tho uttering a plaintive, or mournful, voice or
sound or cry: (M:) and ?,lU,t, [inf. n. of .u1,]
the uttering a loud, or vehement, sound or cry;
(Lth, T, M;) or the uttering of the sound of re-
iterating the breath nwith weeping: (IAr, T:)
or i ; and b ,;, signify the crying out loudly,
or rvehenently; and the uttering a plaintive, or
mournful, voice or sound or cry, in singing, or in
weeping: (M:) you say of a woman, J .j, inf. n.
as above; and t,at; (T, M;) and t ,inf. n.
Oet i and 3; [which is properly inf. n. of aj
as belonging to .rt. j;]; all meaning the cried

out loudly, or eRemnmftly; and she uttered a
plaintivt, or mournful, voice or sound or cry, in

singing or in nweeping: (M:) and -;-I f 'Jj1
[the nwonen cried loudly, or vehe-

mently, in their railing]. (T.) See also 4.=

l'! ij, and t*ut, le gave ear, hearkened, or
listened, to liim, or it. (S.)

28.~ 1 v*il o , inf. n. [I twI anged the
bo*n;] 1 made the bon, to produce a sound [by
pulling the string and letting it go suddenly]. (S.)

I See also 1.

4. I i1, inf. n. .jI: see 1, in seven places.
,:j1 is said of a woman in her wailing [as expl.
above]; and of a pigeon (i.o.) in its cooing
[app. as meaning It uttered plaintive sounds];
(M;) and of a bow (,,s3), (T, S, M, Msb, TA,)
on the occasion of its string's being pulled and
let go, (T,) accord. to the .K V,`j;, but this is a
mistake, (TA,) meaning it [atwantged, or] produred
a sound, (e, M, Msb,) accord. to AHn, above
wvhat is ternmed ' .; (M;) and of a cloud
(Ael..) iu its thundering [app. as meaning it re-
sounded]. (M.) And ljI is also said of an ass in
hlis braying; (T, M;) and of water in its mur-
muring, or gurgling, or running vehemenritly.
(M.) .. t jl Such a one .as cheered,
or delighted, and pleased, or was diverted, by
reason of such a thing; as also dJ _jl, and sd U,
and dJ 1j,li.. (T.) ~ $,i: see 1, last
sentence.

j A sound, voice, or cry, (TAr, T, S, K,) [in
an absolute sense, or] in joy or sorrow: (IAr,
T:) or a plaintive, or mnournful, cry; whlence
one says Li S jb [a lute having a plaintive
sound]: (ith, T:) [or a moaning:] or a cry;
(Mqb;) or a loud cry: (M, Mab:*) and also a
plaintive, or mournful, voice or sound or cry, in
singing, or in nweping: (M:) pl. .,j;. (lAr, T.)

>Jj A certain thing that utters a cry [or sound]

( [in one of my copies of the $ ']) in the
water, (, K,) or in still rater, (so in one copy
of the ~,) in the t., [i. e. spring or summer],
(a,) or in rinter. (]i.) A poet says,

I

[And the ,,J did not raise its voice at him, or it].
(.) -- Also A small quantity of water. (TA.)

X.s; inf. n. of 1. (T, S, M, &c.) _-[Accord.
to Golius, El-Meydanee explains it also as msean-
ing A woman afflicted and oppressed by i;is-
fortune; and Golius adds, as though moaning,
or lamenting.]

u~JI AMankind, or all c,eated beings. (AA,
T, Ig.) One says, &i,* L JI L [Tlere is not
among mankind, or ail created beings, the like sof
him]. (AA, T.) a Also, (AA, T,) or ju, with-
out Jl, (]i,) The month Jumddd: (AA, T:) or
a name of Jumddd-.-Akhireh; (IS;) and so a;,
[said to be from L~, (see art. sj,) though app.
belonging to art. yjj, being] without teshdeed:
pi. Oj;: Aboo-'Amr Es-Zihid disallowed .0,

[Boox I.

and pronounced it to be a mistranscription: but
accord. to 1Ctr and IAmb and Abu-t-Teiyib 'Abd-

El-Waiuid and Abu-l-l6sim Ez-Zejijjee, it is j.`
only; because in it were known the results of
their wars; from .j applied to a ewe or she.
goat: and C'.i1J was a name of JumidA-l-Oolt:
see also art. 3i, in wllich is said what somewhat
differs from the statement here. (TA.)

Uj, like j., with teshdeed, naccord. to Th,
i. q. ,.trb: (TA:) or so Uj;, without tesldleed,
(M, TA,) accord. to A'Obevd: the latter is men-
tioned in its lroper place [in art. aj, q. v.]. (TA.)

~.;j~l, an epithet nppl:e(l to a day, meaning
Vehement in retpect of anything, is of the measure

jl, from '~.JI, accord. to IAgr; but accorl.
to Sb, of the measure J3 l, from ZjJ, meaning
" hardnesq," and " grievousness," of a thing, or an
affair, or event: it is mentioned in art. OA,j. (M.)

,p. 4 is applied as an epithet to birds [api. as
meaning Uttering plaintive sounds] : (S :) and,
as also Vt i , as an epithet to a bow [as mean-
ing twangingj], and so to a cloud (at~) [al,p. as
meaning resoundinqg with thunider]: (M :) and
each is applied to a bom [itself]; (S, 1 ;) and
the latter, to a cloud [itse.l]; as an epithet in
which the quality of a subst. is predominant [so
as to imply, app., dthe meaning of resounding
with thunder, or because it is hoped that it will
resound witll tllunder, or because it often does
so]. (M.)

Uj*.: see the next preceding paragranlh.

,jlfi [The ,hare; and now applied to the rabnit
also;] a certain ani,mal, (TA,) well knowrn, (M,
A, I, TA,) like the 3jlt [?], having tho.t fore
legs and long hind legs, that treads the ground
with the hinder parts of its [hind] legs: (TA:)
a certain v1ery prolific animal, called in Pers.
,s5*j [or ,j ]: it is said that it is one

year a male and another yea,r a female, and
menstruates like women; and its fore legs are
shorter than its hind legs: vwhcn it sletp, it kelps
its eyes open; and when it is sick, it eats green
canes (,...), and its sickness ceases: (Kzw :) the
word is a gen. n., (TA,) of the fem. gender,
(Msl), TA,) accord. to El-Jahidh; (TA ;) but
(M.b) applied to the male and the female; (1M,
A, K, TA;) as is also 1' ~J, (M.b,) whicil is a
dial. var.: (fMgh, Myb:) or to thefemale [only];
the male being called jj&; (T, M, J], TA;)
accord. to Lth; but others allow its application
to the mnale: (T:) tile female is also called ;.,.x:

and the young, ~ .: (TA:) the pl. is %.31;
(T, S, M, Mhl,, K) and 9j9', (Lh, ~, M, },) the

latter, like WtL for ,Ja., occurring in poctry,
(S, M, a) and not allowed by Sb except in poetry.
(M.) The I in ;1 is augmentative, accord. to Lth:
accord. to most of the grammarians it is disjunctive,
(so in a copy of the T and in the TA,) or radical:
(so in another copy of the T:) Lth says that
no word commences whh a radical I but such as

!
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is triliteral; as .,jt andl ;. (T, TA.) [lIence,]
one says of the low, alject, or ignominious, and
weak, .Jji c. t1il [lie is only a hare]; because
that animal cannot defend itself, and even the
lark will endeavour to make it its pirey. (A, TA.)

See another ex. below, voce ai4jl. [Hienee, also,]

rJj)1 is thie name of tA certain constellation,
[Lneps,] comprising twelve stars in its figure,
having no oblerredl stars around it, situate beneath

the feet of ,.JI [i. c. Orion], and facing tlte
n,est. (Igzw.) - Also, (Ii,) or t> ,,~ accord.
to tie L, (TA,) or both, (MI,) and At,.., A

.- [or large field-rat], (AM, L, I~,) like thejerboa,
(I, L,) haoring a short, tail. (M, L, 9.) _ 11
.Sqj.I., accord. to lIzw, A certain marine animal,
the heolad of which is like that of the ,jjl [or
hare], and the body like that of arfis,: or, accord.
to Ibn-Seenia, a small testateous animal, ,chich is
qf a poisonouNs quality when drunk [aplp. meaning
in walter]: so thiat, accornl. to this explanation,
tde resemblanice [to the jl commonly so called]
is in the name, not tihe form. (TA.) ~ Also A
sort of ornament aworn bry wom!en. (Mi, K1.)

a.gjl The end, or tilp, [i. c. thle b,oer portion,
or lobulc,] of the nose: (T, 8, A, IK :) tilis is [also]

called .. / at .Jl: (l'Mgh, MIlb:) it is one of the
parts thlat touchll the ground in ,rostration [in

prayer]: (TA:) pl. ,.olj. (T, A, TA.) You
say, ^a.'jI e~ [lit. lIe ct off the end of /is
t,re ;] nucaning t he held hui7 in mean estimation,
or in contempt. (A, TA.) And. ._,~.. j

t, '.r. . . %i 1 1 t [I/bu,id then to
be held in coantempt, (lit iutring the ed,ls of their
noses cut off,) tnorefea,fil than thares]. (A, TA.)
~ See also .jt.

&tL;l [Cloth of the hind called] ; of a

blackisl colour (',). (li.) - Sec abo a .

rj.* A large ojU [or ratt]: (]g:) omitted in
some copies of the .K. (TA.) See 1.. - See
also ~ri .

a.ir A villot [garment of the kind called]

,. (T?, .. ) = See also `. *.

tv.~" 'ti..: A [guarment of the hind called]
.L.b tlat is of the colotr of the ,j! [or hare];

(T, n, A, 1;) as also t .;j.l. (A.) See also
the next mtragraph.

%-.jj :L-.. A r[garnent of the kind called]
.L.t of nwhich t the thread is inter,nixed with the

onft hair o.f the ji [or harw]; (T, 8, M, . ;)

as also t ,, (so in a copy of the M,) or

tT,:,ik, hlic _i-: (A, :) or, as some say, i.q.

? cz3;>. (T.) - See also the next paragraph.

A;ox b,j,l A land in mlhicl are .. j l [(or
hares]: ( :) or abounding thererith; (T, Kr,
M, and so in some copies of the I ;) as also

t L."i., (M, and so in some copies of the .K, and
in a copy of the A,) and Vt 1.. (T, M, A.)

,: see jt.

. l, (EI-Fairbee, S, A, M gbl, Mgb, K,) or
.1i, (Msb,) The Indian nut, or cocoa-nut:

(A gn, S, A, M g1h, nfsb, .K, TA :) thoughlt by
AHn to be an arabicizced word: (TA:) [J says,]
" I do not think it to be Aralic:" (S:) pl. 1--

(Msqb.) - Also A kind of smonoth date, (MOb, I,)
so some say, (Mgh,) like that called ,el -J:
[a coil. gen. n. :] n. un. with 3. (.K.) - .i

.ljl is a name given by the children of Mekkeh

to The JL [or fr.uit of the *;>, i. C. eucifera
Tlhebanca, or Tlteban palm]. (A.)

2. .... , [inf. n. as below,] said of wine

(.t1I2 -), It made him to inclinefrom side to side.
(A, TA.) [Also, as, appears from whlat follows,
It made him& to incline and go round. It mnade
hiMm giddy in the head, and confused: it affected
hima with giddiness in the head lihc one in a
swoon.] It deprived him qf his stregrth l,y reason
of its potnency. (.Ham p. 562.) [And, said of a
beating, and app. of intoxication kc., It rmade
him to swoon, or faint: for,] when you have
beaten a person so that he swoons, or faints, you

say, ;Jj ,. A;.b. (.Ham ibid.) [Hence,
lie was made to incline fiom side to side:

is expl. in the TA in a similar sense, as said
of a man &c.; but it is app. a mistranscription
for j]: see 5. He wras made to incline and go

round. (L.) It is said, by Imra-el-geys, of a
dog gored by a wild bull. (,* L) Jle teas
giddy in the head, and confttsed: and 4 5.j he

wvas affected with giddines in the head like one
in a swoon. (L.) Also, (L,) and ,i 5.J inf. n.

,�' . L, ,1,,) lHe swooned, or fainted; or
was affected by a weaknes of the bones, ($S L, 1i,)
and of the body; by reason of beating or fright or
intoxication, and sometimes by reason of anxiety,
and grief, or sorrow; (L;) and inclined from side
to side. (g, L, 1g.) - 'JI pl * Z tThe
n'ind made the branch to incline from sidle to
side. (A.)

5. &jJ lie inclined from side to side, by
reason of intoxication &c.; (., A, 1I;) as also

~.31, (j,) and t j [app. a mistranscription
for C ']. (TA.) He inclined, and went round.

(TA.)_ It (a branchi) inclined fiom side to
side, being blon. by the wind. (A.) .-- 

~t >O tH e wavered between tnwo things.

~(A.) -3 c > p lie vwas, or beame,

inimical to such a one, domineering, and c.alting
himtuef. (A.) - And 3 ZHe sipped rine

(,A,,) by little and little. (AHn, H .)

8: see 5, first signification.

5j Vertigo, or giddiness in the head; (K;)

and confJtsion. (TA.) =Also A certain alpper.
tenance of the brain, separate, or distinct, there-

from, like, or of the size of, the j-c [q. v.].
(I.)

Iaur The pro,n, or fore part, of a ship.
(Az, g.)

,~~j;: see what follows.

ti~ Swooning, or fainting; or aflfictel by a
weakness of the bones, ($, L, K,) and :f the bodiy;
by. reason of beating or fright or intoxication, and
sometimes by reason of anxiety, and grief, or
sorrow; (L;) and inclining from side to side.

(8, L, l.)inAlso, (A, P,) or t r, (so in the
L,) t Aloes-nood, (A, ,, ],) of the best kind,
(L, ]i,) usedforftmigation. (A, L, KI.)

9;)

Jj; [a coill. gen. n.] A ki,l of t'ree of sr'eet
odour, (AO, T, 8, A, M.bh, ]i,) w'hich dilstils ,uOch
(X,j ); (A ;) of the trees of the de.~r; (AO,T,
$, A, MCh ;) a hind of tree qf the desert, of swect
odour, with tie s,ood of wrhich thc teeth are
cleaned; not large; and haring a berry; (an.);
called [i. e., the tree is called, and not thc berry,
for the verb is masculine,] jI [a name commoanly
and properly applied to the lanrus nobilis, or
sweet bary]: n. un. ;a.j: (M:) or the nyrtle (o.l);

(M, A;) this is also called ,Sj, (Kh , M. , 1C,)
on account of its sweet odour; (Kh, Mlb ;) and
Al1mad Ibn-Yahyt says that the oJj is the ,
accord. to all the lexicologists except Aboo-'Amr
Esh-Sheybzinee and IAgr, who assert that the
o;j is tlhe plant called ;'., and is of sweot odiour;
but AO also denics it to be tohe .; (T;) and so
does A.: ( :) or aloes-.ood, (s ,) with mhich one

fumigates; (M ;) .9 (or JI1 _., withl which
one fuimigates, AO, and T,) is also tihuls called,
(AO, A, T, , ,) sometimies: (AO, A, T, :)
[and accord. to ForskAl, (Flor. Aeg. Ar., cxix.,)
the argemistia pontica bears this name.]

.Pi i. q. j1 [and jJ, i. e. Rice]; (t, l:; [incor-
reedy said in the TA to be omitted by J ;]) in the
dial. of 'Abd-el-ICeys: (ISd, TA:) as thioughi the
first j were changed into O, (', TA,) as t in

1.~.l for e-I. (TA.) [Sec .]

.L ,~, (, .agh, I,) nor.; (s;) and j);,
aor. ; (ISd, I ;) inf. n. (of thie former, .) .
(., 1) and [of the latter] j and j j; (Z;)
It (water) was, or becamne, turbid, thickh, or mud-
dy; (., I ;) as also t j3. (I.) ~ See also 4,
in two places.

2. ;Ps, (.8, ,) inf.n. , , ([A~r,S,) lce
rendered water turbid, thick; or muddy; (IAnr,
S,[;) as also tPjtI. (., IS.)--And tihe for-
mer, He cleared it; rendered it clear: thus it
bears two contr. significations. (IA.r, I.)
[Hence,] one says, L;I3 ail J. May God
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1--J -[
clear away thy iJl [or mote in the eye; pro-
bably meaning tthat which annoys thee]. (IAar,
1 ) ~ Also, as an insrans. verb, He n.as, or bc-
came, confoundedi, or perplexed, and unable to see
his rigAt course. (TA.) And jo, signifies A
man's standing, not hnowing whether to go or
come. (TA,) And The being woeak, or intfirm,
[and, app., disordered, or perturbed,] in sight, and
in body, and in an affair or case. (fi, 15.) tIence,

(TA,) ,. ~t I) J They confusedl the juldgment,
or opinion, [that they formed, or they n.ere con-
.fused in judgment or opinion,] in, or respecting,
the affair, or case. (S, ]. ) _ Also lIe pausedl

and nailted. (TA.) [lience the saying,] a,JM

jFj j3. AJ J, (JK, B, K,) i. c. Th1e shegJoats
have secretedl milk in their udders; (JK;) but
frait thou, wait thou, (JK, S, TA,) for their
bringing forth, (., TA,) for they show signs, but
do not bring forth until after some time: (S:)
thou wilt have to wait long for them: (TA:)
sometimes it is said with., [in the place of cj],
and also with , [in the place of j]: (S, TA:) it
is mentioned in art. (jo [q. v.]. (1]. [See also
nirt. j*j.])_ Also le continued loohing; (Q,
1, TA, in this art. and in art. ~j;) like Jj.

(S and TA in the same two arts.) And you say

also, i.il 4'1 b p and j.. [meaning Ie continued

lookhing at it]. (. in art. ,p.) And · il pj
meaning [lIe loohked corertly, or clandestinely;
or] he coneirealed the loohing. (TA.) - 8aid of a
company of men, They remained, stayed, dwelt,
or abode, in a place (O4L), (], ,) and confined
themselres thberein. (v.) Said of a bird, Ile
flapped his uwiny.x ints the air, (a, C,) and remained
steady, (s,) not flying: (S., :) or flapped his h ings
in the air u'ithout alighting and nwitkout quitting
his place: of it has two meanings: i. e. he ex-
panded hisl wings in the air without moring them:
nand he flapied his wings. (TA.) Hence, said of
a captive, lle stretched out his neck on the
occasion of slaughter, like the bird expanding hs

nings. (TA.) [Ilence also,] "11 -: (JK,
TA) t; 6 (JK) The ship turned round in its
plnee without proceding in its course. (JK,
TA.)_, ,J2 j The sun became near to
setting. (TA. [See also w,u..]) And , j

WlJ t' Death nwas near to befalling him: a
metaphorical phrase from .j said of a bird.

(TA.) _.. J1 L (S., 1) -, (1) S/leep
pervadedl (LJI.) h;s eyes, (Z, Z Sgh, 1f,) without
hiis sleeping. (Z, TA.) _ t.e also sig,nifies The
breakingq of the wing of a bird by a shot or thronw,
or by disease, so that he, or it, falls. (Lth, 1.)

[You say of the bird 'j or ~.U. 9 lix wing
ras broken &c. See the pan. part. n., below.]

4. ijl: see 2. Also He moved about, or
agitated, [or rwaved,] his banner, previously to a
charge, or an assault, in war or battle; JiA;r,
1K ;) and [in like manner,] t ;, inf. n. &p, he
moved about, &c., the banner. (TA.) _ And It
(a banner) was mnoved about or agitated [or
neaved]; (IA#r, ] ;) and [in like manner,] t ;
it (a banner) was noved about &c. orer the heads.
(TA.)

5: a 1.

j Turbid, thick, or muddy, water; (9, 1;)
as also , and ,. (Ii.) - Also (TA)
Dust in water, consisting of motes, or particles of
rubbish, and the like, thatfall into it ~and render
it turbid]; (JK, TA;) and so Vj . (JK.)
Accord. to ID, j, has for pl. Jt.j; as though

this were pl. of iiej: (TA:) or k,jlI is rPl of

.W,l t Ui,, (Ibn-'AbbAd, ], TA,) or of 3.U,
(JK,) and is formed by transposition, (JK, Ibn-

'Abb&d, K, TA,) being originally iUjlI. (Ibn-

'Abb&d, TA.) One says, t j. .t L;s

t [There is not in his life anything that renders
it turbid]. (J K.) - Also t Lying, orfalsehood,
or a lie; syn. iS. (TA.)

spj: seC the next preceding paragraph, in three
places.

L.: see fj.- [Hence,,] b,i t Turbid
Itfe. (i.)

ai A small quantity of turbid rowater remnain-
ing in a watering-trough or tanI. (TA.) [And
accord. to Freytag, t.-"' occurs in the Decewan
EI-Hudhaleeyeen as meaning A small quantity of
turbid rwater.] Accord. to Ibn-'AbbCtd, (TA,)
one says, ;;; :$l ;IL, (1., TA,) or t;J,
(JK, and so in the Cg1 and in my MS. copy of the
]K,) meaning The rwater became such that mud
predominated in it: (JK, 1, TA:) but the cor-
rec:. phrase, as given in the "Nawadir" by Ll!i,
is, 6~-I aL;j a.lI jL1 [The water became one
puddle in which mud predomninated]. (TA.) See
also ~j.

.l;: see the next preceding paragraph.-
Also Land ( .)jI) that does not give gronth
(JK, Ibn-'Abbad, K) to anything: (JK, lbn-

'Abbid :) pl. ;.)li;j. (JK, Ibn-'Ablbad, .K.)_
And A female bird sitting on eggs. (]..)

GP The ,U [or water] of a sword; (S, K,
TA;) i. e. its A,J [or di.rs/fied wary markhs,
strenhs, or grain]; (TA;) and its beauty; (S, I ;)
or tho semblance of water that is meen upon a
sword. (JK.) - And (hence, 8) of the
[or early part of the forenoon], ( &, ],) &c.; (S ;)
meaning t The first, or beginning, thereof; (JK,'
TA;) and its clearness. (TA.) One says, ;lm

tg'.S " ll j.) ,~ I - came to him in the first, or
beginning, of the 5 m._,; like as one says j

1L..Il d4.,. (TA.) And ,t.ll si); means
tThe prime of youth; and its freshness, or bright-
neu, and beauty. (TA.)

j: see .

&W (JK, S, g) and J,3 and .Uj ()
The mud that is in rivers, and in a channel oJ'
water, (., K.,) when the water has sunh therefrom
into the earth: (I:) or the thin, and viscous,
cohesite, or slimy, mud remaining in a pool of
water left by a torrent: (JK:) or the slime of a
well, and of the channel of a torrent, miwed with
blach, or blach and fetid, mud. (Mgh voce '`,
from thd "Jimi"' of EI-Ghooree.)

tLJI 1+." A bird having the wning broken by
a shot or throw, or by disease, so that he, or it,
falls. (1.)

:LOG aiU." L') C.Cl (so in one of my copies
of the S, and in the PS and JM; in the other of

my copies of the S i,.. ;) t I met stich a one
having his eyes languid by/ rea.son of hunger or
fromn some other cause. (S.)

,1. j,: sec 5, with whichi it is syn., in two
places.

2: see tilhe next partagraph, in four places.

5.*.3; nand t*j, (9, M.b,) aor. :, (ftIb,)

inf. n. j and] ; (TK;) i.q. £3y .

(9, Mob) i. e. [lIe trilled, or quavered; or] /he
reiteratedl his voice in his throat, orfauces, (S
and K and TA in art. Ctj,) like [as is doum in]
chantitng, (S in tlhat art.,) or in reading or reciting,
or singing, or piping, or other Iperformanres, of
such as are accompanied n,ith quarering, or tril.-
ling: (TA in that art.:) both said of a singer:
(MAb :) and the former said of a bird, in itsy.M
[or cooing]; (S, Msb ;) and of a bow, when it is
tvanged: ( :) and .,~ [iif. n. of t j] signifies

the like: ($ :) or _ signifies . s -

[i. c. the trilling, or quavering, and prolonging
the roice; or prolonging the voice, and modulating
it sweetly, or narbling]; (T, M, .;) and so
., [mentioned above as inf. n. oft;]; (Lth,

T, M, K;) whence ;.AlI [whichi sig-nifies the
aine, as is shliowin by what follows]: (Lth, T:)

t J is said of thile pigeon, (M, K,) and of the

[bird callcd] L,S (1M,) and of the [loctust, or
species of locust, catiled] .d . [mcaning it
chirped], and of thile bow [meaning it emitted a
musical ringing sound, or a plaintive sound (see
2,~,J below,) when twanged], (M, K,) and [in
like manner] of the lute, (h,) and of a thing
(M, ]() of any kind (M) of which the sound is
esteemed pleasant, or delightful; andm , like-
wise: (M,.K:) or you say,,j.3 Lt.aLJI [Tits
pigeon trills, or quavers, or cooee]: and of the

4' you say, -, e , [In its voice, or
cry, is a trilling, or quavering]: and of the bow,
and the lute, and a thing [of any kind] of which
the sound is esteemed pleasant, or delightful,
· j3 ; [It hasa musical ringing sound, ora
plaintire sound]. (Lth, T.) It is said in a trad.,

-,, , , . j- A ,,. i .. ..

[God has not listened to anything as lie listens
to a prophet having a good manner of trilling, or
quavering, or prolonging and modulating sneetly
his roice, in reciting the Kur. dn]: or, as some

relate it, t., I,.uJI z 1 [good in re-
spect f the voice, triUing, &c., in reciting the
Kur-"n]. (TA.)

j i q. ; [as meaning A voice, or sound;
or, more probably, the uttering thereof: see MJ,
of which it is an inf. n., in the next preceding

paI al,b]. (M, l)II
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.,; [ pl. of which the sing. is not mentioned;
np. pl. of ;l1;5; like aAs..n is supposed to be

of ljl, originally .1lj;] Good, or excelent,.
female singers. (IApr;T, 1g.)'

ti., (M, and so in copies of the 1g.) thus it
seems to be accord. to [a rule observed in] the 1,
but accord. to Z it seems to be V .j,' (TA, and

thus it is written in the CK,) and t*. 3, (M,

and so in the ]K accord. to the TA,) or a,
(;, [and so in my MS. copy of the 1,]) or this
last also, (M,) or tVi: or Ly.,, (accord. to

. 5.. .
other coplies of the 1],) i. q. ,iJ [i. e. A trilling,
or quavering, &c.: see 6]. (;, M, 15.) Thus in

the phrases, . ;l ~i .. and N3p;j3 [He

heard a good, or pleasing, triUing, &c.]: (M:)

and L_. Xj,;j or or and V &c.
(aceord. to different copies of the 15) [i. e. He,
or ;t, has a good, or pleating, trilling, &c.].

t Z. is formed by the addition of j and .s,
like as is ', L: ( :) it is aid to be the only in-
stance in which :a is added at the beginning and
end of a word: (MF:) and it is used in relation
to a bow [as meaning A musical ringing sound
on the occasion of twanging]. (9, M.) [t.;,
also, said in the TJI to be an inf. n. of.j., and in
the Mb and 1 to be syn. with. , is used in a

similar manner:] you say, li,J j a [I heard
him to have a trilling, or quavering, sound pro-
ceeding from him; or I heard it to have a musical
ringing sound proceeding from it]; taken from

the. fi of the bird in its cooing. (Myb.)

A certain slender plant, (T, ]K,) well
known; (T;) said by As to be one qf the plants
growing in plain, or soft, ground: (A'Obeyd, T:)
IAttr is related to have said that the ijj, with O,
is a certain species qf tree: 8h knew not this
word, and supposed it to be a mistranscription
for a;;; but tbhe.~ are [comparatively] large
trees, [or rather shrubs, of the broom-kind,]
having trunks; whereas the 4 Jj is of the slender
kind of plants [as is said above]. (T.)~See
also the next preceding paragraph, in two places.

*eJ: see ii.

~.4Jfi : see i.;, in two places.- Also an
epithet applied to a bow, meaning Having a

plaintive sound (..., so in a copy of the M, or
'., 1, TA) on the occasion of shooting.

(M, 1.)

c39: see AS4, in three plaees

L,jJ or o.oj3: see 4jj.

L t'i 65, (Lth, T,) or Mi, (1, M,) and [L;,

or] eUJ, (M, TA,) aor. gV, (Lth, T,g , M4b,)

inf. n. ; (Ltb, T, ?, M, Mlb, 1) and 1j, (Lth,
T, M,I1,) He gazed, i; e., looked continually,
(Lth, T, C, M, 1,) without any motion of the

Bk. I.

eyes, (M, R,) at her, (Lth, T,) or at Aim, or it:

(~, M :) or ,'i ~,~ signifies [simply] he looked at
him, or it; as also Ul,; but the former is said to be
the original word. (TA in art. U.) [See also 5.]

__jy also signifies The being cheered, or de-
lighted, and pleased, or being diverted, together
with occupation of the heart and eyes, and with
predominance of love and desire. (M, K.) You
say, j.i .! " t [He is cheered, or delighted,
&c., with her discours]. (M, .Z.) And ,,

,!1 j I was cheered, or delighted, and
pleased, or was diverted, with his discourse. (T.)

And Ij. U; and tlj..l H lie was cheered,

&c, as above, by reason of such a thing: and so

,i Xj. (CT in art. X,j.) Arid 1;, (]5,) aor. as
above, (TA,) is syn. nwith .,i [app. as meaning
He was, or became, offectd with a lively emotion
ofjoy, moved with delight, mirthful, joyful, glad,
or delighted]. (1.) [See £j, below, which is
perhaps an inf. n.]

2. otD): see 4. _ Also, (TA,) inf. n. i,

(15,) i. q. [app. as meaning lie, or it, affected
him with a lively emotion of joy; moved him
with delightt; rendered him mirtlful,joyffi, glad,
or delighted: see also 4]. (]g,* TA.)I ;
signifies also The act of singing. (.K.) And i q.

X. [app. as meaning The uttering a plaintive
sound, or plaintive sounds]. (1.) A woman's
crying out loudly, or vehemently; and uttering
a plaintive, or mournful, voice or sound or cry,
in singing or in weeping; like ij;... (M in art.

3. lJIj, (1,) inf. n. ;l;s, (TA,) He treated
him with gentleness, or blandishment; soothled,
coaxed, wheedled, or cajoled, him: (1, TA:) he
treated him in an easy and a gentle manner.
(TA.)

4. Uj!; (~, M, Msb, 1g ;) and t , (M, 15,)
inf. n. of the latter ;E'3; (TA;) It (beauty, 1,
or beauty of aspect, M, or the beautv of a thing
that he saw, S, MNb) made him to gaze, i. e., to
loo,k continually, (~, M, J4,) without any motion
of the eyes: (M, ]:) or pleased him: (Mqb:)
or pleased him, and made him to gaze, &c. (TA.)
And the former, It (a thing) cheered, or delighted,
him, and pleased him; or diverted him. (T in
art. O.) [See also 2.] - &acljl j1 a'Ul He
(God, T) reduced him to obedience, so that he
became still, and continued obedient: (T, TA:)
from a trad. (T.)

5. ji IHe continued looking at the thing that
he love (IAr, T, 1,.) [See also 1.]

6. %;a ;yl$ I feigned mysclf unmindful of,
or inadvertent to, him, or it. (A, TA.) [The
primary meaning seems to be, I feigned myself
looking steadily awayfrom him, or it.]

10: see 1.

1; A thing at rwhich one looks (?, M, g) con-
tinaUly, [or gazes,] without any motion of the
eyes, by reason of it beauty: (M, 1 :) an inf. n.
used as a subst. properly so termed. (M.)
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;, or ;Il, a name of The month Jumddet-'l-

Akhireh: see j.JI in art. OJ, and iJ; in art.

*;yj A piece of fleh or esh-meat: pl. i13l,

(IA9 r, T, g, TA,) like as 1l;n, is pl. of ";.,
(TA. [In the CId, the pl. is erroneously written

yi])

.4, with fet-4, (T,) like A.:, (TA,) i. q/.
JG.. [Beauty, goodlines, comelitine, &c.]: (T,
k :) so says AZ. (T.)

wi, with damm, i.q. .j; [app. as meaning
A lively emotion ofjoy; mirth, joy, gladnes, or

delight]. (S. [See also UtJ, in art. J: and see
the last signification of 1 in the present art.]) 
Also A sound, voice, or cry: (El.Umawee, T,

]K:) [like 2j as expl. in the S and /5:] pl.
0. is
ajl. (T.)

)J in the following phrase is like 3..: (1:)

you say, Z;/ j He is one nrho gazes, or
lootu continually, at such a woman or girl:

(Lth, T,$: [see also ;:]) or he is one who is
cheered, or delighted, or diverted, and pleased,
with the discourse of such a woman or girl. (M,

Kg.) And 1G.1 y)I J. Such a one is a
person who exp0cts things for which he wishes.
(Lth, T, M.*)

; Uj A man who gazes, or looks continually,

at womn. (S. [See also ;.])

a ;j L. [A cup of wine] lasting, or con-

tinuing, syn. L51;, (IAgr, T, $, M, Mbsh, 15,) to

the drinkers; (.:1 Lir; IAbr, T, K; ,AJI
being withl fet-! to the ., pl. [or rather quasi-
pl. n.] of .1:; TA; [in the C!;, and in one

copy of the T, erroneously, ,JI J ;]) still, or
motionleu; syn. ° G.s: (;, Myb:) [were it not
for this addition, the meaning might be thought to
be, a cup (if wine circlin to the drinkers:] or
pleasing: (Mtb:) pL o.igj: (IAir, T, 1 :) the
word SU.jj is of the measure ii"t;i; (S;)
[originally J1. ;] and it occurs in the poetry of
Ibn-Ahmar, (T, S, M,) but (as some say, ,) has
not been heard except in that poetry. (S, M.)

jS A fornicatreu, or an adulterer: (M,
1g:) [accord. to lSd,l of the measure Jat0, from

j;l; i.e., that is gazed at, or looked at con-
tinually; because she is made an object of sus-

picion, or evil opinion: (M:) [wlhence,] j.3 As!

One that is base-born. (f.) [See more in art.

� singer. (AA, 15.)

1. ,j, aor. :, inf. n. ,vj (, A,' Mqb, )

and a. (, O) and ; (Rsh and -B in
xxviii. 32) and ,_j (1) and 1., (1, A,* ,)
or this is a simple ubsLt, (Mqb,) and O Ao and

· qj;, (1,) He feared: ($, A, Myb, V :) or he
147
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feared with caution. (TA.) You say, ~' i 
a9J dand .j [In my heart is fear, or cautious

fear, of him, or it]. (A.) _And ;..), inf. n.
;A (J K, Mgh) and L and and * 
(JK;) [and app. ; j, as seems to be indi-
cated above;] lie feared him, or it; (JK, Mgh;)
[or feared him, or it, with cautionJ;] namely, a
thing. (JK.) m See also the next paragraph, in
two places.

2: see 4.--[Hence, IJ. inf. n.
jl, lie made himt to have no desire for such
a htiing; to relinquish it, or abstain from it;
contr. of J .4j: used in this sense by post-
clasical writers, and perhaps by classical authors
also.- And 4 j lie made him a 1, or
monk: in this sense likewise used by post-cinassical
writers; and mentioned by Golius u so used in
EI-Mekeen's 1Iistory.]m j, said of a man,
lie was, or became, fatigued, tired, weary, or
jaded. (JK.) And ,, [so in the TA, app.

,j, but perhiaps t ,J;, without teshdeed,] said
of a camel, ]Ie rosc, and then lay dowvn upon his
breast, by reason of weahnes in his back-bone.
(TA.) You say also, t~f,. ,3:ih ijj ! .a
(VC, TA,) [or, accordl. to some copies of the I1,
tg; ,t] inf. n. %e4, (]1,) but in some copies
the verb is an unaugmented triliteral, [app.
t ,] (TA,) Te she-camel nwas fatigued, or
jaded, by travel, so he satfeleding her and treatingq
her nwell until her spirit returned to her. (I,'
TA.) m.4 It (an iron head or blade of an
arrow &c.) n'as rubbed [app. so as to be made
thin: see ]. (J K.)

4. .Ajl (J1K, ~, A, ]) and V .. , (. , A, 10)
lIe, or it,frightened him, or causd him tofear;

(., 1 ;) as also t .,: (MA:) or disquieted him,
or agitated him, by frigIhtening. (A.) You say,
. ,. .. ,,,,, ,,,e~~e· l ,U e . Ij wX [Tl h skin quivrers

tlhen frightening befalls from him]. (A, TA.)
'i... ' ' -- t , A ---6And , .j a.A a, ,,Wl t [His valour

and courage frightened men away from himn].

(A.) And ! .o l .J [lit I was noet frightened
by thee]; meaning I did not see in thee what
induced in me ldoubt, or suspicion, or evil opinion.
(A,TA.) And J,'l ,j, (JK, A,) inf.n. ,,vl,
(J K, K1,) lie drove away, (A,) or repelled,
(JK,) or nithheld, (1,) the camels, (JK, A, 1K,)
,ji.JI 1 s [from the watering-trough or tank].

(A, ]g.) .za.. I (said of a man, TA) also sig-
nifies lIe rode a camel such as is termed .4~.
(1.) AIlso lIe was, or became, long in the
,nj, i. c. sleeve. (1A9r, ]1.')

6. 9 lie (a man) became a " ; [or monh],
fearing Godl, or fearing God nwith reverence or
awev: (TA:) or he devoted himself to religious
services or exercises (JK, ?, A, 1) in his a3~iO

[or cell]: tA:) or he (a monk) detached himself
[from the world. or became a recluse,] for the
pur~e of devoting himself to religious service
or exercise. (Mb.) m lI e threatened
him. ($.)

10. ,:aJ..,Z He called forth fear of 1iim, so
that men feared him. (TA.) ° ·..., in the
]5ur [vii. 113], has been expl. as meaning And
they caUlledforthfear of them, [i. e. of themselves,]
so that menfeared them. (TA.) _- See also 4.

S. An emaciated she-camel; (As, S, 15;) or

so [the fem.] °a4: (JY :) or the former, a she-
camel much emaciated; as also tV. j; or, as
some say, this last, occurring in a verse, is the
name of a particular she-camel: and the first also
signifies a she-camel lean, and lank in the belly:
(TA:) or tall; applied to a lie-camel; (K ;) fem.
with ;: (TA:) or one that has been used in jour-
neying, and has becomefatigued, or jaded; (J K,
TA;) fem. with ;: and '", signifies a sihe-
camelfatigued, or jaded: and the first, a he-camel
large, wide in tits belly-girth, broad in make be-
tween the shoul(ler-joints: (JK:) or wide in the
bones, broad in make between the shoulder-joints.
(TA.)-_Also A slender arrow: or a great arrow:
(TA:) and a thin iron head or blade (S, 1, TA)
of an arrow: ($, TA:) pl. ,.s 2. (.8, .)

'-"&z: see what next follows, in two places.

.. ; (Zj, ]1, TA) and t*, (Zj, TA) A
sleere: (T, .K:) accord. to Z, (TA,) of the dial. of
Himyer; but one of the innovations of the ex-
positions [of the ](ur-an]: (Ksh in xxviii. 32, and
TA: [not, as Golius says, referring to the Ksh as
his Puthority, of the dial. of the Arabs of El-
Heereb :]) said in the Jm to be not of established
authority: but signifying thus accord. to AA:
and so accord. to Zj, (L, TA,) and Mukl.til, (T,
L, TA,) in the Kur xxviii. 32; [thcught generally
held to be there, accord. to all the various rcad-

ings, (whichi are ".JI and ,.Vl and w.1 and
".VI,) an inf. n. of .& ;] and Az says that this
is a correct meaning in Arabic, and the most
agreeable with tihe context. (L, TA.) One says,

it "; ' ;USJI ~3' meaning I put the thing
in my sleeve [to carry it therein, as is often done].
(TA.)

a. ;: see what next follows:_ and see also

. and ? . and ,.Ac. and I 't_J [which
last I write with tenween accord. to a general
rule applying to words of the measure f*] and
· ' .'J and ' J3.'J, each a simple subst., (.K,)
as also ? L&, (Msb, [but accord. to the S and K,
this last is an inf. n. of ..jj,]) signifying Fear:
(Msb, 1] :) or fear wiith caution. (TA.) One
says, ?. - " V .t.;", (S, Meyd, K,) or,

accord. to Mbr, ,. ; ; .t.,, '. j, (Meyd,)
[Fear is better than pity, or compassion,] mean-
ing thy being feared is better than thy being
pitied, or compasionated: (S, Meyd, 1 :) a pro-
verb. (Meyd. [See 1 in art. ,.]) And t j
J3 '> es., a similar prov. [expl. voce .].
(Meyd.) And "% 1 '· t. .. l [also

expl. voce e..a]. (Lth, TA.) - For the first

word, see also `, j.

o~. 1: see the next preceding paragraph, in
three places.

,;;;: see rj.: =" and see also ;.

be: see ei'J*

J.Aj Excessivelyfearful. (Bd in lvii. 27.)

LCA;: see .

we~: see .Sj, in two places. 1 Also Fear-
fid; applied to a man. (S.)

~.sj: see , in two places.

aA,:a;, (JK, 8, Mgh, M9 b, .K,) written in an
exposition of the Ma.bmait [of El-Harceree] with-
out teshdeed, (Mgh,) [lonkery; asceticism; the
l;fe, or state, of a monk or an ascetic;] the state
of a .. 1;, (A, Msb,) or Clristian ldevotee;
(Mgh;) the masdar of ;, (JK, S, K.,) as also

V L.;: (S, 15:) or it is originally from LaH l;
and by a secondary application is used as a noun
signifying excess, or eztraragance: (AAF, TA:)
or it is from Vt -',J, [which has the same signi-
fication, of the measure Laiw from as;, or · J.i~
on the supposition that the O is a radical letter:
(lAth, TA:) or it signifies excess in religious
serrices or exercises, and discipline, and ithe
tdetachinq oneself from manitindtl; and is from
O1;Z, signifying "excessively fearfiul:' so in tho

kur lvii. 27; where it is said, t,s,$ .tj,

(Bd,) meaning tj f kj;.& I._,r'Aj [And
they innovated excess &c.: they innovated it]:
(AAF, Btl, TA:) and some read witl damm,

[a ,] as tho,,gh from pl. of 

(Bd.) It is said in a tr.d., (TA,) j- a,* )
^ 11l [There is no mnonitery in E,l-Ixldm] ; i. e.,

no sueh thing as the making oneself a eunuch, and
putting chains utpon one's neck, andl enaring gnar-
ments of hair-cloth, anetl abstaininrg .fiom filesh-
meat, atnd the like. (K.) And in another trd.,

s9S1kj& ;e ; A .4l, [Keep ye to the
wnaging of nwar a1aninst the inbeliever.,, for it is
the asceticism of my people]. (TA.)

_.b and .Jl: see what next follows.

l; (S, K) and a41& and * a*. an(l an
cbecornl. to El-Hirmazec, (1K, TA,) [The ensiform

cartilage, or lower extreait!y of the sternum;] a
ce,'rtain bone, (S, K,) or small bone, (TA,) in the
breast, impending over the bielly, (S, 1K, TA,) re-
sembling the tongue, (S,) or like the extremity of
the tongue of the dog: (TA:) or a certain carti-
lage, resembling the tonyue, suspended in the lower
part of the breast, impending over the belly:
(TA:) the tongue of the sternum, at the louer
part: (ISh, TA:) or, accord. to IAar, the ex-
tremity (f the stomach: (TA:) pl [or ratbher
coll. gen. n.] t l*j [and c,,3]. (g.)

a1Aj and a$tj: see what next precedes.

.AIS Fearing; [or a fearer; or fearing nwith
caution; or a cautious fearer;] as in the phrase

~a.rg ; [He is one who fears God; or a
fearer of God; &c.]: whence the signification
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next following. (Mlb.) - A Christian [monk,
ascetic, religiou~ reclue, or] derotee; (Mgh, Mb ;)
one who devotes himelf to religious serices or

eaircims , in a ."4 [or clU]; (TA ;) one of the

;1); of the Chriutian: (g, g :) [i e.] the pl. is
A;; (A, Mgh, Msb) and ;--; (A;) ?r, some-

times, * .;; is a sing.; ( ;) as in the following
ex., cited by IA'r:

·* 3 'A 'L' ̀ S

[If she spoke to a CAristian monk in a monastery
among the summits of a mountain, the Christian
monk would come down running, and so descend]:
but he says that the approved way is to use it as
a pl.: (TA:) and e , is a pl. (A, Msb, 1) of

.J, (g,) and Lo; is another pl. (A, ]) of

the same, and so is ;,j;.. (i.) -See also
· ',-

"tl A state, or condition, thatfrightens. (TA.)

tb1 lBirds tAat are not rapacious; that do
not prey. (K.) [App. so called because timid; as
Golius supposes.]

,q.j., applied to a ehe-camel, [though of a
masc. form,] Fatigcl~ in her back. (TA. [See
its verb, g.])

.,0j Feared: (Mgh, Msb:) [orfeared with
caution:] appliedtoGod. (Msb.) Inthe phrase

JA5.44 wi - sj [At thy errice time
after time: Thou art feared, and petitioned, or
supidlicated with humility, &c.], it is in the nom.
case as the enunciative of an inchoative [t l]
supprsed. (Mgh.)_[Hencc,] , 1, as also
? lj4 , [the latter in this case being like .ej

in the sense of ,] Thte lion. (.K.)

4. , (g,) or jL.il tl, (S, Mgb,) 7le, or it,

raised the dust. (g, Mgh, I.) You say, a..&z
~J JI .lj_ The hoofs of the horses raised the
dust. (A.) _ [Hence, because a heavy rain raises
the dust,] /..L1 .~ jl t The sky poured, or
Jlowved, with rain. (A, 1.) - And ' !1
i He raised, or excited, conflict and faction, or

sedition, or discord or dissension, between them,
or among them. (A.) -And .. }l ) t .a1lj
._ j I [They raised a tumult in talhiguj and
clamouring]. (A.) -And .;1 lIe had in his

house, or chamber, much 5-.L; [or inceuse].
(lA~r, ·.)

.: see what next follows.

,; (g, A, Mgh, ~) and V . (V) Dust, syn.

3ti, (1, A, Mgh, 1,) raised. (Mgh.) In the

phrase jL,l c'. AI [Upon him, or it, is raiMed

dwst], Jl/I is subjoined by way of explanation.
(Mgh.) It is said in a trad., . Ju ; '

~l1m J -.q .LI1 [He into whose iide the
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dust raised in fighting in the cause of God haas
entered, the heat of thefire of Hell will not enter
it]. (TA. [The meaning is shown by another
trad. there cited.]) - Also, (19,) or the former
word, (TA,) Clouds, (I,) or thin clouds, (TA,)
without water, (.,) resembling dust: (TA:)
n. un. with 5. (J.) - Also, (I,) or the former
word, (TA,) I Excitement of evil or mischief, of
conflict and faction, of sedition, or of discord or
dissension. (IAsr, L, Ig, TA.)

. : see what next follows.

Weak; (g ;) applied to a young weaned
camel; (TA;) or to a man and an animal [of

· , m,
any kind]: (TI::) and soft; as also ·. j'
(K,) with damm; (TA; in the CgI [erroneously]

:~ ;) applied to a man. (T.L.)

taJ U ($) An easy, gentle, pace: (TA:)
the latter app. a Pen. word, arabicized; ( ;)

[from t1.3 or ;1 .~, or] its Pers. original is

;,i. (L.)

ac.j p A certain [easy] kind of pace. ($, Ig.)

CA. :j l [A star, or an asterism, of the
Mansions of the Moon, or of any that were
believed to bring rain,] attended by much rain [as
though it raised the dust]. (A, K.)

Q. 1. ~,SJ, (TA,) inf n. 'x;;, (K,TA,) He
circled in walking [like the bird called .J]] :
(I, TA:) or he was as thougyl he circled in his
gait. (Az, TA.) See ,;j^. - He was, or be-
came, slow, tardy, dilatory, late, or backward.
(K, TA.) And He was, or became, restricted, or
limited. (Y, TA.) A poet, cited by IAyr to Th,
says,

4)b. 1 C. # ,--
* , .*-,,,.t . L ,;:s. .

i.e. [And I brought the cash, or ready money,
and] was not sb,w, or tardy, &c., and was not
restricted, or limited, with it. (TA.)

~is;l ($, 1) and t . and ' sj (]) A

certain bird, in Mekhheh, liAe the ja~ [or

sparrow]; ($, ] ;) as also t L.S; and t ZAt&
and ? O JI: (. :) and a certain bird resem-
bling the [w, [which is said by Es-Sakhiwee,
cited in the Msb in art. j., to be the i, i. e.

lark,] exaept that it is L.,.. [i. e. brown, or of a
colour between black and red, or of a dark, or an
ashy, dust-colour, in which are rednes and black-

ness], and is larger than the j.; as also t -,:

($, TA:) pl. V,?C;: ( ), g:) and J.;, pl. )j,
signifies the same: (TA:) or the V Zouj is a bird

reembling the ;o..J [or lark], that moves as though

circling (j . t.e I t; mO in her gait:
(JK:) and accord. to the L, in art. -, the

c, is the ,. [or lark]. (TA in that art.) -
tA coward: (I, TA:) as being likened to the
bird so called. (TA.) - And t Foolish; stupid;
or unsound, or deficient, in intellUect or uuder-

tanding: (g :) or so the first word ( o,r,): or
a wak man: (JK:) pl. aS?,. (TA.)

'~j: see the next preceding paragraph.

)-%h, without teshdeed, tA heary [or slow]
man. (JK.)

*-. 0-..
O,,.j: see O,~.

.i.aj and Lkb: see ~.,j; for each in two
places.

Xa: sec b. _ Also t A liar. (W.)

1: see what next follows.

8. l We are collted toether,
or congregated; as also tJw. jj Cm-j: (I,
TA:) [the last word in each of these phrases
being an inf. n.; unless that in the latter be a

mistake for -i"j, (a pl. of ;;j,) which Ifnd put
in the place of al; in a MS. copy of the ]:]
from Ibn-'Abb6A. (TA.) In a trad. occurs
the phrase, it1i '& li [And h waked
us,] we being parties collected together, or con-
gregated: the last word being an inf. n. put in
the place of the verb [or rather of the part. a., or
for bh*1 j.p]. (TA.)

I (Lth, $, Mob, YC, &c.) and ?L;, (Lth,
Msb, ],) but the former is the more chaste, (Lth,
Msb,) A man's people, and tribe, (, Myb, M~,)
consistin of his nearer relations: (Msb:) [i. e.
his near kinsfolk:] and a number of men less
than ten, among whom is no woman; (AZ, f,
Mgb, . ;) as alsojk;: (AZ, Mb :) orfrom seven
to ten; (IDrd, Mgb, ];) and sometimes a little
more; (IDrd;) less than seven, to three, being
called ,i: (Mqb:) orfrom three to ten: (1i:)
or i. q. 3,tj : (ISk, Mb :) or more than ten, to
forty: (As, IF, Msb:) a pl., ($, Msb,) or a
word having a pl. meaning, (Th, Az, Msb,) with.
out any proper sing.; (Th, Az, S, Myb, I ;) like

L; and..) and v:a and ;,.s; all applied to
men, exclusive of women: (Th, Msb:) and
· bj,&I signifies the same: (ISh, TA:) the pl.

of Lbj- is U'1 (Lth, S, I) and JaI (Lth) and
ilt;a, (S, K,) [all pls. of pauc.,] the last of these
beiny pl. either of i;i or of. J;, ('A,) and

;1 (, ISd, Is,) as though pl; of L-&, (S,
ISd,) though Sb makes it pi. of l ;, because of
the rareness of the pl. pl., (ISd,) and i;-l;l
5which is app. pl. of tl~jI]. (S, }I.) You say,

a~.) La& ., They are his people, and his tribe,
closcly related. (S, TA.) And it is said in the
Iur [xxvii. 49], i; i :j, ($,)
but this means, [And there were in the city] nine
persons, (Bd,) or nine men. (Jel.) - You also
say $. ~C Jia [A collection ofplants of theb ind
calkd j.]. (fIAr, Sb, TA in art. JI.) l An

enemy; syn. .s; (g, TA; [in the CI j. ;])
mentioned by Sgh, on the authority of Ibn-
'Abbad. (TA.) -A skin, (1C,) or a waist-
wrapper (01) made of leather, (Jm,) the sides
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of which are slit in semvral places in their lower
parts, so that one may walk in it; (Jm, K ;) or
made of shin, and also of wool; (Aboo-TAlib the
Grammarian;) or a skin of Rt-Tdif , slit in
several places; (M,.TA;) or a skin of a size
equal to the space between the nawel and the knee;
(, ;) or a shin slit into a number of thongs or
strips; (ISh, S, ] ;) or a skhin cut into a number
of thongs or strips, thes being one abotw another;
(Alieyth;) or a waijt-wrapper (j m) made of
skin, or leather, slit in ~everal places, except itn
the place of the pudendun; (TA;) or a skin slit
into strips, each strip being of the breadth offour
fingers; (IAnr;) worn by children, (M, K,) or
by a young girl before she has arrived at puberty,
(lAsr,) and by a nwoman in menstruis: (IAsr,

e, M, 1S, &c. :) [in Nubia, the Ja, still called
by that name, is very neatly made, consisting of
a great number of slender thongs: it is worn
there by young girls, and is generally their only
covering, completely surrounding and concealing
the pelvic portion of the hody, and the whole or
part of the thighs:] in the Time of Ignorance, the
men used to perform their circuitings [around the
Ka*beh] naked, and the women wearing [only]
the hi;: (.:) [see also JP., in two places:]
the pl. is ;bi; [a pl. of paue.] (., TA) and ot&j
(ISh, ., 1 :) or tibis last is a sing. also, (15,)
signifying a piece of leather of a size equal to
the space between the place of the waist-band and
theit knee, slit in several places like the [thongs
called] .A [of the sandals pl. of iJI!-]; worn
by a girl of sewn years: or a garment worn by
the boys of the Arabs of the desert, consisting of
overlapping.folds or plies, one abowve another, like

fans: (TA:) pl. j.ajI; [a pl. of pale.]. (I.)

Ja&j: see J .

U,,.) Of, or relating to, or belonging to, a J;
meaning a man's people, and tribe, &c. (L.)

.a . } see what next follows.

.U£tI Iand ' J (1, ) and ' .Ug, (K1,) like

.l), (.,) One of the holes of the jerboa, from
n,hich it tahkes forth the earth or dust, (S, 1,)
and collects it; (g;) it is the first hole that it

ezxcavates; (TA:) and is between the bU and
the ;WI; and therein it hides its young: (Az,
TA:) or, as AHeyth explains the first of these
words, what the jerboa rnakes, or puts, at the
mouth of the · ,.blJ, and what is behind that,
covering its hole ercept enough to admit the lityAt
f.om it. (TA.)

1. n, aor. J, inf. D. UL (JK, MA, 1]) and
,.i; (JK, 1]) and , (TA,) It (a sword, g,
or a thing [of any kind], JK, TA) ma, or became,
thin, and dlender; (JK, j, TA;) it (a sword)
was, or became, thin in the edge or point; (yam
p. 349;) it was, or became, sharp, or keen; contr.

of J. (MA.) m'A : see what next follows.

4. 4- It, (JK, c, &.,) inf n. jlt; (Ham
p. 93 ;) and ?;, aor., (1,) inf. n. JUj; (TA;)
He made it (a sword, , , , c., or a thing [of
any kind], JK) thin, (., MA, k,) or sharp or
pointed; (JK, MA;) he made it (a sword) thin
in the edge or point; (Ham p. 93;) he made it

sharp, or keen. (MA.)-[Hence,] .- ..;.jI.
iUtLJ I [Thou hast sharpened against us thy

tongue]. (A, TA.) And 1. Jl;a3 u ja;i;
J*l t [Sharpen the edge of thi;ae intelect for
what I say]. (A, TA.)

jelj Thin; slender; (JK,TA;) applied in
this sense to a sword; (TA;) and also to a neck:
(ISh, TA in art. C :) or thin in the edge or
point; applied to a sword: (.Ham p. 349:) or
sharp, or keen; thus applied: (JK,* MA:) but
Az says that it is seldom used; fP .. , being
used in its stead. (TA.)

.4. (JK, 8, TA) and ' op (JK, TA)
Made thin; (JK, S, TA;) applied to a sword,
(S, TA,) or to an arrow: (JK:) and the former,
[or each,] made sharp or pointed: (JK:) [or
made thin in the edge orpoint: or made sharp

or keen: see 4 :] and see also . .' a/i, 0.3!

tA slender ear. (TA.) And . A
slender waist. (Ham p. 93.) And wi J.j
... JI (JK, TA) and t V.'I t J, ., but the
forrmer is the more common, t A man slender in
the body. (TA.)- , '. tA horse lankh
in the bellUy, having the ribs near together: which
is a fault. (IDrd, K, TA.)

arj~ [as a subst., or an epithet in which the
quality of a subst. is predominant,] Srvords;
(Ham p. 93;) and so C.A/4: (S and TA in
art. >j:) or swords made thin in the edge or

point. (yHam p. 349.) One says ljI; ,.aMA
Sharp, or cutting, swords: (TA in art. jj:) or
slaying swords. (S in that art.)

,: see r./, in two places.

1. di?;, (JK, S, Mgh, Msh, 1,) aor. , (S,
Msb, 1,) inf. n. .;J, (., Mgh, Myb,) lie, or it,
came upon, properly as a thing that covered, him,
or it; or came to him, or it; syn. eC-: (S.1:)
and (15) reached, or overtook, him, or it: (El-
F&r6bee, Msb, 1 :) or it signifies, (15,) or signi-
fies also, (.,) he drew near to, or appl)roached,
(, Mgh, M b, 1:,) lwhether he took, or did not
take, (S, ],) him, or it: (S, Mgh, Msb, K :) or
he followed him, and ,was near to reaching, or
overtaking, him. (JK.) It is said in the i5ur

[x. 27], j3 "; jJ .,q. I ., meaning
t And there shall not come upon, or overspread,
their faces [blackness, or darkness, nor abject-
nes, or ignominy]. ($, TA.) And you say,
04ul "j, (Msb, TA,) or 0.; (Mgh,) Debt,
or a debt, camne upon him. (Mgh, Msb, TA.)
And i11 (inf .n. M b, or --
TA,) I The time of prayer came upon us. (Mgh,*
Mpb, TA.) And it is said in a trad., ., 1i

-'J:f ..0! A ,Jl. i. e. [ When any on#
of you prays towards the thing,] let him come
.near to it. (JK, . [In the Mgh, ,' ji
ireiJ, i.e. towards a thing that he has set upfor

that purpose, &dc.]) One says also, , :.j .,

, :-, inf. n. A,,, I souAgt juch a one until
I dreo near to him, and, as it sometimes means,
took him, or, as it sometimes means, did not take

him. (S.) And .;.S, ;JI b

Ji.1 .1 ji l [ IsouAht the thing until I cnna
near to it, and I almost took it, or I took it].
(Az, Msb.) And ),t '00- . :, j, i.c. t[Such
a one's going, or goingforth or away,] drew near.

(S.) · '-'-i.a also signifies I drew near to it;

syn. ,:;. (Msb.) And one says, jEJI S;

I>.U~, i. e. t The night has drawn near [to you,
therefore hasten ye]; syn. U;. (TA.) You

say also, ;.' .t; i, inf. n. Jja, lIe did to him
that whlich he dislikted, or hated. (JK.) -And

:. ; e: sce 4. e ; as an ininis. v.: see

&jj, which is its inf. n., below.

2. jb lie wnas one to nihom jej [q. v.] n.as
attribnied. (M1ghi.) [ie was one to whom
ignorance nwas attributed; an object of suspicion
in respect of his religion: (see the part. n., below:)
or ge was suspected of evil conduct.] It is said

in a trad., j.;3 ,1rl. 9i4 L , (., Mgh,)
meaning [lle prayed over a n'oman] sUxlsetcted of
evil conduct. (S.)

3. j&tj, (., MIb, K,) and k.AJI ja,, (JK,

Az,g, all in art. ,) inf. n. 'i-l)4, (Myb,)
lie (a boy) was, or became, near to attaining
puberty, or virility; (S, Msb, K;) as also 't j&1,
inf.n. tjl. (Msb.) And ,pal * .Ji lj [She
nearly attained the age of tvlenty]. (1S in art.
,-~)

4. U A'lu i.c q. 61,1L± [i. e. Ie matle
exceuive disobedience to come upon him, properly

as a thing that covered him]; (, K ;) and aiJt
it [i. e. made it to reach him, or orertake him, or
befall him]. (K.) It is said in the Kur xviii.

79), l>-j Ulib L ej L l jm meaning
[And ire disapproved] that he si;ould make ex-
cessive disobedience, and ingratitude, to come upon
them twain, by his undutiful conduct, so bringing
evil upon them: or that he should couple with the
faith of them train his exceuive disobedience and
his ingratitude, so that thero would be in one
house two believers and one who was excessively
disobedient and ungrateful: or that he should
communicate to them twain his excesiove diso-
bedience and his ingratitude. (Ksh, Bd. [See
also .]) And one says, IW O1 S -CI ;;r

t. L-., meaning Such a one made me to
hear the burden of a sin, [as though he made the
sin to come upon ne as a burden,] so that I bore

it. (S.) And Il, j..jl ~m;1 I made, required,
or constrained, the man to bear, or endure, a
thing, or an event. (Mb.) And r-& £LalI He
made, required, or constrained, him to do a dif-
Jicult thing: (AZ, ., Mgh, 1:) or he made a
difficulty to come upon Aim, properly as a thing
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that covered him; syn. *Stl 1stl. (Ksh and Bd
in xviii. 72.) And &;jl, alone, He demanded
of him a difficult thing. ($, Msb, ].) You say,

Xi ikg - ;; 'j Demand not thou of me a
difficult thing: may God not demand of thee a
difficult thing. (AZ, S,.) And j31h signifies
also The inciting, or urging, a man to do a thing
that he is not able to do. (Az, s, TA.) - You

say also, j;.Jl ,I* i We made the horsemen
to overtake them, or come up with them: (TA:)

or to be near doing so. (JK.)-And j."l&I j~bjl
X lie delayed the prayer (J K, S, Mgh, Msb, 1,
TA) until it approached the other [next after it],
(JK,) or until it almost approached the other,
(Mgh, 1,TA,) or until the time of the other

arproached. (S, MIb.) - And ,I X aL-1

iq. qV I ;1 [i.e. I hurried him so as to
prevent himfrom praying: see similar phrases in
art. ,J,m]. (K.) See also 1, near the end of
the paragraph, in two places:-and see 3.~

.JI !tJJI *.-l,1: see 4 in art. jtj.

;JA The doing qofforbidden things: (S, Mgh,
Msb, 1]:) wrongdoing; wrongful, unjust, in-

jurious, or tyrannical, conduct: (Fr, S, ]:) it
has this meaning in the ]ur lxxii. 13, (f, TA,)
accord. to Fr; or, as some say, the former mean-
ing: (TA:) the doing evil: (AA,]:) and a
subst. from jI; signifying the inciting, or
urging, a man to do a thing that he is not able to
do: (Az, 15:) lightn,ittedncss; or lightness and
hastineas of disposition or deportment; C({, K;)
and excesive disobedience: so in the ](ur lxxii. G,
(9, TA,) necord. to some: (TA:) foolishness, or
stupidity: lightness, or levity: (15:) or ignorance,
and lightness of intellect: (JK:) and illnature,
or evil disposition: (TA:) and haste: (JJ:) and
lying: (Mgh, 1] :) in all these senses, [i. e. in all
that have been mentioned above as from the 1,
and app. in others also, above and below,] its
verb is Vt J;, aor. :, [meaning le did forbidlen
things: acted wrrongfully, unjustly, injnriously,
or tyrannically: &c.:] (], TA :) of which it is
the inf. n.: (TA:) and the following meanings
also are assigned to it [app. by interpreters of the
pa&sages in which it occurs in the gIur]: sus-
picion, or evil opinion: and sin: accord. to
gatdelh: lonwness, vileness, or meanness; and
weakness; accord. to Zj: error; accord. to Ibn-
El-Kelbee: and bad, or corrupt, conduct: and
pride: and so ti&j, in these two senses: and
the commission ofa sin or crime or fault; syn.

C.U: and the act of reaching, or overtaking [app.
of some evil accident]: and perdition. (TA.)

j; A man in rwhose conduct, or character, is

O, [expl. above: i. e. one mAho does forbidden
things: &c.]: ( O :) hasty: quick to do evil: and
elf-conceited; proud, or haughty. (TA.) And

a",) A vitious woman; or an adulteress, or a
fornicatress. (TA.)

Aihj: see

ui Olt j..a Itlt run quickly, so as to require
his pursuer to do what is difficult or what is
beyond his power (4111 jiAj U_, or, as in the

C1, tU j mji . [which is virtually the

same]): (M, 1, TA:) or he runs quickly, so that
he almost reachcs, or overtakes. (4ji ;is eL,7
the object of his pursuit. (JK.)

eL j XU&j: see what next follows.

;St dSbj and UL:. o1i As many as a hundred;
(AZ, ISk, JK, S, g;) as also aSLV ? t4;: (so
in one of my copies of theS :) such are said to be
a man's camels, (JK,) or such is said to be a
company of men. (AZ, ISk, S.)

Jj A wide-stepping, and quick, or excellent,
she-camel, that comes upon him who leads her so
as almost to tread utpon him n.ith her feet. (En-
Nadr, K.)

.,Aj Wine: (R1:) a dial. var. of :eo;, like as

,m is of Ct.. (TA.)

Ul. applied to a boy, and Zil;j applied to a
girl, From ten to eleren years oli. (TA.) [See
also ~j! .]

U'~ Saffron. (JK, IDrd, , XR.)

i;,. Reached, or overtaken, (JK, S, O, K,)
to be slan. (S, O.) Straitened. (Iam p. 682.)

aa4il, l ,j 1 :[app. We came when
the time of the afternoon-prayer was drawing
near; j:.ol being the dim. of 1-: see the

phrase I~ JU l .,%.LCl, near the end of the
first paragraph]. (TA.)

;.o, One to whom men come (S, 1K, TA)
often, (TA,) and at whose abode guests alight.
(JK, S, g,* TA.) - Also One to whom ,j
[q. v.] is attributed: (JK, K:) [said in the TA
to have no verb; but this is not the case: see 2 :]
one of whom evil is thought: (JK, ~, 1 :) or who
is sutpected of evil, or of lightwittedness : (TA:)
one to ,thom ignorance is attributed; (Mgh;)
an object of sutpicioa in respect of his religion:
(MAgh,TA:) corrupt [in conduct]: one in rwhom
is sharpness [of temper] and lightwittedness.
(TA.)

51* Near to attaining puberty; applied to a
boy: (JK, Mgh, TA:) and with; applied to a

girl. (TA.) [See also jb.-.] [Hence,] Ji.
aC , .. JIle entered lelfkheh nearly at the

end of the [proper] time [to do so as a pilgrim],
so that he almost missed the halt at 'Arafdt.

(Nh, O, , TA.) And IM l ,LX : -e
performed the noon-prayer nearly mi/sing the
time. (TA.)

1. , J4, [aor.-' ,] inf. n.
(JK, TA,) His flesh was, or became, quivering,
and Jflaccid, or flabby: (8,1 1:) and (some say,
TA) his jflesh was, or became, inflated, or puffy,
or swollen, (1, TA,) in any part: (TA:) or it
was, or became, swollen without disease; (JK, ],
TA ;) he being flaccid by reason offatnes, (JK,
TA,) and inclining to nweakness. (TA.) [See
also 5,]

2. U), inf. n. 3, It (flesh-meat) rendered
it (i. e. his flesh) quivering, and flaccid, or flAbby:
(S, 1 :) or inflated, or rsollen: orswollen without
disease: (15: [see 1:]) or it (much sleep) rendered
his face tswollen, and the parts below, or around,
his eyes puffy. (TA.)

5. J,3 He was, or became, soft in the flesh:
and it (the flesh of a limb or member) was, or
becarme, soft. (KL.) [See also 1.]

J. [in the Lexicons of Golius and Freytag
>j] Thin clouds, resembling [falling] de,,, (1,
TA,) in the shy. (TA.)

*& Yellow water [orfluid] in the a [app.
here meaning the menbrane that encloses the
faetuJ of a beast]. (IDrd, ].)

J.; Quivering, and flaccid, or flabby, flesh.

(TA.) And j.k,l jaJ A horse quivering, and
flaccil, or flabby, in the breast. (S, TA.)

tj.S. .~1 He teas, or became, in the morning,

stollen (,TA) in his face, by reason of much
sleep. (TA. [Sec 2. In some copies of the IK,

- - is erroneously put, in this explanation, for

L e.;f1 b;_ The land was rained upon
[with such rain as is termed a-h]. (Z, TA.)

4. 'JI , 1, (JK, ]~,) or ~tX-I ($.)
2he sity, or the cloud, shed the sort of rain, or
rains, Iermed ., or,*lj. (JK, , 1.)

a*j A drizzling and lasting rain; i. e. a
lasting, or continuous, rain, consisting of small
dIrops: (JK:) or weak and lasting rain, (g, }K,)
said by AZ to be such as falls uwith more force,
and passes awray mtore quichly, than that nhich is
termed i': (S :) pl. ^ and ;.L*: (J K, S, K:)
El-Amidee seems to have held that ..Aj is pl. ot'

a.,A; for he likens these two words to .St.i and
:..b!; hut this is at variance with what is held
by the leading lexicologists. (TA.) [See an ex.
of the pl..Lmj in a verse of Lebeed cited in the
first paragraph of art. 3jj.]

.l ,bl Land upon which rains stch as are
termed .,; have fallen: (y-am p. 99:) and

1*~a, "jj, [from C.j, Meadows] watered
by the rain termed (,j: (JK, ?, 1 :) one shoutild
not say 4

*by. (1.)

X 1 v: see.shj.

et15., in the going of camels, A bearing, and
leaning, on otne side, or sidways. (JK,*]. [Ia
the former, it is implied that the word is i1t4J,

which is at variance with an express statement in
the 1.])

;bj t A sheep, or goat, [t:,] lean, or ena-

dciated; (JK, I5; [in the former written._lj, but
said in the latter to be like .~rA1.;]) and so
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Mgh, Msb, a,) aor. ', (i,) inf. n. ,C^i (Msb,

TA) land ';L , q.v. voce -j;]; and 1AJI

(;LrJI; (., ;) all signify the same; (sf;) i.e.
He deposited the thing rith him (Myb, O) [at a
pledge] to be in lieu of that which he had taken,
or receid, from him: (1 :) [i. e. he pledged the
thing to Aim, or with him:] and eiQI .j

cl.jt, inf. n. I, I restricted the commodity,
or placed it in cutody, for, or by reason of, thl
debt; and '.t dZ:sjI is a dial. var. thereof,
but of rae occurrence, and disallowed by those
who are held in esteem: (Msb:) for, properly,

they say, (Mqb,) yl1 Il. 1- ; signifies I
gave to Zeyd the garment, or piece of cloth, in
order that he should deposit it as a pledge (Msb,
IC) with *ome one. (Msb.) 'Abd-Allah Ibn-
Hemmkm Es-Saloolee says, (S,) or Hemm(am
Ibn-Murrah, (TA,)

[And when I dreaded their nails, I aescaped, and
gave them, or left with them, as a pledge, MAdllik]:
thus, says Thi, all relate the verse, except As, who

says W.$L. .jl [i.e. leaving with them, as a
pledge, Mdlih]: he likens this phrase to the say-

ing ,t·J 'olj c; and this is a good way of
explaining it; for the j is that which is a deno-

tative of state; the meaning being 'aj L.bLo:
[accord. to the former reading, in the opinion of
Th,] the poet means I left Milik remaining with
them; not as a pledge; because [when the leaving
a thing as a pledge is meant, in his opinion,] one
does not say, ;(,JI 1 I,u1, but only -. (f,
TA.) [See, however, 4.] You say also, ,
in£. n. a^, meaning He made him, or it, to be a
pledge in lieu of him, or it: a poet, asserted by
IJ to be a pagan, says,

,;.~: (TA:) [i. e.] you say also ;,, :; (JK,
T, TA,) meaning t a sheep, or goat, lean, or

0 i-~~~~ .

emaciated: (TA:) from [. .j, or perhaps..,j,
or both, as meaning] clouds (.,A,) that hae
dicharged their water. (JK.)

.;atj, applied to a bird, That does not prey:
(] :) or the bird called 3j j. (Jg.)i_ Also A
lnoge number. (JK, 1.)

4.0: seee;t'. - Also t A man n,e.h in seek-
ing, or searching, [to find what is best to be done;]
who follows mere opinion; as also V t.'
(JK, I1.)

i-as
,njI More [and most] fruitful, or plentiful, or

abundant in herbage or in t/he goods or cvn-
veniences or conforts of life: [as though meaning
more, and most, wratered by rain stch as is termed

, *:] so in the saying,,sl X t: i;j;

Ml,. [lYe alighted at the dwelling of such a one,
and me uere in the more fruitful, &c., of the two
sides of hij place of abode; meaning, and we
were entertained by him in tlhe best, or most
bountiful, manner]. 9.)

.,e04 [A place upon which has fallen rain such
as is termed ibj: pl. l: see an ex. in what
follows. _ Also] A certain application for
woundJ; (. ;) a soft plaster or dressing, (15, TA,)
the softest of medicaments, (TA,) [i. e. an unguent,
or the like,] with which a wound is plastered,
dred, owrspread, or anointed: (Q, TA:) [pl.
as above:] it is an arabicized word [from the
Pers..,.]a: (.:) or derived from 4a~l, [as
some say,] because of its softness. (V.) You say,

tP t j1 t .al~.. plsr il .. 1 -[The places watered
by the dtizzling and lasting rains of the early
morning-clouds are the soft plasters, or unguents,
of the deserts]. (A, TA.)

., .. .· ,. ,,l
a. b " 3 : see .tI - ,/, above.

* .. ~ ~ >4

1. C.^;, (8;, Mgh, Myb, K,) aor.', (Msb,)
incf n. 'J, (8, TA,) or ~i, (Mcb,) It (a thing,
8, Mgh, TA) continued, subsisted, lasted, endured,
remained, or remainctd fied or stationary; it was,
or became, permanent, constant,firm, steady,stead-
faist, stable, fixed,fast, settled, or established. (8,
iMgh,Mqb, IS,TA.) Thiis is the primarysignification.

(Mgh, TA.*) - Hience, (NMigh,) CL),J ' ;
t lie remnained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, in the place.
(A, Mgh, TA.) - And s.^;, (JK, a, ,) aor. ,
(1], TA,) or ;, (JK, [btt this I think to be a mis-
take,]) inf. n. O b, (1,) said of a man, and of a
camel, (J K, 8, TA,) and of any beast, (TA,) He was,
orbecame,lean, or emaciated; (JK,.,K,TA;) and
fatigued,tired, ary,orjaded. (JK,TA.) Yousay,

or - ;.,; He rode until he became lan, or
emaciated. (1iSh, TA. [See .a.]) _ As trans.,
see 4, firnt signification. - [Hence,] as a law-
term, * # signifies The putting, or placing, an
article of real property [to remain] as a pledge,
or ecurity, or making it to be such, for a debt
that is obligatory or that wil become obligatory.
(TA.) You my, .oLI b0, and , (,

a ' - ... s $k,, ' a -
L5,00 0Air w;r &e~ esAi

u~ ~t ~;5 C~ 1 1
I

[Make thou thy sons to be pledges in lieu of them:
in that case I mill make my sons to be pledges:

; being for k y.] (TA.) And &. 'J t [I
made my tongue to be as thougAh it wvere a pledge
to him, to be restrained, or to be used, for his
sake or benefit]: in this case one should not say
t Ajt; (IAyr, V;) though one says thus of a

garment, or piece of cloth, [&c.,] as well as ;j.
(TA.)

8. 1; o. d I l.2 1j, (., M,b,) inf n.
fIi¶., (8,) or t j, (Mgb,) or both, (g, and so
in a copy of the f,) I laid a bet, or wager, or
stake, with such a one, for such a thing, (8,
Msb, 1,e) mostly (TA) said in relation to horses
running a race, (JK, TA,") to be taken by him
vwho should outstrip, or overcome. (Mgb.) 
The inf. ns. also signify t The contending [of two
persons] to outstrip [in a race] upon horses, (K1,
TA,) and otherfUse. (TA.) Hence the prov.,

y9~. 1 ,'A t,i [explained in art. w,y]. (JK.)

4. C,>II He made (a thing, Msb) to continue,
subsist, last, endure, remain, or remain fixed or
stationary; to be, or become, permanent, co,e-
sant, firm, steady, steadfast, stable, fized, fast,
settld, or establithed; (8,* Mgh,* Myb, g ;*) and

so v },; ( ;) but the former is the more ap.
proved: (TA:) and also he found it to be so.
(Msb.) You say, ; Jt;&. e*Ljt., (T, ]g, TA,)
and 4,+j1, (T, ?, TA,) and JlI, (TA,) :He
continued, or made permanent, to thsm te food,
(T, 8, ], TA,) and the ber , (T, ., TA,) and
the property. TA.) [And accord. to an explas-

nation of ",.l (referring to dates), by 'Alee Ibn-
lamzeh, cited in a mTainal note in a copy of
the 8, in art. ,cja, c>) signifies He prepared
food, and continued it, or made it permanent.]
- [Hence Ljl as used by some in another sense
of ;j :] see 1, in six places. [That it is allowable
to use it thus may be inferred from phrases here
following.] _ You say, C. ;1 I staked my

property. (JK.) And i.L I,a;1 They
gave, of their own free will, wrhat the party
approved, whatever wetre its amount, to be to

them a stake at a race. (TA.) And d o.1

.s.ij, (s, ,*)) inf. n. lt ,!, (8,) t I male my
children to be as a stake for him, or it. (8, i.0)
And .2; o ,1: t Ile resigned him to death
(IA,r;TA:) Andji.l ,JI Oa j )t ie deposited
the dead body in the grave [as a pledge to be
rendered up on the day of resurrection]. (K, TA.)
_ Accord. to AZ, (S, TA, in one copy of the .
it is A'Obeyd,) 5Ia.l= M. :.1 signifies I
bought the commodityfor a dear, or an excessive,
price; (8, ], TA;) gave largely .for it until I
obtained it: (TA:) accord. to lSk, I paid in
advance for the commodity; syn. ,i.I; (,
TA;) and in the T it is said, [and in like manner
in the JK,] that lIA; I.L* ) oj signifies

" tL: (TA:) [in the K it is said that ,1
signifies Sa l, as thoufgh it meant he lent him a
sum of money &c. :] accord. to Er-RAghib, the
proper meaning [of O~jI] is one's giving a conm-
modity before [the full payment of] the price,
antd so making it to be plegLjed for the completion
of its price. (TA.) tm a,1 also signifies He, or
it, weakened him: ( 1:) [like .;l:] and rendered
him lean, or emaciated. (TA.) And A1l OhjI

G God weakened him; syn. ;jl. (JK.)

6. ";53 Theey two laid bets, wagers,-or stakes,

each with tle other; syn. O)*,~I b 9l3. (TA.)
And ll,,1 CAIj The party contendled together,
everyt one of them laying a bet, wager, or stahke,
in order that the person outstripping should take
the whole when he overcame. (Msb.)

8. a;. On He took, or received, from him a
pledge. '(1..) [Or] &,l 3)r ie tooh, or received, it
as a pledge: (JK, Mgh:) or ;. dj he took,
or received, it from him; namely, a pledge.
(Msb.) - [Accord. to Freytag, t !,¥jI signifies
He had him, or held him, as a pledge to him for
it. And ;i He, or it, was given as a p~ledg.
But for neither of these has he mentioned any
authority.]

10. [g~& l He asked him, or detired him, to
pledge a thing with him: and, to give a pledge.]
You say, .. 4i l6: ' ":! [H, aed
me, or desired me, to pledge such a thing, or to
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deposit auch a thing as a pledge, and I pledged it
with him, or deposited it with him as a pledge].
(Mgh.)

0i-
,cj, originfally an inf. n., (Msb,) is syn. writh

t *j.; (Mgh, Msb;) i. e. (Mqb) it signifies
[A pledge;] a thing deposited with a person
(Msb, 1O) to be in lieu of a thing that has been
taken, or reeivred, from him; (J1;) or a thing
that is deposited as a scurity for a debt: and
tt ji has a similar meaning, but is specially
applied to a thing that is deposited as a bet, or
wager, or stake; and is likewise originally an
inf. n. : (Er-Rghib, TA:) t'a, also, is syn.
nwith 0*j [as meRning the act of giving as a
pledge], like as a is syn. with _; the S
being added to give intensiveness to the significa-
tion: then, like iJ, it is used as syn. with O,%*,
[in the sense explained above, as will be seen in
what follows in this paragraph]; (IAth, TA;)
[i.c.] ,; is an inf. n. like oa;, applied to
denote the pass. part. n. [used as a subst. pro-
perly so termed] like ';j, not as an epithet;
(B1d in lxxiv. 41;) [or, in other words,] £ik5

signifies anything bly reason of which a thii;g
[suck as a debt or the like] is restricted, or ,pnpro.-
prirted, to oneself; as also V ;t.: (]o: [I here
follow two copies of the K, in whici it is said,

14 s -Cj:l J: in the CK,
and in the copy of the' K followed in the TA,
d1 ,j.%9 "'%*~, which perverts the mcaning, thlough

~'j and t i ,..4 may be used in the samne sense

as aj; and Ai.4, as will be seen in the course
of this paragraph: and in the TA, in the place of
o--l, is put !, meaning -: there is,
however, this difference between t V.L.~ and
t zL3Fj; that the former properly signifies a thiag
deposiled as a piledge; and tlhe latter, a thing
taken, or receiced, as a p,ledge:]) thte pl. of '~
is Kj; ( s, rMgl,, K) a,id iCj (Mgih,, MsIh,

1;) aln E*, (Mgh, Kl.,) this last said to be a pl.
of pj bhy Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Ala, but disap-
proved by Akli, because a word of the measure
J.i hns riot a pl. of thie measure J.W except in
rare and anomalous instances, thoughll he says that
it may he [as it is said to be in the Msb] pl. of
Oi j, which is pl. of >j, (S,) arid Fr says that
f 1J

Ci is pl. of Xtj, but this is denied in the iM,
because any pl. may not be pluralized except
whell there is express authority for it and when
the case dlocs not admit of any other decision;
(TA ;) and iCj, also, is another pl. of &.;, (TA,)
[or rantler it is a contraction of i.1j' ;] and
another p,l. of C.*j [or rather a quasi-pl. n.] is
t .A, (IJ, K,) like as lc is of .. : (TA:)

the pl. of t LgA; is X ; g. (;, .*) Xl Ji
^i to [Thel pledge becatne, or has become, per-
manent as a possession, with what was, or it,
comprised in it,] is a prov., applied to him who
lias fililen into a case from which he cannot hope
to escape: it is said in a trad., iJa1 ",J ,
(Meyd,) [i. e. The pledge shall not remain, or let
not the pledge remain, in the hand of its receiver

iwhen its deponster is able to release it; for] ')

is here either .negative or prohibitive: you say,
·0jl &iLi, aor. , in£ n. j [or jii],
meaning 77W pledge remained in the hand of the
receiver when the depositor mas able to relee it:
(Nh, cited in a copy of the " Jimi' e-.agheer:")
the trad. means that the receiver of the pledge
shall not have a right to it when the depositer has
not released it within a certain time: for it was a
custom in the Time of Ignorance for the receiver
to keep possession of the pledge in this case;
but El-Islam abolished it. (Meyd,* Nh.) You
say also, j ) ,A; a and A . 1 ;&j ZHe, or it,
is [a person, or thing,] pledged for such a thing:
(IAth, TA:) or taken [as a priede] for such a
thing; as also t j and ti.3. .- (TA.) And

1,.j , j; i1 and t' i and V .;a I am taken
[as a pledge] for such a thing. (Mgh.) And
[hence,] lj, 'a ;U Si (JK, TA) and t;j
(TA) I am responsible, or a surety, to thee for
such a thing. (JK,TA.) And, _- * i. a1
[IIis leg, or foot, is a pledlge for the safe-keeping
of his shackle: for if the meaning were ;~J", it
would be ws, without ;]. (TA.) And 'LJI

ZC*.l V Ojp; [AIankind, or all created bet'ngs,
are the pledges of death]. (TA.) And .i ~
a4JI , [He is the pledge of the hand of death,
or of fate, or destiny]; said of one when he hlias
sought, or courted, death. (TA.) And L 
'~ [My hand is a pledie to thee]; by which is
meant responsibility, or suretisliip. (TA.) And
J. V O iJ l [Verily he is the pledge of a

grave, which will render him up on the day of
resurrection]. (TA.) It is said in the (ur
lxxiv. 41,? Le* z;; t w.. L ,..A. jS, meaning
[Every soul is a thing] pledged rith God [for wrhat
it shall have wrought; its works being regarded as
a debt, for whicih it will be either released or held in
custody to be punished everlastingly]: LeAj being
an imV. n. like lAo,' applied to denote the paRss.
part. n. [in a manner before mentioned] like ';
for if it were an epithet [i.e. used in the proper
sense of a pass. part. n.] the word would be
';. (Bd.) And in lii. 21 of the same, J

tw &jsal, i.e. [Every man is]

piedged (0,&j*, Bd, Jel) with God (,0' A)
for what he shall have wrought; so that if he
have done good, He will release him; but other-
wise, He will destroy [or hold in confinement
and punish] him; (Bd;) or to be punished for
evil, and recompensed for good. (Jel.) And it
is said in a trad., .iciw * az!' JS [Every
boy that is born is a pledge for his , i.e.
for the victim that is to be sacrificed for him whien
his head is shaven the first time; which is com-
monly regarded as his ransom from the fire of
Hell]: i.e., the -:;,i is absolutely necessary for
him; wherefore lie is likened, when not released
from it, to a pledge in the hliand of the receiver:
El-Khattabee says that the best explanation of it
is that of Ahmad Ibn-Hambal; that if the akjr
be not sacrificed for the boy and he die an infant,
he will not intercede for his parents. (TA.)
See also what next follows.

)&G X , (JK, ?X, TA,) with keer, (,)
and 1 , (JK,) He is a manager, tender, or
su)erintendent, of cattle, or camels .c.; or a good
pastor tihereof. (,,' TA.)

iti, as a sing.: see ;j. - It is also a pl. of
the latter word. (?, Mgh, M9b, ]g.)

*gh: see ,,jp.: and see also 0;, in six
places.

i;_k;, and its pl. 'SJ;: see ' ;s, in ten places.

>&I1; Continuing, subsiting, lasting, enduring,
remaining, or remaining fixed or stationary,
permanent, constant, firm, steadyl, steadfast,
stable, fixed, fast, settled, or establishedl. (,
Mgh, Msb.) You say i 1;l (M, Mgh) Food
that continues, or is permanent, &c. (bgh.)
And LMlj * Wine of which there is a con-

tinual, or constant, sup.ly; uninterrupted, or
unfailing. (TA.) And a;l) 1 ,4l , i. e. [The
bounty of God is] continual, permanent, or
constant. (TA.) And il; iJI_. A state, or
condition, continuing; remaining to the preusent
time. (Es-Semeen, TA.) And U ~ & I.
meaning This it continual, or permanent, to thee;
beloved by thee; and also as explained below.
(TA.) - 1 Remaining, staying, dwellin.q, or abit-
ing, in a place. (JK.) - Prepared. (]g.) One
says, iJ X 1/ IM meaning as explained above,
and also This is prepared for thee. (TA.)_
As an epithet applied to a man, and a camel,
(JK, ?, TA,) and any beast, (TA,) Lean, or
emaciated; (JK, 8, K, TA;) accord. to ISh, in
consequence of riding, or disease, or some [other]
accident: (TA:) andfatigued, tired, weary, or
jaded. (JK, TA.) - And l; Js Camel that
will not, or do not, pasture upon the [plants, or
trees, termed] . (JK.)

"IS The navel, with witat surrounds it, (JK,
Az, K,) in the outer part of the belly (JK) of the
horse. (JK, Az, K.)

&jI A thong, or strap, that is bound upon the
middle of the j. [or yohe] that is upon the two
bulls [drawing a plough]. (JK.)

* jet
iAsjl A girl, or young woman menstruating:

(1.:) seen by Az in the handwriting of Aboo-
Bekr El-lyadee, but not seen by him on any
other authority. (TA.)

j~ [Pledged; deposited as a pledge; or]
restricted, or placed in custody, .for, or by reason
of, a debt; (,* Mb;) originally >.lt J
[or ;.&]; (Mqb;) and t' ~j; signifies the same;
(8, ilqb;) and the fem. of this [or rather the
subst. formed from it, for when it is used as a
fem. epithet, having the sense of a pass.rart. n.,
it is without ;, as remarked above, voco J is

;@2- (S-) yl3,i; a1 .. ;)>* j is expl. by J#
[app. meaning Events are guaranteed, or pledged,
for their times, to which they are limitod by the
decrces of God]. (TA.) See also i *

X h..: see Cj, in two places.1
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Ch,.p One rwho takes, or receives, a ;& [or

plede]. (6.).

a;J*1 : see 3 , i,n two places.

1 1&j, aor. (A0, JK, S,)

inf. n. L, (AO, S, ]g,) .]e parted, or made an
opening between, his legs: (AO, S, 1X:) or he
parted widely, or made a wide opening between,
his legs. (JK.) Hence the sayinrg in the 1]ur
[xliv. 23], 1;ij 1 j,lj [expl. in art. jW,, and

below]. ($.)- _ also signifies The going

easily: ($, I :) one says, 1j JeiJI Z;i;. [The

horses, or horsemen, came pacing along easily]:

and accord. to IAar, -JIl g. 1, nor. as above,

means lie wae gentle in going, or pace: ( :) or,

as some say, .j in going, or pace, is the being
soft, or gentle, with continuance: (TA:) or the
going along quietly: (JK:) and one says, j,;I-
IjaJ 0jl, meaning 'The camels came following
one another. (TA.) Also The going lightly:
(JK :) yon say, j, aor. and inf. n. as above,
They, [i.e. camels or the like,] or she, went
lightly. (TA.) And Thio going vehemently.
(TA.) [Thlus it hlas two contr. significations.]

Also The being still, quiet, motion/le, calm,

allayed, or asmaged. (V, TA.) You say, tb
1... The sea became still, or calm. (s.) And

1.J1I b; The heat became alayed, or aJsuaged.

(TA.) IIenco some explain I1x ~1JI .Ji:
[mentioned above] as meaning And leave thou
the sea mtotionles, or calm: some, as meaning

dry. (TA.) And you say,, IJ& J1j) a,[ Do

thou that quietly, or calmly. (f.) And AI Ji
IJ* Ij. lie did that quietly, or calmly, without
being hard, or.dfficult: (TA:) or voluntarily;
without its being asked, or demanded; (Q and
TA in art. * ;) and without constraint. (TA in

that art.) And I1J "&l I gave to him volun-
tarily; without being asked; or without con-
straint. (JK.2.. 1uj, (JK, TA ) aor. as above,
(TA,) inf. n. , (JK, ],) said of a bird, i1e
spread his wings, (JK, ], TA,) mithout flapping
themin. (JK.)

3. %, (sg,) inf. n. l%s*t, (TA,) He ap-
proached it, or drew near to it. (J, TA.) [App.

a dial. var. of 'i*1, which is better known.] You

say, j;_8l t;A z I approached, or drew ntear
to, puberty, or virility. (J K.) -~ Also He aided

him in his foolishness, or stupidity; syn. i...

(', TA: in the Cl °.q..)

4. v l He found, or ot with, a wide, or an
ample, place. (M, 1.) - He took to wife a
woman wide in the vulva. (,* TA.) - He con-
tinued thefood to his ~g t by reason of liberality.

(TA.) And ~lj,l, J I continuewd
to them thefood and the bewrage; (Ya4oob, ,

V;) like - "., . (1L.) _-He did well: they say
to the shooter, or thrower, when he does ill,

jy, i.e. Do thou well. (TA.) L.A fja

tie gentle with, or to, thyself: (9, J, TA;) [in

the CK *;1; and (hence, perhaps,) thus in the
printed edition of Har, p. 498; where it is said to
be from 11JI . Lia, meaning ;Jj: but the right

reading is *;j, for] one says also it. 1 -t;; 

;iLL Thou wast not, or hast not been, gentle,
save with, or to, th,yself: (TA :) or thou didst not
show, or hast not shown, mercy, save to thyself.

(JK.) :;5 1 iJ U&jI Tle thing became, or
has become, within thy power, or reach; or pos-
sible, or practicable, to thee. (TA.) - And

ijJ ';'J I made it, or have made it, to be nithin
thy power, or reach; or po.sible, or practicable,

to thee. (TA.);- , bj I did not leave it

still, or ,notionle.s: and )31 1 Leave thou that

until it become still, or motionless. (TA.) ~ lIe
kept continutally, or constantly, to the e, ting of

the [,j, or species of rane crane callcd] . (.)

6. e,3J, (JK, K,) inf. n. ;!, (JK,) Tlhey two
made peace, or became reconciled, each with the

other; syn. l. (JK, ]K, TA: in the Cg

9. ;, ; Th y becae commingled, confounded,

or confused. (K.) Also, (K,) or. 4a" 13,jl,
(TA,) They made .; i. e. they tooh ears of

corn, and rubbed then with their hands, then
lruised, or pounded, them, and poured milk
thereon, and then cooked this mixture. (K, TA.)

^ inf. n. of 1. (S,, &c.) Also An inter-
vening splace (J.K, TA) between two thinga,
(JK,) as, for instance, between the two htumps of

a camel of the species termed clM. (TA.) - A

place where water remains and collects or stag-

nates: (JK, TA:) a i. [i. e. a deiressed place,
or a hollow, or an excavation, or stuch as is round
and wide,] in the place oJ abode of a people, into
rvhich flows t/e rain-water or other fluid:
(A'Obeyd, $:) or, as also t j, a depl.esed
place (g, ]J) in which water collects: ( :) and,
both words, an elevated place: thus they have
two contr. significations: (?, ]:) or V; sig-
nifies an elevation like a hillock, upon a hard and
elevated, or an elevated and plain, tract of ground,
or upon a mountain, (JK, TA,) where hawks
and eagles alight: (TA:) or a hilloch inclining to
softness, two or three cubits in height, but only in
a soft tract of ground, and in hard, or hard and
level, ground consisting of earth, mould, or clay;
not upon a mountain: (TA:) [and accord. to
some, it signifies a mountain itself; for] Ghatnafan

are called in a trad. %. -3 Vj$_j, meaning a

mountain wellingforth water: orit means that in
them were roughness and hardness: (TA:) the
pl. [accord. to the . app. of jhj, and accord. to
the TA app. of V;jj, in each case agreeable

with analogy,] is ,4. (6, TA.)- [Also, ac-
cord. to Golius, as on the authority of the KL,
A way through a marhet-place, at the sidles of
which sit the sellers: but not in my copy of the
KL.] ~ Also Wide, ample, or spacious. (TA.)
- A well (.~) wide in the mouth. (TA.) - A

woman ( i) side in the vulva; (Lth, ISh, S, ] ;)

as also t (Lth, ) and t Vlj: (IAr, 1 :)

[or] a woman who will not refrain from ritious
conduct, or adultery, or fornication; as also

*tS.5 9: (JK, TA:) or (TA) a woman that is

not approved on the occasion of ., (JK, TA,)

because of her being wide [in the rulva]. (JK.)
- A thing dispersed, or scattered. (TA.) -
And sometimes, Quick, or sn:ift. (TA.) - And
Still, quiet, or motionless. (TA.) -And [hence,
or ;Aj;.,] A still rain. (TA.) Also A com-
pany of men (JK, KI, TA)followning one another.
(TA.) And ij k [A company of horsemen
mahing a raid, or an inroad, or incursion,]
following one another. (TA.) And one says,

[app. meaning The people are disposed con-
secutively in one doul,le rank, partly such and
partl/y such, facing one another]. (TA.) =Also
A certain species of bird; as some say, (S,) the
[species of crane called] b;.: (JK, S, 8,
TA:) or a certain aquatic bird resembling the
> S- : (TA:) pl. ,'t. (JK.) = And A heatd-
covering which is next to the head, and which
very soon becomes dirtty. (TA.)

jej A state of elevation: and a state of de-
pression: thus havintg two contr. significations.
(TA.) -_ See also the next preceding paragraph,
in four places.

L5PJ: see , as apj)licd to a woman, in two
places: - and see also Stil..

I.J1ib A depressed piece of landl or ground.
(TA.) - And applied to A C;3j. [or horsefir

ordinary use and for journeyiihg] that has an
easy bach in going along: a genutine Aral:hic
word: (TA:) or j1;j [thus I findl it writtern,

but it is commonly pronounced Jl4j, or J1).
with C,] is a vulgar term applied to a pacing

horse. (MF voco

U; A wide place. (K.)- A wilde tract of
land: (S,TA:) or what is ,ridi? of land: (M,
TA:) [or] an even tract of land, seldom freefrom
the .. ir. [or mirage]: (JK, TA:) andl wtvhat is
even of anything. (TA.)_ See also , as ap.
plied to a woman. ~ It is also [app. A hue, or a
haze,] like dust-colour and smoke. (TA.)

j JVheeat which is ground betwreen two stones,
and upon uwhich milk is poured: (M, TA:) or
ears of corn rubbed with the hands, then bruised,
or pounded, and then milk is poured thereon, and
it is cooked. (1K.)

#I A life (J. ') ample in its mneans or circum-

stances, unstraitened, or plentiful, easy, pleasant,
soft, or delicate; (8, ;) and quiet, or calm.
(.) Easy; as an epithet applied to a [journey
such as is termed] ,, -. (v.) And Anything
still, or motionless; as also :'j. (TA.) - 1; 1AL

Food that continues, or is permanent; like stIJ;:
(AA, $:) and [in like manner (see C,I;)] the
fem. of eachl, with ;, is applied to wine. (6.)
[Freytag adds, " Inde dicitur J~q..t'l lj Celer
de equo :" but slj is here a mistranscription for

s&l: see j ]
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asl; [thbe epithet *lj converted by the affix i
into a subst.,] A bee; because of its quiet manner
of flying. (J K, 1g.)

ilt. i,S, with kesr, (K, TA,) like im..* [in
form], (TA,) or tsr, (JK, and so in the C.I,
[like U'". in form, and, as most explain the
latter, similar also in meaning, whence it seems
that ftr. is the more probably correct,]) A quick,
swfil, or fleet, mare: (J K,* IS, TA :) pl. oflj,

(JK,1I,) [or rather 1I. if the sing. be Ela1,

and itl> if the sing. be :t,] like [or

rather t:L], (TA,) or like O&lr [or rather

LIrf j pl. of O'] (JK:) but in the M, it is

ISL, [app. meaning that the sing. is thus,]
like t;L; and in like manner in the Tekinileh
and the Jm. (TA.)

2. ?)l ~ b~, (T S, M, Mgh, Msb, K, &c.,)

inf. n. i , (8, Migh, ]g,) or ai&, (so in one of
my copies of the .,) after the manner of a verb
with an infirm final radical, like j, inf n. of
Lj, (TA,) atid : , (., 19,) agreeably with

analogy; (TA;) and, accord. to IDrst, in his
Expos of the Fs, .5¢. also is allowable; but tlie
former is the original; or, accord. to the L, tihe

former is anomalous, like Z.o?i in tihe phrase

p?jWJI ;..; (TA;) He looked into the thing,
or affair, or case; inspected it; examined it;
considered it; or thoolght upon it; (., M, Mgh,
Msb, K;) and thought upon it releatedhy; syn.

-?'; (M, L, ], TA;) i.. e. -, ;;.; (TA;)

not hastening to reply: (K, 1 :) and t, signifies

the same; (. in art. b,i;) i.q. ); (T;) or,
accord. to some, it is a mispronunciation. (MF.)
_lience, L ! .*. The eighth day of [the
mnonth] Dhu-l-]lfijieh; originally with .: its

derivation from &I is a mistake; and its de-

rivation from t 11 requires consideration. (Mgh.)
[See 2 in art. L; ]

i l It (a place) abounded with the [hind of
plant, or tree, called] : (AZ, AAF, K:) or so

!, said of land (.,jl). (Mi.)

*lj A kind of [plant, or] tree, (.T, , 1M, ,
&c.,) that grows in plain, or soft, laId, (T, M,
TA,) having a white fruit: or, as some say, a
kind of dusrt-coloured tree, having a red.fruit:
(1W, TA:) n. un. ;Ij: (T, ., M, 1 :) and dim.
t V..: (M, TA:) AIjn says that the ;4j is not
taller nor broader than a sitting man: and
accord. to one of the Arabs of the desert of
'Oman, it is n tree that rises on a stem, and then
there branch forth [so in the M, but accord. to
the TA, rise,] from it round, rough leaves:
others, he adds, say that it is a small tree of the
mountains, resembling an a11U; [q. v.], ha/ing a
soft while flower like cotton: (M, TA: [but in
the latter, the word rendered "soft" is omitted :])
some say that it is a tpecie of the kind of tree

Bk. 1.

called ki. [acacia, or mirmosa, gummifera], and
is the tree that grew at the cave in rwhich were the
Prophet and Aboo-lekr: so say Sub and others:
it is, they say, of the height of a man, and has
white Jflowers, resemblingq cotton, with iwhich
cashions are staiffed, likefeathers in lightness and
softness: it is said by IHsh to be the same [tree]

that is called ej) ... [see arL J.~]; but they
have found fault with him. [for so saying]: it is
not the jp [asclepias gigantea], as one author
has supposed; but a tree resembling this: (MF,
TA:) such is the truth: the Aj is not the :je: I
have seen them both [says SM] in El-Yemen;
and with the fruit of each of them cushions and
pillows are stuffed: but the fruit of the jA com-
mences small; then increases to the size of the

htq;jl; [or fruit of the egg-plant, and much
larger, like a bladder]; and then breaks open,
disclosing what is like cotton: and the fruit of
the .,j is not thus: the j. [he adds] is not found
in Egypt; but it and the ; are peculiar to El-
.Hijaz and the neighbouring parts; [in saying
this, however, he errs; for I have seen thdcy± in
abundance in the deserts of the upper part of the
Sa'eed ;] and the saddles of camels &c. are stuffed
with the fruit of the lj in El-Hijkz. (TA.)
Also The foam of the sea. (AHeyth, I.)~
And One of the letters of the alphabet. (TA.)
[Sce the letter j.] See also art. j.

.l; n. un. of '3. (T, S, M, g.) - See also
lj, in art. .

a0., or, as some say, only , without.;
(M;) the latter was the usual form, without .;

(, Mb ;) or each; (lg ;) a subst. from la;
p..l; (S, X ;) meaning Inspection, examination,

consideration, or thought; (.,' M, Msb, s ;') and
repeated inspection or examination or considera-
tion; (M, Masb, K,' TA;) or consideration of
the issues, or results, of an affair; (Msb;) with-
out haste to reply. (8,* ],* TA.) You say, X *J
ip W .tJ [Such a one has no inspection, &c.].
(T.) It precedes what is termed otj& [i. e. reso-
lution, or determination, &c.], and follows what
is termed . ti. e. intuitive knowledge, &c.]:
one has well said,

& Lq5J& Jm-3 &;4%
,, ,.. a......

c2i 1 L~r 33LIL·o

+1 *"ALS J ill 1 3lS*0 ' - * S

[His intuitive knowledge undoes the loops of
meanings nwhen they are fast closed, and inspec-
tion suffices him]. (Har p. 8.) [See also a'jJ in
art. S.]

*:, dim. of:Ij, q.v, (M, TA.)

t; L o.r and a3lj and $ A .;aJ of which

the $ iJs. (TA in iJi s.il'J)l 4.)

J 3,
1. ~1;, (T, 8, M, &c.,) aor. .,y, (T, S, 8cc,)

inc n. ', (Lth, T, M9b,) or ., , (S,) or both,
(T, M, Mgh, J,) said of milk, (T, ., M, &c.,)
It was, or became, thick, or coagulated: (M, A,

Mgb, K:) or nas churned, and deprited of its
butter: (M,* A, K:*) or it twa, or became, fit
to be churned: (T:) or thick, (S,) or having a
compact pellicle upon its surface, and thick, or
resembling liver so that it quivered, (Lth, T,) and
fit to be churned: (Ltb, T, S:) or such as had
become thick; (Fr, A'Obeyd, T, S,* Mgh;) until
itu butter was taken forth; (Fr, A'Obeyd, T, $ i )

or before and after it had been deprivwd of its
butter. (Mgh.) - [ Hence,] &,; J, (T, M, A,

a1,) aor. as above, (T,) inf. n. .,;;, (M,) t [Hit

blood is about to be shed;] his death, or destruction,
is at hand: (M, X:) said of one who has exposed
himself to that which will cause his blood to be
shed; (T;) of one who has exposed himself to
slaughter: (A:) like the phrase 4j; (T;) orlike
a ,'im.: his blood being likened to milk that

has become thick, and fit to be churned. (A.) -
And jl1 - ,: (A9, T, S, &c.,) aor. as above,
(TA,) in. n. n. ($, M, 1) and J;, (M, ,)
I The man nas, or became, confiused, or disturbed,
(Ay, T, 8, K,) in his affair, or case, (AV, T,) or
in his reason, or intellect, (., V,) and his opinion:
(As, T, .:) or confounded, or perplexed; unable
to see his right cours: (M, .K:) and langyid in
spirit, by reason of satiety, or drotrsinew, (1M, A,)
or intoxication; as also L' 1t;: (A:) or he
arose (M, f, TA)from sleep (M,TA) disordered in
body and mind: (M, 1y, TA :) or he was intoxicated
with sleep: (M, ]g:) or he nas lazy, sluggish, or
slothful. (Aboo-Sa'eed, T.) - And .l;, (Th, M,
]g,) inf n. j;;; (TA;) and Vt ,, (Th, M,) inf. n.

.-jf3 ; (1;) t He (a man, Th, M) tat, or be-
came, fatigued, or jaded. (Ti, M, 1g.) And
X I 4a.~ t ; Oj t The riding-camel of suck a
one was, or became, fatigued, or jadtled. (T.) -
And ,l; t HIe, or it, was, or became, quiet, still,
or motionless. ([Aar, T.) _ It is said in a prov.,
of him who does wrong and does right, [or of him
who does right and does wrong,] .j.~j ,. ;I,
meaning, accord. to Aboo-Sa'eed, t lle defends
his companion [at one time], and is la.y or
sluggish or slotl!ful [at another time]: or it means
Ase defends without energy at one time, and at
another time is lazy or sluggish or sltlfult, so
that be defends not at all: or, as some say, he
mixes water with the milk, and so spoils it, a,d
he makes it good; from the saying of IAlr that
,I;, signifies HL; but if it have this meaning,

it is originally ;.,, with hemz. (T. [See more
in art. ~,.]). Accord. to TAir, ;lj also signi-
fies He suspected. (T. [But in this sense it
seems to belong to art. ,..]) _ Also He lied.
(1. [But in the T, this signification is assigned
to ,., tnot to ,1;,; app. in relation to the prov.
above cited.])

2 . '11 <], (S, M, A, g,) inf. n. ' ',
(AZ, M,) lie made the milk to be such as is
termed ,M'; (s, M, A, K ;) as also t ^,tl: (M,
A, .g:) or he put the milk into the skhin, and
turned it over, in order that it miight become fit
.for churning, and tlen churned it, nhen it had
not thickened nell. (AZ, M.) ~ See also 1, in
two places.

4. "AI ..Ajl: se 2. [ a,JI as an intranm
148
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verb npp. signifies Ifre had much milk such as is
termed ,1': see its part. n. , below.]

";g The equal in quantity or measure or the
like: so in the saying, I , '1; M1 [Ttis is the
egual in quantity &c. of such a thing. (I, a TA.)

- ;: see ,. 3lj, in two places. . llence, (M,) j
·; *J -, (IA§r, T, M,) occurring in a trad.,

meanning t There is, or shall be, no dishonesty, nor
any mixing: (TA:) it is a saying of the Arabs,
in a case of selling and buying, respecting the
commodity whichl one sells, and means I am
irresponsible to thee for its faults, or defects.
(IAgr, T, M.)

~.9: sco what next follows, in thrce places.

a.z The ferment of milk, (T, ~, M, A, Mgh,
Meb, K,) consisting of a sour portion, (Q, TA,)
which is put into mnilk in order that it may
become such as is term ed.l ll; (T, 9, Mgh, Myb,

TA;) and V i;O; signifies the same as in this
sense, (Kr, M, A, KI,) anid in the other senses
which follow: (M:) this is the primary sigiifica-
tion: (TA:) or ferment of milk rAhich contains
its butter, anmd nhen its butter has been taken

forth; as also V J.lj in both of these two senses;
(T;) or'in the litter state it is termed
(TA:) or (so in the A and IS, but in the M
" and,") re,tains of milk (M, A, I, in the second
of which, as in the last, this applies also to t 4j,)
that hus become such as is termed ,.;lj: (M:)

or remaint /f milk left in the [hkin or osuel called]

3...y, in o,rder that fresh milh, wrhen poured upon

it, n,ay quickly become ,r.5: (T:) and milk con-

taining its bulter: and also milh from which its
buttter has been taken forthI: (Aboo-'Amr El-

Mularriz, MF, TA.) It is said in a prow., _

'.~.3 U t, [Mi.x thou a mixture, app. of thick
and fresh mjlk: thine shall be mhat will remain

of it]: ( :) or "~ J,U [thine shall be some of
it]: (so Meyd:) it is like the saying .; . i
;,: i.U [expl. in art. )j&]: (9, Meyd:) and is
applied in inciting to aid him in whom one will

find profit, or advantage. (Meyd.) - I. q. Spj

[as meaning A ferment] such as is put into [the

beverage called] J.i [to make itferntent]. (TA.)
-t I 'lat has collected qf the seminal fluid (T,
$, AM, A, 1() of a horse, (1, A,) or of a stallion,
(Mi, Ki,) nfter resxtingfrom covering; (T, , M, g;)

and t a; in this sense is mentioned by Lb: (M:)

yo. say, iU .j % i. S (T,) or Ai., (?, A,)

when yo nask a person to lend you a stallion, or
a horse, to cover: (T, ?, A :) or the collecting
thereof: or ile serminalfluid of the stallion in the
promb of the canmel: (M, :) it is thicker than
thlat whic is termed ;1i, and more remote in
respect of the place into which it is injected. (M.)
-. t Strength of a horse to run: so in the phrase

at,, stI. ,.' t [A horse wVhose strength to run
remains]. (A.) _- Intellect (IAr, $, A) of a
man (I Apr, $) nhen it has attained tofull vigour:
(A :) [napp. as being likened to the kjj of the

stallion:] so in t:e saying, )1) it, 6lj ; 4
lb. 54i;. t [H. would talk toe me, being

then a boy, not having full intellect]. (IAr, 8,
A: in one of my copies of the ;, and in the TA,

-~. ) _ t The main, or most essentiMl, part,

syn. .. , of an affair: (M,1, :) so in the say-

ing, y 1 43j- L* t [He does not undertake,
or superintend, or attend to, the main, or most
essential, part of his affair]: app. from the kij
of the stallion. (M.) - t .Meaus of subsistence:
(M, P:) tfood,orsustenance: (TA:) tanything
that puts a thing into a good, right, or proper
state; from the same word as signifying "a sour
ferment that is put into milk to make it ferment :"
(JM:) I a want, or thing that is needed [to put
one into a good, or right, state]: (S, M, A, 1f :)
and nwant as meaning lpoverty. (Ibn-Es-Seed, K,

TA.) You say, ap t ,i. , (1, A,) or
il- 1 .to, (M, TA,) i.e. t [He nill not, or does
not, undertake, or tabs upon himself, or attend
to,] the food, or snstenancc, of his family: or
t their case, and the putting them into a good,
right, or proper, state: (TA:) or I [the sup)pl/y-
ing of] rwhat they require of him. (S, M, A, TA.)

I A part, or portion, or small portion, (.,

$, M, or ZaJ, 1, or 'L, T, M, A,) of tihe

night: (T, S, M, A, 1:) [app. from the same
word signifying "remains of milk ;" as seems to

be implied in the A:] so ini the saying, 

,1Ul > 1i.% t A period, or short portion, (tL.,,)

of the night passed: (T, M, TA:) and ~ ;

JCJI '> 1 A periodl, or shor't portion, (.,l,) of
the night remained: (M, A, TA:) and a jys

O~IX.t '~ , (,A,) i.e. Z. aL · '

[app. for 6.; }"1. or the like, i.e. tAbate

thou, or allay thou, our fatigue, or the like, or
relieve thou usfor a period, or short portion, of
the night; ,; before ~.s being redundant].
(A.) - t A piece of flesi-meat: (M, . :) so in

the saying, agJ aOJ .3 .l ei m t [1iI cut the

.flesh-nmeat into pieces; or cut it piece by piece].
(M.)i t IIeavines, sluggixitness, or torpidnes&,
(T, ]f,) or laxness, or confusednes of the intellect,
(T,) and languor, feebleness, or faintness, (K,)
from drinking much milkl. (T.) Good amid
fertile land, abounding wcith plants, or herbage,
(T, M, K,) and with trees: (T, M :) that hind
of land in which the herbage, or pasturage, re-
mains longest. (T.)- Accord. to Aboo-'Amr

E.h-Sheyb&nee, i. q. ;aj, whlich means A LiL

[or channel of water for irrigation: butit it has
also other meanings, which see in art. ].
(TA.) - Thec treecalled ; (T, , TA;) expl.

by Ibn-Es-Sced as meaning the tree called .sj
[q. v.]. (TA.) A kind of hoohed instrument

(q..) by means of tvhich an animal that is
hunted is drawn forth from its hole: (M, :)

accord. to Abu-l-'Omeythil, the L ...p [app.
meaning the same, or an instrument utsed for
drawing forth the lizard called , fromn its
hole]. (M.) It is also mentioned by lAgr as

[syn. wiLth k and kil,] meaning A knot. (T.)

A piece of wood with which a rwooden bowl, or
other essl, is repaired, or mended; or with
which a breach, or broken place, therein is stopped
up: (T, TA:) and, accord. to AZ, a patch, or

[Boox I.

piece, wvith nhich a camers saddle ( j) is
patched, or pieced, rvhen it is broken: (TA:)

,i
pl. ,j: but this is [properly, or originally,

3j,] with .: (T, TA:) so says ISk. (T.) [See
art. ,1.]

t/': seeCC the next paragrapl.

.. j, aniplied to milk, (Lthi, T,S, M, Mgh, Myb,

K, &c.,) andt ., so applied, (Lth, T, M, ,)
Tiick, or coogul tedl: (MI, Msb, f :) or churned,
and deprived of its butter: (As, T, M, 1 :) see

also aj, in two places: or thich, (S,) or having
a conmpact pellicle ulon its surface, and thicl, or
resembling liver so that it quivers, (Lth, T,) and
fit to be churnCid: (Lth, T, :) or such as has
been charned, and s,ch as has not been churned:
(S :) or such as has becomle thick; (Fr, A'Obeyd,
'T', S, MgT ;) until its butter is taken.forth; (Fr,

A'Olheyd, T, S;) or b;fi,ac and after its butter
has been takenforth; (Mgb ;) like as the epithet
l is applied to a sha-camel wlien )regnant and
wllen shle lias brought forth. (A'Obeyd, T, t;.)
A poct, citcd by A, sayvs,

(T, S, Mgh) meaning Aboo-Jllf'iz gave thee to

drinh churned [pmilh], (T, S,) but hom n r ilt thou
obtain, (T,) or [ratler] but who wiiU be ansnwer-
able to thee lfor, (S,) the unchurned (T, S) [that
is thick, or] that has not had its butter taken

forth from it? (S. [Or AI; in the former
instance may be from ,1; of wlhichl the aor. is

~.~; so that it may tlhere mean n,hat orcasioned

doubt, or cvil opinion: see , 2 lj in art. .: and
if so, this word as belonging to the present art.,
and applied to milk, may signify only thick, or

uncleurned.]) And one says, ;J; ; L;

· j, (1',) or aJI 5-L X, (M,) i.e. Jld has
not, or I hare not, Nmixed hoeiy, nor milk such as
is termcd ,1e : (T, I :) or, as some say, honey
nor milk; tlnis explaining the two words ._ 
and <,' without rcstriction. (M. [See also art.

-.]) _ [Ilence,] :lj apl,li,ed to a man, (T,

S, M, A, K,) as also O, , (T, M, k.,) and

i '1, (M, K,) :* Confused, disturbed, or dis-
o,rdlteedl, (T, S, A,) in mi,td, by reaxson of drowsi-
tne.ss, or satiety, or intoxication : (A :) or con-
forundled, or perple.red; unable to see his *right
cour.se: (M, 1l :) and languidl in spirit, by reason
of satiety, or drln,xiness: (M :) or who has arisen
(M, K) fromn slee, (M) disordered in body and
mind: or intoxicated frith xleep: (M, J :) or

_1. signifies t confused in his intellect and his opi-

nion and his affair: (TA:) and a man :fatigued,
wearied, distressed, elnbarrassed, or troubled:

(A.:) fernm. [of the first] i1j: (Lh, M:) pl. of
the first, (., MI, A, Mghll,) accord. to As, (S,) or of

the second, s': (~, A, Mgh, :) you say -

3j? ta people, or company of men, con fused,
disturbed, or disordered, in minds, (T, S, Mgh,)
by reason of dromsiness: (Mgh:) accord. to Sb,
(M,) rendered heavy, or weak, or languid, by

journeying, (S, M,) and by pain, (M,) and heavy
rith sleep: (S:) or intoxicated by drinking [milk

such as is termed] ,51j. ($, Mgh.) _And ,~'I
A
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also signifies t A thing, or an affair, that is clear,
or free from dubiousness or confuednes; (Th, T
and TA in art. );) like the milk so termed.
(TA in art. ,.j. See an ex. in that art.)

~.%ja: see the next preceding paragraih.

CMd A vensel, (T, $,) or receptacle, (A,) or
skin, (M, ]4,) in wchik milk is made to be itch
as is termed ,31 j;. (T,S,M,A, K.) [See also

·]

l'aring m nuch milk sntch as is termed

b;.- (Ijar p. 416.)

3rM Milk that has not as yet been rchrned,
and that is in the skin, not haering had its butter
taken from it. (Aq, T.). And ""r ..L A
hkin in wlrich milk has been made such as is

termed 5,lj: (M, I :) or a skin that is trapped
up [in order that its milk may thicken more
quickly by its being kept warm] until it attains
the fit time.for the chuaring. ($.) It is said in a
proy., . .1 .. :lt L,U1. nl, (T, S, M, A,)
meaning [The li!;bte:t in estimation] of what is
drnk,b or given to Ibe drunk, [of milk,] beflire its
butter comex forth fironom it (At, T) [is that in] a
skin tthat is wrapped nip &c., ns expl. above: (S :)
[or t the least tn be esteemed of the wrenged is he
who remains quiet, or inert, like mnilk not yet in
a state of fermentationti:] AZ mentions it as
applied to him whio is low, anject, or contempti-
ble; wlho is lield to he weak: and lie says that
;"lJll ~ means "I gave [tihe milk of] tlhe
skin to be drunk before it hand attained to maturity
[so as to be fit for the process of chuirning] :"
(T:) or wO. signifies tint churned, but bavinyg
in it its ferment; and the prov. is ariplied to him
who is constrained to do something that is diffi-
cult, and to become in a staite of abasement, or
ignominy, andl dloes not manifest any disapproval.
(Meyd.)

1. 4,l, (T, 8, M, &c.,) nor. '1, (T, A,
M^h,) inf. n. T;, (T, M,A, Mqh,) said of a
horse ($,Mqb, K) and the like, (Msb,) [i. e.] of
a solid-hoofed anrimal (T, M, A) of any kind,
(T,) He dunged. (M, Mcb.*) It is said in a

j . -J .g. -- ,., A, ,prov., ';3 ia:.1, (0,) or . jo J, .at.
(TA in art. ui,., in which it is explained.)

. 1j, (T, 8, M, &c.,) originbllv an inf. n.,
(Mqb,) The ditng (M, Msb*) of the horse (~,
Mqb,s) and the like, (Msb,) [i.e.] of a solid-
hoofed animal (T, M, A, Mghl) of any kind: (T,
Mgh:) (a coll. gen.n.:] n. un. ij: (8, MQb,
] :) and pl. ,t)jI. (., M, A, Mgh, g.)

se: we what next precedes. Also The end,
or tip, S,, M, A, r,) of the nose, (M,) [i. e.,] of
the A);l [or loswer portion, i.e. lobule, of the
nos], (Q, A, V,) whter the blood that flows from
the otrile drops, or drips: (M, A:) or thefore
part of the nose altogether : (M:) or the end, or
tip, of tlie nose, in thp fore part thereof. (TA.)
You ay, dAA ;. L 4 ( TA,)

meaning [Such a one strikes with his tongue] the
tip of his nose, or the tip of his nose in the fore
part thereof. (TA.) It is said in a trod. that the
mulet for mutilating a person by depriving hlim
of this part is a third of the whole price of blood.
(TA.) And tThe bill of the eagle: Aboo-
Kebeer El-Iludlialee terms tile eagle's bill ±4
Il. (M.)-And ..efJ i j, occurring in a
trad., is expl. as meaning t The upper part [of
the kilt] of the sword, that is next to the little
finger of the person grasping it. (TA.) Also
Thle rneaint of the cultns of wheat in the siere,
when it is sifted. (}~. [Not found by SM in anny
other lexicon.])

.I,_ and ,,b (M, 8) The pa,rt whence the
4, (or dung) issues; (M;) the Jjij. [i.e. the

rectum, or the tuel,] of a horse. (1I.)
* -'-Z3p: see what next precedes.

. A man haring a large nose. (A,TA.)

1. 1, A, Mb, or. , (, A, Mb,)
inf. n. .ltj, (S, A, K,) or this is a simple subst.,
and the inf. n. is t (Mosb,) It (a thing, ;, or a
commodity, Mqb) hadl an easy, or a ready, sale;
was, or became, saleable; casy/, or ready, ofsale;
or in mtuch demand. (., A,* M.Rb, ].*) -And

-1 ' ',-'J;, inf n. , The dirahems, or money,
pased, or had currency, among men, in buying
and selling. (M{b, TA.) - And.' . lj, inf. n.

and l, accord. to IKoot, The thing, or
affair, was, or became, quick, speedy, or cex-
peditious: (L, Msb:) or came pquickly. (MF.)

And Cll It was, or became, present, or ready,

and prepared: so in the saying, tl : , [Take
thou what is present, or ready, and prepared].
(liar p. 116.) - See also 2._ l - ',
(1R,) or t ... j, (Msb, [app. a mistranscription,
uniless .. ~j be meant,]) ThU wind twas, or be-
came, confused, (Mob, K,) not continuing from
one direction, (Msb,) so that one knewm not whence
it came. (R.)

2. .z (., A, Myb, JI,) inf. n. , (A,
Mab, e,) He made a commodity to have an easy.
or a ready, ale; to be saleable; easy, or ready,
of sale; or in much demand. ($, A, 1.0 ) _ lIe
made money to pas, or be current. (, A,*

Mc Jb._ ;: and 4 ti, lie made the
thing to be quick, speedy, or expeditious; or eas
quick with it. (L.) :. is also sjyn. writh

.j:so in the saying, V .ly J1 . j, aor.

of the latter ,., and inf. n. .t, [app. meaning
I excited the affair, or event, and it became
excited.] (TA.) - _ ; . He embeUished
his speech, or lanuage, and made it vague, so
that one know not its true meaning: (Msb, TA:)
from Cil ,, (TA,) or from .Jt . .

(M;b.) - For JhI %:~. see 1, last sentence.

-'1 1 i[; ~ J1 j [perhaps .:,] The

dast continued, or rent round, upon, or oner, the
head of the camel; syn. lA. (TA.)

5. .j3 e [app. a camel] went round about
the raatering- trough, or tank, thirsting, and
not getting to it. (K.)

6. 6,
a.. j Haste, quicknes, speed, or expedition.

(IABr.)

tllj [an inf. n., (see 1,) or] a subst., meaning
The state, or quality, of having an easy, or a
ready, rale; of beinig taleable; or in Nmuch de-
mnand. (Myb.)

.l;j [app. applied to a amrnel] Going round
about the wratering-tro,gh, or tank, thirsting, and
not getting to it. (..)

.~., l A confused tking or affair. (TA.)

t;,j* Okj Such a one is a person who makes
comnodities to have an easy, or a ready, sale;
to be saleable; easy, or ready/, !f ale; or in
much demand: or twho makes money to pmas, or
be current. ($.)

1. tl;, ($, Mb, ;,) se. pers. '_, (Oti,)

nor. , (M,b,g,) inf. n.C ; (g;) andl
aor. , (Myb,TA,) inf. n. C, (Oyb,) or

tj ,; (TA;) It (a day) was violently rindtly.
(, Mb, g.) And Ctj, aor. tj, inf. n. ,
It (a day) was one of good, or l?easant, ,rind.
(TA.)- as or. d, inf. n. , It watns, or
became, ool and pleasant [by means of the wind].
(L.) It (a house, or tent, the door being opened,)
[was, or became, aired by the wind; or] was
entered bly the wind (L.) ...- JI I fThe
trees .felg the wind. (Aln, g.) [See also anothlier
meaning below.] [Hence, perhals,] tl, aor.

, inf.n. ;, t Ie was, or becanme, brisk,
licely, sprightly, actice, agile, prnml)t, or quick;
[as thiough he felt the wind and was refreshIed by
it;] (L;) as also CUtl;l: (, A, L, 1g:) l and
* y.! signify the same: ($, L, g: [in tihe CI,

; is erroneously put for y9l:])and

t ,4 i t he (a man) becanm 1;"t, or actice, and

quick; syn. .. (Mqb.) You say, !:'. 4 l

[and !.Jl jI] and , CUI [and a CUI] t lie
ras, or became, briAk, licely, &c, ns above, at
the thing, [or betook h imse/f nwith brishness, lire-
lines, &c., to the thing,] and was rejoiced by it.
(Lth, TA.) A poet says,

[t And thou asertedst that thou dost not, or wilt
not, betake thyself with brishnes, &c., to women,
niaor be rejoiced by them]. (Lthl, TA.) Andl 1

.A l, i.q. C;t1I [He betoo himself with briskh.
nes, &c., to the thing, or affair; or was brisk,

.&c., to do it]. (TA.) And .. Jl J5 CIJ1, (J.,
148 '
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[Bloo I.tJr,) and '1, (L,) aor. Vnt n. . lj and; 

and ; and ) (L, d) and l'; and

(L,) t He brightened in countenance at that

thing, (L, [there explained by d j,lI, and this
I regard as tile right reading, rather than that
which I indl in the copies of the ], which is

S 1, perhaps meaning the same as *ea Jsil,
i.e. Ahe became acquninted with that thing, or

knew it, syn. * b Lp!,]) and rejoiced in it, or
at it, (L, ,) and was thereby affected with
alacrity, cheerfulness, brisknss, liveliness, or
sprightliness, dlisosing him to promptnen in acts
uf kindness or beneficene: said of a generous
man when he is asked to confer a gift; and some-
times, metaphlorically, of dogs when called by
their owner, and of other animals. (L.) [It is
also said tliat] ~l~ and A.ljj and /..~ and am..j
and -, [all app. inf. ns. of C o, or some of
them may be simple subets.,] and a.l, [as
though inf.n. of t -l] (L, I) signify tThe
crperiencing relief irom grief or sorrow, after
siffering thertefrom: (L:) or the erperiencing
the joy, or hapIpiness, arising friom certainty.
(IS. [See also 5;, below.]) You say also,

.. A .J, J ' ~,` [app. meaning tI was
affectel with cheerfulnes, liveliness, or the like,
at his discourse, or narration; as seems to be
indicated by the context in the place where it is
mentioned: or perhaps, he trusted to his discourse,
and became quiet, or eaty, in mind; agreeably
with an explanation of the verb whichi see below]:
(A:) or 4~. J.l V t1,. the inclined to his

discourse. (MA.) And Jat {b, (., A, L,

se,) ec. pers. .._, (L,) aor. , inf. n. m

(C, L, K) and 5p; (L;) and dJ t CUl; (A, L;)

lie was affected with alacrity, cleerfuliness,
briisknen, liveliness, or sprightliness, disposing him
to promptness to do what was kind or beneficent:
(A,, 1, L, ] :) he inclined to, and loved, kindness

or beneficence. (L.) And si t. Ujl t [He

was alected with alacrity, &h., and so disposed
to bounty or liberality]. (C, 1g.) And -J,;
4 JiUtie4 =|> t CUU 4L, d4 I[A trial,
or an afliction, befell him, and God was active
and prompt with his mercy, and delivered him
from it]: (T:) but ISd disapproves of thus
speaking of God; and El-Farisee says that it is
an instance of the rudeness of speech character-
istic of Arabs of the desert. (TA.) [Hence
seems to have originated, as is app. implied in
the TA, the asertion that] V I; signifies

t The being merciful: and t , di V tClf,

t God delivered him from trial, or affjiction:

(!~:) or 0 ;ll T U3I t God was merciful to
such a one (P.) One also says, .LJ .. ''j ,
(],) or I1A, (, L,) l His hand was active,
prompt, or quickh, (, L, 1, TA,) to do such a
thing, (], TA,) or with such a thing; (?, L, TA;)
as, for instance, with a sword, to strike with it.
(L.) Hence the saying of the Prophet, tl 

a t3{5 ''w .11 buX 2 1 J

: [Whosoever is brisk, or prompt, or uich, in
relmiring to the Friday-Inrayers in the first
hour, he is as though he offered a camel, or a
cow or bull, for sacrifice at Mekkehhh] (g,* TA:)

the meaning is, Wt! jAL, (V, TA,) and Ld;
(TA;) not the going in the latter part of the
day. (C,* TA.) [See also what follows] 

l; aor. t. , inf n. ;lj; and Vt t ; both
signify the same; (S, Msb, k, &c. ;) contr. of

1oi; ( ;) said of a man, (TA,) and of a company
of men, (15, TA,) He, and they, went, or jour-
neyed, or worked, or did a thing, in tit cvening,
(Ig,TA,) or in the afternoon, i.e., from the
declining of the mnn from the meridian until
night: (IF, Msb, 15, TA:) this is said to be the
primary meaning: (TA:) but they also mean he,
or they, returned: (Mqb:) and went, or jour-

neyed, at any time: (Mph,* TA:) [for] tl:l is

not, as some imagine it to be, only [the going, or
journeying,] in the last, or latter, part of the
day; but is used by the Arabs as meaning the
going, or journeying, at any tinme of the night or

day; as also S.odM: so say Az and others: (M.b:)
or lj, inf n. .%, signifies he came, or went,
after the declining of the sun from thei meridian:
but is sometimes used as meaning he went in an
absolute sense: (Mgh:) and thus it means in the
trad. commencing l sl {t [ [men-

tioned above, where a different explanation of
the verb is given]: (Mgl,* Msb :) and [in like
manner] one says to his companion or com-

panions, 1tR; or l ;j3 as meaning Go, or

jourJ: (TA:) but 1 _1;, (, L, g,) aor.

--- and C,' inf. n. Ol; (L) and 3.j';, (AZ,

L, 1,) signifies onily The camels returned in the
evening, or afternoon, (S,. Msb,) whien their
pastors drove or brought them back to tleir
owners: so says Az. (Mqb.) You say, '.

",!.i and n.., inf. n. and tl, I ment,
(V, TA,) and I came, (TA,) to them in the
evning, or afternoon; [or at any time, as appears
from what has been said above ;] and so ° a,

(1, TA,) inf. n. ; (TA;) and . , (1,

TA,) inf. n. ; (TA;) and V v. : (K,

TA:) and t a.ll sll I ; [I go, or come, to

him early in the morning, in thefirst part of the
day, or between the time of the prayer of day-
break and sunrise, and I go, or come, to him in
the evening, or afternoon, app. he doing the like

to me]. (A. [See also 6.]) And . 4, g..t,

and ",.i, and 4t%, His camels, and his sheep or
goats, and his cattle, returned to him after the
declining of the sun from the meridian; only at
that time: and 1 ,,l may perhaps be a dial.

var. thereof: (L, TA:) or ..; ?e , lj
they (i.e. camels) returned from the place oj
pasture in the evening, or afternoon, to their

owners. (C,' Msb.)8-- :J , (, A, K)

sor. Al$; ( ,A;) and ; (V, A;) [said in
the TA to be tropical, but not so in the A ;] Tthe
trees brohe forth writh leaves: (8, A, 1g:) or the
former, the trees brohe forth with leaves beforc

the winter, wphen the night became cold, rithout
rain; (As, TA;) and so the latter: (L:) or he
latter, the trees broke forth with leaers after the
close of the b.&2 [or summer]: (S,TA:) and

ll tV' - The branch put forth leavej after

other leaves had fallen from it. (It, TA.) [See
another meaning of..!Jl Ctl near the beginning
of this art.]-tl , (S, 1,) aor. t inf. n.
.t_;, (8,) said of a horse, [perhaps from the same
verb as signifying "bhe was, or became, brisk,
lively," &c.,] He berame a stallion, orfit to cover.
(S, K.)-. l s1l;, aor. t >, The wind snmote

it; namely, a thing; (L, 1;) as, for instance,
a tree, and said of a tempestuous wind. .(L.)
And m, said of a pool of water left by a torrent,

It was smitten [or blorwn upon] by the wind
($, A, 1.) In like manner also it is said of other

things. (TA.) One says, *""al m.q The tre
was blown upon by the wind: or was blown about,
or shahen, by the wind, so that its Iearves were
made tofall: or had the dust scattered upon it by
thi wind. (L.) And lIy.Q They (a people, or
party,) were smitten and destroyed by the wind:
(15, TA:) or they entered upon [a time of] wind;

(1 ;) as also, in this latter sense, 't,., (, (, ,)

or Vl. . (A.) -;JI Ctj, (A'Obeyd, ,
I,) first pers. ,, (.'Obeyd, s,) aor. ,
(A'Obeyd, , 1,) and (AA, (AA, , ,) [inf. n.,

app., of the former and of the latter ,

ns in the phrse of similar meaning following;]

and V ~.l.i,, (Ks, , Il,) and t a.j;I; (AZ, 1 ;)
lie smclt the thing; perceived its smell, or odour;

(, 15, &c.;) as also t ,,l: l and , :
(H.am p. 228:) and fil n, aor. ' ;' inf. n.

;; and nor. , inf.n . and
He smelt the odour. .(M,b.) You say of an
object of the clhase, a'4t, (,) a,.d 
(AZ, S, A,) inf. n. of the latter " (AZ, TA,)

le smelt mne; perceived my smnell, or odour:

(AZ, , A, TA:) and of th sannie, t cII, (J,)
and * (Ti, (T , , ]g,) and * I -°!, and t Vl'

(T,S,) He smelt a human being; perceived Ais
smell, or odour: (T, ., 1g :) and the second of these
four, (K1, TA,) and the third and fourth, (TA,)
he smelt gently, that he mnight perceive the odour
of a thing: (1, TA:) or the third and fourth of
the same, he nselt, or perceived, odour: (A:)
and these two, said of a stallion, he perceied the
smell of the.female: and of a beast of prey you

say, ' { , and ?'t. and t l,

and l°..,;! meaning he seIt, or perceived,
the odlour; and accord. to Lh, some say, t,4;
but this is .-eldom used. (TA ) [It is asserted

(in IIHar p. 324) that V ~1p., is only from ^ljl;

but thils assertion is of no weiglt against the
authorities cited above.] It is said in a trad.,

(A 'Obeyd, 8, hMgh, · Mqb,) or J .J, (AA, l,

Mfb,) or t .. ,,J (Ks, g, Mgb, Mqb,) i. e. [He

who slJys a person with whom h is on terms of
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BooK I.]

peace, (or, as in the TA, 't., i. e. a believer,)]

Ae will not pereivw the odour of Paradise:
(8, Mgh, Mb :) Ay says, I know not whether it

be from .~ or from , ;,~- . (8.) You say also,

il · , . jJI I perceived from him (a man,

f)'a saeet odour. (8, A.) - [And hence, app.,]

U*j;,.: CJl " and? t lv)j, t Ile obtainedfrom

thee a favour, or benefit. (Ji.)--;, aor.

j, in. n. n. , IHe (a man) had the quality

termed 5tj, [explained below, i.e. width in the

space betn'een the thighs or Icgs; &c.; or] a

spreading in the fore part of each fool. (Ltil,

TA.) And ~0 ',jj HisJ foot had the quality

so termed. (TA.)

2. 2~ [He fanned]. You say, ei C. j

a_j.J [(lie fanned him with the fan]. (A,

TA.) And wjtvJl 0p .
[They required to be fanned, by reason of the

heat, with the fan]. (TA.) - Aleo, (A, Mbs,)

inf. n. j, (Mh,) lie pfuntme oil; renderedl

it sweet in odour, (A, Myb,) by putting perfume

in it. (Mob.) ; and L 1;J: see 4.

__t rIJ, (A, Mgh, Msh,) inf. n. as above, (A,
Mysb,) lle pefurmed with them the prayeri

termed l 1. (A, Mgh, M lb.)-- li having

for its olijects camels, anid shlecp or goats: see

4. · .-' : seorel l "' ,' in the latter half ol
the first lnaragralih.

' . .1. .t ,,
3. ~.llJ ot1 l Uli: see 1, in the latter hal

of tile p(nragnrla. _ C 1 a_ J,5:1

or e eWdI CM, (Mgl, g1,) signifies The doing th,
two deeds, or wnorks, alternately; this one time
and that one time: (S, Mgh, 15 :) as, for instance
readi!ng, or reciting, at one time, and writing a

another time: (Mgh :) and 4'O.l .JC j e 3 ,

the standing upon the two legs alternately; tipol

each in turn: and ,4..I CM _ I, th

turning over [upon the two sides alternately, or

fi.om side to aide. (.) You sany,
[He did twro deeds, or works, alternately; h

alternated them]. (A.) And aJ ' j H

,:ood upon one of his legs one time and upon th
other another time: (8, Mgh :) it is said also c
one walking Las meaning he moved his legs alter

nately]. (A.) And it is said in a trad., ,fW

-i,l J5- ,3 - J He ued to ra

Upon one of his feet one time and upon the ot/a
another time to give relief to each.of them [i
conequence of long standing]. (TA.) One say

also, `,j1 lie did a thing with him by turn
each of them taking his turn [and so relieving ti

other: for .l1JI signifies the giving mttut

relief, or rest]. (TA in art. _,r,,.) [See also 6

s l, inf n. n . el': see 1, in the fortner pa
of the paragraph.

4. lCl le breathed (, A, ] :) said of

man, (A,) and of a horse. (8.) - [It enitted a
odounr:] it (a thing, Myb) stank; (., Myb, V

as also t1: (MYb. TA:) the former msid

flesh-meat, (8, 5,) and of water; (1;) and so
the latter: (TA:) or the latter, it became altered

[for the worm] in odortr; (L4, 8, M, A, Mqb;)
said of flesh.meat, (Lb, M, A,* M9b,) and of

water, (Lb, 8, M, A, Myb,) &c.; (8 ;) and so the
former, said of water: (L, TA:) ISd makes a

distinction between .l0 and * t;3 [q. v., as

does also J,] said of water. (Myb, TA.) - Also,

(inf. n. .l;l, L,) He (a man, 8, and a beast, Lb)
revived, or his spirit returned to him, after

fatigue; (Lb, S, ;) like l,.-I, q. v.: (TA:)
and he had rest. (15.) - And [hence], (8, Mhsb,

Ii,) inf. n. l- 1.i, (TA,) or Cl, (M.sb,) t le

(a man) died; (., Mbl), K ;) as thlough lie found

rest: and he (a camel) died, or perished. (TA.)

You say, Etl CE'l [lie rested, i. c. had rest, and

so rested others], meaning t he died, and so people
became at rest from him. (A.) - [Hence also,]

ijllk 51_l We performed the act of prayer:

i)ecause its performance is [a cause of] rest to the
soul; the waiting for the time thereof being

troahlesome. (Myb.)-,:;..l said of camels
&c. [as thoughl meaning They returned in the
evening, or afternoon, to rest]: see I, in the latter

half of the para,aplh._ -CI, inf. n. 'l1 anid

' b;, said of a man, Hlis camels, and sd,eep or
gs oats, and cattle, returned to him in the evrening,

or afternoon, from pasture. (L.) - And Clb,

[app. for 6'ea. ljI,] likewise said of a man, lie

f aligAted fromn hit camel to rest him and to alle-

viate him. (L.) 1- l, or 1.. ,.1: see i, in

the last quarter of the paragraph. = .a^l.j and

)^j.!, and .2 1t Cj1, &c.: see 1, in the last
quarter of the paragraph, in twelve places.

e -1Il, (8, A, Msb, K,) inf. n. '.'I1, (Mbb, TA,)

and Vt. l) is a sulst. nsed as an inrf. n., [i.e. a

t quasi-inf. n.,] like s'tb and oIj used as ilf. ns.

I of stblJ and ,jIl, (TA,) said of God, (., IK,) or

n of a man, (A, MRb,) lle rested him, made him to
· be at rest or at ease, or gave him rest; (S,' A,'

Mib ;) namely, a hired man, (Msb,) or any man

as also ' t tPj: (TA:) and the former, 11c

te (God) caused him to enter into a state of rest

e (f, TA,) or of mercy. (TA.) And 4 L t'L
e (K in art. 'tJ) Gire ye us rest. (TI£ in that art.'
And ;m 1. lie revived, or recovered, hi

. camel. (TA.) - [Hence,] 'L o,Wj l tCl, l
lie chanted the caU to prayer, and so nade th,

rt people to ease their hearts by performitng the ac.
of prayer. (L.) - And Ctl, (., M, A, Myb, 15,

in in£ . j~l1; (M, Mgh ;) accord. to one dial.
ys t ,e sor. ; (TA;) and s (.* A, TA,

, inf. n. D.O; ( ;) ]Ie (the pastor, Mob) drov
bach, or brought back, (8, M, Myb, VI,) camels
(l (, M, A, Mgh, Myb, 15,) and sheep or goats, (M

'] A,* Mgh,) and cows or bulls, (A,* Mgb,) in th
rt evening, or afternoon, (M, Myb,) after the decliz

ing of the sun from the teridian, (.,) [from thei

place of pasture,] to their nightly reating-place

,n ( M, 1[,) or t,;l J4 [and t.t I& (for yo

;) ta i;l N :"'. ) i. e. to their owners]. (Myb.
of - [Hence,] .i; t lIjI t He retored to Air
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his right, or due; (S, v ;) as also Cz1. (g1.)

And the saying, in a trad., of Umm-Zar, t

AL.~W j t He gave me much cattle: because
she was [as thoughl she were] a CIr for his

bounty. (L.)

5. ctj,3 [efannedlnhimsef]. (A, TA.) And

-f ti' [He fanned himseif ilth a fan].

(., Msb, 15.) Le" JJ 1 LS J. , ocelr-
ring in a trad., means I toa i1hem requiring the

beitygfanned vith the fan j by

reason of the liat [in the morning after sunrixe]:
or it may mean returning to their tents or houses:

or selting rest. (TA.)e,jl- . ;r Thc

odour exhaled, or diffuc d itself. (M,b.)-.C

said of water, It acquired the odour of another

thing by reason of its nearness ithereto. (8, A,

Myb, 1K.) See also 4._ See also 10: - and see

1, in five places. - 3 said of herbage, It

benane tall: ($, K]:) andin like manner said of

trees; as well as in another sense explained in the

fir.t paragraph. (TA.) - jj, thloug,lt by ISd

to be an inf. n., of which the verb is -: see
4a1

6. I_ j (TA) and t o l; (1, TA,)

[like I;3W and D11j,l They tw'o didl a deed, or

work, by turns, [resting by turns,] or alternately;

syn. ;tl3. (K, TA.) And Irl 1jP They

did a thi,ng by turns; syn. gs13. (TA.)

[lHence,/] Jjai tj-..;!-J e. ' t (8, AS)

[in the 8, the context implies that the meanting is,
Verily his treo hands are occupied alternately in

doing that which is kind, or beneficent: in the A,

it is said to be trolical, mid the context seems to

illdicate that the meaning is, ! his two hands vie,

one with the other, in promptness to do that

,Ahich is kIindl, or beneficent]. , 1 3

and .yj l^l3J [Thlcy vent in the evaning, or
afternoon, to their tents, or houses, apip. meaning

one to another's taent, or housc, by tu,ns]. (A.)
[See also 3.]

8. tUJI, and its inf n. Ctg: see 1, in the

former half of the pargraph, in ten places: -

and see also 10. _c Ij;-: see 6.

10. t s, aid of a branch, (Myb, TA,) It

t became shaken by the wind: (TA:) or it inclined

) from tide to aide. (Myb.) - See also 1, near the

, beginning of the paragraph; and see ,

) J,. .J, and 4d~.aJ. ,l l, in the former

c part of the same paragraph. Also, (K,) and
1 , (8, A, Myb, 1],) [which latter is the more

common in this sense,] and tCUjI, (TA,) and

i sometimes tjl, q. v., (Mqb,) [and t* C3, as

'- quasi-pass. of &' .tV or d,] said of a hired man,

(Msb,) [and of any man,] ie1 found, or sa-p-
rienced, rat, or mas; [ma, or becams, at ret,

aor at ease; rested;] (.,* A,' M,b,* ; ;) 

.) [from him, or it], (A,) and & [by means of it],

m (Mqb;) from .l;sl; (.8;) quasi-pa. of ;,
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(A, Mqb,) and of di ,I;f (. ) .! . t,:.
(accord. to the ? and V, but in other lexicons
C{_1, TA) He trusted to, or relied upon, him,
or it, and became quiet, or easy, in mind. (S, ~,
TA.) -_ See also 1, in the last quarter of the para-
graph, in seven places. -'.JI 1 ,i. j t .
The rain revived the true. (L.)

ti; Windy; applied to i day: (TA:) or, so
applied, violently-windy; (8, Mgh, Mgb, ];) as
also t31j, which is the original form, (Msb,) or
may be so: (TA:) fem. of the former with ;,
applied to a night (;i). (A, TA.) [See also

One says, AL.; . .aV3 J_C* 
is a wintdI. ni_ght: tAe oppressd in mind

has ret therein]. (A.) . It is also syn. with
t~ '!. (., L, 1. [See 1, near the beginning of
the paragraph.]) _- And [hence,] WVine; (S, A,*

;)as also t : (S, K:) so called because
the drinker thereof becomes brisk, lively, or
sprighitly; or, accord. to IHsh, because he
becomes affected with briskness, liveliness, or
sprighlitliness, ,lisposing him to generouis actions:
in the L, [which mentions these twvo worlds in
art. c,] the I in tilhe former word is said to be
substitu.ted for U [nnd hence the IU in the latter
if stich ihe the case]. (TA.) See also _.lj, in
four places.

, as an epitihet; fernm. with : soee , in
two places. ~ Also A gentle wind; a gentle
oale; a breeze; the cosmmencement of a wind

before it becomens strong; or the breath of the
wind when wneth: (.8, g, TA:) or the cohl, or
coolnes, of s,ch gentle wind. (A, TA.)-_ I. q.
VU [napp. iA i.c. Breath; like 5j]: said to
be thio primary signification: (MF:) or sp)irit;

.... 0#. -b 1[likO tj ;]- syn. .A;; as in the saying, t1.,

a,.~ ,,,t;I [lie (meaning God) halth quickened,
or vviefied, mankind with hit spirit: or perhiaps
tho right reading is n.-I]. (A.) - See also 

,Llj, with whichi it is syn. ($, ].) -Also t Joy,
happineu, or gladnes; (AA, MF, TA;) said to 
be a metaphorical meaning, from the saimec word 
as Syn. with V.A ; (MF;) and t likewise 
has this meaninig: (IAir, TA :) or the former, 
rest, or ease, firon grief, or sorrow, of heart. E
(Ay, TA.) In the sayingr of 'Alee, j I n
-:Q or hl , , tie phrase .f,ikl cJ is

tllought hy lSd to mean t Tie joy and happiness 
that arisefronm certainty. (TA. [See art.jt.]) G
- Also t A'ercy (~, /, TA) of God; thus called b
as being a cause of rest, or ease; (TA;) and so £

fti\.; (ll;) and Itli4j; (L;) and .j; is
&aiby Aa to have this meaning in the lnur iv. si
1(0: the pl. of the first of these three words [and T
of the last, and accord. to some a pl. of the second ai
also,] is 1j;. (TA.) c

6, ~~~~~~~~in
· The soul, spirit, or vital principle; syn. w

u.a; (1Ap., IAmb, L, Msb, TA, and 8 and l (a
&c. in art. w.; [but there is a difference between tA
thee two words, for they are not always inter- A
changeable, as I have shown in art. w, ;]) [i. e.] er

AJ,u1 i, d,i1; (4; [see also ,; third
sentence;]) often occurring in the Bur and the
Traditions in different senses, but generally signify-
ing [as explained above, i. e.] the vital principle;
(IAth, TA;) [or the nerous fluid; or animal
Ipirit;] a subtile vaporous substance, vwhich i the
principle of vitality and of sensation and of
voluntary motion; also called the jule tj;
(KT in explanation of the term u.i ;) or a subtile
body, the source of which is the hollo,o of the
corporeal heart, and which diffuses itself into all
the other parts of the body lby means of the
pulsing veins, or arteries: (KT in explanation of
the term l_eJl Jl: [so too ; q.v.:
see also Gen. ix. 4: many of the ancients believed
tie soul to reside in the blood: see Aristotle, De
Anim. i. 2, and Virgil's AZn. ix. 349:]) or the
vital principle in man: (Fr, TA:) or tie breath'
n'hich a man breathes, and which pervades the
whole body: [and tilis seems to be the original
idea exprcssed by the word:] after its exit, he
ceases to bhreathe; and when it has compnletely gone
forth, his eyes remain gazing towvardx it until
they clos; called in Pers. >1_: (AIIeyth, TA :)
accord. to the Sannees, the rational soul, (V.Aijl
3.' t, [also termed L t C tjl 1,]) hich isi
adapted to thefaculty of making known its ideas
by means of speech, and of understanding speech,
and which, perishes not with the perixhing of the
body, being a substance, not an accident; as is
shown by the words in the Kur iii. 163, which
refer to the t:, (Mb :) most of the doctors of ¢
the fundamentals of religion forbid the diving into
this matter, becalise God has abstained from
making it known: (TA:) tie philosophers say
that it is the blood, by the exhausting of nwhich 
the life ceases: (Mhb :) the word is mase., (IAgr,
IAmb, Az, S, M, A, M 9b, 1]g,0) tlms, with th e 
Arabs, differing from ..Ji, for this they make
fem., (IAsr, IAmb, Meb,) but the former is also c
fem., ($, M, A, M 9b, I[,) app. as meaning i-, o
(NIsb,) as is said in the R; (TA;) and most hold [
t to be as often fem. as it ia mase.: (MF:) one h
ssys ~ .js. (IAar, Az, TA) [and also . sa
,.3j, meaning His soul departed, or wentforth] : n
lih p. is ~1*1. (S, Msb.)_ Also i.q. ; (K) 0
properly A blowing with thoe mouth; but here]
mcaning windl that issuJe fionm the ,j; (TA;)
viad, or breath. (AD]), TA.) Dha-r-llummel 
ays, respecting fire that he had struck, and upon t&
rhich he bade his companion to blow, l l
lire life to it, or enliven it, with thy wind [or

.--0 g'.reath]. (TA.) And one says, 1 i-l-. iI os
m./; He filled the shkin with his wind; n ith his (]

reath. (ADI, TA.) - [Honce,] .JI also U)
gnifies t Inspiration, or divine revelation; (Zj, le
h, ] ;) such as it imparted by means of an
rgel: thus in the gnur xvi. 2 and xl. 15: so (1
alled because it quickens from the death of th~
fidelity, and thus is, to a man, like the ; ah
bich is the vital principle of his body: (T:) or
o says .Zj accord. to the L, but in the 1 " and ")
e prophetic commission. (Zj, K.) - And t The I5
'ur-dn; (IAqr, Zj, ,' A,* ;) whereby God's ss
eatures are [spiritually] quickened, and guided MI
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to the right way. (TA.) So in the trd., lti.3j
a ,.. t{ [Reviwc yourselves mith God's

book of religion and religious la,rs, (or j. may
here have some other meaning,) and his 4ur-dn].
(TA. [Mentioned also in the A; in a copy of
which, in the place of 1 1ti, I findl 1 ,, an
evident mistranscription.]) _ And t Yhaat God
ordains and commands (]J, TA) by means of his
assistants and angels. (TA.) - Also Jibreel
[i.e. Gab,riel]; (S,· A,* K;) called in the ]Kur
[xxvi. 1]9a] and [in ii. 81]
%,,;lI or .,..iJI, as related by Az on the autho.
rity of Th. (TA.) [The last of these appellations,
or generally, but incorrectly, ,..il .jt, i
applied by the Eastern Christians among the
Arabs to /7'e Ioly Spirit; the Third Person
of the Trinity.] - And [sometimes Our Lord]
Jesns. (S,* A,* I.) And A certain angel,
(I'Ab, .K,) in the Serenth leaven, (I'Ab, TA,)
nwhose face is like that of a man, and his body
like thatt of the [other] angels: (I'Ab, . :) or
certain creatures resembliny mankinal, but not
men: so in the Kur lxxviii. 38: (Zj:) or the
twatchers over the angels who are wratchers orer
the sons of Adam, whose faces are said to be like

the faces of men, and whIom the other anels s.ee
not, like as me see not the matrhers nor the [other]s,
angels. (Th.) See also t;, in three idaces. 
Also pl. of j: (L:) .. and of C tl (,S &c.)

t.a: see &iJ, of whlich it is saidtl to be a
luasi-pl. n., in three places. - Also Vidth, wmie-
nes, or ampleness. (S, .) El-Mutanakhkhliil
[in the TA El-Muntakhal] El-IIudhlalee says,

... ... . . . .-3 Lw, AN ot S 

., TA,) meaning But Kebeer Ib>n-.Iind, a tribe
of Hudheyl, on that day, were lax in the joints
f the lft/ Ihands by reason of vehement pulling
of tile bows], having midee in their ;ight
hands by reason of vehement striking with the
word. (TA.)-Anml [particularly] IVidtfh, or
videnes, in the space betn,een tilu thighs: (TA:)
r i,ideh, or nwidleness, (S, Mgl, K,) i,, (., K,)
r of, (Mgh,) [or between,] the t,ro les, (8,
Ig,, K(,) les, than what is termed . _, (8, I,)
r less than (A, Mgh,) ,rith wideness be-
reen the fore parts of the feet, and nearness of
ie heels, each to the other: (S:) or [simply]
idenc& between the fore parts of the feet, and
ear,less of the heels, each to the other: (M.sb:)

a spreading in the fore part of each foot:
,th, Mgh, Msb :) or a turning orep of the foot
'on it.s outer sile: IA{r says that .j in the
gs is less than Ei, and this is less than Jis.
'A.). - j L4 Y'9l IjL means This is a
ing, or an affair, ewhich we do by turns; as
so j,a. (TA.)

~, originally CY, thej being changed into
because of the preceding kesreh, (T, $, M9b,)
is shown by its dim. mentioned below; (T,
b ;) 8b held it to be of the meauure j; and
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Abu-l-.i.asn, J and J ; [if the latter, origi-
nally 5';] (TA;) [WYind;'i. e.] the air that is

made to obey [the wilU of God] and to run its
course betN'enC heavn and earth: (M9 b, TA:) or
the breath (..") of the air; and in liko man-
ner, of anything: (L,TA:) said to be thus
called because it generally brings t) and Ia1j

[i. e. rest, or ease]: (IAmb, MF:) one says
t. and 'tC;., like ;li and ;l1j; ($;) [using

the latter as a more special term; for] a'.., sig-
nifies a portion of niind (.t.J a L5t) [meaning

a n,ind of short duration; or a breathl, puf,;

blast, or gust, of wind]; (Sb, M;) but 'O and

V ii may be used in the same sense, i. c. the
latter may be used as syn. with the fornnmer, and
they are mentioned by some [as analogous] withl
.M. ,,ul,d 'L;jh: (Sb, L:) is of the

fem. gender (IAmb, L, M9b) in most cases;
(Mb ;) anm all the other nmimes for wind nre fem.
except jL., which is mase.; (IAmb, MPI,;)
but c is sometimes made mase. as mcaning

,;'i: (AZ, Msb:) [it is used by physicians as
signifying flatus, Jlatuosity, orflatulence; as in
the plrase a4 , O a gross Jlatu :1 thc p.1)1 [of

paue.] is elil (', Mgh, Mab, ]~, &c.) and e:l,

($, Myb, g,) the latter used by some, but dis-
allowed by AJIt because there is in it no kesrelb
to cause the j to be clhaned into i., (L, MlIb,)
and [the ,pl. of mult is] t., (., Mglb, Myb, I},

&c.,) with LS because of the kesreh, (Mib,) and
9.

.; (1, but not found lby SM in tny othier

lexicon;) and the pl. pl. is .1; [p11. of lj';]

and .1l1 [p]. of{ 1tJ]: (.K:) the dlim. of rj is

t i..j (T, M,b.) , or anothler form of pl.,

is often used in a good sense; and the sing., in an
evil sense; because the Anrbs say that tlhe clouds
are not madcle to give rait save by diverse winds
blowing together; and this distinction is observed
in tie K1tr-An. (L) IHence, it is related in a
trad., that le [bol.ammad] used to say, when

wind rose, t o ; j 1, ,i [O
Godl, nmake it to be ninds, and ,nake it not to be
a wind]. (TA.) [But this distinction is not

always observed.] Oneo says, ; Jj
.I S[Such a one itclines, or turns, with every

tind]. (TA.) And &a,1 t SL ' [$Suc" h

a one is like the wind that is sent forth to drive
the clouds, and produce rain; (sce the lpur xxv.
00;)] meaning, i quick, or prompt, to do acts of
kindnefs, or beneficence. (A.) And .St J;qj

C JI t A man who is calmdat, sdate, taid, or

grare. (A.) - Also t Predominance, or pre-
ealence; and power, or force. (.,]~.) A poet
says, (v,) namely, 8uleyk Ibn-Es-8ulakeh, or
'I'aabbata-Sharri, or Aphk of the tribe of Fahm,
(TA, and so in one of my copies of the .,)

*. 5. .4 ' a- 1;; 

t [WiU ye two await, a little, thl time of thdr

inadvertence, or will ye act agressuively? for
prevalence is for the aggrcssor]. (S.) And
hence the phrase in the lur [viii. 48], ,3
,;k3Ljj t[And your predominance, or power,
depari]: (.:) [or in this latter instance it lias
the meaning next following.] - t Aid against an
enemy; or victory, or conquest: (}1, TA:) and
S a turn of good fortune. (A, ]p, TA.) One
says, _., .j . t Their turn of good fortun

depa.rted. (A.) And l;: ,'L 1

[lVWhen thy turns of good fortune come, avail
th/yself of them]. (A.) And 9J) j 1"

AAil aga.;nst the enemy, or rictory or conquest,
or the turn of good fortune, is to the family 01
snch a one. (TA.) -See also t. -And see

imlj (with whichl it is syn.), in four places. 
Also t A good, swueet, or pleasant, thing. (1.)

- The pl. CI occurs in a trad. as meaning

Thie jinnn, or genii; because they are [supposed
to be often] invisible, like the wind. (TA.)

Lm.; Rest, repos, or case; cn,,tr. of .3;
(TA;) cessation of trouble, or inconveience, and
of toil, orfatigue; (M.sb;) [or freedom tlhere-
from;] and ' t signifies the samne as 1,
(S, A, Ig,) from ;.t-&; ($, A;) !ike *t3j

[mentioned in the first para.ral.l as an inf. n. in
a similar sense, as are also ablj nnd t I.3j and
.? j and tV .·J, i. e., as meaning the ex-

periencing relief from grief &c.]. (TA.) You

r t -- V U C S - e. a~
[TIhere is not, for such a one, in this of/air, or
case, or event, any rest, &c.]. (TA.) And l

t C 1 ) J1J ? Do thou that in a state
of easm (S, A, ) and rest. (A.)- See also 4,
near the middle of the paragrapbl. tA wife;
syn. .,s: (K:) because one trusts to her, or
relies upon her, and becomes quict, or easy, in

mind. (TA.)=The hand; syn. .: ( 1$, K:)
or [rather] the palmn of the haud; (l1sb, MF;)
for the term & includes the _ilj withl the
fingers: (MF:) pl. t,j, (., A,* Mb, g,) [o
rather'this, said in the Jg to be syn. with , 11
is a coll. gen. n., of whiclh L 1; is the n. un.,] an
[tie pl. is] 1_1;. (Msh, K.) You say, ;i

f/ [Tley pu.hed hin, with the palns of the

hands]. (A.) The saying of a poet,

is explained as meaning TIhen the sun of day has
set, and men, looking towuards it, shield them-
selves from its rays rith the palms of their hands:
or, accord. to 1Air, rwhen the [sun of] day has
becone dark, by reason of the dust of battle, and
it is as thlough it wrere setting, and people have
found rest from its hleat. (L [See also CI,
in art. C; where other readings are mentioned.])

-[Hence, app., as seems to be indicated in the
TA,] ~1 £.lj A certain plant. (Q, TA.)

_And t.Ai, ,i tA sword of El-Mukhtdr Ibn-
Abe.'Obyd (g,TA) Eth-Thaaofee. (TA.)_

.~j abo signifies A court, an open area, or a

yard, (1, TA,) of a house. (TA.) One sayp,

a~,~i! d>. oA b J! - (1, TA) i.e. I eft him,
or it, more clear than the court, open area, or
yard, [of a house,] or than the paln Qf the hand;
(TA;) meaning, t without anything. (V, TA.)
-_And t )j signifies also Plain and opec

tracts of land, prodtucing much herbage, (ISh,
K,) hard, bat comprixnng tof placac and [what
are termed] .eel.J [pl. of '., q. v.], not
fo,nmiru any part of [the lied of] a torrent nor
of a varly; (ISh;) one n,lhereof is termed ta1j.
(JSh, I.) - Also The plicature of a garment, or
pieee of cloth: (Is, TA:) or the original plicattre
thereof: so in the saying, in a trad., respecting a
new garment, or pieco of cloth, ; m U; s,A
[Fold tholu it in the mannetr of its original plica-
tare]. (TA.)

i;4: see a.lt,. Also A journey in the
evecning, or afternoon: an inf. . of un. of t1j:
(L:) pl. ' ,. (Ham p. 521.) And The space
of a journey in the afternoon, or evening. (L.)
m[Also, as seems to be indicated in the TA,
The outer si(le of eachi of the legs of a man rwhen
bowed: see tj.]

se: FCO ,, in two places: and see also

[r a.. Of, or relating to, wind: flatulent; au

in the lhih,-se 9 .53 flatulent colic.]

th-,O a word respecting the formation of
whichi there are different opinions; many saying
that its mnedial radical letter is j, and its original
fornm U j, s tnay be argued from the form of
its dinm., mentioned below; (Myb;) others, that
its original form is O j; (MF;) and others,
thatt its medial radical letter is *, and that it is
of the same Imeasure as as may be argued
from the form of its pl., mentioned below; (Meb;)
A certain pltnt, (, K,) well known, (.,) oj
swreet odour; (K ;) the c.L. [or .,..~, i.e.
bosil-royal, or common swveet basil, ocimum ba-

silicumn, the seed of whiich (called 'jt.4 jj) is

used in medicine]: (Mgb: [see also :]) or
any sweet-melling plant; (T, Mgh, M9b, ] ;)
but when used absolutely by the vulgar, a par-
ticular plant [that mentioned above] is meant
thereby: (Mb :) or the extremities thereof; (]i;)
i. e. thio extremitie of anty neetsmelling herb,
n,hen thefirst otf its blossoms come forth upon it:
(TA:) or the leaves thereof: (]g:) or the leaves
of seed-produce: so, accord. to Fr, in the ]Jur
1v. 11: (S, TA:) [it is a coll. gen. n.:] the n. un.
is with 3; (TA;) and is applied to a bunch

(L1[) of )o4t; and, with the article Jl, (as a
proper name, TA,) the ;"~ [a certain plaint
respecting whichi authors differ]: (1]:) the dim.
of jtmj is ' : (Mb:) and the Ibl. is

·~tO. (Mgh, Myb) _...l 1: and

_,.gJl sl..,: see '. jl .. 1 is a name
of The O.' [or myrtletree]. (TA in art.

.-)- Offsping; (L, ](, TA;) from the
same word as signifying "any sweet-smelling
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plant; (Yam p. 713;) or from the same word in
the sense next following: (L:) [a coll. gen. n.:
n. nn. with ;; whencc,] [meaning ly
trwo descendants] occurs in a saying of Moham-
mad as applied to El-H.san and El-Ioseyn.
(TA.) - A bounty, or gift, of God; suel as
the means of subsistence, &c.; syn. ijj: (S, L,
]1,TA:) said to be of the dial. of Himyer.

(MPl.) So in the saying, 411irl4 j el 
! [I wsnt forth seeking, orseeking diligently, the
bounty, &c., of God]. (AO, 9I,TA.) And in a
verse of En-Nemir Ibn-Towlab cited voce ;a.

(S., TA.) And in the saying, in a trad., tm d .jl
· il t[O [Offxl'pri',g are ofthe bounty of god].
(S, TA.)_ It is also used (S, ]K) in the accus.
ease as an inf. n. [forming an absolute comple-
ment of a verb understood], (S,) in the sense of

so in the saying, i;.'t , 1
t [I extol, or celebrate, or declare, the absolute
perfection, or glory, or purity, of God, and beg
his bounty, or his supply of t/i means of subsist-
ence]. (S, K.) - See also J.

a .·.

j.lum..%, with fet-h to the , applied to a place,
Good, or pleasant [app., like C ", in respect oJ
wind or air]. (S, TA.) .Seo also what next
follows.

i;a-., witll damm to the j, (S, A, g, &e.,)
and t i ,j. , with fet-b, but this latter is deemed
strange by the lexicologists [as syn. with the
former], (MF,) app. rel. ns., from t`j [in the
former instance], or from CV meaning the
"breath of the wind when weak" [in the latter
instance], extraordinary in form, with I and ;
added to the usual form of the rel. n.: (TA:)
Of, or relating to, ths angels and the jinn or
genii: (., A," ]:) in this sense Abu-l-Khattiib
asserts himself to have heard the former used:
($ :) accord. to AO, it is applied by the Arabs to
anything having in it a soul, or spirit, (Sb, S,)
whether a hbman being or a beast: (Sb:) or it
Ias tiffs signification also: (i :) accord. to War-
din Aboo-Kh61id, as related by ISh, among the

angels are those who are termed Oje.tm., and
those who are created of light; and of the former
are Jibreel and MeekLeel and Isr&feel: and ISh
adds that the o S1 j are souls, or spirits, which
hame not bodies; [spiritual beings;] and that the
term j,..j is not applied to anything save what
is of this description, such as the angels and the
jinn and the like: and this is the eorrect explana-
tion; not that of lbn-El-Mualhaffar, that it sig-
nifies that into which, a soul, or spirit, has been
blown. (T, TA.)

uL-i2J~ 'ja.JI: see o_.

tlj: see L1;, in three places. -It is also

an inf. n. of l.j, [q. v.,] signifying 'the contr. of
;,. (.) - And it signifies also The cvcning;
(i;) or the aftlnoon, from the declining of the

run from the meridian until night. (g, V.) One
says, tI C lakL [The journeyed in tle oening, or
.fternoon]. (TA.) And? Il; 4pi I met him

in the even,nq, or afternoon. (A.) And 1.,

-JI - { (1 , -' ,)a ;11,^ t g'
(so in the T, A, L, and K,) or t ~1t, (so in the

a,) and JA1 i ,'. ' J1 , (A, I,) using a

pl. form, (TA,) meaning the same, (?,) or
They rent forth :n the beginning of the evening,
(,) or nwhen there were yet some remains of the
evening. (A.) And jtl fop as j o 5s
,' ;l, and ' -. · i [Such a one came nAen there

were yet some remainsfor him of day]. (A.)

t: see tlj: and see also l 1;.
... *.....

Ct;: see Ctlj, in two places.

t.Sg see d, .

t: psee ee below.

}....

a~bl.: " ',
, see ~; _I.

a. dim. of 5, q. v. (T, Msb.)

-. # A clday of good, or pleasant, wind;
(8,'Mgh, Msb, 1k;) as also V ;.i andl ? ;
(TA;) or these two signify a good, or pleasant,
day: (S:) and A.., ;iL a good, or pleasant,
night; (]g;) or a night of good, or plieaant,
wind; as also a./. and t l.;: (TA:) and

a place of good, or pleasant, wind:

(~: [see also tm.jj :]) or, accord. to Lth, (TA,)
and the Kifiyet el-Mut4asffi4h, (Mfb,) r;,

signifies a violently-rindy day; like , .;..
[before mentioned]. (Mgh, Mgb, TA.)

·t and t a_ A certain plant that appears
at the roots, or lower parts, of the .L, remain-
ingfromn tli preceding year: or what grows rohen
affected by the cold, without rain: (g:) in the
T, the former is expl. as signifying a plant that
becomes green after its leaes and the upper rarts
of its branclhes have dried: (TA: [see also J":])
this term is applied to the *-, the f' , the

l4j and the ,l.t. (TA in art. _.j

[t Vry brisk, lively, sprightly, active,
agile, prompt, or quick ]. - See also !.

a.l AJflock of sheep or goats. (L.)

5, applied to a day; and ,;;., applied to a

night (lhe1): see a ; and [j. [In each case it
probably has both of the meanings assigned under
these two heads.] -Also Going, or returning,
[or journeying, or wrorking, or doing a thing,
(see its verb, 1,)] in the evening, or in the ater-
noon: (L:) [and going, or journeying, at any
time of the night or day: (see, again, its verb:)]
and in like manner, [but in an intensive sense,]

;, of which the pl. is '; and t 'I of
which the pl. is I.l, it having no broken pl.:
(L:) t . is pl., (8, 1,) or [rather] a quasi-pl.

n., (L,) of i?,t, (1, L, ,) like as is of

[Boox r.

(S, L.) I1 [Thy people, orparty,
are, or is, going, &c.] is a phrase of the Arabs
mentioned by Lb on the authority of Ks; but he
says that it is only used thus, with a determinate

noun; i. e., that one does not say 51 j.9 [thongh
this is agreeable with analogy, as well as .,
;:; Pand X,.1~ .)3]: one says also -5t .

and Ct. (L, TA.) And one says iZl; . J

Camels returning in the evening, or opernoon,
from pasture. (Msb.) [Hence,] . iS i dd %
;.'J [lit. ]Ic has not any camels, &c., tf/at go
away to pastuire, nor any that return fiom pos-
ture], meaning the has not anything: (S:) and
sometimes it means the has not any peoplc, or

party. (Lh., TA in art. j...u.) jkb 'b &U

I· . 14occurs in a trad. as meaning lIe gnove
me, of erery kind of cattle that returned to him
from pasture, a portion, or sort: and in another,
1.t Jt., as mcaning t [Property, or cattle,]
of rhich the pr!ft and recompense return to one:
or in each, as some relate it, thie word is with .
[i.e. i ; and 1;]. (TA.) V ? j .e means
Birds in a state of dispersion: or returning in
the evening, or afternoon, (8, },) to their places,
(S,) or to thei,r tests: (K:) or, accord. to the T,

in this case is for 'a , [a p]. of o;l,] like

· jh and ;A-., [pIe. of 5iI and AM,] and
means, in this instance, in a state of dispersion.
(TA.) - Also, [used as a subst., or an epithet in
which tihe quality of a solnbst. is predominant,] A
wild bull: so in the saying of EI-'Ajj6j,

, j u c-xjl !;l

I I

i. e. [I put my plaited thongs, and the curred
pieces of ,vood, or the corer, of the camerls srdtdle,
upon the back of (a camel like)] a ,rild ull
rained upon; for wheln he is mrined ulon, he
runs vehemently: ($, TA:) but the reading com-
monly known is,

a

[Nay, or nay rather, I .fiatied my bags for
travelling-n"otvrions &c. that were hnn,r upon
my camel, and the curved pieces of wiood if my
camers uldtle]. (IB, TA in art. · [,3).'h I

is there explained as meaning "my things that I
held in high estimation :" but the rendering that
I have given I consider preferable.])

i5!; [fem. of ;, used u a subst.,] and 
both signify the same; ($, Mgh, Mgb, X;) i. e.
An accidental prol.tly or quality that is per-
ceired by the sense of smelling; [or rather an
exhalation that is so perceired; meaning odour,
scent, or smellU;] (Mgh, Mgb;) syn., :; whether
sweet or stinking: ( .:) and the former, a sweet
odour which one perceives in the ,e_ [or breath
of the wind]: (L:) V the latter is fernm. [like the
former]: (Msb:) the pi. of the former is .;

and El-Hulwlneo mentions .b asu pl. of .;

[wlhich is pl. of t5 , under which see its other

1,_1t3 )W %:." .k4--g- ' a 3, J. 'O' ' 6 1 0,
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BOOK I.]

P)15.l. (AMgh.) You say, 1 Jl t -

and .. j in thte same sense [i. c. I perceived
the odour of the thingy]. (s.) And &.UII 6j,)

iLi. [This herb, or leguminous 'plant, has
a s;meet odour]. (La.) - It is said in the IC, that

--. La means t There is not in his

face any blood: but [SMN says thiat] this requires
consideration; for, accord. to A'Obeyd one says,

[Such aone camoe'to us not having in his face
any tingqe tof bloe,dl by reason qffi.ighf, or feari] :
andl accor.d. to theo A [and the Mfgh], one says of

a plerson whao hias come in frighit, or fear, C03
iL.35 ~ G...~ LS: (TA:) [accord. to Mlr,

hiowever,] one sometimes; says, 3.ijd~
witlhout addinig .; and an instanceof this occurs
in a trad. of Aboo-Jahil. (Mfgh.) - Z31;l also
signifies A rain o#f thse eveninig or afternioonj:
(11i, K(:) or, as Llb says on one occasion, [sinm-
p1y] r.ain: (TA:) pl. Cojj (Lb, Kg.)-[Ad

A clouid (;1a4.) that conmes in the eveningq or
afternioon. (klar p. (367.) - Sec also

C5V [Alorie, and maost, conducive to r.est or
ease]. (1~ in art. ~~.. Also llarinkq the
quialify etermed * -- [q. v.]) (Lthb, A, Mfgh, AM sl, IS)

in the thighs, (TA,) or in the legsj, (1,3, A,' Mgh,'
Ii)and feet, (S,) or in the feet: (Lathi, Mfgh,

A]1l)b:) frm. jj:(8, M!b:) and, pl. C:y (W)
Stuch was 'Omar; (IS, TA;) appearing as thiough)
lie were ridinbg wvhen othiers were walking: (TA:)
anid sutch is every ostrich.. Qq, TA.) You say also

ji #jJ, meanibing A foot spr.eadling in its feoile
piart : (Ltla, Mfgh, TxA.:) or turnin'sg over ukpon its

0 ~~~~~~i---a
.outer side. (TA.) - Also, and t C,& (15,) or

the hittter only is correct in this case, (TA,) F'ilde;
applied to a J..a. [q. v.]: (15., TA:) andl so the
latiter applied to anything : (Lath, TA :) so too
the former applied to a [bowl such ase is termned]

c :anid thc same also signifies shatllow; applied
to a vessel: (TA:) and so applied to a
[bowyl such as is termed] zm.0i. (,A, 1K.)

C*%: see the next pireceding paragraph.

Large, or liberal, in disposition; (S,
1,TA;) characterized by alacrity, checafadlnees,

br.is/ie,as, liveliniess, or slprightliness, disposing him
to promptness us acts qf liberality, kindness, or
beneficence: (~,0 A, L, 1K:') the former j. is said
by AAF to be substituted for3.. (TA. Mcntioned
in the L in thio present art. and in art. Ci-y) The

Arabs have many epithets like thiis, [as 1
.1 - a s 1 . . s I ..s -,

asnd LS3~ and oye-l and ,~il,] of the mea-

suire t...J,as though thecy were rel. no. (TA.)
It is also an ep,ithet applied to a sword, mean-

ing t ThWat shakes, (TA, and Ham p. 358,) as
thouigh br.isk, or pr*ompt, to strike: (Y~am:) or

mecaning of Aryaht, a town of Syria, (TA and
kIamn, [in the latter of which the phrase J~

C- is citedl in conifirmation from a poem of Sakhr

eI.Glhei,]) or a tribe of El-Yemen. (TA.)

k^il t Largeness, or liberality, of disppsition;
(8,15., TA;) alacrity, cheerfulness, briskness, lire-

liness, or spihlns,disposing one to prom ptness
in acts of liberality, kindntess, or bcn"ficence:

('A, L, K~:') the former ~jis said by A AF to

be substituted for j: (TA:) 1 accord, to Lh~,

signifies the same, and ISd thinks it to be an inf. n.,

of wvhich the verb is 53,j. (L: in whichl these two
ns. are mentioned in the present art, and in art.

Co [See also ~S and see 1.]) You say,

~ s3,M., (f~,La, IS,) or a~jl,t~~I 
(A~,) i. e. t Alacrity,, chceeffidnc.'s, &c., dixposing
hima .1o promptness in acts of liberpalit!y, aj rd
him. (5, A, La,K.) [See also 1, near the begin-
nting, whjere it is mentioned as ani inf. n.]

[pl. of ""j,and of 5,and or'5i 

C:3;jiA ep.: see C1j

~~ A si_gle rest: p]. ~,.(g,
Msb," TA.) - lence, thc e , of thle monith of

Rimadain, (K~, TA,) or CiW i)L [A form of
praycr p;erfrrnted at somae period of flhe niqht in
thec month of Rlamaddni, at!er t/he or.dinaryy
lprra?lcr of night fal, consisting of tweno!y, or worie,
r.ek'ahs, according to di'fe rentpesuis]

(Ml0 Mab, TA ;) so called becauiso the per-
former rests after each am3,3 whiich consists of
four rek'ahis; (Mfgh, Msb, 19,* TA;) or becauise
they used to rest between every two [pisof]
salut.ationts. (TA.) [See De Sacy's Chre.1.4i. Ar.,

see. ed., i. 107.8.] You say, pj M...&

[I p)erformaed eifh thf/em the prayer of the C- I.
(A,' Mght, M9b.)

C1 a ni. of place from 1: (Mob:) A place;
fromn tv/ich peolple go, or to n'h tic/a thecy return,
in th/c evening or offerinoont (or at any tine

sceel]. (~, M§yb,K.)- [IHence,] C.M~L LJ3L

La41.. t.5.M. ~ (S, and 1~ in art. jMU,) and

'~ a~,.. ; 5.M, Q( in that art.,) t Stach a one
rnsembled his father. [woithout exception,] in all
his states, conditions, or circumstances. (,s'
See also what next f ,llows.

C1j a n. of place fromt 4; (Mob;) meaning
Theo placed to which camels, and sheep; or goafA,
and cows or bulls, are driven, or brought, back
[from ftheir lplace of pastutre] in the eveninig, or
afeternoon; (Mh)the iaigkltly rest ing-place or
resort (~, Myb), K) of cattle, (Met),) or of cam?els,

(5 ~)and s/heep or goats [e5.c.]. (5.) C:-
withi fet-I~, in this sense, is wr.ong. (Mfgh, Msb.)

,* an- e pol4fwae
and ^ applied to apolfwae

left by a tor.rent, (~)and to a place, &c., (TA,)
and tie former, (A,) or the latter, (a,) to a brneinc,
(,A,) Smittcen [or blown up)on] by the min.id:

(~)and nr.4 nd t the latter origivnally

aY..-.4, applie~d to a tree blonwn upon byl
thc ivind: or blown about, or shalken, by t/he wrind,
so that its lear.es hare been inade to fall: or havingq
the dust scattered upon it by the mind. (L.)

:see

and its fem., with 3 : see

see 4

A place ina whlich, or through whichrl, the
irindal blow, ( ,TA,) and int whir/a they I.f/lice
the traces of dwellinigs : (TA :) and [lhence,] a

dlesert, or w'aferlcss desertg : 1,.: pl. ~l
[for ~ S)[See an ex. in a verse cited

voe in art. 

aj.v. (S,, A, Mylb, K) anid .. ('LI, K~) A
fani; a thinag, or an infinettriflh Irh ic/aone

fana himtself ( ` 't ): (~, A, M1yb, lZ :) psl.

Cj,.. Petfu used; applied to oil; A A;) aiid

to .. it [q. v.], (A'Obcyd, 8,) which latter is per-
fumid"witha mutsk. (A'Obecyd.)

J* iC A she-camoel thast lies down bl,ipeld

theo other canmcls. (IAQir, Az.)

,p13 Tie fifth of thse horses that run in a

race; (K, TA;) the numlier of which is test. (TA.)

applied to food, Thest orccasions ,,akarA

.flatulence in the belly. (A, TA.)

a n. of pilace: antd :,s suach meaningi.

tlie grare [as beirng. a pdare of resct or ease].
(I5amn p. 228.) [And as such] t A prr viar.

CjaL~ (~.)Also, accord. to rutle, a it. of'
time [i. e. A ffine ji rest or caste]. (1lanm uiii
sutipa.) - And a 1pass. part. ii. of' 10. (Id. il,idl.)

[As such]) meaning t Dead [for ~ ~ a

also ? [lit, at re.et or ease]. (Id. p. 2.5l.)

-Anid it mnay also be used as ani inif. n. of 10.
(1f.[in p. 2.2$.)

see the next preceding pairagraph.

TA) and (,TA,) iie, or it, (a thing, S,,)
.iime an(d wvent ;(T, ?, A, 1~ ;) [nent to and

firo;] was restless, or unsettled. (T, TA.) Oneo
5-yg Js ,j .- - .

tha see * thee 3 l j to [What aileth mie
thtIsete comining and going, or going to and

fr.o, duringq this dlay ?]. (A, TA.) Anid 

(,M, K) and >"jand ;,; )Sheo (a womnan)
trent about to and from tht e tens, or houses, of
her femnale nteiyhbours. (?, M, A, 1K.) Anid 

no.>j, , An-j n . A n

AI, K,J) [anbd app. ej>3 &c. as above], Thes
camels ;vent to anid fro in the placet of pasturie.

(AHjn, S, M, gs.) And ~aJ4Jt L,d*sAl :al, inf~ n.
.idj The cattle irent to andfiro ita ethe place of,

pasture. (A.) And & 1;11 jjl , inf. n. * and
i also]; and * zl..l;Tu

i.j
1
.>3j [and app. ;Ti

beastis piastured [goling to anid fs'o]. (M.) And

C,i.l zitj (T, M,) nor. iijJ (TA,) inf. n.
149

1

cj - .1.si
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1l;j; (T, TA) and ;.; and 4j), (TA,) Th,e wi,,d
became in motion, or in a state of commotion:
(T, TA:) or wered about. (M, TA.)_[Hence,]
;;CL 5lj [lit. His pillov mored to and fro;
meaning] t he mas, or became, retiesC, (g, A,) by
reason of disease or anzity': (A:) [or he wa, or
became, sleepless: for] a poet uses the phrase
~;j .js; u expresive of an imprecation, mean-
ing t Mlay .e be sleepless, so that her pillow may
,,t *emain still. (TA.) [And.isl .. i :) and
.ADS; ;.lJJ: see ;:)^.] n 1 aor.

(Mlb,) inf n. n;) (Myb, 1) and ;; (:;) and
* ,USi, (Mqb,) inf. n. ;t,;;; (1 ;) and t,J,Ll;
(TA ;) lie sought, sougght after, or desired; or
he sought, or desired, to find and take, or to get;
(Mqb, g;) a thing. (Myb.) [It seems to imply
the going to and fro in seeking.] You say, ,tj
Ji:, (?, A, Mgh, L,) and ;itj, (Mgh,) aor. '9,

(A, A, Mgh, L,) inf n. ;.J and ;;j; ($, L;) and
;,UsI; ($, A, Mgh, L;) [nnd tV as,1 , as appears

from what follows;] and simply ,I1; (L;) lIe
sought after herbage, (F, Mglh, L,) and water.

(Mgh.) And 'i ; blj, and (M, L,)

and .,J , and gj in. n. (T, M, L)
and ;j; (M;) and tbUjI; (T, M, L;) and
t,jp,l; (M, L;) He lookedfor, (T,) and sought
qler, Ae9bage, and a place in which to alight,
(T, M, L,) and chose thu bet [that he couldJind],

(T,) for his family. (T, M, L) And J
j;. The birds nekh after their sutenance,

go.ing to and fro in search of it. (A.) [Hence,]
ld * .bU)j He sought a st!ft place, (?, Mgh, L,)

or a ldoping place, ($, L,) for his urine, when he
desired to void it, (~, Mgh, L,) lest it should
return towards him, or sprinkle back upon him:
(LJ:) from a traml. (., L) j..01I st , aor. as
above, He questioned, or interrogated, [respecting
a person boloved,] the howue, or abode. (M.) -
,o13J ;J I pastured the beasts; as also
*O,j. (M.)

3. .j,) lle endeavoured to turn him [to, or
from, a thing]; as in the phraseei.'l J ;
lie endeavoured to turn him, or convwrt him, to
EIl-Isldm; occurring in a trad., in which the
agent of the verb is Mobammad, and the object is
his uncle Aboo-Tahlib ; syn. ~.I and .,;: (L:)
or & 3.j4 , (s,) or jJl ,s, (Mgb,)
inf. n. Ljjl,. and ,1:, ($, Msb, ],) [primarily]
signi lies I desired, (., MMb, ]~,e) or sought, (Meb,)
of him that he should do such a thing, or the
thing; (?,n MQb;) ;.;lI. implying contention
(a._....j:), because he whio desires, or seeks,
nifiets gentle, or bland, behaviour, like him who
deceives, or beguiles, and, like him, strives, or
labours, to attain his object: (Ms :) and [hence,]

jJ.l Q *sg1, and ,dc, Ie endeavoured to turn
hiim by blandishment, or by deceitful arts, or to
entie him to turn, from the thing, and to it;
eyn. j1;1;, (M, L,) or ;Ilj. (TT, as from the M.)
1i a;m ,~ly.,, in the ]gur xii. 61, means [lve
wrill endearour to turn his father from him, by
blandishment, or artifice, and to make Aim yield

him to us: or] wne will strive, or labour, to obtain
him of his father. (Bd, Jel.) And ' '!j1;
:£. [in the l(ur xii. 2.3] t She desired, or sought,

of him, copulation, or his ly/ing with her, using
blandishment, or artijfce, for that purpose; she
tempted him to lie with her: (T, and Bd in
xii. 23:) [more literally, she e,lcavoutred to turn
him, or entice him, by blandishment, or deceitful
arts,f.om his disdain, or disdlainful inrompliance,
and to make him yield himself to her:] and
Ip; p U >,j+ the desired, or sought, of her,
copudltion, &c. (T.) And - i *. ;j1 ; 1 i',
~ndeavoured to deceive him, or beguile him, and
to turn him [from his disdain, or purpose, or
vill,] by blandish mmtet, or artifice. (A.)

4. ,j:1, ($, A, [,) inf n. l;jtl and ;,yr and
[quasi-inf. n.] t j (.S, ]) and Zt .' (TA as
from the 1~ [but omitted in my MS. copy of the

]( and in the Ci]) and t.l'4 and t*,. * or
t '. , (accord. to different copies of the g,)

He acted, or proceeded, gently, softly, or in a
leisurely manner, (, A, !, TA,) in going, or

pace. (;, A, TA.) .- ;j, (S,) inf. n. ;;lA, (M,)
iHe acted gently, softly, or in a leisurely manner,

towards, or with, him; or granted him a delay,
or respite; let him alone, or left him,for a while;
syn. ;l. (S, M.*) _ Ilj:J ts : see 1, last
sentence. - ojl;, (M, L, Msb,) in£f. n. ! , (,
M, L, M.fb, V,) originally with , [i. e. ,jjl,]
because you say ,;lj: (S, L) in a similar sense,
(L,) He illed, wished, or desired, it: (l,* M, L,

:*) he loed, or liked, it; and cared for, or
minded, it; or sas rendered thoughtful, careful,
or an.Wous, byj it: (M, L:) or he deired it;
sought it, or sought after it; (l ;) and chose
it: (Msb:) [or] it d(liffers from .ij, inasmuch
as W;1 is sometimes merely conceived in the
mind, not apparent; whereas iL is never othier-
wise than apparent, either by act or by word:
(Aboo-'Obeyd EI-Bekree, TA:) Tb says that it
sometimes denotes loving, or liking, and some-
times it does not [as will be shown by what
follows]: and Lh mentions the saying .;.s'

;i., aor. O. l, inf. .n. a1, , with e substi-

tuted for . [as in .. for 4.j1, &c.]. (M.)
You say, IJSb &. Zo, [I desired, of him, such
a thing]. (A.) And ~.b C C ' [I
desired not aught save what t/owu didst, or hast
done]. (A.) [And I jl11 He desired to do
to him, or he intended him, such a thing;
whether good or evil: see I~ur xxxiii. 17, &c.]
And Kutheiyir says,

I

- -- ' .

*

*

[I desire to forget the remembrance of her, or
the mention of her; but it semw as though Leyld

ewre imaged to me in every road]; meaning

L.Sl jt .Jl. (M.) [And ISd says,] I think
that Sb has mentioned the phrase il 1 t.jlS,
Le. H'e intended, or meant, me by that. (M.)
[All often signifies lie intended, or meant, such

[BooK I.

a thing by a saying or an action.] WQ I.Ji
,lZ: O: ,1w > 1;.a:, in the I,ur xviii. 7i means

i [And theyfound therein a wall] that was near,
or about, tofall down, (Bd, Jel,) or that rwa ready
to fall tlown; though ;jl';! is only from an
animate being, and not properly predicable of a
wall: and there are many similar instances; as
the saying of a poet,

: t., ...i: * 
0-3 -- 3 U 0 J 1 3 0.

* *J L' L.s5't4> i:sJ.a. JJ

[Tlhe spear is ready to pierce the breast of Aboo-
Ilaru , but it turns aPay from the bloods of the
sons :f 'Oheyl]. (M.) [In like manner also] one
says, ;.1 Ij: t [lie was about, or ready, to
,recl,: a phrase of frequent occurrence; like

·t L,b and *j ,t4.]. (TA in arL ~, &c.)

_ You sy also, L,Lt ui #sJ1t, (M,) or IC
.A.t, (A, Mgll,) le endeavoured to induce him,
(M,) or he inrited him, or made him, (A, Mgh,)

to do the thing. (I, A, Mgh.) And L.~ #I':

J ,,t lie incited him, or made him, to write.
(Mgh.) And .i il S.I'1 ,Il: Ie constrained, or
necessitated, himn to speak. (AM, TA.)

5. ;,J lIe tremblied, or quaked, by reason of
extretne soflnes, or tendlerneu, andfatne. (KL.)

8: see 1, in four places.

10: see 1, in five places. - l , ': ,
ocurs in a trad. as meaning lie retuIrned, and

became gentle and submiussive to the comnmandl qf
God. (TA.)

sc1;: as ;5t;, with whiol it is syn. (., M1, g.)
;IJ [is its fern.: nndl] is a pl. ol . (L.)_
i,lj ;!.I1 A nwoman who goes about to and from
the tents, or houses, (,f her fetnale neighbours;
(AZ, As , , M, A, 1;) as also ;I; (TA) and
t;1j; ($, M) and t* ; (Aboo-'Alee, M) and
t* ]:j, like a;, anid t b (Ig.) You say

i;j S1 il;s^,. A xoft, or tender, nona(n; not
one that roves ,loiiut: in which the formner ;blj
may be witihout ., and thel latter must be so.
(A and TA in art. >1.) [Se ;>J; where it is
stated that J;I and o-tj and t;j, as epitlhets
applied to a girl or woman, arc syn., one withi
another, meaning Soft, or tender, c e., like ;I;

and e,jj and ;3j.] -_,; ~ A nind blowing
violently to and fro: (TA:) [andm t;.: ,
signifies the same; or wind in motion, or in a
state qf coammotion; or veering about: sec 1.)
[And] A wind blowiting gently; (A;) and so t 
and t L;2j (1K) and tlj. (TA. [See also art.

o.D])

;;;: see what next precedes.

;j; Gentlenes; or a leisurely man,aner of arliny
or proceeding. (S, Mf, A, K.*) [And accord. to
the TT, as from the M, so . bj; but this is a mis-
transcription, for j: sec this last, in art. Aj.]
You say, ij ,s 5 lie walks, or goes,
gently, softly, or in a leisurely manner. (S, A,

I

4



Boox I.]

][.) And its dim. is t . . (S, A, . [But see
what follows.]) They said t l,j., meaning
Gently, softly, or iN a leisurely manner; (T, ,
M,A, I;) withl tenween: (T:) and V`* ,. L1
TValk thou, or go thou, gently, &c.: (T, A :)'so
accord. to the lexicologists [in general]: but
accord. to 8b, it is a verbal n.: [for] they said,

I0.- -#-.-, , _j, meaning Act thou gently, softly, or
in a leisurely manner, tonwards, or with, Zeyd;
or grant him a delay, or re.pite; let him alone,
or leave him, fur a wvhile; syn. 4. 1: hence it
has no dual nor pl. nor fern. form: and hence
they say that it is for I;1;!, in the sense of ;0;1;
as thoughl it were an abbreviated dim., formed by
the rejection of the augmentative letters: this is
the opinion of Sb; for lhe holdIs it to be a sub-
stitute for ,jl; though it has a nearer resem-

blance to lj;! becauise it is a noin: others hold
it to be the dim. of .jJ, and cite the saying [of a
poet],
* . . ; : * - *S - ,

,~~. a~

sim r t- -- - .- ..-... : ~"s , v · .[As tihough he ,'ere like him n who walks, or goes, [explained in art. v]. (T.)
gently, &c.]: hut tlis is a mistake; for ;. is not 
put in the place of a verb, as . (M [originally ja] Will, vish, or desire; (.;Re s.1 (M.) ° ,' o' -AeIeord. to bn-Keyan, t-' .. j s eems to have 'and so t* o.j [originally ;j]: (M, L:) or thbAccord, to Ii-es(n 13 em to have. ·- former signifies a thing that one 'wishes, or desirestwo contr. signifieations; for they said, I. j j, and strives to obtain: (T in art. ., :) and themeaning Leave thou Zeyd, or let him alone; and latter, c, or lkig, for thing; and aoliiadc latter, loce, or liki,9g, for a thjing; anid solieitugdalso meaning act thlr,t gentltd towards, or n,piithalso meaning act tho gentry toi ardls, or h witT, respecting it: (M, L:) or the latter signifies ne,d, and retain him, or n'itMwld h im. (TA.) kind, or manner, of nwishing or desiring; as in theOne saye also, 1,, W-34j, meaning Act thout . - - $ jt· Saying, ·l a3 [I wrished it, or desired it,gently, &e., towards, or nith, 'Amr; svn. . wi [,· rvit4 ever'. ktind, or manner, of wishing or desir.(T,' ., M,' 1:) the .g in this case being a deno- ing]. (M.)
tative of allociation, (T, S, M,) and having no 
plafe in the desinential syntax: (S, M :') it is ;:J: see :j.
added only when #j is uqed in the sense of an .3j is umed in tj: se s,~is.imperative; (T, S, . ;) and to prevent confusion j: see
of himn whlo is incant to be addressed with him ;; sec >, in two places.wlio~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~1~ ie e not innatwo plaeiise1..who is not meant, hecannise .. j applies to one -and to more thlan one and to thie male and to the , originally an inf. n. a-d Jl on t~~~~~~~ll .'~ Thefemale; thouigh sometimes one says _lJ..j to a il bull; [a specie of bovine antelope;] (M;)
person whien one does niot fear his being con- called 3t.lJI 4, because he goes to and fro, notfoundled withi another, using the :1 as a corro- remaining in one place; (M in art.. ;) orborative. (T.) In this case, t?t. is an abbrc- because lie pasturcs going to and fro; (Tand$*vitddm . o t i n f- .,and M in that art. ;) or because his femalesviated dim,te. n. J,t i. of 1.j (;.) In pastue with him, going to and fro. (T in thatlike manner also one says, (.K, TA,) to a male,o m easons ,RTA toa art.) Also, the latter, A man vwho comes and(TA,) ' .' ;; [Act thou gently, &c., to'ards, goes. (Kr., M unl TA in art. .pi.) And t A nianj [Ac tho genty,-&., tpor nith, ne ]; and to a female, ;T.j.j; and u/ho is in the /tabit of visiting womnen. (AA, T.tr"t 3h (l, TA) to two persons; (TA;) and .K in that art.)
and t 3*5,3j; (., TA) to males more thaln ' ;-

a·. ,, -a-, e .Stwo; (TA;) and v . , (K, TA) to fe- ... - ,.males more than two. (TA.) t'ojj is used in . . ;ll, (.K,) or .g.~ jJl, (L,)four different manners: first, as a verbal n.; as [mentioned in this art. thoughl the ; should be
0in 6,4 5 'J., (. , K,') i- e- c ;j1 (E, mcan- regarded as radical,.for] it is not genuine Arabic,i i.* N3, ' . e. ~~j,:QIt, mean- (c(L,) [Clhina-rhubri.b;] a nell-known m edicine;ling I [expl. above]: (., ] (:) secondly, as an (K;) a certain cool medicine, gqood for the liverinf. n.; as in ,w , ,..jj [virtually meaning the (L:) the physicians add an I to it, (1],) sayingsame]; the former word being prefixed to the C,;l: (TA:) there are four kinds thereof; thelatter, governing it in tie gen. case; (~, M, 1 ;') best of which is the d..; and inferior to this is

like ,UI$I , , in the ]Cur [xlvii. 4], (;, M,") in the whlici is [commonly] known by thewhich the inf n. is put for its verb; (Jel;) and appellation of .. j,, .,Z,, used by the veteri-
like .J-1 ,~J [expl. in art. jjc]: (M:) thirdly, narians: it is a black [app. a mistake for red, oroas an epithet; as in fjj 1.' , 1;1 [They wcent, yellow,] woold, of compound powers, but its prc-

or journe at a gentle, or leisurely, rate of ominant qualities are heat and dryne. (TA.)

'e

or journsed, at /?eat/e or l~im ely, rat of domnan u lt , a e ta n r n , T. 

going, or journeying]; (Sb, 8, 1 ;) and I
9 l.~j, in which !~ is suppressed: (T:) fourthly,
as a denotative of state; as in t'V.1j --- il &
[Thle !eople, or party, ment, or journeyed, going,
orjourneying, gently, or leisurely]; it being herc
in connection with a determinate noun, and there-
fore a denotatire of its state. (S, .K.) Whan it is
used as a threat, it is with nagb, without tenween;
(Lth, T, M ;*) as in the saying of a poet,

* b 0W t j*

[Act thou, or proceed thou, gently, lext our coursers
neigh, one to another, in El-'Irdk: it is as
though thou wvert with Ed-Daldulk, his sum-
moner to battle having already risen]. (Lth, T.)
Sb mentions his having heard thdie saying, blt

)aa1Jh La t43 4 > ;l ;1i ['BY
God, hadst thou desired the money, I had given
thee: let alone the poetry: Ls beinglihere redundant]:
(T, M:) like the phrase, JI (M:) and
s i m i l a r to·t h i s i s t h R n v ;, 6.;smilar to this is the .,.,. -- '. ---*, * .&"
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J jO: see 4, first sentence: and see also .;,
throughout.

1: ace .1-.
bli;,; see ;,;
[.~ and , or adj.: see 4, first sen-

te,nce. 

,,1 [act. part. n. of 1, Goming and going;
moving to andfro; &c.]. [Hence,] a.,3; ig'

see ;1;. And .i4'; 1s.; (pl. of t.st1; 4s
lBeasts pasturing at pleasure: (T:) or going to
and frio [in the place of pasture]: or pasturing
together rwhile the rest are debarred from the
pasture, or tied. (M.) And 11:h ac see ;;,

last two sentteces. And L.ji st; [lit. mhose
pillow meos to and fro; meaning] t a man rest-
less by reason of disease or anziety; (A;) or
tuneasy on his pillore by reawon of aniety that
disquiet# him: (TA:) [or sleeplsu: see 1.] And
;d l .. 1 The 1ta of the eye, i. e. the mote, or
the lile, that has fallen into it, or the foiul, thick,
white matter that collects in its inner corner,
and] that moves to and fro ( ) therein. ($.)
- The handle of the hand-mill, (Q, M, A, C,)
which the grinder grasps (S, M, A) when Itse
turns round the mill-stone (P, A) therewith. (A.)

See also . - One who is sent ($, M, A,
Mghli, L, 15) before a lpople or party (Mgh) to
seekfor herbage (g, M, A, Mgh, L, Ol) and rowater
(MghI) and the plawes rwhere rain has fallen;
(L;) or one who looks for, and seeks, herbage,
and a place in which to alight, antl chooses the
best thereof; (T;) and t ;1; signifies the same;
(g, M, I1 ;) the latter occurring in the poetry of
Hudheyl; (M;) [originally ;.J,] of th masure
JW in the sense of the measure JIA, (., I,)
like . in the sense of ;ji, (q,) or'of the mca-
sure Jla deprived of its mnedial radical letter, or
of the measure JW, [originally .jJ,] but if so, it
is a kind of rel. n.; not an act. part. n.: (Ms:) the
l. of the former is .tj (M, A, L) and ;1;. (L.)
One says, a. . tJ 'l ,.i jJ,, (T, Mgh,) or
IJ ., .,,.i. , (.,) [The seeker ofherba,ge,

cc., will not lie to his family,] for if hie lie to
lhem he perishes with tbem: (IHlam p. 547:) a
provy. applied to him who will not lie when iho
relates a thing. (M.) And hence the saying,
.,lh .,31 LyeJI I Fever is the meencgr that
Precedes death; like the messenger that goes
before a people, or party, to seek for herbage andl
rater. (Mghi, TA.) Hence, likewise, ,51 is also
pIplied to t One rwho goes before with some abomni-
able deed or design. (TA.) And to tA seekAer
f science or knonwledge. (L, from a trad.)
Hence also,] ~.hi. ,;' Ul and tI;0 t[I
m the seeker of an object of want]: and M,.U
51;.JI ;1 t [.Mhen who are the sekers of the
!bjects of want]. (A.) -Also One reho has no
lace in wehich to alight or abide. (T in art. j,
nd TA.) ~ [See also art. .]

;,;lj a subst. that is put in the place of ;1,j1
0. -nf. n. of 8], and of l; [inf. n. of 4]. (T in

~rt. O.~) -149) 14!) *

U

1

)

e

t

d

r

t 

going, 

or jour?ieX�R.91 ; (Sh, 8, 1� ;) and 1.�C 0 #,,0 seC 4. first sentence: and see also * "

00,J 

N.3j : A3ii,

in 

wliich 1~ is suppressed: (T:) fourdfly, tliroughout.

as 

a denotative of state; as in 'rt"" '#' ' '

loi 

A-JJ, it- li 1 --- 1

[7'Iie 

Imople, or party, metit, or journeyed, going, .3j : ace b;j.

orjourne,ying,,gently, 

or leisurely]; it being here' 0,1~ and kcoxW#"P or ac'dl.�#W.J : see 4, first sen-

in 

connection with a determinate noun, and tlicre- tence.

fore 

a deybotative of its state. (�, ]�.) Whon it is

used 

as a tlireat, it is with nagh, without tenween; it'j [act. part. n. of 1, Coming and going;

(Ltli, 

T, M;*) as in the saying of a poet, movin C3' *g.*

q 

to andfro; &c.]. [Hence.,] 3 lj

6,
see 

ti. And A ,i

ls; 

[pi. of 3J31;

Beasts 

paduring at pleasure: (T:) or going to

andfi.o 

[in the place of pasturtt]: or pasiuring

[Act 

thou, or proreed thou,.qently, lext oui. coursers together while the rest are debarred frona the

neigh, 

one to atiothei., in EVIrdh : it is as posture, or tied. (M.) And 3J2j ace "blip

thoiigh 

thou ivei.t icith Ed-Daldid'k, his sum- ' i�j

last 

two sentences. And bcjji .151; [lit. miase

monei. 

to battle haviny already risen]. (Lth, T.) 1 .

Sb 

mentions his havinF beard the sayin- g., pillow ntom to and fro; meaning] 1 a man rest-

&V 

�bli

6,9 

less by reason of dimase or anxkty; (A;) or

tinea�y 

vit his pillow by reawn of ana-key tAat

God, 

hadst thou desired the money, 1 had

g"" 

diyqtiiets him: (TA:) [or :Ieepku.. me l.] And

thee: 

letalone thepoetry: 1* beinglicre redundant]: 20

1. 

�ftol Al.; The j13a of the eye, [i. e. the mote. or

(T. 

31:) like the nhrnap- &A - f 1W A

9i LYW L91`.W C.PM OZ* A~1
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a'.5
jj,l Gentle, or quiet, and unnoticed in opera- 1

tion: so in the saying, eb 3 ,j.l jlJl [Time, 

or fortune, is gentle, or quiet, and unnoticed in 
operation; characterized by changing accidents]. a

(,TA.)~.tooI [Afore, and most, desirows], 

occurring in the prov., AM U) O . - t

,j1 [If thou desire me, I am more desirous of E

thee], is said by Akh to be altered from jl; t

and thus to be like j.J, in the phrase Je &1

,.,. originally ,O -. (MF.)

s1: see what next precedes.

;1 A place where camels go to and fro in

pasturing; (I8, ;) as also ;1... (K.) And

1 ;,- The place where the trind [blows to

andfro, or] goes and comes. (., TA.)

1.0' [What is 'illed, or wished;] desired;
sought, or sought after; and chosent: (Msb:)
loved, or liked. (L.) [Intended, or meant, by a
saying or an action.]

: see 4, first sentence.

A certain well- knon intrument, (M sb,)
[resembling a bodkin, or small probe, tapering

towards the end, but blunt, generally of wood or

bone ot irory or silver,] with which the [black

pondr called] J is applied to the eyes;

(TA;) syn. J , (, M, A, ]i,) and Jl.i: so

called [because it is passed to and fro along the

edges of the eyelids,] from ;1 signifying "he, or

it, came andl went:" (Mgh:) pl. j&. (Mob.)

_The pivot of the sheare of a pulley, if If iron.
(y;, 1.*)- A woo·den pin, peg, or stake; syn.

,.i3. (M?, ~.) - An iron [swivel] that turns

,round ins the .tq.J [i.e. bit, or bit and bridle]:

(', ] :) or an iron [swivel] thich is attached to

the .; qf the colt [or horse] and of the hawk,
[i. e., to the halter, or leading-cord, of the colt or
hor.e, and the leash of the hawk,] and which,
rhen he turns round, turns round with him: (A:)

or the jl;'., also called the V 0' ';, are the

two rings in [either of] which is the extremity of

the jl.j [or side-piece of the headstall of the

horse]. (IDrd, in his "Book on the Saddle and

lridle.") You say, ojj . u L,r ; j,I l JI ;Jl

[Tlhe colt, and the hawk, wvent round, attached to

the ]. (A.) -A joint; syn. J.... (M.)

_ t A limit, or an extent, to which one runs:

so in a trad. of 'Alee, in which it is said, 5,
.. .... · .. # .e .-a4'1 1)t&. at l [Verily there is a

limit, or an extent, for the sons of Umeiych, to

,h.ich they ruin]: from .lj; as signifying J0 l.
(TA.)

[ as meaning A candidate for admission

into a religious order, during his state of proba-
tion, is a conventional post-classical term. So too
as meaning A devotee, whtse sole endeavour is to
comply with the n ill of God.]

J;" ju *: ee ;I.
S -~~~~~~~

; : see ;I,. - [Also pass. part n. of 10.]

sti - u.,
4t~~ ;1 a Ja --- -. J 

rhe sayings !.J : ; _ ; and a1-. 3 fi a
are expl. s meaning t The liAe of such a (

nan, and the like of such a woman, is sought ti
after, and coveted, by reason of the high estima- f

ion in which he, and she, is leld: and it is said c
.bat the meaning is, t. and 14±.; the

J being redundant. (M, TA. [The latter clause
seems to indicate a different meaning from that h

before expressed: but for this I see no reason.J)

2.) 
2. ,j;: see

8. ,sUj se a.w
.1i; and LS I;:for both, see j,,Ij: and for

Lhe latter, see also , 1 21*

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I),

W0jg ~ ~~~ ,

(S1 , Msn, A, MoTb,K I,) nor. Ub3y S,
hin"f. n. Ml , (, A, M- b, K) and I-- (S,

M, I,) or the latter is used poetically for the for-

mer, and hJe (M,) Ie brohke, or trained, (M,
]t, M sb,) a colte, (, ,) or beast, (o!, A, M sb,)

and made it easy to ride upon: (M:) or he
taught it to go: (A:) and inf. n. s

he did o well, or vigorously. (S, TA.). Hence,
d.L. Wi; t [He mtade his ompanion easy and

tractable]. (TA.)- [Hence also,] ;i Atj
t [le trained, disciplined, or .bdutted, himself:
orm] he became clement, or forbearing. (M sb.)
bAnd eLx pr s t t f [rain, discipline, or

subdue, thyself well by piety]. (A, TA.) _

[1Ience also,] , 1'iJ kcl±3I el; t [The poet

rendered rhymes, or verses, easy to him by p7rac-

tice]. (A, TA.) And " W 1i ? u;j t lie made
an affair easy to him; syn. , q. v. (TA in

art. ,,H.)-[ence also,] ;JI ^ iif. n.

r t I bored the pearls: and a.oirjl X.A ,

and l~l J~Z, t It is dflicttlt to bore, and ea.J
to bore. (A, TA.)

2: see 1, in tiree places. a (K,) inf. n.

me (TA,) lIe kep,t to gth a [pl. of ( ,

q. Y.]- OP) ;IJI wog SK)or ;1
(M, A,) lIe, or it, (a man, S, or a torrent, M,
or the rain, A,) made the clear or bare land, (S,
Is,) or the land, (M, A,) a Lo ;. (, 1M, K.)

And .,bjl ,, ' dell God mnade the land d

(M.)

3. tbl1e, (S, A,[He,n) 1so,] L ,: or

I.~~ ; L , (A,) inf. n. a;lyo, (Mgh,) 1 He
coaxed, wheedled, dbeguiled, or delutded, himn; (S,

A, Mlgh, n;) and he endeavoured to dleceive or
beguile him; like as he does who is training a

beast not yet rendered perfectly tractable; (Mgh;)
in order to make him enter into such a thing or
affair; (s;) or until he entered into such a thing.

(A.) - Hence,A (Mgh) i JI I It Tlat

mnode of selling nhich is termed a.,' I ' 

(Mgh, K;*) which is when one describes to a man

[Door 1.

n article of merchandise not present with him:
Slb, I1C:) this is said in a trad. to be an action

hat is disapproved: (I :) but some of the pro-
essors of practical law allow it when tlhe article

if merchandise agrees with the description. (L.)

4. s.llj (Yaakoob, S, A) and ,, ; (Ya;toob,

It (a place) became abundant in its ~,b [pl.

i,f L , q. v.]; (Ya9 koob, S, A;) as also

.,~.-I. (A.) And ,./ l ',jjl and . I,
Tlhe land becatme clad with plant.s, or herbage

(M.) -[And bence,] j,l S It (a ivallcy) had
uater stagnating, or remaining, or collectinig, in
it; (., A, Myb, g ;) concealing its bottom; (A ;)

is also t ll: (S, M, A, Msb, :) anid so
the former vcrh, (S,) or t both, (A,) said of a

watering-trouf,ghl: (S, A:) or, when said of a
waterin,g-trough, the former verb signifies it

hnad its bottomn, or lower part, coaered wnith
water: (.M :) and t the latt-r, 1 the water spread
nr.idell upon the suafree thereof; (M ;) and so
tihe fiormer too: (TA :) or t the latter, it had a

cixwcient quantity f wateacr poured into it to
ronceal its bottom; (0, 9;) or to cover its bottom,
or lon'er part. (L, TA.) - And fiom obl, said
of a watering-trough, hlias originated the saying,

(S,) I1i,1 Ij. ' tt They tldrank until tity

thoroughly satisfied their thirst. (S, I.*) And
o,ljI also signifies t lle drank a secondt draught

aftr a first. (I.) =- u1 i ,.b: seC 2.
-_ [Hence,] .,a 11 s,bljl t lie poured iito the
watering-trough a .#ficient quantity of water to
conceal its bottom. (TA.) - And hlience, (TA,)

.t.bjt, said of a vessel, It It satijsfied their thirst:
( ], ]g :) or it satisfied tlwir thirst in some degree.

(M, TA.) IIence the saying, 1.t .' ~,
And lhe called for a vessel which oe;dli .satisfy

(.K, TA) in some degree (TA) the [number of

men termed a] Jo;; (C, TA;) occurring in a

trad., (TA,) accord. to one relation, but the moro
· #A

common is /., (1, TA,) with tlhe single-
pointed ¥. (TA.)__~ljl also signifies t Ie
poured milk upon milk; (s;) accord. to A'Obeyd;
but hle deems it strangre. (TA.)

6. .. ;1.11 in selling and bumying is syn. with
,,

k 5.q 1; i.e. The increasing [of the sunm

qOffered] andl diminishing [of the sum demanded]
chick takle Ilace betmveen the two parties baryain-

ing; as though each ,f them ,rere making his

companion easy and trlactable; from LIg I ns

inf. n. of ,.ol in the first of the senses expl.

above. (TA.) In the phlrse iali1 Lbl63,,

meaning t Tlhey coaxed, wheedled, beguiled, or
(deluded, each other, nith iespect to the article of
merchandise, [in the manner exrplained above, or

otherrwise,] the omission of the prep. ['.s] re-
quires consideration. (Mgh.) You say also,

J l 1 9 La3 t Tley practised dixsimulation,
or shorwed feigned affection, each to the other, in,

or respecting, the thing, or affair; as also Iibj:
(TKI in art. j :) a1 j o ---l is syn. with

JLZI. (M and K in art. ,W.)

8. ,aUjl, said of a colt, (1~,) and ,UI,
(S, A,) said of a she-camel, (S,) or of a beast

n 

article of merchandise not prmnt wiih him:

Slb, 

]�..) this is said in a trad. to be an action

hat 

is disapproved: (IS:) but some of the pro-

cosors 

of practical law allow it when the article

if 

merchandise agreea witit the description. (L.)

4. 

wbtjt (Yaqkoob, S, A) and ,b3j; (Yagtoob,

It 

(a. place) became abundant in itc ,bG4 [pi.

5f 

q. v.] ; (Yaqboob,

a-1b3J 

,t;) as also

�wat.�t. 

(A.) And %:-b3jI and

rite 

land becante clad with plantx, or herbage

:'M.) 

- [A nd lietice,] pbtjt 1 It (a Ysiticy) had

i.ater.itagpiating, 

or iemaining, or collectipig, in

�t 

; 

(�, A, Mqb, K ;) concealiiag iIs bottoppi ; (A ;)

is 

also V ,bl.,Zwt : (S, bi, A, M!b, aiid so

1e 

former verb, (.S,,) or t botli, (A,) said of a

byateriii,,.-trouf,li: 

(g, A:) or, when said of a

hyntei.in,t,r.trough, 

the former verb shmifies i R

rtad 

iix buttopn, or lower part, coreted n.ith

�47agep.: 

(31:) and * the latt#,r, 1 the roaley, spread

Ps.itle�ol 

upon the suiftere theieof; (AI and so

[lie 

former too: (TA:) or t the latter, U had a

ciifflciepit 

quantity qf waler potip.eii ipito it to

runceal 

ifit botiont ; (0, 19;) or to covey. its bollom,

Dr 

lonver 

part. (L, TA.) - Aijd fiom wb;ji, said

of 

a 

watering-trough, lias origitiated the saying,

(g,) 

1 

tt They tliank until ilwy

_*.bljt 

�.� im�z

thoroughly 

sati!Md theii. thirst. (S, V.*) And

,paljt 

also signifies t lle diapth a mcontl diatighg

:68 

is.

a.fter 

ace 2.

-[Hence,],��l 

Alj; tllopoured isitothe

matedng-troiigh 

a v# cient quantity of water to

conceal 

its bottom. (TA.) - And lience, (TAJ

9, 

' 

'S

,.t..btjt, 

said of a vcgsel, t It. satisfied theit. thirst:

]g:) 

or it sati4ficd tlwip. thirst in &onto degree.

(AI, 

TA.) IIence the saying, 1

And 

he called for a vessel which Youtelil Vatixfy

(1�, 

TA) in 3onie degiec (TA) the [pautpabet. of

nien 

tei-med a] QC,TA;) occurritic, in a

trad., 

(TA,) accord. to one relittioij, but the nioro

? #A
commoli 

is lla�ki, (1�, TA,) with tl;e'single-

poisited 

�,o. (TA.)_,AljI also signiries f 1Ie

poured 

milk upon vailk; (g;) accot.d. to A'Obeyd;

but 

lie deenis it strantre. (TA.)

6. 

! J 1.1 1 in selling and buying in sj?1n. ivith

',
kpt" 

I; i. e. 4' The [of the suna

qff�i.ed] 

aitel dikninishing [of the sum dernan(lod]

ivltich 

talie place bettveen Iito two partiev baigain-

ing; 

as though each if them ivere malting his

companton 

easy antl tractable; from 1.bu as

itif. 

n. of 'fj in the first of the senses expl.

above. 

(TA.) In the plitwo JRA 1 L,631,PP

mcanin- 

tTlie!l coaxed, mheedkd, bequiled, or

deluded, 

each other, it-ith ieslwct to the article of

inerchandise, 

[in themannor explained above, or

other7vi.,ce,] 

the omission of the prep. [j) re-

qttires 

consideration. (Mgh.) You say also,

La3W 

t Tlicy practised dixtimulation,

or 

showed feigned affection, each to the other, In'

or 

respecting, the thing, or affair; m also l;ibtj:

(TK 

in art. Jl� :) a 1 j " ---Is is eyn. with

i�1)1 

' A3liz

JJALZI. 

(M and Kin art. ,W.)

8. 

,aUjl, said of a colt, (1�,) and j,..bUjl,

(�, 

A,) said of a she-camel, (,�,) or of a bent

rhe 

sayings t�� >5z_4 CiyA ana ob5--* du W urA c4f&gL4u uj ,W, j- ---

,1,LW 

are expl. as meaning t The liAe of such a (Slb, ]�..) this is said in a trad. to be an action

nan, 

and the like of swch a woman, is sought hat is disapproved: (]g:) but some of the pro-

tfter, 

and coveted, by reason of the hi_qh extima- fessors of practical law allow it when the article

ion 

in which he, and 31te, is lteld: and it is said of merchandise agreea witit the description. (L.)

Aat 

the meaning is, and Lt.Lta., the

4. 

wbtjt (Yaqkoob, S, A) and (Yagtoob,

being 

redundant. (M, TA. [The latter clause W03)

ieems 

to indicate a different meaning from that ?) It (a. place) became abundant in itc ,bG4 lpi.

,t;) 

as also

�efore 

expressed: but for this I see no reasionj.) of Li", q. v.] ; (Yaqboob, ?,

(A.) 

And ,,bjV and :JJ

Tite 

land becante clad with plantx, or herbage

f. 

(M.) - [A nd lietice,] WjI 1 It (a Ysiticy) had

2. 

or iemaining, or collectipig, in

it 

A, Mqb, concealiiag iIs bottoppi ; (A

8. 

uy. see also V (?,M, A, M!b, aiid so

the 

former verb, (.S,,) or V botli, (A,) said of a

W.13i 

and for both, see and for watering-trough: (?, A:) or, when said of a

U-, 

0 C

Lhe 

latter, see also watei.intr.trough, the former verb sigmifies i R

had 

iix buttopn, or lower part, coreted n.ith

P47agep.: 

(31:) and * the latt#,r, 1 the roaley, spread

ii.itle�ol 

upon the 3upfiere theieof; (AI ;) and so

J JI
(S,nf,A,Aft;b,lg,) 

nor. ti former too: (TA:) orfthclatter, :;thada

.

Alifficicilt quantity qf waler potip.eii ipito it to

f. n. 

1.6 . ) and A�j, (�, conceal ifit botiont ; (0, 19;) or to covey. its bollom,

Af, 

I�,) or ihe latter is uged poetically for t�ic for-

60- 

ot. lonver part. (L, TA.) - Aild flom WMJ1, said

mer, 

and �.9a3JI (M,) .7Ie broke, or iiained, (M, of a watering-trough, lias origitiated the saying,

]g, 

M9b,i) a colt, or beast, (ivl, A, Mob,) J .9 _. A '

(?,) 

13..blit " tt T, ey tliank until ilwy

apid 

made it easy to ride tipoia: (M:) or he LW,*, ' 71

* 

*5 thoroughly sati!Md theii. thirst. (S, V.*) And

laugltt 

it to go: (fA:) and inf. n.

h-103i 

~ " Wj% also signifies t 110 diapth a secontl diatighg

hedid3owell,orvi.gorotal!l. 

(?,TA.)-llence, :68 is.

--- 

1 1 . a bioi

d.t-t- 

Wi;j t [He tpaade his rompanion easy and fter a first. QC.) z= 131 dll Patjl: ace 2.

[Hence,] 

��l pblj; t lle poured isito the

tractable]. 

(TA.)- [Hence also,] 4-ij 'wJ matering-trough a m# cient quantity of water to

t 

[Ile iiained, disciplined, or ,nibtitied, himself: ffi

conceal 

ill bottom. (TA.) - And lience, (TAJ

om.] 

he becapne clement, or fot.beai-iiag. (Mql).) ., , s

L53jua 

' ' L * t" : 17'iain, discipline, or .t..btjt, said of a vcgsel, t It. satisfied theit. thirst:

And 

14 I" "03J

(�,* 

]g:) or it sati4ficd tlwip. thirst in &onto degree.

srtbdue, 

thyself well b� piety]. (A, TA. All, TA.) IIence the saying, 1

[1Ience 

also,] '1;�l t11 ,at, t [The poet

&, 

, A yod he called for a vessel which Youtelil Vatixfy

i.endered 

rhymes, or versm, emy to .him by ps.ac- (1�, TA) in 3onie degice (TA) the [pautpabet. of

lice]. 

(A,TA.) And 5.; W V,,b3j tlleioade ,en tei-med a] "#;; QC,TA;) occurritic. in a

"---1' 

F2

an 

affair eajry to li'im; syn. &W.", q. v. (TA in trad., (TA,) accor(l. to one relittioij, but the nioro

A 

1 6, . i "

art. 

also,] 'jljJt iiif n. commoli is (1�, TA,) itli tl;e'single-

'tij' 

' X 1 also signiries t 1Ie

boied 

the peai.13: and La 1 J ' ' --- poisited �,o. (TA.)_,Wj

poured 

milk upon vailk; (9;) accot.d. to A'Obeyd;

&I 

19 is d; eaqj

and 

a.,btj fftcttli to bore, and but lie deenis it strantre. (TA.)

to 

bore. (A, TA.)

in 

selling and buying in sj?1n. ivith

2: 

see 1, in tliree places. Wb3j, (1�,) inf- n. ' a #S

i.e. 

'Tlje [of the suna

(TA,) 

lle kept to the pl. of ks�t" t;

-09 

U qff�ied] anirldikninishing [ofthe sum dernanded]

q. 

Y.I. OP) or ichich talie place bettveen lito two partiev baigain.

(M, 

A,) 11e, or it, (a man, S, or a torrent, AI - though each if them ivere malting his

or 

the 

rain, Aii) made the cicai. or bare land, (�, companion easy antl tractable; from Lbu

IS,i) 

or the land, (M,A,) a i,,f. n. of 4.0. fj in the first of the senses 'expl.

Arid 

,bj-jt 11 'V wbljl God inade the land hA�,j. ---Lis Cl,'

above. 

(TA.) In the plitwo aal, 3>1P

(M.) 

mcanincr tTlie!l coaxed, wheedled, bequiled, or

3. 

Lb deluded, each other, it-ith ieslwct to the article of

.31j, 

(�, A, IS! J111 LSU, (�,) or

1.�� 

inerchandise, [in themannor explained above, or

(Mgbl) 

1 He otler7vi.,ce,l the omission of the prep. [j) re-

coaxed, 

wheedled, beguiled, or delteded, Itini; (8, qttires consideration. (Mgh.) You say ' also,

A, 

Mglj, n;) and he endeavoured to tlecet'vd or

beguile 

him; like as he does n)ho is training a La311i tTlicy practised dixtimulation,

beast 

not yet rendered perfectly ti.actable; (Mgh;) or showed feiqned affection, each to the other, in,

in 

order to make him entei. inlo such a thinq or or respecting, the thing, or affair; m also

fjSt 

is syn. with

affair; 

(g;) or until he eptieied into 3uch a iltipiq. (TK in art. A� iAl

--- 

" "' '.2

(A.) 

- Hence, (Mg1Q i�aswi That ' ' '

JJill;J1. 

(M and Kin art. jl&i.)

niode 

of selling nhich is termed aLIi " 1 (1�,) and j--.bUjl,

NJ 

8. ,aUjl, said of a colt

(Mgh, 

K;*) which is when one describes to a inan (�, A,) said of a she-camel, (,�,) or of a bent
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(41;), (A,) It became broken, or trained. (C, A,*

k, TA.)-_ [And hence,] U J til C..;ujl

t [The rhymes, or verses, became rendered easy
by practice to the poet]. (A, TA.)

10. .i..l: see 4, in five places. - Also t It
(water) stagnated; or remained, or collected, in a
place. (TA.) - And tIt (a place, S, M, J~)
ras, or became, wide, ample, or spacious. (8,

M, Myb, K.) - And [hence (see its part. n. be-

low)] .U!1 .k .- j. The mind was, or became,
dilated, free from straitness, cheerful, or happy.
(IS, TA.)

4..
hoa~: see the paragraph next following, near

the middle, in three places; and again, in the last
sentence of the same.

L,b. (., M, A, Mqb, 1) and * aiJ (AA, A,

O) and * L.j (TA) [seem to be best rendered,
in general, A meadow; meaning, a verdant tract
of land, somewhat watery; or (as in Johnson's
dictionary) ground somewthat nwatery, not ploughed,
but covered with grass and lonrs: and some-
times, a garden: accord. to the following ex-
planations:] verdant land: a place where water
collects, and the herbage becomes abundant, twith-
out trees: or fresh green herbage, with water, or
having nater by its side; not otherwise: or, ac-
cord. to Aboo-Ziyid El-Kilibee, a tract of plain
land, producing [lote-trees of the hind called]
j.,; which may be of the extent of Baghddcd:
and also, of herbs, or leguminous plants, and
fresh green herbage: (M:) or this last [only]:
(S:) or a tract of plain land, in n'hich are J;l.
[perhaps here meaning ants' nests, as these are
generally found in soft soil,] and soft hillocks, in
the lowv, or best and most productive, parts of a
country, where water stagnates, or remains, or
collects, at least a hundred cubits in extent: (M:)
or a tract of sand, and of fresh green herbage,
wrhere water stagnates, or remains, or collects;
so called because of the stagnation, or remaining,
or collecting, of the water therein: (A, 15, TA:)
it is said that %L,. is mostly applied to a place
where beasts pasture at pleasure: some say that
it signifies a land having maters and trees, and
sweet, or pleasant, jfloers: (TA:) or a place
that is pleasant with flowers; said to be so called
because the waters that flow thither rest there:
(Mqb:) it is said in the 'Inayeh, that t e 4 [per-
haps a mistake for "L ] signifies a garden; and
in common conventional language, one having
rivers, or rivmlets: MF says that rivers, or rivu-
lets, do not necessarily belong to the signification;
but that hating wvater does; though not in com-
mon conventional language: (TA:) accord. to
Th, Laj signifies a beattiful garden: (M:) the
pl. of Lj, is t uj, (?, M, ],) [or rather this
is a coll. gen; n.,] and bl, (,M, A, Myb, [,)
originally .al, (C,) and OiU, (Lth, M,' I,)

originally ti, (TA,) or rather 3ILij. is pl. of

t ,l.;, (M,) and !L.,j, (M, Meb,) in the dial.
of Hudheyl !Lj.;: (Msb:) Az says that the
G,bL2 of the hard and stony and rugged tracts in
the desert are low level places, in whichl the rain-
water stagnates, or remnains, or collects, and

U, - e

n,hich consequently produce various kinds of
herbage, that do not quickly dry up and twither:

that sometimes a L~;j contains thickets of wild
j,.: and sometimes it is a mile in length and
breadth: but such as are very wide are termed
Cla,. (TA.) It is said in a prov., ', o _~;

a.3 is [MlIore beantiful than an egg in a
meadow, or garden]. (A, TA.) And olne says,

abs; i j..Ws. 1U1 t [l, in thy presence, am as
though I were in a meadoe,,, or garden]: and

.;J ~tj. 1 " Lj A * t [Th,y sitting-
place is like a meadow, or garden, of the meadowxs,
or gardens, of Paradise]. (A, TA.) Mohammad
is reclated to have said, "Between my grave, or
between my house, and my pulpit is a ;i of
the u,/,b of Paradise :" meaning, accord. to Th,
that he who abides in this place is as though he
abode in a .bj of the el. of Paradise. (M.)

[See another tropical meaning of i. I r.l j voce•j, last setence.] -t-;. also signifies t Any

water tiat collects in pools left by torrents, or
the like, and in places in land or in the ground to
which the rain-uater flons and which retain it.

(C, '* TA. [In the CK, ;.l!;jl and ,LgbL.J!
are erroneously put for al nnd atl_JI.])

- Also, (K,) or j;, (S,M,) t Abott the
half of a ;i [or wvater'-skin] (S, M, g) of water:
(S :) and the former, S as much of water as corers
the bottom of a watering-trough. (S, M, A.)

'4^: see L;. [It is implied in the g5 that
the former is svn. with the latter in all its senses:
but accord. to the TA, this is not the case.]

,1;' A breaker, or trainer, (M, Meb, K,) of
colts, (1,) or of beasts (CIj;): (M, Mb :) pl.

L" and Ml (S , , ) and ,,b. (M.)

,.*;, originally ,..b;, (S,) [in its primary
sense seems to be syn. wiltl $ , j ._ And
hence it signifies] t Clement, or forbearing.
(Msb.)_[Also, and more commonly,] applied
to a she-camel, (S, I5,) and to a he-camel, (S,)
In the first stage of training, as yet refiactorjy:
(8, :) and in like manner applied to a boy:
(S:) or a colt, (A,) or beast, (L,) that has not
received training, nor become skilled in going, or
pace, (A, L,) nor beconre submissive to its rider:
(L:) and a she-camel not trained: (A:) or,
applied to a horse or the like, and to a carmel, to
a male and to a female, refractory; contr. of

jj_3; app. designed as an epithet of good omen,
because the beast is so called only before being
skilfully trained. (M.) -[Hence,] sL.j o;ois
sl/Il t An ode of d.ifftiult rhymes; such rhymes

as the poets have not extemporaneously composed:

(TA:) or a..; t.a means an ode not well,

or not skilfuUy, composed. (A.) And ,.; .I
t An affair not well, not skilfully, or not soundly,
managed, conducted, ordered, or regulated. (A,
TA.)

iyj as a subst.: see "5j

p!M IIard ground in the lower, or lowest,
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part of a plain, or of soft ground, ewhich retains

water: pi. '!3,; and L,il.. (Az,,.)

u.lr, (8, (1,) and its fem., with i, (S, Myb,)
A colt, (S, 1,) and she-camel, (S,) or beast

(413;), (Msb,) broken, or trained. (.,* Myb, k[.)
See also u:j

.L jI Land wlhich has produced good
herbage or plants, and of nhich the herbs, or
leguminous plants, haae become erect, or strong
and erect: and ,' c;j plants wlhich have
attained their utmost size and height. (M.)-

-j...~J- 1t id j Ql 1 : Do thou that
wvhile the mind i .free from straitness, cheerful,
or happy, (S, M,* Mob, TA, [in tile second of
which, however, ,AIl is strangely made masc.,])
is from ,l,l said of a place, as explained above.

(8.)- _*_ is also applied, by a poet, (C,
M,) EI-Aghlab El-'Ijlee, (.,) or IIomeyd El-
Ar.at, (AH.n, M, IlB,) to poetry, and to the
metre termedj. j; (S, M ;) as meaning t Easy;
practicable. (M, TA.)

1. I;, (1Akr, Az, 8, Meb, g,') nor. ~,

(Mgh,) inf. n. tj (Msb, TA) and .j and .j
a .nd .3, (lApr, TA,) [Ie, or it, affected his

j, i.e. heart, or mind, with fright, or fear;]
fear of it (namely an niafir or event) reached his

.j; (Az, TA;) he, or it, (a man, ., or an
affair or event, IAnr, TA, or a thling, M.sb,)fright-
eed himn; p,,t him. in fear; made him afraid;

(., Mgh, M.sb, 1;) as also P ;., (., Myb, K,*)
inf. n. J: (TA:) or its lbeanty andl abundance

or multitude frightened him: (Ltli, TA :) and
ttihe latter also, it frightened hih b,y its abin-
dance or multitudle, or its beauty. (TA.) llence

tihe saying, in a trad., t;1 5, !
'jil .iU, as though meaning [1When the mnan

becomes griz:lel in the hair of the tn,o sides oqf
his face, that is] the wrtrning of drath. (TA.)
You say also, [using the imas. form,] &1, *or.

t!~, (TA,) inf. n. tj, (S, 1.(,) lIe cas, or
became, frightened, or afraid; or he feared;
(8/1,1, TA ;) as also tUJl, annd . (t,

K, TA.) And .l,, aor. , inf£. n ,.
He was, or became,frightened at it, or afraid of
it; or he feared it. (TI5. [But I know of no
authority on which this is founded, except a
prov. (cited in art. j.), in wilaci some read
tla. Ly3 instead of O&f.]) To a man, you say,

B [e not thou frightened;] fear not thou;
let not fear overtake thee: and to a woman,

.l. j. (, TA.) And lhnce the saying, in a

trad., ; . L211 b l X ji [Ye shall not be
frightened, or afraid: we saw not, or have not

seen, anything]. (TA.) You also say, ' I.
and 4 HIe was, or became, frightened at, or
afraid of, hipt, or it; or he feared him, or it.
(TA.) - t [It affected his , iLe. heart, or

p
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mind, with a sudden surprise; it took him by

surtprie.] One says, b;y& 'l st bi mean-
ing I [Nothing took me by surprims but thy
coming; i. e. I nas urprised by thy coming; or]
I knew not save thy coming; as thougih he said,
nothing struck mr.y but thy coming. (TA.)

Andl v ' s! w; nt) .j t[I went
.J/rth, and nothing took me by surprise but such
a one at the door]; which is eqcuivalent to saying,
and lo, such a one was at the door. (H[ar p. 207.)
And it is said in a tral. of I'Ab, ' ;I. .U

J SI J 3, i.e. 1 knew not [save a man
taking hold of, or seizing, my shoulder-joint]; as
though he came upon him suddenly, or unex-
pectedly, without any previous appointment, and
witllout knowledge, and so that event frightened
him. (TA.) - [It affected his , i.e. heart,
or mind, with admiration, or pleasure ;] it excited
his admiration and approval; it pleased him, or
,ejoiced him; (?, Mb,.1L ;) said of beauty [&c.].
(Myb.) It is aid in a trad., describing thdie people
of Paradise, L,tl >JJ a &O .j4, And what
is upoln hini, ;.f apparel, excites his admiration
&c., by its beauty. (TA.) - [It (drink) cooled
it, (namely, the heart,) or allayed its thirst.] A
poet says,

.. . . ... ..

Q),49 1 49 xitt
.. ^ . .. -,,

$

$

[She gare me to drink a draught that cooled, or
allayed the thirst of, my heart: may God give
her to drink fromt the pool of the Apastle in
Paradise]. (TA.) You say also, A; P ,6

El, tL [whiclh may be rendered This is a
dratught by which he has cooled, or allayed the
thirst of, my heart; and it is implied in the TA
that this is the right moaning: or it means] this
is a draught by which the thirst, or vehement
thirst, of my heart has been allayed: (so accord.
to the pointing in the copies of the f:) mentioned
bly As. (TA.) i Thle verb from ; [q. v. infr%]
is one and the same [whetllor trans. or intrans.;

i. e., you say rb;j, aor. VA, inf. n. jj, meaning
"Ie," or "it, excited his admiration and ap-
provnl," &c., as expl. above; and t1~, app. with
the samo aor. and inf. n., meaning He posessed
the quality of exciting admiration and approval
hy his beauty and the pleatingyneu of his aspect,
or by his courage, &c.; and in like manner,

,t15, said of a woman]; thi trans. verb [in this
case] being like tdie trans. [in other cases], and
the intrnas. [in this case] like the intrans. [in
other cases]: but the regular form, accord. to
Ax, of the [intrans.] verb hence derived is .j,

nor. ,,, inf: n. n .j. (TA.)- . SJ- . ) b

IZj: see art. ~j. - And , aor. ~t, and

m, iel, n. of the former l.jj, and of the latter
00.

LW): see art. &J.

2: see 1, first sentence, in two places.

5: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph.

8: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph,

in two places. tU, J i. q. J C1tl) [He
was affected by alacrity, chAccrfulnes, briskness,
liveliness, or sprightliness, disposing him to prompt-
ness to do good; he inclined to, and loved, doing
good]. (AZ.)

t3 [see 1, of which it is an inf n. -n.] Fright,

orfear; (., 15;) as also t j [accord. to some,
but this seems to be little known]. (TA.) Hence
the saying, ;s.j His fright, or fear, de-
parted. (8.) Az says, All the lexicologists whom

J,*d ...· I
I have met say asm% j , with fet-hi to the j [in

&j], except El-Mundhiree, who informs me
that AHceyth used to say, It is only ' 
with !damm. (TA.) Accord. to different relations

of a trad., you say, t ;.J; l, meaning Fright,
or fear, hath departed from thy heart; or may
fright, orfear, depart fromn thy heart; (T, TA;)
thus expl. by AHeyth; (TA;) and a. ',
with fct-h; or this latter, only, is the right, and
means what thou fearest hath quitted thee, and
departedfrom thee, and become retnoved; or may
what thou fearest quit thee, &e.; as though it
were taken from the young bird's going forth
from the egg, (1g, TA,) and the darkness' becom-
ing removed from it; thus expl. by Aboo-Ahmad
El-luasan Ibn-'Abd-Allah Ibn-Sa'eed El-'Askeree;
and AO says that Ic.s; 1 [thus in the TA,
without any syll. signs,] means let thjy fright, or
fear, depart, for the case is not as thou fearest
it to be. (TA.) It is also said, in a trad. of
Mo'.wiyeh, that he wrote in a letter to Ziyid,
' .t.sij ./ witlh arnm; (IK, TA;) but the

opinion commonly obtaining with the leading
lexicologists is, that it is with fet-h; except
Alleyth, who relates it thus, withl damm; (TA;)
meaning Dismiss thou tlhe from thy .j;
(g, TA;) i.e., the fright, or fear, from thy

heart: (TA:) for you say h j. l when

dithe young bird quits the egg,; and ;is fright,
or fear, whichl does not depart from itself, but
from its place, whichl is the ., witlh dlamm;
(AHeyth, 1 ;) the 5 in tho L" being like the
young bird in the egg: in liko manner also one

says Aq.Jl .i t,il when a man's fright, or fear,
departs: but Dhu-r-Rummch, though knowing the
meaning, has made an inversion, saying,

[for >;' A. 1, Ha 'Iis heart had jfreed
itCf from griefs]. (AHIevth, TA.) Alleyth
adds, (TA,) one also says, y,J!l C V , j.l,
or A.sl IS, [accord. to different copies of the
, the latter being the reading in the TA, but

the former probably the right,] mneaning [Free
thy heart fiom the affair; i. c.] bel tlou tranquil,
and wnithout fear. (JI, TA.) Az observes, What
AHeyth says is clear; but I am averse from it
because of his being alone in his saying; thlough
sometimes later authorities correct thin,s in which
the earlier have erred; therefore the correctness
of AHeyth may not be [absolutely] denied in
this matter, seeing that he had an ample share of

knowledge. (TA.) [See also art. C, in several
places.] _ Also i War, or battle; as in the phrase,

,It te t [ le witnessed, or was present at or
in, war, or battle]. (TA.) [See also an ex. in a

verse cited voce .]

j The heart: (S, Msb,K :) or the part
thereof which is the place of ;;j, i. e. fear: (I,'

TA:) or the >1_~ [or core, &c.,] thereof: (19:)
and the mind: (S, Msb, I,* TA:) and the under-
standing; or intellect. (8, K.) See j;;, in five

places. Youl say, . u. % M 3. Th' at came

into my mnind. (S, Msb,* TA.) Anti it is said in

a trad., s:, 4 o C'I .j%l C41 [Verily
the Trusted, or Trusty, Spirit (meaning Gabriel)
inspired into my mind, or heart]. (8.) You say
also, j) 't , meaning t lIe ncnt to rnpp. a
mistake forfrom] a thing, and then rectrnet to
it. (TA.)

. The quality of exciting admiration and
approval by beauty (8, K() and pleasingnen
of aspect, or by courage; (K;) the quality

denoted by tlw epithet jl, appliled to a man,
(8, s,') and &j;, applied to a aroman. (v.)
[See also 1, near the end of the paragraph.]

see: se j; last sentence.

.A3 A fit of fright or fear: (., 1., TA:) pl.
,itAj; (TA;) which is applied by Tarafeh to
the frights occasioned by a stallion-camel to a
she-camel when he desires to cover her. (EM,
p. 68.) It is said in a trad., S,J1 ;,Cl,
meaning And he gers them sometling .for the
fright occasioned to tlheir women and their
children by the horsemen. (TA.) A trait, or
sign, or mark, of beauty [that affectIs the , or
heart]: (IAy, ](:) beauty that excite. admira-
tion and approval, or pleases, or rejoices. (TA.)

1ljdIl 1Ij. and ,til_I bIj, applied to a she-
camel, Quick, spirited, vigorous; sharp in spirit;
syn. 'g' .,: (K:) and [in like manner]
t ia'j, applied to a she-camel and a mare, (.8, .,)
but not to a male [in this sense, i. ce. its masc.

form, j;l, is not thus used], (S,) sharp in spirit;

syn. !ji1 .: (8, g :) in the T, l;j, with-
out D, is applied ns nn eiithet to a mare: and
IAgr says that tt l;;, thus aplllicd, is not fi.orn

lI;j, but means one that is as though she were
feaful, by reaxon of her sharpness, andl b,risk-
ness, or lightness, of spirit: he says also, tlat
fij;l, applied to a horse, is like this epithet
aplalied to a man; and IB says, in art. .o,
that, applied to a man, it signifies quichly.fripht-
ened or afiaid: it is also applied to a heart,
meaning that isfrightened, [or startled,] by reason
of its sharpnesx, at everything that is heatrd or
seen; and so I;j. (TA.) [See also 1;, and

jI mentioned and expl. tllerewitl.]

I.j [act. part. n. of , q. v.,] Frightening;
putting in fear; mnaking afraid; [and particu-I
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larly] by its beauty and abundance or multitud
(Lth, TA.) - App,lied to beauty, That ercit
admiration and approwl in the .; [i. e. hear
or mind,] of him who beholds it, and please hin
or rejoices him. (TA.) Applied to a man, (1~,
TA,) as also t t$j (9, IS, TA) so applied, (
TA,) Wio excites admiration and approval b
his beauty (9, ]4, TA) and pleaingneus of aspacl
(g, TA,) with generomness, or noblenss, and ea
ceUlnce, and lordly condition; (TA;) or by hi
courage: (]K, TA:) or the former, beautiful i:
countenance, who excites admiration and approv
by his pleasingness of aspect and by the goodlines
of his form or figure or state of apparel and th
like: or, as some say, nwho frightens men by hi
aspect, inspiring reverence or awe: but the forme
explanation is the more reasonable: and t th
latter epithet, * beautiful man, who acirtes admi
ration and approval in him who beholds him: or
as some say, sharp; lively in spirit, and sha,p ii
intellect: (TA:) [see also the next preceding
paragraph:] the fem. of the former is with;
(TA:) tlhat of the latter, t *'l~: (S :) the pl. o

*Ij is tl.jl, (K,* TA,) applied to men, like ma
0Ij; [the pl. of 5L;] is to women: (TA:) and

the p1. of .jI and :I; is t 3;, (K, TA,) applied
to men naid to women. (TA.) You say alDo,
Il >o A beautiful horsn, that frightens (.·,

i. e. .. , [or rather startles, but better rendered
excites adniration and approval in, or pleases,
or rejoice,]) the beholider by his beauty: (Mgh:)
and .; ,..6, and t tA, [but see, respecting
the latter, a remark of IApr in the next preceding
paragraplh,] a mare that excites admiration and
approval, or pleases, or rejoices, (jt3,) by her
generousnen, or excellence, or high blood, and her
lescription. (TA.) [See also art. &j, to which, as

well as to the present art., 'ilj, applied to a iorse,
is said, in thile TA, to belong.] And Wjl; ai;j

Dleautiful ornament. (TA.) And C' *.
I Surpassing, or excelling, speech, or language.
(TA.) - Also Frightened, or afraid; and so
t , with the unaltered, as though it were of
the measure J3ea: [or both signify haring fright
orfear: for] each is a possessive epithet: or the
former may be of the measure J&j in the sense
of the measure Jj.z [and therefore have the
signification first given]. (TA.)

,jj': fern. l'j: pl. : sece the two para-
graphs next preceding; the former in three places;
the latter, in five.

1. t1,, (1, Msb, ],) aor. tjd,, (Q, Msb,) in£ n.
; (9, Msb, 1C) and Ati;, (9, Mgh, Msb, k],)

said of a fox, (~, Mgh, Msb, ],) and of a man,
(9,) lie ttrned aside or awray from a thing:
(1 :) or nent this way and that, (Mgh,) or to
tlse right and left, quickly, (Msb,) and deceitfully,
or guilefully: (Mgh, Msb:) [or turned asds to
decdeid Aim mAn -,a. i__,, t, ·

) towards him; (MA, TA;) or strove, ndea-.
voured, or desired, to deceive, ddude, beguile,
circumvent, or outwit, him; syn. ,l.; a aso
t li, inf. n. Ii1l: and both signify he endea.
voured to turn him; or endeawoured to turn him

e by blandishment, or by deceitful arts, or to entice
him to turn; syn. ;;;;. (TA.) It is sid when
its object is a person who has turned away from,
or shunned, or avoided, that which one has
devised, planned, or plotted, against him. (TA.)
You say, sj..' i [Such a one
practitse deseit, &c., in the affair], inf. n. &iL-.
.(8.) And L, iiS . ,J I to 1I csasd not to
.sdeavour to turn him, or to entice him to turn,
from tach a thing, syn. >jI1; (TA in thin art. ;)
and *ea to it: (TA in art. e":) and [in like
manner] you say, r.1 ifi j., Such a
one endeavours to turn me, or to entice me to
turn, to a thing; and .l C from a thing; syn.
.Uv?? and seeks, or demands, my doing so.
(TA.)- - -ja, also signifies The act of wrest-
ling together; ($, ;) like t7 5J. (1$.) You
say, h1j i[e wrestled with hiam: (TI:) or t)jI
'Ly '.~a One of them wrestled with another;
[or they wrestled, one with another; or they
wrestled together;] as also t llVJ. ($, TA.)

4: see 3, in two places. . 1t,I, (9, Mpb, X,)
inf. n. 1.'l, (Msb, TA,) also signifies He sought,
sought for or after, sought to find and take or
get, or Imrsued after, and desired, (., Mqb, ],)
a thing; (Msb;) or a thing ilhat was difficult to
take; as though it turned aside or away, or went
this way and that, &c., ( ct it.,) before him;
(Har p. 21 ;) and t e3U, (9, M 9b, 1K,) inf. n.
~t~J, (Msb,) signifies the same. (9, Msb, 1.)

~t;.;, j ,~.~1 is expl. in one of my two copies
of the $ by tl;e words ni . i,.,I: in the
other of thlose copies, the latter of these words is
written .Lls: I think that the right reading is
°.,,~; and the meaning, Seek ye me with, or
in, your mode, or manner, of seeking: the proper
meaning is seek ye me with your seehing.] Kh&lid
Ibn-Ja*far Ibn-Kilab says, sp~aking of his mare

, "3-: . *. .:

deceive him nwho is behind one. (Er-R6ghib, TA
It is aid in a prov.,

' [for s1l, i e. Turn aside or atway, or go thi
w, nray and that, &c., O she-hyena, and looh where

iy is the place to which tofJee: or, as some relate it,
', the first word is !Sj : see art. j.]. ($, TA.
. [Freytag seems to have found j)l for.JI4; and
u has explained jt; . as meaning "Vide ubi
2l capra sint, hymena!"]) And you say, J11l t
u The game, or object of the cluue, went away this
e nway and that, or hither and thither. (TA.
i [There said to be tropical; but I see not where-
r fore.]) And one says, L'( ). tl/ He turned

ae aide, or away, from such a one [and particularly
' ilith deceit or guile; eluded him; dodged him].

(JK.) And J.1 O. >=.. [lie deviatesfromthe truth, or from that which is right or just].
(TA.) And L,I I t Th/e road turned aside or

f away, or deviated. (Msb.) And l,S t5. lj
s [He turned awayfrom such a thing, and returned,

concealing hisreturn: (lar p. 21:) [for,] accord.
to Fr, P1) is not said of one who has returneda unless lie concealed his return. (liar ibid., and
TA.) And 1I.b J! lj, (S, Msb,) or ;ji .h1,
(TA,) He turned aside ($, Msb, TA) to such a

I thing, (9, Msb,) or to such a one, (TA,) secretly.
($, (Msb, TA.) Hence, in the Kur [li. 26], ,li

r1 9_ ; W .J 1 'l And /e turned aside,
(Jel, TA,) or went away, (Bd,) to his family
secretly [and brought afat calf]: (Bd, Jel, TA:)
or he returned to his family concealing his return.
(Fr, TA.) And in the lJur [xxxvii. 91], ~l.,

>;i1 l0.p1 ',, And he turned against them
(Fr, S, Bd, TA) secretly, (Bd, TA,) smiting them
with th thiqght hand, or because of the oath that
lie had sworn; (Bd;) as though the ;; in this
case consisted in his employing a pretext against
them in order that he might do to their gods what
he did: (~, L:) or the meaning is, he advanced
against them. ($, TA.) - J! i. L t j,
aor. as above, He sought to obtain quickly anobiyet of want of such a one. (JK, TA. [See
also 4.]

2. , (IAar, ],) inf n. .3 , (TA,) tlie
smeared, seasoned, imbued, or soaked, a mess of
J.d3 [i. e. broken, or crumbled, bread], (IAar,
1,'TA,) or a morsel, or mouthful, (TA,) with
grease, or gravy, or dripping; (IAtr, I, TA;)

as also I , and ;, and JJ: (TA:) or you
say, C@ &*L U$ , inf. n. as above, I
smeared, seasoned, imbued, or soaked, the morsel,
or mouthful, with clari,id butter; as also 1u;:
(Mb :) or s ,, jt : ;, ,t o a I ked the
bread in grease, or gravy, or dripping; syn.
t *jJ. (JK.)

3. ;ajtl, (MA, TA,) inf n. 1i~; (KL, TA)
........ ". . v. . .. n-- a, m: iorj me pn- and 1[l, (TA,) He practised deceit, delusion,mary signification of [j is the turning aside to guile, or artifice, (MA, KL, TA,) with him, or

[Seeh ye me with your seeking; but ye will not
be able to take me; for I, vith .Hidlhkah, am
like the bone stiching.faist in the throat beneath
the carotid artery]. (TA.) And you say, CJ{
aeall [ I sought, or pu]rsued, the game, or object
of the chase]. ($.) And '.I ,ti;j , .bI
The eagle pursued the game this may and that,
as the latter wvent. (Agh and TA in art.

And ¢ tjea ;. j I went forth
seeking in erery road, or may, a camel that had
run amay from me. (TA, from a trad.) And

L*,! ; C W~hat is this that thou seehest and
esirest ? or that which thou seekest and desirest ?

(, TA.) And tbi,l; li ' S,uch a one
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eehs, and devries or plans or plots, such and such
things. (T, TA.)

5. j e (a beast) roUed, or turned himself

over. (JK, IDrd, i.) And .t i. tJ lIe

became befouled, or bedaubed, in the mud. (JK.)

6: see 3, hist two sentences.

8: see 4, second sentence.

t13 [The act, or quality, of turning aside or

aray from a thing: or of going this way and

that, or to the right and left, quickly, and deceit-

.fully, or .uilefully: or of turning aside to deceive
him who is behind one: or ofeluding, or dodging:]

a subst. from it}. (S, Mb, If.) - l'.~, (so

in the TA, the vowel of the j in tlj not indi-

catel,) or *t l1; J '°' and A11J;', (so in the
.JK,) Abn,ndant [nealth, or good of any hind].

(JK, TA.)

iJ~ [originully ill] A state of pllity; or of

abundance qfherbage, or of the goods or conve-

etinlcea or conmforts of life. (JK, lbn-'Abbld, K.)

You say, !$ ~. 0J, Such a one is in a state

of ple;tty, &c. (JK.) - See also art. t .

lull: see wlhat next follows.

;J¢ Tine wre3stling-lare of a people; (Yz,

JK,.,I.;) as also ?il;j, (K,) which is the

origrinal form, the . being aftcrwvurds changed
into U. because of the kesrelh before it, though
this, as Sgh says, is not a necesary sort of con-

versioIn; (TA;) or M i.dj. (So in thie JK.)

Ai,,R i. q. a . [meaning An evasion or

elu.ion, a shift, a rile, an art;fice, an artful
contrivance or device, a plot, or a stratagem]:

(Ibn-'Abbad, I :) fiom t,iI [inf. n. of tlj]: so

in the saying, i/2.t4l VJ..i3.t [Thou toohest me

by an artifice,'&c.]. (JK, lbn-'Abbad, K.) [It

has a similar meaning also in a saying cited voce

:'I~', q. v.]

c j and .a,l: see tj.

t1 [Wont to turn aside or away from a

thing: or to go this way and that, or to the right
and left, quickly, and deceitfully, or guilefullUy:
or to turn asidefor the purpose of deceiving him

vl,to is belhiuind: or to elude, or dodge]. Mo'iwiyce

tsaid to 'Abtl-Allah Ibn.-Ea-Zubeyr, Z..1 ol1

.~ [Thou art only a fox wcont to elude: when.

ewr thou comest forth from a burrow, thoa

enterest into a burrow]. (TA.) [Hence,] el.
is an appellation of The fox. (JK, K..)

D0j A devieating road. (?, TA.) lene

.t3j1 [as a subst.] A road deviating fS.om thit

mni; road: pi. 3I.j. (TA, from a trad.)

sc: se what next precedes.

tjI [ll:ore, and most, wont to turn aside or

away from a thing: to go this way and that, or

to the right and left, quickly, and deceitfully, or
guilefully: to turn aside for the purpose of de-

ceiving him nvho is behind: or to elude, or dodge].

Tarareb Ibn-El-'Abd said to 'Amr Ibn-Hind,
censuring his companions,

C
, . t?~ -

I

0

[Every one nof them is more wont to elude than a 

fox: how like is this night to yesternight! mean- 
ing, how like are they, one to another ! see art. 

]: J.a X Pt" id a prov. (TA.)

t
I-'.,, .~~~~~ t

1. , (IDrd, K,) aor. ;, (K,) or , 

inf. n. JJ, (lDrd,) is a dial. var. of jN 3, (IDrd,

aor. jI,F (K:) or, as some say, (IDrd,) 

j significs The being still; and is not from

AhJjl: (IDrdl, I:) [ISd says,] Jl1, inf. n. js;, a

signifies on [he, or it, was, or becante, still, d

d&c.] and hil [q. v.] is a dial. var. tliereof [signi- !

fying tlhus]; and is not froin !3 syn. with

se_J (M.)

3. J,lj: seel. 

s1; WVine; a dial. var. of ,.l. (TA.)

14; Aerry, or comnpassion: (0, JI:) so ac-
cord. to IAar. (O.)

1. J1, (S, bMsh, TA,) aor. 03., (S, Mo1b,)

inf. n. J3j, (8D,) It (winle, or bevcrage, S, or

water, M§b, TA, and a thing, TA) wvas, or be-

came, clear. (5, Myb, TA.) = 4ic 3J1, (JK,

K,) aor. as above, (JK,) andt so tile inf. n., (I,)
lie, or it, ex c[cled himn, or it.: (JK:) [and] he,

or it, exwceededl hi, or it, in ceecllence. (,.)
You say, 1 S [q 31.] Siach a thing wars

reduadant, or renmained over and above, in smay

hand; like tIs; syn. lj. (L in a1t tf.) And
3. '- 0 -'
tL i Ls jtj Such a one was,r or becamec,

above, or sorpa.ion. to, his family; surpassed, or

excelled, his fun ily. (JK.) L5jtj, (JK, S,

MA,) or r. 3,1, (so in my copy of tie Msb,

[perhaps a mistranscription, for only the former

is commonly known,]) and J31;, (K ,) nor. as
above, (JK,S,) and so the inf. n., (JK,K,) It
(a tlling) in, uced in me, aind him, onder, or
admiration, and pleasure, or joy; excited my,
and his, admiration anid aopproal; plcased, or
hrejoiced, me, and him. (JK, S, MA, Meb, .)

. ,, [aor. 3',] iOnf. n. u eh , He Rwas, or be-

came, long-tootied: (MA:) [or he had long teeth,

the upper of which projected oper tie lonter: or
his upper central incisors twerc longer than the

2. abo , (JK,8,M Mb,) illf.n. (JK, (S.K ,)

Ie cleared, or clarif ed, (, M Ab, ) wine, or

b
Cd

At

t
I.

everage, ($,) or water; (Msb;) he cleared, or

tar~ifed, wine, or beverage, with thl j. (Jr ,

'A.)--tile (a drunken man) made water in

is clothes. (Ahln, I, TA.) = 1,r I j, (JK,
'A,) inf. n. as above, (JK,) He made, or put, to

Fie tent, a jl., (JK, TA,) meaning a curtain

rtended below the roof. (TA. [See jl .j)-

lence, (.Iar p. t0,) J,l ;jj t The night ex-

ended the 3j1 [or curtain] of its darness; (S,

.slb, TIar ubi suprl, TA;) becanme dark; (lJar,

rA ;) as also tjJl1. (TA.)-n ~ o also sig-

nifies The selling a commodity and buying one
Wetler than it, (IAsr, Ki, TA,) or longer than it,

ind better: (TA:) or the selling an old and worn-
out thing and buying a new one: (Th, TA:) or
tiC selling one's garment, and addintg something
o it, and buying [ith tithat garment and the
hiing addedcl to it] another garment better than
t: (JK:) [or the buying, with a thing a,rd somne-
hing addIcd thereto, a better thing: for] one

says, n 4; L. f [nle soul his commodity,

nmd bought with it and something added thereto
a better co,mnoditt]. (TA.) - One says also,

-,J . _g 1 kUe num,cd a high price to

such a one for his conmtodity, nut dcsiing it

[hitnmself, huit app. dlesi,intg to induce another to

lire a high price for it]. (.1JK, K: expl. in thlo

former by . . oi. L ~ tsJ ; andi in the

4. ,3J1: sac 2. = (M1b in art. fil, and

1. in tliat and the present art.,) inf. n. ii;l, (S in

the present art, and so in the K accord. to tlbe
TA,) lIe poured it out, or forth; (S, Myh, K ;)

namely, water and the like, (S,) or water and

blood: (Mshl:) and one says also 5l;,, (Ms1),

TA,) chlanging the i into a, originally , like

A*.^. in measure, (Msh,) said by Lh to be of

lhe dial. of El-Yemen, and afterwards to have

spread among Mular, (TA in art. fj,) aor.

.j, (Mob, TA,) withi fet-h to the o, imperative

3A, originally :, like ', (3Msb,)inf. n

ilh; (S and .K in art. Jj;) and 'if, aor.
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aor. of tU ; or, accord. to the T, r .jt

is wrong as being anomalous; and some say,

A;3.~j nor. -, iinf. n. jV, as though the o were

radical. (Msh.) It is said in a trad., ;lrl O4

;'lj1 jl j. 3 ;.,Jt; or 3IljJ, the verb beinig in

the pass. form, and the * either meftooipuh or
quiescent, and ol.JS being in the accus. case as
a specificative; [so that the meaning is, Verily a

nonoman used to pour fur.th ith blood; for 3Wl

is equivalent to ~f'; but by rule the specificativo

should be without the article JI ;] or .%lJI may

be in the nom. case, a4Il being for L4L. [i. e.

her blood used to pour forth]. (Msb.) ISd says

that J1;lI is judged to be originally j;!J because

the niedial radical letter of a verb is more commonly

thitn 5; and because, when water is poured forth,

its clearness appears, and it excites the admiration

and approval of its behiolder; [to which may be
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added, also because one says, ;W.il jl5;t a;]

though Ks states that ti, j1;, aor. J , signifie
The snater poured out, or forth: IlB says that
;l i aJ4 is from L.Qi ,3l, aor. , inf. n.
signifying the nater tient to and fro upon the
I,erface qf the earth. (TA.) One says also, of a

man, ;.A ; tjl,.t and dlpbi and Jl5* [meaning
lie pouredforth his seninalJuild]. (TA.)_And
33;elt .d C ,, and 5j; meaning t Stay
ihou until the mid-day heat shall have become

assuaged, and the air be cool; syn. .1. (IAspr,
TA in art. -..)- [See more in art. j..]

5. ,j3 It (winc, or beverage, [&c,]) became
elear [or rathlcr cleared] writhout pressing, or
e.r)erusing. (TA.)

6. ; i . A,L. G& They two pour the statle
out, orforthl, by turns. (TA.)

.j [an inf. n. of jS;, used as an el,ithet,]
Clear; applied to water &c. (IA.r,] . [See
also ilj.]-[lence, app., as a sul)st.,] Pure,
or sincere, lore. (R.)~ [Also, as an epithet
originally an inf. n.,] Ifdlucing n,ondler, or ad-
mniration, and ple,ssure, or joy; exciting admrira-
tion and eapproval; pleasing, or rejo;cing; (IAar,

K ;) as anlo 9 , (JK) and 1' ,. (I Aar, TA.)
And, applied to a horse, Benautiful in make,
that inrluces n,onder, or admiration, and plca.trre,
or joy, in his belolder; excites his admiration
andi approvt'al; or pleases, or rejoices, him; as also

V ~j. (K.) = A horn (JK, S, K, TA) of any
horned animnal: (TA:) pl. 113j1. (8, TA.)
[Hence,] .,oWl .;; t Tre Jtpear wnhich the hor.re-
man extends between tihe horse's ears: (I:)
[for] spears are regarded as the horses' horns.
(H.lam p'. iO.) And ',sjj c.,1 'jali A great
calamity or ,ni.fotune; (g, TA;) lit. two-
horned. (TA.) And il $6 -. A vehe-
ment rcar. (TA.) - Also t[A] courageous [man],
,ith whom one cannot copl. (1.) - A chieJ
(IAyr, J K, I.) of men. (JK.) t A company,
or collertive body, (As, O, K,) of peoalc: so in
the saying, O9- OL' C ~. ;tj C;. t[A company
of the sons of such a one came to us: or, app., a
numerous and strong company; for it is added

that this is] like the saying.~il Ia. ,'g.
[which means "the numerous and stirong com-
pany of the collective body of the people"].
(Al, o.) _ Also svn. with 31j 'in several senses,
as 'pointed out below: see the latter word in six
places. - Also t The foremost part or portion
of rain, and of an army, and of a number of
horses or horsemen. (TA.) And t Thc.first part
of youth; as also t* .J, (?, 0, g,) originally jJ.,
(0, I,) and * j,, (s, 0, I,) which is a con-
traction of SG: (0:) you say, dl4., 3 j " ,

and Ht: & i and ,e tc ; S He did it in the
first part of his youth: (S, TA:*) and

3; .., I ~ ,. ' : Thefirst part of youth passed.
(TA.). Also tThe youth [itself] of a man.
(TA.)_.-And tLife; i.e. the period of. life:
whence the saying, 3ij J1- t[He consumed
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his life; or] he became aged: (I:) or this saying
means this life became prolonged so that, or
until, his teethfell out, one after another. (S, 0.)
-t A part, or portion, of the night: (S, ]g:)
1., accord. to IB, 31jl: but accord. to Aboo-
'Amr Esh-Sheybanee, this is pl. of %lj: (TA:)

[or the pl. of 3; in this sense is 313l1.] You

say, J. 3I y;;> 4 t A ,'art, or portion, of

the night passed. (TA.) Andl JeUI 5ljl means

I The folds (.ti3) of the daincess of night. (K,
TA.) And JaI tjli 1 The sidles of the eye:

so in the saying, 1J .1 l -' 1 t The sides
of the eye shed tears. ((), K,* TA.) - Also
t The body: (K, TA:) and [in like manner the
pl.] dj1i signifies the textrernilies and body, of
a man: (TA:) and his self; (JK,* TA;) as also

the singular. (JK, TA.) You say, l U#J.
tThey thremr themselres upon us. (TA.) And
3 l)jl '. ti.l t lie covered us uith hisnc.lf

[/by throing himself ulon ,s]. (TA.) And °%j
,s1ijt t He threw his neight upon him. (TA.)

And 4,IJI L_ il,;t L_4j tlIe mounted the

beast: and I ,sll , jl;b LeJ t HIe nalg;ted

from the beast. (0, K.) And 3jlt j;1 i t lie
remained at rest in a place; ($, O, K ;) like as
one says, oL;e siJI: (8,0:) a meanilng said in
the K~ to be app. the contr. of what herle next
follows: but this requires consideration. (TA.)
Also t Ile ran vel erently: (A'Obeyd, S, 0, K]:)
not known, however, to Sh, in this sense; but
known to him as meaning the strove, laboured,
toiled, or excrted himse/f, in a thing. (TA.)
[Agreeably with this last explanation, it is said
that] !j also signifies t A man's determination,
or resolution; his action; and his purpose, or
intention. (1, TA.) And hence the saying,

aiIjt sca ril [meaning t lie devoted his mind
and energy to it, or him]: (TA:) [or] you say
thus, and a 41 V i, meaning Iris loving it,

or !lim, ( l i,) vehemently [i.e. the lored
it, or him, vehemerotly; agreeably with explana-
tions of the saying ,,l, dU .i5l1 in art. .,
q. v.]. (Thus in the JM. [In my two copies of
the S, and in the 0 and 1y, and hence in the TA,
in the places of 4.a and A~ we find ackJ and
&.; evidently mistranscriptions which have
been copied by one lexicographer after another
withlout due consideration: or, if we read i.tL&,
we should read , .. ; for in this case the mean-
ing of the saying would certainly be he loved thee

vehemeintly. Freytag, misled by the reading 
in the .S and Ig, renders O3tI! ils g.il as
meaning lagno amore erga ipsum te accendit.
Golius gives, in its place, L Ji1jjl .'.b (for
31jt!), as meaning Valde anuavit um.]) - You

say also, 13t!1 3iaI.JI ~ JI, (JK, 8, 0, I~,) or
!VJVI ,ef§l uLi J jl Uil, (TA,) : The
cloud east down its rain, and its vehement rain
consisting of large drops, ($, 0, g, TA,) upon
the earth: (TA:) or persevered wvith rain, and
remained stationary upon the land: (JK, TA:)
or Lt!t ,.J1 J ;1 T'he sky cast do,n all tae

water that was in it: (IAmb, 0, TA:) or this
saying, (0, TA,) or the former, (1s,) means east
down its clear waters; (0, 15, TA;) from :4,1 Jl;
signifying "tlhe water was, or became, clear:"
but IAmb deems this ixmprobable, because the

Arabs did not say j; :L and ot;I OIG1 and

l11jI sl6I: (O, TA:) [i. e. they aid j.U only, in
all cases when they used it as an epithet meaning
"clear," because it is originally an inf. n., liku
J~ &c. :] or, as some Say, by hl3jJ is m ant
its wnaters rendered heavy by the clouds: and one

says, 1;l.tl.1_I ,.jI and tQ!.. t [The sky
loosed, or let dotvn, its spouts; the clouds being
likened to leathern water-hags)]: (TA:) [for]

·,.'L.JI j means t The je; [or channel bhy
n-hich flows the nwater] of the clouids. (TA in
another part of the art. [See also jll, an used

in relation to clouds.]) j;~ also signifies A
substitute for a thing, (0, ,) accord. to [the
JK and] Ibn-'Abbhid. (O.) And ~j.I means
The breathing of [i. e. in] the agony of death

(~ 'I i..). (0, K, TA. [In the CK and in
my MS. copy of the 1I, ..fl u.i, whichl means
the agony of tlenth itself.])

* , 9. , is
is said to be pl. of uj, and of ;, anlll

of dj.l. (TA.) [See these three words.]

j Length oqf the teeth, wvith a projecting of
the uypper over the lo,ner: (JK:) or length f/J the
upper incisors excecclig that qf the lower, (5, (),
K, TA,) with proqctiun of the former orer the
lattetr. (TA.) [See also 1, last sentence.]

j.;: see O%, in two places, in the former half
of the paragraph: and see also j?j.

a; i. q .I; Jl. [i. e. cautt, comelio,,,
or elegance, &c., that indutces wonder, or adotltia-
tion, and pleasure, orjoy; or surpassing bea,ty,
&c.]. (K.)

UJ Choice, or excellent: (Fr, 0:) or goodly,
or beautifisl: (1I:) applied to a boy and to a
girl, (Fr, 0, .K,) and to a he-camel and to a shle-
camel: (Fr, 0:) and very beantifil or comely or'
elegqnt; (K ;) applied to one and more of human
beings: (TA:) used alike as mnasc. and fem. and
sing. and pl. (0, TA) and dual: (TA:) [and also
said to be pl. of , q. v; :] and it lias a pl., [o,r
cell. gen. n.,] namely, .3j; (ID, ),TA;) al-
plied to she-camels; (IDrd, 0 ;) or sometimes
applied to horses and camels, absolutely accord.
to IAr, or particularly when on a journey.
(TA.) ~ Also A little, or paltry, thing: (JK,
IDrd, 0, X:) of the dial. of El-Yemen. (I)Drd,(

O.) You say, i3i '9 ;.UI i He gac him not
save a little, or paltry, thing. (IDrd, O.)

: asee what next follows.

jtj. (Lth, S, Mgh, O, Msb, V, &c.) and j 1j

(MA, 1K) and * j!t3 (MA) A ,%. [or tent] like
the Jlt£ [q. v.], (Lth, JK, O, Meb, K,) sup-
ported upon one pole in the middle thereof; (Lth,
O, M,Ib ;) as also V I'; (1,* TA; expl. in the
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former as signifying a Jtl; ;; and its pl. 0jIt;
is expl. in the I as signifying 4.L, i;) accord.
to Lth: (TA:) or a r.oof in the front, or fore

,art, of a ,t [or tent]; (Q, o, K ;) as also
t 1 j: ($:) or a curtaina that is extcnded belon,
the roof; as also t* j; whicih latter is expl. in
the !I as signifying simply a curtain: (TA:) or
the Ijlj of a zw [or tent] is the curtain oft/he
front, or.fore part, thereof, extending fromn the
top thereof to the ground: (AZ, TA:) a [piece
of cloth such as is called] kIc let dowrn upon the

fr'ont, or.fore part, of a ', from the to/p thereof

to the gr,und: (Mgh :) * j; signifies the same
as ;j: (1g:) and each signifies the ak [or
oblonng piece of cloth] that is beneath the upper,

or uppermost, iK, of a %, [or tent]: (Az, O,
n:) or sometimes the jt,j is one nsch piece of
cloth, and sometimes of two such lpieces, and some-
times of three: (TA:) and, (Msb,) or as some
say, (Mgh, TA,) JlI signifies t the front, or

.fore part, of a ,: [or tent]; (Z, Mgh, Msb,
TA ;) ua also Vt ; (JK, Z, 1 ;) its linder part
being called its AUS, and its two sides being
called its ',tl. b; (TA;) whence the saying,

s; IJ and i. e., i. [ They
sat in]' the fiont or fore part [of his tent]:
(Z, TA:) and t j3 also signifies a tent; as in
the saying, iJ;& ' [He pitched his tent]: ($ :)
and [hence] the place of the huntsman [in whAich
he connals hinuelf to lie in wait]; (] ;) as being
likenmed to the jljj: (TA:) and lIj signifies
also et plae that a/fords shelter in rain: (MA:)
[nndl a portico; and particularly such as saur-
ro,nids the court of a mnosue; (see ,.; ) in
some of thie large collegiate mosques, as, for
instance, in the mosque El-Azhar, in Cairo,
divided into a number of distinct apartments for
st,ialecits of different provinces or countries, each
of which npartinents by itself is termed a tl :]
thle pl. of r3t is LX and ,3; (C, O, Msb, 1;)
the former a pI. of pauc. and the latter of mult.

(S, O.)_-[Ic nce, w t j1 AJ 0l_l, expl. in

the TA as meaning .'1 A3t .. jIl. tL: but
j1r is hero evidently a mistranscription for '5L.;
and the meaning is, tTlis part, of the clouds,
that resembles the j1j of the tent. See also
,A...JI 'j , near the end of the paragraph com-

mencing with 3J.] - [Hence also,] J1i1 3t1
t [The curtain of night: and] the first part of
,ight ; and the greater, or main, part thereof
(18d, l. [It is implied in the latter that one says
aliso in this instance and in the next 31;.]) You
say, of night, &ZLJJ13;j Ij1 t [It extended the
ru,tain of its darness] (8, Mb:) and ui

a4.jI t [It let fall its curtains]. ($.) [See also

an ex. in a verse cited voce ., in art. .j.].
And 1 ljJ tT/uT ejyeblnow. (JK, I.) 
31l; [imperfectly decl. as being a proper name
anld of the fem. gender, though it is implied in

thie ] that it is jI)jl1 and 0l;lI,] is a name for
T'e eCne, (0, },) by wich sihe is called to be

milked, by the cry 311j 31j; (0;) but not unless
she be t .j [app., if not a mistranscription for
.t;j, formed from this latter by transpc~ition, and

thus meaning dusky: see .j1l]. (O, I.)

a;j Cleared, or clarificd, [or rather t
has this meaning, and ~3t signifies clear,] wine,
or beverage. (TA.) And Pure musk. (TA.)
[See also the same word in art. J.Pj: and sec

-j.] _ [Also Exceeding, surpassing, or super-
lative: see 1, second and next two following sen-
tences.] -.. See also Jj, third sentence. [Hence,]
Goodly, or beautiful: (S, ], TA:) from t'ilJ
signifying as expl. in the first paragraph of this
art.; ( ;) or from JI1; signifying "it was, or
became, clear:" (TA:) pl. 13,j, ($, 1,) like as
aUy and .- are pls. of 1j and , 1, (S,)
[or rather quasi-pl.,] applied to boys, (S; K,) and
to girls; (S;) [and also (as expl. above) an epithct
used alike as mnsc. and fernm. md sing. and pi. and
dual;] and 3jz is another pl. of j;, like as 3
is of Jjt ($.) Oe;*Il aJ, in which M.3j is
[quasi-] pl. of 't.j, means the best, and the manly
and noble or generous, of the believers. (TA.)

fiJ: see ,j;, in four places, in the former half
of the paragraph._ Also The most excellent of
anything; (JK, $;) as, for instance, of wine, or
beverage, and of rain. (JK.)_ And it is said
to signify also, (JK, Ibn-'Abbitd, 0,) or so L J.,
(accord. to the copies of the ]g,) A scantyfall of
rain: thus bearing two contr. meanings. (JK,
Ibn-'AbbAd, O, .)

3j;1 A clarifier, or strainer, (S, Msb, K,)
syn. WI~, (S, 1,) for wine or beverage: ($:)

the ij.. [q. v.] with which wine, or beverage, is
cleared, (Ltl, JK, 1g, TA,) w,ithout pressing, or
expresNing: (TA:) and (soinctimes, 8) the [kind
of wine-ressel called] KIb,. (S, 1.) Accord. to
IApr, (0, TA,) who is said by Sh to differ
herein from all others, (TA,) °j!jJ signifies

also T/he .,L [or drinhing-cup, or ctup of nrine,]
itself. (O, 1I, TA.) And Dukeyn uses it meta-
phorically in relation to youth; saying,

n* t;, - 1 3)s a 3 h .

[app. meaning t He gave to drinh of the cu7p of
ruddy youth: see . L. as an epithet applied to
an ostrich]. (TA.)

3ljI [app. originally signifying Horned:_
and hence,] t A horse between wvhose ears the
r ider extends his spear: whlen the rider does not

thus, lie [the horse] is said to be ._. . (1.)_-
Also, applied to a man, (S, MIgh, 1,) Ilavi,g
long tceth, with a lprojecting of the upler over
thelower: (JK:) o rharin long incisors: (Mgh :)
or nthose upper itncisors arc longer than the lower,
(S, 5, TA,) a,ul pr(ject over the latter: (TA:)

fim. :'3.: (JK, TA:) and pl. 03j; (81, TA;)
which is also said to be pl. of a3j, and of Slj.
(TA.) [In the 15 is added, after the mention of
the pl., jJil J;; JJi -*3 iJ.lb: an addition
altogether redundant.] c [It seems that it is
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also syn. n,ith S;1, as being formed from the
latter by transposition; and that hence] one says

l'.U; "; and 3j .z [meaning t A rainles year
and rainless years], and aL. L jS l ... .,.
~j .l . [meaning t A rainless year made mis-
chief, or havocli, among themn, as though it cere
a dushy rolf]. (TA.) Sec also 31., last sen-
tence.

i3l1l inf. n. of 4. (S.)_ And [hence,] The
Aa [meaning seminal fluid] of a man; as also
3l,! an.d &l#1. (TA.) [See .,b ;a jl;.]

j:see art. j.

tJ.JX .t° [Vater, and hence, setinal flutid,
poured for.th]. (TA. [There immediately fol-
lowed by .j. ;ib'1t, q. v.])

j J .j-; [A nman pourint forth water, and
lihnce, his seminal fluid]. (TA. [There imme-
diately followed by 1 .f., q. v.])

.a.c: see .1t: -and see JO,, e in art. J.
Also A tent (-,4, , , and [., 8) having

a jIj [q.v.]. (.S,K. [Said in tl;e TA to be
tropical; but why, I do not sec.])

SL ' l I ha /as the 31;j of his tent fronting,
orfacing, that of mnine; (JK, A, 0, 1 ;*) and so

-J 5?l. 1 (A, TA.)

2. J;, (Lth, T, 8,) inf. n. 'S, (S,) I.e (a
horse) slavered in his t.-.... [or nose-bnag]. (Lth,
T, 81.) [Sec also jl; in art. J.J.] - lie dis.
charged hit urine interruptedly and contvulrively.
(Sb, T.) -_ He (a horse) put forth his yard for
the purpose of staling. (A'Obeyd, T, S, Ml, ]g.)
And (M, in the g "or,") HIe extended his penis
feebl.q: (M, ] :*) or he emnitted his semen tfe,or,e
access to the wrvomnn. (K.) Also, (inf. n. ats
above, T, S, 15,) lie seasoned a cake of bread
with grease or fat, or melcted grease or .fat, or the
lihe, (M, K,) anld with clar;ifed butter: (M:)
or he rubbetl it witll clarified batter, (A., T, IM,
1S,) and with grease, or gravy, or dripping: (Ay
T, M :) or he rtubbed it hard, or tmuch, witl clari-
fied buttcr: (S:) or he soahed bread in clarified
butter; and the like: (Ham p. 114:) or he madle
his food, (AM,) or a cake of bread, (1K,) very
greanq: (M, K:) i.q. .j [q. v.]. (J K and TA
in art.

jalind t,ji,' (AP, T, $, M, K,) the former
also withl , [Jl.,] as mentioned in art. OJj,
(TA,) but not the latter, for the Arahs do not
pronounce a word of this [class and] measure
with ., (S, TA,) and A'Obeyd says that it is
without., or, accord. to ISk, it is [also] with .,

(M and TA in art. Jlj,) Slaver: (IApr and T
in explanation of the former, and S in explanation
of both :) [like Jt, mentioned in art. j, j:] one

says J JIl.p. j.; A man having nmuch s7laver:

(IAgr, T: in one copy of the T Jlil :) and
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Jlj hir. XJ ,i' $ uck a one, LAi slaver flows:
($:) or both signify the slaver of horses and
similar bests, (AS, T, M, ],) and of children:
(As, T:) or the former signifies peculiarly the
froth, or foam, of the horse: (M, g :·) accord.
to Lth, the saliva of the horse or similar beast.
(T.) [See Ji , in art. Jif.] _ See also the next
paragraph.

J:l1 Falling ii drops. (AA, T, ].) j1; J,j
means Slaver falling in drops. (AA, T.) And
(1O) it has an intensive signification, [app. mean-
ing MAuch slaver,] (M, K(,) like 3 M. (M.)
~ Also, (M, g,) and t j1, ($; TA,) but dis-

allowed in this sense by As, (T, 9,) in the 1(,
erroneously, jtj;, (TA, [see also jljI, in art.

J,j']) A redundant tooth, (S, M, 9,) in a man
and a horse, ($,) not growring in the manner Of
the ,.,.leal [or other teelth]: (M, g :) or J3; and

t iblj signify a tooth that grows to a horse or
similar beast, preventing hi,n from drinking [nwith
ease] and from [eating in the manner termed]
_.: (Lth, T :) accord. to ISh, j51j [pl. of

i bil;] signifies small teeth that grow at the roots
of the large teeth, and excavate the roots qf the
latter so that these faU out: (T:) [and] so

01.;I : (TA:) or this last, which is pl. of

t 3 1;J, signifies redundant teeth that are behind
the [other] teeth; as also jljj, withl the LS
elided. (Inam p. 818.)

b1;: see the next preceding paragraph, in two
places.

3j31; see lj,j. l~and see also ;, in two
places.

J~j, (1Aar, T, :, in one copy of thle T j; ,)

like , (I,) A man having mulch slaver. (IA.r,
T, X.) _ And [Bread, or food,] soft ,vith season-
ing. (IA9r, T, TA.) - And A horse much
affectiylg to act as a staUion. (IAnr, T, TA.)
Also A piece rof a eak, rope: (AHaI, M, K1:)
and a piece o!f a rope of which no use is made.
(AHn, IM.)

Jj; [see 2, of which it is a part n.:] One
n'hose penis is, or becon es, flaccid: so uccord. to
IAgr. (T.)

1. j, (T, 8, M, Meb,) aor.A3, (T, $, MIsb,)
in£ n..j;; (T, S, M, Mgb, 1) and;l, (Myb, K,
TA,) lHe sought, sought fior or after, or desired,
syn. ., , (T,* M, Msb, g,*) a thing. (S, M,
Mqb.) - [And hence, Hle auttentped another
person in fight &c., and a thing.] _ And [hence
also] ),·jl, (v,) or is .Jl · , mentioned by
Sb, (~,) [as though signifying Tithe desi,ring to
lwonounce the vowel-sound awithout fully acco,n-
plishing that desire,] means [the pronouncinJ]
a vowel-sound (~.i ) slurred (Ai;) and
rendered obscunre, (9, K,) for, or by, [accord. to
different copies of the 9,] a sort of alleviation [of
the utterance]; (S;) it is more [in eJfect] than
what is termned L,*Jl, because it is heard; (S,
g;) and it is of the same measure [in prosody]
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as the vowel-sound [fully pronounced]; as [in the
case of wvhat is lermed] i C ;; j., such as in
the saying of the poet,

0 2- - - --6- - - .5 .t-, a-.t S

S

'-? i-J V- c. V WU,,
. .5 .- , --- ---

pag ci Ckl t C:C3

[Is it because that camels have ha4 the nose-reins
attached to them, and neighbours hare separated,
onefS.om another, and the raven of disunion has

uttered its cry, thou art mourning?]; .j O,ll
being scanned as OJ s; and it not being allow-
able to make the t [in CJ_d] quiescent: it is
such also as in the phrase in the Kur [ii. 181]

t ;la ;, with him who makcs [the odamaeh]
obscure; it being only with a slr'red vowael-sound
( J L.' a!.,); and it n,ot being allon,ahle .for
the former j [i. e. the j of .] to be quiescent,
because the 6 before it is quiescent,for this wvould
lead to the combination of two quiescent letters in
a case of continuity, [i. e. wAhen there is no pause
after them,] without there being biefore them a
soft letter [i.e. I or 3 or 1., as in .I, "c.],
n'hich is not found in any of the dialects of the
Arabs: and it is such also as in the instances in

the K.ur [xv. 9 and x. 36 and xxxvi. 49] . tl
.jJI LJj.i and 5 >, ' A i> and 07u. [for

C5..s~ Qand -], and the like thereof:
no regard should be paid to the saying of Fr, that
in this [last] and the like instances a letter [whlicl
in this instance and in the next precedillg it
is Z,] is incorporated into another [following it];
for they [i. e. the Arabs] do not realize this mode
[of incorporation]; and he who combines two
quiescent letters in an instance in which the
slurring of the vowel-sound (;a.Jl ,' 1.t) is
not proper errs; as in the reading of HIaamzeh, in
the Kur [xviii. 96], IJ.i tlS,; for the ',. of

jtL -''.1' may not be made movent in any
manner [and therefore it may not be incorporated
into the following letter]. (S, TA.) .·JI is [also]
in a case of pausing after a word ending with any
letter except the fem. ;, [in like manner] meaning
The indicating the vowel with an obscure sound:
(I'Al~ p. 351:) l; ! j.j in pausing after a

word that is --.- or j~ is from ; Jl-,I;

signifying 4.: Sb says that those of whom one
says 5IJI _*lj [They slurred the rvowel-sound]
are induced to do what this signifies [instead of
suppressing the vowel-sound entirely] by eager-
ness to exclude it from the case of that which is
necessarily made quiescent in every instance, and
to show that its case is, in their opinion, not like
the case of that which is made quiescent in every
instance. (M.) [See also 4 in art.j.]

2. L .. (Mob, 1) followed by ;f ",
(Msb,) and (1) & .-L *;4, (IAar, H, g,) I.e
made such a one to seekl, seek for or after, or
dexire, thAe thing. (IAr, S, Msb, A.) And-

i.th He meditated, intended, purposed, desired,
or endeavoured, to. do one thing after another.

(V.)-And.;4 He tarried; paused; tarried
and waited or expected; or was patient, and
tarried and waited or enpected. (i.)

Quasi 4. L4;,, for ~4;1: see the latter, near
the end of the first paragraph of art..:j.

5. te 'p, or 1V, accord. to different copies of
the K, (TA,) lie mocked at, scoffed at, laughed
at, derided, or ridiculed, him, or her. ([, TA.)

;1. A certain species of trees. (S, 1.e)

*j, inf n. of 1 [q. v.]. (T, s, M, &c.) -- See
also what next follows.

_jj The lobe, or lobule, of the ear; (Mi, 1;)

as also 'j 3. (K.) ·,hl A certain nation,
(M, K,) well knonon; (M;) [said by the Arabs
to be] desrenindnts if Er-Room, the son of Esau
(9.d~ [so called by the Arabs]), (T, 9, 1l,) the
son of Isaac the Prophet; (TA;) [i. O. the
Greeks; generally meaning, of the Lower Emn-
pire; but sometimes, only those of Asia; and
sometimes those of the Lower Elimpire together
with all tle nations of Europe beside: the ancient
Greeks are more properly called by the Arals

·.l :] one says t..iJ and.,·:; ($, k(;) the
former of these two appellations being applied to
a single person, (M, g,) and the latter being
the pl., (S, K,) [or rather a coll. gen. n.,] like
a ?.
Of'J and .; (AAF, S, M ;) the former being
distinguishel from the lauter only by the doubled
U., like as ;s3 is distinguished from j. its pl.

[or coll. gen. n.] only by the i: (S:) and .S.
has for [its proper] pl. t;1j. (TA.) [It is also
applied to The country of the nation, or people, so
called, both in Europe and Asia, and sometimes

only in Asia. Hence, .JIl a. The Sea of the
Greeks; meaning tAe Milediterranean Sea.]

.i GOlue, witk ,rhich thefeathers of an arrow
are stuck: (M, ] :) said by A'Obeyd to be [thus]
without .; but menttioned by Th witll . (M,
TA. [See art..ij.])

.~J1 The sail of an empty ship: (AA, T, . :)
that of a full ship is called °e. (AA, T.)-I

See also.A3.

.;l i. q. AW [The foam of the mouth of a
camel]: (1 :) mentioned also in art. .Al [as
writtenlt3j, and signifying slaumr]. (TA.)

;.j [pl. of ;, which signifies Seehing, &rc.;
act. part. n. of 1:] i. q. .aJ [pl. of JLb].

(TA.)

c1;: sec what next precedes.

;! pl. of oSU. (TA.) See ..

;l i. q. ji.L (S, M, K) [aceord. to the P$
A ptlace of seeking or searching: but it s,hould be
observed that i.~L is an inf. n., and also a n. of
place and of time: also that;l; is expressly said
in the Mob and TA to be an inf n. ofIjl1, thonghl
not in the S nor in the M: and that it is men-
tioned in the K1 in the beginning of this art. as
syn. with;. in the sense of ;iL, and at the entl
of the art. as signifying the same as m .A ]. One

says,,~,JJ! : -tiqJll ,a q [which may mcan
150'
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lie isfirm, or steady, in renpect of the place of
standing; far-aiming in respect of the place of
seehing: or, agreeably with an explanation voce
;~, he is onte who doen not quit his station, or
abode, without necessity, though far-aiming &c.:
but it is obvious that both lUlJI and. l.lW1 may
here be inf. na.]. (TA.)

.;p. Sought, sought for or after, or desired.
(MhI,.)

1. o1j, [aor. 1j,] inf. n. ;, It (an affair,
or event,) was, or became, hard, difficult, or
.,r,ere. (TA.) _ And L:' '1 Our night wras,
or became, wry cloudy apnd hot. (Th, M, TA.)
~See also Oii in art. OOJ.

';,j, (so accord. to a copy of the T, [if correct,
an inf. n. used as a simple subst., see above, first
sentence,]) or V ;3J, (so in another copy of the
T, and accord. to the ]1,) with damm, (1],)
llardness, ditfficdty, sevaerity, vehemence, or in-
renatness: (T, V :) pl. O.Jj, (T, and so in a copy
of the 1],) or O .j. (Cl].) [See also Lj.]

C,,j signifies [or signifies also] The fiu,.thest 7part
of a ;U- [q. v.]. (Yoo, J.)

Ca%: see the next preceding paragraph.

3; The greater, main, principal, or chief,
pMrt of a thing. (M, ].) - And llardness,

d.ifficulty, or severity, of a thing, or an affair,
or event; and grievousnesu thereof: so in the say-

insg, Ali J ~a ; L % 1 [MIay God
remore.fromn thee the hardness, &c., and the griev-
ousness, of this thing, or oaf.ir, or crenlt]. (M.)
[See also i.] - And The utmost limit, reach,
or degr.e, of a thiing, in respect of heat, or cold,
or in other respects, as when said of grief, or of
war, or the like: and hence is said to be taken

the name zJjl [or ij, without JlI, (see 5.1 in
art. Oj,) as though it were a contraetion of L.,]

given to [the moeth] Jumddd-l-Akhireh, because
of its intense cold [when it was so tnamed]. (TA.)

~iJI: mse the opinions of IAr and Sb re-
specting its derivation in art. J'. [It is said in
thle $ and 1. in art. .), that there is no word

like it except 1 .] You say l;.il -j,! (T,

~, M, g) and 't1U , (, M,) and LiUjjI aJ
(T, ~, M, g) and 1 ZU5,, (M,) A day, and a
n,ight, hard, difficult, seere, distressing, or griev-
out: (]l, , TA:) or vehemently hot and griev-
ous: (T, TA:) or that has reached the utmost
point, or degree, in respect of joy, or grief, or
heat: or hard, deifiult, or severe, in respect of
ererything; in respect of heat, or cold, or clamnour,
cries, shouts, or noises [J'c.]. (M, TA.) You
say also eUJI e,, [virtually] meaning the same:
(OP :) [or this may mean A day of clamour, &c.;

as will be seen from what follows.] t* 3Ul -.
occurs at the end of a verse of a rajiz: this may

be [by poetic license] for u3jl .1, or for .,
- ,.a. ..- l,a,
,t~.jI: and t VU&j1 -*W occurs at the end of a

verse of En-Nabighah El-Ja~dee, for :tf .. [

(..) Accord. to Sh, as is said in th%T, (TA,)
· *.*5 0 - -.-11 · ,-

jUI j,M, (S, TA,) as also ~j;I -.s, (K,)
signifies A day that is easy, (g, TA,) or 7plea-
sant: (TA:) thus having two contr. meanings:
(K:) and Sh cited a verse of En-Nabighah El-
Ja*dee as an ex.: but .AIeyth disallowed jU_jtl
as having any other meaning than gr ief, and
difficulty or the like; and he disallowed also the
verse cited by Sh [as being an ex. of the meaning
that he assigned to it]. (TA.) _ Also A voice,
or sound: (S, K:) and cries, shouts, or noises,
and clamour. (TA. [In one place, in the TA,
Cs, thus written, without any vowel-sign, has
also this latter meaning assigned to it: but the
context seems to show that this is a mistranscrip-
tion.])

a .-a .---
.. ?jlI; and its fem., with ; and .UjUi1: see

the next preceding paragraph, in four places.

, pj j,_ He is overcome, subdued, or sub-
jected. (V.) [. . here is a contraction of

from &,; having for its aor. as a

dial. var. of ,t1; having for its aor. ae: see
art. 0j'.]

.jo&l, or .oJ1, and -i;b1: see art. j'.

1. * :lJI> k5.3, (T, ., M, Mgh, Mob, g,) and

C.111, (M, K,) aor. j, (T, S, Moh, g,) inf. n.

L5j (T, S, M, Mgl,,' g) and US, ($, g,) or the
former is a simple subst. and the latter is the
inf. n., (MNb,) or the latter is an inf. n. and also
a simple subst., (M, K,) and qg, (., M, ]:,)
the last erroneously written, in [some of] the
copies of the X1, ¢,l as though it were a pret.
verb [like JS;]; (TA ;) and * .S;It and *t .P;
(S, M, Mgb, V ;) all signify the same; (T, S, M,'
Msb, K ;) [or the last probably has an intensive
meaning;] le was satisfied, or he sati.!fied him-
self, nnith drinking of water [and of anill]; he
(lrank theorof enough to quench, or satisfy, his
thirst; contr. of ;C. (Mgh in explanation of

the first.) And ,.l;l .. , (M,) or --J,
(],) oQ1J '; (TA;) and 'tiS;3 (M3 , ;)
[The plant, or herbage, or the t.eest had plentifil
irrigation: or] i. q. ,Zj [i. e., became flourish-
ing and ficest, luxuriant, juicy, succulent, or
sappy] ; (M, 1~ ;) or became bright and fresI, by
reason of plentiful irrigation. (TK.) - 3L.~J
and ?t g31j and ' k3 a;re also used metaplhori-
cally, as meaning t He wass, or beca me, in a good
state or condition; and in the enjoyment of much
ease, pleatsantnecu, softness, or delicacy, of life.

(Ilar p. 100.)--'jjj.3 I.s &. X is
likewise metaphorical, meaninog t I have become,
or I became, disgusted [or satiated to loathing]
with this thing, or afhair. (· and TA in art.
&.m.)-See also a verse cited voce jl, (p.

85,) in which LS is made trans. by means of
that particle in the place of .. l- i" ' j;-· & j

[Booz I.

(T, S, M, g,) and &1;,, (, M, Ig,) aor. .
inf n. ;., (ait1 PA

inf. n. Zj, or ai, (accord. to different copies of
the T, [the former app. indicated to be the ri ht

by what is said in the next sentence,]) or ge,
(M, [probably also correct,]) ]Ie brought a'ter
to his family: (8, M, 1:) [but in the T it is
implied that the meaning is like that of the phrme
here following:] .. t . $, (1lSk, T, S, K,) nor.
as above, (ISk, T, S,) inf. n. aj, (so in the TA,)
lIe dren water for the people, or party. (ISk,
T, 8, I.) You say, w° , with fet-h to

the j, (S,) or ... j, (so in the T,) meaning
WVhence i. your providing of yourselves with

water? (;131 t, JJ;X ,;s*: T, immcdiate ly
after the latter of the foregoing phrases; and S,
immediately after the former of them:) so says
ISk. (T.) And e .I1 L; . j Ise drew water

upon the camel. (M. [See acL..]) - And LSfj

41'l, aor. ..v, [inf. n., app., Lij,] lie (a
camel) bore, carried, or convyced, wvater. (Mqb,
TA.) - Hence, (Mqb, TA,) .,1 3g.j, (T,
.8 M, Mgl, rb, . andA , (T, M, N,fgh,)
c'*, (MA,) aor. ., (T,) inf n. I,.j; (T, 8,

M, Mghl, K ;) and V 423; (M, K;) lxIth signify
the same; (.;) lie bore in his memor#oy, know'ing
l,y heart (,.,) and transmitted [orally], re-
lated, recited, or rehearsed, the tradition, narra-
tirve, or sto,y, (Mob, TA,) and the poetry, (TA,)
[as learned, or heard, or received,] from him;
(MA;) [he related, recited, or relc,arted, the
tradition, &c., and the poetry, by heart from

him:] you say to a man, ;;iJI :t [" Recite
thou the ode"]; but you do not say, ;1 unless
you mean thereby Relate thou it by heart. (.,
TA.) [One says also, a 5, meaning It has
been related as heard, or received, from him.
And It k$3j, and I tL -qj'., meaning It has
been related, and it is reli ted, (othern.iste, i. e.)
thus; withi the substitution of such a word &c.:
and often meaning it has been read, and i -is
read, &c. And 1.b 1,j1 U meaning Accord-
inig to one relation, or wray of relation or relating,
thus: and often meaning according to one reading,

ths.] Ja ol, (M, ,) [or. in£. n.

5.J (M,) lie trvisted tahe rope: (M, ][g:) or he
twvi.sted the rope nell, or thoroutghly, or stoutndly.

(M.)- 0.is o s ar, (S, M, TA,) in the
copies of the g, erroneously, J_.l, (TA,) lie
bound the man (S, M, g,* TA) with the rope
called .j. (M, TA) upon the back of the amnel,
(S, g,*) lest he shouldfall (S, M, C,0 TA) from
the camel (M) in contequenee of his being orer-
come by sleel. (S, M,* TA.) And i '

- .~~~5 . U *"

Slils, aor. $.,jl, inf. n. .J, I bound the/ °j
ujpon the leathern water-bag, or pair of leathern
water-bags, called k.' (T.) You say, LS¢;

%1-, inf. n. L.5;; ind ' ? jt; He bound him, or

it, with the rope [called siji as is implied in the

M]. (M,* TA.) And ea1 i fIjj iAu]~~. (u. *' . .
[lia bounid the .lj upon the camel]; like *a1j.
(TA.) And V 3jjI He bound a load with the
.o. (TA.)
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BOOK I.]
0- 0'

2. i.~ inf. n. "j3: see 4, in two places: 

and 5. [Hence,] kJ .0 [Tlhe day of pro-

viding oneself with rater;] the eighth day of
Dlau-l- tijfieh; (T, Myb;) the day bqfore tiat of

'Arafeh: (M:) so called becautise they (the pil-

grims, T) used to provide thiemselves ( JJ,

T, M, or t ' .~, , Mqb, and so in a copy of the

T, or t 9j , S ), on that day with water
(T, ., M,s M,h, ]) for the aftertime, (., Msb,
g,) and to rise and go, or when rising to go, to
Mint, where is no water, [or, aeeord. to the Meb,
whiere was little water,] therefore they provided
thlemselves fully withl water, or therefore they
providedl thiemscives withi water from Mekkeh for
the alighting and abiding at Mind: (T, accord. to
two different copies:) or [it means the day of
consideration, or thougit; (ftrom anothier signtifi-
eation of the verb, as will be seen from what
follows;) and is so called] because Abraham
was considering, or thinking upon, his dream

(*tO· ? .~ t.$,- ' aL4) [on that day],

and on the ninthi he knew [lthat his dream was
from God], nnd on the tenthi lie desired to act

[aeeording to his dcream] ('0 ). (g. [And

in a similar mainer it is explained in the Kshi

and by Bd in xxxvii. 101. See also 2 in art. 1.])
., ' 0.t. .. 

-H k 1"*jJl~ eA . and S .. :s1, (T,

TA,) ile moistened [his hea(l, app. much, or

saturated it, i.e. its hair, mith oil, or grease, and

the broken, or crun"bled, bread with gpease, or

g,.ry]. (TA.) ' JI tj, (T, S, M, Mg.!, Jr,)

and , (M, Mghi, Mbh,) inf. n. as above;
- Jmo 

($;) and oq ° 11j 1; ($, ]K;) Ie1 made hi7m to
,.elate by heart thic )poetry, (S, M, *Mgh,'* ,*

TA,) and the tradition, ur'ative, or story;
(M, Mgh, TA;) he made himn to bear in his
memory, hnonr ing by heart, and to transmit,
relate, recite, or rehearse, (Msh, TA,) the poetry,
(TA,) and the tradition, narrative, or story;
(Mqb, TA;) [or he taught him to do so; i. e.] lihe

related to him, by l cart ( ;$) the poetry, (T,

TA,) and the tradition, narratire, or story,

(TA,) until he retained it in his moenory, for the

urpose of relating it by heart [as learned, or

heard, or received,] from him*. (T, TA.*) And

i.j.JI Lit;. [V'e had the traditiS, narratie,
or story, reiated to ius by heart; and in like man-

ncr, 1aJl the poetry]. (Mqb, TA.) . ,q:

p'. 1, (1, K~, [thoetgh Freytag, represents thie verb
Ras being in the Io, withont tesldee4, and Golius
explains the verb nearly in the same manner with
and witlhout teshlideed,]) inf. n. us alove, (TA,)
Ite looked into the thing, or affair, or case;
inspected it; eamined it; considered it; or
thought upons it; (., M, ], TA;) deliberately,

or leisurely; without haste; a dial. var. of A,.

[q. T.]: (M, TA:) [and de ?,.j 3 app. signifies

the same :] see .J- in the formeJ half of this

paragraph, in an explanation of kj3jZ A..

4. *1;:? (M, MA, Mb, ]) : "01 (MA)

[and . UIt C>*], inf. n. :I'Q; (KL, and gIary

p. 67;) and? V1j (MA, MNb) &, (MA,) inf. n.

33j,; (KL;) He satisfed him, or made kim to
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be satisfied, with drinking of water [and of

milk]; he satisfied, or q,enched, his (another's)
thirst, by a drink, or draugaht, of water [and of
milEk]; (M,* MA, Mqb,* ~,*0 KL ;*) he did away 4

with his thirst [thereby]. (H.ar ubi suprL.) One

says of a she-camel abounding in milk, i. L :.

. J.I [She satifies the thirst of the young chliild]:

becaulse he sleeps in the beginning of the night,
and they desire that her flow of milk may be
early, before his sleeping. (M, TA.) [And in

like manner, 1ljI is said of water, and of milk,
&c., meaning It satisfied Iis tlitrst.] - [Hence,

,g,jl and? S.j signify also Ile tatered, or ir-
rigated, plenatifuUy a plant, or herbage, or a tree;
or rendered it flourishing and frexh, luxuriant,
succulent, or sappy, by plentiful irrigation: see
1, second sentence.] - See also 2, in the middle

of the paragraph. ~iAnd see 1, last three sen-
tetnces.

5. Lj.3: see 1, first three sentences. You

say also, I;j3 and I.j, meaning They pro-

vided tiemseldves with water. (M.) And yLS

!.QI 4 P A 7; (Msb, and so in a copy of the

T; see 2, second sentence;) or ,tHl e p j.;
(S and 1g; see again 2, second sentence;) [They/
used to provide tiemselves with water :] and

;ljI V,l*33;b J. . [WThence do ye provide
for yourselves water?]. (T and 8; see 1, in the

middle of the paragraph.) - And aLUIl -.sf

ti [The morsel was imbued, or soaked, with

cilarified butter]. (En-Nadr, TA in art. -.)

,..JI..ll )i,t3 and 'JI: see 1, in the latter

half of the paragraph. ,Ltu. ;4i: see 8. -

. 3j5;j: see 2, in two places.

8. U4jjl: see 1, first and third sentences: -
-.a

and see also 5, in two places.- iAa...ll 31jI
Tle palm-tree, haring leen planted in a hollow
dag for the purpose, was watered at its root.
(Lth, T.) m It (a rope) was twisted: (MI, :)
or was twiuted well, or thorovuhly, or soundly:
(M:) or was thick in its strands: ($:) or was
compo.ed of many strands, and thick, and very

compact. (Lth, T.) - And ',L o· :,l His

joints (those of a beast, T, or those of a man, $)
were, or became, well-proportioned and thick;

(T, ., ;) and so ? .;j3. (M, 5.)

3j: see ;1.

kS·: see what next follows: eand see also

art S)

iJ, said by Esh-Sh6mee, in his " Seereh [of

the Prophet]," to be also with d.amm [i. e. tV5,

which is anomalous, like l, for 1J], (MF,

TA,) is an inf. n. of CpS: (T, ., M, Mghl,* :)

and also (M, 1) a simple subst. from that verb
[meaning The state of being satisfied with drink-
ing of water and of milk; the state in which one
is sati~fted with dr'inking or drink; the stati of
having drunk enough to quench, or satidfy, the

) thirst]. (M, Msb, ](.) Ooic says, i_ ;) OL
0r . [Such a one is in a state in which he is

satisfied with drink and food]. (T, A, TA, all in
art. ,,W.) - [Also, as is indicated in the 1P &c.,

in relation to plants or herbage, or to trees, The
state of having plintiful irrigation; or of beiny
flourisling andfresh, luzuriant, juicy, succulent,
or sappy, by/ reason of plentiful irrigation.] -

a. c A source abounding witk water. (p.)

. See also art. Lk.

jiS: see'i. -DS = , d lates vhen they
,ipen [after they have been cut o.;] not ,peon

their palm-trees; as also t.. (TA.)

Q3;: see W J, in art. Lq.

:,*; and Vt q; (T, S, M, ]K [in this last im-

properly said to be like .jl, which is without

tenween,]) and t .j (M, g) Sw,eet water: ($:)
or water that causes him who comes to it to return
with his thirst satisfied; (T, ;*) applied only to
water that has a continual increase, and does not
become exhausted, nor cease: (T:) or abundant
water, that ati.fies the thirst. (Mi, .. )-

[Hence,] 'ljjl is a name of Tte well of Zemzesm.
(Q, TA.)_ And .·jI, (so in the TA, as from the ](,
and as mentioned by Az on the authority of IAgr,
[but I have looked for it in vain in two copies ot

the T, app. ,j, or perhaps 9 .I/, like the Pers.

1;j, for one of these two may be from the other,]

or tjj, (so accord. to my MS. copy of the ]C and
acecord. to the T]~, [but this I thtink very dubious,
and still more strange is the reading in the CId,
which is ,j,]) Abundance of herbage, or of t/i.

goods, conwn.ienees, or conmforts, of life. (1h.)

1:ja [for 113, (see ,;- in art. Si,) or of tilh

measure jt; from Uj1, (see gar p. 24,)] i. .q.

';j [as meaning A pleasing, or goodlly, aspect;

or beauty of aqpet]: so in the phraso Jt;ji J ;
[A man having a pleasing, or goodly, aspect]. (..)

.j A rope with which the two leathern water-

bags are bound upon the canel: (T:) or a rope~
with wkich goods, orfurniture, or utensils, .c.,
are bound upon the camel; (Q, I;) and witl
which a man is bound upon a amsel, lest he
should fall in conequence of his being overcomw

,y sleep: (M, and H.am p. 321 :) or one of the

*.o1p of the [tent called] .l1: and sometimes the

load is bound theremith upon the camel: accord.
to AIn, it is thicker than vcwll-opes: (M:) and

.s; signifies the same: (T, g:) pl. of the

former aoj; (T, ., 1g;) and of * the hIstter

Lqjt,- (T;, 5,) i. e. LS35 and 1,p . (TA.)_
See also :,1j.

S.j: see :Id. -Also A full, or complete,

drink. (g, TA.) You say, .jU , . (z 8,

TA) I drank a full, or complete, drink. CTA.)

- And A cloud of which the rain-drops are

large, (l, X,) and lvehement in their fall; like

; : (S:) pl. a t. (TA.) - And, accord.

to IAar, One rwho gives to drink; or a waterer;

syn. O1': [in one copy of the T, in the place of

.3.. l;l as explanatory of E,ll1, I find JU'l,

which I think an evident mistranscription:]j
and Weak: - and Sound in body and intlkdlect.

(All three from the T.) Also The [fanda-

in 

relattion to plants or herbage, or to trm, The

itate 

of having ~iful irrigation; or of beipig

floui-Ulting 

andfiresh, luxuriantjuicy, mcculent,

Dr 

sappy, kil reason of pkntiful itrkjagion.]

kj 

estz A source abounding with water.

z� 

See also art.

Lli: 

Bee' Dates when they

ripen 

[a.fter they have been cut og',] not vipon

their 

palm-trees; as also t (TA.)

Q3;: 

W ,,in art.

Lq;� 

(T, �, M, 19 [in tltis last M.

properly 

said to he like wliicii is witliotit

Lenweenj) 

and t (M; g) Spooet water:

or 

water titat eau~ hitia who comes to it to returti

with 

his thirst satisfled; (T, $;*) applied only to

water 

titat has a continual itacrmm, and does atit

become 

exitau39ed, nor cwm: (T:) or abundant

water, 

that satilfies the thip-st. (bl, V..)

[Hence,] 

1 is a name of Tito well of Zenizem.

QC, 

TA.) 231And .13j, (so in the TA, as from the X(,

and 

as mentioned by Az on the authority of IAgr,

[but 

I liave looked for it in vaiii in two copies ot'

the 

T, app. or perhaps * 0.1�, like the Pers.

1JJ1, 

for one of these two may be from the otherj

1 

a,

or 

*j,, (so accord. to my MS. copy of the XC and

itecord. 

to the TI�, [but this 1 tltink very dubious,

avid 

still more stmnge is the reading in the Cl�,

whieli 

is .5j,l) Abuntlance of herbaqe, or of Iite.

goods, 

coiamniences, or conifores, of life. (1�.)

.%j 

[for '.13j, (we in art. J4 or of the

measure 

jtU from U�t, (see gar p. 24ffl i.

[as 

meaning A ~ing, or gootily,.ati)ect

or 

boarity of aqwct] : so in the plbrnso %) b3.�2

[A 

man having a pleajrijig, or goodly, aspect].

'.1 

ith which tho gyro katheyn water-

bags 

are bound ttpon the canut: (T:) or a rope

with 

ivhich goods, or furniture, or utensils,

are 

bound upon the camel; and wiiii

which 

a man is bound ulion a camel, lost he

shouldfaU 

in conwpence of his being overrouir

lpy 

deep: (M, and klam p. 321 :) or one of tist

i.olm 

of the [tent called] Ac&: and irometimes the

load 

is bound th~th up�n the cainal: accord.

to 

Agn, it is thiclw than vwU-P"pes: (M:) and

V 

"" signifies the same: (T, g:) pt. of the

fonner 

(T, and of the Isetter

i. 

e. and 1!�;. (TA.)

See 

also .13j.

LS.$j: 

see Also A full, or tonal)

1 

a ' # 0,0 36 . lete,

drink. 

(g, TA.) You say 1j3j 4,%! %z.� & (�,

J*-'
TA) 

I dranh a full, or compkee, drink. (TA.)

-

And A cloud of which the rain-drops aie

large, 

K,) and vehement in their fall; like

LC 

: W) pi. (TA.)-And, acmrti.

to 

IA*r, One mlio gira to drink; or a waterer;

'G: 

[in one copyof theT,intheplaccot'

as 

explanatory of Lq.,,jt, 1 find &wi,

which 

I think an evi(lent mistrenscriptionj.

and 

Weak: -and Sound in body and intallect.

(All 

three from the T.)~Also The [funda-
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nental] rhyne-letter; ($, M, f;) the letter u/7o0
which the ode isfounded, and which is indijspen
sable in eery verse thereof, in one place; as
for instance, the [final] c in the verse hen
following:

[plnen the wealth of the man becomes little, iu
friends become few, and, together writh the eyes
the/Lngers make signs to him]: (Akh, M:) [whemi
two or mor letters are indispenlalblc to tle
rhyme, only one of them is thIs termedl, nccordlinE
to rules fully explained in the AI and in the
treatises on versification:] IJ mentions i3jJ as
its pi.; but [(18d says,] I thtink him to have
stated tlis carclessly, and not to have hcard it
from the Arab.. (M.) One says Js. :jd;ji
J..1 ,saJ [Tiro odes constructed ipon one rhym.c-
letter; or haring one jfbundameatal rhyine-let.
ter]. ($.)

3il [an inf. n. of LS1;, q. v., when utised as a
Pubst., meaning A relation, or recital, &c.,] has
for its pl. t,j;. (JM.) See LI, last sentence
but one.

A want, or thieing wante(l: (A'Oheyd, T,
so in the sayinig, ad,, C) , [WVe have

a want to be sulilied to ws on the part of such a
one; meaning se want a thing of such a one]:
(A'Obeyd, T:) and ilL3 U [WVe hare a
Irant to bie aupplied to Us on thy por1; ire icaut
a thing of thee]. (S.) - And The remainder of
a debt nnd the like. (S.) Also, (S,) or I

,, (M, 1Z,O) thus usually pronounced witil-
out ., (m,) [ori.inally i ,] Inspection, e:at?aina-
tion, consideration, or thotylt, of an affair;
(S, M, g;) withorwt haste: (M:) pl. I (JM,
TA.) You say, LA, ^ uu u [lHe
went at randon, heecdlesly, or in a headlong
mnanner, without considetattion]. (A in art. -. 9.)
sec a0 near tde end. [See also a ej' in art.

I,".)

:1;~ 34. A man whose habitual wrorh, or occu-
pation, is the drawing of water by nCeans of the
k31j [q. v.]: you ay, AjX1 1.,, m.. [Thes peOple's
h,lalt,,al dirawe'r of woter by meats of llt hiei
conic]. (T.)

i [originally d;;] A shecet od,our (T,M, K)
of nnything. (T. One says of a woman, ia1

abl i, meorynnin e Vtrily sher e is sweet tlcn;t
odour of her body: and hence thi saying of emra-
el-wigeys,

* , ' ~ 3 ''1 

[WhIe they stand, the fragrance of mush is dif-
fised from tihem, like the breath of the east wind
that has brought the #seet odour of the clore].
(T.) It i also femn. of edin (T,h M, &c.)

it.o; [originally t1oja] an epithet from tojJ;

n(T, M, Mgh, M9 b, 1;) &Rati.fied with drinhtin
[ofwater and of milk d&c.]; having drunk [thereof
enou.lg to quench, or satisfy, his thirst; contr. o

e Ic,Lk:: (8, Mgh :) fem. CT, (, M, Mgh
Msb, ,) in which the j is not changed into:
because the word is an epithet; for it is change(
into, only in a sobst., of the measure sLW, 0

which Lj is the final radical, as in S9 ; so tha
if it were a subst., it would be gj; (S, M;
originally : (M:) as to tj that is thougilh
to he used as the proper name of a woman, it is
thlus used, an epithet, like Iltl and 1Ll

,though without the article JI. (?,' M:) the pl
is f1, (T, 5, M, Mgh, Mb, ],) withl kesr and
medd., (S,) in measure like *1 t, (Mtib,) mansc

aind fem. (Mgh, MEb.) You say > c,l - Ai3
[A people, or party, sati.fied n-ith drinking '!
nwater]. (S.) Alid A i and j 
[A plant, or herbage, and trees, having plentifri
ir7igation: or flouurishing and frak, luxurtiant,
Juiry, succulent, or sappy, by reason of plent5ifel
irrigation: see the verb]. (M.) - [Hence,]
1ij signifies also t Fall offat and lcsh. (JM.)
And you say j &.j 1 [A plumpfa,c]; an ex-
pression of displnisc [app. whllen relating to a

' -- i

to a youth, or to a woman, or a limib of a woman,
meaning plumep and juicy, is used by way of
praise]: opposed to ], ;i ja..e (A and TA in

art. [of.) And Je ik e esd t [A troman
full, or plunip, in the place of the anklet]. (.iM.)

r And isl aj . t A horse fat in the portion
of flesh and sinaews next the back-bone on cach
side. (T.)

awi [as the act. part. n. of j;] is used in rela-
tion to water [as mcaning Bringing, or one who
brings, 7aoter to his family: and drawing, or one
who draws, water for others: and a camel oarry-
ing, or tiha car7iest, water; wience the subst.

1, q. v.]. ($, TA.) - And [Ience] it is used
also in relation to poetry (T, o, aI) and to tradi.
tions or narratives or stories (T, M, Mgh, 1g) [as
meaning A relater, reliter, or erer, by heart,
of poetry, and of trditions, or narratives or stories,
learned, or heard, or received, from another]: and

iin like manner lo, but in an intensive sense

[as meaning a lcre, or copioux, relater or reciter
or reheartie, &c.]; (T, S, M, M1gh, 1(;) i.e.
LAnI yo s (T, TA ;) as in the phrase ajn 

taoU a.th,5 [a man who is a large, or ropions,
relatnr ic. of poetry]: ($:) the pl. of/,j is ise.
($, TA.) = Also OmtV who has t [he s;printend-
ence, manageteut, or eare, of lorses e. ..
Jefl 1 fe [strangely rendered by Frcytag, who

i. .
k&j A cancel, (A'Obeyd, T, S, K(,) or a mule,

or an anw, (8, and so in tlhe n with the exception
of" and" for "or,") upon which water is drai n:
(A'Obeyd, T, e, K: [see e L:]) or a camel that
carries wrater; (M,* Mgh, Msb;) and then applied
to any beast ulon which nater is lrawn: (Msb:)

7 [but it is disputed whether this be the primary or
]proper signification, or whether it be secondary
f' or tropical, as will be shown by what follows:]

and also a man vho draws water (A Obeyd, T,
TA) for lhis family: (TA:) the i is affixed

I [,IJ, i. e. for the purpose of transferring the
f word from the category of epithebts to that of sub-
tstantives; or] to give intensiveness to the si6gni-

fication: (Msob:) pl. 'j;; [by rule , being
t originally of the measure jl;, not j;hJ]. (S,

M, TA.) Also A i,. [or lcr,tlern ater-cbag]
(A,'Olceyd, T, S, M, Mgh) comlpotsed ol f ft7ee shins,
(Mthl,) containinw water; (I, K;) so called as
being the receptacle in whbich is the water borne
by the camel [thlus called]; (A'Oheyd, T;) or the
i.lp* is tins termed by the vulgar, but this

i npllication of tihe worl is allowable as meta-
rlplhoriecal: (S:) or it signifies a Iair of suck

.rater-bhag (v,l [see io. in nart. jJj): (T:)
[accord. to ISdl,] it is applied to tlhe ;blj, and
tlileh to the camel, becaise of the nenrness of tho
latter to tilhe former: (M:) or its lprimary applica-
tiogi is to the camel: (S, Mgh:) accord. to some,
its application to the camel is plroler; mnd to the
i>5a, tropical: accord. to others, the reverse is
the ca'e: (AMF,TA:) the pl. is lJlj3, as above.
(M4hi, TA.) -One says of a weak person who
is in easy circumstanoes, a;dwIl m L, mcaning
lIa is upntable to turn bach the i!j, [or camel
bearing a trater-bag or plir,qf water-bagx,] not-
withstandinig its being heavily burdenetl by tho
water that is upon it. (Mf.) - And the Prophet
applied the appollation S.1 lvl; [T(Te camels
bearing water for the irrigation of the countries,
or the wautter-bags borne by canmels.for the irriga-
tion of tie countries,] to t the clui,d,x by way of
comparison. (TA.) -Cl;; is also applied as an
appellation to t The chiiejf of a people; (IAqr,
TIh, T;) as pl. of LJjt,; the chief who bears the
burden of the bloodwits owed by the tribe being
likened to the camel thus termed. (T, M.*) A
Temeemee, mentioning a party thiat had attanked
his tribe, said. lI;jIl lljjl .Li,l;i.
mcaning [11 e encountered them, and] ne slecr the
chiefs, aged gave ipermision; to ijccpii/i, or to
plunder, the houses, or tents. (T.) _ lIA, also
occirs in a trad., in wlhici it is said, Q1311 A
.1 ,,1Jj, and accortl. to soine, it is, in this
instanoe, pl. of 3J1 (JM, TA) in the first of the
senses explained above; so that the meaning is,
t The wrorst of tho.s nwho catrrl tidings are thos
who carrjy false tiilings; suchl persons being
likened to the hcasts so called, in respect of the
fatigue that they undergo: (JM :) or it is pl. of
tv!a; (JM, TA;) and the meaning is, the worst
of thoughts are those that are untrue, not right,
nor tending to good: or it is pl. of t .lj; and
the meaning is, the worst of relations, or re-
citals, are those that are untrue. (JM.)_See
also ll;.

[utii s see the next paragraph, in two places.

or (T, ra M, Msb, il ,) originally [at,tf,l of
the measure lail, ( M, Mb,) and ,, e(Lb,
M, (,) The female of the Jmaj, (E-Aitmar,

1
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A'Obeyd, T, $, M, Msb, 1,) which means moun-
taig-oaut: (TA:) or thefemale and the male; the
former of which is also called ji, and the latter
3j; (AZ, T, Mb ;) and which are of the [lind
ea'lld] i; not of the [kind called] ,: (AZ, T :)

plt. ;lj, (El-Abmar, A'Obeyd, T, $, M, Msb,
!~,) of the measure 3jcrtj, (S,) a pl. of pauc.,
Msb,) applied to three (El-Ahmar, A'Obeyd, T,

ft, M, 1)aaid more, to ten [inclusive], (El-ALhmar,
A'Obeyd, T, M, .K,) and $ l, applied to many,
(El-Ammar, A'Obeyd, T, S, M, Msb, .K,) of the
measure , , MI , , Mb,) erroneonsly held by
Abu-l-'AshilMs to be of the measure 5W; (M;)
an irregular pl.; (MIsb, l ; or [rather] it is a
qIuasi-pfl. n.; (M, K;) and ,5jlbl is a broken pl.
(M.) It is also a proper name of a woman: and

.ll
so in * . (..)

ece

B.:.g;: see l, in two places.

JS)

1. ~ and 9./, inf. n. of the former ,.
and of the laltter 3iJ, are botlh of them verbs
relating to ,3 11I: (T:) you say, 6l1ll ,
[and 1;,] I mnade the a,l [q. v.]: (M, TA:)
the imperativo of i is #1,, and that of t -..
is jj: and the pass. part. ns. are *.j4 and

S .,
.Jta, each applied to a banner. (T.)

2: see 1, in three places.~ You say also,
i; tjj I made a,; (M;) or I rote a . (TA

in aJ; ; i.l I4)

4 .1j z.lgji; accord. to L1i, v1;; , [and so
in the ]j, (see 1 in art. is$j, near thie end of the
paraglra)l,]) but [lSd rays,] I lhold th;it thlis is

anomalous, and that it is properly only jI; .
stuck, or Ji.edl, [into the ground,] the banne', or
standard. (M, TA.)

8. °;;!, [as though a contraction of ;I1,]
for .t;: see ae, first signification.

10. S!, [as tiloughl a contraction ofn .

like as '-.! is a contraction of "': l.J,] for
·,,~le.. 

,/!9: see Sj, first signification.

i./- ' pP saUid in the CIg, in art. 5J, to be a pl. of

j : see this latter word.
I,
kSJ: see art. JJ'. m It is also said in the K,

in art. $il, to be a pl. of i;j: see thlis latter word.

seJ: see art. SJ ~ It is also said in the K,
in art. Ji$, to be a pl. of .51j: see this latter word.
-Also Beauty of aspect; (]K; and M in art.
LS. ;) accord. to limn who lholds it to be witih-
out .; said by AAF to mean beauty as implying
', [and therefore belonging to art. ..V]. (M
in art. iS3. [See also ,Jl, in art. AS.a])

i;: see oj, in art. L5j.

1.: see ;;, in art. iS J.

· an inf. n. of db [q. v.]. (T, Mi, g; all in
art. Lt5J.)

tj: see art. kSJ.

see Cbj, in art. S1 j.

: see uj, in art. .

A J: sec art. S.2J

'1;: see what next follows.

.1;, (T, S, M, Msb, IK,) and o.l;, mentioned by
Sb on the authority of Abu-l-Khiattib, the I of
aIlj, though a substitute for thie medial radical,
[i. c. t.,] being likened by him to the augmenta-
tive I, aud therefore the final radical is made .,
like as is done in the case of 'Li, &c., (M,) A
banner, or standard, (T, S, M, Mib, K,) of an
anmny: (MRb :) accorld. to some, (Mqb,) origi-
nally with ., [see adl, in art. j1,] though
pronounced by the Arabs without .; (T, Msb;)
but others deny this, and say that it has
not been heard with .: (M,b:) pl. .Q1; (M,
.Mb, I..) and [coll. gen. n.] V I. (M, .) _
Also A ;i,3. [app. here meaning collar]: (.:)
or a thing that is put upon the neck (Lth, T, M,
.K) of a runaway mtale slave, (M, ],) to show
that he is a r unawoay: it is an iron ring, of the
size of the neclk. (TA.) = It is also said to be an
inf. n. of gilj: see this latter word.

'~, dim. of 4b.. (Lth, T.)
5. , , --0 ' 
kie o3~ An odle of which the Sj [orfunda-

mental rhy,te-letter] is j. (TA in olA'l ..A4
a4ut.)

.is and ka3: see ;;3j, in art. 5).

cJs':,- !see the first paragraph.

1. ;1j (like j i, TA, [app. indicatinlg that its
aor. is /$j, like jt,]) a dial. var. of L.Sj [He
sam; &c.]. (M, I.)

2. ;jl4 2 i.q. ij l [q. v.]. (T, g.) -
o, inf .n. iS, i.q. q t [app.
mea ning Ile relaxed the comprexsion of his throat:
or he relaxed the cord by which he was being
throttled]: (M :) or .L;.. ' C.J [which app.
lias the former meaniug: or perhlaps means Ihe, or
it, relieved his quinsy, so that he had room, or
fr'eedom, to breathe]. (.1.)--l-l j He wrote
aj. (TA.)

3. L6JJ Lb, (M, K,*) said to be formed by
transposition, [i. e. firom S.lj7,] inf. n. i.l% (TA,)

HIe feared, or nas on his guard against, such a
one. (M, K.*) _ See also 3 in art. t.qb'

:t J a subst. from ;1 mentioned above: (M,
.K:) [i. ce., it signifies Sisht; &c.; like Q;:]
and ;,3 is said by MF to be like it; but this is a
mistake, occasioned by his finding ;l1, in a verse,

miswritten for .JtL. (TA.) - [Sec also n.]

1ilJ ;j..aS: see art. 1j.

1. .1;_, (T, S, M, &tc.,) nor. , (M, Mgh,

Mib, V,) inf. n. , (T, M, Migh, AMsb, &c.) and
a.O, (M, I~,) or the latter is a sinmple subst.,
(S, Msb,) It (a thing) occtiioned in me diuluiet,
disturbance, or agitation, of mincl: (Ksh and Bd
in ii. 1 ) [this is the primary signification; (see

;) a signification also borne by t il..ti; (see
the verses of Kh&lid cited in this paragraphi;)
whence the other significations here expl. in wilat
follows:] it (a thling) made me to ldoubt: (Mhsb:
and in like mainer $l; is expl. in thile Mgh :) or
it (a thing, M) caused me to have what is tcrmned
a. 4 [i. e. doubt, or suspicion or evil opinion, or
doubt comnbined nvit/ls supicion or evil opinion];
As also v A,II: (M, K: in both of whichi this
meaning is indicated, but not expressed:) but the
latter is said by Lth to be bad: (T:) or, (T, M,
Msb,) accord. to AZ, (T, Mlb,) the former signi-
fies he, (T, M,*) or it, i. e. his case, (M,* Msb,)
nade me to hnomv that there was on his part vwhat
is termed a4 [i.e. sonething occasioning doubt,
or suspicion or evil opinion, or doubt comnbined
with suspicion or evil opinion]; (T, M, MA1b ;)
made me to be certain, or sure, of it (Mblsb :)
and t the latter signifies made inmc to think tlhat
there n,as in him witat is so termned; (SlI, T, M,
Msb, K ;) wvithout my being certain, or sutre, (f
it: (Msb:) [Az says that] these arc the right
explanations of the two plhrases: (T:) [or] the

latter signifies also £ ) j& a [he put into
mne, i. c. into miy mind, doubt, ar suspicion &c.];

(Sb, M, ]g; and in a similar manner e;J is expl.

in the latter;) or 'Li 1 ; [l [he mtle nm to
think that which occationed doubt, or suspicion
&c.]: (IS: and in like manner ~IJI is cxpl. in the

.Yam p. 363 :) and . signifies ."i 1, -
[I made doubt, or sutpicion &e., or that wrdic/
occasioned doubt, or suspicion &e., to conc to
him, or to reach hin]; (Ks;) [app. by some act;
for it is said that] 1 signifies .jjW ol [he di,l
to him a thing that occasioned doubt; or snxpici,nc
&c.]: (YIam ubi supri:) or, (I,) accprd. to L.h,
the Arabs say, (M,) 1 or. inf .

and ai 3 : when they speak allusively [wilt,
respect to the catmuse of doubt &c., not expressing

it,] (l' t3A [misinterpreted in the TA as nimean-
ing "when they affix a pronoun to the verb," for
the meaning here intended is clearly shown by
what follows,]) they prefix I [to the verb, saying

9 .14 , and %;oj, &c., expl. in the latter part of

- 1 
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this paragraph]; and when' they do not speak
allusively [with respect to the cause of doubt &c.,

butt express it,] (l , ill) they reject that
letter; but [so accord. to the M, but in the ]

"or,"] it is allowable to say, 1, tjj'il; (M,
;) i. e., to prefix the I when the verb is made

trans.: (M:) accord. to A,, (T,) Lg"1 ) [signifies
he did wrhat msnde me to doubt, or to have doubt,
ors suspicion &c , aknd what I disliked, or hated;
for it] is said of a man when thou seest, on his

part, whlat makes thee to doubt, &c., (',d ,
[or .i , CJ,]) and what thou dialikest, or hatest:

(T, and Illbeyl sy, (T, ) and el , (T, Mqb,)

or ."i t.I.l, as Ay says on the authority of 'Eesa
Ibn.'Omar; (M;) and t -, and *t; 'j. mean-
ing doublted: (Mb :) accord. to IAth, "1f

2.Jt [an evident mistranscription for I'l .lj]

and t ill both mean 4 it uj d s
[i. e. the thing made me to doubt, and caused me
to think that there was thag which occasioned
floubt, or suspicion &c., in it]; hut when you are
certain, or sure, of it, vou say [only] 4I;, with-
out (an incipienlt] : (1'A :) accord. to Lth, .;l;

.*'P, inf n. ',, signifies the thing, or event,
I[ipp. said'only of that which is evil,] betidled me,

or, bfell me: plnd r .. ;, his affair. or case,

brnught upon me doubt (. [in the TA ¢ i. e.
trril]) and fea'. (T.) It is said in a trad., of

F(timeh, ~ i 5t..?, , meaning That dia-
jl/ease and disquiets me whi.h dilspletase and dis-
quiets her.' (TA.) And in another, respecting a

g.ezello lying curled in sleep, . ,e ; ,
nmeaning No one shall oppose himself to it and
disquiet it, or disturb it. (TA.) And in another,

,.ai ji 41'; Lt, i. e. Lhat disquieted thee and
ronstrained thee to cut it qff? as Aboo-Moosia
thihks the phruse may be read: but see another

,'ending vocc l. (TA.) And in another, to .

4 ,;L S lI, (Mgh, TA,") or, as some relate

it, ti ,i, (TA,) L e. Lave thou that 7which

causeth thee to doubt, (Mgh, TA,*) and occa-
sioncth in thee A0l1, which originally signifies
disqniet, or disturbance, or ogitation, of mind,
rand hence suspicion &c., and betake thyself to
that which wimi not cause thee to doubt, &c.,for
verily lying is a thing that occasions disquiet of
nmind, or doulbt, or suspicion &ec., and rerily
reracity is a thing that occasions tranquillity;]
bccause the mind is not at rest when it doubts,
but becomes tranquil when it is certain, or sure.
(Mgh.) And the Hudhalee, (;, TA,) KhlWid Ibn-
Zubheyr, (TA,) says,

I.I. I1 J~ ~. t,-

C
L5~ ' jq 3j t l % (., jj* 4 55, *

6, p~ 0 . 4 0 
.,j V A;.j.. f ;gS

[0 my people, what aileth me with Aboo-Dhu-
cyb? I was (such that) tvhen I came to him
after absence, or from being absent, hl wrould
smell nry side, or my armpit, and pull my gar-
ment, as though I disquieted his mind with doubt,
or suspicion &c.]: (S and TA, in this art, and in

art. jt; but in the latter with j.S in the place of

its syn. .:) it is said in the L that ,1A1jt is
trans. and intrans.; and that he who makes it
trans. makes it syn. with .,1tj; and thus it is in
the saving of Khtilid cited above; the last hemi-
still of whichl is also related thus:

*, ., ,.i ;*i,

but t,t1l when intrans. signifies a'-, ;I
[meaning he did an act that occasionedl doubt, or

susp,icit,n &c.]; like as I..4 signifies Ai.. I j
th [he did an act for which he was to be

blamed]: and agreeably with this significationr is
expl. the vcrse ascribed to EI-Mutalemmis, or to
Beashsllr Ibn-Brlurdeh,

,

*

[Thy brother is he who, if thou mahe him.n to
'doubt, &c., (or if thou do to him on act occasion.
ing doubt, or suspicion &c., as expl. in the Yam
p. 303, where t;. is plut in the place of -S,)
says, Only I have done what occasions doubt,
&c.; and if thou act geutly rith him, becomes
gentle]: thus the verse is correctly related: he

who relates it differcntly, saying t..jI, [and thus
I find it in two copies of the T,] asserts that
; C 1 mcams if thlou nmake him of necsity to

have ldoubt, or suspicion &c.; and t..jI [here
said in the TA to be " with damm," but this is
evidently a mistranscription for "with fet-l,"

for it cailuot mean wit dainamm to the I, as ,!
does not bear an appropriate signification, nor
can it mean with samm to the Zo, as the explana-
tion relates to the reading of :..1 with fet-b to
thie ,,] means thou hast caused [me] to think
that there nwas that rwhich occasioned donbt, or
suspicion &c., when it was not decidedly necessary.
(TA .)

4. a1s, as a trans. verb: see 1, in eight places.
As intrans., it signifies He (a man) was, or

became, one in whomn was something occasioning
doubt, or suspicion or evil opinion, or doubt
combinad with suspicion or evil olinion; i. e.
*d Ij ;: (Sb, T, , M :) and he did a thing

that occasioned doubt, or suspicion &c.: (As, T:)
it is said when one is told something of a person,
or thinks it, or im;agines it: (Myb:) see 1, in the
fornier half of the paragraph; and also, in three
places, in the latter part of the same paragraph.
Also It (a tling, or an affiir, or a case,) wnas, or
became, one in which iras something occasioning
doubt, or suspicion &c.; ie. Ie S (T, O
or 1S. (M.)

65: see the next paragraph.

8. ,UjI lie doubted, ($, Msb, K,) &.e [re-
specting him, or it]. (S.) See 1, in the former
half of the pagrgrph. And ,t ,.pI3 HIe ess-

petted him, or thought rvil of him: (T, M, ] :)
or he saw on his part [or in him] what caused
him to have doubt, or suspicion &c.; u also

4 t >,q43; (gar p. 257;) and at L'wsI.J i e
t. '. S1;: (s, L, and UIar ubi aupri:)

the last used by [the tribe of] Hudheyl. (TA.)
- [It often means particularly lIre was sceptical
in matters of religion.]

10. ,.,oljZl He fell into that rwhich occasioned
doubt, or nuspicion or evil opinion; meaning he
feared so ttat he doubted of ,sfety or secrity :
(H.ar pp. 25G and 257:) [he conceived doubt, or
xs,splicion or evil opinion :] he doubted: and
becamnte infected with suspicion or erCl opinion.
(Idem p. 309.) See also 8.

~;l Want, or need. (TA.) iHence, in a trad.,
.ql~ ,;.;J t l'lt/t is [the reason of] yo,u,r tant of

hi.in? or your n:antinl to ash hi# ? (T A.) Atd, in
another trad., tl;ai . il C.1 tw J'hat is [the
reason of] thy n,anti,g to cut it tff ? thlus, says
El-K;ia!tllible, they relate it, with Iniamn to theo

,: but IAth savs that it is properly .It t,
meaning the same: or, accord. to Aoo-Moos&,
the right reading may Ihe j;t to, expl. in the
preceding paragraph. ('rA.)

,. is nn inf. n. of 1, (1', M, Mgh, M.sh, &c.,)
as also t .j, (M, ,) or the latter is a simple
subst.: (, Mshb :) the primary signification of the
latter [and of the former also when it is used as a
simple subst.] is Disquiet, disturbance, or agita-
Sion, of mind: (Ksh nnd Bid in ii. 1 :) [and
hence] the former signifies doubt; (T, S, Mlb ;)
as also t the latter; (~, MIgh;) because doubt
disquiets, or distuirbs, the mind: (Ksh and B!

a-l
ulbi supra, and Mgh :) and opinion; syn. ,:
(M.s,:) aild t the latter, (S, M, A, Mgh, K,) and
the former also, (M, A, ],) loubt, or snspicion
or evil opinion; syn. 13 (. .M, A, Mgh, C)
and "i: (M, A, l(:) or the former, [nnd f the
latter also,] doubt eombined wlith suspicion or evil
opinion: ([Ath, TA:) and a thiiu, or an erent,
or a case, that ocaesions ones doubt, or suspicion
or eril opinion, or doubt coambined writh suspicion
or evil opinion; i.e. ,1I '. jA$,; b: (S, TA:)
[in this last sense, the latter is the more common:
hence,] lying is termed a.j in a trad. cited
above: se 1: (Mgh:) the t'pl. of the latter is

.. (Myb.) A man, and a thing or an event
or a case, is said to be ta a s [as meaning
/laving, in him, or it, something occasioning
doubt, or suspicion &c.]. (A.) ["- 'j often
occurs as meaning There is no doubt; without

doubt; undoubtedly.] - Hence, 'otp *- The
accridents, or evil accidents, of time, (Ksh and Bd
ubi supra, [in Fleiseher's ed. of the latter 
e,t 1JI, which is more agreeable with the explana-
tion, but Ot&jl %" is more usual,]) that dix-
quiet, or disturb, the minds and hearts: (Kh :)
and O z1 ,.I (e , A) [which likewise signifies]
the accidents, or evil accidents, of time: ( :) and

,.aI ~. signifies the same; i. e. dh, (M, ] ,)

or d , (T, Msb,) and , . (T. [This is
said in the TA to be tropical; but I do not find
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Bool L.]

it so characterized in the A.]) - [Hence, like-
wise,] * ao siguifilies A want; a needf,!, or
rnqiite, thiug, affair, or budines; syn. ho..
(., A, Ml), IX.) A poet says, ($,) namely, Kal,
Ibn-Malik El-Anq4ree, (TA,)

Si >..* 5, . .40

* Ui.J iS U,13i> 

lie aceomplised, dfr.om lTihdmeh, every want,
and from Kheyber: theLn tce gave rest. to outr
swords]. ($.) [,,d mentioned by Freytag as
applied in art. ,J,) of the S to a certain plant,
and written #. in both of my copies of the S itn
that art., is n mistake for ,..,1 whichl is the
reading in thIe TA, pl. of .j.]

sej: s te e next preceding paragraph, in six
l)lace. - [It often nmeans particularly Scepticism
in matters of religion.]

* a- .s
~d,e "~.A thingq, or an erent, or a case, that

friyhtens, or tet..:ies. (M, g.)

,.l; [act. part. n. of 1; Causing, or occasion-
ing, doubt, or suspiction or evil opinion, &c]
IApr says that Alhoo-Bekr is related to Ihave said,

i Inis clarge to 'Omar, X

1. $'.y' ~.i., whiceh Ti explains as meaning
Keelp thou to tlhat is clctr,freefrom dubiousnexs
or confmsdness, o' m's, awml beware thou of, or
avoid thou, wvhat hat in it dubiousness, or con-
fusednlses, theretf: (T, TA:) thie first is from
.,1I of vwhich the nor. is .,, said of milk; and
the second is fiom .q1A of which the aor. is .
(TA.) [See also n verse cited vocc S;lj in art.
'J and my remark thereon.]

,, applied to a man, (T, $, A,) and to a
thing or an event, (M, A,) i. q. '4 )3 [expl.

above, voce,']. (T, ~, M, A.) Y. L 15 l1
~ 1., in the gIur xxxiv. last verse, means

Verily t/hey *rre in doubt causing to fall into
suspi cin or evil opinion: or it means & .5
[having in it somnething occasioning suspiciou
&c.]: (Kshl and Bd :) or 5 ji [which means
the same: or attenlded with disquiet, or disturb-
ance, or agitation, of mind]: (M, TA:) [see its
verb, 4 :] it may be from the trans. or from the
intrans. verb. (Kslh.)

U.* Doubting [or suspecting]. (Msb.)-
[It often means particularly Sceptical, or a sceptic,
in matters of religion. . And I ,tr, , or ",
Doubted of, or suspected.]

e4
. b: (T, S, M, &c.,) aor. , (, ,)

inf. n. j, (. , M, A, lMgh, Ml,, ]i,) lie, or it,
eras, or became, s/lon, tartdy, dilatory, late, or
bachkrard; (T, 8, M, A, Mghl, Msb, 1;) as also

V ;4. (T, l:.) Yo,t say, 1 i.s , (, C,
A,) or. oa. elp "Aj, (T,) Thy news or the nen,s
of thee, or his news or the .neus of himn, nas slon,,
&c., in coming to me, or to ut. (T, %, A.) And

5 JJUe. V ' , Such a one was slow, &e., in
Bk. I.

coning to u. (T.) And dj . j ,

or, accord. to one relation of the sayving, t. ,
the meaning in both cases being the same, from
.eIt; [i.e. Alany an act of haste causes (lit.
gi;es) slownes, &c.;] ($;) or 1 .W [occa-
sions, as its result, slowness, &c.]: (A:) a plroverb.
(S, A.) And it appears fiomrn the following saying
of Maqkil Ibn-Khuweylid,

[By fthy life, or by thy religion, assuredly despair
that is not slow in its issue is better than hope
that gives afalse p)romise, if this be his meaning,]
that *.±.Ij may be a dial. var. of .1Ij: but the
poet may mean [that does not mnake a man lorw,

·~~~~~~~~i.e.] ,~ JI:? I? ,. (M.)

2: sec 4. -. [Hence,] ,j l I., or, acord.

to one relation, ,iJt , [meaning He is
long in lookling or hec prolongs the looking, and he
is long in looking &c. at me,] is mentioned as a

hrduse used by one of the companions of Ks.
(M.)__One says also, L5b ., 4 He
fell shlrt, or failed, of doing, or accomplishing,
nwhat was incumbent on him: and in like manner,
eye *. [He fell short, or failed, of accomplish-
ing hix offair]. (M.)-And 3 signifies
Tlie beingfatigted, tired, weery, or jaded: ( .:)
its verb, 4, is said of a m11a3 or of a horse.

. is.- soi
(TK.)- . is also syn. with e,3 [The
rcndering a thing sofp, &c.]. (K.)

4: see 1, last sentence. [It is generally

tranmisitive.] You say, J1.1A tC (.K) and 1 dLj t.
(A) If'hlat made thee, or hath madae thee, slon,
tardy, dilatory, late, or backward ? retarded, or
delayed, thee? or kept, or held, tihee back? (A,

K.) And Li l3 to; Wh lat retarded, or de-
l!yed, thee, or what kept, or heldc, thee back,from
us? or wvhat hath retarded, &c.? (S.)

5: see 1, in two places.

10. .:..,I lIe deemned, or reckoned, himn, or it,
(namely, a person, A, TA, or information, news,
or ti(lings, TA,) slouw, tardy, dilatory, late, or
backwar'd. (S,0 M, A, ],* TA.) You say,

L.Ai .ik " [I sought, or desired, aid,
or succour, of hin, and I did not deem him
low,v &c.]. (A, TA.)

.U A space, or measure, [of time,] eyn.;.0,
(T, Mob,) orjl.si; (A, ]i;) or a time, a nwhile,

syn. '1 . (Mghi.) You say, I. S W t,i ';Ik¶,
i. e. * t (Msb) or AiriL. (Mgl) [1
g,ranted him a delay during the space of his doing
such a thing]. And '.4 t; ' t .. i, i. e.

.UJ j [lie tarried not sarve during the space
that, or as long as, or while, I said such a thing].
(TA, from a trad.) And so in the saying, J.s t

Such a one sat not nit t us, or at our abode,
save during the space that, or as long as, or
nihile, he related to is a story, or tradition; then
he nent an-ay]. (T, TA.) And it is used witihoutit
Lo and without e,l: (TA:) Aaliln Bahilch says,

* F lr ' .' -

.. !1.a- -S i5i Cs 

[lie f inds not the affair dfficult same while he is
embarking in it; and eawery command but that
which eseceds the bounds of rectitude he obek.e]:
(M, TA:) this mode of expression is common in
the dial. of El-.Hijiz; accord. to which one says,

· · - S . l as

Jta". o,, 1. e. J.a& i 1l. (TA.) (See also an
ex. in a ver*e cited voce le-lj, and another in a
verse cited voce .]

S4 Slowness, tardines, dilatoriness, l!te,s
or backwardnes; contr. of .. ; like [the in.
1.] (,.; am p. 503;) i.q. l. (tdem
[p. 040.)

5.1;: see what next follows.

4A,, applied to a man, (IAtr, ., M,) and, as
some say, to anythling, (M,) Slow, tardy, dila-
tory, late, or backmard; (IlAr, T, ., M, A, k ;)
as also V 1lj; (A, TA;) tlhe latter occurring in a
trad. (TA.)

1'? ,j.o, (Fr, 8, K,) or O 1, (A,) A
mau (Fr, $, A) slo,v of siht. (Fr, , A, l.)

J;.LI, ; ,1 .?. b6 t1; [Such a one is not i
person nitho aid is deemed slow, tardy, &c.].
(A, TA.)

For several worlds mentioned under this head
in some of the Lexicons, see art. .

2 .;, in agriculture, The raising, frith the
[implement called] %.t, tle ridges that formn
the borders of streamletsfor irrigation. (M.)

.,) A ledge of a mountain, (T, ?, M,' A, ]i,)
in [any of] lte sides thereof, (A,) retembling ,
wrall; (M;) i. q. .. A: (, M, A:) pl. [of pane.]

;ik (M) and (of mult., M) ,'4. (T, $, M, A,
l9 ) % I& 3 (Meyd, TA,) meaning A
reesting, or sleeping, upon ledges of mountainxs,
(Meyd,) is a prov., applied to hlim who eaters
upon an affair [dangerous or] insalutary in its
result (Meyd, TA.)

1-j: see art . .Also An eqtal in age;
syn. .,.; for .v: so in a verse of Kuthciyir

cited voce ;.sl. (TA.)

*jl;>: see what next follows: and see eIj,

in art. b.

.!.' b A rind blowing gently; as also

t il.J (T, ,M, A, ) and t Lij: ($, M,A,
:) or the first, as some say, that blows much.

(M.) [See also ;1I, in art. .jj.]

;: see ,, in art. j.

^JJ see ;iJ.4j

;c'1;osee art. ~),-

151,

comin.q to m. (T.) And t�j alqwi

or, accord. to one relation of the sayinj. t!� %^JP j:41
.P.A 1the meaning in both cases being, the same, from. n ri[i. e. Alany an act o while hef haste causes (lit. [Ilef ods not the affair difficult #am

gi;ej) slownen, &c.;] (?;) or embarking in it; and owry command but tha't
tuj S4M [occa- which eweeds the bounds of rectitude As oktl.,t]

sions, as its result., slowness, &c.]: (A:) a liroverb.
(M, TA:) tlxis mode of expression is common inA.) And it appears fi.orn the followin- saying

0 m

of Maqkil Ibn-Khuweyli(i, the dial. of El-Vijiz; accord. to which one anyii,
e. JALk ejt. (TA.) (See also ati

"4 JAMU A5-"t ' ex. in a',ver#e cited voce Z1C.1;, and a.notlier in it

[By fk71 Ife, or by thy religion, assuredly deqpair verse cited voce
that is not slow in its issue is better than ltope

""' Slowness, tardiness, dilatorinen, late?kp.**,
that givm afalm promise, if this be his mcaning

or backwardnw; contr. Of Uq-&; like [the is&#.
that ftoljl may be a dial. var. of 1IS: but the Z ; (yam p. 503;) i. q.
poet may mean [titat does not inake a man slow, (Idem

P. 64O.)
i. e.] ;.pit 411��1 il-1b. (M.)

see wliat next followL
2: 

ace 4. [Hence,] jlUI ., or, ecoord.

to one relation ' Lit JI [meaning He is %2-jp applied to a man, (1Aktr, M,) and, no

lung in loolting or he pt.olonqs the bpoking, and he some say, to anytltin., (M,) Slow, tardy, dila-
is long in looking &c. at me,] is mciitiotted as a fury, late, or backmard; (lAqr, T, ?, M, A,
phruse used by one of die companiotis of Ke. 118 11180 V %1J1;; (A, TA;) tlbe latter occurriijg it& a

(Al.)-One says also, 4�L4 He trad. (TA.
6,6, j J1-P

fiell tlttprt, or failed, of Joing, or arromplishing, r, 8, K,) or "' 1, (A,) Aex.;ewt (r. . . CP&W
Pchal tuas inctinabent on him: and in like manner, ma� (Fr, A) sloyv of siqht. (Fr,$, A,

,,p*l [He fell shorl, or failed, of accornplish.
!P.Ait CJIJJ 14 [Surh a on* is viol fi

ipig hix offair]. (M.)- Attd signifies
person nftom aid is deemed slow, tatdy, &c.

The licingfati�nted,'tiped, meary, orjatied: (1�:) (A, TA.)

its verb, t. is said of a iiiaza or of a liorse.

(TK.) qn. with em, [The

rendering a tlain- SOP, &C.]. CP) For seveml wortle mentioned under this hend

in oome of the Lexicons, ace
4: see 1, last sentence.~ [It is genemlly

tramisitive.] You say, aUt (]g) and t.
(A) If'ltat made thee, or hath iiaaile thee, &low,

tardy, dilatory, late, or backward ? iplarded, or p, in agriculture, The raising, irigh else

delayed, thee? or kept, or held, tises back? (A, [inpkme'nt caikd.] h. 'q" % gle ridge# tliatfutIkH

And Uch WIJI C TY'liat retatded, or de- the borders ofstreamlettior irrigation. (M.)

Ittyed, thee, or whal kelpt, or lacbi, flies btick,ftom

its? or ivhat hath retardeti, &c.? L.#) A ledge of a inountain, (T, ?, M,- A, ]g,)
in [any of] the sides thereof, (A,) rmtnliliitg ti

5: see 1, in two places. wall; (M ;) i. q. M, A :) pl. [of patic.
10. 'J'I )�ji (M) and (of mult., M) )Mj.

di..P�t 1Ie deented, or reckonefl, hirn, or it, (T, �, Al, A,

(namely, a person, A, TA, or information, newg, (Meyd, TA,) mcaning A

or ti(lings, TAJ slow., tordy, dilatory, late, or resting, or sleeping, ulion ledge# ofmountaipix,

backw.at.d. (�,0 M, A, g,* TA.) You say, (Meyd,) is a prov., applied to liim wlio evatem

[Isouqht, or desired, aid upon an afLir [dungerous or] insolutary in its

result. (Meyd, TA.)
or -succour, of kiin, apid 1 did not deem him

xloyv, &c.]. (A, TA.) ii: see art. Also An &pal in age;

syn. for vj: so in a veme of Ktitheiyir
J-0 A space, or measure, [oftime,] Pyri.J.0

0 16
(T, M9b,) orjWLs; (A, or a time, a nshilm, cited voce i. (TA.)

svn. UL. (Mtrli.) You say, I.LS W te:�jzAI ;.%tj Cgj: see wliat next follows: and see jolt;,
i. 

e. 

(Meb) or Air. (Mgli) [1

i n art.
granted hitn a delay dtit.ipig the spare qfhis doinq

A frind blominq gently; as also
such 

a thing). And C-U LAJ -9,1 C.

jui l.;i W;
ttbt.'N'J' (T,S,M,A,1g) and *;"'1;: ($,M,A,j [1Ie fart*ied tiot sars during the space

ngl. g:) or the first, as some say, iliat blows much.
ghot, or as long as, or while, 1 said atich a thi

(TA, from a trad.) And so in the saying, jj c (M.) [See also >1�, in art. >.3j.]
ti~ ejt art. >3J.

j glib U~ ;.%g: ace Nj, in

[Sucit o�e ;at not n.it4 tes, or at our abode',
ZI.Nji .?: ace S.%.dj.

saude daring the spate that, or as loiig as, or

pi.ltile, he ielated to iiq a story, or tradition; lhen

he 7rent an-ay]. (T, TA.) And it is used wititotit see art. >3i-

Lo and witliout ejt: (TA:) Aa Iii Ba'liilch says, V1 jt:

]I!M9
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1. ;1 lis (a man's) marrow became thin.
(TA.)

4. j IjIl lIe, (God, K,) and it, (enbacia-
lion, TA,) made his marrow to become thin.
(<, 6I, TA.)

1;: see what next follows.

.J and t;l; (Fr, , ) and j (AA, K) Mnr-
row in a melting orfluid state, (1K,) and corrupt,
by reason of emaciation: (TA:) or thin: (AA:)
or corrupt, and in a melting or .fluid state, by
teason of emaciation: (Fr, 4q:) or in a melting
or Jluid'and thin state, by reason of emaciation
and seoere dearth or drought: (TA:) or *what,

ewas fat, in the bones, and has become blach and
thin water. (Lb, ]i.)

* w -1 J.i OCJ1;

[And my shanhks (lit. shank) are such that the
melting marrow, &c., in them is manifest] means
my emaciation is manifest: the poet says Zo>to
because by 3LJ he means 'OjlULJl; and it is
allowable to make the enunciative of a dual like
that of a pl.: accord. to one relation, it is ;.lj,.

(p.) _t also signifies The water that comes
forth from tae mouth of a child. (K.)

Quasi w"'0

see ,u5, voce .,l;.

, seej: so , in two places.

1. :, aor. A, Mqb, i n.
.', (S, Mghi, TA,) HefeatAered it, namely, an

arrow; stuck the feathers tIpon it: (P, A,* k :)
or he repaired it, or put it into a right state, by
putting tihe feathers upon it: (Mgh:) or Ahe
repaired, or put into a right state, its feathers:
(Mbh:) anfl 't ,v (]g,) inf. n. w3, (TA,)
signifies the same; ( ;) and so t &:UI. (TA.)
It is said in a prov., w LA , i [lit.,
S,ch a one neither feathers nor pares arrows];
m,aning, t Stch a one neither profits nor injures.
(TA.) - t le fed him, and gave him drinh,
tand clad him; namely, a friend: (g :) t he clad
him., and aided him; namely, a poor man;
benause suchi is like a bird with a clipped wing:
(TA:) t lie (God) restored him, from a state
of poverty, to wealth, or comnpetence: (TA:) t he
st'enythened his wing, [or power,] by beneficence
to h;nt: (A:) t he rectified, or made good, or
amended, his state, or condition, (g, g,) and pro-
fited him: (V :) t he did that hAich was a means
of good to him: or he caued Aim to attain good:
(Myb:) the did good to him: the strengtAened
him, and aided him to obtain Ais subsistence.
(TA.) In the saying of Dhu-r-Rummeb,

t [ThIeir shoots clad thea branches: or surpassed
in length the branche:] it is nsaid to mean b:

or, accord. to AA, jtl: but the former meaning
is the better known. (TA.) [It is a{so doubly

trans. :] you say, 'G Wi 1; t God gave him
property. (TA, from a trad.) m 1;, (g,) aor.
and inf. n. as above, (TA,) [seems to have ori-
ginally signified, when used intransitively, lie
becamefeathered.. And hence,] t lie collected

,.j, meaning, property, and .olU [or household
goods, or furniture and utensils, &c.]. (I,* TA.)
-And lie (a man) became rich, or in a state
of competence: (Fr:) and * ,;3 the became
wealthy, or abundant in wealth. (Bdt in vii. 25.)
[See also 8]. ~ lie (a bird) shed many feathers.
(TA.)

2: see 1, first sentence.

6: see 8, in two places: and see 1, last sentence
but two.

8. ,.UjI ]ie became strengthened in his wing,
[or power,] by being an object of beneficence; as
also * j.43: (A:) he became in a good state, or
condition: (.S:) he attained good: (Msb:) he
obtained good, and the effect thereof wvas seen
upon him; as also V the latter verb. (TA.) [See
also 1, lastsentencebuttwo.] ~ aljI: ee 1, first
sentence.

.. lj A bird whose feathers have grown. (TA.)
- [And hence,] t A man possessing property

and clothing; as also ?u0¶. (TA.) See also
the next paragraph.

; [Feathers; plumage;] a certain apper-
tenance of birds, (S, A, Msb, K,) well hnown,
(A, Mb,) constituting their clothing and orna-

mnent; (A, TA;) as also t l: (](t, ]g:) n. un.
of the former with; : ($, Mpb :) pl. [of pauc.]

,.l11 (~,1 )and [ofmult.] , 4 j. (IJ, ].)_
Hence, (B,) I Clothing: (ISk, B :) or superb, or
excellent, clothing; as also t V : (w,g:) or
both signify what appears of clothi7g : (lt:) the
former occurs in the gur vii. 25, accord. to one
reading; ( ;) and t the latter accord. to another
reading: (TA:) and hence also, the former signi-
fies t ornamment; and beauty: (A, TA :) or
t both signify tproperty; and plenty, or abun-
dance of the produce of tlhe earth and of the
goods or conveniences and comforts of life: ( :)
or the former signifies tgood; or properity; or
wealth: (Mb :) and t*tate; or condition: (TA:)
and V the latter, tproperty: (Msb:) and lgood-
nest of state or condition; (A, TA;) or a goodly
state or condition: (Msb:) or the former signi-
fies, (Q,) and t the latter also, (TA,) tplenty, or
abundance of thle produce of the earth and of the
goods or conveniences and conmforts of life; and
the means of subsistence: (1K, TA:) and t pro-
perty which one has acquired for himself: and

Z.oil [or t household-goods, or furniture and
utensils, &c.]: (TA:) the Benoo-Kilaib say that
t the latter word means t household-goods of what-
ever hind, consisting 9f clothes, or stuffing for
mattresses or the like, or outer garments: and
sometimes it means 1 clothes, exclusively of other
articles or kinds of property. (ISk, TA.) You
say, -~1 - i I t Verily he is goodly in

[Boozt L

clothing, or apparel. (TA.) Respecting the ly-

ing, 9 it. 2 LI, it is said, (t, A, ].) by
AO, (S,) that kings, when they gave a gift, put
upon the humps of the camels [that bore it]
ostrich-feathers, (,, ],) or [other] feathers, (A,
TA,) in order that it might be known to be the
king's gift; (?, A, K;) and the meaning is,
accord. to As, [He gve him a hundred camls]
wtith their saddlek (., Ae) and their coreringp:
($:) or with their cowrrings and their cloths
beneath the saddles. (X.)

U},Wj: see Lj,J (of which it is a syn. m well
as a pl.,) in several places.

i1s;: cee j . Also ? An agent betwn
trwo persons, (A, Mgh, 1,) namely, the briber and
the accepter oJ a bribe, (Mgh, ],) rho composes

their affair, (Mgh1,) or who gives (iJ ) this one
of the property of that. (A.) Such Mohammad
cursed. (Mgh, TA.) [See ,u, in art. j.j.),

,;1~.: see 1.

1."', applied to an arrow, Feathered; or
having the feathers stucr upon it; (S, A,* 1;)

as also ?g.j: (A,K :) or having its.feathers
repaired, or put into a right state: (Mshb:) and

J J1; signifies [the same: (see .l; :) or] having

fetilhers; (g;) being like Is applied to water

[in the sense of ;. j]. (TA.) Honce the say.

ing, .o. ; J bl [lit., lie has not a feather-
less arrow nor a feathered one]; meaniig, the'
has not anything. (S.)

:~e: see .. '.-- Also, applied to the kind

of gnrment called .j, (A, I,) an epitihet similar

to.M...: (A:) signifying t Figured (Lh, K) win/th
marhs in the forms offeathers. (Ll.)

;;: see what follows.

ai; Any [covering for the body such as is

called] ;* not of two pieces (S, Mgh, Myb, O)
joined together (Mgh, TA) by rewing or the like,
(TA,) but a single piece, (S, (,) a- .web:
(1]:) it is said by Az to be, withlout vefxbion,
twhite: (TA:) or it signifies, (Mgh, ],) or signi-
fies also, sometimes, (Msb,) any garnent, or piece
of cloth, that is thin (Mg6h, Misb, I) and soft;
(Mgh, . ;) so says ISk, on the authority of
certain of the Arabs of the desert; (TA;) as also
t a51;l: (K :) and a naphin rith wthich the
hands are wiped after food: (TA, from a trld.,
expl. by Sut'iin :) [in Har p. 204, q. v., it seems
to be applied to a kind of vooulen cloth used as a

turban :] pl. t a; [or this is rather a coll. gen. n.
of which ii. is the n. un.] and b.j. (S, Myb,

6.) _You say, [4' ;4,t4 Hett
nent forth enveloped with the mantle of darkness].

'(TA.) A;nd ,~ l tOI1, [app. meaning

He is prolix in praise]. (TA.) - Tho pl. ;'J
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also signifies t Something resembling tAIe 1.,I
[or mirage] in the demrt. (TA.)

i-i;: see above.

l. ;, aor. -, (M ,b, ,) infD. n. f (0 ,
Ngb, Msb, 1) and tj (TA) and j`j (a4, TA)
and O1J, (TA,) It increaMd, or augmented; ($,
Mgb, M9 b, ;) said of wheat and other things:
or, as some say, it denotes 3;I.j [i. e. it signifies
it became redundant, or it tseeded, as will be
ser, in what follows; but the truth is, that it has
both of these significations; the latter] in rela-
tion to flour, and to bread. (TA.) You say,

1 51, (1, Msb, g,) aor' o i . .. J
[&c.]; (qbL :) and * ;i, ($, 1,) which latter
is said by Az t., he more commonly used than the

former; (TA;) :it,d .Ijd tV ; [which is the
same as &JI :..j1 ; (TA;) The wheat in-
creasd, or augmented; or received increase and
blesing .from God; or e,lrove by the blessing of
God: ($, Mqb, ]K, TA:) arfl in like manner one
says ofother things. (Msb.) And i .:1 .l;,
and tV Il, but the former i- rare, Tlhe tree
became abundant in its produce, or.i'uit. (AHn.)
And sometimes they said, ($,) j.1' t *,Sl ($,
IF, 0) i The camels had many young one.t* ( ;)
tIy increased, and had many young ones. (I F, 15.)
One says also,.:latl 1;, andml t,t, The n/;,r,a
became redvundant; or had a part, or portion,
redundant; [app. meaning, over and above the
original measure;] in the kneading and the
making of brcad; syn. i;jl S;C (e;.) [See
the first sentence above; and see , below.]
And LSW LS. h ,t1 Such a thing mas re-
dundant, or remained over and above, in my
hand; as also &1j; syn. ;j: (L in this art., and
TA in art. ,3j:) ?glh Ias nmistranscribed the ex-
planation, lj, in his two books, [the Ta and the
0,] writing 'li; and the author of tbe 15 has
imitated him in mentioning this in art. ~j, instead
of the present art., which is its proper place, but
has written for the explanation jli;. (TA.)_
tt1, aor. b~' (IDrd, ?, ]j,) in£ n. ;, (?, TA,)
He, or it, returned; ivent, or came, back; re-
werted: (IDrd, , ]:) and it;, aor. t?, (IDrd,

and ] in art. yj,) inf. n. lj;, (g in that art.,)
signifies the same; (IDrd, and ~ in art Ej ;) or
it returned to its place: (TA in that art.:) but
the former verb is the more common. (TA in
the present art.) One says, of camels that have
run away, cs3 1, s,Jt l t [The
pastor cried out at them, and] they returned to
him. (TA.) And to ise & ; tI -
horted him, but he refuned] to return, or revert.
(TA.) And & dj ii jwX Such
a on does not return, or ;erert, by reason of thy
speech nor by reason of thy voice. (TA.) And
you say of vomit, :, 1L;. SomeMnhat of it

returned: ( :) and 4 ;' it returned to his

1mi - &
inside. (TA.) And in like manner one says of
anything that returns to him, t1j, aor. b!
(TA.) - 1_,j; Tley drew, gathered, or colected,
themsels togAther; (Ibn-'Abbad, TA ;) as also
t la. 3 ; and Y1lgj, (Ibn-'Abbad, ],) inf. n.

3. (TA.) -- 8See also 5. ~ It became rent:
so in the saying of El-Kumeyt,

* .s ·3; H. 3; 

[When a side thereof is swed up, a side becomes

rent]. ( [.) [It is also said that] i1;, aor. Cb-',
is like j [app. as signifying He returned a reply,
or an answer, to a person; for it is mentioned imme-
diately after u as syn. with q.-.]- (TA.)

2. *JttI &: see 1; second sentne.. _ I
The7 ascended, or ascended upon, the ar~) [n. un.
of ', q. v.]. (Ibn-'Abbad.) - See also 1, near
the end of the paragraph. m ;J: see 4. - [See
also d) (in art. ,j), with which tj seems to be
syn.]

4. j.1j ,,1; &kc.: see 1, in the former half
of the paragraph, in four places._ 1- l11 Their
wheat increased, or augnented; or received in-
crease and bl4eing from God; or throve by the
blessing of God: (Ibn-'Abbid, 1]:) and in like
manner, tLir seed-producs [in general]. (TA.)

m ;>Lt. lIj He incresed, or augmted, the
thing; or made it to increaMe, or augment; as
also vt j. (TA.)

5. I,a;: see 1, near the end of the paragraph.
- t3 said of greuase, or gravy, (TA,) or oil,
(;,) andl of clarified butter, when much thereof has
been put into food; (Q, TA;) or of melted grease
in a howl; (A, TA;) or of clarified butter upon
a cake of bread; (ISh, TA;) It Jfowed, or ran,
hither and thither, having no direct course; (S,
TA;) or went to andi.fro; (A, TA;) or portions
thereof foUowned a little after other portions:
(ISh, TA:) and, said of water, it ran, or floced.
(TA.) - In like manner, (s,) said of the mirage
(.1,;.), [It quivtred, vibrated, or mowed to and
fro;] it came and rent; (Q, .) as also dj3:
(TA:) and V l, aor. (TA,) inf n.

(], TA) and O;;, (TA,) said of the same, it was,
or became, in a state of commotion or agitatio,; it
quivered, vibrated, or moved to andfro. (V, TA.)
- t He became confounded, or perpleed, [as
though vacillating, or wcaring,] and unable to see
his right course; as also ? 1 _. (Ibn-'Abbid, 1K.)
-t He paused; or maited: (O, L, ] :) or (so
in the L, but in the 0 and 15 "and ") he paused;
or hesitated; or held, refrained, or abstained.
(O, L, 1.) [See the part. n., below.] , j

~Jlt *tj tHis tmo handt overtlowed with
bounty, [as though they weent hither and thither,]
for one cause after another. (TA.)

10: see 5.

tj [see 1, of which it is an inf. n.] Increae;
syn. ti,J [which may be meant to include the
third of the significations hero following]; as in
the saying, il,b..; IWi, [T'his is wheat of
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much increase]. (Mgh.) - t Reenue arising
from the increae of land: because it is an aug-
mentation. (Mgh.) - Milk; as in the pirase,

t i be:b au [ sth-camel whose milk is
abundant]. (A, TA.) - Redundance; a part,
or portion, redundant; a surplus; or a residue;
syn. .J; of anything; as of flour, or meal,
(Mph, 15,) over and above the measure of the
wheat; (Mb ;) and of dough [when it has risen];
and of seed for sowing [when it has been sown];
and the like. (1.) Hence it is said, in a trad. of
I'Ab, respecting the expiation of an oath, j.at;,i. - a a A *

b1; &anj alj_.X > ~dC~ [To every poor
man, a mudd of whetat: tie redundance, or re-
dundant part or portion, thereof shall be for its
seasoning]: i.e., it is not necesary for the peron
to give, with the mudd, seasoning; but the re-
dundance that shall arise, of the flour, or meal,
of the madd [of wheat], when he shall have
ground it, therewith shall the seasoning be bought.
(TA.) Hence also, the trad. of 'Omar, Ij1t 

:.j;l4, 1 ' 1 ij, . t Knead ye n,ell, or;
thoroughly, or soundly, the dough; for this action
is one of the Ct;j [here meaning the tn,o causes
of redundance; the other cause being the grind-
ing]. (TA.) [Hence also,] Nj,1 Thi eA re-
dundant parts of tahe two sle~ of tahe coat of
mail, (g, A, ]5, TA,) over [and beyond] the ends
of the fingers; (TA;) and of the skirt thereof.
(A, TA.) - See also ._ Also, (V,) and

laj, [which latter is the more common in this
sense,] ($, ],) S Thefirst (., 0) and most excel-
lent (1) part of anything: ( s, :) said in the
B to be a metaphorical application from ;j as
signifying a high, or an elevated, place. (TA.)
Hence, (., TA,) A41 ;, by poetic license

written ? ;, (TA,) or V1t1 9 ivi;, ($, A, L,
TA,) S Thefirst, or pri/e, ($, A, TA,) and most
excellent, (A, TA,) part, or period, of youth or
youtIfulneS or youthful vigour: (8, A, TA:) or
this is from c; in relation to wheat: (A, TA:)
or from .Itiv ' 'j; tthe first of rain. (L,
TA.) Hence also, (v,) , t J1, (, ?gh,
L) t The first of the mirage; (?, fgh;) what
comes and goes thereof; (Sgh;) or such as is in
a state of commotion or agitation, quivering,
vibrating, or moving to and fro. (L.) [Hence

also,] _..1 yj; X Tihe hritenes, and beautiful
splendour, of tAhe first part of the day after sun-
rie. ( .,TA.)_ 3 JU tA she-camel having
one pace, or rate of going, [app. a quicker pace,]
after another. (TA.) .- J. * i. e.

'... [.app. meaning Such a one has no reply,
or answer, to give: or, perhaps, to such a ou
there is no reply, or answer, to be given]. (g,*
TA.) ~ Also Fright, or fear; (15;) like

u. (TA.)

~ (Fr, ?, Mob, V, &c.) and , (Fr, 1,)
the former occurring, (S,) or the latter accord. to
one reading, (TA,) in the 1ur [xxvi. 128], (?,
TA,) ligh, or elevated, land or ground: (, 1 :)
or a high, or an elevated, place; (so in some
copies of the S and in the Mqb;) which latter

1G1 '
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signification is also assigned to t ; (TA;)

and whence the phrase, £'i b; " , meaning
what is the eleation of thy land? [a phrase not

to be mistaken for 1 ,b, in which the
meaning is " increse :"] (As, TA:) or any [road

such as is termed .: ( :) or (so accord. to the

Mvb and IF, but in the 1 "and ") a road (i, M9h,
V,) of any hind, (9, TA,) to which some add,
wmhether travelled or not: (TA: [ace an ex. in
the first paragraph of art. ;.:]) or a road
o)ening so as to form a gap in a mountain;
(Zj, YC;) or, u in some copies of the 1S, from a

mountain; but the former is what is termed .,
before mentioned: (TA:) or a mountain; (,
Mph;) so accord. to 'Omwrah: (':) or, as in
some copies of the ?, a smaU mountain: (TA:)
or signifying also a high mountain: (0, V:)
n. of un. with i [i.e. e t, as it is written in the
Q; and t i' also, as implied in the 1]: ($, 2:
[in the former immediately following the signi-
fication of "mountain ;" and in the latter, so fol-
lowin.g that of"' high mountain;" whence it seems
that &j and j are sometimes used, at least in
one sense, as coil. gen. nL :]) pl. [of mult.] p t j,,

(~, TA,) wfiich is extr., (TA,) and .j, an [of
pauc.] 1j: (TA:) but AO says, contr. to J,

that V a, is pl. of : (IB, TA:) or and
&j signify the channel of the torrent of a valley

from any, or aery, high, or elevated, place. (J.)
Also the former, A high mound, or heap of sand,
or hill: and a Christian's cloister or ceU; syn.

Ldsd: and a pipon-turremt. (IAr, I.)

aQ: see &, in three places. Also A
nunmbr of men who hae drawn, gathered, or
collected, themelves together: (Ibn-'Abbad, :*)
otherwise, they are not so called. (Ibn-'Abbhd.)

~~:.ee * ;, in four places.

aiu tA *she-camel abounding with milk.
A, IC, TA.)

; -> AIeAt, or sift, and ecelent, horse.

(, TA.) (See also art. , to which, as well as

to the present art., it is samd in the TA to belong.]

A register in which is writqen the
[i.e. incase, or roenue arising fromt the increase,
qf the lands] of districts: the ; being augmen.
tative: but it is a poet-clanical word. (TA.)

y ~.,jI, with fet-! to the ., A land [of

much j, or increase;] abounding with herbage;

fi.uit ful; or plntiful. (g, Myb, TA.)

a, a n epithet applied to the .lr [or

mirage]: ee - ., in art. j. 

titr A she-camel that goes away in the place
of pasturing and returns by herself; (IC;) or
such is termed ptj. p'*: (Q, TA:) or upon
which one repeatedly journeys : or- upon which

one jonrnteys and returns: (Az, TA :) or thlat
quickly yields an abundant flon of milk: or 4 that
quichly becomesfat: ( :) sometimes used in this
sense. (Jm, TA.)

j-: ! A slipper! man, who anoints himself

tith oils. (Ibn-'Abbad, U.)-1, 'C ,j U1

.'l t I am holding, ,firaining, or abstaining,
from this affair. (TA.)

2. ~ tiHe rmeared, sasoned, imbued, or

soaked, a mess of N [i. e. broken, or crumbled,

bread, wjt] with grease, or gravy, or dripping;

i. q. Aj (En-NaOr, K, TA) A.I. (En-Nnar,
TA.)

5. ,:j14 [LUI i tTThe morsel, or
mouthiful, was [nsmeared, seasoned,] imbued, or

soaked, (;.,i,) writh clarified butter. (En-Nadr,
TA.) [In the C1g, and in some MS. copies of
the I:[, this verb is mentioned as quasi-pa_. of 2.]

: see what next follows.

,as in the [T and] O and Tekmileh and L; in

the g, erroneously, Lk; (TA;) Dust, or dust
raised: (Sh, ]:) or, as some say, (TA,) dust, or
earth, (V, TA,) in a general sens : or such as is
comminuted. (TA.) Ru-beh says, describing an
as [i e. a wild ass] and his females,

**

*

using an inversion, for he means t. Li4J 4jtl
J4~ [i. c. And if they raise earth from a ,leel
plain, tAe sides of their hoofs make it tofall down

reduced to powder]. (TA.) m And i. q. jU
[The act of leeing, going away or aside or apart
or to a distance, retiring to a distance, shrinking,
&e.; inf n. of L;, q.v.]: ( :) so some say.
(TA.) ~ egh says that this word may belong to
the present art. and to art. .jU, q. v. (TA.)

i.e', signifying The place in which beasts roll,

or turn themselves over, is thought by Az to be so
called from leo in the first of the senses assigned
to it above. (TA.)

-- A thing defiled rwith dust or earth, or
much sprinkled *with dust. (El-'Azeezee, .K.)

1. jl1, aor. .,, He (a man of the desert)

came to the J~j; (T, O, 1~ ;) as also ? jy.jl and
V J.i3: (]g:) or he entered thte region, district,
or tract, of cities, towns, or villages, and of cul-
tivated land: or 13Ii signifies they approached the
%,Q; and so V I1Aj: (Ilam p. 676:) or this last,

they journeyjed to the JQ; (M;) and so * 1 1

(?,* M:) or * t143, we abode, or stayed, in [a
region of] cities, towns, or villages, and wrhere
*rater was reached by digging, or where it was
apparent, running upon the surface of the earth.

(T.) - And a.,Ill .Jt; The cattle pastured in

3. l.)U t lie nwa, or became, near to

[having, or incurring] "ill [i. . snspicion, or

tril opinion]; syn. VjU, and V. A.h. (Ibn-
'AhbW, O, IK.) [Freyteg, npp. misled by the
TK, renders t1lj, followed by J, as meaning
" Falsa protulit, ealumniis necusavit.' lie also
assigns to b.5.lj the significllion of" Adpropin-
qiavit regioni J-j," as on the authlority of the
lI.nm; in whichl I do not find it.]

4: see 1, in two places. · ,-s l , jI) , (1,
M, K1,) inf. n. aJill and [accord. to some] t.J;

like ; , inf n. l and t; hut,

[ISd says,] in my opinion, l4J is tlhe inf. n., and

,.iQ is the subst.; and in like manner one sliotald
say of ,d and .. ,.; (fM, TA;) The land
abounded, or became ahiurndant, with herbage, and
with the goods, conveniences, or comforts, of life;

(8, x,* g ;) as also ,:.- (g·)
: see 1, in three places.

,J1j Wine: (T, 1 :) more properly mentioned
in art. Jjj. (TA.)

iQ Land in which are sown fields, or eod-
produwe, and abundlance of herbage and of the
goods or conveniences or comforts of life: (S, O,
1]I:) and (IS) the part thlat is near to water, of
the land of tits Arabx, (M, O, L, .K,) and of
other lands: (M, L:) or the part that is near to

the Satwdd (1.JI), of the land of the Arabs:
(IDrd, Iam p. 676:) or a trtact in which are
grt.een herbs, and waters, (T, O, K,) and level
latnds of seed-produce, (T,) or soWn fields, or
varieties of seed-produce: (O, IK:) [generally,] a
region, district, or tract, [of ciltitated.feitd; or]
of towns, or villages, and of cultivated land:

(YIam p. 676:) pl. o0 1; (T, S, M, TA) and
'J". (M, TA.) - Also (M, 1k) Abundance
(Lth, T, M, O, IK) of herhbage, and of the goods,
conveniences, or comforts, of life, and (Ltlia, T',
M) in respect of food (Lthi, T, M, 0, 1) andl

drink: (O, ] :) pl. [in this sensen] . ( M, ;)
only. (M.) See also 4.

u4j [Of, or belonging to, the %.i, or rEgion

of cultkivated land; opposed to t.S;] applied to a

plant [&c.]. (M, voco ;L.) And .ae p.o
Cltirated land; contr. of 1. (1Ar, and M
and 1K* and TA in art t.)

at. 1.jI Land abonding with herbage, and
withi the goodl, conveniences, or comforts, of liJi.
(S, O, g.)

1. jtj, (JK, a,or. &.,,' inf. it.
(JK, S,) said of the **rd [or mirage], It was
agitated, and moved to andfro, (JK, g,) or it
shone, or glibtened, ($,) abooe the ground; (JK,
., l ;) and t 3.3 signifies the same. ($, 0, g.)
[And in the former sense, 3lj may be said of
water; for the inf n.] ~ signifies also The going
to and fro (Lth, JK, ) of water, (JK,) or of

[BooK T.1202
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shallow water and the like, (Lth, p,) upon the
surface of tAe earth. (Lth, JK, ] -.) - Also,
(Ks, JK, M#b, 1[,) aor. and inf. n. as above,
(Ks, Mpb,) mid of water, (Ks, JK, Mgb, 1g,)
and of blood, (Mfb,) It poured out, or firth.

(Ks, MOb, ].) - .4 at , (JK, 9, 5,)

inf. n. (, ] ) and , (TA,) t HD gi?res J)

his spirit; or gis away hilife; syn. t1 .s;
(JK, I , ] ;) at death: (], J :) mentioned by Kr.
(TA.)

a. 1,j 11J I Vare hinm to drink the mine,
or berage,faJting; when he had not yet eaten.
(TA.)

4. 1J1J Ile poured it out, or forth. (Mgb,
gC.) 8ee art. j.

6: ee 1, first sentence.

6. ;Qi1 . t and Al,; (JK) They
two pour the water out, or forth, by turn. (TA
in explanation of the latter in art. v'.)

o A shining, or glistening, (I, TA,) of a
sword [&c.]. (TA.) Hence, in a trad. respecting
[the battle of] Bedr, l,S $. t i
[And lo, the shining, or glistenint, of a sword be-
hind me]: thus written by EI-W&Jidee: if the
reading Jli [from n .] had been transmitted, it
would be evidently reasonable. (IAth, TA.)-
And i. q. J&I [as meaning FaLM, or vain, speech

or conduct]: (1.) One says, Ji! i.j j ~.!
[Desis thou from thy false, or vain, rpeec or
conduct]. (TA.)-..JU I b U*, with fet-] [to they],
TAhe , . [or mirage]. (TA.) - j also
signifies Water: (1 :) or water that is drunk in
the state offasting, in tAe early morning, orfirst
pa,rt of the day; (TA;) [and] so 1; Lj, which
is [said to be] not applied [in this sense] to any-
tbing but water: you say &M1; %. (?.) [But
see A1..] . And (I ' (IDrd, ]) and tg ;.
(A,, JK, J5) Dry bread; i. e. bread without
easoning, or condiment, to render it pleasant, or
savoury. (A, JK, IDrd, .)_See also j:
both amu also mentioned in art. 3jJ, q. v.

o a; &Sali; yn. A; (, 1, TA;) i.e.
(TA) the water of the mouth; (JK, Mtb,l,
TA;) its ,tl: (TA:) or the water of the mouth
in the early morni#ng, or first part af the day;
(Lth, TA: [but this rendering is often inap-
plicable:]) or the mwter of the mouth while it is
therin; for when it has gone forth from the
mouth it is termed jt.1 and Jjl and 3C4: (1
in art. kje:) and t signifies the same, in
poetry: (M9 b, TA :) or t!is has a more particular
meaning; (f, Mlb,e 1] ;) [i. e. it means omnehAat

of salira; or a little saliva:] d,e pl. is Ji1 [a
pL of pauc.] (f, V, TA) and jti [a pl. of mult].
(TA.) [Hence,] one says, U 0ia. ! [Saffer
thou me to swalloro my saliva;] give thou me time
to msallow my salira: (15 and TA in art. t:)
or tgrant thou me some delay, or let me alons for
a rAile, that I may say, or do, such a thing.
(lIar p. 1G4.) [And rilj ' L1a He rswallowed
his saliva: meaning the rtrained his anger:
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see 1 in arL&.] And Cijt J1 .. [It ras
drunk in tade tate offaasting; before breakfast]:

(8,15:) and in like manner ,Il [It was so

eate*]. (1) And jjl h (AO, %, 1g,)
or oh , (TA,) and 3j b, (AO, , ,)

of the measure ju , (v,) and 1, , (1,) i. e.
[He is fating ;] he has not breakfasted. (TA.)
And a,. i ;; (18k, 9) and Y; ~. . ,

(, TA,) and t Ij:1 and V tlh, I came to
him [fasting,] not having eaten anything. (18k,

?, TA.) [Hence also , :t J, likewise called

,:l 4AWE and :ll 1" and

and C 4jOtl 1iL., t The fine filmy cobrweb
termed gosamer: see arts. %a and .bi.]-
Also Strength: and the remains of life, or of tAe

spirit, or of the soul: syns. a and .;j [which
latter, it should be observed, has both of these
meanings, so that possibly only the former mean-
ing may be here intended]. (].) You say,

* - 1 :U1. 5 Thtis event happened when
there was in us strength. (TA.)

[*a4, accord. to Freytag, as occurrin,g in the
Deewrn El-Hudhaleeyeen, signifies The begin-
ning of youth: but perhaps this may be a mistake,
ocaensioned by some one's saying that the begin-
ning of youth is termed ej, meaning #db.]

s;: ee i.--JAI 33 is said by Z to be
the name of a sword of Murrah Ibn-Rabee'ah.
(TA: but the vowel-signs are not there written.)

S,; Anything eaten, or drunk, ;t31 jS
[i. e. in tahe state of fasting; bfore breafast].
(1K.) See also J, in two places.-. And seej
likewise in two places. _- Also t Empty-anded.
(.) You say, li3( L..+ tHe came empty
[-handed]. (JK.) Also Pure; (Ay, 15;) applied
to musk, and to anything. (AV, TA.) [Mentioned
also in art. j3j.] Also said to signify J,.
J,..Jt, *qc [i. e. J 'I q, npp. meaning
that it is an epithet applied to a garment as sig-
nifying Sprinkled with musk and then pressd, or
kneaded]. (TA.)

s,: e ,4, in two places. - Also, (?,) and

t ., (f., 1J,) which is a contraction of the for-

mer, sometimes used, (S,) and L,j, (AO, 1:,)
The first part, (?, K5,) and the most excellent,
of anything, as, for instanec, of youth, and of
rain. (9.) .[The first and second are also men-
tioned in art j.j, q. v. J cites here, and ascribes
to Lebeed, as an ex. of the second of these words,
a verse which I have cited in the third paragralph
of art. ~, but with Jj in the place of j,
from the TA, in which it is ascribed to El-
Ba'eeth.]

vy.J: see the next preceding paragraph.

jV , said in thq T to be so called because
containing the saliv' of serpents, is explained in
art. j,3. (TA.)

j.. [app. a n. of place from ,, having for

its nor. Jjj said of water; though anomalons;
for by rule it should be J'.;] The part, of the
throat, which is tAe plae of patmge of tAe water.
(T and TA in art. 1j.: see the last sentence of theo
first paragraph of that art.)

.,r One in nhom a thling ceae not to induca
wonder, or admiration, and pleasure, or joy; or
whio a thing ceases not to pleaMe, or rejoirce:
(15:) ocenurring in a verse of !tu-belh: but ;gh

says that it sllould by rule be jjr.. (TA.)

L jl, aor. J.2)., He (a child) avere.. (Ibn-
'Abba(i, 0, 1S.) Se also aort. 

jl Slarer; (Ibn-'Abbld, ;) [like jilj;
without .. (TA.)

L ,. is syn. with jl; (Lth, T, M, I ;) anl

the verb is .1;, aor. ., [ie mat away, or de-
parted: and Ahe quited a place: and A ceasedl
doing a thing:] (Lth,T,TA:) .,. being the
inf. n. (TA.) IA;r used to say, in relation [or
reply] to the saying '* L; [I did not go aawy,
&c., or I haw not gone away, E .], -,.j 5L
[Nay, I did go away, ke., or I hare gone away,
dc.]: but others use the verb only with a negativo
particle: (T:) or it is moastly used in negativo
phrases. (TA.) You may, .i;, aor. & , (,
Mgh,) inf. n. as above, ( H,) He went away fro
it, departed from it, or quitted it; syn. d&-;

(S;) or al. nj, and j ;; namely, his ploce.
(Mgh.) And 6j5i " : and c'.' and
[I wment away from uch a one]: both meaning
the same. ($.) And .0 ~ GOo not thou away!

from him, or it; syn. riX I. (p.) And L

;jt1I ; and (M,15) Iwe.t, not

from the place; syn. ; i .. (]g.) And L
,i J Wi j (M, g5, TA) I cased not doing

that; syn. ,; L.. (TA.) And i.q. .,3
[The being, or becoming, distant, remote, far o.f,
or aloof/; &.]: (T, g:) [you say,] . [lio
does not become distant, &c.]. (T.) [Accord. to
the T15, it is, in this sense, inf. n. of Z.;l, aor. ns
above, meaning Ile was, or bream, distant, &e.,
from it.] - And An inelining, or a leoning, in,
the load of a camel, (15, TA,) by rmason of excem
and heavines thereof. (TA.) One says, I

j., bL ,JIa [There is to this side-burden
an inclining, or a eauning, by reason of an e~cssr
qf weight ower this: or,] a hearinef [~eedin,
that of this], by reason of wrhich it incines, or
leans. (TA.) [And acordl. to thoe T, you say
of the load of a camel, lj;, meaning It indined,
or lenned.] .And The becoming drawn together,
of the mouth of a wound, in order to eal; as al,b

i.r . (g.) [Both are said in the T1 to bo
inf. ns. of jl, nor. as above, mid of a wound,
meaning Its mouth becanu drawn together, in
order to heal] s i ,w, i q. .j [ wIe as
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or became, disabled from prosecuting, or unable t#
prosecute, hisjourney]. (?, I.) A rtjiz says,

Ua - - - -1
S

[And the messenger that was nith me became
disabled from prosecuting his journey]. (S, TA.)

L. G. rj, (T, (,) in?. n. . 3 , (TA,) lIe
ceeeded him; (T, ], TA;) i. e., one man,

another; (T;2 in journeying, or pace, and the
like: from 0 as signifying J.~ and , " [i.e.

"excess," &c.], or as signifying t;j [expl. above].

(TA.)-- ~ .- Jj, (1Sk, 'q, M,) inf. n. as
above, (ISk,~,) lIc (a man, ISk, $) remained,
stayed, dnelt, or abode, in the place. (lSk, $.

M.) And -. d i4tl.Ji .:.., The cloud
remained without clearing awanr LJ d rained con-
tinually]. (g, TA.) - , n .,j, in. n. au above,
le journeyed all the day. (TA.)

wj Exzce, redundance, or superiority; syn.
J.t, (I8k, T, $, M, IC,) and ;;jt., (g, 1,) which

is like ji. (TA.) One ay, s, ;tiag
This has ezeeu, or superiority, (Jh, ISk, T,)
over this. (ISk, T, .. ) *'3 1 U ic , a

phrase used by El-'Ajjij, means ^:Wi ; ,
J.li [twhich may be rendered I/e who is crid-
den, it is incumbent on him to xezted; or he who
is chidden is eceeded]: (T, g:) such being always
the cose; for one is chidden only on account of an
affiir in which lie has fallen short of doing what
wu requisite. (.) - A thing such as is termed

£;;. [q. v.] betoben the tro side-loads of a
camel. (lAr, T, ].) Hence the saying, jl

J,a.JI L. ,.,.,.i;JSl v°L J33; [Tlhe allditional
burden that is put between the tno side-loads is
more onerous to the beasts than the (usual) load].
(Tg.) -A share that remains of a slaughtered
camel: (M, 1 :) or a bone that remains (T,~,

'M, 1) after the/fesh of the slaughtered camel has
been distributed (T, f) in the game called ~.4J1,
(T,) and which is given to the slaughterer: (M,
]:) accord. to Lb, the camel for slaughter is
brought, and its owner slaughters it, then puts it
upon something laid upon the ground to preserve
it from pollution, having divided it into ten
portions, namely, the two haunches, and the two
thighe, and the rump, and the withers, and the
breast, and [the part of the back called] the

c'1, [q. v.], and the two shoulders together
with the two arms; then he betakes himsef to the

A.ti [or soft parts, such as the flanks, or the
oft parts of the helly], and the vertebrte f the

nech, and distributes them upon those portions
equally; and if tlhere remain a bone, or a small
ie of flesh, that is thoe : then the slaughterer

waits with itfor him who desites it, and he whom
arrow wins, his it is; otherwise, it i .for the
slaughterer. (M, TA.) - The last portion of the
day-time, exsenldin to the confusedness (b i'!,

for which J',.i. is erroneously put in the copies
of the 1B, TA) of the darhness. (M, , TA.) A
long [in(Ilfinite period such as is termed] GL :
(1, V:) so in the saying, j1,1 . . .;. di
[A long petiod of the day-time had remained; or,

emphatically, remains]. (S.) And ; -means

A long day or day-time: so in the saying, .'.

*0 ;1Y [app. meaning A long day iq appointed
thee for the performance of a work or task].

(AZ, T.)_~Also i. q. 3i.j [as meaning A series
oJ stairs :] (lApr, Jm, T, S, M, M, :) of the dial. of
El-Yemen. (S.) Aboo-'Amr Ibn-'AlI says, as
related by Ag, I was in El-Yemen, and I came
to the house of a man, inquiring for him, and a

man of the houe said to me,,~.l j i;,

meaning j;.JI .a~"1 [Ascend thou the stairs].

(JAM, cited in the Pg.)--And i. q. jLb6 [mean-
ing A hind of ivide bench, of atone or brich; and
also a shop]: (M, TA:) likewise of the dial. of
El-Yrmen. (TA.) - And Small mountains.
(IAp, T, C.) - And A grace: (IAqr, T, g, M,

] :) or the middle thereof. (M, g.) - See also
what next follows.

.,, (Jm, T, PS,) with kesr, (Jm, PS,) [accordl.
to tlOe V, erroneously, t ;, The antiloie leu-
coryz;] a white antelope; (Jm, Ps;) an ante-
lope (;1>) that i purely white: (IA.nr, T, K:)

written with and without .: [ ee_Jj, in art.AIJ :]

pl.Ajl (Jm, PS) [and #1l1].

.d A woman who lores the discourse of men,
but does not art vitiously or immol'ally, or commit
aduiltery or fornication. (K.) Also a [female]
proper name. (].) It is said by AA to be of the
measure j;.; from nl;, aor.,.: ($, $gh, Mbh,
TA:) but some say that, as a proper name, it is
arabicized, from L.L. (TA.)

L i1,;, [aor. ,] inf n. n j, [in its primary

acceptation, app. signifies It ras, or became, ruslty,
or covered nrith rust. And hence,] It (a garment,
or piece of cloth,) wos, or became, dirty, orfilthy;
syn. LJ. (M, TA.)- [Hlence also,] lj)

:..i:, ($, M, 9,*) aor. .3, in£ n. as above, (s,)
His toal [or stonmach] became heavy; or hearedl,
or became agitated 1by a tendency to vomit; syn.

tj, (9, M, K,) and ,:-.. (S, $.)- And Obt
4s, (A'Obeyd, T, $, M, Mghl, Msl), K,) aor. and
inf. n. as above, (Msb,) It (anything) corered it;
namely, a thing: (M:) or it (anythling) overcamne
him; (A'Obcyd, T, S, M,* Mgh, Msb, I ;) as

also & i1j; (A'Obeyd, T, S, Mgh, 1. ;) and ol.
(A'Obeyd, $R, Mgh, K.) [And .;6 with .; for
its aor. signifies the same; as will be seen from a
verse cited below.] You say of a sin; misdeed, or

tmnsgre.ion, (e,) X, (Zj, T, S,
Mgh, g,) aor. as above, (Zj, T, S,) inf. n. j

(Zj, T, ?, M, g) and L, f (~, M, ],) It covered
his heart: (Zj, T, M:) or it overcame his he.art.

Mgh,] .) …I.;

in the ]ur [lxxxiii. 14], means [ lhat they used
to do] hath become like rust upon the clearnen of
their hearts, so as to make the knowledge of good
from evil to be obscured to them: (Er-RIghib,
TA:) or hath covered their hearts: (Zj,T:) or
hath overcome their hearts: [or hath spread a
blacknes upon their hearts; for,] accord. to

El-Hasan, it means that sin has f.,llowed upon
sin so that the heart has become black: (s:) and
accord. to Aboo-Mo'adh the Grammarian, and a

saying of the Prophet, O.jl means the heart's
becoming black in conscquence of sins. (T.) You
say also, 4l iIi s Jh heart became cocered

[&c.]. (M.) And sa 'wj I£e was overcome:
(T, Mgh :) or his propc,t;/ was beset by debt:
(T:) or he fell into grief, by reason of debt :
(M :) or hefell into that from wrhich he could not
escape, (AZ, T, $, M,gh, K,) and n,ith which he
had not power to copm: (AZ, T, $:) or i.q.

" "iil [i.e. he became disabled from pro~
cuting hisjourney, his means having failed him,
or his beasnxt breahig dowrn with him or perish-
ing]; (T, 8, M ;) so says El-ganaineo El-Airiibee:
(T, :) and he died. (M.) And ,1 & -;,
(T,) or .1 .Jt a il. , (S, M, [in one copy of

the .S JI,]) Thie ,'ine overcamIe hi,n; (, M ;)
and overshelmed hiim: (M:) or overcame his
heart and his reason: (T:) and in like manner
one says of drowsiness, and of anxiety; by way

of comparison. (M.) And 0 5 h ,1 t1
Dronwsines overcame the eye: ($,TA:*) or in-
fected, or pmrraded,theeye. (MhI).) E;-Tirimmi,
says,

,1 a,V' ',3i' $

[In fear that sleep mnight owrcome them, by reason
of the intoxication of their sensations of dromri-
ness, writh oery legree of overcoming]. (TA.
[Tlis, together with a signification asigned to

CM.F in art. Oi) in the ]t, shlows that )I; signi-
fying "h e, or it, overcame," &c., haseu J U
well as p for its aor.]) And you say also,

.;JII .*i , and et e40~, Death took him
anwy. (M.)

4. IjljI Their cattle peri~ed, or died: (El-
Umawec, T, 8, M, ] :) and (so in the T, but in
the AM " or") their cattle became lean, or ema-
ciatel. (EIl-Umaw.e, T, M.) This also, says
A'Obeyd, is from an event that has happened to
them and overcome them, and wbich tbey have
not been able to bear. (T.)

s: see the next paragraPh. Also [A hind
of legging;] a thing like a t [or boot], but
longer, and ,nithout a.foot: (.g:) lescribed by
the author of the Msb, in his handwriting upon
the margin, as a piece of cloth made lihe the
Ji, stsltffed with cotton, worn beneath it on
account of the cold: not a genuine Arabic word:
(MF:) it is a Persian word, arabicized. (TA.)

0;', originally an inf. n.: (Msb:) Rust that
overspreads the srword and the mirror; (M;)
rust that overspreads a polishedi thing: (Er-
Ilaghib, TA:) or much dirtiness from rust: or
simplyr dirt, filth, soil, or pollution: syn. 9,
and i.~: (8, ]: [in a copy of the S, and in the

C1i, .lJI is erroneously put for idl:]) or a
cover, or covering. (Mlb.) [And hence,] The
lihe of rust, coveriing the heart: (Zj, T:) black-

I1
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nme of the hecart: pi. (T.) And '

signifies the same au *. (TA.)

Lj.q. 3506. [i. e. 1Vine, or some winte, or a
kind of winie]: pl.4; (IA;r, Tbi, T, K:>) so
called because it overcomnes the reason. (TA.)

&*La ~ J. A man beset, or encomassedl.
(TA.)

Personis 7whos cattle have perishedl, or
died: (El-Utitawcc, T, ~, Jr:) and whose tattley
have become lean, or eimaciated. (EI-Umawce, T.)

CP - 120

~~~dJ ~~~~2.i said of the ~,l[or nmirage]; and

. I,aor. (5)inf. n. said of the I q.l se J eo w
(., or mirage], (TA,) It came and went; P.I 

(]g, TA;) [or rent to and fib ; or alppeared to a:cec 1.
do so;] or ran uspolt the susrfaice of thet eartht:
(TA :) and 1' djj lik-ewise said of the # ~ )a neihtappidt,he#,ip

[signifies the same,] i. q. :(, ,TA)or, [or iae,(A)t .~ (,1 A)(en
&Z3 signifies it iras mnade to rutn hilhecr anid ing] Spq-yl 4 3*0 &j ji EiLb [At thtough it mer
thither., in no unjforms manner: (IAqr, TA:) or made to come and go, or go to and fro, or run
it glistened uninterruptedly. '(TA 'in art. #,. - upon the surface of the earth; or air though theP
And lIe, or it, returned; like --s aor. tjr. rehiemnt midday -heat made it to comet and go,
(TA in art. tj. &c.]. (TA.)





[BOOK I.]

4

Ji
ThI elhcnth letter of the alplhabet; commonly

called jqlj, and sometimes *j, [and I;, and OI,

(see .slj in art. L3j,)] and jM, and . .(MP.)

It is one of the letters termed ;; . [or vocal,
i. e. pronounced with the voice, and not with the

breath only]; and of the letters termed 4.4l,
because proceeding from the tip of the tongue.
(TA.) Az says that it is not conjoined withl e.
in any Arabic word. (TA.) It is substituted for

L. and for _,; as in j? for , and >;j.
for S: and in the Tea-heel it is said that it is
sometimen interchanged [with oa] after C, as in

jJlSl .. for ; and after , as in

,. and .j;: which interchange, accord. to MF,
is said to be of the dial. of Keolb; or, as Et-Toosee
says, of the dial. of 'Odhrah and Kapb and Benn-
l-'Ambar. (TA.) [As a numeral, j denotes

Se.]

Ii

j and t and :j: se the
art. Ij.

letter j, and 5ilj in

.. S,
&I: &c.: ee art. jj.

Q. L Up$j He did over dirhems, or pieces of
money, with `.tj [i.e. quicksilv]. (Mgh.) [it
is said that] the verb [from j.j, or rather its

int n.,] is jj.JlI: (TA:) [but see aL, below.]

3tj, (s, Mgh, Myb, V,) thus pronounced by
some, (Q,) and this is the form preferred by El-
Meyd/nee, and that which is in the F 9 and its
Expositions, (TA,) rendered quasi-coordinate to

~ t and i3 , (, in which it is mentioned in
art. jit,) also pronounced Jj, (, Ig, [in both
of which it is implied that this is the more com-
mon form, and such is the case now,]) and it
is allowable to pronounce it jj, (Meb,) an
arabicized word, (8, !,) of well-known meaning,
[i. e. Quicilrer,] (MUb, C,) originally Pers.

t'tj znd sjed or j]; (8 ;) i. q 1jj: (Mgh,
TA:) some of it is drawn in a fluid statefrom
its mine, and some is extracted from stones of the
mine by meamn offire: its smoker, or vapour, puts
to flight epents and scorpions from the howe,
or AiUe tch of them as remain [therein]. (1[.)

Bk. I.

-Hence, as being likened thereto, (TA,) It.

and ".Sj signify also S A man who is light, in-
constant, unsteady, irruolute, or fickle. (Ibn-
'Abb&d, TA.)

[~.fj Of, or relating to, quicksilver. - And

A seller of quicluilver.]

ip_ ^s, ~ (Lth, $, Mgh, TA,) said by Th to

be correctly jij.., with kesr to the y, (TA in

art. cjj, [but ihis is app. a mistake,]) or t.r,
with fet-h to the ¥, (Mhsb,) A dirAem, or picce
of money, done over with jjj [i. e. quicksilver]:

(Lth, Mgh, M9h, TA:). the vulgar say t-.
(s, Mgh.)

1. ,;, aor. (S, A, 1) and:; (A, g;) and

;;j, aor.;:; (S, ;) inf n. Ij and jj; (S, A,
.K;) said of a lion, lHe roared, or growled; i. c.,
ma(e hui cry, or voice, to be heard (8, A, IK) in
his chest, (8, A,) orfiom his chest; (I ;) as also

tjljJ (8, 1) and fijl: (1R:) he cried out, and
wras angry. (TA.)- And [hence], said of a
stallion-camel, as also tjijl, (], by implication,)

or Ilj [only], (TA,) or ) jfj, (A,) lHe

reiterated his voice, or crJ, in his clhest, and then
prolonged it, (A, ], TA,) in hit braying: (A:)

orjlj, aor. :, he threatened in his braying. (TA.)

_[Hence also,] tell dLs JI 3 5 t [Ie
heard tlhe roaring of tlhe war, or battile, and flen
to it]. (A, TA.)

4: see 1, in two places.

5: see 1.

;j: see 51;j. Also tAn angry man, who severe

himselffrom his companion. (IAir, TA.)

iI j A thicket, nwood, or forcat ; or a bed of

canes or reed#; syn. Z..1; (S, A, J], TA;) as
also jIj; (IJ, TA in'art. j3j [q.v.];) originally
with,; (TA;) [such as is the haunt of the lion;

for] you say, 4; ij k5 -1 [The lion is in his

thicket, &c.]; (A ;) ald SAjJl bj Q ~j- l m"
(8, TA) i e. Abu-l-.Hdrith [the lion] i the lord

of tle a.q.! [orforest, &c.]. (TA.) - [Hence,]
S A garden. (A, TA.) - And S A collection of
camels, or of sheep or goats, dense lika the 1a4..

[or thicket, c]. (A, TA. [See also `lj, in
art. j.j.])

;lj, applied to a lion, Roaring, or growling;
i. e. naking his cry, or voice, to be heard (?, A,
1() in his chlit, ($, A,) or from his chest; (]s ;)

as also t?j, (I, 1, TA,) like kj:, (TA,) [in

the Cd, erroneously,n;j,] and I'. (g.).- Also

tAn enemy: (TA:) the pl. j3~I is thus used by
'Antarahb. (S,TA.)-And tAngry: (lA!r,TA:)
and so .j; but original with hemeb: so says
AM. (TA. [Soe also";j.])

.,p: soee the next preceding paragraph.

j,- applied to a dog, Short: (~, ] :) one

should not say ie. (S.)

.3 (S, M, Mlb, .b) and bijj (M, M9b) and

S1t3 (M, J) and .1a; (M, Mb) and oj (T.)

and ll;j, (1 in art. Ojjj, q. v.,) but the like of
,~l_ iis said by ISd to be a form not seen by
him on the authority of anyone, (TA,) (A noxiotu
weed, that grows among wheat; app. darel-
gras; the lolium temulentum of Linn.; so in the
present day;] a certain grain, (Mqb,) the bitter
grain, (M,) that mingles with wheat, ($, M, M9b,
1,) anul gives a bad qualit to it: (Mb :) [tAe
grain thus called is often, accidntally, or carelesly,
mixed with wlheat, and caunss giddineu: the llant

resembles that now callecd ,.,, a decocliun of whicl
is used as an anasthctic: it is said in the ]k in

art. . that the J3lj is the same as thoe ;:
but it is said in the TA in that art., on the autho-
rity of A Hn, that the grain of the ,!; does not
intoxicate, (as that of darnel-gras is well known
to do in a certain manner,) and that it is very
bitter: and in the K in art. it it said that the

a;zl is the Cltj, and the i;;; is the .,4: the
TA states more fully in that art. that thoe W is
said by AIn to be the Ol jj that is in wheat,

which is cleared therefrom; and that the LiU; is

said by AA to be the.,,: Forskll mentions the

Jljj and the ... t, a different species, among
undetermined plants, and describes the former
thus: zizania Aleppensibus notiesima: inter tri-
ticum viget: si semina restant farincm [sic] mixta,
hominem reddunt ex penis csu temulentum: mes-
sores plantam non separant; sred post triturationem
vanni aut cribri opo semina rejiciunt: (Flora
Aegypt. Arab. p. 199:)] the n. un. is with L.
(Msb.)
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jlijl: see what next follows.

liji 8and .:ljl, applied as epithets to a spear,

are dial. vars. of ji (I, TA) and Sjl : (TA:)

spears being thus called in relation to Oj , one
of the Kings of Himyer: (. in art. as :) as also

jjI and 5'jl, both formed by transposition.

(T'3.)

1. .0j, ,) or. ,ji accord. to the K, but

correctly j, the verb being like C,, [so that
tile sec. pen. is i]j,] and the i,f. n. being ,-j,
(MF, TA,) [lie, or it, nas, or became, downy:
and he (a man) had abundant and lonqg hair,
ntas hairy: or had abundance of hair in the ears
annd eyebrows: or had abundance of hair on the
.fore arms and the eyebrows and eyes: and he (a
camel) had abundance of hair on the face and
i,nder the lower jaw: or in the ears and on the
eyes:] the verb of f.j expl. below. (K, TA.)_
lcence, (TA,) .11 .,j, (1,) inf. n. ,j [per-
hiaps a mistranscription for ,.jf, (TA,) : The
sun nwas near to itting; (J, TA;) because it
becomes concealed as the colour of a limb does
by the hair upon it; (TA;) as also t..jl,

(S. n1,) nnd J. (IC.) _ n, aor. k, (LC)

inf. n. j,., (TA,) Ie.filled a water-skin (K, TA)
to its head. (TA.) - Also, and ji, like 4,j
[nnd ,l.jl], lIe carried, or took up, and cariried,
a load, or burden. (TA.)

8. ,, ($, Mgh, MUb, IS,) inf. n. j, (.,)
le conrerted grnpes into .,~j [or raisins]; (S,
Mghi, Mb ;) Ase dried grapes, (S,) and likewise
fig; (AIjn, g ;) as also t ,l. (]g.) .Also,
(4,) and 6;IJ,. ,,j, (S, ],) Spittle collected in
the twao sitlos of his mouth: (g:) or froth, or
.fai,a, canteforth upon the two sides of his mouth:
(S:) and 6l A .. j (IJ, TA) [signifies the same;
or] dry spittle appeared at the angles of his lipsx,
t;ext the tongue: (TA:) and V,ji3 (O) and

6UJ t Z ;i (TA) froth, or foam, appeared
in the twro sides of his mouth. (I.) You say,
Uz 3 ;J L ;jU ,. *Such a one spoke, or

talked, ,ntilfi'oth, orfoam, came forth upon the
t'o sildes oj' his nouth. (S.) [And in like manner
yout say, i ; ~ , and d Z j: and 'j-
alone.] _ See also 1.

4: sec 1: ~and see also 2.

5. JIht .,j3 The grapes became converted

into .r~t [or raisins]. (Mgh, Msb.) _[Hence,]

. .. i 3 JI ,qj3 t [expl. in art. .. j..a].
(TA.) _ See also 2, in two places. - [Hence,]

,,j, also signifies lse (a man) became filled with
raoye, or wrrath. (TA.)

8: seo 1, last sentence. 1 a;iL I c4.jl The
nrater-shin becamefull (1, TA) to its head. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. j lse was angry: or he was put
to flight in war. (1g.)

~ The penis; the male organ of generation;
(S, A, Msb, l ;) in the dial. of El-Yemen: i. e.
absolutely: (TA:) or peculiarly of a human
being: (IDrd, A, ] :) or of a boy, in the dial. of
El-Yemen: (T, TA :) or of a gazelle, or an ante-
lope: (Eth-Tha'ilibee, TA:) said by IDrd to be
a genuine Arabic word: (TA:) dim. t,,j;
and sometimes t L"j, with the fem. ;, as being a
piece (ai: ) of the body: (Msb :)'pl. [of pauc.]

,.rtLI (Msb, .) and ,.' and [of mult.] ij, (K,)
the last extr. [with respect to rule]. (TA.)-
And The beard; (,Q, K ;) in the dial. of El-
Yemen: (8:) or the fore part thereof; (K;) in
the dial. of some of the people of El-Yemen.
(TA.) _ And The nose; (Sh, .;) as some say;
in the dial. of El-Yemen. (Sh, TA.) _ And
A sort of dates of El-Da.srah; mentioned by

Mieyd; as also j r (TA.).t 4j
'.i.'l, which is one of the faults of a thling thit

is sold, is explained by the lawyers as [The con-
dition of] that whertfo the fruit quickly fall#

(MF.) - Also pl. of 1. (A.)

J Donn; syn. 4j: (A, }g:) and, in a
man, (18, A,') abundance of hair, (S, A, .K,) antl
length thereof: (S :) or, in a man, abundance of
hair in the ears aul eyebrows: and abundance of
hair on thefore arms and the eyebrows and eyess:
(TA:) and in a camel, abundance of hair on the
face and under' the lon,er jaw: (]:) or in the
ears and on the eyes. (TA.)

.ttj A pecies of rat whnlich is large and deaf:
or nwhich has red hair: (J:) or which ham red
and beautiful hair: (TA:) or which is without
hair: (I :) or a species qf field-rat, of large
.ize: one thereof is called ~14j: (TA:) or this
signifies a deaf rat: (S:) or a deaf' rat of the
desert: (A:) and its pl. is ,;.j, [or rather thlis is
a coll. gen. n. of whici it is the n. un.,] (8, TA,)
and [its pl. is] .t.ij. (TA.) The Arabs make
it the subject of a prov.: (S:) they say, . 1
4t,j [MJore thievi.sh than a zebdbeh]. (S, A,
TA. [Another reading is mentioned in the TA
in art. j; namely, aij; which is there said,
on the authority of Ibn-'Abd-Rabbih in the %,
to signify a rat, or monse.]) And they also liken to
it an ignorant person. (S, TA.) It is said in a tral.

of 'Alee, r'j -i , W...1 j .1 ,lj 1

. _j m t, i. e. [I, by Allah, in that case,
were] like thait animal, namely, the she-hlycna,
wehich has been surrounded, and to which it has
been said ZebdbI! Zebb I! [until it has entered
its hole, and then the earth has been dutg an'ay
from it, and it has been dragDed by its hind leg, and
slaughtered:] meaning, I will not be like the shc-
hyena that is decoyed to its death: for that animal
probably eats the ,Wj, as it does the field.rat.
(TA.) ~ Also i. q. ~, [A mnessener, or a nes-
senger on a beast of the post: and a collector of
the poor-rates: &lc.]. (CId: but omitted in the
TA, and in .my MS. copy of the l.)

~j Dried grapes; or raisins: and also dried
figs: (]. :) said by AI.n to have been used in

[Boox I.

this latter sense by an Arab of the desert: (TA :)
a coll. gen. n.; masc. and fem.: (Msb :) n. un.
with 3. (S, Msb.) =Also Tle .froth, or foam,
of water: (K, TA:) and of a camel's mouth:
(L in art. J :) and the poison in the mouth of
a serpent. (K.) a.; [is the n. un., and] signi-
fies t A collection of froth, orfoamn, in the mouth
of a person speaking, or talhing, nuch : (A,* K :)

[or the dual] aji ) signifies tno collections
,f froth, or foam, (S,) or of spittle, (:K,) or of
dry spittle, (TA,) in the sides of the mouth,
(S, w(,) n,here the lips nmeet, ne.r the tongue.
(T'A.) You say, J:14j S'i t lie was
angry, and there appeaored twno collections tiffroth,
or foam, in the two sides of his mouth. (A, TA.)

.l;4j, in a serpent, signifies t Twvo black small
spots abocve the eyes: (S, K, and Mgh in art.

.~ :) or two snmall spots next the mouth thereof:
(TA :) or two collections offroth, orfoam, in the
two sites of the mouth thereof (TA, and Mgh
ubi supri,) when it is angry. (Mgh.) And in a
dog,, Tsvo black small spots abore t/he eyes: (j :)
or two things abore the eyes, resembling the

.iO;,J [see 2] of a cantel: or two pieces of
flesh in the head, resembling two horns: or two
fangs projecting from the mnouth: and other ex-
planations are given by the interpreters of strange
words [occurring in the trad(litionis]. (TA.)

-,~ a dim. of .j, q.v. (Msi).)- Also a

shortened dim. of .J,l, q. v. (Iam p. 140.)

",j n. un. of, j. (S., M. ) [See the latter
throughout.] Also A smnall purulent sw.elling
or ptustule, that comes.forth .pon' the h,and, (S, A,
]K, TA,) lihke what is termed lie . (TA.)

a dimn. of,j, q. v. (lslh.)

5.~ J[now vulgtrly called ",] A bererage
madle frontm ~j [or raisins] (MghI, K) b# steqep-
ing them in water. (Q.)- See also whiat next
follows.

j A seller of ~j [or raisins]; as also

.j4j A sort of sh;p or boat: (S, . :) a small
shilp or boat: p]. .tj. (Mob.) Also A
certain beast, resembling the eat: (K :) it is an
animnal black and white, short in the fore and hind
lcgs. (Dmr, TA.)

.jl Downy: (K:) and, applied to a man,
having.q much hair: (A,K :) or having much and
loty haeir: (S, TA: [but accord. to the former, it
seemns to be applied in this sense to a camel:])
or, nplied to mann, having much hair in the
ears and eyebrows: and having much hair on the
fore arms and the c!/ebrows andul eyes: (TA:) or,
thlus applied, haring much hair on tihe chest:
(Mtsh:) and, applied to a camel, having much
.fir: or having much fur on the face: (A:) or
having much hair on theface and under the lower
jaw: (K :) or, in the ears and on the eyes: (TA:)
or Iaving much hair on the face and body: and
t . is a shortened dim. thereof: (Ham p. 140:)

fem. '%j, applied to a woman as meaning having
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nmuc hair in the eyebroms and on the fore arms
and the hands: (A:) and to an ear as meaning

haaing much hair: (TA:) pl. ,j. (A.) It is

said in a prov., j; .r,jl b [Every one, of
eamels, that har much hair on the face &c. is
wont to take fright, and run away at random]:
for the camel thintks what he sees upon his eyes
to be a person seeking him, and consequently
takes fright, and runs away at random: (A:) the
camel to which this epithet applies is seldom, or
never, other than jA; because there grow upon
his eyebrow small hairs, and when the wind
strikes them he takes fright, and runs away at

random. (., TA.) _ j. l is a name of One of
the derils: (I, TA:) mention is made in a trad.

of a certain devil named Laidl .jl: (]g, TA:)
but in the L, and in the Secret El-Ilalabee, it is
written -l ,jl: and it is said to be a serpent.

(TA in art. ,jl.)_Ll The %:,1 [i.e. podeA, or

anu], (1., TA,) with iAt hair. (TA.) - ,jlt .
1 A year abundant in herbage. ($, A, Myb, K.)

&.,g s. A -g ...
7.,jl. jo: see ,1l, in two places.-.i,

.,jl t An armny having many spears. (anm

p. 26L.) _,. :1 I I-A dubious and
diffcltl question: likened to thdie she-camel that
[has much hair and filr upon the face &c., and
consequently] is wont to take fright, and run
away at ratidom. (TA.) And i3j al; t A
calamity, or misfortune, hard to be borne, severe,
(A, V, TA,) and abominable; like '(^Z: (TA) andi

f,t,. (SandAandTAinart..) Hence the prov.,
· L& l:aa ;;,9i [IIe brought to pass that which
was a calamity hard to be borne, &c.] (TA.)

"*js: sec what follows.

.,.. and t .j. Possessing much wealth. (Is.)

Jtj

1. Uaj, (AV, 1, A, Mgh, Mgb, ]g,) nor. ', (A9,
f, A, M9b,) inf. n. .*j, (A, M9b,) lie fed him
with, or gave him to eat~, .j [i. e.fresh butter,].
(AV, ., A, Mgh, Mb, An.) _ And hence, (Mgh,)
OAt,j, (AV, t, A, Mgh, M#b,) or i ~j, (1J, [app.
a mistrnseription, for its aor. is there mentioned
immediately after without the prep.,]) nor. ,
(A4, $, A, Mgh, Myb, I,) the verb in the sense
here following being thus distinguished from that
in the sense preceding, (As, Msb,) inf. n. as above,
(As, ., Mgbl,) S lie gre him a gift: (As, A,
Mgh, Mqb:) or he gave him somewhat, a little,
not much, (?, Ig,) of property, (S,) or of his
property. (JB.) - [Hence also,] Si3 .sj, or

:j, t I struch him a blown, or shot or cast at him
a missile, hastily, or quickly; as though feeding
him with a piece of fresh butter. (A, TA.) -

1XLt (3s, A,) or LtA ,j, (g,) inf. n. as
above, (A,) She anitated her milk-skin, (S, A,)
or he agtated the milk-shin, (C,) in order that
its butter might come forth, (t, 8,) or until its

butter came forth. (A.) - And J!jt .dj
[app. I put, or added, fresh butter to the meal

of parched barley, like as one says. aJI :..

and Jl ;_jl &c.], aor. ·,il, (A, TA,) with

keer; (A;) and , 2jl1 to.j3. (TA. [Both
these phrases are mentioned together, as though
to indicate that both signify the same: but IbrD
thinks that the latter means I sallowed the jw,
like as one swallorr fresh butter: in my copy of
the A, it is written ,$.JI ;jj3, which is evi-
dently wrong: perhaps the right reading is hji

LJ.1; and the verb in this phrase, quasi-pass.
of that in the former phrase.]

2. ;'ih ,J, C(8, ,,) inf n. (]P3; (];) and
t ,j; both signify the same [i. e. The side of his
mouth had froth, or foam, appearing upon it;
like j and 4j3]: (, 1 .:) and *t.p said of

, [..
a man, [like .jP,] IHe being angry, froth, or
foam, appeared upon each corner of his mouth.
(TA.) See also 4, in two places. ram .I j,
(A, L,) inf. n. as above, (S,) She separated, or
loosened, the cotton [with herfingers, or by means
of the bow and rooden mallet], (;,* L, A,) and
prepared it well for spinning. (L.)

3. ?W tl i Suc/h a one speaks in like
manne, as does such a one. (A, TA.)

i Nlt, (., , M lb, g,) in£ n. >W!, (Msb,)
said of wine, or beverage, (S,) or of the sea, (A,
M.hb, K,) &c., (Msb,) or of the sea when in a
state of commotion, (S,*A,) and of a cooking-
pot, and of the mouth of a braying camel, (A,)
[&c., see j,] It frothed, or foamed, or cast
forth froth or foam: (.,* A, Mqb, K :) and [in
like manner] V t, inf. n. j, said of milk, it
[frothed, or foamed; or] had froth, orfoam,
upon it. (A.) - [Hence,] said of the ~, [or
lote-tree], (8, A, K,) ! It blossomed; (., T, TA;)
i. e. (TA) it put forth a white produce like the
frioth, or foaslm, upon trater. (A, TA.) And,
said of the ;3 [or tragacantha], t It put forth
its leaf (La,j), and its wood, or branch, became
strong, or hard, and its rind, or outcr covering,
coalesced, and it blossomed; as also V.j.. (L.)
- Also S It became intensely rwite. (A, TA.)

5: see 1: and see also 2, in two places. -

.. 3p t lie salmlomned it (Js) like as one as,raloens
a piece of fresh butter: (TA:) or he took the
clear, or pure, or choice, part of it. (V, TA.)
Of anythling of which the clear, or pure, or choice
part has been taken, one says, j. (TA.)-
[lience,] 'el .jt t.lIe took t/Ae oath hastily;
was hasty in tahing it. (AA, $, I.) It is said
in a prov., 1a laxi; t.He swallowed it [i.e.
took it, namely, an oath, hastily,] like as one
swallows butter. (TA in art. JI..)

,j [originally an inf n.,] A giyt. (?, A,
Mgh, Msb.) So in the saying (S, TA) of Mo-
hammad, (TA,) mentioned in a trad., J ¢.;i 1
eh,h.j t1 j fd i [ Verily ne rwill not accept the
gifi of the believers in a plurality of Gods]. (S,
TA.) And soin the saying, e I .i,

: (A, Mgh, M 9b) i. e. [He (Mobammad)forbade]
the acceptance pf the gift [of tlhe believers in a
plurality of Gods]. (M 9b.)
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-j [Fresh butter of thd cow or buffalo or sheep
or goat;] what is produced by churning from
milk (Mgh, Msb) of cowr [or buffaloes] and of
sheep or goats; what is thus produced from camels'
milk being termed ;A., not .s; (Mqb;) the
· j ofOf ~ before it is clariJied o,er thefire;
(L;) [i. e. butter before it is clarified over the
fire;] the .s"j [in the CJI, erroneously, 4j] of
milk; (., ]g;) wlhat is extracted from milk;

(MN;) and 'VtIW signifies the same as ds.: ( :)
t ;j is a more particular term, (., M, L, M9b,)
meaning a piec, bit, portion, or somewAat, of

J'.: (L:) and pJI .. « signifies also the froth
(;Aj) of milk [if this be not a mistake occasioned

by finding .NII expl. as meaning 1.J1 J in-

stead of I (L) 1 ;j 
J.sl [tThe clear milh has become distinct from
the fresh butter] is a prov., relating to the ap-
pearance of the truth after information that has

been doubted. (L.) And t 5,;Jl :..t is

another prov. [expl. in art. O jj]. (L.) -. I4j
has for its pl. u.j, which is metonymically applied
to The choice, or best, portion,, [or what we
often term the cream (by which word the sing.
also may be rendered) of anything; as, for in-
stance,] of discourse, or of a story or the like.
(.Har p. 222, q. v.) - [And it also means t An
issue, or Crent: (see an ex. voce gene-
rally, such as is rclishaMle, or pleasing. Ilence,
app.,] one says, 11 ti4 )3W bti t [The
meeting with the; was emlphatically the erent of
life; meaning, the most relilshable, or pleasinj,
event of life]. (A, TA.)

j Froth, fi,am, spute, or scum: (L:) it is
of water, (S, L, ,) h&c.; (Cg;) of the sea, (A,
Msb,) &c., like ;j [iN signification]; (PMl,;)
and of a cooking-pot; (A ;) and of a camel, (.,)
[i. e.] of a braying camecl's mouth, (A,) or the
white foam upon the lips of a camel when he is
excited by lust; (TA;) and of the cud; and ot
spittle; (L;) and [thle ernar, or dross,] of silver:
(S :) V ;j is a more particular term (meaning a
portion, or somauwhat, thereof]: (P:) the pl. of

j0 is ;lf1. (A,TA.)i.s ij s.j.: see 5 in
art. .. ,> in two places.

*it: sece .j, in four places.

a.,j: scc e j.

LSJ [B,,tyraccous: a rel. n. from .4]. See

Itj [Civet;] a certain perfume, wrell knowrn:
the lawyers and the lexicologists err in saying
that it is a certain beast, [menninlg the civet-cat,]
fr.om rohich the perfume is milked: (s :) or this
assertion is not to be reckoned as a mistake, the'
word being tropically thus applied: so says El.
garnifee: and Z and other autlors worthy of con-
fidence thus apply it [as a coll. gen. n.]: Z also
mentions a saying in which tli is applied [as a
n. un.] to an animal of the kind from which the
perfume is obtained: (TA:) this animal is the
cat, (g,) i. e. the wild cat, which is like the tame,
but longer and larger, and its hair incline more
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to blackn : it is broughtfrom India and Abys.
.inia: (TA:) the perfume above mentioned is a
fluid, or matter, exuded, (;, thus in the TA

and in my M8. copy of the 15, but in the C15

_j [i.e. dirt],) resembling black viscowus dirt,
(TA,) wrhich collects beneath tla animal'sr tail,
upon the a sw (;J , (s,) and in the inner
sides of the thighs also, as says Ed-Demameenee:
(TA:) [see also j:] the beast is taken, and
prevented from struggling, and the said exuded
fluid or matter, or dirt, (J, or tj, accord. to

different copiea of the ],) collected there, is
scrped off with a piece of the exterior part of a
cane, (1,) or, more commonly, with a spoon,
(TA,) or with a piece of rag, (1,) or a thin
[silver coin such as is called] ,&j. (TA. [Other
accounts of this perfume, which are less correct,

I omit.]) See also i t

;ae, like ( ;~ , [in measure], Fresh butter

(.tj) that Aas become bad, or spoiled, in the
cAurning: or, as some say, thin milk. (TA voce

;!., q. v.) [See also 1 4J,l ";, below.]

1 [The watery part of milk;] that
[part] in which is do good, of milk. ($, 15. [See
alo ;tj.]) It is said in a prov., .tiiJ £. l
. 1 I (O) [The thick milk became mixed witA tie

thin watery part: or] thte good became mixed
with the bad: relating to a caue of difficulty, and
applied to the mixture of truth withi falsehoo(d.
(L. [See Freytag's Arab. Prov., i. 434: and see

'il.]) See also .. - 12 and t A
certain idaNt, (., .K) growing in the plains, or
soft land, haring broad leaves, and a [peicarp
such as is called] IL: it somietines gronw in
hard ground, is eaten by men, and is good, or
pleasant: Agn ays that it has smtall, contracted,
dust-coloured leaves, like thoe of the ' `,;2j,
and its branchas, or twigs, spread out: and he

adds, AZ says that the %W, as also .tlj, the
latter like .o,l [in measure], is of the [Ihind of

plants called] jl.a; [ll. of ., q. v.]: (TA:)
[some say that it is the psyllium. (Freytag's
Lex.) See, again, J,.I.]

ti,4tO: see the next preceding paragraph.

.tj Posseuing, or a possessor of, j [or
fre;h butter]; (L ;) as also t ~;.p. (15:.)

o' _. [A frothing, or foaming, sea; or] a
tumu;ltuous, frothing, or foaming, sea. (., A.)

- [Henc,] ;.p,. ,, Intensely white. (A,
TA.)

see ,atl;.

1. ',tl j, (A, TA,) [aor. ', and perhaps
also,] inf. n. H,, (, ,) He caed the wellU, or
walled it internally, with stones. (8, A, R.) -
,A also signifies The disposing a building, or

- construction, one part upon another; ( ;) [as is
z done in casing a well;] and in this sense likewise

k it is an inf. n., of which the verb is Nj. (TK.)

- And ,jlJl eAj, (TA,) inf. n. j, (1,) IIe
thre stones at Aim; or pelted him with stones.

(, (, TA.) - And [hence, perhaps, or] from p!j
in the first of the senses expl. above, because him
whom you restrain from error you strengthen like
as a well is strengthened by its being cased, (TA,)

6i , (8, A, Mgh, Msb, I~,) aor. ; (S, Mghi, Msb,
I1) and -, (Ks, K,) inf. n. as above, (., Mglh,
M,b, 1,) He chid Aim; or clhecked, restrained,

s orforbade, him mwith rough wpeech: (S, A, M,,h,
* Mb, :) he prevented, hindered, or ,ritliheld,

him: (, Mgh, C:) he forbade, or prohibited,
him: (]:) he repelled him vwith strength. (MF
in art. j..) You say, '1l C -*iA He re-

strained Aim with rough speech,'orforbade and
prcvnted kim, from doing the thing. (TA.)

And LJI , J He chid and repelled the beggar
with rough speech. (TA.) i~j, (., A, Msb, ],)
aor. ' and ;, (8, g,) inf. n. as above, He wvrote
(Q, A, Msb, .O) a writing, or book: (A, Msb:)
or he wrote it firmly, skilfully, or well: (TA:)
and he inscribed, or engraved, tupon stones: (Az,

TA:) and a &f-, also, is syn). wilth IA , like

ij. ($. I,) and A.: As says, I heard an Arab
of the desert say, i 'j

3 .. i Ui, meaning
.LJ and ;jt.E$ [i. e. 1 know my wrriting, or
handwriting]: (S:) and Fr says, It is either an

inf. n. of tj, meaning he nrote, thoughi I know
not the verb with teshldeed, or it is a simple subst.

like aJ,3: (TA:) thus ,j is syn. with .,:

(A'Obeyd, T and $ in art.)5:) [and so, perhaps,
is j with , A.]. And 3,j significs also I
read it, or recited it; [or did so with a low, or

faint, voice;] like o is; [q. v.]. (As,TA.)-
j3j is also "Jn. mitlh;A. [as meaning The act of
speaking, or speech as a subst.]: (1K:) [SM says,]
thus it is foundinall the copies: but [ce adds] I have
not found any authoritntive ex. of it, so it requires
consideration. (TA.) [Accord. to the TK, how-
ever, one says, . t. j l . a JLt, meaning I
asked him, and hk spoke not to me a speech, or
sentence ] Accord. to the ], 3j is also syn.
nit j ~. [meaning The being patient, or patience]:

one says,, _9 wj d J lo: ISd says, This is men-
tioned by IA.r; but in my opinion, the meaning

here is j,.. (TA. [See Hj below.]) [Or, as
syn. with ,o, it may be an inf. n.: for, accord. to
the TK, one says, A v d.eJ, meaning l]e did
not endure it with patience ('.e . )-] .i,
inf n. .ojW, He (a ram) wvas, or became, bulky.
(Lth, TA.)

2: see 1, in two places.

4. jl lIe (a man, TA) was, or became, large
in body. (1~.) - And lie was, or became,
courageous, brave, or strony-lhartcd. (1.R.)

4a3jl, inf. n. ;t, I rendler-ed hin (a ram) bulky.
(Lth, TA.)

5. H,j He (a man) quaked, or trembled, by
reason of anger. (TA. [See also Q. Q. 4.])

Q. Q. 1. (?, A, 1) andj;j (15) [and app.

1.'; (see .lp)], said of a garment, or piece of
cloth, (., A, K,) Its .3t [or nap] came forth;

(, K ;*) it had Jj. '(TA.)~ Also the firat,
[and app. the second and third likewise,] He
made a garment, or piece of cloth, to hat,e its IJ
[or nap] come forth. (1..) [This verb and
other similar words with hemzch next after thej
are mentioned in the ]K in a separato art. before
art. .j.]

Q. Q. 4. 1k.! It (fur, or soft hair, and a plant,
or herbage) gr,ewfor,.t. (8, K, TA.) - It (hair)
bristled up. (S, A, K.)lIc (a dog [and a
horse]) bristled u,p his hair. (S, ..) Marrar
Ihn-Mun.kid El-l.andlialeo says, (., TA,) de-
scribing a horse, (TA,)

[And he is of a yellorish red colour on tei oc-
casion of lis bristling up kis tair, and of a dark
bay colour' as long as hec does not bristle up his
hair]. (S, TA.) - Also lie (a cat) had abun-
dance of hair. (TA.) - Ansd Ie <a man) pre-
pared for cvil, or misehicf: (15, TA:) or became
affectedi by a quaking, or trembling, and a brist-
ling-lup of the uhair. (TA)

A Stones. (1K.) - [The stone casing of tlhe
interior of a well: see J ... And hence,]
t Understanding, intellet, or intelligence, (?, A,
K,) and judgment, (TA,) aud self-restraint: (?,
A:) originally an inf. n. [accord. to some; but
this is evidently a mistake, as is shiown by phrases
in whicih it is couplled withli J.]. (?.) One
says, A dJ L t lie has not understanding, or in-
tellect, or intelligence, nor self-restraint: (., A:)
orjudgmmnt: or understanding to be relied *pon.
(TA.) And J j .j , 0: and a I .. *

Jy@l > ,Jl * -= W ;j J -Jl: see

J '. One says also of thle wind, when it veers,
or shifts, and does not continue to blow from one
point, ~ J -- t [£It has not steadines]. (TA.)

See nlsoo,.

A [A thing] wrritten; as also t.: (s:)
[or] a wtvriting, or book; (S.;) as also ,q,, of
the measure J 1 in the sense of the measure
j|a. ($, Msb, K,) like j,S: (M9 b, TA:)

;j signifying any wrriting or book: or any
divine book with wrhicA it is difficult to become
acquainted: or a book that is confined to intel-
lectual science, exclusive of leyal statutes or ordi-

nances: (TA:) t J signifies particularly the
Book [of the Psalms] of David: (S, Mgh, Mhb,
K:) and also, and 1 jJ5 Wh, the Sriac [or
Hebrew] languiage: (M6gh:) the pl. ofA is,;
(S, . ;) and the pl. of %V*j is Aj. (, Msb,.)
It is said in the K5ur [xxi. 105], . L," 1 j
S JJ y 0~ tW.jI, meaning And mwe have

written in the booh sent down to David, after
the ;I; [or Book of the Law revealed to Moses]:
(Aboo-Hureyreh, TA:) Sa'eed Ibn-Jubeyr read

1

Q. Q. 1. 1. EA, ]�.) and.�;j (19) [and app.

j..jj (see said or a gannent, or piece of
cloth, (?, !,K,) Ds j. [or nap] came forth;

it liad '('TA.)~ Also the firat,
[and app. the second and third likewise,] He
made a garment, or piece of cloth, to har# its
[or nap] cornd fot.th. (1�.) [Tliis verb and
otlier similar words with hemzeli next after thej
are mentioned in the ]g in a separato art. before
art.

Q. Q. 4. 19 (fitr, or soft liair, and a plant,
or herbage) grewforth. TA.) - 19 (hair)
bristled up. (.1R�, A, K.) He (a dog [and a
horse]) bristled ul) his hair. Marrir
Ibn-Aftttbkid El-gandlialeo etys, TA,) de-
scribint, a horse, (TAJ

A

[And he is of a yellowish vtd colour on A# oc-
radon of ltis bristlitig ttp liic ltair, and of a dark.
bay coloui. as long at he does not bristle up his
hair]. (�, TA.) - Also Hs (a cat) had abun-
dance of hair. (TA.) - And 17e Xa man) prId-
pared for evil, or miscljicr: (1�, TA:) or became
qffecleti by a quaking, or trembling, and a brist-
lipig-tili of the hair. (TA)

A Stories. (1�.) - [The storis casing of the
intep-ior 

of a reell: we J# And hence']

1 Understanding, intelket, or inteUiqence, (?, A,
andjudgment, (TA,) aiid selfpestraing:

A:) originally an inf. n. [accord. to some; but
tliie is evidently a mistake, as is sitown by phruw
in wliieii it is coupled witli One
says, A dJ La t lIc has not understandixy, or in-
tellect, or intelligence, nor &cy-restyaiist: (?,A:)
orjudgment : or ituderstandinq to be relied stpon.

J^.3 wj an JA
(TA.) And d j.*i V;

ji C^i ace

One guys also of tlio wind, wlien it Yeem
or sliifte, and does not continue to blow from one
point, 

id It has not stea(linau]. (TA.)

See ftloo

A [A thing] irrilecia; as nlso t,:cj: W)
[or] a tvriting, or book; (�;) as also of
the measure J311 in' the sense of the measure

Mqb, K,) like Jq�S: (Mab, TA:)
jo sign;fyin- any irrifing or book: or any
divine book with irhicla it is difficult to become
acquaiisted: or a book that is cop#fined to ilitel-
lectual science, exclusive of leelal statutes or ordi-

nances: (TA:) V signifies particularly the
Book [of the Psalms] of David: �, Mgb, Mqb,

K:) and also, and j5��t the S7riae [orJ..
Hebrew] langtiaqe: (IFgh:) the PI. of;� ism;
(SS, ]g ;) and die pt. of tj,.wj is
It is said in the ]�ur [xxi. 105], ukt

M JY-iljl mennitbg And me have
;vy.iii#n 't'n the book sent dopvn to David, a
ths S "" [or Book of the Law remakd to Moses]:1J.5p c
'Aboo-Hureyreb, TA:) Sa'eed Ibn-Jubeyr read
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jjJJl, [pl. of X 1,] and said that it means the
Book of the Laiv revealed to Moses (;lZt) and
t!e Gospel and tke K.ur.dn [together]; and that
b.UI means what is in heaven: (TA:) and

some also read Mj in the iKur iv. 161 and
xvii. 57. (S, TA.)

yj, syn. withltIfi) &c.: se e1J.

W;.t A piece of iron: (S, Mgb, K:) or a big
piece of i,on: (TA:) pl. MJ ($, M 9b, K) and'j.
(., I.) The former pl. occurs in the Kunr xviii.
98. (..) It is'also said in the ]ur [xxiii. ,5],

, ,~ ,aI '1 L-, (S, TA,) avid i;
(TA;) meaning dLI, ($, TA,) in both cases;
(Fr;) [i. e., Bult they 'kave becom dirided, in
their state, among themselves, into parties:] or
lh whro reads IA`j makes it pl. of ,t;j, not of
;..j; for the measure Wi does not assume the
m, ::nre J3W in the pl.; and the meaning is, they
have mQade their religion [to he fountled npon]
various books: and; j is pl. of i'J: or it may be

also pl. of t*j;, and origib:allyl *J, being changed
therefrom, like as sonic of the Arabs are related to
luave said ;3. fur the pl. of w, which is

originally and regularly ,.; atAer the same
manner as when one says .o for ,.e, and
;JU- for U nj: and this ol1 inion is strengtthened
by AA's allowing the reading \Ij and je annd

Ij; g j ol/ being a contraction of lj', like as a; is
of j;&. (I 1B, TA.) - The anril (K.) of a black-
smith. (TA.) 1 The ujpper MI'rt of the back,
naext the neck; or the part between the twro
shoulder-blades; or the part nrhere the neck is
joined to the back-bone; syn. j.LM.: (K1:) or
the place of the JLte.: (S:) or a certain thing
rising fron the 0Jbh.: (TA:) pl. in this sense,

;lil; or this is a pl. p., as thlough it were pl.

of .j, and this were pl. of ;A in this sense.

(TA.) One says, Heej ,J 0, He strengthened
Jis J,I and 1his bachfor ite affair. (TA.) 

Also, hence, (,,) The accumulation, or mass, of
hair w'hich is between the slholder-blades of the
lion; (S in a,t. .J ;) [the mane of a lion;] the
collection !f hlnir (Lth, A, K) between the sboulder-
blades of the lion &c., (C,) or upon the place of
the J.tI [expl. above], and upon the elbows, of
the lion; (Lthl, A;) and any hair in a similar

collected state. (Lth, TA.) - And [bence,] ;,jJI

tA certain asler,ism; (V;) two bright stars [A
and 0), (S, .K,) in the >.14 [or part of the back
next the neck], (1K,) or which are the Cfi 4.,
(S,) of Lco; (S, .K;) one [namely the Elerenth]
of the AIanitions of the lMoon: (8, K:) [nalso
calltd OUl~.J,: see this word: and see.-iJ Jja-,
in art. jij :] it is of the dial. of El-Ycmen. (TA.)
[This description is incorrect if applied to the
constcllation as at present figured; but doubtless
correct when applied to it as figured by the Arabs.

zrzw, in his description of Leo, says that they are
two stars, on the belly, and on the projecting part
of the haunch-bone, of Leo.] -Also Thq breast,
or what projects of its upper pirt, (syn. ;,t.,)
of any beast. (TA.)

Aj, applied to a lion, (S,TA,) and to a man,
(TA,) Strong; (AA, 8, K, TA;) as also *.
(F·)

.)j: see .A, in four places; and see ;j, in
two places.

JeC: see yj. =Applied to a ram, DBulky:
(Lth, TA .) or large in the ;j [q. v.]: or corn-
pact. (TA.) Applied to a man, Strong: and
also acute, tharp, or quick, in intellect; elever,
ingenious, skilf,l, knoning, or intelligent. (TA.)
-- Also A calamity, or mnisfortUne; (Fr, g;)
and so .'.;3, (Mol.nmmad Ibn-I.Iabccb, TA,)
which has been said to have this meaning in a
verse of Ibn-Alumar cited below voceetj. (TA.)
= And Black mudtn; or black Jfiid mud. (fgeh,

1.)

1, sec the next paragraph.

;.j (S, and K in art ,t.j, in the Cli [erro-

neously] writtenS , and .,j, (~, 1,) sometimes
thus pronounced, (,) or this, whvichl is mentioned
by IJ and ISd, is incorrect, (K,' TA,) and t,j
and 'bJ and .;J, (K in arts.,lj and j,)
as also ... j ore. j (as in two different copiesof
ilhe g in art. .:j) or >.j (as in anothier copy of
the Il and in the O and TA in the same art.)
and ' j (acord. to a copy of the K in that art.)
or.j, (O and TA in that art, and so accord. to
one copy of the g,) [The nap, or rillous sub-
stance, tipon the sUifuce oJ' a ga.iment, or piece oJ
cloth;] whtat is upon the su;face of a new gar-
ment, or piece of cloth, like tohat is upon tie
suiface of [the bind of cloth called] 'i; (, TA;)

the..l of [the kind of cloth called] .., and of a

a ., and of any garment, or piece of cloth;
(Ltil, TA;) the j..j of a garment, or piece of
clothl; (AZ, TA;) or ,vhat appears of the j;i
[q. v., here meaning nap, or villotts .substance,]

of a garment, or piece of cloth. (IJ, K.) [Hence]

one says, o.tj ; L1JJ,o .... ;1 J: [lit.
Days took away itsfieshines, and shook off its
nap]; meaning its age became old. (A, TA.)
And ? .?j .3d. (8,A,1) and* (. , K)

and * -:, (0,) as also *,.., (S, and K in art.

,.j,) and ?.j, incorrectly written in the K

6.,, (TA,j't le toolk it altogetlher, (., A, ~,)
leaving nothing of it. ($.) Ibn-Ahmar says,

*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

i. e. t [And if a howler of Ma'add utters an ode
in which is a fault,] it is attributed to me alto-
gether, (.,* L,) when I have not been the
authlor of it: (I.:) the last word, accord. to
Aboo-'Alee [El-Fhrisee], beinlg imperfectly decl.
because made a proper name for the o..a3, and
therefore combining the two qualities of being
determinate and being of the fem. gender: so he
said in answer to a question of IJ: but some say
that the said word there means a calamity, or
misfortune: and IB says that it is a proper name
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for a bitcll (.aeLb [if this be not a mistranscrip-
tion]), of the fem. gender. (TA. [In one copy
of the S, I find only the last three words of this
verse: in another, it commences thus: lj il

e7. c. lt : in the TA, the former reading is
given, except that.311 is put in the place of 31.])

One says also, 9~jj,j & tle returned dis
appointed, or unsucrcesful; (TA;) without hkaing
obtained anytlling; (1B, TA;) and rwithout having
accomplished his want. (TA.)

.J¥~: see , : l and see also j.jj, in four
places.

J,j: see j.
a ,..

see art. j.

A1 and t 4 (tle latter written in [some
of] the copies of (hlie . [not in all of them, for
in th¢Ck. it is written as above,] j', which is
a mistake, TA) Large in the ; [q. v.]: (S, ] :)
the former applied to a man, and the latter to a
lion: (S:) or, accorl. to ISd, Khlbuid Ibn-Kul.
thioom is in error i,, saying that the latter is an
elithet applied to thle lion; and that the correct

word is &jIo',: the tcm. of the former is :'5s.
(TA.) - Also the former, Annoying, or hurting.
(sgh, I.)_-_ fi,j -L. , [Zebrd has beconme

excited], (s5,) or jli cli& IHis anger has
become excited, is said of any man when this linhas
been the case: (TA:) [it is said tliat] Zcbra was
a clamorous and foul.tongued slave-girl of El-
Ahnaf Ibn-1eys; and when she was angry, lhe
used to say, 4jA ,..qt 3: and it became a
proverb. (S, TA.)

;.:j: seo L
0- .

y,. A writing-reed; (., A, I, TA;) a reed
with which one writes. (TA.)

S. J4: see art. . j.

t' I3 tp;: see~jl.

o,'p ,. A riell cased, or walled internally,
with stones. (S.) - See alsoMi.

w.p andy'" (. , g) and j,. and t ,

or '; 'J and ;fe, (accord. to diffrent copies
of Ilhe i,) the lhird and fourthil and the fifth and
sixthi said by Fr to be dial. vars. of the first and
second, (sgh, TA,) A garment, or piece of cloth,
havi.g nap ( upj) upon it: (., g:) [or the
second and fifth and sixth, haring its nap made.
to comeforth :] or thle first is applied to a man
[as meaning making to hare its nap come forth;
and so the third and fourth]: and the second, to
a garment or a piece of cloth [as having the
second of the meanings expl. above; and so the
fifth and sixth]. (TA.)

....
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Q. 1. l Ie ebellished, beautiied, adort,d,
or decorated, a thing. (TA.)

.! Embellishment, ornament, or docoration;

consisting in cariegated, orfigured, work; or in
jewels, or gem; (., /4, TA;) and the like: (f, TA:)
embllishmret,ornament, or decoration, of weapons:
(TA:) and anythingbeautiful. (Th,TA.) [Hence,]

JI The vanitie and finery of ttu present

world or state of existence. (TA, from a trad. of
'Alee.) - Also Gold: (?, ]:) o some say. (..)
-And Thin clouds, in which is a redness: (Fr,
C, V:) or clouds spotted in the surface with black-
nes and redness: or light clouds which the wind
swres away, or ditmerses: or red clouds: but
AZ says that the first of these is the correct sig-
nification: and clouds spotted like the leopard,
seeming to be such as ill give rain: and thin
clouds, in which is no water. (TA.)

.wk* E,nbellished, adorned, or decorated:
applied u an epithet to ~.wj [either in the first or

second of the senses expl. above, as is indicated
in the .8; and ablo au meaning clouds, au is like-
wise indicated in the .: in each case merely
heightening the signification]. (.8,1.) You say
also toj .ta~ [app. meaning Variegated

cloud,]. (TA.)

,~~j [The chrysolite; a certain green diapho-
nos gm;] a well-known gem; ($, Mb,;) a

also >j; (TA;) i.q. IjJ; (~ and g in art.

)I3 ;) or mid to be so; (Mqb;) [but this appears

to be a mistake ;] or it is a kind of :.j: (TA:)
the miec in which it reeives its being is in the
mine of the >jt, with which it is found; but it is
very rare, more so than the ..*J: at the present
period, the year 640 [of the Flight], none what-
ever of it is found in the mine: som species of it
are of a dark green eolour; some, light green;
and some, of a middling hue of green, of a good
water, and ery transparent, and thee are the
best and the mt costly pecis thereof (Et-
Teyfshee, in De 8acy's Chrest. Arabe, 2nd ed.,
i. 207, q. v.)

~W: see the next preceding art.

sijjl The name of a certain det~l; (Lth, ;)
to which some add, inolent and audacious in
pr~d and rebellion: (TA:) or a certain chief of
the jinas, or genii: (., ] :) said to be one of those,
nine or ~ in number, spoken of in the Kur-dn
[xlvi. 28], as listening to the Kur-dn. (TA.)
And hence, iij, (, ],) and (gJ,) or as some

say, (., TA,) Laijj .l, (., and so in some copies

of the ],) or ;i)j Al, (as in other copies of the
],) and, (I,) as the children of the Arabs of the

desert call it, (Lth,) *,3 $,J or AVJ g,,

(accord. to differeont copies of the J,) i. q. ;;

(Lth, $, I;) i. e. A ,whirlwind of dust [or sand]
rising into the sky; (TA;) a wind that raises the
dust [or sand] and rises towards tihe ty as though
it were a pillar: (S:) [ have measured several
of these whirling pillars of dust or sand, with a
sextant, in circumstances peculiarly favourable to
accuracy, in Upper Egypt, and found them from
five hundred to seven hundred and fifty feet in
height:] it is said [in the present day] that in the
aluj is a devil, insolent and nudaciou.n in pride
and rebellion. ((.) - lj [is the pl., and also]
signifies Calamities, or misfortunes. (TA.)

';t3

1. Js;, (IF, $, Misb, ;,) nor., (A'Obcyd, 8,
K) and ., (s,) inf. n. j.j, (TA,) .He plucked out
(IF, ., Mgh, Oj) his hair, (IF, 8,) or the hair,

(M#b,) or his beard. (].)_ -t'M .j
She (a woman) cast forth her child. (Ibn-
Buzurj, TA.) Also, (Ii,) inf. n. as above,
(TA,) He miaed a thing with (..,) another
thing. (K.)- He made a man to enter into
(..) a thing, and a house, or tent, or chamber.
(IKh, TA.) - He confined a man (Ay, A'Obeyd,
IF, 1) in a prison. (TA.) - He straitened a
man. (TA.)_ - He made fadt, or bound or tied
fast or firmly, a sheep, or goat, and a lamb, or
kid, round the neck, with a cord; like y ;l.

(IKh, TA.) _ Also He brohe a thing. (TA.)
- And He opened a lock. (TA.)

2. 4j, inf n. L. .: see its syn. L'j, in
art. j,j.

5. HJ3 lie ornamented, or adorned, himself;
like Ljj. (Aboo-Tur&b, TA in art. OLj.)

7. kj;l He entered (IKh, IF, ., ]) into a
house, or tent, or chamber; (IKh, IF, 1 ;) and
he entterd into it and concrealed himsuelf: (TA:)
[quasi-passa. of ,j, or] formed by transposition
from .tjA. (., TA.) And [simply] He hid, or
concealed, himself. (TA.) - And j.;l
iXi.JI He became caught, or entangled, in tht
snare. (Lh, TA.)

* j .; L C.He, or it, did not stand, or serve,
intead of anything. (TA.)

1jp A man very evil, bad, unijust, mischievous,
or corrupt: and a woman narrom in disposition.
(Ibn-'Abbhd, TA.)

j5 1 ; (]g, TA, in the Cl. ,/dj] A beard
pluced out s also t* . (s.)

J, mentioned in the . and MQb in this art.,
and said in the latter to be of the measure J:
see art. J.j.

0.j: see J:, in art. Atj.
a,lj An angle of a house: or the like of a

J1 [q. v.] in a house (K, TA) or building, (TA,)
in which are turning [or zigzag] angles: (lI, TA:)
so says Lth. (TA.)

,.~tj One who pluchk out the hair of his beard,
becaum of his foolihnau, or stapidity. (El-Wezeer
Ibn-El-Maghribee, TA.)

.s · ·1.t. ..
~~p.: see Jelj4, in art. lj.

; aJ : seeo. 1.

J...: see LDj.a , in art. tj.

Jo

1.- jt ((j , M,b, F,) aor. , (Mob,) or:, :,)
inf. n. j and jJ, (Mgb,) .li dunged, or
manured, (S, K,) land, (?,) or seed-produce; (1 ;)
he put land into a good state for sowing, with
Aj and the like. (Mib.) [In a copy of the M,
in art. .,, this verb is written ? jj, which I
believe to be post-classical.] ~And 3j, in£ n.
;j; and tV Jjl; lie bore, carrierl, or took up

and carried, a thing; as also Jj and J..jl.

(TA.) You say, i iU j A Such a
one is strong to bear, or carry, or take up and
carry, the n,ater-sdin. TA.) -And It (a place,
or ground,) celd, or retainM, water. (TA.)

2. .j: sce 1. [It is thus commonly pro-
nounced in the present day in the sense first
anigned above to Jtj.]

8. )t)jt: sec the first paragraph.

~jq (S, Mgh, Mob, g) and 3dj (°) tq.

- (;) or ^j( (Mgh, , ,TA) [Dung oj
hor or or other solid-loofed animals, or frh dung
of camels, theep and goals, wild oxen, and the
like; used for manure]; and the like thereof.
(TA.) mAnd the former, i.;. . L " [i. i. A baS,
or receptacle, in which a man put his travelling.
provi.ions; and any other thing that is contcyed
behind him on his beast: &c.]. (AA, TA.)

ij A mnorel, gobbet, or mouthful. (Apr, -.)

iLjL: see J4j, in two placcs.

j~j~: ace the next paragraph.

Otj A thing ltat the ant trill carry in its
mouth: (Q, ], TA: [in some of the copies of the

]g, in the place of all is put &t2.:Jt, which, m
is said in the TA, is a mistake:]) or as nmuch as
the gnat nrill carry. (TA in art. 1jj.) Hence

the saying, 14lj ' . s Oll 1 aund 'J4j lIe
obtained not from such a one anything. (IDrd,

Ig, TA.) And Cj; rljj L I did not takeoroam

him, or it, anything: ($:) and * lj al3j a
means the same: (B1:) and in like manner,

.o.. .o -m
t;Ll ? .;: tC [ Ie, or it, did not stand him
in stead of anything; or profit hin at all]. (TA.)
Hence also a saying of Ibn-Muklb,il cited in art.
ljj, conj. 8. (S, TA.) [See also itJ4.]

j .8 (S, Msb, g) and ( , J ) and t 'Je4
(, , b, ) and V h.J, (g, TA,) the last men-
tioned by .gh, on the authority of Fr, (TA,) A

[basket of palm-leaves, nch as is called] Jf.,
(M9b,) or Wi: or a .l q: or a .3 (, TA)
in which things are carried: (TA:) a thing wrell
known: ( P:) pl. (of the first, MYb) Jj (It]b,
.K) and *3Cj, (],) and (of the V third, MIb)
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j3wj. (Myb, TA.) One says, ;J 
and ' J,) j [lVith him are palm-leaf-bashets of

dates]. (TA.) - For the first, see also *j .
0 -. j
Il(j Sireepings. (Myb in art. ... ) - [And

hence, Anything; like Jtj and ij.] One says,

,.Ul Y. It, (8,) or jl, (K,) and .ftl, (TA,)

j, i. e. [There is not in the vessel, or the well,
and the water-shin or mtilk-skin,] anything. (8,
g, TA.)

j3 A collector of J.j: (Msb:) one whose

occupation is to carry Jj. (TA.) [In the pre-
sent day it means A scavenger, or dustman.]

0 . 0 
,Jj: see M.j.

;~,j and Jlj (.,1i.) and k}lj anld Jlj, bnit
mostly without ., (K,) [npplied to a man,] So,rt.

(f, K-)
J.Jj A calamity, or *isfortune: (Ibn-'Abbid,

5:) Il,. 'jj. (TA.)

Je; s nild * id the pl. jetl3i: see 3eij,
in four plhces.

;j. (S, Mgh, Me,, K.) annd ak4. (S, Ml), K)
A uplace of j: (P, M-gh, bloth, 1 :) a place
,rhere Jj is tlhowt il own: (A, I:) pl. J.

(Tr.)

1. &j, (Msb, TA,) and d4 :j, (TA,) nor.,
(M.b, TA,) ianf. n. 0, (., M, Mghl, Msb, I,)
lie puJlsed it, or thrust it; or pushed it, or thrust
it, auway; (~,' Mgh,' Msb, 1,* TA;) namely, a
thing: (Myb, TA:) or a thiing from another
thing. (M,* TA.) You say of a she-camel, .j3
t'_l. #She pushes, or thrusts, or she pushes, or

thrust., anway, her milker. (Mgh, Msb, TA.)

And C--ij, (6s,) or pb . A 1 .ji, (TA,) She
(a camel) struch w,ith her sti/ie-joints (TA) on the
occasion of being milked: ' j being [generally]

wilth the stifle-joitits; and , j, with the hind
leg; and laz, withi the fore leg. (., TA.) And

t.J~ i> l> b ,wp She (a camel) pushes,
or thrusts, away her young one fi.omr her udder
with her kind leg. (M, TA.) And.:j iHe
pushed, or thrust, them away; put them away,
or removed them from their place. (TA.) And

of war, or battle, (,..,.;) one says, ,.W'I '.,,
meaning ! It dashes men [one against another],
and pushs, or thrusts, them. (S, TA.) - And
, . ..- - .2 ' "-

JU3ao ii& Ln .; j, inf. ni. as above, t Tlhou
hast turned away ftrom us thy present and thy
bounty, orfavrour: accord. to Lli, properly mean-
ing thou hast turned them away from thy neigh-
bours and acquaintance to others: or, accord. to
the A, : thou hast withdrawn, and withheld,from
us thy present &c. (TA.) - j' also signifies
The sellting any fruit upon its trees for [other]

.fruit by measure: (. :) whence t ."1JI1 (see 3):
it has been forbidden, because of the fraud, or
deceit, and the ignorance, attending it: and is thus
termed because either of the two parties, when

he repents, repels the other [if able to do so]
from the obligation that he has imposed upon
lhim. (TA.)

3. Alj, (K,) inf. n. .lj.4, (TA,) i.q. l
[lHe contended, or strove, ,vith hitn in pushing,
or thrusting, or in pushing, or thrusting, away;
or he puslied kim, &c., being pushed &cc. by him;
or he pushed against him]. (g.) - 'a;l signi-
fies [also] The selling dates (S, Mgh, Mob, O) in
their fresh rips state (S, g) upon the heads of
the palm-trees for dried dates (S, Mgh, Mgb, 1)
by mneasure; (Mgh, Msb;) wlich is forbidden,
because it is a sale by conjecture, [or] without mea-
suring and without weighing: (S, TA:) it is from

C) dl; because it leads to contention and mutual
repulsion: (Mgh :) and in like manner, the selling
any fruit upon its trees for fruit by measure:
see 1, last sentence: (TA :) accord. to M&lik, any
selling or buying of a thing by conjecture, not
knowing its mneatre nor its number nor its weight,
for something ni med of that wrhich is measured
and reighed and numbered: or the selling of a
thing kitown for a thing unkntown of its kind:
or the selling of a thing unknown for a thing un-
hnon:n of its hind: or a b,uying and selling in
wrrltich is a mutual endeavour to endamage, or
orerteach, (--i- ',) in a kind in which en-

damaging, or overreaching, is not allowable; ( .;)
hecause, in this case, he who is endamaged, or
overreached, desires to annul the salc, and lie who
cidamages, or overreaches, desires to make it take
effect, so tlihy repel one another, and contend.
(TA.)

4. .SI l,~ji They removed their tents from
the road, or way. (TA.)

5: see 10, in two places.

6. Il.lj i. q. lMtl3 [T(hey contended, or strore,
together, in pushing, or thrusting, or in pusking,
or thArusting, awlay; or they puthed, &c., one
another; or pushed against one another]. (TA.)

7. I.jjl They removed, withdrew, or retired
to a distance. (K.)

10. 1_j1 Ile made him a OMJ; [i.e. treated
him as such;] meaning a simpleton, orfool; one
much, or often, endamaged, or overreached, de-

fr'auded, or deceived; as also * ij: (Mgh :)

or j;qjZl and A.j3 are like a. -l and ;i
[both app. meaning le esteemed himi ;, i.e.
weak in judgment, and therefore liable to be en-
damaged, or overreached, defrauded, or deceived;
like as <az--'w and ia both signify "he
esteemed him i.b, i. e. weak"]; or like .L,iAl

and tA. [both app. meaning he esteemed him un-
intelliysnt, or one having little intelligence]. (TA.)

0 0-

· j A tent, or house, (,,) standing apart
.from the [other] tents or houses: (] :) as though
it were pushed from them. (TA.)- See also

ij- - j .3i.o A narrow standing-place, upon
which a man cannot stand by reason of its
narrowness and slipperiness. (TA.) - [In one

place in the C1, C. lI is erroneously put for

'jj : see CHj. ~ Also A want, or thing

wanted: you say, Jtol 8J 4J ; j, i.e.
[He las taken] what he roanted [of the property],

(J,) and,lJ i > [of thefood]. (TA.)

>4j A ride; a lateral, or an adjacent, part or
tract or quarter: (] :) [and so, app., &,j and

*Ftj: for] yon say, *. ,>. lj J, with

fet-l; [as well as Lj, with two fet-baha,] and j,
with kesr, meaning lie alighted aside, or apart,
from his people, or party; as though he were
thrust from their place: scarcely ever, or never,
used otherwise than as an adv. n. [of place] or as
a denotative of state. (TA.) - Also A piece of

cloth [shaped] after the fashion of the tent ("b
like the ai. [(a kind of crtained

canopy p'eparedfor a bride]. (I.)

(j, (~, TA,) like i., (TA, [:il in the
CI being a mistranscription for O4jlp,]) Ve-e

ment in pushing, or thrusting; and so t 'j.
(19, TA.)

Oi: a 'I. .
3,,tj: 0ee -

Ljl The hind leg of a she-camel: (TA:) tho

hind legs of tie she-camel are called l"" (' ,
TA) because she pushes, or thrusts, with them.
(TA.)

i j One who pushes, or tAtnuts, or wrho
pushes, or thrusts,' aay, [or owho pushes &e.
much or vehemently, or who is wont to push &c.,]
a thing. (Msb.) A she-camel that pushes, or
thruets, or that pushes, or thrusts, away, (Mgh,
Myb, g,) or that kicks, or strikes, and pushes,
&c., (., TA,) her milker, (S, Mgh, Myb, KI,')
with her hind leg (Mgb) [or with her stiJle.joint:
see 1]: or that is wont, or accustomed, to push,
&c., her milker. (TA.) Hence, (A,) ono says
q · ' · ·

i .J ; - (., A, Myb, O) meaning : A difficult,
or stubborn, mar or battle; likened to the she-camel
termed CO3jj: (A, TA:) or that dashes men [one
against another], and pushes, or thrusts, them: (S :)
or in which one portion pushes, or thrusts, or puslas
or thrusts away, another, by reason of multi-
tudinousness: (Ig:) or it is thus called because
it repels the valiant men from advancing, through

fear of death. (Msb.) - As meaning a. [i. e.
t Unintelligent, or having little intelligence], and

.j-t. [syn. with J.l, and hence, as will be
seen from what follows, app. here used in tihe
sense of ta dealer ,ith others in buying and

selling, a meaning which JaI often has, though,
as I have slhown in art. Jj., I do not know any
authority for assigning this meaning to j..A],
(S, K~, [the latter explanation thus written in my
copies of the $ and in my MS. copy of the ]( and
in the CI, but in the TA, and hence in the T]~,
:J-y, which has no meaning, that I know of,
appropriate in this instance,]) it is post-classical,
(g,) not of the language of the people of the
desert: ( :) it signifies a simpleton, or fool,

roho is endanaged, or defrauded, (M;N,) much;

I
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by a tropical attribution [of the meaning of z
pas. part n. to a word whicil has properly th(
meaning of an act. part. n.; because the person
tlus termed is as thloughi hc were pushed, or
thrust, away]: (Mgh:) it signifies also to apur.-
chaser; because ho pushes away another from the
thing that is sold; [or because he is often duped;]
and in this sense, [a sense in which it is commonly
now used, or as meaning a cuswtomer; and also a
dupe,] it is a Post-classical word, not of the lan.
guage of tile people of the desert. (Msb.) [Thc
p). now commonly used is ,p-, and some say

_wj..] It is said in a post-classical prov., 1jJI

, - > A [wllich I would render t The dupc
rejoice rvithout anything, or at nothing]: (ilMeydl:)

or ,,I td;)l, meaning [t The dupe
rqjoices at the least, or the meanest, thing: or]
the dealer (Jt.lJ) or the purchla.er (U5e.h)
ns tho word significs in the dial. tlhe pcoplec of
El-Baramh. (Ianr p. 7), q. v. [Tlhe editors of the
sec. ed. of Do Sacy's l.lar, to whiclh refercnec is
here mnelc, say, (Noles, p. 90,) " Nous pensons
qulo lc mot ,jyjJ1, d;mns 1'acception qt'il prentd
dantt cc proverhe dtlri Ye dtutlchaldecn T1.! ' vendre.`"
(This *erb is written in tlih Lex. of Gesenius
lQ!.) See also DC Saey's Clhrest. Arabc, see. ed.,
plp. 180-190.] = Also A well in which is a re-
ceding in its Zl:. [or plare wvhere the water

collects, or place reachedl by the water tvhen it
ret urns and collects after one has drawn firom it,
&e. ; (sce art. nj ;) as though its casing were
puished back. in iliat partl. (IQ(.) Anrid [An

inner vest; so in the present (lny; pl. aLjl ;] a
thi;ag that is cut so as to fit the body, and svorn.
(TA.)

maitthe sing. of which jl t is the dual.

(Mtz, 40tl me.) d iWI signifies The horn
[or clwtv] the scorpion: (Mlg:) its two iorns
[or claws] are called ~J>iaJ Y;tj; (;, Ii;) be-
caiuse it npushes wi the tlcm. (TA.) And

igJtI, o (l bn-Kun&seh, g, ews,) or du!.,, d;,
(J,) [tlo former the more cornmon,j t The tno
lorns [or claws] of Scorpis ; [which,i liko the
contllation Leo, he Arabs extenicdtd much beyondl
tile limits that wec nassicn to it, and whici thley
thlus made to include a leortion of Libra;] (bz v[;)
tlvo slar, coidely seiarated, (I bn-Kunsch, slzw,)
[that rise] before ,i ol [q. v.]; (Ibn-Kuntaseh;)
beltween which (Ibn-Kunhseld, zw) is the measure
of a siewor (Ca [q. v.]), more than thne stature Of
a rnan, (Ibn-Kunmseh) [or,] in appearance, the
ineasre offire etbits: (iZzw:) two bright stars,
(S, g,) in, or upon, (g,) the tweo horns [or claws]
if *Scorjlio: (g, Kg :) [a and ey of Libra, accord.
to tiose leao make oIr to mean "the auroral
setting;" nnd perhaps theo ame, or a and P of
Libra, accord to those who make .phI to men

" the aurordl rising :"] one of the Mansion of
the roon, (, zw,) namely, the Sixteenth

ansion. (11zw. [See0.]f I jAo, in art. Jj;.])
The saying

*

Llit. /lts moon bit the extremities of the claw of

Sa corpio], cited by IAsr, is expl. as mianing "lihe

e is uncircumcised, except the part from which the
. has contracted;" hlis 'A being likened to
the jtj [and his ;.* to the ~j]: and he is
related to have sanid that lie who is born when the
moon is in Scorpio is unprosperous: but Th says,
I asked him respecting this saying, and he dis-
allowed it, and said, No, bat lie is a low, or mean,
or sor(lid, person, who does not give food in
winter; and when the moon [in winter] bites the
extremities of tile .j , [i.e. enters Scorpio,] it
is most iitense cold. (TA.) = See ilso Jl*j.

,lj: see the next paragraph.

) W,ij is a pl., of which the sing. is t Ae;:.j,
(Akil, Zj, S, .K,) as some say, or t ,J.j, (Akl, S;)

or t j, like j~ll, (TA,) or *lj, (Akh, ,,)

or t ", (Ks, K,) the pl. of this last being ori-

ginally 4 fLj, the [in a¢tj] being substituted
for the [last] LS: (Bdli in xcvi. 18:) but the Alrabs
hlardly, or in nowise, know this [attribution of a
sing. to t oj], holdi,g it to be a 1pl1. laving,, no
sing., like J~tt and .l. (Akha, S.) WVilh
tile Arabs [of thle classical acge] it signifies The

1 [app. in the earlier sense of thie braves of an
army, or in the later senise of the armed attendant.,
nfficers, or soldliers, of the prefect of the police]:
(.8:) thlis is tihe primnary signification: (Bdl in

xcvi. 18:) the sing. being sayn. with a,d: nd
also signifying the .: [i. e. one who exalts
himself, or is insolent anid audacious, in pride andi
in acts of reelilion or disobedience, &c.,] of the
jinln, or genii, and of mankind: (1K:) and i.q.
~.0, [i. e. sttron, &c.]: (Se.r, i:) eachl of these
two significations [and the first also] being from
the meaning of" pusfing," or" thrusting." (TA.)

-ac J signlifies also Certain angels, [the tor-
mnentors of the damned in Ilell,] so called because
of their thrusting the peol)le of the fire thereto;
(lnatidel, 8, Ml.b ;') the anigels menitioned in the
]Kur [lxvi. 6] as ;_, I ,j / (Zj,) i.e. rough in
spechci or in disposition, strong in deeds or in
make. (Bid.)

[tis said by Freytag to signify a foot
(" pea"), as on the authority of J; as though he
had found it expl. by the word J..j: but this is
a mistake: it is said in the S that 1i,j is the
name of a man (W~. .).]

· zj One striving to suppres the urine and
ordure: (V,* TA: [the word, with the article Jl,

is expl. by c Si i. : see 3 in art. , and

see also .. l :]) sIuch is said in a trad. to be one
of those from whom prayer will not be accepted;
or, as some relate it, it is the , with O; [in
the place of the ,r]: (TA:) or it means one
withholding them against his will. (..)_ One
says also, 1 L 1G , meaning There is not in it

[i. e. the house, jI1J,] any one: so says Aboo-
Shubrumeh. (TA.)

j·. Pride; syn. )j,. ( .)_And [hence,

.probab)ly,] ;Bj ; iq- 1 i q. [app.
meaning A man who defends his honour, or repu-
tation: see ,$ ']: (, TA:) or a m,an who
d,fends ichat ix behind his bach (.a ;cj .

[perhaps meaniing his household: see (]). (TA,
and so in a copy of the S.) = Also, and t i'0j,
The neck; (lAar, I;) as in the saying 1

· &*. · ,
, d .t)tji ; [Take tho, hoa'l of his horns and

his neck]: (IAar, TA:) or ;0jj may signify the

ear; and tile pl. A'j, the head and neck of a
horse, by a metonymy, because the ears are
therein. (Ham p. 58, q. v.)

j: BeeCC the next preeedling paragraph.

iwl: see a?j, first sentence.

a;j n [rninence suchl as is termed] 2:r-,
(1T, TA,) raised hlh;y (TA) in a valley that bends,
or tIrns,fron it; (K, TA ;) as thoughi it pushed
it, or thrust it, away. (TA.)

1. j, nor. , (?, J,) inf n. Oj, ($,) i. q.
AJ.~ [I[e bore it, carried it, took it up and
carried it, eonreyed it, &c.]; ($, K ;) namely, a
thing; ( ;) as also v i,tjot; thus accord. to the T
a:nd S andl M; (TA; [accord. to one of my copies
of the 8, i.q. .i, whichl is often syn. with

Q.1] ;) or t ol t; thus in the copies of the :
(TA:) or thc first andtl t last signify he bore upon
his bnck a heavy burlen (JM.:) anbd hence the

saying of Ka.b, alJ 1, ni, d 1
(JM, TA) i. e. [t And I said to hin a saying,]
disquieting, or di.,turling, hi.n, (JM, TA,*) [by
reason of that :] liecause, whenl a thingi is borne,
or carriied, it is remioved from its place. (JM.)

Also, (IS,) anor. anld i,f. n. as above, (TA,)
lie drore, urged, or incitedl, him; (K, TA;) and
so tjj, (K,) inf. n. ; (TArs ;) nnd t tjl.
(1.) [And i. q. o,t,.] You say, 1U ji .htO o,
i.e. aeJI t ["1hat drenr, lcd, induced,

caused, constrained, or drorc, them to this? or
&o

WVIhdat hath lecd, &c.?]. (JM, TA.) Aid t..s

1 di, it. n. a , i. e. a; [le dre7w, or
caused, evil to himn]. (TA.) Antd J t , -
inf. n. ae.j3, I prepared [app. evil] for him.
(TA.) And 4. 9 ;, (IS, TA,) or o3 , (TA)
lIe smote hin with evil. (K, TA.)

2. o,, inf. n. i. 4 , accord. to the He, He
spread flcsh-nieat upon a aj as meaning a hill,
or an elevated piece of grountl, whichA the water
did not orerflow: but accord. to ISd, Ie threo
flesh-meat into a 'J as meaning a hollow dug in
tie ground, in rchich one roasts, or broils, for
hinuelf, and bakes bread. (TA.) - See also 5.
- And see 1, in thiree places.

4: see 1, in three places.

5. J' ~j3 He made a pitfall for a lion (S,
Mgh, K) or a wolf; (Mgh;) as also t t~0,
inf. n. ac. (1g.) A r6jiz says,
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[And by no means be thou of those who have been
beguiled; like him uho has made a pitfall for a
lion or a wolf, and then has himself been trapped].

(8,*Mgh.)_ And Ljl t j3, accord. to

ISd, signifies the same as ltj3 [app. in a sense
different from that expl. above; meaning Hle
concealed himself from the oldjecU of the chase in
the hollon mnadefor that purpose: or he fell into

the 4.j, like 4jJ, ,] (TA.)

6. j!i 3 lie .ralled nrith a stretching of him-
self, or writh an elegant and a proud and self-
conceited gait, and with slowness. (T, K, TA.)
- And He magnified himself; or behaved
proudly, haughtily, or insolently; (J, TA;) and
disdainfully. (TA.)

8. :ltj': see 1, in two places.

IJ A hill, or an elevated piece of ground,
rkich the water does not ore,'low: (S, :) pl.
". (', TTA.) Hence, (TA,) it is said in a

prov., &.jJ J.IJl t [The torrent reached the
tops of the hills which they do not usuwlly over-

fl,,,]: (e, TA:) or &jl1 is here pl. of .Jll inn
the sense next following: [but the meaning is vir-
tually the same:] (Mleyld:) the prov. is applied
to a tling, or an afftir, or a ease, exceedlilng the
ordismiry bounds or limit. (Mleyd, TA.) _- A
pit(fall .fi,. a lion (S, Mghl, MIb, K) or a wolf
(Mgnb) ,4c., (M.Ib,) dlig in a Igi~h pl1ea, (8, Mglh,
Mqb,) for which reason it is tlnus called: (. :) pl.
ns above. (Msb.) _ A hollotv dug in the ground,
in which a sportsman conceals himself [from the
objet. of the chase]. (TA.) _ A hollow dug in
the ground, i nwhich one roasts, or broils, for
hiniself, and bahes breadl. (ISd(, TA.)__ A wtrell:
so winere it is said in atrad. of an Aral of the desert,

Atj .t [lie fell into a wrell]. (Mgh.)
_ThIe cxc aration made by ants; whicl tllhey
make not save in a hligh place. (TA.)-Some
inclutide thiis word among those that have contr.
significations. (TA.)

a dz
'1 Quickhness, and bishnes, livelineu, or

sprightliness: (S, .K:) [originally ;jl,] of the

measure Jy.l. () _ A certain tmode of going,
or pace, (, M, 1,) t camels: (M, TA:) accord.

to As, &.t,il, which is its pt., signifies rarious
modes o!f going or pace. (S.) _ E,ril: (AZ, 8 :)
or a great eril: ( .:) and a great, momentous, or
terrible, thing or o.ffair: (AZ, , .K:) pl. as

A -6 **
above. (AZ, S.) One says, , %j.l i I
experienced fromn him, or it, evils; and great,
momnentous, or terrible, things. (AZ, f.) And
i. q. . [app. as meaning A wondlerfuel thing].
(TA.) - And The sound of a bow; (JM, TA;*)
its nmusical ringing, or plaintive, sound. (JM.)

;.3J ,.jl: see c , in art. J
Bk. I.
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1. -..j, (S, A, Msb,) aor. ', ($,) inf. n. C,

(S, A, M9 b, K,) He pierced him, or thrust him,
(i. e. a man, $, Mob,) witi, the 5j [or pointed

iron foot of the spear]; ($, A, Msb, ]g ;°) and

cast at him with it: and ° also signifies te

pierced, or thrust, witl haste. (TA.) And

#.Zip _3j I cast at him with the spear. (A,
and Ham p. 147.) [Henee,] 2Jl . j l]e
cast, or threw, the thing from himself: (A:) or

*. '. > rS ~j t, aor. ', (TA,) inf. n. as above,
(]g, TA,) i he cast, or threw, the thing from his

hand. (T,* TA.)- [And hence,] .j signifies

also : The running of the ostrich. (]K, TA.) You

say of the ostrich, 4tj tj, (A, TA,) inf n. as

above, (TA,) He ran, (A, TA,) thron.ing out

his legs. (TA.)_[[Hence also,] ji ~l : j3

.;WI lVe alighted in a valley putting forth
herbage; as though casting it from itself. (A,

TA.)- See also 4. j, sec. pers. ,

aor. -, inf. n. j, It (an eyebrow) was, or

became, narrowr and long: (T.K:) or arched:
(MA:) [or narrow and long andfull and arched:
see .j below.]

2: see 4. t. t o , (S, A,) or ~j

.e. ~. (K, TA,) inf. n. _, (TA,) She, or

he, madIe her, or his, eyebrown narrnw and long:
(S, K:) [or made it arched: (see 1, last sentence:)
or made it narrow and long and arched: (see
.j below :)] or clipped the redundant portions

of the hair thereof: or lengtlhened it [in appear-
ance] with .~l [i. e. antimony, or ore of a,ti.
mony, or a black collyriumn; like as the ancieant
Egyptians werc accustomed to do, as nipleii,
fiom their paiintings and sculiturtes; and like as
some of the Arab womten still do; exteding a
black line towairds tie car, and also a simnilar line
from the outer angle of the eye]. (TA.) In the
following verse of the poet Er- R;i'ee,

.. - .. . '

[the last of these significations nmany be intended;
so that it may be rendered, lVhen the fnmales
content with their husbands, or with their beauty,
&c., shall go forth, (or trent .forth) one day, and
sh,all lengthen (or lengthened) with blach collyriumn
the eyebrows and the eyes: or] ) . is meant
to be understood before U*Jt. (S.)-_ Hence,
from l_t.Jl~.JI fj; as signify ing "the clipping,

of thie redundant portions of the hair of the eye-
brows," 1,4 , occurring in a trad, re-

ferring to a hole made in a piece of wood in
which a thousand deenars and a writing had been
inserted, is expl. as meaning He made even, and
adjusted, the placs thereof: or, accord. to IAth,
it may be that the hole was in the end of the
piece of wood, and so it may mean he made a Cj

[q. v.] upon the place thereof, to hold it fast, and
to preserve what was in it. (TA.)

4. .it AjI; (IApr, ISk , ,A, 1;) and

t mtj; (A, TA;) and t j,aor ', inf. n. j;

(Mqb;) and (rj; (TA;) He put, or made, a
[q. v.] to the spear. (IA*r, ISk, S, A, M9 b, ].)
-The first of these phrasms is said also to signify
He renwOed, or took off, its "j from the spear:

(A:) IAar is related to have said thus; but he is
also related to have said that this signification is
not allowable. (TA.)

8. .jJ, said of the eyebrow, It reached to the
outer extremity (,o$1) ofthe eye. (n.)_-And,
said of herbage, Its intercvning spaces became
closed up. (TA.)

S.
.j [The pointed iron foot, or heel, or shoe, of

a spear;] the iron at the lower extremity of a
spear; (S, A, Mib, ;) i.e. the iron which is
fixed upon the lower. extremity of a spear, and
with which the spear is stuck into the ground:
the iron which is fixed upon its upper extremity,
and with wilich one pierces, being called OI-:
(ISd, TA:) pl. [of mult.] L .j and i~j (,

Mbshb,l)and [of pauc.] i and ;qjl, (TA,)
or thilis labt is not allowable, (.8, M.,b, TA,) ac-
cord. to ISk. (Msb.) Zuheyr says,

[And he rwho refuses to yieldl to the points of the
iron feet of the speais shall yield to the up;per
extremnities thereof moanted with erery shar7)
spear-head]: ISk says, he means that lie who
retifues to yield to a small thing will encounter a
great thing: and Klialid II)n-Kulthoom says,
lthey used to meet tlheir enemie, when tlhey

dlesired lence, withl the iron fi;et of tiheir speaenrs
tu'ued towards them; and if thley refuscd peace,
thiey tiurned tlheir spears' hleads to tiemn, and
combaled them. (TA.) [By a synecdocei, the
pl.] 1 is also used to signify Siars, alto-

gether. (.yam p. 147.) - llenee, ais being
likened to the Cj of the spear, (1,,) TIhe ex-

tremity of the elbon, (,, L, ],) nwhich is pointed:
(L:) or tihe part [or joint] between the lower
extremity of the oxs humeri and the extremnity of
the ulna at the elbow: (T in art. ) or [sinimply]

the elbon'. (A.) You say, ,e.j ,i. l%i! :lI
leaned upon his elUons: and L.!j tA ltj

[Ttey leaned upon the extremiti;es of
their elbows]. (A..) [llenee also,: ,A tush, or
canine tooth:] J_i.I 1 . signiics I the tubes
of the staUion-camel. (A, K.)_ [lIence also a
signification mentioned by Golius on the authority
of Meyd, t An iron picot (" subscus ferrea ")
round which a mill-stone turns.] - Also An
arrow-head: (IAr, :) pL a j and ()
and a.jl. (TA.)

,- Narrorwne and length in the eyebrows:

or narrowrness and archhednes of the
eyebrows: (A:) or archedness thereof: (MA:)
or narrownese and length and fulness and arched.
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Peus tere'of. (TA.) [See 1, last sentence.]-
Also, in an octrich, t Length of the shanks, and
width of step. (IL)_And in camels, t Width,

or widesne, (t,) in [the rpac betwen] the

hind legs. (TA.) - And t Widenea of a solid
hoof: which is a fault. (TA in artk..)

j Darts, or javelins, (.1am,) frnished

with iron heads: (i :) its sing. is not mentioned.
(TA.) - [It is also expl. in different copies of

the us meaning ': _ or _ or
the first I regard as the right reading; i. e. Asses
(wild asu) fighting one another.]

ti and g 1j and Mi3 (AO, ,Mb, 1,)
the first of which is that used by the seven readers
[of the ]gur.n], (Mqb,) and the last is the least
common, (TA,) words of well-known meaning;
(?, Mqb, ,g;) [Glau: pieces of glau: glau.
rcsels:] glauflasks or bottls; syn. , ljI: (TA:)
and [glas] drinking-cups or bowls: (AO, TA:)

pls. ofV44j (AO, 9) and t and twi4j:
(AO:) or [rather] these are the ns. un. (Mob.)

In the lur [xxiv. 35], V 3.tij means A lamp,

(B(..)- _. j, with fet-b, also signifies The

berries of the cloe-tree; syn. .Jjs .. (tsr,
TA.)

1 4j and ¢j and I¢4j: see the next
preceding paragraph; the first, in two places. 
The last also signifies The art, or occuplmtion, of
making u.j [i. e. glas, glas vessels, &c.]. (TA.)

1~4. (MNb, ]g, TA) [and .4.itj and ,
the former in the CI, and both implied in the ]
and in the M 9b,] A usller of 4j [i.e. glass,
glass vessels, &c.]. (Myb, g.)

Aj A maker, or manufacturer, of rtij

[i. e. glaos, gla vessels, &c.]. (M;b, ]K.)

341.! t The anus; because it emits ( C0)
wind and excrement. (TA.)

Cji, applied to a man, ($, A,) Having aarrow
and long eyebrows: (~, g.:) or having narrow
and arched yebrors: (A:) [or having arched
eyebrows: see .. j:] or having narrow and

long and full an arched yebrows: (TA:) fem.

:kej, (A, 15,) applied to a woman: (A:) [pl.

; :] and one says also ,W?'J Il [meaning

the same]. (L.) It is likewise applied to the
eyebrow [as meaning Narrow and long: or
narrow arqd arckhed: &.]: (A, TA:) and so

t ~.id: (TA:) or the former signifies an eye-

brow marrow and long [&e.] naturally: and
the latter, rndered so artif~ially. (MF.) And

1j is a name for The ey~row [itself] in the

dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.) -Also, applied to a
male ostrich, t Long in step: ($, :) or long-
legged and long in step: (L:) or that rnms throw-
ing out his legs: (TA:) or having white feathers

above his eye: (A :) fem. .1 j: (g:) and pl. ,tj.

(1g.) And, applied to a man, t Long-legged.

(L.) - Also, applied to a solid hoof, t Wide.
(TA in art.,a. [See .i, last sentence.])

t., A spear having a tj [q. v.] ofized to it.
(ISk, .)

C:.. A short spear, like the 3Jt., (g, 1, TA,)

havinag at its lower etremnity a 53 [q. v.]: and
sometimes used as meaning one that transpierces,
or passes through, quickly. (TA.)

2a. p An instrument with which the eyebrow is

made such as is termed tij [or narrow and long,

or narrow and arched, &c.]. (TA.)

~".ri: see ,jl, in two places.

9ep~ Pierced, or thrut, with the js [q. v.]

of a spear. ($, TA.) And Cast at therewith.

(TA.)-Also A large bucket (,,) not made
round, but haling its two lips [or opposite edges]
put together, and then sewed. (1.)

1. ,., (O,A, Mgh, M}b, g,) aor. , (Msb,
TA,) inf. . j, (Q A, Mb,) iHe chid him, by
a cry, by his voice, or by reproof: (,' ]i,' TA:)
he checked him, restrained him, or forbade him,
with rovgh speech: (TA:) or prevented, hindered,
rstrained, or withheld, his : orforbade, or pro-
hibited, him: [by any kind of cry or speech :] as also

v ' jl; (S, A, Mgh, Myb, ] ;) the latter origi.
nally ,,31: (Myb, TA:) ,:. , from Idoing]

wuch a thing: (A,* Mgh, TA:) and ;j.Jl o

from evil. (TA.).... 4 S J, (15,) and Jl,

(TA,) and a .j, (1,) t Ile cr.ied.out to, or at,
the dog, (J,) and the beast of preyj, (TA,) in
order that he might forbear, refrain, or abstain.
(15, TA.) [See a tropical ex. voce j.] ;
ja,Jl t He incited the camel to quickness: (TA:)
he droe, or urged, thes camel, (8, , TA,) and
incited him mith a peculiar cry, so that hlie became
excited, and went on: (TA:) he said to the camel

: and ij'l1 -j t Hie said to the sh-camel

).: (AZ,TA:) and '1. q.j lile (a pastor)
cried out to, or at, the heep or goats: (A, Mgh,
TA:) and in like manner, to, or at, a horse or the
like, and a camel, and a beat of prey, with a
hiJh, or loud, voice, and vehmently: (TA:) and

.. .t,.J3 )Iil S [The wind dries the cloue .
(A.) ,j signifies The driving away with
crying or a cry: and by subsequent applications,
sometimes, t the driving away: and sometimes
tthe erying, or crying out, or a cry. (B, TA.)

_ Ljt ;,-j, (i,) aor. ', inf. n. 4 ; (TA;)

and t jqoJ.1; (1:;) S He chid the bird, auguring

evilfrom it. (],TA.) And ',l i,- RHe
threw a pebble at the birds, and cried out; and
if, in.y~ , tAey turned their right sides towards
Aims, he augured wrell fron them; but if thidr
left sides, eiL (A.)_- Hence, (A,) ^j also
signifies SThe auguringfrom the flight, alighting-
plaes, cries, kinds, or nams, of birds: (?, A,
1:) you say, ',I .. ;'; "& He augursfrom the

[Boos I.

flight, 4'c., of birds: (A:) or J signifies the
auguring wellfrom a bird's or some other thAi~e

t;-~ [or turning the right side towards ote, or

the contrary], and evil from its t [or turning

the left side towards one, or tAhe contrary]. (Zj.)
And it1 l~1 q; means tHe went away,

departed, orjournryed. (ar p. 08.) ience,]
it also signifies The practising of divination:

(15:) or a opecie thAreof: you say, Al r^jj
i1j'; U' ,A I Aas divined that it is so and
so. (g, L) [See also lj.-- .; ~ .. j
t She (a camel) cast forth what ra in her bedly.
(1., TA.)

6. ,jI le 1,.j [They checked, t,traind,
or forbade, one another, with rough speech; or]
they preveted, hindered, or withhldd one another;
or theyforbade, or prohibited, one another; from
abominable,foul, or evil, conduct. (A, Myb.)

7. j.l and .-j-l He, being chidds, by a
cry, by the voice, or by reproof; or bsing checked,
restrained, orforbidden, with rough spech; (TA ;)
or being preented, hindered, restrained, or with-
held; or beingforbidden or prohibited; rfrained,
forbore, or abstaisud; ($, A, Mgb, Msb, V1, TA ;)
UL J from [doing] suck a thing. (Mgh,TA.)

- '-j? ' in the Vur liv. 9, means He Pau
drim away. (TA.). _ j,.l He (a dog) bewae
urged, or incited, by a cry, to pursue thdie game.
(Mgh.)

8. j.;j!, for jq;j t, trans. and intrans.: see 1
and 7; eaeh in two places.

Q. Q. 1 (accord. to the S). 'j: see art. jq.Jj.

..j inf. n. of 1. (~, A, Myb.) - A crying at
camels [40c.], and an urgiag or inciting of them,
(TA.) - A cry by which one chides, i. e., either
checks or rges, a beast ,~c.; like ~ to a man,
and , to a mule, &c. (The lexicons, passim.)

- see also what next followvs.

q.j (Az, 0, X) and V; j (IDrd, 0, I) Large
fih, (1],) [i. e.] a species of ltrgey J./i,, (I Drd, 0,)
with small scales: (TA:) IDnd says, thus called
by the people of El-'Irilc, but I do not think the
appellation to be genuine Arabic: (0:) pl. .j.
(0, 1.)

;i A ncry. (Mgh.)

Jtqj S A she-camel that will not yield her milk
abundantly until chidden: (A, IS, TA:) or that
yids her milk abundantly to her young one iJo
beaten, but does not if let alone: (TA:) or (g,
TA, but accord. to the CJl "and") a she-camel
that knows [her young one] with her eye, but
repudiates it with her nose [when she smells it]:
(~, 1]:) and a she-camel that inclines to. the
young one of another, and not to her own, but
only sm it, and refuse to yield her milk to it;

syn. J . (K.) - It is also applied, meta-
phorically, as an epithet to war. (A, TA.)

[L4.j One who chides, &c., ,uch, or ofen.]

j 1. [act. part. n. of 1]. - [Hence,] -S
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!ptIj 4gJp t[lTie R.rdn sicU as a chider,
chcer, restrai , forforbidder]. (A, TA.) And

,;. 1l t Te e~orter, on the part of God, in the
Aeart of the belieer; i e. the light saed into it,
[or what we term the light of nature,] that inits
him to the truth. (KT.) _ l£l,jl, in the
Fur xxxvii. 2, means t The angels who are the
driers of the cloud. (,. TA.)_ - lj also
signifies i A diviner; because, when he sees that
which he thinks to be of evil omen, he cries out
with a high, or loud, and vehement, voice, for-
bidding to undertake the thing in question. (Zj,

TA.) --. liJi t The crow; because one augurs
by means of it. (gar p. 002.)

[l-j a subat. formed from the epithet,.lj by
the addition of i. Its pl. occurs in the saying,]

,:, 5 j1L £. Lg. U b t [E chorta-
tions,. and cAiding or restraining speeches, wre
freleated in his ears]. (A, TA.)

a .nd
_?.,J4 and a 4: see art.,-j.

,jl A camel having a looniess in the vertebra
of his bach, arising from disease, or from galls,
or sores, produced by the saddle: (0, ]g:*) [or
having afracture in his back;] like j,d,l. (O.)

q..* [A place oqf ^j, i. e. chiding, &c.].
[Hence,] 4lJt ~. . , an elliptical phrase,
meaning t [lie is, in relation to me, or S is
here used in the sense of L5..q , i. c., in my eti-
mation,] as though he were in th ^ja. of the
dog; (Sb, TA ;) [i. e., as though he uwere to be
chidden like the dog, and driven awjay;] said by
Z to be tropical. (TA.)

;~ [A raNse of .j, i e. chiding, &oc.: a
noun of the same class as i'. &c.; pl. !t.].
A poet says,

· , . ., . , .

* .A .. ek.

0

I

i. e. t [lie tvAo will not astert that I am a poet,
let hint approarh me:] prewnting causes forbid

him. (TA.) And one ys, l ,A p4U 1 , 
1 [Thec remembrance, or the mention, of God is a
cauise of driving away the deril]. (A, TA.)

.. t;', in the 15ur liv. 4, (Bd, TA,) is [an
inf. n.,] syn. with .>jl, (Bd,) meaning t Depul-
sion, and prevention, or prohibition, from the
commission of sinlful actions; (TA;) or from
punishment: or it there means a threatening:
and some read j., changing the r into j, and
incorporating it [into the preceding letter]. (Bd.)

1. J.j, (MA, K,) aor. :, (.,) inf. D. j,
(MA, 15, KL, and gar p. 240,) He uttered his
voire, or a cry; or made a sound, or cry: (MA,
KL :) or he raised his voice, (1, Iar,) to evince
emotion. (Tar.) . [It seems to be indicated in
the 1 that it signifies also He played, or sported:

qMj --

and He, or it (i e. a company of men), raied
cries, shouts, noises, a clamour, or confi~d cries
or shouts or noisre: and .He trilled, or quavered,
and prolonged his voice; or prolonged it, and
modulated it swetly. See the next paragraph.]

j;j inf. n. of j.j: (MA, 1 :) [and used as
a simple subst.:] i. q. *._ [as an inf. n., mean-
ing The uttering of the voice, or of a sound,'or
cry: or, as a simple subst., a voice, sound, or
cry]: ( :) or a high, or loud, voice: such have
the angels when celebrating the praises of God:
(TA:) [and] a vehement sound. (Ham p. 627.)
[Hence,] j j , ;.9 Clouds having a thunder-
ing: (TA:) [and] so .j ..V (j.)_ A
clamour; or a confusion, or miature, of cries or
shouts or noies, or of cryihg or shouting or noise.
(J.) [A low, or faint, sound: hence,] j3j

",J1l means 'c [i. e. The low, or faint, sound
of it jinn, or genii, that is heard by night in the
desrt,; and said to be a sound like drumming:
or the sound of the winds in the atmosphere,
inmagined by the people of the demert to be the sound
of the jinn]. (TA.) - A trilling, or quawvring,
and prolonging of the voice; or a prolonging of
tha voice, and modulating it smeetly. (i.) A
poet likens it to the voice of one urging on camels
by singing to them, and to the playing on a reed-
pipe. (Sb, TA.) - Also Play, or sport. (I4.)
- And A species of oersc, well known; [a vulgar
sort of unmeasured song or ballad;] in this sense
post-classical. (TA.)

jq. Raising his oice; as also t Jb,. (s.)
-[Hence,] Jj ,l_: see .j. And 
Jqj Rain accompanied by the sound of
thunder. (TA.) And3 . A plant, or herb-
age, in which, or among rmhich, the wind mawhes
a sound. (i.)

Uc.,j: see the next paragraph, in two places.

U.j The sound, or voice, or noise, of men; as
also V i..j. (].) _ And A company, a collec-
tion, or an assmnblage: (1 :) or a party, or eaon-
pany, of men, (S, 19,) peculiarly: (TA:) as also
t V j: (1 :) pl. of the former J.j. (S.)

&l6: see J&.-. It is also applied to a song,
or singing, [meaning Loud,] in the saying,

[And he sings to her, or to them (probably re-
ferring to camels), with a loud song or singing].
(TA.)

.L L, (f, 1,)aor.,. (S,)inf. n. .' (m,
15, and H.am p. 78) and j (15 and Tam) and

;, (1,) It (a thing) went, or became urged on
or along, quickly. (yam ubi supra: there indi-
cated by the context, but not expressed.)_ - It
(a bad piece of money) pased, or had currency.
(Er-Righib, TA.) -It (an afair) was, or be-
came, easy; and right, in a right state, or riqht
in its direction or tendency. (15, TA.) Hence
the trad., otkil a'.314 l@ ' 1 * j 
i. e. [A p.yer in which the opening chapter of
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the Book (meaning the 1]ur-&n) is not recitedj
will not be righykt. (TA.) - Also, inf. n. Wj,

said of the [tax called] tl., It was, or becamu,
easy of collection. (a.) - .i;j also signifies The
acting faith penetr.ativ energy, and effectivmn,

in an aflfir. (Q, 1.) One says, Ji "l I
*.a U,j [app. meaning ThAi affair, we have

cffected it, or accomplished it; like as one says,

rXI uL. L4]. (T, TA.) And j^ Jd ,;ao

~ ~;, ~. [A snall ift that is efc-.
tire is better than mAuch that will not be effective].

(g.) - One says also, tqj js z1_ i.e. [(He
laughed until] his laughing became stopped, or
cut short. ($, K.) See also what next follows,
in two places.

2. ;p.j, ( , Msb, TA,) inf. n. °;(J, ($, TA,)
He pushed it gently, (g, Mpb, TA,) in order that
it might go on; as also t 4I.jl; and t *q;j, aor.

', i nf. n. a.j: and this last, he drove it, or
urged it on, gently; (TA;) [and so 1;.j and
t.jlt, as will be shown by what follows:] or

t 13.j signifies [simply] At drove it, or urged it
on: and he pusbed it: and so [npp. in both of
these senses] l.j and t *q.jI. (1.) lIence, i. e.
from A.;j meaning "I pushed it gently," (Tar

p. 304,) one says,..Wol ~.'; u ($, Tar) i.e.
tail. J [low dost thou stri e with the days in
pushing them on, or making them to pas away?]:

( :) or 1;.aA3 ,. [hom dost thou push on the
days? and thus may mean also tolAJ3 ]b J]:

(Tlar:) [or how dust thou make the days to pass
away? for].Ad(tI L^j means lie mnade thc days
to past away: (MA:) [or how dust thou pass the
days? for it is also said that] a,oj3 signifies the

pansing [one's] days. (KL.) [.A,l Uj. may
be well rendered lie made the days to aMss aray
by means of ee,rtion; and so toi and tl;.
Ilar (ubi supr,) uses the phrase ', , j 1'"J
as meaning I pusAh on evil and hard days.] .tjl
;JI, also, inf. n. ,*.jl, is expl. by A as sig-
nifying 4.i/ ill [app. meaning lie strove to
push on lifo, or to repel i want or the like, with
little of the thing]: and accord. to a saying heard
by him from a man of the tribe of Fea'h,

l **wj; [or the correct reading may be
t..j., uand aecord. to either reading the phrase

mny be rendered W'e strim to pusl on life, or to
repel want &c., with little of our wrorldly pot-
~iosu,] means we content ourselves in respect of
our worldly possessions with scanty smtenance.

(TA. [See also 5.]) One says also Jhlt 4~-j-
I drove the caml. (S.) And t.I; V qjS, o 4l
TAt [wild] cow drive her young one. (.) 

,.J'I ' U The wind dri. along the cloud :
(S ) or drivs along getly the clouds; as also
.'.3, but in an intensive sense. (Mtb.) In like
manner, t.-t * , is smid of God, in the Fur

[xxiv. 43]: and in the ame [xvii. 68], T.
.w:, 7 l , [Your Lord is He
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who driettA along for you the ship in the sa].
(TA.) And a poet says,

0 I,0^* &*I-

i. e. [I drom him with speecA, and] urged-him

on: for ;t;ji signifies 3L, [like ;ltj &c.].
(TA.) - And JP.1 . ;..j He made easy the

attainm t of my want. (TA.) ~ JI ,'h j
i. njl q. v. in art. :j. (TA in that art.)

4: ee 2, in ten places. .jl also signifies
lIe made money, or bad money, to pam, or be

current. (Er-RUghib, TA.)

5. Uti *4.j3 I ceo nte d myself with such a
thing: a rdjia says,

.

[Content thrAyel with what is mUjcient of thy
worldly possions]. (t. [See also 2.])

8: see 2, near the end of the paragraph.

O"Jl Jlore penetrating and effective in an
affair than another: ( s, :) so in the saying,

YiJ ' , a aj i [Stch a one is
more penetrating and effective in thix a.effir than
such a one]. (S, .')

J., applied to a horse [or other beast], That

is drivmn, or urged on, (c.ji, [i.e. L,iR,J]) in
his pare, by little and little. (I,am p. 158.) -
A sinall, or scanty, thing; (S, Er-ligh!ib, TA;)
or sulch as is mean, or paltry; that muay be
pusled and driven away because qf the little
account that is made of it. (Er-Rgighib, TA.)

;l.J Lsti means Small, or tcanty, mner-

chandise; little in quantity: (S, K:) and so it is
said to mean in the lKur [xii. 88]: or, as in some
copies of the ', little, or mean, or paltry, mer-
chandlise: (TA:) or mean, or paltry, mets
rhendise, rejected by every one to whomn it is
offered: (A, TA :) or merchandise wherewith the
Jlays are pushed on (6.J [i. e. made to paus a wiy

by means of exertion]) because of its scantiness:

(Mlb, TA: [for t 3. :]) or, accord. to the
sbereef EI-MurtaeL, merehandise dirien along
portion after portion, scantily andfeebly: (TA:)
or merchandise in respect of which a lowering of
the pries is demanded on account of its badness

(WAL; 1C tjg6); (Tb, TA;) not in perfect condi-
tion: (Th, I, TA:) thus, too, it is expl. as used
in the 1]ur: and some say that what is there
mentioned consisted of fruit of the terebinthl-tree,
or of ty. [app. here meaning pine-cones]: some
say, of commodities of the Arabs of the desert,
wool, and clarified butter: and some say, of defi-
cient pieces of money. (TA.)

c~jd Weak: so termed because of hlis lagging
behind, and requiring to be urged on: (ysam
p. 441:) or anything not perfect in nobility, nor
in any other praiseworthy quality: or, as some
say, one driven to generosity against his will:
(TA:) and also, (TA,) applied to a man, i q.

.in [q. v., app. here meaning deficient in man-
lies, or manly virtue, or the like]. (?, TA.)

[g.j.l O;bI", a phraue used by [Jar, is expl.

jqn.j --,-J

(p. 42t9) as meaning SWI ·ij , i. e.
rime tAat requires men to pushl it on, or to make

it to pass away by meansof exertion.]

.-. k4 A man who urgea on much the camel, or
beast, that he rides. (TA.)

1. ij,- (1, L, a,) aor. J, ($, L,) inf n. ti;
(L;) and * ..jLj; (L;) He removed Aim, or
it, from his, or its, place: (S, L, 1 :) and he
puthed, or thrust, away, him, or it: (L, 1 :) or
the latter, Ashe removed him, or it, far arway;
placed, or put, him, or it, at a distance,far away,
orfar off: (?, A, Mgh, L, M9b :) and the former
signifies also he drero, dragged, or puled, away,
him, or it, in Aaste. (L, ].) You say, c j-.
~ He removed him, or it, far away; ($, ;)

or pushed, or thrust, away; and removed; him,
or it; (TA;) from it; (8, ;) i. e. from his, or
its, place. (TA.) It is said in the ]ur [iii. 182],

jU ;LJ ij I J6 . ·.C j_ cl, i. e.
[And he] who thaU be removed [.from the fire
of Hell], or removed far away [therefrom, and
made to enter Paradise, shall attain good for-
tune]. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. Cjij: see above, in three places:l

and see also the paragraph here following.

R. Q . i. -i3 IIe, or it, removed, or became

removed; (~, A, Mgli, MBh ;) and (Mgh, Myb)
resmoved, or became removed, far awray: (Mgb,
a3Mb, K:) and accord. to Es-Semeen, t?]- j is

likewise used in an intrans. sense, as well as a
trans.; but MF says that its use in an intrans.
sense is strange. (TA.) You say, ,A i

, e u m t j- yiwi, i. e. [I wrent in to
such a one, and] he removed [for me from his
sitting-place]. (N1Mgh, Mgb.0)

~.,j Distance: so in the saying, n j '
[lels, or it, is at a distance from him, or it].
(~, .. ) Az says that, accord. to some, this is a
reduplicative word from tlJ, aor. 5-, meaning

ZUt; and some hold it to be from C.3II meaning

"the driving vehemently," as also lJJ1. (TA.)

tl'j Distant; remote. (I..)

A place to ivhich one remores, or may
reamove, [in an absolute sense, as is implied in the
A, or] far away. (lIam p. 6.55.) One says, 

;.j, [There is not for me any place to

which to remove from him, or it]. (A.)

1. ._., aor. and -, (],) inf. n. ,-.j (A, 1)}

and . and 1, (g,) He emitted the voice,
(I,' TA,) or (], TA, in the Cl "and,") the
breath, with a moaning; (A, ] ;) [or he breathed
hard; as appears from what follows;] in work,
or labour, or in difficulty. (TA.) You say, ,A
Ie.0 dJ [I heard him breathe hard; or emit the

[BooK I.

voice, or the breath, with a moaning]. (A.) And
of a womah bringing forth, you say, j.j, sor.'
and:, inf. n. .n-j, She breathed hard. (p.)-

[Hedce,] .j said of a niggardly man, tHe,
being begged of, deemed the begging grievous, or
troublesome, (I, TA,) and moaned thereat. (TA.)

_J_ j, (A, ],) aor. : and s, (,) inf. n. :.
(B, A, , and ;L.j (?, V) and 3j.; ( ;) [and

app. .j also; (seejLj;)] and jJ; (A,V;)

and tA., inf. [e. j3; (I;;) [all signify] He
was, or became, affected with a loomess of the
bowels: (f, A:) or with a violent loosen~ of tiw
bowels, and with a griping pain in the belly, and

a discharge of blood. (g.) - And &. ai ;j,
and Z t Ji,, t His mother brought him forth.

(A,].) j j accord. to the (, signi-

fies He broke, or clave, his head writA the ipear:
but IDrd says that this is not of established

authority. (TA.) --j, like `;j, He was, or
became, iiggardly, or tenacious. (i.)

s: see 1. aUWI ,, inf. n. 3, He put a

baUl (Q;) into a nose-bag (W j, and insrted
it into the vulva of the she-camel whose young
one had died during the period between the time
[that should have been that] of bringing him forth
and a month of the last part thereof, [i. e. during
the last month of her proper period of gestation,]
and left it for a night, having stopped up her
now, then drewp forth the ball, having prepared
another young camel, which he then showed to
her, the nose being still stopped up, whereupon
she thought that it wma her young one, and that
she had at that time brought it forth, then he
unstopped her nose, and brought it near, and the
affected it, and yielded her milk. (1i, TA.)

3. ejlj S iIe treated him,N or regarded him,
with enmity, or hoxtility, (A, .K, TA,) and be-

haved angr,ily (Y;!) to hli,n. (TA.)

5: see 1, in two places. ^-. &i t i 
t[Ile yields his property with pain, (app. from
;.O j said of a woman in child-birth,) by reason of
niggardlines]; as thoughll he nioaned, and strained
himself; or moaned, being niggardly. (TA.)

,_j: sce~.j.

.j~ [inf. n. of un. of^j; An emission [of the
voice or] of the breath with a moaning: (A :)
[or a hard breathing: (sec 1:) it is said to be]

like ;,j [q. v.]. (TA.)

1 la.j: see jtm.

;ij [an in£. n. of 1, q. v. - Also] A certain
disease that affects tithes camel, (li, TA,) in con-
sequence of which he suffers from a riolent loos-
ness of the bownels, until, or so that, the extremity
of his rectum turns inside-out, and nothing comes
forthfrom it. (TA.)

;].j [One who breathe. hard; (this meaning
being indicated, though not expressed, in the ;)
or who emits the voice, or the breath, with a
moaning: see 1, first sentence. - And hence,]
t Niggeardly; tenacious; rwho moans on being

1
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begged of; (TA; [in which it is said to be with
damm; but this is a mistake, occasioned by an
incorrect point in the L;]) as also 'j.. and

tIJj and ~t . (], TA.) A poet says,
A ti , c ; a'c: .0 

[I see thee to have combined begging and coretous-
ness, and in poverty to be niggardly, with moan-
ing]: (8, TA: in the former thus, in two copies,
in the present art. and in art. e,l: in the TA
lj;l i:) UUI is said by IB to be [here] an in£ n.

of Ol, like 1;t. (TA.)

.Ip~ A man a.ffected with a looseness, or raita
a violnt loosness, of the boneli, and with a
griping pain in the belly, and a discharge of
blood. (A,* TA.) - See also the next preceding
paragraph.

1. aj, aor. , inf. n. · j (S, Mgli, Mob, l)
and j,j (M 9b, 1) and Mi,j, (1,) HIe, or it,
(an army, Mgh, Mqb, · or a company of men,

Mqb,) walked, tnarched, or rent on foot, &1i [to
Aim, or it]; (S., ];) and [generally] did so by
little and little; (accord. to an explanation of'

_ in the TA;) crept, or crawled, along; or
ment, or walked, leisurely, or gently: (Mgh :)
andr t11 . 3 05, ( 1, ,) as also ,,.,l (K,)

i. q. J, (., ],) i. c. he talhed [with slow stelps,
or] heavily, with an e.fort, to himn, or it: (T. :)
and 9..j 4'a means a gait in nhich is a
heavines of motion. (TA.) One says of a child,
before he walks, (8, Msb, 1n,) or before hlie stands,
(T, TA,) ,.i,: [Hle drags /i,,uclf alonlg] (,

Mb, S) ub>'9l A [upon the ground], or
Z1o [upon his postcriors]: (TA:) or __..j alone,

said of a child, he irent along slonly, by little and
little, upon his posteriors: (B3d! in viii. 15:) and
to the J.j of children is likened the marchi.ng of
two bodies of men going to meet each other for
fight, when each of them marches gently, or
leisurely, towards the other, before they draw near
together to smite each other: and one says like-
wise of a chil.l, before he walks, :UL v J,.
,;'bl, or, as in the T, &,; ,U, i. e. he drags
himelf along [py,n the ground, or upon his
belly]. (TA.) --. JJI ..j [The young locusts
not yet winged]l went on, orforwurds: (0, ]O, g :)

s in this explanation in the I should be ,
as in the g and A. (TA.) - ja.j said of an
arrow, t It fell short of the butt, and then slid
along to it. (F, Mqb.) _- Also, said of a camel,
(., Mgh, Mob, 1,) aor. , inf. n. J.j and J._,
and .,liLj, (TA,) He became fatigued, and
dragged his foot, or the extremity of his foot;
(., Mgh, Myb, 1 ;) as also t Vj: (., Mgh,
Mb :) or this latter signifies Ae (a camel) became
fatigued, (1, TA,) and stood still with his
mster: and Ul ^ Xi_l t l Hia
saddle-camel stood still from fatigue: or, accord.
to EI-Kbatlibee, correctly, &, a. jl: (TA:)
or this is a mistake, occurring in the FaiJ; and
it is orrectly with fet-4: (Mgh:) and accord. to

the T, Um.j signifies h (a camel) becamefatigued,
so thlt h stood still with his master: (TA:) or,
as some say, _.j said of one walking, or march-
ing, [i. e., of a man and of a beast,] (Mqb, TA,)
accord. to AZ, whether fat or lean, (Mgb,) aor. :,
inf. n. m. and .AI..j, or, as AZ says, L.j and
J .j, (TA,) signifies, (Msb,) or signifies also,
(TA,) Ahe became fatigued, (Mgb, TA,) in walk-
ing, or marching. (TA.) - And .11 A..sj
t The trees became in a state of gentle motion, by
the influence of the wind. (TA.) ~ ;L:JI Ji.j,
inf n. .j, lle dragced the thing along yently.
(TA.)

-..a;
. [aj lie snept the Ahou, or

chamber, with the a j, q. v.]. (TA.)

3. ,tJlj, inf. n. .ljj., They foughd with us.
(TA.)

4: see 1, in the latter half, in two places.-
A.jl said of a man means His camecl, or his

horse or the like, becamefatigued. (S.) - J~jI

' t jt;4 W The sons of sich a one became a -. _j
to us, (i, TA,) i. e., an army marching to us to
fight with us. (TA.) - And W ~,jl Stich
a one attained to the utmost of that ,rhich he
sought, or desired. (1(,* TA.) . jl said of
longjourneying, It fatigued the camels. (TA.)

.-..Jl O1 %.Ai.jl : The wind put the trees

into a state of gentle motion. (TA.)

5: see 1, in the former half, in two places.

6. 1_4A/j.p Thiey drew near, one to another, in
fight. (IDrd, Z, .K.) TInjy walked, ormarched,
one to, or towards, another; as also t l jl.
(TA.)

8. U.f [originally ,M1j.]: see 1, first sen-
tence: and see also 6.

h.j An army, or a militaryforce, marching
by little and little, or leisurely, to, or tonards,
the enemy, (S, A, ], TA,) or heavily, by reason
of their multitude and force: (A, TA:) or a
numerous army or military force; an inf. n.
used as a subst.; (Mgh, Msb;) because, by reason
of its multitude, and heaviness of motion, it is
as though it crept, or crawled, along: (Mgh:)
accord. to Az, from ,:l uk J. .j, said of a
child: (TA:) not applied to a single individual:
(I .Koot, Msb:) pl. J j. (Msb, TA.)_ And
hence, as being likened thereto,- 1 A swarm oJ
locusts. (TA.)_ - JjJ! ~. oceurring in a
trad., means He fled from n,ar with unbelierers;
and from encountering the enemy in war. (TA.)

_ti. 13 AS C w J 1l1, in the },ur [viii.

15], means, accord. to Zj, jmAm.J, i. e. [ When ye
meet thoe irho have disbelieved] marching by
littlze and little [in consequence of their great
number, to attack you]. (TA.)

ia.j [in£. n. of un. of 1; A walk, &c].-j6

;,LAj1 The fire of the and the f; be-
cause it quickly blazes in them [and then sub-
sides]; (8, ];) so that one walks, or creeps,
from them [and back to them]: (.:) or the fire
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of the 5a; (M, A;) because it quickly takes
effect upon it; so that when it blazes, those who
warm themselves at it walk, or creep, from it;
then it soon subsides, and they walk, or creep,
back to it: (M, TA :) and the like is mid by IB;

wherefore, he adds, it is called 4 jI. (TA.)
It was said to a woman of the Arabs, "Wherefore
do we see you to be scant of flesh in die posteriors
and thighs ?" and she answered, jU " ~
·O, jJIl [Thefire of the and the , or of

the C&, has rendered us scant of Jsh in the
posteriors and thighs]. (..)

liAj, (i,) or Xa.ij aj, A man (TA) who
does not travel about in the countries: (1, TA :)
so in the Mo.eet. (TA.)

"J..: see '..Ij, in two places._ [Also
accord. to Freytag, occurring i:n the Deew&n el-
Hudhlialecyeen as meaning Going along slonly.]

;..j, in the dial. of Egypt, signifies .j L
nJI # [i. e. The thing, generally a IlmI-branch,

with whicih the hotse, or chaamber, is swept, to
renove the dust and cobwebs from the rooJf and
walls]. (TA.)

aui;j One who creeps along (J s) po,
the ground, (lbn-'Abbad, X,) eilht r from fatigue
or old age. (TA.) - Also A man (TA) whoe
heel-tendons nearly knokeh against each other.
(Ibn-'Abb.'id, .K, TA.)

'_lj [part. n. of 1; 1Valking, &c.]. An
arrow that falls short if the butt, and then sliles
along to it: (.,* Msb, TA :) pi. J.tjj (Mb .)
- A camel fatigued, and dragging his foot, or
the extetmity of hi foot; (k ;) as anio t llj,
in whichl the; i is added to denote intensiveness:
(Misb :) or the latter is applied, in the sense expl.
above, to a she-camel; (., . ;) and so j;
(g ;) or this last signifies a she-camel that drags
her hind lrys or feet: and a p.4, apjlied to a
he-camel, has the former of these meanings: ( :)
[see also J,., said to be a dial. var. of j:]
the pl. of t Vi,..j is J..;j; (., M9b, K ;) and

the pl. of J~j is Ji..j. (TA.) Also Fatigued l
and motionlea; whatever it be, whether lean or
fat; and so tj . (TA.) And, aceord. to
Aboo-Sa'eed Ed-l?areer, [aimp,ly] Fatigued;
(TA;) and so t ;..,; applied to a camel: (C :)
or the latter, so applied, signiics .fatigued, and
standing still with his owner: the former is alp-
plied to the male and to the female; and its pl. is
j.__j: it is said to be also the name of a certain
camel; but Th denies this. (TA.)

ali..tj: see the next preceding paragraph, in
two places.

Jj: see a:j..

see J.Ij, in three placesL

j.. Cloeds moving slowly, betaus carrying
much water; likened to fatigued camels. (TA.)

a-J. a n. of place, sing. of J.I, (TIS,)
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which rignifies The placs of the creping of
serpents; (g, ], TA ;) and the marks, or tracks,
of the passage thereof: (TA:) and 'P ,
likewise significe the mark, or track, of a serpent,

upon the ground; like J;". . (TA in art
...)_W- ,j alsno signifie The plaos of

fighting of a party, or people. (TA.)- And
t The places of pouring [of the water] of the
clouds; (TA;) the places where fails the rain of

the cloudL (8, TA. [In the Cld, 4A1ll is

erroneously put for n.*IJJ.])

jtl.p A camel wont, or accustomed, to become
fatigued, (, ], TA,) and to drag hitfoot, or the
etremity of his foot, (s,) or to stand still with
his owner: (TA:) or a she-camel that quickly
becomes attenuated, or chafed, or abraded, or
worn, in tAe sole of the foot: (A, TA:) pl.

J-e.j (8, TA) and (jT. (TA.)

J-d

1. J Cj , ( , ) atr. ', (,) inf. n. J(Lj (i,
gC) and Ji.j (am p. 125) and He, (s,) He
reemoved, witkdre, or retired to a ditance;
(, IS, TA, and g[am ubi supra;) and wrent back
or backwards, drm back, receded, or retreated;
(TA;) es ' [from hia place]; as also 'Jj3.

meaning [Remow thou, &c., from me,] for thou
hast exhausted me of what I posersed. (TA.)

And ;Jl ) J. (1], TA, in the Cl;. .l,)
]Ise reome, withdraws, or retires for away,
from affairs. (TA.) - And ]Ie, or it, ras, or
became, distant, or remote. (TA.) - And .t.j
o., .- , aor., (],) inf. n. J;.j and J3.j
;ndl 3.7., (TA,) It (a thing, TA) quitted its
station, or standing-place; (V, TA;) as also
'V j;:J: (]:) in ome copies of the ], in the

explanation of this phrase, Jj is put in the place

of jj. (TA.)-- And % ;j She (a camel)
held back, Aung back, or lagged behiund, in her
course, or journeying. (L.) - And J H He (a
man, TA) was, at became, fatigued, tired, or
jaded. (V, TA.)

2: ce what next follows.

4. ;1~jl He remoed him, or it,far away; as
also tV .;j, inf. n. J.. (j.)..And ;JjI

He, or it, conmutrained him to betahe himelf, or
repair, or have recours, to him, or it. (g, TA.)

5: see 1, first sentence.

Q. Q. 1. ,;e; . i 3aj He made him, or it,

to lip (ljf, [probably a mistranscription for lijl
he rmoed him, or it, like as J. is put in some

copies of the v in the place of jlj in a cso men-
tioned above,]) from his, or its, place. (TA.)

Q. Q. 2. j;.;3 [quasi-pam. of Q. Q. 1]: see L

J~..J and VJ,L Removing, withdrawing, or
retiring to a distance; (;,1,TA;) and going
back or backwards, draing back, receding, or
retreating; (TA;) from a place. (?, ], TA.)

:;j A man who rmoes, withdra, or retires
far away,from aainrs, (],0 TA,) whether they
be good or evil: (TA:) fem. with s. (]p.)~
j;j, imperfectly decl., (, 1],) like j, (1,)
becaue it is a proper name and deviates from the
original form [which is app. bj_l, reg. part. n.
of 1], (Mbr, TA,) [The planet Saturn;] a cer

'02
tain star, of those called r ;JI; (1 , ;) so
called because it is remote; and said to be in the
Seventh Heawen. (TA.) J_j '-J, [The yong
man, or slave, of Saturn] is [a surname of] Abu-
I-gasim the well-known astronomer or astro-
loger. (1.)

Ui.j A man who does not travel about in the
countries. (V.) [See also 'il.] _ And A
certain beast that enters its hole with its hinder
part foremost. (V.)

J.j A camel that drive far away the [other]
camels, pressing against them so as to remove
them, in the coming to water, and then drinks.

(v.)
i3Uj : see the next paragraph. Also Light

in body. (TA.)

·: see j.j.- Also Quick, or mriJt:
( :) mentioned by Sb, and expl. by Seer. (TA.)
- And A place that is Jttrait and slippery,
consisting of smooth ston; as also ',' 3
(1 :) and so jgl . (Aboo-Milik, TA.)

J,.j Li. A scd amel w hich, rhen she comes
to the watering-trough, and the driver (.liJJI, in

the copies of the V1 erroneously written ~lj1,
TA) strikes her ace, turns her rump to him, and
ceases not to recede until she comes to the water-
ing-trough. (Lth, ,* TA.) - And j.3j Ia.
[in the C1 erroneously written , A stage of
a journey] far-etlending. (J4, TA.)

Ai3 proud and lf-conceited gait. (V.)

j .. an inf. n. of J).j. (?, TA.).-And
also A place to rhich one removes, withdrams, or
retires far away. (S, TA.) Ibriheem Ibn-
Kuneyf En-Nebhanee says,

* ·

i. e. And there is not,for a man, a place to which
to gofar away from that which God has decreed.
(yIam p. 125.) And one says, ,.~4.i t,c 1 )
meaning t,.aL [i.e. Verily there is, for me,
with thee, ample scope, or freedom, or liberty].
(S, TA.)

Q. 1. ',ij, (1, l,) inf. n. 1eL , (a,) Be
rolled him, or it, down or along. (S, J.)_And
He pushed, impedld, repelled, or drove away,
or back, him, or it. ($1, 1.) [Hence,] one says,
j. L. .0i ;. j May God put away, or ward
off,ro us thy mischief. (TA.)_ -iO J ,-ij
til He gave to such a one a thousand (Sgh, J.)
_.U;'I J,.Jj He fiUed the vreL (fgh, -.)_
,5 t . ..i. .j He hastened, or was quic, in
speech. (fgh, 1.)

[Boo, I.

Q. 8. ,..U; He, or it, roted down or alam.
t TA.) One says, M ;)jM i [They

roUl dorn it]; namely, a smoothed descending, or
sloping, place. (IAr, T, f.) -. And He, or it,
becate pud, impelled, repdled, or drivn away
or back. ($, ].) [Hence,] El-Ajjj says,

* i;X6;S>., 

* LLL3.:, >j Qitv L ;; 

[And the sun had almst become near to etting,
and to turning yellora; I repelling it with the
palm of the hand in order that it might be warded
off; 1,;. being for Ji. .]. (?.) See also
the next paragraph. - One says abo 

~-:*q meaning The nm incl~d to stting: or
declinudfrom the meridian, at midday. (TA.)

Q. 4. ,. jt, as also ..- i1, (Mgh,l],) He
as, or bocame, far; he stood, or ukept, aloof;

(A 'Obeyd, Mgh, TA;) he removed, withdrev, or
retired to a distance; (A'Obeyd, Mgh, ], TA;)
as also J :j3; (TA;) IL &. from nsch a
thing: (Mgh:) for ex., from adultery, or fornica-
tion. (A'Obeyd, Mgh, TA.)

J,I.j Smooth rock: to which is likened the
portion of flesh and sinew bordering the back-
bone, when fat. (Ibn-'Abbad, TA.)

* .,
k-Lj A slippery place. (TA.) [tee also

what next follows: and see e .j.]

b44 The tracs of the sliding of children
from the top to the bottom of a hill: (A, , ],:)
of the dial. of the people of El-'Aliyeh: in the
dial. of Temeem, with j [in the place of J]:
($:) or [a sloping dide, or rollin-place; i. e.] a
smoothed descending, or doping, placc; (IAr, A ,
V;) because they roll down it (ee O,sL.):

( :) or a slippery place of a mountain of sands,
upon which children play; and likewise on
smootA rock: (Aboo-M&lik, TA:) pl. aJIuj nd
Juj. (fi-)

Jl.j a pl. ofbPQ; (. . iiUt-3j''
Ases having smooth and fat bellies. (Ibn-'Ab-
bid, TA.) - Also Small ,II [i.e. reptiles, or
inMcts], having legs, that walk, e~mbling ants:
( :) or, as in the O, having legs resembling ants.
(TA.)

[Jl.)., aocord. to Freytag, occurs in the
Deewin el-Hudhaleeyeen as meaning Smooth,
applied to rock.]

Aj,.
Q. L ia.j [inf. n. of 3ii.j] The roiln [a

thing] down; ;yn. ,q .. (P, J) You say,
_.I 3 j, i c. e.jmh [He roiled down the

stone]. (T].)

Q. 2. ,.j3 *He, or it, rolled down; syn.

t-3: (~, ],:) or he slid, or dlipped, upon his

posteriors. (TA.)

|. A violent wind. (Ibn.'Abbad, ].)

1j : see ,the next paragraph.
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lh.Lj i. q. iJi,; (9,°] ;) meaning [A
doping elide, or roUing-place; or] the traces oJ
thes liding of children from above to below:
(TA:) of the dial. of Temeem: pl. ij..j: ( :)
which likewise signifies dlippery place; a lso
9j &.j. (TA.).- And A grave: (, TA:)
because one slips into it (TA.).-And i.q.

._^jjI; i. e. [A seeaw ;] a piece of nood [or a
plank] which children lay upon an elevated place,
and a number sit upon one end of it, and a Ann-
ber upon the other [end]; and when one of the
two parties is heavier, the other rises, and
threatens tofaU; whereupon they [app. nwho are

looking on] call out to them, Ij. -J) Ij~ #
[Now leave ye! now lcare ye what ye are doing!].

(1. [See also ,ajq..])

2j* [RoUed downn: see Q. L_ And]
Smooth. (TA.)

1. &.j, (MFh, Msb, 1V,) aor. ', inf. n. ,.j
(M,b, ]1) and a.j (Myb) and .L.j, with kesr;
(!V; [but see what here follows, and see also j
below;] and t .l, (., Msb, TA,) inf. n. 4' ,1,;
(Mqb, TA) and 3;.j; (Msb;) i. q. OidG,L [i. e.
He straitened him, meaning, in this instance, byl
p;ressure; and properly, being in like manner
straitened by hin]: (I in explanation of a,j,,
and TA in explanation of .lj :) or i. q. 
[he pushed him, or repelled hitn]; generally
meaning [he ptshed against him] in a strait, or
narrow, [or crowded,] place: (Myb in explanation
of a,j, and app. in explanation of .lj also:)
[or i. q. ,uli, which often signifies the same as
mas; but moro properly, he pushed him, &c.,
being pushed, &c., by him: for] ,1 '1 j
means jid l, [i. c. The people pushed against
me; or pushed me, &c., being pushed, &c., by mne;'
in a strait, or narrow, [or crowded,] place: (Mgb:)

p[r prussed, crouded, or thronged, me:] and
ii., is eyn. with ial.: (TA in art. :)
#s ._j! in the place of .. j is a mistake.
(Mgh.) One says, l. iJl . The
people straitened one another; syn. I,Laj; [or
presud, ctoewled, or thronged, one another ;] in a
sitting-place, or place of assembly: (Msb:) as
also 1 1, (Msb, ,,*0 TA,) in whatever place
it be; (Myb;) and t lI j3. (],* TA.) One
may also use the pass. form of ,.j, i. e.,_j
[meaning He was straitened, by pressure; &c.];
and that of.l;, i. c. t, j [meaning the same].
(Myb.) tV a.j , i. He gobbled a gobbet, or
more4l, or mouthful: so in the "Nawadir;" as also
~jfl (TA.)

3: see above, in two places. [Ienco,] one
says, .I;zl5 L:il t Uk #Jj t[He strovefor
headship, or command, and desired it]. (IAr,
TA in art. ,l.) [And hence the prov. ,.*l

3 jI jS : see art. >jp.] -[Hence, likewise,]

.ltj also signifies t He treated him, or behaMed
towards Aim, with roughness, rudeness, hardneu,
harehnsee, or ill-nature. (TA. [I find this ex-
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planation noted down by me as taken from the
TA, but without any reference to the art. from
which I obtained it. It is not in the present art.])

;-JI ,.lj He (a man, TA) approached,
(], TA,) and reached, or attained, (TA,) the
[age of] fifty [years]; (1[, TA;) as also 1l,.
(TA.)

0: see 1, and 8. ..... e'l C.,l and
t ~. %.jl The traves dashed against each other.
(TA.) See a verse cited below, voce.~.j.

8: see 1, in two places; and see also an ex. in
a verse cited below, voce.j. One says also,
I .a e l ,j, and d; *t 1..ej3 [They
pushed, pressed, cronded, or thronged, together,
upon, or against, such a thing]. (S.) -Hence,
by way of metaphor, iJlji .,~ojl t [Thle creditors
were, or became, numerous and pressing]. (Msb.)

See also 6.

.. j [originally an inf. n.,] i.q. . j..,
[A party, or company of men, straitening one
another by pressure; pushing, presing, crownding,
or thronging, one another; i. e. a preu, crowd, or
throng]. (I[, TA.) A poet says,

[lIe brought a crowd with a erowd, and they
preued, one against another, like thets dashing
together of the maves trhen the n,avcs beat one
another]: he uses [hlere] an inf. n. not con-
formable to the verb. (ISd, TA.)

.nj, with damm, a name of Afekkeh: (Q,*
TA:) so says Th: but ISd says that the name

commonly known is J [or., o .j.*1 or.,~AJIl,1]:

(TA:) or it is .l.j -ae [probably, I think, a

mistranscription for .,1l J,1 . ]. (1~, TA.)

3a.~j [an inf. n. of ,j accord. to the Mqb]
i. q. V;1.j [likewise an inf. n. of a..j accord. to
the 1C, and of 1..I.J% accord. to the Msb: both
signify A straitening, pushing, pressing, crording,
or thronging]. (. )__ )l , Thle moa,ing,

or hard breathing, (;^j,) with which the child
comes forth; as also ,..'j and a;,j. (] in the
present art. and in art. .,.j.)

4~.j A gobbet, mor.sel, or moutlhful. (TA.)
See 1, last sentence.

.. M..j: see ·a.i.

_.e, i. q. lIveS or r [i. e. One n'ho
straitens, pushes, presses, crowrds, or thl;ongs,
much or ecateently]. (1.) Hence, k et .;;
[ A shoulder that pushesa veheently]. (TA.)

-...A A& ~ oLC 4 i l.q.,.~ , (.: in,-!. P,.. .. .3 1 { -
art. C, q. v.)

.,I~, (T, TA,) or.,_ .,' (T, V, TA,) or

_.A*j' 'wl, (M, TA,) The eleplant: (T, M, :)
and a bull haring horns: so in the T, on the
nuthority of IA8r: (TA:) or a bull having the

horns broken. (M, [, TA ) I.-l is also the
name of A certain horse. (4,* TA.)

ti
1. a6j, (.,A,],) aor. ', inf. n. t;, (TA,)

He pushed him, or thrrust him, (9, A,) or made
him tofall, (4,) into a depressed place, or a deep
hollonw or cavity : (.I, A, 1K :) [or he pushed him,

or thrust him, in any manner; for] j dignifies,
accord. to IDrd, any pushing, or thrusting. (TA.)

You say, Wl ) J,U (A,) or ,Al Rt 5 lie
was pushed, or thrust, and throwvn, or cast, into
the Jire [of Hell]. (TA.) And ,W MA Ot

(A, TA) He arca pushed, or thrust, on the back
of his neck: or he was pushed, or thrust, on the
bach of his Neck, and explled. (TA.) And it is
said in a trad. of Aboo-Moosi, -"Jl & O.

-·- - · t· - . -· o - a .
jU A av t e j. oW ! [WVAooerer

follows the Kur. dn as his guide, it will make
him to alight upon the gardens, or neadoJws,
of Paradise; and wnhomsoeer the Kur-.an fol-
lowsr as a punisher, it mill pust , or thrust, upon
the back of his neck, until it shall cast him
into the fiirS of lIell]. (s.) One says also of
lambs or kids, tj, meaning They are drit/en;
and impelled.from behind them. (TA.) And of a

driver, j l j IIHe drove thle caunele quichly,
and urged them on. (TA.) _[Hence,] sJ' ',
(QC,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He Cast forth i,is

urine; (IS, TA;) and propelled it. (TA.) And
C~I ' ,tj, and ;il . &j, She (a woman)
ejeced the [seminal] fluid. (TA. [See Aj..])
- Hence also, (TA,) illlJ ~j, (8,* A,' ,)
aor. as above, (., A,) and so the inf. n., (TA,)
He compressed the woman; (A, IC;) as also
ti.EjZj, (I.,) inf. n. tj&4. (TA.) - And

.. J i. q. &. j [He pierced hi,m, oi thrust
him, with the pointed iron foot of the s pear];
like (&Jj. (TA in art. tJ.) And ' j, (n,)

and 3 j, (TA,) [as though meaning "lie
propelled himself,"] lIe leaped: (g, TA:) thus,
sometimes a man leaps a k [here meaning a
rivulet for irrigation], putting his it;d in the

middle of it. (TA.) -And tj, (I,) i'n. n. as
above, (TA,) .He mwnt quickly; [as though
propelling himself:] (TA:) he (a driver) wen,t, or

journeyed, a violent, or rigorous, pace. (IS, TA.)

- Ji, ($, },) [aor., accord. to analogy, -,]
inf. n. as above, (S,) He (a man) was, or became,
angered, or enraged. (8, 1:. [See also j.])~

.JI t, (, A., ,) in some copies of the K,
erroneously, v.l, (TA,) aor. , (, 18,) witIh
kesr, ($,) and f, with damm, [which is ano-

malous,] (TA,) inf. n. A,j (S, A,g ) and j
(],) The live coals glistened: ( :) or glistened
vehemently: ($, A:) and in like manner, .2,jl
[the silk]. (TA.)
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R. Q. 1. 1j11 iij: see 1, in the latter half

of the paragraph.

j: mee the next paragraph.

Kj: see j. Also, (?,L,) and tj,

(L,) [or the former is a simple subst. and the
latter is an inf. n., (see 1, last sentence but one,)]
Rancour, malekolence, malice, or spite; and

anger, or rage: (f, L:) but .j is said to have
been heard in this sense only in a verse of Sakhr-
cl-Gbef. (TA.)

lj The yon,,g ones of sheep or goats: of the
measure LW in the sense of the measure J_;;

like I nd so; so calll , i.e.
because they are - driven, and impelled from
behind them: from these, it is said in a trad. that
no contribution to the poor-rates is to be taken.
(TA.)

:.j: wsee what next follows.

lA.b.j A woman who ejects the [semninal] fluid

on the occasion of tG; (1¥, TA;) as also j
(TA.)

':.p The mlva of a woman; (1., TA;)

because it is the place of 1. (TA. [See .j

;ilD.l.]) - And I A wife; (, A, ] ;) ss though

she wcre the plae of ,; (TA ;) as also Z .
and t '.j. (i.)

.,
Aa.*: see whiat next precedes.

1. ,j~", (0, A, 1,) aor.:, inf. n..^. and;,.
(R) and j...j, so in the A, (TA,) It (tho sea)
became fiJl; or roe, and became full; as also

t,s.j3: (] :) or both, said of the sea, itsflow, or
tidle, roe, or lbeame full: (JK, A:) or the
foirmer, [or each,] said of the sen, it increased,
taid its water became abundant, and its waves
iose. (TA.) -It (a valley) flowed with much
n-aler, which rose high: (S,, IE:) it Jflored copiously,
and its torrent became full: or it flowed with
abundance of water, and its wares roes. (TA.)

_~il ,?.,..j (,) aor.:, inf n. j, (TA,)
The coohing-pot boiled, or began to do so: (~, TA:)
and in like manner, '.i1t [mar, or the war;
i.e c. raged, or bgan to do so]. (A, 1.) And
.._!l ;ij The people, or party, becamu in a state
,:f commotion for the purpose of going forth to
execute some affair, (AA, JK, , TA,) or for

war. (JK, A, K.)__ [5'i1 Z;i The vind

blew strongly, or vehemently. (Freytag, from the
Deew&n el-lludhalceyeen.)] _Jaj said of a
plant, or herbage, It became high, or tall; (A,
J5;) and so said of anything. (JK.) - And,
said of a man, lZe boasted (A;, A, l) .;

[of what he posessed], (A9 , J,) or 4.c L

[of inhat he did not poesss]; (A;) as also t?..d:
(1 :) or this latter signifies he magnified himsmef;
or behaved piroudly, haughtily, or insolently; and
t,re,tened. (TA.) -.-. j, (K,) inf. n.~,.;j, (TA,)

He filled a thing. (I.) - It (the herb, or
herbage,) fattened, and rendered comely, the
cattle. (JK, ].) - ie crused a man to be
affected with emotion [app. by reason of mirth or

joy]; syn. r..1 (JK, c.) - ' ',.j

1.r,l&-J The wind drove along the clouds. (JK.)

_ -s@ ; iq-q. #l ') *11p [lIe threw, or

scattered, te .fine part, or particles, (accord. to
the T.K tIe .flour and bran,) in the wind], (JK,

a-
1, TA,) with the ;j.L* [or instrument with wMhich
grain is scattered]. (TA.) See also whlat next
follows.

3. ; tj. ;j I vied with him in boasting,
and surpassed him, or orercamle hinm, therein.
(JK, A, I.*)

5: see 1, first sentence.

Q. q. Q . ac9: ee 1.

;iLj [Fulness of the sea]. One says, 1c.

;j~ & [I have seen the seas, but I have not
seen one more surpasitng in fulnes than he is in
bomntifulness; and the mountains, but I have not
seen one mor'efirm in rock than he is in hcarr]. (A.)

j....j, applied to a plant, or herbage, &c.,

(TA,) Tall; (JK, g, TA;) as also t ij.
(JK.)

/d.j#, (JK,) or £. , like ja,5, (O, TA,)
A plant, or herbage, full-gronn; (IDrd, JK, O,
TA;) as also *j. (JK.)

yjd.: see what next precedes.

[;z.j A wintl bloning violently. (Freytag,
from the Deew in el-lludhalecycen.)]

jk.j: see the next paragraph.

5S.j~ 1A plant, or herbage, full-grown, full of
juice; luzuriant, or abunzdant and dense, (},

TA,) and in blossom.; (TA;) as also t.Sg~J

and ft?3j. (K, TA.) Sec also Lk-.' _ tC-

tl giQ&.j [A place having its plants, or herb-
age, full-groann, full of juice, luxutriant, or
abundant and tlense, and in blossom]. (S.)_

And ,;eI.JI Cjhij The blossoms, and the beauty
and brightness, of plants, or herbage. (s.)

[Hence,l Yh1.J , , It (a plant, or herbage,)
blossomed: (JK:) or became luze'riunt, or abun-
dant and dense, and put forth its blossoms; as

also o,4, inf.n. 4.: (A, TA:) or obtained
its full supply of mo.isture : (A, TA:) or acquired
its due degree tf beauty and brightness: (TA:)
or became tall. (A.) Also It (any affair, or
thing,) became complete, or pecfect, and in a

sound, or good, state. (A, TA.) And ;.1

tW .J ,b,,jIJl The land had tall herbage: (A,
TA:) when such is the case, it is termed jIl
tV ;"lJ. (TA.)

kSj.Js: see the daext preceding paragraph.-

lL. 6.'j Speech in which is self-magliJfi-

cation, pride, Aaughtiness, or iuolence, (JK, 1,
TA,) and threatening. (TA.)

.;tj : see the next paragraph.

,.lj A sea full, or floing with nuch water,
and rising high: (S, TA:) and a valleyjlowing

with a copious and high tide of water: and it;tj,
also, ie applied as an epithet to a sea [in a similar,
but intensive, sense]. (TA.) [Hence,] one says,

lj ; ;,}lj C Mj t [Such a one is a full
sea, meaning bountiful, and a shining full moon,
meaning illustrious]. (A, TA.) The saying of
the lIudhalec, describing a woman,

means Liberal with the food of the belly in the
time of hunnger, when [the vein in full, and] the
blood and the tempers are excited: or it means,
and her lineage is high; for the vein of the
generous flows fully with generousness. ($, TA.)
One says also; .tj d meaning t le is generous,
increasing [in generosity], or abounding [therein].
(AO, S,, TA.) And ;d1 signifies High no-

bility. (AA, K.)-See also ai.St j, last sen-
tence. - Also lejoicing,joyful, glad, or happy.
(A, J.)

[.lj. a snilst. from l,.j, rendered slich by the
affix o.] ..lj [is its I1., and] signifies all,ter-
courses; or channels of wrater. (JK.) And
HIcrbs: so in the saying, L5l~I _..ljj , L41
[The herbs of the valley beca;me 'til, f,ll-g,:orn,
or of theirfull height andl in blos,on]. (A, TA.)

.~jl [Afore, and most, full, &c.]. OIne snys,

ljA :, . :, ).. j Jjm,,..I >. t [He is,
of t/c seas, tthe nmost full, meaning, of the bountiful,
the mtost bountiful; and of the fill moon., the
most shining, meaning, of the illustrious, the
mnost illustrious]. (A, TA.)

Q. 1. Ij,j signifies The adorning, ornament-
ing, decorating, or embellishing, of a thing, (KL,
and IHar p. 3,) primarily, nwith .j~, i. c. gold:
(l.tr ib. :) andtl hlence, (I.Iar,) thic adorning, &c.,
of filgsehloodl, or a lie: (KL, Har:) and the
f.Isifying or adulterating [of sp!ech &c.]. (KL.)
You say, ,1 .. oJ jj, inf. n. ,jS.j, lIe adorned,
ornamented, decorated, or emabelli.shed, the hous.e,
or chaomber, &c.; and rendered it compleate: and

J is said of anythiing as meaning It nvas

adiorned, ornamented, lecorated, or embellished.
(TA.) And,l. al ,..j Iae arranged, or riyhtly
disposed, or put into a rilght or proper state, the

speecb, or lmginnginqe: (TA:) and i.q. a:j [I. e.
he embellislhed it; generally meaning, with lies].
(S, A, ]1, in art. -Jj.) [This verb is mentioned
:ind explained by Freytag as on the authiority of
the K, in which it is not found in this art.]

Q. 2. J.. He (a man) adorned, ornamnented,
(lecorated, or embellished, himnself. (TA.)

-".j Gold: (Fr, S, M, K:) so in the lIur
xvii. 95: and this, accordl. to 18d, is the primary
meaning. (TA.) - Then applied to Any orna-
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22met, decoration, or e eltlihment: (1 Sd, TA:)
anttlking adorned, ornamented, decorated, or em-
bellised: (Ijam p. 784 :) and particularly applied
to the decorations, and pictured worksh, in gold,
with which the Kaabeh was ornamented in Pagann
times. (TA.) The colours of the plants or herb-
age, of land, (1K, TA,) red and yellow aund white:
its ornature, consisting in blosomns andflowers:
or its perfection: so in the Kur x. 25. (TA.)
And Thefurniture, or utensilt, of a. house or tent.
(TA.).-.Anything varni.hed, or mtbellished wvith
a false colouring, or falsiJied, is likened thereto
[and so termed]. (,, TA.) [Hence,] jJUJ Ji,.j
TIhe ornature of speecl; (TA;) the fai.r appear-
ance, or conmdineu, of speech, produced by the
enbelihling with lites: (, TA:) so in the Kur
vi. 112: (TA:) or it there means varnishedfalse-
hood,. (Bl.) - [Its pl.] B signifies The
lines, or strteks, [that are seen on the surface] of
water. (,, 1K.) - And Ships: (T, .K:) or orna.
menated, or decorated, ships: (M, TA:) or the
ornature of ships, u ith u'hich they are decoratetld.
('Eyn, TA.) _- Also Certain insets tihat Jly
uton the water, (T, O, 1K,) having fojur legs,
resembling the common fly; (0, K ;) stnall flies,
haonga .four legs, that fly upon the nwater: (M,
TA ;) the sing., i.&j, is expl). by Kr [in the
Munjid] as meaning a kind offflying thintig. (TA.)

Jj2 Adorneel, ornamented, decorated, or
embelli.Mhed: (8, TA:) [&c.: see the verb.]

1. , nor , (, Mgh, Msb,) i -n. j, (,
Mgh, Msb, K,) Ile buttoned a shirt [&c.]; (S,

lMghil, Mbh, K;*) as also t,jj, inf. n. .. ;
(Mgl ; [-'tnd so in tlt, presenlt daly ;]) or tlhe latter
verb [relhles to several objects, or means he but-
toned at shirt &c. ,rith man,ty buttons; for it] bas
an iIiteltsive siganili:tion. (MAsb.) You say, JjjI

I. ;, antid jj, and ,j, and ajj, Button
tpon theea thy sirt. (.) - t lile narroned his
eyes [as whle.n one draws together the edges of a
vest in buttoning it]. (4,* [in which, in this
instance, as in others, only the inf. n. of lihe verb

is mentioned,] and TA.) - S He collected, or
drea tgcyether, vehemently, or forcibly. (A, MNb,
1.*) - tAj [referring to the pieces of cloth com.
posing a tent] le mnade in them what are culled

l.;jl [11. of ;, q. v.]. (TA.) - And ;j, aor. as
above, (,, A, TA,) and so the inf. n., (8, ],)
t He drove away. (,, A, ], TA. [In the TA,

the inf. n. is expl. by '.1 as well as jJs1J; but

the former is a mistranscription for J211, the

reading in the ;.]) One says, ,,.1, " -

.4Jtt S He drives away the troops with the
sord. (,, A.) -_ 1 Ie bit another. (S,' A, V. s )
- t He pierced, or thriust, another, (], TA,)
with a spear. (TI.)_ - lIe plucked out hair.
(J,* TA.) - He shook goods, or household fur-

niture, or the like, to remove dust c. (0, g:*
only the inf. n. ia mentioned in the latter.) 

Jj, (1],) aor. j, (TA,) He increased in inteUi-
~ne, (4, TA,) and in probatio,t or ezpe~ es.
(TA. [See alo 'j, below, in this paragraph.])

Bk. L

Also, aor.j, inf. n. * , It (a spear-head)
J2z;~ ~ ,. .a.

gleamed, or gliJtened. (A.) And ;e -.lJ, aor.
A .
:j, ($,) inf. n·.j, (S, If,) His eye geamedl, or
glistened. (,, I.*) And & a .. J .Ip
.Iis eyJes gleam, or glisten, in his hetad. (Fr, S,*
.A, TA.) .mj, like , [by rule j, sec. pers.

CWj, aor. jj,] He acted wrongfully, injuriousdly,
or unjustly, to his advewrsary, or antagonist. (1g.)
- And lie became intelligent oaftJer hievit.q been
foolish, or stupid. (I. [See also a signiification

of j, above.])

2: see 1, first sentence: and see also 4.

3. l, (A,) inf n. ; , (S, K,): IIe bit tinm,
being bitten by himn. (8,, A, lg.*)

4. #1U, (A'Obeyd, 8, Msb,) and V ;j, (A,) lIe

put jljjl [i. e. buttons, or, as some say, loops for
buttons,] upon it, namely, a shirt [&c.]. (A'Obeyd,
S, A, Mob.)

5. _;p It (a shirt [&c.]) Itad jljjl [i. c. buttons,
or, as some say, loops for buttons,] put opon it.
, TA.)

R. Q. 1. ;j,j, (S, R,) inf. n. vjjJ, (TA,) He
(a jj;j [or starling]) uttered a cry, or cries. (,

.) _ ie (a man) kept continually, or con-
stantly, to the eating of the jjj. (IAmr, I., TA.)

-- o 411 jjj lIe continuedl, or rcmained fixed,,
or stationary, in the place. (I..)

R. Q. 2. ; Tj lie, or it, was, or became, in a
state o!f motion, or comnmotion. (..)

3 - a
jj an inf n. ofjj [q. v]. (,Mghl,M b,M..)=

See also.

a1.
j: see what next follows.

jJ, (S, A, Msb, V, &e.,) and tJj, (ISk,) app.

in the same sense, (Az,) and lj has been also
mentioned, but this is doubtful, (MF,) A button
(IAar, A, Msb, TA) of a shirt, (lAr, ,8, A, Msb,

a,) and of other things, as, for instance, of. a
curtain: (MF, TA:) or the loop into which a
button is put: (ISh:) the latter, accord. to As,
is the right meaning: (TA :) [but the former is that
to whlich the wordisgenerally applied:] the former
is also called .j, by a change of the first j:

(lAqr:) pl. [of pauc.] ;ljl (S, A, Msb, 1) and [of
mult.] j3jj. (5.) [Hence the saying,] .l ,A

*J31 k5;3 .14 [lle is m4re fast to nme thanl my
button to its lool]. (A.) And e;*1 ll e :11

gave it to me altogether. (A.) -. JI [The star 
of Gemini;] one of the two stars called a;4I.

(I5zw.)--j also signifies t A certain piece of
wood at the upper extrenity of the pol4 of a

tent: (A, ] :1) pi. jljjl: (TA:) the upper end
of the tent-poble is inserted into it: (L:) or the
jIj! of a tent (,'.&) are certain pieces of wrood
which are sewed into t1A upper parts of the pieces

of cloth which compose the tent, the lower ends of
rhich [piece of cloth] are trpon the ground: and 

o--
t.,j signifies " he made in them [namely the mid
pieces of cloth] such pieces of wood." (TA.) -
, The socket in which the head of the upper bone
of the arm turns; (A, (; e ) resembling the halfa
of a nut: (A:) or the head itself of that bone:
(TA:) and the eztremity of t/e hip-bone, in the
socket. (g.) - t A certain small bone, (1],) re-
sembling the half of a nut, (TA, [but this is pro-
bably a misplaced insertion, from the A, ubi
suprk,]) beneath the heart, of which it is the
support. (K.) - t The edge, (K,) or each of the
tivo edges, (TA,) of a sword. (IAar, 1, TA.) .

One says, J 1 ,l, > jj ad (,, A, g )
: Verily he is one wrho keeps close to tae camels;
(A;) a good pastor. f themn. (8, A, K. [Accord.

to the A, it seems to be from jj signifying "a

button."']) You term also .J4j t One who drives
camels, or the like, vehemently; acoord. to some;
but the preceding meaning, given in the 1I, is the
more correct: (TA :) or it signifies one acquainted
with the right managemnent tlereof; (IS, TA;)

n-Avo mnages t,hem teU; (TA;) as also ;J 3. ;.

(iK·)- - l .t t Tle support, or prop, *f the
religion; (^ Vi-l-'Abbls, ;) like the small bone
called j, vwhiich is the support of the heart: (Abu-
l-'Abbfis, TA:) applied, in a trad., to 'Alec: in

.5 &another relation, it is .;l jj, meaning he between
mwhon and the earth it a mutual dependanre, and

ni itout wthose existrence one would repudiate the
earth and mankind : or, accord. to Tb, he b.y
whom the earth becomes firm, like as a shirt does
by means f itsj [or button]. (TA.)

jj Intteilect, or intelligence. (0, TA.)

;j The mark left by a bite: (Ii, TA:) or, as
some say, a bite itself (TA.) And A wround
with thei edge of ra swordl. (TA.) J says, Wlhen

camels are fat, you say, tj t: but this is a mis-
take for ojl (tgh, ],) which is pl. of ;:j.
(TA in art ji.)

j.jj, applied to a man, (O, TA,) L;iht, or
active; and sharp, or acute, of mind, with quick-
ness of perception, and of intelligence, utnder-
standing, sagacity, skill, or knowletige; as also

t1ljj; (0, ]; [in the C0I, .bjJI is erroneously

rput for l;]) which is also exipl. as tignify-
in- light, or active, and. quick; (TA;) and

jjlJ, (,) of which the pi. is .;jl;. (TA.)
Also A certain plant, (0, ].) having a yelUun
blosom, (O,) with Awhich one dyes: (0, K :) in
this sense, a Per, or foreign, word. (O.)

0.9I3 0 A##

jjjj: seejW..
0 , 0 -

j!jjj: see Mo.. Accord. to A% it signifies A
man whos eye glisten. (TA.)

jj;j [The starling;] a certain bird, (IDrd, $,
0, 1,) as also jJ, (TDrd, O, l,) resembling

the lark: pl. ,j1;j. (TA.);l,j;j 4 _t..;;, A
narrow -,..% [or animal, or thing, upoan n,hich
one rides or is carried; accord. to thie TK, mean.

ing a beast; for it is there added that one says
154
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1 

.1 '

~Also, 

nor. in£ n. 19 (a spear-head) t&'jj signifies "he made in them [namely the Wd

gleamed, 

orglistened. (A.) And zojj, aor. piem of cloth] aut.1 pieces of wood." (TA.)

A -
inf. 

n._�.jj, (NS, ]�,) His eye 91eamed, or 1 Tiae sockel in which the head of the uppor bone

of 

the arm turm; (A, X(;*) resembling the ltaT

And 

ot;t&

of 

a nut: (A:) or the ltead itmlf of that bone:

1Iis 

eijes gleam, or glisten, in his ltead.

A, 

TA.). ' J 1 hy rule (TA:) and the eziremity of the hip-bosse, in the

J0, 

like t~, ji see. per�.

socket. 

f A certain small bone, (1�,) re-

ZWj, 

aor. iii91 He acted teronqfully, injurioudy, semblitiq the half of a nut, (TA, [but this is pro-

or 

t4njustk, to his advetgary, or aningonivt. (]g.) bably a misplaced insertion, from the A, tibi

-And 

.11e becanu intelligent oj?er lieivit�q been suprk,]) beneath the heart, qf rrhic.4 it is the

fooli.ch, 

or stupid. (kC [See also a signification support. The edge, (g,) or each of the

J: 

a

ufii, 

above.]) tivo edges, (TAJ of a sword. (IAtir, g, TA.)

,a 

'0 

A, ki

2: 
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le 

bit v he is one irito keeps close to tits cameb;

3. 

(A,) inf n. ij!.�., Q, 9,) hint, (A;) a good paciot. (kf them. (8, A, K. [Accor(l.

beiiag 

bitten by hina. (.1R�,1 A, to the A, it seems to bo from i signirying "a

4. 
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put 
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A, 

Mob.) more correct: (TA :) or it signifies one acquainted
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5. 
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ges 

them reU; (TA ;) as also �G

or, 

as some say, loops for btetions,] pe .gi ripon it. - . A t Tlis support, or proit, 4f lhe

TA.) 

QZ.) JJ.

religion; 

(A1)tt-l-'Abbds, g;) like the small bone

R. 

Q. 1. inf n. ijjjj, (TA,) He called ivliicli is the support of the h mrt: (Abu-

(a 

[or starlinrl) uttered a cry, or cries. ($, VAbbi-G; TA:) applied, in a tr-nd., to 'Alec: in
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the earth becjmcsfirm, like at a iiiii.e does
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also ijj The mark lej? lpy a bite: (1�, TA:) or, as

1011 

soni� say, a bite itself (TA.) Atbd A wound

sm 
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It go t�: but this is a mis.

A, 
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been also

mentioned, 

but tlbis is doubtful, (MF,) A button (TA in art. jM.)

(IA.%tr, 

A, Mob, TA) of a shirt, (JAqr,8 A, Mqb,

jj,jj, 

applied to a man, (0, TA,). L��ibe, or

and 

of other things, as, for instance, of. a

active; 
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is put: (ISh:) the latter, accotd. to Aa, standing, sagacity, skill, or knowletige; as aloo
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the riallt meaning: (TA.) [biat the former is that

0 
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theformer A I

put 
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also called �.j, by a chingo of the first j:

in- 

light, or actim, anj qttick; (TA;) and

(I 
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,9,4 

-. t XCJ of which the pi. is ;jlj. (TA.).
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j,3,jj,. (XL) [Hence the saying,] j�* jjljj, (

.oi 

. Also A certain plant, (0, ]�.) having a yeUuny

4i3JA 

kiii .14 [11'e is ~re fast to me than my biwom, (0,) with mAich one dyes: (0, K:) in

a
Zttost, 

to it's loo,l)]. (A.) And #;.10 tjU,ow,.l 1 lle this sense, a Pem, or foreign, word. (O.)

ga.ve 

it to me altogether. (A.) -j�JI [Tlio 3tar jjjj see J3jjj.

of 

Gemini;J one -of tit# two stars called

1 

see Accord. to A% it oignifies A

(gzw.) 

also signifies 1 A certain pt'ece of Aii

man 

whom oya glisim (TA.)

wood 

at the upper extrenity of the Ikule of a

*,#9 

0
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(A,1�:') pi. jljjt: (TA:) the upper end j3jjj [ThettarlinyJ a ortain bird, (IDrd,

of 
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j5jl 

of a tent (.tc&) Rre certain pieces of wood thd lark: pl. " 1;j. (TA.) ~ j3jjJ A

which 
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Pf 
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irAich 

rt)itcm of clathl aro tri)nn oh* apn#,%.4. n.A -. . 4r--- :a :- L^- ---1.1---3 L... ^_^ ----
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jj Jj to.., meaning a narrow au]. (O, ]~.)-

JL J 'jj: seo j, last sentence but one.

j.. An ass [app. meaning a wild ass] that bites
much. (S,a TA.)

;j3 is used by El-Marrar El-Fa]'asee as mean-
ing A she-camel's nose-rein; because it is plaited
and tied. (;.)

1. ;,j [as an inf. n.] signifies The constructing

a aL,j, (!, TA,) i. e. an enclosure of wood, (TA,)
for sheqe, or goats: (1¢, TA:) you say, '"-

~Jl, ,aor. tjjl, inf. n. ,ojj: (TA:) [or this, I
think, is a mistake for what here follows:] ,.`j

iJ, aor. jl, inf. n. .,;j (Ks, :) [i. e. Icon-
structed an enclosure of wood for the sheep or
goats: this meaning is plainly indicated, thoughl
not expressed, in the 8 and TA:] but in some

copics of the Il, in the place of,i j31 4,
as explaining we,, we find iJIl , Jijl .t
[meaning that 1t 4al j; , signifies sheep, or

goats]. (TA.) _ And I~j j _ i or
lij lie put te,* [i.e. lambs or kidl, or young

lamnls or kids,] into their plaee [or enclomsre of
wood]. (A. [And the like is said in the It.am
p. 155.]) .,jj, aor. , (P, TA,) said of water,
(TA,) .It.louerd; (J1, TA;) like -. (TA.)

7. .y,jjl I! J l ,.j3il Thie, [i. e. lanabs or
kids, or young lambs or kids,] enteredl into the
.,jj [or enclosure of wood]. (A, TA.') - And

.;I1 J I.,01 (., TA) 3;3 j (TA) tThe hunter,
or sportsman, entered into his lurking-place.
(., TA.)

9. ij, inf. n. jlt, It (a plant, or herb,)
becamne !/ellon,, or red, nthile having in it green-
nest. (], TA.)

;,; A ptlace of entrance. (AA, 8, A, 1.) _
And hence, accord. to AA, (s,) the same word,
(A, a, 1,) and j, (ISk, 8, I,) as some pro-
nounce it, (ISk, 8,) and * J..j, (8, A, V,) t The
place of u~ep or goats; (A; X, TA;) [i. e.] an
enclosure of wood for sheep or goats: (9:) [said
in the TA to be tropical; but not so accord. to
the A:] pi. of the first (A, I) and second (1)
,J, (A, :,) and of the last w.;J. MA.)_.
And, as being likened thereto, (A,) -Jj and
ti,jj signify also tThe lurking-place (ti) of
a hunter, or sportmman, (8, A, ],) or of an
archer, or a dhooter: (TA in explanation of the
former word:) both signify a mell [or pit] which
the hunter, or sportsman, digs for himself that he
may lie in mait therein for the game. (TA.) -
See also the next ppbgraph.

.. r': see the next preceding parggraph. -

Also A channel in mkich water Jfow; (]K;) and
l t .,j j. (TA.) It is mid in a rejez of Ka#b,

i
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Slhe passe the night between the channel of mater
and the concealing, or protecting, place: meaning
that she is fed in the enclosures for camels &c.,
[jUtL .JI , thus I read for L1a.J I (an evident
mistranscription) in the TA,] and among the tents,
or houses; not in the pasture-land. (TA.)

t.;. and &AJ, (]s,) or, accord. to the L [and
the A], on the authority of IAar, t "a,4}, also said

to be written mOtj and .iij, (TA,) are sings. of

t .Ij, (]g, TA,) which signifies JjL.* [app. as
meaning Small pillows]: (S, A, . :) and carpets:
or any things Avhich are spread, and upon n.h ich one
leans, or reclines: (A, I :) the like of this is said
by Zj in explaining a phrase in which it occurs in
the JIur lxxxviii. 16: or, accord. to Fr, it signi-
fies carpets (ai; ) ihavi a fine nap, or pile:
(TA:) also, [particularly,] (A,) carpets (ej~J,

A, or .Jl;l, l[ar p. 377) of the fabric of El-
.leereh; and the like thereof in .fabric: (A, and
gIar ubi supri:) or t jj signifies [simply] a
carpet (';i1): and a cn.rpet (Laj ) having a
nap, or pile: and a [piece of leather that is
spread upon the ground, such as it called] ' :w

and the like thereof in make. (TA. [See ilso the
last sentence of this paragraph.]) [Hlence,] one

.. j. -,,.- ..... A --
says, a;- ~ ,t ;!l · ,j t [The embellished
coverings of mehelment hatred are spread between
,hem; i. e. vehement hatred concealed by fair
professions &c. subsists between them]. (A.) The
following saying, of Artah Ibn-Suheiyeh,

.,L0 ,ii ,. r.....
* W Ol)99s *~~1 

is expl. by En-Nemitce as menning t [And wre
are sons of a paternal uncle, hut] upon our enmity
is a comely covering beneath which it is latent;
[tlerein are vehemetat hatred and envious com-

petition;] Islj signifying [properly] carp7et of
sundry colours: (Hjam p. 196:) it is also said to
mean, in this instance, t [concealed] enmities, and
sayings that gire pain; [the former of these two
meanings being] from I .j_*v.Jl ,,;j, i. e.

A;..l1: [the latter of them app. suggested by
another reading, namely, ,_.llj in the place of

.jiljj; mentioned and thus explaiied in the HIam
ubi suipra: the poet, therefore, is supposed to have
meant, upon our state of union, or concord, (.1.
't;L having two contr. significations,) have slper-
vened concealed enmilies, &c.:] or, as some say,
the reading in the deewfin of Art.ll is 4.,lj, as
though pl. of L..jJ, which is likewise made to
denote nmity because it is made to enter ,
i.e. J.3,) into the heart; or which may be
metaphorically applied to a place of enmity lateot
in the bosom, from the same word as signifying the
" place in which are put lambs, or kids, and sheep,
or goats :" or, supposjng the right reading to be

,Ilj, the poet may very properly mean, upon
the vacant space betuween our tents, or house, are
carpets (,JUP and ::.1) spread for us, and we
sit thereon, near together in the places, but with
the hearts remdte: (idem p. 195:) but with the
reading %.lj, mentioned above, occurs another

variation, thus: rilj J1 l A; meaning,
notwithstanding that, beterocn u are sayings that

give pain. (Idem p. 19G.)-_ t /ij. Jj, occur-
ring in a trad., is said to mean t Wo to those who
go in t9 lords, or princes, and, when they say
twhat is evil, or say anything, say, lie has spoken
truth: such persons being likened, in respect of
their variable conduct, to one of the is.1;3 men-
tioned above in the first sentence of this para-
graph; or to sheep, or goats, which are thus

called in relation to the .,oj, i. e. the enclosure to
whlich they repair, because they are obsequious So
the lords, or princes, and follow their stels with
the submissiveness of sheep or goats to their
pastor. (TA.) - Accord. to EI-Muiirrij, (TA,)
ft ,slj is applied to plants, as meaning Such as

have become ':.ellon, or red, whild haringi in them
greennex.: (IK, TA:) and when they saw the
coloers in carpets and other articles of furniture
that are spread, they likened them to such plants.
(TA.)

'.j and a5kj and aj : see the next preced-
ing paragraph, in three places. - [Golius, find-
ing the second and third of these words expl. by
the Pecrs. 31j.~, (which is often applied by
Arabs in the prcsent day to " an artificial fountain
that throws up water,") has erroneously, as Frey-
tag has olservdcl, supposed that they may signify
" Euril)us, fris in altum saliens."]

.j;: see c, in two places: and see 1, first
sentence. -Also t The lurking-place of a beast

of prey. (S, K.) _ See also H;j.

llj : see .j, in five I)laces.

,A;~j, (in the CK _1.;.,) an aranicized word,

(1., TA,) from [the Pers.] ,1 ;j, the hemzeh [in

.t, for 41i,] being changed into kS, (TA,) G,ld:
(I Aar, 1]:) or the water thereof [i. e. water-gold;
which may be deemed the more correct, as agree-
ing with the original]. (K.) And Anything
ycllow. (]K.) = Also A certain black singing-
bird; (MF, TA;) called also jj 31l, [alpp. a
mistranscription for .jj3 1, as in Freytag's

Lex., i. e. j"j 1,] accord. to the book entitled
"Mantik et-Teyr." (TA.)

s i. q. ';.4I' [Eq. v., said to be not a chaste
word]. (K..)

j :see Otij., in art. ,j.

Q. 1. a..;jj (as an inf. n., T0) i.q. J.

[q. v.]: (I :) one says, I.;~. .j, meaning li;WJ3
(T1K.) - And The being deceitful, wicked, dil
honest, or dissimulating, and mischief-mahing; o
rery deceitful &c.: and the act of deceiving, ds
luding, beguiling, circumventing, or outmitting

( :) one says, ';-,j, meaning .He deceived him
deluded him, &c. (T--.)

~j3, (9, ],) which is also written csjjj,
like 'j, is mentioned in art. l and also in

. -- n.J
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the present art. by the author of the ], though
he charges J with error in mentioning it in this
art. because ji. is used by a rajiz as meaning
" intoxicated :" whereas J is not in error, but is
right, in doing thus; for the X is radical accord.
to the generality of the lexicologists and the
authors on inflection, like the , in ~,3~; and
the rijia above referred to elided the <j in formingM because he imagined it to be augmentative:
(MF in art. .ijj:) it signifies }Vine; (S, ];)
and is a Pers. word, (Ag, Sh, Seer, S,) originally
e*b,jj, [i.e. Xp ";j,] (Sh, TA,) meaning " gold-
coloured :" (As, Sh, Seer, S:) or it signifies, (S,
Mgh,) or signifies also [like as do(s -, of
which the primary signification is "grapes"],
(1I,) the grape-vine; (!Sh,. , Mgli, 1i;) n. un.
with S; (ISh, TA;) and pl. X l. j: (Mgh :) it
has this meaning in the dial. of Et-Ttiif: (ISh,
TA in art. ,jj:) or the shoots of a grape-vine:
(Mgh, gI:) thils in the dial. of Et-T6it' and El-
Ghowr: (TA in the present art.:) or a shoot that
iu planted, of a grape-rine. (Aljn, TA.) -Also
A certain red dye. (El-Jarmee, S, g.) - And
lVater that remains or stagnates, or collects, or
remains long and becomes alterel, or becomes
yellorv and altered, in a rock: (JI in art. Cjj :)
or clear water that renmains or stagnates, &c., in
a mountain. (MF, TA.)

1. iv, aor;', (., L, Mgb, 1,) inf. n. jj, (8,
L, Meb,) or .DJ; (TA; [but this I find not in any
other lexicon ;]) or :jJ, (A, Mgh,) or this also,
aor. ', inf n. sj and X lij; this latter form cf
the verb biing mentioned by 1Drd in the Jm,
and ISd in the M, and I1g$ in the Af'il; but it
is disapproved by ThI, and asserted by his ex-
positors to be vulgar; (TA;) aid A ;j;;i, (S, A,
Mgh, M:b, X,) i.nf. .° (., A) and >;iJ-;
(A, TA;) and tj ; (A, TA;) and ;Ij;l, men-
tioned by 'Amr El-Mutarriz, but this is thc most
strange; (TA;) lie stvalloned (S, A, Mgh, Msb,
1) a morsel, or mouthful, (., A, Mgb, VI,) or
water, (Mgh,) [and medicine; for] you say .I;

? ;j:.dJl I4. [A medicine djficult to wallow].
(A, TA.) And one says of a man swearing,

.. ?jj3 and ;- .' j t [IIe swallowed
it; meaning, took it hastily; i. e. the oath].
(A, TA.) ;j-j, aor. (8, -) and :, (TA, and
so in a copy of the $, as well as i ,) or iL j;,

(A, TA, [in my copy of the A written ij,])
in£ n. ;j3, (.,) He strangled him, or throttled

inm, or queezed his throat; syn. a&L, (.,15,)
or sal. ys. (A.) And.o. He. took him, or
seized him, by his throat. (TA.)
(1V,) in£ n. jj, (Q, A,) He fabricated the coat
of mail, by inserting the rings one into another;
i. q. t,jo: (I :) sil1 is like ,..Jl, meaning the
inerting (J.I,j [an intranL in. n. here used as
though it were trans., as is shown in the ? in art.
"-,,]) of the rings of a coat of mail, one into

another: (F:) [or, a Z says,] tsl >j means
tb,, because the coat of mail consists of narrow,

or close, rings: (A:) the j is said to be a sub-
stitute for ,. (L, TA.)

2. %.G Ui;5s i ; t He nas angry with
his companion, and looked sternly, austerely, or
morosely, at him; i.e. he contracted his eye in
loohing at him, and did not open it until he had
satisfied it mith gazing at him. (A, TA.)

5: see 1, in two places.

8. ;;jl, inf. n..;'1j! and .j..: see 1, in two
places.

;j,: see the next paragraph, in two places.

;J, ($, A, ],) of the measure j;, in the sense
of the measure Jo , (A,) A coat of mail;

($, A, I ;) as also jj, which is an inf. n. used
as a subst. [and therefore used as a sing. and a pl.,

and applied, as is also -LO to anything made of
mail, a piece of mail, and rings in general, like
;.', q. v.], (A,) and t ab-j: (mentioned as nyn.
with tj in art. ~, in the Msb and in the TA,
on the authority of IAth:) the pl. of ;j is

3j. (TA.) [See also i; and' ,i.]

;,j Quick in swallowing: (V:) but in thc
Nawtidir el-Air(b, food that is soft, awl quick in
descending [in the throat]. (TA.)

;j; [The qupantity that is swallowed a! once;

like a,. and i.i ;] a morsel, or small mouthful:

so in the saying, M i;3j J1 Xj'M 'M I [Such a
one thought that I was a morsel for him].
(A, TA.)

X1 A guestu: as thoughl he throttled his com-
panion. (A, TA.)

XIjj The vulva of a woman: (1., TA :) accord.
to some, (TA,) so called because it swallows
( jij), or because it compresses (i [in the CK

.rj~f again]), (1, TA,) i. e. *J , (TA,) the

,jI, by its straitness. (K, TA.)

aijj: see ,.

;hJ (S, O) and t (V) A cord by rrlich
the throat of a camel is compressed, in order that
he may not eject his cud therefrom and bespatter
hi. rider,. (8, K~.) The former word is also expl.
in the 1 by Aii"Wo, [in some copies of the K
aMiA,] which signifies the same. (TA.)

>1jj The art offabricating coats of mail; (A,
TA;) as also ',',. (TA.)

1jj A strangler; or one who throttles, or
squeezs the throat; syn. 3t;. (A, TA.)_
And A fabricator of coaU of mail; (S, A,];)

as also -. (TA.)

~>. [The place of strangling or throttling;

like t ;j..; meaning] the fauces; (., K, TA;)
the throat, or gullet. (TA.)

s:ee ,l.

1226
'.1' " " 0'' jA , like
jj*: see j.. One says, ,j ,l likt

dA4..t .M.l, [properly He, or it, eizd his
throat, or throttled him, or choked hinm,] meaning
t he, or it, straitened him. (A, TA.)

;X3k Strangled, throttled, or having his throat
squeezed. (TA.) And, applied to the fauces [or
throat], Squeezed, or compressed. (..)

Q. 1. -,j, (8,,) inf. n. ..,oj, (TA,) He
squeezed his throat: (S, ]:) or he throttled him;
or strangled him: (IC c) as alsoOj. (TA.)
And He asrlowed it. (i.)

aj;jj in. n. of the verb above. (TA.) Also
The place of swallowing: (8, Ii:) or the 4I
[or el)igloutis]: (]g:) or, as some sy, it is [the
part] beneath the .t [or windpipel : or, app.,
the part beneath the head of the ... ]: and in
it, or upon it, is set the tongue: some ay that the
word is Pers. [in origin; app. holding it to be
arabicized from the Pers. X 4jJ, wlhich signifies
the " windpipe "]. (TA.)

iiJ
;i: see ;b .

.L aj, aor. :, (1,) inf. n. (., TA) and
al)j, (TA,) He sowred, or cast Ceed; (., K, TA;)
as also t ?j;l, (., Msb, I,) originally 'd.jl! the
i being changed into v in order that it may

agree with the j, (S, I5,) for s and j are pro-
nounced with the voice as well as the hreath,
whereas ,~ is pronounced with tho breath only:
(S, TA:) [or the latter verb, as appears from an
explanation of it to be found below, may signify
he sowedfor himsef.] They say, . j.J C

[Ie who sows reaps]. (TA.) And [they use

this verb transitively, saying,] j.,ilj.l t ji
[I sowrd wheat and barlty]: and in like manner,

J.1 wJ [I sowed the tres; or sowed the weds
which should produce the trees: or it may signif'y
I planted the tree]. (Ibn-Abi-l-eadeed.) And

~i(;; *tL;s_ f1<A C3l e·jj
S [Thy generoity and the goodness of thy dis-
position have sown lore for thee in the hearts].
(TA.) And it is said in a trad., ,bjl J v.;*tb X>

[hoso hath land,] let him sow it [or let him lend
it, or giv it, to his brother; and if he reqfuse, let

him retain hi. land]. (TA.) v s;jl g jj,

(Mgh, Mb,) inf. n. ij, (M,b,) signifies [also]
t He ploughed up, or tilled, or cultivated, the
land, or ground, for sowing. (1Mgh, M 9b.)
Hence [the saying in a trad.], i'Sl e, j . 61

1 t,. t ,?hen this nation shaU employ
itself altogether with agriculture and the aflairs
of the present world, and turn away from warring
against unbeliever* and the like, aid shall be with.
drawn from it. (Mgh.) - JJ; Zj3 signifies
God causd it, or made it, to grow, veetate, or
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germninate; ($, Mgh, Mob, V ;) and, to increase;
(Mgh;) namely, : dI [the seed-produce]. (Mgh,
Mob.) Tho verb is properly thus used of divine
affairs, exclusively of human: (Er-Raghib:) and

hence the saying in the lhur [Ivi. 63-4], i ., ,JI
. . ,;1 _;_ j- (1,a Er-

Itghib) Now think ye, what ye tom, do ye cause
it to grow, or are W's the causers of growthA?
(13d :) or, as some say, do ye cause it to increaMe,
or, are We the causers of its increase? the "±-t
[or sowing] being ascribed to them, and the ~j
[or causing to grow] exclusively to God: when
the latter is ascribed to a man, it is because he
is an agent as a means of making to grow; as

when you say, I.i ;.,il t I war a means oj
causing such a thing to grov. (Er-Rghliib.) [In
like manner,] you say, W;j t& tj!, meaning

[ lle raised seed-produce, i.e., was a means of
cans;ng it to gron,,] for hitnself in particular.
(TA.)[ ... llcne,] one says, with respect to a
child, al1 il t AMay God render him sound and
strong; syn. ,+: (1, I, TA:) like as one says

! ~il: and in like manner, e" 3jA dA. l ,jj

I [[ay God render th;ne !fspring sound and
stront, or rather, cauJs thine o/ffxpting to gronw
u),,.rfr the doinlg, or enjoyment, of m'hat is good].

(TA.)_[Ilencae also,] ;9iU ' J toj S[An
incroea.ae ras made.for him after adversity; or]
lhe obtained property after want; for the verb in
this instance is like c.' (Ihn-'Abbhd, K.)

3. Latj. is of the measu,re .a/l , [denoting a
mutual action,] frumn al jl, (Mgh,) and its sig-
nlification is well known; ( ;) i. e. Tlhe making
a contract, or bargain, with another, .for labour
upon land, [to till and sona and cultivate .it, as is
indicated in the Mghi and Mob,] for a share, or
portlion, of its produce, (AMb, I, TA,) tle sed

being from tIts owner qf tlhe land. (4, TA.)
[You say, Rslj lie made with him a contract,
or bargain, such as is abore described; and in like
manner, aIhr, and *1i. The doing this is for-
bidden, because of the uncertainty of the result.]

4 .jl It (a plant, or herbage,) had, or became

in the state of having, tjj [i. e. produce of its
seed; i. e. it gOro from its seed]: (TA:) and,
said of tjj [or seed-produce], it became tall:
(K :) or, as some say, it produced its leaves: and
it attained to the proper timefor its being reaped.

(TA.)_,.'l 3jj1 signifies ,jl ;.Il [expl.
in the TIg u meaning The men, or people, became
able to sow seedl; i. e., became poaseors of seed:
but I rather think that it means they had seed-
produce within their power, or reach; they be-
came able to avail themselves thereof; or they
attuined to a eason when they had seed pro-
duce]. (:.)

8;.r1 J1 i q. ; J (He hastened, or

made haste, to do evil, or mischief]. (Sgh. .)

8. ;ji! originally 3j!: ee I, in two places.

10 .be Go tom1ake dm o go p feJ

[I beg God to make my offiprint grow up for

piety, and I beg of Him means of subsistencefor
them, or him, of such kind as is of larvful attain-
mcent]. (TA.)

c3, originally an inf. n., [see 1,] (Mgh, Mfb,
TA,) used as a subst. properly so termed, signi-
lying Seed-produce; what is raised by ,neans of
sowing; (Mgh, Mb ;) what is town; (K, TA;)
n,hile in growth, [i. e. standing corn, and the

like,] (P and TA voce ilJ,) and also after it has
been reped; (? and Msb and V in art. e, S&c.;)
its predominant application is to wheat and barley;
(TA;) but it signifies also plants, or herbage, [in
general,] such as one reaps; or, as some say, only
while fresh and juicy: (Mb :) [and often a sown
fuld:] pl. 'jj. (?, Mgh, M9 b, K.)-[Hence,]
t OJfspring, or children; or a child. (IDrd, l~,
TA.) You say, CWS tjj ;4 These are the
offspring, or children, of such a one. (IDrd,

TA.) And Ji .,I ,J * He l ai the offspring,

or child, of the man. (TA.) - And t The seed,
or senminal fluid, of a man. (TA.) _ [And
t The fruit, or harvest, of a man's conduct; as
thlough it wcre the prodice of what lie sowed.]

One says, .Jjl ,j it , t [Vry eiil is

the fr'uit, or harvest, tf condect ; the fruit, or
harvest, of the conduct of the sinner]. (TA.)

U:j and tV LJ and t ac nnd t A;j A place
in which to sow. (Aln, Sgh, g.) You say,

a&jj ;j31 6 to, &c., (1;,) or o_lj e;j, &c.,

and in like manner, j.~'JI l, (TA,) There iJ

not in the land, (.,) or upon the land, (TA,) a
place, (K,) or a sinule place, (TA,) in which to
sowv. (I., TA.) - [Tle first also napp. signifies
An ear of corn: see e.~.]

U3: see a;4j. -Also Seed, or grain, fo'
sowing, or that is sotwn; syn. .L. (JI.) You say,

tJ, UI Zl a J at [Gise thou to nme seed

that I may sow therewith my land]. (TA.) [See
also &ajy.] - And t The young one of a 
[generally meaning a partridge]. (Z, TA.)

.. see 'j-j.

J [ [iq. t Sown: kc.: ace asJ]. _

Seed-produce that is watered by the rain. (Ijam
p. 657.) And hence, tAnything soft, or ten-
der; as being likened thereto. (Id.)

U13j [an inf. n. of 1, q. v.: and] The businets,
or occupation, of sowing, tplougthing up, tilling,
or cultivating, land. (Mgb, a Mqb,* TA.)

0 j A thing that is sown; (IDrd, ;) some-
times used in this sense; as though meaning
V /'.: (IDrd:) or grain that is sown: an,

with teshdeed, is wrong. (IB.) [See also #gj.]

: see . Also t A calumniator:

(IAgr:) one srho soes rancours in the hearts of
friends. (TA.)

4j i What groms in land that has been left
unsown for a year or more, from what has become

[Boos I.

scattered upon it in the dlays qf tie reaping;
(Q;) i. e., of the grain; mentioned by Qgh, on
the authority of ISh; and by Z, who says that it

is also called Z.S. (TA.)
see , in two laes.Uljj: see A&p, in two place8.

[act. part. n. of 1:] i.q. tlIj (TA) [One

who sows:] tone who ploughts tip, tills, or culti-

yates, land: (Mgh:) pl. tlj. (TA.) By this

pl., in the Kur xlviii. 29, are meant Mohammad
and his Companions, the inviters to El-lslam.
(Zj.) - Causing to grow, regetute, or germinate:
(, TA:) causing to increase: (TA:) pl. with
o.;. (S, TA.) Also The name of a certain

dog: (Ibn-'Abbad, IF, g:) whence j t ;1
meaning t dogs. (Ibn-'Abbid, Z, IS.)

a" (s, Msb, Ig, &c.) and isj. (Sgh, L, g)
and a "j. (i) A place of ,j [or seed-produce];

as nilso't j--,; (S, Msb, J ;) and j; (am
p. 657;) or this last signifies laoid that is sown:
(TA:) pl. of the first l; (TA;) and of * the

last ..11;. (Ham, TA.) - [Hence the saying,]

;-jd,1 a. i.J,I :[The present world is the
place in which it produced tbefr.uit, or harest,
to be reaped in the world to conme]. (TA.)

... . ... ... .

AU6j cs, obfrl, g) a,,d * a"ij' (M;!, Re on the
,suthority of A'Obevyd [hut not founid by me

elsew here in thejj: se here assined to it]) j nd

..... -....

)j:see sp

I& -. 3 F*- ~ o
t aj, [ which is of a rae fe-rodur, like ;L~, q. v.,]

(Afor himbeycifF,in , Mb, ,) articus lar.ast mentioned(TA.)

JJj

by El-(an,nee, (A'Obeyd, ,) and i (Mb as on theis

nuthonity of A'Obevdl [hut not founid by me
elsewhere in the sense here assigned to it]) and
? ahljj, [which is of a rare form, like 3"L.a., q. v.,]
(A'Obeyd, IF, S., Msb, ~,) this last mentioned
by El-Kananee, (A'Obeyd, S,) and by Kzz in his
Jumi', but not known to A'Obeyd on any other
authority than that of El-l1anhnee, and the first is
said by him (A'Obeyd) to be preferable, (TA,)
A company, or congregated body, of men: (S,
Msb, K:) or ten thereof: (], TA:) accord. to
some copies of the 1K what is terwmed an ;;0'
[ti.e. a nsmall portion of a tribe, &c.,] thereof:

(TA:) pi. ,i,, (IF, $, Mglh, Mob) and ;4ljj:
(IF, Mob:) in a poem of Lebeed, w.1ij, with

teshdeed to the j. (TA.) One says, ,.i.I &U,l
· *fl3 [or °,.1, i. e. The people, or party,

came to me with their whole company; meaning,
all together]. (TA.) 1Also bij and 9 1jj,
($, O, Mgh, L, Msb, ~,) the latter, only, men-
tioned by IDrd, (TA,) who says, I doubt whether
it be a genuine Arabic word, or not, (Mob, TA,)
but some say that the latter is vulgar, (TA,) and
t itjj and * Ul)j, (O, L, Mab, ],) but the first
of these four is the most chaste, (L, TA,) [The
camelopard, or giraffe;] a certain beast, (1,g ,
[in the Mgh erroneously said to be a beast of
prey,]) of beautifl mhake, the fore legs of which
are longer than its hind legs; (TA;) said to be
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r[a blue colour, (see 1, first sentence,) wliethe'r
t light or dark or of a middling tint, but generally

the first;] sky-colour, or azure; (T]C;) [bhuenes
of the eye;] or graynen of the eye; (PS;) [or a
greenish bue in the eye: (see again 1, first sen-
tence:)] accord. to ISd, whiteness, wherever it be:
and a ;. [by which may be meant greennes,,
or dust-colour intermixed rrith blackneu or deep

) ash-colour,] in the jl.. [here meaning iris] of the
eye: or, as some say, a whiteness oerswreading
the 1b_ of the eye [app. when a person becomes

blind: see 1, third sentence; and see also `].
(TA.) [In the present day it is often improperly

r used as meaning A black colour.]

j. Having, in an intense degree, that colour
of the eye nahick is tewmed ;a"'; ( a, K ;*) applied
to the male and the female; (IC;) [i.e.] appliedl
also to a woman: (s:) accord. to Ibn-'Oqfoor, it
is [used ns] a subst.; [or, app. as an epithet in
whlich the quality of a subst. predominates ;] not
[as.] an epithet with a subst.; (MF, TA;) but
accord: to Llb, one says ...a;j ; anvd lj ;.1:
the,. is augmentative. (TA.)

;jj [Intensenes of a;j, i. o. blueness, or gray-
ness, in the eye;] the attribute dlenoted by tie
.pithlet .. 3 j. (Lb, TA.)

gjj [and app. &jj wl (see A) certain
bird. (.K.)

."-j [dim. of .'Uj fem. of j2;i] A mess of
crumbled bread (o.h,) dreed with milk andl
olive oilt: (JK, Z, g':) likened, because of its
seasoning, to the eyes that are termed j;j. (Z,
TA.) ~ Also A certain small boast, r~erebling
the cat. (Lth, K.)

jjj A certain bird uied for catching other
birdls; (IDrd, S, ] ;) betwenen the [species of han.k
called] Lkoi1 and the ,ly [or spmrrow-harh]:
(IDrd, TA:) or, accord. to Fr, the white u.Q
[or falcon]: ($, TA:) [but] it is sard in the A,

-· e1 & , -J - .j
~jjg j ; d. .jJ, · Adl 9 [T7he j is not to be com-
pared with the j,jl], which latter is dthe ijt:
(TA :) the pl. is t 1;j. (S, K.) o And A rhite-
ness in the forelock f a horse; (R, TA ;) or in
the hindler part of his hecad, behind the forelock.
(0, TA.) And Somtc ,.'hite hairs in the fore ley
of a horse; or in his hind leg. (TA.) Also
Sharp-dightel: mentioned by Sb, and expl. by
Seer. (TA.)

3j, apl)plied to a man, Very deceikl; or a
great deceiver. (TA.) ,

;jj, with fet-b and teshdeed, A shortjavelin;

i. e. a spear shorter thana the I.: pl. ~.~1 j.
(TA.) - Also i. q. ~ ; (IA*r, L and 1g in
art. Ci ; in some eopies of the ], aljj; and in
the C.K 61j ;) i.e o. An instrument made of copper,
or bran, for shooting forth naphtha [into a be-
sieged place]. (L in that art.)

J,u: &e.: see art. -e j.

, 3A Aort of ,ck [or boat]; (. ;) [a ,kif

called by a name signifying idl because it hai
the form of an asemblage of animals; (Myb;)
in Per. called i. ;t :f, (., Mgh, I,) i. e.
camnel-o-leolard, (TA,) because it has resem-
blances to the camel and the ox and the leopard:
(I, TA:) pl. jlj, or , or r Ij, (accord.
to different copies of the ], the last accord. to the
TA,) like j;j. (TA.)

Mljj: see the preceding paragraph, in two
places.

15 l1 and aIj: see the first paragraph; the
former in three places.

Q1. i. ~ j He diposed the hair lhang-
ing down upon each of his temples in t,e form (f
a ,h;j4 [or ring]: (S,* 1]:) but this is post-
classical. (S.)

.!jj and i,;j, (., Mgh, K,) or the lalter is
the correct word, for there is no word of the
measure in the language, (Az, TA,) [though
the former is ngreeable with the Pers. word which
is the original,] A ring of a door: (Mgh, 1:) or
[a ring] in a general sensec: (K:) pl. cIjj,
occurring in a trad. as .ppulied to rings of a coat
of mail belonging to thle Prophet, by which rings
it was suslended: (TA:) arabicized, (., K,)
from the Pers. [ ]. (S.) - The latter also
signifies A eronipn!i of tnen [app. dispo.sed in the
form of a ring]. ('TA.)

1. 3j, (MA, TA,) [aor. ',] inf. n. ;;j (.,
MA, KL, TA) antd ';j, (MA,) [or the latter is
a simplle subst.,] Hle had that colour of the eye
,:hich is ternmed IJjj [q. v.]; (~, TA;) [i. c.] he
was bluc-e!/el; (KL;) or gray-eyed; (MA, PS;)
or of a greenish hue in the eye [so I render the
Pers. explanation .&. , .. ]. (MA.) And

j; (, ;) and '_ , inf. n.

,%j.!; (S;) and (li (, MA,) inf. n.

* ,y!;; (S ;) ]lit eye was of tie colour termed

Ijj; (., K;) [i. e.] hlis eye wat gray; (MA:)
["c.] - And 4j.j, (Tn,) inf. n. 'Jj, (K, TK,)
le (a man, T~) rwas, or became, bliand. (K,*
T].)_ [And J. ~j, inf. n. Jj, is app.
used as signifying The iron head or blade of an
arrow &c. e as, or became, very clear or bright:
'ee J3, below.] -_ And rl ,j The water c wa,

or became, clear; as also t jl. (M9b.) 
._¢m '~ ';.Jj J1Iis eye turned townards me so

that the rwhite thereof appeared; (8, ;) as also
# Jjl and V (Fr, ) j, (Mgh,)

or ;.. 4J, (., I,) or , (Msb,) aor. ',

(Meb, TA,) inf. n. j, (Mgh, Msb,) He cast at
Aim, ($, Mgh, Ig,) or he thrustw him, or pierced
Aim, (Mgh, M^b,) ith a 3j.Y' [or jaelin],
(., Mgh, 1:,) or with a ypear. (Mqb.)_[Hence,]

s y , j, and .! tlie looked sliarply, oi
intently, or attentively, at him; he cast his eye ai
him. (TA.) - jl (, TA,) or 
(TA,) She (a camel) mnade the saddle, (., TA,)
or the load, (TA,) to shift backwards: (, TA :)
and ' , t,.4ljjl, (V,) int. n. jJ!I, (TA,) She
(a camel) made her load to shift backhnards. (~.)
[See also 2.] ,j,j, aor. ' and -, (S, Mqb, 1,)
inf. n. j, (Mb,) said of a bird, i. q. ~ [i. e.
It muted, or dunged]. (., Myb, .)

[2. ;jj, accord. to Golius, as on the authority
of the KL, " i. q. Pers.. ^l,s Fecit ut stillUaret,
stiUatim emisit :" but it appears from my copy of
the KL that this should boe Jj; for I there find
~';; (not .19j3) expl. by the Pers. .e;t:
then, however, immediately follows, in that copy,
another explanation: -and The shifting back-
rwards ofa camel's saddle fiom hij back: there-
fore it seems that either &.WJj is there omitted
before this second explanation, (see 1, last sen-
tence but one, and see 7,) or Jea is there a
mistake for ..j,J.]

4: see 1, in two places.

7. 3.j;l It (an arrow) passedl trough, and
wrent for th on the other side: (Lth, K:) and in
like manner a spear. (1 in art. .j.) _ lie,
or it, passnued, so as to go beyond and away. (TA.)
- lie entered into a burrow, and lay hid. (~ in
art. j3jj.)- 1t (a camel's saddle, 8, K, and a
load, TA) ridted backwards. (S, ], TA. [In the
C.sI j,l is erroneously put for j:jl. See an
ex. in art. jaj, conj. 4.]) .]Ie (a man, As)
laid himseif dorn on his back. (As, ].)

9: see 1, in three places.

11: sec 1, second sentence.

Q. Q. 2. ojs, (K, TA,) in some of the copies
of the gK .;njj, (TA,) lie (a man, TA) cast
[forth] what oas in his belly: (E, TA:) so says
Fr. (TA.)

jj [inf. n. of jjj, q. v.: and] i. q. aUjj, q. v.
( .) - Blindness: (V:) in this sense also an
inf. n. of which the verb is ,jj. (TK.) - Thc
quality of being very clear or bright, in the iron
head or blade of an arrow &c. (ISk, .. [See,
again j.j, of which it is app., in this sense like-
wise, an inf. n.]) - A sort of e..a [i. e.
whiteness in the legs, or in three of the legs, or in
the two hind legs, or in one hind leg, beneath the
knees and hocks, or beneath the hocks, or beneath
the hock, of a horse,] not including the border of
thei pastern newt the Aoof: (AO, V :) or, as some
say, (TA, but in the I. "and") a whiteneus not
surrounding the bone altogether, but [only] a
whitenes of the hair (.ij) upon a part thereof.
(1, TA.)

J;j A certain bead ( f.i) for the purpose of
fascination, (Ibn-'Abbid, k,) with which women
fascinate [men]. (Ibn-'Abbid, TA.)

3ji A certain colour, (Mqb, ],) well known;
as also t jjj: (I :) it is [in various things; but
is generally expl. as being] in the eye: (JK,8 :)
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i.C ] a sm/all aLA; (4I;) or a smaUll .j: pl.
J;ij. (TA.) Dhu-r-Rummeh says, [refe;ring to

a she-camel,] Jl jjj~ ;; [making it fern.,

because] meaning ;iii , . [3xcelUent,
or nost ercellent, is the boat, or ;kiff, of the

Wesert, or waterlwe desert.] (S, TA.)

Sjj! Of the colour termed Zjj [q. v.]; (Msb,
TA ;) and V u signifies the same: (TrA:) an
epithet applied to a man, signifying having what
is termed Uj of the eye: (S:) blue, (KL.,)
[whether light or dark or of a middling tint. but
generally the first ;] ky-coloured, orazure; (TK ;)
blue-eyed; (MA, KL;) gray-eyed; (MA;) [or

luving.q greenish hte in the c!yc: kc.: (see eij :)]
tem. U';Jj: (S, Mqb:) pl. j;j. (Mpb,.) [In the
present day it is often improperly used as meaning
Black: and is applied to a horse, an ass, a mule,
a bird, and any avnimal, and sometimes to other
things, as meaning gray, or ash-coloured.] 
[And Blinl; prolperly by reason of a bluish, or
grayish, opacity of the crystalline lens; i. e., by
wvhat is comnmonly termed a cataract in the eye.]

U5;j, j , . i , in the J.ur [xx. 102],
means [And we will congregate, or raise to life,
on that day, the sinners, or unbelievers,] blind;
(Bd, K,' TA;) because the black of the eye of
the blind becomes blue, or gray: (B4:) Zj says
that they will come forth from their graves seeing,
ae they were created at the first, and will become
blind when congregated: (TA:) or the meaning
is, thirsty: (Th, TA :) or with their eyes become
blue, or gray, by reason of intense thirst: (ISd,
TA:) or blue-eyed, or gray-eyed, (O~dl jI,) be-

cause %&3jl is the worst of the colours of the eyc,
anl -the most hateful thereof to the Arabs, for
tbe Greeks were their greatest enemies, and are
3j. (BoI.) - Applied to the iron head or blade
of an arrow &c., Very clear or bright: (ISk,
8, I :) and 3.i [lised as a subst.] means spear-

heads ($, () or the like; (ls;) because of their
colour; ($, TA ;) or bocause of their clearness,
or brightness; (TA;) or polished iron heads or
bla,des of arronws ,c. (.Ham p. 313.) And Clear
water: (IAor, $, Mqb:) pi. as above. (TA.) -

Ilence, j'j")l 1j,.a-1 The sheer enemy: or [the
fierce enemy;] the enemy that is vehement in
hostility; because aJ,j of the eyes is predominant
in the Greeks and the Deylem, between whom
and the Arabs is a confirmed enmity. ([Har p. 148.)

_ J,Jj)l The otj [i. e. hawk, or.falcon: because
of his colour]: pl. as above. (TA. [See also

;.]) _ And The Ileopard. (TA.) _ :U.JI
1Vine: ( :) [app. because of its clearness:] so
mays AA. (TA.) - And the name of A horse of
N4fi' Ibn-'Abd.-El-'Ozzd. (Ibn-'Abb&d, K.)

Jjj.,: see the next precedinF paragraph, first
sentence. _ Also sing. of )1j'1, (TA,) whiichi
is the appellation of A certain sect of the [hretics,

or schitmatic., called] jI (S. I1C,) or g_;

(TA;) so called in relation to Nifi' Ibn-EI-
Azralk, ($, ],) who was [of the family] of Ed-
Dool Ibn-Haneefeh: ( :) they aserted that
'Alee committed an act of infidelity by submitting
his ease to arbitration, and that Ibn-Muljam's

slaughter of him was just; and they pronounced
the Companions [of the Prophet] to have been
guilty of infidelity. (TA.)

3(,k. A javelin; i. e. a short spear, (S, Mgh,
Mhb, k,) lighter than thce . (Mgh, Meh.)
Also A camel that makes his load to'shift bach-
wards. (Az, K.)

Quasi Jj.

_..j and L.j are expl. in art. 3jj.

.~j

1. .,jj, (., K,) aor. , (Is,) inf. n. .j, (TA,)
said of one's urine, (S, g,) and of his flow of
tears, and of lhis speech, (K,) and of his oath,
(TA,) and of anything that had gone back, (S,)
It became interrupted, or stopped; or it stopped;

or ceased; (S, K;) as also Vtlj,l. (Q.) And so
the former verb said of a sale. (TA.) -And,
said of a (ldog, (S, IK,) and of a cat, (.K,) llis
dung, (S, K,) or dryl dngty, (1K,) stoppedl in his

rectum. (M, IS.) : see 4. 4 j Sihe
(his mnother, S) brought him forth. (K, I.)

2: see 4.__ Lj, (S,TA,) inf n. , (TA,)

Ie, or it, rendered hinm .jj, i. e. niggardly, or
avaricious: (S. :) or it (time, or fortune,) cut oJf
from himn good, good things, or prosperity. (TA.)

4. .ljl lie, or it, interrupted it, stopped it,
or caused it to ceaMse; namely, one's urine, and
hIis flow of tears, and his speech; as also t "j,
aor. , (1,,) inf. n..jj; (TA;) and t $ ;j, (VI,)
int. n. j3. (TA.)- And lHe intcrrupted, or
stopled, his (another's) urine. (A(, $, ] K.) 

.Juj She (a camel) interrupted her flow oj
urine by little and little. (AA, TA.)

8. .1;>jI The act of snwallonwing [a thing]: (S,
g.:) mentioned in the S in art. .. jj or .. jj
[accord. to different copies]; (TA;) and in the
K, as an art. by itself; thi reason whiereof is not
apparent; for it appears to be of the measure

J l; notJi. (MF, TA.)

Q. Q. 4. (s;i!, K in n : A,! $)
see 1. [Also] He shrank, or drcIv himsel/
together: (A'Obeyd, $ :) or he skhuddered and
shrank. (TA.) - And He was angry. (AZ, TA.)

.ojj [app.;j] Dung, or dry dung, stopping in
the rectum of a dog or eat. (TA. [See 1, third
sentence.]) .j Caution. (g.)

.,j Anything becoming interrupted, or stopped;

stopping, or ceasing; as alsot.'l. (TA.) Scanty,
or little in quantity, and becoming interrupted, ot
stopped: so in the phrase .0Jljj J.: or thiE

signifies [simply] a man whose tears are becoming
interrupted, or stopped. (TA.) - A she-camel
that interrupts her elom of urine by little and
little. (AA, TA. [Thus used as a fern. epithel
without .]) - A dog, and a cat, nwhose dung, or
dry dung, has stopped in his rectum. (TA.) -
Straitened [app. in his means of subsistence].
(g.) - Niggardly, or avaricious. (S.) - Low,

abject, mean, or ignominious, whose near kinsfolk
are few; (IA9r, K;) as also .,j. (TA.)-

One who does not remain fixed, or settled, in any
place. (AV, K.)

_.jj: see the next preceding paragraph.

IJ·13: see t nx3p.

.. jl1: see.W_j. Also The cat. (ISd, .. )

.. ;p Slhrinking, or drawning hi,nsc.f together;

(A'Obeyvd, S,K ;) as also .e1; (Tl, K, TA;
[in the CK.,~Ijj;]) eat:h witl;dh lumm: (TA:) or,

accord. to A'Obeyd, ij. significs thuddering.
and shrinking; with the before the j; and AZ
doubted whether the word having this meaning

were ..j. or3jy.; but Az says that the former
is the right, with the j before the j, and that it is
thus accord. to Ibn-Jebelch. (TA.) - Also
Angry. (AZ, TA.) - And Silent. (1 B, TA.)

,;j A certain per.fune: or certain sweet-
smelliany trees: (K :) or a slwcies of swect-smelling
plant: (S :) it consists of slendetr round itiJ·s,
between ['. to, misprinted eL,] the thichnes
of the large needle anul the thichne.s otf writing-
reedls, black inclining to yellouness, niot having
mnuch taste nor odour, its little odour being of a
.fragrant kind like thatt of the citron: (Ibn-
Seenik, book ii. p. 168:) [l:reytag says, as on the
authority of the K, but he seemnis to have taken it
from the TK, that, "accor d . to sonic, it signifies
the leaves of a sa et-smncling plant, which has the
name ofbl.~.l J , locusts'foiat :" and hlie adds,
as though on the authority of Ibn-Scena ubi supit,
"salix Acyyp,tinca :" referring also to Sprengel,
IIist. rei. herb., t. i. p. 270:] also sa.ff,.on: ( f.:)
it is of the measure JL; ($, TA ;) and is a
genlluine Arabic word, though asserted by Ibn-
EI-Kutbee to be arahicized. (TA.) A rfijiz says,

-'...31 AY ,
· ,0,3 . s

:

[0, with my fiather thou shouldst be ransomed,
and thy mouth that is cool and sweet, as though

were sprinkledl upon it]. (S.) In the trad.

of Umm-Zarg, where it is said, ,Ji L,_ .1P *

' -l [Tlte feel is the l of a hare,
and the odour is the odour of jjj], IAth says
that it signifies saffron; and she may mean the
sweetness of his odour, or the perfulme of his
garments among the people. (TA.) - Also The
[dung such as is termed] jy of vild animals.
(Ki.) ~ Also, [and, as appears from what follows,

t."iaj likewise, if this be not a mistranscription,]
The vulva of a woman': (1C, ° TA :) or such as is
large: or the etertnal portion tlhereof: (V:) or
a piece of.flesh (IK, TA) wiithin tihe CjlSj [a mis-

transcription for C1.j., a name for the mdva],

(TA,) behind the aa [or ., q. v.]: (g, TA:)

behind the $ .;j is another piece of flesh: so
says IA4r. (TA.)

1

1

t
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&;jj: see the next preceding sentencet, in two

places.

,P.o
Q. 1. &--J [as inf. n. of ;J3] The irtigating

[land] by means of the j;j [here app. meaning

rivauet]. (Mgh, ]g.) - And The setting up a

[pillar-like structure such as is termed] jJ3 by
a well. (K.)~ One says also, ;i;j, (1g,) inf n.
as above, (TI,) meaning I clad him [app. 

.,Pt1 in the clothes: see Q. 2]: or , 1JI ;A-j

I put the clothing upon him; or clad himnt

therewith. (T ) ~ And ,1l J.j 
.j J..i [No one will exceed to thee th excel-
ence ofZeyd]. (TA. [It is there indicated that

this is from U;J asn syn. with j.]) [See

WJj as a simple suhst. below.]

Q. 2. Pj3 lie drew water by means of the

i,;jj, (Mgh, g, TA,) or the .UA1jj, (TA,)for
hire. (Mgh, 5,TA.) Hence the saying of'Alee,

,ajjj _.3 . 1 A 1 t '), meaning I will not omnit,

or neglect, the pilgrimages though I sitould draw
vater by means oJ the ,j3jJ, or jUjj, and per-

form it with the hire obtained thereby: thus it is
explained: another explanation will be fouud in
what follows. (Mgh, TA.) - ,Aol , .
Hle clad, and covered, himself in the clothes.
(1s.) _ And hence, [it is said,] because implying
concealment of the excess [of the price] in the

sale, (TA,) zP also signifies ., (Mgh, g,

TA, [in the CIV, erroneously, i,]) from a;)jJl
meaning La-'l; (Mgh ;) i.e. He bought on credit,
for an exceu [in the amount of the price]. (T?g.)

And accord. to some, ; . i, in the saying of

'Alee mentioned above, means '.:j J, (Mgh,)

i. e. .z . -)jl [tough I should
buy on credit, for more thian the currett lprice,
the traveling-provisioe and the camel to be riddlen]:
(TA :) but the former explanation is the more
likely. (Mgh.)

aiiJ inf. n. of FJ,Jj. (TI~. [See Q. 1, above.])
Also i. q. A';e; (IAIr, JK, Mgh, ;) i.e.

The buying of a thing from a man on eredit,for
more than its [current] price: (JK, FAi&:) or
the doing thus, and then selling it to him, or to
another, for leu than the price for which it was
purchased. (TA.) - And Increase, excess, or
addition; syn. L '. (..) [For ~;j in this and
the following senses, Freytag, in his Lex., has
written jj.] - And Debt. (IS, TA. [In the

CV, 'o.~1 is erroneously put for X.t.Jl: and it
is there added, "as though arabicized from a;

i.e. . .. Il :" but what this should be I know

not, uniess it be a ulistranscription for . .l;

for, in Pers., ;j means "gold," and * is a nega-
tive.]) m Also Perfect, or consummate, beauty.
(K.)

, as some pronounce it, is by others pro-
nounced .jgjj, which is of a strange form, [said

to be] of the measure oj , (IJ, TA,) mentioned
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by Kr on the authority of Lb: (TA:) [the dual]

Xu , (?, Mgh, ],) mentioned by J in art. s
ijj, the X0 being regarded by him as augmenta- l
tive, but by the author of the I as radical, (TA,)
also pronounced QJ13j, (K,) signifies Two pillar-

like structures ('Ojt) constructed by the head

*f a well, ($, Mgil, K,) on the two sides thereof; ;
(g ;) or two walls; or two posts; (Mgh;) acro ss
which is placed a piece of wood, ($, Mgh,) caled I

the &4ta; ( ;) and to this is supended the pulley
by means of which the water is drawvn : (?, Mgh :)
or two structures like the sijns set up to show
the way, by the brink of a well, of clay or of
stones: (TA:) accord. to the S, (TA,) if of wood,
they are called C.1s51: or, as El-Kilabee says,
if of wood, they are called eijti , and the cross-

pie-e is called the a., and to this the large
bucket is suspended: (S, TA :) pl. j,~lj. (TA.)

-_ jj; also signifies A rivulet; (Sh,; Mgh, K ;)
app. a rivulet in which runs the water that is
drawn by means of the 3j3jj. (Sbh, Mgh,* TA.)

i; iq. .;j [i.e. Arsenic]; an arabicized
word; (9;) as is also the latter [q. v.]. (TA.)

.;Pj A setter-up of what are termed Jt3jj.

(TA.)

';)j [Arsenic;] a Cell-known kind of stone
[or nineral, for it is a metal]; of which there are
several species; one species is vwhite [i.e. white
arsenic]; and another is red [i. e. realgar, or red
arsenic, also called tandarac]; and another is
yellow [i.e. orpinment, or yellow arenic]: (],
TA:) it is an arabicized word from the Pers.

3 or r or or s;j]. (Msb.)

LSJ3

1. 4is, j, (, Msb,, I,) or :W' Ai; : ;,),

(Mgh, TA,) aor. tS, (Msb, TA,) inf. n. Ll3j,
($, Mglh, Mb, K, TA,) with kesr, (Msb, TA,)
but by some written with fet-b, (TA, [.ljj, thus
in the CJ and in one of my copies of the $, and
in my MS. copy of the J,]) and ;3jJ (M4b, VI)
and .jj (Msb [perhaps a mistranscription for

what next follows]) and ;4Lt and 1;;. and ij,

with damm, (18,) but accord. to the copies of the
T and M tijj; (TA;) and *t lf;ji, ($,
Myb, g,) and cl tV qjIl, but this is of rare

occurrence, (s,) and t* lJ;lj; (Mb ;) He blamed,
foundfault with, or reproved, (Lth, AZ, 8, Mgh,
Msb, lg,) him, ($, Msb, V,) or his deed; (Mgh,
TA;) or was angry with him, wvith the anger that
proceeds from afriend: ($, TA:) and reproached
hitm, upbraided him, or blamed him angrily or
severely: (Lth, TA:) and he moched, scoffid, or
laughed, at him; derided him; or ridiculed him.
(Msb.) - See also 4, last sentence but one.

4. , .qjjl, inf. n. :WI, He Ield it (i.e. a thing,
S, Mqb, or a case, or an affair, g) in little, or
light, or mean, estimation, or in contempt; (5,

1 Mgh, Msb, 1 ;) as also ' ;ll;jl. (Mgh.) And

i. q. yji [lapp. here meaning (in like manier

as it is rendered below in this paragraph) lie .fell
rhort of that estimation which smu required by

/tim, or due to him]; and ;Ipjjl, i.e. he con-

temned, or dspised, him; [and so, app., ljj: l;

:see P;)] or made him to be contemned or
dcpited; syn. i;*. or JI. (8, accord. to differ-
ent copies. [But whether this last explanation be
here meant to relate to at .Jjl and *,ljl or to
the latter alone, is not clear.]) He lorwercd his
,ondition, or estimation. (gam p. 117.) ire
brought against him the imputation of afault, or
vice, or the like, ('Eyn, I, TA,) or a thing, or
an affair, or an action, ,whereby he desired to
involve him in confusion. (ISd, V, TA.) .qjjl

ajy and t t,.j;j, mentioned, but not explained,

by Lb, are thought by ISd to signify 4 , [ app.
meaning I[e fell short of that estimation which
vas required by, or due to, his knomledge]. (TA.)

3 t5jjl: see 1.

5: see1.

8. alcjl: see 1: and see also 4, in two places.

10: sec 4.

L5j, applied to a skin for water or milk (:tL)
[Of middlinq size;] between small and large.

(ISd, V.)

9 Ll i ; 1t 7 1j Dlaming,finding fault with, or
reproving, a man; or being angry with him, with
the anger that procecdt fron a friend; and being
di.#plea~d with him: thus in a verso of Mejnoon

cited voce .lJ.l: (, TA:) making no account
qf a man, and disapproving his conduct. (AA,
Msb, TA.)

.'j. A man who blames, or find .fault milth,

people [app. much, or habitually]. (IK,a TA.)

-I.~ Contemning, or despising; as also

t~fj.. (1, and in some copies of the ;.).
And [hence,] The lion. (s.)

~_-:.: see the next preceding paragraph.

mjj and . : see art. Aj.

R. Q. 1. ajp" signifies The moving, agitating,
shaking, or putting into a state of numtion or com-
motion, (Lth, $, 1,) a thing, (a,) or a tree, (Lth,
],) and the like, (j,) by the wind: (Lth, s:)
or any vehenent moving or agitating or shaking;
or putting into a state of wehement nmotion or

commotion. (i.) You say, ;j; I moved it,

agitated it, shook it, &c. ($.) And p.l ~Ajj

'.ll, i£nf n. i;,j, The wind moved, or agitatedl,

or shook, &c., the tree; as also t1 'j, which
may be a dial. var. of the former, or the verb in
this case mav be made trans. by means of the .
because it has the meaning of 1 ',;;. (TA.)

You say also, ajsj, inf. n. as above, meaning

a ' .1 'i. 

q. 
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e La. and & 'ij A part, or portion, that i gisen,
i, of property, cr wealth; (S, X;*) as also ?F&j:

al ((K:) or a full, or an ample, or ab#ndant, por-
:) tlion, that is given, thereof; atld so &.j. (TA.)
)f [See 1, last sentence but one.]

.. ,saj: sce what next follows, in two places.

ad t,.j A torrent drivring along, one portion of it
impeling another; (A, TA;) as also t [but

tI app. in an intensive sense; and V lp, also,
t. has tihe same, or a simil6r, meaning]: or the first

and r second signify a torrent fillin the valley:
andl thle first is also applied to nrin, as meaning
jfilling everything. (TA.)_Also l guride of the
way, one nho is afrequent traveller. (S, g.)

Ly .I o, (A,) and kl I. (A, J,) A
s eear, (A,) and spears, (A,,) so called in re-

, ltion to a certain man named Zd'ib ls j
(A, K,) of .1l-Khallzrnj, who made rscar-hecads:

e(A:) so says Ibr: (TA:) or t the spears thus
Y termed nrc such s quiver muc]i (t;), mAich

n ,hen slhahcn, harc a motion like the torrent
terrmednt r, of ahichl one portion i'npels aiother:

1 the U being that of the rel. n.; to give intensive-3 -.
h ness to the si,nification, as in gp.;: (A:) or

adsuch that, wirhen they are srhaen, their rl
[i. .e wots, or joit.s, or their ilnternodul portions,]
are as tioughl they ran one into another, (m,
i'rA,) by reasor of its pliancy: so says As: and
this meaning is tropical; for it is from the phrase

; -J P meaning "lie veCllt along [im-
pellced by his load, or] easily witlh his load:"
accord. to anothier explanation, c.lj all)lied to a

t spear means such that, when it is sitahaken the whole
of it is [in appearanec] impelled in its several
parts bIy the intpetus of one part acting upon
another, as thoulh its hind part ran into itsfore
Iart: (TA:) or Atlj signifies spears, (S,TA,)

universally. (TA.) You say also Ck s
(t, TA) A pear-hlead of Zdaib. (TA.)

j: sec .1i; and see also art. " ;j.

1. sj: see 4. Also i.q. ji [lIe drove
away, &tc.]. (K.) =And [i.q. s&j, mcaning]
lle called, called out, cried out, or shoutedi (1g.)

4. shjl lIe disquieted, disturbed, agitatged, or
flurried, him; (IDrd, S, l;) and removed him
from his place: (g, A, Msb, k:) and r
signifies the same. (IDrd, .) You say, sr YjI
[ie. ks, (M8bi,) or aeirL i· (A,) and oi

6.3,,X (L,) I removed him, or unsettled him,
from his place, and from his country. (A, L,
Msb.) And it is said in a trad., s Ac: al
4 meaning Isaw Omar trousing Aboo-Behr,

and not su.ering him to remain still. (TA.)
And in another, Si.ll., ihpl o ,
meaning, accord. to Az, [Swearing] loweri in
estimation [the commodity that one desires to
recommend thereby and does awavy mith the

lie moved it, agitated it, shooh it, &c., rvehd
nently, dcsiling to pull it out or up or off, an
to remove it. (TA.)._[And hence,] j.ql ;sIs
t I drocV the camels roughly, or violently; urge
tIeCm on. (TA.)

In. Q. 2. tjoj It became moved, agitateo
0hahke, or1 put into a state of motion or commam

lion: (?, K :) [or it became moved, ayitattl
tshaken, &c., vehemanently:] quasi-pass. of r;sc

eJ1. (TA.) [And hence,] .J1.1 c ;
Te carels rrent rouqhly, or violently, beiny J

driven, or ugycel on. (TA.)

j;j and t , sLj;j and t jt, (M, i,) th
Inst with Ibamm, (Q, TA,) but written by J witl
fet-tb, (TA,) [and so I find it in one copy of th
S, but in another copy with d!amn,] and t 4 c
($g1h, 6,) A wind that agitates things, shake
teron, or tets thecm into a state of motion or com
motion: (e, 1, TA:) and t jcj ' [signifie:
the same; or] a riolent nwind. (lJ.) - [Am
hence,] tjcj3 t An agitating, or a jolting
lpace; (S, [but not there explained, thoughrb tho
rncaiiing, is tliere implioed,] Sghi, 16;) a vehemen
7*ace. (L.)

acj 1j [see R. Q. 1]. - jtIj [which is its pl,
wheni it is used as a siniplo suhi)st.] significs t The
calamities, or adversities, of fortune; (g, TA;,
like J9j. (TA.) One sanys, #.L& c ;.iif -

titjl t HIow art thoiu in them calamities, or
adversities? so in the L and the Moheel and tie
A. (TA.)

ttc;;: seo t^.

s &ec jj._ Also [Vehement motion,
agitation, or shaking;] a mublt. from j.3 as
signifying "he moved it," &c., "velhemently :"
and metapiorically used by Ed-Dalin in allusion
to lae,w5. (TA.)

Ajcj see tjse

as!j5j i. q. . [Vehemence; strength; &c.].
(I11.)_,I troop, or force, of mrany horsemen,
(I, TA,) in a state of motion or comn otion. (TA.)

,yj%p i. q. 1U [A kind of sweet food: see the
latter wordl]. (IAgr,]}.)

1. ja e.rj, [aor. ,] inf n. . j, I pushed,
thr,sst, droVe arvay, or repelled, him, or it, from
me. (S, TA.) - [Hence,] 4.oj said of a torrent,
aor. anod inf. . above, it ws impeld in its
several parts, or portions, by the imptus of one
part, or portion, acting upon another; in a
valley: (, TA:) [it oas, or became, copious, and
drove alontg, one portion impelling anolitler; like
t*,wIj:] it ran. (TA.) If you say 
with tihe unpointed j, (8, TA,) or thus and also

or. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) you mean
It'illed tle valley. (. , TA.) And the latter, It

ti - CJ
filled everything: said of rain. (TA.) And h
f ilkd a vessel. (K, TA.) - [Hence,] e, Jl 

j (]g, TA,) aor. and inft n. as above, is a tropici
d phrase, meaning r : (TA

or % -. l .i ¢ j u W: (K,I TA:) [neither,
1, which explanations necds translation:] but, accorE
r. to soine, this is said ouilv of one that is large,
t, bulky. (TA.) _ L,;EJI c.j IIe took u"p an
* carried the wvater-slin, it being full: (KI, TA:

he carl-ied it filled; as also l1 lj: (TA:) and hot

o signily he carried it in his bosom: (TA in ar,.j: [see also 8:]) the former also signifies h
wvas impelled onwards (e'J;) by it, caryying il

e by rea.son of its weight. (TA in the prescut art.
hi - isa j, said of a camel, (g, TA,) i. q

e oi:t [app. meaning lIe went right on, atraigIA
on, or undeviatingly, with his load]: (TA:) or

-as also ^# hjl, he went along wvith his loa,
oppressed by its treigjht: or he was impelled on
wards (eaW) by it: (K, TA:) or 4h
wtent along quickly tvith it: or he treni along eaailj

pmith it; namely, his load. (TA.)-iSlil - j
The valley became fiUed, (IS, TA,) so that th,
several parts, or portions, of the torrent impeller
one another. (TA.) - Ai L5 ej lie vomitee

. much, so that one portion [of the romit] impele.
on another. (TA.) - iI . i.q. ;
)IA [The water-skin propelled its water: or thc
right reading is probably 1.5C J i. e., poureti
forth its water; or poured it forth with reole.
mence]. (TA.) - ".,&j also signifies iic cut off,
ordivided off; and so tj (.(g,TA.) You
say, JQJI >. -i a and l as also ,
He cut off, or divided tff, for him [a portion] oJ
the property, or tealth. (TA.) And LI
JQlI k Fa., and a.&g, (,, l6,) and Iej, (1,)
I gave to him a part, or portion, of the property,
or wealtlh: (S, IC:) or a full, or an amnple, or
abundant, portion thereof. (TA.) , 1
aor. and inf. n. as above, He drank all the wine,
or beverage. (TA.)

5. - - j; He was brisl, lirely, or sprightly;
(, TA;) and quick. (TA.) - lIe was, or bc-
capme, angered, or enraged. (i .)-
~~ 1 lIe twas immoderate in his eating
and his drinking; he ate and drank much. (K.)

-jQtI ,.p The people, or party, divided
among themseves the property, or wealth; (1 ;)
dirided it into parts, or portions. (TA.)

8. ;i: v3 I carried the thing; took it
up and carried it; or catried it off or away;~~~~~... - # ..... A,. 4

6~~ ~ ~~~~~~~a

syn. 4_: you say, ';jU 'i [He passed by
it and carried it off or away]. (S.) [See also

- See also 1, in three places.

Q. Q. 4. J; see 1, second sentence; and
see alo art.

44j Muchm s, copiousnes, abu1atlance, or a
large quantity or number. (TA.)

e w
'.' 0 } s ee what next followrs.

¢ c: 
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blessing thereof]: or, accord. to IAth, causes it to
be easy of sale and to go forth from the hand of
its onwner [but does away nwith the blessing there-
of]. (TA.) tlj;i [is the inf. n.; and as inf. n. of
the pass. verb,] signifies [The being disquieted, &c.;
and hence,] thile quittig of home. (.Har p. 392.)

7. -j-l lIs was, or became, disquieted, dis-
turbed, agitated, or lurried; (S, , ;) and ras,
or became, remored, or unsettled, from his place:
($, A, L, Mgbh, ] :) it may be thus used as quasi-
pass. of C.jl: (Kh, Mb :) or it should not be
so used: (MTSb:) it is, however, agreeable with
analogy, as is also #.Cjl: (L:) but the word

commonly used in its stead is : (L, Mlsb:)

in this sense is not allowable. (L.)
8. .ojt: see what next precedes.

.j Disquietude, disturbance, or agitation:
(i, TA:) a subst. [not an inf. n.] in thlis sense.
(TA.)

'.C> An ,unq,iet woman, urho remains not
still, or settled, in one place. (S, A, l.)

j

1. j, (e, A, M.h, 1g,) aor. , (MSb, K,)
inf. n. .j, (S, A, Ma.b, ],) His hair, (S, A,
Msh,) and his plumage, (A,) iwas, or became,
cantyl, (9, A, Meb,) and thin; (A;) as also

V;ttjl: (A:) and it (hair, and plumage, g1, and
fur, TA) *ias, or became, scanty, and thin; (1,
TA;) as also ft,jl and t;jl. (K.) Also,
inf. n. as above, aidl of a man, t IIsi good things,
or wrealth, or his beneficence, became scanty, or
nanting; he became poor; or he became niggnrdly.
(TA.) - Anl, inf. n. as above, t It (the dis-
position) became eril, or bad: but the verb is
seldom used in this sense. (TA.) See e;sj.

9: see above.

11: see 1, in two places

j0 inf. n. of [q. v.]. -. See also ;jj.

j: see ;jl, in two places: and see also the
paragraphl lire fllowingr.

.j.sj t A man of bad disposition, or illnotured:
(S, :) the vulgar savy ?j. (S. [jijl 1 'j
occurs in tie TA in art. iiJ.]) A rcell-nonv,t
fruit; ($;) the .fuit qf a well-knonwn tree; (K;)
thefruit qf a tree, of n:hich there is a red species
and a yellonw, having a round and hard stone;
(Mgh ;) afruit of the desert, in make resembling
the 14 [or fruit of the lote-tree], and in the taste
of which is acidity; (MSb;) it may be the wild
js : (Mhb, voce ; :) AA says that the 'L is
the jgj; and IDrd, that the Arabs do not know
it: [it is a coll. gen. n.:] the n. un. is with ;:
(TA:) [the name is now applied to the medlar,
or a species thercof: accord. to Golius, the "mes-
nllum; special. quod genus aronium vocat Dios.

i. 109:"] accord. to I8b, the tree called ,J*:
(T:) this, savs Qgh, is different from what J
has mentioned. (TA.)

Bk. I.

5tic3, ($, A, M.b, K,) [respecting the form o
whichi see 3lt,] and jsjt, ($, A, K,) the latte;
a vulgar form, ($,) and tse, (A,) t Illnature
exces.aive perversenss or crossnesx: (S, Tfsb, K:'
nouns having no corresponding verb: (S:) or tin
verb is jsj, but it is seldom used. (TA.)

. aj ? A man having little vealth. (., TA.)

,%jl A man (S) haring scanty hair, (S, A
Msb,) and thin: and a bird having scanty anm
thin plumage: (A:) fem. .1i : (A, Msb:) and
hair and plumage that is scanty andl ltin; as nlsc

I j (K1.)_-I A place havring fern plants, or
little hIerbage; (S, A, ] ;) as also t s: (]K, TA

in the CK, sj :) pl. [of the former]sj. (TA.)

1. A&j,(S, K,) aor. , (K,) inf. n- icj, (S)
lie, or it, hilled him on the spot; (S,R;) as
also ;jt, and tAj,l; (K;) the last men-
tioned by As, as syn. with aa: (TA:) or
cast, or slot, at him, or smote him, so that he
diedl on the spot, quickly: (L, TA:) and hilled
hirn quickly. ($.)See also 4. ~ ,i J
Ile added, or ezaggerated, or he litd, in his dis-
course, or narration. (Mj, L.)

4: see above. - 4e jl -lie despatched
hiti; or hastened and completed ebis slaughter;
(EI-Kharzenjee, 9;) as also nIj, aor. and
inf. n. as above. (TA.)

8. cA&jl [originally At1]: see L

[ 1-3 applied to poison, like oiljt (K, 1) and
Jlii [meaning Quick in its effect]; and in like
manner applied to death: (S:) and hi; , np-
plied to death, and to a sword, that will not uffer
one to linger; killing on the spot; (A;) as napplied
to a sword, thus expl. by At; as applied to death,
expl. by Skr as meaning quick. (TA.)

cit [a pl. of which the sing. is not men-
tioned,] Places of destrucion. (IA·r, Ig.)

orj it [hWater uhich the cart;h imbibes
from sand above it, and whIich, when it reaches
#chat is hard, is arrested thereby,] such as is not
sreet. (Ibn-'Abbad, Jj.)

Ap.: see lsj. - ic is also the name of
a certain sword, (, TA;) belonging to 'Abd-
Allah Ibn-Sebreh, one of the braves of El-Islhm;
thBu accord. to Az: (TA:) or this is vitl j;
(6Ih, e;) and is tbus found in the handwriting
of Mohammad Ibn-EI-'Abbds El-Yezeedee, with
a dot beneath the , to show that it is notj. (Sgh,
TA.)

ts'jJIl The serpent; (1Y;) as
(TA.) [Accord. to Freytag, ;,jlJ
in the Deew&n el-Hudhaleeyecn as
serpent: or the lion.]

[See also art. %.t), passim.]

J1hj

also .3.6Lj.
&i4tcj occurs
meaning The

Q. 1. fj He dyed a garment, or piece of

f

r

)

e
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cloth, with OjL j [or saffron]. ($, A, M9 b, I.)

';LjJ A certain dye and perfume, (TA,)
wrell-known; (MSb), .1;) [namely, sa.ffron:] if it
be in a hoeise or chamber, the [lizard called] .L.,
.,. l will not enter it: (K:) pi. .Mj. (9, .)
_-Also tTlhe *rust of iron: pl. as above. (]g.)

A~j. A garment, or piece of cloth, dyed with

Olpij [or saffron]. (A, MRh.) - [TlChe i,d of
sweet food caUed] i1U, (K, TA,) and also called

,e' and tj;p. (TA.) - t A lion of the
colour termed cl ; [or red inclining to yellow]:
(, K:) because its [natural] colour is such: or
because having upon him marks of blood. (TA)

1. jrj, aor. , (,) inf. n. jsj, (TA,) lie
called out, or cried out. (Q, TA.) You msr,
ds C .1j, inf. n. as above, 1 called out, or cried
out, to him: ([:) of the dial. of Syria. (TA.)-
And I,j. S,3, (g,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He
drovr away his beasts: (] :) or he called out, or
cried out, to his beasts, and drove them away
iqnichly. (TA.)_ And ij, (g,) and t J;j,

(TA, as from the K,) aor. as above, (C,) and so
the inf. n. in both cases, (TA,) Ie fr.ightened
hitn; as also t* ijl: and 't;V,j They.frightened
him: ( :) or they.frightened him so that he be-
came brisk, lively, or slrrightly: (TA:) or you
say, sj J. JJl .Lxjl [Fear affected
him so that he became brisk, lively, or splrightl.,
yet feapf,l]: accord. to As. one says t ;jr1,

and the epithet alpplied to the olject is P j#,
differing from rule; hut accord. to EI-Uniawee,
one says "i.j, and the epithet so applied is

j,4'. .. , ,-- , ,..

(f. ,,il esi (/ ethe iarind

raisedt the dust: or made it to go to andfro: syn.
,4)I, (s,) or jI. (i B.) - .r,ail uAj 7'he
scorl)ion stung hi,n. (L,K.)__.i i ij, (.,)
aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) Hie plut ,,u,A
salt into the cooking-pot; as also 9 tsjl. (O.)

a.j, aor.:, (.g,) inf. n. ,.j; (TA;) and

LsXj, like ; and V .~j3l: Hefeared byl night:
(1:) but in the T, the restriction to the night is
not added; nor is it in the instance of the last of
these verbs in the 0. (TA.) -_ And jj, aor. :,

($, ], TA,) inf. n. ~j; ($, TA ;) and ~.j; (l;
[but only the former accord. to the TA, as in the
$;]) lie was, or becante, brisk, lively, or sprightli/,
(S, K,) but with fear; ( ;) as also t;cj;I. ($.
[This meaning of the last verb is indicated, but
not expressed, in the v.]) -, (I,) inf. n.
ILlj (Tg) [and 13 sj], It (water) was, or be-
came, bitter, (k, TA,) so that it could not be
drunh [by reaon of its bitterness, or saltlness, or
bitterness and saltness, or burning saltness, or
initense bitterness or saltens: see Jt.j]. (g.)

4: see above, in five places. 4~.JI 19ajl
[app. for.JI Ls]/ T/ey made haste [in the jout.
ney, or rate of going]. (Ibn-'Abbad, ].)~.sjl
also signifies lIe produced, or fetched out, by

155
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came, 

bitter, (V, TA,) to that it cotild Pitoe be

drunit 

[by re4mn of its bigternen, or sallness, or

biiidrnew 

and saknen, or burn saknen, or

-- 
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labour [in dig~iny], water such as is termed jt';j.
(TA.) And IUjl They, in digging, came upon

water such as is termed j35j. (JS.)

7: see 1, latter part, in two places. i_..'jJ Il

~.l~,jJI The beasts hastened, or went quickly.
(Ibn-'AbbUd, KI.) - And .JAl sjjil Tlhe horse
went for.ward, or before. (Ibn-'Abb&d, .K.)

Scj Fearing, orfearing by night. (,* TA.)
- -risk, lively, or sprightly, (K, 1,) but with
fear. (f.) [See also .;.] s. j 3j Ve-

hement terror. (TA.) - ai,j :A A well of
rwhich the ntater is such as is te;.med LJLj. (TA.)

[IiBj inf. n. un. of j.j; A call, or cry: pl.
:._,l&j.]

ij A disposition to takeftight and run away
at random. (IF, O, K.). And hence, (IF, O,)
as an epithet applied to a mountain-goat, Wont
to takefright and run away at random. (IF, O,
l~.) Also Salt water: (9:) or re.y salt water;
like J01.: (TA in art. j,V :) or water that is

bitter, (ji.A, , Lit, 0, Lth , both of which epi-
thets, applied to water, signify the same, TA in
art. JkU,) so that it cannot be drunk (Lth, O, O)
by reason of its bitternes, or saltnes, or bitternesu
and sltness, or burning saltnes, or intense bitter-
nes or saltnes: (Lth, O :) used alike as sing. and
pl. (TA.) - One sys also, IIj "i, meaning
1 ate it with so nuch salt in it that it was bitter.
(Lth, O.) See also M,,.

~j: see j,3s*.

01J One who dries away tae beasts, and

cries out after them. (TA.) (See also lj.] _
Applied to a horse, A good goer; or strong to
walk, or go: (Ibn-'Abbad, 1:) and also (Ibn-
'Abb6d) very quick. (Ibn-'Abb6id, ]i.)

aJaaj The young of th , (Lth, , TA,)

which means the ja_ [or partridge], and
[sometimes] the Cil;jb [or stone-curlewm]: pl.

3-j. (TA.)

lj One who calls out, or Crie out, to his
beasts, and drives thbn away quickly: or who
drives them, and ctries out to them eleumently.

(TA.) [See also J3j.]

L". Quick: so in the phrase j. j. [a
quick pace orjournemjing]. (Ibn-'Abbid, :.) And

one ays also, t1 " 4 .4.;' j ;, (Ibn-
'Abb&d, ],) i.e. [He drew the bow] quickly.

(TA.) - It signifies also ;C,*, t 'C ,*

[app. meaning An implmn~t ith which the
lands, orJflds, are broken up]. (Ibn.'Abbad, 1.)

,. Frightened; as also 2j.;: (.:) [or
frightened so as to be rendred briask, lively, or
sprightly, with fear:] ee 1, in two places. [See
also j.J.] Applied to a colt, Frightemed, and
sharp in spirit: ( :) or, applied to a man, sharp
in spirit: and, applied to a colt, wefed. (TA.)

,...aJ l.j Land rained upon by eAement

rnain falling in large drops. (., TA.) -=-ot

3j3. Food having much salt put in it; (S, K ;)
as also jtlsj. (TA.) And i,s,. ju A cook-
ing-pot in which much salt has been put. (TA.)

1. cj~, ($, K,) aor.:, (K,) inf. n. J;; (S,
TA;) and tj;0j; (];) lie was, or became,
brisk, lively, sprightly, active, agile, prompt, and
quick; (S, K, TA ;) and he exulted, or exulted
greatly, or excessively, and behaved insolently and
unthankfully, or ungratefully. (TA.) - And
the former, (1g,) inf: n. as above, (TA,) lie (a
horse) curvetted, pranced, leaped, sprang, or
bounded, without his rider. (IS.) - And lie
writhed, or cried out and writhed, by reason of
hunger. (TA.) - [In the modern language, lie
was, or became, nrearJ : one says, d;. Cj I
was, or became, nweary of it.]

4. , jl [in the CK erroneously written 4,lcj]
It (pasture, and fatness, TA) rendered him [i.e.
a beast] brihsk, lively, sprightly, active, agile,
prompt, and quick. (S, I, TA.) - And'a.Ljl

l. , l.. He, or it, remored him, or unsettled
idm,frorn his place. (Ibn-'Abbdl, i.)

5: see 1.

.a3 Brisk, lively, sprightly, active, agile,
prompt, and quick; (S, TA;) as also 90hjl:

(]g:) the former is applied in this sense to a
horse; and t the latter, as well as the former,
to an ass, [i. e. a wild ass,] as meaning brisk,
lively, &c., and curvetting, prancing, leaping,
springing, or boutnding: and the former signifies
also eculting, or exulting greatly, or excessively,
and behaving insolently and unthankfully, or un-

gatefully: pl. J, applied by Tarafeh to male
ostriches. (TA.) - Also Writhing, or crtJing out
and writhing, by reason of hunger. (S, I4.)

j3ji Light, or active, (Kr, .,) in spirit and
in body: (TA in art. JAj:) accord. to Kr and
Ibn-'Abbad, with and with t: in the "Mu-
qannaf" of A'Obeyd, with t only. (TA.)

· '2J9 Writhing, or cying oeut and writhing,
having no rest; as also 9J4,. (TA.)_.[In
the modern language, IVeary: (see 1, last sen-
tence:) and having its fernm. with L.]

Jecj: see tj, in two places.

tJ')Z.: see X )*j.

1. .&j, (9, M9b,) aor. ;, (Msb, M$, JM, [not
mentioned in the ~ nor in the 4, app. because
well known,]) in£ n.' and . and ,. (0 ,
Mfb, ],) the first of tue dial. of El-lIijaz, (Msb,
TA,) the second of the dial. of [the tribe of] Asad,
(Mqb,) or Benoo-Temeem, (TA,) and the third
of the dial. of some of [the tribe of] .eys; (Mb ;)
[generally best rendered He arerted; for it mostly
relates to a thing not certainly known: or] he

3aid; (, Mqb, ;) s in the phrases .J

'.i;1l [Thle Ilanafees saidZ or asserted, or have

aird or asserted,] and ,~j [Seebaweyl said
or asserted, or has said or asserted]; (Mqb;)

[and I4S Jl .. j IIe said, or asserted, that it
was thus;] either truly or falsely: (g:) mostly
used in relation to a thing respecting which there
is doubt, (Sh, Az, MIsb, K,) and which is not
certainly kniown: (Sli, Az, M.sh :) or it is mostly
used in rclation to that whicil is false, or that
rcspecting which there is doubt, or suspicion:
(El-Marzookee, Msb:) or, as those skilled in the
langunge of the Arabs say, in relation to a thing
of which the speaker doubts, and does not know

whletlher it may not be fiAlse: (Lth:) or l4j *,j
means ie related a piece of information not know-
i,g rwhethert it were trie or.falise. (l ioot, M9b.)

lienee the saying, .ej3l1 4. [i.e. .. . is

the coareyer, or ve/ icle, (properly the camel, or
beast, that serves as the conveyer,) of yiilg]. (Msb.)

It is said in a trnd., l,j j.,l . l.; ;4 [t Vcry

evil, or bad, is the man's conveyer cIj]: i.e.,
when a man desires to journey to a country, or
town, Ihe mounts his camel, or beast, that werves
to convey him, and journeys until he accom-
plishes the object of his want: therefore, that
with which the slpecaker prefaces his speechi, and
hy means of which he attains the object of his

desire, when hlie says ljij C1j I,_&j, is likened
to the camel, or beast, by means of which he
attains the object of want: for l.&j is [generally]
said only in the case of a narration that has no
authority whereon to rest, and that contains no

Iroof. (TA.) IKh says that .jJI is used in rela-
tion to that which is discommended; and that its
primary signification is said by some of the ex-
positQrs of the Kur-.in to be The act of lying:
(TA: [this signification is also given in the 1],
as being contr. to the first:]) some say that it is
metonymically used in this sense: (MIsb:) and
it is expl. as hs.vingr this meaning in the lur
[vi. 137], where it is said, .,s, t a l,j IjW,

i. e. [Andl they hare said, "Tlis helongeth unto
God,"] nwith thei,' lying. (Lth, TA.) _- [Some-
times] .j signifies lIe described himn, or it.
(Har p. 204.) _ And sometimes ._,j signifies
lie promised: whence the saying of 'Amnr Ibn.
Sha-s,

_L*&j.L >LW , ,l j6.L

[Thou sayest, or sle saays, " We periwh if tho&
perish :" bst verily upon God lie the means oj
subsistente of mankind, i.e. it lies upon Him tc
supply these, as ]Ie has promised]. (TA.)-

.,JI1 is used also in the sense of .~1l: (M,b,
TA:) one says, 1. .sJ ; [In my opinion
it is thus]. (Msb.) [Hence, likewise,] j

IS, (1,) aor. (_, (TA,) Thou thoughtest
me to be thus. (K, TA.) Aboo-Dhu-eyb says,

* *

.* *;~-: 1 C.' -

[And if thou think me such that I tmad to be
ignorant, or to act ignorantly, among you, know
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that I have punrehaed intelligene since I was

with thee (.)~ being for 44 kS.o ,~) in ex-

change for ignorance]. (TA. [The meaning of
U;b:~j3 is there indicated by the context.]) - It

is also used in the sense of ,Ui;.l: whence the

saying isn the !ur [Ixiv. 7], X1 IyS ;. JUiJI *j;

1-- ; : j [They who have disbelieed our revela-
tions have believed, or firmly believed, that they
shall not be raised from thl dead]. (M )b.)

Sometimes, also, .j is used in the sense of ,j:
as in the saying of En-Nabighah,

[app. meaning The magnanimous chief bore wit-

ness that her mouth was cool]. (TA.) ~ .*j,
(S, Myb, ],) aor. ' (, Myb) and ', (Mqb,)

inf n. . (, Msb, ]) and Ll'j, (S, R,) or the
latter is a simple subet., (Msb,) He was, or
became, responsible, answerable, amenable, surety,
or guarantee,for it; (8, Msb, 1K ;) namely, pro-

perty. (Mph.) _ And #j, like j), (Msb,) or

.Aj, like .. b, (TA,) aor. ', inf n. lj, I.Ie
was, or became, chief, lord, master, or prince,

(Myb, TA,) of a people, (TA,) or, ju [over
a people]; (M.b;) or spokesman of a people.
(TA.) See also 4, in two places. l j,

aor. , (8, I(,) in. n.#j (S, TA) and j, (TA,)
He coveted, or eagerly desired. (S, 1.) [Like its

syn. e.', it is trans. by means of i.] One

says , a-
.ApL '[Such a one cowveted a thing not to be
coveted; meaning, a thing of which the attain-

sent was remnote, or imnprobable: see art. &b].
(TA.) And 'Antarah says,

*

*

*

*

,,,, ,, ,$ ,9,.- , .. i,

tp. O -jj13 5& t ,- 11
,... ..' j..0, -... ...`' t S 1 r··

(s,) i.e. I became enamoured of her uninten-
tionally, [or accidentally,] u,hile I was slaying her
people; eagerly desiring her love: by the life of
thy father, I swear, this is not a [fit] occasion
for eager desire: i. e. I cannot attain to holding
communion of love with thee, [or with her,] any
day, while there is this conflict and hostility be-

tween the two tribes: (EM p. 222:) .) u.i
meaning 4 ,.: (S:) or, [as some relate it,]

,, , ,, ,, ,.-- 9..
.,!s ." -, Wi

* 4*

[eager.ly desiring: by the Lord of the Iouss (i. e.
the Kaabeh), ce.]. (TA. [lj is there expressly
said to be thus:, but the measure does not require
its being so.])

3. ,&j, (1,) inf n. 'I, (TA,) i. q. 
[q. v.]: (/:) the p is a substitute for the
(TA.)

4..,jl He made a person to be such as is
termed .c'j; (Myb, TA,;) as meaning respon-
sible, ansraerable, amenable, surety, or guarantee.

(Myb.) You say, jQlt i ;, (M'b,) or ; 1
(TA,) I made thee, or have made thee, respon-
sible, &c., (Myb, TA,') [for ghe property, or the

thing;] i. a td.a (M,b, TA.) He made

one to covet, or eagerly desire. (S, J.) You say,

dg,jl. ($.) [And !:t.JI . a.ajt I made him
to covet, or eagerly desire, the thing; like as you

say, 4 a;l. See .j.3] He obeyed (,

TA) the o,j [i e. chief, lord, or prince]. (TA.)
- It (an affair) was, or became, possible. (]R.)

It (milk) began to become good, or pleasant;
[or fit to be drunk;] as also t.j, (],) inf. n.

I,c. (TA.) - .. jl said of a young she-camel,
or of one full-grown, She was thought to have
fat in her hump. (IKh, TA. [The TA states it
to have been asserted by IKh that the verb is
only used in this sense, or (for the passage is
ambiguous) in this sense and the first mentioned

above.]) - Also, (K,) or V-; j, (TA, [but thia
I think to be probably a mistranscription,l) said of

the earth, or land, (IP;1l, ) It put forth the first
of its plants, or herbage. (IAyr, K, TA.)

5 _, i. i.q. [q. v.]: (S, 1:) [it seems
here to mean He spokhefalely; and to be trans.;
for] a poet says,

- -- - J· G -s
* 4t

[app. meaning 0 thou asserter of that lwhich thou
hast spoken falely]. (TA. [This hemistich is
there cited as an ex. of .j3 as expl. in the ];
and I find no other explanation of this verb.])

6. ij ' Thiey two competed in discoursing of
a thing, and differed respecting it: accord. to Z,

it means thwy talked of, or related, i.*j, i.e.
[mere assertions, or] stories in which no con-
fidence was to be placed. (TA.) Sh says that

.ljp-1 is mostly used in relation to a thing re-
specting which there is doubt. (TA.)~ One

says also, il .lj3, meaning The people, or
party, became responsible, one for another: and

hence, lj. il Islj3 they leagued together,
and aided one aotlher, against such a thing. (TA.)

.ja [originally an in£ n. of.cj, like c3 and

,j~,] is a word used by the vulgar as meaning

[i. e. Pride; and, as often used in the present
day, pretension: because implying false, or vain,
assertion]. (TA.)

_.j and j Responsibility, answerableness,

amenableness, or turetiship; subets. from .~j:
(Msb :) or the latter is an int n. (S, 5.)

j, applied to roasted meat, (15, TA,) Dripping
nwith its gravy; or succulent, and dripping with
its juice or fat; (TA;) having much grease, or
gravy; quickly flowing [tuerewith] over the
fire. (.)

aj [inf. n. of un. of. j; An assertion; &c.:

pl. ;Acj] One says, .L"j yj' 1.i and 

;.l.l j [meaning This I think, and I think not
to be true thine assertion and thine assertions];

A,31 being understood after ': these words are
used as meaning the rejection of what has been
said by the person to whom they are addressed.
(1, TA. 4In the Cl, erroneously, [1j and

JILsj.]J ) They said also, i gL;3 i b j [i ,
It is a true assertion: I will ausredly come to
thee]; using the nom. caue: though they aid,

XC . 0ii Ga Lk. ([i.e. I swear "a true oath:
I will assuredly do" such a thing]; using the

accus. case. (K, TA.) And one says, t1blJ
J*c~jl, meaning They two talked of, or related,

each to the other, [mere assertions, or] stories in
which no confidence was to be placed. (Z, TA.)

aj. (with damm, TA) Mendacious: and
veracious: (QC:) thus bearing two contr. signi-
fications. (TA.)

~.J: Msee the next paragraph.

.. 0j, a fem. epithet, (f, ], hc.,) applied to a
she-camel, and to a sheep or goat, Of which one
doubts whether there be in her fat or not, (g, 15,)
and which is therefore fdt with the handt, in
order that one may know if she be fat or lean:
( :) or a sheep or goat of which one knows not
whether there be in her fat or not: (AV, TA:)
or, as some may, of which men assert that there
is in Aer marrow. (TA.) And, as a fem. epithet,
Having little fat: and having much fat: thus
bearing two contr. senses: as also .. [app.

in both senses: (M, ) and tcp also
signifies having little fat; of which people, when
they eat of her, suy to her owner, " Didst thou
asfe)t her to be fat?" applied to a shecamel.
(TA.)- Also Impotent in speech; ( ;) and so

_.j Responsible, answerable, amenable, surety,
or guarantce. (8, Msb, R.) Hence, in the ]ur

[xii. 72],e~j 1Ulj [And I am retponsible for
it]. (TA.) Also The chief, lord, marter, or
prince, of a people; (Msb, R;) or (in the C1.
" and "] their spokesman : (1 :) their chief is thus
called because he speaks for them; like as he is
called J, and Ji (n p. 705:) 1. .
(1R.) - Also Described; syn. ,. . (Ijar
p. 204.)

LWte: see,,j. - Also High, or elevated, rank
or condition or state; or nobility. (I4.) And
Chiefdorn, lordsip, mastery, or princedom:
(IAr, , ]g:) [accord. to the Myb, an in. n. in
this sense:] thus expl. by lAyr as occurring in
the following verse of Lebeed: (TA:)

jJ ' -- - s.. .. I

(8 and TA in the present art. and in art. ,)
[The portions of inheritance of the sharers fly
away, two together and singly; but the chiefdons
is for the boy]: by his saying I.½ 1;L:, he
means that the male's share of inheritanee is like
that of two females [(o that he has two portions
when the female has one]: but other explana-
tions, those here following, are given of .lltpl
as used in this verse. (TA. [See also .s ])
- A weapon, or raapons; syn. ).Y. (;, 1:.)
So, accord. to J, in the verso of Lebeed: for, he
says, they used, when they divided the inheri-
tance, to give the weapon, or weapons, to the son,
exclusively of the daughter. (TA.) - A coet of
mail: (15:) or coats of mail: and thus it is

15; '
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expl. by IABr as used in the verse of Lebee
(TA.) - The chiefs share of spoil. (g.) 
And The best and most of the property of a
inheritance and the like: ( :) and thus, also,
has been expl. as used in the verse of Lebee,
(TA.) Also, and VL.tej, An animal of ti
ox-hind; [probably meaning one of thie rwi
s;,ecies;] syn. ;,t. (g-)

a.&j : ase the next preceding sentence.

.c A thing, or an affa;ir,-in which no coi
ffidcnce is to be placed; ($, K ;) this saying, (
auerting, it to be thus, and this saying, or asscr
ing, it to be thus: ($:) [pl. $l..] One say=

-,~ ¢J; !- (, TA) i.e. [In his saying ai
things in which no confidence is to be placed; oi
no confldence is to be placed in hi. saying. (TA.
And lj; r..l 1. Thsis ir an affair that i
not r,igi t; (TA;) [terein are things] rexpeclin
w.hich there is dispute. (V, TA.) And k As

.4o ]Is sail that nhich waa not good, or righ
orjust; and aserted what was impossible. (Msb.

Also A thing that is, or is to be, coveted, c
eangerly desired; syn. o. (8, TA.) See tw
exs. near the end of the first paragraph.

.,j': see its fern., with ;, voct.jaj.

.,., j.a, A thing, or an affair, that ma/ea on
to coret, or des;re eagerly. (TA.)

.. .: asee its fem., with ;, voce.0j.

;.L., A serpent. (s.)

.. , ~No confidlence is to be placed in hion
or it. (So in the TA. [But I incline to think i
a mistranscription for,lJ; . see`4.])`

1. j, eaor.:, (Nsb, 1~,) inf. n. e3; (Myb ;)
and t .j, (JK, ;, A, ig,)if n. j;; (.S;)
and t,.~jI; (g;) It, or he, was, or became,
downity; or had upon it, or hin, what is termed
¥j meaning as expl. below; (JK, ~, I;) in
onv of its senses: (TA:) said of a young bird,
(J K, 8, A, Mqb,) meaning [as above, or] its .,j
[or do,n] grew forth: (A:) or its feathers were
sinalli: and, said of a boy, or a young child, hit
,..j [or dornl,y hair] grew forth: (Msb:) and

,.WijI is also said of a young bird [in the same
sense as the verbs above: (see art. ,.j :) or] as
meaning its feather. came forth. (:.) - [l-Ience,]

dj~_ ~ t A aea, or great river, that becomes
[.fooaming, or] in a state of commotion, andfull.
(JK.)

2: see the preceding paragraph: _ and that
here following.

4. ",jl, said of a grape-vine, (?, R,) i. e.,
app., accord. to [J and] F, like.--I, but accord.
to otihers of the leading lexicologists it seems to

bc [?GjI,] like.*_l; as also arjlt pro-

dtrcedt ,,hat remsnbled .j [or down], at the
k/nots .f thc shoots, whence the bunches of grapes

d. would gror: (TA:) this it does when the sa
- flows in it, (?, K, TA,) and it begins to produm
rn leaves. (V, TA.) - A'Obeyd, in applying 
it the truffles termed --; ';t the epithet igj.

. [written in art. y in copies of the K t? 4 r, an
in the T and S and M tV Z, but in the presec
art. in the TA it seems to bo indicated that it
probably Va.,] signifyingr Aaring c [i.
downi], assigns to it a vcrb [whicl may be Ž
nor .j or t -l meaning They had, c

or produced, a hind of downy substance]. (TA.)
t 8. Ci1;X liC S.. vjI He took awoay, c

' sawept away, [or devoured,] the wvhole of tceh
w as on the table of food: like jl. (TA.

r] [See also 8 in art. c;.]

9: see 4, in two places.

11: see 1: _and see also 4.

Q Q. 4 . .kJj!: see 1; and see also art. ;jj

t; j [Downv:] or the yelUon [down resembling
,r amall hair, upon the feathlers of the young bird

(S:) or small and soft hair andfeathers: or Car
of these when 'firt coming forth: (A, :) i.e
(TA) the small and soft hair when itfirst appear
of a young child, (Mab, TA,) and of a colt [o
foal]; (JK,0 TA;) and likcwi.e of an old man

e when his lhair becomes thin and ncak; (Msb;
and the feathers when they first appear, (Msb
TA,) of the young bird: (TA:) and smai
feathers that do not become long nor' good: (JK
Msb:) n. un. with I: (TA:) and what remai,i
upon the head of an old man tv/ten hi. lhair ha,
become thin. (Q.) - [Hence,] Hjt .. t .l

ttook it at ita commencement, or in its first ana

fresh state. (JK, K..) And ; + tS
[lit. He took him by the dowvn of his nech;'
meaning t he overtook him. (JK.)

)- jj: see %rtjI, in three places.

) cj: see jl.

k ,!j and &tbj The amallest of sj [or
down]: (JK, 1:) or something leas in quantity
th an -..&j: or something inaaller than j (TA.)

One says, a .i 4o C4 (.J K, A, K, TA) i. e.
t [I obtained nol from him, or it,] as nauch as
what is termed 4t1j: (L, TA:) or , the least
thing: (A:) or t anything. (]g.)

&Ltj: see the next preceding paragraiph.

4jl [Downy;] having n7pon it, or him, nhat
is termed j as also t.: fern. of tie
former 4j; and pl. i . (TA.) You say P

j1[ (A downy young bird]: (A:) and

.,j3 [downy young birds]. (s.) And 3a;

t$LJ [A downy man]: (JK:) ort4j J4J

,t:JI [a man haring downy hair]. (Msb, TA.)
And .Lkj LS, [A downy neck]. (JK, A, M1b.)
And Gji M5 (AHn, A, TA) "[A specics of
cucumber] havinig upon it u.hat resembles the
cj [or dom,a] of fur, which faUs off by degree.

'p nhen they become lurge, leaving them smooth.
ce (AHn, TA.) [For another epithet of similar
to mcaning, see 4, in three places.] - Also t A

s, species offig, (AIHn, }(,) laryger than the j
Id [or wild], upon which is S.,j [or donn]: vhen
nt tri rped of this, it comesfruth black: it is large,
is thich, and snweet: but it is a ororthles sort of fig.

(AHn, TA.) - Applied to a horse, Black and
e. whitce; or wrhite in the hind legs as high as the

jl thighs; syn. LA (1.) And [in like manner]
or naplied to a mountain, Of ichich the nwhitenes is

interitied with its blackne; as also j.
(JK, K, TA. [In some of the copies of the i,

r for JL,, I ,:-C, we find Jt4JI C>*: that the

former is the right readinla, contr. to tle asser
tion of Freytag app. hased on the explanation in
the TK, appears from its being added that the
femA.] ,l is the name of a certain mountain in
El-Kibleeyeh; (K, TA;) in some copies of the
K, El-Kabaleeyeh. (TA.)

or j., or lsejI., or fi O.: sec 4.

e. QT 1. .lp It (a garment or piece of cloth,)
fm had whAt is termc n j of acrt , c., i. e. mj [or

Eeye;j, (0 and TA, and so in a copy of the ,)

or 4j, or . (as in two different copies of the
I K,) and ( and TA, and o accord. to a

copy of the ,) or . (aceord. to another copy
of the K,) of a gtrment, or piece of cloth, i. q.
c J [i. e. Th,e nap: sco>j, in arL A]. (0, K.)

[Hence, app., supposings ,j to bo a dial. var.,)r nap]. 0 . .5
I having the signification expl. above,] ;j;JI iI

]: j Ie took the thing altogether (0, o, TA,)

leaving nothaing of it; as also joie, and th
(0, TA.)

Q. 1. e The braying that is reiterated
(L, g) in the fauces, or throat, (L,) or in the

sJy. [meaning chest], (]g,) of the c amel: (L, i :)
an inf xi., of wlieih the verb is >j: you say,

d z31J ;ycj (TK.) Hence the s upj of women
on the occasions of rejoicings. (TA.) [One says,
of a woman, , more commionly in tie pre-

sent day j meaningf She uttered shrill,
quarering, or rapidly-reiterated, sounds, or cries
ofjoy: whicil sounds, or crieh, are termed , l: ,
and now more commonly Jiepjj.]

l,,jUj: see above.

1. .j, aor. , (K,) inf. n. J.j, (TA,) lie, or
it, poured it out, or forth, with an impetus, or
with force. (K. [See also 4.]) And 1ie, or it,
spirted it ftorth; (g;) as also t kUjl. (TA.)
You say, .. lApJl t cit .jlI slpirtedforth the wine,
or beverage. IJK.) And cop- ';'. ' 4 : jj
The leathern wrater-bag pou;red [or spirted] forth
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from its slpout. (TA.) And 1Yig a3Wl t cj:
&/ ---

see 4--..'*1 J.1j He (a kid, TA) sucked the
mother: (!N, TA:) [and ji; is a dial. var. thereof:]
so says Er-Riy6shec: or, as in the L, ,.JI j

Il, the young lamb or hkid overponered its mother
and sucked her. (TA.)

4 1, inf. n. jl;, lIe poured it out, or

forth. (TA. [And IUkj app. signifies the same.])
One savs, ;43 .';,j1 l ; 9a ' .j Ajl Ie poured
fort h,from the spout of the leathern nater-bag,

the water. (TA.) And .LlM L F tj .* Vj,

(,) or ! ;i, (K, [in tho C1 JA`l, i. e. jj!,

from &Uj,]) Pour thou out, for me, somewhat
(S,!1) [or a gulp or mouthJul] of milk from thy
shin, (j,) orfriom thy vessel. (K.) See also 1, in

two ,laces. One says also, t gA3I1 ,:2tjl (8,
g) and t *-,ZLt.j (V) Tihe sce-camel ejected
her urine (S, 1, TA) in repeated .small quantities
(?Z.j "ULj), and interrupted it. (, TA.) And

AAla i;l -i:jl, like , .j;l [i. e. T1he wound
made vith a spear or the like emitted blood in,

repeated gushes]. (S, ]K.) -_ j - 1 She
suckled her child. (JK, TA.) And &"I JSjl
lHe (a bird) fed his youung one with his mouth, or
bill: (f, 1 :) [and JjI is a dial. var. thereof.]

l}1 said by 'A]im to Mis'ar, when the latter
was reading, or reciting, to him, and did so in-
correctly, means Thou hast become like the JOlj,
i.e. young infant: mentioned by Z: (TA:) or he

said w,l, which is a dial. var. of the former
verb. (TA in art. JA.)

tj i. q. ,U [meaning Adulterated, or counter-
feit, coin: so in the present day]. (TA.) [See

also .]

aj .4 moutlful, or the quantity that fills the
mouth; of inilk [&c.]; heard in this sense by Az
from an Arabl of the desert; (TA;) a gulI) of
wmine or beverage [&c.]: pl. Jj [perhaps a mis-
transcription for J.tj: if not, it is a coll. gen. n.].
(MA.) See 4. -_The quantity that is emitted,
or poured. fitth, nt once, [nwithout interruption,]
of urine, (8, K,) &c. (1].) See, again, 4._ Thc
quantity titat one s)irlts forth from his mouth, of

wine or beverage. (K.) =;ijtl also signifies
The ~ 1 [i. e. podex, or anus]. (EI-Hejeree, K.)

~,? [A maker of adulterated, or countesfeit,
coin; a manicung indicated in the TA, and obtain-

ing in the present day:] an epithet from 'jJI,
used by the vulgar and by persons of distinction.
(TA.)

jJZj Light, or actice, (Kr, JK, ,1],) in
spirit and in body, (IKb, TA,) and quick; an
epithet applied to a man: (JK:) mentioned by
Kr with t and with t: (TA:) in the "Mu san-
naf" of A'Obeyd, witl t only. (TA in art.

:j.)_ Also A young inJntt: (JK, S, ] :) pl.
J,it. (TA.) One says j1, Little

children. (TA.) And .9j J /onHow is thy

little one? (A, TA.)- And An orphan. (IKII, 
TA.)_ And The young one of the pigeon. (TIA.)

[Freytag explains it as signifying also " Pul-
lus ovis, cameli lactena;" but whether this be
intended to express a single meaning is not clear
to me: -also, on the authority of Dmr, as
signifying A man liyht in respect of di,nit.y and
manners: aplp. as being likened to a young child.]

J.j, applied to [tihe young one of] a camel
and [of] a sheep or goat, Persistent in suck-
ing. (.K.)

~J4 [without i because applied only to a

female,] A woman suchliing her child. (JK, TA.)

Ui,Uj A drinhing-vessel that holds a [~i1j
i. e.] gulp, or a mnuch as is swallowed at once
[of wine or beverage]. (MA.)

1- .)j, Jj,s (9g,) or , (.,) or L.SI lj,

(Msb,) aor. ',(Msb, ,) il,f. n. Jj (S, Msb, K)
and iUj, (S, K,) or the latter is a simple subst.;
(Msb;) and *tLl, (K,) or .:ijl, (S,) or L.jl
.U.II; (Mb ;) and t jl, (1,) or Y;.i.jt, (S,)

[or L.1 tLJ,Ijl;] t .7jj '!; all signify the
same; (S, M.b, K;) i.e. lIe, [or 1,] or the
women, sent [or conducted] the bride [withlfeslive
parade or pageantry, and generally with mu.ac,]
to her husband: (Mlsb, .K:) accord. to Er-Righlib,

r,A I j is a metaphorical phrase, from ijij
.Alil; because she is conducted with joyous

alacrity. (TA.) - Jj, aor. :, inc n. Jj (S,

1) and -j arnd jij, (g1,) or 5ij is a simple
subst., (Mqb,) said of an ostrich, (S, K,) and of a
camel, (S,) &c., (1I,) He hastened, or wras quick;
(, K ;) as also t ,jl: (IAar, 1 :) accord. to Lh,
said of a man and of others; and ? JlI, he says,

is the more unusual of the two: (TA:) or jj,
anor. , is said, in this sense, of a man: and, ac-
cord. to the bMj, said of an ostrlicl, inf. n. Jij, it
means he hastened, or was quich, so that a [sound
such as is termedl] JdJj was heard to be produced

by his wings: (Msb:) or ~j and t JSlj are like
jg4s [which signifies the going a gentle pace;
or a pace above that which is ter.med J-JIl, and

above that ichich is termed j.,Jl]: (1K, TA: [in
the CId, Jt/4il is put for ,"jl :]) or the first
running of the o.trich: (g:) or . j has this
last meaning: (TA:) or signifies the going quickly
and with short steps: (Lb, TA:) or the going
quickly, with short steps, and quietly. (TA.)

You say,, ; IJI J .j The people, or
party, hastened, or mere quick, in their w,alkring,
or mnarching, or going along: asd hence, in the

Kur [xxxvii. D2], &,i; 4,i U,.' ($,)i.c.
[And they advanced ton'ards him] hastening, or
going quickly. (Fr, TA. [But there are other
readings, for which see B1d.]) [Hence also,] one

savs sJIj Jj, meanintg Ie wvas, or became, light
of intellect, liglhtnritted, or irresolute. (S, Z, TA.

[See also art. Jl ])- j, illf. n. h.~j (O, K)

and _.j, (1i,) said of a bird, (O, 1~,) in his flidght,

(O,) Ile cast hinL.elf: ('Eyn, O, K:) or he spread
his wiings: ;and so t .4ji [npl)p. in eitlher sense]:
(IS:) and the latter, he moved [or flapped] his

rvinigs in running. (TA.) - -'..' Zi, (.S ]1,)

aor., (S,) inf. n. AnJj aind -,j, (TA,) Ti't
wind blepw along, (S, i,) not violently: (S :) or
bles, gentli/ nnd co,uinuall, : (TA:) and ;j,;j
signifies the same: (.i, TA :) or the latter, isnfi i.

,;j, signifies it blew tiolently: so in the T: or
it blen, gently: (TA:) ori aiijj signifies the moajn-
ing (is~) of tie wind, and its sounding amotng

the trees. (S.) .-j, (O, t,) illf. Ri. ,

(TA,) said of lightning, It shone, or gleSaned.

(O, K, TA.)

4. jl,, if. n. JOjl, itlrans.: sce 1, in thlree
places. m= jil fijl: see 1, first sentence.
~jl He made him to lasten, or go quicly ; (; ,
L, 1;) namely, a camel, ($, L,) and na ostrich.
(.S.)-_ [And accord. to Frcytag, it occurs itn the
Deewan el-Hludhalceycen as meaning iHe led his,
to do light, vain, things.]

8. ,Jl J.jl: see 1, first sentence. - jjl

J..JI lie carried, took uip and carrnied, or
raised upon his back, the load. (Ibni-'Ablbaid, }I.)

10. -. JI l.,, (Ibn-'Albhld, A, O, TA,) thus
correctly, but in the copies of the ]~ j.1, (TA,)

T7he torrent found it liglt to carty (- il,
lbn-'Abb%l(A, A, O, , a), n took it away. (Ibl;-
'Abbdd, A, O, TA.)

R. Q. 1. jj, [inf. n. ijSj,] said of a man,
He walted in a comnely manner. (TA.) - jj
also signifies The running vehsenently. (Q.) -
And A certain nmauncr, or rate, of going, of
camels, said to be beyoand, or above, what is
ternmed 1JI. (TA.)-Said of a bird: seeC ,
latter parLt. -And :.i;j said of the windl: see,
again, 1, latter part. The inf. n. signifies The
wind's putting in motion the dry lidrba.)ge, and
mithing a sound therein: (1K, TA:) you say, of
the dry hlierbage, bjl e;Jhj [The wind put it

in motion, &c.]. (TA.) -The inf. n. signifies
also The noising, or noise-makingi, of a procession,
or cominpany of men riding or walking along.
(IDrd, li.) -And lThe sounding of an arrow
when it is twirled round upon the nail [of the left
thumb: see e.,JI j, in art. j]. (TA.) - It is
related in a trad., that the l)rophet said to a
woman, ''JI t: , (0, 1,,TA, in some copies

of the ]g - ,) with 4amm to the first letter;
(K;) to which she replied "The fever, may God
not bless it;" and he said " Revile not thou tlio
fever, for it does away withi the sins of the soins
of Adam like as die blacksmith's skin with wiichl
be blows his fire does away with the dross of the
iron :" (O, TA:) the meaning is, [What aileth
thee] that thou art made to tremble, or qualke?
(O~O; : 0, ]g, TA: in some copies of the I

air C J:) [see also ,.i :] or it is with fet-h to

the .:, (0, C, TA,) i.e. Cj,i' [for efttijzi,
fiom ,.J;j,Aj;], (O,) meani,ing, that thou tremlest,
or quaket ? (0,1 :) or it is with kesr tu the [latter]j,
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[,~3.j3,] meaning, that thou moanet, as does he
who is sick: (TA:) or, u some relate it, it is
with j [in the place of the j, i. e. 'e,3, having
the second of the meanings expl. above in this
sentence, or nearly so]. (YC.)

R. Q. 1. ,ij'ij: see the next preceding para-
graph, last sentence.

Small feathers of the ostrich, ( a, I,) and

(9, in the I " or ") of a bird (9, YI) of any kind:
(I:) or small feathers, like down, beneath the
thicksetfeathers: (IDrd, O, TA:) accord. to some,
only of the ostrich: (0, TA:) [pl., app., J3j:

ee JAj.] One says _-1J1 Ji X i I [More
sof tlhan the smallfeatiero of the ostrice]. (TA.)

MUJ A time; one time; syn. j.: (1,:) one
says, iUj 21, or C W , t I came to hin once,
or twice. (TA.) A single act of Jij [i. e.
hastening, or going q,ichly]. (TA. [This seems
to be the primary signification.])

£6j A company. or congregated body, of men.
(0, I.) Hence the saying of the Prophet to
Blill, on the occasion of the marriage of FPtimeh,

I,. 5.1 .1 -- .. .5

aj Li j.._It Si..*l, meaning Bring thou
ill the people to me company after company. (0,
TA.)

jij, in a male ostrich, Tho quality of having
abundant and dense j, i.e. small feathers.
(9, g.)

Jjj: see Jj. _ Hence it is applied to a
she-camel, as being likened to an ostrich in her
quickness; (TA;) meaning [Quick: or] good in
pace, and quick. (yam p. 750.) And JAJI is
the name of a certain horse that belonged to
NomRn Ibn-EI-Mundhir. (O.) _ Also A twan9g-
ing bow. (TA.)

j.ij (9, !) and t Jjt and t 1 tj, (Ibn-'Ab-

bid, l,) or V XJ, without $, (L, TA,) Quickh,
(Ibn-'Abbad, ., L, 19,) like t), (e,) and light.
(L, TA. [In the C] the explanation is omitted.])
~ It is also an inf. n.: (9, IC, &c.:) or a simple

subst. (Myb.) [See 1, in severnlplaces.)

M5J:
A s } see the next preceding paragraph.

JJ.j and r J!jJ [the latter of which is omitted
in the CI] A wind that blows violently, with
continuance; as also V ij, (31, TA,) or alAj:
(Cl:) or V6lj%j and J3)J a-.ind making a
moaning (0;' ), and tounding among the trees:

(a:) or J'j a quick, or snift, wind: or U
and t 3!'Jij and V Jlj a violent wind, having a
ajbj, i.e. sounding: the pi. of Jjij is jjij.
(TA.) - Also, (i. e. the first and second words,)
Light [in motion or action]. (Ibn-'Abbad, 1].)
-And The ostrich; ([;) so called because of
his lightnes of pace; or because of his Za'j,
meaning his moving [or flapping] of his wings
when running; (TA;) and so v'3ha. (1~.)

Jlj*, and with 3: see the next preceding
paragraph, in five places.

JAj3 pl. of Jij._ It is also used by a
Hudhalee poet [app. referring to birds] as mean-
ing LJth 3;Sl [i. e., supposing JlUj to be pl. of

-J, agreeably with ann.ogy, Haring .small, downy,
feathers]. (TA.)

[JJ act. part. n. of .jr in the phrase o?

,,.j.l: fem. with 5: pl. of the latter ,..j.

Hence,] 4l,ilj; 3 a.j, a phrase mentioned by Lh,
meaning L,.j JllI [i. e. The nomen wvho
conducted her to her huband walked along gently]
(TA.)

A.s
.j! A male ostrich having abundant and a !nse

j, i. e. smaU feathers. (8, S.) - See lso

aLj. A [vehicle of the kind called] aL~ in
which, or upon which, the bride is sent [or con-
ducted] to her husband. (Kh, 8, I.)

[%jptk pass. part. n. of - in a sense not men-
tioned, and perhaps not used. Hence,] ti,' jti
a phrase meaning jJ,1 4jh'j ,;I [i. e. He

passed the night made to tremble, or quake, by
the wind]. (TA.)

2. . 2j He smeared a receptacle [such as a
wine-skin and a wine-jar] with ,zJj. (Mqb.)

, 4j [Pitch: or tar: or a sort of pitch: or
crude pitch:] i. q. j;: (A, Mgh, ]:) or se:

(Mqb:) or i1jj3: (A, Mqb:) or it is like ;:
($:) it is not thej%· with which ships are smeared,
but [like this inasmuch as] it is also a black sub-
stance, with wnhich wine-skins are seasoned; for
the Aj of ships dries upon them, whereas the :..j
of shins does not dry: (TA:) or [crude pitch;
i. e.] a produce of the pine, or pitclh-tree; which
is of two sorts, moist and dry; the latter being
either cooked, or congealed of itself; tuch as
.flows of itself from the trees is called %j:j; such
as is prepared by cooking, and art, '0 1 . (TI.)
[See also'id: and see De Sacy's ' ' Abd-allatif,"
p. 273.]_ -Also, (1,* TA,) i.e. %.j, (TA,)

[not ;g , which Frey tag has supposed to be
here intended in the ]I, and not without some
reason, for the passage is ambiguous,] A certain
medicine; ([, TA;) a thing that comes forth
from the earth, [app. a sort of bitumen, perhaps

another name for t.. AJ bitumen Judaicum,
or Jews' pitch,] that is an ingredient in medicines:
not the ;Jj commonly known. (TA.)

.j. Smeared nith jj; (S, A,' Mgh, V;)
applied to a wine-skin, (A,) or a vessel, or recep-
tacle for wine; i. q. .e. (TA.) The receptacle
thus termed quickly occasions alteration [or fer-
mentation] in the wine [contained in it]. (Mgh.)
You say .j; o~q A jar mseared with Zjj.
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(S.) And it is said in a trad., Zj.jI C 0.
[He forbade the use of that skin, or vessel, which
it smeared with z"j, for the beverage called
Jo']. (TA.)

3J
1. fij, aor. ,, (, 1;,) inf. n.j; (., A, ]:) and

; (1) and ~Ji, (M, [likei'jl;, app. an inf. n.,
or perhaps a simple subst.,]) He drew in hit
breath to the utmost, by reason of disirem: ( :)
it originally signifies he drew bach his breath
vehemently, so that his ribs became wollen out:

(Er-Raghib:) dj' is the beginning of the cry of
the ass, (Lth, 8t A, Er-Rgbhib,) and of the like,
(Lth,) and is generally used in this sense; (Er-.
R&ghib;) and j, is the ending thereof; (Lth,
S, A, Er-Righib ; for the former is the drawing
in of the breath, and the latter is the sending it
forth: (Lth, S:) or the verb signifies he ntforth
his breath, after prolonging it: (M, I :) or he
sent forth his breath with a prolonged sound:
[i. e., he sighed, or uttered a long nigk', or figAed
vehemently; or he groaned:] or he .filed his
cheat, by reason of grief, and then sent forth his
breath: (TA:) or he breathed, raising his roice,
like one moaning, or in grief. (Ijar p. 20.) 
[Hence,] jl'I ;.,j t The fire made a wound to be
heard from itJ burning, or its fierce burning:
(l] :) and this [sounding] is termed p*j. (TA.)
[See also...; whereJj, its inf. n., is expl., on
the authority of AZ, u signifying The jlaming,

A.- .. ,.a-
or blazing, of fire.] And hi3jt ,j1 1 [T
sea makes a roaring by its tumultuow~ ]. (A,

TA.) - ,jl q i, t The land put forth its
plants, or herbage. (TA.) -Aj, aor. , (., A, g,)
inf. n. ;j; (S, 1 ;) and t.,.jl; (S, g ;) He
carried, (,, A, .K,) a thing, (V,) or a load, or
burden, (9, A,) as, for ex., a filled waterskin.

(TA.) You say, jW0t~l Os; [They bear,
or carry, or take of from him, and carry, his
burdens]. (A.)- Hedrew, (J, TA,) andcarried,
(TA,) water. (i, TA.)

2: see the next paragraph.

5. Sj,3 occurs in the eabeeb of El-Bukh~ee
as meaning ;Jai.3 [q. v.]: but El-Jelal says, in
the Towsheeb, that this is not known in the lan-
guage of the Arabs. (MF.) [Freytag explains
it as meaning HIe ate fatfood, breaking the fast;
like tjj; (which latter generally means, in the
present day, he rendered greasy;) but this I
believe to be post-classical. See De Sacy's Chrest.
Ar., sec. ed., i. 270.]

8: see 1, near the end of the paragraph.

j3 A load, or burden, syn. j ., (S, A, g,) on
the iack, (1P,) or on the head, that is heavy, and
in colnsequence of wthich the bearer breathes vete-
mently, or groans (.): (A:) pl..;. (S, A.)
-A [water-skin of the kind called] L: (9,
.g:) a shin in rwhich a pastor carries hi waater:
pl. as above. (TA.) - The apparatuw of a tra-
veller, (]i,) comprising the water-skin 4c. (TA.)
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- A lamb; syn. ;~: so in the Blri'. (K.)
This signification and that of ,j are both
correct. (TA.)

)j A prop of a tree. (], TA.) - [In modern
Arabic, it means Grease, greasy food, or fleh-
meat: app. from the Pers. j or 3)j, signifying
"filth:" and hence, obscenity. Hence also the
vulgar el)ithietj (app. forij), meaning Greasy:
andfoul, orfilthy: and obscene. See 5.]

j t A sea, (J,) that makes a roaring, (j,)
by reason of its tumnltuousness. (TA.) -- A
river containing muck wrater, (K,) so that it
resembles a sea. (TA.) -_ A larye gift, (J1,) as
likened to a sea. (TA.) - t A liberal man;
likened to a sea that makes a roaring, ()j.,)
by reason of its tumultuousness; (A;) as also
, lj. (TA.) - One rwho carries loads, or
burdens; meaning, who has strength to carry
rwater-shins. (KI.) [See also ;lj.] - t One wrho
has pon-er to bear responsibilities. (Sh, s.*)_
Hence, t A lord, master, chief, or the like: ($:)
or, for the same reason, a great lord, or the like;
(TA;) as also V ;1. (k, TA.) tA courage-
ous man. (K,' TA.) - t A lion;. (K.) - See
also 51Mj, in three places: - and ~j.

3gj' A drawing-in of the breath to the ut,most,
by reason of distress: ( :) [or a drawing-bach
of the breath vehemently, so that the ribs become
swollen out: (see 1:)J or an emission of the breath
after prolonging it; as also t ;j and t;j4 and
t;A, (If, TA,) or tj*., (as in a copy of the ],)
and Vt;i;: (CkI, but omitted in the TA and in
my MS. copy of the I:) [or an emission of tthe
breath with a prolonged sound; i. e., a sigh, or a
long or vehement sigh; or a groan: or an emis-
sion of the breath afterfilling the chest with it by
ireason ofgrief: (see, again, 1:)] pl. 'lJIj, because
it is a subst., not an epithet; but sometimes, by
poetic license, .4lhj. (v.) El-Jn.adee says,

meaning As though he were sewed up after a
draving-in of the breath to the utmost, by reason
of distress, so that he seemed to be constantly so
drawing in his breath, on account of the largeness
ofihis belly, [and did not become restored to letrndr-
ness nor lankness of the belly.] (S.) And another
says,

[And the soul finds rest from its drawing-in of
the breath to the utmost, by reason of distress;
or front its sighs, 4.c.]. (8.) - Alo, t all the
words above mentioned, [A man] breathiing [in
thke manner above described]; syn. :i:¥'~; [unless

this be a mistranscription for "' meaning the
place of (such) breathing; as seems probable from
the forms of more than one of these words, and
from what follows, and also from an explanation
ofsij^, below.] (K, TA.) - Also ij (I1, TA)
and t;.j (8, 1, TA [but not the other words
mentioned above, as is implied in the Cd,]) The
niddle (., 1]) of a thing, (g,) or of a horse:

) (S :) or the chest, or belly: pl. of the former,
,..js . (TA.) One says, V ?jJl i Ja Ve,iij
he is great in the middle: (S, TA :) or in the
chest, or belly. (TA.) - One says also, of a
camel, or other beast, J ,L j .1 , meaning lIam
strong is tlt knitting toaether of his joints! (TA.)

,;ij: see ;Jj, in four places.

Aj A calamity; a mi.fortune; (, ;) as
also t)j. (TA.)

jlj One who [carries or] helps to carry loads,
or burdenu: (TA:) and,'lj [pl. oft' tj] female
slaves that carry n,ater-jhkins (S) or [oitser] loatls,
or burdens. (TA.) - See also the next para-
graph.

j.Jlj: see what next precedes. - Also t A
bulky camel; (]K ;) and so t*jj: (Sghi, 1 :)
because he carries loads, or burdens. (TA.) 
f The >t!L [or rvithers, or upper portion of the
back, next the neck,] witk n.hat is next to it.
(TA.) [Because loads are borne ulpon it.] -
t The side, or angle, ('4,) of a building, (K,)
upon which it [mainly] rests, or is supported:
pl.;lj. (TA.) [Ilenee the exl,ression],,.&..j

~1%j t Their gloriy has props that strengthen it.
(A, ].*) A man's aiders, or a.usistants, (,
TA,) and his kinsfolk, or tribe, syn. ;. , (S, A,

,) s also l; because they lear his burdens:
(A:) his aiders, or assistants, and particular
friends. (TA.) You say, ;Ot" ' ... "
t They are the persons who undlertakie andi per-
form their businessu with the Sultdn. (S.) And

e4 ?IJ a, and.#.>j, also, jUai. JI Ac, He
is the chief of his people, and the bearer of their
burdens, wvith the Stltdin. (A.) See also "j, in
two places. - t A company, or congregated body,
(lj,)of men; (TA;) as also tIj. (gK,* TA.)_
tAn army; or a collected portion thereof; or a
troop of horse; syn. 'e, as also *>j. (I.)

_ t[A rib: pl. ) .,iJ You say ' 
lj.iJI !t A horse having stron ribs. (A.) -t A

bowv: (]:) pl. 'ij: (A:) so called as being
likened to a rib. (TA:) [or perhaps from its
sound.]_ t The part of an arrow exclusive of
thefeatlhers: (S, 1:) or the Ipart exclusive of
two thirds, next the lead: ('Eesa Ibn-'Omar, S,
g:) or the part from a little belov the head to
the head: (ISh:) or about a third part of an
arrow, and of a spear. (TA.) [Perhiaps so called
from its sound.] -. JIJ *,, The 5's [or female of
the y]. (T in art.Al.)

l1j A horse large in the sides: (V :) or in the
ribs of the sides: or in the chest, or belly:
or in the middle: (TA:) pl. ~. (s.)-_i.1,
used as a subot, The pudendum; like 'l/il;
syn. SlJI. (IAy, TA in art. ~.)

.~p4, or.J.;, and ;5 ja,: see );Jj, in two places.

.j. A beast, (1i,) or camel, (TA,) having his
joints strongly knit together. (!K, TA.) You say

also, .i.Jl is r [le is strongly compacted
! in male]. (TA.)

a .. The part of the breast (j4 .) of a horse
front nwhich the bteathing termed t,Jj [see 1]

p)roceeds. (AO, O, K.) - See also gJj, in two
places.

JPj
J.ij [whether with or withlout tenween is not

shown; but accord. to general opinion, a word of
this measure, if not an epithet, is perfectly decl.,
i. c. witil ten ween ;] Anger; and shap,ness, or
hastincu of temlper. (.)

ajl A compan#, or collection, ($, .K, TA,) of
men, and of camels: (TA:) and t 0Ubjlt is lilke
I~.. l, (.s,) syn. thlerewith, (]g,) signifying a

collection, or an assemblage, of any thinga (TA.)

One says,.i? I;... (Fr, g, TA) and l.~
(Fr, TA) Tkey came writh their company. (Fr,
, TA.) And UI I _ Ij and al;. They came

in a co,npany. (Fr, S and .* in art. J4..)
·. eg

Jijl: see the next preceding paragraph.

a.i~ i. q. a [Lightness, lerity, &c.]: (Sb, .,
:) so in the saying, l.jl dS..1 [Lightness, or

levity, &c., seized him, or affected him]. (Sb, .. )

L ij, (TA, and IHar p. 124,) aor. , (TA,)
inf. n. C'oj, (TA, l-ar,) in its primary acceptation,
lIe pushed, or thrust, or he pushed, or thrust,
away, (TA, Hnr,) vehemently: and he struck [or
kicked] with the leg, or hind leg. (.ar.) You
say, viJ . I approached him, and he
pushed me, or thrust me,from him. (TA.).And

ji l .il Hc drires, or urges on, the saddle-
camel. (TA.) And Yi l " 5jJ ;i and
~.11 [The wind drives along the clouds and the
dust]. (TA.) And yJI ? j3 ,?g. , [The
waves drive along the ship]. (TA.) AndJ..~ l

L.a. . , i.e. [He wnho is at the point of death]
ur,es on his soul. (TA.) -m And '>5,aor. - , (,
Mgh, Msb, K, in the CK ,) inf. n. ,~j (, Mgh,
Mab) and Wtj, (TA,) He danced; (., Mgli,
Msb, ]g;) and played, or sportedL (TA.) It i
said in a trad. of F/timeh, '~ a i ~. ;,a.
She used to dance to El-Hasan. (TA.)

'>j : see what next follows.

Aj covering which they make over their
.fiat housetops to protect them from the heat and
dew of the sea; (i;) of the dial. of 'Om&n; and
t j? is a dial. var. thereof. (TA.) - And
Straight and seder palm-.branches stripped of
their lteav [and cut to certain required lengths],
conjoined, one to another, [side by side, by means
of split pieces of such branches passing through
holes punched in theformer,] like the woven mat:
(] :) [of such are made chests for cooking
utensils and provisions &cc.:] of the dial. of Azd.
(TA.)
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C~,j, appliril to a Eshe-cnmel, i. q. ,:)y [Thia t
pushcs, or thrus.ts, or that pushes, or. thrusts,
awai/, or thiat hicks, or srire/w, and pushes, &c.,
her millker n'ith her hinid leg, or with her. stif-

joint ; or that is mvont, or accustomed, to (lo so] 

or lamke ; ais also V ? l ; (1g ;) as though she

olanced inb her gait, in consequtence of lameness.
(TA.)

1.1jA dancer : [whcncc] one says, at~ 

ZlAq ~LUj 7'iie Soo es ar.e danicer.s, prorider.s of

food with their~ [or bonwls, which many of
tleni, Icaiig a menclicanit-life, as darweeshes,
Rre in the hal,it of always carryingr withi thecm].
(TA.)

sec : see Also A woman that si!ffices
her mnan, or hus.bandl, in relpect. of the mkeans of

,>A~ (8 K)and o (- Tall; (K;) and
striong; (.14, IS ;) and some addc, light, or active.
(TA.) [In one copy of the ~, I find it written
ekj.j ; whichb its measure in poetry ishows to be
wrongr.]

j j.0 '

cjjj applied to a she-camel, Swift, (1g,) and
light, or actire: 1IJ says thant it is app. of the

mneasure , S from &,0 [as meaningr "1the
act of dancinf"] ;or it mny be a quaRdriliteral-

radical word: Il3 says thant Cjww [whiich see in
art. Cj> is similar to it. (TrA.)..-..Also, applied
to at how, Thant makes a soundif, or soundls, in con-
s.eq#4ence qf being put in motiona: and in this sBense

it is Paid by IJ to be of the measure Jjah from

C191 (TA.)

.U, d, an in whom is motion, or
cn,nnt,oa: n(l L.J3jI q.Ama in a state Of

tniot,v,,i, or commotion: mentioned by bh, and
rxiai. hy Seer. (TA.)

1. ^t.) nj aid of a bird, nor. 2, (5, M, A1qb,)

inCf. n. jj; (M, Meli, ]g;) aind V "jJ (lDrd, M,)

iaf. n. a~;(.; t~e t on n ~M1(
wit.h its ,nouitk (or bill]; (,ill ;*) it ejetted food
[from its bill] inato the mousth of its you:ig one.

(I Drd, TA.) - [Ilencee,] one says. ji .l.Jj 1.

I, t [I ceasedl not to instil into him, o;r to
nioriesih 1im with, kniowledge, or sCience]. (TA)

t- 4 A p~ ,jj, mostly snid of a bird, (M,) or

A said of a bird, (TA,) aor. as above, (M)

nudio so the iuif. n. ; (M, Ig, TA;) and ~3j M

TA,) or] AIL4, (TA,) inf. n. (gj (K;

lie rast fo rth his exerement; (At;) it (a. bird)

mautedl, or dutnged. (M, I,TA.)

2. ;j, (M, TA,) inf. n. J J,( TA,) lIe

stfrilpped of aliide, or skin, by commencing.from
thie head, (8,, M, TA,) in order to make qf it a
Cj~ [q. v.]. (M, TA.) Thte doing thius in different
froin die mode now practised. (E5.)

R. Q. 1. 3jjj, in. n. VAI): see 1, above, in
two places. - [As inf. n. of the same verb,]

4. *'a3Ai also sigynifies A bird's utteriuig its cry, or
voice, at dawn: (Lthi, k~:) or it is a word imi-
tative of the cryt, or voice, of thle bird; (M, TA ;)
and lie who thuis explains it docs not restrict it by,
adding "attdawn." (TA.)-Also [asann onoma-
topcwia] A sneak lau~ghing. (Ibn-'Ahlil4o], K.)-
And The being light, or active, (Is, and HIar
p. 375,) and quirk. ffijr ibid.) - Also a word
of the dial. of' Kelb, npp. meaning Thei being
quick in speech, (Ibn-'Abl)6d, K~, TA,) and makiing
one par.t ther.eqf to follow ;lose uopon another..
(Ibn-'Abbtuid, TA.) -And The dancing a chiild;
(Lthi, S,31, K ;) as also J~,[wlhich is likewise
ati inC. n. of the same verb,] (Lth, M, K,) with
kesr. (K.)

jione of the names of TI-ine: (Mohee!, kZ*

pl., as in the Moheet, i 3j; buat accord. to the K~,
a1AJj. (TA.)

Ji [A skin for hioldling wine ~5'c. :] any re-
ceptacle, consisting of a skint, that is uised for
wine and the like:. or, at; some say, not thuts called
unless it be stipdoff fromn the p~art next thte
ani,nal's neck : or, accord. to AHjn, one in which
wyine is conveyed.. (M:) or a skin for rrater or
milki; syn. U: (,K)or a tkin of w.hich the

hair is clipped, not plucked outt, (L.th, Ii,) for.
wine and the like, (LtI,) or for wineo Jc. : (K :)

or a receptacle, (j" Myb, andl H~ar p. 335 Q
of skin, in which are put clarified butter anid
vinega!~r anad wine: (Iytr.ibid.:) or, am some say,
a jj smeared with .:.jj: (Meb:) A1tiit says

that it is such as is smneared with t.,jor with

and 3jjI, mentioned by El-Hlejerce, (M,) and (of
4-' 9 j.

mult., S) 313j (~, M, I~) and e,l.j [in the Cig

erroneously written j34,. u M, Myb), I~, TA.)

ZJj A certain small bird; (K~;) a certini
aquatic bird, that remains still until it is almost
seized, and then dives, and comes forth far tff:

PI.J. (M.)

31j A L [meaning, street]: (~ ~: r
[rather a i,y-street, or lanie;] a narron' p 

[here meaning street], (MW,) less than a ia.,,(,
Mgh, Mqb,) n'het her a tkiorougl~ifare or not:
(Mgh, Mob:) mase. (~, Msb) and fem.: 5

M.ab, K:) Akh says that the people of EI-HIijAz

mnake 3.1,W and ij.ah ( Q, blob) and eJ(S

and _*.JI and jlUjlI ($, M9b) and l,which
is the market of El-Baemlh, ($,) fem.; and Te-
nicem make them masc., (~, Mstb,) i. e. all of
these:() pl. [of pauc., but also used as a pl. of
mult.,] 13jl (~, M, iMgh, Myb, 1~) and [of mnult.]

(Sb, ~, MW, U.) I Lf.AA CP- occurring
in a trad., means 11e who has guided the err-ing
and the blind to his way. (TA.) - [lencej]

p -A
313,3t [Thes strait of Gibraltar;] the passage of
thes se betwreen 'a,djeh and RI-J'ezeereh el-Khand-
rAi, in the moest, (I1~, TA,) by EI-Andalus; called
--8-6 .J-

a4- 31j. (TA.)

31Ui The maker of the [kind of srkin called] 3j.

(TA.) =iAlso, as in the copiesa of the Mobeet
and the A [and in the JK], or 433,like 5 b.I

arcord, to the K~, but the former is prolbably the
right, (TA,) One scho drinkhs n'ater (iMohcet, A,
K) at rthe table, (Aloheet, K~,) while htaring food
in his mouth. (Molhect, A~, K.) [As shiown in
tIne A, it is an epithet applied to a greedly man.]

i35Ij Light, or active, in her wialki; (1K, TA;)
applied to a woman. (TA.)

3.j4.oA ram skinned from his head to hais hind
leg; (Lu, TA;) as also V ,. (LI., , TA:)
contr. ofJ. (TA) and of ~ 1,TA.)

--- A mid A skin cf, which the hair is clipped, not
rut ojf'. (1~, TA.) - And hience, as beingr like
suchl a ski n, t A lhead of iihichi all lie hair is cut
off. (IS,OTA&.) And t A man 4. ring all the

hair of his head cut off T. 3. larg
she-camel : K1~.AbA,I:) or a slhe-camel
n.hosce skin iflldwith fat after her fieshinens.
(1.En-Na(ir, TA.)

see the next preceding Paragraph.

jj!. Any work that is accomnplished quickly.

1. s~- ~s '1~(JK, S, K,*) and ;3

(TA,) le made hint (a field-rat, ~, TA) to enter
[into his hole, and inito the aper.ture in a wall].

]g 1, TA.) == See also 7.

2. A (AZ, TA,) inf. n. $ei,(AZ, 1.C, TA,)

lie (the bir.d called W.*) sentforth his voice, or
cry. (AZ, 1~.)

7. .,j1He entered (T, 5, K~) int Iis hole,
(.1K, S, ]~,) said of a field-rat; (.T K, 8;) as also

v .. J;(; or into a thitii; as also 3Lj.l: (T,
TA:) or he entered into it and concealed himsuelf
(l1Kt, TA in art.,.)

$Ij, '(K,) and ~.jj joh (Lh,i S,) [in which

the latter word may be eitherna subistitute for the
former or an epithect,] A naorrow road or wray:
(Llh , S~: ph 0 (TA.) anid n. un. with i;
or this and the pl. are alike. (K~, TA.) The

Phrase Z-, .,.j occurs in a verse of Aboo-

Dhut.eyb) cited voe [thie former word
heieta withi tenween for thie Pike of the measure;]
or, ais some reltte it, _4.j: (!5, TA:) in this in-
stance, ,,j is a submititut for ..,ojUs...: or, accord.
to A'Obcyd, .,4jjUa signifies ntarrom roadst or
n'ays, andl .Jj signifies narrow: (TA:) or k.

...sj s ifies an obscutre na2rro,v rond or wra.

(JK.) -One says also, t.jj e i meaningy
I threw, or shiot., at him, or it, from a nearospot.
(J K,1.)

1. .ijis syn. with .A;' [Time act of gobbling a
thingy; i. e. eating it qnoithhl, and hastily; or
draw.ing it writh the mouth, and eating it quithkly:
or sn.allowing it: (see also 5 and 8:)]: (AA, 1]C,
TA:) or L .. I [vehement gobbling; &c.]:

(TA:) you say, .i3j, sor. 4, inf. ii. .Aj, meaning

~I[lie gobbled it; &c.]. (Ti.) [And per-1
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ticularly] The eating what is termed 9j1l, a
meaning a certain food in which are dates ant
fresh butter: (S:) [or so *j .ijj; for] you say

,j, inf. n. .. , he ate _.9jJ1; as also a.J,
inf. n. .j. (TA.)

2: see above. m [Freytag explains it as sig-
nifying lie gave a person a thing to eat; but
without indicating his authority.]

4. ;;.JI d.jl lie made him to swellow the
thing. (S, K.')

.3. -- e---5. .ijj is syn. n'ith .ii3 [The swalloring a
thing in a leisurely manner]: (8, K :) [or simply
the swrollon,ing a thing: for] you say, a.llI j$
[He snallowed in a leisurely manner the gobbet,
or morsel, or moutlful: or simply] he swallowed
the gobbet. (TA. [See also 1 and 8.])_Also
The drinking milk much, or abundantly: and the
suhst. is .j [app. V j, as it is written without
any syll. signs; meaning, I sul,pose, A colpious
draught of milk]. (TA.) Accord. to lD)rd, one

- ' -', m
says, J0I j .S,j3, meaning Such a one drank
immoderately of the milk; or dranlt the milk
immoderately. (S, TA.)

8. .jI lIe s,aallowed it. (S, k. [See also
1.and 5.])

a.-
Aj: csee 5.

iJj Plague, or lswtilenee; syn. Cj,U, . (Th,
g.) One says, a.i;;, ai #lC [God smote hi,,,

or may God smite him, with the plaque, or pes-
tilence]. (T. .)

.;j Freslh butter withL dates; (t, K;) in the
dial. of Ifrecleeyeh: (M, TA:) or a cert,in.food
of the Arabs, in which are dlates and lfresh butte.
($.) Also Any deadly foodl. (Th, TA.) -
The food of the people of the fire [af Jlell].
(15d, ].) A certain tree in Ie/ll: (K:) [re-
specting which] I'Ab says that when the saying

[in the I,,r xliv. 43 and 44] .,taJ ...esjl; e. . ,t
e [ trily the tree of .,91j shall be thefood

of the sinner] was revealed, Aboo-Jahl said,
"Dates and fresh butter: we will swallow it
leisurely:" therefore God revealed [these other
words of the .Iur, xxxvii. 62 and 63,] e ' (I. 

[Verily it is a tree coming forth in the bottom of
Hell, the fruit thereof being as though it were
the heads of the devils, or of terrible serpents,
foul in aspect, having manes, as expl. by Bd]:
( :) it is thus called after a tree .of which a
description here follows. (13d in xxxvii. 60.)
A certain tree having small leaves, stinking (;jj),
and bitter, found in Tihdmeh: (Bd. ubi supra:)
A1In says, ($, TA, [but this passage is only in
one of my two copies of the S,]) on the authority
of an Arab of the desert, of Azd es-Sarah, that

the .Ajj is a dust-coloured tree, (8, TA,) haying
small round leaves, without thorns, (TA,) having
a pungent odour (;QI [perhaps a mistranscription
for t,. i. e. stinking]), and bitter, having knots in
its stems, (f, TA,) many in number, and a small
and y meak flower, which the bee eat, or lick,

Bk. I.

s for making honey; (8, TA;) its Jlon,cr is n'hitc;
d and the heads of its leaves are very foul, or ugly:

(S,S TA:) [or] a certain plant in the desert
(At,lI), having a flower resemnbling in for'm the
jasmine. (g.)_ Also A certain tree in Ar,cehgi
[i. c. Jericho], of [the district called] the Ghocr,
thaing a fruit like the date, sweet, with an
astringent and bitter qrtality! ; the stone of nhich
Ias an oil greatly esteented for its bIeneficial pro-
perties, wonderful of operation in disLersing the
cold kinds of flatus, and phlegmatic disorders,
and pains of the joints, and gout in the foot

-('ii), and sciatica, and the flatus that is con-
.fined in tlme socket of the hip: the reigAht of seven
drachms thereof is drunk three days orfive days;
and sometimes, or often, it makes to rise and
stand the crippled and those who are dep,rived of
the power of motion: it is said that its original
was the [species of] 1... 1 [or myrobalan] calleld

,,4'Le, which the Benoo-Umeiych removed
(from India, TA), and planted in Areh.,; anl
whien it had long remained, the soil of Areel.ia
altered it from the natural ch;racter of the

1..t.Sj, (S, I~,) aor. :, (.K,) inf. n. ,3, (8,)
He paid it in ready money, quickly, or promnptly;
or was quick, or promnpt, in doeing so. (ISk, S.)
[The verb is doubly trans. in thiis sense:) you

*. · ,1 --
say, W, olj lie paid himtn a thousand (meaning a
thiousand dirhems, TA) in ready money, q.ickly,

orpromptly. (IK, TA.) And 7._ d'lSj, inf. n. as
abnove, I paid him his due; as also _ Zf,
inf.n. uLW,. (ISh,TA )-.And l iiW1,. I
(S, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (S,) The she-
camel cast forth her young one at ker hind leqs,
or hind feet, (8, and so in some copies of the I,)
or at her hind leg, or hind foot: (so in other
copies of the k:) or, in labour, cast forth her
young one. (T, TA.) And one says also, 

at, U .9a a g.
~ ;.st j " t, 41, and d, .W,, i. e. [May God
remove from good, or prosperity, a mother that
cast him forth from her womb, or] that br.ought
him forth. (TA.) -And olj, nor. as above,
(.K,) anl so the inf. n., (TA,) lie beat himn, or
struck him. (..) So in the phrase JP lso it--
[He beat hinm, or struck him, with a hundred
stripes of t/i.e whip]. (TA.) - And d6- {gj
He compressed his yonng woman, orfemale slave.
(K.) i = t l.j He had recourse to him, or it,
for refuge, protection, preservation, concealment,
covert, or lodging; he leaned, or stayed himnsclf,
upon him, or it. (AZ, .. )

8. _~ , Lb.sjl I Ie took, or received, fromn
him his due; ( ;) as also l$. (TA.)

L"j: see what next follows, in two places.

lS J ,q.j (., ) and t (s,)and
ilSj (,) and Vtbj, (TA,) and Z', 1 j, (S,
,) A mealthy man, quick, or prompt, in paying:

(4,S I:) [or rather this is the meaning when you
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combine the two epitlhets .L. and i,bj or l.j:
otherwise the mncaning is only a man quick, or

A, 'g. *t ' ; - --/pro,pt, i,, payin,l: fir] you say, ;S. ;ISj ''J
measring Th/ou s ilt iedl#rldi .find hion to be one
who pays r'hat he owes (TA) tith/out puttian qof.

(. in art. .)

.siltl 'Lj: see the next preceding paragraph.

4lj. A refgce; an asylim; a place to nhilch
one has recourse for refitye, protectiton, preserra-
tion, concealment, covert, or lodging: [and applied
to a man :] a poet says, speaking of Bishr Ibn-
Marwfin,

[And excellent, or most excellent, is the r'fage of
him nwhose ways ltave become strait]. (TA.)

1. ;j, (A, K,) aor. ', (T(,) inf n. j;
(TA;) and t.,5j, (.,) inf..n.. .-. ; (rA;)
i le Jilled (A, ]K) a vessel, (TA,) or a water-
skiin. (A.)

2: see 1: _ and 5.

5. 5;j3 1 It (a child's belly) became large,
(K,) or full, (S, A,) so that it was like a ;j~j,

(A,) and in good condition; (V ;) as a! o tS j,
inf. n. gi. (K.)- t It (beverage, or wine,)
became collected (Ii) in a ;jbj. (TA.)

$;j A certain small receptacle; (Msihb;) a
receptacle tf slhin, (A,) or a skin, (],) or a
small lshin, (S, Mghl,) for tvine, (S, A, Mghi, II,)
orfor vinegar: (.K:) pl. .bj. (Myb.)

1. Sj, (K,) inf.n.b, isTA,) lIefilled a
water-skin: (K, TA:) and ,Jj signifies thio
same as_ ,j, i.e. the act of filling: this is tihe
primary meaning. (TA.).- Seo also 4. _ j
&,Z S lie emitted his sperma genitale (M, A,
O) liie the discharge of mucus from the nose qof
the .. 9..j, . (A.) - &l & --j tf His mother
brought him forth [in an absolute sense (as in a
saying here following), or], accord. to IAor,

casily. (TA.) One says, ~t *.. ;4 : 1 . ja
t[Alay God curse a mother that brought him
for.th]. (TA.) ,bj lHe (a man, g) was, or
became, affeted ' vit h .. ~j: (S, MOb, g:) [it is
app. from d..5j; but is thought to be] fironi
a--.j,l, q. v.; [and therefore] anomalous. (M.th.)

[2. 4-j is said by Golius to be syn. wit!,
a.-jl. But the only mention of._j that I fiud
is in art. O.j in the ;, where it is said that

k CS. and ,lj sig ify , and

4. .jl IHe (God, S, Myb) caused him (a
man, S) to be affected with .lk j; (AZ, A, S,
M 9b, 1 ;) as also v ':e. (g.)

j: e .. Ii. . ~ Also t Progeany: so says
l-d;
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IApr: or, accord. to Yaasoob, it is t 'Sj.

(TA.) One says, :., ;.orj "s S j,
i. e. ile is the basest, mo.st ignoble, or meanest, of
evil progeny; or] meaning that he is not a good
son. (TA.) Aliso The moaning, or hard breath-

ing, (,ij,) with which the child comesforth; as

also [~.j and] '.j. ( ,' TA.)

'a*j: see .;Lbj. - Also : Tho lost of the
children of his two parents. (S, ]g, TA.) You

o.., J.S . ..

say, 1 i...ij l lIe is the last of the children

of his two parents. (S, TA.) See also iaej,
in two places. _ Also : Heavy, and coarse,
rough, or rude. (I, TA.)

;1,j (M, Meb, 1) and t i j, (1,) or ,;,
with lamm, (Mbh,) [A coryza, or catarrhus ad
nares; a rheum, in the most usual sense of the
term, meaning a deilluihna from the head, chiecly
from the nose; commonly called a cold in the
head;] a deflutxion of redundant humour from
the tno anterior venters of the brain to the nos-

trils: (]g:) well known: (S, hibh :) from .&j
meaning the act of" filling." (TA.)

j [pass. part. n. of 31j]. You say

,'A filled nater-shin. (TA.) - And,
applied to a man, (AZ, Ay, S,) Affected with
Alhj: (AZ, Ay, S, Msb, ! :) [regularly formed

from &*'j or ... j; but thioughit to be] from

l; (AZ,A., , Mgb;) [and therefore] ano-
malous. (Myb.)

1. 6,3, nor. ,i, ( 8, Msb, &, ~c.,) in£. n.

5tbj, (8,) or , (Msb, [accord. to which the
former seems to be a simple subst.,]) or both,

(1g, TA,) the latter like aL, as in the M, but
accord. to [some of] the copies of the q,
(TA,) It increased, or augmented; ($, Myb, ]~,
TA;) it received increase and blessing from God;
it throvew by tle blesing of God; (Er-IRglhib,
TA;) and produced f'uit; (TA in art. ;)

and ,/j, (K in that art.,) aor. ~j, inf. n.

lbj, (TA in that art.,) signifies the same, (1, TA,)
mentioned by 18 Sd, on the authority of L1p, as a dial.

var. of 1lj, aor. b .; (TA ;) and so * ubjl;

(Mgb, 1! ;) and * i.: (l~ in art. S^ :) it is said
of seed-produce, (., Mab, Er-Righib, TA,) and ol
wealth, or cattle &c., and of other things: of any-

thing that increases, or augments, one saysaq
inf. n. :t Sbj. (TA.) [This is the primary mean.
ing: or, accord. to some, the primary meaning is,
It was, or became, pure:] some say that the rooil
denotes purity: and some, that it denotes a stat(
of increase, or augmentation. (Mgh.) You say

also ,j'lj cJmj The land throve, or yielded
increase. (Mib.) And.'lt I.,j [The boy gren,

or rareo], inf. n. ,j and ."j, on the authoritY
of Akh. (?.) And a.. lS t[His deed, o0
work, throve]. (4 in art. j.) It is said in E

l'W1 t[Wealth, what one expend diminishes it

but anond~ g increases by e~pending]: ;5j bein8

thus predicated of knowledge, though this is not a 1
corporeal thing. (TA.) Accord. to El-Umawee, i

(S,) said of a man, tAj, ( a, ,) aor. S, inf. n.

-. j, (S,) means He enjoyed, or led, a plentiful,
and a pleasant or an easy, and a soft or delicate,
life; (S, Ii;) was in a state of abundance of the
goods, conveniences, or comforts, of life. (S.)
And likewise said of a man, (having the same
aor. and inf. n., TA,) it means also IIe wvas, or
became, good, or righteous; (Jel in xxiv. 21,
Msb, 1, TA;) and pure fr.oni sin. (Jel ibid.)

[Hence,] O 4 j- ' . ! I1. means This,

thing, or affair, mill not be suitable to sucih a
one; mill not befit him. (S.)

2. ;,j, in . ' ;9: see 4. - Also HIc
purified him, or it. (Er-Rsghib, TA.) Some-
times the agent of the verb in this sense is a man;

as in the saying in the .lur [xci. 9], i,. e.I J

tblj [Verily Ie prospereth who purifleth it;
namely, his soul]: sometimes it is God; as in

[the saying in the gur xxiv. 21,] ,id 4i AD .
. . ,. [liut God !,urifieth wmho,m lIe ,willetA]:
and sometimes it is the Prophet; as in the saying

[in the Kur ix. 104],.. j U...JI. i , s..

E 'S"j9; [Tahe thou, from their posseuions, a

poor-rate, whereby thou shalt cleanse titem and
purify t1hem; where (J says in the i) they say
that.5p means the same as.,.~jm]; and in

the saying [in the g~ur ii. 146], Qil ° ~.
°.a !. [liho reciteds to you our signs, and

purifleth you]. (Er-Rlighib, TA.) [HIence,
accord. to what is said in the Kur ix. 104, i. e.
because the act which it signifies is believed to
purify tie performer, or because it is believed to
purify, or to occasion an increase of, the rest of
his property,] JL 1O j, (8, Mgh, Mgb,) in£ n.
as above, (S, Msb,) He gave the ;Ij [or poor-
rate] from his property. (S, Mgh.) And ;j,

(.,) or ,l. j, (Mgh,) Ire took (., Mgh) his,

(v,) or their, (Mgh,) ;Ij [or poor-rate]. (S,
Mgh.) -- .j also signifies I attributed to him
.Ilij, i. c. [purity, or] goodness, or righteousness.
(Myb.) [And hence, I praised him.] And Sj
i:I, (S, Mgl,,) inf n. as above, (S,) He praised
himself. (S, Mgh.) The doing this is forbidden
in the lur liii. 33. (Er-R6ghib, TA.) Hence,

f also, j:l) i_Sj3 TIte pronouncing the witnesm
to be reracious, and good, or righteous. (Mgh.)

_ ;. _t Hee plays, and says, "Is
it even or odd [or rather odd or even]?" (TA in
art. -. ;) he takes, or holds, something in his

t and, and says, " Is it even or odd [or odd or
e even] ?" (TA in the present art.) [See t5j

below.]

4. lS.jl He (God) made it to increase, or
, augfment; (., Msb, gI ;) [made it to thrive; and

lmt it into a good, or right, state, or con-
r dition;] namely, seed-produce, (., Myb, TA,) and
a wealth, or cattle &ec, and any other thing capable

I of increue,; (TA;) as also V .1Sj, (Mqb, V, TA,)

inf n. I.93. (TA.) Also He put it into a
g bag, or some otlar receptacle; namely, property:

[Boos I.

thus expl. by Aboo-Mooes. (Nh, TA.)- See
also 1, first sentence.

5. ui~jS: see 1, first sentence. Also He
became purfied; or he puriied kimself: (TA:)

also pronounced r-lj!, aor. O - (Bd in
xxxv. 19.) - And lie cndeavou,red to attain

much piety; from :tlSil. (Bd in lxxxvii. 14.)-
And lie gave the poor-rate. (S.)

ISj, (S, K, TA,) without tenween, and accord.
to some with tenween, and not having the article
JI prefixed to it; and in like manner 1t', which
is coupled with the former, is without tenween,
and accord. to some with tenween, and not having
the article Jl prefixed to it; (TA;) [but each has

JI prefixed to it in the K;; ii. . i l (S, (S ) .

~.il (.K) [or e, as meaning An even number;
a nutmber cons;sting (!f pairs; or a single
pair] : said to be so cualled because the pair

are more, or more perfeet, or better, (t UAl,)

than is the one. (TA.) You say l;j -l. or

ISj t. [Odd o- even?]. (TA.) [See more
voce .]

ev.j, or S.j, [accord. to El-Harceree, to be
written with t when prefixed to a pronoun, and
also in the dual number, (see De Sacy's Anthol.
Gram. Arabe, p. 67 of the Arabic text,) but this
rule I have not fould to be generally observed,
even in the best MSS., nor have I in the similar

cases of e;Lo antd ;,-, (to which it is also
applied,) in the best copies of the gur-in,] of the

measure i';i, [i. e., originally ejj,] like i.j,
[which is one of its syns.]; a noun of the clam of
homonyms: (IAth, TA :) it signifies Increase, or
augmentation, (IAth, Er-R'glahib, TA,) as also

Vt' Lj [mentioned in the first paragrapl as an
inf. n.], (Mal),) resulting from the blessing of
God; and this is [said to be] the primary mean-
ing; and is considered as relating to the things of
the present world and to those of the world to
come. (Er-RA'thib, TA.) - And Purity. (IAth,
TA.) And [pamticularly] The dryneus of the earth
or ground; whlichl is its purity from defilement.
(TA.) - And Puri'ication: a meaning which it
is said to liave in the saying in the Kur [xxiii. 4],

h ;m. 1,3, (lAth, Mgh,Er-

R6ghib, TA,) i. c. And who are acting in their
religious service for God's purification of them;
or for their purification of themselves: for

;.;jU is not here an objective complement of

· ,A*A; the J therein denoting the aim and the

cause. (Er-Righlib, TA.) - Also, [as being a
mode of purification of oneself,] Good, or righteous,
conduct: and in this sense it lhas been expl. as
used in the .Kur xviii. 80: or as meaning good-

ness, or righteousness: (TA:) wrhich ? .;lj [also]
signifies. (Msb.) And Religious servie; as being
the means of purification: so [accord. to some] it
signifies in the saying [in the gur xix. 14],

;_jj3 i .. 'L '; [And the disposition to
mercy, or compaSsion, from us, and religios,

service]: (Er-Raghib, TA:) or it here means ;'i
[i. e. purification, or purity]: and [accord. to some,
if we except the instances mentioned above in the
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next two preceding entences,l this is the only
instance in the gur-An in which it is used in any
other sense than that which next follows. (Kull
p. 199.)._ And [The poor-rate;] the portion,
or amount, of property, that is given therefrom,
(M, IAth, Mgh, Mvb, ], Er-Rsghib, TA,) as the
dau of God, (Er-R&ghib, TA,) by its possessor,
(M, V, TA,) to the poor, (M, Mgh, Er-Rbghib,
TA,) in order that he may purify it thereby:
(M, IAth, g, TA:) [in the g it is merely said
that " the ;J5j of property is well known :" the
giving it is oblignatory, provided that the property
is of a certain amount, and has been in possession
eleven months: the portion given varies accord-
ing to the nature and amount of the property;
but is generally a fortieth part thereof, or of its
value; i. e. two and a half per cent.:] it is thus
termed [for the reason assigned above; or] as
being a cause of the hope of increase, (M,b, Er-
RhShib, TA,) or as causing the soul, or person,
to thrive, or grow, by means of good things and
blessings [procured thereby], or tor both of these
reasons. (Er-Riglhib, TA.) ¢X1 1. [The alms
of the breahing of the fast, given at the end of
Ramad&n,] is obligatory upon every person of the
Muslims, the free and the slave, the male and the
female, the young and the old, the poor and the
rich; and purifies the faster from unprofitable and
lewd discourse: it consists of a Etl [q. v.] of
dates, or of barley, [or of raisins or some other
ordinary kind of food,] or half that quantity of
wheat. (El-Jlmi' e-agheer, voce alj.) [The
pl. is ,l~tJ.]_ Also, [as being an attribution
of purity or gooldness or righteousness,] Praie.
(lAth, TA.) - And The pure, or best, part of
a thing: (1l, TA:) on the authority of Aboo-'Alee.
(TA.)

Wt5j an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. ( S, .) See also
the next preceding paragraph, in two places.
Also [The increase of the earth; or] the fruits
caused to come forth by God. (TA.)

i. q. t lj, (Akh, ?,) which signifies In-
creafing [&c., as act part n. of Ij, q. v.]: (Iam
p. 722:) [and growing, or thrivin]: applied in
this sense to a boy. (Akh, {.) - j 1 i in
the kur xix. 10 means [A boy] pure from sins:
or growing, or increasing, in goodnes and right-
eoutsne: (BDl.) or purified by nature: or such
as haull in the future become purified. (TA.) And
;- 5 LU1 in the l]ur xviii. 73 means [A soul, or
person,] pure from sins: some read V 413; but
the former is more forcible: [or,] accord to AA,
t the latter means that has never sinned: and the
former, that has sinned and then been forgimn.
(Bi.) [Or] .'J J..j signifies A good, or

righteous, man: and the pl. is i,l.j. (Mqb, V,*
TA.) And also A man enjoying, or leading, a
plentiful, and a pleaant or an easy, and a soft or
delicate, life: pl. as above. (I, TA.) _- And

iEm Aju (Good,fat lan (TA in art Ubj.)

St.J [generally meaning Of, or relating to,
thA poor-rate] is the reL n. of 3ISj; like as
~- is that of .; beewu the reL n. re-

duces the word to its original form: ~Sj is
vulgar and wrong. (Mgb.)

Jl, amd its femrn. a5&j: see u J, in three
places.

.jil lMore, or most, profitable: (Bd in
ii. 232:) or better, or best: (Jel ibid:) more, or
most, pure: (Bd in xxiv. 28:) more, or most,
lanful, (Bd and Jel in xviii. 18,) and good, or
pleasant: or more, or most, abuntlant and cheap.
(BO ibid.) See also tbj as a noun.

u.j

1. lbj, ( o,) aor. CSj inf. n. , i q.
Sj, aor. . , as meaning It increased, or aug-

mented; (Lh, ISd, 1, e TA;) and producedfruit:
(TA:) and uSj3 signifies thdie same. (Q1.) -
Also He thirsted. (Th, 1I.)

5: see above; and see art. .bj.

: see art.-j5.

1. ,eij, [third pers. jj,] aor. J.; (e, ;)
and 4ij, [third per likewise 0j,] aor. JC;
(Fr, , , ;) in£ n. JjSi, (Lh, , ,) which is of
the former verb, ($,) and 1j, (Lb, 15,) also of
the former verb, (Mqb,) and Jj, and t [or,
accord. to the ?, this is a simple subst.,] and
/'i4j (L=, 1) and aJ.*, (V,) [all app. of the
former verb,] and jj, (Fr, S, 9J,) which is of the
latter verb; (Fr, ;) Thou slippedst (l) in mud,
or in speech, (g, V,) or in judgment, or opinion,
or in religion: (TA:) or you say, 4ji * ,
aor. , inf. n. jj [. as above] ;and j, aor.
J[ , in. n. Jij; the former verb of the class of
<,; and the latter, of the class of ,3; mean-
ing he, or it, moved away, or aside, [or lipped,]
from his, or its, place: and ;J ) ., or

a1>, *or. Ji, like in£ n. X13, he made a
dlip, or mistake, i his peech, or his action.
(M,b.) :i ' 4, in the lur ii. 205, means But
if ye turn awaay, or aside, from entering thereinto
fully: (Jel:) this is the common reading: but
some read> . (TA.) And you say, j J 5 e
committed a alip in speech and the like. (TA.)
Accord. to IAth, J 5j signifies The passing of a
body from one place to another: and - hence it
is metaphorically used in like manner in relation

to a benefit: one says, ha . t1 '' J3
inf. n. Jkj, meaning t A benefit pased, or was
transferred,from him, (i. e. a benefactor,) to uch
a one. (TA.) -i, inf. n, and j3j, also
signifies He (a man) passed along quickly: (ISh,

:) and j, in£ n ,, he ran: and 1 ,a
light, or an agile, walking or pacing: (TA:)
[and Jj, mentioned above as an inf. n., seems to
have the same, or a similar, signification :] a
rAjiz says, (?,) namely, Aboo-Mobammad El.
]adhlemee, (TA,) or Aboo-Mobammad El-
Fa1'asee, (0,)
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(S in the present art.,* and in art. kjA.,* and art.
;;, but in this last with ;j in the place of

jy, and TA,) [i. e Verily they hamve, in the
year of little rain, (thus 3 1Jl, as here used, is
expl. in the $ in art. tj,) and in the panding
along lightly to the place which is the object of
the journey, and in the bsing remowod from a
tract which they have depastursd to a place in
which is pasture, (thus j;~-l, as hcro used, is
expl. in the $ in art. SLo,) the tending of a
matter honest in his conduct, or desirous of their
good, benevolert, or compauionate]: he is sleask
ing of his camels: (g in art. j :) he means

that they pas along lightly [so I render .jJ]
from place to place in search of herbage: and
MI, means the place to which they purpose

journeying. ($.) -[Hence,] . t,'His l'if
went, or passed, [or glided,] away. (], TA.)

J.~.aJl Jj, (1, Mb,* 1M ,) aor.,, (, M#b,)

inf. n. oJ, (e, g,) or J.j, (Mb,) The dirhema,
or pi of money, pour4 d out, or forth: (i:)
or ,wre, or becamn, de~fcint in weight. (g, M;b,*

9.)-- _j, in. n. jj, (C,) said of a man, (TA,)
[and app. of a wolf, (see 3jJ,)] He mwa, or
became, light [ofJish] in the hips, or haunches:
(1 :) or J3j signifies a woman's having little

Jeh in the posteriors and thigAt. (c.) '-,
aol. 0J, accord. to analogy, u an intrans. .,

from t.l JjI meaning "I gave to him" of
food &c., should signify He took, or receiwd:

and hence the aying of the lawyers,, 1 4 J
~ lj l And he shaU take, or receive, of the food
[if he have knowledge of permission, or conent].

(M,b.) _- i. q. J; [app. u meaning He, or
it, was made, or rendered, thin, or sdender].
(IA%r, TA.)

2: se the next paragraph, near its end.

4. 1jl, (J,) inf. n. j!jl, (TA,) re, or it,
made him, or caused Aim, to slip in mud, (],
TA,) or in speech, or in judgment, or opinion,
or in religion; (TA ;) and 1 dj.,I signifies the
same. (C,' MA, ], P?. [But respecting this
latter, see what followL]) It is said in the aur

(ii. 34], ti. tLj:1I L;'J [And tAe Devil made
them, or cased tAem, both, to slip, or fall, from
it, namely, Paradise (1qJI)]; and one reading is
l,Jll, i. e. remoed tem: or, as some sy, it
means caused them to commit a dip, or mrong
action, in consequence of it [referring to the tree]:
or, accord. to Th, caused them to slip in judg-
ment. (TA.) And in the same, iii. 149, t ,.j,'j
;Ut,JI The Devil made tAem, or caued tAhm,

to slip: (Jel:) or, as some say, sought to make
tAem commit a slip, or wrong action. (TA.)
One says also, jlj L4 ji; He sent for.
ward shud a one to the people, or party. (TA.)
_ And tl; X jl He made him to turn from
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[Boox I.

Ais opinion. (MA.) - And as j signifies the
"passing " of a body from one place to another,
one may, speaking metaphorically, (IAth, TA,)

i., a1 l t He did to him a befit: (,
lAth, V :) whence, (TA,) it is mid in a trad.,

;&·.· &i Hj =0 . t He to whoe a

Ibnefit is done [let Aim be gratefl for it].

(A'Obcyd, $,* Mgh, MNb.) And aJJ i, , j1 t I
did to Aim a beofit : one should not ay .JUj

[thus written, app. for V AJ: but see ,].

(TA.) And .'Jl ".i1 [alonejt I gae to Aim:

or I did to Ain. a befit. (M9b.) And 'ij!

,sA , A&I " ; ' t I gae to imn of thefood
and other things. (I]g{, TA.) And . &,1 Jjl

' E. t He gapa to Ain som~hat of Ait due.

(9, ~;) And ) 'a jit He drewforthfrom
Aim a b~ t. (TA.)

10: se 4, in two place.

P. Q. L ),* (, M9b, g, &c.,) inf. n. ;3

and Jlij and J0j and J;j, (I,) or the first of
thme is an in£. n. [by universal consent], (9,) and
so is the Meoond, but the third is a simple sub·t,
(Zj, g, M9b,) though this and the fourth [which
is the lnout known] have the authority of certain
readings of pages of the l]ur, namely, xcix. 1
for both of these, and xxxiii. 11 for the latter of
them, (TA,) He put it, or kim, into a state of
motion, commotion, or agitation: (Myh, ], TA:)
or into a state of conuioen, or violnt motion.

I'6

(Zj, TA.) You say, A,j'1 37i jj [i.e. God
made the earth to quake: or to quake violently:]
(8:) [or] put the arth into a state of conulsion,

or iolkut notio. (Zj, TA.) And 0jji . ;

He came with, or brought, the camels, driving
the~m ith roughnet , violenc, or tvAmence.

(TA.) Some say that Iij is from l . J{
[i. e. "the making a slip in judgment, or opi-

nion"]: so when one mays,diIl j j the mean-
ing is, T'A peopl, or party, were turned away
from thAe right course, and fear as cast into

their harts. (TA.) It is said in a trd., .ji

3)j; :,ij: I .> L e. [0 God, rout, defeat, or
put to flight, tAe combined forcs, and] make their
state of affairs to be unound, or unsettled. (TA.)
Accord. to IAmb, L),01%JI :4cf means An
af~rigAting bqfl tih people, or party; from the

ying in the mur [ii. 210], j,h t,Iij
j:.,1, i.e. And they ,rere ao,ffrighted [o that the
Apostle aid]: (L, TA:) or see cehemently

agitated. (Ksh, Bd.) - i,.. - - - ;l W

.~,:1 L.* [or uJI, s it is written in the ex-
planation of this saying, the latter being app. the
right reading], said by Aboo-Shembel, means I
hav not put into my troat, orfawc, er, water
dipping into it cooer than the ~ter of thA J [or
pool lefi by a torrent in tAe sawde of a mountain].
(As, TA.)

R. Q. 9. Jj) It wa, or became, in a state of
motion, commotion, agitation, conelkion, or vio-

lent motion. (M,b, TA.) YOU ,ay, '- ; 6.
(0, Myb, TA) The eartk [quaked: or quaked vio-

nlty:] was, or became, in a state of motion,
commotion, &c.: (Mqb:) the verb in this phrase
[and in others] is quasi-pass. of R. Q. 1. (?, TA.)
And '- ,JjJij His ul reciprocated in Aid
chet at dath. (TA.)

Ji 8lippty: (f:) a place in which one slips;
(];) and Jij signifies the same; (f,];) and
V JI [likewise, i. e.] a place in which the foot

slip. (TA.) You say jj ;1; and t ij, and

* U.. and $ Ij, [A standing-place] in wheich

one slips. (V.) And jj il.j and ?JJ A
slippery [sloping slide or rolling-place &c.]. ($.)
[See also ji.]

J A slip (9, Mqb,* ]) in mud, or in speech;
a subt. from 1 meaning as expl. in the first sen-
tence of this art.; (9, ;) as also t eQlj: (9:
[but this latter is mentioned by Lt and in the l~
asan inf. n.:]) a slip, or lapse; (]n;) a fault. a
wrong action, a mnistake, or an error; (M9 b, ] ;)
or a sin, or crime; (!,0 TA ;) a faU into sin or

crime. (Mqb in art. jc.) One says, J4.l J;
m.~ iaUIj The man [made a foul slip; or] fell

into the commission of a disapproved, or hateful,
or foul, act; or committed an ecorbitant, an
abominabl, or afoul, mistahee whence the trad.,

_tWJ AJ1 > i. ' Ji; [We seek protection by
6God from the slip of the learned man]: and the
well-known maying, djWl £ij ,IlJ aj [The slip
of the learned man iu the slip of the world at
large]. (TA.) - A benfit, or good action;

(Mgh,ag;) as also t J; (1V:) a g.ft. (Msb.)
- A feast, or repaqmst, that is preparedfor guests.

(Lth, O, Msb.) One says, lj ' I [Such
a one made, or prepared, a feast for guuts].
(Lth, 0, Myb.) Hence, (Lth, TA,) it is also a
name for Food that is carrised from the table of
one's friend or relation: a word of the dial. of
E!-'Ir4: (Lth, M9 b, V:) or in this sense it is a
vulgar word, (], TA;) used by tihe common
people of El-'Ir4 (TA.) And i. q. ~,, [as
meaning A ma,iago-feast]. (ISh, Az, Myb, ].)

So in the saying, ' j. 41 1 [lVe we at
the marriage-feast of such a one]. (ISh, Az,
Mqb, TA.)

aJj:see 3Jj. ~ Also A straitened state of the
breath [unless be a mistranseription for
W1l the ;oul, which I think not improbable]. (2.)

3J Stone: or smootA ston: (]:) pl. JJj.

(TA.)

jij an inf. n. of 1, [q. v,] (Fr, S, M,b,],) in

two [or three] sense. (1.) _ See also j, in
four places. - Also A defjiciency: so in the
saying, )i,j , 1jk. ) [In its weight uis a de-
ficiency]. (Lb, A .)

Aj certain animal, of small, white body;
awhich, when it dies, is put into wrater, and renders

it cool, or cold: (TA:) (Golius describes it as a
morm that is bred in mnow; of which Aristotle
speaks in his Hist. Animalium, L *. 19; and he
adds,. on the authority of Dmr, that it is of the

length of a finger, generally arked it yello
rpots; and selling in water uch as 'is trmed
J')JI L..] - Hence, [it is aid to be] applied to
water, as meaning Cool, or cold: (TA:) or, so
applied, sreet: (g:) or rnt, clear, or limpid,
pure, easy in its dcent, that slip into the throat;
S also ,Jjyjj: (TA:) or quick in its descm t

and paxrage in tah throat, (Q,0 TA,) cool, or
cold, snwet, clear, or limpid, easy in its dscent;
as also IF)j and tJ'Vj and djjj. ( .)....

And Clear, as applied to anything. (TA.)

Jijj: see Jj: and see also jaj.

Jj: asee j.j.__ Abo [The hind of sweet

food calleJd] U [q. v.]. (ggh, k.)

gj, an arabicized word from the Pers. j,o
(16 in art.' Jj, in the Ca .i, ["a sort of
woollen blanket,"] A carpet; syn. ite: (]' in

the present art.:) a certain sort of 1. [or car-
pets, said by Golius to be generally woollen and
villows, but by Freytag to be woollen but not
villotu]: (Mqb:) [in Johnson's Pers. Arab. and
Engl. Diet. expl. as meaning a coewrlet of woollen,
nwithout a pile, nitAer striped nor painted :] pL

&',). (t , M lb,~.)

u3 CfJ and pj, and MF adds tP,
(TA,) Household-goods; or utess and frniture
of a house or tent; ( u, ;) as lso j3. (Sh,
TA.)

jl3 Light, or agile; (TA;) as also t' j:
(IAr, TA:) the former applied as an epithet
to a boy, or young man. (TA.) [See also

jJ-j.] - And A skilful player on the drumn.
(Fr, I.)

Al-j: see what next followL

Jj; [Motion, commotion, agitation, convlbion,
or violent motion; and particularly an earthquake,
or a violent earthquake;] a subst. from R. Q. 1:
(Zj , Myb :) or an inf. n. of R. Q. 1, as also

,j!jJ and Olj. and t jJ [which laut is often
used as a simple subst., as such having for its pi.
Jj'j~, and is expL in Jel xxii. 1 as signifying a
wiolent earthquake]. (1.)

Jj3j Light, or active, (g, TA,) in spirit and
body; (TA;) acute, sharp, or quick, in intellect;
clever, or ingenious. (L, TA.) [See also J~j.]
- Lightneu, or activity. (s.) - Conflict, or

fight, and ovil condition. (Sb, g.) One says,

q,;; * 01Jj ~.fiI -; ' 3 C(Ac. h)i.e. [I
left the pcopl, or party,] in con,lict, or figt,
and eil condition. (Sh, TA.)

jjyj [a pl. of which the sing. is not men-
tioned,] D1iflcultiec; ($, TA;) trial/, troubles, or
a.iction; (]~,TA;) and terrors, or cauts of

fear. (TA.) [See also jlj.]

sw: ee j*j, in two places.
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Boor 1.]

jlj Dcficient in neight,; applied to a dirhem,
(, Mlb, ! , TA,) and to a deenar: (TA:) pl.

YJ, (bMlb,) or j3j. (TA.) One says, jC

;jX) 43 J:J ~i'; [Of tly deendra are such
as are deficient in wreigt, and of them are such
as are offull weight]. (TA.)

Jj, Quick, or sn.ft. (lAyr, .) See also

,j..i._ Also Light [of ~esh] in the hips, or
haunches: (AA, 8, ] :) and haring little .~sh in
the posteriors and thigs; or haring mall but-

tocs stic.ing together; syn. rwj; (M, TA;) in

the copies of the K, erroneously, etl: (TA:) or

it signifies one who is nore than .jI; (s*
TA;) whose waist-rorapper wiU not retain its

hold: (TA:) fem. .3j, (Q, ],) applied to a

woman; i. q. :1: (:) or having no buttockh:

pl. Jj. (TA.) JAgl t..JI means The ,olf that
has little flesh in the rwmp and thighs, (.2Jl

r;u,/L' , in the 1 t-1 bjo,) begottea betiuen

the wolf and the she-hyena; (s, ]; [thie words

AJI.s jUMi' i1.' t, here immediately following
in the C4 silould be erased; their proper place
being in the second of the lines below in that
edition, where they are again inserted; as observed
by Freytag;]) and this epithet (jj) is in-

separable: (?:) or, accord. to IAth, J,1I pri-
marily signifies the mall in the buttock: and a.
an epithet applied to the wolf, the liylht, or active;

and it is said to be from tj signifying " he ran."

(TA.) It is said in a prov., ~.-JI , .. _ a

J3yS [He is more quick of heating than the 
that is lban in the rum)p and thigh_s; or than the

liglht, or active, L_] (, TA.) - 4j pi 1A
botw frmns which the ar w. dlips, by retson qf the
rapidity ,vith which it goes forth. (V].)

J;fji [snidl by Freytag to be written in the C]~

a s but in my copy of that edition it is J]!s] is
a word uttered on the occasion of the AijJj, (so
in copies of the It,) or on the occuions of j'Ij:
(so in the TA:) [app. an ejaculation expressive of
alarm, or of distress: the Turkish translator of the

V thinks that it is originally jijt, contrated and
altered in the vowels for the p;rpose of alleviating
the utterancoe on account of the straitness of the
time:] but IJ says that a word of four radical
letter does not receive an augmontative like this
u an initial; and holds it to be, as to the letter
and the meaning, from Jjl31 [i. e. "strai t ne,
distreus," &e.], and of the measure JmaL. (TA.)

'R: se the next paragraph [Its primary
signification is probably A cauw of lipping:
oompare "i4' and ~.. &cc.]

j~ and ' ;tj,, (C, M,b, ,) the former the
more chiste, (Mqb,) the latter mentioned by AA,
(TA,) A slippery place; (0, Mlb, V, TA;) such
u a smooth rock, and the like; and such the

l!.e is said to be. (TA.) [8ee also Jj.] The
former in also an iDf. of 1 [q. v.]. (].)

k.* One who bestows mnany benefits (, TA)
and gifis. (TA.)

1. Ti, aor. ;, inf. n. and ]j and i

and t* .jl; He nent a gentle pace: and he

walked, or ran, quickly: (L:) or j signifies

the being quick in going and in other things: and

the going quickly: (TA:) and 1AQj, the ad-
vioncing, or preceding, (0, ], TA, l quickly, (0,)
or in jurneying: (TA: [see also i ij :]) or, as
some say, the going a gentle pace. (TA.) You

say of a she-camelj, aor. :, inf. n. J'

She went sniftly, [appearing] as though she did
not move her les by reason of her rtifnes.

(Lth, TA.) And ,Jj occurring in a verse of
Dhu-r-Rummeh, [app. referring to draughlts of
water,] is expl. as meaning They descended quickly
into the entrance of the gullet, by reason of vehe-

mence of thirst. (TA.) You say also, Jj
His foot sliplmd; as aleo .. Jj. (AZ, L

and TA in art. tJj.) And .i , inf. n. j

and ~eJ, He, or it, passed, going lightly upon

the ground. (Q, Ji.) And, of an arrow, 

I)% 11 e. [app. It goes along lightly upon
the ground]: and 1q.Jj L .: [app. meaning

the same]. (TA.) And . l ~ J, aor. ;, inf n.

i and li, The arroo fell upon the ground,

and did not go straight to the animal at which it

wa shot. (TA. [See also pj.])-_ j aor. ,

also signifies He escaped from difficulties, trov-
bles, or distreses. (TA.) - And He dranh.rcie-
mently of anything. (TA.)_ See also 4.

2. 3, inf. n. 51, He uttered, and made

current, his words, or speech, (], TA,) and an

ode, or an oration. (TA.) - And -' J signifies

also The striving to retain life with a bare suf-

iciency of the mans of sbsistence; _.jl being

expL by ai. %i1A 1.iij.l, (].)

4 ; , p.l ,tHe made the arrow tofall upon

the ground, and not to go straight to the animal
at which it was shot. (TA. [See also 4 in art.

Jj.]) -- A11l ;Jj He cosed, or made fast, the

door with tAe Lf3 [q. v.]; (,* ;) as also

.MJj, (],) inf. n... (TA. [See, again, 4

in art. .3.])

5. 6 j3 He, or it, sippemd, or si along or

dona; syn. J1j3: ($, TA:) his foot slipped.
(KL. [See also 5 in art. tJJ.]) One says of

an arrow, , . ; . J or or [It slips

from the bow]. (g and ~, accord. to different
copies.) Also He pers~d, or persited, in
dri~tng the beverage called J-, (I,4, ,TA,)

and wine; (L4, TA;) like .J. (TA.)

7: see 1, first sentence: - and seo also 5 and
91 , and

.J, as an epithet applied to a plaoe, (0, TA,)

Slippery; syn. [;j and] [jj; [like tj ; as also

.J , ]5) and 5 .j. (TA.)-8ee also 1.5 .
[Explained by Freytag u meaning "Quod

aliquis in jaculando multum tollit manum, ut
majori vi mittat telum," on the authlority of Meyd,
it is app. a mistranscription for j, q. v.; or it
may be a dial. var. of the latter.]

--j: ee the next preceding paragraph.

j3 smooth rocks; (1 ;) beoause the feet slip

from them. (TA.)

,Jj, like :j; [in measure and moaning],

and? 'It;j, (Q, TA,) andm Vj, (TA,) applied

to a she-camel, Quick, or fi.ft, (], TA,) in

lace, orjoutrneyiny: or, as sonic my, that quickly
finishes in being milked. (TA.)

3j: seeeo t .

Quzick, or srrif; (IB;) as alo tJ,

applied to anytdlinj. (yam p. 714.) See also

;.J,j [.And see ;jt3] _ An arrowr, such as is
called ,that lii (' ) quickly from the
hand, (i, TA,) or from the boyw. (TA.) Soe

also Al. _ Applied to a well, i. q. tj [q. ,.].

(TA in art. -.) _. 31 5 A far-erteading,

lmg [stage ofa journey]; (Lb, i ;) as also j. .
(L4, ] in art. jj, and TA. [In &he CI, in thlis
art. and in art. JIj, £i: in my MS. colpy of the

]g, in this art., LA.; but in art. Xj, 1 , wbhich
is the right reading. Sec also ~;j.]) So in the

saying, lq-0jl i,L. U;w [lI*e jopurneyed a far-

extending, long stage]. (Lh, TA.)

j: ee .)J: -and its fem., with *: see

.i: sae t,j. - Also An arrow that slips

(.Fd, or . [see 5]) fromn the bow; ($, ;)

and so t Lj [q. v.]: (] :) or an arrow that is

shot by the archer, and fall short of the butt,
striking violently upon a rock, and bounding up
from it to the butt: but such is not reckoned
,.pL.: ('AHeyth, TA: [see also iJI:]) and

t ..J, as though an inf. n. used as an epitihet, an

arrow that fallUs upon the groundi, and does not go
straight to the animal at whirit it is shot. (TA.)
- Also Escaping from dlffiedties, troubles, or
distresses. (Ig.) - And Drnking vehemently
(1~) of anything. (TA.)

['. ~, written in Freytag's Lex. .J,, there

expl. as meaning Quickly, or swifily, passing; on
the authlority of the Deew&n el-HIudhaleeyeen.]

miallm in quantity or nusmr: ( ) a

mean, paltry, mall, or little, gift: ($, TA :) one
hlat is imperfect, or in/omplete: and anything

that is not done superlativly, eceUntly, con.
ammately, thoouwghly, or soundly: (TA:) any-
thing low, bas, vile, w~, paltry, inconiderable,
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or contemptible. (Q. [See also tJj.])- Love

(.. [in the Cg, erroneously, ,.]) that is not
pare, or not genuine. (]4.) Ilaving little taste.
(yam p. 404.).- Small in body. (yam ibid.)
.And hence, (Ilam ibid.,) A man (g) defcitent,

or dqfective, (J, lIam,) in manlines, or manly
yirtue or moral goodnesw, (Ijam,) and weak:

(TA:) or defective in make: and deficient in
prudence, or discretion, and precaution, or sound
judgment, or firmness of mind or of judgment:
(TA:) and niggardly. (1.) - One who is con-
sociated with a people, not being of them: (f, 1,

TA:) or, as some say, i q. a [i. e. one whose
origin, or lineage, is suspected; or an adopted
son; &dc.. (TA.) -Also Lifo striven to be re-
tained ( wl1) ith a bare sujicicwy of the

umm of subsistece. (TA.)

*.. (1, g) and t j () [A hind of latch,

or sliling bolt; like o and ;] a Athing

lik the] t jh , except that it is opened with the
hand, whereas the oJ")t is not to be opened save
with the key: (9, I :) a wooden thing by means
of which one closes or makesfast [a door]: (Iam
p 704; in explanation of the former word:) so
called because of the quickness with which it
slips (1t~ m'ji' l lJ): but ISh describes the
kind of ':I P used by the people of El-Barah

u having a crooked iron key, which slips into a
hole in the door, by meant of which the door is
locked: pl. 5j.. (TA.) ~ Also the former

word, applied to a woman, Having littlelesh in
hAr posteriori, or posteriors and thighs; or having

small buttocks, sticking together; syn. ,'; .
(0, !g.)

1. 4..) 'J, aor. inf.. n j , His foot

slipped; (AZ, A,L,TA;) like c-,Jj; (AZ, L,
TA;) as also t* J. (A.) _[Hence,] one
says of water, ;iljal tJ, t [It slipped, or

slid down, from the rock]. (A, TA.) And of an

arrow, [ ff 4;;&1 i :r[It
sides along upo th ground; thMn penetrates].
(A, TA. [Sce also '.j.]) And 4. ) *

t lie lastened, or was quick, in his going, or
gait. (A, TA.) [See also 1Jj·.] And tJi

;*ib O> I t 1spech dippedfrom his mouth].

(A.)_ ;t, &&Jj, aor. inf. u.

(TA,) i. q. `- [He pirced him, or thrust him,
with the pointed ironfoot of the spear]; ( ;) u

also 4j. (TA.) -And 4t 'Ij, inf. .n j,

He broke his ad so as to slit, or ela, the
shin; syn. a. (Kr, TA.) Jj, aor.:, (1,)

inf. n. Jj, (TA,) He wm, or beame, fat. (i.)

.n.J,j is said of eamelb, meaning They were, or
became, fat. (TA.)

2. i 4j, in. n. i, sead i, or rendered

it, smootA. (].).. [And app. He, or it, mad#

him to dlip: see its pa. part. n., below.] 
See also a verse cited voce ;. J.

4. . tJjl He, or it, made his foot to slip.
(A, TA.) _ [Hence,] /,JI tJjl t [He made the
arror to slide along upon the ground: see 1, third
sentence]. (A, TA. [ee also 4 in art. .j.])-

H jl He cled, or made faJt, the door with

tim the [q. v.]. (A, TA.) You say, [so in my
copy of the A, but app. it should be "you do not
say,"] ,lt t .Jjl when you require, for opening
it, a key. (A. [See, again, 4 in art. .Jj.])

5. tJ3 [He, or it, slipped, or did along or

down]: see 1, first sentence: and see ij. [8ee
also 5 in art. Ij.]

3 A slippery place,from whAich the feet slip
because of its moistness (8, K) or its smoothness;
(V;) for it is [like smooth rock, or is] smooth
rock; (?, TA;) as also ' &j. (1.) And one

says also t.j' ii, [using the latter word as a cor-

roborative]. (TA.)_. It is also an inf n. used as
an epithet; (TA;) meaning t Slippery; ($, A,
TA;) applied to a standing-place, (?,) or to a
place [absolutely]; (A, TA;) like ; ($, TA ;)

as also t . (A, TA. [In this sense, tJ3 is
said in the A to be tropical: app. because it is an
in. n. used as an epithet.]) It is also applied to a

well ( .?), meaning Smooth and slippery at its
top [or mouth], so that he who stands upon it
slips into it; (TA;) and sot * j, ($, TA,) and

Cj3. (TA.) Also The limit, or extrenme limit,
to which an arrow is shot: (?, K :) a raijiz says,

[app. meaning From a hundred fathoms, a limit,
or an extreme limit, to which one shoots with a
long four-feath~red arrow rising in its flight so
as to wceed the usual limit; from three hundred
to four hundred cubits being said to be the limit,
or extreme limit, to which an arrow is shot; and
Jl being used by poetic license for JIb]: ( :)
or, accord. to ADl), JJ here signifies the fur-
thest limit to which an arrow is shot by him who
endeavours to shoot it to the utmost distance: or,
accord. to Lth, the raiing the hand, or arm, in
shooting an arrow to the furthet possible dis-
tance: so says Az; who adds that he had not
heard this last explanation on any other authority
than that of Lth, but hoped it might be correct.
(L, TA.) [See also '..]

la: see the next preceding paragraph, in two

place.

),j: see - Jj, below.

IiUj and *1Ji tThe advancing, or pre-
ceding, accord. to the .y, in going, or gait, but
accord. to the parent-lexicons, in haste, or quickly;

as also q.1Jj [i.e. iQ. j, which is an in£. n.;

and in like manner ql'j and I' Jj, accord. to
the T]V, are inf. ns., of which the verb is j,
aor. 1; though it is more probably ']. (TA.)

.j3: see 5Jj. - Alo A quick, or nift,s be.

camel. (TA. [See also 3'. -1 And 13 

[i. e. c, see Cj3J,] A long,far,eztending [dage

of ajourney]. (TA.)

tJ : see the next paragraph.

3j A sloping slide (i ,Aj, 8, 0 dow hic
children slide. (S. [In one copy of the 8, t '.j

tl;,Il t.: in two other copies, a;: and in
one of these, 4i is put in the place of ;e.]) 
Also t A pain that attacks in the back, (A, J,)
rwhich consequently becomes hard, or rigid, and
rough, (t,) depriving one of the power of motion
(A, }) by reason of its violence: (A:) and some
pronounce the word V LLJj, without teshdeed to
the J; and some, erroneously, with .: (TA:)
or it is a disease khat attacks in the back and the

side: (ISd, TA:) [and tJ appears to signify
the same, or to be a coll. gen. n.: for] AA cites
the following verse:

, ·

[app. meaning, And I have become, aftergoodliness
of stature, or symmnetry, or justness of proportion,
protuberant in thei breast and hollow in tihe bach;
and tine has produced, in mny back, pain that de.
prives me of the power of motion]. (?, TA.)

t: c t A eehement [,ace of the kind
termed] &;! [q. v.]. (TA.)

8;j S An arrow that slides along ( u) upon

the ground, and then penetrate. (A, TA. [See
also CJ.l)

ojr , applied to a man, Mean, ungenerou,
or 3ordid; [as though] repelled, and made to slip,
from generosity: - and hence, applied to living,
or sustenance, or means of subsistence, and to a
gift, mean, paltryj, scanty, or defcient. (A, TA.

[Sec also .])

t. ? [A khind of latch, or liding bolt; also

called ' q. v., and j . ;] a thing with which

doors are madefast without its being [itself] man
fast [or locked]. (A, TA.)

Q. 4. 4.u. (i,) in. n. ,X;1, (@ in art.
, sj,) aid of a torrent, It was, or became,

copious, and impelled in its evcrad parts, or
portions, by the impetu of one part, or portion,
acting upon another. (S, V.) Accord. to the $,
and A[lei, the J is augmentative; [as it is said

with equal reason to be in a A ;] but accord. to
the ]1, it is radical, and therefore this is its
proper place, not art. j. (TA.) . Also i q.

hj!G, [q. v.,] said of hair. (TA in art. ,iJ.)-
And ,Jr,;I ,.ijl The clouds were, or becam,
dene, or thick. (i.)

A ~'A torrent tha is copiou, and impdd

in its eral parts, or portion, by th impetus of
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one part, or portion, acting upon another, ($ in
art. .&j, and }l, and TA,) havilg mnuch rubbish
or many small particles or fragments [borne on
its surface]. .TA.) [See also - l.] l so a
dial. var. of ,-ij.., [q. v.,] applied to a young
bird. (TA.)

v.j
Q. 4. ;Jj!, said of a young bird, Its feathers

came forth: (S in art. ,4.j, and ] :) or its
feathers bey!an to come forth, (Ltll, TA,) befuore
their becoming black. (TA.) Alsni said of plu-
mage, It began to come forth. (Lth, TA.) And
said of hair, (. in art. wj, and 15,) as also

dJjI, (TA,) It grew^ forth after having been
shaven: (S, ] :) it began to grow forth, soft:
and said of the hair of an old man, i. q. 4Ajl [it
was, or berame, donwny]. (TA.) Accord. to the
., and A;Iei and Igtt and others, it belongs to
art. A, like as 4,j! is held by them to belong
to art. .. ji; biut accord. to thile , the J is radical,
and therefore this is its proper place. (TA.)

1. .jj: see 2: ~and see also 8, in three places.

2 z ewj (0, TA,) in£ n j, (O,) e (lid it
previously, or beforehand; namely, a thing;
(IApr, O, TA;) as, for instance, an evil action;
(O, TA ;) and so t d/j; (lAqr, TA ;) syn. ,aJ~l,
(O, TA,) and &.2. (IApr, O, TA.) _- j
,.lI, inf. n. as above, lIe disquieted, or agitated,
the people, step by step: (Ibn-'Abbld, Z, O, TA:)
accord. to Z, said of a guide. (TA.) - ) .. j
d, .L, (inf. n. as above, k(,) lie added, or ex-
aggeratedl, in his discourse, or narration; (IDrd,
O, I ;) as also J;. (IDrd, O.)

4. Ujl le madfe, brought, or drew, him, or it,
(namely, a tlhing, TA,) near. (M, Mgh, Mgb, TA.)

Hence, in the ]ur [xxvi. 90 and 1. 30], .,Jjlj

"..A.Ii aj·.i And Paradise shall be brought
near to the pious: meaning, accord. to Zj, that
their entrance thereinto shall become near, and
their view thereof. (TA.) [4 t ?)j also signi-
fies tie same as ,iJjl (agreeably with analogy);
as is shown by what here follows:] it is said in a
trad. of Mobammad El-BDA4ir, t J1 ,.& , IG
il _ i.j1ir jj k..jUj3 [i. e. Tlhere is not re-
maining to thee, of thy life, save a pleasure that
brings thee near to thy predestined term]. (0,
TA.) And t iljl means He, or it, brought him
near to destruction. (TA.) _ Also ile collected
it together; (Msb, TA;) namely, a thing. (Mgb.)
Hence, in the gur [xxvi. 64], .Ns 1;i3
[And re collected there the others]. (TA.)

5: see the next paragraph.

8. j!i, (Mgb, Mob,) originally ,U.j, (Myb,)

or lj, and ,, ( , L, ,) Heor thy,
approached, or drew near: (Mgh, O, L, Mb,
TA: in the ], ! is erroneously put for 1i:
TA:) or (O, accord. to the V "and") ad,esd ;
or mnt formard, or before: (, 0, s :) dJ [to

ji- 1 .i

him, or it], (Mgh, .K,) and 1.. [which means the
same, as after 6t> &e.]: (TA, and ]Har p. 452:)
[and ~Jj and I/j, in£ n. app. .ij and JiJj,
signify thile same: for] you say also, jl ,.j?

lie drew near to him, or it: and J ti J TWVe
advanced, or nrentforward, to him, or it: (TA:)
and .iJj significs the act of advancing, or going
forward, (A'Obeyd, S, TA,) fiom place to place;
as also lij. (TA.) One says, j.J , I ~d>jl
i,jb The arrom approached, or drenw near, to

such a thing. (M.sb.) And it is said in a trad.,

S t 4i ill · ii - ii -li,

meaning .^ [i. e., VWhen the sun declines from
the meridian, then seek thou to draw near unto
God therein by means of the prayers, of tno
rek'alu]. (TA.) See also 4, in two places.

,uj: see ahj.

/i0j: see its necus. case voce lWj, near the end
of the parn,rpllh.

j A meadow; syn. Lb.j; (TS, i;) and so

v ;aj: (IB, TA:) thus the latter is expl. as oc-
currint, in a trad. relating to Ya-jooj and Ma-jooj,
in which it is said, ; J.!._i 1Jm 4ii J, e

,, J -M .k ,.,
a05J)LS l.H ; [T en God nill send rain,
and it wiU wash the earth so that it will leave
it like the mcadow]: but in this instance, several
other meanings are assigned to it: see W3j below.
(TA.)

_iJj: see aiij, in two places: ~and see also
Wj, in five places.

%i.j: see its accus. case voce 1hj, near the end
of the paragraph.

aWj i. q. a& [i.e. Nearness, with respect to
rank, degrec, or station]; (8, Mgh, O, Msb, ;)
as also t ij4, (S, Mgh, O, Msb,) and V ~jj.
(IDrd, O, ].) [It would seem that it means also
Nearnes with respect to place or situation: for
SM immediately adds,] hence, in the J~ur [lxvii. 27],
iaj j1l %i_, [as though meaning But when they
shall me it in a state of nearness: but] Zj says
that the meaning is, but when they shall see it
(i.e. the punishment) near (l.j): and several
authors say that ij; is sometimes used in the
sense of 4.1, as is stated in the 'Inayeh. (TA.)
And Station, rank, grade, or degree; as also
' ILj, (., O, R., TA,) and t Jij, (TS, 5],) and
t .j;: (1, TA:) pl. of the first Ji.j: (S,' TA:)
or () t 1j is a quasi-inf. n.; (S, ;) and such
it is in the saying in the lpur [xxxiv. 36], tij

AJj 6-as . i3;ll Sjvjl . j ;t;1.; as

though meaning 4*.~i' [i.e. And neither your
riche nor your children are rvhat will bring you
near to um in advancement: but here it may be
well rendered, in station]: (S:) accord. to Ibn-
'Arafeb, chij signifies the bringing rery near:
(TA :) the saying of Ibn-EI-Tilimsanee that it is
pl. of d is very strange, and unknown; the
correct pl. of this last word being Jij. (MF,
TA.) _ Also A portion (S, g) of the jirst part
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(O) of the night, (, ]g,) whether small or large:
so accord. to Th: or, accord. to Akh, of the
night absolutely: (TA :) pl. JIj and ,Wj (., ])
and ;.jj and ;Wj: or .. j signifies the hours,
or periods, (.AIL~,) of the night, commencing
from the daytime, and the hours, or periods, of
the daytime, comtnencing from the night: ( :)

and its sing. is Wi&i. (TA.) A I j t jj;, in
the .Kur [xi. 1107], means And ai sunset and night-
fall (the ,jAi and the o"t): (Zj, TA:) some
read t Wj, with two .lammeils; which may be a

sinh., like.I; or a pl. of ibj, like uas is of
;., with damm to the .a in each: (but this is
not a parallel instance; for t4 is a coll. gen. n.
of which j is the n. un., and the latter is not
of t!he same measure as aMj :] and some read
t j, which is a pl. [or rather coil. gen. n.] of

WJ, like as ij is of ;j,; (.K, TA;) or pi. of

't,-b, like as ,.j is of ,j, and . of

ffi: (TA:) and some read t g.Uj, in which
the alif [written U.] is a denotative of tim fem.
gender. (1, TA.) - See also the next paragraph.

AW full [reservoir of water such as is calld]
a;.: (S, : :) pl. [ol rather coll. gen. n.]

JiJ3: (v:) so, accord. to Sh, in the trad. men-
tioned voce jij: (TA:) or t Jj signifies full
watering-trougs (lp,) as pl. [or coll. gon. n.] of
aOj: (TA:) or a full watering-trough. (I.)
Also A [bowl sucl as is called] _; (]g ;) and
so t Uj; (Ibn-'Abbtd, i ;) of which the pl. is
%.MJ: (TA:) or afall Aib.; and its pl. [or coll.
gen. n.] is t .j. (Lth, TA.) Also A green
[vessel of the kind called] l;l.: (s:) o says

AO: pl. [or coil. gen. n.] r Jjtj; and ' Ji!j;.
likewise signifies gren e stq.I [app. a an ano-

maloue pl. of aWj or of J1j, like as ,tl. is of
4.']; both, also, mentioned on the authority of
AO. (TA.) - Also A mother-of-pearl'shell, or
an oyster-shll; syn. ,.a.: (1:) ]5t says that

aail, in the trad. mentioned above vooe j hua

been expl. as meaning the ';t_., i. e. th/e ,,;
but he adds, I know not this explanation, unlme a
pool of water be called j~.. because the water
returns (J..) to it and collects in it. (TA.)_
Also A smooth rockh: (1 :) so, too, said to mean
in the same trad.: and some read 11AjJI. (TA.)
And Rugged ground. (]g.) 'And Swept ground.
(1s.) And An even part of a soft mountain. (i.)
Pi. (K) [or rather coil. gen. n.] in all these scnses
(TA) S Jj. (].) _ See also j. _ Also A
mirror: (O, J: [in the CId, .d, is put in the
place of l;JI :]) [like iiij :] mentioned by IB
on the authority of Aboo-'Amr Ez-Z4hid, and by
$gh on that of Ks: and so, too, it is said to mean
in the trad. mentioned above; the earth being
likened thereto because of its evennes and clean-
ness: (TA:) or theface thereof; (l ;) as is said
by IAp. (TA.)

hiij: see Mj, in four places.

.jj i4. [A stago of a journey] far-~tm d.
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ing: (0, X :) so says IF. (O.) [In the C1g,
;; is erroneously put for +;i-]

aj Advancing; or going forward, or before.
(0, . [It is said in the TA that °j lt as the

explanation of j'lJlI is erroneously put in the

copies of the 6 for : but this assertion is

app. itself erroneous.]) See iJ, near the end of
the paragraph.

[.ijl expl. by Golius as on the authority of the
KL, and by Froytag after him,as meaning Parro
naso pravditus ejusque recto ac paroo mucrone, is
a mistake for ,..Mi, thus written in my copy of
the KL.]

[iij; and hUJt expl. by Freytag as meaning
Copia porva, cactus hominaum pareus, as on the
authority of El-Meyd&nee, are app. mistakes for

iij end ,,Ujl.]

M... Any tow,n (3;) that is b,ctncen the desert
and the cultivated land: pl. .lAp: ( 9,* 1:)
the latter is ryll. ,ith j1 , signi'fying the towns

(~¢s) that are between the clltirated land and
the dlsert; ( ;) or, between the desert and the

j [i.e. ma or gsreat river]; such as El-Amber
and El-glidiseeyeh. (M, TA.) - [The pl.] J!j..
also signifies PIlac of ascent; or steln, or stairs,
by which one ascends: (14 :) because thePy bring
one near to the place to which he ascends. (TA.)
- For the pl. 1, see also W.

1. &Pj, aor.:, (1,) inf. n. &Jj; (TA;) and
ij, or. 4, (.S,) inf. n. lj; (TA;) lie slipped;

syn. ,f.; (15, TA;) for whiclh Ji is erroncously
put in [sonic of] the copies of the 1. (TA. [See
also 5.]) And .4' -j4, (.,) or A,1, (M4h,)
nor. , inf. n. Ji, (f, Mqb,) His foot, (.,) or
the foot, (Msb,) slipped, (f,) or did not remain
firm, or ixel, in its place. (Myb.) The former
is also said of an arrow, [app. as meaning It slid
along the ground,] like j!j [q. v.]. (JK in art.

.j&.) _-..&lt. j. and kj5, Rle was, or became,
disgusted by, or with, his plaee, or he loathed it,
and remored, withdrew, or retired to a distance,
from it. (15, TA.) iji, rai of a she-camel,
Sise was, or lI.e,rme, quick, or swift. (O, TA.)

J: see 4._-. _.. :j, aor.,, (,)
inf. n. Jj, (TA,) He removd him from his
place. (5, TA.) Hence the reading of Aboo-
Jahfar and NMfi', [in the 1ur lxviii. 51,] .;1

. tU 1 £ ,i ei w.AUt btct, meaning
[And erily they who hav dib ed almost]
smnite the mth their evil ey tso as to remow
thoo.from thy station in which God has placed
thee, by rmason of anmity to the. (TA. [Or
this reading may be rendered agreeably with the

common readin: *e J])- - .. 5 j, (w, `,)
aor.,, inf. n. j, (n,) He shaved b Ad; as
also t lUjt; and ' Ej, (Q, ],) inf. n. j,i.: (Q:)
lB says that, accord. to 'Alee Ibn-lamseh, it is

only J-, with ',*; and that W,j means the

plucking out; not the shaving: but accord. to
Fr, one says of him who has shaved his head ,.
alj, [whether with or without teshdeed is not
shown,] and ddjI. (TA.)

2. ,lj, [inf. n. d'j.,] H,I, made a place slip-
peoy, (, TA,) so that it became like the Li'5;
and thus too though there be no water therin.
(TA.) - Accord. to the O and ], [the inf. n.]

,.3 also signifies The anointing the body with
oils and the like, so that it becomes like the i-;J.;
to which is added in the O, and though it be
without water: but this is a confusion of two
meanings; one of which is the first expi. above in
this paragraph; and the other is, the anointing
the body with oils and the like; as in the L and
the Tekmileh. (tA.) - See also 4. - And see
1, last sentence. - 3Jd.Jl Oj He made the
iron thing to be alrays sharp. (].)- ;J,
inf. n. as above, lIe looked sharply, or intently,
at him, or it. (Ez-Zejj4jee, TA.) -See also 2,
last sentence, in art. W,a1.

4. ijl He made him to dlip; as also vtj.
(.) All the readers except those of El-Me-
deeneh read, tin the l1ur lxviii. 51 ,] ; 4 .

1hlt ii DjsJ)~1lA4 1 > meaning [And
erily those wiho have disbelieved] almost make

thee tofall by their looking hard at thee, writh
vehement hatred: so accord. to E!-'Otbee: or the
meaning is, t [almost] smite thee with their [evil]
jeye: (TA:) [itis also said that] e. Uj ;j
means he looked at such a one with tht lookh osfa
person afficted with dipleasure, or anger: (1 :)

or so ~_: ̂djU )JI _ f i: (Jm, TA:) and
in this sense, also, is expi. the saying in the ]ur
mentioned above. (TA.) One says also oj!
'j, (.,) or .;,l, (Mb,) Ule made hiJ
(another's) foot to dlip, (v,) or he made the foot
not to remain firmn, or fized, in its place; and so
tdj. (Msb.) -. .Jjl, said of a camel, (§, ],

TA,) and of a mare, (TA,) She cast Aher young
one; syn. - .,d*; (~, TA;) or 'I.p,. [q. v.]:
(1 :) or she (a mare) cast forth her young one
completely formed: or, as some say, [Aher fts]
not completdlyformed: (JK:) and you say aso,

tl" ,,jl, like % .i.1 [q. v.]: (Abu-l-
'Abbis, TA in art. W, :) or taj -Zjl is said
of a female [of any kind], and means she cast
forth Aer young one before it was compltely
formed. (Mgh.) - See also 1, last sentence.

5. jj3 He, or it, slipped, or slid, alonmg;
(KL;) like CJj. (Q and TA in art .j. [See

also l.]) One says, A1 ,4.y Cil ,A p
[The ganglion lpped about beeen the skin and
the fJlesh]. (M in art. i.) _ [Also It was, or
became, smooth, or dippery: a signification in-
dicated in the M, in art. .. , where it is coupled
with L. 1 H.]-He anointed his body with oils
and the im. (JK.) - He ornamnted, or
adorn~ himdef; (Aboo-Turib, ], TA;) as lso
;p: (Aboo-Turkb, TA:) and kd an easy, and a
soft, or dlicate, lifo, so that his colour, and the

terior of his shin, had a hining, or glistning.
(I, TA.)

OfJ: see the next paragraph.

o~ JC,, (,,) or j'J [alone], (1,) which is
originally an inf. n., (S,) and t .3j and * j (1)

and ti?;3 and t j and t*J , (?, 1, TA,
[the last two erroneously written in the C[
o;'. and lil.,]) all signify the same; (];) A
slippery place; a place on which the foot does not
remain firm, or fCxed. (S, TA.) Hence, in the
l5ur [xviii. 38], Wj l~, , i. e., [So that
it draU become] smooth ground, with nothinug in
it, or with no plants in it: or, accord. to Akh,
sxch that the feet shall not stand firmly upon it.
(TA.) A poet says, (TA,) namely, Mobammad
Ibn-Beshecr, (yam p. 551,)

[Appoint for thy foi,t, befi,re the stepping. its
place upon nwhich it shallfall, or, as in the inm
p. 522, simply its place, (Lt,a,)] for he who
goes upon a slippery place, in consquence of
inadvertence, slips]. (TA.) - j also signifies
The rum, of a horse or similar beast. (S, 1,
TA.)

sjJ: ee the next preceding paragraph. Ap-
plicd to a man, Quickly angry (0, ]) at what is
said. (O) - And, (T, S, 1,) as also t ji (T,
S, and 1: in art. ;1j) and Xi.1 and ?lLj,
(;, and V in art. jL.j,) applied to a man, (T, f,)
Qui senn emittit qnum verba mulieri facit, sine
congreuen: (T, TA:) or qui emnen emittit ante
initum. (~,J~.)

aj A smooth rock; (1:;) ns also Wij. (1 in
art. j -j.) And, (AZ, 1g,) as also tihe latter
word, (AZ, TA,) A mirror. (AZ, ]1. [In the

C1, il.JI is erroneously put for Z1J.1])

3ji 4U Ai :z ick, or s,,i,, she-camel; (AZ,
IZ;) Us also j. (AZ, TA.)_-And ;j1
[and and t in the Cl5, erroneously,
:~A,] A far-extending [stage of a journey].

(Q, TA.)

; i. q. 1JL [meaning A young one, orfstu,
thatfalls from the beUlly of the mnother abortively,
or in an imnmature, or imperfect, state, or dead,
but having the form devloped, or manifest].

' The nmooth peach; (Q, ]V;) callUed in Pers.

and ; and : see -

j A .rwind s"ift in its passage. (Kr,
TA.)

jljJI the name of a shield belonging to the Pro-
phet; meaning That from which the mapon dlips
off, to that it doe not woumd thA bearer. (TA.)

ijl (1V in art. Wu) Hail ad gliseing
in bod. (T1V in that arLt.)
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ijj;:. ee . J. [Hence,] one says,
4jPQ uag t[He is on tbh slippery way offafe

religion or th like]. (MF voco ;t4, q. v.)

3?p i. q. ~ , (V,) a dial. var. of the latter
word, [q. v.,] meaning The thing by meoan of
wmich a door is closel, or madefast, and which is
opaed withot a iey. (?, ].) - Also A mare
[or other female (see 4)] that often casts her
young; (;i, C;) i.e., that wuoally does so; and
applied in this sense to a camel. (TA.)

Q. 1. .iJi He swallowed a gobbet, or morsel,
or mouthful. (TA.) - [The inf. n.] 'a1j signi-
fits [also], accord. to IB, The being wide, broad,
or ample. (TA.)

,Joj The sea; from 4iMj meaning as expl.
above; as also.j . (IKh, TA.)

.;j i. q. ; [The windpipe]. (IDrd, ? in
art. idj, L, and I(.) - Also The ,o . [i. e.
mnos, or fore part throf,] of a dog: and of a
bent of prey: and, accord. to IA,r, [the pro-
bocis] of an elephant. (TA.)

1. .j, (nor. ', inf. n..jj, T?,) le cut off one's
nose [and app. anything projecting, or prominent:
see 3: and seo also 8]. (ISh, I.) - t He made
iS gift little, or small, in quantity or amount;

(l, ;) [as though he cut off sometlling from it;]
in [some of the copies of] the $, [but inot so in
mine,] tjj. (TA.) - Ie Jfied (1, 1) a water-
ing-trough, or tank, (S,) or a vessel; (I,;) as
also tj, inf. n. j3. (Agn, e.)

3. .,.Ijt, (, ,*) inf n. .l30, (15,) lie cut
[or pared] the arrow, and made itm proportion or
conformation, and its workmanship, good: (,:)
[he shaped it well:] or he made it even and
supple. (I.) And .'j is said of anything as
meaning Its edges rre pred off. (TA.) [Hence,]

~--11 ji lIe made the mill-tone round, and took
from its edgas (].) Dhu-r-Rummeh says,

[Like the mill-stones of Ra.d (a mountain so
called) which the picas have rounded by taking
from their edges] : he likens the foot of the camel
to a mill-stone from the edges of which the J.Sq
have taken, (S, TA,) and which they have made
even. (TA.) And ;;t,JI .1 signifies 1 cut
the stone, and prepared it properly for a mill-
stone. (TA.) -See also 1, in two places.-
.;1. A.j t Ie made kisfood, or nutriment, bad,

[i. e. fed him ill,] (g, TA,) so that h/is body
became small (TA.)

s8.3! He cut off one's head. (ISh, g.)
And Ite extirpated one's nose. (s1.)

,-, 6*J ,.
.,j or .J, whence the phrase lfj ,i,,l p:

see Ldj.

.j and ,ij An arrow withouL a head and
Bk. I.

,;J - ei

without feathers: pL. ijj: ($, Mgh, M,b, 1:)
which was applied to those [divining-] arrows by
means of which the Arabs in the Time of Ig-
noronce sought to know what was allotted to
them: (S, :) they were arrows upon which the
Arabs in the Time of Ignorance wrote " Com-
mand" and "Prohibition;" (Mgh, Mib;) or
upon tome of which wa written "My Lord hath
commanded me;" and upon mne, "My Lord
hathforbidden me;" (g:ar p. 465;) or they were
three arrows; upon one of which wa nritten
"My Lord hath commanded me;" and upon
another, "My Lord hath forbidden me;" and
the third was blank; (Bd in v. 4;) and thed put
them in a receptacl, (Mgh, M9b,) and when any
one of them desired to make a journey, or to
accomplish a want, (Mgh,) or whn he desired to
perform some affair, (MCb,) he put hi hand into
that receptacle, (Mgh, Msb,) and took forth an
arrow; (Mb ;) and if the arrow upon which wa
"Command" [or "My Lord hath commanded
me" (gar ubi supru)] came forth, he rcent to
accomplish his 7ptpose; but if that upon which
was " Prohibition" [or "Afy Lord hath for-
bidden me" (IHIar)] came forth, he refrained;
(Mgh, M9b;) and if the blank came forth, they

fhufled them a second time: (Bd ubi supra :) or,
as some say, the .'Jjl were white pebble, upon
which they thus wrote, and by means of which
they sought to know what twas allotted to them in
the manner ewpl. above: (!ar ubi supra:) or,
accord. to Az, the *jl [were arrows that] be-
longed to Kurtsyh, in the Time of Ignorance,
upon which were written "lie hath commanded"
and " -He hath forbidden," and " Do thou" and
"Do tlwou not;" they had been well shaped

(;_Jj) and made evea, and placed in the Kaabeh,
the ministers of the House taking care of them;
and when a man desired to go on ajournej, or to
mamj, he came to the minister, and said, " Take
thou forth for me a A.j;" and thereuupon he would
take it forth, and look at it; and if the arrow of
command came forth, he went to accomplish that
which Ah had purposed to do; but if the arrow of
prohibition came forth, he refrained from that
which he desired to do: [it is said that] there
were srevn of the arrows thus called with the
minister of the Kaabeh, having marks upon them,
and used for this purpose: (Jel in v. 4:) and
ometimes the were were vith the man two ucwh
arrors, which he put into his sword-case; and
wen he deired to seeh the knowledge of what
was allotted to him, he took forth one of them.

(TA.) Some say that the.*jt are The arrows of
the game called ,4Jn: but this is a mistake.
(TA.) The seeking to obtain the knowledge of
what is allotted to one by means of the .a)jl is
forbidden in the Flur v. 4. (TA.) - Hence,
;ilJ'1 . TjflITlse legs of the [wild] ox or cow:
iikened to the arrows called .*jl because of their
slenderness: or, accord. to the A, because of their
strength and hardness. (TA.) SHence, likewise,]
the former of the two words ( .j) signifies also
t A strong and light or active boy: pl. as above:
(TA:) [app. because] a poet likens [such] a boy
to an arrow of the kind thus called. (g, TA.*)
_ Also, both words, (I(,) the latter on the au-

thority of Kr, (TA,) A cloren hoof: (I :) accord.
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to some, peculiarly of the ox-kind: (TA:) or the
[projecting] thing that i behind it: (9, Jg:) pl.
as above. (,* TA.) -And the latter of the
samo two words, (AA, f,) or each of them, (],)
[The Ayra~ Syriaca;] onu of the [animals
callbd] jl [pl. ofN,j]: pi. a above. (AA, I;.)

.ij: se the next preoeding paragraph, through-
out.

i .i+1 j and t, and tJ and t ,
[the lat omitted in some copies of the 4,] (V,
IC,) and also with C in the place of the J, (1
and ] in art. ,jA,) t He is one whose proportion,
or conformation, (, J,) or whose cut, (s,) is
that of thA slave: (?, ]:) or h is the davd in
truth: (Ks, :) or he resembles th slav as
though h were he: (Lh, ] :) it is *a though one
sid, t tLj' %,aWl _j, i. o. he is the slae, being
thw created by God, so that every one who looks
at him sees the characteristics of the slaves im-
presmed upon him: and it is a proey. applied to
him who is low, ignoble, or mean: (Meyd:).
[i.e.,] one says thus in disapproval (i;;l .
[i. e. o%l j] or j.'l uj): (Lb: so in different
copies of the f:) and in like manner one says of

the female slave [&.jj L.9l . &C]: (Lb, 8, I :)
A said, j '.djl j, using the nom. ease, with-
out tenween; but IAqr said, aLJj .leAl .j, using
the accus case, with tenween: so in the hand-
writing of'Abd-Es-Sel&m El-Baree: (TA :) and
accord. to Lb, one say js, j l tLfj hal I.,
(so in some copies of the B,) or t 1 jj, (so in other
copies of the ~, and in the TA,) with .damm,
(TA,) meaning t Tlis is the slave in proportion,
or conformation, and in cut, 0 young man: (m ,
TA:) or, as some say, the meaning is, truly.
(TA.)

a.j: see the next preceding paragraph.

i&j [A kind of mattle]: jil l;.ij means tle

J; of the shegoat: (1:) or, accord. to Kbh,

aJj signifies a certain appertenance of agoat; a
thing hanging from their jQ.. [here meaning
throats, externlly,] like the [kinl of sar-ring
called] QJi; the animal having two of uch things:
if an appertenance of the ear, it is called iJj,
[q. v.,] with it. (f, TA.) See also ,l1. Seo
also 1jj.

s: see 3A .

(V3) and .1;, (A'Obeyd, i,) u also

[A,l Mand and] oj. [applied to a camel],
(TA,) Having the end ofthe ar cut, (A'Obeyd,y ,)
a [portion termed] tjj or lj being ft [hatigina]
to it: (A'Obeyd, TA:) this is done only to camels
of generous race, (A'Obeyd, L,) and to sheep or
goats: the fem. of the first is :0Jj: ( :) [see also
,jA: or] A.jI, fem. a above, is applied to a goat,
as meaning hating what are termed , tij [dual

of "i" expl. above]. (B.) _ IJ Jl signi-
fies The mountain-goat; Q(C;) ag!eeab with the
original meaning; (TA;) and sb t.Jl: (K:
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[in the CI, ; is erroneously omitted between the

words J jl and JI kll , :]) and :.)li signi-

fies The female mountain-goat. (Kr, K.) - And
also, i.e. , JI .ljSgl, (4,) because it is [as

though it were] always j., not becoming old,
(TA,) t Time, orfortune, (g, ]~,) that is hard, or
rigorous, (i,) in its course, (TA,) abounding
with trials (K) and deaths: accord. to Yagkoob,
so called because deaths hang upon it, and follow

it. (TA.) They said, .-. J! 1 4 Uji, and
~J .11~j~, [ q. e.l

JI.k.J ,3, [q. v.] i. e. tTime, or fortune,
[&c.,] destroyed it; relating to a thing that has
gone, and passed, and of which one has despaired.

(TA.) [See also art. pJq.] . .:JI also signi-
fies Thefemale of the ha w hind. (Kr, 1.)

, 4j, applied to an arrow, (;, 1, TA,) like

,te, (., ]C,) Cut [or pared], (ISk, 8,) and
made good in its proportion or conformation, and
its rorkmanship: (ISk,C,]:) [well shaped:] or
made evn and supple: (TA:) and in like manner
the former, with i, applied to a staff (l;). (S.)

- See also -il, in two places. - Also (i. e.

,j;) t Short [as though croppel] in the tail.
(18k, TA.) - t Small in body: (l: [in the
CI, j is erroneously omitted before the words

explaining this meaning:]) and so j.*: (IA#r,
TA:) and the former, rendred smnnaU in the body
by being badly fed: (TA :) or [simply] badly
feld. (8.) - Applied to a man, (S, TA,) t Light,

(TA,) or, like ;iJa, made light, (Q,) in form,
Jfigurc, or person: so says 1Sk: (S, TA:) or

t short, light, or active, and l.ji [app. as mean-
ing either elegant in form, or clver]; (M, 1];)
likened to a small arrow: (M:) and, with S,
npplied to a woman as meaning tanot tall; like

tJ,. ( .) _ Applied to a horse, t Ofmiddling
make; jIJl;j or JlI ;>-!: (so in dif-
ferent copies of the ] :) thus expl. in the M. (TA.)
-And t Small [or scanted]; applied to a gift.
(TA.)

~.;: see e.J.

aj [expl. in art. Jj, q. , of . (.)

1. *dj, (g,) aor. Z, inf. n. j, (TA,) He tied,
or boud4l, it; fastened it; or made it fast. ((.)

-...- :I ~J, (., Mgh, Mob, ]C, &c.,) aor. and
int n. a above, (Mqb, TA,) He attached, (ISk,)
or put, (Mgh,) or tied, orfatenred, (Mqb,) to the
canul, (18k, Mgh, Mqb,) the .lj [q. v.], (ISk,
Mgh,) or his. j; (MNb ;) he put in the camners

., or hi[s.jd, [each meaning a noue-ring,] or
his a,, [or (,or , a wooden thing fled in
the bone of the nos,] the ., and tied it, or

fastened it, in order to rstrain him thereby;

(Ilar p. 320;) i.q. ql..: ($, !:) and * ,.j
jL.JI [IHe attached .Ji1 (pl. of j) to the

cametl], (TA,) or jLJI tV j [The camels had

jl attacAcd to tej];i (.;) with teshdeed be-

cause relating to several objects. (g, TA.) -

Hence, a .. j tile restrained, or witAheld,

himself. (Mgh.) And _'J1I j t The tongues
werec restrained, or withhelld. (tar p. 329.) And

ti~ jl 1 l i ~ .,4>1 ~S it [I ay not a
saying uniil I qualify it to be used with cogency
or e.flciency]. (TA.) - Hence also, (Mgh,)

Ja.l ;j, (S, Mgh, TA,) [aor. and] inf. n. as
above, (TA,) lIe attached a .o* [q. v.] to the

sandal; (S, Mgb, TA;) as also J-..1 t,jlI.

(Mgh, TA.) - [Hence likewise,] ;JAt .j, said
of a camel, tHe raised [Iis nose, and conse-
quently] his head, by reason of a pain in it. (X.)
And the same phrase, (~, X,) said of a man,
(TA,) t He eleated hi nose,from pride; ( C;)
or he magnified, or exalted, himslf; or was

proud; (S, I ;) as also tjjI; (.;) and t_lj,

inf. n. (TA.) - And L.4,j t He rais d
Ais head; (i, TA;) inf. n. as above: (TA:)

[and so as a: for] you say, i ;5 il 4Ui'
*IJt t l ,_,.AU, i. e. t [The wolf tooh a new-

born lamb or hid, and went away with it] raising

[his head], (S, TA,) or tdij i.e. raising with
it his head: (TA:) and you say of the wolf,

.j and *t tjl, both meaning the same, (S, IC,)
i.e. He took ii, namely, the new-born lamb or
kid, raising his head, or its head, (accord. to
different copies of the 1g,) rith it. (TA.)-

a ,Al., (],) inf. n. as above, C(TA,) : He filed

the waterkin. (IS, TA.)- - i' 1 ,:j, [aor.,
accord. to rule, -,] inf. n. p, S The wnatr-skin
becamefull: thus the verb is intrans. as well as

trans. (1, TA.)..And.j said of a camel's tush,
t It rose. (TA.) - And t.He ent forward, or
onward; or before, or ahead; (S, l, TA;) as
some say, (TA,) in journeying: (S, , TA:) in

this sense, the inf. n. is ..j. (TA.) _ Also,

(inf. n.. j, A'Obeyd, TA,) He spoke, or talked.
(A'Obeyd, 8, TA.) One says also of the

sparrowr , L J S -; [app..j, as it is
intrana, meaning Thw sparrow chirps with a
feeble voice peculiar to it]: and thus do large
hornets. (TA.)

2: ee 1, second sentence, in two places.

3: see 1. - You say also, &*Ijl m &.,
,, . t *97 d -·

and ^*jlI, i. e. bbl [meaning t I went forth
with him taking a diTerent way from his until

we both met in one place: see Tj..]. (TA.)

4: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph.

7. .j;l It was, or became, tied, or bound;
fastened; or madefast. (g.)

8: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph, in

two places. - One says also,il * ;, 11 .. jl,
meaning tHe stretched forth the thing to him.
(TA.)

R.Q. Q .L ao [as inf n. of.,)., and also as
a simple subst.,] A distant sounding or sound,
such as is confued and continued. (V.) You
say, of a thing, p'j, meaning It made a distant
sound, confused and continued: and Ljj z_.

[Boox I.

I heard a distant sound, confused and contined.
(TI.) - The sounding, or sound, of thunder: (AZ,
S:) or the consecutive reiteration of the sound of
thunder; which is the best kind ofsoundingthereof,
and thesurestsymptomofrain. (M, I) One says,

Pj*)t OJ1 The thunder sounds with consecutiv
reiteration. (T15.) Accord. to Agn, the Ulj,
of thunder is [The sounding thereof] when it is
not loud and clear. (TA.) - The speaking, or
speech, of the Magians, on the occasion of their
eating, (8, IAth,) with a lowre oice: (TAth:) or
the gibbet ing, or utteting gibberish orjargon, one
to another, of the Persians, or other foreigners,
(G4j3l .lsI~,) over their eating, while they are

[i)i a manner] sp~eecless, not making ue of tongue
nor of lip [so as to articulate]; it being a sound
which they roU in their noses and their fauces,
but such that they understand one another: ( :)

or j.j, said of a Mngian, means IHe affectd,
or constraineid himself, to speak, on the occasion
of eating, while closing his mouth: whence the

saying, L.j.O iC [Andforbid ye tlea,
from the affecting, 4c.]. (Mgh.) - The crying
[or roaring], or the cry [or roar], of the lion.

(I.) You say of him,j.j [He cried, or roared].
(TA.) - It is also [The uttering, or utterance,
of a sound, or of the voice,] from the chaet, when
it is not clear. (TA.) - Also The crying [or
rlhinnying or neighing], or the cry [or neigh],
of the horse: [seeo .j.:] so in the saying, j.

jl jJlI til.I [Around the ;Oo,s (a kind of
plant, or herbage,) is whinnying or neighingl:
(Meyd:) this is a prov., applied to a man who
hovers round about a thing, and does not make
apparent his desire: (Meyd, TA:) or to a' man
who is served for the sake of his wealth: (Meyd :)
thile OLo. is one of the most excellent kinds of
pasture: and the prov. means that the cries and
clamour that one hears are for the desire of what
is to be eaten and enjoyed: Z says, (TA,) the

O jte is cut for the horses that do not quit
the tribe; (Meyd, TA;) and they neigh, or
whinny, (% jj, and _ ,,) around it: (TA:)

some relate it otherwise, saying c. II ; j

[around the croses], pl. of L ; and jal
[they say] means the crying, or cry, of the wor-
shi;pper thereof. (Meyd.) :=-i- also signifies
He kept, guarded, or tooh care of, a thing.
(TA.) - And j0 It _.3, inf. n. j"j, I col-
lected together the cattle, or p,operty, and droeM
bacL, or put bach, the outer ones, or outer portions,
of what had become scattered thereof. (TA.)

R. Q. 2. .j, said of a camel, lIe brayed;
syn. ;j. (K. [See also R. Q. 1, which has
nearly the same meaning.]) -_l;t, w 'j 3

His lips moved with it. (TA.)

,.j [an inf. n. used in the sense of an act. part. n.]:

see .lj: _ and see also 1, in the latter half of the
paragraph.

.,j is thought by ISd to be used only u an

adv. n.: (TA:) [but see what follows.] ,j .
4 means My face is towards his house. (.)

An Arab of the desert said, I.j S' Yt 
tIJ; U6 , ~ i. , meaning [No, by Him]
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towards wAhoe hoYe [is myface, it was not tauw
and thus, or such and such thingJ did not happen]

(p.)-- One says also, .j :l .t i, (0,) or
t,s.,j L1,3 (S, TA, in the C ;-,) t- My

hous is near to ais house. (9, V, TA.) - And

, .. j 1 t Their offair, or case, i conformable

to thejust mean; like .ot: ($, ] :) or easy, not
wTeeding the de measure, bouand, or limit. (L4,

TA.)

.L.j A thing ;with whick one tiea or bind.,
farstrs, or makesfaut: ( C:) meaning [the note-
rein of a camel; i. e.] thdie cord that is tied to the
5,~ [or .tj., each meaning ose-ring of a camel],
or to tAe S, [or ood thing ~ied in the
bon of the nos], and . IkhicA, (9, Mgh, M 9b,
TA,) i.e. to the end of mwich, (9, TA,) is tied the
Lt. [or leading.rope]: (9, Mgh, MNb, TA:) and

(aftewards, M 9b) also applied to the *i£. (9, Mlb,

TA) itsef: (Mqb:) pl. '.jt. (Mqb, ].) (See

also .] It is said in a trad.,.,r 41 .

A ' 1 ( [There mhaU be no nosr nor ns-
ring by which to lead a man in RI.IsInm]
meaning a practioe of the devotees of the Children
of Israel, who used to attach rings and reins to
the neees, like as is done to the she-~mel in order
that she may be led thereby. (TA.) - [Hence,]

.Y .Aj t That by meanw of which the thing, or
affair, subsists, and is conducted, or managed,

( n so . .
and ordered. (TA.) And ;. .. .A. J. SuI
t [He put in his Aand, or' power, the meam of
eonducting his affair, or the conduct of Ahis affair]:

and , ps1 *l J^ t [ I,e dixpos as he pl~e
the wariou means of conducting the affairs].
(TA.) And H1 ; .,j Le;3i~ te is on the
point of acco,nplisking kit affair. (TA.) And
J4lt L. UtlI t [Th she-camd iJ the leader of
the other camels]: said when she goes before
them. (TA.) And _j 'a. t t[He is thao
lader ofAis people, or party]: and , JI t.

t [They are the leaders of their peopl, or party].
(TA.) [See also De 8acy's Chrest. Armbe, sec
ed., i. 201 and 503; and see QuatremAre's Hist.
des Sultans Mamlouks, vol. i., see. part, pp. 65

and 0(] --. l .Lj t [ThAe .oJ ofthe msndal
is tAe thing to wAicA th c is attached, or
tied: (9:) or the tAong tiat is bot the middl
toe and that next to it, to which the it s
attached, or tied: [but for the latter of thse ex-
planations, it seems that we should read th thong
that is betwm the middle toe and that t to it:
or the thong to which tae t S. attacAed, or
tied: the c4- being the thong that pas through

tae sole, and betwem two of tAe toe, and to mwich

the J~~ is attached: for it appears that the term
.o.j is applied by some to the tAong calld by
others te JI, extemdig betw tha leg and tAe
toes: and by some, to what is caed by others tha

' or Jt: to the latter u being likened torie cord that is tied to the eamdel's nose-ring; and
to the former u being likened to the leading-rope
which is tied to that cord: it being]. a metaphorical
term, from the..6V of the ecmel: (Mgh:) it is

[mid to be] tAe tAong that ie upon the back
[meaning upper side] of the foot, [extending]
from, or [consiating] of, thefore part of the
*J, lengthwise: [for the term .J0 (q. v.) is

sometimes used in a larger ense than thbat above

easigned to it:] or it is lihe the JIt, [which is

expl. in the same manner as the e, i e., as]
being betmeen the middle toe and that next to it:
(lar p. 539:) [and thus it is expl. by J and Mtr
and F in another art.;] the Jt 1 of the sandal is
its *.G, (9, and Mgh and ] in art. Jt,) i. e.
itu thong which is (Mgh in that art.) between the
middle toe and that next to it. (9 and high and

1 in that art.)
. 1. .a. 0.6.

j or.,J: see i . ..

: Tall Ahrbs, (,) rising aboe uch as are
termed J. (TA.)

.j Copious, or abundaqt, water; as also
!.:,ij: (V:) [or] the latter, (]z, TA,) [and app.
the former also,] and tj, (IKh, TA,) and t,e;j,
(zs,TA,) brackish water; i. e such as is between

Ialt and seet. (IKh,F, TA.)-Also, (accord.
to some copies of the ? and ],) or j.j, (accord.
to other copies of the same, and accord. to the
Mgb,) imperfeetly deel., because of the fem.
gender and a proper name, (Mqb,) the name of
The well of JMekeh, (so in a copy of the $ and
in the Mqb,) or a certain [celebrated] eUll in
Mekkhh, (so in another copy of the 9,) [i. e.] a
certain well adjacent to the Kaabeh; (s;) so called
[because its water is somewhat brackish, or]
because of the copiousnes of its water; (JM;)
as also t'jV [Le. -3 or ' .j], (IA.r, TA,)

and *.s}t;j [or.*jtj], and V.j or..ej, (aeord.
to different copies of the ],) the last ( .,j) on
the authority of lAr. (TA.) The names of this
well, collected from trade. and lexicons, have
been found to amount to more than sixty. (TA.)
_..*ji [with or without tenween] is also the
name of A ce~rated well at EI-Medeenhek, which
is reg~ardd as a man~ of obtaining a bbling,
and the water of which is drunk and tramported
[like that of the more celebrated well of the same
name at Mekkeh]. (TA.) .,jj or .. o.j (ac
cord. to different copies of the 9, [used by a poet
with tenween, but probably by poetic license, for
it is app. a fern. proper name, and therefore
imperfecy deaL,]) is also A namu of, or for, a

-carm, like jl (t.)

;j3: msee in two places.

J.. or4.j: aeem JJ, in two place.

L!:j [inf n. of . Q. 1 (q. v. passim); and
also used as a simple subet., of which the pl. is

.:j]. You ay 3j4j j3 ; and ,aiJA
[Thur A~ g co~sed and continued, or
wm~ turg, sounds, Aeard from a distance].

(TA.) And ,U1 .AjLj Th d. of theA blazing
of.ire. (TA.)

;i A company, or collection, (M, ,) of
men, (, TA,) what~r it be: (TA:) or any
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coUection; as also ej. [ij . . t e. ;j]: (gam
p. 233:) orfjity, (j,) and thereabout, .A,) of
camel, and of men; (Ay, ;) u also ~ ;
(AV, TA;) neither of which words is formed by
substitution from the other: (TA :) pi. .. j j [i.e.
jiCj], (Ram nbi uprn,) and [coll. gen. n.] ~sj.j,

(S,- TA,) occlrring in the saying of a rijiz, (Q,)
Aboo-MoJammad EI-Faf'asee, (TA,)

[ When companiu draw near to companie]. (9,
TA.) Also A distinct number ofjinn, or geii:
or of beasts of prey. (J.) And A herd of
camels amo rohich are no young ono, or little
ones; and so ,i.AJ: (t:) or, accord. to Esh-

Sheyblnee, t.,j and , dginpify lrge, big,
or buly, camels. (.)

;.j i Clnud tAundering, but not loudly
and learly. (ARn,TA.) [Accord. to one pea-
sage in the TA, .ljj seems to be expl. by IKh
u meaning Thlmdring much: but the p _ng,
apePr to be incorreetly tranribed.] See also

;... The but, or excelAnt, or cAoice, of
camels: or a hundred thereof. '(.) And The
best of a people; (S, TA;) the coic, bet, or
most ce~llut, portion thereof: in one copy of the

](, [and so in the C],] . is put in the place
ofe. (TA.) ee also LJj.

'*j: see ij, last sentence, in two pleas.

.AJ or. j: mee jj, in two plces.

Aj [act part. n. of;j]. t; l meaning Attack-
ing a.a.j to er] occurs used by poetic lioense

for tLe, becaume of the ooncurrence of two quie
cent letters; like ,)S'.! for ;s)I. (.) -

t Magni'fing, or daling, issl; or eleating
hig nose, f-r pride: ($, TA:) [(and in like

manner .j :] one says, L.J 4l t I #w Aim
magnifying,or xalting, himlZf,&c, ot peaking:
(TA:) pl. ofthe former. . (9, TA.) - See also
1, in the latter half of the pagr ph. Also,

ecord. to E1l-]~aree, applied to a man, t Fear-
ing, or afraid; syn. (.. (TA.)

-j: see what next follows.

a word imitative of The loam, or faint,
und of the jin, or genii, tht is Aeard by night

in the d rt; (TA in this art. and in ar t_,j;)
and so t3J.J: (lAr, ]* and TA in art.. :)
Ru-beh says,

[Thou haret threin a loa, or faint, wound of
thjinn by nigat]. (TA.)

.j a One of th ng t y'tt c
[meaning te lat atre nights of the ma~ m th].
(].) - And The daresmt moon in th lat part
of the [lunr] month, (.V,) Mhm it bwaoa
slender and bow-Laped: Dbu-r-Rummeh mm it
in this ense without the urticle J: and Th sys
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that- j is one of the names of the [moon wAe
it i tered] . (TA.)

~ JxI,: seem what next follows.

A caul heing aA atdtached to

him; qyn. , al: aneod t *.J ! ca s

having L. attachAed, to them; syn. (.TL. (A.)

. ; , ,, )i A horse quavring, or
trilling, his oic, [or whinnying or neighing,]
and prdonging it. (A'Obeyd, TA.)

,Lj;, (0 and W in art. ,) J or ;j, u in
the Commentaries on the Keshshif, (MF,) or

;j, (MA,) an arabioirzed word, tl~ly

;;~, 0(,) or ;Lj,, (,) and the vulgar ap-
pelMion is oorreot, agreeing with the Pes. ori-

inrd, (Shir; el-OGhleel,) [which is ;., or]
Adto, (MA,) A certai Aind of food, compo~d
of eggs and~e-met : ( :) or thin pat foldd
topether, wihA JfA-meat witAin: or the hind of
food calU ,e l i, (i. e. sma, li, h po, gy
boat, gerally about the si of walnut$, made
of latrd dough, and eaten with honey poured

over,] and alo called iLi Ui, and _

5,)jla, nd , and t.; and in XlYuAr

called jlj: (MF:) or jJi .allj): (MA :) [or,
u Golius ays, on the authority of Meyd, a hind
of food made ofl j o, buied aond, and
hAon.]

L Zj, aor. t, inf n. £ij, He was, or becamu,
graw, taid, teady, sedat, or calm. (A, .)

a. *zZJ i. q. ; (He showed, exhibiterd, or
manifteA, groity, staidns, dweadiuus, sedat-
nss, or ooalmn; or Ae rdeavoured, or co-
straind himslf, to be grae, staid, &c.]. (A.)

One says, ,j-3 I, C [How great is his show of
gravity, &.e ! or Ais endeaor, or contint of
him,elf, to be gru, &o. I]. (Fr, C.)

,.j Grave, etaid, tady, sdate, or cdm,
(IAr, $, A, 15, TA,) in Aii itting-place: (IAr,

TA:) pl. oWj, (A,) or ;.j([pp. *.,J or 
if not a mistranc*ription for .L. j, which I rather
think it to be]. (TA.)

,,,t Very grave, taid, s,tedy, sedate, or
calhn: (8, I4, TA :) for~barig, or cment; quiet;
of few wordl like ~..: or, U some say,
silent. (TA.)

,AI t;_3 ;* Such a one is the most grave,
staid, steady, sdate, or calm, of men. (Q.)

1. V,(, 15) or aA1 ., (L,) aor. ,(1,)
inf. n. Cdj, (I,) He exalted, or magnified, him-
*elf; mwa proud; ($, L, 1 ;) behawd proudly,
haghtitly, or vainly; (8, L;) elevated Ais not,

fron prid; (L ;)iq. , or ;. (TA.)

~..js j oo.j, in two plaes.

t. or ti The tree claUd t; u also
or ,.0 (TA in art. ; but there

written without any syll. signs.)

;j i;a. [(in the C1 i;A] (JK, A, 5) and

i j (I) [(A sage of a journey] far-czteding,
(,) ard,ordi fcult. (AZ, IA',rJK, ].) One
says, .j4 ,fj' :[ rHe journeyed a long and

hard stage]. (A.) - And tj ,a (A, and L in

art. )and t5, like cs an d · '~, (L

in that art.,) t1 ditant, fa-r~ching, or far-
aiing, intention, pwrpoe, or deign. (A, and L
ubi suprL)

,t1 iq. 14o [Proud, 1w.]; (, 1 ;) or

4;t t [ealating his no, from pride]: (A,

-L:) [pI. J q. 9 [Noses

elvated,from pride]. (C, A.) - tHence,] =4J t I, (A,TA,) i e. J,i t [Mountain

having tall, or long, promnences]. (TA.) - And

tiJ Fa lr,m,...r (K, A,1.)

j4j

L "j, aor. -and , in£ n. ((, Mqb, 1) and
(Mb: [) and ,;1j; (ISd, TA;) and t;3,

inf n. j,.j 3 ; (.;) He [pip,d, or] played upon
(lit. sang in) a reed; (V;) he blew in aji4.

(Q,* A, MNb.) - [Hence,] oaJ A,j, ($, J,)
and A, 1 ,.l,.j, (A,) or ad JI, (TA,) aor. ,

inf. n. ;.3 ($, A, O5) and , (TA,) t The
ostricres, (?, 1[,) and the sle-ostrich, (A, TA,)
cried, or uttered tAheir, or her, cry. (S, A, ], TA.)
[Said only of the females, or a female:] of the

male octrich one sys only ;%. (S, TA.) - And
4!Jit j3 IHZe published, or divulged, the
tory. (A, 1.) - And Hjai,U t .j He ex-

cited, or incited, uch a one against nsch a one.

(LA, V,, TA.) Mj, (8,15,) aor. ^, (15,) inf n.
J.j, (?,) He had little hair, (S,* ], TA,) and
littleb wool. (], TA.) - Albo, [hence,] inf. n.

s above, ($,) or ;jj and ,j, (TA,) tlIe

(a man, S, TA) had littb ;;. [iL e. manline,
or manly virte]. (S, 15.)- And jAL ,j, inf n.
as above, 1 His property became little, or tcanty.
(TA in art. jA.)

: see 1, firmt sentence.

10. ,.lj.l t He was, or became, abject, or igaw-
minlious, or reah, and tmaU in body, and lean;
being abased or brought low. (A, TA.) [See
also the part. n., below.]

j: see i.j.

J Hraving little hair; (8A, A,1;) and having

litt mwool: fern. with . (A, ][.) You say L
A child havrig little hair: and ,..j a, C [A

sheep, or goat, having little wool or hair]: and

,.13j ,, [Sheep, or goats, having little wrool or
hair]: (A, TA :) and ;ij ;UJ A she-camel having

little fur: and "'j 'i [pp. meaning A p~lan
having few bavesj. (Ram p. 83.) And,rjpi,
[Scanty, or thin, hair]. (A, TA.)- Also,[henoe,]
(8, 1,) or .;;J1 A.j, (A,) t A man (A) having
little ;;, [i. e. manlinea, or manly virtwe]. (,
A,* .)-- And J.lI 1 j t A man Aainy little,
orscanty,property. (AZ, TA in art.jJ.) .. And

rj iL;tA A scanty, or small, gift. (A, TA.)
_ Alo Good singing: (Th, TA:) [and] so

~d·j. (Az, O, TA.) - And Goodly in coun-
teMance. (1.)

;. A company, yr conregated body, of ma;
($, ;) as also *; J: (TA:) or (so in the TA,
but in the ]P "and ") a party in a state of dis.
perion: ( :) pl. r: (8, A, 1 :) you say,

J Ij,Iq. They came in partics in a sate of di.
persion, one after another: (A:) some ay that

i;.j is fDom ?,Cj [originally an inf. ., (aee 1,
firt sentence,) and hence] signifying "wound,"
because a company of men is not without sound:
others, that it signifies a company offew peru;
from yj U: (MF:) but the former is the
proper derivation, and is confirmed by what is
aid in the B. (TA.)

, see the next paragraph.

j,ei Short; (Kr, 1 ;) applied to a man: (TA:)

pl. t.j. (Kr, 1].) - And Beautiful,d; applied to
a boy, or young man; (AA, Th, O, ;) su also
V.;j (AA, O, 1) and t `.j. (.) _ See

abo,j.

;;t. The act [or art] of [pip)ing, or] playi~g
upon ith reed [orjL.,]. (J.)

;j (A, $, A, M9b, 5) and *..~j, (A, , 1,)
but the latter is rare, (1,) or scarcely ever used,
(p,) or it is not allowable, (Meb,) applied to a
man; and 't ;;i, (8, M9 b, 5,) but not jlj, (,
M9b,) applied to a woman; ($, Mqb, 1 ;) A
[piper, or] player upon a r*ed; (15;) one who

blows in a L. (,' A, M.b.')- Also 5jj,
t A forncatres, or an adulterea: (Th, A'Obeyd,
Az, s, K ) o in a trad., in which it is said

s;eO, 0. U Re prohibited the gain
of tse fornieatress: (Th, A'Obeyd, Az, .:) so
called because she publishes her busines: (Th:)
some say that the correct word is here iji,j,
because such a woman makes signs with hler lips
and her eyes and her eyebrows: Az ays that
he holds the former to be the riglt; and Abu-l-
'Abbas Abmad says that the latter is wrong, and
that the former signifies a beautiful prostitate:
but Az adds that the trad. may mcan as above, or
he prolibited tae gain of the female singer, as
AHat relates on the authority of As. (TA.)

kj [fem. of j;j, q. v. - Also] i. q. ]J..,
q. v. (g.) - And t A J.G [i. e. collar, or
collar of iron,] (O, A, ][, TA) that is put upon
the neck of a dog. (TA.) - And metaphorically
used as meaning A I.!; (A, TA;) [L.e.] a
[shackle for the neck and handJ, such os is called]
3.. (TA.) And t A bar of iron (;jc) betwee

I
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tAb two rungs of the [dackl cad] J: (M, O,
1 :) o termed because of its sound. (0.)-
Also A k.otrki. (LIr p. 40S.)

.EIj; and its femrn., with 3: seemjlj.

: ee ,IJ: _and see absoj __ Also
Playi~g; or a ployer. (O.)

je. t ShacAld [with a t4j]. (O, TA.)

;A4,. musical reed, or pipe; (;,* A, M9b,
],* TiA;) what is called in Persian bU [now
generally meaning a flute]; (marginal note in a
copy of the KT;) as also Vt tj, (],) [which

latter, by many pronounced ;5lj, and generally
so pronounced in Egypt, is applied to a double
ree;pip., figured and described in my work on
the Modern Egyptians,] and tj. and Vt;4,
(IAtb,) the latter like ,i and ;A*: (TA:)
pt. of the first, (4, A,) and of the last two, lj,.
(4, A.) It is related in a trad., that Mobammad,
on hearing Aboo-Moose El-Ash'aree reciting,

aid to him, j.1; Jl pl I; le £ 1& .>i0

[Verily thou Aot been gifted with a pipe like
that of David himueCf]; likening the sweetness
of his voice and melody to the sound of the ,j;
(TA;) as though he had musical pipes in his
throat: or %Ij JI m!j.. is here the same as

.)j1) A.fj$%: (A :) for,_ jl; lt also
signifies [The Psalms of Darid;] what David

used to sing, or chant, (& ..;:, in the C.K
· ,i;.,) of the Psalms: (K:) and to such is

likened tihe utmost sweetness of voice in reciting:
and Jl is said to be here redundant or pleonastic;
meaning tihe person: (TA:) or (so in the TA,
but in the 15 "and") )~1,) jelj signifies kinds
of pra.er, or supplication: it is pl. of;Sj.. and
of C 'p, or j*; . (o80 in different copies of
tie 5:.)

Oje. and J.: LJeeL*, in two places.

,rj* : Shrinking, and abject, or ignominious,
in his own estimation. (V, TA.) [See also its
verb.]

e the net article.

· s.%j: sce the next article.

;ji (T, f, Mgh, L, Myb, ]) and *j, (Az,

TA,) and accord. to some .jj, with the un-
pointed >, (TA,) or, accord. to I5t, this is a
mistranscription, and Ay says that it is correctly
written with the pointed 5, (MNb,) [The merald:

aevord. to some] i. . t ; (f, L, Msb, V:;)
but Et-Teyfshee [rightly] says that the ~j is
a different kind of stone: [see this word:] and
Ibn-S4'id El-AnCiree says that the mine of the

*-qjoj is said to be near to that of the .3j:
(TA:) several authors say that the r..j differs
from the .. ,q in being more green: (MF,
TA:) it is an arabicized word [from the Pers.
;.bj]: (4, L, Msb, ] :) [a coil. gen. n. :] n. un.
with 5. (M 9b.)
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1. , nor. -, inf. n. t.j, He became con-

founded, or perplexed, and unable to ee his right
course; or h became bereft of Ais rea~on or in-
teclect; in consequ of fear: ($, Meb,* : ')
he feared, or was afraid: (T:) hA nra imt-
patient; or had not sujicient strength to bear
what befell Aim, and found not patience: (L:)
Ae beca,m disquieted, disturbed, agitated, flur-
ried, or in a state of commotion. (Lb.) - j

.,jfl, aor. :, (TA,) in. n. j,h (Lth, ], TA,)
The hare was light, or active, and quich, or
snift: (Lth, 1, TA:) and t ~.jl it ran, ($,

TA,) and was light, or active. (TA.) And .j,

aor. :, inf. n. '5Qj, He went slowly. (ISk, ,
1.) Thus the verb has two contr. significations.
(I].) And Hse ment with short steps; as also
t Z;i. (TA.)

2: see the next paragraph.

L4.y i,' 9 .ajl, and jI ;L (t,;)
the former accord. to Ks.; the latter accord. to
Kh, but disallowed by Ks; both, however, are
authorized by Fr, as meaning the same, like
.,· . a

j
·.. ·· j [. *,d

: d; and 4L ,~1; ($ ;) and e ~jl;
(TA;) I determined, raolved, or decded, upon
thel affair: (Fr, 4, ]:) my determination, re-
solution, or decision, became fixed upon the
affair, (Lth or Kh, $, TA,) to execute it, or per
form it, of necestsity: (Lth, TA:) or I kept
contantly,firmly, steadily, steadfastly, or~izedly,

to the affair: syn. 4t.ti % : (1 :) and t.j,
(lbn-'Abbdd, V, [in the ClI written without
teshdeed]) followed by I. before the object,
inf. n. j, (TA,) signifies the same: (Ibn-

'Abb&d, Is:) [j! may be formed by transposi-
tion from.M, or the j may be a substitute for ..
(IF.) You say,. tj. [and,, i] He
determined, resolved, or decided, upon going,
journeying, or departing. (Mgh.) - See also 1.

- iJJI ~jl t [Thegrape-vine, or its branch,]
became large in its a.j, i. e. knot, or gem, [see

j,] (ISh, }, TA,) and its fruit-stalk was near
to comingforth. (ISh, TA.) - And ,1 C,jl
The herbage made its first appearance in a scat-
tered state: (S:) or rwas not all of it equal, or
uniform, but consisted of scattered portionu, (~,
TA,) at its first appearance, (TA,) one part
surpassing another. (5:, TA.)

5: see 1, last sentence.

t.j ; see t.-- Also pl. [or rather coll.

gen. n.] of V ° 'j, which [is the n. un. of the
former, and] signifies A certain exrscence be-
hind the cloven hoof: (AZ, 4, Mqb,e ]:) or a
thing lib the nails of ep or goats, in the part
betwm the hank and foot; every leg having

upon it two of the things thus ter~med ( j),
as though they were formed of piece of horn:
(Lth, ]g:) or a certain excresncen projecting
above the hoof of the sheep or goat: (TA :) or the
penut hairs in the hinder part of the hind leg,
or hind foot, of the ~p or goat, and of the

g.azee, and of th hare: (] :) [the pI. of i;j
is ;, j (occurring in the Q and ] in the present
art., and in the V in art. jJ, &.), and] the pl.
of -is : (AZ, Hen:) ce,

oroi &4 :L~L~: (sZ, e, 4m Lie. ... Hence,
as being compared to the 6 of the cloven hoof,

(L,) tj also signifies tThe loer, or baser or

the lowet, or baet, or the ref , of annd:
(1, L, 5::) pl. ]L'. (L.) One says,.*j O,.j&,
meaning t He is of the last of them; (4, L;) and

of thir foUowr (L) - Also, i.e. The
hairs behind the fetlock [Joint]; (V;) and so
.;,tj [pl. of the n. un. It Uj]. (TA.) - Abo
i Knots, gems, or buds, in the place whence the
racema of the grape-ine come forth: (I8h, I,
TA:) accord. to E-T&ifee, (L in art. *b,,)
[the n. un.] 1 _.j signifies the knot, or gem, in
the place wrAence the raerme of gmrapu grow
forth: (L ubi supra, and TA:) or, u some say,
the berry rhen it is like tbe head of a young a;
and the pl. is l~lj and [oll. gen. n.] 3,j:
(TA .) and t the gem of leaf: (L in ar. t.:)

and .A l . tJTe leave that cover what is
within them of the raceme of the grape-ine.
(TA voce ,Jkl.) - Also tAn sescrce, or
a redundance, (i;qj,) in thefingers or toe: and
the epithet [applied to him who has such] is tO
(.) -.. And Scatteret portion of herbage, Aere
and there; like portions of cloud in the #sy.
(TA.)

....
a&j: see the next preceding paragrph, in

four places.

j Penetrating energy, or Jsharpne, vigor-
omsn, and effwectivenes, in the performance of
an affair, and determination, reolution, or de-
cision, to do it; (L, ];;) as also and j:
(I :) and courage, such that whm oe has de-
termined, resolved, or decided, upon an affair, he
does not turn from it: ( :) and good judgment,
with boldness to undertake aoffairs, ([, TA,) sch
that when one purposes an affair, he acts with a
penetrating ergy, or sharpnesos, wigoro~neu,
and effectivens, in performing it: (TA:) or
courage,andgreatboldnes: (4:) and quicknes,
and hastiness. (f, ll.)

: ee the next preceding paragraph.

Li.a: see 3. - Also A hare that rmns with
short step, as though it ran upon its ? 3

(Aq, T, f, ],) i. e. the pendent hairs on the hinder
part of it hind legs : (T, TA:) or such as, mwm
it approachea its habitation, goe upon its inj,
(1, TA,) and with short tdeps, (TA,) in order
that itsfoot-marks may not be traced: (]:, TA:)
and (], TA, but in the CI "or") such as is
quick, or swof, and brisk, or sprightly. (4,
TA.)

y A man sharp, igoromu, or effctive, in
determination, reolution, or deciion: (Mgh:) a
courageous man, who, when he ha deterfmined,
resolved, or decided, upon an offair, does not turn
fron it: (Lth, ]: [in the CG, tj is a mistake
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for b.:]) and having good judgment, with
boldnet to undertake affairs, (1, TA,) so that
rhen Ahe ha purposed an affair, he acts with a
penetrating energy, or sharpness, vigoroumne.,
and effectivenes, in performing it: (TA:) or

tSl3 l ~j signifies a man having god judgment:

( al:) end &j signifies also quich; ( ;) quich,
and hoasty; (;) and so tu j: (1,1:) pi. of
the former i.. (~, ].)

4 5j. He is moreor aharp, vigorous, or

qfeetive, in determination, resolution, or decision,
tAan he. (Mgh.) l See alo , laBt sentence
but one.

I1 i; C Ut, [or 1 1tc*#, or both, and

f Z, I am determining, resoling, or deciding,

upon an affair: or] my determination, resolation,
or decrison, is ~ upon an affair. (Khb, .)
[See 4.]

aJlj

lJ: see the following paragraph.

t,~, (Fr, ., g,) with kesr to the j and ,
(1,) like 5 ,. [in meauure and in meaning,
app. from the Pers. U-..*], (,,) [in the 0

erroneously written .,,] and t i, (Fr,v,
TA,) like j*!, (TA,) [in the 0 erroneously writ-
ten ,fj, and in the C] 4j,] and t .ij, (TA,)
The place of the growth of the tail of a bird:
(Fr, , ]:) or the root of the tail of a bird:
(M,:) or the whole tail of a bird: (V:)or
sometimes, aoord. to Lth, the tail itelf is alled

.when it/ is short (.i 1l), (0, TA,') or, as
in some copies [of his book, meaning the 'Eyn],
whe it is clippd (,u 11). (TA.)

lh.i: ee the preoeding paragraph.

1. j.;j, sor. , and ,, inf.. n. J4, He ran,
(V, TA,) and ~et along quichly, (TA,) laning,
or bearing, on one side, raising his other side;
(?, TA;) as tAough he were bearing upon one
leg; not witA the firmnets of him who bear upo
botA of hAis lg& (TA.) - And j; (, TA)
i ..... and s. ~, aor. ', (TA,) in£. n. 

end X3i [the latter accord. to the C1' Jlj, but
said in the TA to be with fet-b like the former,]
and 1)~;j (V, TA) and J.;j, (TA ea from the
]g, (but not in the CIF nor in my M8. copy of
the ],]) said of a horse or similar beast, (],
TA,) or of a wild as, (TA,) He mas as though
Ahe limped, by rmaon of his bristnues, or aprghat-
linu, (4,) or a though bearing pon Ais fore
/gs, by reason of prid, or e-Cooceit, and
brishrn, in his going and his running. (TA.) _
'Lj, (Mgh, M,b,) inf. n. J)j, (TA,) He bore
it, or carrd it; namely, a thing: (Mgh, Mqb :)
and t ',Qj!, (C, ],) origially aW3jI, (TA,)
signifies the same; or he tooAit up and carried
it, or Ah raied it ~on hais back; on. a i;I
(], ];) at once; (];) namely, a load: (TA.)

like i,.j and JjlT. (TA in art. ,j.)_. And
a.j, (IDrd, ],) aor. z, inf. n. j.j, (TA,) He

made Aim to ride behAind him, (IDrd, g,) UIl
;mae;1 on the cameld: (IDrd:) or he rode rith him
[on a camel, in a j ;,] so as to counterbalance
him; (], TI[;) and so t Il.j, (Mgh,) inf. n.
3il1p, ($,) hA rode mith him so as to counter-
balance him (?,' Mgh) on a camel, (?,) in the
3J. . (Mgh.)_ [And s 4 Jj, aor.', He
foUowd another:] see Ij.

2. ;, (Mgh, Myb,) inf. n. ,;y, (UAb,
V,) He wrapped him ($, Mgh, Mqb, V) 4di J
[in his garment], (, , ) or s ; ([in hi.
garments], (Mgh,) or [mwith his garment].

(Mob.) - [Hence, app.,] J3 dsignifies also The
act of concealing. (IA*r, g.)

3: see 1, luast sentence but one. - -i;' p also
signifies The requiting with beneicence. (AA,
TA in art. b.)

5. Mjp (8, Mgh, M9b, 1) and JA;!, (Mgh,
1,) the latter of the measure 6l, (V,) [a varia-

tion of the former,] and (t j l, (TA,) 'ie
wrapped himnef (?, Mgh, Mgb, :, TA) 41e
[with his garments], (M,) and so .Cj3 aione;
(TA,) or t t. [in his garments], (Mgh, TA,)
or ~ [with his garmnlt]. (Myb.)

6. tst.!P i. q. sq. .!P [i. e. ThA recited m
or poetry, of the metre termed ,j, which is also
temed Jj, one with another; or vied in doing
to]. (TA.)

jZ;3: ee 5. aL.,!;: SWeL

Q- Q. L j.4j, (TV.,) inf. n. 1i4j, (s,) ire
droe camels. (], TI.)

Jj A load, or burden. (].) It occurs in a
trad. uas meaning tA load of khwlede. (TA.)
- [Houehold-goods; orfurniture and utenaiU.
(Freytag, on the authority of the Deewin of
the Hudhalees.) See also J,.j._' C.
,) 4J means TAere is not in thy mack save a

half; (AA, V.) _ See also J; m. _ And am

J.j The kind of ,er, or poetry, [more com-
monly] a.edj: [hene,] a poet says,

[The drawr of water will not be oercome as
long as tAhe Jj continues]; meaning, as long U
he recites [or chants] the verse termedj.; [or .:j],
he is strong enough to work: thus it is related on
the authority of AA: another reading is Jjl:
both are corret as to meaning. (IJ, TA.)

J.j and J1;: ee A .
.'iaj A company of peruon traeling together,

or with whom one is travelling; (AZ, ];) as
ablo L;jj: (En-Naer, TA:) or, as some say,
(TA,) a company or a coection [in an absolute
ee]. (, TA.)

[BOOK i.

VL j Luzuriant, or abundant, and dnue liph-
trees such as are termed] je.~: [jqJI in the
C! is a mistranscription:] and a coletion of
j [i. e. mnnall young palm-trees, or hAoots cut

off from palmn-trese and planted]: and young
palm-trees exceeding the reach of tAe hand: (I,
TA:) all on the authority of EI-Hejeree. (TA.)

is: see J.;., in two plces.

Jl.j A limping in a camel. o(.) m nd A
wrapper that is put over a % 1;j [or leathern

materag]: pl. J j and ljl: (Az, lg:) you

say o1 i~". (Az, TA.)

J,*j One who ridea behind another (IDrd, f,
]) on a camel (IDrd,TA) that carrie tAh food
and the househod-goods or furnitur and utensils;
(TA;) and V j'j signifies the same, (g,) and so'
does Jy~: (IDrd, TA:) or one ho rid
behind another on a horse or similar beast:
(TA:) or one who ridea with anothAr in a 
so as to counterbalance him. (Mgh.) It is meta-
phorically used in the saying, Cij¶ .,1l ,jw ,.*t

44,j t [Tou art the horsmnan of ci;ce, or
khnodge, and I am he rho rides behind tlu].
(TA.) - Hence, A travalling-companion (Mgh,
TA) who arnists one in the performance of hAi
affairs. (TA.) It is said in a trad., J..3j; j,u 
i.j, i.e. [A man shall not sparate himself

from] Ais travelling-companion. (Mgh.) -
J.4tj means Two men engaged in worA tpon
tAeir two camels: when they are without worL,
they are called iep i. (g.)

J and Lj: see, j.

J j : see what next follows.

j. (, I:) and V J; and j.:j said in the
C1t to be like b;, but correctly like j..,] and

,jj and Jtj;;() and ij and tJlj (' ,
1) and V,e and V' aj and V' (,' or
this is fem., C) and ? hilj (O) Cowardly, ,reak,
(?, ], TA,) low, mean, or contemptible; who
wrap hAimlf up in his houMe, or tent; not riing
and Aastening to engage in uarfare; indolently
refraining from a.piring to great tAingt. (TA.)

[See also &je. Accord. to JI,] V 1_j signifies
We ak a fern. epithet. (s.)

j: see the next preceding paragraph.

hiAj: see J;j, in two places.

J.lj, applied to a hone or similar beuat,.(,
TA,) or to a wild as, (A'Obeyd, TA,) Tat is
as tAough Ae limped, by reason of hAi bri,Ane,
or tprigAtlines. (A'Obeyd,, TA.) [Hence,
app., the name of] The Aore of Mo'dwdiy& Ibn-
Mirdds ES-udamee. (l.) - Abo One hAo

folUow (,A, , [in the Ct he ,] . ie, )
another. 3.)

k.Ij A camd (1, Mgh, Mgb, 1) or otr bea
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Boon I.]

(1 used for carrying (9, Mgh, Myb, 15) the
good~, or furniture and utensil, of a man (9,
Mgh, Mqb) traelling, (Mgh, Meb,) and his
food; (9, Mgh;) the i denoting intensivenes:
(Meb:) or e~-camel upon which are carried
thI good~, or furniture and utensil, of the tra-

ellr: (Var p. 130:) from j"ij " he bore, or

auried," a thing: (Mgh,N Mb:) pl. . (TA)
[See also IJ.j.] - .Afterwards used to signify
The J.;. [properly half-loed] in which is the
ilgrim' traeUing.provision, consisting of biwcuit,
or dry bread, andfruit (,J [app. a mistranscrip-
tion for* i. . datesa]), and the lis. (Mgh.)

i;:j Camels havin their loads upon thom:
(IA,r, M, C:. [in the V1, .Ml, should be AJai,

or rather J.lj :]) and so i: j signifies
"camels laden or not laden :" (Iigr, Mi:) .lj~;

may be either its pi. or pl. of iij [q. v.]. (TA.)

_ ee also iLj.- M ' ' means He
is a knower of it; (1Agr, ];) i. e., of the affair.
(IAr.) - And iJLwJ tl, also, means The son
of thefemale slave. (IArp, .)

J*A s/ ound: (A , 9:) or any mixed, or con-
fued, sound: or a sound proceeding from the
prepuce of a hors# or similar beast: (1 :) it hasb
no verb. (TA.) A poet says,

. .

[The gums of the hor r water in tthe adjacent
tracts thereof, and thou hearest, beneath the dust,

a sound attributable to them]: he means i,,
but suppreses the ., as is done in j [for

-. '9 J]. (9.) J--l ,*jI means TAe soun
, f tile bows: Je.ljl being pl. of JUJ1, with k. to
give fulneu to thie sound of the vowel preceding
it. (TA.) And t ."jl signifies The twanging

sound of a bow. (1I, TA.)zmjl .jl and t_,j!
and t 'Jj He lf a family, or household. (1.)
And A atj *, jdi. [Suc.h a one enti
forth, and left behind himn his family, or his

famnily and his cattle]: and . . He wet
forth with his faminly and his camde and his
sheep or goats, not leaving behind hims aught of

his property. (AZ, TA.) -_ [Hence, app.,] ..
.L.td (in one of my copies of the 9, i'jl,] He

took it altogqether; (~, v ;) namely, a thing. (0)
'And Hie took it with its .l [or utensils and

furniture]; as also t Alfj{( and V , (1) and

'a j. (L,TA.) _AndaJUjt 19 ts" i. . N-
m,rous (families or household]. (, 5.*)

j.'jw, whence 'j(..1: see the next pre-
coding pgraph, last sentenoe but one.

'zslm: se jAJ', in four places.

J ; i l eo - ;

Js4 A hoemakW' knffs (9,1, TA) with
which e ct the lather. (TA.) [In the TA,
in art. ,, it is expl. u meaning A h~maers

i" witA which he se: but this I have not
foun elsewhere.] - Also An iron (1p, TA) like
the new moon [in shape], (TA,) that is put at the
end of a spear, for the purpose of catching wild
ozen. (1], TA.) - And The [implmnent called)
J .j. [q. v.]. (V1.) - Applied to a man, (]g,
TA,) t A great, or vehement, eater; likened to
the [shoemaker's] knife: (TA:) or strong: and
also weak; (1, TA;) low, mean, or contemptible:

(TA: [like j :]) thus having two contr. signi-
fications. (15.)

a.r..jl (AA, 8, ) and (S, 15) some say (S)
aUj, (9, 15,) the latter accord. to AY and Sb

and Ez-Zubeydee, (TA,) and Vt Jj,!., (9, TA,)
which is said by IJ to be quasi-coordinate to
J~,, because the j in it is not a letter of
prolongation, for the letter before it is with fet-h,
(TA,) applied to a mountain-goat and to one of
other animals, Vociferous: (AA, ?, ]C, TA:) or
the first, [or, app., any of the three,] applied to a
mountain-goat, such as, wrhen he runs, leans, or
bears, on one side: so accord. to AIIeyth: Fr
explains tdie first or second as applied to a horse,
meaning that runs tmiftij: and in like manner
to a mountain-goat. (TA.)

L.k.* A certain thing in which water is cooled:
of the dial. of El-'Ir4: (15:) applied by the
people of Baghd&d to a green [jar such at is

called] ;. or 44., in the middle wl~reof is a
lperforation, in wiich is fixed a tube of tilver or
lead, whence one drinks; so called because it is

wrapped (J.A i. e. ) with a piece of clothA of
coarne flax, or tome other thing, between Awhich
and the jar is straw: it is in their houst in the
days of smmer: the water is cooled in the night
by means of the [porous eartihen bottles called]

;ljlt; thin it is poured into this A1:4., and
remains in it cool (Iar p. 548.)

,3 JAp see Jj.

"j', originally J;.', A man wrapped with

[or in] his garment: occurring in the ]1ur
lxxiii. 1. (TA.)

Q. L Xjg, in£ m. H.i£j, He did the act de-
noted by the epithet Lj expL in art. oj, voce

j. (TA.) _ W'j .in a~ is lIike '6.a [i. e.
The going an eay and a quick pace] in a horse.
(TA.)

jLj and j and t J1j are expl. in the 9

in art. Pj [q.v., voce ,J]: in the 1], in the
present art., agreeably with the opinion of Aboo-
'Obeyd. (TA.) [The first is said in the TA,

voee 4, to be syn. with LiA, q. v.] - The
first is also applied to an m, as meaning Fat;
whoe back it e~en by reasn of tahefat. (Lb, TA.)

j_Xj A boy, or young man, light, or active,
upOn whom his pursuer can hardly lay hold by
re~oa of his lightne in his running, and his
going tAis way and that, quickhly, and deceitfully,
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or uilefully; also V .j.: thus expl. by Az,
on the authority of one of the Arab: also aid to
signify lijht, or active, and incontant, unsteady,

orjckle; and so tVj and t ; V . (TA.)

&ti : see L: and re also oj , in two
places.

j: see jaj: _ and see also .j.

L 'j, aor. :, inf. n. 'j (M,b, 1) and i£;j

(* Msb, O:) and i j, (J,) He (a man, 9, Mqb)
had, or tas affected with, a malady f long con-
tinuance, (Msb,) or what is termed LGj, expL
below: (15:) he wa, or became, afficted [with
what is so termed]: ( :) or Ah was, or became,
crippled. (TI.)

3. 'iL .;. (9, 01) and 6.j (Lb, TA) [He
ba.rgained, or made an egragement, with him, to

wrork, for a time], (9, X(,) from C.%JI, (S,) is
like t' A [and 1;1t:] (, 1) from l... (p.)

4.. FOjl [He, or it, continued a long tim ;] a
long tine passed owr him, or it, (15,* TA,) i. e.
a thing. (TA.) You say, J,i,2 k>j-. He ro-
mained, staid, dwelt, or aboe, a long time (UtJ)
in the place. (TA.)- And [henoe,] O eJi 1

je !thitis gfl [was a long time kept back from
me, or] was slow, or tardy, in coming to me.
(TA.) 6iJ >cjI He (God) made umch a onu
to be such as is temed epaj, i. e. qffected with a
lwprotracted diseae; (M 9b, TA;) or crippled, or
deplwired of the power to mowe or to stand or to
walk, by disease, or by a protracted disae: or
made hima to be affected with what is termed
[(t j, expl. below, as meaning] IL) [ce.].
(TA.) It is said also of a disease [as meaning It
deprived him of thea power to ,noe &,c.]. (TA in
art. . )

0.. an inf. n. of 'j [q.v.]. (M 9b, ].)-
And a simple subot. [meaning Continuancafor a

long time,] from jl in the first of the senss
asigned to it above; and so f "j, with Oamu.
(1Apr, TA.) - Also, and , Ji, (9, Mb, :, &c.,)
the former a contraetion of the latter, (Mqb,) A
time, whether little or much; (8, M9b, ] ;) thus
accord. to Er-Rtgbib; (TA in art. ^ ;) as being
a space capable of division: (Mb :) and so says
EI-Munnwee: (TA :) a time considered with
re~pct to its beginning and its end: (Er-Rnghib,

MF voce ~L :) or i. q.j~ [as meaning a pace,
or period, of time]: (M1, g:) [often meaning,
without any addition to qualify it, a long time;
as in an instance of the usage of the latter word
above: (see 4:) what follows here applies to eachlt
of theso words:] differ in ome rupects

from O' and from ,1.: Sh amerts it to be syn.

with ; but AHeyth says that this is a mistake:
(TA:) [it is so, however, sometimes, aoord. to
several authorities, hasbu been sho*n in uL r ;
and particularly as meaning fortune, or fate:]
IAth says that it is applied to the whoble of what

is termed ,JI [uas meaning time], and to a
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portion tAhreof: AHeyth says that it is the Ot,j
i. e. seaon] of fruit, of ripe dates, and of heat

and cold: and that it may be [a period of] two
montks [as meaning any one of the six tasons of
the solar year] to six months [as meaning the
half-year often termed umnimer and the half-yeat

ftebn termd winter]: (TA:) [thus] it is applied
to any one of the four quarters of the year;
(M 9b, TA;) the fihst of which [in the order in
which they are commonly mentioned by the
Arabe, i. e. autumn,] is called by the Arabs [of

the clasical age] &JI, but vulgarly atJIl;
called by the former name because the first rain
is therein, giving growth to [the herbage called]
tile .;; and called by the latter name because
the fruits are gathered therein; and it commences
when the sun enters Libra: the econd [i.e.
winter] is called J1 ;: and commences when the
sun enters Capricornus: the third [i e. spring] is

.X1l, vulgarly called `.sI; and commences
when the sun enters Aries: the fourth [i.e.

summer] is '1, vulgarly called .. 1l; and
commences when the sun enters Cancer: (Mb :)*

* The two following tables exhibit the principal
divisions of the Arabian Calendar. The latter of
them shows the places of the months in relation
to the solar year at the period when they received
the names by which they are here designated.

Tni QUARTaR.

Togcther
called

by some

o JI, and

1l1..,.i 1

Together
called

by some

¥1.

IP!0
:LD':. .AT. SepRAM£9. btArl.

A' a 1 : ,1 J Oct

Autumn. DDec
·-... Jan

,, a I Apr
, Mae

Spring . Jun

Tnm MolqT!m.

.,p

11. ii.

2. ..

4.,~.~ ~ ,~,

7.

8. ;
]o. .

um: 1r.
Summer.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar. J

Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Jul!

Aue

Sep

TUE sIX SI&soNa.
t.1 , '

r.

.} i. i
*Jor'9lM'

0j

as:} ~.1
1'Al~t p IY. orwl&

j Lb.1

or
Y) d,.i,

.1 1. l1 

THI PEnIODS OP RUBA.

1. 'r 1

,

a." IDJI.

& 1n Mostly

JI Dry.

it is also applied to the time, or period, of the
reign, rule, prefecture, or the like, of a man:
[and to the life-time of a man:] with the philo-
sophers, it signifies the measure of the motion of

the ninth (or greatest) spherl (,J.b'l Jiul):
(TA:) [and there are various other explanations
belonging to the conventional language of the
schools, not to the proper language of the Arabs:
(see the " Diet. of the Technical Terms used in the
Sciences of the Muasalmans:")] the pl. (of 'ij,

M 9b) is X 'ajl and and (that of i j,, Mqb)

iajl ($, Msb, g.) [Thedim. ofj, i e. XJ,

see below.] In the following trad., .,,U; l1

C;-MJI l b ; I Ctpl [When the time
becomes contracted, the dream of the believer will
scarcely ever, or never, be false], what is meant
is the end of time; and the approach of the re-
surrection; because when a thing becomes little,
its extremities contract: or what is meant is the
day's and the night's becoming equal; for the
interpreters of dreams assert that the times [of
dreams] most true of interpretation are the season
of the breaking forth of the blossoms and tlmhat of
the ripening of the fruit, which is when the day
and the night become equal: or what is meant is
the coming forth of El-Mahdee, when the year
will be like the month, and the month like the
week, and the week like the day, and the day
like the hour, deemed short because deemed
delightrul: (K in art. .3 :) or it alludes to the
shortness of lives and the scantiness of blessings.
(TA in that art.) In another trad. it is said,

,, ,, o, t. a ..
L. X. la5jl lt;J3 ,;JLS, meaning [Sh us wed to
come to us] in the life-time [lit. time4] of Kha-
deejeh. (TA.) And one says also, vL *;ii i.
*ta, meaning 'Otj j. [i.e. I have not met
h(imfor a long time past: but in this case, accord.
to the more approved usage, one should say 

Lj and ic.j ., or Aj . and j ].
(Lh, ,* TA.)

(For authorities, and further information, see the
words here mentioned, and more particularly *,
and e;; under the latter of which it is said that
the third and last of the Six Seasons are called by

some, respectively, JL3JI e 1I and j;1 l jl;
and also that the appellations of the 3rd and 4th
months are differently pronounced by different
persons; and that some exclude the . from

the rains 'called' .l: and for the Calendar of
the Mansions of the Moon, see .;.il 0jU, in
art. Ji.) The months are said to have received
the names here given to them from Kilab Ibn-
Murrah, an ancestor of Mohammad, about two
centuries before El-IslKm. These months were
lunar; and from this period, with the view of
adapting their year to the solar, the Arabs added

a month, which they called :.' Hl , at the end of
every three years, until they were forbidden to do
so by the ]ur4-n (ch. ix.): but the months still
retrograded through the seasons, though much
more slowly. The abolition of the intercalation
wuas proclaimed by Mobammad at the pilgrimage
in the tenth year of the Flight.

[BooK L.

X,j (1, Mgh, Mgb, 1) and t 'e;.j, (g, TA,)
applied to a man, (9, M9b, TA,) Having, or
affected rwith, a mWlady of long continmace;

(Mgh, Msb, TA ;) as also 6;; (ar p. 182;)
or crippld, or deprimd of the power to more or
to stand or to walk, by disas, or by a protracted
diseau: (TA:) or having what ist trd 
[expl. below], i.e. aIl: (V, TA:) or aJfficted
[with what is so ,tee~d]: (:) pl; ii.j, (. ,
TA,) of the former, (TA,) and i b,J (M ]b, ,
TA,) [likewise] of the former, (Msb,) or of the
latter, as also j. (TA.) - [Hence,] jA 

jil jr .I S[He ie remix in rpct of

briskness'or romptns, po~rlu in rse of
desire]. (TA.)

L.j: see X*j, second sentence.

"j A space, or period, or a long space or
period, of time. (TA.) See also lj, last en-
tenco.

XS,j: asee wO, third sentence, and again in
two places in the latter part of the paragraph.

-J Bee ,-.

i-.j [dim. of ij] You say, CP'l ;1* 1,i,

meaning thereby .Jll ...I; (5, ];) [i.e.
I met him tonse time ago;] like as one rays

M,i1 ;tll, meaningal9*l : ( :) or mean-

ing ;.1!.&1 a )I [in a time conisting of
some, or several, subdivisions]: (TA:) or i.,d

i JItl means i,jl '1 J . [thre seasons ago;
or, app., three or more, to ten; (agreeably with
an explanation of,4i1l ip,I voc; ;) by i LWjl
being app. meant periods of two, or three, or six,
months]; (T in art. . ;) and the like is said by
IAsr. (TA in art. ~.)

L.j an inf. n. of ;j [q.v.]. (9,- M,b,.) -
[Used as a simple _subst.] it signifies also A
dicase, or an evil affection, syn. aii, (J,) or a,

(I,) in animals: (?:) [and particularly, in a
man, a dinae of long continuance: or such as
cripples, or deprives of the potasr to move or to
stand or to walk: (see j.j and ' .j :)] or want
of some one or more of the limbs, or members;
and privation of the povers, or faculties. (lar
p. 315.) And i q. &j [app. as meaning An Wil
evmnt or accident, a misfortune, or a calamity].
(KL.)_ Also Lovw. (I.)

[ae,j LtL, A while; an indfinits dsort time;

as distinguished from *"CU at.C, which is an
astronomical hour: and so, often, AL. alone.]

';>j.: jsee X.*j.

CJ.? Of long continuance; of long tanding;
ovr mhich a long time has past. (TA.) [You
say j4 :l Stale water.] And j 3jz
[ Cronic cough]. (] voce low .)

Q. 1: see the next paragraph.
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BooK I.]

Q*. ;-,.! They (the tare) shone, (9, V,)
and mntemely bright. (TA.) - It (the eye)
beca.. red by reon of atnger, (i,) on the occa-
sion of some di~reing event; (TA;) as also
* . '.j. (AZ, 9, .) - ;jt It (the face)
grinned, so aJ to display the teeth; or became
contracted, with a atCer, an austere, or a
morose, look. (].)- It (a day) became in-
teey cold. (i.)

.#i,j Intene cold. (S, .) Such is prepared
by God as a punishment for the unbelievers in
the latter state. (TA.) In the ]ur lxxvi. 13,
I);j imeans IIurting cold: (Bd:) or [simply]

cold: (Jel:) or, accord. to some, it there haes the
meaning next following. (B, Jel.)- The mnoon;
(1 ;) in the dial of Teiyi. (TA.)

p~.. Laughing so as to shom the teeth: ( :)
from the likenees to the shining of stars. (TA.)
- Angry: (l :) or violently angry. (S.)

1: see 4, in five places . [aor.,
accord. to rule, , or the see. pers. may be .j,

and the aor. -, and the inf. n., in this case, Cjj,
which see below, but the T4 makles its aor. to

be , and the inf. n. lj,] siJ sinews dried up.

(1g.)-- _ ,j mean,s j o C . (whicih may
be rendered lie hept in, or retained, his urine,
and then dribbled it, or his urine wros keit in, or
retained, and then dribbled]. (TA. [Seo .e~[.])

4. ;;jI I thought him to possess good or evil;

as also t ^.j, aor. ", inf. n. .j: or both mean I
imputed, or attributed, to him good or evil:
(M,b:) or a. t or he thought such

a one to possess good or evil; like dJjl; syn. t e.;:

( :) or, accord. to Lm, one says, d i'.ijl and
.I thought him to po~e [property anl (as

appears from what is said below on his authority)
wealth]: but Y °.C,j is what the vulgar say, and is
wrong. (TA.) And ,,t &Wjlp ($,) or ° "

(]g,) and also UC, V j; (I.lar p. 112,) [andl
accord. to Golius l, mentioned by him as
from the ?, but not found therein by Freytag,
nor by me in either of my copies,] I suspected
him of a thing, or of such a thing: (8, ], and

hIar ubi supra:) [but] Lq says, 6AJ j ' 4
jiJl [ app. meaning that ' is not said in
relation to that which is good: ace whiat is cited
on his authority above]. (TA.) And .t e.jl

He suspeted him of the thing, or affair, like
,5 n. (- An -- a, a"e.Jil;~. (.) nd ie is su,pected of

such a thing]. (P.) gasin says,

* ;S t 1 L. aa. *

i. e. [Chaste, staid,] she is not suspected of evil:-
·- · 1 , .s· 5 1 [in which ' ' may be from V j or from jl:]

but some restrict themselves to the quadriliteral
verb ['jl]. (M 9b.)

8: ee 4.
Bk. I.

,M4J -j-,j

~jA suspicion: whence the saying, t lj ,,
s. A io : m
,.j j..l &A A The ape, or baboon, or monkey,

(;;,l),) worse than he is the person who has con-. '- is
ccived a suspicion: (A, TA:) [for] - j _,1, (so
in three copies of the S and in my MA. copy of
the ],) or V j l, (thus in the CV and T! and
JM, [in the second and third of which it is ex-
pressly said to be "with kesr," which, however,
the author of the lC should have added, accord. to
his usual practice, if he meant it to be thus,])
signifies t.l.. (8, g.)

l3 Mtl: sec what next precedes, in two places.

:,j gL, and &j 4., [which suggests that Cj
is an inf. n. used as an epithet,] A water, and
waters, small in quantity, and narrow: (s:)
[for] ,jj signifies strait, or narrow; like Vlj and
a.

~j [which do not belong to this art.]: (TA:) or
· ;jt :L means [a place of water] of n,hich one
knows not wricther tlwre be in it water or
.ot. (K-)

Uj J4i Shor t [or contractedl shade; like UJ
[mentioned in art. lj]. (g.)

vhl~j A Jluid like mucus, that falls from the
noses of camels: (K:) but the more approved
word is L .la). (TA.)

i.ft~j A man rwho suffices for himsclf, without
any otiher. (1g.)

Oi j One who opines, or conjectures, muck;
i. q. ej. (TA.)

' One supprusing his urine and his ordure:
occurring in a trad.: or, as some say, it is .,
[q. v.,] with '.. (TA. [But see 1, and see also
what here follows.])

ojl One suppr'eJing his urine [or his ordure];
syn. OJQ.: such is one of the persons forbidden,
in a trad., to act u .il to others. (TA in art.
yi): mentioned also, but not expl., in the present
art. in the TA.) [See also the next preceding
paragrapb.]

.L ljl S. Uj, (9, M,b, KJ,) aor.:, (Myb,

K,0) inf. n. tj and :J, (S, Mgb, ],) lIe

acrnded the mountain. (8, Msb, JC.) t! U;j,
(8, R,) aor. as above, (,) inf. n. :;j (S, 1) and
,ej, (K,) lIe (a man, 8) had recourse to it (a
thing, TA) for refuge, protection, preservation,
concealment, covert, or lodingag. (S, ]g.)_ And
lie approached it, or drew near to it; (g, TA;)
namely, a thing. (TA.) [Hence,] ' %j,
(8,) or :, , inf. n. :'j, (TA,) HIe dren,
near to the [age of] fi.fy [years]. (S, TA.)_.Uj
said of the shade, (8, R,) It became short; (S;)
it contracted, shrank, or drew together. (].)
Said of a place, (TA in art. *j,] It mas, or be-
came, strait, or narrow; and lj, without ., inf. n.

_,j, is a dial. var. thereof in this sense. (ISd, 1.,
TAi all in art. jj.) - Said of the urine, (8,

Mob, g,) aor. ', (, TA,) or 2, (Mqb,) int n.
4lj (S, Msb, TA) and c'j, (TA,) It beca
retained, or suppressed. (9, MLb, ] , TA.) -

Also Iie, or it, clatw to the ground. (g.)_
Ile hastened, or matd haste. (].) -And 11t
was, or became, affected with a liely emotion,
either of joy or of grief; syn. sb . (].)~-
See also 2, in two places: and see 4. _ j is albo
expl. in the 1 as signifying j; [(He throtrtld,
or strangled]: but [SM says,] I have not found
any of the leading lexicologirts to have mentioned
this, unless it be a mistranscription for iA. [a
meaning assigned to this verb below: me 4].
(TA.)

2. i U3, inf. n. 3, lie straitened, or
oppressd, him; made strait, or close, to him;

(8, ], TA;) as also tV . (TA.) The verb
occurs without ,, written ,jj, by poetic license,
in a saying of a rijiz cited in art. , as an ex. of

the word 21:. ($.) And ijtlJl 4; I.IJ,j
occurs in a trad. as meaning They made tb stones
strait, or clos, to him, or upon him. (TA.)

4. .JI L. sUjl Re made him to ascend the
mountain. (Myb, I,' TA.) - 6jl also saghifies

.I.l: (8, , TA:) so in the saying,jsl i.J UjI
[He constrained him to have recourse to, or to do,
the thing]. (TA.)_ M- iUjl iHe retained, or
snppressd, hiS ntine; (Mqb, I ;') as also Uj;
the latter verb being trans. as well s intrane.
(Myb.)

fUj Straitness, or narrorwnes; syn. i.k (.
[So in my copies: perhaps a mistranseription for
t ,l, a meaning mentioned in the next sentence.])

m Strait, or narrow; syn. Jj,: you say J1t;
ij [A strait, or narrow, place]: and ij [ A

narrow wrell]: so in the Fii]. (TA.) - Short
(8, g) and compact, or contracted: (g :) applied
to a man: and to shade. (e.) Retaining, or
suppreuing, his urine; (9, Myb, g;) as also
Vt ~j. (Mtb.) So in a trd. in which it is said
that a man is forbidden to pray when he is .j;
(., TA;) or where it is mid that the prayer of one
who is vt I.j will not bhe accepted: (Mb :) or the
latter word in this case means one who is ascending
a mountain; because he has not fiull power [to
prny], or because he is straitened by being out
of breath. (TA.) m Also, (app. because of its
narrowness,] A grave. (TA.)

*i A small skin for water or ,nilk. (Xg.)

[See also a ;l in art. j.]

6lj: see tlj, in two places.

Ujl Alore, or most, strait: so in the saying

U~jl Y1 tsn* -5.-j _ ~ y (Ste wed not to
lore, of worldly enjoyments, or bleurings, sare t.e
more, or most, strait thereof]. (MF.)

Q. 2. L.e -j,jJ He behared proudly, or
haughtily, to us, (Q,* TA,) atui frowned, or
looked sternly, austerely, or morosely. (TA.)
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2^j -jJJ

j,64iI The lion. (s.)

jj Small, or young, (], TA,) anti li#ht, or
active: applied to a boy. (TA.) _ Sec also _."j.

J -e.
t~j Large, or bulky; applied to a ship:

(1>:) you say ajj %? a lare, or bulky,

ship: (TA:) or 3j signifies a sort of large,
or bulky, slip. (8 in art. ~j.) Also Heavy;
applied to a man. (J1.)

* ,-
Jj: seeo the next paragraph, in two places.

J.Jj [The hor.net, or hornets; a large sort of
wasp;] a stinging kind of ly; (K;) a certain
kind of Jflying thing that stings; (T, TA;) i. q.

J., (8,) or j.-; (TA;) and t jjj signifies
the same, (I,) [or app. is lhe n. un.,] and so
does WjtqJ; (9, ] ,) a dial. var. mentioned by
18k: (8:) [being a coll. gen. n.,] jJj is [some-
times] made of the fem. gender: the pl. is .alij:

(8a:) and,jjl sometimes means the jlies of the
neadows or gardenst (ubwbJl 4j). (Iam p. 824.)
- Also A young au that is able to bear burdens.
(g.) - And A large rat: pl. occurring in

poetry [app. for ,66j]. (TA.)- Also, [as an
epithet,] Light, or active; culrer, or ingenious;
(], TA;) mentioned by Abu-l.Jarr6J/, from a
man of the Benoo-Kilib, and he adds that it
means light, or active; (TA;) quick in reply;

(], TA ;) and so tj. (s.) _ Also, and ?;eJ
and 4jj, A certain tree, (K, TA,) of large size,
(TA,) rewmbling the n,J. [or plane-tree], (~,
TA,) but not wide, the leaes of rwhich are like
thou of the nut-tree in aplearance and scent,
having blotoms like thou of the [q. v.], whtite
tinged [with another colour], and having a fruit
c.ractly like the olive, which, whAn fully ripe,
becomes intensely black and jery sweet, and is
eaten by men like ripe datea, ha. a atone like that
,f the 1W 9 [or fruit of tahe seeice-tree], and
dyes the mouth like as does the mulberry: it is
planted. (TA.) - Also, the same three words,
A specie. of the 1>3 [orfig], called by the people
of the towns and village the 'I1;L. ;gl; (IA,r,
g, TA ;) one of tl atstrange treeJ of the deaert:
pl.,qi. (IA9r, TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

, 6J. J1 is like * .l, (1, TA,)
meaning He took it altogether; mentioned in
art. J. (TA.)

&ep ,*jI A land abounding with ,.ij [or
hornets, pl. of ;,J; the , being rejected in its
formation]: (g in art. j,j, and ]:) similar to

Aj'* bd, and &la:i, meaning U ;.l and

v. .
jp,j [mentioned in the f and M9b in art. j;]

Oil of jasmine: (9, :) or this is called C.j

,l, and is of the dial. of El-'Ir4; (As, TA;)
·[for] it is said that sj signifies the jamisu

[itself]: (Mb :) or, as some say, it is a certain

flower, which is put into t.c [i. e. oil of mssacs,

or, as being likened thereto, because of its clear-
ness, white oil before it becomes altered], and the
like, and of which is [thua] made an [odoriferow]
oil; like as is done with other species of flowers.
(MF.) [In the present day, this name is applied
to several species of plants: namely, Mogorium
sambac of Juus., Lam., Desfont.: - Nyctanthes
sambac of Linn.; nyctanthas undulata in notis
Amcen. academ. 4, p. 449: (Delile, Flor. Aegypt.
Illustr., no. 8:) - and Iris germanica of Linn.; or
Iris sambac of Forsk.: (Idem, no. 26 :) - also the

lily.] - AlsoThe [?,nuicalreed, orpips, called~] j,
(AA, T, TA,) or jlj.. (Aboo-M&lik, 1.) _

~sj. l Wins: (IAyr, K, and T in art. .. 1:) or
wine such as is termed and ;,. (IAmb,
TA in art. )

j.J A certain herb, or leguminous plant, hot,
burning, or biting, to the tonues, and that causes
headache. (K.)

and J.'j dial. vars. of ', mentioned
in art. Joj [q. v.]: pl. J'eAj- TA.)

1 and , (AA, S, Mb, K,) the latter
being a dial. var. of the former, (Mab,) both of
them chaste, (TA,) [but the latter is the more

common,] and t jJI (8, K) and t h4.40l, (K5,)
A certain nation of the blacks; (8, Msb, V.;)
[the inhabitants of the country called by us "Zan-
guebar," including the " Zingi " of Ptolemy, near
the entrance of the lRed Sea, and a large portion
of inner Africa:] their country is beneath, and
to the south of, the equinoctial line; and beyond
them is [said to be] no thabitation, or cultivation:
[sometimes applied to the Negroes absolutely;
for} some say that their country extend from the
westens parts of Africa nearly to Abyssinia,
[comprehending the whole of Nigritia properly
so called, or at least the whole of the countries
of the Negroes known to the Arabs of the clanical
ages,] and that part of it is on the Nile of

Egypt: (Meb :) the n. un. is * j nd .

(AA, A'Obeyd, S18k, 8, .K,) like as .oi is of
.j:: (TA :) and 1 . occurs as a broken pl.,
meaning the diviions and subtribes [of that na-
tion]: so says AAF, and so in the M. (TA.)

" and u*j [of which the latter is the
more common, A man, and a thing, of, or belong-

ing to, or relating to, the or . c]: ee the
preceding paragraph.

5 : >asee the first paragraph.

) J . (Ginger; amomum zinziber;] a certain
plant growing in the country of the Arabs, in the

land of 'Omdn, (AHn, TA,) and in El-Yrmn
also; (TA;) neUll known: ( :) [or the root
ther.of;] a certain root, or roots, (accord. to dif.
ferent copies of the g,) creeping bereath the
ground; (K, TA;) burning, or biting, to the
tongue; (TA;) growing like the stalks of the
papyrus, (1, TA,) and the es,l; [mentioned
below]: there is no wild sort of it; nor is it a
tre that i eaten fresh lilts as herbs, or leguminom
plants, are eaten; but it ix used in a dry state;
and its conserve is the best of conserve; and the
best thereof is chant i. brought from the country
of the Zinj and Chiina: (TA:) it has a property
that is heating, or warming, digstive, lenitieM is
a small degree, strengthening to the wenereal
faculty, (Q. TA,) clearing to the phlegm, (TA,)
sharpening to the intelect, (g,* TA,) and en-
hilnrating: (TX :) if mixed with the moisturn
of the liver of the goat, and dried, and pulveried,
and used as a collyrium, it rmoves theAdfilm [upon
the eyje], and obscurity of the sight. (14 TA.) -
It is mentioned in the ]ur, where it is said,
[Ixxvi. 17 and 18,] W0 e .Lj.. Ji

'.' U_3 [The admixture whereof shalU be

JeerJj, a fountain thearein named Sel,tbed]:
i.e. it shall have the flavour of JeJj [or ginger],
which the Arabs esteem very pleasant: it may
mean that j ~.j is [essentially] in the wine of
Paradise: or that it is the admixture thereof: or
that it is a name for the fountain whence this
wine is taken, and which is named Selsebeel also.
(Az, 0, TA.) As some assert, (ISd, TA,) it
means also 1Vine [absolutely]. (9, ISd, V.)_

v./TI jJJ A certain herb, or le uminow
plant, the leaes of which are like [thon# of] the
.J&.i [or salix Acgyptia], and the twigs are

red: it clears the [discoloration of theface termed
., and the [Ipots in the skhin ter~ medJ ;

and it kills dogs; (K ;) wherefore it is named in
relation to them. (TA.)_. ,, l J]3 iq.

.t~'~l [a word of Perian origin, now applied
by Arabs to A spec~ s of carline thistle]. (V.)
[Accord. to Freytag, llorminnm, or salbia sil-
vestrit: but this, I believe, is what is called in

Pem O , 1 #.]e
helenium, common inula, or lecampane]. (i.)

Q. 1. 1- ., (Lth, 9,) inf. n. , (9 in arL
J.j,) He [filipped, or] struch the thumb upon, or
against, the middlefingernith thefore finger: (? in
art. .j :) or hefilliplped with the nail of hi thumb
and that of his fore finger: (Lth, A, ] :*) you way
dJ Jj, meaning he put the nail of his thumb
upon that of hit fore finger, and then filipped

mith then to him, (Lth, A,') saying L 9 j
[Nor, or not eten, the like of this will I give

thee]; (Lth;) meaning thus, 1 . kels- 7j.
(A.) The subst., (a,) or die name of this [ection],

(Lth,) is t? j. (Lth, g.)

,3 (,A filip, such as is described abov]:
see what immediately precedes. - A milpari g:
as also,.**j: both foreign words introdueed into
the Arabic language: mentioned in the T
among quadriliteral-radical words. (TA.)- -A

[Boo I.12a
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whiteness [or white speck] seen on the nails oj
young persons; (AZ, Y ;) likewise called JJ
and j'; (AZ, TA;) u also t p. (AZ, g.:)
_Accord. to IAyr, tthis last signifies lhai
the end of the thumb [or of the thkmb-nail] taha
from the eztremity of the tooth rwhen a maz
[presse the former against the edge of an uppet
front tooth and suddeniy lets it go forward, and'
says, :j,i 5 5.. i L I have not any
thing for thes: not evn this: (TA:) [i.e. ii
means anything; always used in a negative
phrue.]

0,- 

$'jq: see the next preceding paragraph, in
two places.

j4 j A certain dye, [or pigment,] ellU known,
(AC,) of a red colour, with which one writes am
well as dyes; [namely, cinnabar:] its virtue ii
sidmilar to that of white lead; or, a some say, ol
JC3 [a kind of stone, used medicinally, from

the Persian &,li]: it is of two kinds, native and
factitious: the native is [formed by] tihe transi
tion of a sulphiureows substance into quicksilvr:
[it is a ltlphureous ore of quicksilver:] thefacti.
tious [is what is called wermilion, and] is oj
various sorts. (TA.)

1 . , aor.:, (, 1,) inf. n .i, (a,) said of
oil, (, 1,) and clarified butter, (JK, L,) and
food, (L,) It was, or became, altered [for the
worme] (, K, TA) in odour; (TA;) [stinking,
rancid,] bad, or corrupt; like (JK.)
And, sai(d of a lamb, or kid, lie raised Ais head
in smiltig, by reason of choking, or of drynes
of thefauces. (](.)

p, applied to oil, (S, gI,) and clarified butter,
annfood, (i,) Altered [ for the worse] (1, ]g, TA)
in odour; (1'A ;) [stinking, rancid, bad, or cor-
rIt; like 5": see -L]--f Je Camels
havin.q their bellie straitened, by reason of thirst-
ing (Kr, K, TA) time ofter time. (Kr, TA.)

1. w.l ,,j, nor. -, ]£e produced fire [with a
.j and ;4] (A, TA.) - [Hence,] ji lj4

,j&J1 1 [They kindled the fire of rar]. (A,
TA.) - See also 2. a ;3, aor.: (,) inf n.
ij, (TK,) 1le (a man, TA) thirsted. (g.) -
s.';j, iif. n. ,j, said of a she-camel, Her wotnb

cameforth on ler giving birth. (L)

2. j, inf n. .p, He made his .j to pro-
duce fire. (];.) - Ie lied. (g.) - He fied
(], TA) a water-skin, or milk-skin; (TA;) as
also 1 j, (1, TA,) inf. n. j; and in like
manner a watering-trough, and a vessel: and he
.filled iis water-skin, or milk-skin, so that it be.
came like the j, i.e. [hard, orfirm, being] fw
(TA.)... [1He made, or rrnderd, narrow. You
iay,] was Io The hors Aas a nostril
which was not made narrow when he wta created.

Mgh, L, Mhb, 1,) which is also syn. with *j,
(Kr, L,) and ),'j (L) and [of paue.] ,;jil and
U;jl, (1, M, L, I,) the last anomalous [accord. to

general opinion becanse the medial radical is not
an infirm letter]; (TA;) and pl. pl. ;ljl. (L.)
Hence one says, A --l Lft ;, (TA,; or s,;
?61l, (A,) [lit. He is one- whose h4j prod,ces
fire, or swhose .,j producefire,] alluding to gene-
rosity and other commended qualities [of the
person to whom it is applied]. (TA.) And A10
sLl;Uj 4 t [lit. Mfy .Uj have, or hasn, produced
fire by thy means], (f, A, ],) said by thee to
one who has aided, or assisted, thee. (s, kI.)
And .); 0b -c,- U% Jij ;S

I [lit. I am one who producesfire by means of tAy
·.Pj, and all the good in my posseuion is from
thee]. (A.) [Hence also,] l.qj -j . ') t [(ly
weeping will not bring as a return for it so much
as a Lj; i. e. it will not avail aught]. (Iam
p. 83.) And aae.. J : so,ee art j. And

:"j? 1 jQI,~ t [Two piece of stick, or $rood,
for produingfire, in a bag or the liAe]: a prov.
denoting lownes, ignoblenes, meanness, or weak-
ness; and applied to two weak persons together.
(Meyd.) And - . -A v4 : see art.
.-. _.Hence, (A,) t Euch of the two bones of
the fore arm; [the radiu and the ulna ;] (A,
Mgh, L;) onre of which is more slender than the
other: the extremity of the ,lj next the thiumb
is called , , and that of the ,3j next the little
finger is called ~.j the . [or wrist] is the
place ofjunction of the e,ljJj, and the part where
the hand of the thief is cut off: (L:) in this sense
mase.; but improperly made fem.: (Mgh:) tihe
two bones above mentioned are called the v1j
as being likened to the O,,Oj withl which fire is
produced. (A, Mgh.*) And in some one or more
of the dialects, l ' .l is i The .L

[q. v.]; and eWj, AI ~,, the t1 [q. v.].
(L and TA in art. ,...) [Also] The pa; of the
fore armn which is diveted of fJlesh : of the mnse.
gender: pl. j (Mfb.) And (L) The part
where the extremity of th fore arm joins to (he
hand [on the side of the thumb and also on the
side of the little finvger, as is shown by what
follows]: there are two parts talled together
ol,3j; (~, L, 1;) the and the ,o a..
(~, L.) - Also A certain thorny tree. (.)

,.)j A q., (], TA) consisting of a stone
wrapped up in pieces of rag (TA) which is stuffed
into a shet~camers vulva, when Ahe is made to take
a liking to the young one of another: (i.:) it
has a string attached to it; and when it distree
her, theyj pull it out, and she imainea that she
has brougAt forth a young one: so say AO and
others (TA.)

;~J: see ,j, in two places.

amjsee oj; of which it is a pl., and withi
which it is also syn. [In the present day it is
commonly applied to A steel for striking fire:
and has for its p1 ;. ]

(A, TA.) - [He straitened, or scanted; made
strait, or scanty: see the pass. part n. Hence,
app.,] 4l;' c ;j [He straitened, or cantedl
his family; made their circumstances, or sub-
istence, strait, or scanty, to them;] he was hard,

setere, or rigorous, to his family. (L.) _ lie
Iunished beyond his ,iht. (I, TA.) He
clharged with niggardliness: (TA:) or he, or it,
made, or rendeled, niggardly, mean, or sordid.
(KL.) i-WI ; j, inf. n. ,*;, The she-
camel, having a [turmour of the kind called] iC3
in her vulva, had her vulvn perforated on every
side, and leathern thongs insrted in the holes and
tied tight: (ISh, TA:) or .i; [as inf. n. of

,j] signifies a she-camel's having the vulva
perforated with smaU sharp-pointed pieces of
wood, and then tied with [threads or stOingJ of]
hair: this is done when her womb comes forth
after her having given birth; (S, ;) on the
authority of IDrd, with iJ and ks. (v.) See
also the next paragraph.

4. Ajt, (J§,) said of a man, (TA,) i. q. ijj
[He exceeded, &c.]. (]~, TA.) _- [iHence, app.,]
4* ... J.0J L., as also I. .., i. q. .

A, [meaning No one is more su.fficient for
thee than he: see art ,,j]: (I:) or no one ezx-
ceeds him to thee in exceUence. (TA.) _ ) j

. i.q. q. [ie. He relapsed in his pain] (].)

5. ,j He was, or became, straitened, or em-
barrased, and contracted in his bosom: (A:) he
was, or became, straitened, or embarrassed, so as
to be unable to reply, or to ansmer: and he was
angry; (A, IJ;) and was incensed. (TA.) The
saying of 'Adee,

i 4 t . -* =

tu f Ji.iI Cb gjl 1)
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[WVhen thou jestest with men, be not altogether
foolish, but say lilts as they have said, and be
not straitened, &c.,] some relate with kS [in the
last word, sayin,g t : see art. xgj]. (TA.)

Oij [A piece of stick, or mood,for producing
fire;] the utpper one of the two pieces of stick,
or wood, (;.jc, P, M, L, V, or it L,) with
rwhich fire is produced [in a manner described
belotr]; ($, M, L, V;) of the masc. gender;
(Mqb;) [or mase. and fem.: (see .t;*, in art.
.3j:)] and * ;Oj is the appellation of the lower
one thereof, (, M, L, 1,) in which is the notch,
or hoUllow, ( L;, M, L, or ,;, A in art ,u ,)
or in wolich i a Aole (.i, f), [whence thl fire is
produced;] and this is fem.: (?, M:) one end of
,the ; j is put into the ,i of the ;Sj, and the
j is then (rapidly] twirld round, in producing

fire: (A in art. [t, h :) [the best kind of .j is
made ofj&i ; and the best kind of V j, of ,:
(see these two words :)] the dual Ol is ap-
plied to the two together; ($, M, L;) [and so,
very often, is the sing. ZSj:] one should not say

U13ij3; (~, M, L, 1] ;) for it is a well-known
rule that predominance is to be attributed to tie
mane.: (MF:) the pl. [of mult.] is ;5, (V , M,
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Oj.. [Made, or rendered, narrow]. You say

4j 4i A garment, or piece of cloth, orf little

width. ( A, 1.) And 2i. ;tjl [A bathern
water-bag] narrom, but long; [sch that] when
thou soest that there is somewhat in it, [thou
lookest again, and] lo, thLre is nothing in it. (A,
TA.) - A small, scanty, gift. (A, TA.*) -

Narrow; ($, 1 ;) niggardly; ($, A, 1;) tena-
ciou; (TA ;) who will not confer a small benefit:
(A:) lorw, ignoble, mean, or sordid: (TA:)
chAarged ,ith niggardlineu, and heldd to be littlls:

(1I;am p. 178:) and i. q. L.4. [i.e. one ,vhosm
origin, or lineage, is surpected; or an adopted
son; &c.]. (15.) And A man quick in becoming
angry. (L.)

Q. 9. Sl. j [ise adopted, or held, or profesed,

the tenets of the bjjj;] was, or become, a

. : (;,a 5,, TA)' [generally,] he was, or

became, a aJ [i. e. dCeiater from the right

religion, or an impugner of religions], and without
religion; (KL;) [a disbeliever in the oerld to

come and in the Deity, or the unity of the Cre-

ator: (see ii2.j :) and an asserter of the qnues,-
neu of time: see J.]

jA,3, (Th, 0, L, K, [in some of the copies of

the 7, and in my copy of the Myb, stLIA,

which, as is said in the TA, is a mistake,]) and

t,.jAj, A man very niggardly or avaricious.

(Th, O, L, ]~, Meb.)

U,~J a subst. from thie verb above mentioned;

(P, ] ;) [The adoption, or belief, or profeion, of
the toets of the jtij: gonerally, deviationfrom

the right religion, or the impugning of religions,
and the state of him who is without rdigion;]
disbelief in the world to come and in [the Deity,
or] thea unity of the Creator: (T, Mgh, Meb:)

[and the asertion of tlh endlessne of time: ee

-.] _Also i. q. p. [as meaning Niggord-

linen, or aarice: see J.j]. (L, TA.)
aI a v .1..

j;.j a dial. var. of " [q. v.]; (15;) like

as )jia ofr i. (TA.)

GA One rho is of the X,vi [or aserters of
the doctrinu of Dualism]: (f, b, ]:) or one who
aserts his belief in [the two principles of] Light
and Darknes : or one who dos not beliee in the
world to come, nor in the Deity: (0, 15:) or one
rAo does not believe in the world to comu nor in
the unity of the Cretor: (T, Myb :) or one who
conceals unbelief and mak an outward show of
beief: (15:) an ambicized word, (~, Myb,) origi-

nally Pers, so they may, (Mqb,) from ,t, which
is a book belonging to them [iL e. the book of

Zoroaster]: (P$:) [or from the Pers. ,tej,

meaning mUgian, or fir.-worshipper: and this
seems to be its primary meaning; as De Sacy
says in his "Chreast. Ar.," 2nd ed., ii. 274 :] or,
accord. to IDrd, it is an ambicised word from the

Persian es.j, (Mgh, [thus in my copy, app. for

;3j, in which the s may be, as it is in many

other instances, an affix denoting some kind of

relationship,]) or ;S ;j, (TA, as from the L,

[but not very clearly written, and with an erasure,
such as to euggest that the original and right

reading may be ; ,"j, which may be rendered

holder of tha Z~nd, but]) which is expl. as mean-
ing he [who] asserts Ais belief in the eternity, or
the ndlessness, of the present world: (Mgh, TA:)

or it is arabicized from CsO iOjj, i. e. woman's

religion: (0, V:) or the right explanation is

this: that it is a term of relation to the ,j, which
is the book of Manee the Magian, who was in
the time of Bahbrm the son of Ilurmuz the son of
Siboor [or ShApoor], and who claimed to be
successor to the Messiah, on whom be peace;
and, desiring fame, composed this book, which

he hid in a tree, and then took forth: ojSll, in
their language, is "explanation ;" and he meant
that this was the explanation of the book of Zara-
dusht [or Zoroaster] the Persian; and in it he
held that there are two gods, Light and Darkness,
Light creating good, and Darkness creating evil:
(TA:) or, accord. to the " Mefateeb el-'Uloom,"

,.32j means a follower of Mdnes, and also a

follower of Mezdeh, who (i. e. Mezdek) ap-
peared in the days of l5ub6dh, and asserted that
possessions and women were in common, and put
forth a book which he called oij, which is the
book of the Magians, that was brought by Zari-
dusht, whom they assert to have been a prophet:
and the companions of Mezdek were named in
relation to [this] jsj; which word, being arabi-

cized, was converted into f.i.j: (Mgh :) Th says

that ,.J is not of the [genuine] language of the

Arabs; (Mgh, TA;) and when the Arabs desire
to express the meaning in which it is commonly
used, (Mgh,* Msb, TA,) which is one wrho does
not hold any religion, and who asserts his belief

in the sndleness of time, (Mph,) they say °;J,

(Mgh, MYb, TA,) i. e. [a deriaterfrom the right
religion, or] an impugner of religions, (Mgb,)

and a .j: (Mgb, TA:) some say that it is from

U,jsil; because the Ljxj straitens himself: (L,
TA:) an Arab of the desert is related to have ex-
plained it as meaning one who lookhs much into

things, or affairs: (Mcb:) the pl. is ZiiUj and

j,tuj; (;, O, Myb, 1 ;) the latter being the
original pl., and the ; of the former being a
substitute for the suppressed US of the latter.

(O, 0.)

'i

L j He filed it; (g;) namely, a vessel,

and a water-skin. (TA.) See also what next

follows

2. ;j; (M#b;) or ;j, (1,) inf. n. jj;
(TA;) [but the former is more probably correct,

as ij3, mentioned below, is its quasi-pass.; or

perhaps each is correct ;] He put upon him a jUj

[or waist-blt]. (Mlb, K.) -_ Ji j tHe

looked hard at me: so in the " Nawadir:" (TA:

[,e also the act. part. n., below:D or .&f, 3,jj

t [h looked minutedy at ms]: and ', ' ' his
eye looked minullty. (A.)

5. jj;3 ie (a Christian [or Jew or Sabian or

Magian]) bound a jlj [or waist-belt] wpon his
waist. (A, Msb.)_tIt (a thing) becamse nddr,

or narrotv, (A, K,) to as to be like a jUj. (A.)

;ji (S, A, Mob, V) and IjU3j (A, O) and t ,j
(1O) The thing [meaning waist-belt] that is upon
the waist of the Christian (S, ° A,* Mqb,* 1) and

AMagian; (. ;) the thing which the P. [or free

non-Muslim subject of a Muslim govenment,
who pays a poll-ta for hisfreedomn and toleration,
i. e., Christian, Jew, or Sabian,l binds upon his

waist: (T, TA :) .[accord. to the K, from ~j3 "it
became slender, or narrow :" but the reverse is
implied in the A: see 5: and it is more probably
d(rived from the Greek a.vp,;, as observed by
Golius, or ovaptor,, as suggested by Freytag:] pl.

.Uj. (A, Myb.) - See also j.

jejj: scejUj.

j, (T, TA,) or P; , as also * ¢Uj, (TA,)
sing. of.eUj, TA,) w'hich signifies Pebbl!s:

(IAsr:) or small pebbles. (A'Obeyd, Kr, ISd,

Ii.)- _Also j and t)Uj, (Kr,) or * . and

t ;,j, (TA,) Certain small flies (Kr, l) that

are in vA.A [i. e. gardens, or privies]. (Kr,

TA.)

9j-: sceeUj :eand ce, in two places.

te;: see ., in two places.

h>p A woman tall, and large in body. (1,
TA.)

2 t .i J Such a one is looking
hard at me, and making the eye to project: so in

the "Nawadir." (T, TA. [See also the verb, 2.])

1. --JJ, (JK, S, O, 15,) namely, a mule, (JK,
0,) or a horse, ( a, K,) aor. :, (O, TA,) inf. n.

,j, (JK, TA,) He put a ring in the thin shin
beneath the part under his lower jam, and then
attachted to it a cord: (JK, O, ]:) this ring is
put to the head of the refractory mule; and is

called t6iLjj: (JK, O, TA:) or he put a t31j

in thea part under his lower jam, in the shin: (,
0:) every cord with which a beast ia tied, [at-
tached to a ring or otherwise] in the skin beneath

the part under the lower jaw, is called ' jlJ [or

, V53l: (0, TA:) in the 1:, j j, like :,, ; but

this is wrong: (TA:) what is in the nose,

pierced, is called Olt. (O, TA.) - Also, (IDrd,

Il,) aor. and 2, (TA,) inf. n. as above, (KL,)

He bound his legs by means of the JlOZ [or Aj,

q. v.]; namely, a mule's; (IDrd, 15 ;) and in like
manner, a horse's. (TA.) (This meaning alone I

find in the KL, given on the authority of tbh

Mj: but Golium says, as on the authority of the

KL likewise, that it signifies also ie fitted a

shoe to a horse'sfoot; followed by an accus.] -

And joj, (IAyr, 0,) or Ia. se Pj, aor.;

(1 ;) and t&pjt; and * .3, (IAr, O, ],) inf. a.

Wj.; (IA, 0 ;) t He straitened his houeold,
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by rson of niggardliu or powrty. (IAr, O,

I.) And oi O A , and ,il, I strait-
md sucA a one. (JK.)

3: ee above, last sentence but one.

4: ee 1, lant two sentence.

Oj The ptlce of ,the jLi [or 6iji. ,J.)
-The thin part of an arro-head: pl. &j.

(JK, Ibn-'Abbad, *K.)

j see 

iai A narromw L [or street]. (g.) - A
narrow part of a valley. (JK, Ibn-'Abbad, O.)
.. A bend in a wall; or in a L., [or street];
(Lth,JK, O;) or in a side of a houue; or in a
narrow, or very narrow, road of a vaUley, [so I
render .lj , (see .ij,)] in which is
wrhat resmoiles a plarc of entrance and a tniriting
or winding: a subst. in all these senses, having no
verb. (Lth, O.)

:Uj see 1, in two places.- Also i. q. j.
[i. e. ]obbles for a horse or the like, having a
rope extending from the shackles of the fore feet
to thoue of the hind feetj. (TA.) - And The
kind of ornament called 1 -"5 [i. e. a necklace,
or the like]; (., O, K; [in this sense correctly said
in the 1I to be like AtS ;]) a certain ornament
fur wromen, (JK, Ibn-'Abbid, O,) of silver.
(Ibn-'Abbid, O.)

e,j [in its primary acceptation is app. syn.
with jy,pJA in the first of the senses assigned to
the latter below: and hence,] t Firm, strong,
or sound; (JK, O, K, TA;) applied to judgment,
or an opinion, (JK, O, TA,) and an afflir,
and management, or exercise of forecast or fore-
thought. (TA.) And t 'j [which is app. its
pl., or ijJ _j,] t Perfect t,nderstandings or
intellects. (lApr, O, ].)

)Uj: see 1, in two places.

j'. Tied, or bound, with the 3Uj [q. v., or

with the JI,j]. (TA. [See also ,Mj.])_ -And
t Sufering a sppreion of the urine. (TA.)-

,/O.')l is the name of A horse of'Amir Ibin-E!t-
7'ufeyl: (fl, *:) and of a horse of 'Attdb Ibn-
E.l-Wa,r... (TA.)

g.,.4i [inf. n. of ;j] The cutting a small
portion of the ear of a camel or other animal,
and leaving it hanging thereto. (KL [See

j .])-.[And hence,] The act of marking writh
a sign or token. (KL [See also the same. word
as a subst. properly so termed, expi. below.]) -
And The conjoining any one with a people, or
party, to whAich he doe not belong. (KL.)

wJl Ija ;s I.j, (inf. D. ,, TA,) They
snt to me this adversary in order that he might
contend in an altercation, dispute, or litigate,
rith me. (I.)

4. 101,. JjA 7he tre had a tV.j (K, TA)
[i.e. an escresc~e] reembling tAe a.j of the

il [app. here meaning sheep as well as goat;
though sheep are said in the f, and in one place
in the TA, to have no &4.j]. (TA.)

.,j The [projecting] thing that is beAind the
cloren hoof; also called ,j; (., C;) of which it
is a dial. var. (f.)

Aj A camel having a ti j, i. e. a thing [or
portion] of the ear cut (S, I) and lqft hanging
doamn [therefrom], (1R,) which is done to camels
of generous race (., 1) only; (.;) as also tj,l
and j.*: fem. 4;j and *tfj and t4*j,:

(X,C:) pl. of pauc. ,,1j and :W;,j. (Y4oot,

TA.) [8See also _.j.]_ .;,j li"3t t A ewe that
is held in high estimation; [not signifying having
a 4J,, as meaning "having a kind of wattle;"]
for [it is asserted that] the sheep has no aij;
that pertaining only to the goat. (S. [But see

i4j %-:l a nnd a?4j and t 4j and V &;j
(S, 1]) i. q. iJj &c., (K,) lle is one whose pro-
portion, or conformation, is that of the slave: or,
as Ks says, (or Llh, TA,) the meaning is, truly.
(S.) [See also aJj.] - _ l #jj: see

;oj: see what next precedes.. . also sig-
nifies A certain tree, having no leaves, as though
it were the a.,j of the ;l [app. here meaning
sheep as well as goat: see ;,j]. (TA.)

a;j of the ear of a camel: see.,): but accord.
to El-Abmar, it is a mark made by ctting eoff a
portion of the ear. (TA.) - [Of the ear of a
man, it is app. The antitragus and also a small
prominence of the antihelix immediately above

the antitragus: for it is said that] Oj' l C..j sig-
nifies two mall things (.Ot1) nexti to the ',
[or lobule], opposite to the ;j3 [an evident mis-
transcription for ;.;j i.e. tragus]. (*g. [So in
all the copies that I have seen.])- Alsb [A
hind of wattle, i. e.] a thing, (Msb,) or piece of
flesh, (TA,) hanging from the 'l*~ [here mean-
ing throat, ex:ternally], (Msb, TA,) beneath each
ear, (. and A and I in art. toj,] of the ;al
[i.e., app., sheep as well as goat; though it is
said in the $ that "thlbe sheep has no 4;j; that
pertaining only to the goat;" app. because it is un-
common in sheep]. (TA.) [See also ij; and
see ;.. and a. and t-.]__To this is likened

the a4j of a tree: see 4. (TA.) _ And [as the
4j of the ear of a camel, or of a goat or sheep,
serves to distinguish it,] it signifies also tA mark,
sign, or token. (TA.) - 3JI 1; :j The two
edge [or cuspsq] of the notch of an arrow, (Msb,
I, TA,) between which is put the bow-string;
(Msb, TA;) as also jd.ll * 'Qj; (I;) but the
former is the more chaste: (TA:) also called
jAlt I4. (; in art. ', and A and TA.)-

See also %ll Ull, voce Cl. - l.jil also sig-
nifies t A certain herb, or leguminous ptant,
(I, TA,) of which Agn had heard mention
made, but remembered not any description: it is
said to gro in plain, or soft, teracts, and in the

form of the ALjof te ar; to hatv lnaw; and
to be one of the wort of plants. (TA.) -See
also : ,.

i~: see 4il.
.Uj A calamity, misfortune, or eil accident.

(.)- See also ¢iU;.
0 -

.,etj, applied to a goat, [and app. to a sheep
also,] Yaving [two wattle, sueA as are temed]

OEj [of which see the sing., i.;j]; as also

,tj. . (TA.)_Also, and ',j, One adopted
among a people to whom he dos not belong, (Fr
in explanation of the former word as uneed in the
.ur lxviii 13, and $ and AI,) to which some add,

(TA,) not being needed; as though he were a

i;j among them: (f, TA:) and i.q. ( [as
meaning likewise one who is adopted among a
people or by a person (though understood in some
other sense by F)]; (Mbr, MgBh, Myb, TA;)
conjoined [with them or him]: thus the former
was expl. by I'Ab as used in the Iur ubi supri:
(Mbr, TA:) but Az says that the latter word ham
only the meaning assigned to it above, voce.,
as an epithet applied to a camel. (TA.) And the
former word, t Base, ignoble, or mean; kown by
his banenae, ignobleness, or meannes, (g, I(, TA,)
or his evil character, (], TA,) like as the a1t
[i. e. shep or goat] i Arknown by its a*j : ($, TA:
[in the latter of which is added, "because the
cutting of the ear is a mark :" but by its itjj is
here meant "its wattle;" for the cutting of the
ear of the camel is a mark of generous race:])
thus expl. by 'Ikrimeh as used in the .ur uhi
suprk. ($.) And tThe son of an adulteres or
a fornicatreu. (TA.)- Also A comnsisioned

agent, afactor, or a deputty. (TA.) I , 'Jl
The lion. (M and .K in art. ,i, q. v.)

Ulj &U .A .U [or jlute], so called becauso
inented by ,,, a skilful jL [or player upon
the musical reed] in the servico of Er-Rlahed
and EI.Moatasim and El-W6thi]: vulgarly called

Sj ; said by Esh-Shereeshee to be thus mis-
called by the common people of the West.
(TA.)

.jl, and its fern. ( w.Lj): see .cpj. ._jJl

.Jl i.q. i. JI,f1l [q. v.]; (1, TA;) mean-
ing , Time, or fortune, to *hich trials are ap.
pendant: or, as some my, hard, or rigorous, in
its course. (TA.) . See also what next follows.

A camnel of thoSe called I.'*;yl; thus

called in relation to [a sub-tribe (,.ol) of jp

or of e;named] t *; . (IAr, TA.)

.,j3 inf. n. of S [q. v.]. (TA.) _- And also a
subst. like .j and O ai3, ignifyring A certain
mark of camels. (TA.)

.njd, and its fem. (with I): see ,,j. - See
also ,j, in two placi. Aso Speal in body;

like . (TA qir, TA in art..nj.) - Also The
young ones of camea. (Q, *.) - And .4 certain
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stallion [-camel]; ($, 1 ;) accord. to some, who
read thus, in a verse of Zuheyr,

[Sundry spoils consisting of the young camels the
ofMpring of Muzennem]: ( :) thus A'Obeyd

read, instead of,j p Si1I, in which the latter

word is used for a;p, [by poetic license,] because
w1, is of a meaure common to masc. and fem.

words. (EM p. 120.)

i- Jo. s[.
1. ji9, [aor. it,] inf. i j3, It mas, or became,

strait, or narrow; a dial. var. of Uj; (ISd, ],
TA;) said of a place. (TA.)

2. d eL j .ie straitened, or oppremCd, him;

made strait, or close, to him: (ISd, I :) it occunr

thus, without ., by poetic license, for ij, in a
saying of a rajiz cited in art. t ", as an ex. of

the word l: l. ($ in art. uj.) - j also

signifies lIe (a man) became law in his joints.
(TA in art. ej.)

: sj: ee what next follows, and also art. Uj.

' Stnrait, or narrow; (s&;) as also t' :
(TA in art. Uj, from the F&iil; and in art. U :)
the former mentioned in this sense by IAr;
(TA ;) applied to a bog, or other receptacle.

(li, TA.) [See also .J, in art. Uj.]

.j.j rel. n. from jJ: see tle, next artielc.

1. sij aor. is n-. sj [often written lSj]

and rUj, (9, Mgh,' M9 b, s,) the latter an inf. n.

of 3 ( g Mlgh, M9b, 1O) also, ($, Mgb, ],) but said

by some to bo a dial. var. of the former, (MUb,) the
former being of tdie dial. of the peol)e of EI-4ijiLz,

(Lhi, , Meb, TA,) and tdie latter of ditho dial. of
llenoo-Temeem, (Li4, TA,) or of the people of

Nejd, (?, M9b, TA,) le committed fornication

or adultcrj/; (EI-Mun&wece, Er-RAghiib, TA;) t

with her: (MA:) but accord. to El-Munawee,

[it seems to be properly n dial. var. of UJ as
meaning he ,nounted; tfor he says that,] in the

proper language of the Arabs, Ul signifies the

mounting upon a thing; and in ithe language of
the law it signifies thi commission of the act
firt mentioned above: it is [thius] syn. with ji:

and in like manner one says of a woman [".j]
(TA:) t js in£ n. e)s, also signifies the same:

(TA:) and so does t .lj, inf n. Up and '.U:

(I:) one says of a woman, t .ls, inf. n. UI
and I, meaning U.l [i.. She commits forni-

cation or adultcry; or prostitut~ hArs.f]. (f.)

It is said in a prov., .J .~,. 'j ' m ~ ', '
[Her contiance is not continmce, nor the forni-

cation, or adultfry, that she eommits,fornication,
or adultery]: applied to him who does not remain
in one state, or condition; neither in good nor in

evil: (Meyd:) or to him who refrains from doing

good and then is excessive [therein], or from evil
and then is excessive therein; not continuing to

pursue one way. (TA.) [See also Zj.]

2. *tJ, inf. na. e (C , Mgh, Msb, TA,) iHe

said to him l1j ( [Ofornicator or adulterer]:

(S, TA:) or he imputed to him I,pi [i.e. forni-

cation or adultery]; (Mgh, Mqb, TA;) and so

t Ulj, accord. to the copies of the ]; but in the

M, t *Uj, which, it is there said, has not been
heard except in a trad. of the daughter of El-
Ijasan. (TA.)_ See also L m And see 2 in
art..j.

s. CIs, in£ n. 3Lj and bj, [He commnitted
fornication or adultety with her.] (Mghl, Meb.)

See also 1, in two places. And see 2.

4: seeS.

often written U3j: see the next paragraph,
in two places.

3*;j A tingle act of jl [i. c. fornication or
adultery]: (Msb, TA:) and * IJ' is [used in the

same sense, (though properly an inf. n., not of
un.,) as is shown by its being] dualized: they say

D JA: (TA:) [but this is post-classical:] thus

using the dual of J;, the lawyers say, 'iJ
[lIe reproached hidn writh two acts offornication
or adultery]: (M,b, TA:) but [ini this instance,

and] in the saying ' '.Uj t ,z4, [whichl is

dual of .U;, properly an inf. n. like j,] or ,
[lie testified, or gave decisive information, re-
slecting two acts of fornication or adultery,] the

rilit word is i';. (Mgih.) One says also, ;
Lo;j CWs, and sometimes t j, (K,) but the
former is the moro chaste, (Az, TA,) meaning

t .J 1 [i. e. He is a son of formication or
adultery]: (V:) or 4 ;j W. j and V ,j, (Mgh,

Mqb,) and 4i 1 [ '] and tJi, (Mgh,) withl fet-h

and with kesr, [meaning s above, or 4 3,,4
lle is, or was, born offornication or aaiUtery,]
contr. of !;L : J; amand (Mgh,) or conit. of

9cnr o .~ -4 . --

.&:I (Myb ) or t* j, - and , , [le
i the offspring o0fornication or adultery,] contr.

of Li and o:: (S :) accord. to Fr, one says,

_ and AIi,(J and a.A , [all meaning the
same, and] all withl fet-h: accord. to Ks, how.-

ever, one may say t e and ;3,, with kesr, but

J only with fat-h: (TA:) ISk says that itj

and 4 are both with kesr aid fet-l. (Myb.)

3*j [accord. to analogy signifies A mode, or

manner, offornication or adultery]. See the next
preceding paragraph, in five places. - Also The

last of a man's children; ( ;) like as .*w signi-

fies the "last of a woman's children." (TA.)

~j [properly an inf. n., but having a dual

assmigned to it]: see an instance of its dual voce

t.$t' [meaning Of, or relating to, fornication

or adultery] is the rel. n. from jj; (9, M9b;)
the [radical] U being changed into j because

three js1 are deemed difficult of pronunciation:
(Mb :) and the reL n. from o, [having the same

meaning] is t j. (v.)

U:j see what next precedes.

;Wij an appellation applied to A femalr ape

(';;0. (S.)

OJg act part. n. of .i: [signifying Commit-
tiug fornication or adultery: and also a for-

nicator or an adulterer:] (Mqb:) fem. 4ilj:

(lkur xxiv. 2 and 3:) pl. masue. tj3, like :ii pl.

of oU: (Mpb:) [and pl. fem. Slj.] ,'tj5 

said to a woman is correct as being [for 4ij i,
Ofornicatress, or adulteress,] apocopated. (Mgb.)

3;WI fem. of ijlJ [q. v.] - Applied to a man,

it has an intensive mcaritinz [i. c. One much ad-
dicted tofornication or adultery]. (Mgh.)

Mj

L. & ,bj, (, A, AMg, M fhl, , ,) and 4;,

(s, Mfgi, Msb,) aor. ; (9, ;) [the most usual
form of the verb;] and .3, aor. ; (9, Msb,. ;)
which is the most approved form, though IMP
says otherwise; (TA;) antl .j, aor. ; (Th,s ;)

inf. n. Mj and ;6laj ($, Mgh, Mb), 1) and aj;
(S,1, TA;) lie abstained from it; [nmecaning,
from sonmething that would gnrtiy the Ipsions or
senses;] relinuishedl it; fowook it; dstunnd, or
avoided, it; did not desire it; (,s A, Mgh, Myb,

]C ;) contr. of ij [i.e. of & ,,j], ( g, j,) and

i. q.;3 4.d, (A, M;gl,) and ; .s, (Mgh,) and

d/3 and , /l: (MAlt :) or he abstained
from it, meaning a thing of tie lawfulnes of
which lie o was sure, so far as to take tite let that

as siient thereof, leaving the ret to God:
(MF:) or ;laj relates only to worldly things;
and ,Sj, to matters of religion: (Kh, Myb, V:)
or both sigunify the exercising onelf in the
service of God, or in acts of devotion; as also
!v /: (KL:) ho who makes a difference be-

twecen e Jj and .; j errs. (Mgh.)_jl. j

and also signify [particularly The being absti-
nent in respect of eating;] the eating littlei. (A,

TA.) - And J1j and Y ojl Ile straitened his
iouschold, IJy reason of nigardlineu or poverty.

(TA in art. .j.) s ai, aor. :, (,) inf. n.
.aj, (TA,) t lie compnted, or determined, its
quantit!y, measure, siZe, balk, lproportion, wtent,
amnount, Sum, or number; or Ah computed by
conjecture its quantity or measure &c., or the

quantity of its fruit; as also ? j&t, (y, TA,)

inf n. ;jl; and V Ai, inf. n. ,. *: all used

in relation to palm-treos. (TA.) You say, '~oj
,IJ- ;,s aor. and inf n. as above, t I compued by

conjecture the quantity of the fruit upon the
palm-tree. (Fah.-Sheyb&nee, C, TA.) And ;,uij

jL.Jl t I computed by conjecture the quantity, or

amount, of the property; or the number of the
camele or cattle. (JK.)

1 1
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2. & o lj3 [and H.] He made him, or caused
him, to abstain from it; to rclinquisth it; to for-
ahe it; to shun, or avoid, it; or to be not

~sirout of it; (L, Mgb;) i.q. .o . ; (L;)

tran. of , aj: (Myb :) [i. e.] 

and is the contr. of &) ,J1. (S, .'*)- 

And ~.lI is also tyn. with jIl. (1g, TA.

(In the Cg, erroneously, j 1,.]) One says,

j~it cr,Ul1 and 1 t [Mfen, or the people,
impute to him, or accuse him of, niggardliness,
or stingincs]. (A, TA.) And 'Adee Ibn-Zeyd
says, i
i tLLI..A

-
.. g I.*xl 21.: _il. t

&,P. - 4 a. h, 4- - A S

i. e. t [And erily the first ingle act of niggardli-
nme, of him who is acting in a niggardly nanner,
is moot undutiout to parents; (app. beeause gene-
rosity is what they enjoin above aull things;) and
he who is niggardly is blamned, and] is charyed
with bein a nigg.qard, a low or mean or sordid
man. (TA.) - See also 1.

4. .u jl, (JlK, L,) inf. n. ;ljl, (JK, , L,) He
mwa, or became, one whose property was not
desired, because of its littleness; (JK, L;) he
posUesd little prol tely, (,' L,) which, because
of its'littleas, ras tiot desired. (L.) - Sec
albo L m .~jt: see 1, near the end.

5. jJ3 lie manif ctled, or made a slhow of, ,oj
[or abstinence, &e., generally meaning exercise
in the srvice of God, or derotion] : (KL :) [and]
he devoted himslf to the service of God, or to
rtligious ezercises; or appliedtl himself to acts of
devotion. (M, JMb.) See also 1.

6. ,j3 t They conttemned, or destpised, hiin,
or it. (1s.) It is said iin a trdtl., of wine-drilakcrs,

I;, 3.1jJl3, i. c. they conteaneel the ~: [or
prescribed castigation]; held it in little, or mean,
estimation; regardIed it as a small thiny. (TA.)
[See also what next followr]

8. s;J! t lIe reckoned it little. (g.) You

my, 9/i' .; 4j.i 'i t Such a one rechon
little the gift of such a one. (ISk, Q.) [See also
what next precedes.]

:j t A small quantity. (A.) You say, ..
ail&i$ L .jA (JK, , ) :Tuake thou the smaU
qta;ntity that is &s.ficient for thee: (A:) or as
much as is sujfcient for thee. (JK, .. )

~j The poor-rate; syn. 3jLj: (A, :)
mentioned by Aboo-Sa'eed, on the authority of
Mubtekir El-Bedawee: so called, accord. to Aboo-
Sa'eed, becauso of its littleness; tIe 3Itj of
property being the least portion of it; or, aecord.
to the A, because the fortieth part [whicb is its
general proportion] is little. (TA.) 80 in the

saying, 1I 9 J i tL tW [itat ailelh thee that
thou refsrc t th poor-rate?]. (A, TA.)

&j Ij ; t Land that does no lom rowith water
eept in con uence of much rain: ( :) or land
that flows wriL water in conuence of the leat

rain; (ISk, JK, and TA in art. *;) as also

jL.i~; (ISk, TA in art. j.;) [contr. of ,,ji

;: see alsor .j.] And ) 1 Sji t The small
water-courses. (L.)

j TKho eats little; (T, ;) applied to a

man; (T;) [and] so or'Jl ,&j; (S;) or .,

..JI: (A:) and so .. j or .ej, (as in dif-
ferent places in the T,) applied to a woman:

contr. of [.c. and] ah. (T.) You say, oi
,j '~lJ, i. e. [Such a one is abstinent, &c.,

and] a small eater. (A.) - t Small in quantity
or number: (., M.sb, I :) so applied to a gift.
(8.) _ t Contemptible, deslicable, mean, or
paltry. (TA.) - t A man w"ho possesses, or does,
little, or no, good. (A, TA.) t A man (Lb,
TA) narrow, or nigardly, in disposition; (Lbh,
I(, TA;) as also t lij; (K ;) fem. of the former
with 1: (Lb, TA:) a low, ignoble, ungenerous,
mean, or sordid, man; such that one does not
desire what he possesses; as also 'I. (L.) -

aJI OxJ j .*, and I;.aj Ox pJ, i lie is content

with little; contr. of 1; and 

' .ej. (A, TA.) -,. ; 6; t narron valley:
(JK, 5:) or a valley that takes, or receircs,
little wrater; (ISb, 8, TA;) that is made to flun
by a slight quantity of water, even as much as a
she-goat voids into it, because it is even and hard:
(ISh, TA:) contr. of. Ij. (TA in art. j.)

[See also ;tlj.] And uj"jl ,.j t What is
narrow, of land; and that from mhich mnuch
water does not comeforth: pl. ~t,sj. (L.)

,,~j: see the next paragraph.

.lj act. part n. of .aj [i. e. Abstaining, or
absxtinent; relinquishing; forsaking; shunniig,
or acoidin ; not dexiring or desirous: and parti-
cularly abstaining from, or shunning, or retiring
fron, world/l! pleasure; exercising himself in
the service of God, or in acts of devotion; a
devotee]: and V ; has a similar, but intensive,
meaning [i. e. abstaining much, or rery absti-

nent; &c.]: pl. of the former ;ItbJ. (Myb, TA.)
See also ~,j, in three places.

,i,. A man posesing little property, (JK, 8,
A,) so that one does not desire it. (JK.) It is
said in a trod., oj 1>4 .1, 1 JUJ0, menning
[The most excellent of men is a believ..] possess-
ing little property. (8, A.)

L ij and A.#,j, (8, A, l, &e.,) aor. ;, (Mb,

],) inf n. ;, ( 9, 1,) It (a star, TA, and the
moon, and a lamp, and the face, O) shone, or
glitened; (], TA;) as also Vy>jl: (]:) it
(fire, 8, A, ], and the sun, A) gave light; shone;
or shone brightly: (F, A, ]:) it (a thing) was
clear in colour, and gave light, or shone, or sione
brightly: (Mqb:) and you say also, of the moon
and of the sun, bj [and ], aor. ', inf. n.

.j; andj [and ,j#, aor. ]. (TA.).-ial j

The piece of stick, or wood, for producing fire
emitted dhining fire; made its fire to shine.

(TA.)- ., ~ .i4 j ($, A) [lit.] My fire
hath become strong and abundant by means of
thee: ($:) and LSPj/ i ,Aj (T, 8) [lit] my
pieces of stick, or Wood, for producing fire hae
becomte ponme.ful and abundant [in.fire] by means
of thee: (K:) meaning, my want hath been
accomplished by means of thee: (T, TA:) like

LSf ? At (-S.)Lp, aor. :; (Msb;)

.and l, aor. :, (,) inf. n. ( ; CTA;) and ,j;
(1K ;) t lie, or it, wanns, or became, white; (Myb,
K;) and beautiful: (Q: [so in the C]~ and in
my MIS. copy of thc I; but omitted in the TA:])
or of a bright white colour: (TA:) or of any
shining colour: (Agn, R:) and!j t it (a plant)
was, or became, beautifedl: (Ain, TA:) and jj,
aor. -', he (a man) wan, or became, wkite, or
fair, in face. (MTyb.) - Sco also 4, in two

places. ~ f1 _JI ;l .;jj The sun altered the
camels. (I.)

4. ^jl JIe made a fire, (., ]K,) and a lamp,
(A,) to Vgice light, to shine, or to shine brightly.

(8, A, K.) - k j ;ibjl [lit., Thou hast made
my piece of stick, or wood, for producing fire to
emiLt shini,ng fire, or abur,dant fire; meaning,
! thou hast made me to accomplish my want:
see 1]. (A.) ... j (Aln, T, 8, M, A, Mqb,
[and so in the ClK and in my MS. copy of the
]g, but 8M says that in all the copies of the ] it

is written , ljl, like.4*!,]) It (a plant, or herb-
age, &8, 1, &c., and a tree, TA) flonered, or
blosomed; (Ain, T, ;, bMb, &c.;) u also i,j,

aor. '; (Mb;) and t;ltjl. (AUn, 10)-?jl

,j;l, and 1 ;,'j, The land abounded with
Jloner,s. (7j, TA.)

8: seo 1-.4 -,: 1j, (originally , TA,)
IIe took care of it, (8, A, g,) and was mindful
qf it: (A:) or (so in the TA, but in the B "and")
he rejoiced in it; (lAth, ]K;) his face became

Vsining by reason ofit: (Ath :) or he wa *mind
ful of it: or [4( jj! signified be thou vigorous,
seduClous, earnest, energetic, or diligent, in it;
meaning, in the thing that I command tlhee to do;
for] : ; ajl" l means [by implication] thy
commanding thy companion to be vigorous, sedu-
lous, earnest, energetic, or diligent, in the thing
which thou commaindest him to do: (1i:) all
which significations aro from Ej* in the sense of
"beautv, and brightnec." (TA.) It is said in
a trad. that Moklanmmad bequeathed to Aboo-
]jatidch the vessel fiom nwhich he performed ablu-

tion, and aid to hiMm, 'l CJ a- ' i 1,~! Tahe
thou care of thiu, nnd do not lose it, (8, TA,) but
be mindful of it, [.for it is a thing of importance:]
(TA:) or rejoice thiou in this; let tkyface become
shiinig by means of it: (IAth:) or, accord. to Th,
take it up; or charge tAyself with it: and he aye
that this verb is Syriac: A'Obeyd thinks it to be
Nabathean or Syriac: Aboo-Sa'eed says that it is
Armbic. (TA.)

9 and 11: see 

, a pl., (!,) or [rather a ooll. gen. n.] like

pieces of stick, or wood, for producinq fire ham
becotne pomenful and abundant [injlre] by mans
qf thee: (1�:) meaning, Imy want hath be^
accomplished kil means of tiot: (T, TA:) like

LS?�J aor. Z ; (M b;)

and int. n. (TA;) and
fle, or it, mis, or became, whits; (Mqb,

K;) and beautiftel: (XC: [so in the CXC and in
my .518. copy of ilic I(; but omitted in tlio TAJ)
or of a brfqht white coloatr: (TA:) or of any
P1Wning colour: (Agn, R:) and,;!j t it (a plant)
was, or became, beautiftil: (Akln, TA:) and J9
aor. ', :he (a man) was, or became, white, or
fair, in face. (Afqb.) Sco also 4, in two

plnees. 

w_*4J1 ,&j The sun altered the

camels. (lg.)

4. ^ 1 Ire mode a fire, QR, IS,) and a lamp,
(A,) to Vice liqltt, to shine, or to shine brightly.

A, LS.�3j %zj&jl [lit., 71hou hast inade
my lpiece of stick, or mmi, for 1;mducing fir# to
eipsit shinipog Are, or abutptlang fire. meaning,

fliou liast made me to aecompliA my mane:
ace 1]. (A.) -AjI (AUn, T, C, M, A, Mfb,
[and so in the Clg and in my MS. copy of the

but 8M says that in all tho copies of tho 1� it

is written likej.*~!,]) It (a plant, or berb-
age, &c., and a tree, TA) jlomered, or
blonomed; (AUn, T, �, bfyb, &c.;) u also
aor. t; (Mqb;) and V;tAjt. (AUn, ]p)
,AJ,91, and llz",,j" Tise lapid abounded with
jlopi.ot.s. (7,j, TA.)

8: sco 1. TA,)
(orininally P�,

Ire took care Ofit, A, g,) anil was mindful
qf it: (A:) or (so in ilic TA, but in dbe 1� agand")
he rejoiced in it; (1Ath, K;) his faeo berants
sUpting by reason ol!g : (I Ath :) or he m�4 *mind
ful of it: or [40 signifies be thou riqorous,
militious, earpiest, onepgetie, or diligent, in it;
mcaiiing, in the tliin- tlint I cownmend tlice to do;
for] & means [by implication] thy

conimanding tliy companion to be vigorous, codu-
IOUs, earnest, energetic, or diligent, in the tJiing
wlbicli ttiou commandest him to do: (1�:) all
wljich significations aro from Ej*`Jj in the sense of
11 beauty, and bri.rlitnew." (TA.) It is said in
a trad. that Mokinminnil bcqtiemlied to Atwo.
]�atideli the vemel fiotn wlaich he performed abla.

tion, and said to hirn Tako.d C4, U*�
thou care of ihix, and do not Ion it, ffi, TA,) but
be mindfoti of it, [for it iq a thing t?f importance:]
(TA:) or rejoice tliou in this; kt tkyfam bwmo
sitiming by meatis of it: (I.Ath:) or, aowrd. to Th,
take it up; or cliaige thy&eif with it: and he aye
titiat thits verb is Syriae: A'Oheyd thinks it to be
Nabathean or Syriae: Aboo-Sa'eed says that it is
Ambic. (TA.)

9 and U: am 1

a PL, (�:,) or [rather a coll. gen. n.] likeI

12RBooK 1.]
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h3, (Mqb,) of which the sing., (],) or n. un.,
(M9b,) i~s ?3J (b, I,) which latter signifies,

a also 9i , Aj.oer, or bloso, of a plant:
(I, Mqb, l[:) or a yellow flower or blossom;
(lAIr, ;) and white flowers are called :
(lA*r:) or a jlower or bloeom that has beconu
yellow: (lAr, TA:) 1Ft mys that the term A&
is not applied to a flower until it becomes yellow
or it signifies am opnfror or blosom; a flowe
or blouom before it opens being called ..
(Mqb:) pl. ;1.!, and pl. pl 1. ; i (A, *.) Onw

says, ., I j , aj Lb [As though the
flonw. of the hrba wre the shining of the stars]
(A.) - Also t 3 (Th, I) and * j, (J,) oi
the former only, (TA,) A plant: (Th, V:) bul

S18d thinks that Th, by this explanation, means
the signification first given above: and MF dis.
allows the meaning of a plant as unknown. (TA.)

1 a A want. (, TA.) o80 in the phrase,

t .L .b [I acconmplihed what I wanted
of him, or it]. (TA.)

.,., .0,. ·- ,...
ZAJ: ace OJ, in two places - jJl ;^I ($,

M', A, Mtb, Vj, and *, jh, (Altit, M, ra,) the
former agreeable with the reading of verse 131 of pa
chap. xx. of the ur obtaining among the people
of the amnieyn, and the latter with that generally
obtaining in El-Barah, (Aat, TA,) (but the
latter is dis allowed in the Mib, and by MF,] The
bea euty and splndour of th prnt world or life;
(M, A, X(;) it goodlines; (. , M, A, ]g;) ita
oetwne, or pleauatneas; or the abundance oj

its goods, conenie neT, or comfortc; (, M;) ita
goodt; (Mpb;) itfinery, (Mqb, TA,) or beauty
and aplendoar, and abundance of good things.
(TA.)

laJ t Whitenat; (YaTo,b,y,h;) and beauty:
(I:) whiteme, orfairnue, characteristic of good
birth: (s:) or brigat rAitenabe: (TA:) or any
hAining colour. (An, R.)

... .0..
jAJ: aeem ,, in two places: -and Js.

,pVI [The planet Venue;] a certain atar, (@,
M9b, ],) well kown, (g,) white and briliant,
(TA,) in the third heavn. (s.) 1 o [the
p.]: oee ̂ l, near the end of the paragraph;

obu [Shining; ic. Bee, (]Applied to a [h
or piece of stick, or wood, for producing fire,
Emitting Aiming fire; making ita fre to kaine.
(TA.) - Applied to a plant, t Beaul, ul: and
to the complexion of a man, bright; shining:
and;i q. (, q v (TA.) )j In-

tmely red. (Lho, ].) - , a nid [Such

a on#e ha a briliant turn offortune. (A.)

,;11 4 L ! He waLk. with an elegant, and
a prowd, and efw-ncted, gait, wrtrith an in-
clinirg of tho body from ide to e : (T ,* TA:)
occurring in the poetry of Aboo-Sakhr El-Hu-
dhalee, (TA.)

Sat iing; giving light; brigAt. (, .)
:, i

Hence, (TA) phjw The,) moon.i (b,r.) And
Am Th n and the moon. (1Sk, Q, A, [.)

_t Whitie; (S, .;) and beautiful: (':) or oj
a bright white colour: (TA:) or of any .ainin
colour: (ABn, R:) as also ?;lj. (TA.) 

; A man rhits, or fair, in face: (Meb:) havimy
a abright, or hining, face: (s:) having a white

orfair, and bright, or shining,face: (v:) a mu
3having a white, orfair, comnpleion, character
: istic of good birth: (Sb, s :') or ofa bright rhit

orfair complezion, with a /iningface: or mire
with rednes: (TA:) and .j a woman wkite
or fair, in face: (Mqb:) having a brigat, o
&Jining,face: (1:) having a white, orfair, and
bright, or ahining, face: (g:) of a bright whit
or fair conplexion intermixed with rednss

r(TA.) - t lBright, or hining, applied to ari
tanimal and to a plant. (AA.)_Applied als

to water [app. as meaning Bright and clear]
(TA.) And i. q. tI (app. a mistranscriptiox

) for L5i1i, i. e. hitec, or rwhitened, applied tU
flour]. (TA.) t A wild bull: and . a wil

,corr. (, .) - t A wrhite lion. (s.) - A
Iw hite ewer orjug, in which wine iu made. (TA

voce , - t Milh just drawn. (AA, V.) -
'IA 1 is applied by Ru-beh to The white clouo
(X1_.) lightning in the evening. (0, .) -

fIj> ;. tA white and clear pearL (TA.)-
j &jt Three night. of the beginning of the [lunar'
month: (TA:) or so t;jIt. (Har p. 29.)-
,hjSl J*e l Friday. (0, 1C, TA.) -

[The two chapters of tie Kur-in engitled] iJl

and , JI (0, g.) - A camel parting hiJ
leg wide, cropping the tree.. (1.)

j.hjo A certain musical instrument; (Mqb;)
the lute (.) upon widich one plays: ($, ,:) pI.
lj (Mb.) - One whko makes thefire bright,

and turns it over [to preeit its going out or
becoming dull,] ( U, 1 and TA, in the Cg
'.WA3,)for [the pur ose of attracting] gueste. (Q.)

j~, applied by El-'Ajjaj to the lamp of the
darknes [i. e. the moon], Made to sAine; from
sh *A^;; like Cl~ from s.1: or, as some
say, ehining. (TA.)

JAJ

1. ; A., and - :-a, (;, Mgh, Mb, ,)
the latter preferred by Itoot and Hr, but the
former by A'Obeyd, (TA,) aor. :, (?, Myb, XC,')
inf n. ,e^3 (g, Mgh,) which is of both verbs,
(a,) or this is of the former verb, and the inf n.
of the latter is ,;3, (Msb,) [but in the V it seems
to be indicated, by its being said of the latter
verb that it is of the class of _, that the inf n.
of this verb is Xj3] His soul went forth, paued
forth, or departed: (Q, Mgh, Msb, V, TA:) it
perished: it died: (Ti:)'-- . 1 and 31pl
.pA are not of the [classical] language of the

Arabs (Mgh.) It is said in the g5ur [ix. S5
and 86] L)tb .&j _ =;1 [And that
their soul. may depart while they are unbeliever].
(s.) The primary meaning of J3 is The going
fort/a, passingforth, or departing, with difficulty.
(Bd in ix. 55.)_[Hence,] J : The

:~~,~ji J.j

[Boos I.

f thing perished, passed away, or came to nougAt;
9 (Mqb, V, TA;) became null, void, or of no ejcwt.

(1, TA.) And JII1 j j I What wasfale, or
v rain, passed awoay, or came to nought, (;, Mqb,

, , TA,) being overrcome by the truth, or reality,
n orfact: or, accord. to latadeh, by JIJ,L is here

meant te devrit. (TA.) - And .,i j3 (,

' Mb, ., TA) and ij& (Mqb) t The arrow paind
beyond the butt, ($, Mlb, ], TA,) andfeU beAhind
it: (TA:) or went emiftly: (IHam p. 23:) or the
former has this meaning: and the latter is syn.
with jL [app meaning it $lid along the ground].
(JRK.) And ,, l1 v j, aor. , inf n. J
f The horse preceded, went before, got before,

o outwvent, or outstripped (?, Mb.) And :.i&
U 11, inf. n. M3J (1Sk, $, g) and j3j, (TA a

from the K, [hut not in the CQ nor in my MS.
ocopy of the K,J) i Thie addle-camel preceded,

went before, got before, outment, or outstripped,
the horse., or horsenden; (ISk,JK,0,?C, TA;)
and ;jl signifies the same. (JK.) And
it cJ ijj, inf.n. Jnj and v&, tSuch a one
preceded, went before, d&c.; (I, TA;) or Li

e -J · 1 fprCeceled Us, went before us, &c.,
and preceded, &ec, the horsce, or horsemn;
(TA;) and ?-il signifies the same. (g.)
] j said of a bone, (S, 1g,) or. , (,) inf. n.

. j v It. marrow became compact and full; (S,
) as also t vjl. (L, g.) And 3.lJl zjj,

with the same aor. and inf. n., The beast ome, or
became, marrowy in the utmost degre, its mar-
row-bones being compacted and full. (TA.) -

Also, said of marrow, It ras, or became, com-
pact andfull. (S, j(.)

2: see 2 in art. jjj: and ae 4 below.

3. J J v- jI g v (TA [there expl. by eL,

a mistranscription, app. for ?;&jl, meaning
t The truth, or reality, orfact, made nwhat was
fale, or vain, to pas away, or come to nought.])

4. &i- j&jl He (God) caused his soul to
go forth, pass forth, or depart. (Mglb, Alb.)
The phrase 3ltil, JiJI means t Slaughtecr m a

caue of making the soul to come to n ought, and
to depart. (hMgb.)_[Hence,] )jbl,l ji& IHe
(God) caused what was fals, or vain, to pass
away, or come to nougAt. (, I, TA.) See also 3.

And *r)1 ;^;1 (S, 0) J.Y1 C- (;) S Ae
made the arrow to pas beyond the butt. (S, ,
TA.)-And JI aljJI .J.:jl tTie beast
sl4iJedforward the &addle, and threw it upon its
neck: (S, p:) and, or but, it is said to be with
.J: [i e. one says also, or correctly, accord. to
some, 1 ZiJ:] a rajiz says,

* uJ jy i ,l 6E 1 )1 z16 ,

[tIfear thlat sae may ehijf it forward, and
throw it upon her neck, or it may si/ift bock-
wards]: [thus, says J,] cited to me by Abu-l-
Ghowth, with cjIj. (s.) [Accorld.- to my copy
of the KL, t J 54i, inf. n. of Ai3, signifies t The
shifling backwards ofa camerl s dle from hi.
back: see 2 in art 3jj.]-And cJI " j

U
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t He tes quicA [as though urging himself for-
ward] in pace, or journeying. (i.).- ',jl also
aignifies He fiUd it; (s. O, ] ;) namely, a
verel: (., O:) but accord. to the L, he over-
turned it; i.e. a vessel. (TA.) - See also 1,
near the end.

7: see 1, in three places. One says also
At..ji .Jil t The beast leaped, or leaped up
wards, (J,) or went ftrrward, or preceded, (0,
]K,) in consequence of beating, or taking frighi.
(C, O, g.) And The beast fell into a deep place,
or from a mountain; orfdUfrorn a mountain and
died; syn. .j,3. (TA. [See the next para-
graph.])

t;j A low, or depresud, part of the ground.
(, o, ]p.) A hollow, or cavriy, or deep hollo,
or cavity, in the ground; syn. ;.M&: (JK, TA:)
aometimea, or often, beuts fall into it, and die.
(TA. [See 7.])

I; Light, and unsteady, or lighlnaitted;
(, j,cTA;) applied to a man. (s.) And A
beast not woeeded ifatmnu. (TA.)

k . t A mare that preced, or outgoes, the
[otr],oe,am, or the horsemen. (Sh, K.)

aIt s;,a nd aS J%I i.q. a3 1.* (.,0
TA,) i.e. The are of the nnber of a hundred.
(TA.)

?^; tA thing ~asing away, or coin,ag to
sog ht; or that paes away, or com to nought;
U also *t 1j. (]C, TA.) Hence, in the 15ur

(xvii. 83], j :II, It1 t!' i.e. [Verily
kwht is fals, or rain,] is a thiug that passes

away, or com to nought. (TA.) - : A deep
well; (JK, , 1,) aU also tVaUlj; [in the TA

!lj ;] and in like manner both are applied to a
place of destruction (i'A.;); (JK;) and to a

A l [app. meaning a desert in which people
perih] as meaningfar-extending. (I5am p. 23.)
And in like manner, (.,) the former is also np.
plied (app. as an epithet] to a ( [or road, or
depresed road,] of an overpeering, or over-
hanging, mountain. (., I.)- Also Light, or
active; ryn. . (JK.)

,4j Perishing, or dying. (Az, TA.) - See
also o.;j, in two plaees. - An arrow passing
beyo~d the butt, and falling behind it: (Mghb,
TA:) whence the saying, in a trad., Lt. O
[j 1 . 6. [expl. in art."]. (TA.)_
tPreceding, or outgoing.] You say, UAtj ;

t He cameu before, or in advance of, the hoAs, or
Aorsemn. (JK.) And L 3i_t; tA saddle-
carnel precedilng, going before, getting before,
outgoing, or outstripping, the horses, or horrsemen.
(.) - t A man put to .flight: (ff, O, !.:) pl.
oJ, (so in my copies of the $,) or Jj, (so in
the 0,) or O'j and ;jb, with lamm and with
two amunmeh. (]p.) Water ruing ehe-
mently: (JK, l, TA:) and ta canal (" )
running sviftly. (TA.)~ Applied to a beast
(4lj), Fat, (JK, Az, $, ,) and marrowy:

Bk. L
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($S,]:) or marrowy, but not fat in the utmost
degree: or having thin, or little, marrow: ('rA:)
and dry, or tough, (V, TA,) by reason of lean-
nesg; so says AV: (TA:) and, (1B,) oras some
say, (JK,) very lean; (JK, K, TA;) such that a
foul odour is perceived .nrising fr'om the meogre-
ness of itlesh: (TA:) thus it bears two contr.
meanings. (1.) - And, applied to marrow,
Comptict and full: (8, TA:) or, so applied,
good in reciect of fatness: and some say, i. q.
;I; [i. e. in a melting state, or corrttpt, ly, reason
of emaciation; or thin; &c.]: so that [thus
applied also] it bears two contr. meanings. (JK.)
In the saying of a rjiz, (S, TA,) namely, 'Omirah
Ibn-T.ril5, (TA,)

a L - ~--
I; -, J

.

accord. to Fr, it is in the nom. case, the poetry
being what is termed .i~, [by which is here
meant having one rhyme made to end with
kesreh (which is substituted for fet-hah by poetic
license) and another with dlammch,] the poet
meaning [And a rope, or many a rope, tightly
twistedl, of the fur of she-camels, that were not
aged ones, nor such as had their teeth .fallen out
by reason of extrcene age, nor ireao,] but uwlhose
marrom was compact and full: [or, agreeably
with an explanation given above from the JK,
jalj may mean in a melting state, &c.:] ancther
explanation is, that 3jlj here means .,llj [going
anay]: (S, TA:) but, as Sgh says, the [right]
reading is

[meaning hut ofa redlish, or yellowish, or dingy,
wvhite hue, of generou race, having compact and
full marrow]. (TA.)

6. oat
Ui;jl1 sing. of je&lj in the phrase ,.. 'pi

JItjI S A mare having wonderful, or admirable,
qualities in running: (A, TA:) or this means a
mare having a swi;ft running. ( -, R.) One

says also, A~ljl Je.JI ,;. and j,ljl, meaning
t [The horses, or horsemen, came] in troops in a
state of dispersion. (A'Obeyd, TA.) -* "
is also the name of A horse of Ziydd Ibn-
liinddbeh. (I.)

~j Slain. (El-luirrij, S.)

ib.e Slaying, or a slayer. (El-Muarrij, S.) _
And t A man quick [as though urging himself
forward] in his pace, or journeying. (Q, TA.)

And t Loquacious. (JK.)

;Si [`A cause of tel departure of the soul: a
word of the same class as and 1:a ]._
[Hence,] one says of a camel which others strive
in vain to overtake, 01.1l Ia' . J 

[TAhi camel is one that takes away the breath
of the other beasts, or saddle-camels]. (A, TA.)

~ Vj t A man rcho is straitened. (TA.)

123u

L;.j, inf. n. L;J, and j, It stank: [in
6. *hwhich sense .j, inf. n. t j, is mentioned by

Freytag on the authority of the Deewin el-
Hudhaleeyeen:] said of flesh-meat. (MA. [See
also .i j and .j below.]) And o;. '3),
(8, MA, g,) nor. :, (,) in£ n. .*j, (9, ],)
His hand was, or became, greaty, (9, MA, ],)

."I ~> from the fat: (MA:) or had in it
the odour of fat. (TA) - j also signifies Ife

ufcrferd fiom indigestion, or hcavi,,ess of the
stonmach arising fromn food Ahich it was too rcak
to dig.dst: (JK, :) said of a man. (JK.) -
A.j, (It,) aor. ', inf. n. .j, (T1J,) It (a bone)
mas, or became, marrony; had, or contained,
marror; as also .,ajl. (K, TA.)

4: see what next precedes.

A.j Fat, as a subst.: (:) or so ; a parti-
cular term for it, not imptying there beihg in it
the odour of falit and stinking flesh-meat: (JK:
[and the same is said in the TA in relation to the
former word:]) or the latter signifies .fat of a
bealst of prey: (TA:) or, as some say,fleMh-meat
that is raw, or not thoroughly cooked: (JK:)
and the former, fat of a wild animal: or of the
ostrich: or of horsJ: (I:) or, a snaome any, of
a riAl animal that does not chem the cud: (TA:)
or in a general sense. (1'.).. And The perfnme
hnon byy the name of 1t0 [i. e. civet], which
conmesforthfrom. the [cat called] it&tj../,from
beneath its tail, in the part between the anus and
the meatus uriNarius. (S.) - Also A fetid odour.
(I.) [See also. and j.]

.j The fetid odour of torpse or carcases.
(TA. [Sec also 1, first sentence; and the last cx-
planation of aj; and see jaj.]).Anil The
remains offat in a horse or similar beast (Z1; )).
(TA.) See also.. j.

j [part. n. of,bj]. You say, a _ Stinh-

ing, fat, flesh-meat. (JK.) And l..j *:. Jls
hand is g~reasy: (, :) or has in it thie odour
of fat. (TA.) - And Very .fat; having muc/l
fat: or having some remains offatnes. (C.)

ayj : see 3j.

CL;.j Suffering.from indigestion, or hearikess
of the stomach arising from food wrhich it is too
n:eak to digest: (J K, X :) and CjL*&j with dataim
[i. e. t C'jl1j, with tenween, for, as is suid in the

. (voce t), a word of the mealere J31 has
irs fem. with ;, meaning, if an epithet,] signifies
[the same, or] satiated, sated, or satisfied in

stomach; as also t c.j. (Z, cited by Freytag
in his Arab. Prov., ii. 196.) And [hence, app.,]

~;;j, (Abu-n-Neda, IA%r, TA,) or t O,j,
[imperfectly deel. (like the first word) as a proper
name ending with J1,] (AHeyth, IDrd, ., TA,)
or each, (g,) the name of A certain dog. (9,

c, &c.) It is said in a prov., ;j,i t ;.ELWj , U. 
In the belly of the dog Ot,&j is his pro 'uion: ap-
plied to a man who has with him his appratus, and
what he necds: or, accord. to AA, the caseo wai
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m by rednes, and yellowness: (JK:) becae
red, ond yeUom: (Mgh :) became coloured. (.)

1 e - .1 a ·. 0. *- ·
Hence the trad., ej& fin ),i;JlI e Ls 3 ,
or t Ps. [He forbade the elling of thefruit of
the palm-tres until its becoming red or yellow],
thus differently related. (Mgh.)-._You ay albo,

Al.Al 1j, (,) aor. and int n. as above, (TA,)
ThA boy grew up; or attained to youthful ig~our,
or thae prime of mnano (.) ... And edj

IIJi, (JK, f, R,) aor. u above, (f,) and so the
in. D., (JK, ?,) The ew, or she.goat, became
lary is her udder: (JK:) or secreted milh in
her udder, and was near to bringing forth. (AZ,
, ~..) _ And " 5)1 The wind ros, bew,

or became in a state of commotion. (g.) _- And
Jt1 j, (JK, f, M, ]J,) aor. as above, (JK,
M,) and so the inf. n., (?, M,) The camels jour-
neyed, after coming to water, (JK, ?, M, ]g,) a
night or more, (J K, ?, M,) so says A'Obeyd, (f,)
or a nigkht or two nights. (g.) And The camdls

pased along, (*(Jd,) so in the copies of the .,

but correctly ;.. [i.e. made much advance in
journeyig], u in the M, (TA,) in earch of
paturage, after thy had drunk, (g, TA,) not
pasturing around the water. (TA.) The verb
used in relation to camels is also trans., as will
be shown below. (f, &c.) - `j [as int. n.of the
trs V. . J, aor. ^.J,] primarily signifies The
act of raiing, or elevating: and the act ofshaking;
or putting in motion, or into a state of commotion:

whence 44aJI *j and 4'l 1 i i .j [both
expl. in what follows]. (;ar p. 171.) You say,

-- ' -. s ---
'I l C1'f1 f j The wave raised tae ship.

(TA.) And -:JI aJt oL3 or. a The
mirage raised, or leated, [to the eye,] the thing
[seen in it or beyond it; or rather, made it to
appear tall, and as though quivering, vibrating,
or playing up and down; as is perhaps meant to
be indicated by the citation above from lar];
syn. ,J ; written only [thus] with I [in the pret.

and in the mor.]: ( :) and ;'.1 3 4_11
j l; The mirage is as tough it raid tAhe
tomb and the w~ ' caml-ehicls; or eeMated

' " t-h. (TA.)_
tham; expl. by the words trtj . (TA.)_
And a.-J-.1 t!j, said of a person anning, He
put in motion tbh fan; or put it into a state of

commotion; as also t j. (TA.) And ,aj

^ 51 5J, (J,) or *;.j, (V,' TA,) aor. t
($, TA,) inf .n.j, (, TA,) 7The wind shook,
or put in motion or into a state of commotion,

(1, ], TA,) the trems, (,) or the plants, or
herbage, aft~r thae dew or rain (k'I . ). (j,

TA.) _ And 3j, (~, TA.) in£ n. .j; (, TA ;)
and ' t&bjl, (0, TA,) in£ n. 1at&1; (], TA;)
[not !3aj, us in the TIP, followed by Freytag;]
i. q. O..1A: (?, ],; TA:) and o V: ($ :)
[the former of these two explanations as meaning
.e, or it, incitd Aim, or e~ited him, to brisk-
mUa, livdinm, or sprightliness; or to lightnm,
lvity, or unsteadimn : and the latter of them,
or'both of them, for the former is often syn. with
the latter, u meaning he hld him, or it, in little,
or light, estimation or account, or in contempt;

this t a mn elaughtered a camel, and divided it,
and gave to [one whose nmme wu] iLtj his
share, and then i4.&j returned to recive again
with the [other] people; and it is applied to a
man who eeks a thing when he ba received
once: (Meyd:) Z mys that g.j is the name of
• man who came to a people that had slaughtered
a eamel, and uasked them to give him some food
thereof, and they gave it him: then he returned
to them, and they aid to him thus, meaning
"Thou has had thy provision thereof, and it is in
thy belly;" and it is applied to any one who has
received his share of a thing, and then come, after
that, seeking it: or, su ome relate it, it is with
damm, [t ,j;,] and is applied to one who is
invited to a repast when he is satiated: or it
relates to one suffring from indigestion: or OtJ
iU the name of a dog; and it originated from the
fact that a man prepared for himself some pro-
vision, and was unmindful of it, and a dog ate it;
and it is applied to him for whom there is no
sarae. (Z cited by Freytag ubi suprL)

6C;;j and C;.j: me the next preceding para-
graph, in four plaoes.

&Ljaj: noe jt&j, firnt sentence.

L.^ The odo~ r offat and stiking~ b at;
(JK, ; [and mentioned also, but not explained,
in the ;]) s abso V;;j: (]:) or the latter
signifies a fetid odowr [in a genendl sen]: ( :)
but aeoord. to As, the former signifies the di.
agr~oabln of odour, witAot tha being fetid,
or altfred [for the worm]; meA a tha odour of
banfl~-mat, or tfA odour of thfAs~ of a beast
of prey, or tro,g-muling sa-fs; the fish of the
rivers baving no Ljgj. (TA.) [See also 1, first
sentene; and , last signification; and.,.j.]

1. tj, said of sed-produce, It increased or
aug~r ted; recei~wd incr~ and blmsingfrom
God; or throve by the bling of God: (JK,
TA :) [or,] said of herbage, aor. j, inf. n. j,
it attained its JlU growth: (Mb :) or it put
forth i fruit: or it beame talU: (TA:) and,
said of palm-trees, (j , , Mb, TA,) and
likewise of plants, (TA,) *or. as above, (M;b,
TA,) and so the inf. n., (, Myb, TA,) thdy
beeam tall; (V, TA;) becamu taUl and l-fu-

gro wn ; or became of thir fUll Aeight, and
blommd; (TA;) andV $.j!t signifies the same:
( :) or both signify they (i. e. palim-trees) showed
rd,~. and yellone, in theirfruit; ($, Mb ;)
the latter verb mentioned by AZ, but [it is said
that] A4 did not know it: (g: [see, however,
what follows:]) or, s some say, the former signi-
fies thy put forth tAheir frut; and V the latter,
am expl. net before: (Mgb:) accord. to Abn-l
Khatib and Lth, one ays of palm-tree (Je.L)
only . ; not -j; : and A4 [is related to have]
said, l[contr. to what has been asserted of him
above,] that when rednem appem in [the fruit
of] ,palm-trees, one say k.jl. (TA.) And 1j,
'.WI, (JK,) or j,tl; and ' ,&jI; (Mgh, g;)
and V k.j, (!,) inT n. IQ,; (TA ;) [Th dates,
or data beginning to rip,] showeud tfair good-

hA contemned, or deepied, Aim, or it: but of this
latter meaning I do not remember to have met
with any ex.:] and e t .~sj 1 signifies the name

as .Wbjl (TA) meaning 4s 'OA. (JK.) You

a,: ;JI *3a and t ;)jt, meaning [agreeably
with the former of the two explanations in the

sentence immediately preceding] a l:

(gar p. 59):) and t V 3A as meaning [agree-
Jbly with the same explanationl] t..J.l.i/ and

LiAL : (Id. p. 131:) and o.dI tI' 1 uas

meaning [in like manner] *ts I;
and also as meaning *el pleased the peopl, or
party: (Id. p. 427:) and t;It1 also u mean-.

ing JI 1 s. 1c. [He incited Ai, or e fcited
Lin, to pride, or conceit, or tha like]: (Id. p. 131:)
and '>1 ;*,j (- ) Pride rnderea i lf-.oA.
ceited. (TI.) 'Omar Ibn-'Abee-Rabee# says,

* ,:L;.lj &:J...l LL : ij *

meaning And whA we diourn#d togtaer, and
fa~es rone, beauty sscited the posemore of thm

to leity (WIL, aAdip.r) andpr ted tAeir ei

ing thm with tAe [or od-coaring], by

reason of self-admiration: or, s rome say, the It
in Ibabj refers to a woman mentioned before, not
to *j.j; and the meaning is, beauty ~axcited
her &c.: and thus the women of the Arab used
to do when they were beautiful: or you may oon-

sider the complement of i) as suppreued; as
though he said, when we did all that, we behaved
with mutual familiarity, or the like; for the com-

plements of i and W and *pe may be sup.
pressed, and their vagueness 18y reason of their
suppression is more forcible in respect of the

meanlling: Is: l means l- St >; for

they often suppres the prepoeition with ;J1:
(Yam pp. 5'2-3:) [J gives two readings of this
verse, accord to one of my copies of the Q: one

is with 'LjW in the place of t:.;j , and Jl

in the place of tzA./t; wIile!a make no differenoe
in the meaning: but this is omnitted in my other
copy: the other is as follows:]

. :- --- . , *- .·

[And wmlen re agreed together, and I saltd,
faces advanced, which beauty excited &c, or the
possessors of which beauty excited &c.]. ($.)
And hence their saying, *.. t i J.' Y 
[Such a one will not be incited, or excited, to
brisAhness, &c., by means of deceit, or guile]. ($.)
And t l t Mhjl meaning " : , [Joy incited
him, &c.]. (MA.) [And hence, perhaps, may
be derived most of the following signifieations.]

Jil aJ tj The jU [orfine dri:zling rain]
made the fowers, or bloussom, to increae is
beauty of aspect. (TA.) - 1 j, (1,) aor.
*,sji [perhaps a miqtranscription for ;] in£ n.

j, (TA,) He made the :..w [or lamp, or lighted

wck,] to giv a bright light. (4.) - J0l ;gbj
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I mad trat amel to jouru, qa.er .om;,g to
watr, (A'Obeyd, JK, f, ,) a naigAt or mor,
(A'Obeyd, J K, $,) or a night or two nrigl. (QL)
Thus the verb in relation to amels is trans. 
wenll intra (.)_ J i l&j He made a
sign itA tl sword by avoing it, or brandiAing
it. (], TA.) -.. GdtI j RHe struck with tAe
tj, or sic. (P) A_ tij He com-

putad, or computed by conjecture, [to be of the

j,3jI J t ;lj meaning jj. [(a mistake for *ji~
ie. H i computed it, 1c., to be of the weigAt of
a hum pound]. (TI. In the TA, ,,' t&j

3Jj AMi, [;,lI or the like being omitted by
an overeight,] aor. [which indicates an
omision after Co ].) And .~l .j, I com-
puted or computed b cojtor tu, the numbr of
the pop, or party. (JR.) _ &j, (JK, f, ,)
like i ; (,1 ;) and tj, (IDrd,-~, ],) like t.l,
but this is rare, (,) and was diallowed by Ay
in the sense of j° , (TA in art.' ',) aor. ',
in£ n.& j; (IDrd, ;) andt 1.jl; (- ;)'said ofa
man, (JK, $,) He behamd proudly, haughtily,
or inently; (f, ], TA;) hews proud, ain,
and boafdl; (i;) or as pl~ d wtA Aimelf,
or lf-~ od: (JK:) k)jli [i.e. * ^.j1],in
like manner, meanse,p: (]ar p. 204: [but this
more properly signifies, as shown above by an
explanation of t;ljil, w e incited, or ~etd,
to lgAt , levity, or muteadin :]) the first of
theMe verbs [may be originally peM. of tj in the
phrme .l ;t;j, mentioned before, but, us J ays,]
is one of a elm of verbs used in the pass. form
though having the sense of the act. form: in
using it imperatively, you smy, j; ;j. [ Be-
&am tao pro~uy, &e., O man; mee art. ,];
and like this is the aor. [used as an imperative]
of every verb of which the agent is not named;
for when it is reduced to its esential import, you
thereby command something, other than the
person whom you addres, to affect, or befall,
that pemon; and the third person of the [aor.
used aq an] imperative is never without J, u
when you say, ,~j..A: (f, TA:) J also says,
(TA,) I *aid to an Arab of the d~ert, of [the
aribe of] Benoo-Suleym, What is the meaning of
jk,)l uj ? and he answered, 1i mm was

pl mtA Aimlf, or slf-con~ited: I said,
Dost thou ay, tj s memning' l (he gloried,
or boasted, &e.]? and he awered, As for us, we
do not ay it. (, TA.) One says also, 5*j - a

Ut i e. j [Suck a oue glorid, or boasted,
and imagJe,d Ahiself, or behaved proudly, by
~aom of such a thing]; as though meaning ;j
-- AA# A..1z (i.eC. self-conceit ated Aim by
reon of uch a thing]. (]r p. 171.)... And
one .. ys, JJ : J kJI a or Th thing
mm beautiful in aspect in, or to, thin eye. (^ ,
aocord. to different, copie. [The meaning is
there shown by what immediately precedes. In
threeo copies of the ~, I find the verb in this
phras thu written, `j,; and only in the Pf,
lAj, for Iii, which is the form given by Golius:
Fre~g wits th phram ~ .Lg , ~j.])

s: ee 1, in two places, in the former half of
the pargraph.

4: see 1, in four places, in the fiat three
sentences: _ and again, in one place, in the
slat quarter of the same paragraph. m ;t-J1 I
[meaning How proud, vain, boastfI, or self -

conceited, it he!] is from bj au syn. with &0;
not from the latter of these two verbs, because
the verb of wonder is not formed from a verb of
which the agent is not named. (g.)

8. .;. [o(riginally j!]: see 1, as a trans.

verb, in eight place. And ,,fI: ee 1, in the
last quarter of the paragraph.

9j [is the inf n. of tlj (q. v.): and also has
the significations here following. -] Pride [as
implying self-elevation]: (JK, , j:) tanity, or
vain behaviour: ( :) boasting, or glorying:
(f, :) anid wrongdoing, injustice, injurioem,
or tyranny. (TA.) - A false, or vain, saying;
syn. JhQ; (g, , and ]am p. 24;) a lie, or
fabehood; (JK, , ], and Y[am ubi supra;)
or an esa~geratioini ech. (am ubi saprL)
You say, Ijaj jI [He said a false, or vain,
saying, &]. (]am ubi supra.)- A beautifud
aspect. (f, J.) - The blomnu, or fow*ers, of a
plant. (Lth, ].) - The brightnen of a plant
(], TA) by its becoming red or yeUom; (TA;)
as also Y0j, (V, TA,) like jl, (TA,) [in the
C1 a st-b is here put in the plahoe of y bJ,]

and t."1tj , (,TA,) like u1 ,, as the unre-
stricted mention of it requires, but in some'of the
copies of the ] with damm [i.e. e Uj]. (TA.)
_- Also, [or !j 3(J, as in the T],] A plant
beautiful and brigAt, (J,) or fresh. (TA.) 

· eJAnd Dates beginning to ripen (..) tAat are
becoming coloured (;)p), (so in some copies of
the f and J~, and in the Mgh, or C'j [which
signifies the same], ]ar p. 416), or that hare
become coloured (C,L*); (so in other copies of

the 1 and ] ;) u also 3AJ, (, TA,) like ,
thu in the handwriting ofA in theT: (TA:) [here,
again, in the CV we find ijtb put in the place

of opib: or perhaps it should be .t41b; u
appears from what follows in the next sentence :]
in thio sense, .a&j is an inf. n. used as a ubst.
(Mgh.) One says, when redness and yellownen
appear in palm-trees, 3;I dl , jjb j [Dates
becoming, or become, red, or yellow, have ap-
peared is thm; i. e. ~Jl i]: and the people

of El-UijnA-say, SAAt, with Oamm: (:) [Fei
says,] the sub*t. from ~..l t&j meaning "the
palm-trees showed redness and yellownes in
their fruit" is p.JI [i.e. v?jJ], with .damm;
and Alt says that this term is used only when
the oolour of the date has become free from ad-
mixture in redness or yellowness. (Mob.) - You
say also j ,i A red and beautiJid garmet or
piece of clotA: and ;.pJ ,A and 1 ,lJ [red
and beautifl gar &c.]. (JK.)

JAj: ee the next preceding paragraph, latter
half, in three plaoea

-11 i£ The o u,fery , show, pomp, or
gaiety, of the prnt life or world. (, TA.)
The former noun [when indeterminate] is [with
tenween, j,]1 like . (i)

jJ A shining, glistaning, or brillinc; what-
ever be the colour. (TA.)

,*j: Me J, in the former half of the par-
graph.

;i£ Number, or amount. (JK, Mb.) You
say, ,.j .,* How many is their number? or
how much is their amount? (Meb, TA:) or, th
computation of thn? (TA.) And St. &j .
[They are as mny s a hundred ;] they are th
number, or amount, of a Aundred; (El-F&Mbee,
S, Mgh, Mgb, V ;) or tAir uamber, or amount,
i a Ahundred: (Mgh:) and 1L. ? .sj, also, with
keer: (El-FG'Abee, Mb :)' but the saying of
the [common] people iSL U j .4; ~ is not
[correct] Arabic. (Meb.).. Alo A large num-
ber: whence in a trad. respectin the time of the

rersuretion, 34jl e eo- 0 .Zjl u
:,thJ ,t i.e [When ye hear of me co'ming
from the direction of th east,] aing a loarg

nunwb. (TA.)-And ;JLI j1 ;ignifies Th
,,i [i. . corporealfort orjre or undtance,

whicA on os frm a diance,] of th tAirg.
(TA.)

St. j: see the next pruecding paragrph.

sOj: ee j^j, in two pluce. - Ao The red.
nsm of color, and bmaty, of garments or clotbd,
(JK.)

gj [act. part. n. of taj]. - tj; 31 Camels
thal mM not pature upon te [plant, or trm,
termd] 4 .: (ISk, 1:) pi. *lj. (TA.).

Ul1 Ufj Blright in rsp,t of colour. (TA.)

Zelj ,,A5: see i, lIat entence.

^ 1 I [meaning More, and most, proud, vain,
boasAfl, or lf-conceited, is, like ;tji C (q. v.),
from tj as syn. with ,J; i not from the latter of
thes two verbsl You say ..oi . l [More
proud, &c., than a crow]; (k, Meyd;) because
the crow, in walking, ceues not to go with a
proud, or self-conoeited, gait, and to look at
itself: and -th tn a o montaoir -oat]: and

.t C> [than a peacoch]: and JS4 and .rAi
and ;P'and " [a coeh and a ; and a bull
and afoo]: all these re pron. (Me?yd.)

j.at, in which each of the first two letters is
augmentative, and which is mid to be the only
word of its kind except 3i. l from J., (MF,
TA,) applied to a man, Proud, haughty, or
in olent; (L4, ;) s alo tso' [which more
properly means incited, or wcited, to ligAhtnes,
leity, or usteadius~]; (]ar p. 264:) pl. of the
former i l. (L, TA.) [ee also what next
followr]

Ai', from O&, applied to a man, Proud,
A"ughty, or insolet; (f, TA ;) [vain, and boaast
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ful;] pleased with Aimuelf, or self-conceited.
(TA.) [8ee also what next precedes.]

Uh>,4 s aee,iikP,bove.

L v, qJSJ °or k.J, (accord. to different copies

of the $, in the TA j fj,) [from .j, originally

jj, then khM, and then L3 or .J,] or it is I .J,

(thus in some copies of the ?,) It was decreed
agaimnt us. (Q.)

4. s3jl, (]C,) said of a man, (TA,) [from j,]1
lie came having awith him another: (Ig, and T
in art. )3:) mentioned by Az and Fgh on the

authority of IAyr: (TA:) opposed to j331 mean-
ing " he came alone; by himself." (T in art. j.)

Jj A pair, or couple; two coupled together;
(8(, , TA;) [of men, and] of ships and other
things; (TA ;) i. q. t;j: (1g, and T in art. 3 :)

opposed to P meaning " one, and no more." (1,

and TA in this art. and in art. 3.) You say,

1M; ;'~ L.~, meaning Such one came n ith

his companion. (v.) [See also art. 3.] sjJ1

is also the name of A ship constructed by El-
Mutawehhil, (B,TA,) the 'Abbdaee; in which
he asociated in drinking with the poet El-Boa-
turce. (TA.) Accord. to the Q, it is the name of
a mountain in El-'Ir4: but Aboo-Zekerey& Et-
Tebreezee, and after him the author of the 1],
deny this, and suppose J to have been led into
error in aserting such to be the ease by the fol-
lowing saying of the poet above mentioned:

eS

ii -. . - j 0 5. ,' 1

[Nor have I een a mountain lthke -jl, that is
made stationary at one time, and becomes led on
at another time if thou draw it along with a
leading-rope]: J, however, does not say that he
took this from the poetry of El-Bolturee. (TA.

[In the Cl, in the verse above cited, tL !1 is put

in the place of L1.]) ~ [J also says tat,] accord.

to Ay, WaoJl j signifies What Imappen ofdecreed

pertdition or death: and 3j is also said to signify
a decree [of God]: (, TA:) and in the M it is

said that Aj signifies perdition, or death: and j

;1i, the accidents, or calamitis, of destiny or

death: but aooord. to the T, Ay said ailt :jj,

with.. (TA.)

*. -;* i s and V ;.j, [inf. n.

He coupled, or paired, a thing with a thing;
united it to it as its fello, or like. (TA.) 80 in

the ]ur [xliv. 54 and lii. 20], K.j-l.;3
We wri couple them, or pair then, [wi Afenmal
having eyes like those of gaUelle :] (8, Mgh, 8,

TA:) the meaning is not the .aj3 commonly

known, [i. c. marriage,] for there will be no
[such] 3 in Pardise. (MP, TA.) And so

in the lyur [(xxxi. 7], *z ,1` 1j lJ And

oatn the soul shall be coupled, or paired, or
united rwith theirfellows: (TA:) i. e., with their
bodies: (Bd, Jel:) or, each with its register:
(Bd :) or with its works: (B4, TA :) or the souls

of the believers with the j 4 ., and those of the
unbelievers with the devils: (Bd:) or when each
sect, or party, shall be united with those whom
it has followed. (TA.) And so in the phrase,

~ j I coupled, or paired, my camele, otm

with another: (A:) or 1J ' :,--; a I coupied,
or paired, every ore of the camel with another.

(TA.) So too in the lur [xlii. 49], ,, j1
u5 t;i Or He maketh them couples, or

pairs, males and females: or, accord. to AM,
maketh them of different sorts [or exes], males

and female: for.Cj. signifies [also] The

making to be of dierent ort.s or specie [(&c.].

(TA.) - ;lt A.- j, (T, $, A,* Mgh, Msb, ,)
thus the Arabs say accord. to Yoo (S, Mgh) and
18k, (Mgh,) making the verb doubly trans. by
itself, (without a particle,] meaning I married
him, or gave him in marriage, to a woman;

(Mqb, TA;) as also ;4t; (A, V.;) Akh says

that this is allowable [app. as being of the dial.
of Azd-Shanooah (see 5)]: (Msb, TA:) [when
the verb is trans by means of ', it generally
has the meaning expl. in the first sentence of this

art. :] 1_1 ;. .. j is not of the language of

the Arabs: (T, Mgh, TA:) [but see a similar
phrase in a verse cited in art. X..~, conj. 4:] the

lawyers say, I. -'. jj [meaning I married him

to her]; but this is a phrase for which there is no
reasonable way of accounting, unless that it is

accord. to the opinion of those who hold that '.
may be redundant in an affirmative proposition, or

that of those who hold that it may be substituted
for ,.. (Msb.)

3. ilj, [inf. n. ijl and Cj,] It, or he,

was, or became, a couple, or pair, with it, or

him: or made a coupling, or pairingj, with it, or

him. (MA.) [And t.'lj They two formed

together a couple, or patr.] - [And .-s1j, inf. n.
as above, They married each otler.] You say,

Ijt tliJ *- [The tribe of HZudheyl inter-

marry wilh thatof'Ikrimeh]. (A. [See also 6.

l , r-slj and t jl I [[He made them two

(referring to sentences or phrases) to ham a
mutual resemblance in their prose-rhymes, or in

measure: or to be connected, each with the other;

or dependent, each on the other]. (A, TA.) See
also 8, in three places.

4: see the next preceding paragraph.

l . 5X Sj;, (T, $, A,* Mgh, Myb, 1,)
thus the Arabe say accord. to Yoo ($, Mgh) and
ISk, (Mgh,) meaning I married a woman; i. e.,

took a woman in marriage; took /hr as my wife;

(Myb, TA;) a lso a j.; (A,'* ;) or this is

rare; (1;) Akh says that it is allowable; (Myb,
TA;) and it is aid to be of the dial. of Azd-

Shanoobh, ($, Mgh, Myb, TA,) by Fr; ($, TA;)
but accord. to Yoo ($, Mgh) and ISk, (Mgh,)
it is not of the language of the Arabs. (T, §,

Mgh.) And ht~ ~ . t ) (A, Mlb, TA)

tie married, or took a wife, among the sons of

such a one. (Msb, TA.) And 1 .lji i. . °.3.

[lie allied himself to himn by marriage]. (V. in

art. H :.)._ [Hence,] l e. " J t Sleep per-
vaded him; syn. :Jill. (K:.)

6. .iJI .ij and ' .. j!l The people, or

party, married one another; intermorried. (TA.

[See also 3.]) - See also the next paragraph, in
three places.

8. ALI I [The birds coupkd, or paired,.
one with another]. (TA.)- See also 6. 

t. jxl and ti.lJj [and 't. ] , said of two

phrases, or sentences, (A, TA,) tThey bore a

mutual resemblance in their prose-rhymes, or in
measure: or nere connected, each with the other;
or dependent, each on the other: and in like

manner, tJjl and V tj3, said of a phrase, or

sentence, S It twa such that one part of it re-

sembled another in the prose-rhymne, or in the

nmeasure: or consisted of two propositions con-
nected, each with the other; or dependent, each on

the other: (TA :) tl~jtl and A?l,t, ($, 1A J)

and ., () are syn.: ($, A,* :) .:Ijjl sig-

nifies A conformity, or mutual resemblance, [with
respect to sound, or measure,] of two words oc-

curring near together; as in the phrase Lo.~ X. 

[in the 4ur xxvii. 22]: (Kull p. 31.) and this

is also termed ' .jl. and 1ii._ and j-- &

and iL' and 1!. (Marginal note in a copy
of the Muzhir, 22nd to.)

lj [Vitriol;] a well-known hind of salt; (I,

TA;) called .. t ,; [but see ,j;] which is

a medicinal substance, and one of the inwredients

of ink: (Lth, TA:) [pL ,. , meaning species,
or sorts, of vitriol; namely, green, or sulphate of
iron, which is an ingredient in ink, and is gene-

rally meant by the term C:9 when unrestricted by
an epithet; blue, or sulphate of copper; and
white, or sulphate of zinc:] it is a Pers. word,
(?,) arabicized, (;, 4,) originally e5. (TA.)

l.. j primarily signifies A sort of tbing of any

khind [that is one of a pair or couple]: and Ql.t r

signifies a pair, or couple, i. e. any two thinge
paired or coupled together, whether they be likes
or contraries: -j signifying either one of sch

two things: (Az, TA:) or, accord. to 'Ale Ibu-
'Ees~, a sort of thiatg [absolutely]: (Mgh :) or a
sort of thing having its like, (EI-Ghooree, Mgb,
Msb,) as in the case of species; (MNb;) or having
its contraryj, (El-Ghooree, Mgh, Mb,) as the
moist and the dry, and the male and the female,
and the night and the day, and the bitter and the
sweet; (Mb ;) though sometimes applied to any
sort of thing; and to a single thing: (El -Ohooree,
Mgh:) or it is applied to a tingle thing only
when having with it a thing of the same kind;
(Mgh, Mb ;) g.A4j signifying a pair, or coupl,

of much things: (Mgh:) the pl. is C1j1: (TA:)

you say c j X .,3j and [lAii. [JA pair
a

I

[Boot z.1266
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of pigeou]: (A:) and a,; t. j ! [I
boght9 a pair of~pigOsu], meaning a male and a
female: (9:) and Sla Ir.;j [A pair of sandals]:
(9, A:) and in like manner iq.j3 is used in the
]ur xi. 42 and xxiii. 28; ( ;) meaning a male
and a female: (Bl, Jel:) or, accord. to the M,

jj signifies one of a pair or couple: and also
a pair or couple together: (TA:) and in like
manner says AO, (Mgh, Myb,) and IKit, and
IF: (MSb:) and ISh says that it signifies two;
(Mgh;) and so says IDrd: (Msb:) so that you
my, j I: nas wel l as i.j [1^ [meaning Tlhey
two are a pair, or couple]; (S, K, TA;) like as
you say, .t La and C le&: (S, TA:) and
51 3 ;j 5, meaning [I have] twro [san-

dals]; and l..jj, meaning four: (Myb:) or
.1.. as meaming a male and a female [of

pigeons] is a phrase whlich should not be used;
one to which the vulgar are addicted: (TA:)
IAmb says, the vulgar are wrong in tliniking
that tji signifies Ino; for the Arabs used not to
employ suel a phrase as A. L ;'j, but used to

say .Ojl '5" O-.;j, (Mgil, Msb, TA,) meaning
a male and a fem;ale; (TA;) and jiJl . ~ .P j
(Mgh, MsIl, TA,) meaning tile right and tile
left [of boots]: (TA:) nor did they apply the
term ,jj to one of birds, like as they applicd the
dual, Cjl.,j, to two; but they applied the term

6; to the male, and 4;. to the female: (Mgh,
lMsb:) Es.-ijist&uicc, also, says that the term .;j
should not hbc nppliel to two, neitlier of ilrds n or
of other things, for this is a usage of the ig,,orant;
I,ut to every two, A-;bj: (Myb:) Az says that
the grmmarians disalpprove the saying of ISh
that .j3 signifies tn,o of any things, (Mgl,*

TA,) nndl that JoU . Oj.3 significs [Twro
pairs of bh.ots, ur] four [Imuoti]; for 3j withl
them signifies one [fqf a pmir or conllle]: a man
and his witf [together] are termed ,Aq.jj: and

',j3 jial in the g(ur [vi. 144 and xxxix. 8]
means E;ghlt ones [of pairs or o,ul,phi]: the
primary meaning of *; being that first men-
tioned in this paragraph: (TA:) in the ]Cur
xxii. 5 and 1. 7 [it seems to be implied that it
means pair or couplle; but more probably in these
instances] it means sort, or species: (Bl, Jel:)
it is also expl. by the word O [used in this last
sense]: (T, TA:) in the mur xxxviii. 58, its pl.

tlji meats C 12M and 11i [i. e. sorts, or species]
of punishment: F explains the sing. as meaning

!9_j L,W4 . , (,J [a ort, or species, of silk
brocade and tih like]; but his restricting the
signification by the words esoyJ 1 .glt i>. is
not right, as is shown by a citation, in the T, of
a verse of EI-Apshh, in which he uses the phrase

JI.0 ' J; , [everry sort, or species, of
silk brocade], as an ex. of .j in the sense of

ea.s (TA.)- llence,] A woman's husband:
and a man's mife: in which latter sense t,jj
ia also used; (1, M, A, Mgh,* Mgb, 1 ;) as in a

verse of El-Farezdaf cited in art. J, conj. 10;
(9, Mgh;) but it is disallowed by A.; (TA;)
and the former word is the one of high authority,
(Mgh, Msb,) and is that whioh occurs in the
4]ur, in ii. 33 and vii. 18, (;, Mgh, Myb, TA,)
and in iv. 24, (Mgh,TA,) and in xxxiii. 37:
(Mgh :) AHI6t says that the people of Nejd call a
wife t .;, and that the people of the Iaram
use this word: but ISk says that the people of
El-H1ijfz call a wife .~,j; and the rest of the
Arabs, V ....j: the lawyers use this latter word
only, as applied to a wife, for the sake of per-
spicuity, fearing to confound the male with the
female: (MSb:) the pl. of t.jj is tljj; (Msb,

q.) and (K.j; (.;) and the pI. of ta.3, is
c. j; (A, Mgh, Msb) and .tljj also; (A,
Msb;) and .?ljl occurs [as a pl. pl., i. e. pl. of

.ljl,] in a verse cited by ISk. (TA in art. EU.)
[lHence also,] A consociate, an associate, or a

comrade: (A:) its pl. in this sense is tljjl, (S,
A, K,) occurring in the lBur xxxvii. 22. ($, A.)
_- And A fellow, or like: pl. 1.ji: in this
sense, each one of a pair of boots is the .j of
the other; and the husband is the c.j of the
wife; and the wife, the j of the husband.

(TA.) You say, i,jI ." . .S I hare, of
this, fellows, or likes. (TA.) - As used by
aritlimeticians, (Mgh, Mab,) contr. of ;h; (S,
Mgh, Mlab, K;) i.e. it signifies An even nnamber;
a numnber that may be divided into tno equtial

unumbers; (Msb;) as, for instance, four, and
eight, as opposed to three, and seven: (Mgh:) pl.

tl;Jl. (, Mgh.) One says ;> ;i1 ;j [Eren
or oddl?], like as one says ji ;1 -[or rather

0, S . . . . .3 a.-

A [kind of cloth such as is termed] IJ [q. v.]:
or sillI brocade; syn. ti.: (TA:) or a Am.
that is thrown over tihe [kind of vehicle called]

.<. (?, ]g, TA.)

;: see art. J.

i.;;j: see t;, in four plaees, in the latter
half of the paragraph.

,L.3.j and t .jI [The marriage-state, or
simply miarriage]: the latter is a subst. from
tjj, [i. e. a quasi-inf. n.,] like .; . from ,
and from . (Msb.) You say, L.r
·a.jil _. and .ljJl [Betwan them two is
the right of the marriage-state, or of marriage]:
(A, M9b:) and 1tjiI is also allowable as [an
inf. n. of 3,] coordinate to .vj.ll. (Msb.)

•tsj: see the next preceding paragraph, in two
places.

'. 3 .,: see ar tj.

CoI A woman who sarrie often: (] , .:)
one whdlhas had many husbands. (6.)

ssj
1. ;ij, aor. 1, (L,) inf. . ;;j, (L, ,) e

laid in a stock of piroisions for traeilling orfor
a fixed residence; syn. l;j g;LA: (L, V:) or
ol; is syn: with ss j; q. v.; and this is what is

meant in the p by U,1 u as the explanation
of }j.il. (MF.)

2. ;j, (- , Mrb, *,) inf. n. -j; (KL;)

as also tl,>jl, (s,) inf. n. ;Ijjl; (TA;) and
*i;j, inf. n. sj; (MF ;) lie furnished him

with, or gave him, provisions ($, Msh, .,* KL)
for travelling [or for a fixed residence]. (S,
Msb.) [It is doubly trans.:] you say, ;0)- >j
S~j.l [Ili furnished them with what filled the
provision-bags for travelling-provision]: (A:)
and -JI ,jj [lIefturnished him with olive-oil
for trarelling-provision]. ( in art. .j. ) And
Aboo-Khiriash says,

* · 5

[And sometimes, or often, he will lrria.q thee
tidings whom thou wilt not fJrnish with the
sandal nor furnish with trayeiling.p' orielum].
(TA.) - [Hence,] ; absj : [I providld hin,
with a letter]. (A, TA.)

4: see 2, in two places.

5. j; [IIe became.firnished, or he fnrnished
himself, wiith prlvisiolns fior travellinq or for a
fixed residence;] he took, or prelmred,.for him-
self provisions (,* KL, TA)for t'arelling orfor
a fixeel rexidence: (TA: [Golius makes it to be
trans. by means ofr.,, as on the authority of the
KL; iii which the only explanation, ns that of
the inf. n., .is.o d.$ :]) and he chos. a
thing as stj [or pworision] for himself (.Har p.
92.) Yotu ny, J t- s. jp [Sch a onse was
futrnished, or such a one ftrnished himself, with
provisions from us]. (A.) And , ;.J 1 y [le
was furnished, or he furnished himself, with
provisions for his jmurne.y]. (MAish.) And see
another ex. vocc ;5. You say also, ;.

;j.-JJ le I t[Take thou provisions fro; the
preent world, i. e. make thou provision in it,
for the world to come]. (A, TA.) And -j3

tA Iyl;S v 1 : (HS [He providled himself
with a letter fi.om the commander, or governor,
or prince, to his prefect]. (A, TA.) And 4p
a^1 o. i.~ ,. ;? [He got from me a stab,
or spear-wound, or the like, between hiu ears].
(A, TA.)

;j Provisions, or a stock of provisions, for
travelling (~, L, MSb, TA) and for a fired reu-
derce: (L., TA:) pl. ;lj; (L, MSb) and.;"'7;
the latter anomalous. (L.)- And hence, as
being likened thereto, LAny deed, or acquirement,
whether good or evil, whereby one become changed
in state, or condition; (L;) [or rather, whereby
one provides for a change of sate, or condition,
like as a traveller providus for a journey.] It is
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mid in the ]ur (il. 1981], iH a ' I,

$AIj~l (L) meaning, [s is implied in the L,
tAnd mal ye proriio; but rily tAh bat
acqirmsnt whereby to provide for a cAange of
state, or condition, is fear of God, or piety: or
the meaning is] and prepare ye provriion for
your jowney; and werily tAe best provinion i
tat wA by one proid against bgging from
otAer, 4c. (Jel.) - [It is lso aid to be used
u meaning t Salutation and Th returning of a
greting. (De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., ii. 415, q. v.)]

.. · e. ..

jj A bag, or othfr receptacl, (9, ° Mlb, y,
TA,) for tr ling.pr io, (9, ], TA,) or
for dates, made of leather: (Mb:) pl. 3jl.

(A, A, Mvb, ].)-- [tIence,] ~j$Wl ,tJ [lit.
T mchA of proriion-bag ;] a nickname applied
to the .c [or Persians, orforeignrs in general,]

(, 4) by the Arabs. (?.) [See art. J.]

Slpj [A leathrnr water-bag, one of a pair
whAich is borMu by a camel or other beast;] the

haef (C ) ofa f,;: pl. JP; [regularly jl-;
or the medial radical is t., and therefore the reg. pl.

is .jdiJ;] and sometimes they mid ", [a
coll. gen. n.,] without : [aecord. to some,] it is
of the mesur "ia'., [originally ;i;.,] from

I,41, because one furnishes himself with water in
it for travelling-provision: (Mqb :) [and therefore
it is mentioned in this art.:] but this is a mistake.
(TA in art. N,J, q. v.)

1J

L jlj, aor. j$Jip inf. n. 3J1 ($, A, M 9b, j)

and ;j (, A n) and;l (, MYb, 1) and "lj 
(It., ?) or jtj; (];) and t jjl., (9, A, TA,)
of the maure J4l from 11, (9, TA,) is
syn. with ljj; (A, TA ;) [He ited him: lit.]
Ae et Ahim wt hiAsjj [i.e . cAt, or boaom]: or
he reired to his j j, i.e. direction: (B, TA:)
[or] hA iined towards him: (TA:) [me also
,;j:] or he repaired to him: (A:) or e repaired

to h;im frm a daire to se him. (Meb.)..
[Henoe,] ",, jl,j t [lit., H i ~ted death; i. e.,

Ad died). (TA.) [8ee 4] _*jlj, (J,) aor.

inf n. JlQ, (TA,) He bowd upon him (namely
a camel), the ro called jlsj, q. v. (l)
aor. j34, inf. n. Rj, He, or it, incline (TA.)
[App. always used in a proper, not a tropical,

sens See ej below.] ..- e hAd the hind of
ditortion termd -jj [whioh see, below]. (TA.)

. ;J, (A, V,) inf.·. , (s,) He honod~
him; namely, a visitor; treated him wit honour,
or ho~itality; (, A, ];) made account of Ahis
v~it; (A;) trated m well, and acAkno~ ged
Ai rght as a ~er; (TA;) dlaught~ for
him, aod tratd Aim with hwour or Aoitaly.
(AZ.) m ils j.i .j RHe annuled the tstimy;
(,, TA;) impgn~ and amued it. (TA.).-
El-.ptl ays,

a. a a

rVeoo I..si -~Jj.

[And w oare mm whos wood of which our bows
ae made is hard wood of a neb'ah, and in u is
hardines not to be impund and denid]: Aboo.

'AdnAn says, [perhaps reading ;aj, which may
be the correct reading,] that he means, we are
not to be calumniated, because of our hardness,
or hardines, nor to be held weak. (TA.)-

j Jj HRe stigmatized himelf by the imputa-
tion offalsehood. (g) [See also other explana-
tions, below.]) -. :I j; tHe falfied his
peech; he embellished his peech with lies; syn.

£J.jj. (M 9b.) [See also below.] __.j `;J,
(J,) inf n. ,.3p,(,) t He embeUllihed th lie.
(9, V, TA.)L - j). t.He remoed, or did
awoy with, the obliquity of a thing; (TA;) h
redtifd, adjusted, or corrected, it; (IAqr, 9,
Myb, V[;) whether good or evil; (IAgr, Mlb;)
he beautified, or embe~llihd, it. (AZ, 9, F.) -
t3S ;) He made speech right and sound,
(A4,) prpared it, (AV, M9b,) and meatured it,

(At,) ..; in his mind, (Mqb,) before he
uttered it: (A.:) he rectified, adjusted, or cor-
rected, it; and beautifled, or embellished, it; as

also 1 ~jj, occurring in a verse of Nar.Ibn-

Seiyhr. (TA.) And [in like manner] ,. ;j
t He rectified, or corrected, the story, narrativ,
or tradition, removing, or doing away with, its

obliquity: and t ;)jp he did so (;Z;j) to himulf

(A.)- L$10A s !"I"' .;4! 1' ;, a saying
of El-lajjij, May God have mercy upon a man
who rectifies, or corrects, himsedf, against himelf:
($,* TA:) or, as some say, who stigatifs him-
sef by tae cAarge offalehood against himself: or
who accwue himselagainst himself: like as you

say, J " b sj3j`) Ul I accuse thee [of wrong]
agaist thyseif. (TA.) ~ j3 is also syn. with

a4i [The likening a thing to another thing; &c.].
(TA.) mj;j said of a bird, inf. n. as above, His

crop (b.e.) became high: (AZ, TA:) or be-
came ful (TA.)

4. &1jt He incited him, or made him, to dvit.

(9, .) You say L d3j1 I made him, or

caused him, to tisit another, not myself. (A.)

-__j e3jJI :I made Aim to visit deathA;

[i. e., hilloed him.] (TA.) [See .]_.;b..u 5
J3 t [I will introduce you, or your name, i.
my~ eulogy; meaning Iwillprais you]. (A.) And

LS. ;3 j;. t [I Aate introduced you, or the
mention of you, in my ode]. (A.)

5. `jp He maid wAat wsfale; spoke faldy.
(A.) _ See also S, in two places.

6. IjjJp They ~ited one another. (9, A, V.)
You say, j,p Between thm is mutual
~iting. (A.) _- See also 9, in two places.

8. a, jl: ee L _ Als o, accord. to Aboo-'Amr
El-Mu~rTi, He swallowed a morsel, or mouthful;
like gjt. (TA in a. .)

t 11. .;e ;,. A, MYb, J if,:,) in£n. °; !; ,

A;) and Vt;,31 (, A, ,,) inf. n. n.;l, l; (;)
and tj3!pJ; (9, A,, Mb, ;) Re declited, or
turn ,eda , from i. ( A b, * l ,L) tvo ,

in the :ur xriii 16, is a conmction f;:

.6r;)rie is nother reading. (TA.)- . I.
jI;jl In hui breast, or cheLt, i crooh ,

cring, or distortion. (A.)

10. jItjl He asked him to viit Ai. (n

A,' 1`.)

11: see9.

: re;1j, in three place. - Also A caml

having the hump inclining. (TA.) - And, with 5,
A she-camel tAat looks from te outter angb lof
her eye, by reason of her Ahemence and harp

eaS of (temrpr: (B,TA: [see ;`j below: and

see al*so :i]) and a strong and thlick she-camel.

(TA.). And 3j i Aj dsert not of moderate
ectent, or not easy to travr°e. (TA.) Tbe
direction of a person to whom one repair (B.)

The breost, or chest: (TA:) or its upper,
or uppermost, part: (f, A, Mgh :) in a horse,
narrownes in this part is approved, and width in

the OJ ; as the poet 'Abd-Allah Ibn-Suleymeh
says, making a distinction between these two
parts: (?:) or its middle: or the deatd part
of it, to the shoulder-blades: or the Prt where
the extremitie of thl brest-bo~ met together:
(]s:) or the whob of the breast of the camel:
pl. ;ljjl. (TA.) Hence, j.JI .1,t The ri and

other ports around the bread. (TA.) [Hence
also, app. from the action of the camel when. he

lies down,] &j3j UOI S [lit. He threw ;is brmat
upon the ground ;] he remained, stayed, or abode.
(A.) - The lord, or chief, of a people; (,
TA;) as also Vj*j (Sb, V) and t j (IAer, I,

1O) and fjj (TA, as from the ], [in a copy of

which SM appears to have found .ajltj Jtbl

-.W . , instead of "' jJ j ,]) ad

t*j. (], TA.) Determination: (T, M:) or

stregth of determination. (L.) - See aso
jJ~ mA palm-branch, or straight and nder

palm-branch, from which the leas haw beoen
stripped off: (8gh, ](, TA:) of the dial. of
El-Yemen. ($gh, TA.) ~ Stone which appoars
to a person digging a well, and which, being
unable to break it, Ae leaves apparent: ( :) or,
U some say, a mass of rocA, iu an aolute
sense. (TA.)

A lie; afalsehood; an wntruth: (, Mfb,
]:) because it is a saying deviating from the
truth. (TA.) 80 in the ]ur xxii. 31: and so it

is expl. in the trad., v.d. La ;. LWs eXll
~jR ; [He who boats of abundance wch Ae

AaJ not receied i liAe the wearer of two gar
mnt, of fal~ty]. (TA. [See ar. D 8 So,

too, in the Vur [xxv. 72], j10l &';.i 9 .J.li"
And thoe who do not bearfal ~e (B4,
Mqb.) [But there are other explanations of thee
words of the ~ur, which see below.] - What it
fale, or wais: (] :) or fale witne: and a
tAingfor which ou is sctd, syn. ---. (TA.)

- t Anything that is take as a lord in tha p~c
of God; (g;) a thing, (],) or anythipg, (AO,
A,) that i ws~ pd i th place of od;
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(A0, A, 1 ;) a alo * j, with Oj: or a parti-
cular idol which ma adorned with jewel, in the

counry of d-.Dddar (jtI [a name I nowhere
find]). (TA.) - 8ee also j'. - t The associa-
tion of another, or others, with God: (Zj, J:)
so explained by Zj, in the 7lur xxv. 72, quoted

above: and so the phrase j3JI Sr, occurring
in a tad. (TA.) t [A place or] place in
which lies are told: and the words in the ]~ur
xxv. 72, quoted above, may mean, And thom who
are not praent in plates wher lies are told:
because the witnesing of what is false is partici-
pating therein: (B :) or the meaning here is
the pac~ mere the Christians sit and conerse:
(Zj :) or mbw th Jaws and Christians sit and
conwrse: (TA, u from the :) or the festivals
of the Jea and Ckristians: (so in the CV and
in a MS. copy of the ]:) or (so in the TA, but
in the 1 "and") a place, (I,) or places, (Zj,)
where persons dt, and hear singing: (Zj, :) or
pla where personr sit, and entertain themsclve
by frivolowu or vain diersion: (Th :) but ISd
says, I know not how this is, unless he mean the
aussembli of poltheism, which includes the
festivals of the Christians, and other festivals.
(TA.) mJ tdgsmt: (I:) orjudgment to which
recowrs may be had: (s:) or strength of jd-
ment. (A.) [See also j.] You aay, j i 

;j.d 1)j lHe hua no judgment to which recourse
may be had: (9:) or no strength of judgent :
(A:) or no judgmt, nor understanding or in-
tellect or intelligenc, to irkich recourse may be
had: (TA:) for jj also signifies understanding,
intellect, or intelligence; (YaqlCoob, ;) and so
Vtjj: (A'Obeyd, i:) but A'Obeyd thinks it a
mistrrncription, for 'A . CTA.) Strength:
in which sense the word is an instance of agree-
ment between the Arabic and Persian languages:
(AO, i:) or it is arabicized: (8b:) but the
Persian word is with the inclined, not the pure,
4ammeh. (TA.) You say j J 3 4 They have

not trength. (TA.) And j` J J1; A rope
having strength. (TA.) - Deliciouswn, and
srweets, or pleantnme, of food. (i.) - And
Softnfs, and cleannea, of a garment, or piece of
cloth. (.)

;j inf. n. of ;l. (TA.)-. -Incliation; (,
Myb, V;) UcA as is termed f.s ; (F;) crooked-
nam; mwrylm; distortion. (A.) -Distortion of
the j, (Mgh, !,) which is the upfer, or upper-
most, part of the breast, (Mgh,) or the middle of
the breat [.c¢.]: (TA :) or the promin~nce ofo of
its two id aborve the other: (g :) in a horse, the
prominem~ of one of the two portions of fleh in
the breast, on the right and 1ft thereof, and
tlh depreion of the otAer: ( :) in others than
dogs, it is mid by some to signify inclination [or
distortion] of a thing or part which is not of a
regular squareform; such as tha 5. and the
iW. (TA.)

j, (,1M , &c.,) originally with j, written by
the 8heykh-el-Ild&m ZekereeyA, in his Commen-
taries on B4, with hemz, contr. to the leading
lexicologistb; (TA;) or LJ. .; A visiter of
womnd: (Az, TA in art 3 :) a man who loae

to discourt with women, and to sit wit thenm,
(?, k,) and to mir wi th tem: (TA:) so called
because of his frequent visits to them: or who
mires with them i4 vain things: or who mir/e
eita them and deires to discourse with thnm:

(TA:) witAout evil, or mith it: (1:) and a

woman is termed j,j also: (I:) you sy ;151
f_ .3,: (Ks:) but this usage is rare: (TA :)

or it is applied to a man only: ( :) a woman of
this description is termed " : (TA:) pl. [of

panu.] jljjl and jljl, (s,) the latter like o! pl.
of ,, (TA,) and [of mult.] $M. ( , ] E.)m
Cstom; habit; wont. (Yoo, ].) -A slender

ji [or bow. string]: (V, :) or the most slender

of such cords, (t.!: kC, TA: in the C4

~-a 1:) and the most firmly twisted. (TA.) 
Hence the ,j [or smallest string] of a j' [or
lute] is thus termed. (TA.) [In this and the
next preceding senses, it is app. of Persian origin.]
m_Far: (Ya4oob, %, I:) and with 1, a por.

tion thereof: ( :) pl. jjl. (TA.) See alsbo
art wj.

jA weAement pace. (Y, .) - Vehement; or
strong: (I :) but to what applied is not particu-
larized. (TA.) -Applied to a camel, Strong;
hardy; (TA;) preparedfor journeys. (].) And
tL,i ;.J, applied to a she-camel, Prepared for

journeys: or having an inclination to one side,
by reason of Aher briskneu, or sprightlineu. (TA.)

[See 3jl.] - See also jj.

j, in the V.j.: ee art. J.

Jij The L . [or crop] (AZ, ]) of a bird;
(AZ, TA;) as also t 3jlj, (Q, TA,) with fet-b to
the j, (TA,) [in the C] j1tj,] and t V3j (g,

TA) [in the CV ;jlj]: and l.i 1 Jjg The re-
ceptacle in whict the [bird called] IL6 carries

water to it young ones. (TA.) _- , 3tj Tle
thicket, wood, or forest, or bed of reeds or canes,

(Ai.,) that is the haunt of the lion: so called
because of his frequenting it. (IJ.) [See also

j, in art.;l.] And ;tjI A thicket, wood, or

foret, (a4,) containing [high coarse grass of
the kind calle] iL, ansd reds or canes, and
water. (TA.) - t A collected number, ([,) or a
large colleted number, (TA,) of camels, (],)
and of sheep or goats, and of men: or of camels,
and of men, from fifty to sixty. (TA.) [See,

again, 3ij, in art. j.]

j3j A, single rit. ($, TA.) Distance; re-
motene: (, :) from s 3' . (.) A poet
(9akhr El-Ghei, TA) says,

[To many a watoer have 1 come, notwithtanding
its 'distance]: (:) or, accord. to AA, "j ---

in this ex., accord. to one relation 3jj, but the
former is the better known, means upon a she-
camel that looiedfrom the outer angle of hr eye,
by reason of her vehmence and aharpnes of
temper. (TA.)

1269

ji A [mannr of visiting. (i.) One "y,

1 I; i; 8such a onM i good in his
mannr of idting. (TA.)

;13 (AA, , 1 and t; (lA*r, ) A rope, or
cord, which is put betem tie came'a fcre-grth
and Aind-girtA, (AA, $, 1,) to prewnt th /kind-
girth from Aurting the animal's J, and so

caing a uppreion of the urine: (AA,TA:)

pl. jjl.n (,trad, Ed-Dejjl is de-
scribed u bound with 5;jl; meaning, having his
arms bound together upon his breast. (lAth.) -
Also, both words, i Anything that is a [mean. of]
rectification to another thing, (i,) and a defence,
or protection; (lAir, ];) like the jQJ of a
beast. (IA4r.)

Jt3: see jlj: and see art.jj.

Ajj and j: seeoj.

,j: see what next follows, in two place.

;1;j J., and t4j [A man who viiits much]:
a poet says,
* i- ' ' I s 1i t ' :ii It

- r 6 -Qq-s` J1 U. ,ii U 
[Whn her hAuband is absntfrom her, lam not
to her afrequent visiter, nor do her dogs become
familiar to me]. (TA.)

5lj A person visiting; a isiter: (,* Mob,
· :i) fem. SlJ: (Sb:) pl. X maso5 , m (, ( ,)
and !t,j, fern., (s, Mtb,) and ;1;j, mo, (,
Meb, V,) and j, mas, (],) and fem.: (Sb,
s, Msb:) and ';;j signifies the ame aU ;S (A,

Msb, ], TA) and ;3 1j (TA) and J31 ' ($, A,
I, TA) and 1;,Jlj; (i, A, Myb, TA;) being ori-
ginally an inf. n.; or, as syn. with ij,jfj, it is

a quasi-pl. n.; by some called a pL of;lj. (TA.)

It is said in a trad., 1 i. 'j. e4 l [1 rily
there is to thy visiter, or insiters, a jut claim
upon thee]. (TA.) [And hence,] j also signi-
fies A phantom that is een in sleep. (i.)

iJlj ewe ;lj; the former, in two place.

;J Inclining; (9;) crooked; wry; dig-
torted: (A:) [fem. :lOj :] pl. jj. (-.)_
Havi~g that hind of distortion in the J3j (or
middle of tah breast [J,c.] TA) which i termod

ij. (, TA.) - A dog whom breast ( 4.)
.i~) is narrow, (J,) and the $t [app. mean-
ing the part be the two collar-bonesa] project
ing, as though AiS, or it, ided had ben gtzed.
(TA.) - A wry neck. (TA.) - [A beut] that
looks from the outer angls of Ai. eyes (J) by
rearon of AhiS emence and sharpness of taeper:
(TA: [see also ;j :]) or a camel (TA) that goes
with an inclination towards one side, wAhn Lis
pace is wehenent, though without any distortion

J1.
in his chest. (g.) [8ee also J'. Hence, app.,]

tWJ1I is a name of Certain camels (Jl) that

.
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belonged to UMeyhiah (8, O) Ilbn-EI-Juldh El-
An`.ar e. (A.) bJ ;j bo A,A: be-
cause of its curving. (..) _ A bent bow. (TA.)

-t A menireh (;Uj) deviating from the per-
pendicular. (A.) -_ A well ()) )deep: (S, K,*
TA:) or not straightly dug. (TA.) - A land,

(,.lS, 8, 1g,) and a desert, (jlti", A, or ;j6, TA,)
.fur-extendin?, ($, A, K, TA,) and turning aside:
(TA:) and jl is appllied [in the same sense] to
a country, (TA,) and to an army. (S,TA.) -
! A saying, or phrase, (4L b,) bad, antl crooked,

or tdistorted. (A.) _ Also ,1i;; [as an epithet in
whlicl tle qmuality of a subst. i,redominates] t A
[drinihing-cup or bowl of the hind called] ~.

(, 1.) - And t A certain ve.ssel (.1)for drink-
iig, (TA,) oblong, lihe tre ll. (TA.) ~

· L. ~ - - . eJ?jUl U.o j,,i (A) 1 l.e is most re,notefron
ilte statlion, or state, of basecess, or ignominious-
ness. (TA.)

J,;j A place [and a time] ,f r.isiting. (S, Msb.)

Visited. (A.)

j.* A camel distorted in the breast, or chest,
inhen dira,on forth fron, his mother's belly by the

. [q. v.], who therefore presses, or squee:es,
it, is order to set it right, but so that an e.#ct of
his pres.ing, or squeezing, remains in him, wheAreby
he is l..,o,wn to bhe . (Lthi, K.)- And ,

j3j.* t .;%p,erk .faltified, or embeUithed with lies.
(TA.) An,d 1 Speech rectifed, adjusted, or cor-
rertedl, [and p,elmreld, (see 2,)] before it is
uttered: or beautified, or embellihed; as also

t ,. (TA.)

h;,; Visiters of the tomb of the Prophet. (A.)

j;_: seeO.s.

1 t13, (1Drl, 0, ,) aor. t3i, (1Drd, 0,)
inf. n. j, (l1)rd, 0,1 ,) lle declined, deviated,
n,er'r· , or turned aside, (IDrd, 0, ],) from the

riight coarse or direction, (IDrd, 0,) and from
tio road; as also tlj, aor. if, inf .n. Lj, which
latter is theio more chaste: (O0 TA:) the former
is a dial. var. of the latter. (Myb in art. Lj.)_

And .'J.l 6 p ,,, (.(Yz, 0, 9,) nor. ~ , (Yz,

0,) inf .n. ;j, lie leclined, or deriated, from
the right way in speeci. (Yz, 0, ].) - See
also 4. It is also trans.: (0, TA :) you say,
4;I ~j, (0,1,' TAJ,) nor. tji, (0, TA,) lIe
tnade his heart to deciine, deviate, sn,erwe, or torn

aside. (0, 15,* TA.) tA j L:j, with fet-h
to the ,i and !amm to the J, [0 our Lord, unake
not oar hearts to decline from the right may, in
tilo .Kur iii. 6, commonly read ip, (seo 4 in art.

,)] is an cxtr. rending of Nhfi'. (0, TA.) -

[ience, app., if it be correct,] iIII elj, (0,,)

aor. j, inf. j, (0,) Ie pulkd the she-
caint Irly tlhe nos-rin : (0, 1 :) so says Ibn-
'Ahlbl ,: but [sghl says,] the verb in this sense
is withi the unpointed , only; which lbn-'Abbad
states to be tihel better Lnown. (0, TA.)

3: see what next follows.

4. J.1j 0S" ljtl, inf. n. litl, [lIe made him

to decline, or deviate, from the right ,vay in

reech, (see 1,)] and ',;j, inf n. ." - and
gLn, [being mentioned immediately after, without
any explanation, seems to signify I made him to
decline, or deviate, from the r.ight wany therein,

like as a3.cl is used in tie same sense as du.t,]
(TA,) and w t kj. (0, TA.)

t1j is said by Egb1 to belong to art. .j [q. v.].

(Msb in the present art.)

t.jl [Afore, antd most, wont to decline, deviate,

snerrce, or turn asilde, from the right course &c.].
(IJ, TA.)

2. ;,j, (0, M.b, TA,) inf. n. ,j (Mb, K,)
[seems to signify primarily lie nasthed it over
with j3lj, i. e. quicksilver; he silvered it there-

wtith.] One says,l;jl jj [HIe nashed over

the dirAhems ith quicksilver]; from ljJIl. (MA.)
-[Then, Ite gilded it uwith an amtalgan of
quicksilver aNd gold: see .j.j;. - And hlience,]
lie decorated it, and embellisied it; namely, a
thing [of any kind: and particularly he painted
it]: but IF says that P3j, meaning thius, is witlh-

out foundation; that theicy say it is from 0.j1;1
meaning ".'1d; [as it is said to be in the .K;]

but that this is [mere] assertion. (O, TA.)
[Whether properly or improperly, however,] one

says, , jj4jtt JI. , i.e. lie decorated the
houte, or rhiamber, [perhlaps meaning the llouse
of God, at Mekklch, i. c. tihe Knabobel, as appears
to be probable from what here follows,] and
changed its colour and its fahiion or semblance,
with jj3lj, i.e. j.Jj. (HIjar p. 107.) And it is
related in a trad. that he [Mol.ammad] said to

Ibn-'Omar, ;. :. . 1 In 13, J t. j ,1;

;_h 4,i; ;w;I .sji 3) [Wh zen ¢thou Sest
Kureystl shlall have dlemolished the House of God,
then built it ngain, and decorated it, if thous be
able to die, then die]: lie disliked the jJ; of
mosques because of its inducing desire for the
things of the present world, and its finery, or
because of its diverting the person praying. (TA.)

-One says also, (TA,).~I ij, and 1 ',

tI embellished the )seech, or language, and tie
writing, or book; and 1 1 rectified, or corrected,

it. (., TA.) And ,Wh 1,. j3j and ,.3j both
mean : Such a one rectified, or corrected, his

w qriting, or book. (TA.) - And WiJl i)j
They embellished the girl, or young rwoman, with
I.,5U [or decorations, app. such as are made by

tattooing, or staintmg with 1_..]: such decoration

is termed tj, like _: and hence,t .J
[Embdelih thyself &c.,] said to a woman; [so

that it is originally t . j;] or this is from j,

[i.e. L0,] with j. (TA.)

6: see the last sentence above, in two places.

j-: ee , jd j.

j [pl. of aLj, act. part. n. of the unused verb

J1,] Decorators, or embellishers, of the ceilings of
houses or chambers. (AA, TA.) [See also ,l;j.]

Jl1j : see 2, last sentence.

[1l;j A decorator; aan embellisher: and parti-
cularly a painter. See also U3j, above.]

J jS, ( , K, [in the CK written Jl3j, as though
it were jI, the quiesent 3 being indicated by the
sign of sukoon after the dammeh,]) of the dial. of
thile pcople of El-Medecneh, (AA, O, O,) i. q. 0J)

[i. c. Qi,irb.sierr]; (AA, 8, 0, K ;) as nl,o t ?,";
(AA, 0, K ;) but from what is said by IB, it

would seem tlhat this last word is pl. of OI.j:
(TA:) it is .rsed in t j [meanning decora-

tions, or embellishmnents, pl. of 4 j% nsed as a

simple subst., or of the n. un. 'ii.]; (, O;)

and helince, [accord. to some,] .jI.l signif'ing
"the act of dccorating, and embellishing,;" (K;)
for it is put, together witl gold, (8, O, K,) for
orerlanying theres'ith, (1K,) upon iron, (·., 0,) and
then it is pt iitoi the .fre, wlhrelupson the L.'j
[or quicksilver] gocs from it [by evaporation],
and the goldi remitiins: (,5, O, K:) and hence
nnythiing decorated, or embellishled, is termed
t )j,p, (S, O,) tihought not having in it j.j. (..)

3.,; inf. n. of 2. (M.lI) [Jsed as a simple
.sutbst., thilis, or tihe n. un. j;, hnas for its pl.

:] see the next preceding paragraph.

3j). Wadhted over with [3Olj or] (.,j [i.e.
quickx;ilver]; applied to a dirhem. (TA.) Deco-
rated thlerewith (T'A) [or with an ,malgam of
qnicksdierc andti goltl sljectedl to the action of fire
.o that the quicksilver is evaporated].- And
hence, (TA,) Anythiing decorated, or embellished,
($, O, Msb, 15, TA,) tl;o,gls not haol;ng in it

.j. (8, O.) See Olj._ Also, applied to
speechi, or language, tI Embellished: (Kr, TA:)
and alpplied to a book, or writing, [in the same
sense: (see 2:) or] as meaning rectified, orcor-

rected; like jj4. (AZ, TA.)

-J.o

1. jlj, aor. jj!, (1;,) and, accord. to the I,

also jl, which is rare, on the authiority of Aboo-
'Alec, but thlis is thie aor. of 3J like t., [which
has a dlifferenit meaning from the former verb,]
(MF, TA,) inf. n. jI3j (15) anid *3Jj (Lb, 1)
[whlichi in all its senses cxecept one mentioned
below may spp. be pronounced ulso Jj, like

j,;_ for J3_, pl. of J_,] and y.jj and J3,
(IS, TA,) the last thus, with fet-h, accord. to a
rule of the ], but in some of the copies jj, with
damm, (TA,) anid 'j'j, (R,) It went away;
pased away; departed; remored; shifted; (1,
TA;) nas, or became, remote, or absent; ceased
to be or exist, or canme to nought; (TA;) as also
t jJ;, inf. n. j .jl; (1 ;) or, accord. to the 0,

v jljj!, like , -!. (TA.) [See also 7.] Hence,

[Boo, T.1270
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JljIl · 4 j tJI [The world, or worldly enjoy-
ment or good, is quick in paoring away, or coming
to nought]. (TA.) And 1ijj Jlj, and ;ljj:
see jljj: nnd for the former see also Jjj. And

3 J3J 9,and "j: saeem j. And Jlj

£ C,C , , ($, TA,) -or - , (Myb,) aor.

inf. n. Jljj (S, M,b, TA) &c., as above, (TA,)
The thing removed, went anray, [or ceased,] from
its place; it Ieft, or qeitted, its place. (TA.)
And aij1 4 , j,f. n. jl and ,j, [I
nrent away, &c., from my place.] (..) [And

zo. Jlj, said of any aff;ction of the mind or body,
It uent away, pnased away, or ceased,from him;
it left him, or quitted hinm.] And .. 1 , ' Ijl3
They tIrned away from their d,lace; or returned,
or went bach, and fled, from it. (TA.) And

sijl c*,& Jlj, aor. j3.k, in£ n. J.3j, [le
£tdrned, or lc reved,from the opinion, or judgment,
or sentinent.] (.h., TA.) And Jlj alone, aor.
J3jj, lie, or it, quitted his, or its, place.
(Alleythl, TA.) Alnd lie removed from one
town, or country, to another. (TA.) And .Jlj
t.Lu~.t~ JI, (1i,) inf. n. j6J, (TA,) The
hormse removed from their place with their riders.
(15, TA. [Said in the TA to be tropical; but I
see not why.]) Hence, ._.J1 zJlj, inf. n.
jlj antid jjj, witlhout , ( s,) as Th says, (TA,)
and Jlj and '-jj, i The sun declinedfrom the
meridian. (15, TA.) [And sometimes it signifies
t The sun st: see 1 in artL JMJ.] - And hence,
but not with J;;j for an inf. n. in the senses expl.
in this sentence and the next following it, (TA,)
j1 JI j, (1, TA,) inf. n. j!jj (TA) [and app.

j,tj and A)jj], tSThe daoy became advanced,
the sun being somewhat high; syn. ;aO~!: (g,
TA:) or, as some say, rent away; or departed.
(TA.) And J,lil Jlj, (TA,) or 1 VJtIj jl,
(15, TA,) 1I The sun became high, and thle shade
contracted, or decreased, or went away, at mid-
day. (1,* TA.) a.- Jlj, [thlus in the TV
(ed. of fBoolhi/), i.e. , thus in the ]g, and
thus only, the verb being indicated by a preceding
phrase; in the TA, .uJi Jl.j, which is an evident
mistranscription;] inf. n. Jl~ j, (1g,) like aiAiL
[an inf. a. of jU, aor. ,JJ; but more properly

compared to L .j, an inf. n. of.ul), aor. ·. ];
(TA;) [a phrase which may be rendered Their

journeying ceased for a while;] expl. as meaning
,iJ hj.1 .S .m P ' 15.A1 [i. e. they abode in thei'

place: tlhm an opinion occurred to them different
from their former opinion, so that it turned
them therefrom, inducing them to remove]: (]K :)
in the g1 is added a; but this should be omitted:
the passage is taken from the M; in which l
refers to Lb as the authority. (TA.) Jj
[having for its inf. n., app., J1;j and- Jje and
; (see te first of these below)] signifies also

It moved; or nas, or became, in a state of motion,
commotion, or agitation; syn. .liJ: so in the
saying, jtj f 1 J; [Isamw a bodilyform
or figre: then it moved, &c.]. (TA.) And one

Bk. I.

saysp, b. ) j#j meaning ie mores
much among men, or the people, and does not
remain still, or stationary. (TA.) - J _ i Jj
tallj means , 'i ,p,a [A Jfigure sen
from a distance rose to his view]. (TA.)-
And 44.JI sJ Jtj Tihe mirage raised, or elevated,
(~j,) and madc apparent, him, or it. (TA.) -

1J ,k4 Jlj L&c.: see in art. JIj.J-j, aor.
Jjj., also signifies lie affected acutenen or
sharpness or quicknes of intellect, cleverness,
ingeniousness, skilfulness, hnowledgc, or intelli-
gence: or did so, not having it: syn. ;.

(IApr, TA.) [See also 5.] = [As a trans. verb, it
belongs to art. kJj, and app. to the present art.
also.] See 4. You say, dJij, J10, or dJIjj 1i Jlj;
and Qlj Jlj: see Jlj. And J.L jj and

ib.,3j and jl;jj: see .k3j: and for the first, see
also j Alj. And jj Ime separated hi,celffrom
him; (1;) as also .lj. (S and Y~ in art. 
[to which the latter exclusively belongs.])

2: see 4: - and see also 5.

3. s Jjj, inf. n. z;: (s,1) and J,,, (1,)
i. q. .AJi [as meaning lie labouredl, exerted
himnuelf, strove, struggled, contended, or conflicted,
with him, or it, to prevail, overcome, or gain the
mastery or possession, or to effect an object: and
accord. to the KL and PS and some othier lexi-
cons, it signifies also he treated him medically;
which is another meaning of rJ.; but of this
meaning I have not found any ex.]: and Jjl.
[as meaning he sought to obtain it, or effjct it;
or did. so by artful, or skilful, management]:
(,'* g:) and &.'JU [he made a demand on him,
or prosecuted a claim upon him]. (1..) [Accord.
to the TA, it seems to be used properly in relation
to real things, and tropically in relation to ideal
things. One says, ... I Jlj He strove to gain
po~ssion of, or to catch, i.e. he hunted, the
animal of the chase. (See ;i..)] And 23J

't C>& [I stroe~ with him to avert him, or to
turn him back, from the affair]. (S in art.

m.. .) Zuheyr says,

- I". t. U. .3 L. .
1, .

.. ------ .. .. ...
W3W3 &-. c.- tj?

I

[And me passed the night standing at the head of
our courser, he striving with us to r epel us from
himself, and me striving with him to master him].
($.) And a man said to another, who upbraided
him with cowardice, 's. ut -. U , l4n,

3.* W ;JL j t[Bly God I mas not a conard,
but I strove, or sought, to preserve a possesaion
appointed for a frted time; i. e., to preserve my
life though its term is fixed: see the I5ur iii. 139].
(i.) One says also, a, d ..I. _ Jj i.e. ¥;t.i
i [Hs seeks to accomplish a thing that is an object
of want to himn; or does so by artful, or skilful,
management]: a tropical phrase. (TA.) And
,.)l I' J iJaj;. JL t [I loathed, or was averse

from, striving, or seeking, to accomplish this
affair]. (TA.)

4. jl, (?,O,Mb, ,) inf. n. Jjtl; (TA;)

and t0jj (6, Mqb, X,) inf. n. 1j ; (0,
TA;) and V j!, [originally i,JI!,] in. n. jn. l,

(0,) this being syn. with ilj'l; (15;) He removed
it; made it to go away, pan away, depart,
remove, or shifi; (O, ],, TA;) [and made it to
cease to be or exist, or to come to nought: did
anway with it; annulled it: effaced, or obliterated,
it:] and V Aj, aor. JIjl and ;4i, [which see in
art. JOj,] signifies the same as j.i and J,j.
(1.) You say, .>'I ;* jetjl He removed it
from the place. (MA: and the like is said in
the K.) [And I,i c' Jljl He removed from
him such a thing; made it to go away, pas away,
or cease,from him; or to leave him, or quit him;
he frced him from it, or rid him of it. And
.i]j Ca gljl lie, or i, m,nade him to turn, or
swerre, from his olpinion, or judgment, or senti-
ment.] And JIjj iii Jljl and aljj: see 3Jjj.
[See also 4 in art. Jj.]

5. jjj, and t;j i. q. ;; [lIe made him,
or it, to come]: so snays AAF, on the authority of
AZ: in the copies of tile .K, erroneously, ;1.
(TA.) = And Jjj, (K,) sanil of a young nlan,
(TA,) He attained the utnwst degree of actute-
ness or sharpness or quickness of intellect, or of
ccevernes, ingeniosnres, skilfulnaeu, knowledge,
or intelligence. (1.) [See also 1, near the end
of the paragraph.]

6. tI.lj3 I. q. I. q JL [They laboured, exerted
themseleet, strove, struggled, contended, or con-
flictec.r'one nith another, to prevail, overcome,
or gain the mastery or posnession, or to ef ect an
object]. (., g1. [See also 3.])

7. J!ji It was, or became, removed; or made
to go away, pas away, depart, remore, or shflt
(S, a TA.) -And ;x. JljJI He berame separated
from him. (]g.) [See also 7 in art. ,'j-]

8. jl,jt: see 4, first sentence.

9. J3jl: sec 1, first sentence.

10. [ Hjeil IHo looked at it to se if it quitted
its plae.] One says, & 'I, 1 1O J& 1,
meaning Look thou at this figure seen from a
distance to see if it move and if it quit its place.
(AHeyli, O, TA.)

Q. Q. 4. "Ijj!: see 1, first sentence.

Jj an inf. n. of 1 in the first of the senses
expl. above. (,* TA.) _ See also 3ljj. 
As an epithet applied to a man, ($,) Light, agile,
or active: acute or lsharp or quick in inielect,
clever, ingenious, skisful, knowing, or intelligent:
(S, :) at reiose acuteness or lharpnet or quick-
nesr of imtellct, &c., one wonders: (ISk,$:)
fem. with;; (;, 5 ;) said to mean skilful, knouw.
ing, or intelligent, ($, TA,) as also the niasc.,
(TA,) and cunning: (§, TA:) and a servant-girl
who is sharp and effictiro in the convoJing of
messages: and applied to a woman as meaning
J..U 5j [I'ho goes or come fortj , to men, and
nwith thom they sit, and of chom they talt, an,l
rvho abstains from what is unlawvful and inadlr
corous, and is intelligent; &c.: see art. j, ]:
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(TA:) pl. maJo. J,;3 (S, TA) and fem. lj;'
the former applied to young men, and the latter
to young women. (TA.) - Courageous; (l,
TA;) in coquOce of whom orage, men are
abaed (lyj~ [t(as though j3j in this sense be-
longed to art. J]l). (TA.)--And Liberal, bounti-

ful, mun/icmt, or genero~ : (V,* TA :) pl. Jlj.
(TA.) t? A wonder, or wondrrful thing: (?,

1,TA:) pi. 35jl. ($.) One ays, ,) j;j Lj
Jtj'1 t This is a wonder of the wonders. (TA.)

And one says alo, [using it sn an epithet,] J;j.e
t A journeying, or pace, wonderfiul in respect of
its quicknss and briknesu or lightness: and

.j ;j& t A winter, or wintsrs, wonderful in
respect of tLe sevrity and cold thereof. (TA.)

[See also j,j.] - t A trial, or an o.liction;
syn. ;%. (g.)-- t A form, or figure, that
appwar in the night [and by which one is fright-
ened: se jl;]. (TA.) t A form, or figres,
of a man or some other thing, that one se from
a distance: or a prson: syn. g,: (! , TA:)

also ? ·ilj: me 1, near the end of the para-
graph. (TA.) ~ The pi [i.e. the anterior

pudendum, or the pudenda,] of a man. (1.)
One says, "j t.. (He uncovred his k in].
(TI.) _ And A hawk. (].)

J,;j Myb, M ) and * jj and J
are inf. ns. of jlj [q. v.]. (, Mb, .) And
all signify Motion, commotion, or agitation.
(TA in explanation of the first and last, and V
in explanation of the second.) [Hence,] 9j
dilj, or *1 3 Jj, (accord. to different copies

of the ],) or 4ljj m ? jl;, (1 in art. Jj, and

TA,) and ,J;j Ji" t jtI, (Q in art. jj, and 
and TA,) are imprecations of destruction, or
perdition, or death, (1, 1g,) and trial, or affliction,
upon him to whom they relate: (?:) or such are
the [second and] third and fourth of these phrases:
but the first is a prayer for one's continuance
where he in, [or his continuance in life; lit.]
meaning May his motion ceas; [and hence, may
he continue where he is, or contin in life:] and,
as expl. by ISlk, the [second and] third and
fourth [lit.] signify May [He i.e.] Sod cae
his motion to cease; [and hence, may He, or God,
put an end to his life;] these phrses being

similar to the saying U 4I '.L. (TA.)
[Thus all four have virtually the ame lit. signi-
fication. And the first has also another meaning;
as will be seen below.] El-Aph says,

S~ ~~ Alt . .. S.

S193 -il3 L-

(?, TA,) [app. meaning This is the day-timu:
an opinion has arisen in her mind such as to
turn her from her former opinion and induce her
to absent herself, (~, I suppose, being under-
stood after QJ 1.;, like as it is after .j ItW in the
gur xii. 35,) in consequece of Atr anxiety: what
mill be her cas in the night? may it (her
phantom) be absnt, like as she is absent: for]
the meaning is said to be, QIlj Jt.lJI `jlj: IAvr
says, he disliked the phantom only because it
roused his desire: or [jlj may be here syn. with

sljl, so that] the meaning may be tl;j 1; i jl ;
[may God makL Ahr motion to cease]; and this
is corroborated by the reading of AA, 1;jlj, in
the nom. cas, [i. e . jj lj may her motion
ceae;] which makes this an instance of [the
license termed] ;&Q11: this, he says, is an old
proverbial pbrase of the Arabs, and EI-AphA
has used it as he beard it: others than AA read
[Ql1jJ,] in the accus. case, without i;1, holding
the meaning to be, may her phantom he absent
from us in the night like as she herself is absent
in the day-time. (TA.) V ;r.j * 1, likewise,
means Hij motion ceased, or may his motion
cease: or, accord. to Z, he became fixed, or mo-
tionleu, from .fear; or may ke become so. (TA
in art. Jjj.) [See also another rendering of this
phrase in the next pragraph.] One says also,

kpjlj 1J)l J &.I Commotion, or agitation,
(18, TA,) and disquietude of mind, (TA,) and
wailing, or raising of the voice in weeping, over-
camu him. (1l, TA.) ~ See also the next para-
graph, in three places.

Jj: see the next preceding paragraph, in
three places. Also The side; syn. .,j 1 ..; and

so J,jj: thus in the sayings, tjJ ' Jl and

ijj t j,j, meaning [app. His ide became in a
state of commotion, or it quivered,] by reason of
fright: (1:) [or] Jjj signifies the heart: so

in the saying, , * j ,j [His heart became re-
moud from is place]: (v :) a prov., applied to
one whom an event that has disquieted him has
befallen: as also * Zlj 9 j: (Meyd:) [see
also two other renderings of the former phrase in
the next preceding paragraph :] Dhu-r-Rummeh
says, describing the egg of an ostrich,

.,i. , ..-.--.
· 9.1 v 1_;3 s *

a ".~ tL V,~ C` C lii e

meaning j.l ip 4i°i j`j [i.e. And a white

thing (the egg which he is describing) wilU not
take fright, and Jfl from us, or wiU not shrink
from us, whil its mother, when she see us, her
heart becomes removedfrom its place byfri_ght in
consequence of the approach of us]: (8 in art.

.J', and Meyd:) or, as some relate it, . jVlj

;jj [which means her heart quits its place &c.]:
(TA:) and the former reading may mean the
sanie as this. (IB, TA in art. ~J.)

Jitj Having much Jjj, i e. motion. (TA.) -

Accord. to J, it occurs in an ;j^.jl, cited by AA,
as meaning That moves much in his gait, but
traoeres a short space: but the right word in

this cae is jJI3j, as is shown by the rhyme.
(iB, g.)

LeU3J, with 4amnm, [app. 1 ' like
&c., for, as it is not said to be a dim., I know no
other form of word with which to compare it,] A
thing like a ladl, belonging to sailors. (TA.)

351j [ oing away; pawsing away; departing;

transient; shifting; becoming remote, or absent;

ceasing to be or eist ; nonexistent: &c.: part n.

of Jj, q.v.,. - [Hence,J, J"J (pi.
perly A strlies night, or night of whic the stars
are absent: but expl. as meaning] ta long night.

(Z, TA.) _- j jIlj jj: ee 1.

i/Slj [from j51j, the i being affixed to tranmer
the word from the category of epithets to that of
substantives,] lhatever has a soul, (], TA,) of
animals; that mooes (Jj;j) from its place:
(TA:) or anything that moves; (y, TA;) that
does not remain fixed in its place; applied to a
man and to other things. (TA,. 3l;ljj is its
pl.: (TA:) and signifies [particularly] Animals
of the chase. (g, TA.) - And [hence,] t Worrn.

(o, ,TA.) One says J51jJ i .j t,A
man knowing in respect of the discasMs, or faults,

(;j;rl,) of womnen: (0 :) or ; skilful in tAe making
of women to incline to him: whence the saying
of Ibn-Meiyideh,

* ~J3tjjJl ... l !.l C' U
* -s .,,r! 3j· · ·Y · · C

t [And I was a man having the art of making
womnen to incline to me, once; but I have become
such thlat I haae relinquished the art of making
women to incline to me]: this was a man who
used to beguile women in his time of youthful
vigour by his beauty; but when he became hoary
and aged, no woman inclined to him. (TA.) 
Also t The stars: (~, TA:) because of their
motion from the east and the west in their re-
rolving. (TA.) - See also 1, near the end of the
paragraph; and 3j, last sentence but three.

J;jl J;j (9,m TA) has an intensive significa-
tion [i. . A great wonder; or a very wonderfil
thing]: (TA:) [or a wonderful ervnt that happeln
to one, preventing hi jleeing ;] accord. to Abu--

Semb, Jjj1 denotes the happening to one of an
event such as prevents him from fleeing. (IB, TA.)

IjM A certain isutrument pertaining to astro-
nomers, by means of which is hnown the declining
of the sun from the meridian: [a sun-dial: used
in this sense in the present day:] a vulgar term:
pl. `J.. (TA.)

Jj. pass. part. n. of 3: one 'says, . jlj t;

.. 'j:~ ,:M1 t [This offair ceasd not to
be striven, or souglht, to be accomplished by means
of their hands]. (TA.) ~ Also Frightened by a
Jj, i. e. a form, or figure, appearing in the
night. (TA.)

1. [ij, aor. j, is a dial. var. of Zlj having

for its aor. 4Jj.] An Arab woman of the desert

is related to have said to IApr, lit jj. 3j,
., meaning tL;j [i.e. Vecrily thou gracest
usw when thou comest to us (L'i)]. (TA.)

lj1 Indigestion; syn.,; for.;l in the

copies of the ] is a mistranscription for ., "i;
(TA ;) cxpl. by Ed-Dubeyreeyeh as syn. *ith

a4*; as in the phrase, oiJll il 1- [lIe does
not complain of indijestion]: (Fr, TA:) and so

D
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Boot t.]

q #lj: (V and TA in art. 0 :) or this signifies 
a single Jfit of indigetion. (TA in that art.) c
[In the present day, applied to The beech-tree; 1
and its wood: as a coil. gen. n.: n. un. with;:

ee also bIj below.] 
* 8 . -.

O jJ An idol: and anythinig that is tahen as a
deity and wrorshipped, (S, I,* TA,) beside God:

as also ;jj: [nn araicized word:] in Per. b. '
(TA.)-And A plare in which idol are col-
letted and set utp. (K.) It is said to be from
;j. (TA.) [But it may rather be from LA as

a.
a dial. var. of Sj.] - See also j. .

lii A thing like a 3l, [or javelin], which the i

Deylem (.4 JI) cast: [perhaps made of the wood 
of the beech, (sme ~j, latter sentence,) and there-
fore so called:] pl. ;i13. (M sb.) - See also

09I, former sentence.

a.j i.q. a;J [An ornamnt, &c.], (],) in one
of the dialects. (TA.)- And An inteUigent
wroman. (IAsr, .)

ojj Short; (M, ;) applied to a man; (a;)
and so, thus applied, tC jj and f * , (1],) of
which two, the former is the more known: (TA:)

fern. P;j, (f, R,) applied to a woman. (v.)

, and ljj (5, M, Meb, R) and lljj (1)

i. q. ,1 [q. v. in art. Oj ]. (S, M, Myb, ..)

. ;lai J~llent in iwhich is J'j; [or the
grain of a certain noxious weed, app. darnel-
grass: Cjd being a pass. part. n. of which no
verb is mentioned]. (TA.)

1. .lj, (.g,) aor. dot (TA,) inf. n. .. and

i (.K, TA,) the iatter [accord. to the CK

s;j, but it is correctly] like ", (TA,) He put
it aside, or away, or apart; or removed it from
its place. (Ii.) You say, IJ.- 1'' j$j, inf. n.

. lie averted, direrted, or remnorved, from
him snch a thing; turned, put, or sent, it away,
or bach,from himn. (TA.) -And &a *. ,5sjj
lie concealed his secret from him. (li.) - Also

(1.) M;j, (~, M,h, 1,) aor. as above, inf. n. &,
(Mjb, TA,) lie drew it, collected it, or gathered
it, tooether; contracted it, or graped it. (5,

Mbh, .) It is said in a trad., u &a ' i
- …31 1 1 l-i),J .

tq*s V3 Cs U [The earth was coUected
together to me, and I was shown its eastern parts
and its western parts]. (1, TA.) And you say,

JlI kSj, (1, M9b,) inf .n. j, (15,) I£e drew,
or collected, together, or he grasped, the property,
(Mqb,) sl;t ,3 [from its inheritor]. (5.) And

P k.O W Ji (f1, TA) He (a man, O) drew
together, or contracted, the part betmween his eyes.

(TA.) And me.jlI LJ 3 J^ UW.4. (He brought
u se very sour mnilA suc as contract the

face, or makes it to mrnke]. (Q in art. .p.)

1t73
ii3 - isJ

And ; 41 SiP mid of a cold notth wind, It c

yontracts [or wrnlsm] theface: a phasa used j
by Tarafeh Ibn-El-'Abd. (Ham p. 63.) c

5. ;jinf.i n.q3: see5. ,(,M b,
!,) which by rule should be i4j, (, MVb,) but 

is made to acord with jj in order to facilitate 
the pronunciation, (Mqb,) inf. n. accord. to the K 

1,;, but correctly, as Lth says, 3, in measure f
ike £-?3, (TA,) I invested him vrith, or made

him to have, a j [i. e. garb, guise, &c.]; (~,
M 9b, ,* TA;) by means of, or with, such a

thing: you say, 1J4 1j [which may be ren-
dered I inveted, decked, or adorned, hinm rwith
such a thing; agreeably with what follows].

(Mqb.) Accord. to Fr, they say, 1 1 l 1j,
meaning I ineted the girl, or young woman,
with a garb, or guise, &e.; and decked, or adorned,

her. (TA.) - You say also, ,01 i5;J, mean- 
ing He prepared the speech in his mind; like

#j;. (TA.) -- qlj j and 11 :3 [mean
I wrote, or uttered, a j]: some [hold the I in

l; to be originally ~, and therefore] say :
others [hold it to be originallyj, and therefore]

say ,j. (IB, on the letter .UI.) Zeyd Ibn-

Th&bit said, in relation to the expremion in the
Kur [ii. 261] b , [accord. to one reading, or

reciting,] °yo j5 ;, meaning [It is k1;, there-
fore make thou it k.lj in thy reading, or reciting;
or] read thou it, or recite thou it, with the

LS5. (.)
4. &jjl: see art. 3j.

5. &. 3 He was, or became, [or placed him-
self,] in a Aj, i. e. corner, of a houe or

chamber; as also inf. a. J;

(TA;) and tVO j . (].) - 1, from Li1;
(K, KL ;) or S.i 1; (Lth, MA;) He invted
himself with a garb, guise, or dress; [or with an
externalappearance;] (MA, KL;) he deched, or
adorned, himelf. (MA.) You say of a man,

9.-...UP I J3t[He inveted himslfw ith a beauti-

ful, or goodly, garb, &C.]. (Lth, TA.) Hence
the saying of EI-Mutanebbee,

* .L*

· -, - *- ' 7' 8.53-

(TA:) i.e. [And rily, or sometime, or ofte,
one who is not entitled to it] assumes the guise of
loe; and the man aks to be his companion him
who is not fsuited to him: (W p. 374:) his dis-
ciple lbn-Jinnee, however, objected to him his
saying , and expresed his opinion that the

correct word is a1-; and EI-Mutanebbee ad-
mitted that he did not know the former word in
any [classical] poetry, nor in any lexicological
book, but aered the verb in use to be only

tV3: (MF, TA:) in the M it is said that IJ

held 14j to be originally I., and the j to be
changed into j. because quiescent, and inicor-
porsted into the IL preceded by it. (TA.)

7. 'Il It was, or became, put asde, or away,

r apart; or re~ d from iUs piao~ (g.).-
ji.j Lji TAh piee of be

ontracted, or sri/l;d, or srunAk, in the fire.

(.) And 4c 1 b. ij0l The part betwe

/is ey becam draws to~ r, or contracted.

TA.) And ok J1 "*E dl diTb
people, or party, dre together, on porton of
hem to another port~ (TA.) -See alo Si
firt sentence.

Ij and l; and j and } , 
,, A, > ree 'a.ce below.

and a.
a
S, (~, M9 b, 1, &c.,) originally .;., (0,

MRIb,) Garb, guie, de, habit,fahion of dre,
and aspect, or outward appearance ; syn. w,V

(, TA,) and '5F, (Fr, Mb, ], TA,) and;.:

(Fr, TA:) pl. . (I.) [In the lur xix. 75,]
some read Ij3 lJl. ;.0 [Btter in r~epct of

household-goods and in resp~t of garb, &c.]:

others read tIj, with j: (TA:) and nd
: and (Bd.)

J1j, (Kr, &, ], &.,) in which the I, accord. to
Lth, is originally ., but accord. to Sb and IJ
it is j, (TA,) A certain letter (i. e. j); (f, TA;)
[in spelling, pronounced 4gj; and] abo called,

t .ij, (Kr, g, .,) and t j, and [in spelling (me

the first sentence of art. .,)] t tj, (Kr, ., but
omitted in some copies of the ],) this lat being

indecl., (Kr, TA,) and t (V) and [in spelling]
t?J: (Kr, ]:) of all which, the first is that
which is held in [most] repute: (TA:) and this
and fj may be meant by J's saying, ,9 t51J

g .. --, a ·, ·. · · i s

.W .' j,@ t~ J S j1 ; though
the author of the V asserb J to have erred in

saying this: (MF, TA:) the pl. is U1jl and 5 1,j,
(IK,) the former or the latter accord. to different

opinions, (TA,) and jI and sr1, (1,) each (ori-

ginally] of the measure Jt. (TA.) One says,

"i. & .+1 [This is a beautiful j] and >d

-.. tjlJ [I wrote a maU j]: and the like. (IJ,
TA.) m~5 is also id by the vulgar on an
occasion of wonder, and of dimapproval: but [BM
sanys,] I know not what is its origin. (TA.) [It

may be from the Pen. &j, or UJO; which are
likewise said on an occasion of wonder. $ and

j and LS1, and with I in the plaee of 1, re abso
ail by the rulgar in Egypt on an oocouion of

wonder, and of denial, meaning Howr ? And &.j
is used by them for the prefix 1,e meaning Lihke.]

3j: se what next follows.

°]J dim. of 5tj [aceord. to thoso who hold

the I in the latter to be originally 5, or t aOj
accord. to thos e who hold that leuer to be ori-

sa. A *-A j
ginally j; like ajI and ° I u dims. of .1 aeord&
to different opinions: see art. l1, in the middle of
the first column]. (TA.)

A corner, or an angle, (.,6p ,) of a houe
or room or the like: (]:) of the measure Itag
from U;j signifying ... ; beamue of its em-

10° .

ir dapart; or rm~ from its pidoL W)_
j2qjI 
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6, #a ' them to anothw po~ (TA.)-See abb bi

AdP'but 

correctly, as Lth says, Idj3, in measure

first 

sentence.

de 

1,�i, (TA,) I incested Aim tvigh, or made

1 

1 0 ra.

him 

to have, a �qj [i.e. garb, guise, &c.]; (�,0 tj and tj and #g and

a 

' A 1 ace below.

Kgb, 

V,* TA;) by means of, or with, such a and

Lhing: 

you say, " 10.044, [which may be ren-

A:W 

(?, Mqb, 19, &a,) Originally

dered 

1 

inw#ted, de�k4ed, or adorned, hitn with

ruch 

a thing; agreeably with what follows]. MCIP,) Garb, guim, dmu, habit,fokion of drm,

#a. 

and aspect, or outward appoaraut j "a. �(40

(Mqb.) 

Accord. to Fr, thkv say, h' :.&j, 1

meaning 

1 in~ed the girl, or you'ng woma.f ($, TA,) and IZI, (Fr, M91P, lip, TAP) and ;ii�:

witA 

a garb, or guim, &,c-; and decked, or adorned, (Fr, TA:) PI. Cl. (1p.) [In the Vur aix. 75J

her. 

(TA.) -You say also,.;-�bi L;3j, mean- wme read 1 [Ibiter in ~ Of

ing 

He proparod the spetch in his mind; like houniOld-goods and in r~ t of garb, &r-]:

".1, 

1

#j3J. 

(TA.) and `� ' #'1'

ti 

%:^W [mean others read tgj, with J: (TA:) and and

I 

wrote, or uttered, a j]: wme [hold the 1 in and �BO.)

Lqg 

to be originally Lq, and therefore] say h' :'. �"':

others 

[hold it to be originally j, and therefore] �qtj, (Y-r, &c.,) in which the 1, wwrd. to

0 a&,
say 

%:.cj. (IB, on the letter �il.) Zeyd Ibn- Lth, is oAginally Lq, but aceord. to 8b and IJ

1
Thikbit 

said, in relation to the expremion in the it in j, (TA,) A cortaim ktter (i. c. TA;)

lgur 

[ii. 261] Q-Z, [aceord. to one reading. or [in spelling, pronounoed �q�; and] also called,

(Kr, 

and and [in spelling (me

mciting,] 

ty�o j�Ul meaning [It is Lqu, there-

the 

first centence of art. .,o)] * tj, (Kr, ]g, but

fore 

make thou it LSlj in thy reading, or reciting; omitted in oome copies Of the VJ thic lut being

or] 

read thou it, or recits with the LSj

indecl., 

(Kr, TA,) and * 3 J (V) and [in speUing]

't0J: 

(Kr, V:) of all which, the Brat is that

4. 

jjjt: see art..3j. LSJ

which 

is held in [most] repute: (TA:) and this

J 

v a

5. 

L& He oat, or Ucame, [or placed him. and S� may be meant by J's saying, LS!k.3%

nif,] 

in a A;j1j, Le. corner, of a houn or ., 1, a J J.60. though

chamber; 

u also 'r in£ n. author of the V aawrib J to liave erred in

saying 

this: (MF, TA:) the pl. is and IQJ'I,

(TA 

;) and V Lq33; 1. (V.) mis C&I'S, from Lot ;

(1�., 

KI,;) or Oq 'I'S od (If,,) the former or the latter accord. to diiTerent

(Lth, 

MA;) H4e inme as

himself 

with a garb, guim, or drm; [or with an opinions, (TA,) and A41 and 1, (g,) ewl (ori-

external 

appearap#ce;] (MA, KI,;) he docked, or ginally] of the memare (TA.) One say*,

adortied, 

him&eV. (MA.) You say of a man, a";'_' &.k� [This is a beautiffl JI : and C^r-�b

1. 

0 0 ---

c. 

LtR Mde inwated hipnmV with a beauti- 13 [1 mmid a MaUj]: and the like. (IJ,

�u4 

or';;O&Y, gark. &C.I. (Lth, TA.) Hence TC) �qlj is abo said by the vulgar on an

the 

saying of El-Mutanebbee, occasion of wonder, and of dicapproyd: but [BM

--- 

W a... 0 --- *onys,] 1 know not what is its origin. (TA.) [It

-XJ3 

may be from the PerL U"J', or which am

a
'likewise 

said on an oemion. of wj;-der. �q and

.

.1 

0 .1 A hi

(TA:) 

i.e. [And wrily, or sometimm, or o Lot and L;j%, and with 1 in �the plaoe of 1, an abo

one 

who is not entitled to it] anumes the guise of gala by the* vulgar in Egypt on an omuion of

h 

.wonder, 

and of denial, meaning How? And &

low, 

and the man wks to be his companion tm ii

who 

is not suited to kin: (W p. 374:) his dis- is used by them for the prefix iI, mmaing Like.]

ciple 

Ibn-Jinnee, however, objected to him his 9,11 folloin.

saying 

I;A, and expiened his opinion that the dim. of L�tj [aooord. to thoso who hold

correct 

word is '1- ; and El-Mutanebbee ad- 4�J m

JJ.1;d 

the 1 in the latter to be originally L4, or * "'

mitted 

that he did not know the former word in Aci

any 

[classical] poetry, nor in any lexicolog,cd acoord. to those who hold that latter to be ori-

i 

#- A 0,2.1 -

book, 

but am~ the verb in use to be only ginally 3 ; like �Qt and bj, U diML Of '01 Record.

'I'.
V 

: (MP, TA:) in the M it is said tht IJ to dilTerent opinions: no arL 1, in the middle of

s', 

'a', the first column]. (TA.)

held 

14j3 to be originally and the 3 to he 9,

changed 

into LS because quiwwnt, and in'cor- %9 A corner, or an angle, (oll) of a houge

pomted 

into the Lq ~ ed by it. (TA.) or r�ow, or the like: QC:) of the meuure tai

7. 

L£1?I It wat, or became, put aside, or away, from U;j itgnifying ' ' ;. becaum of its *m'-.

&ql 

T1n^* ' 1
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broing ( a1)· part, or portion, (l;i,
thereof: (Mb, TA :) pl. lj;j [which is irreg.
for by rule it should be ;j_ , being originally o
the meaure JAli, not J3li]. ($, ].) Thea

mr, t ;ljl l ;ii t E (H0ow manasy Aidd
things are thAe in tA cor~r!]. (TA.) _ [In
geometry, An angle. And hence, ,lil lj
7T4 star y of Virgo; ltsal1 being composed oi
four starn, 7, 8, , and n1, of Virgo, disposed nearly

in the following manner, 8 .] In a saying
7s7

cited voce ~lj, the pi. tlj4j is used as meaning
Houses, or tents. (T in arLt. -_[And in the
present day, the term j is also applied to A
*sall moqwu, or chapel: and in some instance,
a building of this kind, thus called, serves u a
hospice, or an asylum for poor Mudlimw, students
and oters; like L.]

C.O 

1. , or .: see art. jj.

L. w: se 2 in art. S.J, in two places.

8. ,i: see 5 in art. j.q.

i: see $IJ, in art. S.3j.

iS. e an onomatopmia significantof The ,ound
of the jins, or genii. (TA.) [See also -..i and
M J, in art...j.]

j:see tslj, in art. t3j

see art. .

,.J1 is of the meaure lil ke
(]:) or, u some say, of the measure J;:i; but
this is a weak amertion, for it is said that there
is no Arabic word of this measure; .,s being a
foreign proper name, and l., being disputed.
(MF, TA.) tin some of its senses it is an epi-
thet, and used u such: in some, app. an epithet
in which the quality of a subst. is predominant:
and in some, a simple subst.: but in all its senses
it is imperfectly decl.; and thierefore seems to be
originally an epithet.] -_ Brisk, lively, sprightly,
agile, or quich. ([.) - A man who walks with
short ateps: (TA:) and short in stature and in
:tep; (5, TA;) likewise applied to a man.
(TA.) - Ignoble, base, or base-born. (K.) The
offspring of fornication or adultery; or the off.
spring offornication, begotten on a slave. (Abu-
l-Mcekrim, TA.) One whom origin, or liteage,
is supeclcd; or an adopted son; or one who
clainu as hi father a person nwho is not his
father; or who is claimed as a son by a person
who is not his fathr; syn. ~;. (M, 5.)
A deril: (5 :) accord. to some, a dial. var. of
.,j. (TA.) _- The hedg-hog. (IAr, 5.) _
A disagreeable, a disapproved, or an abominable,
'hing or affair. (g.) - A calamity, or mit-
fortune. (:.) _- Much watr': (AA, :) and

LS3J - 1dj
s) o l. (5 in art ,.)[- [A sout-e"asterly
w ind; ie.] the [ind termed] . [q v] that blow

fbetwe the 1 and the '. : (8,M, 5:) ol
the sowth wind, or a southerly wind; syn. .;
(M, 5:;) of the dial, of Hudheyl; so affirm Mbi

* in his "Kamil" and IF and Et-Tarabulusee:
I1Ath says that the people of Mekkeh use this
appellation much; and it is related to be God's

f name for what men call the h: Sh says that
the people of El-Yemen, and those who voyage
upon the sea between Juddah and 'Adan, call
the ..,o by the name of *j), and know not
any other name for it; and that is because it is
boisterous, and stirs up the sea, turning it upside-

* down: [rwhenee it seems to mean the boisterous,
or violet:] ISh says that j ;h significs
any iolest wind. (L, TA.) [Hence it appears
that it signifies also Violnce.] - Also Enmity.
($, 5.) - And Brikrens, licveline, sprightli-
now, agility, or quicknes: (ISk, , X, TA:)
[see also ;:;] it is fem.: one says, ej j
w i si.jlJ [Such a one pased haing a di-
approved brisknes, &c.]: this is said whern one
passes quickly by reason of briskness, &c. (18k,

S And Fear, orfright: (AZ, S, 5::) and so
,~. (5: in art. One says, i,. 1 .J.

js p. [Fear, or fright, arising from such
a one, seized me]. (AZ, S.)

e1. 31w, or , [in£ n. ,'j,] He anointed

him, or it, with j, i. e. oil of tho fjfij [or
olive]. (Mb.) You y, j, meaning I an oiEanteod
my head, and the headoe of aother, with oil of the

j app(L) - And t3j, (Ll, t, ],) aor. 4,e
(t, , TA, in the C4 3ji, and so in my MS.

copy of the 5:,) inf n. ;.j, (,) I put q1
[i. e. olioil] into it; namely, the food; ($, 5:;)
or the crumbled bread: or I prepared it there-
with: (TA:) or I moistened it, or stirred it
aboyt, or moistened aind mied it, with 8j;
namely, bread, and crumbled bread. (iLb, TA.)

And w(Lh, , is, TA, in the CV [erro-
neously].lJ) Hefed them with ~j (Lb, 5::)
or he mtade S.j to be the sasoning of their
food. ( .)

2. ,.j He furnished them with [i. e.
olive-oil] for traeuing-provision; (L , ], A;)
agreeably with a general rule relating to verbs
similar to this in meaning. (Lhb, TA.)

4. l,ljl (in the CV .erroneously] s,5j) They
had muc 4, (i. e. oliveoil]; their cjj became
muck; (LI, 5;) agreeably with a general rule
relating to verbs similar to this in meaning .o sh
(Lb, TA.)

8. ;bljo [so in the TA and in my MS copy of
the 5; in the CV, erroneously, I;] He
anointed himsef with 4 .j [i.e. olive-oil]. ( o.)

10. ;z1,I_w He wought, or demanded, j [i. e.
olive-oil]. (g.) You say, ,~ 1m1. They
came askingfor t h as a gaft; (h, Li;) or seeking,
or demandi,g, inj. (A.)

[BooK t.

V J The oil, ($, Mgh, M9b, g,) or eapred
juice, (M, TA,) or t' [i.e. best, or choice, of
rthe constitsent], (A, TA,) of the 0. [or olivel
; (8, A, A, Mgh, M9b, 5[.) [In the present day it
is applied to Any oil.]

s JJ [The olive-tree;] a certain kind of tree,
s (M9 b, K,") well known, (8, Myb,) whence 4j
t ig obtained; (8, M,b, K;) [a tree] of the kind
e caUed ,lt&; (AIvn, Mgh, TA;) A.s sys, on the

authiority of 'Abd-El-Molik Ibn-$ili! Ibn-'Alee,
t that a single tree of this kind lasts thirty thousand

s years; and that every tree of this kind in Pales-
tine was planted by the ancient Greeks who are
called the Yoonanees: (TA:) and the fruit of
lthat tree: (Mgh:) or it has the latter significa-

tion, and is tropically appllied to the tree: or it
properly has both of these significations: (TA:)
[it is a coil. gen. n.:] n. un. with i: (8, TA:)
accord. to some, the Oi is a radical letter, and the

jS is augnmentative, because they said L;3j ,l
[i. e. ;;j e., like ahs ejI from Lhtal],
meaning "a land in whichl are ,Ji ;" so that
the measure is ~3.*; and if so, its proper place
is art. O3j. (TA.) Respecting the phrase in the
; ur xcv. 1, .aI6:*e;J, see . -

"1, 0. Lapis .TJudaicus: so called because
resembling an olive in shape, nnd found in Judma.]

[1 .jkI Of, or relating to, the olive: olive-
coloured.]

4l.j One who Jells, or expreses, ..j [i.e.
oliveoil, and, vulgarly, any oil]. (TA.)_

[Hence,] .Al; -Y 0 .19 . t Such a one
came in dirty clothes. (A.)

and , Food into which [i. e
olive-oil] has been put: (., A, 5 :) or prepared
therewith. (TA.)

; i see what next precedes.

jj A man arointing hitielf, or who
anoints himself, with :.j [i. e. olive-oil]. (TA.)

dim. of .. tj.. (TA.)

The builder's string, or line, (K: in art.
3'j, improperly there mentioned, TA,) mwhich he

extends to make even, thereby, the row of ston#,
or bricks, of the building; syn. [t tq. v.]:
(TA:) [also called .jg :] an arabicized word,

(5,) from [the Pers.] j, signifying "a bow-
string:" so in the "Shif i el-Ghaleel." (TA.)
Also, as is said in thoe "Meflite eh el-'Uloom,"
[An astronomical almanac; or a set of astrono-
mnical tables ;] a book, or writing, containing
stellar calculations, year by year.: in which sense,
likewise, it is an arabicized word, from the Pens.
3: pl. ,. (TA.)-AndThe scienceofastro-
nomy, or of the celestial qphere. (TA.)

t Afour-sided, or round, scAeme, made to
exhibit the horoscope, or places [or configurations]
of the stars at the tiune of a birth: an astrological

I
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BRo 1.]

term [arabieiled from the Peru Q'1j]: so inti the
"8hif el-Ghaleel," from the "Mefiltee el.

'Uloom," by Er-Rhzee. (TA.)

A,1g,) aor. ,in. n (

1) and t3 (MA, ]) and ~j (1) and j;
(MA, 1; [in the C], erroneously, Oj..j;])
and t CllP; (A, ];) It (a thing, S) became

ditant, or remote: (, A, ] :) it raent, trent
away, passed oway, or departed. (g, ].) You

say, cJ -_j; (S,A,MA) and V ;_~lpj (A)
His pretext, pretence, or excue, [or his malady,]
becamte remote [or remod], or went away.
(MA.) And Ji1j.l ;1J IVhat was fals, or

oain, ceaed, pased away, o wtent awcay, f'om
wme. (TA, from a trad.) - And Ctj, aor. as

above, i. q. Z.b Ie, or it, nwnt back or back-
wardo, &c.]. (TA in art. Cj.)

4. ~btjl lc ,nade it (a thing, S) to be dis-
tant, or remote: [he removed it, did away with
it, or caused it to cease:] he mnde it to go,
go away, pas anay, or depart. (~, I.) Hence

Q-$- -0. 6.
the saying of El-Apshk, ljA t;I..jl ,0 [ IVe
had caued her leannes to cease]. (I.) And

".I.jl: (, A:) 4e CIjl signifies Ie re-

moved his pretext, pretence, or excue; [or his
malady;] or did away with it. (MA.)

7: see 1, in two places.

!) A place to which one [goes away, or may

go away; or] remores, or maay remore,far away.
(IHam p. 329.)

~j

1. ;tj, (85, A, Mgl51, M6b, ]6,) nor.A4 S
Mgh, MIsb,) inf. n. ;,lj (S, A,* Myb, *) and
oj, (S, Mghil, Msb, ,) withi whichl are syn.

(S,1) and j (I) and ;.- ( ) aid

,tj.J, which last is anomalous, like ,'C (K)
and C,# said to be the only instances of the kind,
(TA,) all as inf. ns., ( aJ'I,) and so is ..j, (TA,)
and J adds that ;l,j is mentioned by Ya?loob,
from Ks, from EI-Bekree, as syn. with ;. , but
this is a mistake, which is unfairly imputed to J
by the author of the 1, (MF,) [who says,] as to

l3tjjil, it is a mistranscription by J, for the

words are ;l1jjJI and {j11, [in tihe CK ;>3lJI
and ljtl,] with j, and without the mention of

[the signification of] .Ml, (I1, TA,) It (a thing,
C, Mgh, Myb, [as, for ex.,] water, and property,
A) increased, or augmented, or grew; (S, A, TA;)
[and in like manner said of a man, and of any
animal;] as also t ;l.I: (S, A, Mgh, Mgb, I9 :)
or this latter has a more intensive signification
than the former, like ',. in relation to ,....

(MF. [See also 5.]) In this sense it has a single
objective complement; as in "ib ilj It, or lhe,
increaosd, or aug~mented, or grew, in such a thing;
as also t,l.l. (TA.) [The nlatter is more com-
monly used in this manner.] You say, *;;?

.* (A, Mgh, Myb) [I increased in property:
also] meaning 1 increased to myself, or for my- 

seif, property. (Mgh, Myb.) And .. ")l · ~ij!
a,jt. [The affair increased in difficulty]. (A.)
_ [Also It exceeded; it was, or became, redan-

dent, or superfluous; it remained orer and aborve.
And 4ic ;Ij It exceeded it; as also ?.;jJ.]

You say, :A:..& ,isi L ; [It exceeded the
thing by the like thereof, or more]. (A.) And

;1; 'L jj [It exceeded whiat he desired].
(A.)-_Also lIe gave an addition: so in the

saying, jt.M . j$jI ;Ij ~. lie who gives an
addition, and viho takes it, [each of these] prac-
tises uury. (Msb.) - [And lie added, or exag-

/erated.] .. , [Z(e adds, or exag-
gerates, in his narration, or talk, or discourse,]

is said of a liar. (A and TA voce 1 . [See

also 5.]) It is also trans.: (Mb :) you say,
alj, aor. i, inf n. n.};j, lie increased it, or

augmented,it. (L.) And in this sense it is doubly
trans.: (MF:) you say, IW.. ;ii li%j, ($, .,) or

'), (A,) [God increased to him, or added to
him, good fortune or prosperity or the like, or
property; increased, or added to, his good for-
tune, &c.; or may God increase &c.;] as also
,.,.j: (I.:) and ., le ;j, (i,) or _ -.
(A,) [.lie increaed, or adlded to, what h'e pos-
sesed or his posse~ions, or his property; or may
He (i. e. God) increase &e.]_ jj also sig-
nifies He gave hiln an increase, or an addition,

or more. (Msb.) Sec 10. - You say also, t1*

.~. j1. .j [No one is mnore sufficient for
thee than he]. (I in 4rt. .j. [See 4 in that
art.]) And J~. di; . j N 'j No camel will

be more sufficientfor thee than he; i. q. .!. '.

(ISk, S in art. [in whiichl see other exs.].)

2. .. j, [inf. n.. ,] said of property, It
intcr.ea.sed, or augRematcd, much. (A.) = See
also 1, latter part.

3. ta .J-. .-- ~ I Ij, inf. n. ;.,&,

[One of the two persons buying together outbade
the other: see also 6.] (A.)

5. A.P It (a price, ', A) wras, or became,
excessice, or dear; (S,A, 1;) as also til.
(A, TA.) - He added, or exaggerated, (MA,)
or lied, (S, MA,1],) in narration, or discourse.
S, MA. [See also 1, latter half.]) And lie

affected to exceed the due bounds in his narration,
or discourse, and his speech; (TA;) he aj#Jcted
exces in speech, &c.; (I, TA;) i.e. in speech
and in action; (TA;) as also t.,ij3: (]:) or

-,, or . ,.ij~! means the embellishing narra-
tion, or discourse, cith lies, and adding in it
what doe rwt belong to it. (Hl.ar p. 195.) In the
verse of 'Adee cited in art. Joj, the last word is

j as some relate it, or uj; as others relate it.
(TA.) - lie went a pace exceeding that termedl

j;Jl. (S, KI. [See also l*), and .J.l ',

and j.].) And ,j;p She (a camel) stretched

forth her neck, and wrent a pace exceeding that
termed jail, as though she nrere rswimming with

her rider: (A, TA:) and in like manner one

says of a mare, or horse. (TA.) And ;,
- .- ~~~~~~~~~17%, t Jj1 The camels tasked thenuseles in

their pace beyond taeir ability. (TA.)

6. 1htlj [It inc~reaed, augmented, or gr~,

gradually; contr. of C,,iW]. See also L And

see 5, in two places. &J1 U1 I _Nt!lj3 [TAey
bade, one against another, for the commodity, or
article of merchandius, nwmccesirely raising the
price]: said of the people of a market whlen a
commodity is sold to him who bids more thai

other (L.) And s:y- & C "

[They augmented the price, one outbidding anotiur,
until it attained its utmost]. (A, TA.)

8. ;I;>j [originally ; el]: ee 1, in four placs.
- Also He took an addition. (Mqb.) See,
again, 1. - Also He took in addition: so in the

saying. Ciii P CO;MA1 1 X,;Xl I; 1;1 [ When
the pledger takes money in addition fromn the
receiver of the pledge]. (Mgh.) One says also,
.iJI 'j. ;ijl! [Obtain thou, or gain thou, some-
what in addition of what is good: or it may
mean seek thou, or desire thou, an increOase, or
addition, of what itgood]. (A.) See whlat next
follows, in two places.

10. jk,.l le soulght, or deired, or demanded,
an increase, an addition, or more; (A, Mgh,
Meb;) as also t ;bjl; whence the saying, to a
man to whom a thing has been given, V ;j, ji3
Dost thou seek, or desire, or dema.d, *nore than
what I have given thee? (L.) - [Hence,] 4

.,;. J. '.Fj ( [ se eeks, or desires, to add,
or esaggerate, or to exceed the due bounds, or to
embellish with lies and additions, in his narration,
ordiscourse]. (A,TA. [Se also 5.])-_-;lj
He sought, or desired, or demanded, of Ains an
increase, an addition, or more. (M9 b, 1C.) You

say, * i;jJ , * j If I Aad sougl t, or desired,
or demanded, an increase, &c., he had giveni me
an increase, &c. (Mob.) - [And hence,] t Ie
reckoned himn, or held /itn, to harefallen short of
doing rwhat he ought to hare done, (S, A, ]g,
TA,) and complained of himn, (A, TA,) or rc-
prowed hinm, for a thing thlat he did not approre.
(TA.) And j .l ; 4 - t[e wrote

to hio, a letter f complaint, or reprof, for his
having fallen short, &e.; requiring himtn to do
more]. (A.)

, j an inf. n. of j . (Mg, M , Mb.)
[Hence,] asL ,i. J' (, A, L) and *.d

(S, L) and ti3j (A) I [Tley are inore than a
hundred].

.yj an inf. n. of j. (c, ,* Ti.) _- See
the next preceding paragraph.

;i an inf. n. of ij. (S, Msb.) Using it as

an inf. n., (Msb,) you say, ;;.j 1 JI ,hi [mean-
ing Do thou that in addlition]: (S, Myb:) the
vulgar say t ;3.j, (S,) which one should not say.
(Mhb.) [Hence also,] fti?l .1.. [The letters

of augmentation; or the aegmentative leters;
i.e. the letters that are added to tle radical
letters in Arabic words]: they are tcn, and are

(A, 

Mgh, Mqb) [I increased in ~ y: says of a mare, or horse. (TA.) And

also] 

meaning 1 increased to myself, or for my- t�;� t�ll The camis tasked thenuelms in

&eif. 

propoly. 

(Mgh,' 

Myb.) 

And 

& #% 

*>1.$JI 

their 

pace 

beyond 

"r 

ability. 

(TA.)

[The 

affair increased in difficulty]. (A,)

lan- 

6. %i!p [It increand, augmented, or grow,

[Also 

It erceeded; it wtu, or became, m 1

deint, 

or super ve. gradually; coner. of Bee also L And

.fluous; 

it remained otyr and abo

And 

11i 19 exceeded it; as also see 5, in two places. &ZLI US 1_%N!P [They

bade, 

one against another, �or the commodity, or

You 

any, dA*..& CU.UI Lo�U 1� [it exceeded the article of ipierchandin, nwamirely raising the

thing 

by the feke thereof, or ntore). (A.) And price]: said of the people of a market wlten a

;1;'t 

C ui� >'lj [It exceeded what he desired]. C(M1notlity is sold to him who bids wore thait

(A.)-Also 

1Ie gave an addition: so in the

othem (L.) And
saying, 

&jt CM 110 who gives an [They augmented tAe price, one outbidding anotiw,

addition, 

and ivito takes it, [each of these.] piac- until it attained its utmost]. (A, TA.)

tiws 

iinury. (Mab.) -[And 1Ie added, or exag-

,eraled.] 

[Re adds, or owag- 8. I'& 1 [originally see 1, in four plam.

gerates, 

its his narytition, or taLk, or discourse,] -Also He took an addition. (&Mqb.) See,

is 

said of a liar. (A and TA voce C:5w. [See again, 1 -Also He took in addition: to in the

also 

5.1) It is also trans.: (Mqb:) you say, saYIngy Chij*31 C," . 10 C !'At Ill [whin

iia addition Yro-ot the611j, 

aor. inf n. ]It increased it, or tile pledger takes money

auginented 

it.'(L.) And in this sense it is doubly 7�` 'f the pledge). (Mgh.) One ^vs also,

1 

go- -

trans.: 

(MF:) you say, W1 6`; tj, ($,V.,) or M-" �P' ;1JO! [Obtain thou, or gain thou, some

0 

' 

what in

-)1., 

(A,) [God increased to him, or added lo addition of what is good: or it may

him, 

good fortune or pro~ ty or the like, or mean seek thou, or dvirs thou, an incroom, or

properly; 

increased, or added to, his good jor- addition, of witat itgood]. (A.) See wljatt itext

fun#, 

&c.; or may God increase &c.;] m also follows, in two places.

j "I': 

QZ:) and #'~" t�,i ilj, (?,) or WC 10. >Iiz~l R# sotiqltt, or dedred, or demandoil,

(A,) 

[Ile increand, �r a;lded to, whot'le pog- an increase, an addition, or itiors; (A, Mgli,

ma 

>jt; whotice the saying, to

mued 

or his pou~ions, or his property; or yMleb;) as also * ;1`

He 

(i. e. God) increan &cJ - &Jilj also airp- man to whom a thing Ibubeengiven, ;1`

c 

V bp Ji

nifies 

He gave hisp aia incieam, or �n addition, Dost thou seek, or devire, or detuand, inorw than

1(M!b.) 

See 10. -You say also, 1* what I hav� kiy

or 

inore. !n tlice ? (L.) Henoe,l 34

d:s 

0 ' 1b. ' 1

~1 

[NO one is inore sufficient for A~ j N� [II# meks, or doires, to add,

thee 

than he]. Q( in 4rt. A3j. [See 4 in that or ~aggemie, or to exceed the due bounds, or to

art.]) 

And " ' "' b' ' � Aro camel will embeUish with lies and additions, in his narration,

tn. 

thee than he; i. q. A!p.N O'

be 

more 

sufficientf d' mrm]. (A,TA.

(ISk, 

S in [in wliicla see otlier exe.].) He sought, or desited, or demanded, of Aim, an

inoease, 

an addition, or mote. (Mqb,

2. 

said of property, Tt

[inf. 

n. ~01- say,* t If 1 kad 3ouqltt, or dMroil,

it�ci.ea.wd, 

or aiig;?te?;tcd, much. (A.) See or demanded, an int�rease, &c., he had given in#

Also 

1, latter part. an increase, &c. (Mob.) - [Arid hence,] 1,71e

reckoned 

h2m, or held hitn, to harefallen short of

3..,.&191 

eftai.L--jl ~1 jilj, inf n. 6.1d!k^

doing 

what 

he ought to hare don^ (g, A, ]g,

[One 

of the ttoo Imrsons buyipsg together outbade TAJ and complained of him, (A, TAJ Or re-

the 

other: .see also 6.] (A.) prowd him, for a thiiaq iliat he did not apprort.

5. 

A�.P It (a price, 11,R A) was, or became, (TA.) And S>!j7~; d�l wrote

excessive, 

or dear, (�,A:1�;) as also tjp!p. to hippi a letter tif comiplai�t,s or reprotf, for hie

(A, 

TA.) - He adiled, or exaggerated, (MA,) having fallen iltort, &c.; requis.ing Iiitn to do

or 

licti, 

in narmtion, or discoume. more]. (A.)

(�, 

MA. 

[See also 1, latter lial£]) And 1Ie #a,

affected 

to exceed the due boupuk in his narration, *A0 an inf. n. of Mgli, Mqb.)

or 

discourse, and his speech ; (TA;) he a led [Henoe,] 331.4 L510 j,�,j �,4 A, L) and V,�j

excen 

in ttpeech, &c.; (K TA;) L. e. in speecli (8 L) and #!,)'�j (A) 1 [Tliepj are inote than a

and 

in 

action; 

(TA;) as abo (1�:) or

j& 

-

it#indied].

.5QAI 

means 

the embellishing narra-

6078, 

or discouiw, icith lies, and adding in it an inf. n. of TI�.) - See

tvltat 

dom riot belong to it. (klar p. IW.) In the the next preceding paragraph.

verse 

of 

'Adee 

cited in art. the last word is 4, '

.1 

--- 

1111 Wij an inf. n. of >9. Ibleb.) Usitig it as

as 

some 

relate it, or u others ielate it. - ' 9 6. a

an 

inf 

n., 

(Mgb,) you say, #,$12j 241 jWl [mean-

(TA.) 

lle mopit a pace exceeding thal lertned

ing 

Do 

thott 

that in adilitio m m�b:) the

&.;WI. 

(�, IS. [See also J-1, and whielt :ne ttliould not

-1--J1 

.I - - , vulgar say ;A91 M) say.

and 

C-3J) Atid zj.%;p Sits (a cainel) stretched (blyh.) [Hene; also,] #-%V- 1 [Tigo letters

forth 

her neck, and irent a pace exceeding that of avgmentation ; or t'ho 'attgmentative letters;

termed 

j��t, as though sli'o trere tmmmzng witla i. e. the letters titat are atlded to tlis radical

hor 

riderp (A, TA:) and in like manner one letters in Arabic trords]: they are ten, and arw

i

my* 

of a mare, or horse. (TA.) And

[At.ft- 

t�ll The camis ttukod thenuelon in

their 

pace 

beyond "r ability. (TA.)

6. 

%j!P [It in~ sed, augmented, or grow,

graduall 

11.1 Bee also L And

y; coner. of pdJLJ].

see 

5, 

in 

two 

places. &X31 1_%NW [They

1 1 us
bade, 

one 

aqainst 

another, for the commodity, or

article 

of 

ipierchandin, 

nwamirely raiginq thd

price]: 

said 

of 

the 

people of a market wlten a

C(M1notlity 

is sold to him who bids more thait

,.,#, ... el ,
othem 

(L.) And at,:;A & LrO',

[They 

augmented tAe pKco, one outbidding anotiw,

until 

it attained its utmost]. (A, TA.)

8. 

>1>jl [originally see 1, in four placm.

W
Also 

He took an addition. (&Mqb.) See,

again, 

1 -Also He took in addition: to in the

saying, 

ehjj.31 ep. ,.&tjj 31.%jI 11,1 [When

the 

pledger takes money iia addition froot the

receiver 

of the pledge). (Mgh.) One ^vs also,

a .
?eei.JI 

�,. ;,>j,! [Obtain thou, or gain thou, some-

what 

in addition of what is good: or it may

mean 

seek thou, or dvirs thou, an ipecroom, or

addition, 

of witat itgood]. (A.) See wljatt itext

follows, in two places.

10. 

>jkZA 

R# aotiqltt, or dedred, or demandoil,

an 

increase, 

an addition, or itiors; (A, Mgli,

M&gb;) 

as also whotice the saying,.to a

man 

to 

whom 

a thin V ;I.)

g lbas been given, P J1
Dost 

thou seek, or devire, or detuand, inorw than

what 

I have given tlice? (L.) - [Henoe,] 34

[II# seeks, or desires, to add,
or 

swqqerate, 

or to exceed the due bounds, or to

embeUish 

with lies and additignip, in his narration,

ordikvu.rm]. 

(A,TA. [Seeal&o5.])-#>1k:wl

He 

sought, 

or de#iied, or deinandoel, of Aim. an

inci.ease, 

an addition, or mote. (Mqb, ]�.) 'You

say,* 

If 1 kad 3ouqlt t, or dMroil,

or 

demanded, 

an int�rea&e, &c., he had given in#

an 

increase, 

&c. (Mob.) - [Arid hence,] llIc

reckoned 

h2m, or held 5iitn, to harefallen short of

doing 

irhat 

he ought to hare dou, (g, A, ]g,

TAJ 

and 

complained of him, (A, TAJ or re-

prowd 

him, for a thiiaq iliat ho did *sot apprort.

(TA.) 

And S3!j7~; .,jL5 d�l

to 

hippi 

a letter tif comlp&i�t,s or reprotf, for his

having 

fallen 

iltort, &c.; requis.ing Iiitn to do

more]. (A.)

.Iij 

an 

inf. n. of mgil, meb.)

[Henoe,] 

rL ,i� J4'j A, L) and

L) 

and 

i,)W (A) 1 [Tliepj ardr more, than a

hundred].

a 

n 

inf. 

n. 

of Tk-.) - Sec

the Y;ext preceding paragraph.

i 

an 

inf. n. of Mah'.) Usilig it as

an 

inf 

n., 

(M9b,) you say, 6's12j 241 JIM1 [mean-

ing 

Do 

thott 

that in adilition]: m m�b:) the

vulgRr 

say 

61.49, (S,) whielt one ttliould not say.

. ' 1. � is
(Myh.) 

[Hence 

also,] ;,)V$ %.sjj~ [Tigo letters

of 

avgmentation; 

or the ategmentative lellers;

i. 

e. 

the 

letters 

titag are atlded to tlis radical

letters 

in 

Arabic 

trords]: thty are ten, and ar#
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compti&ed in tit ayi#ng, i.J>Ji ["Ye asked
me for them"], (TA,) and in 1 ..jit [" To-
day thou wilt forget it"]; (], TA;) and more
than a hundred and thirty other combinations
comprising them have been mentioned: (MF:)
[these letters are also called .;5lj, of which the

sing. is *?;Sj.] See also ,j. _ [As a simple
subt., or a mubst. properly so termed, it signifies
.An increase, or increment; an augmentation, or
augment; an addition, additament, adjunct, or
accessory: an accession: =ecesa, redundance, or
superfluity: and a redundant part or portion or
apperteance; a surplus; a residue: an excres-
c.nce: pl. i;iO and ;ej. - ence,] *J

.5p V i.e. 1;V- [Camels having mnc
incream; lit, much, or many, increases]. (1I.)
A poet says,

· · , ·

[ Vith a herd offorty or more camels, that fill,
or glut, the eye of the envrier, enjoying pasturing
by the,nMlve, having much increase]: some say,

[in citing this verse,] ,.3jJl, which is pl. oft ,' 
but .I,jil is said only in relation to the legs of a
beast. (L.)_ [Henee also,] .111 ,jlj, (so in
a copy of the ~, and in the A and L, and in
several places in the 1,) or ,.1 tJ51j, (so
termed by Zj, and so in the T, and in two copies
of the ;, and in the L,) both of which are correct,
(TA,) [The redundant appertenance of the liver;]
a certain mall piece to which the liver is alttached,
or suspended: (Zj, in his "Khalk el-lnsimn:")
or a certain mall apperteianec of the liver

[3^4k. tv , at its side, going awayf rom it

(~ **m..): (0, L:) or a certain piece appnded,
or attachAed, to the liver (lW AL" ): (A:) or a
certain appendage of the liiver; [so I render L
1 Li., agreeably with the next preceding
explanation; though it may be rendered a thin,
suspended from it, i. e. from the licer; or the
right reading may be 1t4 a L~ , which is
virtually the same as the explanation in the A,
and agreeable with what here follows: so called]
because it is a redundance (, ") upon its upper
surface: (L:) [all of these explanations seem to
denote the round ligament of the liver: the He-
brew U':T J'l'n , in Ex. xxix. 22, literally signi-
flea the same; like the slightly-varying appella-
tions in Ex. xxix. 13 and Lev. iii. 4, and Ley.
ix. 10: buat the real meaning thereof is much
disputed: the rendering of the LXX. is Ao,Bo ro;
· wwrn; which is said to mean extrema pars
Ihepatis: that of the Vulg., reticulum hepatis:
that of our authorized Engl. Vers., the caul above
the liver; (with this marginal note: "it seemeth
by anatomy, and the Hebrew Doctors, to be the
midriff:") and it is remarkable that this is one
of the meanings asigned to 4J'I, which some

hold to be syn. with %.'1 jj: (see %.LL:)
Bochart (in his Hieros. t. i., p. 498, seq.,) and
Gesenius (in his Lex.) explain the Hebrew term
as meaning the greater lobe of the lier: but this
is hard to reconcile with the Hebrew or the

'k3 -MJ
Arabic; and utterly irmconcileable with the expla-
nations given by the Arabe; among whom, it
should be observed, were many of the Jewish
religion, who cantlot reasonably be supposed to
have'not known the correct meaning of a term
relating to their sacrifices:] the pl. of S;ttj is
;9, (L,) and that of ;.s3 is .31 j. (8, L)

Hence thesaying, Il sj iJ 1 ,S a ,S jg
.41;l 6;bj [The child is as the liver of the parent,
and the grandchild is u the redundant apper-
tenance of the liver]. (A, TA.)

act. part n. of 1j, (M,b,) [Increasing,
augmenting, or growing. - Eceeding; in ex-
cess; redundant; superfluous; remaining orer
and above: excrescent: additional; in addition;

adscititious.] You say, laS!i ,.s [I
took it, i. e. bought it, for a dirhem and more].
(A.) [See also the next paragraph.]

J3lj [fem. of Slj: and also a subat.; being
transferred from the category of epithets to that
of substs. by the affix : pl. ;ol.j]: see b.lj; in

five places. -_[Hence,] ,'SjJI [Certain excres-
cences, or p~dent hairs, termed] ;.,L, in the
hinder part of the hind leg orfoot. (K. [In the
explanations there given, I read J..JI, as in one
copy, instead of J.JI. It has been stated above,
voce ;lt.j, on the authority of the L, that ,1ajil
is said only in relation to the legs of a beast.])_
[But] t.ojil jI means The lion: (S, 1 :) by the
,.5aj being meanthisclaws and his canine teeth and
his roaring and his impetuosity. (S .)- SJ j
The shin-bons. (L.)

[L,fljj a rel. n. from ;ljj, p1. of ;,.j; and
used, app., as meaning flaving sometAing re-
dundant; for] Sa'eed Iibn-'Othman was surnamed
A --a
,gSl,jjil because he had three ;. : so they

assert. (.)

a^23 ;, (S, 1(g,) and ; [alone], (S,)

[Garments of the kind termed] ~ having in
them red jtripes, (S, K.,) to which streaks of
blood are lilened: (S:) so called in relation 4o

~j 3 the son of JI , the father of a tribe: (S,
1 ) or, as some say, .. i the son of ~1:
(MF:) or from j, a city, or town, of El-
Yemen, in which such b" were woven: (TA:)
or, accord. to some, J and F are in error; and the
truth is, that there were some merchants in Mek-
keh, called 3. j, thus witlh t., and in relation
to them certain [camel-vthicles for women of the

kind called] ) li were termed ?.. (MF.)

j: see j, in two places.

an inf. n. of ; M. (, ].) You say, j

-,L. t i .~ and ;:f. , (A, Msb,)
both meaning the same [i. e. Tlere is no ex-
ceeding what thou hast done: or rather the latter
means there is no desire for more than thou hast
done, or there is no one of whom is desired more
than thou hast done; for tl-''- may be here
an inf. n., and it may be a pan. part. n.]. (Mqb.)

[Boos t.

[1t is also the pass. part. n. of jlj, signifying
Increased, or augm nted; as also .]

i,lj. [A leathern water-bag, one of a pair
which is borne by a camel or other beast ;] the
half (, ) of a 4a3;: (Msb in art. sj:) [a
water-bag of this kind is represented in a sketch
of" Salgas " in my work on the Modern Egyp-
tians:] it has two loops, and two kidney-dhaped
piece of leather (C;eLb), the former of whic
are sered to the latter: (TA voce i4.j :) the

?1, conists of two mezdeas (Sj;U ), whicA
are bound upon the trwo sides of the camel witA
the [cord calledl .lj~: the pl. is j [often
written ;lp]; and sametimes the Arabs elided
the ;, saying tV;p: (T, TA:) [hboth of these
forms are mentioned in the ~ and C as pl. :] and
tlk,, without i, is [also] applied to the single
one (;j> [meaning the single mater-shin]) which
the rider attaches behind his camers saddle, having
no .*is, [or spout (which is closed by means of a
thong tied round it) at one of the lower extremi-
ties for pouring out the water; thus] differing
from the igjo: (T, TA:) or the Wp. is a ai;,
[app. accord. to some who applied this latter term
to a single water-bag,] (S, A, ~,) or only (1)
such as is composed of two shins with a third
inserted between themin to widen it: (A'Obeyd, 8,
M, A, . :) and so are the a. and the -.ea :
(A'Obeyd, S:) or the A1_e1 is made of two
skins put face to face; and the ;bj.. is of trwo
shins and a half, or of three skins: (ISh, TA:)
or it is [a wvater-bag] joined (I-.) at one side;
if consisting of two faces (~".., -;.. X s
[i. c. of two pieces of skin whereof each forms one
face or side]) it is called a : or it is like a
alj having no .'* [expl. abo;e]: AM and the
author of the Masb and some others assert that its
medial radical letter is ,, and that it is from

.jl, (TA,) being so called because one fur-
nishes himself with water in it for travelling-
provision: (Myb in art. 3j :) but this is a mis-
take: (TA:) it is thus called because it is
enlarged by the addition of a third skin: (AO,
EI-Khaffijee, TA:) [Fei says that] accord. to
analogy it should be ;;!i.. (Msb in art. .j.)

li~ c: ace ~, in two places.

a ,, applied to I?: seo

2. at4Jl ;j He (a farrier) twisted the lip of
the beast with a jl.j: (. in art. ,j, and TA:)
nnd he put a j)j upon the liL [or part beneath
the chin] of the beast. (TA.) [In the present
day, the instrument here mentioned is generally
applied to the upper lip.]

,j [A large water-jar, widte in the upper part
and nearly pointed at the bottom;] a [wesl of
the hind called] ;: or a [vdesse uch as is cald~
4, (1I,) in which water is put: (TA: [but
J..a is there put by mistake for 1 :]) of the

dial of El-'Ir64 [and that of Egypt]: pL J;l:
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a foreign word. (TA in art. j, in which, and
in art. j, the word is mentioned in the ]i.) -

See aso art. 3. Also I. q. j; (IA9 r, TA in
art. Jj ;) the former j in the latter word being
changed by some of the Arabs into U in this
and similar instances. (Az, TA.) [See also

;j, (fgh, TA in artj.J,) in the K, erroneously,

yj, (TA,) Angry, (IAqr, Sgh, 1V, TA,) and
sewring himself from lis companion: (IA*r,
TA:) originally~j. (As, TA.)

;e: e art. jjj.

jli [A kind of barnacle, used by a farrier;]
an i;utrument with which a farrier twists the
lip of a beat; ($ in art. j J;) a thing that it put
upon the mouth of a beast rwhen he it refractory,
in order that he may become submiuive. (lAth,
TA. [See 2.]) - See also art. JOJ.

· .e.-

CRi
@itJ: see art. j.

1. t;, aor. to , inf. n. 0 ($, O, Mqb, V'

and ;Uo and iJ; (O, O) and j (TA,)
lle, or it, (a thing, M^b,) declined, deviated,
serned, or turned aitle, (, 0, Mb, ]K,) from the
right course or direction, accord. to an explana-
tion of 3j by Er-R16ghib; and from the truth:
(TA:) and lj, aor. jj., inf. n. t3j, is a
dial. var. thereof. (Mqb, TA.0) In the Xur iii. 5,

· am
(O,) C4a means A doubting, and a declining, or
deviating, om the truhe lA. (O,X .) You say

also, , (, M,b, g,) aor. , in. n
IjJ (MYb, TA) and t'`, (TA,) The sun declined

[.from the meridian], (S,' Mob, 1,) so that the
shode turnedfrom one side to the other. (.,* J.)

.And;Zl t!j, (, O, K,) inf. n. "J, (TA,)

The eye, or eyes, or the right, became dim, or
dull: (, 0O,g, TA:) so in the phrase'--Il -I jG
in the lur [liii. 17]: (O, TA:) or, as some say,
.;t.'1jt 'Ilj signifies the eyes turned aside from
their places; a in the case of-a man in fear. (TA.)

a. GI j', inf. n. z I rectJifed the tj
[or doclining, or deriating, &c.,] of such a one.
(Aboo-8a'eed, O, K.-)

4. UV, (s, O, M,b, ],) j ] CA, ($, O,)
in. n. LIj1, (Mqb,) lBe ,nade him to decline,
deiate, swerve, or turn aside, (, , MOI, M ,)
from tAe way. (8, O.) Hence, in the Igur [iii. 6,
acord. to the usual reading], Lj tP j j
(O, TA,) meaning O our Lord, make us not [or
make not our hearts] to declinefrom the right
way and course: make us not to err, orgo astray.
(TA. [See another reading in the first paragraph
of art. tjj.]) -And He made him to fall into

[.pl lapp. as meaning deviation from the trutA,
or the right way of belief or conduct]. ((TA.) -

.*., ~41 t t llJ t., in the ]ur [lxi. 5],

means, accord. to Er-RAghib, And wrhen they
quitted the right may, God dealt with them
according to that: (TA:) or God turned their
hearts from the acceptance of the truth, and the
inclining to the right course. (B4.)

5. ; ;.iLj.3 She (a woman) ornamented, or
adorned, herself, and showed, or displayed, Ier
finery, or ornaments, and beauties of person or
form or countenance, to men, or strangers, (AZ,
, 1J,) and decked herself with apparel; like

;&,j3: (AZ, TA:) IF says that its L is a sub-
stitute for Oi. (TA.)

6. Ij i. q. j , (JK, S, O, K,) An inclining
towards each other, (PS,) accord. to some, pecu-
liarly, (TA,) in the teeth. (JK, TA.)

bil [The rook;] a smalU .,l [or bird of the

crow-kind], inclining to white, (O, Mglt, ], TA,)
that does not eat carrion, (0, Mgh, TA,) and is
allowed to be eaten; now called in Egypt..rthe

4 ey 5r*l [or Noacdian crow]: (TA:) or a

,.1A like the pigeon, black, with a dusty colour
in its head; or, as some say, inclining to white;
that does not eat carrion: (Mgb in art. t3j :) or
a small black .1>5, that is eatens; also called

., of which the n. un. is with ;: (ISh,TA
in art. J.j. :) [these descriptions correctly apply
to different varieties of the rook; some of which
are distinguished by more or less whiteness in the
head and other parts: in the present day, the
word is, by some, perhaps generally, erroneously
applied to the carrion-crow :] Az says, "I 1 know
not whether it be Arabic or nrabicized:" (Mgb
in art. Mj, and TA:) thie truth is, that it is a
Pers. word, [,blj,] arabicized; originally applied
to crows ( s.), whether small or large; but when
arabicized,anplied peculiarly to one species thereof:
(TA :) pl. O. (, M'gh, Mgb, ].)

lj Declining, deviating, swerving, or turning

aside: (TA:) pl. Ml/j, applied to a nimber of
men, (, O, V, TA,) i. q. Opoilj, (S, O, TA,)
like U14 meaning n;. (O, TA.)

1. jIj, aor. , (1, O, ,) in. n. Jj' and

C6ji (0, ]) and J, (TA,) said of a camel,
(?, TA,) and of a man, &c., (TA,) tIe walked
with an elegant and a proud and elf-conceited
gait, with an affected inclining of the body from
side to sidle: ($, 0, ]:) or he went quickly, ,oith
an affected iniclining of the body fSrotn aide to

side. (TA.) And e' ~. *j, said of a
woman, She appeared as though shte were turning
round, or circling, in her gait. (Z, TA.) [This
is app. from whlat next follows.] One says of a
male pigeon, .,;;JI .,.Llj lie dragged the
tail, and impelled his fo'e part withI his hinde.
part, and turned, or circled, around the female
pigeon: ($, O, L, .,' TA:) and of a female

pigeon one says, .ll t ; LJ ! -~ - ,
meaning She valkl with boldnes aud pre-
snmptuousnes before the male pigeon. (T'A.)
And a poet desribing a battle says of it ,.ij,

meaning The Ainder part thereof impeld tAe
fore part. (L, TA.) - Jlj, (Kr, TA,) inf. n.
.- j, (Kr,) said of a building, (Kr, TA,) &c.,
(TA,) It was, or became, high. (Kr, TA.) -

)tp1I r;J1 1, (B MA, Mgh, Mqb, ,) aor. bliA,
(Mqb,) inf. n. .j, (Mob,) or Jdj, (Mgh, J,)
for which the lawyers say b3J, (Mgh,) TAe
dirhems, or pieces of money, were bad: (MA,
Myb:) or were rejected, or returned, (Mghl, ,)
sL. [to Aim], (., Mgh, l,) becaue of adultera-
ting alloy therein: (Mgh, ] :) or, accord. to the M,
simply, were rejected, or returned; (TA;) [and]
so ti..j. (Mgb.)- See also S. . Jm 1.. J1 J1j,
(0, ,:) inf. n. 4Jj, (TA,) He leaped the wall;
syn. ,-; (O, ;) said of a man. (O.)

2. Je is said to signify primarily The sepa-
rating, or setting apart, such [money] as i pass-
able, or current, from nuch as is termed .Alj:
and hence, the rejecting [money], or returning
[it]: and the making [it], or proving [it] to be,

fale, or spurious. (TA.) On says, I 
(g, MA, Msb, V,) inf. n. ', (Meb,) He
made, (MA, .,) or pronounced, (1,) or showed,
(Msb,) the dirhemsn, or piees of money, to be
bad, (MA, Myb,) or to be nwh as are termed

sJj,; (IC;) as also t ,Ij. (Lb, K.) See also l,
near the end of the paragraph. [ lIence, , !
in relation to spechb, or language: see 2 in art.

dj.] - And ~dj, (Kr, TA,) inf. n. a above,
(Kr,) 1 He made his blood to be of no account, to
go for nothing, unretaliated, or uncompenated
by a mulet; or made it allowable to take, or shed,
his blood: (TA:) or he made hin to be con-
temptibil, ignominions, base, or vile, in the esti-
mation of others: (Kr, TA:) from .ii ?
"'a bad dirhem, or piece of money." (TA.)

5. * .J^, said of a woman, [like aI ,] She
ornamemted, or adorned, hera.lf (O.) [Accord.
to Freytag, .;j3 signifies It was adulterated:
and in lIar p. (612 it is expl. as signifying jLo
d4ljl I Aij, which seems to have this or a
similar meaning; 4ij being app. a mistnserip.
tion for *j or z

1-d5: see .- j, in four places. AIlso The

j0k1, i. e., (Kr, TA,) the :, , (Kr, O, ], TA,)
[meaning the coping, or ledge, or cornice,] that
protects a wall, (0, K., TA,) surrounding the
upper part of the wvall, (Kr,) or srrounding the
walls at the top of a houe: (TA:) or, u some
say, (O, in the g "and,") the steps, or stairs, of
pla~e of ascent: (O, ]:) or, ua some say, (Kr,
O, in the X "and,") i. q. ., [meaning acros-
terial ornaments forming a single mnmber of a
crating of a wall, or of the crown of a cornice]:
n. un. with L. (Kr, 0, ].)

%.st, and with : see the next paragraph, in
three places.

.;j One rwho walks in the mannr describcd
in the first sentence of this art.; as also t,**
which is an in£. n. used as an epithet: (TA:)

[and so tJQbj, but properly in an intensive

sense:] and I bIj a she-camel proud and slf.
W
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conceited [in her gait]. ($.) Hence, (TA,)

:P, signifies The lion; as also Jt 0I; (o,
1];) but the latter has an intensive meaning:
(TA :) so called because of his proud and self-

conceited walk. (O, TA.) _ Also, and t ,
(, Kr, Mgh, O, Myb, 1,) the latter an inf. n.
used as an epithet, (Myb,) or, accord. to IDrd,
this is a vulgar term, (O,) or bad, (1,) applied
to a dirhem, or piece of money, (, Mgh, O, Msb,
1],) to gold and td silver, (iIar p. 3.69, referring
to the latter word,) Bad: (Kr, Myb, and ljar
ubi supra:) or such as are rejected, or returned,
because of adulterating alloy therein: (Mgh, O,

:) or, as some say, such as are less bad than

srhnt are !ermed ~, being such as are rejected

by [the o.ficers of] the g,rernment-treasury;
whereas the cm are such as are rejected by the
merchants, or traders: (Mgh :) the pl. is ibj

and -tj (0, ],) [the latter a pl. of pauc.,] or
the pl. of t j is J,j, and the pl. of ~,j is

J: (Mgh,* Mb :) accord. to some, the .Jyj
are such as are done over with a compound of
quicksilver and sulpahur. (Myb.) [It is implied
in the Mob that tV j is the more common term,
though, as has been stated above, it is said by
1Drd to be vulgar: and it is also applied to
human beings: for ex.,] a poet says,

* .*~ ~ -.1 *1 i cc-is *-F -sw

[Tho, seet the people to be likes when they al/ght

tocether; but among the peolle are bad like the
bad of dirhe,ns.] (TA.)

5. jgp lie ornamented, or adorned, himself,
and applied Ji. to his eyes: (1 :) or :.j,

said of a woman, (JK, Q, O,) like z.. , (., 0,)
she ornamented, or adorned, herself, (J K, $, 0,)
and apIplied ,- to her eyes, (g, O, TA,) and
some add, andt decked herstlf with apparel:
accord. to Z, it is from 3jjJl; [app. meaning

jjJI, syn. with .j1jJIl; or from 3lj, (see 2 in
art. j3j, last sentence,) so that it is originally

,:.;j3 ;] or it may be from j, [i.e. 4.j,] with
5, [meaninig the "builder's string, or line, with

whbicih leo makes even the rows of stones, or
bricks, anml with which the building is propor-
tioned,"] because sioe who embellishes herself
makes her state right by adornment. (TA.)

J.j The part, of a lshirt, that surrounds the
nehk: (Q, g :) the collar of a shirt: (KL:) or
the bor~ler of a collar; (MA;) or the hemwmed
bordfier of the opening at the neck and bosom of
a shiirt: (JK:) [app. an arabicized word from the
l'crs. ;j :] J, holding the medial radical to be
[originally] ,, has mentioned it in art ij.
(TA.) - [Ience, tThe surrounding edge of the

eyelid. (See .. )] ad The string, or line,

of thle buiLlet, [also called .j, q. v., with

whish he makes ~a the rows of stones, or bricks,
and] with which the building is proportioned.

(J K.) - s/tJIl lj, expl. by Lth as meaning

A certain thing that flies in the air, called by

the Arabs ..*I aJW, [i. c. the fine filmy cob-

webs termed go&samcr,] is a mistake for t.

fb,LJ, with J). (Az, 0, 0,.)

Jkj

1. jilj is syn. with si1jt, q. v. ($, Msb, ].) _

31ljj Jlj, or lljj IT Jlj; and S Jl;: see

jl.j, in art. Jjj. And , i.j j. j and t.jj and

iltj: see .j, in art. J,j; and for the first,

see also Jlj, in that art.- a,j, ($, K,) aor.

.jjl, inf. n. J~j, (S,) [first pers. of 41j,] signifies

also I Iput it, or set it, apart, anway, or aside;
remnoved it; or separated it; (S, K, TA ;) namely,
a thing, (S, TA,) from another thing: (TA:)

and t jljl also signifies he separated it; like dlj.

(TA.) See also 4. One says, " Ulja WL jj

liemove, or separate, thy sheep from tqhy goats.

(S, TA.) And t i..jj , aj I separated it

[partly], but it did not become [wholly] separated.
(8, K.) ~ l L j; Ja jlj C ($ in art. J3j, and

Misb,) is like ~ L, both in its [original] measure,

[which is J&j t, accord. to most authorities,] and
in its meaning, whichl is [Hle ceased not to do

such a thing, or he continued to do such a thing,

for it denotes] the continuing to do a thing [as in
the ex. above], and a constant state [as in the

phrase tl SU j Lj b Zeyd ceased not to be, or

co,,tinued to be, standing] : (Mb :) [using the

first pers.,] one says, 1a_ c'Jj C [and ;Jj t,

as appears from what follows], meaning &. L
[i. e. I ceased not to do it, or I continued to do

it], (K,) aor. JIjl [supposing the measure of the

pret. to. be originally -.:W] (Msb, K) and j.

[supposing tie measure of the pret. to be originally
,Ak.a]: (.K:) the verb is seldom [in the Msb

"never"] used without a negative particle: (Az,

TA:) one says O)h* ',Jj meaning JWa.l ,- tC;

but this is rare: (Il :) and lti Ja.i .j' to,
(8, Msb, K,) a phirase used by some of the Arabs,
(Myb,) mentioned by Akh, (S, TA,) as is meant
in [some of the copies of] the I~ by the addition

&;, though Akhi is not mentioned in what pre-

cedes. (TA.) The verb in jlj C and Ji '9 is

used in the manner of ;th in governing the

noun [which is its subject] in the nom. ease and

the predicate in the accus. case [as in ,.j jlj C

tJ5, expl. above]; but one may not sav, Jj l

Wi1. '~ like as one says, Sl .aj oS to

dk ; for jlj deno.tes a negation, [meaning hc

did not a thing, or he was not doing &e.,] and

L and ' denote negation, and two negationis to-

gethler denote an affirnmition; so that Jj to is

affirmative like 'jt; and as one may not sa.,

't; j ,j t ~ , so one may not say, JOO t

:l a 1 ,%9. (Er-Raghib, TA.) One says also,

desisted not n,ith Zeyd until he did that], (Sb, ],0

TA,) inf n. jj. (Sb, TA.) J,; [Ile, or it,
has not ceased to be &c., i. e., has ever been &c,

(see J,Ifl is said of God, as meaning He has

never been nonexistent; and j1; '1, said of Him,
He will never be nonexistent. (Kull p. 31.) This
[incomplete i. e. non-attributive) verb and the com-
plete [i. e. attributive, which signifies "it ceased
to be" or "exist," &c.,] differ in their compo-
nents; the latter being composed of J j ; and
this, of J *S j: or the incomplete is altered from
the complete; being made to be with kesr to its
mediahl radical letter, [for it is generally held to be
from ,)j or jj,] after its having been [ori-

ginally J3j,] with fet-hb: or it is from Jlj, aor.
a ~, meaning " he put it," or " set it, apart," dc.

(6·)

2. 4 j, (s, K,) inf. n. jj,, (S,) IIe separated
it [i.e. acompany of men,or an assemblage of things,]
much (Fr, Az, S,* K," TA,) [or greatly, or widely;
or dispersed it;] differing in degree from llj like as
1."_ does from ;jC. (TA.) Hence, 

[And ne n,ill separate them nwidely, one fro,n
another], (Fr, Az, S, ], TA,) in the .Kur [x. 29];

(Fr, Az, S, TA;) where some read.le, t4 l ;
like - '. and &a , " [in the Kur xxxi. 17].
(Fr, Az, TA.) [See also an ex. in a verse cited

voce ,J.] "-j is of the measure . becauso
its inf. n. is as above; for were it ~, one

would say 4j [of the measure ial]. (S.) -

&; is also [said to be] an [irreg.] inf. n. of 5,
q. v. (L~, g.)

3. .t, (S, Msb, K,) inf. n. aiLJjj. and Jqj,
(S, .K,) le esparated himsc.!from him. (S, Msb,
]K. [See also 1 in art. J j, last sig,,ification.])

One says, 4jj t.ytl tI., mneaning [Mix

ye with men in familiar, or social, intercourse,
and] separate yourselves fi.omt thea in deeds, or

actions. (TA.)- t._ °a:.lj Ste veiled er.
face .from him. (IAir on the authiority of Ibn-
Ez-Zubeyr, TA in art. j,.) [Sec also 6.]-
.J... .0. .

I; lj: see 2. And see also what next
follows.

4. lljl ($, Myb, 1) S ;. ($) or sA ' ,

(K,) inf. n. 'Jl (I) and J,.i; (Lb, g;) and
t Jl, (S, Ms b , g, and Ijar p. .393,) aor. l. ,

(', 1], and IHar ubi suplra,) or Jl., like 4,

(Msb,) inf. .n.j, ($, K, iar,) or Jtj; (eob;)
both signify the same; (S, Msb, ];) lie remored

it [fromn its place; as the former is expl. ini art.

Jjj]; (Msb in explanation of bothi, and Ilar
ubi supri in explanation of the latter;) and so
t ~lj, of which the primary signification is that

first assigned to it in the next preceding para-

graph. (ilar ubi supriL) See also 1, fourthi sea-
mtene. [And see 4 in art. Jjj.]

5. t,ij;, (S,'s;b,K,) inf n. J.aj and t 5j ,
(K,) the latter [irreg., being properly inf. n. of

2,] of the dial. of EI-H.jijhz, mentioned by L!;

(TA;) and *lt lfj, inf. n. 0.j; (V;) i. q.
a
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IWja3 [i. c. o hey became separated much, or
greatly, or widely; or became dispersed: or rather,
the former verb, being quasi-pass. of 2, has this
meaning; and the latter verb, as quasi-pass. of 3,
means simply they became separated, one from
another]: (fi, 15 :) [for] t 1 jll signifies t.l1:
(l, 15::) I14j is syn. rith Ij.: thus in the
lur [xlviii. 25], where it is said, LIj 19i' j
t1,i 0!"$ [Had they been widlely separated,
one from another, n,e had auuredly punished
those who disbeliered]: (Mqb,* TA:) and some
here read l,ilj. (Bn.) [See also 7.]

6: see 5, in thrce places. _[IIence,] ¶1)zl
rignifies also u; 1; (!1, TA;) a tropical mean-

ing: (TA :) one says, J dtlj3, meaning '.. l
ii. e. I lie wnas, or became, abashed at him]: (0,
TA:) becaue the __ separates himself, and
shrinks, from another. (TA.)_[See also ;a4j.;,
whence it seems that one says, of a woman,
syI,, meaning She veiled her face from men:
see likewise 3.]

7. Jljl It was, or became, put, or set, alMrt,
away, or aside; removed; or separated; (S, 1;)

[.from Aim, or it]. (TA.) One says, a
j AU: see 1 (t , K.) [Sce also 5. And se
7 in art. JJ3.]

J. i ldth between the thighks; (S, 15;) like

· (.)

tji, (sg,) or e,1AiI ,,J1, occurrilng in a
trad., (TA,) liaving 'the thighs wide apairt.
(g, TA.)

Jj.L A man acute or sharp, or qutick in in-
tellect, clever, ingeniooss, ski.I/fl, k]No'ing, or
intelligent; knowitng wnith respect to the subtilties,
niceties, abs.truities, or obscuruities, of things,
affair's, or cases; as also t jj,: (1:) or rehe-

ment in altercation, or litigation, rrho dsIeJs
(J.j) from one plea, or arqumnent, to another:
occurring in a trad., in, which it is said, with
reference to two claimants, ^ ~..L. $L .
~j. [ Och of them t to nras a person who mired
in, or entered into, affairs; vehement in alterca-
tion, &c.]: (IAth, TA:) accord. to which latter
explanation, it should he mentioned in art. J0j,
as it is by the author of the L; but Z mentions it
in the present art., like F. (TA.)

gJt: see the next preceding iparagralh.

ljJI e,l ~,JI [a mistranscription for ,e_.JI]
means ,~5lI [i. e. The beloved, or thefriend, nho
is in a state of mparation, or disunion]. (TA.)

ZAt1 A woman who veils herface.from men.
(IAIr on the authlority of Ibn-Ez-Zul,eyr, TA in
tlais art. and in art. j.)

Oej

1. lj, (d , MA, Msb, ],) nor. ';ik, (Msb,)
inf. n. OJ; (MA, Msb, KL, TA;) and tj,
( MA, Msb, g,) inf. n. '~ ; (Msb, KL,
TA;) and t4 ilj, (Msb, g,) and V.; jl, (1K,)

Bk. I.

which is its original form, (TA,) inf. n. ;lj ;
(Msb;) signify the same; (S, MA, Mqb, 15;)
Zie, or it, adorned, oarsmented, decorated,
decked, bedecked, garnis!ted, etmbellished, beauti-
fied, or graced, him, or it. (MA, KL, P$: [and
the like is indicated in the S and Msb and IS.])
[&Ilj said of a quality, and of an action, and of a
saying, is best rendered It adorned him, or
graced him, or was an honour to hipm; contr. of
a$U; as is indicated in the S and K: and some-
times means it was his pride: and t .j means
as expl. above: and he embellished it, dressed it
up, or trimmed it; said in this sense as relating
to language: and he ermbellix,hed it, or dressed it
up, namely, an action &c. to anotlher (eiJ);
often said in this sense of the Devil; (as in the
.Kur vi. 43, &c.;) i. e. he commended it to hinm :]

1.LI j and *t j [Such a thing adorned him,
&c.,] are expl. as said when one's excellence
[a.id, as I read for Wi3, an evident mistran-
scription,] appears either by speech or by action:
and .tl_ jil 41t>.ij3 [God's adorning, &c., of
things] is sometimes by means of his creating
them ai,;4 [i.e. adorned, &c.]; and '., 1 Vt%,s
[The adorning, &c., of men], by their abundance
of property, and by their speech, i.e. by their
extolling Him. (Er-RBghib, TA.) One says,
C.~! tj3 [Beauty adorned, or graced, him, or
it]. And Mcjnoon says,

. .Lei L;;i ; i4 4F3

[And, 0 my Lord, since Thou hast made lyldt
to be to me the object of love, then grace Thlou me
to her eyes like as Thlou kast graced her to me].
(S, TA: but in the ibrmer, .jl 5JI; J in the place
of j¢IJI &l . [The reading in the . means of the
ol.jects of love: for taM% beincg originally an
inf. n., may be used alike as sing. and pl.])

els1 fSl i l a. sej3 [means The setting off,
or commending, of a commodity in selling; and]
is allowed, if without concealment of a fault, or
defect, from the purchaser, and without lying in
the attribution and description of the article.
(TA.)

2: see above, in six places.

4. l. jl and A;ijl: sce 1, first sentence. - See
also the paragraph here following.

5. ;,p and t ljil, (1, 1,) the latter of the

measure j:JW!, [originally oe3jl, and then 01All,]

($,) quasi-pass. verbs, [the former of ;e.j and
the latter of lAj,] (1K,) signify the same; ($;)
[ Ile, or it, was, or became, ador ned, ornamented,
decorated, decked, bedecked, yiarr,ixhed, embel-
lished, beautified, or graced;] as also c.j'j, (S,*
1K,).[a variation of the first, being] originally
~j, the ,i being made quiescent, and incorpo-
rated into the j, and tlhe I being prefixed in order
tlhat the inception may be perfect; (S, TA;)

and tljlo; and ' ijjl. (1.K) One says, t'; JI
4~C "Pb,'3l [perhaps a mistlanscription for

j!, Tle earth, or land, became ador,#cd,
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&c., with, or by, its herboge]; as also ;:l,
ori,, nally ;< [as expl. above]; (S;) and
some, in the ]5ur x. 25, read ' h; ; and some,

t·JLtjl. (Bl.) And they said, aill aUi 11
aL.;11l ~.j; [When ,v.JI (the Tenth Mansion
of the Moon) rises aurorally, the palm-tree
becomes garnished with ripening dates: that
Mansion thils rose in ceptral Arabia, about the
commencement of the era of the Flight, on the
12th of August, 0. 8; and in that region, at, or
soon after, that period, the dates begin to ripen].
(TA.) [H-,j is said of language, as meaning It
nras emabelli.thed, dressed up, or trimmed: and of
an action &c., as meaning it was embellished, or
dressed up, i. e. commended, to a person, by
another man, and, more commonly, by the
Devil.] - And .j3 also signifies lie adorned,
ornamented, decorated, decked, &c., himnselJ:

(MA, KL.) [Hence,] >JQ1O C;j3 [lIs in-
rested hiomself nith that which did not belong to
hiin]. ($ and TA in art.

8. -ij, originally ojl: see the next pre-
ceding paragraph, first sentence.

ll1: *see 5, each in two places.

JI: see art. 'j.

Oij [as an inf. n., and also as a simple subsL,]
is the contr. of ;f,: (f, Mgb, 1 :) [as a simple

subst.,] i. q. aLj, q. v.: (giar p. 139:) [and
commonly signifying A grace; a beauty; a
comely quality; a physical, aml also an intel-
lectual, adornment; an honour, or a credit; and
anythig tllhat is the pride, or glory, of a person
or thing: in these senses contr. of O ,:] pl. WDrt.
(K.) - Az says, I heard a boy of [tlhe tribe
calle?d] Benoo-'O0eyl say to another, . c *.q

'e, ~., meaning AMyface is comely and thy
face is ugly; for x . J, j ;j ,t .) ..
[,ny face is pouesed of comelines and thy face
is possessed of ugliness]; using the inf. ns. as
epithets; like as on,e says .. j~ .i and XJ;.
(TA.) - Also The comb of the cock. ($.)

il'J [mentioned in this art. in the 15]: see art.

i:j, the subst. from 1ij, (Mqb,) signifies

' ~ j b [i. e. A thing with mwhich, or by whick,
,one is adorned, ornamented, decorated, decked,
bedecked, garhished, embellithed, beauti.fied, or
graced ; or with which, or by which, one adorns,
tc., himref]; (T, , ];) any such thing; (1',
TA;) [any ornament, ornaturs, decoration, gar-
nish, embellishment, or grace;] and so *t-s ;
(1;) and t* ij, also, [which see above,] signifies
thie same as l;j: (gar p. 130:) accord. to El-

narlillee, '"j denotes the [mran of ] beautifying,
or embellishin;g, a thing by another thing; con-
sixting of apparel, or an ornament of gold or
silver or of jewelx or gems, or aspect : or, as some
say, it is the beauly [seen] of the eye that does
not reach to the interior qf that which is adorned
[thereby]: accord. to Er-Righib, its proper mean-
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ang is a tAing that don not disgrace, or render
vnsw~ly, a man, in any of hir staats or conditionu,

either in the preitt world or in that whicA is to
come: but that which adorns him in one state or
condition, exclusively of another, is in one point
of view * : summarily spelaking, it is of three
kinds; namely, mental, sucA a knowaedge or
airnce, and good tnuts ; and bodily, ,ckh as
atregth, and tallram of stature, and beauty of
aopect; and atrinit~ , cA as wealtA, and ranh
or station or disnity; and all these are mentioned
in the o]ur: (TA;) the pl. is *CJ. (Bl in x. 25.)

I! JIil 3;0t 4 [or simply ,),JI 4j generally
means The ornature, finery, how, pomp, or
gaiety, of tae present lif or world; and] par-
ticulaly includes twlth and cAildrm. (]ur
xviii. 44.) j;l 4i [The ornature of the
earth] mean ;Me plan#t, or Aerbage, of th earth.
(TA.) J1 .,g [7ihe day of ornature] is th

fetival (.;41); (9, IC;) when men used [and
still use] to adorn themselves with goodly articles
of apparel. (TA.) And also The day of the
brwakig [of the dam a little waitAi tha entranmc]
of thA canal of Mi.r (here meaning the present
capital of Egypt, El-JAhireh, which we call
"Cairo "], (, TA,) i. e. the canal which run
through the midst of Miar, and [the dam of]

which is broken when the Nile has attained the
height of sixteen cubits or more: this day is said
to be meant in the ]ur xx. 61: it is one of the
days observed in Egypt with the greatest gladness
and rejoicing from ancient times; and its obser-
vance in the days of the F4imees was such a is
inconceivable, u it is described in the "Khiat "
of EI-Malpeezee. (TA. [The modern observances
of this day, and of other days in relation to the
rise of the Nile, are described in my work on the
Modern Egyptians.])

Cl;Wtp A beautiful moon. (.)

V14J: sa e e

[in t) The art, or occupation, of the C>,)a:
in the present day.]

so

'3j: see the last paragraph in this art.

i j: see [ - (Also,] applied to a man,
Having his Aair trimmeod, or clipped, [or shavn,
by the a .] (, TA.)

· . i.q. [ (i.e. A cupper; who is
generly a barber; and to the latter this epithet
( s~j) is now commonly applied; a it is also
in the MA]. (9, TA.) 8e ~ also ~d.

[Boox I.

f see each in two plaes in what
follows.

and t ~I1 and · Oj signify the amne

[i. e. Adorned, ornam ted, decorated, decked,bedecked, garnished, ombdel~sd, or graced; u
also 1 tVj: and the first signifies also eely-
adorned &c.]: (TA :) the second and third are
part. ns. of OI.j!i; the third being formed from
the second by incorporation [of the > into thej]:
and the dim. of 01 is f o.fi , like ep the
dim. of l; and if you substitute [for the s],
V OP"j.: and in like manner in forming the pl.
you say ^ and e *i ($.) You ay, 01

.4 ej'?t and t Jj^, meaning Chjj

4ipf i; [i. d. I am graed by tihe making
know of thy comnand, or qffair]. (TA.) And
t*SIj 5p! means [i. e. A woman adond,
&e; or sef'-adornd &c.]: (V, TA:) in tsome
of] the copies of the ], erroneously, ,
(TA.)

B)D OP THE THIRD PART OP BOOK 1.
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